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As you've had some of
the best electronics training
you'll be looking for some of
the best electronics jobs.
Anyone w ho's worked w ith electron ics in the forces has been on
the receiving end of som e of t he best training available.
A fact that we at M arcon i Co mmunications are quick to
recognise.
We're involved in rad io and TV broadcast equipment, satellite
earth stiltions, nava l communi catio ns. H.F. Systems, tropo scatter and line -of - sight networks. We have proba bly the largest
sys tems capacity in Europe - th ere's literall y no con tract that's
too large or too complex for us to handle.
If you have been involved in one or more of the above systems
and are interested in the fo:l owing pos1t1ons. we would like to
hear from yo u.

Systems/Sales Engineering
In these jobs, you 'd help assess the technical 1mplicat1or.s of a
sales enquiry, and develop customer requi,ements into systems
drawings and technical notes ready to make a formal tender. It's
a role which involves working closel y w ith our custome rs in the
UK and overseas.

Installation Engineering
You 'd install and maintain man y of the syst ems described above
and your job would ta ke you to loca tions in the U K and ma ny
parts of the world .

Test Engineering
Using the most sophisticated equipment and test techni ques.
you 'd carry out production test ing and fault -finding on a wi'.Je
range of equipment.

I;

Wo rking with Marconi Communications gives you excelle nt
career and sa lary prospects, and the chance to put down roots
in an attractive area .

If you 're leaving the forces soon. and you 'd like to find out more
about our work and what we can offer you, write with a bflef
outline of your service career to Terry Ford.( W /,Marconi Comm unication Systems Limited, New Street, Chelmsford, Essex.

If youVe got what it takes,we want it.

A GEC-M;uconi Elecrron1cs Company

Because, in common with other multimillion operation' , we need all the technical,
organi ational and management talent we can get
But the difference between curico r,
Britain' largest industrial security organisation,
and mo t of th e r st is that we promote from
within. Always. So that no out id rs leapfrog
ov er the man or woman on the spot- and the good
p ople in the org-ani ation always get their chance.
Not that we need all our staff to b ambitious for
management duties. we also hav e many other
vacancie form n and worn n who want a teady,
'ecure, ati. fying job, doing a re ponsible day's
work for a very fair wag . We need th eir reliability.

0~
:[:

th ey want our ecurity. It work both ways.
And all ecuricor employee are part of a great
team, arning good money, paid in full even during
training. There' a free uniform, sick pay, pension
and in urance schemes and, with over 240 branches
throughout the K. the chance of finding a job in the
town to your choice, when you leave the ervice.
Write to: Securicor Limited, Vigilant
House, Room 203, 24/ 30 Gillingham Street,
London SWlV lHZ (Tel: 01-834 5411) or if you're
tatio ned in Britain, find your nearest branch in
Yellow Pages. And, when you write. let us know
where you're planning to ettle- and we'll e
what we can do.

SECURICOR AJOB WITH SECURITY.
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EDITORIAL
NEW YEAR HONOURS
All will wi~h to join us in congratulating the following who received awards in the
Honours List.
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BEM
Sgt J. L. H. Lon~joy

All will ~ish to join us in congratulating the following who received a.wards in the New Year
Honours List.
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OUR COVER PICTURE
The Corps still mounted. The picture shows the mounted
detachment from 68 (Inns & Court & City Yeomanry) Signal
Squ~dron (V) a Squadron of 71 (Yeomanry) Signal Regiment
passing the Mansion House during this years Lord Mayor's Show.
The Squa?r.on are proud to maintain this annual custom and this year
led the civil part of the procession. The mounted detachment is
commanded by the Officer Commanding and has four officers and
eight soldiers.
Phorogmph by courtesy Keystone Press Agency Ltd
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We, also, congratulate the following who received awards for service in Northern Ireland.

. .we thank the .majority of our contributors for meeting our guide lines during the pa t year. It
is tmpor~ant for copy' to be despatched to reach the Editor by the 12th of the month preceding
pubhcahon and may we as~ for all to target a~cordingly in the coming year.
. \'\'.e welcome good quahty black and white gloss photographs to support the reporting of
significant events. May these. please, by numbered and accompanied by captions typed on a
separate sheet.

- - - -

EXCLUSIVELY

ULSTER AWARDS

ro OUR CONTRIBUTORS

*
**
*

:

OBE
Lt Col K. D. Brown, R. Signals (V)

BEM
SSgt G. W. Adams (now discharged)
Sgt J. J. Thompson
SSgt Ping Ching Ng (HKMSC att. QG Signals)

Mention in Despatches
Sgt D. J. Morris

Naafi provides a service exclusively for the
Premature repatriation scheme
Forces. That is why you're bound to be better
No restrictions on taking your car
off buying through Naafi - whether it be a
abroad
car, caravan, motor cycle, moped or even a
Incorporation of freight charges in
HP agreement
boat.
See for yourself! When you buy a new car And Naafi can offer you so much more . .. an
through Naafi you can benefit from ...
HP deposit-saving service,. an easy payment
Really worthwhile discounts from plan for car insurance premiums, used car
selected dealers
purchase facilities . . . all specially geared to
ensure a better deal for Service people. Ask
Exceptionally low HP charges
Naafi about it to-day.
First class car insurance
Free personal life assurance
You can't do better!

r 'Carsa1-;;n;.,z:-N-:;fi:FREEPoST,Lon~;sE-;; 4
sR- - - I Please send me details without obligation. I am interested in the following
Naafi facilities :
I ~:Vu:
in
state model)
state country)
0 New touring caravan
0 Used car
O New motor cycle
O Boat
I 0 Deposit savings scheme 0 Insurance O I wish to pay cash O I wish to

CBE
Col. P.A. Dally

ew Year

THE VISIT OF THE MASTER OF SIGNALS TO
ULSTER
Some of our readers may wonder why the Master exists and why he needs to visit units at
all. His responsibilities are laid down in Corps M emoranda: For the sake of those.who d?
not have immediate access to this document, we must explain that the Master of Szgnals z_s
the statutory head of the Corps. He is the guardian of Corps tradition and cus~om and hzs
appointment ensures continuity of Corps policy. He is Chai~ma_n of the Roya~ Sz~nals Corps
Committee. He is President of both the Royals Signals Institution and Association. As such
his interests are directed towards the hapiness and well-being of units and individuals,
rather than their military effectiveness.

A BUSY PROGRAMME
It was with very great pleasure that we, the members of the .Corps
serving in Northern Ireland , welcomed Major General and Mn Bradley
for their visit to the Province from the 23-29 October. It was the first
visit of a Master since the start of the emergency in 1969 and it was,
therefore an important occasion. As anyone who has served in
Northern' Ireland knows, three d ays is hardly sufficient time to explore
all the nooks and crannies in which signallers may be fo und . They are
on the tops of wind-swept mountains, buried deep in workshops,
patrolling m South Armagh "bandi_t country", assisting in ~he laying ~f
lines through the Creggan Estate m Londonderry,. beavering away !11
Headquarters, manning computers, and occupymg themselves m
sundry intelligence tasks. The General's programme was therefore an
extremely busy one and he managed to see and speak to signallers al
over the Province in every sphere of the Corps work.
.
On the evening of his amval, 23 October, he had hardly set foot m
the Province before he was given an introductory brief by Lt Col Mike
Marples, CR Signals. Over a bottle ofBushmills t he M~ter was ~ven. a
quick insight into the organisation of the Royal Signals u m~ m
Northern Ireland and a brief outline of their work. The next mC1rrung,
24 October, before he had time to protest, he was wh ipped in to the AIS
Headquarters Northern Ireland and under the close supervision of Majs
Keith l>anby and David Anthonlsz posed for an official photograph.
RHQ had asked CR Signals Branch to get the Master to sit for a photo
to be used for the November issue of The Wire. We were warned that he
was a slippery customer and would do anything to avoid ha~ing an
official photograph taken! We had therefore to resort to sul1'nse and
subterfuge. Readers of the November Wire will be able to JUdge for
themselves how successful Wl! were.
The rest of that first morning was spent visiting 233 Sig Sq and 39 Inf
Bde HQ & Sig Sqn.
Maj Peter Chaddock escorted Gen Bradley on the whistle-stop tour
of 233 Sig Sq n.
233 SIGNAL SQUADRON
The familiar sight of a well-stocked Trophy Cupboard greeted the
General when he signed our visitors' book with the OC's pen (Xmas
Draw 1978).
This year has been particularly successful for the Squadron in
sporting events and after viewing the silver the Master naturally
wondered how we were able to do a full day' s work as well. He was soon
to find out.
After a briefing by the OC on our roles and organisation (the former
being many and varied and the latter being complex and 'tailor-made'
though a little tight at the seams), Gen Bradley toured our busy
Commoen. Sgt John Hodldn, as DSO was subjected to some
penetrating questions but he produced all the right answers. It was our
new Traffic Officer, Capt Dave Tunmore's first day in the hot seat and
his expression said it all!
The HQNI Switchboard provided an opportunity to meet the more
glamorous members of the Squadron (Delta Troop c:xcepted). On the
Enquiries position was Pte Lynn Bosworth who explamed how she had
been selected from a cast of thousands for her coolness and tact when
dealing with difficult callers. Cpl Linda Jackson, the Duty Supervisor,
briefed the General on the difficulties of operating the switchboard and
convinced him that the busy hour is unknown in HQNI. We call it the
busy 18 hours! When 'normal working hours' finish the welfare calls
take over-but the service given never falters.
And now for something entirely different. The Master's next two
ports of call were W and V Tps. Yeoman George Coles took the
General through his operations room bit by bit (or should that be byte
by byte?). So after a morning when the General was never bored but
frequently riveted we sent him on his way to 39 Bde and Luncheon.

39 INF BDE HQ & SIG SQN
He was met at the front of the Squadron Headquarters by the OC,
Maj Keith Turner, and WO! (RSM) Alan Balley. For once it didn't
rain! After an initial brief by the OC on the current security situation
and troop deployment in Belfast, (and a close lock at a street plan of the
City to recall memories of the Master's time here as a civilian), he was
shown round the Squadron. T he full and varied programme for his visit
enabled him to meet most members of the unit and also to see a good
cross-section of our equil.'ment and activities.
His first meeting was with our Admin Officer, Capt Joe Menzel RCT
and his right-hand me n in the Squad ron orcledy Room. From there the
Master was taken down the corridor of power (which those of you who
know our SHQ building will remember only too well) to meet out 2IC
and OC Comms Troop, Capt David Lynam, and SSgt Greg Robertaon.
The Master. still with Comms Tp. then visited our Clansman Station
operating an HF li nk with AAC Harrogate and 233 Sig Sqn. This is an
exercise run two or three times every week for operator continuation
training. The operators, Slgs John Douglas and John Docherty are old
hands at it, but Sgt Ian Walker, the Radio Sergeant, was there-just in
case! Working on the maxim ' never too much of a good thing' the
Master co11tinued his tour of Com ms Troop with Lt Colin Lawrence. He
was shown elements of Combat Section (the Black Hand Gang) and our
Power Section.
Here, Cpl Ken Reeves provided an impressive array of generators
and their instant ' quick brew' burners. Meanwhile Cpl Mickie Haye..
and crew were warming up SIGMORINI following a Divis-run to
monitor the broadband interference we have been experiencing recently
on many of the Brigade and unit nets.
From the ethereal world of Radio Telegraphist and Communicatiops
matter Gen Bradley v1Sited the Quartermaster's Empire.
There was also a certain amount of discussion over Sgt Ivor Demain's
prolonged absence from the 'front line' . (He has recently returned from
successfully completing his SSgts Course). The wall-planner in the
picture tells only half the story! Among other things Sgt Demaln runs
the Lisburn Scout Group and the remainder of the QM's Empire
somehow manages to have a hand in most Garrison affairs.
It ~as then that the Technicians took over! The demonstrati.on by
TM Troop was the longest stop in the morning's visit. Here our TOT,
Capt Tony Porritt and W0 2 (FofS) Sims gu ided the Master through the
workshops-our answer to Storno, Plessey, and many others. Next Sgt
Gary Mayers tock over with a full demonstration and brief on the
Squadron Heli-Tele equipment. For those of you who remember the
delightful young lady who models for all our transmissions-she still
locks as good as ever!
The Master was then taken to the Bri_g~de HQ building next doer to
our SHQ where he was met by W02 (Y ofS ) Nick Naylor and shown
round the Brigade Radio Room and Commcen. From the Commcen,
the Master was then briefed in the Brigade Ops Room by our GS03
Ops, Maj Martin Gibson RS and the OC on command and control in
our TAOR and in the City in particular. We even managed to have a
Royal Signals Officer on watchkeeping d uty, Capt Alan Kite, who has
since left us to join 21 Sig Regt. He proved to be a 'mushroom· with
knowledge and experience, a dangerous combination!
The visit to our Squadron was rounded off with an informal luncheon
in the WO's and SGTS Mess with all Officers and SNCOs. It was an
enjoyable and relaxed climax to a visit which everyone here in the
Squadron will long re member for the time, interest and enthusiasm
which Maj Gen Bradley gave to us all.

Sig John Docherty explains the use of HF radio to the Master

VIS ITING HQNI SWBD
The Maste r chats to the Duty Swbd Shift Supervisor.
Left to right: W/ Pte Lynn Bosworth, Master of Signals, W / Cpl Linda
Jackson

While the Master spoke to and visited the Sqn working environments,
Mrs Bradley meets the Sqn wives. Left to right at rear of picture:
W /Cpl Sue Catterall, W /Pte Kris Horrocks, W /Cpl Jeannette Allen.
Foreground: Mrs Bradley talks to Mrs Vani Degei (Yes we de> have
some wives in the Sqn)

The Master meeting our Brigade Commander, Brigadier D. J.
Ramsbotham OBE in front of Bde HQ
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Maj Keith Turner points out t rouble s pots in Belfast, watched by Maj
Martin Gibson RS
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Meeting Sig Ginge McGill in the Commcen
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8 INF BDE HQ AND SIG SQN
After a briefing on the current state of the Squadron by the OC, M~
Tim Waugh, The Master started out by vi~iting the Ops RoonyRad10
Room complex in Brigade Headquarters with more than usual 1Dterest,
since he had received t he inaugural call from the Ops Room Desk on 19
December 1978, the day the new Ops Room was opened.
,
He then checked over the commcen and the Comman~er s Rover
Group-his transport for the rest of the day-before movmg up the
road to Clooney base to see the Brigade T actical Headquarters
deployed in a field location. This is (as f~r as ~e know) the nearest the
Corps in Ulster comes to BAOR-style s1gnall1Dg, and the Master ~as
heard to say he felt very much at home. On then, to 69 (North Irish
Horse) Sig Sqn (V) where he met the OC, Capt John Pinkerton a nd
Lt Col Chris Cross CO of the parent Regiment , 32 Sig Regt (V). '.fhe
entourage had a good look round the Squadron , and many an envious
glance went to the brand new buildings and the large number of
gleaming vehicles in the garages!
On returning to Ebrington Barracks the. ~aster saw MT Troop, QM
Department and Mike Troop before repamng !O the T udor Bar for a
well-deserved pint with the lads. After speaklDg to many of those
resent, the Master presented the BEM to Sgt~ Finner, late of t he
~quadron, for his outstanding service to the Bngade as Lme Sergeant
and GPO Liaison man during the last three _Years. ~n turr~ the ~aster
was presented by the OC with a blackthorn stick, which he 1f!1medu~t~ly
stated would be useful in encouraging some of the other un'!s he 'lns1!s
throughout the year to come up to the standards of his men ID
Londonderry. This was greeted with marked approval . . .
.
The Master then left the Bar for a working lunch with the Bngade
Commander, Brig Colin Shortl.s ODE, who once served ~oder him. in
the Jowly capacity of GS03, and obviously learn~ someth~g. Th~ high
spot of the visit was a tour of Londonderry city and environs ID the
Commander's Rover Group, including the Bogside, w~ere the escort
rover was stoned-by a six year old girl. The accompanymg photograph
of the Master leaning against the famo~s 'Free Der_ry Wall' would have
been unthinkable some years ago-a s1~ of the times.
After a long look over the city walls with Lt Col David Jones DEJ_Ut,
CO of the current Roulement Battalion, at the scenes of countless riots
and marches over the ten years of8 lnfantry Brigade in Londonderry, it
was time for the journey back to Lisburn. A very successful day all
round, made the more so by the Master's obvious pleasure a.t bein_g here.
On the Ckneral's return from Londonderry there was JUSt time to
squeeze in a short visit to E Troop, 233 Sig Sqn to meet Capt B11:1 Clarke
and his boys in Girdwood Park, a stone's throw from <;rumlm Road
jail. In the evening General and Mrs Bradler were wh1Sked off to a
buffet supper with Lt Col Ian Graham at 40 Sig Regt (V). After supper
they were delivered into the hands of Maj Mike Bradley, the Master's
son, who happens to be serving with the Green Howards at Aldergrove.

AU REVOIR

The Master at Masonic Car Park. With him CR Signllls looking happy,
as usual, and the OC looking worried - as usual

ARE NOW

ENTERING

.

So ended a very short but from the point of view of.all ~~yal Signals
soldiers serving in Northern Ireland, a v~ry w~rthwh~e v1s1t. Everyone
was delighted at the keen interest shown m their affairs b_y the Geni:ral
and his wife. We are all confident that the Master appreciated the high
morale, sense of purpose and enthusiasm of those of us serving ln
Northern Ireland. We trust that he will convey to the rest of the Corps
that we are all too aware that the Corps has a vital part ~o play here;
that communications are the life-blood of opera~<_ii;is ID No~h~rn
Ireland· and that we all thrive fully on the responsibihty of providmg
those c~mmunications. Finally, we hope that it will n~t b~ too long
before we once again enjoy a visit from the Master of Signals.

The Master escorted by Cpl Tony Crilly, meets the Comds Rover
Group shortly after his arrival

The Master of Signals at the famous 'Derry Wall' in Londonderry's
Bogside

The Master on patrol with CR Signals, OC Squadron and the RSM who has swopped his pace stick for a SMG
THE WIRE, JANUARY 1900
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3 INF BOE HQ AND SIG SQN
General and Mrs Bradley then travelled to Portadown for their visit
to 3 Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron arriving at 1430 hours. They
were met by Ml\) and Mn Ian Tomer and WOI (RSM) and Mn
Collins. Almost immediately Mrs Bradley was whisked away to the
Westacres Community Centre to meet the Squadron wives and to take
tea with them. Meanwhile, back at the ranch, time was already pressing
and after a quick chat with the OC and RSM, the Master was taken to
Capt Peter Hryhoruk (that really is Hryhoruk), the Sqn 2IC and Comms
Officer, for a briefi ng on Brigade Ccmm unications. Capt Hryhoruk is
quite enthusiastic about his job, especially the Comms Officer part and
visitors usually end up getting their ears bent for hours, but today we
were on a tight sched ule and after 5 minutes we were en route for the
Information Post leaving Capt Hryhoruk throwing his 64 slid es at the
wall and tearing up h is ten pages of notesl
At the lf!formatlon Post the Master met Lt John Wright RPC, OC
D&E who introduced h im to those stalwart members of the Defence
and Employment Platoon who were on duty at the time. The Master
remarked how nice it was to see the RPC soldiers with short hair. Mr
Wright didn't have the heart to tell him that it was a result of a few d ays
detention in Ballykinler with 2 Para. It wou ld have spoilt the image!
At the QM's department the Master was shown around the Stores by
R QMS Peter Rossall and after swapping a few old soldier yam s with
Sgt RJcky Mayor he learnt how t he QM's really keep it in the family by
meeting Sgt Len and Mn Anne Shannan. The QM, Capt John Haydon
was getting a bit concerned at this stage. Being a stickJer for timings
(typical ex-RSM) he was beginning to wonder where the Master had got
to. At that precise moment the entourage entered the other half of the
QM's emp ire, which contains the QM's offi ce, and he was told by t he
RQMS to relax as the visit to his departme.nt had ~one splendidly!
After a q uick chat with the QM about quarters (hes also Housing
Commandant) we moved on to A/ TM Troop.
There were few ~pie about in Alpha Troop because they tend to
spend their days d rtving around the beautiful countryside admiring the
scenery or climbing masts to get an even better view. However the
Master did meet a few of the boys from Alpha Troop as the
photographs show. Needless to say he didn't escape an earbashing
about Football from LCpl Jlmmy Miller.
In the Tech Workshops W02 (Fof5) Ray West gave the Master the
only technical briefing he is likely to get from the management of this
Squadron and he then introduced his team of technicians. No war
stories here, just tales of trips to Cyprus on the 'Cyprus Walkabout' and
b~M.ects of a future posting to 262 Sig Sqn from Sgt Hughie l.ovejoy
At this stage time was running out, but we managed to fit in a call on
the Deputy Commander, Col Bill Biles before meeting the members of
the Commcen, TE Workshop and Cipher Office. But now the best part
was approaching. We were to adjourn to the Squadron Club 'The
Huntsman' to meet those members of the unit whom the Master was
unable to meet during his walk around.
General Bradley was rather taken aback when a pint of beer was
thrust into his hands as soon as we walked in-he thought he was going
across for a cup of teal After another series of introductions and short
chats with t he Squadron members the Master honoured us by
presenting the LS & GC Medal to SSgt Norman Slggs and a GOC's
commendation to Cpl (now Sgt) Don Chester, awarded on the last
Northern Ireland Operational list.
All that remained now was for the Master to give a short address to
the Squadron before he dashed back to SHQ where he re-joined Mrs
Bradley and bade farewell to Portadown. The day was rounded off by
an informal dinner party in The Officers Mess, Headquarters Northern
Ireland, attended by General and Mn Bradley, Lt Col and Mrs Mike
Marples, Majs Christ Blesslngton, Peter Chaddock, Tim Waugh, fan
1'.w:ner, Chris Greig and their wives. Seating limitations in the VIP
dm1Dg room precluded the attendance of many others. After a convivial
evening, Lt Col Marples expressed the delight of all signallers in
Northern Ireland to see the Master and Peggy, his delightful wife, in the
Province. As an expression of that delight, a Ken Howard print of
Royal Signals operations in Northern Ireland was presented to the
Master, on behalf of all ranks of Royal Signals serving in Northern
Ireland.
THE GOATS ON THE HILL IN FOG
The first item in the Master's programme the followin~ morning was
to have been a flying visit to Divis Mountain communications site to see
the 233 Sig Sqn 'goats' that live on the hill. A morning visit to Divis
always includes the now famous Divis breakfast and all who have been
privileged to sit down in front of such a gargantuan meal will have
cause to remember it. This morning, true to form, Divis sulked in a
mantle of cloud. Flying was cancelled and so was the visit. Those
eagerly anticipating a slap up breakfast were instead faced with a quick
gargle of coffee before a two hour drive to Londonderry where 8 Inf Bde
HQ & Sig Sqn were waiting to show the Master the extent of their
domain.
THE WIRE, JANUARY 1900

The Master presents the LS & GC to SSgt Norman Siggs

The Master presenting the GO C's commendation to Sgt Chester

Mrs Bradley meets Squad'ron wives in the Community Centre
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THE LATE FIELD-MARSHAL SIR GERALD
TEMPLER KG, GCB, GCMG, KBE, DSO

From our "In" Tray-

From: Maj Gen D. L. Lloyd Owen

HQBAOR
NEW CIDEF SIGNAL OFFICER, RIDNE ARMY

PORTRAIT OF THE
COLONEL-IN-CIDEF
This portrait was commissioned by the Corps and pa!nted by t he
artist Mr Michael Noakes, PPRO I, RP. It was com pleted tn Novemb er
1979 and will hang in the Dining Room of the Headqu arte~s Mess at
Blandford. Coloured reproductions will shortly be ~va1lable for
purchase by units or individu als under arrangem.ent to be issued by Col
J. A. D. Frauds, Regimental Secretary, Regimental Headquarters
Royal Signals. As we go.to 'press', a ~l~c~ and white photograph of the
portrait h as b ecome available and th is ts mcluded on page 91 .

OFFICERS DINNER CLUB
CORPS DINNER, 14MAY1980
This year the Corps Dinner will be held at the London lntemational
Press Cent re , 76 Shoe Lane, Near St Pauls Cathedral. We have moved
the venue once again in order to cater for larger numbers, as so many
were turned away last year. Ticket application forms will be sent out to
all Dinner Club members in early February.

Sir,
May I, through the courtesy of your columns, draw attention to the
Society of Friends of the National Army Museum? It exists as a
Registered Charity to buy important material for that wonderful
Museum, built in the grounds of Chelsea Hospital and which could
otherwise have been lost to the nation.
A truly magnificent collection of many of the most priceless relics of
the British Army from its inception to 1914 is housed in the National
Army Museum. It was the inspired visio11 and quite extraordinary love
of the British Army of the late Field-Marshal that drove him to work
tirelessly for two decades and more to establish the Museum.
His selfless work must not cease. The Society of Friends of the
National Army Museum is supported by more than 2,000 members.
May I suggest that the many who may wish to pay some small tribute to
the memory of that great soldier could do no better than join the
Society?
Please write to me at the address below and I will be only too gl ad to
send you a Membership form together with an outline of the objects
and benefits of belonging to t he Society.
Yours faithfully,
David Lloyd Owen
Major-General David Lloyd Owen
National Army Museum
Royal Hospital Road
London SW3 4HT

HMS ALDELNEY
From: Flnt Officer A. R. ~WRNS
Dear Sir,
I enclose some photographs of members of 30 Signal Regiment t aken
during a recent ltaison visit to HMS Alderney. I understand that the
Regiment has a long standing affiliation with the island of Alderney,
which was extended to include HMS Alderney when she was
commissioned. HMS A lderney is the seventh and last of the Island
Class Offshore Patrol Vessels built by Hall Russell of Aberdeen for the
Offshore Division of the Fishery Protection Squadron. This Squadron ,
based at Rosyth, Scotland, is responsible for maintainin~ round -theclock patrols in Britain's fishing grounds and in the vicimty of our oil
and gas installations.
Tilese Island Class ships have a displacement of 1200 tons, and an
overall length of 195 feet. They are each powered by two Rushton
diesels and have a top speed of 17 knots. The armament is a Bofon.
Mk. 3 gun and the crew is five officers and 30 men. HMS Alderney was
on her inaugural visit to t he island, having been commissioned in
October of this year, and these photographs were taken when the ship
was in Alderney. The men of 30 Signal Regiment sailed with the ship
from Portland to Alderney. The fact that they flew back to the
mainland may, or may not be significant(
By the way, I was brough t up on t he 'Wire'; my father was one of the
founder members of the Corps and subsequently served for 25 years
(Capt (TMO) J. W. ~), and my brother, Capt 1. V. ~ is
currently serving with 11 Signal Regiment in his 29th year with the
Corps.
Yours sincerely
AnnePrees
Fleet Public Relations Office
Commander-in·Chief, Fleet
Northwood
Middlesex. HA6 3HP

COLONELS COMMANDANT
Maj Gen p. A. C. Baldwin is to be appointed a Colonel Commandan~
March 1980 vice Maj Gen J. M. Sawers CB MBE "'.ho 'stands down
after many years of valued service to the Corps Committee.

ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH OFFICERS
OF THE FORMER INDIAN ARMY
22nd Garden Party Reunion 1980
Major General Archie Birtwistle assumed the appointment of Chi~f
Signal Officer British Army of the Rhine on 24th November 1979. He is
of course no stranger to BAO~ havinQ in the . past held the
appointments of Commanding Officer 7 Signal Regiment and CCR
Signals 1st British Corps. He was promoted to Major General on
assuming his new post

This will be held as usual at the Hurlingham Club, Ranelagh
Gardens London SW6 at 3 pm , Friday 27th June 1980. Cost will be £3,
inclusive of set tea.
Applications to: Mrs D M Allen , 140 Sloane St, LONDON SWlX
9AY
by 19th June 1980

GOOD TIDNKING

From: M. Withey Esq

TRANSPOSED

Dear Sir,
I would like to clear up a small matter that has been worrying me.
On Page 394 of the November issue of The Wire is shown a picture of
the statue at the entrance to Vimy Barracks, Catterick. The Signalman
on the right is wearing his bandolier over his right shoulder and under
his left arm. I have a unit photograph t aken at T A camp in August
1939 and we had that type bandolier there and wore them over our left
shoulder and under our right arm , the opposite to the photo . Could you
tell me if we were wrong? The unit I was with then was 2 Coy. 5th AA
Div Signals.
Yours sincerely
Malcolm Withey
18 The Street
Wissett
Halesworth
Suffolk IPl 9 OJE
Editors Note:- We apologise for allowing this photograph to be
transposed.

From : Ex SSgt Bob Chitty
Dear Sir.

Gen A Guisolan the Signal Officer in Chief Swiss Army recent.lyvis~ed
Royal Signals units in BAOR . The phqtograph show~ him being
greeted by the then Chief Signal Officer BAOR , Mai Gen Peter
Baldwin on his arrival at t he Rheindahlen Headquarters

6

For his idea that has led to the design of a new and useful piece of
equipment, S}lt Peter Archard is seen here receiving £50 cas~ from
Maj Gen J . J . Moore OBE MC, Commando Forces Royal Marines
THE WIRE, JANUARY 1900

1 have now left the Corps after 27 years service, during whic h I have
made many friends of long standing ; could you please publish my
residential address and telephone number, so that any of my old and
dear friends can , if they wish , contact me. Heather and I would be
delighted to see any of them if they are in the area. at any time.
Finally to them all . be they serving or retired, good luck, God bless
you all.
Yours faithfully .
Bob Chitty
32 Fourgates
Menheniot
Liskeard
Cornwall
Tel : STD 0579-43636
THE W IR E, J ANUAR Y 1900

SSgt Stanley of 30 Sig Regt steers a steady course during a recent
liaison visit to HMS Alderney
7

VALE
Maj Gen P. A. C. Baldwin
Peter
Allen
Charles
Baldwin was born in 1927
and had intended to
compete for a place at the
RMC Sandhurst, but this
establishment had closed
during the war, so he joined
the Army Technical School
at Arborfield as a boy. Peter
is quick to point out that the
Army Apprentice College at
Harrogate did not exist in
those days. After completing his training as a Radio
Technician he served in the
Sudan and was recommended for a commission by
a War Office Selection
Board in Egypt: he accordingly went to the Mons
Officer
Cadet
School
at Aldershot where he was awarded the Cane of Ronour and from
where he was commissioned into the Corps in 1947. His first posting
was to Berlin as Radio Offi cec where he was kept more than busy
during the mammoth 'air lift' operations. From there he went to Hong
Kong as Signal Officer with 27 Heavy Anti-Aircraft Regiment. When
the War broke ou t in Korea, he joined the 27th Commonwealth
Brigade and was amongst the first British Troops to be involved in the
fighting. He rem ained on active service for two years and was then
posted to Germany as Adjutant of 1 Wireless Regiment. Between 1955
and 1960, when he went to Sta ff College, he held two grade 3 Staff
Appointments, at HQ Eastern Command and at the War Office. After
leaving the Staff College he spent a year with 7th Signal Regiment in
Germany and then joined the War Office as a GS02. In 1964 he
attended the Joint Services Sta ff College from where he was posted as
Officer Commanding 5 Infantry Brigade HQ and Signal Squadron. He
took this unit to Borneo during the latter part of the confrontation with
'Indonesia and was Mentioned in Despatches . He was promoted
Lieutenant Colonel in 1967 and joined the Directing Staff of the Staff
College at Camberley. He took over command of 13 Signal Regiment in
1969 and in 1971 was promoted Colonel as Secretary of Studies at the
ATO Defence College in Rome. Two years later he became
Commander 2 Signal Group in the rank of Brigadier. In 1976 he went
to HQ AFCENT as Senior British Sta ff Officer and was promoted
Major-General in 1977 to become CSO BAOR. During his tenure of
this appointment he had the honour of making all the arrangements for
the first visit of the Colonel-in -Chief to Her Corps in Germany in 1979.
Peter Baldwin's interests are many and varied. He enjoys golf, tennis
and swimming and particularly enjoys music and all types of
entertainment; he is an associate member of the D'Oyly Carte Opera
Trust and whils t in Germany was Chairman of the West-Rhine Musical
Society. He retires on the 18 Febru ary 1980 and we wish him well in his
new post as Deputy Director of Radio with the Independent
Broadcasting Authority. We , also, wish Peter and his wife, Judy, every
happiness in the fu ture.
BOOK REVIEW
The British Army Today and Tomorrow by Col H. C. B. Rogers
OBE. Published by Ian Allan Ltd , 160 pages, indexed , Price £7.95.
For a brief and clear synopsis of the current major pieces of
equipment used throughout the Army today and its possible tactical
employment and organisation in the future this book is hard to beat
and is good value for money. It is easy and interesting to read and is
lavishly illustrated with excellent photographs, some in colour, of
actions and equipment from the Boer War to the present day.
It is divided into three main parts, Historical background and
develop'llent of the various Corps and Infantry, Development and
Descri,Ption of Weapons and ~u1pment and finally Organisation and
Functions which Includes the Reserve Army, the possible future enemy
and the Army in Northern Ireland. A useful reference is an appendix
which lists the Corps and Regiments of the Army today.
Unlike most books of this nature, the Author has included a chapter
on Signals with 12 photographs and a further chapter on
Communications and Electronics as they are affected by modern
technology.

If you live anywhere north of Watford Gap, driving
home from the Channel Ports can be a shattering experience.
Especially with a family in tow.
Which 1s why we suggest you take the easy way out:
Sail with North Sea Ferries from Rotterdam (Europoort) or
Zeebrugge to Hull.
On a North Sea Ferries ship you'll find everything you
need to keep you, your wife and your children happy.
There are bars, lounges, duty-free shops, a dance
floor and colour television. As well as comfortable cabins
where you can get a good night's sleep.
And a slap-up dinner, morning tea and full breakfast are
all included in the fare.
Speaking of the fare, it's very fair. We give concessional
rates to all servicemen and their families stationed on the
Continent.
In fact. when it comes to looking after your army, we're
the professionals.
For further details, write to: North Sea Ferries, Dept. WIR
Beneluxhaven, Europoort, Postbus 1123, 3180 AC Rozenburg,
Holland or your local Continental travel agent.

If YOU'RE GOING
HOME ON LEAVE,
WE'LL TAKE CARE
OFYOU ARMY.

Rank and Name

New Unit
NOVEMB ER 1979

OFFICERS
Capt (Tfc)l. W. Ankers
Capt R. W. Bat ho
..
A/ Capt A. J. Bowering
Lt K. A. Child
..
Capt (QM) J. M. Creevy
Capt(lTc)A . W. Cudlip
Capt G. N. Dona ldson
Capt A. H. G. Elford
A ·Maj W. J. K. L. Fiske!
Capt (Tfc) C Hea ps . .
..
Maj l . D. Heck
Maj Gen E. J. Hollier CBE . .
Capt l. S. A. Henderson
Capt M. J. Jefferis ..
LI A. l . R. Kite
..
Maj 0 . R. J. Lavende r
Capt (QM )T. M. Martin
Capt (1Tc) D. M. Marted ..
A/MajG. J. Mckie . .

~~~i f ~~~~rd

Maj R. M. Wright

..
..

..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..

.•

NORTH SU fBIRllS

~+ .
· ' ... v

~.

CONTROL OF CORPS SILVER
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HQ AFSOUTil (NCS Latina)
3 1nfBde
22 Sig Regt
Gurkh a F'"d Force HQ & Sig Sqn
8 Slg Regt
6 Fd Force HO & Sig Sqn
MODD l3

~~~i\~egt

<Bf>

HQ'
c orps
HQ I (BR) Corps
HQUKLF
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
Def ADPTrg Centre
21 Sig Regt
RSRE (P£) (AE)
HS School of Signals (Retiremcnti
30 Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
DEF ADPTrg Centre
28Sig Regt
School of Signals

DECEMBER 1979
2U R. V. J. Brannigan
2LT I. P. Brownlee ..

il¥tl:
~.12'.'::~r
2Lt I. A. J. Condie

..
2Lt A. P. Crane
Capt R. L. Danells ..
2Lt J. Dryburgh
Lt Col T. R. Earney ..
Maj J. McD Edgar
Maj R. A. Farrimond
2Lt K. P. Fish..
2lt M. E. Flin t
..
2Lt F. N. Grant
Maj H. Grenville-Jones

Ea~t f :~~:'1"r

..
..
..
..
..

..
..

::

Capt A. M. Jones
..
Maj(Tfc) P. B. R. Kent
Capt (TOT) M. Langford
2Lt S. A. Leigh
..
..
Capt (QM) G . S. Macdonald
Capt J. A. Macfarlane
Capt D. M. Martin-Rhind . .
A/ Maj A. W . Merrick
2Lt D. P. Meyer
..
Maj D. G. McH Overton
2Lt D. W. Powell
..
2Lt S. J. Richardson ..
Maj M.A. Rowbory ..
2Lt J. Rowley . .
..
Maj G. C. Saunders . .
Capt). M. Shaw
Maj J. D. Stokoe
..
2Lt R. F. Strawbridge
2Lt D. A. Sullivan . .
Maj A. E. Truluck ..
Lt Col N. A. Walter ..
2Lt I. D. We>tem1an
Maj P. P. White
..
Maj P. Whitemore . .
2Lt R. J. Williamson
CaptJ . A. Wraith MBE

..

Capt T. Balch
Maj G. J . Barrott
Capt R. Baxter
Maj P. J. Bonser
Maj M. J. Bowen
Maj P. J. R. Brown
Mai D. T. Burton
Capr T. Bushell
Lt T. W. Canham
..
Maj M. K. Carson ..
MaJ P. E . A. Chaddock
Maj W.R. Clare
Mai 8 . Ocavcr
Maj J. J. Cullen
Maj H. A. Culley
2LT N. H. Denning ..
Capt C. P. Do naghy . .
Maj G. R. Elliot
..
Mal M. J.C. Gal loway
Ma) R. A. J. Gnrd ner
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CI S School.of Signals
CI S School of Signals
APSG RSC Sutton Coldfield
CI S School of Signals
581 Gurkha Inf Bn & Sig Tp
Manchester University
8Sig Regf
C/ S School of Signals
RMCS Shrivenham
UKCICC
DGGWL(PE)(AE)
RMCS
Cambridge University
CI S School of Signals
5 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
40 Sig Regt (V)
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
Hong Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn
C! S School of Signals
HS 11 Sig Regt
BDLS (Army) Ottawa (HS)
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
71 Sig Regt (V)
C/ S School of Signals
233 Sig Sqn
C/ S School of Signals
CI S School of Signals
I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
C/ S School of Signals
HQ AFCENT(BAE)
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
7 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
C/ S School of Signals
C/ S School of Signals
MOD - DSS (AD)
ACGS(OR)
CI S School of Signals
MGO Sec(PE)(AE)
DSS(AD)
CI S School of Signals
30Sig Regt
January 1980
New Unit

Ra11ka11d Name

All units are reminded that they should check their CORPS SIL VER
holdings after 1 January, and then sign and despatch their Corps Silver
Shuttle copy to the Regimental Secretary RHQ Royal Signals.

8

Officers

..
..
..

..
..

..

AP G RSC Scotland
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
8 Inf Bdc HQ & Sig Regt
Fortress HQ Gibraltar
RSRE(PE)(AE)
HQUKLF
NOC Latimer (HS Course)
School of Signals
Queen's Gurkha Signals
DSS(AD)
HQ Trg Gp R Signals & Carterick Garrison
22Sig Regt
7 Sig Regi
Junior Wing 11 Sig Regt
4 Armd Div HQ & ig Regt
School of Signals
8 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
HS RMCS Shrivenham (Course)
School of Sig Ml
DSS(AD)

R ank and Nam ~
Maj l . H. Griffin
Capt D. K. Hadden ..
Maj P. A. Hallett
Capt A. Helm
Capt R. G. L. Hill
Capt P. S. Holden
Maj N. A. Horler
Capt R. M. J. Hussey
Maj(QM) J. E. lent . .
Capt l . E. F. Kirby ..
Capt L.A. Jeffery
Lt S. J. Leach
Maj M. J. M8"klin ..
Mai T. F. Moncur . .
MajJ . P. Munnery ..
Maj J. G. M. Mcluckie
Capt(Tfc) J. T . Noon
Maj I. J. Oddie
Maj(QM) R. A. Peake
Capt(Tfc) R. D. Price
Maj M. A. Rice
Capt T. P. Rimtll
Capt R. J. Skaife
MajJ. F. Storr
..
Maj P. W. Todd BEM
2LT R. M. Warren ..
Capt R. J. R. West ..
Maj M. C. Wilkinson
Maj M. S. Wilson-Brown
Maj N. F. Wood

New Unit
..

..
..
..
..
..
..

..

..

..
..

HS BDLS Canberra
HS RMCS Shrivenham (Coone)
School of Signals
8 Fd Fora: HQ & Sig Sqn
HQ Nonreland
School of Signals
HS BDLS Army Ottawa
HS RMCS Shrivenham (Course)
11 Signal Regt
HS RMCS Sfirivenham (Cou=)
233 Sig Sqn
3 lnfBde HQ &Sig Sqn
I Armd o;, HQ & Sig Regt
ADP Dev. Team UKLF
39 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn
HS BOS WaJhington
16Sig Regt
JS Sig Regt (VJ
AA Coll Harrogate
2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
RMCS Shrivenham ,
I Armd Div HQ t Sig Regt
Staff College Camberley
HQ l(BR) Corps
34 Sig Regt (v)
School of Signals
633SigTp
Staff College Camberley
SHAPE(BAE)
I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt

WOs and Senior NCOs
Rank and Name
W02 S. G. Marshall ..
W02J. P. McGovern
W02 M. J. Blackett
W02 F. M. Dempster . .
W02 P. 0 . Hinton
..
..
W02 (Y of S) A. E. Richardson
W02 (Y of S) B. Smilh . .
W02 J. A. Watson
..
SSgt (YofS) R. G. Wood
SSgt (FofS) D.S. S. Andrews . .
SSgt (FofS) P. Leach . .
SSgt (FofS) F. J. Rumble
SSgt (FofS) M. W. J. Shaw
SSgt (FofS) R. Wilson . .
SSgt R. J. Garrod
SSgt S. J. Woring
SSgt B. J. Morrison
SSgt B. A. Hulme
SSgt J. E. Hurel

DECEMBER 1979
Unit to 'h·hich posted
249Sig Sqn
British Contingent UNFJCYP (SP Regt)
16SigRegt
9 Sig Regt
HQ2 Sit_Gp
16Sig REgt
Hong Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn
8 Sig Regt
7 Sig REgt
8 Sig Regt
28Si R
A A ~oll arrogate
Comm Project Agency R Signals
Comm Project Agency R Signals
28Sig Regt
11 Sig Regt
259SigSqn
AA Coll Harrogate
33 Sig Regt (V)

Sgt S. McHale·Smith
Sgt J. W. Buckbeny
Sgt P. M. Thomas
Sgt D. J. Barnes
Sgt R. A. Belcher
Sgt P. E. Cowling
Sgt P. V. Davies
Sgt A. D. Haworth
Sgt B. E. L. Medway ..
Sgt J. Mclaughlin
Sgt M. Knight ..
Sgt G. M. Horan
Sgt R. Hancock . .
Sgt G. Lindsay ..
Sgt R. W. Mee ..
Sgt A. Morecroft
Sgt C. W. Abrons
Sgt F. Byrne
..
Sgt P. M. Beavan
Sgt T. J. Payne . .
Sgt D. R. Hope . .
Sgt P. J. Graham
Sgt A. Mottram . •
..
Sgt A L. H. McA.lpine ..
Sgt M. Lines
..
..
Sgt A. T . Kennedv ..
gt C. C. Socers
Sgt R. Coxon
..
Sgt J. l. Kirk
Sgt I. M Hendenon
Sgt D. B. Hooper
Sgt M. J. Emmon
Sgt A. C. Bird ..
Sgt B. G. Summers
Sgt D. M. Cook . .

Z33 SigSqn
13 Sig Regt
British Contingent UNFICYP (SP Reel)
School of Sigs
30 Sig Regt
2 1 Sig Regt
16Sig Regt
HQ Afsouth (BAE)
21 Sig REgt
8 Sig Regt
4Armd Div HQ&Sig Regt
33 Si)! Regt (VJ
244 Sog Sqn
14 Sig Regt (EW)
38 Sig Regt (V)
22Sig Regt
HQ AFCENT Sp Gp (lnternaoonal)
NORTHAG Air Sp Radio Sqn (BAE)
Hong Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn
Hong Kong Gurkha Sig 5!1n
Comm Project Agency R Signals
16 Sig Regt
16Sig REgt
30SiH Regt
241 Stg ~n
I Armd Dov HQ & Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
qs;g Regt
14 Sig Regt (EW)
13 Sig Regt
13 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt (EW)
14 Sig Regt (EW)

°fl
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JANU ARY 1980
Unit to which postttl
WOI R . J. Shekloa . .
W02J. W . H . Martin
W02J. Boonett
W02T. Curtis
W02P. A . Dalton ..
W02 R. Halls
W02G. Hardman
W02P. G . Rossall ..
W02P. Parish
W02 K . R. Thurley
W02(FofS) N. Patton
W02(FofS) S. M. Sims
..
W02(YolS)J. A. Greatbanks
W02(YolS)K. A. Hall
W02 C. Easton
..
SSgt K . E. Russell ..
SSgt W. G . G. Williams
SSgt J. R. Farrell
..
SSgt P. 0 . Bentley ..
SSgt J. M. Smith
SSgtl. Dolby
SSgt R. J. Back
SSgt N. Bro\\'n
SSgt M. W . F. Snook
..
SSgt(FofS) M. A. Flan1111an ..
SSgt(FofS) M. S. Still
SSgt(FofS) S. M . Crowe
SSgt(YofS) G. N. Downey ..
SSgt(SupVT R) G . J. Crofts
Sgt R . A. Beall
Sgt G. P. Brooks
Sgt J. Murphy
Sgt J. M. Rodgu
Sgt c. v. Whitelock
Sgt C. M. Green
Sgt M. T . Nonon
Sgt V. A. Hoyle
Sgt B. Merrick
Sgt N. S. Round
Sgt J. Batt
..
..
Sgt K . W. Pullman
Sgt K . Dale . .
.•
Sgt F. A. Williams
Sgt M. HoDand
..
Sgt! . P. M.Steele
Sgt R. J. Sims
Sgt J. P. Wright
Sgt C. B. Charlton . .
Sgt M. G. Lamarsh ..
Sgt R. E.G. Thomas
Sgt J. H. Jackson
Sgt W. J. Anderson . .
Sgt A. J. Clifton
Sgt s. Batty ..
Sgt C. C. Gardner . .
Sgt P. J. Knight
Sgt A. Uewellyn
Sgt D. F. McKay
Sgt R. Cliamben
Sgt J. Cameron
Sgt K. Bolton
SgtR. Chew . .
Sgt M. Davis . .
Sgt J. Mold ..
Sgt J. Hammond
Sgt M. Pettis
Sgt I. l..citcb . .
Sgt J. Burns ..
Sgt W. G. Paton
Sgt J. A. Keeping
Sgt G. T. Reeves
Sgt W. M. Ritchie ..
Sgt A. C. Munroe
Sgt T . W. Phillipa
Sgt B. G. Duffield ..
Sgt P. Toye ••
Sgt N. Blavins
Sgt J. F. Hanifan
SgtC. S. J. Phillips ..
Sgt A. S. Rcah
Sgt T. J. Sharp
Sgt T. C. Spicer
Sgt C. R. Ager
Sgt J.B. Woodruff . .
Sgt D. G . Ballantyne
Sgt K . Hare...ood
Sgt B. G. Ozanne
SgtD. Smith
Sgt V. J. Davey
Sgt D. C. Marsden . .
Sgt M. D. Lumgair
Sgt K. Smith ..
Sgt R. Coxon

..

School ofSigs
HQ BR Fo rces Hong Kong
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
. . 32 Sig Rcgt (V)
AA Coll Harrogate
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
. . 33 Sig Regt (V)
38 Sig Regt (V)
.. 30SIJ! Regt
3 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqo
SHAPE SP (lntemational) (BAE)
.. 16Sig Rcgt
14 Sig Regt (EW)
. . 22Sil! Rcgt
262Sig Sqn
22SigRe~

..
..
..
..

..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
.•
..
..
..
..

(Art) 38 S1g Regt (V)
7 Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
608SigTp
22Sig Regt
633 Sig Tp
2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
I Atmd Div HQ & Sig Regt
Hong Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn
HQNOR!RELAND
2 Atmd Div HQ & Sig Regt
8Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt (EW)
8Sig Regt
30SigRegt
633SigTp
233Sig Sqn
HQ AFCENT Sp Gp (lntcmational)
16Sig Regt
21 Sig Rcgt
AA Coll Harrogate
HQ AFCENT (BAE)
14 Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt
21 Sig Rcgt
259Sig~n

2 Atmd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
. . 39 Sig Rcgt (V)
8SigRegt
34 Sil! Regt (V)
. . 249S1gSqn
lnt&SyGp NI
. . 28Sil! Regt
262S1g Sqn
. . 22Sl!! Regt
240Sig Sqo
. . 8SigRcgt
. . 8Sig Regt
259Sig Sqn
. . 21 Sig Regt
242SigSqo
.. 259SigSqo
523 Rear Unk Det (Fd Regt)
. • IO Sig Rcgt
579 Rear link Det (Inf Bo NCE)
. . 21 Sig Regt
NORTHAG Air Sp Radio Sqo (BAE)
. . 229Sig Sqo
39 Sig Regt (V)
. . 3 Atmd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
. . AA Coll Harrogate
. . 37 Sig Regt (V)
. . 8Sig Regt
. . 8 Sig Regt
. . 21 Sig Regt
. . 30Sig Regt
. . 35 Sig Regt
HQAFCENT(BAE)
. . 244SigSqo
. . lot and Sy Gp NI
. . 21 Sig Regt
1s· Regt
21 ~g Reg!
. . 14 Sig Regt
. . 9 Sig Regt
13Sig Regt
590 Rear link Oct (BAOR)
. . 6 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
. . 4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
. . 35 Sig Regt (V)
. . 8SigRegt
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Reg!
. . 259Sig S9.n
1 Atmd Div HQ & Sig Regt
. . 224 Sig Sqn
. . 9SigRegt

Cla.ified Section

Welfare

Ii

DVFRTISEMENTS should be C'Oncise-SO words excludmg
A
address/ telephone number-be they related to Births, Marriages,
this service
Deaths or items required or for sale. There is no charge
fo~

OCTOBER 1979
Number of cases assisted financially:
Amount spent:
Number of clothing parcels:

26
£1182.39
61

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of cases:
Amount spent:

5
£210.20

NOVEMBER 1979
Number of cases assisted financially:
Amount spent:
Number of clothi ng parcels:

31
£2424.91
61

ONE OF OUR CASES
The Association, in co-operation with the Army Benevolent Fun~
and the Royal Patriotic Fund, approv~ ,a Bu~ary. of £12<;X> for this
school year to maintain a deceased soldier s son at his board mg school.
A letter from his mother is printed below.
ONE OF OUR LE'ITERS
Thank you so much for your assistance with the school fees .. I am
most grateful for your help and support and send my most smcere
thanks.

DEATHS
Atkin-Ex Sig Dennis Atkin served in the Corps from 194S to
1948 and died on 1 December 1979, at the age of 52 . Mr F.
Stockdale DEM writes 'Dennis had suffered fro m polio and was in
an iron lung for 30 yea~-th e longest survivor in a lung-see
Guinness Book of Records. In 1970, 226 Sig Sqn held a sponsored
walk and raised £805 and this was presented to Denn.la by Mrs Janet
Youna wife of the then OC, Maj Gordon Young. Dennis was keenly
interested in the Association and in particular the Sheffield Branch
and was visited regularly by our members, hi$ passing is felt with
deep sorrow. Our sympathy is extended to his mother, his only
surviving relative.'

During the months of October and November, gi~ of clothing,
bedding, toys, books, etc., have been gratefully received from the
following:Lt Col S. J. Dagg; Capt B. T. Lord; The Thrift Shop, 10 Sig Regt;
Lady Scott; SSgt C. H. Story; Mn. D. A. Levenedge; Mr. P. Richards;
Lt Col T. I. Ronald; Maj Gen & Mn. E. S. Cole; Mn. A. J. Woodrow;
Capt P.A. Noble; Mrs. E.J. Beale; Lt Col & Mn. P. G. Rogen; Mn. I.
G.Swan; Mrs.JM. Crowder; Maj H. D. V. Chappell; Col & Mrs.J. A.
D. Francis; Miss P.R. Patenon; Mr. & Mn. D.S. Mulholland; Mn. J.
L. Purdon; Mr & Mn A. V. lent; Mn. V. Haslett; Lt Col J. Bayfield; Lt
Col A. Howard; Mrs W. M. Flower; Brl~ & Mrs J. D. T. Brett; Mrs. K •.
N. Smartt; Mn. E. Fladgate; Mn. J. St. C. W. Robln10n; Shetland
Boats Ltd; Lt Col D. A. DlckBon; Col & Mrs. G. M. Wellford.

Bryant-Maj William (WIIIJe) George Bryant en)isted in the Royal
Fnginee~ in 19 15 and served with the Signal Service on the
Western Front during the 1st World War, taking part in t he battles
of the Somme, Ypres and Mametz Road. He was commissioned 'in
the Field' in 1918 and was demobbed after the War. He was
recalled at t he outbreak of the 2nd World War and served
throughout the War at the STC at Chester reaching t he rank of
Major. In civilian life he was employed by the Post Office and was
Assistant Post Master at Worcester when he retired. He was an
active and dedicated member of the Royal British Legion-Gaines
Branch, in wh ich he held the positions of Branch Secretary,
President, Treasurer and Poppy Day Organiser; he was also a
member of the Service Comm ittee until shortly before his death at
the age of 85 on the 3 October. For his cont ribution to the Royal
British Legion, spanning 33 years, he was awarded the Gold Badge,
two National Certificates of Appreciation and was made a Life
Member.

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
AND BENEVOLENT FUND

Dixon- Lt Col Robert Charles Dixon enlisted in the Corps in 1929 and
commissioned in 1941 whilst serving in India. During the War he
served in India and North Africa with 5th Indian Divisional Signals.
After the War he served in Germany before retiring in 1955. He
died on the 31st December 1979 at the age of67.

The following donatations were gratefully received during November
19~9: -

School of Signals .... . .............. .. . . ... . . .. . . ... £50.00
RAC Centre Colnmanders Fund ... . ......... • .. . . . . .. . £40.00
FCWilsonEsq ....... . . . ..... ... ............ ... .. . £17.90
35 Sig Regt (V) ...... ... ............ ... ...... .. . .. . £15.00
W G Matthews Esq ....... . .... . . ... ........... . .... £10.00
F J Crampton Esq . .... . ............•. . .. .. . . . .. ... . £ 7.50
EC Barker Esq .... . . . ....... .. .... . ...... . ....... . £ 5.00
In memory of Howard Jones & Vic Kontzle .... . ... . ...... £ 5.00
J Johnston Esq ........ . ................. .. .... . ... £ 5.00
E Whiffen Esq ......................... . . .. ... .. ... £ 5.00
s w Curtis Esq .......... . . . .......... . ..... . ...... £ 5.00
Sig G Purves ................. . .................... £ 5.00
S A Tomlin Esq ...... .. ........... . . ... . .... .. ..... £ 5.00
EC Partridge Esq . ......... . ....... . .. . .. . ...... . .. £ 3 .00
L V Goodman Esq . . ...... . ........... . .......... . . £ 3.00
RE Parsons Esq ......... . .... . .... . ...... . ........ £ 3.00
F Veness Esq MBE .... . ..... . .. . ................. . . £ 2.90
PA Tulley Esq ..... . ...... . ....... . ............... £ 2. 90
GA Jenkins Esq ............... .. ............ . ..... £ 2.50
R L Cartwright Esq .......... . .. . ....... ... ...... . .. £ 2.00
E Whiffen Esq ..... . ...... . ............ . ....... . .. £ 1. 90
HD V Chappell Esq .......................... . ..... £ 1.45
Miscellaneous donations .... . .......... . ............. £ 6. 90
£204.95
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to any servmg member of the Corps (or those retired who subscribe to
The Wire) , unless the 'ad" is related to a business interest. To those
ineligible for 'free space', we request that their notice be forwarded to
our Advertising Managers, Service Newspapers Ltd. PO Box 4,
Farnborough, Hampshire GUl4 7LR, who will provide details of
charges: on a case·by-case basis. All matters for publicatio n must reach
the .Edi.tor not later than the 12th of every month preceding
pubhcat1on.
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Foot- Lt Col Patton Bowyear Drummond-Hay Foot enrolled as a
Cadet in the University of London OTC in 1909 where he studied
law and subsequently qualified as a solicitor. He was commi sioned
in t he OTC in 1910 and transferred to the Middlesex Regiment TF
in 1912. He went to India with his Battalion in 1914 and during the
Fi~ t World War served in Mesopotamia and India with the RE
Signal Service and Indian Signal Service. He was granted a Regular
Commission in the Middlesex Regiment in 1916 and transferred to
the Corps in 1921, whilst still serving in India. He returned to the
UK in 1923 where he remained for the next 10 years until he was
posted back to India s CSO Southern Command, from where he
retired in 1937. He was recalled to the Active List in 1939 and
during the Second World War was DAD Signals at GHQ with the
BEF in France, Commanded 1st General Trades Training Battalion
from 1940 to 1942 and was at the Records Office in Reading until
he finall y retired in 1945. He died at the home of his daughter, wife
of Maj A. R. Dominy, late of the Corps, on the 2nd December at
the age of90.
Harrison- Ex W02 (RQMS) WUliam Harrison was discharged from
the Corps in 1961 after 2S years service. He served with the BEF in
France and was evacuated from Dunkirk in 1940. He then saw
service in the Middle East, Sicily and Italy and was twice Mentioned
in Despatches. He died on 30 November at the age of61.
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Jon-Howiud Jones died of cancer in July 1979. Mr E. E. Bayle)
wnte.~:- 'Howa~d Jones joined the Corps in 1938, just before I did
but did not ~ontmue as. a regular soldier. It was a chance meeting in
Chatham H1~h Street tn December 19Sl, when Jones said 'What
about a reunion', which led to the formation of the 3rd Divisional
Signals Reunion Club. With Maj K. N. Smart we launched the
club.'

Kon tzle-Vlctor died suddenly on 16 September 1979. Mr E. E. Ba ley
writes: Victor Kontzle was called to the colou~ late 1939
and joined 3 Div Singals when we re-assembled at Frome after
Dunkirk. Victor was a Wireless Operator with A Section and
landed on D Day in Normandy with 3 Reece Regt. After hostilities
in Europe ended, he went to Palestine with the Division. Victor was
a founder member of the 3 Div Signals Reunion Club Committee
and served as treasurer for five years.'

Prescot-Brig Cyuric Puleston Prescot CBE was commissioned into
the Royal Engineers in 1915 and joined the Signals Service with
whom he served in Gallipoli, Persia and India during the First
World War. He was demobilized in 1920 but a few months later was
granted a regular commission in the Corps and then went to Ireland
for two years. He spent the next six years in the UK until 1938 when
he went to Palestine with 7th Divisional Signals. He retired in 1939
but was recalled at the outbreak of the Second World War and
served with the BEF in France. He spent the rest of the war as Chief
Instructor at the School of Signals and as CSO Southern Command
during which time he was appointed CBE. He retired in 194S; his
son Leslie is a Major in the Corps. He is believed to have been the
oldest officer of the Corps when he died at the age of 93 on 10th
December.

Price-Lt Col George Redvers (Ted) Price MBE, who died on the 22nd
December, aged 80, devoted 56 years to the Army. He enlisted as a
Boy Trumpeter in the Royal Engineers in 1914 and transferred to
the Corps in 1920. His early years were spent with 2 Wireless
Company at Sarafand and 3rd Divisional Signals before going to
India where he served from 1933 to 1938 and endeared himself to
the Indian Soldiers, who nick-named him 'Kitna' -Urdu for 'How
much?' -he had reached the rank of RSM when he returned to the
UK and was commissioned as QM of 3rd Divisional Signals with
whom he went to France in 1939. He spent the rest of the War as
Adjutant of 1st Holding Battalion and at the School of Signals. In
1946 he went to Palestine as a GSO 2 and organised the move of J
Wireless Regiment from Sarafand to Cyprus, during this period he
was appointed MBE and twice Mentioned in Despatches. He
retired in 1954 but wa immediately employed as an RO on the Staff
of the CSO at Eastern Command. He retired as an RO on reaching
the age 65 in 1964 when he was granted a Commission in the TA as
Adjutant of the Middlesex Yeomanry; two years later he joined HQ
Special Communications as a GSO I where he remained until
finally retiring in 1970 at the age of71.

Valentine-W02 (RQMS) Nonnan Valentine, enlisted in the
Army on 13 January 1960 as an apprentice. He erved in 30 Signal
Regiment in Blandford, the SHAPE Signal Squadron in France and
227 Signal Squadron as a member of the AFCENT staff and 7 and 13
Signal Regiments in BAOR. He died suddenly at home in Birgelen
on the 10 November. We extend our deepest sympathy to his wife
Jean and his three children, Tracy, Kerry and Kevin.
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SITUATIONS VACANT
If you are a T6le Mech concl udi~g your service w!th the Corps and
looking for interesting and rewardmg employment m the London or
Greater London Area we would be pleased to hear from you. Telephone
Mr Paul Leonard, Group 4 Total Security Limited, (Technical Senices
Division) 01-228 6464 for a chat.
Pennine Communications, Motorol a·s Primary 2-Way Radio Service
Agent in the Nort~ -~est, due to ~ntinui~g expansion require
Experienced Techn1C1ans. Opportumties exist now for ~ench
Technicians, excellent salaries with goo~ prospects for promotion to
Field Technicians with Company car p~VJded .
.
If you are thinking of changing your job or due to leave the Servtces
in the next 12 months you are invited to write or telephone for an
application form and further details to:Pennlne Communications, Unit ES48, Heywood Ind. Est., Pll.sworth
Road, Heywood. Greater Manchester. Tel:- 061 764 6337.

VACANCY FOR A PERMANENT STAFF ADMINISTRATIVE
OFFICER-TERRITORIAL ARMY
The post of Permanent Staff Administrative Officer 83 (London )
Signal Squadron (Volunteers), Southfields, London SW18 will become
vacant on 11 Feb 80-This squadron is a sub-unit of 31st (Greater
London) Signal Regiment (Volunteers) based at Hammersmith,
London W6. Applicants should have served as officers in the Regular
Army, TA, TAVR or UDR but warrant officers with suitable
experience would be considered. The upper age limit is 56 years.
Terms and conditions of service are given in Part 3 of Chapter 6, TA
Regulations 1978. The post carries the rank of Captain (TA) and the
annual salary on appointment will be £5025 rising to £5849 per annum
after 6 years service. Applications including brief details of experience
and service applicable to the appointment together with names and
addresses of two referees should be forwarded to:
Commanding Officer
31st (Greater London) Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
190 Hammersmith Road
Hammersmith
London W6 7DL

The Long Arm of
the Law
needs its voice . •

Assistant Communications Officer

it wil be your job to see that it is, by assisting the Communications Officer in the
ma"1tenance of an efficient convnunications system throughout the aree. This
will entai you "1 inspecting all Force owned equipment concerned with the
computer based command and control system and instructing both the Police
and c:iviian penonnel in its use. You wil also be e)(j)8Cted to supervise the
installation of telex and teleprinter equipment, emergency radio and telephone
links and oversee the manufacture, alteration and instalation of specialist
electronic end electrical apparatus. This is a highly responsible and specialised
post and while we realise that it wll be difficult for someone to meet our exact
requirements, we would prefer you to have extensive G.P.O. experience end
technical training qualifications, such as a Radio Officers Certificate, Civil
Aviation Standard with relevant experience on the most modern communications
equipment.

We would be interested In hearing from you when you have completed yoU"
service with the Force and we wll give you training iQ areas that you lack
experklnce.

We offer excellent conditions, a salary of £6067 inclusive, an essential 'Cer User'
Allowance and a generous assistance car purchase scheme.
If you'd like to find out more end help the long arm of the law really roar,
then ple8M contact the Chief Conatable. Police Heedquartera. Wlnfrith,
tel . Blndon Abbey (09291 4eZ1'Z1 ext. 264 for further detail• and an
eppllcmtlon form .
Oosing date for completed applications: 22nd February, 1980.
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Faraway Places . . .
Unusual Jobs

FOR SALE
R Signals Officer's Mess Kit to fit 5' 11", 40" c~ ~st, 36" waist, ov.eralls
31" inside leg, boots size 10. All excellent cond1t1on . C:ontact Maj CM
Sinclair, Dyke House, Escrick, York, Telephone Escn ck , York (090487) 345.

OPERATION DRAKE
'ROUND THE WORLD'
Report by Capt Ray lloyd-Jones, School of Signals

WANTED
Blues
Have you a set of Blues that you no longer require?
Are you prepared to give them to t he 'White Helmets'?
Please contact: Capt D Shakespeare Royal . Signals Adjutant,. Royal
Signals Demonstration Team, Catterick Gamson, North Yorksht.re.
Telephone: Catterick Military 2521 Ext 2556 (074 883)

THE STORY SO FAR
Operation Drake is a two-year round-the-world adventure based on the
150 ton bri~antine 'Eye of the Wind' and incorporating four major
expeditions m Panama, Papua New Guinea, Sulawesi and Sudan. The
ship sailed from Plymouth with Cpl Roger Secktt (HK Gurkha Sig
Sqn) on board as the Radio Officer on 8 November 1978 and arrived in
Panama at the New Year. An expedition centred on Caledonia Bay,
Panama, took place until April with SSgt Steve Gair (4 Armd Div HQ
and Sig Regt) and LCpl Dave Gamble (9 Sig Regt) providing
communications. The ship then sailed across the Pacific to Papua New
Guinea where Sgt Pete Lavers (8 Sig Regt), Cpl Graham Jackson (Ci02
Sig Tp), Cpl Mick Boxall (6 Fd Force HQ and Sig Sqn) and Sig Mick
Luckes (3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt) have provided communic ations
for the expedition there. At panama the post of Radio Officer aboard
t he 'Eye of the Wind' was taken over by Capt Jim Heck (att School of
Signals) and below are extracts from letters received from him during
the voyage between Panama and Papua New Guinea.
('Eye of the Wind', 24 June 1979)

Qassified continued on pages 78 and 91

•

Dorset Police Force depends upon its communications system to direct its varied
operations, from aime fighting to law enforcement, so its voice must be heard .

As

'WANTED by collector. Any Royal Signals associated Formation an d
Unit ~igns especial!y .Air Liaison / Air Formation. Si&!lals, WO Signals
Regts , Signals Trammg Regt , 1 Corps and 1 _Div Signals and TAV R
Signal Regts. Will purchase or exchange. Maj WM W Jackson , HQ
Int & Sy Gp (UK), Delhi Barracks, Tidworth, Han ts.'

Warminster School
keeps the family
together ...
Warminster School t<ikes
Uninterrupted education for
both day pupils and boardthe children together is hard
ers. It is a charitable trust,
to find. Warminster School
independent
and
the
takes both boys and girls
school's traditions date
from 5-18 years, so keeping
back to 1707. Full details
the family together through
are held by the Schools
GCE and right up to Uni versity entrance. A happy
Branch Service Children's
Education Authority.
arrangement- especially for
parents who live abroad .
Write or telephone now for full information to:
E. W. Trounson, The Bursar, Warminster School,
Warminster, Wiltshire Tel: Warminster 213358
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SOLITUDE THEN TAWTI
'Wow-what a sail we have had-~ weeks at sea, and about 3,300
miles . We have had extremely good weather with favourable winds the
whole way, except for the firs t 2 days after leaving Galapa~os while we
made our way south to get into the trade winds. In the ~ weeks, we
have only seen 2 ships and those just visible on the horizon I First sight
of land was the day before yesterday when we saw a few attols, which
seemed to be uninhabited. Tahiti looks fabulous-quite
mountainous-with cotton wool clouds! Very glad that we have made
such good time so far as it will mean that we should have more chance
to call in at a few places en route to Fiji-only hope that the wind keeps
up.'
MISSING A DAY
'Schedules going well- very interesting though for the last few days
they have not been good and I mentioned this during a lecture I was
giving on propagation. The skipper chipped in and said that they had
noticed while taking their sun sights that there were not as many
sun spots as usual for the last few days I Tell that to John Atkinson (an
instructor at the School of Signals)-it really works I Must say that I am
finding it quite difficult to keep tr~ck of time; as we have been sailing
across the Pacific we have been dropping further and further behind
UK time from 6 hours in Panama to 11 hours at the moment, so when I
talk to Blandford in your morning it's mid-evening. here-all very
confusing. I will try sending you a couple of signals from each side of
the date-line. In fact we will miss a complete day so we will go from
2309 on, say, Monday, to 0001 on Wednesday, and go from being 12
hours behind to 12 hours in front of GMT. I'll also send a copy to
London so that they go through the MOD COMCEN and get date
stamped by AMRAD(I).'
ACR OBA TICS AND ACCOUNTING
'Must say that life on board is surprisingly busy. Apart from 'regular'
activities once a day on the Blandford scbed, weather forecast, etc ,
there is a constant flow of electrical faults on the ship. Last night, for
example, the navigation lights were malfunctioning and guess where
t he fault was- right at the very top of the main mast!! So there was
Heck-in pitch darkness, 20 Knot breeze, and a reasonable swell,
hanging on like grim death at the top of the mast!! Also the ship's
accounts, although not all that time consuming, do need regular
attention - especially when in harbour. I find that I am becoming
increasingly involved and now running not only the ship's central fund,
but also the local food purchasing account as well-and it is likely to
get more complicated when we start having to make purchases in local
currency-it was all USS in Panama and Galapagos.'
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AUSTRAUANCONNECTION
'PS. The Pacific contingency link with 2 . ig Regt in Australia was
highly successful last week. With good signal strengths both ways, I
managed to pass them a Sitrep . While Blandford has been difficult
recently, it has been quite reassurin~ to know that there is an
alternative link between me and London.
('Eye of the W md', Suva, Fiji, JO July 1979)

HARBOUR COMMUNICATIONS
'It seems that there is no problem with comms from Suva harbour
but at any moment I expect a squad of policemen to appear round the
door of the radio shack and arrest me for illegally transmitting!!!
Certainly no problems technically although there is sometimes a fair
amount of local noise from machinery. A point of note-I do find the
dipole much better than the long wire-not only does it radiate
better-but it also cuts out noise from the various unsuppressed fans on
the ship . Have also been using the Drake TR (amateur radio set) and
ATU with the dipole and it works very well.
RADIO OFFICER ATTRIBUTES
'Generally I feel that it is a good idea if the Radio Officer is a serving
member of the Corps. There is quite a lot to do and the most important
link to Blandford would, I think, be more successful if operated by a
serviceman who is used to sets, operating procedures, etc and also used
to getting up at 4 am if necessary for a sched for 2·3 weeks on end . Also
putting up with poor operating conditions-cramped radio room , noisy
and fumey engine. The Marine set (Marconi) and marine procedures
are relatively easy to pick up by someone who is used to radio
operation. Another desirable attribute is one of general electrical
knowledge. At the moment anything that goes wrong on the ship that is
electrical comes to me-eg replacing bulbs (a skilled task!), fixing
skipper's tape recorder. mending navigation lights involving climbing
the main mast, screwdriver and masking tape in hand at night in a
force 5 (quite exciting! ), and connectin!1 shore power (being aware that
the Australian mains cable colour codmg is different from UK-and
that the earth is never connected!). Still I suppose if t he Radio Officer
can't do t his type of thing then someone else would have to. '

2 SIGNAL REGIMENT, ROYAL AUSTRALIAN SIGNALS
'Very successful with daily scheds since Tahiti. They appear very
keen; asking after our progress, looking out for press cuttings, etc. Also
very accommodating-changing scheds etc. Generally they are a little
stronger than Blandford, not surprisingly, and appear to be working
from a large static location with a variety of antennas . Have not passed
a great deal of traffic through them as Blandford have not failed yet.
However I always pass the Sitrep to them, which they send via DCN to
London and 30 Sig Regt so that they can plot our progress. As a point
of interest, and this is a good one for The Wire(!), fairly soon after
working them for the first time with good comms I spoke to Maj Owen
RJcbards, who is currently serving with the Australian School of
Signals. He was at Blandford last year on Ex Long Look (August·
December 78). Also he was an exchange officer (Sqn Comd) when I was
in 7 Sigs. Also one of the ops in Australia did a 'Long Look ' in 7 Sigs
quite recently-my old Squadron even-small world I! By the way, they
abbreviate their call sign 'VL3JO' to 'JO' when on the airll'
DAILY SCHEDULES
'For interest here are the current scheds operated from here on the
slipway (all times local):
0715 hrs
-sked with Moala island (hurricane relief) det (7505
KHz).
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0900hrs

- VLJJO, pass Sitrep, exchange news, etc (normally
1045hrs).

140Shrs

- 10 mins listening watch for Moala det (they only come
on the air if they have traffic in order to conserve
batteries - they have no means of recharging).

1745hrs

-listening watch again for Moala det.

1835 hrs

-work Yacht 'Golden Plover' which is currently in the
Yassawa Islands (lSOm NW), and who are working with
the film crew who are likely to film us after our repairs
are completed. (6.215 MHz with Marconi Falcon).

2000hrs

-Blandford. Exchange traffic, etc (normally 16.455 or

THE 1979 ROY AL SIGNALS SUMMER SKI
RUN BY
2ND ARMOURED DIVISION SIGNAL REGIMENT
Report by 3 Annd Div HQ and Sig Regt

ZERMATT BASE
The Corps' alpine ski racers once again asst:mbled at Zermatt in the
Swiss Alps for the 1979 4-week summer training camp . The ca~y .
which was run by 2nd Armd Div Sig Regt, was managed overall by Maj
Tony Kimber and led by Capt Tony Marvin. Racers from the Corps'
two primary ski-ing regiments-2nd Armd Div Sig Regt and 22 Sig
Regt- took par . The trainer, FeldwebeJ Peter Geyer who had also
been in charge of training in Zermatt two years ago, was from the
Bundeswehr Sportbattalion in Sonthofen.

18.335 MHz).

Weds only
2200hrs

-sked with G4RS (Royal Signals Amateur Radio
Society) on amateur band (21 / 14 MHz).

One thing I do find is that maintaining schedules is quite
demanding-in that when someone says 'Let's go to the cinema'-one
is constantly thinking 'Now, does that interfere with asked?'. And it
does mean that even in harbour one is a bit tied to the ship. That's why ,
when the skip~r announced that he thought that we should not use the
radio in Tahiti harbour, I didn't really argue with him too much . It was
a very nice rest!

Cpl Roger Secker hands over the job of Radio Officer aboard the ' Eye
of the Wind' to Capt Jim Heck in Panama

A typical day at sea during the Pacific crossing (all times ship's
time):
0800hrs

-receive weather broadcast from Ruro Tonga Radio
(6215 KHz).

1:700hrs

-pass weather observations to Ruro Tonga Radio.

1400hrs

-receive met from Honolulu Coast Guard (16.457,
Morse) .

lSOOhrs

-make contact with Capital Radio via Sydney Radio.

1700hrs

-sked with VL3JO.

1800hrs

-sked with Blandford.

2200

-<:beck in with 'South Pacific' Amateur Radio net,
exchange weather/ position etc.

2300hrs

-f'eceive time signals from WWV (Hawaii) and set
ship's clocks.

I may have got some of the timings wrong in the above-but it may
give you an idea of what I get up to.'

REFLECl'ING
'Think that's about all the 'communication' news . Generally
speaking, the trip is going extremely well for me-but we have had our
moments-like the force 10 gale for 36 hours, the freak wave landing
on deck, etc, etc. And I must say that just sometimes I feel that a hot
bath, a pint of bitter, and a sit down in an armchair to watch a really
good programme on TV would be really nice. I think that after another
3 months I will be about ready for coming home-6 months is a long
time to be away from civilisation I'

POSTSCRIPT
The mention of Blandford refers to the Operation Drake Rear Link
Detac~ent provided~.¥ 30 Sig Reg_t which has relayed traffic between
the ship and the expeditions and HQ Operation Drake in London from
the start over a year ago. Until recently this was run by SSgt Mick Long
(now retired) and has included such infamous characters as LCpl Steve
Parry, LCpl Jess Wud, Slgs Mass Gudner, Mitch Asley, Keith Roach
and SpD.ls SpDllng.
Keep up the good work; less than a year to go!
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CALISTHENICS AND SQUASH
As usual fitness was vital . Individual standards varied and the
alti~de soon exposed the weaker ones. Cpl Paul Ford, who was ski-ing
particularly well, led a regular programme of calisthenics which
revealed how un-subtle (sic) Lt Adam Leather was. The Sunday run in
place of ski-ing helped maintain overall fitness , but also startled the
geriatric American population of Zermatt, 'Ob my, Hermoine! Will
you look at that man-he's all sweated up. '
Squash is a useful adjunct to ski training-it sharpens perception
and reactions- so Hotel Alex's new glass-backed squash courts were
well used . The ~roblem of the meter which controlled the lights (S Fr
5.00 for 12 mmutes) was overcome by receptionist Angela's co·
operative attitude with the keys. Having beaten an Australian who had
won the Valais Squash Championship the previous week, Maj Gerry
Funnell worked out that he was probably the reigning Canton
Champion!

Uniformal are the tailors for
dress uniforms.
The finest materials are cut by
craftsmen, then hand tailored
to ensure that your dress
uniform gives long
distinguished service.
Uniformal supply all
branches of the forces .

HOMEWORK
On the Friday of the slalom week Sig Windsor Uewellyn, who had
been having a bad day, finally managed to ski the course without
missing a gate and was giving a standing ovation from the rest of the
team! This is a recurring problem with repeat training on the same
course- racers tend to forget that in a race you have to ski it right first
time. So Peter Geyer introduced evening homework sessions to correct
this . Each racer sketched out a sequence of 40-50 slalom gates on
paper, papers were then exchanged and the object was first to work out
the correct route through the gates and then to memorise the course.
Everyone agreed this was a very useful exercise.

With maximum
discount,your
dress uniform

~~i~~l~o~t[,81
~~:.'~~ added

A challenge to the Display Team-Cpl Ford atop LCpl Philemon , Sig
Atkinson, Sig Pattison and Lt Leather

CORDON BLEU COOKING
As an economy measu_re, a cook was dispensed with this year and
racers took turns at cookmg. The standard of food varied and revealed
some bizarre personal tastes, viz Cpl Paul Ford's consumption of shoals
of anchovies, Lt ~dam Le~her.'s very individualistic curry soup, and
Peter Geyer'• habit of starvmg himself for three days and then spending
an entir7 day in the kitc~en ruining all Capt Tony Marvin's victualling
calculations. Someone mtroduced the dubious but welcome statistic
that one should drink 1 litre of liquid for every lOOOm of altitude. This
was accepted so enthusiastically that you might have thought they were
all training for the ascent of Everest. In fact, Peter was.

approx.

For further information
tel. Ken Dungey at 0532 826102
or write to Uniformal, Dept W
Van Dungie House,
Meynell Avenue,
Rothwell, Leeds
LS26 OQD .

UNI

GLACIER SKI-NG
Race training took place at 11,000 feet above sea level on the
Theodul glacier. There was no fresh snow during the four weeks (except
on th_e last day) so, although the glacier ice was 500 feet deep it
contamed s!'1all rocks ~d earth which did bad things to ski soles and
edges. Equipment mamtenance was needed each afternoon with ski
vices clamped to the veranda rail-edge-filing, kofix and bot waxing as
well as binding and boot adjustments.

CHALET DIANA

RMAL

Accommodation was in the by now famous Chalet Diana with its
uninterrupted views of the Matterhorn, as the Supertravel brochure
says (provided you hang by one arm from the upstairs balcony, which it
doesn't say). A small faction used this address merely as a 'poste
rest ante' and spent most of their time elsewhere. But at least the Brown
Cow Bar was fairly central and one knew where to find them.
THE WIRE, JANUARY 1900
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Keeping warm
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LIAISON OPERATIONS
The boys did particularly well for camp follower s this year. Rafaela
from the corner shop ('raffie-ticket' to the cognescenti), C2 or 'cablecar' with the Gor, Blimey hat , and Sig Osl Pattison's 'Cinderella' with
the unbelievably ugly sister. The star undoubtedly was Eleanora , a
dark Swiss beauty in national costume who in fact came from Columbia
in South America. But Sig Rip Atkinson was reckoned to be overdoing
it when he was spotted riding a T-bar with no fewer than 3 members of
the Swiss girl's C team-and they were big girls.

THE CORPS SYSTEM
It was interesting to see the Corps' ski system beginning to bear fru it
after 3 years of development. Sigs Phil Philemon, Osl Pattison, Rip
Atkktaon and Windsor LJewelyn were all first introduced to ski-ing as
junior soldiers and are now blossoming into Army class racers, while
Cpl Paul Ford, Cpl Gordon Townsley, Capt Tony Manin and Lt Adam
Lelthtr are already in that class. The Army Apprentices College and 11
Sig Regt are feeding novice racers to our two regiments in Germany
who are not only training them to Army standard, but at the same time
generating more racers themselves from their Snow Queen Exercises.
This was another excellent camp from which everyone benefited. The
value of a four-week training period in the middle of the year cannot be
overstressed especially when 1t is run as professionally as 2 Atrnd Div
Sig Regt ran this one. Without putting it more strongly, the Corps can
be quietly confident that its alpine skiers are well prepared for the 1980
races.

EX LONG LOOK 79 - NEW ZEALAND
Report by SSgt Mudow

THE TEAM
SSgt Eiieen Hobson (WRAC) 28 Sig Regt Attached 1 Sig Sqn
SSgt Mick Mudow 3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt Attached 5 Sig Sqn
Cp[Mlck McDonald 1 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt Attached 5 Sig Sqn
LCpl Tony Armstrong 3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt Attached 3 Sig Sqn

Ex Long Look 79 starti;d at 29 Tpt and Mov Regt RCT, South
Cerney, on 9 August when all participants assembled for briefing prior
to departure the following day. A total of 120 servicemen and women
boarded the RAF VClO the folowing morning for the 19 hour fight to
Singapore via Bahrein and Colombo. In Singapore, overnight
accommodation was provided by the 1st Bn Royal New Zealand
lnfantry Regiment, at Dieppe Barracks. The following morning, the 30
personnel going to New Zealand boarded a RNZAF C130 for the flight
to New Zealand including an overnight stop in Darwin. On arrival at
the RNZAF Base at Whenuapai near Auckland, Customs and
lmmigration formalities were quickly completed and everyone was
taken to Papakura Military Camp south of Auckland for a two day rest
before dispersing to Host Units.
THE ROLE
To understand the role of the Royal New Zealand Signals, it is
necessary to appreciate the size of the Corps. This is approximately 400
Regular Force (RF) and a similar number of Territorial Force (TF).
Each unit consists of roughly 40% RF, and 60"10 TF completely
integrated into the unit. A recent reorganization of the Army has
resulted in the RNZ Signals being restructured into 5 Squadrons and
the School of Signals. 1, 2 and 3 Signal Squadrons are responsible for
their respective Task Force Regions (TFR) and are located at
Papakura, Linton (Palmerston North) and Addington (Christchurch)
respectively. 4 and 5 Signal Squadrons are located at Papakura and
Linton and provide communications for Div Main HQ and Div Rear
HQ. The School of Signals at Waiouru takes care of Trade Training in
the Corps.
!~e maj?rity of .si~a~ equipme~t is of American origin but some
Bnhsh equipment 1s still m use, for mstance the 40/ 160 switchooard is
still giving good service. Though strange at first , it didn't take long to ·
become used to the different equipment in use with the New Zealand
Army. Cpl Mick McDonald had to familiarise himself somewhat
quicke( than most of us, as within a fortnight of arriving at 5 Signal
Squadron he was deployed on exercise to the Royal New Zealand Navy
Radio station, HMNZS Irrirangi, at Waiouru. He wasn 't exactly
disappointed to find that the traditional tot is still served in the RNZN
was on the strength of the 'ship' he was entitled to a ration: LCpl Tony
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FINANCIAL
PLANNING
ITS PURPOSE is to make the best use of Income,
Capital and other Assets, to prepare the way for the
ind ivi du a l to ac hie ve financial aims. T hese may include :
- against the effec ts
of possessions
lost or damaged
- for present or
FINANCIA L S ECURITY
future dependants
-immediately or in
HOUSE PURC HAS E
the future
EDUCATION EXPENS ES
- for present or
future children
COMFORTABLE R ETIREM ENT- based on an
adequate
continuing income
bac ked up by an
adequate capital
reserve
- to the next
TRANSFER OF ASS ETS
generation
FI N A NCI A L PROTECTION

WE ADVlSE on the use of savings from income, the
investment of capital, the use of other assets where
applicable, insurance against ill health and the ins.urance
of possessions. We help clients to lay the foundations of
sound plans, to develop existing plans and keep them up
to d~te, and then to make the. best use of resources when
the time comes to meet commitments.

Armstrong at 3 Signal Squadron managed to show his punctuality by
arriving at a landing site on the West Coast of the South Island to see
his helicopter disappearing into the dhtance. How he returned to
Christchurch eventual!y is not known-at least he won't say!
WORK WITH PLEASURE
An exercise, which involved 4 'long look' personnel plus 2 RNZ Sigs
personnel, took place in Kaikohe and Keri Keri in the Bay of Islands
which is the far north of the North Island. The Returned Services
Association (RSA) was holding its 20th National Golf Tournament on
two Golf Courses, and the Army, in the shape of 1 Sig Sqn, was tasked
to provide communications between the two courses. The RSA is
similar to the British Legion but on a much larger scale. The main
events were taking place at Kaikohe with the subsidiary events at Keri
Keri so SSgt Mudow and LCpl Watty (RNZS1g~) set up the radio and
PA system there along with two tents, whilst W02 Liddell (RNZSigs),
SSgt Hobson, Cpl McDonald and Cpl Gollgbdy (RCT) took the four
tonner, with the larger tent for the bar at the final function, to Kaikohe.
It may seem strange that the Army was involved to such an extent in a
Golf Tournament but when the Chief of the General Staff, Maj Gen B.
Poananga, was participating it becomes clearer! The Tournament was
an ideal opportunity to combine work with pleasure and a bit of
sightscemg around the bay.
On the sporting scene, SSgt Mudow, not renowned for his sporting
activities was found on the Rugby pitch representing the married man
of 2 and 5 Sig Sqns against the single men. This spectacula r event was
brought about due to a shortage of numbers for the team and vocal
persuasion from the SSM, W02 Gary Cooper and FOS, W 02 Bruce
Stewart. 1t must be recorded that he touched the ball at least twice and
also stopped two of the opposition.
Those of us in the North Island managed to visit 3 Sig Sqn in South
Island at Christchurch. SSgt Hobson venturing further south to
Dunedm whilst SSgt Mutlow and Cpl ~cDonald cossed the Southern
Alps to visit Greymouth on the West Coast. SSgt Hobson rounded off
her trip to the Antipodes by tak ing two weeks leave to visit relatives
near Sydney in Australia.

GOOD INFORMATION is the basis of sound pla nning.
The more! clients take us into their confidence the better
we' can assist them. Please let us have full details of
existing resources, you r ability to save, and any expectations. Please also tell us all you can about commitments
with which )'OU expect to have to c ope. We, of course,
treat all such information as confidential.

ARE YOU MAKING THE PEST USE OF YOUR
INCOME AND OTHER ASS ETS?
WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE NEAREST
POST BOX OR TELEPHONE
LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLANNING C AN
H ELP YOU

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
Major T . F. Williams F.C.I.B.

2 DUKE STREET, BRIGHTON, BN11DE
Telephone Brighton 28181 (5 lines)
Member of the British Insurance Brokers Association
Member of the Armed Forces Insurance Brokers
Committee of the B.I.B.A.
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UNIQUE
Surely one of the more exciting assignments within the pu rview of
AGIJ must be that of Exchange Officer to the 9th (US) Infantry
Division at Fort Lewis, Washington. The first year is served in the
Division Headquarters G3 Section, observing and participating in the
training management of the 15,000 plus soldiers on the huge {83 ,000
acres) military reservation . Here almost every type of range and
training facility is available, some just walking distance from t roop
billets-how differen t to most British Barracks! The second year is
served as Operations/Train ing Officer or S3 of t he 9th Signal
Battalion , a demanding but very enjoyable job that entails 0630-1730
hours (working hours) and has resulted in my acquiring a few more
grey hairs.
SO INC SEES THE FORM
The Division is some 3,000 miles from the British accents of the
Defence Staff and Col Carnie, the BLO Communications-Electronics,
at the British Embassy in W ashington DC and , consequently, is rarely
visited. Recently however, we were honoured by an eYen longer range
visitor, the SO in C, Maj Gen Ander10n, who brought with him the only

Lt Hanshaw briefing the SOinC on Antenna for AN / TRC 145. (Centre)
Maj Rumford, (right) Ltc Johnson

AN EARLY START helps, and we will be pleased to
assist you however modest your resources may be now.
If you have existing arrangements which may need
developing, the sooner you refer them to us, the more
help we arc"likely to be able to give you.
OUR ADVICE is free and does not commit yo u to any
action : we only ask that any arrangements you decide to
make be made through us . 1t is based on over 31 years of
examining clients' problems, analysing them and advising
·on them. It is not delivered by persuasive salesmen, but
is given in writing for you to study at your leisure.

LETTER FROM AMERICA
Report by: Maj Rollo J Rumford, Exchan e Officer, 9th (US) Infantry
Dlvlalon

SSgt Mick Mutlow (centre) and Cpl Mick McDonald (right) working
on a 40 / 160 Switchboard at Linton Camp. Looking on is W02 Bruce
Stewart RNZ Sigs, F of S of 2 Sqn
FOR FUTURE LONG LOOKERS
T o complete this report there are a few facts about New Zealand
which 1 feel future long-lookers should be aware of.
ANIMALS: Predominantly sheep which out number humans 20:1
(60.()()().()()() ; 3•()()().()()())
PASTIMES: Rugby, Racing, Beer (Not necessarily in that order)
FOOD: Similar but with one noticeable Pitfall-Colonial Goose is
Mutton
LANGUAGE: Several slight differences and a few examples follow
NZ
~GLISH
Football
Rugby
Soccer
Football
Pom(mie)
Englishman
An expression which may be of value is reproduced below. G'day, my
oath the jokers crook-Gooday, Oh dear, the man's ill.
AND THANK YOU DOWN UNDER
Jn conclusion, I feel that the exchange was well worthwhile from both
work and social angles. Everyone had a chance to visit other units of the
Corps and at the same time see a country which most of us never
dreamt of visiting. It would be unfair to single out any one person for
special mention instead I would like to thank all those who helped us
during our four months 'Down Under'.
THE WIRE, JANUARY 1900
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sunny day in an otherwise wet and foggy October here in the American
Northwest. The SO in C observed the first annual Skill Qualification
Test (SQT) for Signal Corps personnel and visited the Ranger Battalion
stationed here.

ABUNDANCE OF RECREATION
Fort Lewis is located just south of Puget Sound and between the snow
capped Olympic and Cascade mountain ranges. It is considered a
fortunate assignment by the American Anny because of the excellent
recreational opportunities in the area. Within one hour's travel are
skiing, deep sea fishing and mountaineering; while within the military
reservation, one can choose from sport parachuting, sailing, boxing,
cross-country running, hunting, fishing , flying, karate, swimming
soccer, football, golf or tennis. Just north of the fort are the cities of
Tacoma and Seattle which offers outstanding shopping and cultural
facilities .Seattle boasts its own ballet company, a famed Symphony
Orchestra and drama/ opera company. It is also the home of the world
champion basketball club, the Seattle Sonics. For those who wish to
stay at home however, there are 8 TV stations to choose from!

THE LANGUAGE BARRIER
The major cultural shock on taking up duties as Exchange Officer is
the 'language'. The US Army's version of the English language is
highly spiced with acronyms and abbreviations such as 'AIT, ARTEP,
MOS, SQT, ETS, PCS, TEC, etc. etc. Having overcome this hurdle,
one can converse easily and bandy those terms around with the best of
them! I found there were many similariti.es between the British and
American procedures; but some of the differences could be
disconcerting as well as arousing. Common aphorisms and expressions
in English or American can be surprisingly 'risque' or completely
misunderstood by either the British or American listener.

.... _
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MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
SANGCOM TEAM
RIYADH, SAUDI ARABIA
BASED IN R1Y ADH
The Ministry of Defence Saudi Arabian National Guard
Communications Project Team is based in Riyadh , Saudi Arabia and
was established in July 1978 with the arrival of the Team Commander,
Deputy Commander and Head of Administration. The Team is
increasing slowly and the military establishment, by January 1980 will
be four officers. one SNCO and three NCOs who work with civilian
project members from MOD (PE). The Team has been set up to
monitor a Government to Government contract to provide the Saudi
Arabian National Guard with a Nationwide Strategic Communication
System. Cable and Wireless Limited are the prime Contractors.

PERSONAUTIES
The Team is commanded by Col Terry Byrne who is counting the
day_s to November, the arrival of Brig AW McL McKinnon, the
designate Commander, and repatriation to civilization. Lt Col Phil
Spooner, the Deputy Commander, on the other hand is hoping to stay
here for the rest of his service as he likes wearing desert boots.
Capt Keith Dewls who completes the complement of officers is
responsible for Traffic and Training and looks forward to the arrival in
January, of Maj Trevor Hendten, the Training Major. With all this

EXTREMEs

During my two years, I have been fortunate to participate in training
exercises in the extreme cold of central Alaska, the hot Mohave Desert
in Southern California and the Division training areas at Yakima,east
of the Cascade Mountains, and Fort Lewis itself. The most demanding
exercise was Exercise 'Jack Frost' in Alaska during January/February
1979. The effects of -4<1'F temperatures on troops, vehicles and
communications were interesting and only overcome with considerable
difficulty. However, the US Army extreme cold weather clothing is
excellent and kept all but a few getting frost nip. We had no frost bite
cases! The training in the Mohave Dese.r t was less demanding
physi~lly but _Presented int~esting problen:is in camouflage and
earthing of equipment. Exercises at Fort Lewis are conducted in the
dense and damp pine forests that compose much of the trainin~ area.
The frequent rain showers, especially in the autumn, require the
wearing of US Army wet weather gear.

Backed by the Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency
Skyscrapers Members of The Sangcom Team:
Front Row (L to Rl : Mr Roger Lane (PSAl , Lt Col Phil Spooner
{Deputy Commander), Col Terry Byrne (Team Commander) , Mr Dan
Maitland (Head of Administration)
Back Row (L to R): Mr Andrew Wilkie (PSA), Sgt Chris Bell (Chief
Clerk), Mr Cavin Parker (EO), Cpl Ken Hughes (Liaison office Clerk),
Mr Bob Moretta (Comms), Cpl John Paine (Rtg)
Absent: Capt Keith Dewls {Traffic Off)

"THE FRINGE BENEFIT
The choice of vacation locations available to personnel assigned to
the USA_are the real 'fringe benefits'. My wifeLoube and I have spent
2 weeks m sun drenched Hawaii and 2 weeks touring America's west
coast ~m Canada to Mexico. I will leave the USA with many happy
m~ones of ~oth ~n-du~ and off-duty activities. _To those who might
be interested in thts asstgnroent, my successor will need replacing in
January 19821

GLOSSARY
AIT
-Advanced Individual Training
ARTEP -Army Training and Evaluation Program
MOS
-Military Occupational Specialty
SQT
-Skilled Qualification Tests
ETS
-Expiration of T errn of Service
PCS
-Permanent Change of Station
TEC
-Training Extension Course
18

It'~ not all work - Bob Moretta, Roger Lane, Chris Bell, Andrew
W ilkie, John Paine and Phil Spooner- looking fresh before a Hash
run in the desert
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high power, naturally, there are some worken! Sgt Chris Bell is our
Chief Clerk, Cpl Ken Hughes is his assistant and does all the work, and
Cpl John Paine, our Radio Telegraphist is just getting over the cultural
shock having been here a month.
The Civilian Project Staff hold the balance of power as they control
the Administration and funds! This is under the wing of Mr Dan
Maitland our Head of Administration and his assistant, Mr. Cavin
Parker, Executive Officer Administration . On the technical side the
Resident Technical Officer is Mr Bob (Gulsaeppe) Moretta, and more
recently Mr Roger Lane and Mr Andrew Wilkie have joined us from
PSA .
ARABIAN NIGHTS
Life in Saudi Arabia is not without its challenges. Here is an
essentially Bedouin civilization whose culture and custcms are scarcely
changed from the seventh century and whose resources and wealth have
plunged them into the twentieth century life with astonishing results.
All the modem technology that money can buy is evident as the vast
modernisation scheme, now in its second five year plan. transforms the
towns of the Kingdom from their clay-brick, tribal environment to
skyscrapers, dual carriage-ways and luxury hotels. Riyadh is like a
large building site, dusty and extremely hot. Driving here is not for the
weak at heart as each trip out is a test of steel nerves. It seems that
every citizen owns a taxi which in turn makes a major contribution to
the hazardous day to day art of 11etting one's car to journey's end
·ithout mishap. Accidents are inevitable, although some find it more
inevitable than others, and Cpl Ken Hughes took Riyadh by storm
whilst having three accidents in his first month! The Saudis get out of
his way. If one follows the Corps motto the chances of survival are
good.
SHOPPING CONTRASTS
Shopping, never a popular pastime for the male faculty, is designed
to stretch ones patience to the utmost. Wives are confineo to their villas
whilst the menfolk are at work and the only out-let is shopping which
becomes a daily occurrence, normally from late afternoon onwards.
The menace is made worse by·a seven day working week with most
establishments remaining open until 10 or llpm. Food is readily
available in the scores of supermarkets dotted around the Riyadh
suburbs and both English and American tastes are catered for. Prices
are exhorbitant. Clothing, also very expensive, is available from everincreasing chains of very smart shops which the expatriate tends to
avoid, stocking up on leave trips. Womens' kaftan type dresses are
reasonably cheap and can be obtained from the souks (markets) where
haggling is the name of the game and makes life quite interesting. The
souks provide an absolute contrast from western type shops whose
prices are both expensive and final. Often just a hole in the wall ,
displays of cloth, silk, spices, trinkets and gold are laid in the open in
crowded, sickly smelling bazaars. The vendor will frequently shout out
to passers-by who, when stopped. will be persuaded that they should
buy 'very cheap, the best' . Haggling commences and the expert can
often reduce the asking price by half.
MODEST DRESS FOR LADIES
Saudi Arabia is very proud of its Islamic roots, the birth place of the
Prophet Mohammed; Mecca the Centre of the annual Hajd Pilgrimage
which brings millions of Moslems from all over the world. It rigidly
applies the Islamic Laws. Alcohol is forbidden, women must appear in
public with their faces, arms, and legs completely covered. The
mournful cry from the local Mosque five times a day signifies prayers ,
all shops and establishments close. Expatriates are required to respect
the customs and laws of tl1e Kingdom. European women are required
to dress modestly, full length dresses with covered arms. They are not
able to leave their villas unaccompanied. Children are not subject to
such restrictions and, indeed, are very much a source of Arab joy and
attention. Conducting business can be very frustrating to the newcomer
although one quickly learns that the Arab way is not to hurry and that
the end result is very much according to the Will of Allah. An
appointment with an Arab trader or businessman is preceded by a
small glass of tea or coffee, general talk and eventually an enquiry as to
the service he can offer. They are very skilled at conducting business
with three or four people simultaneously, which to the novice can
appear very disquieting.

from the many Europeans here. and pleasant evenings are spent within
ones own walls learning all the card games and board game discarded
in previo~s postii;igs! Dinn:r parti~s are ~~e hub _of social activity and
on tl~e quiet evenmgs there ts Saudi Television whteh has the occasional
English language film normally quite late, and a news bulletin in
English is televised each evening, mainly of national flavour. A daily
newspaper, two in fact, is availab!e to the English speaking
community; avid interest is shown in the sports pages. Recently, a
branch of the Hash House Harriers has started here and Col Phil
Spooner decided to get the Team along for a taste of this 'gentle' sport
which includes running up the sides of hills in the desert. To date, he
has recruited Roger Lane, Chrll Bell, and John Pme and his beady
eyes are not at rest yet!
At courses end, buckets full of ice and pop make the whole affair
very worth while and apart from a few stiff bmbs, the next run is looked
forward to.

GEOGRAPHY
. Riyadh is the capital of _the Kingdom, situated in the NADJ region. It
1s surrounded by desert with access roads to Jeddah, Mecca, Taif in the
West and Al Khobar, Dammam and Dahrahn on the Gulf in the East.
The climate is variable, very hot in the summer months with
temperatures up to 120MF and pleasantly cool in the winter months
when the newcomer is able to sunbathe comfortably. In the northern
mountainous regions frost and snow are common. Whereas the Riyadh
climate is hot and dry, in Jeddah it is extremely humid. On the
occasions Team Members visit the Embassy, the humidity is very
uncomfortable, a change of shirt is required after ten minutes of
tramping the diplomatic mail bags from the airpon to the Embassy
car. In summer, Riyadh becomes extremely dusty , and no rain falls.
Occasionally, howling winds whip up the sand and dust and the whole
city is enveloped in a yellow fog-like ha:ze.
Allo~an_ces , go?d li~g accommodation and working conditions
make life m Saudi Arabia very bearable for the family possessed of a
good sense of humour and patience . ' Shore leave' is much looked
forward to and a couple of weeks in the rain , snow and cool of England
outweigh the other available social amenities and Team Members,
white again, return smiling to the fray.

Anywhere
in the world,

exe
puts the
Home
in

home cooking

LARGE EXPATRIATE POPULATION
The many projects currently under way in the Kingdom have
produced a large expa triate population. Although a census has never
been conducted, the population is estimated to be about seven million
Saudi Nationals and more than that again of expatriates of divers
nationalities. Socially, it is vital to build up a circle of friends , normally
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8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 807

3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 809

THE MANAGEMENT

oc

2IC
Adjutant
QM
OCATp
OCBTp
OC D/E Platoon
RSM
MTO
RQMS
FofS
YofS
ORSQMS

Maj I Turner Royal Signals
Capt P J Hryhoruk Royal Signals
Capt D Bentley The Life Guards
Capt (QM} JM Haydon Royal Signals
Capt A Duncan Royal Signals
Lt R Baxter Royal Signals
2 Lt S C Bailey Royal Pioneer Corps
wot (RSM) RM D Collins
W02ACross
W02 (RQMS} PG Rossall
W02 (FofS) R G West
W02 (YofS) AL Hawkins
SSgt (ORSQMS} P Campbell

Squadron we do have quite a selection of cap badges, including one
from the Veterinary Corps, represented in the team, but our own corps
provides quite a large proportion.
The arrival thi season of SSgt P L Campbell, LCpl Jimmy Miller,
Cpl Tommy Perkins and Cpl William Taylor has brought us a measure
of expertise that we did not formerly possess (we now lose in a more
expert manner)-which we have not yet managed to use to its full
potential. Our stalwarts of last season Sig 'Is there a game today' Jona
and 'Smiler' Mlles still manage to escape from the comcen to
play-rather like pit ponies being released-and Sig Lloyd Brown still
'just' manages to arrive in time for the game from whatever area of the
Brigade TAOR he is in .
While most of the football at minor units level in NI is on a fairly
tenuous basis with.team selection often on a 'yes ifhe is back from this
task basis' we do manage to field a team each week. We are currently
looking forward to the Minor Units cup when we hope to improve on
last years performance when we were beaten finalists.

FOCUS ON YOUTH
Children' s summer activities was high on a major commitment. The
children enjoyed water sports with skiing and boating, under Lt Baxter
and dry slope skiing with the QM.

ALPHA/TM CHANGES
Farewells. To SSgt Bob Oliver, Sgt Colin Savage, Cpl Trev Smith, Cpl
'Jock' Gray, Cpl 'Jamie', LCpl 'Geordie' Marrs (to civvy
street-yeuch-see you back soon), Sgt 'Stevie' May, George
Poole-Best of luck lads and we hope all goes well in the future.
Welcome. LCpl 'Nell' Portlock, Cpl 'Bob' Innes (soon to be married,
further adventures will follow in the next issue), LCpl Colin Luckham,
Cpl Tel'l)' Palmer and Sig 'Ed' Huxley.

MT REPORT
The MT have just completed the PRE and the MTO, W02 Tony
Cross has seen some of his vehicles for the first time since the last PRE.
The good result was gained by hard work not by changing vehicle
Registration plates as some have suggested!
The ED's, Cpl Terence Palmer and Sig Boward Bradbury have been
kept very busy trying to remember where they left the generators and
there is no truth in the rumour that is going round that Cpl Ayre
(REME) lost a set of vehicle ramps, they were under the vehicle all the
time.

oc

nc/Comm1 Offr
AdmlnOffr
QM
OCComm Tp
. IC Comma Tp/MTO
SM
QMS
'ofS
ofS
lef'Cler

MajT. I. MWangh
CaptG. S. Band
Lt R. A. Ro111 REME
Capt (QM) G. W. E. Hope
LtJ. K. Ewbank
Lt A. A.Ewell
wot (RSM) K. R. Clark
W02 (RQMS) T. A. Bazel
W02 (Y of S) M. A. Thornton
W02 IF of Sl A. V. Lamb
SSgt (ORSQMS) C. P. Martin

APPENINGS
The most noteworthy feature of life in Londonderry at the moment is
that not much is happening (touch wood). The Brigade has been
extremely lucky in that the level of violence has sunk very low - at least
by comparison with the situation in 3 and 39 Infantry Brigades. Of
course, this has not meant that we have time on our hands! Two new
UDR Communications sites have been activated; a new Permanent
Vehicle ~h~ck Point (PVCP) has been built, with phones, iotercomms
and radios mstalled by the Squadron; our two year old initial issue of
112 Stomophone pocket radios have been completely recrystalled to
keep up with changing operational requirements in Londonderry City;
and a great deal else has been happening, not to mention the
administrative scene.

BOXING
The Squadron, feared in many sports as one of the 'teams to beat'
has never been noted in Boxing circles. Accordingly, a team of novice
hopefuls was entered for the Army Minor Units Open competition this
year, and through a dea.r th of entries found themselves boxing against
59 Independent Commando Squadron , Royal Engineers in the semifinals, without having had to strike (or receive!) a blow in anger. The
match was at Clooney Gym in Londonderry on 8 November, and
although our lads showed a great deal of courage, defeat by six bouts to
one was unsurprising in view of the experience and skills of the Sapper
team.
Mention must be made of Sig Gus Murray, knocked out in the
second round by a veteran of90 amateur bouts; and ofCplJohn Yates
an~ Sig Archie Fulton, both of whom 'went the distance' and might
ea~tly have won. Our only winner of the evening, Pte 'BJ' O'Neill ~CC,
raised Squadron morale sky-high with his win over a well-matched
opponent, and made it all worthwhile.
Good luck to the Sappers in the final; our undaunted team are
currently training hard under Manager Sgt Chm Allen and trainer Cpl
Alf Ramsey for the Minor Units novices competition 1980, where we
hope to meet some teams more our own stTength-and beat them.

A NOTABLE RESCUE
The following is an extract from the Scottish Daily Record .
'At Cumbernauld soldier Archie Arbuckle, on leave from Northern
Ireland, helped to rescue the FergUBOn family when fire broke out at
their home at 6 Dalshannon Way , Condorrat.
Archie managed to get a ladder to enable John Ferguson, 31, his wife
Elizabeth and their two sons to escape from an upstairs bedroom
window.
The family's pet dog was also saved. '
The local Police say that Archie did a maryellous job.
CONGRATULATIONS
Cpl Don ChNter was presented with a GOC's Commendation by Maj
Gen P E M Bradley CB CBE DSO, during his recent visit on 24
October. Congratulations also to SSgt Nonnan Slgp on being
presented with his LS & GC.
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THE MANAGEMENT:

COMINGS AND GOINGS
The turnover is as great as ever, and the Squadron has welcomed
amongst others Sgt Chris Allen from 2 Armd Div Sig Regt to be MT
s~ vice Sgt ~lm Macdonald; SSgt Chris Martin from 28 Sig Regt as
C?tef Clerk vtce SSgt Ray Yallop, who departed with a big smile to 227
Sig Sqn; and Lt Bob Rou REME who has relieved Maj Ken Kendrick
as Administrative Officer.
Of note, also, is the departure of Sgt Andy Anderaon REME and his
Roulemeot Workshops team , who have returned to 4 Armd Div
workshop after a very successful and productive tour with our Mike
Troop. In their place a warin welcome to Sgt Jim Black and his three
techs fi:o~ 12 Armoured Workshop, Osnabruck.
. Of v1S1tors, there have been the usual sprinkling:- the Master of
Signals of course, whose very successful visit is reported elsewhere; Lt
Col Keith Boulding and WOl Geoff Grover who came on a recce for
the beating of retreat by the massed bands of the Brigade to be held as
p~rt of the Brigade 10th Ann_iversary Celebrations i~ April 19~; and
~Martin Robe~, OC designate, who takes over m March, Just in
time to put the fintShing touches to the celebrations ...

BRAVO TROOP FOCUS
This being the year of the child 'B' troop took it to heart and the
troop OC, Lt Robert Baxter, MTs Cpl Ray Hewltson and Sig Ralph
Campbell all became fathers for the first time; (Practice makes perfect)
congratulations.

SOCCER REPORT
The Squadron football team continues to flourish and while it is not
exactly all conquering yet, it is certainly full of enthusiasm and willing
effort and has produced quite respectable results. Being a Brigade

.

-

Dvr Mitch Mitchell trading punches in the featherweight division

Boxing trainer Cpl Alf Ramsay putting some hatred into Cpl John
Yates between rounds

The Brigade Commander, Brig Colin Shortis QBE, congratulating the
Commando Sappers on their win

Some of the more expert kids
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MT POOL COMPETITION

RADIO
OFFI CERS-

With winter drawing on in Derry, our only other major sporting
event has been the MT Troop_ Pool Competition , inspired by ttie arrival
in the troop of Sgt Chm '8-bill' Allen (reported elsewhere, frequently).
At the start, the hot favourites Cpl Graham Robem and Sig Alchle
Fulton justified their positions in the rankings by 'wasting' such
formidable opposition as LCpl ' Handbag' Bethune and (Driver) Barney
Bame9 with no difficulty at all. Sadly, neither the MTO, Lt Adam
Ewell, nor the MT Sgt made it beyond the quarter-final stage, by which
time the competition had become fierce and little else was being t alked
about (or done) by MT Troop.
The final between Sig Aicble Fulton and a dark horse- Sig Bernie
Bumell, w~ played over five frames. Bem1e rocketed into a 2-0 lead,
and it looked all over; but Alchle showed a lot of character to level the
score and ran out the winner after a very excit ing final
frame-congratulations and the Squadron Trophy t o Sig Fulton, and
commiserations to the unlucky loser. Training has already started for
next year's competition I
ORPHANAGE VISIT DAY
As one of our contributions to the Brigade Community Relations
effort, the Squadron was recently visited by ten children from the Fort
James Orphanage in Londonderry. It began with a demonstration by
Comms Troop, organised by Lt John Ewbank. an~ SSgt IJl!l McC~dle,
to show the children all the types of commurucattons eqwpment m use
in the Squadron (which is considerable) and to let them use it, where
possible. The Heli-Tele equipment was predictably the most popular,
followed by the Pye Pocketphones, for which a special net was
established-just as well in view of some of the curious messages which
were passed, using even more curious voice procedure!
From there the children went on to a weapons demo by Sgt Mick
Butler and Pte Sccnue Symmom of the D & E Platoon; a dog handling
display by members of the Brigade Specialist Dog Section ; a trip to
the.22 range; and finally a party and film show in the Tudor Bar, where
Sig Joe Tweedlle and LCpl Tony Rooker worked very hard looking after
everyone. Thanks to everyone who gave their free time and their energy
to a very successful visit, and particularly Cpl Colin Wynne , who had
the idea in the first place and did the (considerable) preparatory work.

COMPLETI NG YOUR
SERV ICE WITH
H.M. FORCES7 -

Cpl Mclean in charge of a deployed UHF mobile talkthrough

Sig Bernie Burnell, pool competition runner-up, with his trophy (Slg
A rchie Fulton asked for no publicity)

AT WORK
The Bri__gade PR photograI>her (Cpl Ron Hudson, ex-Royal Signals)
was asked to take a senes of photographs of activities around the
Squadron, escorted by Cpl Angm McLean of Comms Troop, partly
with a view to this month's Wire Notes-bot if you study the
accompanying three photographs, you will see that they all have
something in common . . .
JOTTINGS
Lt John Ewbank and W02 (Y of S) Mick Thornton went to brief the
Argyll and Sutherland Hil!hlanders on our Communications-and
spent their free time In the Lingerie and electronic game departments
of every store in Newcastle; A pipe burst in the block actually during an
OCs inspection (it obviously couldn't stand the strain); and Lta Adam
Ewell and John Ewbank passed the practical promotion
examination-leaving the OC shaking bis head in wonderment (after
all, he coached them).

lf your trade or t raining involves radio
operating, you qualify t o be considered
for a Radio Officer post with the
Composite Signals Organisation .
A number of vacancies will be available
in 1980/81 for suitably qualified
candidates to be appointed as Trainee
Radio Officers. Candidates must have
had at least 2 years radio operating
experience or hold a PMG, MPT or
MRGC certificate, or expect to obtain
this shortly.
Registered disabled people may be
considered.
On successful completion of 40 weeks
specialist training, appointees move to the
Radio Officer Grade.
Salary Scales.
Trainee Radio
Radio Officer
Age 19 £3271
Age 19 £4493

20 £3382
20 £4655
21 £3485
21 £4844
22 £3611
22 £4989
23 £3685
23 £5249
24 £3767
24 £5559
25+ £3856
25+ £5899
then by 5 annual increments to £7892
lCpl (he is now Cpl) Angus Mclean adjusting the Heli-Teli antenna on
Brigade Headquarters roof

Cpl John Bailey instructing the children in the mysteries of the T100
teleprinter. Sgt Clive Blackbum keeps a fatherly eye on proceedings

inclusive of shift working and Saturday,
Sunday elements.
For further details telephone Cheltenham
21491 Ext 2269 or write to the
address below.

THE FOREMAN'S CHRISTMAS MESSAGE
Last but by no means least this month, a slightly tongue in cheek,
but nevertheless accurate view oflife in Mike Troop:
It was Christmas Day in the workshop,
The FoS promised not to shout;
It was half past four on a Friday,
Surprise! The link's gone out.
There was hustle, bustle, noise galore,
For us it bad no meaning,
But Icarus, our birdman,
Went crashing through the ceiling.

Recruitment Office

The technicians sang in chorus
'Come down all is forgiven',
'It's too late', cried the Radio Room,
'He's halfway past Dungivenl'
With a mighty, crashing, thunderous roar
Our trouble shooters departed,
Confident their work would put us
Back to where we started!

Government Communications Headquarter
Oakley, Priors Road. Cheltenham GL52 5AJ
Cpl Mclean (yes, again) showing how the Pye Pocketphone works
Cpl Mclean giving instructions to the Brigade Commcen in recorder
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39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
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TACTICAL FRONT

The last two months have produced a change in tactics and much
innovation. Owing to the continuing successful ambushes of civilian
vehicles of the Security Forces by the PIRA most of us now travel in
IlIGS. Thus, movement within the City has been considerably
restricted . On the morning of 5 November, a combined body of
Squadron personnel, Sappers and the roulement Infantry Units moved
into the Whiterock area to establish a new Security Forces base . This
was met with vociferous opposition, after the local population has
recovered from surprise. But, very little real trouble disturbed the
workers as the cordons and sangars were erected. Almost
simultaneously a new observation post was instalied on the roof of the
Nurses Home, to overlook Ballymurphy, the RVH and surrounding
areas. Needless to say there has been no abatement in the .normal
installation and repair work recently.

.~.
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THE BRIGADE COMMANDER'S CREW

Having made so many cryptic comments about the Commander's
Crew and their brickings, bottleings and white washings we thought
you would like to see this picture-just to show that panel lieating and a
lick of paint can remove the worst ofbatterings.
QC Comms Troop, Capt Nigel Jackson, flinches as he bashes his heao
against yet another brick wall. His accomplice has to grow a few
inches before he will appreciate that the top of the wall is mapboard

FREEDOM.THAT'S WHAT YOU GET
OUT OFABANKACCOUNTWITH LLOYDS.
Fill in the coupon below for a
Freedom from so much of the
copy of our leaflet 'Lloyds Bank
worry, routine and ~per work that
Services for the Army,' or call into
can surround the business of money.
Lloyds Bank has been associated youi nearest Lloyds Bank.
~~~........
with the Army for many generations,
and in that time we've bwlt up a real
~
understanding of the kind of money
problems that service life can sometimes create.
We can help with financial, ta..x
and insurance advice.
_
We'll take the worry out of ·
remembering to pay regular billS on
time-we'll pay them by standing
I
A LOT MORE THAN MONEY
orders.
I AT THE SIGN OF THE BLACKHORSE.
And of course, we'll give you a
cheque book to take away the need to
I
I would like more information
carry a lot of cash around.
I
about
the freedom a Lloyds bank
All these services, together with
I account can give me.
our Cash point dispenser for instant
cash, our savings schemes, and our
current and deposit accounts, are
(BLOCK CAPITAL' PLEA E)
I NAMF.
examples of w&at we mean when we
I ADDRESS
say we can give you freedom.
~
I
So feel free to find out more about
how our services can lielp people in
I To:D.P.GardinerT.D., ervicesLiaisonOfficer.
the Services.
LloydsBaok,6PallMall,LondonS\VlY5NH.

VII

The Brigade Commander's Crew. Left to Right . Brig David
Ramsbotham QBE, LCpl Chud Adams RCT, LCpl David Borowy RCT,
Sig 'Robbo' Roberts, Cpl Alan Hibberd, Pte John McGing RPC, LCpl
Neil Butterworth RPC

Sig Kevin Martin 'at play' in the Brigade Radio Room
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Cpl Donnie Boscoe, 'Haircut 79', at work on Commercial Radio

r--

L

SSgt Greg Robertson of Comms Troop puts the ROMS, WQ2 Darkie
Williams right on a couple of points
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VISITORS
You will have already read the account ot the Master of Signals visit
to the Squadron last month. It was an extremely enjoyable visit for
everyone concerned. Even more so for the Officers and Senior NCOs
who lunched with the Master in the Sergeants Mess afterwards!
The ~C Designate,~ John Munnery, paid a flying three day visit
to take m some Belfast arr and try out the OC's chair before coming
here in the New Year. We're not sure what his first impressions were,
but we know what he drinks!
The final visitor of the period was Maj David Biggart RRF, the new
Brigade Major. This occurred on a Saturday morning, which only goes
to show that 39 Brigade must ret11rn to the Julian calendar.

SIEMENS

Teleprinter Technicians and Engineers

QUARTERMONGER'S SOLITAIRE
At last cried the Quartennaster,
At last echoed the RQ,
Oh My God, said OC Comms.

We are among the world's largest electrical and electronic organisations with over 10 yea.rs' consistent
growth in Britain and are currently Europe's premier manufacturers of teleprinters, data printers and
facsimile equipment.
We're giving you an opportunity to work on your own throughout the UK but mainly in the ~on?on area,
install ing, testing, commissioning and servicing some of the most advanced telecommunications
equipment available, in particular our T1000 Teleprinter.
You will be an experienced service engineer, ideally with a data and teleprinter background.
An ONC in electrical or electronic engineering or a C & G in Telecommunications or related subjects
would be useful, but specialised experience could make up for a lack of technical qualifications.
In addit ion to a competitive salary and non-contributory pension scheme, we offer a package or
generous fringe benefits.
When you have completed your service in the Forces, male or female applicants are inv~ed
to telephone Phil Bainbridge, Deputy Personnel Manager, for further details or write to him
at Siemens Limited, Siemens House, Windmill Road, Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex.
Telephone: Sunbury-on-Thames 85691. Please quote ref. S10/W/ 825.

For some considerable time Communications Troop has 'patiently'
awaited the arrival of a brand new Stores Portakabin. For these old
hands who remember the long tab to the old Nissen hut, conveniently
adjacent to the Peake Inn Club and Squash courts, you will be
surprised to find the new stores behind the Squadron Headquarters.
Thus, a half hour job, fraught with such distractions as WRAC ladies
on the tennis courts and other delays, is conveniently reduced to five
minutes under the Eagle eye of SSgt Greg Robertson, Tp SSgt.
However, the dilemma of progress shows on Cpl Paddy Verdon's face
as he ponders the task of sorting out years of hoarding with 'true grit'.
OC Comms still refuses to sign for anything, except the Portakabin that
isl
UNIFORM FOR THE EIGHTIES
The photo says it all. Amidst a quick bash at Commercial radio the
lad~ of Combat Section discuss whether to stencil 'Army' on the back.
SPORT
In all sports the S9uadron teams have continued to produce good
results. Special mention however must be made of Rugby. We have
played several civilian teams, results secret, and a couple of Army sides
recently. Sadly, several games have been cancelled owing to the poor
weather and its effect on the pitches. At present, a squad of 30 players,
some from other units, is touring in BAOR to 'warm up' for the
Northern.Ireland Minor Units Final. In this we meet 233 Sig Sqn and
look forward to a good, hard game. Whatever else happens Royal
Signals will win.

VOLVO

ROVING LENS
Our roving eye (Anon) has been out and about with his/ her 300m
lens and taken a few shots of the Squadron at work. Some of his/ her
results have been kept by scribe for his/ her personal benefit and future
blackmail/ publication. But here are a few samples:-

MILITARY SALES
Posted Overseas?
-Buy your Volvo the smart way!
-TAX FREE.
A ll the Volvo range from the new 343
manual to the 262 coupe are available
through our expo rt department at the
factory Tax-Free price.
We have many years' experience of Military
Sales and would be delighted to send you
further details .

VOLVO CONCESSIONAIRES LTD.
28 ALBEMARLE STREET
LONDON W1X 3FA

CHRISTMAS FESTIVITIES
With the many parties, drinks and general merry atmosphere of
Lisburn we have included a picture of two of the more amusing angles
of Squadron life. If you can think of a better caption please send it to
us-no prizes, just a five year posting to us by default.
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Sgt Barry Dawson RAOC FATSO Storeman showing off his carpentry
skills. 'I do wish they wouldn't crate these replacement Foreman of
Signals'

CHRISTMAS GREETING
The Squadron would like to wish all members of the Corps and their
families, especially those who are old hands of39 Brigade, a very happy
New Year.

ARRIVALS

I Name~~~~--~----~~Rank -----~ I

I

'

Address---- -- - - - - - - -- -- -- - - -

.._______________________ L.: - -----01-493 0321

Cpl Paddy Verdon, Stores NCO Comms Troop, contemplates the
claggage of years and cramming it into a Portakabin.

e of Posting

_

I
II

~
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We welcome Sig Alex Aitken, Cpl Russ Crombie RAOC, Cpl 'Butch'
Butchers, Sig David Cordlngley, W02 Bill Davies (FofS), W0 2 Peter
Duffy RAOC, Sgt Barry Dawson RAOC, Sig Barry Egan, Sig George
Feggans, Sig Henry Gibbons, Cpl Jessie James, Sig Colin McKenzie,
Cpl Peter Ormond, Pte Stephen Sheffield RPC, Dvr Chris Sldaway
RCT, LCpl Paul Sixsmith, Sgt Vincent Skinner and Sgt Peter Smith to
the Squadron and hope their two years with us will be interesting and
enjoyable.
DEPARTURES
A fond farewell to those who have completed their tours:
Cpl Jim Cooper RAOC, Sgt Joe Croome, SSgt Wally Cooper RAOC,
Cpl Jack Dempsey, Sig John Elliott, Cpl Trev Jenkins, Dvr Mac
McDonald RCT, Sig 'Mems' Memmott; i..Cpl Paul Monk RGJ, Pte
'Ritchie' Richardson RPC, Cpl Ken Reeves, Cpl Fred Spencer, Sgt
Dennis Sage andLCpl Brian Whitworth .
We wish them all the best of luck in their future postings .
THE WIRE, JANUA RY 1900

Uniform for the Eighties? Cpl Micky Hayes, LCpl Glen Maycock, Sig
Peter Onn and Cpl Donnie Boscoe discuss Commercial Radio and the
new clobber
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RADIO TECHNICIANS
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Your job as a Radio Technician will concern you in
developing, constructing, installing, commissioning , testing, and maintaining our equipment.
In performing these tasks you will become familiar
with a w ide range of processing equipment in the
audio t o microwave range, involving modem logic
t echniques, micro-processors, and computer
systems. Such work will tak you to the frontiers of
technology on a broad front and widen your area
of expertise - positive career assets whatever the
future brings. In t he rapidly expanding f ield of
digital communications, valuable experience in
modern logic and software t echniques will be
gained.
Training is comprehensive: special courses, both
in-house and with manufacturers, will develop
particular aspects of you r knowledge and you will
be encouraged t o take advantag e of appropriate
day release facilities.
You cou ld travel - we are based in Cheltenham
but we have other centres in t he UK, most of
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precious .
possess1011s

When you have completed
your service w ith the forces
Work in Communications
R&D and add to your skills
At
t he
Govern ment
Communications
Headquarters we carry out research and
development in radio communications and t heir
security, including related computer applications.
Practically every type of system is under
investigation, including long-range radio, satellite,
microwave and telephony.

,,._, ......,.
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w hich, like Cheltenham are situated in environmenta lly attractive locations. All our centres
require resident Radio Technicians and can call for
ot hers t o make working visits. There will also be
some opportunities for short trips abroad, or fo r
longer periods of service overseas.

The MTWO, W02 Bob Grant ACT asking Dvr ' Pavlos' Charalambous
ACT of Rover Group if his new BL car have the 'slept-on' mark. Pte
Kevin McDonnell A PC going for more tea.

The smaller statuette illustrated is from a new
Carrington series of sterling silver models
approximately 3i inches high, price £125 each.
Any regiment can be produced to order,
accurately depicted in any style of dress; certam
regiments are available from stock.
We hold a range of larger tatuettes and
other regimental silver and submit
designs and estimates free for
specially commissioned
pieces. You can rely on
Carrington for service and
fine craftsmanship - our
reputation has been based
on that for nearly two
f

You should be at least 19 years of age, hold or
expect to obtain shortly t he City and Guilds Telecommunications Technician Certificate Part I
(Intermediat e), or its equivalent, and have a sound
knowedge of the principles of telecommunications and radio, together w ith experience
of maintenance and the use of test equipment. If
you are, or have been in HM Forces your Service
trade may allow us to dispense with the need for
formal qualifications.
Registered disabled people may be considered.
Pay scales for Radio Technicians start at £3,900
per annum rising , to £5,530, and promotion will
put you on the road to posts carrying substantially
more; there are also opportunities for overtime
and on -call work, paying good rates.

Sgt Jim W est of TM Troop tries to mesmerise t he Divis ARB system

Get full details from our Recruitment
Officer, Robby Robinson, on Cheltenham
(0242) 21491 , Ext 2269, or write to him at
GCHQ, Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham,
Glos GL52 5AJ . We will invite suitable
appli cants (expenses paid) for interview at
Cheltenham .

.

Please note

, .................
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Cpl ' Butch ' Butchers, using 'hands-on', instead of the cu stomary
hammer, in the Battery Shop

Recruitm ent Offi ce
Governm ent Communications Headquarters
Oakley. Priors Road. Cheltenham GL52 5AJ
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ADDITIONS
Congratulations to Maj and Mrs Jennifer Stevens on their baby boy
Edward and LCpl an d Mrs Linda O'Brien on their baby girl Melanie.
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CARRINGTON onl at
250ld Bond St., London, W1X4AU. Tel: 01-493 6123
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XMAS PRESENTS
In accordance with normal customs at this time of year, there have
been many presents going to and from the Squadron. Like any other
well-administered and efficient unit our Xmas Season began on 3
December and some people believe it still continues.
So it was, with somewhat dulled senses, that a select few gathered in
the Peake Inn to comP.lete the season on 17 December. But there was,
as ever an excuse, 1f not a reason, for this gathering. With the
conn ivance of AGll the Squadron had organised a series of bargain
exchanges and presentations. The outgoing OC, Maj Peter Chaddock,
set the ball rollmg by presenting the incoming OC, Maj Don Overton,
with One Signal :squadron, at that time somewhat (alcoholically) quiet
but bound to improve in the New Year! This pre~ntation was suitably
noted on a monster 1033, produced by Cpl Colin Deering, and taken
away by a relieved Maj Chaddock. The OC (past) was then presented
with a fine clock by the youngest Signalman in the Squadron,
Sig Chris Mountain, on behalf of all the Junior Ranks. The assembled
company then drank to the spirit of the OC (past) and welcomed the
spirit of the OC (future)
To finish off this rush of present-giving the Squadron gave Trg Gp,
Catterick one slightly worn but well serviced (or perhaps it was welloiled) G2. Maj Chaddock was then (un-) ceremoniously towed out of
camp on that well known display vehicle 'The Yellow Peril'.

233 Sig Sqn

•

DMS MOUNTAIN COMMUNICATIONS SITE
For those old timers out there those four words are sure to conjure up
a vivid picture. A windswept, bare and normally cold mountain top,
with only a caravan (or Nissen Hut, depending on bow old your
memories are!) and some radios to keep you warm. The only way for resupplies to reach you was courtesy of the RAF, or your guests bad to
carry your stores up the last 200 feet/i mile from the nearest road.
Well-Divis has finally been dragged kicking and screaming into the
80's. The GOC NI, Lt Gen Sir 'Ilmothy Crealey officially opened the
new communications buildin~ on 6 December., ~espite effort~ on the
hierarchy's part to call it by its proper name, 1t IS now affectionately
known as the Divis Hilton. Divis detachment commanders have always
bad a fund of strange happenings to draw on when the sandbags are
down and the lights are swinging. It is unfortunate for Cpls Bob
Glad1ftll Brian Smallman and Paul Donovan that they will never be
able to tell their stories about the Irish labourers and their antics
during the rebuild. The Race Relations Board would never believe they
were all true! Although the building is n~w open an.d F of S ~e
Priestley and his merry band of techs, with the ass1st;ance of aenal
ri2.Sers LCpl And] Tempest and SIJ. Bombs Roe, are trying hard ~ot ~o
rwn all the arclutect's plans it will be next year before the project 1s
completed and the area landscaped! We were not allowed the indoor
heated swimming pool but bold out high hopes for the roof garden and
cocktail bar.
There are always vacancies at the Divis Hilton-stand still all those
Cbt Rmnl-we need a wine waiter and chambermaid (or is it
'Person'?-No it's definitely 'Maid')! To quote that well known saying
'Anyone can be uncomfortable'!

B.F.P.0. 801

By the time this is printed Maj Overton will be well and truly in the
chair with an IE(A) submission under bis belt, an SO in C visit behind
him and the ARU looming on the horizon. So it is Best W!Shes to Maj
Peter Chaddock in Catterick and Welcome and Good Luck to M~ Don
Overton here in Lisburn.
Lt Gen Sir Timothy Creasey, GOC NI unveils the plaque at the
opening ceremony for the new Divis Mountain Communica~ions
building . Cpl Paul Donovan, the detachment commander hovers hke a
proud father waiting to show off his new baby

TELESUPPORT
ROMS Ron Russell releases Maj Peter Chaddock from all the cares of
being an QC. In the background Cpl Colin Deering the monster 1033
maker

STAFF AGENCY LTD

Your Keyboard Operating skills can
be worth a basic salary of Circa
£4,250 with earnings potential in
excess of £6,500, in the London and
Greater London areas.
When you have completed your
service with the
Forces, call
Walter Wheeler (ex-W.0.) now on
01-623 3226
Sig Chris Mountain presents Maj Chaddock with a clock from the
Junior Ranks of the Squadron

Cpl John Rose and Sgt Bob Cook beginning the installation of
equipment in the new Divis building. Tech Troop explain that t hey are
trying to wean Cpl John Rose off rugby and onto work. Hence as it
was a Wednesday they allow him to wear his rugoy vest and work
sitting down to start with I

We would like to take the opportunity of welcoming our new arrivals
namely: Sgt John Parkinson, Sgt Taffy Powell, LCpl Cathy Clegg, Sig
Sandy Beech, Pte Trish Dent.
We hope your tour with us is a happy one.
We bid farewell to Sgt John Cole on promotion to SSgt and Cpl Terry
Butters on posting to AFCENT.
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HOCKEY CLUB
The Hockey Qub goes from strength to strength. A strong squad,
with regular training sessions ensures that team manager Y of S Georae
Coles and team coach Capt Paddy Crowley are always in the enviable
position of actually selecting the team. We compete in the NI Hocl<ey
League, whi h consists of four major and eight minor units. So far after
six games we are unbeaten, with a very good goal average, mainly
courtesy of SSgt Mal Fonter, and are clear leaders in the league.
The three above mentioned 'oldies but goodies' have devised an
intricate but entertaining means of collecting Qub funds. This ensures
that the Qub enjoys itself after the match as well as during it.
The NI stages of the Army Cup have yet to start. We meet 33 Indep
Fd Sqn RE in our first cup match at the beginning of next year. Having
recently beaten them 4-0 in the League we are quietly confident of our
continued success.
How do we manage to enjoy ourselves so much and yet still provide
an excellent service at work? You will never know until you have tried
it-any takers?

1980

VICTOR TROOP ROUND UP
After the last spate of marriages, comings and goings things have
been fairly q.uiet in the Troop.
.
.
.
We are domg very well in the McKelvte Trophy. After scratching
around for Orienteers, the team we entered came first overall. Cpl
(Crazy Jim) Murray was the first runner home and LCpl Dongle (I
couldn't find No 6) Wright came in towards the end.
In Badminton we have continued on a winning streak with our latest
scalp being Ad.min/Delta Troop. This is the one we _want~d to win
which we did S-4. It would have been a more resoundmg wm but for
some slack play by Cpl (Crazy Jim) Murray and LCpl Cas Cassllng.
Being the smallest troop, we amazed everyone by winning the sevena-side Rugby. All members of the team gave more than the 100% asked
for by coach and team Captain, LCpl Mo (keep It going lads) Eyre. We
played COMMCEN Troop in the final and after five minutes were 10
points down. A further 50% effort was asked for and given, as the final
result of 14-10 to Victor Troop shows. Another incentive was the TR
OC, Capt Bob Baker, standing on the toughline shouting, 'If you don t
win , there's no beer', even though it was paid for out of Troop Funds!
The rest of the team were W02 (Y of S) George (Bid Pads) Coles, Sgt
Dave (Bunny Cuddles) Monil, Sgt George (Sanor) Gallant, Sgt Dave
(Buttedlnaen) Smith, Cpl Dave (BFI failed) Murphy, Cpl Nobby
(Broken Noee) Cluke, LCpl Mark (I've flown at Jut) Jones, LCpl
Dougie (The Mouth) Wrlgbt and Sig Chris (I ~fer Soccer) Mountain.
We would like to say farewell to Pte (Big T) Knight on posting to
Northag and welcome to Pte Oenone (One-One) Evans and LCpl Craig
(I don't like 24'1) Ballantyne.
WHISKEY TROOP REPORT
Anyone who has served in Northern Ireland will most certainly
appreciate that the availability of accommodation for living-in soldiers
is not particularly good. It still came as a surprise, however , when word
got out that LCpl Adrian Appleyard had paid £60 to take over a
bedspace. The general concensus of opinion is that the vacating
occupant, namely Andy Rlmell has a great future ahead of him as an
estate agent. I think it is only fair to point out that the bedspace came
complete with fitted carpets and wall units.
The Troop continues to have a healthy social calendar bavin$ held a
very successful games ni$ht, with Alan's Academicals (captamed by
Capt Alan Chapman) taking on Jack's Rabbits (captained by W02 (Y
of S) Jack Cowen). All of the games were keenly contested with the
result at the end of the evening being a resounding victory for Alan's
Academicals. However the highlight of the night was the boat race,
wives v lads, with the rank outsiders (the wives) winning easily.

STROOP
Once again a rather quiet time for the troop, so doubtless all our
energy is bein~ saved up for one big explosion during the forthcoming
Xmas Festivities. The S Troop Party will be the highlight of the
season-how could we fail with invitatl ns firmly stating 'No trousers to
be worn'!
Congratulations are in order for Pte lrla Graham who recently
married, and for LCpl Hilary Doyle about to be married in February.
We wish them success for the future.
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WHEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED YOUR SERVICE WITH THE FORCES

-:.News from Heat/quarters-

S.l.T.A.
The Airlines' Communications Company

Army Apprentices ' C o lleg e
H arrogate

requires

SYSTEM OPERATORS
for the ir

COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS CENTRE, HOUNSLOW
Teleprinter experience necessary
Salary around £5900 p.a., includin g Shift Allowa nce
Pension Scheme: Staff Canteen: Concessi onal Air Travel
Write or ' phone to:

S.l.T.A. U.K.,
Lampton House,
Lampton Road,
Hounslow, Middx.
Tel: 01-572 6161 Ext. 44 (Mon-Fri)

PRICE

A SPECIAL GIFT

£15.85

Your own regimental figure beautifully made in Highest Quality English Pewter.
cast from a mould made from an original by Charles Stadden hand sculptured tn
Solid Pewter.
Each figure has the English Pewter Cr.aftsmen's Association Touchmark on the
base and bears Charles Stadden' s signature .
Each figure is superbly detailed and has your regimental crest on the base and cap
badge. (Illustration shows a figure with the Royal Tank Regimental Crest and Cap
Badge .)

A farewell present to one who will long be remembered in the
College- Mr Les Strange
ELECTRONICS WING
The start of the Winter Term heralded a new course within the
College when our first two classes of Telecommunications Mechanics
started their five term apprenticeship. Working within Electronics
Wing, they are being taught by Sgt John Keohane, Mr Bil Bevan and
Mr Eddie Dodd, Messrs Bevan and Dodd having completed GPO
jointing courses to enable them to teach the latest techniques to the
apprentices.
Oansman training is now under way. Much of our equipment has
arrived allowing us to split into two groups for practical training and
givin~ a lower student-to-equipment ratio than was hitherto possible.
The sixth and seventh terms have been exposed to the equipment under
the guidance of Mr John Stockley and Mr George Crossland. Sgt Ken
Thompson assisted by organizing the considerable number of EMERs
whilst waiting patiently for the harness to arrive. The new techniques
involved with Qansman need very careful study and the frail nature of
the semi-<:onductor junction when the test prods slip has been proved.
The coming months will see the arrival of yet more equipment and
accessories to keep us on our toes .
Our fond farewell to W02 (F of S) Pete Shawyer, Benbecula bound,
W02 (F of S) Norman Patton, en route for SHAPE, SSgt (F of S) Mike
Still, moving to HQ NI and Sgt Brian Richardson now in York. We
wish them all well and, at the same time, welcome their successors
W02 (F of S) Gary Sharp, SSgt Tony Oafley and Sgt Dave Arnold.
Finally our congratulations to Sgt Dave and Mrs Arnold on the birth
of their son and to Sgt Ken Thompson on his selection for the next
Foreman of Signals course.

This figure also available in Sterling Silver - details on request.

MAKE YOUR FIGURE EXTRA SPECIAL
have your name / rank / number or message engraved on the base! Please add 14p
per lener/number and allow 14-21 days minimum for engraving (maximum 30
leners/ numbers) .

To Hamilton Marriott, 8 Hale Lane, London, NW7.
I enclose£
plus£
for engraving .

To ACCESS / BARCLAY CARD•
I authorise you to debit my Access/Barclay Card•
Account with the amount of£
My ACCESS/BARCLAY CARD• No is

I I I I II I I I I I I I

I

-----,
I

ITJ

Name (as on credit card) ... . ... . .. . .... .. .. ... . . . .. ..... . .
Cardholder's address . . ...... . ...... . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .
Signature .. . ... .... .. . ....... . .... . . .... . . .. .. · ·· ·· · ··
•P1euo11t1e1ewhcft.01applltablo
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FAREWELL TO AN OLD SOLDIER
~ith r~~~t, ~e bid a fo_nd adieu to ~r. ~ Strange, our longestservmg civilian instructor m Telegraphtst Wmg. Les enlisted in the
Somerset Light Infantry in 1935 and spent the next eight years in India.
1!119~3 he transferred to Royal ·Signals and until 1950spent most of his
time m France and Germany. In 1950 he moved into the sphere of
training through a postin~ to the 4th Training Regiment Catterick and
then to the Army Apprentices' School, Harrogate, in 1954.
Les completed his military service in 1959 an d stayed on as a civilian
~structor at the College until his retirement in August 1979. During
his 25 years at the College, he became the unofficial historian and on
his retirement he presented his vast collection of scrap books to the
College; these can now be viewed by all in our library. Our spies in
civilian life tell us that, apart from his interests in the Royal British
Legion, the Royal Signals Association, the Ramblers' Association, the
Conservative Oub, gardening and collecting anything collectable, he is
enjoying a quiet retirement.

WIRE
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SOCCER SUNDAY LEAGUE
Time-early August: our bodies still nice ly tan ned from our Summer
Holidays. The College is informed that we have been accepted for the
local Claro Sunday Soccer league for Under Eighteens. 'Marvellous',
we say, but the only problem is where are we going to find a team of
under-eighteen-year-<>lds who will be available to play their first game
within five days of the Winter Term's starting? This problem was
tackled in good mil itary fashion. Fi rst we assembled the complete soccer
squad and the order was given, 'All those who were under eighteen on
31 July1979 on the left, the remainder on the right. All those on the left
sign here- you are now a member of the Oaro Sunday League; all
those on the right, sorry! You are too old' . Have you ever tried telling a
keen soocer player that he is too old at eighteen? After lots of moans
and groans and a voice saying, • 'Can't you pu t me down as two months
younger, Sir? I only look seventeen', we started to form our squad
gradually. We had to persuade fourteen budding strikers that they
could not all play in the same team, but that there were other positions
on the field such as back four and mid-field players. Having decided on
our team for the coming Sunday, we now tell the squad of all the exotic
places to which they will travel , such as Bramham
Village-Tadcaster-Boroughbridge-Wetherby-Starbeck. You can
see the gleam come to their eyes, and a voice in the background says,
'Where's that, Sir?'
The time has arrived; the date is 16 September; Bramham Lions are
our first opponents, and we can hear whispers from the opposition:
'Here come the Christians'. They looked a bit pale and worried on
hearing this but after the final whistle had been blown the pale faces
turned to rosy cheeks and smiles all round . We had won our first league
game 3-1, our goals being scored by AT LCpl Adrian Payne (2) and
AT Cpl Bfily Freear (1).
The soccer squad eagerly await each Sunday morning. having been
led very successfully by the Skipper, AT LCpl Tony Redman; the
record shows won 7 Lost 0 Drawn 0 Scored 35 Against 12. Top goal
scorers: AT LCpl Adrian Payne 9, AT Cpl Billy Freear 8.
The outcome of all this activity is that the soccer squad has three
Junior Army Trialists in the form of AT Cpl Billy Freear, AT LCpl
Tony Redman, AT LCpl 'TRIB' Slaney and we should like to wish
them luck in the final selection for the Army junior team.
SUCCESSFUL SWIMMING AND WATER POLO SEASON
We had, probably, one of the most successful seasons ever this
Summer thanks to a considerable amount of hard work put in
beforehand. Yeoman 'Chlpry' Wood began early morning training
sessions right at the start o term so 0630hrs saw twenty bleary-eyed
apprentices standing at the pool-side thinking about those lost minutes
of sleep . In the Army Junior Swimming and Water Polo
· Championships, held at Arborfield, the College won all but two events
and gained a total of 52 points out of a maximum of 56. Our polo team
also did well but, at the end of the day, had to be content with the
Runner-up trophy.
Following our success in the Army Junior Championships, ATs
Richmond, Young, Noble, Needham and Morley were selected to
represent the Anny Juniors against the Royal Navy Juniors. In addition
ATs Argust, Cliurchward, Hitchens and Campbell were picked as
reserves. The Army won the swimming by 75 to 65 and the polo by JO
goals to 4. Our very own 'HaJrpln' Richmond did us proud by winning
both the lOOm butterfly (in lm 08.lsecs) and the 200m Individual
Medley.
The Triangular Games against the Army Apprentices Colleges
Chepstow and Arborfield resulted in another comfortable win in the
swimming events but. alas, yet another runner-up medal in the water
polo. Our congratulations. and commiserations, to 'Hairpin' who
broke the Army lOOm freestyle record (S8.8s) in the 4 x 100 relay only
to lose it again when our team was disqualified.
Not to be outdone by the junior memb<!rs, our senior team of W02
(Y of S) Wood, AT LCpl EatweU, AT Wllka and AT LCpl Johmon
competing in six events in the Army Swimming Championships carried
off three gold, one silver and two bronze medals. In doing so theJ also
established a new Anny Record of 3m 0.8s for the 4 x 66f yd
backstroke relay.
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Lt Diane Willcox WRAC on being selected to swim for the Army in the
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Opportunities
withRacal
Continued expansion and diversification
of our design and development activities
has led to further vacancies in our
Post Design and Quality Engineering Departments.

Back Row Left to Right - AT O'Brien, AT LCpl Churchward, AT
Morley, AT Young, AT LCpl Noble, AT Campbell, AT Murphy, AT
Argust
Front Row Left to Right - AT Curley, AT Stringfellow, AT Needham,
AT Richmond, AT Hitchens

Quality Engineers

PDS Engineers

Quality Engineers will liaise with
development teams to advise on matters of
quality and standardisation. They will
monitor new product developments from
inception to completion to ensure that
control is maintained and that design
specification can be reliably achieved.
Other aspects of the work will include
defect investigations and evaluation of new
components, processes and techniques.
Applicants should have a solid
electronic engineering background in either
quality engineering or in the design and
development of professional electronic
equipment. In fact, this is an ideal
opportunity for Development Engineers
who wish to broaden their experience.

PDS Engineers will be involved with
both ministry and commercial post design
work over a wide range of equipment,
including HF transmitters {valve and solidstate), receivers, radiotelephones and
complex communications systems of all
sizes, involving some micro-processor work.
Applicants should possess a relevant
HNC or degree or have had at least two
years in-depth experience of related
electronic design, modification, special-totype test, or fault finding to component
level. Familiarity with ministry design
changes would be an added advantage but
above all, initiative and drive are essential
qualities.

These positions are open to anyone
who has completed their service with the
armed forces. We offer attractive salaries,
5 weeks annual holiday, sick pay and
membership of an excellent pension and life
assurance scheme.
If you think you have the necessary
experience, drive and enthusiasm and wish

to further your career in a friendly
environment, write or telephone for an
application form to:
The Personnel Manager,
Racal Communications Equipment Ltd.,
Brants Bridge, Broad Lane, Bracknell,
Tel : Bracknell 24747, Ext 5.

Brita.iris fastest growing electronics group
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CHESS
Affairs are really moving on the chess front at the College.
Membership-even active membership-is higher than of late. Several
competed in the combined services chess cha npionships, held at
Bulford Garrison 11-16 October 1979. AT1 Potbecary and
Wainwright achieved especially creditable seores-the latter lasting
some four hours and 70 moves against British Grandmaster John Nunn
of Oxford University, who gave a simultaneous exhibition against 37
players. (He beat everyone except an RAF Squadron Leader!)
A College team also played a friendly against Harrogate Gram!llar
School, being defeated ma close match 3-5. Eyeryone agrees this to
be a fine result against a strong grammar school side.
We have entered the recently formed Harrogate Evening Chess
League and will play matches in this at regular intervals this term and
next. The opposition ranges from a school for the bhnd (who often play
excellent chess, surprisingly) through the 'Killinghall Killers' to a
Harrogate Ladies side (who don't often play excellent chess; though
Harrogate ladies may be an exception). All good practice, at any rate I

HQ Queen's Gurkha Signals,
B.F.P.O. 1
SUNG AI TEMBURONG EXPEDmON
Report by Maj R Stather, Queen's Gurkha Signals
On the 15 August 1979, a party of 14 men left Hong Kong for Brunei
on an adventure training expedition organized by Hong Kong Gur!tba
Signal Squadron . The mission was to explore the Temb~ong River
from its upper reaches ~me 3 ,500 feet above sea l~vel and m the heart
of the jungles of Brunet to Kampong Batang Dun 100 feet above sea
level.
UNDERWAY
On the 17 August our party departed from Brunei Signal Troop!
Seria for Bandar Seri Begawan where we boarded a Royal B!une1
Malay Regiment (RBMR) long bo~t bound for Bangar. Bangar ts the
highest navigable point on the River Tembu!ong. It also hou~es a
Company of RBMR responsible for ~e security of the mount'.lmous
border which flanks the Temburong River. After a comfortable night at
the Bangar Camp we proceeded by lorry to Kampong Batang Duri and
the end of the road. From here we were lifted by C Flight 660 Squadron
Army Air Corps to the RBMR hut at LP 298 ..Here we inflated our two
recce boats and one gemini craft in preparation for the run down the
river.
FROM POOL TO POOL
After a few trials it was decided that the 2 men recce boats should
carry 4 men plus/ersonal kit. The Gemini designed to carry no more
than 5 men woul carry 7 men plus all the rations, radio and armalite
rifles. Crews were then detailed: Reece Boat One

-Lt Don Steele, Royal Signals
-Sgt Plrthlbahadur Gurung
-LCpl Steve Trainer, AAC
-Sig Ganesbbahadur Gurung

Reece Boat Two

-Lt Alistair Harrison, Royal Signals
-Cpl Rajkumar Ral
-CplJan Radford AAC (Ex Royal Signals)
-Sig Kulbahadur Dura

Gemini

-Maj Bob Stather, Queen's Gurkha Signals
-Lt Nigel Moore, Royal Signals
-W02(F of S) Larry Proctor
-W02 Cbandru Ral
-Cpl Rasnam Bin Yahya, RBMR
-LCpl Krishnabahadur Gurung
-LCpl Narharl Llmbu
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Leaving Bandar Seri Begawan for Banger in the RBMR longboat

The following morning after a fmal call on ~e radi? we set off with
the two small boats leading. Due to a lack of ram the nver was very low
and the day was spent dragging the boats from pool to pool. !he
monotony was broken by the occasional white water that served mamly
to get the contents of all the boats thoroughly ~et. After 10 hours hard
slog ·e called it a day and made camp for the night.
SAL\'AGE
The following day was very much the sar.;ie with progress meas11:red
by the yard and no firm landmarks to show JUst how far down t~e nver
we had progressed. After we had settl~d down for our second night on
the river we encountered our first ram and looked forward to more
water for the next days run. At about 0200 hours we got our water, the
river rose some six feet putting the bivouac under _about .two feet of
water. Abancjoning the camp we retre.ated to a stn1;> of high ground
about 2 feet above the water line salvaging as much kit as we could. At
about 0400 hours the river had reached its highest point watched by a
somewhat dejected party in life jackets and with backs to the jungle. B ·
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0600 hours the river had fallen considerably and was only about 15
inches above normal.
Taking advantage of the extra water and in the interest of safety we
started off with the Gemini leading. For about three hours we rode the
white water, stopping only when we became tangled in the roots or
branches of fallen trees.

.

~·

Ne·ws· lro1p R·e.uimenis -. ~ ,: _
1 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt

HAZARD

Drying out after a wet run

It was while we were trying to disengage ourselves from one of these
traps that we noticed that the river narrowed to about 13 feet some 50
yards ahead. The gorge was flanked on one side by a cliff rising about
70 feet above the water. On the other side the cliffs were a mere 20 feet
high. At the narrowest part of the gorge and in the middle of fastest
white water we had seen was a large tree half submerged making it
impossible to pass without risk to life and limb. Beyond the tree the
river turned sharply to the left creating a number of deep whirlpools.
What was around the comer we could not tell.
In order to get a better idea of the problem we decided to beach the
boats and make our way along the smaller cliff. On reaching reaching
the bend we saw a second narrow gorge with white water plunging
through it to a deep pool beyond and some six feet lower down. At this
point the river turned sharp right giving no indication as to what was
next. Nor could we walk any further forward as the cliffs rose sharply
on both sides of the river.
Having agreed that the boats could not proceed past the half blocked
gorge we emptied the boats and manhandled them to the first bend and
finding a suitable rock jutting out of the water lowered the boats into
the river.
THROUGH THE GAP
With no chance of carrying the stores past this point we reloaded the
boats ready for the run though the narrow gap. With no idea as to what
was around the next bend it was decided that the Gemini should lead
the way. So we pushed off gripping the boat as best we could and with
feet raised ready to push ourselves clear of the cliff walls if the need
arose. Quickly gaining speed we shot through the gap to land right side
up in the pool below. We signalled the small boats to follow and they
too managed the leap without difficulty.
We stopped early that night as we wanted to dry out our bedding that
had been soaked in the flood the previous night. We had now been on
the river for three days and two nights and had not yet passed our first
tributary some 15 miles from the start.

Lt Alistair Harrison helping the crew of the Gemini over a rough patch

GOODPROGRESSANDBACKTOCOMFORT
The following day we made good progress passing our first tributary
the Riyer Tembu.rong Machang before stopping for breakfast, and
passing the River Belalong just after 1430 hours . Down to our last five
ration packs we decided to press on and arrived at Kampong Batang
Duri at about 1700 hours where we were met by the RBMR lorry that
took us back to Bangar and the comforts of civilization.

ROYAL SIGNALS MANNING AND RECORDS, READING
RETIREMENT OF MAJE. A. McLOUGHLIN
We have just said 'farewell' to Maj E. A. McLoughlin, after 49 years
service to the Corps. 'Mac' joined F Coy at Catterick on 29 August 1930
as a Boy soon after his fourteenth birthday and trained as an Operator
Signals. As was the case with many of his contemporaries, trade·
training was followed by an attachment to the GPO at Liverpool. After
a year on GPO sounder circuits, operating skills became ingrained and
it is small wonder that soon after posting to 3rd Division Signal
Regiment he qualified as one of the youngest Oass l operators in the
Corps. In 1936 he joined Egypt Command Signals and when he was not
operating a high speed radio circuit be studied and became fluent in
Italian. His Company Commanders at the time were successively Maj
(later Maj Gen) Wheatley and Maj (later Brig) Kennett.
On the outbreak of war he was posted back to the UK and after a
spell at the Depot Regiment and as an instructor with the Artillery
Signals Training Battalion at Bromley he was sent to 152 OCTU. His
first job on being commissioned was as Signalmaster in 5th(AA)
Division Signals in Reading . Promoted Captain in 1942 he joined 52
AA Brigade Signals and saw service with 1st Army in Algeria and
Tunisia. Later he embarked for the Italian campaign and in 1943-44
served as a Radio Officer in 13 Corps Signals with Capt (later Col)
Tommy Grigg. After a spell back in England as Technical Training
Officer in I OTB at Catterick, he was sent to Italian Somaliland and
became successively Deputy Director Telecomms of the newly
established British Military Government , Chief Engineer Posts and
Telegraphs and OC Somaliland Signals. There followed three years of
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hard work restoring the Civil Communications of the former Italian
Colony during which his knowledge of Italian was invaluable. It was
also to prove useful when he accompanied the senior British
representative during the handover of Ogaden province to Ethiopia. ,
Back to reality, he then became Adjutant of 2(AA) Signal
Regiment in Aldershot for three years from 1949-52 serving successively
Lt Cols Norman Bower, Reg Beeton, John Oliver and George
Rowlands. Then followed Training Officer 3rd Training l{egiment
under Lt Cols George Starr and Paddy Burke. In 1957, he changed to a
Traffic Officer Commission .and immediately found himself in 14
Signal Regiment an.d in the Tape Relay Centre at Gloucester.
Thereafter, staff appointments followed, first in GHQ Middle East and
later as S03 to CSO Western Command and, finally, as the British
Signal Officer, Allied Staff Berlin. His final appointment before
retiring was in 30 Signal Regiment under Lt Col Richard Gilbertson.
'Mac' came to Records in 1969 as a Retired Officer to join again Col
Tommy Grigg who was then Officer in Charge and spent the first five
years looking after the careers of Foremen of Signals and Technicians
and the next five years performing the same service for those on the
Regimental Duty roll , the Yeomen of Signals and Radio Supervisors.
He brought to the task a wealth of experience gained over 40 years and
a deep understanding of the problems of Army life which only personal
service can implant. On finally retiring he goes to live at York and to
him and to his wife Betty, we send our best wishes for a happy
retirement and our thanks for a job well done.
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JUST A FEW CHANGES
~~last our Partnershi~ w!th the 1 Cana~an Signal Regiment is now
official and what better ttmmg than for their Commanding Officer, Lt
Col E. R. Ted Campbell, to pay '!s a ~sit. with his RSM. The visit began
on ~aturday 22 September 1979 JUSt m time to watch the Commanding
Officer, Lt Col Stephen Can-Smith, represent the Regiment in the
BAOR Tennis Semi Final which we sadly Jost 5-4. After a quick
supper the two Commanding Officers plus selected officers collected
the two Regimental Sergeant Majors, WOl Brian Young and CWO
Russell plus selected SNCO's, and departed for a night in Hamburg.
The Canadians are obviously used to much colder weather than us,
because, as soon as the mini-bus was under way CWO Russell
produced a mammoth sized bottle of maple syrup (alias 12 year old
bourbon) which was quickly consumed in an effort to augment the
mini-buses poor heating system.

At the Regimental Lunch on Wednesday, Lt Col Campbell presented
the Regiment with a beautiful engraving of two mallards in flight. Thi.~
gift had been inspired by the number of presentations he had seen
showing vu-foils of Mallard as a dead duck. In the evening a small
party gathered in the Commanding Officer's home to bid farewell to
our guest before his departure on Thursday morning.
It was a very beneficial visit, from every standpoint. Lt Col Campbell
and CWO RUSlell will return to our sister regiment with many a story to
tell. Our best wishes go with them.

KOJA.K
The Brauha.u s Zillertal was the first port of call, to refresh ourselves
afterthelongonehourtripfrom Verden, beforeproceedingtosamplethe
delights of Hamburg's night life. Capt John Macfarlane had
volunteered himself as guide for the night and with a 'Aye wee!, I'll tak
ye tae a nice wee club a tun, down the road abit', off we set. Before we
had even got as far as the Traffic lights we had lost CWO Russell who
disappeared into the night. Colonel Stephen quickly diverted our
attention by shouting 'Who loves ya baby' and pouncing on Telly
Savalas -Kojak himself-who was having a quiet coffee in a street
cafe. At this point we lost our Regimental Sergeant Major, who
appeared moments later swinging by his ankles around the head of the
biggest German in Hamburg. YofS Joe Haldane, Sgt Glen Harwood,
Maj Tony Singleton and Lt Nigel Keleher quickly affected a rescue just
before the Commanding Officer arrived , proudly clutching Kojak 's
autograph. It appeared that the Regimental Sergeant Major had been
attempting to practice his German in the middle of a card game.
THE SHOW
The moment finally arrived, after many minor diversions , when we
entered a sleasy little bar paid DM20 a beer and settled back to watch
the show. We were horrified at the performance we saw on stage. A
respectably dressed gentleman was blowing up balloons and making
them into little animals. It must have been th. e only 'straight' club in
Hamburg! Lt Col Campbell was heard to mutter, 'Macfarlane had
better improve his talents as a recce officer before he arrives to take up
his post as exchange officer in my re~iment'. When finally we ,arrived
back at the bus exhausted at the appomted hour. no CWO Russell, just
his set of false teeth, filled with alarm we made a frantic search of the
area but nothing! It later transpired that he had taxied back to Verden
at a cost of DMl 70.
PRESENTATION
Sunday was a day of rest for all, before the tour of the regiment and
demonstration of our equipment from Monday through to Tuesday
night. On Monday evenmg the Sergeants Mess entertained our two
visitors to a curry supper where Lt Col (Hollow Legs) Campbell kept
them up until 0430hrs.

Left Lt Col Ted Campbell Right Lt Col S. R. Carr-Smith
The presentation of the engraving of two Mallards in Flight

CCR SIGNALS ON FAMILIAR GROUND
On 2 October the new CCR Signals, 1 (BR) Corps, Brig Paul
AlexmdEr MBE paid a return visit to Verden and his old Regiment,
which he commanded between 1974 and 1976. The visit, his first to a
Divisional Signal Regiment since taking over command, was a fairly
brief one. However, the highlights of his tour around the Regiment
included a very learned discussion on the possible expansion of the
facilities of BMIS presented by our technically minded Adjutant, Capt
Alan Poppleton. This was listened to with avid interest by our three
wise 'monkeys' WOI (FoS) Smurthwaite, Capt David Flnlghan and
W02 (YofS) Garth letori.
Later on the Brigadier visited his favourite 'Demon Barber', Herr
Baumann for a quick trim and a chat about the 'good old days'.

*VISIT OUR LAMPS AND LIGHTING DEPT.
AT

D. & G. MANSELL
6, FINKLE STREET,
RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 5373
Also Domestic Electrical Appliances
Our Record Dept. contains one of the largest
selection of records in the district, also sheet
music and musical instruments.
CASSETTES AND CARTRIDGES
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'Old pleasures die hard'
CCR 'Si_gs' back in 'the chair again' with Herr Baumann our demon
barber
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Having been suitably smartened up it was off to the Gymnasium for
nine. Long Servi~e and Good C,onduct Medal presentations before
starting off our highly successful cross-<:ountry team on their afternoon
training session.

WITH Dl'FTTOUCH
We organized the Second Annual Royal Signals (BAOR) Badminton
Championships here at Verden on the 27 and 28 September. The final
weredlayed on the afternoon of the 28 September before a packed
crow of spectators and they were treated to six excellent hard fought
games of Badminton, and talking of hard fought:-

A SMASH HIT
With six well fought bouts in the Regimental Boxing on the 26
October, the packed gymnasium was well entertained and the
convincing win by TF B Sigs was well received.

Sperry Gyroscope is a
precision electronic engineering
company with special skills in the
fields of navigation, guidance, control
and data handling systems for land,
sea and aerospace applications .
We require people to be
trained in Engineering Documentation
to prepare Technical Handbooks in
support of a wide variety of products .
The work is extremely interesting
and covers both Ministry Contracts
and Commercial business.
Ideally we are looking for Senior
NCO Technicians from all branches
of the Service and our training will
provide a very rewarding and job
satisfying career pattern with excellent
prospects of promotion.

With locations at Bracknell,
Bristol, Plymouth and Weymouth, and
employing more than 4,000 personnel,
we can offer competitive salaries, a
non-contributory pension scheme and
free life assurance. At Bracknell, we
also have an active Sports and Social
Club, with on-site squash courts.
Write or telephone for an application form to Bill Wilson, Personnel
Department, Sperry Gyroscope ,
Downshire Way, Bracknell, Berks
RG12 l QL. Tel. Bracknell (0344) 3222.
Quote ref: C /180.

'The Exemplary Nine'
Left to right Back Row: W 02 Kirby, Cpl Sinclair, Cpl Carpenter, SSgt
Purkiss, W02 Davis, Sgt Regan, Cpl Lindley, Cpl Vavasour, W02
Duncan. Sitting, nearly centre: CCR Sigs Brig P. D. Alexander

A FISHY SUCCESS

Cpl Joe Cole recently took the top prizes at the Royal Signals Angling
Competition here in BAOR with a super Bream of 2.3Skgs which gave
him the Best Fish Award. His total weight of 4.80kgs won him the
section and the championship which was in fact his first major win. The
first of many we hope.

'The Victors TF ' B' Sigs'
Back Row: L to R-SSM Longhurst, Sig Smith, Sig McGrath, Maj
Bonser, Cpl Payet, Cpl Anderson, SSgt !SOMSl Brown . Front Row:
L to R-LCpl Bluer, LCpl Stokes, LCpl Ashley, Sig Adams. Sat
Down: 'Ali'

WITH THEIR USUAL STYLE
Our ever victorious cross country squad swept the board with the first
11 runners home in the Divisional Cross Country match held in Verden
on the 7 November shown here in front of the Scoreboard with their
'Mascots' .

Leaving the Service
in the next two years?
Make Michelin part of your plans.
We're the world's largest manufacturer of radial tyres and market leaders in the
U.K. where we employ around 14,500 people at six factories-Stoke, Burnley,
Ballymena, Mallusk, Dundee and Aberdeen .
We already employ ex-servicemen in Production , Engineering, Stores and
Distribution, Training, Administration , from shop floor to senior management.
So why not make Michelin part of your plans for a second career, in industry.
Write briefly about your background, giving an indication of
your release date, employment interests and desired location to:
\----......==-;:;:--. Mr. J. Sellers, SP.S(ES) Michelin Tyre Company Limited,
Stoke on Trent ST4 4EY.

'Super Fish'
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CROSS COUNTRY
The Regimental Cross Country team have got off to an excellent start
this season by winning the Divisional and BAOR Championships In
both competitions the teams won by a considerable margin . Sgt George
Holden BEM has coached the team to a high standard of fitness and
competitive spirit. Last season Sgt George Holden BEM was the team
number one runner, it is encouraging that this season-through his
coaching-the young runners are beginning to make their mark ,
notably Sig Stewart Little, who finished second in the BAOR
Championships and was subsequently selected to run for the Army at
Crystal Palace in an International Race on 8 December.
Other notable achievements in the BAOR race were Pte Andy Talbot
who finished Junior runner up and twelfth in the Major Units. Cpl Gu
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Wilson after only a month training. finished a creditable fourth which
in line for selection in the BAO.R team .. Sig Jo~n Boyes
uts
rinished fifth in his last BAOR ra.ce. ~e h~s. ~1ven.sterhng service to the
team our best wishes go to him rn civilian hfe. LCpl Bill Bail~y
prod~cing his best performance finished se~e.nth ..s~t Pete . Probm
recovering from last season's lay-off through mJury ftmshed mnth. In
eleventh and twelfth places were Sgt George Holden BEM and Pte
Andy Talbot.
.
.
To round off a great team effort a spec1aJ mention to our young
runners Sigs Dougie Marcin , Jim Brebner, Mick Weston and Seo~ who
fini shed fourteenth , fi fteenth, twentyfirst and fortysecond respectively.
In most teams these young runners would command a number one
p lace. Finally to th e remainder of the squad who have wor~ed so h~d
to main ta in the competitivene ss throu ghout the team a spec1aJ mention
to W02 SSM Billy Miles, SSgt (FoS) Jobn Tun·ey, Sgt Mac McKinnon
RE, Maj Steven Weld RE and Sig Cltris Wilkinson .
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Policies Covering War Risks
for:
Chi:hn.

Convertible Whole Lihl.
Capital Transfer Tax.
Education. Endowment
Low Cost llld Rexi>le
Endow1111111ts for House

NEWGOC
Friday 9 November saw the first visit of our new GOC, Maj Gen
G .H. W. Howlett OBE MC to the Regim ent .. He w~s met at the
entrance to Caithness Barracks by the Commandmg Officer and a very
impressive Quarter Gu ard.
.
.
,
After receiving a short brief on the Regiment s role from the
Commandin g Officer he then went. o n a co n.d ~cted t?ur of the
Commheads and Radio detachmen ts laid out for his mspection.

2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt

Life lbsurance

IVt:hase.
Mortgages Amlnged.
Retirement Poicies.

EVERY INSURANCE INC LU DI NG
Kit, w ith cover for Household effects in tran sit.
Home Insurance with fu ll cost replacem ent .
Motor Competitive rate s Home a nd Foreign.

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD.

FISHING FOR BLESMA
During September this year an unusual Fishin g Match was organised
b' the Bunde Water Rat (BWR) in aid of the British Limbless ExServicemans Association CBLESM.A ). The BWR are a thriv ing club of
British Servicemen and civilian~ with a total of about 40 members
drawn from 2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt , 2 Armd Div Tpt Regt RCT
and 12 Armd Workshops REME.
In 1978 Sgt Ron Taylor of 2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt first
suggested the idea and a total of £800 was raised for BLESMA. This
year Ron and his treasurer, Sgt Colin Parsonage set their sights on the
elusive target of £1000. Thanks to the release of the fishermen by their
respective COs, Lt Col A. M. Willcox Royal Signals, Lt Col I. S. Baxter
RCT, and Lt Col B. Gotts REME, a deal of essential administration by
SSgt Jeff Batkin and the support of Herr Arnold Bartling, who
controlled the water just outside Lohne the match got underway.
The portents were good with fat Carp clearly visible in the dark waters
but the dreaded malady of all fishermen struck-cloudless skies and
hot sunshine. Undeterred our 12 stalwarts set to with a will and fished
from first to last light for four day . The only respite came on day four
when joy oh joy-the storm cloud gathered and the heavens opened to
give the best day of all! Altogether the 12 anglers fished a total of 535
sponsored hours, catching a total of 147 lbs JO ozs of fish to raise the
staggering total of £1034.30for BLESMA.
A hearty vote of thanks also goes to all sponsors and the long•
suffering wives who rose at 3 am to provide breakfasts and packed
lunches.

COMMENDATIONS
It was a proud moment in the lives of SSgt Bru<'e Lutterloch of PWl'I
and his wife L)nn \\hen their son Colin received a special :l\\nrd
recentlv. Colin is a Cub Scout with the 1st Bunde Pack and recci~ed the
'Count)- Commissioners Commendation' for helping ·he Wilkin on
familv every day for three months whilst Mrs Wiikinson ·as unable to
move due to a back injury.
The Field Commissioner, Maj Tom Lee MBE, presented the
Commendation to Colin on behalf of Gen Sir William Scotter KCB,
DSO, MC, who is the County Commissioner for British Scou~
Western Europe. The presentation was held at BFES School Bunde
and was attended by the boys from Colin's Pack, the local Brownies.
Guides, Scouts, the leaders and the Acting District Commis\ioner Sgt
Ted Allen from Liibbecke.

INSURANCE BROKERS

11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, NORTH
YORKSHIRE DL10 4HR. Telephone No. 2308

Holt School
BY HADDI NGTON, E. LO T HIAN
Tel : 036-85-247

Colin Lutte rloch seen he re being presented with his award by Maj
To m Lee MBE the Field Commissioner

Headmaster : J . L. W. READ, T.D., M.A. (Edin.)

The Quarter Guard

An independent boa rding schoo l for Jun i ~r boys aged
8-11 and Sen ior boys aged 11-18 years, standing near the
Lammermuir Hills within ea sy access from the Al between
Edinburgh and Berwick-upo n-Tweed .

*
*

*
*
*
*
*

' You really get all of that on top of those hills'
Maj Oiris Dakin with SSgt (FofSl Turvey expla ining to the GOC how
they managed to get the Commcen to the top of the hill
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Members of the Bunde Wate r Rats who 'angled' their way to £1 034 in
aid of BLESMA

A w ide selection of subjects to S.C.E . Ordinary and
Higher level or Oxford G .C. E . Ordinary level.
Small classes and a fully qualified staff.

HOCKEY
The hockey team has got off to a good sta r t. Thev won the Di,isional
Summe r league and have won their fir t three games in th "inter
league. T hey played 2 Arrnd Oh· Tpt Regt RCT (our Bunde
neighbours) in the first round of the rm'" Cup and won b} a
devastati ng 11·0 to go through to the ~cond round.

Well equipped laboratories and metalwork shop.
Excellent games facilities o ver 45 acres of ground.
Many extra curricular activities including Y .F.C.
Transport arrangements made to/from airport and
ra ilway station.
Fees: Su mmer Term 1980-Senio r School . .. £730 .
Junior School ... £660 .

The School particularly welcomes boys from Service
families and offers a reduction in fees in addition to the
Service Grant. Entry is by an interview, where possible, and
consideration of recent school reports .
Parents are invited to write to, or te lephone, the Headmaster for a prospectus which gives full details of the school
and outlines its aims.
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BOXING
The start of the Boxing season was marked by the taging of our
Inter-Squadron Novice Boxing competition in September. 3 Squadron
were clear favou rites ha,·ing finali ts in eight out of the nine bout~ and
they wo n the competition in a devastating fashion, even knocking one
brave opponent out of the ring! The next date for the boxers is in
Dece mber when they come up against 10 Regt RCT in the first round of
· the BAOR Novice Boxing Competition.

Elaine Stritch, Broadway star of stage, films and television, received
a c heque for £1 ,034 for the British Limbless Ex-Service Men's
Association (BLESMA) from Sergeant Leslie Parsons (26), Club
Match Secretary of the Bunde Water Rats Angling Club, in London .
Commenting on this result of a sponsored ' Marathon Fish' by British
s e rv icemen in Germany for their less fortunate comrades, Elaine
St ritch said, 'This is a wonderful gesture for a first-class organisation
that deserves all the help it can get'.
TH E WIR E, JANUA RY 1900

CANOEING
Our Canoei ts continue to show excellent form and have j•1
returned from the UK where the took part in the Wild Water ~n
Champio nships. The fixture was an Open Nat ional e\"cnt o the)· were
.:ompeting agai nst the be t in the K. The team . con isting of Cpl
Hugill, LCpl Dobson and and LCpl Owens , we re fi rst out of the Arm)
team and a very re pectable thircl in the Open Event, LCpl Dobson
and LCpl Owens were se<'o nd in the C2 event, and Cpl Hugill e'"enth in
the KI Class.
PER ONALITIES
Cpl Cain , our b rilliant long distance runner. has returned from
merica where he came 64th (out of thousands!} in the C\\ ork
Marathon to win the Divisio nal Cro s- ountn Compt>tition wa\ ~head
of the rest of the Field.
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F OCUS ON 4 (HF - VHF) SQUADRON
OC Maj Dave (Skippy) Watson. RA Signals.
2IC Capt Mal (Think of the profit) Smart.
SSM's W02 (SSM) Gordon (How are we) Mclnnes.}Exchange Exercl11e
W02 (SSM) Dave (Crash) Hammond RA Signals
Long Look
FOS WOI (F of S) (The Fisherman) Gadman (and OC SHQ fp).
YOS SSgt (Y of S) (Come Dy with me) Wright.
SQMS SSgt (SQMS) (No) Nick Knight.
OCA (VHF) Tp. Capt Mick (Highly bulled) Sheehan.
2IC A Tp. 2Lt M ark (wandering around) Edwards.
Tp Sgt A Tp. SSgt Chip py (Eddie) Wood.
OCD (HF) T p. Capt K en !just married) Soar.
Tp Sgt D Tp. SSgt Dave (Sandhurst was never like this) Scott.

FOCUSONTFG
T F G Sig Sqn h ave prepared the 'Photoreport' for this edition .
PERSONALITIES
O C Maj Adrian Schuler
21C Capt John H udson
OC Battleaxe l Lt Mike Co mplin
OC Battleaxe 2Lt John Coulth ard
SSM W02 Ray Marsh all
YofS W02 Bob Wrigh t

He rfo rd ' Mafia '
Left to Rig ht: W02 (SSM) Dinger Bell SSm 3 Sqn , W02 (SSMl Ken
Thurley (n ow W01 RSM) SSM 1 Sqn, The 'Tara' W01 (RSM) Andy
Keenan, W02 (SSM) Paul Glover SSM 2 Sqn, W02 (BSM) Pete r
Doyle, RA, BSM HO Sqn

FAREWELL
.
Maj Adrian Schuler leaves us at t he end of. the year havmg been our
leader for just one year (Just enough to buy his car an d become BAO R
Windsurfing runner-up)! We wish him well at RMCS .

NEW FACES
This happy band of soldiers of the Fighting Fourth was joined in
September by the H F Troop from 22 Sig Regt. and glad they were to
have them aboard . The Squadron strength rose accordingly with the
HF injection making the Squadron one of t he largest in the Regiment.
Due to the role the Sq uad ron spends more time in combat kit than any
other dress. T hey are kept busy with exercises and the Rent-a-Det
scheme. Never mind. it keeps them from getting bored .

' I think this is the one with beer in'
S ig Jock Clark demonstrating the DAA & QMG's landrover

Shades of India?
The Management in deep thought
' Ready'
S ig Steve Lord Firing the light anti t ank weapo n du ring Exe rcise Hard
Nut79

'Would you please let go of my hand! '
Brig Tony Walker presenting Cpl Chippy Wood (now Sgt} with Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal. Cpl Bruce Payne as Maid of
Honour

' Banzaii'
LCpl Ken Kennedy driving a 432 on Minderheide training area .
Commanding Cpl Frank Bridges with a worried looking Sig John
Convery standing beh ind . As the driver got his hair wet , he'll wear his
beret in future

432 Crush ing Ca r
' Anyone seen the OC's Car?'
LCpl Colin Luckham, one of our more experiencl_!d drivers showing
wh at ' Gru mpy' can do . The Troop watch on

' Push me-Pull yo u'
Golf Troop LAD recover;ng one of the TACP's. Not an uncommon
sight around Minden
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The Management
(Front row left to righ t) SSgt SOMS Nick Knight, SSgt Geoff (JGGl
Back, Capt Ken Soar (OCDl. W02 (SS) Gordon Mcinnes Maj Dave
Skippy Watson RA OC, Capt Mal Smart 21C SSgt Chippy Wood,
SSgt (Y of S ) Dave Wright SSgt Mick Kynaston (posted UK )
(Rear row left to righ t) Sgt Furgus Graham, Sgt Mic k Bruton, Sgt
Nick Nicholson, Sgt Mic k Ashworth , Sgt Adam Horsburgh (posted 28
Sigs), Sgt Ken Whillock, Sgt Dave Stumpy Thompson, Sgt Harry
Hetherington
(Absent from picture) Capt Mike Sheehan OCA WO (F of S) Frank
Gadman, SSgt Dave Scott Delta Troop, SSgt Paddy King Delta
Troop, Sgt Bernie Copley Delta Troop, Sgt George Burto n MT Sgt

.
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hb long pockets and buy a drink. Capt Soar had just been dischar8ed
from BMH. (not from the effects of the party,) and on sick leave doing
the washing and ironing-seriously we look forwa rd to your recovery
and seeing you back at work.
WELCOME
Our congratulations to Sig Dave Rice and wife on the birth of their
daughter. The Troop were looking forward to a boy, to be crewed on
D23, don't worry Dav&--try again, meanwhile we'll put 1>23 into
mothballs
We welcome to the Troop Cpl Ken Drummond, LCpl Bob Martin
and family, and Cpl Brian Wenban and Jill (with new addition) and
hope your tour will be a happy one.
IFREPS TOO
The Squadron Comman der was surprised that Delta Troop did
include IFREPS and that the rumours were not without ground. He
managed to meet them during the five minutes between exercises.
These illustrious lads de~erve a mention for their sterling work. The
Troop had two detachments with the NASRS in Belgium. This band of
merry men are ably led by Cpl Jim McKendrick and consists of Slgs
Sean Cooper, Brads Bradley, F1ash Eeles and Ritchie Warlock. We
think of you every month when we plan duties-your cards are still at
the front of the pack for when you return to the fold. Our thanks must
go to the OC, Maj Dobson NS W02 (Yot'S) Phil Castle for their help
during the transition period of Delta Troop from 22 Sig Regt to 7 Sig
Regt; we look forward to the future.
ELUSIVE MANAGEMENT IN ALFA
Alfa Squadron, 4 shock army: The largest troop in the largest
Regiment in the British Army. Alfa troop comprises a group of
independently minded men. They have to be independent since their
OC has gained something of a reputation for disappearin8 for weeks at
a time on courses in UK or occupying the Adjutant's chair, whence he
was brought back protesting! Their 2IC is an equally difficult man to
corner. ~ot content with becoming a n Army stan dard rugby player and
member of the reglmental team, he has now embraced canoeing and is
doing his best to lure members of the squadron away to the turbulent
waters of north German rivers. From there it is but a short step to a
rash of applications for transfer to the Navy.

The Squadron less DEL TA Troop

SOCIAL AND SPORT
The Squadron Club was opened last January and goes from strength
to strength. By a artful con of the Quartermaster, the Squadron
managed to annex yet another room to their existing club premises,
enlarging this fine establishment. An imaginative entertainment
programme is laid on monthly and the support from both the families
and livers in is tremendous.
They never manage to have much time for sport in the Fighting
Fourth; however they can boast an up and coming Soccer team (7
Regimental players) under the management of SSgt (Big Mal) Wood
and they have won every league match played so far. The Squadron
boasts no less then 3 of the Regimental Rugby side too.
Small-Bore shooting has also been the Squadron's forte with Sgt
(Steady) Eddy Turner and Cpl (Big Wheel) Ken Fisher making half of
the Regimental team.
The Sguadron also boasts an expert darts team under the watchful
eye ofLCpl Mac (Hawkeye) McLaughlin.
Who said they don't have time to play sport? It could be classed as
sport I suppose, the Squadron have managed to tame their two
Australian members, namely the OC and SSM, no shortage of corks
hat hanging in this squadron. (Champagne for the OC and Vino
Collapso for the SSM.)
QUOTE OF THE MONTH
Seen in the combat powerman's repair bay
THIS AREA IS OUT OF BOUNDS TO ALL OFFICERS, WARRANT
OFFICERS AND SNCOS UNLESS ACCOMPANIED BY AN ADULT
DELTA TROOP REPORT
'Volunteer' Scribe SSgt Dave Scott
We have just about settled into 4 Squadron and after a thorough
briefing on the Squadrons operational responsibilities, we now know
the whereabouts of the NAAFI , how long it should take to clear our
area of leaves, (we can't wait for the snow!) and what the abbreviations
CEI's, STI's. SAi's and CofE are-wot are Dll 's?
We pride ourselves on the fact that we have something to offer to a
good squadron in the form of Regimental standard sportsmen, they
are:
Hockey: Sig Charlie Howe.
Boxing: Sig Andy Kevlns.
Football: Cpl Scouse Robinson, LCpl Brian Colvin, LCpl Dave Fuller,
LCpl John Dyer and Sig Chris Payne
Buketball: Again Sig MJck Reed
As a member of the Regimental Angling Club , Sig Alan Floyde still
owed DM I :SO for match fees, the subject finally came to a head on
parade when the following 'conversation' took place:
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Deltra Troop
(Back row ) Sigs Langton, McMahon , Wilson, Palmer, Fluck , Kevins
441 , Paterson , Kevins 942, Dardall, Rice, Smith (centre row) LCpls
Dyer, Gollings, Cpls Smellie, Northover, Robinson, Boddison, Myers,
LCpl Bell, Sig Moss, LCpl Fuller. (Front row) Sgt Copley, Sgt
Nicholson, SSgt Scott, Lt (now Capt) Soar, SSgt King, Sgt
Ashworth

Absent on duty. LCpl Braye, LCpl Colvin, LCpl McCormack,
Bradley, Sig Cooper SI, Sig Crawford, Sig Eeles, Sig Floyde,
Hearns, Sig Howe, Sig Jacobs , Sig McKenzie, Sig Payne,
Watkinson, Sig Wayman, Sig Warlock, Sig Robinson, Sig Minns,
Reed

Sig
Sig
Sig
Sig

Tp Staffy: Sig Floyde, if l get any more telephone calls reference your
debt of DM 1:SO I'll .. . and you'll be on Duty Op until Christmas, get
it paid today!
Sig Floyde: OK Staff, I'll pay it today. Have you got change of a quid?
Exit Tp Staffy foaming at the mouth and throwing a wobbler. We may
be good sportsmen but can we communicate? Of course we can!
Delta Troop had a party in the Squadron Club last month with the
wives and gi rl friends - and what a night! The buffet was laid on by
LCpl Warran and Sue Abbot from ATP, Sigs Rowley Moss and Nobby
Clarke did a spot of folk singing and had the whole Club joining in 'The
Streets of London' and songs of the like. The evening was organised by
Cpl John Northover, LCpl Dave FuJler and Sig John Hearns, well done
lads. Even LT (Now Capt) Ken Soar was see n to get hi~ short arms in to
THE WIRE , JANUARY 1900

THE BALANCE
Luckily, Alfa Troop's SNCOs enjoy more homely pursuits. SSgt
" Chippy" Wood, Tp SSgt, seldom ventures far from the sqn block
unless it be to lock himself into the sqn bar to carry out "a stock
check" . However, here too the influence of his OC is making itself felt
and he has several time been run to ground clad in Ammunition Boots
and large hat, wielding a pace stick in the SSM's office "Illusions of
grandeur": Sgt Gus Graham, commanding the Rebro section, can
frequently be found on the banks of the nearest river where he sits
immobile for hours holding a long fibreglass rod. Sgt Dave Thompson,
the leader of Papa Radio Village, is more select in his recreation and
has not actually been seen within the Sqn area doing anything but
work. All this has become too much for Sgt Kent Whillock who, after
trying his hand at Oscar Radio Village, was posted at a week's notice to
2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt where it is rumoured that he will
command the Radio Squadron (2 Div are even shorter of manpower
than us).
As for the men. what can I say? The new Sqn Bar is a civilised and
popular place, despite the efforts of the Ops Room to keep us out of
barracks! Incidentally. there is no truth in the rumour that Alfa Troop
is to field the next Regimental Rugby side: too many play this heretical
ga me using a spherical ball.

can we, but it's true. This 'before' picture will be replaced by an 'after'
picture once the building is complete, unless of course two massage
parlours are being bu ilt!

VISIT OF CCR SIGNALS
Brig Alexander recently paid his second ·iisit to the Regiment since
his arrival to see rather more of the scene than his first visit allowed.
This time he saw 1 and 3 Squadrons set up on the square and was
aurally assaulted by the Squadron Commanders and their carefully
selected spokesmen. Having survived this bombardment he had a good
look at the Radio Squadron where Robin Hood (alias Maj David
Watson) deep in the depths of the forest continued the movement. The
photograph shows CCR Signals listening intently for the right words
with Capt Mike Sheehan and the Commanding Officer hoping he
makes it.

The Guard seen here being inspected by the CCR Signals Brig P. D.
Alexander MBE. The CO Lt Col C. E. R. Story and W02 ISSM) Paddy
Hunt (acting RSM at the time) look on

THE MARESFIELD MYSTERY
What i the reason for all the ant-like activity observed of late at the
bottom end of the barracks. (The Quartermaster is in the picture) Mud ,
Holes. Bricks, Timber, Pipes and a large amount of other
constructional paraphernalia and of course hordes of German
workmen. (The Quartermaster i in the picture.)
The latest reports leak out from rumour control:
A home for retired RSM's
A Massage parlour
.
The results of the latest attempt of the Maresfield escape committee
A Palacial residence for the living in female NAAFI staff
Two Mas age parlours
An underground rest room for fatigued linemen
(The Quarterma ter knows everything.)
All wrong, says the QM , a Gymnasium is being built , fantastic!
Those who have served in the Regiment will not believe it and neither
THE WIRE , JANUARY 1980
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SAFE AND SKILLED DRIVING (MIL VEHS) COMPETITlON
Thi well planned event was the first of its type and will now be held
annually within the Garrison. The event was planned and orga nised by
our MTO W02 'Bounce' Spring with the aim of ensuring maximu m
participation throughout the Garrison in these skills. Participa nts
a embled in Maresfield Barracks on the afternoon of 29 September.
Teams of 16 were entered from the Regiment, 4 Div HQ & Sig Regt and
1 Royal Tank Regt.
The course was based on manoeuvreability skills and a timed route
drive, using Landrovers and vehicles of the 4 ton classification. The
German Civilian Police kindly helped by providing a speed radar trap
en uring faultless speed route drivmg. Penalty points were awarded for
all the test invoh'l!d in this event. Final positions were 1st 7 Sig Regt
team with SSgt Geoff Williams coming third in the individual event. An
extremely well run competition and very well organised.

VISIT OF GEN AKEHU RST
On 16 ovember, the new G. 0 .C. 4th Armoured Division paid his
initial visit to the Regiment. For once the sun was shin ing giving a
spring like appearance to the barracks, m uch activity had been in
progress culminating in a Rest Exercise on the Square. The G eneral
was shown every aspect of Regimental cam p life, he was ind eed most
interested in the varied a nd complex equ ipment held by this unit.
Lu nch time saw the Ge neral entertained in the WO 's and Sgt's Mess.
Fin ally a lunch in the O fficers Mess brought a most successful visit to
an. enjoyable close.

Boxing Action Pictures
Bout No4
Sig Mac Mcintosh weighing up his opponent

. ~ur picture .shows the General signing the WO's and Sgt's Mess
v1S1tors book with the PMC W02 Brian Hinchcliff RAPC, looking on.
The h~ad with beret belongs to SSgt Chippy Wood who appeared at a
most mopportune moment as can be seen from the expression on his
face.

AN GLO / GERMAN REMEMBRANCE PARADE
T~i s sole'!ln occasion falls a week after the British Remembrance
Service. '. Sig ~ egt has. traditic;>nally furnished a guard of 30 men to
atte_nd th is movmg and 1mpress1ve ceremony with the Panzer Battalion
stationed a ~ Augu~tdorf providing the German guard.
! ~e Regiment 1s proud to participate in this ceremony as the
privilege of the Frec:do!U of Herfor_d was bestowed upon the Regiment
some years ago, bmdmg the military and local civilian population
together. The parade took place on Sunday 18 November at the
Her.fc;>rd Mon.ument. The band of the !st Battalion Royal Welsh
Fusiliers was m attendance, giving a splash of scarlet to the occasion.
W02 (SSM) Scott proudly commanded the British guard. The whole
parad e was watched by over 1000 people.

Bout No 7
Sig Steve (Budgie) Barr landing and scoring on a right hook
INTER DIYISIO~ RUGBY COMPETITION-7 OCT 79
The Unit provided 13 of the players for the Divisional side.
Unfortunately due to the absence of th~ Rhine Area side only one game
was playi:d ~n the. way to the final agamst 3 Armd Oh·. This game was
won convn~cmgly m the second half after a slow start. The final a~ainst
I Am1d Div also got off to a slow start but resulted in a clear victory
26-0 for 4 Armd Div with Cpl Gus Hales, LCpl Steve Stefenson and 2Lt
Mar~ Edwards all running in tries. Sig Bill McConnell who captained
the side collected the trophy from the Chairman of BAOR Rugby Brig
Ballard.
'

SSgt Geoff Williams seen here receiving the trophy as team captain
from the Garrison Commander, Col W E Winder

4th

ARMOURED

DIVISION INTER-UNIT TEAM
COMPETITION

NOVICE

Report by Capt Mal Smart

7 Signal Regiment Team with W02 Bounce Spring (in civilian clothes)
seen proudly holding the Trophy
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7TH SIGNAL REGIMENT V 28TH AMPHIBIOUS ENGINEER
REGIMENT
On ~he evening of the 22 November, this novice competition was held
away m Hameln. A crowd of supporters followed the team with
everyon~ looking forward to~ good evenings entertainment. Both teams
looked m good form and their enthusiasm and turn out ensured a first
class sporting event. ':'s always ou.r boys were coached by SSgt Ray
Cardwell who had ob~1ously taken ttme and trouble in achieving a good
all-round standard with our team. Bout 1 caused us some trouble in
that our boy failed to make the weight, consequently we were one bout
down before we started. The evening progressed with both teams evenly
matched and lots of aggression and skill was in evidence.
2 Bouts stood out, ~out 4 with ~ig ~ Mcintosh dragging energy
from eyery comer of his body be~tmg his opponent on foints after a
splendid hard fight. Bout 7, was mdeed the best bout o the evening,
although our boy, Sig Steve (Budgie) Barr was stopped in round three,
what a fight, the referee congratulated both boxers.
Final score, and only snatched from us because the first bout was a
walkover due to failure to make the weight, 28 A.E.R. 14 points, 7 Sig
Regt 12. 9ur team worked very hard and deserved to win,
congratulations boys.
THE WIRE, JANUARY 1900

DIVISIONAL TITLE RETAINED
The Regiment successfully defended the 4th Armoured Division title
for the 14th. ~ear out of the last IS. The match took place at Herford in
gon<! condttlc;>ns and our opponents were 4th Armoured Division
Engm~er Regm~ent. In the first few minutes our full back Ricky Eyre
came mto the. hne and gave BAOR winger Gus Hales the overlap to
score. After this the forward got on top and completely dominated the
Sapper pack. We ran_ out easy winners by SS point to ii. Our scorers
were Gus Hales 3 tries, Steve Peacock 4 tries, Stevie StevenliOn, Bill
McCo~nell, Dav~ Higgins, Taff George 1 try each. The remainder of
t~e pomts came from conversions by Davy Johnstone 3 and Jim E'ans 1
with Johnstone add111g a penalty.
Results to date this season:
Played 14 Won 13 Lost I.
Points for S39 Points again t SI.
Ten of the Regimental ,te_a~1 h.ave been sele~ted for the BAOR squad
and 13 repre ented the D1v1 ion m the Inter Div Competition which 4th
Armoured Division won.
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ARMY CUP QUARTER FINAL EXTRA ROUND
Result: I Armd Div Engineer Regt Nil
7 Signal Regiment 48 Pts
Once again, the Regimental forwards outclassed and outplayed the
Sapper pack to such an extent that the opposition saw virtually nothing
of the ball.
Try scorers were Steve Peacock 3, Taff George 3, Jim Evans, John
Rolls, Gus Hales and Stevie Stevenson with one each.
A special mention for No 8, Steve Peacock, who on the evening before
the match, boxed for the Regiment against 28 Amphibious Regiment
Royal Engineers and knocked out his opponent in the second round.
We would like to formally place on record that Steve Peacock is not
conducting a vendetta against our parent Corps.

VICTORS OF 1 RRF ARMY CUP MATCH-53TO15 POINTS
Back row: LCpl Danny Daniels, Cpl Higgins, Cpl John Rolls, Sgt Les
Bennett
Centre row: Sgt Kevan Stock, Lt Col C. E. R. Story, Maj Bill Bowen,
2Lt Mark Edwards, Capt Jim Evans, Sig Bill McConnell, Manager
Capt Dicky Dyer
Front row: LCpl Rod Pocock, Cpl Gus Hales, Sig Taff George, LCpl
Stevie Stevenson, Cpl John Webster, Sig Robby Robbins, Sig Ricky
Eyres, Sgt Tod O'Brian.

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY CROSS COUNTRY RACE
This annual event is held between British, German. French and
Belgium Corps Signal Regiments, with each nation hosting the
occasion in turn. The 11 October saw the event being held in Koblenz
hosted by Oberstleutnant Sauter, Commanding Officer of the 310
Fernmeldebatallion.
Each Regiment fields a team of 30 runners consistin$ of all ranks by
representative proportion with the first 25 only countmg towards the
final result. With expert German thoroughness the race started at 14.20
hours, the mass of runners jockeying for positions. At the 4000 metre
point it was announted that 7 Signal Regiment were holding the !st,
2nd , 4th. 5th and 7th places. The atmosphere was tense with everyone
waiting in anticipation at the finishing post.

EXCELLENT RESULT
Sig Steve Needs of the Regiment romped home as the first man to
complete the 5.1 km hilly course in a record time of 18.17 minutes. He
was followed by LCpl Stan Green in a very good time of 19.25 minutes,
with 5th, 6th. 7th and 10th places also held by the Regiment.
7 SIGNAL REGIMENT KINGFISHERS ANGLING NEWS
Report by WOI Barnie Hill
On the 29 and 30 of September the Kingfishers held a 24 hour
sponsored Angling Match. Willie Eggerman a friend of the club kindly
allowed us to use his private lake which is adjacent to our own and
provided an idyllic venue. The match was run in aid of the British
Limbless Ex Service Mens Association and the local Grunau
Orphanage. 22 Members fished the match and to date our sponsors
have provided 2,060DM the total sum expected is around 2,400DM.
Sgt Joe Cawley was the overall winner with a catch of 11 kilos SO grams
and managed the weight by hitting into a series of carp in the latter
hours of the match. Mrs Story, the wife of Lt Col C. E. R. Story our CO,
kindly presented the prizes. The weather was kind to us all but in one of
the lakes the fish played hard to get, however, everyone enjoyed the
relaxed occasion and anyone who is posted in to us will be glad to know
there is plenty of good fishing to be had in this area.

-AND HOSPITALITY
The prize givin~ was a splendid affair with Sig Lofty Vella receiving
the coveted Charher Trophy on behalf of the team. final places were
1st 7 Signal Regiment, 2nd French. 3rd Belgium and in 4th place the
German team.
After the event out team was treated to an excellent programme of
entertainments, commencin~ with a band display laid on by the French
Signal Regiment. The evenmg continued with parties being held in
various messes and clubs with our boys of course enjoying the
hospitality. The event in fact coincided with 310 Fernmeldebatallion
80th year anniversary and therefore we were all invited to this
celebration, also, which was appreciated by our team. Sometime at
about 0730 on the following day saw our tired but victorious team
board the bus to return to Herford , proudly carrying the Charlier
Trophy with them.

Our CO, Lt Col C. E. R. Story, 'Yes he took part too' finishing well up
in the field

Sig Lofty Vella receiving on behalf of the team 'The Charlier Trophy'.

8 Sig Regt Catterick Garrison

ASSAULT COURSE
At last all can be revealed! The secret of Whinney Hill Wood can be
released , now that the final safety checks have been completed. It
con tarns one assault course (improvised) the result of two months hard
labour by Delta (Holding and Drafting) Troop. Codenamed 'Project
Slim Dick' .the two !ane course made almost completely from local
resources will be available for use by the Regiment.
Sgt Mlck Harrison is still wondering how he upset the RSM , and Lt
Terry Canham has not been seen for some time due to piles of plans
and technical drawings. Star workers were Sig 'Morty' Mortlock who
took time off from moving four ASMT Ford Escorts to help, Slgs
'Squint Eastwood' Taylor, Gary Oatham, Vince Slocombe, Becky
B~ke~ and Dave Pick: They were ably assisted by a trainee plumbline
weight m the form of S1gs Damien Morris and Jacob Edwards who also
attended a crash course in panel beating usi ng a 40 Squadron RCT
landrov~r. Suffice to say that the area is no longer out of bounds. in fact
many wrll probably become all too used to the local geography!

. .. 'There I was diggin this 'ole'

The Massed start, with our man Number 85 SSgt Chippy Wood
leading the runners out

Standing Left to Right : Sig 'Florence' Cuddy, Sig ' Geordie' Patterson,
Sig Pete Goulding, Sig Garry Oatham, Sig Vince Slocombe, Sig John
Cahill, Sig 'Robby' Roby , Sig 'Squint Eastwood' Taylor, Sig
'Jeremiah' Kit.s on, Sig 'Scouse' Wilson, Sig 'Jacob' Edwards, Sig
'Druggy' Cockayne
Kneeling Left to Right: Sig 'Masher' Marlow, Sig ' Becky' Beckett, Lt
Terry Canham, Sig 'Morty' Mortlock, Sig Garry Thomson, Sig
Damien Morris. (Plus ' Scampi' Chief Stick Mover)

TOPPING OUT CEREMONY
Another unusual ceremony took place in Vimv Barracks on 1
November when the last building of the Vimy Project was 'topped out'.
You will recall that WO (RSM) D. Hughes laid the foundation stone for
t.he new Guard Room last August and the accompanying article gave a
htt.le .background to the Vi my Project. In the last phase, the largest
b':11ldmg 1s ro accommodate the Regimental Headquarters together
with HQ Squadron , the Padre, PRI, Families Officer, Civil Adm
Of!ic~r etc on t~e ground floor with the 1st and 2nd floors housing the
Cla~s1_fied Equipment qroup. This building. as high as the Trade
Trammg School, has on its flat roof a DOE Plant room and three bricks
had been conveniently left out from the top coping to allow the
ceremony to be as realistic as possible.
T~e weather was cold and windy as can be expected in November and
as mid-day approachec .a small party, led b~· the C~mmanding Officer,
Col I. Shepler, wou nd 1ts way ro the top ol the hu1 ld111g. A few word
from the PR man for the contractors responsible for the building
introduced. the Unit Q uartermaster, Maj Ray Webb, whom the
C.om ma1~d111g Of!icer had agreed shou!d be the one to get his hands
dirty. After a bnef resume of the Project coupled with hi personal
thanks for the very close co-operation the Unit had received from the
various contractors involved , the Quarterma ter wielded the trowel and
deftly la id th e three brick in po it ion. The accoll)panying photograr h
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PLANNING AND PREPARATION
... In order to 'spread the load' each squadron undertook to provide one
aspect of the afternoon's activities. The Trade Training School were
responsible for an 'its a Knock-out Competition', 1 Sqn provided all the
side shows, 2 Sqn co-ordinated Special Events, 3 Sqn the Childrens
Sports and HQ Sqn the arena erection, catering and refreshments. All
went well in the planning stage and when the advance weather forecast
was known to be 'u nsettled' which can mean anything in Catterick the
decision was made that unless the rain poured down all would go
ahead.

show the last brick poised above it's fin al resting pl ace with the
Commanding Officer, who is a very keen DIY enthusiast, making quite
sure that all was well! What the pictures do not show is that the three
bricks so neatly positioned were not all facing the same way-hence the
hilarity amongst the assembled company who included Mrs Shapter,
Mrs Webb, the present PLO Catterick, Maj (retd) Bain and Mrs Bain
together with the unique PLO VIMY , Col (Rekl) John North, who had
master minded the Project from its conception.
For general interest to the many ex-boys who read The Wire, M aj
Ray Webb is the last pre-wa r apprenticed tradesman still serving the
Corps in uniform . The last thought in his mind when struggling to read
lamp and flag across Scotton playing fields in 1939 was th at, forty years
on, he would be privileged to 'tol? out' on behalf of the Corps a b uilding
project valued at nearly nine mill ion pounds.

FUN DAY 1979
. Working on the 'all work and no play' principle, Wednesday 22
August was designated as FUN DAY in 8 Signal Regiment. The edict
was, that with the minimum of extra work and with no disruption to
trainin~, an afternoon of relaxed entertainment would be provided for
all mihtary and civilian staff of the regiment and their families.
Estimated numbers attending 1000-1500.

THE DAY
... Feverish activity was apparent in the skeleton arena as early as 8.30
am on 'the day'. The start was scheduled for 2.00 pm and static water
tanks, scaffolding, coconuts, ponies, side shows, hotdog stalls and
refreshment bars appeared as if by magic. Despite a rather chilly day,
there were soon an estimated 1,200 members of the unit trying their
luck at such unlikely side shows as 'Penny in the Well', 'Smash the
Crockery', 'Dive Bombers', 'Wheel of Fortune' and many others. The
pony riders. Noddy train, childrens assult course and trampoline were
in great demand.
The Wives Club organised and manned a bottle staff which did a
remarkable trade, they also sold ice cream, soft drinks and organised a
balloon race. Queues rapidly formed at the hotdog stalls and other
'refreshment areas', who did a roaring trade. ~Sgt E. Harper
masterminded the 'Its a Knock-out' competition which proved highly
popular with the participating teams. Lots of team members ended u.P
m the static water tank ancf took it all in good part. (Not so, it 1s
rumoured , the Sqn Comd and Sqn SSM, who , resplendent in rather
elegant 'mufti" found themselves hoisted on high and thrown into the
water tank by their fun loving Sqn team).

CONCLUSION
... By 5 pm enthusiasm waned somewhat, probably blown away by a
Catterick wind which seemed to get colder and colder as the day drew
to a close. The sportsfield resembled a fun fair when all the customers
had gone, but the consensus of opinion was that it had achieved its
object and everyone who attended enjoyed a carefree afternoon.

Your cue for a
better break.

Presentation of the bicycle to Mrs Val Abbot, lucky winner of the
Balloon Race organised by Mrs Fortune during 'Fun Day' 22 August
1979

FAMILIES' NEWS
... I'm a fairly long suffering army wife and only after considerable time
allow myself the pleasure of a bit of outward 'aggro'. But that it how I
felt when I learned that my precious bits of basic impedimenta were
destined not for sunny climes where I could bask in the sun and get
bored; but to Catterick which didn't have a romantic notion about the
name at all.
Of course I'd no prior knowledge of the place. The name conjured up
visions of tenement blocks with their accompanying laundry problems,
dirty streets and children having little room to play. Well for those who
may have heard that they are coming here, here are the glad tidings!
The Corps strength left Catterick a few years ago but, to the delight
of those who remain, we have been left with some lovely old build ings
with character and very few modern monstrosities-none of those
hideous towers of flats . Better still masses of countryside to walk the
most energetic member of the family or pet alike before bedtime.
During the past year Maureen Churchill and Georgie Macadam have
started Clubs organised for Slimming/Swimming and Yoga. This is the
most rewarding place to visit. You can be weighed once a week, be
given some tielpful advice and best of all, have a really good laugh! Our
slimmer of the year, Sylvia W alker, has shed a mere 31/1 stone, she is
still losing and we hope to be posted before she turns into a puff of
wind! The Yoga Room sometimes cannot cope with the number of
enthusiastis-a few odd noises ensue, but it is all very relaxing.

We have our own Thrift Shop under the direction of Ann Mulley,
called the Exchange and Mart, which is a jolly place, even if you don't
bring and buy your passed on clothing, there is a chance you can
benefit from the garden produce available, or almost forget the
children whilst they play with others and you drink coffee all morning.
We also have some helpful husbands in the Regiment who teach us
squash (Sgt Whiteley), .22 Shooting (SSgt Walton), Swimming (WOJ
Harries).
One criticism of life up here is that the cost of livmg is higher than
most. So never daunted all your vegetables can be cheap and fresh from
our own farm project designed to benefit familier-so make the most of
it, should you come our way.
We have, during the past few months, said some very sad farewells.
To name but a few: Pauline Hampson whose husband has to get used to
his 'city slicker' suit instead of a comfortable camouflage. Annetta
Schreiner who returned to the US after bringing their American
hospitality right to our door. Jan Doody who will be very busy in
Colchester. Sue Dempsey who was our 'crack shot'--oh how we miss
you! Alison Hughes who will doubtless be relieved to have her husband
nearer to her side in Harrogate. I wonder if these people realise how
much they have left us. Perhaps we can keep up with them through The
Wire?
The culmination of activities in 1979 was a Christmas Dinner on 6
December and the high spirits that followed. To some this might sound
like ' bread with bread' but I can promise you that those who attended
succeeded in doing their best to enjoy themselves. If I'm asked to write
again-all will be revealed. (Editors Note:- Yes, please).

LOND ON'S FUN RUN
. At the end of September, 46 'Super At hletes' from 1 Squad ron's
Papa T roop, descended upon London for a weekend, to take part in the
Sunday Times' Fun Run. A good time was had by all. Saturday was
spent by ma ny of our soldiers discovering the intricacies of some of the
historic landmarks of which our Capital is fa mous; throughout the day
places like the British Museum and t he Tower of London were to
resou nd with the patter of many pairs of not so tiny feet.
Su nday was t he d ay we had all been waiting for; we gathered in Hyde
Park along with 15,000 fellow 'joggers' and many T V celebrities such as
Jimmy Saville and Anita Harris. It was an amazing sight to see so many
people of all shapes and sizes take off for t heir 4k run around London's
most fa mous Park. Our congratulations go to Sig Chris Arnold, who
also competed in one of the indivjdual events and came seventeenth in
his group. So ended a marvellous weekend in London. However, this
would have been impossible without the assistance of the TA VR
Centre, 'The City of London Yeomanry' at the In nes of Court, who
hosted us so well during our stay. A special thank you is passed on to
'Magical' Marsh and his wife, who took so much time and trou ble to
make our stay exceedingly enjoyable.

9 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 58

LOOKING BACK
Having commented on the fact that we had not appeared in The
Wire for over 12 months, I suddenly found myself 'volunteering' as the
new regimental scribe (or is it lemon!). My canvassing for contributions
brought such a response that it would need one edition of The Wire to
get them all in. T his contrib ution ther.efore is lim ited to a brief resume
of the year.
During the year HQ Squadron has disappeared only to reappear
larger than ever redesignated I Squadron, which incorporates Comms
Tp, RHQ, Q M Tp , RPC and T M Tps. As TM are the largest Tp we
thought it fitting that their photographs should appear first (they were
also the qu ickest off the mark) :
T IM - Military
Rear Rank: Sgt Park .i!!, Sgt Jones, Sgt Baker, Cpl Ridley, Sgt Adam,
Cpl Hogg, Sgt Mackie, Sgt Aitken, LCpl Cooper, LCpl M cintyre
Centre Rank: Cpl Coster, SSgt Sutterby, Sgt Watson , Sgt Dudding,
Cpl Bishop, Sgt Burnett, Cpl Shaw, Cpl Stacey, Cpl Kennedy, Cpl
Tucker, Cpl Jones
Front Rank: Sgt Southwick, SSgt Letts, SSgt Collins, W01 !FofS)
Hall, Maj (TOT) Grigsby, W02 (FofS) Dellow, SSgt Poole, SSgt
(FofS ) Harper
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10 S ig Regt

Hou nslow
DISCRIMINATION
Once again the annual camp came ro und and the male members of
the Regiment went off to 'St Martin's' . The cam p was ably organised ,
a always, by Maj Pat Thomas and WOl (RSM ) BUI Leslie, supported
to the full by W02 Jim Preston and W02 (SSM) Geoff Nelson (the
W RAC have a separate together(?) carnp). However, 2Lt Sharon
Vincent WRAC wa~ attached to Radio Troop at the time. as part of her
'look around the Regiment' , before taking up her appointment in 3
Squadron . Within the first two days all the sceptics were floored as
Sharon out-ran , out-dug and out-shot Radio Troop. As one of the
photog raphs shows, she was not afraid to get dirty! By the end of the
camp she had proved what WRAC can do if given the opportunity.

ARMY WILD WATER CHAMPIONSHIPS
Report by Cpl Steve Hiiton
This years Wild Water Competition was again held at Rich mond in
Yorkshire and provided t he Regimental Canoeing T eam with a
different aspect of canoeing. Instead of the usual flat water the team
normally paddle, they arrived at Richmond , to discover the River Swale
in near flood an d doubts were raised as to whether some members of
the team should paddle or not. Luckily, t he next day they found the
water had d ropped to a safe level; howt>ver, the course remained
extremely hazardous.
On Sat urday morning the team event was held and on Sunday he
Individual and Army Open Championships in which we gained the
following positions:
Cpl Steve Jackson
Cpl Bob Story

TM TP - Civilian or
Maj Grigsby and W01 Hall preparing for resettlement

Cpl Bob Blakeman

Rear Rank: Tich, Mehmet, Sotires, Mehmet, Sozal
Centre Rank: Demi, Mike Kamal , Atta, Mussie, Kemal , Nicol.asgou
Front Rank: SSgt Collins, W01 (FofSl Hall , Pe~er, Ma1 !TOT)
Grigsby, Valentin Houssein BEM, Andy, Deiemal

Cpl Steve Hilton
Cpl Chris Hicks
Cpl Steve Cocksedge
WLCplJackle Smith
WPte Jull Potter
WPte Debbie Davies
WLCplJack:le Smith

SPORTING MISCELLANEA
The Regiment has been well represented on the sporting scene. Some
of our more noticeable successes being:
CYP.rus Walkabout-{Orienteering with a difference). Consisting of
60 miles with 10 checkpoints over very difficult country to be completed
in less than 24 hours. - A Team consisting ofSSl{t Screw Croftl, LCpl
Jules Quhm andl>avey Joneil came 4th out of 86 starters.
Football-"Carter Floodlit Trophy. All island competition played
under floodlights. 9 Sig Regt although fawurites to win, lost to
Episkopi Garrison 1-0 after a very closely contested match.
Outstanding for the Regt were LCpl Nigel Rock, Sig Charlie Holsgrove,
Cpl John Smith and Dave Hues.
Styx Hockey all island sixes. 2 Sqn 'A' consisting of WOl Dave
Smith, Sgts Tom Hardlngham and Brian lnglla, Cpls Dave Randall
and Dave Chalmers, LCpls 'Neb' Young and Pete Packwood and Sig
Kev Moore, were defeated in the final by RAF Akrotiri by 3 $oals to nil.
Dhekelia Dash-A 15 mile road race ran by teams cons1sting of 15
men each. Won by 2 Squadron for the second successive year in a
record time of 1 hr 16 mins and 15 secs, beating their previous record
by 4 minutes and 27 seconds. Four out of the first five teams were R
Signals of which two were from 9 Sig Regt. 2 Squadron's team
consisted of Sqn Ldr 'Blgg)e1' Pratley, WOl Dave Smith, SSgts Paul
Friend, Ron Oay,
Dodda, and Bob Carty, Sgts
McKenzie and
Jim F,dwarda, Cpla Manny Calland and Geordie Doughty, LCpla Nigel
Rock and Jules Quinn, Davey Jones, Slgs 'Teeth' McKeadng and
Charlie Holagrove.
Inter Services Volleyball. Won by the Army captained by SSI
('Muale•') Dave Hoare and including 13 players out of a squad of 16
from 9 Sig Regt

nm

}

3rd Army Slalom Team Event

Most thanks must go to Capt Ian Brown for his logistic support and
to all competitors and supporters, especially the girls led by WLCpl Sue
Jefferson, who did so much of the work behind the scenes.
Back Row- Maj Thomas, Lt Col Miller, RSM Leslie
Front Row- LCpl Atkinson, Brig Butler, Sig West
'Move- You must be joking'
Sig Chris Bains and LCpl Dave Gamble

nm

L to R: M aj W . P. B. Thomas, Brig Butler, Capt N. Ladds, RSM
Leslie, W02 SSM Nelson
WLCpl Smith , 1 Squadron Army White Wat.er Championship 2nd in
the Ladies Army Open 'There is a canoe there somewhere'

HEADQUARTER SQUADRON
OC Maj Christine Green WRAC, 2IC Capt Norman Ladda, SSM W02
'Dusty' Curry, Admln Sgt Due Knell
CO Mrs 'Rocky' MacMurray, QM Capt (QM) Harry Meekings, RQMS
W02
n Collie, SQMS SSgt 'Wink' Martindale, MTWO W02 Jim
Presto

MENTION
Mn Shirley Green, the Regimental Movements Clerk, complains
that despite servin$ with R Signals for seven years she has never had a
mention in The Wtre. Are you happy now Shirley! To all who have left
during the year {too numerous to list) good fortune and to all new
arrivals-WELCOME.

PHYSICAL ACCENT
The onset of the cooler weather (mid 70's) has resulted in many
physical tortures in the guise of BFT's, Military Skills Competition and
Battle Camps. Some of the lighter moments from battle camp are
shown in the photographs:

I remember when .. .
Sgt Brian Inglis and his merry men from right to left: LCpl Colin Cross,
Sgt Brian Inglis, Sig Pedro Huddart, Sig Barry Sharman, Sig Kev
Moore, LCpl Dave Gamble, Sig Chris Bains, Sig Willy McNaughton ..
LCpl Dave Smith, Sig Kev Hay

Prize Giving
L to R: RSM , 2Lt Shoron VincentWRAC, Maj W . P. B. Thomas

THE WIRE, JANUARY 1900

The wind of chan~e has been blowinl{ through the Squadron of late.
The changes have included personalities and (we hear) the drivers'
socks.
We wish Maj Jennifer Allt well in her retirement and welcome Maj
Christine Green to the complexities of command. W02 Jim Preston has
put away his stick and 252s and retreated to the seclusion of the MT
Office. Into th e sergeant major' s chair we welcome W02 Dusty Curry
53
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-1st Open Kl
2nd Arm.y Kl
- 3rd Open Kl
3rd Army Kl
-1 lth Open Kl
9th Army Kl
-19th Army Kl
-46th Army Slalom
-49th Army Slalom
- 3rd Army Slalom Ladies

for his last 18 months of service. Mn 'Rocky' MacMurray has escaped
from RHQ to come and run the office until the end of the year when w_e
are threatened wipt yet another change. At least Sgt Dave Knell. 1s
getting a break from being telephone orderly as Rocky speaks quite
good English. Meanwhile our tame WRAC expert, Pte Sue Hopkineon,
has been abducted and committed to slaverly in the Orderly Room.
Shame. Cpt Norman Lad~, our resid~nt PRI, is asking.for sun.tan oil
for Christmas and dreammg of a postmg next year. Which remmds us
that all that remains is to wish all past and present members a happy
and prosperous 1980.

THE OPEN SCRATCH CHAMP
Everybody knows him and acknowledges him, in one way or another,
but very few know the darker side of his nature. You see, Capt Harry
Meeldngs has a secret passion ... some men hanker for drink, some
chase women but Harry, well, he romps over bunkers in search of golf
balls.
Capt Meekinga talks about irons the way a sadist talks about
manacles and his enthusiasm for the game knows no bounds. You see
him every lunch time thrashing his way through the undergrowth on
camp practising his putts etc, but the practice doesn't end tperc;, it
spills over into his private life consuming many weekends .and evenmgs
and ruining many carefully cooked meals, much to the d1Sgust of Mn
Meekinga. On the 25 September Capt Meeldnga managed to pull off an
amazing feat , he woo , for the third year running , the Open Scratch,
The Officers Cup and the Royal Signals Handicap . Handicap , by the
way, does not mean bashing your opponents knee-caps with your club
or playing with one hand tied behind your back as I at first believed,
and he tells me he has a handicap of 3 but at least he had the courtesy
to blush as he said it. Also he has been appointed Secretary Designate
of Corps Golf for which I think he deserves a round (of applause).
So far this year his conquests have been numerous and it looks as
though the Regiment may have to pay for another showcase for his hard
won trophies , the list of which is far too long to print, but here are a
few:

carried on. The remainder of the weeks training was strenuous but
enjoyable. During the two ~ays exercise it rai":edl Is i.t coincidence that
whenever there is an exercise-Summer or Wmter-1t always seems to
rain?
2 SQUADRON HOUNSLOW
OC Maj Lacblan Fraser
2IC/OC R Tp Capt Ian Brown
TOT Maj PhU Johnson
OC '0' Tp Capt Julia Weston-Davies WRAC
OC Troop Tp Capt Trevor Kay
SSM W02 Maureen Livings WRAC

NEW WOOLWICH COMMCENTRE
It was a great relief when fmally all interested parties gave the go
ahead forthe opening of the new Woolwich COMMCE~ on 8 October.
The facilities are excellent and the new COMMCEN will be a pleasure
to work in. Brig D. H. Hodge, Commander 21 Artillery Group in
Woolwich, kindly consented to open the COMMCEN.

EXERCISE FINAL FLING
We donned our winter woollies and off we trecked to 'Costa Del
Ouston' for a ten day exercise using our never failing HF and VHF
equipment. Four days were spent on HF and VHF comms, the
remaining days were spent doing such diverse activities as rock
climbing under Sig Taylor of Monte Bianco fame and 'little' walks
along Hadrians Wall.

SPORT
Three stalwarts of the troop, Sip Dave Keevaah, 'lefty' Wright and
Cpl 'Pop' Ferris are now engaged in dubious activities in the front row
of the Londist XV but getting nowhere in gaining the necessary tries for
the team. On the soccer scene we have Sig 'Captain' McPbee (still
crying out for a certain Pte V..... ) and LCpl Crook who turns out
regularly for the Regimental Team. Although early days yet in the
Hounslow Badminton League the troop teams are faring well, with the
'B' team showing all opposition the way to win.

GOLD COMSTAR AWARD TO READING COMMCEN
On 4 September, CSO UKLF, Brig N. A. Butler CBE, visited 3
Squadron as part of our ARU. After touring the Squadron, he
presented a Gold Comstar to Mrs Jenny Skinner and Miss Linden
Coward of Reading Commcen. This is their second Gold Comstar in
the last 16 months and their seventh since 1971. (They are now level
pegging with Ripon Commcen for first position in the number of
awards held). The presentation was followed by a buffet luncheon in
the JRC of the Duchess of Kent Barracks, where Brig Butler was able to
meet more personalities in the Sqn.

After a list like that, all one can really say is roll on 1980 and we hope
he has yet another equally successful year.

ANNUAL CAMP
In September/October the male element of 1 Squadron sustained the
annual battering at the Regimental Camp, held at St Martins Plain,
Folkestone. Having drawn the shortest straws Sgta Turner, Keith
Howe, Cpls Barry Weaver, Don Hunter, Paul Sherwood and Dave
Chalke went for Week 1. Rising early at 6 am on Sunday all personnel
reodezvoued at the Commcen and left Wilton at 7 am, arriving at
Folkestone at 11 am. After lunch, parade and roll call we were handed
over to the PTI who doubled us up to the Assault Course-it felt like 10
miles but in fact it was just over 1 mile. We spent most of the afternoon
climbing walls, jumping ditches and scrambling over nets. One of the
party-Challde-dislocated a finger but, being Royal Signals, he
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TOPS
Royal Signals Recroit intake No 7914/15 passed off on 28 September
1979. Lt Col I J Crouch Royal Signals, who took over as Commanding
Officer on 10 September 1979. was the Inspecting Officer and the
picture shows him presenting Sig I P Church with the plaque for the
best recruit. Cbu.rch comes from Torquay and is going to train as a
Combat Lineman in 8 Sig Regt. The prize for the best shot went to Sig
G Drummond. In the background from L to R can be seen WOl
(RSM) Lumley, W02 (SSM) Sharp and behind the Commanding
Officer, Maj Peter Todd, OC 1 Squadron and the Adjutant, Capt Iain
Robert.ion.

OSCAR TROOP
LCpl Dee Vickers, Pte Jeannie Ferguson, Pte Mandy Winchester,
took part in Exercise Red Lanyard in October and had a taste of what
soldiering in Northern Ireland is like. 'We enjoyed actin¥ as searchers
and let rip when we were part of a rowdy, riotous crowd , stated LCpl
Dee Vlcken, 'It was all good fun but it really made us think what
Troops have to go through when faced with the real thing'.

-Scratch Trophy
London District Spring Meeting
Royal Signals (North) Spring Meeting -Scratch Trophy
Handicap Trophy
Officers Trophy
-Stableford Competition
UKLF Championships
-Scratch Trophy
Royal Signals Autumn Meeting
Handicap Trophy
Officers Trophy
London District Autumn Meeting
-Scratch Trophy
Handicap Trophy

1 SQUADRON MARCHES
For the third year running 1 Squadron sent a team to the annual
'RMP Chichester Marches' held on Sunday 12 August. These attract
many teams from all over the world, both military and civilian, and
were started in 1977 to commemorate the Centenary of the Royal
Military Police. However, they were such a success that it was decided
to continue them annually. Teams may enter for any one of the three
distances, the longest of which is 25 Km. The seven volunteers-Cpls
Lofty Loft, Pete Hall and Dave Chalke, LCpl Debbie Withey and Ptes
Janet Spmcer, Elaine Colllmon and Denllle Waldren decided to cover
the 25 Km route.
After a few practice marches in the Wilton Area, all realised that it
was not as easy as it sounded. However, on the day, with good weather
and the promise of a couple of beers at the end (and a medal!) the team
finished the distance with only a few blisters and we look forward to
next year.

11 Sig Regt
Catterick Garrison

Royal Signals Staff Sergeants Courses Nos. 155 and 156 ended on 5
October 1979. Sgt MJ Davis was the top student on Course 155 and Sgt
AT Bodlmeade of the School of Signals on Course 156.

L to R: Brig D. Hodge, Comd 21 Artillery Group Lt Col D. M. 0. Miller,
CO 10 Sig Regt, Maj G. Saunders, OC2 Squadron

SQUADRON PERSONALITIES
Arrivals. We welcome Maj Lachlan Fraser to the fold. We have
assured him be will not get through more than two No 1 dress uniforms
during his tour. We also welcome W02 (SSM) Maureen Livings
WRAC, newly arrived from Germany. This will be the first time the
Squadron has had a WRAC SSM and the male element look forward to
the future with cries of 'female chauvinism' . She has already shown
herself to be very capable of controlling the- 'boisterous' element, and
we hope she will enjoy her tour with us.
Departures. We say farewell to Maj Graham Saunders and W02
(SSM) Geoff NellOn. They have gone to the lands of LOA and have
promised to send us subsistence cheques when they have made their
first million. They have both made major contributions to the
Squadron and Hounslow and will be sadly missed.
RADIO TROOP
Since our last notes, we have welcomed one new addition to the
troop, Sig Alan Evans, his wife and children . Congratulations are in
order to Sig 'Tafr Williams who made it into 264 SAS Sig Sqn and we
wish him well.
State Occasions.
Once more we donned our Blues to welcome into the country the
President of Indonesia. This was to be our last State Occasion for the
year but unfortunately Field Marshal Sir Gerald Templer passed away
and we were called upon to provide security comms and timings for the
gun salute at Windsor.
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RSSSC No 155
L to R: Capt P. Sharpe, CDSO 3 Sqn: Lt Col (Retd) N. J. Gallyer, S02
Co-ord R Signals Manning . Mrs Jenny Skinner, Supvr Reading
Commcen: Miss Linden Coward, Telecom Op Reading Commcen:
Brig Butler CSO UKLF: Ma} P. D. Templeman-Evans, OC 3 Sqn, Mr
P. Egan, CT03 Sqn
Phorograph couttasy of Soldier Magazine
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Back Row: Sgts Morris, Davies, SSgt Barlow, Sgts Pollard,
McSharry, Demain, SSgt Ryan
Centre: SSgts McCormick, Higgins, Bennett, Davis, Turvey,
Grayshaw, Farley, Pridmore, Hill
Front: Sgt McArdle, SSgt Bell, W02 Townsend, Capt Per:iman, W02
Brown, SSgt Moore, Sgt Cummings
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ANDHERECOMESONEOFTHEM
Report By Lt Diana Baxter WRAC

STRAIGHT FROM THE STEPPES
When , just over a year ago, I was told that my first posting was as an
Instructor Officer at 0 ,uston, my immediate reaction was 'Where?' and
it is a question I have been answering ever since. The Junior Signalman
Wing of 11 Sig Regt, otherwise known as the Lost Legion, inhabits an
old RAF airfield north of Hadrian's Wall and was accurately described
to me as the nearest thing to Ice Station Zebra outside the Arctic Circle.
Why go to Norway to do Arctic Warfare Training when Ouston gets
fourteen feet of snow and biting winds sweeping in from the Russian
Steppes?

TOTAL CONFUSION
Within hours of my arrival in November 1978 I was totally confused
by discussions of troops and squadrons (What had happened to the
platoons and companies we had learnt about at WRAC College,
Camberley?) and began to realise that I had only the haziest idea of
what Royal Signals did. This feeling was confirmed for me when I
found myself alone in a classroom with twenty-five Junior Signalmen
from Battleaxe Troop on my first morning. Capt Christine Kennedy,
from whom I was taking over, had suggested that a good way to learn
the names of my new class was to go round and ask them all what their
trades were. This seemed a very good idea until I started and then
realised that I was none the wiser when they had told me. Combat
Driver I could cope with but DTG and RTG? I just stopped myself
from displaying my ignorance in time and resolved to make a few
discreet enquiries later. This was just as well , for when at the end of the
lesson, I asked how long they had been in the Army, I discovered they
had a week more service than I. It is amazing how quickly you can pick
things up when you have to to.

RSSC No 156
Back row: Sgts Burrell, Bums, Beynan, Bee Bee, Duncan,
McClelland, Sinden, Jones, Williamson, Emmerson
Centre: Sgts Gadsdon , Wilson, Graham, Bodimeade, Lockie, Stokoe,
Wooders, Copestake, Brant
Front: As for RSSC 1!i6

CADRE AND HQ SQN REPORT

Notable achievements during 1979 are listed bel?w and do go b~ck to
early in the year as there has bee~ quite. a gap m. our production of
notes. It is easy to see why we haven t had time to wnte them!

Date

Event

Mar79

Winners UKLF and Scottish Minor Units
Alpine Ski Championship

Apr/ May/ June

Winners Northern Area Minor Units
Orienteering Championships.
Runners Up UKLF and Army Minor Units
Orienteering Championships.

Jul

Winners Northern Zone Minor Un its
Athletics Championships
Runners Up Army Minor Units Athletics
Championships LCpl M R Edwards Army
800 metres Champion, Inter Services 1500
metres Champion.
Sgt Worth and Maj Reed Winners of the
Army Single Event CompetitionJavelin.

Jul

Winners of Army Minor Units Northern
Zone Cricket final.

Soccer Season 1978/79
Army Minor Units Runners Up
Winners Northern Zone Knockout
Championships
Winners Yorkshire Div 2 League

Personalities
Maj Peter Brownn Lts Adam Leather
and Tony Marvin
Lts Nick Ferriman,
Adam Leather and QMSI Webb
APTC.
LCpl Edwards, Sgt Worth
Maj Reed, Cpl Hegarty,
LCpl Bate, W02 Derbyshire.
Lt Rollins , Sig Lewis,

Capt Dutholt, R Anglian, Lt Col Brian Blackwell,
Brig Alan Yeoman,
Maj Maddren, Cpl Dalton
WOl Harris
Maj Paddy Henry (Manager)
Sig Good SSgt Warren,
WOl Lund, Sgt McConnon

Runners up Yorkshire Services
League Cup.
Sig Good represented the Army.

THE GIRLS
During our first few weeks at Ouston 2Lt Norma Colllns and myself
were made very welcome by everyone but felt very conspicuous walking
around the unit. We were 'the new WRAC officers'. We were also the
only WRAC officers and conscious that we were a bit of an oddity,
stared at by juniors as they marched by. They had lots of questions to
ask us, for example, 'What trade were we?' 'did women have to do
drill?' 'did we have block inspections? ' 'did we know how to fire an SLR
and if not why not? ' and 'how long had we been in the Army?' My
answer to the last question was always somewhat vague. For many
people in the unit 2Lt Collins and I assumed a joint identity because we
had arrived at t he same time so we got used to being called by the
wrong name or being referred to collectively as 'the girls'. When
Norma's r,icture appeared in a local ~aper we were both asked the same
question Is it you or the other one?' And here comes one of them now'
became a popular catch phrase.
Teaching Juniors was quite a different experience from teaching in a
civilian school. Never before had a whole class risen to its feet with such
alacrity as my first foot entered the classroom nor had any sixteen year
old lad ever blushed and apologised profusely for swearing in my
presence. Some of the problems I have met in teaching juniors,
however, have been much the same as I would have met in a civilian
school but with a military flavour . We have a lot of 'Quartermasters' in
the Army and Majors wear 'Crows' on their shoulders. Working out
imaginary pay statements is easy but when it comes to checking your
own there is never enough on it and the tax man has always taken too
much.

JUST TOO MUCH
When we returned after Christmas and there was a new intake of
juniors we began to feel at home. Now at least there were people in the
unit who were newer than we were. Life took on a whole new dimension
when we were cut off by snow for the first time. Combat kit became
normal working dress for wading through the snow. The sight of a
WRAC officer in Combat kit was just too much for my juniors. It had
taken me half an hour to get into it and I had to have the complexities
of lacing up boots OMS and putting on puttees explained to me. As I
walked along the corridor to my classroom my brand new boots
creaking loudly , the junior nearest the door obviously passed the n~ws
around and by the time I arrived the whole class was desperately trying
to keep straight faces and there was a lot of choking and coughing

going on. I won a lot of admiration for my belt which had been lent to
me 'cor Ma'am 58 pattern-have you got all the webbing to go with it?'
Caught 04t again I didn't even know what 58 pattern meant let alone
what the differences were between it and the 37 pattern the juniors had.
The real highlight of my fashion parade was my brand new unshaped
beret. One junior innocently asked 'aren't you allowed to shape your
berets in the WRAC?' while I heard two others describing it as a
helicopter landing pad. My boots still sq,ueak from time to time and
one junior recently offered to 'run them in for me. While in combat kit
I have several times nearly been mistaken for a junior and the OC
Wing, Maj Peter Brown admitted that one day he was about to shout at
a junior who needed a hair cut when he realised it was me.

TO VENTURE OUTSIDE
When the warmer weather arrived in June , I started to venture
outside the classroom and began to see what else the Juniors do while
they are at Ouston . I went out map reading and spent a day at
Otterburn with White Swan Troop watching them practice some of the
field craft they had been taught in the classroom. Fieldcraft is not
something covered at Camberley, so I learnt with the juniors . Just
before Battleaxe Troop (one of my first troops) passed off in June I
visited them on Battle Camp and of course it poured with rain and I
stepped out of a Landrover straight into a bog much to the junior's
amusement. In fact, I have come to the conclusion that one of my
functions on many of my visits to outdoor activities is to provide the
entertainment.
My latest venture was a week's Adventure Training in September
with Triangle Troop. The Adventurous Training Officer had asked me
(jokingly I think) one day when I was going to go Adventure Training.
The next thing He knew I had found a week when one of my troops was
going and had Maj Griffiths (the Senior Education Officer) approval
to go. It was decided that to ease the problems of sanitary
arrangements I would sleep in a farm-house rather than camp and I
must admit that when I arrived at the site to start the second day'
walkins in warm dry kit to find juniors wringing out sodden socks and
strugglmg into wet boots I was glad I had not raised too many
objections. I spent one day wlt11 a group rock climbing and abseiling
and I can say with complete honesty that the first time I ascended tie
gently sloping slabs on which the boys and I had our first lessons, I wa
absolutely terrified and quite convinced that I would fall off. I h
always been a confirmed coward but it is amazing what you car uu
when there is a group of Junior Signalmen watching. On th~ secon_d day
the whole troop climbed Sea Fell and contrary to rumours c1rculatmg at
Ouston I got to the top under my own steam.

AYEARON
I have now been at Ouston for n~rly a year and feel I have learnt a
lot about teaching, the Royal Si~al~ md myself. I think I was very
lucky to be po~ted to- a Junior Unit rathe~ ~han_ an _Education Ce~t~e_. ·I
enjoy being part of a Regiment and part1c1patmg m as many act1V1hes
as possibl . Teaching Junior Signalm n is great fuo and very
rewarding.
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THE CSO DEPARTS
Maj Gen and Mrs Baldwin paid the Regim~t a great compliment. by
visiting for dinner on the General's final day m the Army. The even mg
began when the CSO inspected a quarter guard from the Detachment
Commanders Course and then moved to the Officers Mess where he
passed through a guard of Lance Bearers formed from members of the
Sergeants Mess who bad served in the Regiment ~hen Gen Baldi:nn
was the Commanding Officer. After an excellent dmner and amusing
and witty speeches from both Lt Col Garton and Gen Baldwin the Mess
Steward Sgt Bo:ull stepped forward with a beautiful porcelain lamp for
Mrs Baldwin and as the haunting notes of the bagpipes faded on the
Birgelen air with 'Will Ye No Come Back Again?' the G~ne~al a~d Mrs
Baldwin said their farewells after a long and close assoCJation with the
Regiment. We hope they will come back again.

The CSO inspects the Quarter Guard commanded by SSgt Neil
Brown as Lt Col Garton looks on

NEWS FROM BIRGELEN
The RSM WOI Ken Woods had a surprise the other day when be
was given 20 minutes warning of his presentation of the LS and GC by
R Signals Manning and Records, Col Baker, who was visiting the
Regiment. As the photograph shows he just made it on time! Another
well known person to leave the Regiment and the Army recently was
W02 Sean Casey who although not dined out was 'poured' out of the
Sergeants Mess.

OIC:

Col A. P. Baker pins the LSGC Medal on the RSM
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ONE SQUADRON NEWS
Since the last report the Squadron has been very active on the
sporting front. We have been involved in inter-sqn competitions for
cricket. hockey and cross-country as well as inter-troop type
competitions for .22 shooting and orienteering. The 3 inter-sqn
competitions resulted in resounding successes for the Squadron with
SSgt Dave Luckett shining in both the cricket and hockey. The crosscountry competition was set over a very demanding course with the Sqn
gaining an easy victory over a weakened 2 Sqn team who were last
year's winners.
The QC, Maj Homfray Vines gave a creditable performance in the
orienteering competition but only Cpl Douglas managed to pick up a
medal for the Sqn, coming second overall. Well done Jock! Although
nobody set off in the wrong direction, LCpl Asa Hayes could be seen
expending much energy darting in and out of bushes and now and then
scratching his head. LCpl Phil Gunton was last seen at the 5th control
point. You can come back now Phil, the race is overt
Range days have been prominent in the Squadron calender and so
far only one incident worthy of note. As a result of an 'accident'
occurred whilst shooting, Cpl Joe McKenzie had to pay a visit to the
Medical Centre. One of his ear defenders was stuck! The Nurse deftly
removed it and Cpl McKen:rJe sighed with relief hoping that news of
this embarrassinl? incident would not reach the Wire!
The Squadron has also taken on a new SSM in the shape of W02
(SSM) Bill Garner and hope his stay will be a pleasant one.
ATROOPNEWS
A Troop would like to welcome W02 John Chudlelgb to the fold and
we hope he enjoys life as a Troop Commander. There have been many
departures and arrivals in the Troop over the last few months. Sadly we
must say goodbye to Sgt Rog Sellars and LCpl Taff Evans who are
going Civvy Street, and Cpl Ollie Oldroyd who will soon be joining
them. Cpl Bob Hodgson has left for sunnier climes soon to be joined by
CplJack (Nasty) McNaught.
Arrivals include Cpl's Mick Martin and Dave Smith, LCpl Simon
Daniels and Sig Chris Garrill.
Congratulations are also in order for Cpl Jack McNaught and his
wife Pam, after the arrival of their daughter Rebecca. Congratulations
too for Cpl 'Scottie' McDougall and Mary-Helen who have added to the
strength of the 'Pads' on the Troop by getting married recently.
The Troop .22 shooting team are in high spirits after completing the
preliminary round of the Regimental inter-troop competition. With Sig
Ian Barnes scoring an incredible 97 on both of his cards and high scores
from the rest of the team. We must surely qualify for the final. Ops
Troop, 2 Squadron, lifted the trophy last time but the result will not be
so cut and dried this time. 'A' Troop have their eyes on that trophy.

The 13th Signal Regiment team drew the last start time on the first
day, which put them behind the 84 other teams taking part. Atfirst this
seemed a distinct disadvantage since it meant travelling during the
hotte~t part of the day, but the team soon found that there was a
considerable incentive in being able to catch up and overhaul other
teams. Th~y did so well at this that by t~e time they had completed the
36 odd miles up the Troodos Mountam they had gained 7th place
overall. This unexpected success provided the necessary spur for an
even greater effort on the second day when the team had to make the
return journey back down the mountain to Episkopi. Although the
going was rough and all of the team suffered from blisters brought on
by the hard, hot ground, the homing instinct was strong and they set a
fair pace, running down hills and walking up them. They crossed the
finishing line in sixth position, an effort which won them the prize for
the highest placed overseas team. Total running time for both days was
15 hours 53 minutes.
The top ten teams were as follows:
1 QLR'A'
1 QLR'D'
Hash House Harriers (Episkopi)
9 Sig Regt 'A'
l QLR 'B'
13Sig Re~
lQLR 'C
Episkopi School Staff
1 QLR'E'
259Sig Sqn

14 Sig Regt (EW) B.F.P.O. 23
FAREWELLS
It is with regret that the Regiment has said a fond farewell to many of
its personalities over the last two months. To Lt Col Col and Mrs
Spraclding, he on promotion to the Cabinet Office and she house
huntin~. We wish them well for the future and the Commanding
Officers voice shouting W ..... S around the Regiment will be sadly
missed. Maj Oiris Byrom and Val to the MOD pending retirement.
They say old soldiers never die but he certainly faded away-and still
owes a few drinks around the Regiment. W02 (SSM) Gus Boag on
promotion, W02 (RQMS) Tom Langley and Lt Da'l'id Jarman to name
but a few; we wish them all the best for the future. During this period
we have had a hectic time.

REGIMENTAL HOCKEY
Due ~o the current excess of hockey players within the Regiment, it
was decided that we should enter two teams into this year's Rhine Area
league. Subsequently the' A' team continued as one of the best teams in
Division 1, and the 'B' team entered division 2. As much has been
previously said about the 'A' team. It is worth highlighting the
achivements of the 'B' team. With half the season completed they are
currently top of Division 2, having been unbeaten in eight matches as
the current record shows. The only points dropped so far was due to an
indifferent display against SSD Dulmen, who are the current Rhine
A!ea Minor Unit cup holders. The highlight to date was the recent 1-0
wm over the previously unbeaten 16th Signal Regiment. who I am sure
are hopefully awaiting their chance of revenge. Although many players
have been tried out this season, Team Manager W02 Rigley has now
managed to select a pool of players who provide the regular nucleus to
his very fit and enthusiastic team. Although Sgt lister and LCpl
Pinkney lead the scoring with seven goals each and every player
contributes I 00% to what is always a team effort.
CYPRUS WALKABOUT
A three man team from 13th Signal Regiment represented Rhine
Area in this year's competition. WOI Martin Hagger, CplJock Hutton
and Sig. 'Paddy' .McKinley did most of their training in the Eifel
Mounta!ns near Stmmerath, but an early flight to Cyprus enabled them
to get m a couple of on the spot training sessions and more
importantly, to begin to get used to the heat. Other 'teams from
Germany and the United Kingdom were flown out just two days before
th~ event and found the temperature, which often climbed into the
80 s, a real problem.
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ORIENTEERING
Orienteerin~, which i\ often referred to as the 'thou~ht sport' or
'cunning running· may be a minority sport elsewhere but at 13 Signal
Regiment it enjoys a popularity akin to rugby, cricket or football.
Throughout the past season an enthusa~tic squad of men and women
have. tu~ed out regularly at British, German and Belgain events.
Earher m the year the mens team won the Rhine Area championship
and then eat on to take third place in both the BAOR and Women
championships. Our WRAC team won the Rhine Area and BAOR
women's chan~pionships. Delighted though we were with these re ults,
it was our effort in the league which gave us the greatest satisfaction: of
eight events we organised, one, won six and came second in the other.
Our men took five of the first ten league individual places and our girls
swept the board. taking nine of the liNt ten women's places. The league
prize giving was held on the afternoon of Wednesday 28 September in
conjunction with the annual Rhine Area Relay Championship.
Appropriately, it was our own Commanding Officer, Lt Col Garton,
deputising for the Commander Rhine Area, who officiated at the
ceremony. In all he presented 21 trophies to members of the Regiment,
Mens 1st, 2nd and 3rd individual which went to Cpl 'Jock' Hntton,
Capt John Henderson and WOl Martin Hagger, the women·s 1st, 2nd
and 3rd which were won by Cpl Sue Daniels, Sgt Jan Smy and Cpl
Annie Waldie and the prizes for men's and women's relay events which
our teams had won that day.

Mrs. Sprackling demolishing the cake at her farewell from the wives
club

Lt Col Sprackling being 'carried out' to his vehicle
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Cpl Johnson, techs drill parade ready for new CO
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A GOOD TRACK RECORD
On the 24 Sep, 34 Panzer Bn invited us to participate in their
military competitions- this involved entering three teams, one of
officers and Warrant Officers, the other two of Pl strength and involved
running/marching various distances and then shooting. In competition
with Dutch and a variety of other visiting German units we managed , I
am glad to say, to win all but one of the visitor's prizes .

EX STEEL TRAP
Thi Exerci e was a landmark in our development a the
Regiment made the transition from being a feature of CPXs into active
participation in FTXs. In particular J Tp with its jammers have been in
the limelight . Whereas the rest of the Regiment carry out their task in
silence J Tp have made their presence felt. Even in one instance having
led the Task Force in their advance (not by design) created havoc by
their jamming, chased by chieftain tanks and captured Scorpions. As
the most forwar d of all Royal Signals sold iers they have already gained
a high rep utation of their professional competence Lt John Berry
ably as isted by W02 Dave WIUs ensures that both their physical
fitness and military skills are maintained at a very h igh standard.

SCHEUEN KI NDERFEST
On 29 September, to celebrate the Year of th e Child, Scheuen village
had arranged to run a Kin derfest. The Regiment's Anglo / German
team had been planning and pr eparing for this day for the last 6
months. In addition to the Regiment helping with First Aid, Tannoy
and cooks, we also provided side-shows and ran a Noddy Train . With
the excellent weather, an enjoyable day was had by all the children who
attended.
HQSQNWIN
On 2 October, we ran our own Skill at Arms Meeting which was
organised by WO l (Yof'Sl(I never smile) Eddie Jones Teams from each
squadron competed using their own personal weapons, pistol , SLR,
SMG and LMG. The overall winners were HQ Sqn.

HEADQUARTER SQUADRON DIARY
In an age where one lives on the brink of nuclear holocaust , famine ,
lapsed car insurance and forgotten anniversaries, the arrival of a new
Commanding Officer should be taken in one's stride. However, we
are now at the eleventh hour, two weeks ahead of the rest of the
country, and have less than a day to go before Lt Col Robins arrives.
During the past few weeks there has been an ungentlemanly amount of
tidying and preparation often thinly disguised with a shrug and a fey
'pure coincidence'. The ploys are worth noting for the JSP Stephen
Potter has yet to write . ..
The military gamesman will maintain he is, of course, making
absolutely no preparation for the new boss. An extreme of 'what new
Commanding Officer?' can unfortunately lead to one being registered
at Royal Signals Records as a Pot Idiot. For those who lack the nerve to
pretend indifference , a neat move is total reorganisation . To wit
Comms Troop, whose QC, Capt Mansfield , with su perb timing has
regrouped and dished out jobs to all passing NCOs on the premise th at
if he can not understand it then it is going to take a stranger some time
to a pin a degree of culpa bility on anyone.
Of course, the reorganisation ploy can prove fatal in subsequent
months as the designer will eventually have to make it all work. Much
better is a change of jobs: the master this tim e is Lt Harrison, ex OIC
nasty jobs in HQ Sqn, now QM Something and about to join the
Commanding Officer on his in itial tour round the QM's department
with bland innocence and claim 'it's all new to me too'.

Cpl Hunter (REME) with the top off

Maj Maude presenting th e Skill at Arms trophy to HQ Sqn team capt
SSgt Garbutt

Cpl Bob Harrison (STg) and DF det on the FEBA

Lt Harrison and W02 Mumford of the ' I'm new here too' faction
INTER TP TUG OF WAR (CANTLE TROPHY)
T his competition devised by Terry Cantle on his departure ensured
that everyone went into h ard training, not least being RHQ .
Fortunately it was a fine day and RHQ came out the overall
winners-narrowly beating 54 Sig nals Unit RAF, who were runners up .

.

RHO Tug of War Team
Sig 'Dog Head' Richardson. Both hands on t he trigger

Cpl Duff- At least he was happy
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Absence is worth considering and has actually been put ~to practice
by our Ops Officer, Capt Gribble and the new OIC nasty Jobs Lt Cox.
Both well over the horizon on duty. Not too wise a move as one's new
bo s can get the idea that the place runs well without you and all those
border-line jobs can get nudged nicely onto the absentee's plate.
Know Your Enemy. But once you have established.he is a.f~atic on
SD, ex Staff College instructor and very keen on officer trammg what
should you do? Suppose he is well aware of his unbalanced backg:ound
and chooses the business of command to overreact and converts mto a
cold shower, long distance bayonet NBC drill enthusiast . 1 suppose
sending a few soldiers onto the appropriate cour:ses would be worth a
few points but then one could be accused of toadying .
A good idea of special ·.ise to most HQ Squadrons is the Tm a
specialist ya boo sucks'. Want a good example? .Take the TOT, Capt
Sugden and his centre fo w.ird FOS Lloyd; <.hd you ev~r see such
confidence-they just know that no-one else lll the Reg1ment even
understands what PACE stands for .
And So on. Being caught out in the first few days is not quite as bad
as a poke in the eye with a b urnt stick but it can m~ke your eyes wa~e~.
The coming week is going to be fascin.ating. Accordlllg t? th.e JSP th1s 1s
the testing time for the ' I've g~t nothl?g to .w.orry about bng~de, when
their resolve breaks and there 1s frantic actlVlty to catch up with all the
other cads who have been at it for weeks.
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at Bradbury Barracks, Krefeld. Herr von Hertzenberg has worked for
the British Army since September 1953. He has seen service with 2 L
and C Signal Regiments in Hilden, Dilsseldorf and Krefeld before its
title changed to 16 Signal Regiment.
His outstanding work is well known and he was particularly noted for
his splendid writing of soldiers testimonials. We all wish him and his
wife well in their well-earned retirement in Hilden.

CO VISITS UK~lS TO 19 OCTOBER
.
The Commanding Officer visited UK for a course and whilst there
was able to attend the Lord Mayor of Leicesters Ball in Leicester. The
invitation was in connection with the annual Regimental effort at the
Freedom/Twinning weekend in Septembe,rin Krefeld.
Col Noel Mou was also pleas~ to have sufficient time to present a
cheque for £260 to Maj Frankland Moo:re the Vice Chairman ?f
BLESMA Appeal Committee at that associations publicity offices tn
London.

WRAC CHARITY MARCH
On Sunday 28 October, a team of eight WRAC girls based in
Krefeld, led by Cpllenny Thomas WRAC marched over a local route of
28km to raise money for the Year of the Child Fund. They all finished
in a very fast time and actually marched a few kms further than they
originally intended-the map was definitely wrongl They raised over
DM2000 which was an excellent effort for such a small party-very well
done indeed!

Cpl Sid Phillips reward is obviously covetted by the threatening crowd
of onlookers

ST MARTIN RIDES OUT-7 NOV
At this time of year in North Rhine/Westphalia the annual St
Martins parades are staged. This year we again hosted the local
community procession at their re-enacting the provision of shelter, food
and warmth to a beggerman by St Martm, a one-time Roman
Centurion. Although the weather was once more its usual wet self for
this event nearly 800 people processed and about half went on to claim
their provisions-on payment.

Lt Col Noel Moss, (right) presenting the cheque to Dr Charles
Frankland Moore, Vice-Chairman of BLESMA Appeal
Photograph courtesy Ksystone Press Agency Ltd

FOCUSON4SQUADRON
In October W0'.2 (SSM) Maureen Livings, WRAC left us for sunny
Hounslow and W0'.2 (SSM) Joan Page, WRAC took on that task.
At about this time Cpl Sid Phllllps left 4 Squadron after his last t?ur
which ended 22 years service. The photograph shows Cpl Phllllps being
presented with the traditional 'pot' by Lt Col Ray Bell (HQ R Signals,
HQ 1 (BR) Corps).
One other photograph. A team of 2 WRAC girls entered for an
escape and evasion exercise with men from HQ 1 (BR) Cotps and not
only were they the only lady team but they navigated the full 30km
course-Well done I

REMEMBRANCE DAY
About 300 personnel from Krefeld Station moved to Rheinberg
military cemetery for the annual observance of Remembrance Day on
11 November. The day was bright and sunny but chill. The setting and
the Service conducted by the Rev Rex Hanoock, RAChD . aided in part
by Maj Tom Johnstone, who read the commemorative words, and the
band of 1st Battalion. The Queens Regiment, were most fitting to the
occasion.
Afterwards the Regimental officers hosted the Station officers and
families to a curry lunch in Bradbury Barracks Officers Mess. The
principal guests were the Consul-General (Dils.~eldorf) Robert Bruh
Esq. and the newly arrived Commanding Officer of28 Regt, Lt Col P.
Webb.
MAJOR GENERAL PAC BALDWIN RETIRES
On 15 November, the .;ommanders of the Signal Regiments and
Signal Headquarters in BAOR accompanied by their 21Cs and one
other officer gathered in our Regimental Mess to attend a special
dinner to dine out the Chief Signal Officer (BAOR) Maj Gen Pet.er
Baldwin. The occasion was to mark both the relinquishment of his
appointment as CSO (BAOR) and his retirement from the Army on 23
November. The dinner and all its trappings was quite special and very
well supported by the band of 1st Battalion, The Royal Highland
Fusiliers-they were first class. After the dinner Brig Paul Alexander,
CCR Signals HQ 1 (BR) Corps, on behalf of the Corps in BAOR
presented a silver salver to the CSO marking the end of his military
service.
At the General's leaving, he was towed away in a Landrover by the
Commanding Officers. The vehicle shown in the photograph was
beautifully prepared by the Regiments QM (Technical) department led
by W0'.2 (RQMS) John Hardman although Maj Fred Orr had
something to do with it. Just prior to the General's mounting, the
Commanding Officer presented him with a small-scale crook-stick
beautifully manufactured by the Regimental LAD commanded by Capt
Jim Taggart REME.
The final procession was preceded by Cpl Mac McCathle piping
successively a lament, a slow march and then the quick march.

Cpl Val Holsgrove and Pte Jill Stringfellow check the map
St Martin with his outriders brave a really wet night to proceed on the
traditional greys
RHQ DRAUGHTSMAN RETIRES
Herr Georg von Hertzenberg, known to all those who have served
with the Regiment as George, celebrated his retirement on 26 October

W02 (SSMl Maureen Livings, WRAC (seated) signs over to the
incoming Sgt Maj W02 Joan Page, WRAC
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W02 (ORQMSl Bob Sheldon presenting Georg with his farewell
gift - including a Regimental plaque prepared as usual by Georg
himself. The CO looks on
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Two wet young men collect their provisions watched by Mrs Moss,
wife of the CO and her bodyguard - the ferocious but efficient Sgt
John Nichols of Volvo fame

The most senior lineman of them all about to leave for the IBA
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EX MAGNUM SPIRIT
'They're DrMng Me Bama'
A Playlet with no discernable structure.
ACTl
Sir: 'What tbedevll ls TIIAT doing In MY Roter, Sgt Lee? '

AN ADJUTANT ARRIVES
After a gap of nearly four months Capt AHG (Tony) Elford reported
on 26 November to take up the reins as Adjutant. (His predecessor,
Capt Nick Steven retired in early August for points North (m UK) for a
self-employed pursuit. We wish him every success). Back to actual
Seagull. Capt Elford comes to us from 3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt, just
'up the road', with his family and we wish him every success in his
exacting task.

Sgt Lee: 'Er, it's a ROLL-OVER BAR, Sir.'
Sir: '1 greatly appreciate your concern for my safety, Sgt Lee, but l
don't need a roll-over bar, l never exceed 30 kilometers in the hour.
GET IT OUT.'
Sgt Lee: 'Oh Sir. Think of the ... presti~e ... Sir, when your very
own Rover, Sir, WINS Magnum Spirit, Sir.

What! say you-Girl Guides! In The Wire? However, an important
event occurred on 29 November when Tracey, the second daughter of
WOl (Y of S) Peter Cadman was given her Queens Guides award. The
presentation was made by the Commissioner (BGIG) North
Rhine/Maas Division Mrs Lois Orchard.

CHRISTMAS 1979

We are entering another 'silly season' and as yet not much action but
we take this opportunity to welcome all our arrivals since October and
to wish our departees every happiness in whatever they are doing.
Lastly (I know this isn't printed until January 1980) but may we
announce that 16 Sig Regt will not be sending Christmas cards this year
but the Commanding Officer and All Ranks wish the Corps m general
and their friends in particular a happy and prosperous New Year.
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DRIVE TO SUCCESS
. The annual Institute of Advanced Motorist Test took place again in
Dmsburg BAOR during May 1979. Seven members of the Regiment
took the test, and all were successful, giving the Regiment the
distinction of being the only unit in Rhine Area to have a one hundred
per cent pass.
The photograph shows the seven candidates with their pass
certificates together with the Commanding Officer, the Regimental
MTO, the Regimental Sergeant Major and the Regiment's QTO, SSgt
Stokes who took the candidates on pre-test instructional drives.

Sgt Lee: 'Well Sir, we have been out most weekends practising on ALL
of the motor rallies laid on during the year and we DID get a 'Best
Beginner' prize on the Bigwood Rally, Sir. Didn't you know, Sir? The
CO approved it all, Sir.' 'Fancy you not knowing, Sir! I bet the CO
wouldn't like that, Sir! ' (Imploringly) 'Can we, Sir, use your Rover,
Sir?'
ACT 2) Repeat the above act with different
ACT 3) cast and different scenery around the Regiment.

Commissioner Lois Orchard flanked by Tracey (14) with her award,
and Debbie (16) Cadnam
Welcome to Wildenrath-the Commanding Officer greets Brigadier
Thornton at the start of the ARU
GOSH
Actually Guild of Saint Helena. On Saturday 1 December GOSH
held their annual Christmas Fair supported by the Regirilent. At an
extremely well attended event over DM 4500 were raised for charity(s).
The fair was opened by Uncle BUI ofBFBS fame, and the photograph
shows the famous man himself very nattily turned out with our Padre
(CE) the Rev Rex Hancock, RAChD.

Successful Advanced Motorists
Back Row L to R: Sgt C. Ferguson, LCpl B. Wilson, SSgt R. Stokes,
Cpl B. Thompson, Sig J. Lennon, SSgt K. Morris
Front Row L to R: Cpl J . Riley, Maj J.J.C. Finch, Lt Col M.F.H.
Colman, W01(RSMl C Homewood, Cpl J. Rodgers
A BUSY DAY
On a clear bright day in September, the Regin1ent stood by for the
ARU. The reporting officer was Brig J. M. C. Thornton OBE MC,
Commander Rhine Area who arrived by helicopter. His team of
Military skills experts arrived in car loads by road.
1 Squadron were deployed on exercise, 2 Squadron were tested by the
Military skills team. HQ Squadron provided HGV drivers who were
tested by the Master Driver on Highway Code and driving skills. The
remainder of HQ Squadron supported 1 Squadron on exercise.
Brig Thornton visited the Military training and was clearly impressed
by all he saw. The Comd then visited the Standby Headquarters where
he was given a briefing on the exercise and the Regiment's
communications role by Capt J. Ferguson after which he visited the
Regimental log cell manned by HQ Squadron. OC HQ Squadron then
escorted the Comd to the various departments in his Squadron. During
his visit to the Quartermaster' s Department Brig Thornton sportingly
took part in the guess the weight of the cake competition organised by
the wives.

Ex MAGNUM SPIRIT
Right: 'Gloominess'
Left: 'Happiness'
Sgt John Lloyd, Cpl Jeffy Naef
Cfn Ray Lupton, Sgt Phil Lee

It was this big! Lt Col (QM) Stephenson makes a point to Comd Rhine
Area. The Commanding Officer looks on dubiously
After a very busy programme in the morning the Comd,
accompanied by the Commanding Officer, departed for H Tp at
Bruggen by helicopter where he saw some of our hard worked
telemechs, then fle:w to the Roetgen area. He was met b\· OC 1
Squadron, Maj W. J. Armstrong and SSgt (FofS) Woofenden who
escorted the Comd around the Tropo Scatter Station and introduced
him to all members of the troop.
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blood, the average age of the Corps team at Aldershot was over 36
years-ancient!

GIRL GUIDES

Sir: 'Magnum Spirit' (Voice rises to a crescendo) 'Magnum Spirit'
That's a - Motor Rally' (Grimaces at dirty word spoiling the Dentu
Creme for the day. Continues with creeping horror in voice) 'You 're not
going to motor rally my beautiful rover? It's only just had a heart
transplant.' (Exp: Jimmy for New Engine).
(Brightens) 'Nof You can't enter Magnum Spirit anyway , it's only for
good rally-ers.'

Ex Magnum Spirit saw three of our crews navigating their way round
the Westfalian landscape to get to Portsmouth Barracks, Munster by
0600 hours Sunday 18 November. Some might think that odd , as they'd
left there about 2100 hours Friday! The crews were involved in 9hr
Slmins driving Friday night , four Special Stages on Haltern Training
Area Saturday afternoon and then a further 9brs 48mins drive
Saturday night.
From a spectators point of view, the Special Stages were great with
trees galore leaping out in front of the competitors but in fact they bad
relatively little importance in the Rally as a whole. This was because the
value of the points were just 1/ lOth those on the navigated sections.
But, a hasty or improvident driver could wreck bis chances of
competing in the subsequent stages by damaging the exhaust system
and making it too noisy or by damaging the bodywork and causing a
potential hazard to the public at large. So, a lot of drivers went round
most sedately; to the utter frustration of the more adventurous drivers
who caught them up and couldn't overtake ... I The air was blue over
some of the sections, and not just from the exhaust fumes, either!
The results of the event were announced only ~ hours after it bad
finished, a tribute to the Stats team. Crew 62, the aforementioned Sgt
Lee and Cfn Lupton in the beloved 56GF34 were bestowed with the
'Best Beginners' award.
Sgt Uoyd and Cpl Naef, Crew 74 in 18GF74 and Crew 82, Cpls
Wltchell and Mou fell foul of the dreaded 1 Rule' on the second stage
from home. Crew 82 realised their doom and buzzed off home about
0200 hours in the morning. Crew 74 didn't but posed for the photo
despite being miserable.

SQUASH 30 NOV-2 DEC 79
This MOST important ~port suffered a setback when Messrs Marley
and Robertshaw were agam selected for the Corps team to play in the
Inter-Corps Tournament at Aldershot. A full report will undoubtedly
appear from our team Secretary, Maj Emle Webb stationed at
Blandford, however I can pre-empt that report by saying that Marley
did much better than Robertshaw-much, much better!
Actually we were both pleased to be given the chance to represent the
Corps again. May I recommend those likely players around the Corps
to contact Maj (QM) E. Webb at 30 Sig Regt, Blandford for details of
the Corps team fixtures and Championships in 1980, We need young
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RUGBY RO ND UP
The ea on got under way with well attend~d pre-seasoi:i trammg
tarting in mid August. Thi was followed by a tnal game agamst ~7 Fd
Regt RA. during which. it b~cam~ clear. that we ~ad the !)Ot.en~t~l to
field a strong side. Despite being htt hea ily by postlllgs_ an? tnJunes. so.
far we have had a successful season and our record of ~lllmng 13 our of
17 game speak for itself. Under the very able captamcy of Sgt (Blod)
Jones, the enthusiasm, fitness and team work of t~e players ha~ helped
to O\'ercome the disadvantage of not b~ing a ph1s1cally large 1de. The
after match activities, general supervised by l.pls Alan_ Pocock, Jed
Donelan and Phil Plant hare aho helped to keep mornle high.
.
Howe\'er, in the Army Cup competition, having reached the ~e1_111
final of the Divisional stage we were narrowly bea.ten by SO Missile
Regiment RA in a fast. hard and open game. It 1s hoped that the
unusually mild weather continues, so that we can complete our ve::~ full
fixture list and prepare our sevens team for the coming competition.
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The Comd. accompanied by the Commanding Officer, OC I
Squ adron and the RSM were taken by Land rover to Commcen Quebec,
a qu ick visit to the Commcen and then finally to a well ea rned lunch
provided by Sgt Loben ACC and his cooks.

- ....

The ARU was completed by a vi~n by helicopter to Commct:u Papa
co!llmanded b,r Capt~- _H Hoyle. It was a very busy day and much
effort was put into achieving a very good report. Our photographs show
a se~tion of the places visited by Brfg Thom ton during his day with the
Regiment.

The pack get to grips with the ball. Sgt Coulton shows his normal
aggression on the ball

PHOTO NEWS
Where is he going to put all that? Brig Thornton, watched by Maj
Armstrong, watches Sig Hardwidge collect his lunch

Capt Markie introduces SSgt Aspinall to the inspecting officer
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FOCUS ON HQ SQUADRON
Report by W02 (SSM) P. Clarke
It is not the easiest task to write about a HQ Squadron with its
various 'cells'. In fact some areas of the Squadron could be described as
faraway places where unusual people meet. To publicise each Troop
and individual would take at least the next three publications of The
Wire so I will be brief and hope I miss no-one. Note the trumpet
throughout.
Brig Alexander speaks with Sig Lee a member of the Quarter Guard
during CRR Signals initial visit
PERSONALITIES

Brig Oehle rs speaks to SSgt Storey w ho w a s s hortly to complete 22
years s e rvice. This was th e first of his m any farewells!

OC

Maj D . G. Halliburton

SSM

W02 (SSM) P. Clarke

QM (TECH)
QM(ADMIN)
TOT
EME
Pmr
MTO
Master Chef
SQMS

Maj (QM) W. A. Barnes
Capt (QM) J. F. Thornton
Capt (TOT) R. C. Scriven
Capt G. A. Swinbum REME
Maj T. J. Sudbury RAPC
Capt M . Jennings
W02 (SQMS) Wilshaw ACC
SSgt Charteries

SQUADRON ACHIEVEMENTS
March and Shoot
Tennis
Volleyball
Tug of War
Athlet ics
Black Watch Marches

Brig Oehlers pictured w ith SSgt Metcalfe (left) and Sgt Skinner afte r
presenting them with LS & GC's. Also in the picture are Mrs Metcalfe
and Lt Col Almo nds
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On Satu rday 3 Nove mber in th e Garrison Churc h , St Barbara 's, LCpl
James Mc Kinnon, 2 Sqn, ma rried Lo ra ine Kee n, daughte r of Sgt
Joh n Keen, HO S q n . They a re seen with Mrs Pat Keen in the
photograph o u tside the receiption ha ll , a local Gaststatte . Many
m embe rs of the Regiment were p rese nt at t he reception
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SPORT IN BRIEF
Bunde Marathon , MTTP co mmended.
Cross Count ry M arc hing competition
commended.
Page Trophy Cross Country
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PANZER GRENADIER VISIT 3 SQUADRON
Following up contacts made on 3 Squadron Summer Camp, Maj
Mike Rice (OC 3 Sqn) invited 4th Company of 341 Panzer Grenadier
Battalion to send a party to visit the Squadron in Lippstadt. Leutnant
Lidsba (OC 4/341) led the party, mainly composed of NCO's, and they
spent the day looking at both the exercise and barrack routines of 3
Squadron. On arrival in Churchill Barracks the Commanding Officer.
Lt Col John Almonds, welcomed the visitors to the Regiment and MaJ
Mike Rice gave a quick bi-lingual briefing on the Squadrons roles.
They were then shown around Commcen Uniform set up on the square
and were clearly impressed by the capability and range of equipment.
They were also given a chance to fire parts of the SMG 'Shoot to Kill'.
In the afternoon the Germans provided a team to take on the
Squadron at football, but despite give away penalties the host team
were ungracious enough to win by 10 goals to nil. To complete the day
the Grenadiers were invited to the Squadron Halloween Party. where
plaques were exchanged and marksmanship badges awarded to the
best three shots. The guests left having obviously enjoyed thernselves
and with arrangements made to meet again in a more tactical setting.

2nd
1st
1st
\st
1st
2nd

with

27

Fd

Regt

RA.
1st

W02 (SSM ) Brian Eason exa mines the sco re achieved by one of the
Grenadiers
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VISIT OF DACC AND DDACC
On Thursday 15 November 1979 we were visifod by Brig T Sam
MBE DACC and Col J.B. Carter DDACC.
•
pson
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CHANGE OF COMMAND
On Wednesday 24 October Lt Col Teny Eamey formally handed over
command to Lt Col Paul Webb. A parade was held and was attended
by senior officers and soldiers from all units of the NORTHAG Signal

.

.

.

.

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF OC TROPO
Report by Capt Lynn R~lph WRAC

The place: Somewhere in W Germany. The time: 0640
'Good morning Ma'am. Its 0640 a11d do you want the good
the bad news?' said the voice.
'What's the good news?'
'Breakfast's ready'.
'OK, what's the bad news? '
'There's an antenna on the deck'.
'Oh, . . . . . . . '(unladylike comment deleted) .

Support Group, together with friends and representatives from Krefeld
Statton. The parade was the final act of a hectic round of social
engagements to say farewell to Terry and Ann Earney. We wish them
good luck and good fortune at Shrive'nham .

new~

or

To the users of BRUIN this might not sound like a great disaster, but
when the a~tenna in question is 2 1/2 tons ofTropo Scatter dish it is a
cause for shght concern The exercise had been (even before then) far
more eventful than usual. Bad weather had stopped play for nearly
three days (Tropo does'nt like rain) and a host of equipment failures had
kept the troop technicians very busy. The bad weather culminated in a
few hours of very strong winds and these proved the final straw for the
T stakes holding the antenna. In a location, where on a previous
exercise it had taken 45 minutes to dig one stake out of the ground the
forward stakes pulled straight out and the antenna collapsed.

The DACC offering prayers for more cooks with Maj Dickie Bird W02
(SQMSI Alan Cooper and Sgt Paddy McShane
'

Maj Dick Hoghton leads the Regiment past the New Commanding
Officer

VISIT OF CHIEF OF STAFF HQ NORTHAG
On Thursday 22 November General C. Schunemann paid a formal
introductory visit to Francisca Barracks.

The Band of the 9th / 12th Royal Lancers leads the Regiment on to the
parade

6
One dead Troop antenna

•

'Good Luck-ltsallyoursl'

COS inspects joint Ceremonial Barrack Guards from 28 (BR) Sig Regt
(NORTHAG) and 13 Cie TTr

CHRISTMAS PANTOMIME
The 1979 Christmas Festivities were launched by the latest
production from Twenty Eight Amateur Theatre Society (TEATS) . The
show was 'Tick Tock', an adaptation of a children's pantomime so
that, while it still contained much of traditional pantomime material.
there was enough of a military flavouring to keep it topical. The set was
vast; the production lavish. There were 12 scenes and a cast of 25. The
mammoth task of production was shared by Capt Tony Manders and
SSGT (YofS) Sid Coleman. Sgt John Godfrey performed as Stage
Manager. whilst Capt Manders directed the on-stage produttion.
There were two evening performances, on the 30 November and 1
December. Without doubt, the audience of 400 children from Bochum
School on the afternoon of Friday 30 November was the hardest and
most critical audience of all.

Lt Col Terry Eamey's final inspection of 2 Squadron with Maj Eric
Sam bell

B Tp giving three cheers

Final Farewell. 'Game, Set and Match'

Sgt Bob Nelson explains to COS 'it went that way'

The Evil Wizard (Alias Capt 1ony Manders) and the Black Imp (Alias
Sgt John Fawson REME)
69
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DRURY LANE RIVALLED
The on- tage characters ranged from hero to the villain Dame
including the Evil Wizard, Black Imp. Fairy Queen, Sprite and Pix~es.
Cpl Da'fe Hfilesley as a ' 'Ted' Willie Winkie' was a great favounte.
The two Irish henchmen, 'Slap and Tickle' played by WOI (RSM) Ted
Banham and W02 (SSM) Tony Cartwright appeared ideally cast in
their roles. The story, make-up and costumes rivalled Drury Lane, and
e\-eryone on stage seemed to be enjoying themselves almost as much as
the audience. It would be unfair to single out individuals for praise, as
e~-eryone from Pixie to the Black Imp gave a creditable performance.
We look forward to the next production.

SAFE AND SKILLED DRIVING
As part of the Rhine Area Road Safety Week. the Regiment held a
Safe and Skilled Driving Competition on Monday 3 December. Capt
Roy Stark, together with W02 (RQMS) (Anyone for rallying) George
Gay and SSgt Barry (Buckets) Pottinger, organised the events. The
ADAC were also in attendance. After a long and eventful day, Sig
Simon Cooper emerged as the overall winner, with LCpl Nigel Green
and Mrs Lesley Burgess in 2nd and 3rd places. The Ladies Prize was
won by Capt Lynn Relph and the team prize was won by (surprise surprise) MT Troop.

INTER TROOP BADMINTON
This competition took place over three days in November. The
winning Troop was Alpha Troop and the Runners Up Bravo Troop.

W01 (YofS) Peter Mcloughlin, the event organiser, looks on as the
CO presents a runners-up trophy to Cpl Keith Rumsey

LAD NOTES
Yet another rush job for Wire notes, ever since our new boss, Capt
Keith Allcock, arrived, life has been one hectic round of rushing about,
usually in running kit. The LAD has seen many personnel changes in
the last few months, and all our new faces have been suitably instructed
into the ways ofNORTHAG and can now be seen walking around with
staring eyes and slack mouths. We shall be losing our two longest
serving members soon, Sgt John Fawson to the Army Apprentice
College in Aborfield and Cpl Tony Rea to 12 Armd Wksp. Rumour has
it that our new OC LAD is taking over in the theatrical field from Sgt
Fawson, although we've yet to find someone brave enough to take the
Recovery Vehicle from Cpl Rea.
We are just about to move into overdrive for the coming round of
exercises and TUV inspections, with each LAD member preparing to
do the work of ten men, but we do still manage to enter fully into all the
sporting activities of the Regiment as well as keeping the whole show on
the road. At the time of writing, we are through to the quarter finals of
the Craftsmans Cup football competition. Not too bad for an LAD of
only twenty men, it must be the charisma and esprit de corps of serving
with NORTHAG, (or something like that!).

ALDERNEY DAY
. The annual visit of representatives from the is land of Alderney to the
Regiment took place this year on S October. The visitors were Mr and
Mrs Bragg, Mr and Mrs Lees, Mr and Mrs Lawson and Mr Allen. They
arrived to find Blandford teeming with activity in preparation for the
visit of HRH The Princess Anne. In fact Mrs Bragg very kindly played
the part of the princess in the dress rehearsal for our Guard of Honour
and the 1 Signals Group Display, a part she was obviously a natural
for!
After a buffet lunch in the Sergeants Mess our visitors moved to the
airfield where much to the horror of our MTO they drove a variety of
military vehicles including a Fox and a small crane. The verdict of the
MTO. when revived, was quite favourabl&-a reaction very rarely seen
from an MTO!
RE-COMMISSIONING OF HMS ALDERNEY
... That evening our guests were entertained to dinner in the Officers
Mess. Other guests included Colonel and Mrs Olds and Colonel and
Mrs Fullerton. The stamina of both the Commanding Officer and the
Adjutant were put to a tough test the next morning when they left
Blandford at 0500 hours in order to travel up to Rosyth for the
re-commissioning of HMS Alderney. Many new friends were made

BIANDFO&a C:AIUP
2 SQN FOCUS
. ln the last issue of The Wire it was noticed that 1 Sqn featured
heavily making us jealous with tales of their exercises in exotic places.
Unfortunately 2 Sqn cannot of late say that they have been anywhere
desperately exotic, but we can say we have been away and very busy.

PIPES AND DRUMS ENTERTAIN USAF
At the end o the summer the Pipes and Drums. led by Drum Major
Sammy Lyle and Pipe Major John Langan, were invited to play for !he
American contestants in the annual RAF& USAF bombmg
competition-Great Strike IX. The Task Force was drawn from 3 bases
of the US Strategic Air Command in South Dakota. North Da~ota and
Michigan. After playing a mini Retreat type performance the PIP«'.5 and
Drums were hown round one of the giant '52's which are used in the
competition-a tremendous experience.

W02 (SSM I Terry Dodson not impressed by the standard of coffee on
Ex Steel Trap

The Commanding Officer discusses the war with LC pl Licence

there and it is hoped that the association between HMS Alderney and
the .Regiment will con•inue for a long time. Four members of the
Regi~ent took part in HMS Alderney's initial trip to Alderney and
despite some rough weather on the trip out an enjoyable time was had
by all who went, namely, Capt West, SSgt Stanely, Sgt Luck and LCpl
McKnight.
EX DYERS PENN
For one wet week in November the Regiment exercised in the South
of England in such exiting locations as Willsworthy camp, Dartmoor
and Blackball Firs on Salisbury Plain. This exercise gave the
opportunity for Commcen Whiskey made up of elements of 2 and 3
Sqns and the School of Signals to work together for the first time.
Despite the many problems faced, the exercise wru; very worthwhile,
and everyone benefitted from the experience.
FAREWELLS AND WELCOMES
The Regiment has seen several new faces over the last few weeks and
said goodbye to some others. Capt Geoff McKfe, our MTO, has moved
on promotion to 7 Sig Regt. In his place we welcome Capt Phil Noble.
Capt John Byrne is leaving us to go to Sutton Coldfield as a Personnel
Selection Officer and Lt Tim Rlmell leaves us in January to go to 1 Div.
Finally we say farewell to our Adjutant, Capt Bob West who is busy
buying sun tan lotion ready to move to Belize as OC 633 Troop early in
the New Year. We welcome in his place Capt Jack Wraith from 4 Div,
now slowly acclimatising himself to the lack of LOA and steadily
working his way through his supply of duty free's!
We must also say a temporary farewell to all those members of the
Regiment who are likely to move to Rhodesia very shortly. We look
forward to seeing you back in the Regiment before too long.

32 Sig Regt (V), Glasgow
ALL CHANGE
On the grou nds that improvements requires change the RHQ and
the QMs department have just been re-organised under the skilful eyes
of the W02 (RQMS) 'The Rocket' Nell Macdonald and the Chief Clerk
SSgt John Powles. These changes will not be complete however, until
the Commanding Officer, Lt Col Chris Cross ousts the Adjutant, Capt
Ruairidh Rutherford out of the office with the sun shine or is it ' the
view'. The QM, Maj Ron Acott assures us that all his changes are now
complete including the G1098 and now want.s a quiet life.
.
The rest of the RHQ Staff are also undergomg change. We have said
farewell to W02 (F of S) Andy Watson to Catterick and W02 (Y of S)
Bernie Smith to Hong Kong, a volunteer to the Gurkhas. We welcome
as their replacements to the Regiment W02 (F of S) lohn Barrowman
and W02 (Y of S) Dave Bartlett and hope they will enjoy th~ir tour with
us. The Training Major, Maj Bill Price has now pronused to stop
making changes just for a change.

30 Sig Regt

GERMANY, ITALY AND KENYA
. Exercise 'Steel Trap' was held in Rheinsalen Camp in the area
around Celle. Our 160 men were easily lost in the vastness of the camp,
which towards the end of the exercise was bursting at the seams with
people. Thankfully, the QA's were not kept too busy with real injuries,
but somehow their hospital was always full. Even the SSM, Terry
Dodson, found time to pop along for a chat. In the end he did need
their help in order to restore to health his toy pet dog, Tamril, made by
illustrious SQMS SSgt J. Hehir, who caused much worry in 'E' Camp
when he was kidnapped and returned having been brutally beaten (the
dog, not the SQMS). Amid all the fun-supplied in the form of a well
run bar and many films, thanks to Sgt Luck and Sgt
McLaughlin-there was much hard work done and much knowledge
and experience gained.
On return from Germany a smaller band of merry men re-deployed
and set off for Exercise 'Display Determination', with the Italian Army
somewhere in the Alps. Described by Sgt Luck as a 'goodwill visit' it
seems that the bonhomie and local brew were flowin~ freely and the
group came back as honorary members of the Alpim Co!'Ps. We are
assured that this is because of all the hard work they did and not
because of all the fun they had.
There never seems to be an end to what we can do in 2 Sqn and so
here we are now very busy with an Exercise in Kenya, having just
recovered from the Regimental Exercise 'Dyers Pen·, which was held at
Willsworthy Camp on Dartmoor in some of the most atrocious weather
we have had this year. et Radio Troop thoroughly enjoyed themselves
~n the first exercise they have done as a complete troop this year, and
mdeed cam~ thr~ugh with flying colours having proved their
~ommumcating skills.wh~n LCpl Rlsk's.ma~ts and generator remained
intact and commumcahons were mamtained whilst his tent and
ca~e~ing e9uipment were swept across the moor by strong winds and
driving ram.

COMINGS AND GOINGS
. As is usual in a Sqn as big as ours, we have had recently our fair
share of arrivals and departures. Having said goodbye to Lt Paul
Nicholson-Taylor and his family we say hello to It Ray Hyams as the
new Tp Officer for CW. We also welcome SSgt Buffrey who will also
join CW Troop. Unfortunately we have to say goodbye to our SQMS
SSgt Jim Hehir, who is off to Northag very shortly.

THE QUICK COOL
. .
.
The measure of the US airmen's appreciation of the display was
evident in the hospitality shown in the evening. It is amazing how
different American servicemen are. A crate of beer was produced (well
maybe more than one) and when it was discovered it was too warm, t~e
entire contents of a five gallon C02 extinguisher were sprayed over it.
They have a thing about warm beer.
61 (CITY OF EDINBURGH) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
.
In mid June 61 (City of Edinburgh) Sig Sq (V) put ?~ a d.1splay at
Livingston New Town as part of the KAPE s~OW'. Recru1tmg sine~ then
has increased dramatically, surprisingly with a l11gh prol?orllon of
ex-Regulars (though we suspect the Bounty i~crease m1g~t . have
so111e1hi11g to do with it!) As all the shiny greenyamt has .been hmshcd
in an attempt to keep our vehicles in a tit state tor p~esentmg at PR and
Recruiting !unctions. scratches are forbidden on pain of deat.h. In fa.ct.
the land-rover very nearly didn't go out on a road test to avoid the mk
of damage and rain spots!
.
.
.
In August we took part in the Edinburgh Festival Cavalcade for t~e
third year. A land-rover and two four-tonners were used, one covered in

trees and personnel in cam cream, tin hats etc. and the other displaying
a representative sample of equipment and personnel in various forms of
dress. We were preceded by the Regimental Pipes and Drums and with
our 43' vertical rod antenna we were an imposing sight! Very good
publicity and enjoyed both by ourselves and the enormous crowds.
69 (NORTH IRISH HORSE) SIGNAL SQUADRON(V)
J978 marked a relative low in the recent fortunes of 69 (North Irish
Hor e) Sig Sqn (V). We were 'evicted' from Duncreggan Camp, which
ha been regarded as temporary accommodation in the early 1940's,
and moved to temporary accommodation. which had just been vacated
by the UDR, in whar was the US Navy Communications Base, Clooney.
There we existed (just about) in our collection of unfinished garages
and bomb trailers until January 1979 when we became the proud
tenants of a brand new temporary TA Centre.
It says a lot for the spirit of the S9uadron under our OC, Maj John
McClay that we were able to stay 'Fit for role' and remain one of the
best recruited TA Units in Northern Ireland during all this hassle.
After a very successful camp at Stanford PT A we can now go forward
under the expert eye of SSgt Couldsh (recently of the Training _B~igade)
and the administrative umbrella of Capt Sam McKeltb (what IS 1c they
say about 'old airmen'?)
.
It bcing some time since the Squadron last deployed mto the field for
a communications exercise, there were quite a few cobwebs to be dusted
off and things to be learnt anew during Ex Cov~r Point .in mid Octo~r.
A combination of good and bad luck prevailed dunng the exercise,
the first under our new OC, Maj John Pinkerton, but the Squadron
emerged with a credit balance at the end of the day. The D TG's found
that they were unable to pu.t their fee_t up a.n~ w~tch the portable_ T"'.s
which they had brought with them m ant1c1patlo.n of th~ low circuit
availability hitherto experienced on weekend exerc1 es. This was due to
the good performance of th~ one set which the tec~nicians fr~m 8 Inf
Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (bless em!) had managed to rid of gremhns. The
gremlins however, annoyed at bein~ evicted from a J?l l, transferre?
their attention to our rations but their efforts were agam thwarted, this
time by the CQMS of a UDR Coy who ~ere sharing the camp w:ith ~~
In a seemingly simple ceremony of exor~ism he engulfed them with tins
of compo. eggs and sundry other goodies!
The recent visit of the Master of Signals. Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley
CB CBE DSO, gave us a chance to show off our new TA Centre and our
JOOo/o recruited strength (if all the new boys are eventually .auested).
The CO came over for the visit and also helped to consohdate our
friendly relations with 8 Bde Sig Sqn as well as blasting a large hole in a
.22 target! Modesty forbids us to say whereabouts the hole was!
We wish Maj John McClay all the best in his new job in 40 Sig Regt
(V) in Belfa t.
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33 Sig Regt (V), Liverpool

The QC, Maj (then Capt} Pinkerton indicating where it might happen

Cpl Morris and LCpl Lyle desperately trying to make it happen

Capt Moore and Sgt Deans finding out why it hasn't happened yet

Lt Wilson telling D TG Cpl Stevenson what to do when it does hap pen

THE CONCEPT
Whilst enjoying a pint of beer at the Camberley Volunteer Officer
Staff Course. three wise men, Lt Co! Bill Elder RAMC, Maj Ramsey
Sloane RMR . and our then Second-in-Command. Maj Tony Groves
enjoyed. each ot~ers' company so much that they decided to d~
somcthmg about it . And so was ~orn Exercise Gree11 Octopus.
Green Octopus was a medical evacuation exercise in a hostile
environment, and took place in the Leek and Swynnerton Training
i\rea in Staffordshire between 12-14 October 1979. The TA and ACF
involvement included three Field Hospitals : 207 (Manchester). 208
(Li\erpooll and 2 12 (Sheffield) who provided a Field Dressing Station
at Leck . a Field Hospital a few miles to the West. and a General
Hospital at Swynnerton near Stafford. Two hundred casualties
realistically 'made up' . were provided by Cadets from Mancheste~
ACF .The '11ounded' were ferried by 156 RCT (V) down routes cleared
bl' 116 Provost Coy RMP (V). Local defence of sites being bravely
con~u.cte~ by A Coy I Mercians (V). We did try to get RAF
paruc1patton !
MOBILE CASUALTIES
Under the overall direction of Col Elder, the exercise was planned
and coordinated by Volunteer Officers. The operational and logistic
planning of other Arms was an invaluable experience and made all
participants more aware of each others' problems. To add
verisimilitude to the Exercise, RMR Merseyside carried out assaults on
several locations with much use of pyrotechnics and dash. It was only
after cons iderable opposition from A Coy I Mercian that RMI{ won the
battle at Swynnerton. The defences however at Leek proved too strong
and the RMR had to content themselves with the capture of only a
couple of prisoners! The motorised casualty clearances column from
156 RCT (V) will long remember the occasion when the 50 casualties
they had been asked to evacuate had already evacuated themselves on
foot, Thomas Splints and all, for a meal. Cadets learn quickly than an
Army marches on its stomach !

Leading Stoker Cpl Simpson making sure that if it doesn' t happen 1t
won't be his fault

MUTUAL BENEFIT
Communications during the Exercise were provided by 33 Sig Regt
(V) with Commcens at Leek, Newcastle , and Swynnenon. The detailed
planning of this Signal Support was the task of Maj Chris Webber now
2IC, the Tech Adjt, Capt Jim Johnson and SSgt (YofS) Kevin Straw.
We were delighted to receive a vis it from Col D. A. B. Crawford CBE
ERD TD, Deputy CSO (V) U KLF. on the second day when he had the
opportunity of visiting most site and watching the Regiment providing
such valuable communications to this important combined exercise.
With over 1,000 so ldiers in the field it was obviously vital that signals
systems worked well and we are pleased to report that Col Elder was
most appreciative of the service he received. so much so that Ex Green
Octopus 2 has already been planned for Oct 1980. The results of this
combined Exe rcise certainly showed that in North West District we
know how to get together for realistic all arms training for the mutual
benefit of all.

SSgt Coultish and D/ M Lyle waiting for it to happen

I don't believe it! Col Crawford being given state of comms by Maj
Roger John, W02's Jimmy Curruthers and 'Chippy' Hughes at
Commcen 'Y'
EXERCISE BLACK DRAGON
80 (Cheshire Yeomanry) Signal Squadron (V) entered a team of two
vehicles in the Reserve Army Driving Championship . Ex Black
Dragon, held at Swynnerton on 27 / 28 Or.tober.

D TG Sig Johnston wishing it hadn't happened (' . .. I wanted to
watch Starsky and Hutch'}

The first vehicle being crewed by Maj Brian lvlson TD , and Sig
Adams, and the second by Sgt Ken Male and Sgt Alan Kirk. The team
was awarded second place overall. and Maj lvison and Sig Adams were
also runners up in the individ ual event.

80 (Cheshire Yeomanry) Signal Squadron (V} team comprising Sgt

Male, Sgt Kirk, Sig Adams and Major lvison receive the Standard
Triumph trophy for the 2nd overall team from Major General Peter
Sibbald, GOC North West Distrct
Courtesy of Public Relations UKLF

EXERCISE ABLE ARCHER 1979
The Regiment for the third successive year provided a contingent
from 3-10 November 1979 in support of HQ AFCENT during Ex Able
Archer.
The contingem commanded by Capt (Tfc) Len Addison ably assi ted
this year by SSgt Larry McE•uy as the S CO of the party provided
Data Tg under supervision of SSgt Stan Freckleton, Sgt Tony FaheJ,
and Cpl Betty McEvoy WRAC (wife of SSgt Mcfaoy). and s.,. itch
Board Operators at the Commcen .
All ranks were most appreciative of the arrangements made on their
behalf by Maj John Grosch, 21C of UKDSU. for their reception and
welfare during the Exercise.
The party thoroughly enjoyed the experience of operatmg with a
Regular International Force during the Exercise and were most
gratified to learn from Gp Capt K. G. Lewis RAF, Comd RSSG, that
their efforts had been so much appreciated by the Staff at HQ
AFCE T.
ANNUAL INSPECTION
On Thursday 22 November the Chief Signal Officer UKLF. Brig
Norman A. Butler CBE visited the Regiment to conduct che annual
inspection to report on the unit's fitness to carry out its mobilisation
role.
He was met at RHQ at Huyton by the Commanding Officer, Lt Col
Pat Jolliffe TD, and the RSM . WOI (RSM) Gordon Platts; prior to
receiving a brief by the Commanding Officer and the Training Major.
Maj Malcolm Bradbul)·, on Regimental Training during 1978 "'9 and
''The Challenge of the !980's and some solutions".
Afterwards he inspected all Squadrons at their TA Centres at
Liverpool. Chester and Manchester.
OFFICERS ANNUAL BALL
Having, we understand, been found fit on the 22 November to carry
out our mobilisation role, 'The Baron' Mas Edward Ernett, MC waved
his magic wand and as the Mess Secretary transformed the Regimental
Headquarters at Huyton into a flower decked Ice Palace for the Ball on
the Saturday.
The SO in C. Maj Gen Alistair Anderson, in the role of Prince
Cham1ing. accompanied by our Group Commander. Brig Godfrey
Curl, arriving at the appointed hour were received by the Honorar;
Colonel. Col Paddy Bryson OBE TD JP DL LLM, the Commanding
Officer and PMC, Maj Doug Murray TD. The Mayor and Mayores> of
Knowsley. Cllr & Mrs J. Bohanna, were also guests of the Officers.
It wa a truly magnificent evening when we enjoyed good fellowship.
good wine. and a superb buffet produced by our Regimental Cooks
under the direction of W02 Ron Gawthorne ACC a nd the
nit
Messing Officer Maj David French.
At the stroke of? Prince Charming and his entourage left the Hall in
a Silver Coach with Guardian Angel 'Jimmy' at the reins!
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34 Sig Regt (V)
Teesside, West Riding,
Darlington, Gateshead and Hull

A FEW HEART BEATS A WAY
The first half of our Winter Training Programme has gone off
without major incident-I shall resist a play on words over the
impending departure of our Training Major. We have capitalised to
good effect on the lessons learnt from Annual Camp at Okehampton
and continue to seek out and eliminate what few 'bugs' there are in the
system of preparation for a series of Regimental Exercises starting in
January-Germany, Annual Camp and Ex ... 80 are but six million
heart beats away!

HERE AND THERE
It should be recorded that, when not training with the Volunteers on
a Tuesday evening, our erstwhile Adjutant, Capt Chris Nind saddles up
with the local Hunt. How much a part of his life this has become was
evidenced on a recent visit to the Padre esconced in hospital-he
opened his coat and the floor was immediately littered with hay and
baling twine.
What an interesting Regiment-so many varied interests! Lt Sue
McWhlnnle runs the Regimental Library and Lt Caroline Catcheside
graces the ski-slopes of Catterick with the third half of her time, but
recently they combined an interest in Ornithology. Well, at least
someone told me they were going 'for a swan'. They have in fact just
returned from two weeks in Cyprus as guests of HQLFC Signals
Branch . They vi.sited 259 and 262 Sig Sqns-also an RAF COMCEN ,
Flight Control Tower and MET Office. The airwaves were no doubt
enhanced by their presence at BFBS one morning and even more so
when they had a trip from the heli-pad . Some personalities who deserve
a mention for keeping them safe and warm include: Capt RJchanl
Palmer, S03 Episkopi, Capt Pru SampllOn, Liaison Officer Episkopi
and Senior WRAC Officer, Lt Miles Stockdale, OC Airfield Troop 259
Sig Sqn and last but not least, Maj Mike Martin, OC 262 Sig Sqn.
Who was responsible for keeping them unsafe and wet we shall never
know . Evidentally the high spot of the visit was an invitation to
participate in a 'wet drill' with the crew of a Nimrod Aircraft-thinking
this was a trendy euphemism for a party, they agreed. Only to find
themselves being dumped in the middle of the Med in an inflatable,
hunted by the Nimrod and rescued by Helicopter. All whilst the
Regiment had a wet weekend in Scarborough!!
COMINGS AND GOINGS
Enough of this 'padding'-on to the serious stuff. We have had one
or two changes since our last SITREP and would like very much to
record them:
Maj Graham Elliot moves to RMCS on ASC o 15 which started on
7 January. It has been a great pleasure having him serve with the
Regiment and we wish both him and his wife, FI6 well at their next
location-Fifi will herself continue to serve the Crown as a Volunteer
Officer. Graham's replacement is to be Maj Peter Todd joining us from
Catterick Garrison in Mid January.
Capt'• David Bodycombe and Fergus McKenzie have traded their
pips for a crown and command Squadrons-the former having taken
over HQ Squadron and Fergus slips into the hot seat at 90 Sqn shortly
as Maj Ron Atldmon assumes his duties as Second in Command of the
Regiment-the present incumbent of that post preparing to take over
Command of the Regiment after Annual Camp, but more of Maj Bill
Dllngworth later .
We are sad to say farewell to Lt Chris Bland, she has transfered to
RARO but as husband Charle1 stiJI serves contact will not be lost. Lts
Turner and Walker have been promoted to Captain. 2Lt Brian Parsons
to Lt, Roeemary Turner WRAC also becomes Lt and Oflcer Cadets
Rob90n and Kingston have been appointed 2Lts.
Amongst the Seniors we have a new Foreman of Signals, SSgt Ken
Perry who joins us from Project Bates. Sgt Graham departed the
Regiment and indeed the Army in November. Sgt Dave Smith, PSI HQ
Sqn has been posted to 8 Sig Regt. We welcome our new RQMS W02
Arthur Smith who has been posted in from 7 Sig Regt.
Recent Promotions of Volunteers include:
SSgt Howells to SSM of 49 Sqn
Sgt Parker RAPC to SSgt
Cpl Hardaker of 49 Sqn becomes Sgt
Cpl Harrb, also of 49 to Sgt
Cpl Billing• of 81 to Sgt RAPC
Cpl Wilson of 49 to Sgt
Cpl Sidney an ex reauiar with 50 Sqn to Sgt also
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The Gateshead De;achment has also been to the fore in the marriage
stakes with the union of Cpl Tony Gallagher and Cpl Dot Little WRAC
also Cpl Jackie Turnbull WRAC and a certain Pte Flaherty of 4 Para
(V), our joint tenants of Elmgrove Ten·ace, Gateshead .

CHRISTMAS ACCENT
Farewells and celebrations coincided well with our last training
weekend at Scarborough before Christmas. Traditionally, the
Regiment tries to give this weekend a Christmas tlavour. This is not
easy with a full weekend training pro~ramme, but, somehow we
managed to squeeze in a lunchtime party for the Seniors in the Officers
Mess, a full Christmas (Turkey) lunch for 300 in the Cookhouse, a
Disco and Christmas Draw, A Commanding Officers Parade and full
Christmas Service at the Parish Church of Newby with sermon
preached by our beloved Padre , Alan Hughes-and set up two
COMCEN's, three LMC's and four Radio Relay's with drill and driving
instruction for those not deployed , all in two days-what a Regiment!
As a tail-piece we thought it might be nice to have an unbiased report
from one of the Squadrons, so here are some notes offered by SO Sqn
based at Darlington and Gateshead:

FOCUS ON SO SQUADRON
'Greetings! The past year has seen the welcome addition to the
Officer strength of the Squadron in Capt Fergus Mackenzie, 2Lt Helen
(Neille) Brown WRAC and 2Lt William Brown-no relation I
Annual Camp at Okehampton had its highlights in particular Ex
Strange Encounter the attack and defence exercise which has become
the biennial trial of strength between the D .S. and Capt David
Bodycombe. Pte Jackie Cooke WRAC also was strangely encountered
but the less said by SSM Tony Gallagher on that score the better for all
concerned.

Oi;i 7 October, the squadron, assisted by 0 Troop from 90 Sqn
proV1ded the communications for the 3rd International Sea Angling
Competition covering the entire coast from Seaham to Hartlepool. Over
300 fish were caught, each catch b ing reported to competition
headquarters using the patented FISHREP procedure. Largest haul
was that of a ~ ton Rover retreived from the outgoing tide by a rather
sodden Lt Caroline Catcheside.
The Squadron team in the annual NE District WRAC Exercise
Maiden Scurry March and Shoot Competition acquitted themselves
w~U at the .same time as fighting the sheep in the vicinity of Wathgill
with Geordie war whoops.'

Left to right-back row: 2Lt Nellie Brown, Sgt Chrissie Meikle, Ptc
Ann Bentham and Cpl Pam Bartram
Front Row: Pte Ann Crabe, Pte Jackie Cooke, Cpl Jackie Turnbull
and Pte (Officer Cadet) Gillian Cable
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Left ~o right : Susan Griffiths, Diane Askins, Cpl Jackie Turnbull
(Bride), Roger Flaherty (Bridegroom): Julie Hutchinson, Ena Hall
Jackie, wh? serves "':'ith the Gateshead Detachment of 50 Squadron
of 34 (N) Signal Regiment (V), met Roger when he was serving as a
Regular Soldier in the Parachute Regiment . They were married at St
John's Church in Gateshead in November, with girls from the
Detachment acting as a Guard of Honour.

35 Sig Regt (V), Birmingham
UKLF TA DRIVING CHAMPIONS
There is no disputing who takes pride of place in this month's
contribution. Whilst the Officers were otherwise engaged at the 11
Signal Group Study Period in Blandford - the WO's and Sgt's were
sweeping a ll before them on Ex Black Dragon at the Reserve Army
Driving Championships held th ts year at Swynnerton in Staffordshire.
Between them the four man team of three WO's and a Sgt, Dante
Brenn!, Jack Chambers, Roger Jennings and Dave Blackford, literally
swept the board, winning every event open to them. and coming away
with a staggering total of 26 Trophies, Tankards and Shields-the most
that has ever been won by one team in the history of the
Championships.
Designed to test driving skills and ability, navigation , vehicle
servicing, road courte y, personal endurance and leadership. the biannu al Championships are open to individual crews-a driver
and navigator: or a team consisting of two crews, both driving Land
Rovers-from the whole of the Reserve Army. W02 (AQMS) Roger
Jennings (LAD) and Sgt Dave Blackford (MT Tp) made up one crew.
with W02 (RQMS) Dante Brenn! (RHQ) and W02 (SSM) Jack
Chambers (HQ Sqn) making up the other.
Ex Black Dragon commenced at 10.00 hrs on Saturday 27 October
and ended at 11.45 hrs on Sunday 28 October with the presentation to
the winners by the GOC . W. Dist. Maj Gen P. F. A. Sibbold O.B.E.
Seventy Eight Land Rovers and crews. and 36 teams entered the
competition with the 35 Sig Regt (V) winning the following: The Rover Trophy for the Best Individual Vehicle won by W02's
Dante Brenni and Jack Chambers. W02 Jennings and Sgt
Blackford were also awarded The Commer Trophy for coming
Third in this event.
The Presidents Trophy, won by all four for being the Best Team.
ROSPA Trophy, awarded to all four for being the Best Team, Safe
and Skilled Driving and Highway Code.
The Royal Signals Trophy, awarded to all four for being the Best
Royal Signals Team.
The Ford Trophy awarded to W02's Dante Brenni and Jack
Chambers for being the Best Crew on the 220 mile night
navigational run. Paradoxically they also received Tankards for
being the 'Best Novice Crew' . This is because although they have
entered before , they have never won anything.
WO'S Brenni and Chambers feat in winning the Ford Trophy for the
Best Crew on the hazardous navigational run drew special praise from
the Chairman of Ex Black Dragon Planning Committee. Col ~· W.
Wilson. He said ' It was a hard gruelling test throug~ many .miles of
unfenced mountain / moorland roads. and certain sections of
Staffordshire and Derbyshire required maximum effort by the two
Volunteers from 35 Sig Rcgt (V)'.
This quite remarkab le achievement by the four man team was
fittingly celebrated at RHQ in Balsall HeaU1. Birmingham the
following Drill Night when the CO, Lt Col Ken Smith dutifully cracked
open the champagne for the team and their colleagues to mark the
ocrasion in the traditional manner.
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The 1979 TA Driving Champions pose for the camera with the CO and
their record breaking 26 Trophies, Tankards and Shields
Left to Right: W02 (SSM) Jack Chambers HQ Sqn, Sgt Dave
Blackford MT Tp, The CO Lt Col Ken Smith TD, W02 (AQMS) Roger
Jennings LAD, W02 (RQMS) Dante Brenni RHQ

'

The 1979 TA Driving Champions pose for the camera with their
recording breaking Trophies, Tankards and Shields at RHQ
Birmingham
Sgt Dave Blackford MT Tp, W02 (AQMSl Roger Jennings LAD,
W02 (RQMSl Dante Brenni RHQ, W02 (SSMl Jack Chambers HQ
Sqn
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11 SIG GP SnJDY PERIOD
faen the Commander, Brig Godfrey Curl must have been surprised
at the attention paid to his st udy period by the top brass. Could it be his
Welsh eloquence or the increased interest being ta ken in the Reserve
Anny nowad ys by Whitehall which accounted fo r their attendance.
Whatever the reason , it was an impressive lis t of speakers and visitors
including The Lord Strathcona, Min of State for Defence (Army), Gen
Sir Jack Hannan GCB; ODE, MC, ADC, D. SACEUR Mr K!!D
Oxford, Chief Constable of Merseyside, 3 Major Generals, 6 Brigadiers
and 4 Colonels.

Regimental Social Ca!cnda_r has been. Maj Derek Eve PSO 58 Sqn
Ne'!castle-U- ~yme, who.will be_han?mg over the Mess Secretary·s
duties .shortly ID preparation for ht~ retirement in February 1981 . In the
meantime our smcere thanks to him for a splendid evening-indeed
o~r tha nks to all the PSl's and Volunteers who helped to m ake the
Dmner such a memorable occasion.

A HASTY RETREAT

Meanwhile it appears 48 Sqn (Birmingham ) ha ve been h aving fun
and games up on Blackshaw Moor. Leek - well at least according to Sgt
Harry Betton who sends me the following colourful accou nt of Ex Never
Ending which was 'supposed· to be an infantry type training exercise.
'The weekend began quietly enough on the Friday afternoon when
the advance party following the recce party up to Leek to ta ke over the
Training Area and prepare for the main party arriving on Saturday
morning. After the usual admin arrangements had been sorted out on
the Saturday morning, the afternoon was spent on briefings and
lectures mainly about the setting uf of trip flares and the devastating
effect thunder flashes can have i not handled correctly. We al so
practised section movements and battle drills, each NCO being given
the chance to Command a section .
After tea the 'enemy' left to set up two ambushes-one to intercept a
section-the other to stop a Landrover. They did not have long to wait,
shortly after nightfall the first part of the ambush was sprung with
embarrassing results . Assuming the approaching head-lights were
heralding the arrival of the attacking forces Landrover they set their
trip wires and immediately the vehicle pulled up at the barricade across
the track, they triggered off their trip flares and hurled their
thunderflashes not at an Army Landrover, as expected, but at an
astonished farmer making his rounds. Out in the darkness men could
be heard whispering that 'it could be a disguise and we should open up
with everything we've got' but this idea was quashed by the Farmer who
deciding discretion was the better part of valour, beat a hasty retreat.

' How is the Ex going'
Godfrey Curl Comd II Sig Gp (left) seems to be askin g the
question as he strolls around Switch on Ex Sixth Sense -the
Reg iments FFR Inspection, with the RSM WOl Joe Ablon (centre)
and the CO Lt Col Ken Smith (Right)
~rig

Photograph by Chris Rushton Stsffordsllirs Evening Sentinel

AID FROM THE ENEMY
Despite the organisers insisting they put in the necessary request for
foul weather, the next day (Sunday) turned out to be fine , and once
again the Squadron moved out on to Blackshaw Moor Training Area to
continue the war games. In one episode a Section having been given the
order to attack was charging down on the 'enemy' with all the
enthusiastic screams they could muster, when one man's screams
became decidedly more louder and strident than the rest. The man
responsible for introducing a touch of realism into the proceedings was
Cpl Peter Woodcock, who, much to his own consternation and the
amusement of the 'enemy', suddenly found himself hurtling down an
almost sheer fifty foot slope in a most undignified fashion. Fortunately,
despi~e having ex~me ~ifficulty in overcoming their mirth , gallantry
prevailed and the enemy helped the burly Lineman back up the slope.
Summing up, I would say that despite the odd departures from the
script, the week-end was well worthwhile. Many lessons were learnt and
everyone is looking forward to the next one'.
(Perhaps if they leave it until next Summer they might get the bad
weather they were hoping for. PRO).
FFRINSPECllON
Mention was made in the last edition of these notes of Ex Sixth Sense
our Annual get together with 30 Eng Gp. This took place at the end of
Octo'?er in a foggy_ Shropshire and in addition to being the Sappers
CPX 1t was the Regiments FFR conducted on this occasion by our own
Gp Comd, Brig Godfrey Curl.
Fortunately, due to one of the Regiments best turnouts for years (335
out of 495) and the presence of two platoons of 2 Mercian (V), the Gp
Comd was a_ble to witness the full range of current activities, and whilst
Brig Curl will, no doubt, have a few observations to make, the CO, Lt
Col Ken Smith will be receiving the little chit permitting us to soldier on
for another twelve months.

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS?
HAVE YOU INFORMED 'THE WIRE'?

' All Systems Go'
Left to Right: Sig Nigel Adey, Cpl Bill Lambert, SSgt Bill (Sailor)
Eccleston
Three m~mbers C?f 58 Sqn Newcastle-U-Lyme photographed in R Tp
RR Terminal Vehicle on Haughmond Hill, Shrewsbury during Ex Sixth
Sense (FFR)
Photograph by Chris Rushton Stsffordshlra Evening Sentinel
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Staf!or?shire. Evening . Sentinel Staff Photographer Chris Rusht on
being foisted on his own petard' during Ex Sixth Sense ( FFR)
k. a result of close collaboration between 58 Sqn Newcastle-U-Lyme
Chris.is now a fr~quent visitor to the TA Centre, Cross Heath. On thi~
particular occasion he spent the weekend with the Volunteers on Ex

REGIMENTAL DINNER NIGHT
This will be the CO's last FFR, a p oin t he touched on when he rose to
propose a toast to the visitors and his last 'resume' of the Regiment's
activities at the Regim en tal Dinner Night in Bir mingham on 30
November. On 17 July 1980 he ha nds over command to Maj John
Billingham who, unlike Lt Col Smith , is a regular soldier currently
serving as D AAG SE Dis t.
Having welcomed each of the guests in turn , the CO turned to more
parochial matters saying that 'he was pleased to report the Regiment is
not only in good heart but there is more to us than a year ago.
Against an establishment including the LAD of 619, we now have a
strength of 507, in cluding 82 girls (or 82% recru ited). What has caused
the improvement I am not sure, but it started before the results of
'Shapland' were known, and I would like to think that the increased
emphasis in PR over the la st two years has at last borne fruit' . It is
in:ipossibl~ in a few lines to do justice to the CO's comprehensive and
wide r angmg address , bu t we must report on one other aspect of his
spee~h which met with unanimous approval from the assembled diners
- his comment on the T raining Group and the excellent support given
to the Regiment in Recruit and Trade Training.
Lt _Col _Smith went on 'As long as I command the Regiment our
rec_r1!1ts will go ~o Catterick . Looking back on my National Service days
~ VIVldly recall 1t took ten weeks of constant hammering to mould me
mto shape. The job which our old friend (and ex Adjt) Maj Peter Todd
does in two weeks at 11 Sig Regt has to be the most cost effective
t r~ ii:tin g done a nywhere, and the results peak for themselves. I was
pnvileged a few weeks ago to be invited to the Reviewing Officer on one
of the TA Recrui t Passing Out Days-and there were 65 very smart and
capable young men on that parade'.
Replying on behalf of the guests, who included incidentally Maj Gen
H. E. Roper CB, Representative Colonel Commandant, Maj Gen J. A.
Ward-Booth OBE GOC WM DIST, Brig Godfrey Curl, Comm II Sig
Gp , Brig Ann Field D WRAC and Col Peter Poschwatta (GE) Comd
NSSG. Cllr George Canning, Lord Mayor of Birmingham, paid tribute
t? the Corps and particularly the part played by 35 Sig Regt (V) in the
hfe of the City-for which the Regiment was awarded the Freedom of
the City in 1970.
In a light hearted vein he said that as an ex-Navy man he assumed he
would b e the sole representative from the Senior Service at the Dinner.
'I was wrong' , he said, 'I have already spotted a ·~ and a 3 ringer' butI
have _yet to fmd anyone else as low as a 'Stoker First Class' .
Brief contributions were made by Brig Curl and our retiring Hon
Col, Tony Fender TC ADC DL, but undoubtedly the main contribution
to this Annual Dinner in The Council House, Birmingham, was the
Corps Band who once again pulled out all the stops. What superb
ambassadors Lt Col Keith Boulding and his men are for the
C?rps - every time they come to Birmingham, which is quite often, they
wm new friends. They won over a few more on 30 November- including
that ex-Navy man and Lord Mayor of Birmingham , Cllr George
Canning, who for once was a guest in his own 'Council House' .
. A~ a Regiment we value our 'Freedom of the City', and the privilege
1t bnngs in being able to dine in such magnificent surroundings. Since
1974 the man responsible for organising the highlight in the
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S<;>me of th_e 'top table' pose for the camera at the Regimental Dinner
Night held 1n The Council House, Birmingham on Friday 30 November
Left to Right : Maj Gen J . A . Ward-Booth OBE GOC WM Dist, Col
Peter Poschwatta COMM NSSG, Lt Col Ken Smith TD, Maj Gen H. E.
Roper CB

PRIZE WINNING COOKS
This contribution opened by highlighting the activities of our
Champion drivers - one of whom was W02 (AQMS) Roger Jennings
REME LAD. It appears members of the LAD are no mean slouches
when it comes to Field Cooking either because over the weekend 24125
Noye~ber they put their ?ther ~lleagues in 35 to shame by corning
Third m No 2 Army Catenng Region TA Cookery Competition held at
Swynnerton and Nesscliffe. This time it was Cpl Neil Miles ACC (Team
leader). Cpl Bob Finnigan REME, CFN Lonnie Thompson REME,
and ~e !o~ Byrne (ACC\ who came home with the gravy (ouch! ).
Constdenng 1t was the first time Cpl Miles and his team had entered the
Competition they did exceedingly well , gaining 848 marks out of a
possible 1,000- and coming only 14 marks behind the winners. They
started off well getting 98 % in the First Stage which consisted of an
lnspec~on o.f vehicle , docs. kit and personnel. This good start was
mam t~med rn the Second Stage when after a 90 mile map reading
Exercise they suffered five penalty points for arriving one minute later
than the four hours allowed . but were the only team to find all 14
checkpoints. Stage three was completed without too much
trouble-setting up a Field Kitchen for 120people in H hours .
Perhaps the least said about -Stage four the better. 'they found their
tac location alright in the dark , but when it came to erecting and
camouflaging a 12ft x 12ft tent in a llft wide area with a barbed wire
fence on one side and bushes on the other, they were struggling-and
lost marks in the process.
For the fifth and final Stage, the team had to cook a full meal for 20
people . I have no rec<?rd as to their marks on this particular stage but if
1t tasted as good as 1t sounded they must have scored the maximun .
Maj Gen Ward-Booth OBE presented the prizes. and there to see Cpl
Miles pick up Third Prize was the CO, Lt Col Ken Smith.
PROMOTIONS
Congratulations to Lt Terry PhUUps, OC U Tp , on his promotion to
Captain , and Sgt Gordon Ferguson also at Rugby on his promotion to
SSgt (FofS).
POSTINGS
We say go<>dbye to SSgt (YofS) Tony Tait who is moving to 4 Armd
Div Sig Regt- and welcome his replacement SSgt (YofS) Mlke
Freedman from 1 Armd Div Sig Regt . together with SSgt Ken Jones
(REME) who is coming from 27 Fd Regt Wksp to replace SSgt Alan
Chapman who on 7 December retired from the Army after 24 ye ars and
117 days service. We wish Mr Chapman all the very best in his new job.'
Manager of a Plant Hire Firm, in the Black Country.
Finally on behalf of everyone in 35 Si~ Regt (V) may I extend ew
Year's Greeting to all sen'ing and retired members of the Corps ,
particularly ex-members of 35. If you are ever in our localit look us up ,
we would love to see you . ,
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36 Sig Regt (V) Wanstead
ON THE MOVE
.
.
. .
Annual Camp this time in Knook Camp. would it ram agam.1
Some of our older members thought last year's camp in BAOR
reminded them of the mud of Passchend ale, but I digress. On our way
to Knook Camp we practised movement o~ COM ~CE~s. This gave
our communicators a chance to practise their skil!s an~ our
administrative personnel their chance to resupply the regiment m the
field.
Communications throughout the exercise were good. The highlight
was a visit by Lt Gen Sir Pet.er Hudson on the 4 September. As the
Deputy C in C UKLF and Inspector General <?f the TA he was a~I~ to
jud,i(e, and compare us, with many other units. The General vtstted
both our COMMCENs and gave the impression that he was plea.sed
with what he saw. Three moves and five d ays out of our peacetime
centres saw us spread over Salisbury Plain awaiting our final move to
Knook Camp. The order to move was given at about midday an d our
convoys converged on Warminster.
Our Advance Party commanded by Maj (QM) Bill Gahan had
prepared our arrival well . Weapons were placed in the armoury,
vehicles refuelled and packed, stores unloaded an d m eals
prepared-we had truly arrived.

40th

Tales of the RSM being a computer are false as despite constant
searching a self destruct button could not be found.
Our 2IC, Maj Willie Allan was constantly asked to stretch his legs
when leading our parade. The fact that his voice had changed a few
octaves shows that some permanent dama~e may be the result.
Did the RSM eriou Iv think of march mg the Regiment over to Pte
'Scouse' Shields when tie recei\'ed his efficiency medal. He certainly
seemed to despair of ever getting Pte Shields to arrive at the right spot
at the right time.
Did the CO really use his kukri , or was it only red paint.
Did LCpl Deidre Lobbendan play every game of netball? If so she
should have received all three prizes .
Has Maj Pat Rushton been transferred as a first division striker? She
does have a new car ...
Did Ilford, Norwich , Gillingham or Maj Ken Harvey win the tug of
war?
Did our TOT, Lt Col Ken Christian really wear his SD hat during an
NBC alert?
Was it real tears that fell, when our regular Chief Clerk , SSgt Ian
Murray handed over his immaculate Orderly room to our volunteer
Chief Clerk, Sgt Ralph Pollard?

Sig Regt (V)
Belfast
THE MASTER VISITS
Gen Bradley accom panied by Mrs Bradley paid an all too brief visit
to the Regiment on 25 October 1979. The General was briefed by the
Commanding Officer, Lt Col I. Graham, on the role of the Regiment.
Meanwhile Mrs Bradley in company with Mr& Graham . wife of the
Commanding Officer visited the Sgts Mess to meet the members of the
Mess and their wives. Later in the Sgts Mess Gen Bradley in a brief
('Cremony presented W02 Connor R Signal\ with the Territorial
Fflicicnc\' Medal.

IT WAS A GOOD CAMP
The following day was shakedown day and time for fire practise. For
the first time in two years, it only hapens when we camp in UK , over
three hundred men and women were on one parade ground at the same
time. The RSM, WOl Bryan Selkirk had a visible swagger when he
reported all men accounted for to our Commanding Officer, Lt Col
Gerry Birch. The RSM suddenly realised that he had a captive
audience for the first time in his career.
Saturday was our official day off and the whole regiment decided to
go to the local washeteria. Whilst machines whirled with a mixture of
ladies and mens clothes, meetings were held , old acquain tan~es
renewed and dates made for the rest of the camp . The clothes havmg
spun dry were faidy shared out once again . and farewells shouted.
Sunday morning, after only one rehearsal , we had a Drumhead
Service, and our Padre , Capt John Salt.er, officiated.
Sunday afternoon (who said Sunday was a day of rest) saw the
Regiment starting the trade training programme, young officer
training and HGV driving courses. Cries of 'where am I next' were
heard for the next five da:r-s.
For the serious minded it was a good camp ; communications were
good, trade training was effective, our young officers were taught
everything from stores accounting to pay, and we finished with 13 more
HGV drivers .
ON THE LIGHTER SIDE
On the fun side perhaps a few light stories would set the scene.
One SSgt with tent fatigue party lined up on the side of the road with
six men and assorted tentage , be then goes to find bis transport . Along
comes helpful Warrant Officer and asks where they are going, 't he
range' they say. 'Hop in then' says WO. When SSgt returns with
transport he just finds plenty of tents.

Classified Section Continued
FRAMLINGHAM COLLEGE COMBINED CA DET FORCE
A vacan cy exists at the College for a full -time SS I in the CCF.
The Contingent is voluntary, with all three Service sect ions a nd a
pr~ n t total st rength of approxi mately 200 cadets . Th e post in volves
mamt enance of all CCF record s, genera l office duties, responsibility for
the. s~ores and armo ury, as well a s playing a full part in th e military
t rammg: An ln stru~ ors cet"!ificate in rock-climbing , canoeing or the
Mountam Leadership Certificate wo uld be an addition al but not
es.sential qualification for th e post. The training wo uld include one
afternoon parade a week, extra shooting . occasional week·end training
a nd a week's annual ca mp.
The startin g salary is negotiably but will be not les than £3,000 with
a full career st ructure. plus school accommodation. In addition , pay
may b~ drawn at SSI rates fro m t he Army Pag Office, for periods of
a u t ~ o nsed full days training, up to a maximum of 28 days per annum .
Holidays a re normally six weeks per annum. Th e post would be
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SAMM\'
On the 31 October 1979 Sammy McCartney retired as caretaker at
Clonaver Park after 26 yea!"i service. A popular membP.r of• he civilian
staff. He will be missed by all. A farewell Party and Dance was held at
Clonaver Park attended by almost every memher of the Regiment and
staff. The number of pre~entations he received reflected the estt:em in
which he is held.
Sammy joined the Regular Anny in 1933 serving with the Royal
Ulster Rifles until the outbreak of war in 1939 when he was posted to
the London Irish Rifles with whom he served until his discharge in
1970. In 1947 he joined the Territorial Army and served with the 6th Bn
The Royal Ulster Rifles (TA) until his discharge in 1979 with the rank
of W02. During his military career Sammy saw active ~ervice in India
on the NW Frontier, N Africa and Italy.
In August 1953 he became Caretaker at Clonaver Park with the R
Signals and retired 26 years later in October 1979. Always a Rifleman.
he accepted the accolade of Honorary Signalman.
REMEMBRANCE DAY PARADE
Under the Command of Lt Col I. Graham. 40 (Ulster) Signal
Regiment (V) paraded from their TA Centre in Clonaver Park Belfast
to their Parish Church, St Mark's, Holywood Road, Belfast. T he
Regiment'~ Pipe Band led the Parade of Volunteers of both sexes and
detachments of' the OCA R Sig nals and NI Branch of the OCA The
Parachute Regiment. During the Service, conducted by the Rev J. E.
Moore, MA, there was a wreath layi ng ceremony by members of 40
(Ulster) Signal Regiment (V). OCA R Signals and OCA The Pa rach ute
Regiment.
After the Service there was a march past of the Regiment the salu te
taken by the Hon Col of the Regiment, Col J. McCann CBE TC. After
the march past, friends a nd relatives of the Regiment and members of
the OCAs were entertai ned to a Regimental Lunch.

VISIT
O n the 18 October Col Peter Davis, A GI 1, carried out one of his rare
visits to a TA Regiment.

Presentation of Second Efficiency Medal (TA) to W02 (Ken) Connor
by Maj Gen Bradley, W02 Connor e nlisted into t he Royal Armoured
Corps in 1947. He was awarded his Fi rst Efficiency Medal a nd First
Clasp in 1972 after 25 yea rs Regular and Te rritoria l Army Se rvice with
the RAC NIH (TA) an d R S ig na ls

Sig Ray Treacher, Sig Elvis Cole and Col Davis all looking su itably
impressed with equipment in the technicians workshop

Then a visit to the Officers' Mess where after meeting the officers of
the Regiment and their wives the General and M rs Bradley were
entertained to supper. To mark the occasion of the visit Lt C:ol Gr~ham,
on behalf of the Regiment. presented a Blackthorn walkmg stick to
Genera l Bradley and M rs Bradley received a gift of Irish Linen from the
Officers' Mess.

co mbin ed with the du ties of school Security Oflicer, and wo ul d be
suitable fo r a recently reti red or ret iring SNCO . Anyone in terested
should write to:
O fficer Co mm a ndi ng
Fram lingham College CCF
Framli ngham
Woodbridge
Suffolk
enclo ing a brief curriculum vitae a nd the names and addresse~ of two
referees to whom application may be made by th e school.

FOR SALE
Addr~ssing

Machin . RHQ Roya l Si gnals have a n add ressing
machme for sale. It is an E ~LI OTI. DYM O hand-operated . using
cardboa rd add ress cards suppl ied by HMSO . A su bstantial n umber of
bl ank ca rd s ~nd tu bes of ink are avai la bl e wi1 h the eq ui pment.
The machm~ can select d10:erent ca tegories of add ress by mea ns of
ho!es punched m the cards. It 1s 111 good work ing order. A specia l type·
writer and fi ling cabinet for the ca rds is included.
Sale price £50 o. n .o. Fi rst reasona ble offer secu res.

The Master is introduced to M13j Brown 21C of 40 (U) Signal Regiment
(V) by Lt Col Graham . In the background Mrs Graham

City Hall Belfast Monday 5 November
Cross Planting Ceremony at the Field of Rememb rance
Col I. Graham 40 (U) Sig Regt (V ) plants a cross on behalf of all ra nks
Royal Signals in N Irela nd
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News lrom Squadrons

SUCCESSFUL OPEN DAY
A change of venue was suggested for this year's Annual Open Day.
So all the carefully preserved ground plans were thrown out of the
windo~. and Capt Selley RCT was given the (headache), sorry, task of
organismg the event from scratc~ . He became ~o involved with his job
that he was even to ~e seen runnmg around selhng tickets himslef. The
day of the event arnved to find that all the stalls and events were ready
to do battle.
Many of the single soldie rs had brought their parents down for the
day and they were met by the OC over coffee and biscuits in the dining
hall.
Then came the time for the event to begin. MC for the day, SSgt Ray
Jeffery, handed over to the Dairy Princess of the South-Miss
Katherine Young, to open the Fete. Unfortunately the weather was
none too kind to us. so business on the stalls was rather slow. However,
at the end of the day a profit of £150 was recorded and is due to be
handed over to Charity. Another fatality of the weather was the free fall
display by the Blue Helmets, so WOI (F of S) Norman Cowell and W02
(Y of S) George Devine had to suffice with a low fly past in the
helicopter. smoke billowing from their heels.
One of the main attractions of the afternoon was when Sgt Joe
Fairbairn and Cpl Gig Plumb stripped down to their •y· fronts and
poised themse~ves precariou~ly on the Tip the Lady Stall. They were
both duly untlpped many times and were replaced by our intrepid
ori;aniser, Capt Selley.
Also in .attend~nce t.his year was the. Hampshire Fire Brigade
demonstratmg their accident rescue techmques and a Police Patrol
Car
The day culminated in a Disco/Bar-B·Que evening in the Squadron
Club. where Cpl Buggy Williams provided the music.
All in all a rather packed but pleasant day.

-

6 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
Aldershot
PERSONALITIES

oc
2IC
Admin Offr
QM
TCO
Tfc Offr
OCATp
OCBTp
OCCTp

RSM
RQMS
FofS
YofS

Maj M. Mel Ayrton
Capt C. J. Burton
Capt A.Nelson
Capt F. Rogel'$
Capt R. Selley
Capt A. Cudlip
Capt B. Jackson
Lt M. Lithgow
Capt R. Crombie
WOI T. R. Galnford
W02 P. C. Bawden
WOI W.D.Carr
W02 G. F. Devine

THE LANYARD TROPHY
17 July saw a massed start of 186 men on the Squadron Endurance
March over a 40 mile course on the South Downs. The event was
organised by this Squadron and was open to units within I Signal
Group who competed for the Lanyard Trophy. This trophy is so called
because of our distinctive green and gold airborne signals lanyard and
it attracted entries from HQ 1 Sig Gp, 30 Sig Regt, 249 Sig Sqn, and of
course, our own Squadron.
The route follows the well known South Downs Way over many hills
which give a marvellous view of the surrounding countryside-if you
care to lift your head. By the 30 mile point that is more of an effort than
you might suppose. The ground is mainly chalk with tlintstone which.
before long. makes the feet feel every individual stone and every pained
expression tells the story.
Each man carries a 'military load' of 30 lbs plus a weapon but when
food and water are added the load is about 40 lbs plus. The food and
water must be sufficient for a 24 hour period which is the time allotted
for the march, although it can be done in considerably less time. The
individual winner, in a time of9 hours 33 mins, was SgtTemmen of 249
Sig Sqn. The Lanyard Trophy was won by 6 Fd Force HQ and Sig Sqn
whose team was Capt Moray Martin-Rhind, WOI (F of S) Norman
Cowell, Cpl Jock Galbraith and Cpl George Reynolds (RCT). Sgt
Temmen's performance on a very hot day was outstanding and his time
will bed ifficult to beat in future. The 6 Fd Force team had to work very
~ar~ _co beat off the ch.allenge from 249 Sig Sqn who also captured the
1nd1V1dual 3rd place m tire person of Sig Aitken. The competition
should be _even stronger next year to win the already coveted Trophy.
Our outgomg 2IC, Capt Peter Richards, has promised to bring a team
from 13 Sig Regt to try to win the event which he devised and worked so
hard on to bring into being. It was particularly pleasing to see the entry
from HQ 1 Sig Gp containing Col Olds, Maj Strong, WOI (Y of S)
Rayment amongst others. WOI Jim Rayment's smile of achievement as
~e crossed the finis~ing line will be remembered for a long time. He,
hke all others, received a certificate on completion of the march.
T~e Lanyard Trophy co~petition will be open to even more
pamcpants next year so the hills will again be alive with the sound of
marching feet.

EX DISPLAY DETERMINATION
SSgt Alan Bott gets directions from his Italian counterpart

Sqn ACT personnel at the start Cpl Reynolds, Capt Selley and Cpl
Allan

S ig Taylor tries out the Italian Eqpt

SON OPEN DAY
The 'Dairy Princess of the South' Miss Katherine Young presents a
prize to Cpl Blackmore

SSgt Taff Roberts relaxing before the start

found themselves very popular as they had a beautiful location on the
forward edge of the Dolomites.
~fter the cxe~cise the R and R phase saw most people taking in the
dehg~ts of Vemce, though some took to the mountains to enjoy the
bea~uful scenery ~n a w~lking tour. Everyonl' raved about the beauty of
Ve.m.ce and the wme which was cheap and plentiful. T he consensus of
opimon was that Italy was a good place for exercises and they'd like to
do more!·

Lt Paul Taylor at the half way point checking to see if anyone's feet
are worse than his own

THE DOLOMITES AND VENICE
Ex Display Determination took the Squadron abroad in October to
Italy to exercise in the Plain between the Dolomite Mountains and
Venice.
The trip out )Yas by ferry across the Channel and then the vehicles
~nd troops were carried by train through France to Italy. Suffice to say
it was .not the best trip we've ever made and the reasons that were found
~or flymg back were quite amazing. Before the exercise started we lived
man Italian Barracks at Vacile, where we were made most welcome by
the Italian Forces. The exercise itself went very well and the RRB dets

SQUADRON MUSEUM
With the birth of this unit following restructuring in April 1977, it
became evident that the history of our antecedents could become lost
with time. Not only is the Squadron Commander actually writing a
short history of our predecessors but he has e tablished a small
museum of items relating to Airborne Signals. His thanks are sincerely
given to all tho e ex members of !st and 6th Airborne Div Signals and
216 Para Sig Sqn who have donated many treasured items. The
Mu eum will be opened soon and ex members of the unit are most
welcome to call. We are still looking for a bit more material so if you
have anything lurking in attics or cellars that might be of interest,
please end it along. We can promi e it will be looked after and, if
suitable, put on display. Item from 1950-1%5 are particular!) of
interest, especially those th l relate to
prus 1951. Suez anal Zon
1951-54, Suez 1956, Cyprus 1957. Jordan 1958. Kuwait 1%1 and
UNFICYP 1964. The sort of items we are looking for are map , !lags,
personal kit, badges. We have a fairly comprehen ive collecti n of
photographs but any group photographs of 16 Para Bde ig Sqn and
216 Para Sig Sqn between 1948 and 1%1 would be mo t welcome.
81
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LAKELAND TRAIL WEEK END
Midda Thursday aw twenty of u etting out for the Lake District
from Alder hot. After an uneventful train journey up we were met at
Lanca ter Station by the Advance Party who had already prepared the
a~ at Halton Training Camp. After settling in a quick recce of the
Morecambe Pier Disco was made.
A gloomy Friday mornin rrived and with it canoeing. The morning
wa spent learning the ba ic and try~ng to kl' p t~e boat in a ~traight
line. The afternoon was also spent trying to canoe m a straight lme and
m true Army tyle the whole da was nicely finished off with capsize
drill . Howe\·er, spirits were soon revived after a hot meal and the
prospect of a good evening out.
ow being competent canoeists, Saturday saw us playing canoe
football. The idea being lo pass the ball from canoe to canoe and score
on the opposite river bank. The useless piece of wood otherwise known
a a paddle, suddenly realised great potential as a short range weapon,
that is if you didn't capsize when using it. Apart from the obvio'!s
delights of having one's head battered in by another player, certam
people were seen to be getting plenty of practice at capsizing.

RAIN WIND AND MIST
Sunday was here. After a late start due to vehicle problems, we set off
for the Lake District. The 4 tonner pulled into Glenridding at 1100
hours and fifteen minutes later we were tramping our weary way up
Helvellyn. At five hundred feet we entered mist and stayed in it for the
rest of the day. Strid in~ edg proved to be slippery a nd by the end of it
there were a few white faces. 'I he walk was fims hed by a muddy slippery
descent down to the Thirlspot Inn. Several discovered that the backside
was a faster mean of tran port than the legs.

THE FINAL DAY AND THE RIVER TRIP
The party split in two. One group canoeing in the morning a nd the
other in the afternoon. A total of sixteen miles was covered including
rapids and a weir (the height of which has been heard to be
exaggerated). That evemng. with arms ach in g, we all paid our last visit
to the local 'centres of entertainment" before returning to the unit on
Tuesday.

EXERCISES IN BERLIN?
. Yes. we.do have them occasionally. For example 0
th T
safely behtnd us, we spent a few days in the wood' nee e .attoo was
Sweep . . Th is was a Squadron military trainin
~n ~xerc1s.e 'Clean
brush away S?me of the cobwebs. On the ' trainfd k'-1fc1~
designed to
1
the able assista nce to two member~ of one 01.
erB r <?nt,_ we had
. 1· . 2 R A 1.
our er1m infan try
ng 1an. to
·
haIt a mns.
.
·
. teach patro llin g an d am b ush d rilh
··
I nstruc t ion m weap?n handling, map reading a nd fir t ·d
the progra mme, while CaptJack Boyle had a good ti s a~ . was also on
a thorough
dose of CS gas (except himse:I:f of mee ~1v1ln)gweveryone
I
.
•
ou1se
e were
. db
sus t ame Y some exce lent cookmg from our own amateur chefs W02
(YofS) Pete Hoc~a~, Sgt Chris M~ney and Sgt Paddy Bartlett. 'At the
end of the exercise, JUSt two questions rem ai ned- h
o recom~endSed
the film ' Ruby'
• beto us (YUKI)?
· · And did the unk 1"ndw person
usmg gt
J OC:k Rennl.es . er can as an ashtray realise that he h d '
finished drmkmg from it at the time?
a n t actually

!

THE SPORTING SCENE
On t.h e s~rts scene, we took part in the Berlin Cross-Count
Champ1?!1Sh1ps . and achieved runners-up in the Minor Uni~
f°P,";pe~1t;n. This en.titled. us to travel to Verden in high spirits for the
iv C~~mp1onsh1ps, but once again we could only mana e
m
~l'~Rs~t pos_1t1on .. Although this was enough to qualify us for t~e
M"
U .ampionsh1ps, we were rather outclassed by some excellent
mor m.t teams and ended up in sixth position . The football team
~~ hatr.1xed fortunes: w_e have played reasonably well in the Berlin
1 ~ fr
mts League, wmnmg two games so far but we made a quick
~om t.he Army Cup. Sadly , we have also lost interest in the 2 Armd
1v up since we were beaten 4·0 by our good friends from S Fd F
Q a nd Sig S · h
·
orce
H
match d" 2qn2 mftt e quai:er final at the second attempt, the first
'
en mg - a er extra time. Our hockey team . . . .
· · .. who knows?

g'.'

AUTUMN CANTER

N?. not the local Saddle Club outing but a form of tort
r
Berhn known as the Allied CPX Held at the end of Nure pecbu iar to
·
II d fi
·
ovem er the
exerc1~e ca e or ~s to produce a complicated system of tele hones
and .simulated radio nets between various parts of th
Stadium; well over 100 cable pairs were eventuall re · de· ympic
1
the inevitable last minute changes 'Oh , didn't yoJ
told you that .last week / month /year'. No wonder this bi-annual e~e ·
so popular with our telemech LCpl 'Bhudda' S--" d
d
nfit is
rmemen Ied b y sgt J ock Rennie.
'
UllUOr an our our
(Sig Tony Squirrel avoided it all b
bemg sentenced t? 28 days post. orderly-oh well , win some, los~
1 However, 1t all went off without a hitch so our 'h · · •
some.).
.b
·
·
ames can
re t urn to h 1 ernahon m the knowledge of a job well done.

o) ·
kn~~~el th~~l~~ ~~
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SQOADRONPERSONALITIES
QC - Maj P. B. Webster
2IC - Capt R. H . Mardo
OC Radio Tp - Capt J. Boyle
2IC Radio Tp - 2Lt G. J. T. Rafferty
OC M Q & L Tp - Capt (TOT) J. A. Phillips
OC Commcen Tp - W02 (YofS) P. J. Hockram
SSM - W02 S. B. Elliott
RQMS - W02 B. W. Connor
Fof S • SSgt D. Coles
Chief Clerk - Sgt K. W. Bowes

THE BERLIN TATTOO
.. . Life in Berlin is never dull , but during the month of October every
alternate year it becomes positively frantic. The reason? The Berlin
Tattoo, the largest British military display mounted outside the UK.
On a similar scale to the Royal Tournament and under the direction of
the same producer, Maj Michael Parli:er MBE, it is always a
spectacular show and this year's was no exceftion. Two performances
daily over a period of a week allow as many o t he Berliners as possible
to enjoy the spectacle, and this year the final performance was attended
by the President of the German Federal Republic, Herr Karl Carstens.

OUR PART
Like all other Berlin units , we were of course deeply involved. M Q &
L Troop was responsible for sound, communication installations and
overall technical control. Radio Troop's main task was to operate the
32 spotlights; this involved the entire troop being positioned around the
lighting balcony at the very top of the Deutschlandhalle; there was even
a lighting gantry uspended from the roof above rhe centre of the arena
where a few of the braver members of the troop were positioned; talk
about a birds eye view! Cpl Bob Grant was in charge of the lighting
party, and it is to their great credit that after only two complete
rehearsals, the complicated lighting plot was impeccably carried out for
all 12 performances - at least, thats what we're telling everybody
because we can't be proved wrong! Sgt Taff Murphy put his BFBS
experience to good use and drove the sound control desk; the only
trouble is that he now wants to install a 20-channel mixer in his living
room! Down in the dungeons, SSgt (FofS) Dave Coles and the lads of M
Q & L Troop manned the Tech Control 24 hours a day; rumour has it
that Sig Taff Thomas liked it so much that he didn't want to leave when
the show was over. Everyone looked very smart in their white overalls
provided specially for the occasion -well, if the Grenadier Guards can
dress up, why shouldn't we?

DRIVING COMPETITION
.While our lin emen were ~ove ring the Headquarters in cable, our
drivers . ':"ere b~sy preparmg for the Berlin Military Driving
ompet1hon. This was run by our friendly neighbourhood RCT
Sq~adron, an~ wa~ essentially a test of safe and skilful drivin
no
racing or rallying mvolved. After much practising, the teams K;.;11
chosen t? represent the Squadron were Cpl Don Capron and Sig Har y
Roberts ma 4-tonner, and LCpl ~at McCreadle and Sig Dave Barker ~
~Land Rover. We started magmficently-scrutineering, fault finding
. 1rst a~d and cross-cou~try phases were all negotiated with ease by ou;
mtr~p1d. quartet. Alas, JUSt as we were getting excited at the propsoect
o.t hnd m~ Ives among th e pri zes, disaster-the Land Rover went
e1ghtee,n mches too far at a halt sign and was disqualified. And we
coul~n t argue'. because t.he RCT had it cunningly recorded on video
tape, serve us n~ht for t~ymg to take them on at their own game! Guess
who won the Mmor Umts Trophy? Never mind we'll take it off them
next year.
'

FAREWELL VISIT OF CSO BAOR
During the build up to the Tattoo, Maj Gen P.A. C. Baldwin, CSO
BAOR, paid his farewell visit to the Squadron. After meeting the (very
few) people not involved in the Tattoo, the General was escorted to the
Deutschlandhalle to see a rehearsal in progress. He had to climb over
piles of equipment and bodies as everyone frantically attempted to
produce order out of chaos. Fortunately he stayed in Berlin long
enough to see a performance, so we could at least convince him that 'it
was all right on the night'. To commemorate his visit, CSO BAOR was
presented with a watercolour engraving on behalf of all ranks of the
Squadron by the OC, Maj Peter Webster.

OC
Maj Mike Martin
llC
Capt Ian Grant
TOT
Capt Cliff Webb
Tfc Officer Capt Terry Lightfoot
OC Fd Tp Lt Jane Sugden
~SM
W02 Jim Allen
QMS
W02 Jim Humphreys
FoS
WO John Mcllree
FoS Greco W02 Brian Carter
229 at the Tattoo
the background
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'N_e ~on't ~now

what the joke is but CSO BAOR, the OC and Sgt
D1ck1e Davis all seem to be enjoying it. Even SSgt Paddy Lavery
managed to smile!
THE WIRE , JANUARY 1900

A HAPPY COUPLE
Between c~arg~g around on the sports field, Sig Danny O'Brien
managed to tmd time .to marry Lynn Bonner on 3 November in the Holy
Ghost Ro~an Cathohc Church, Berlin. Radio Troop pulled out all the
stops to ~we the happy couple a day to remember: Welcome Lynn to
the 229 Sig Sqn fold. we hope you like wash ing sports kit!
COMINGS AND GOINGS
· We extend a warm welcome to Berlin to Sgt Keith Bowes LCpl
Sha.on ~~tten and Sig 'Yilly Young. Depar.tures. to whom we s;y ' Bon
Vo)age , m~lude Sgts B.rllln Cantwell, Dickie Davis. Ste,·e Hemmings,
~arry ,Memck and Phil Toye; Cpls Mick Brady, Kenny Mace and
Stevo ~tevenson; LCpls Pao! Ale~ander and Mick Marsh and Sig
Steve Gilyeat. In 3, out 11 ; this can t go on much longer-can it?
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NEWLINE UP
Since our last appearance, many names have changed and we now
are:

Ou~ linemen, technicians and (instant expert) lighting operators in
the;~ smart Tattoo overalls. Note the mock-u p of Holyrood Palace in

1 Armd Div Cross-country
Cpl Wally Westrop collects the Minor Units runners-up shield from the
CRA, Brig D. J. Atkinson MBE

GoWe say farewell and thanks for all their hard work to Maj Benny
W odman ~nd his wife and family , Capt Andy Bowering and W02 Jim
Ulock, wife Josie and family .
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DHEKELIA DASH
. On Saturday 17 No_vember at precisely 0903hrs, the runners on the
fll'st leg ~f the Dhekelta.Dash set off. This is an annual even t (penance
for the _s~s of th~ previous year?). The road from Ayios ikolaos to
Dhekelta IS 15 miles long, the route is split into 15 stages, and each
team produces JS runners-one for each leg (is that quite clear?) 40
teams "'.ere_ entered ~or the race , and the Squadron team did very well
by commg m 4th, with the last leg being ·aJiantly run by LCpl 'Taff'
(H's my 20th birthday today) Carter. The final team line-up was· Maj
Martin, W02 Allen, Sgt Green, Sgt Paul, Sgt Whitbread; Sgt
Lumgair, Sgt Graley, Sgt Donnelly, Cpl Peck, Cpl Hutchins Cpl
Young! Cpl N.iblock, ~Cpl Lobb, LCpl Carter, Sig Robertson.
'
Radio Section of Field Troop provided communication along the
r?~te of the race and Line Section looked after the needs of BFBS by
g1vmg them telephones, back-up telephones. and stand-by-back-up
te.lephones. Systems Troop used their PA kit to spread the word far and
wide-whether we wanted to hear it or not.
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PRESENTATION-WITII A DIFFERENCE
On Thursday 8 ovember, Lt Col David Mullineaux, CR Signals
vi ited the Squadron and was invited to present Sgt 'Paddy' Kelly with
his LS • GC-nothing unusual about that. However, the Squadron
has. at last, realised the true value of the 'little lady', who work~ so hard
in the background and rarely gets any of the glory. So a special LS &
GC medal was 'minted' for Mn Anne Kelly,-an even bigger and
better one than her husband'st-and duly presented at the same
ceremony. One up for the ladies of 2621

Left to Right:
Maj M. Martin
Squadron Commander

Mrs Anne Kelly
The Little Lady

Sgt Paddy Kelly
He Got his First

A BIRDS EYE VIEW
(or thoughts from the new OC 'Hairy Fairy' Troop).
.
On Friday 19 October, 2Lt (now Lt-promotion 1s good around
here!) Jane Sugden arrived in 262 Sig Sqn; she hasn't cracked up under
the strain of hard work (!}, sun, and brandy sours (yet) and has
managed to jot down her first impressions of Squadron life in Cyprus:
'Having been met by LCpl bn Grant, introduced to the 2IC, W02 Jim
Allen and been terrified by the SSM, SSgt Mardn Davis, I was ready to
head for the next 'plane out even before the OC (I'm not sure if I've met
the real Maj Mike Martin yet) informed me I'd just arrived in time for
the start of new confrontations! Anyway, I'm still here and they've
stopped playing practical jokes on me (for the time being) and I'm now
settlmg down to a busy life in a very happy Squadron.
In my first week here, my Troop Staff Sergeant, SSgt Mike
Schnable, did an excellent job of showing me around the Garrison and
introducing me to 'lots' of people saying, with a broad grin on his face
'Have you met my new boss?'. I think he quite enjoyed himself, but
couldn't stand more than a week of it ~nd disappeared off to Ul<; on an
All Arms Drill Course (or at least thats what he told me!?) leavmg me
well and truly in the hot seat. Field Troop is 23 strong and falls
(frequently!) into three ections. _Line Secti~n, a_Jways v_ery busy,
keeping the telephones and cables m the Garrison m workmg order,
under the expert guidance of SSgt Mick Turner. Couple of weeks ago, I
ran an HF deployment exercise for Radio Section, the second section
and-surprise, surprise-we communicated, very successfully tool
Incidentally, there's no truth in the rumour that the section had to have
vanity mirrors fitted in. their Land Rovers before going out on exercise,
and last but by no means least, MT Section which 'ticks over' quite
happily, and bas started to 'tick' even faster since Sgt Dave Sparkes
returned from his MT Sgts course at Leconfield.
Being the only WRAC officer in the Garrison means that I am also
OC WRAC Dbekelia. There are 15 girls in the Comcen and another 9
girls employed elsewhere in the Garrison. Somebody somewhere has
decided I'm not going to have a chance to get bored!
Well, I've got a Jot to look forward to-cable jointing, lots more
radio exercises, clirn bing telegrafh poles, and, who knows, Sgt Sparkes
might even let me get near one o his vehicles! If life continues as it is at
present, I'm assured of a fantastic 2i years in Cyprus-mind you, I'll
probably be grey at the end! '

The Old and The New
The present Baldy Beacon Hut. The canvas is to stop as many leaks as
The new 'Palace'. A breeze block and cement hut, with one Sapper
possible. The roof was badly damaged during Hurricane Greta in
'working'
September 78
AN OPEN INVITATION
The lonely days are brightened by the occasional visit of the
B~igadier or other Officers and assorted members of the Troop who all
think they need a rest from the aggravations of Airport Camp.
One of the great delights is getting a trip down the mountain to
Holdfast Camp which is about 40 miles away; during these trips it has
been reported that women have been sighted. The trip is done strictly
on a rota basis, of course, or whoever lost at cards last night. So, you
lucky people, if you are ever in Belize and at a loose end, volunteers are
always welcome to this mountain paradise in the sun ...

Association News

- - News from Troops -

~
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BALDY BEACON
Baldy Beacon , being the second highest hill in Belize, 3063 feet
above sea level , is an excellent site for a Rebroadcast Station .
Unfortunately, it is also one of the more remote parts of the country
being at least 30 miles from the nearest village (and 20 miles from the
nearest bar!). The accommodation, at the moment, is primitive to say
the least but the Engineers are slowly putting a brick building into
shape for the resident detachment consisting of 3 Operators. The
current detachment commander is LCpl Dave Willis who is ably
assisted by Slg Dave Thomas and Sig Chels Lovett. These 3 provide a
three-way RRB for the Force VHF Command Net and a double RRB
for the Force Air Management Net, both on a 24-hour basis. They also
provide rubbish burning facilities for the nearby range areal It is, most
certainly, the linchpin for most of the tactical communications in
Belize.

Just to keep you up to date here are the main personalities that try to
keep the whole thing together. From left to right: SSgt Billy Snee
(Troop SSgt), Capt Ian Strong (QC), W02 Tony Lowry (FOS) and
W02 Rod Wood (VOS)
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IN THE CLOUDS BUT WELL FED
They are lucky in one respect which is that they are probably the best
fed men in Belize. They cook all their own food, Yorkshire Puddings
being a speciality with Belizean Hash coming a close second. Baldy
spends most of _its time above the clouds or in amongst them, but on a
clear day you wtll be able to see Belmopan , the capital, and sometimes
even get a glimpse of Belize City and Airport Camp. That's when the
remorse sets in!
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NEWARK BRANCH
The 21st Anniversary Dinner and Dance of the Newark Branch was
held at the Ram Hotel , Newark on the 27 October. This happy affair
was attended by 99 members, family and friends including Col Leslie
Wright and Lt Col Ron Murray. Dave Greenbrook was unfortunately
stricken with illness and unable to attend. 12 Founder members were
present among them ex RSM Frank Stockdale, who travelled with his
wife from Sheffield.
A feature of the dinner was a marvellous birthday cake iced with
great skill in Royal Signals colours. Branch member Hugh Clarke
pre.sented a hand painted insignia of the Royal Signals to t~e branch.
This was 3 feet high by 2'6" and is now a proud possession of the
Newark Branch. Fred Dixon, Branch Chairmain proposed the toast to
'lnc R?yal Signals A ociation and Lt <;ot Ro!1 Mt~rra~· repli~d._
In lour yea rs time. on the occasion ol their silver JUb1lee. the
'Newarkers' intend to better this effort. it will take some doing, but we
will do it!

THE WIRE, JANUARY 1980

Lefi to right: Jim Dixon, Secretary; Bill Coyne, Tr~asurer; Ro_n
Murray, General Secretary; Fred Dixon, Branch Chairman; Leshe
Wright, R Signals Association Vice Chairman; Hugh Clarke,
Toastmaster
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SHREWSBURY BRANCH
Regular readers to The Wire will recall th at earlier th is year we
reported that 1979 was the 21 t Anniversary of the formation of the
Branch and , that of the original SO 'Founder Members'. only six are
iill active. Since 1958 many serving and ex-members of the Corps have
come and gone but thanks to our stalwart Secretary, Jim Goggln, the
Branch t ill urvives with about the same number (50) on paper as we
began with-although to be truthful all are not active .
Nevertheless we were determined to mar k our 21st Birthday and so
on the nearest date we could get to the real Anniversary in October we
organised a Buffet/ Dance at Territorial House, Shrewsbury (by kind
permission of 95 (Shropshire Yeoman ry) Sig Sqn (V) to which approx
80 members and their guests attended. In the event, it t urned out to be
one of the best parties we have ever held , our only regret being it

signalled the retirement of Maj {Nick) Carter as President of th e
Shrewsbury Branch - a position he has held for the last 8 years .
Maj (TOT) John Wall, 35 Sig Regt (V) has been elected to take over
as President from Maj Carter and he took the opportunity of thanking
Maj Carter for his past service and the unstinting support he and his
wife Louise had given since they had been living in Shrewsbury. The
Branch will not be the same without them, and to remind them of their
days in Shrewsbury the Committee presented Nick and Louise with a
Black and White metal engraving of Shrewsbury , drawn by local artist ,
and one of our Founder Members, Sid Leach.
Our next major function will be the Annu al Grand National Draw in
March-tickets for which are circulated th roughout the Corp s and
Bran ches. We are grateful for your support, we hope to raise even more
money this year.

MIXED D OUBLES
Champions

\\'.01 Stan Ha~greaves and Mrs Pat Wyatt of 1 Armd
Div HQ and Sig Regt and Bla ndford Camp

Runners Up

LCpl Tom Pollard an d Pte Linda Fatkin of 4 Armd Div
HQ and Sig Regt and 242 Sig Sqn

VhvrERAN'S DOUBLES
Champions
Runners Up

W.Ot Stan Ha~greaves and Sgt Dick Ellis of I Armd
Div HQ and Sig Regt and School of Signals
Lt Col Terry Can tie and W02 Keith Zoing both of 37
Sig Regt ( V )

SINGLES PLATE
Winner
WOI Stan Hargreaves of I Armd Div HQ and Sig l{egt
Run ner Up
Cpl Larry Tulett of 30 Sig Regt
T he trophies were presented by Mrs Joan Sammes wife of Lt Col
Tony Sam~es ~resident o~ ~o rps Badminton. Joan received a trophy
herself by wmnmg the Lad ies Doubles with Mrs Pat Wyatt.
The organisers of t he Tournament are grateful to the Commanding
Officers of all units who gave entrants time off to compete. Without
their co-operation there would have been no Tournament. Next year it
t pla nned to held the Tournament again in October and it is hoped it
will be as we_ll supported as this year.

The Retiring President Maj Nick Carter and his w ife Louise admire t he
Black and White Engraving presented by the Committee to mark Maj
Carter's retirement

Competitors in the Unit Doubles Final (left to right) Sig Ralph
Johnson 28 Sig Regt, LCpl Tom Pollard and Sig Jim Moore of 4 Div
HQ and Sig Regt (Winners ) and W01 Peter Mclaughlin 28 Sig Regt

Four Committee Members (and Founder Members of the Branch)
pose for the Camera with the retiring President
Left to Right: Mr Sid Leach (The Artist responisble for the Blackard
W hite Engraving), Maj John W all (N ew President), M aj Nick Carter
(Retiring Present ), Mr J im Goggin (Secret ary), Mr Brian Harrington

SportANNUALCORPSBADMINTONTOURNAMENT 1979
The Eighth Annual Corps Badminton Tournament took place in
Blandford Camp from 2 to::> October 1979. It was a great success with
participants coming from BAOR, Northern Ireland, Scotland,
Catterick , Bristol and Blandford Camp . It proved to be the best
supP?rted Tourna~e!lt for a number. of years with 78 players taking
part m the 8 competitions. 20 were ladies. 147 matches were played in 3
days providing a feast of badminton for players and spectators alike
and a number of headaches for the organisers.
This Tournament was noted for the high quality of the
sportsmanship, the good standard of badminton and the very
competitive matches provided. BAOR based players won all the major
men's trophies and provided the two men in the Mixed Doubles Final.
The ladies of Blandford Camp strongly supported the ladies and mixed
doubles tournaments providing 17 out of the 20 entries.
The results of the competitions were:

Champions

LCpl Tom Po Oard an d Sig Jim Moore
Both of 4 Armd D iv HQ and Sig Regt

Runners Up

WOI Stan Hargreaves and Sgt Dick Ellis
of 1 Armd Div HQ an d Sig Regt and School of Signa ls

SlgJlm Moore
Sgt Dick Ellis

4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
School of Signals

Win ners

4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt represented by
LCpl Tom Pollard and Sig Jlm Moore

Runners Up

28 Sig Regt represented by
WOl Peter McLaughlin and Sig Ralph Johnson

LADIES' DOUBLES
Champions

Mrs Joan Sammes and Mrs Pat Wyatt of Bla ndford
Ca mp

Runners Up

Mrs Viv Ellis an d Mrs Margaret Hatcbard of
Blandford Camp

LADIES' SINGLES
Champion
Runner Up
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Miss Janet Hlnchcllffe
Mn Pat Wyatt

Blandford Camp
Blandford Camp

LCpl Tom Pollard (1) and Sig Jim Moore seen here with the trophies
they won . Jim was the Singles Champion and he and Tom won the
Unit Doubles Championship for 4 Div HQ and Sig Regt and the Open
Doubles Championship

MEN'S UNIT DOUBLES

MEN'S SINGLES
Champion
Runner Up

Finalists in the Ladies Doubles Competition (left to right) Mrs.
Margaret Hatchard and Mrs Viv Ellis (Runnders Up) and Mrs. Pat
Wyatt and Mrs. Joan Sammes (Winners)

MEN' S OPEN DOU BLES
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Sig Jim Moore (right) and Sgt Dick Ellis (left) Corps Singles Champion
and Runner Up
THE WIRE. JANUARY 1900

Mrs Joan Sammes presents a trophy to Sgt Dick Ellis for winning
Veterans Doubles Competition. His partner W01 Stan Hargreaves
looks on
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RN SHOW THEWAY
Thursday and a tr ~ p to HMS Ne_lso n in Portsmouth to play the Royal
Na vy. The Navy with the exception of one player had t heir full in terservices squad out. Even ~ efore the game started it was evident by the
Navy s.quads ~arm up drills that th ey were strong in all departments.
The Signals side played as if they were si ill onloo kers on the court
w.hilst t~e Navy pow~red to a 20- 4 lead and onwards to 3S-8 by th e
ninth. m1!1ute. The Signals team were looking a little bit dejected but a
substitution. and a change of defe!1se got them going and they fought
back l? tra~I by 32-:--43 at ~alf tu!1e· The Signals had been given a
lesson m domg the simple thing qmckly in the first half. but were not
goi ng to get caught again and with a lot of determination almost
matched the Navy first five with a second half of 3S-29. The most
encouraging thing about the game was the determination with which
the tea m fought back , which combined with the lessons we had learned
in basic basketball the 78-61 final score against such a strong squad
was a fair result!

CORPS BASKETBALL
UK TOUR 16-25NOVEMBER1979

EXPERIENCE AND SKil..L DEMONSTRATED
Friday and we are. to hoS! the Munster Cardinals touring side at
Bla ndford . The Cardinals being from Munster in Germany and made
up of both .British and .American Servicemen. A very good side with
great experii:nce and skill who demonstrated their quality from the tip
off. B<?t~ sides played. well throughout the match providing an
entertaining demonstration of basketball skills. The Signals making
some fine plays and scoring well throughout with Fred Tedby and
George ~tubblngs featuri!Jg. predominant~y but the finishing power of
the Cardinals was the deC1ding factor , their playmaking a joy to watch
their shooting accuracy punishing, they ran out deserving winners with
a scoreline of Cardinals 104 Signals 73.
THE TEAM
Sftting Left to Right: Sgt Mick Palmer-10 Sig Regt, Sgt Matty
Standing Left to Right: Capt (TOT) Terry Everett-School of Signals
Matthews-AA Coll Harrogate, LCpl Gary Gillings-21 Sig Regt, Cpl
(Secretary), Sgt Bob Mahoney-30 Sig Regt, Sgt Jeff Evans-21 Sig
Les Robinson -21 Sig Regt, Sig Jimmy Peat-39 Inf Bde HO & Sig
Regt,Cpl Fred Tedby-21 Sig Regt (Captain}, SSgt Geoff Back- 7
Sqn, Cpl Stewart Price - 8 Inf Bde HO & Sig Sqn, LCpl Andy
Sig Regt, W02 (FofS) George Stubbings-HO HAC,SSgt Doug
Laidlaw- 28 Sig Regt
Poultney-21 Sig Regt (Coach)

ASSEMBLY AT BLANDFORD
The Squad of 12 players and the Corps coach, SSgt Doug Poultney
duly assembled at Blandford and, after a brief welcoming talk first
thing on Saturday morning by Capt Terry Everett immediately got
down to training, this followed by practice scrimmages and more skills
and tactics throughout the day-it being essential for those who had
come considerable distances to be on the tour to work-off the stiffness
and apathy of travel, seven came from BAOR and two from NI. It was
necessary to mould a team quickly as the first two matches of the tour
were to be on the next day , Sunday the 18th, this task was achieved very
quickly compared with previous tours as it soon became evident that we
had assembled what was perhaps the best in-depth side we have had for
some years.
GOOD START
1030 Sunday morning and the first representative match , and test for
the squad, was against 'The Weatherbury Basketball Club' from
Weymouth. A useful and experienced civilian club who play in both the
South Dorset and Exeter Leagues. They had beaten the Corps side last
year and we were looking for a win to redress the books. The game
started evenly over the first five and six minufes then Signals began to
get it together and forged ahead to a 24 to 12 lead by the 12 minute
point but Weatherbury fought back and with the help of some
defensive errors by Signals had reduced the deficit to 30-26 in the
favour of Signals by the half. Fred Tedby scoring 16 of the 30 points
ably supported by all the other on court players. In the second half
Weatherbury came out and scored three quick baskets to go into the
lead. Signals reply was effective and after three quick baskets from
Fred Tedby to regain the lead and emphasise his importance, the
opposition concentrated more defence on him allowing Bob Mahoney,
Lea Roblmon and Matty Matthews to capitalise on the extra space
provided to forge ahead to a scoreline of S6-42 for Signals by the IS
minute point. The Signals had by this time had IO team fouls and
Weatherbury intelJigently played for fouls in an attempt to close the
gap with free shots, as the game clock is stopped while free throws are
b~mg taken. It nearly worked too with the last five minutes being spent
with Weatherbury taking free throws, luckily they missed a few and
Signals ran out winners 58 to SI having learned a tactical lesson, albeit
slowly, from the opposition.
The second game was a friendly in the afternoon of Sunday against
the Blandford Garrison side-the object here being to give those
members of the Corps squad who had little or no on court/lay in the
morning a competitive match. The finishing power an defensive
sharpness of the Corps players proving too much for the Garrison side.
The Corps, however, did not have it all their own way but ran out easy
winners at SS-38.
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Coaching again the next day followed by a match in the evening, this
setting the pattern for the week. Mondays fixture was against the RCT,
another friendly game. The signals team, playing against. a
comparatively weak RCT side, took a long time to settle, the scoreltne
after six minutes being 17-9 for Signals. Then plays started to work
and our hard aggressive defending created many scoring break~ with
which the Signals cruised to a 3S to 11 lead and on to a scoreltne of
49-19 at the half. This handsome lead enabled the whole squad to run
through during the second half with a final scoreline of 103 points to SO
showing the depth of talent in this years Corps side. The only detractor
from this game being the large number of fouls (3S) committed by the
Signals side even though they had such a clear domination of the game.
Tuesday and a short journey to the Ferndown sports centre to play
the 'Ferndown Basketball Club' . This side gave the Corps a very good
match two years ago when Signals won in the end by a narrow margin.
The team was by no means as strong this time having lost some of its key
players and being in the process of rebuilding. The Corps shot away to
a 22~4 lead in the first 10 minutes at which point Doug Poultney
decided to condition the Signals plays to get the most benefit possible
for the Signals squad from the match. This allowed Ferndown back
into the match and at the half the scoreline was at Si~nals 34 Fem down
20, durin~ the second half Signals maintained their dominance even
with the limitations imposed by the coach and ran out winners by 60
points to 36.
CONVINCING WIN
Wednesday and back at Blandford as hosts to the Aldershot Services
side, captained by SI Chris Bunnett. The Royal Signals first real test of
the Tour with the Aldershot side containing two Army Senior players
and four Army Juniors. A score straight from the tip off looked a good
omen and some good basketball from both sides took the score line to
the 16-16 after 10 minutes. The Signals side were guilty of some loose
defensive play caused by the driving and shooting of Chris Bunnett,
which gave the Aldershot side a lead 28-23, they then tightened up
and applied some pressure and with Fred Tedby having a hot period
the score was pulled back to 34-30 to the Signals. A silly defensive
error caused a free throw situation which closed the score to 34-32 to
Signals at halftime . Knowing the Signals weakness in getting going in
the second half, they were given a bit of a roasting in the changing room
at half time by the Coach, which worked! The Signals team stormed
into the second half to lead 48-38 in under six minutes, this being due
to some fine inside work by George Stubblngs and Bob Mahoney. The
Aldershot side never recovered, with only two consistent shooters and
no height advantage they could not match the fitness and height of the
Signals squad. The final Result being a convincing win for the Signals
78-S8.
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CHALLENGING TRIANGULAR FIXTURES
To the final day and Fox Gymnasium in Aldershot for a triangular
tournament between ourselves the APTC and REME. The first match
at 1230 hours being R Signals versus APTC, to be followed by R Sigrials
versus REME at 1430 and then the final match APTC versus REME at
1630.
With the APTC match being of friendly status this y~ar and the big
one versus R~ME to follow immediately afterwards the Signals side
started tentatively and allowed the APTC to go steadily away to a
41 - 26 lead at half time as if saving themselves for the second match.
They woke up a little in the second half coming much nearer to
matching the performance of the APTC but whether this was greater
effort by Signals or a holding exercise by APTC is open to discussion.
In no way should this poor display by Signals detract from the APTC
sides performance, they are a very experienced and talented side with

people such as Humiston, Bunnett, Baldwln and McCraken on their

b~nch , and th ey ran out worthy winners with a scoreline of APTC 70

Signals SO.

NAIL BITER
Ultimately we arriv.e_at the final match of the tour which, as usual , is
v~sus REME. The Signals got off to a great start and after eight
mmut.es were 17-S ahead of REME and going well holdin~ the
scor~lme to 24-14 in the 14th minute when George Stubblngs picked
up h1~ 4th fol!!. S~veral substitutions, including George, were made on
the Signals side m the remaining six minutes of the half and th~e
changes to Sig~als organisati~n and rhythm allowed the REME to edge
back to a half time score of Signals 36 REME 34 . At three minutes into
the second half REME got their noses in front for the first time at 40 to
38 and until the .14th minute the two sides were playing basket for
basket to a scoreline of S8-S6 then the REME managed a little burst
and stretched to 68-60 in the 18th minute, Signals fought back but
were beaten by the clock going down Signals 68 REME 70.
In t~e third game of the triangular the APTC beat the REME by
approximately IO points a lead they achieved quite early in the game
and ~hen pr~ded to demonstrate to Signals how to hang on to a
cushion of 10 points for the remainder of the contest. They were worthy
winners of the triangular tournament.
LESSONS
The leading scorers already mentioned above do not make a team by
themselves. Cohesive determined defence, dummy running screening
and playmaking in offence are all intergral parts or' the team
performance and all of the players in the Corps squad made their
contribution throughout the week. Another tour over and hopefully
some important lessons learned. Nine games played five won, three of
the five Representative matches and two of the four friendlies. We look
forward to even greater success next year.
Summ8J'y of Results
vs Weatherbury
vs Blandford Garrison
vsRCT
vs Ferndown
vs Aldershot Services
vs Royal Navy
vs Munster Cardinals
vsAPTC
vsREME

Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Lost
Lost
Lost
Lost

S8
SS
103
60
78
61
73

so

68

SI
38

so
36

58
78
104
70
70

Representative
Friendly
Friendly
Representative
Representative
Representative
Friendly
Friendly
Representative

RUGBY
R SIGNALS V RCT WED 31OCT79
Game played at Leyburn Stadium, Catterick Garrison, Kick off
1430. Referee W02J McGrory RAMC ofQEMH Woolwich.
Team
Full back
LW!ng
OCentre
I Centre
RWing
OHalf
SHaH
Props
Hooker
Locks
No8
Flankers

Reserves

Lt A Forster
Cpl Glasby
SigHGlean
Cpl Lytollis
Cpl Collins
Sgt R Randall
Lt K Pritchard (Capt)
SSgt T Johnson (Pack leader)
Sig Fallon
Cpl Elkan
Sgt Birch
Cpl Kessell
Sgt Mahoney
Cpl Preston
Cpl Ward
Sig Mann
Sig Arklaw
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The game started slowly with both teams appearing well matched.
Two dangerous breaks by the RCT backs were barely contained by
Signals but in the 22nd minute a run by the backs was taken over by the
forwards backing up well. Johnson and Kessell handled and Birch went
over, Prltch8J'd convened (6-0). Six minutes later the full back Forster
ran into the line on the right passed left, took a return and put Collins
over on the right win~ . Pritchard converted from well out (12-0). In the
4Sth minute Birch injured a knee while charging down a kick out of the
RCT defence and was substituted by Sig Mann. At the break the
Signals went in looking well on top. In the second half Signals got a lot
of good ball from the loose and tight and more or less ran the ball at
will through what had become a very shaky defence. Tries came from
Collins, Forster, Pritchard, Elkan, Lytollls (3) and Glean. Four of these
were converted by Pritchard and Royal Signals ran out winners by S2-0.
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ROYAL SIGNALS (BAOR)
TENPIN BOWLING CHAMPIONSHIPS 1979
This complex event was 'driven' by W02 (SSM) Bill Wilson of 16 Sig
Regt . aturally , he. was as 1sted ~y h is wife and several v<?lunteers
whose help in collatmg and rc:~rdmg scores and so on was Vltal. T he
.
official report and results of this important event follow .
Over the weekend of 15- 16 September the second_Royal Signals
(BAOR) Tenpin Bowling Championships were held m the Krefeld
Bowling Centre. One hundred and fifty bowlers from most of the ~orps
units ~ithin HAOR came together to co~plete for the 63 t~oph1es on
display. This year. thanks to the generosity of the Corps units and the
owner of the Krefeld Bowling Centre, there·were perpetual trophies for
each of the four main events in the championships . These should
provide the necessary incentive for the championship to beco me an
annual event.
..
ilowling started at 0900 on Saturday with the singles compet1tmn and
progressed through the doubles to the 5-man !earn c:vent-all of these
were handicap events. After some 1600 games_mcludmg a great d~I of
very fine bowling the winners and placemen ol thes~ three competitions
were decided. The top twenty bowlers, based on pmfall over the three
events qualified for the final event-the Ma~ers Trophy.
.
All handicaps were put aside and the quahfiers were competmg fro!ll
scratch . After sL't games the 20 qualifiers were eventually reduced to six
bowlers to compete in the grand final to find the 1979 Mas~er. Each of
the six finalists played each other once on a match play basis, and_after
some very exciting games, during which the lea~ changed several times ,
WOI Dave Nuttall or 2 Armd Div HQ & 1g Regt emerged a very
worthy winner with Cpl Allan Bullock of 13 Sig Regt in second place
and Cpl Barny Stephens of 21 Sig Regt th_ird.
.
Concurrent with the above Royal Signals events sections of the
Scotch Doubles Tournament were played which was organised to allow
wives and families of Corp s men to compete during a \'ery enjoyable
and worthwhile weekend.
The presentations were made by the Chief Signal Officer BAOR Maj
Gen Peter Baldwin who, accompanied by Mrs Baldwin, sat very
patiently through the final three hours of the championships.
The final results were as follows :Maslen
Winner
Runner-Up
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth

Doubles
21 Sig Regt

1593 Pins

16 Sig Regt

1587 Pins

28 Sig Rcgt

1575 Pins

3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt

1562 Pins

3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Reg1
13 Si\f-egl
7 Sig egt

2861 Pins
2803 Pins
2793 Pins

Cpl N. Collins

3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt

WOJ D. Nuttall

2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt

Ser 243 Pins
Hep 290 Pins
Hep 688 Pins
Ser 572 Pins

Cpl G . Crossfield
Sig G . Harker
Run ners-Up
R. Privett
Cp M . Thomas
Sgt D. Arundel
Third
Cpl D. Campbell
Sig P. Davis
Fourth
Sig J. Ingram
Winners

ssri

5 Man Team
Taylor Mades
Winners
Runners-Up Saints & Sinners
Eyefuls 'B'
Third
lndlvldUA! Awards
High Game
High Series

Scotch Doubles Mens
Sgt C. Martin
CplJ . Bull
Runners-Up W02W. Wilson
Sgt A. Ki rk
Maj R. Lund
Third
Capt B. Meachin
Winners

29 Sig Regt

887 Pins

16 Sig Regt
22 Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt

85 1 Pi ns

16 Sig Regt

784 Pi ns

843 Pins

Scotch Doubles Ladles
Mrs M. Wilson
Mrs H. Curtis
Runners-Up
Runners-Up Mrs D. Balch
Mrs L. Russell
Third
MrsJ. Finch
Mrs V. Cooke
Win ners

4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt

762 Pins

13 Sig Regt

667 Pins

16 Sig Regt

90 1 Pins

2 1 Sig Regt

787 Pins

T FC Sig Sqn

785 Pins

Scotch Doubles Mixed
WOI D . Nuttall
Cpl A. Bullock
Cpl B. Stephens
CplS. Collins
~IS.Smith

02W. Wilson

2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
tJ Sig Rcgt
21 Signal Regt
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
16 Signal Regt

23.20 Points
21. 6 Poin"
20.34 Points
17.1 6 Points
16.64 Points
16.04 Points

Winners

W02 Wilson
Mrs H. Curtis
Runners- Up SSgt P. Dowdall
Mrs J. Lund
Mrs J. Harriss
Third
WOI E. Harriss
lndlvldUA! Awards

Single
Winner
Runner-Up
Third
Fourth

PORTRAIT OF THE COLONEL-IN-CHIEF

Sig J. Ingram
WOID. uttall
Cpl S. Collins
Sig D. Lidster

3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt

1068 Pins
1029 Pins
1025 Pins
1014 Pins

HighGame
High Series

W02 W. Wilson
Mrs H. Curtis
W02 W. Wilson
CplD . Upton

16 Sig Regt

246 Pins

16 Sig Regt

518 Pins

Her Royal Highness, The Princess Anne, Mrs Mark Phillips GCVO,
Colonel-in-Chief
(See pall.e 6)

MEMORIAL PEWS, ALL SAINTS CHURCH, BLANDFORD

The 1979 Master of the Bowling Championships WOl Dave Nuttall
receiving his trophy from the CSO BAOR
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Winning Te am
The Taylor Mades from 3 Div HQ & Sig Regt with their prizes
including the team trophy depicting the Krefeld Stadt mascot - the
Silk Weaver
THE WIRE , JANUARY 1900

~ ose \'amilies or friend s or a d eceased member of the Corp may like to know tha t they may subscribe to a memorial pe" to become pan of the
furnishing o f All Saints Church. Blandford . A brass plaque will be fixed to each pew with an in cription bearing the deceased per ons name. Each pe,.
is estim ated to cos t £90 a t present day prices. More th a n o ne person may be remembered on a ny one pew . and the cost ~h a red . Th ose interested should
app ly to:
Th e Garrison Adjutant
HQ Blandford Garrison
Blandford Forum
DORSF.T DTI 1 8RH
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j FAMOUSDRINKsj

Goods Available from Association Headquarters

~

~

The following items are available from the Association

Any telephone enquiries to Chelsea Military extension 376, ple·a se.

Silver plated figure of "JIMMY' (4" ) on wooden base

Overseas

UK

£

£
28.50

Royal Signals stick pin, for ladies wear. Sterling silver with spring safety stud.
complete in presentation case

6.40

7.40

Mens Calf leather wallets

6.00

6.90

17.00

18.90

Corps cocktail mats (set of six)

5.10

5.70

Corps wall plaque (scrolls 'Royal Corps of Signals' or blank)

5.65

6.40

Corps cuff links (revised pattern)

3 .20

3.50

Blazer badge (as approved by the Corps Committee) (on navy or black background)

2.75

3.05

Crested glass ash trays

1.10

1.25

1.75

2.00

Car badge-square, acrylic

2 .40

2 .70

Key ring with Corps badge tag

0.40

0.45

'Begone Dull Care'. The Corps Band Record. (LP)

2 .20

2 .50

Corps clipper board folders in blue vinyl with crest in gold

2 .00

2.20

7t"l

0.65

0 .70

(7t" x 5t"l

0.60

0.65

0.40

0.45

Calf leather bookmarkers

0 .30

0 .35

'Clever Cubes' Desk tidies (for pins & paper clips)

0 .50

0 .55

Identity card holder

0 .16

0 .17

Blazer buttons-large
small

0 .50
0.45

0.55
0.50

Association lapel badge (members only)

0.25

0 .27

Vinyl "coasters" with Corps Crest (set of six)

1.40

1.50

Catt leather comb case complete with comb

0.45

0.50

Corps ties---terylene

3t"

Corps transfers-large (10" x
medium

small (3"

x 2f")

Rutherfo rd an d

'

!J

~
~

Mi l e~
- . ·~

The style is
Vintage but not
the price

ni

2

THE LIQUEUR Y.OU PREFER TO BE OFFEREO

~
The Brandy of Napoleon

COURVOISIER

_T here is nothing like a

y

ir
iy

PIMM'S \
For these and all bar supplies

contact your nearest NAAFI.

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING

~

OLD
.., ·
TRINITY «-~- .
HOUSE M~a!lra

Q
24.80

Corps table mats (set of six)

IN YOUR. MESS

THE MORE YOU'VE
GOT THE BETTER
YOUR CHANCES
OF WINNING

~

tj'

ln a matter of honour you want as much a
you can get on your ide. And winning a lot of
money can be just as important. That's why you
hou1d arm your elf with more Premium Bonds.
Our new prize structure now hands out
£100,000, £50,000 and £25,000 prize every week.
Plu 70,000 prize every month worth over
£6milli n.
And even i1 you don't win one month, your
Bond will till be there fighting for your honour
-or at least your money-in the next draw and
the next.
Take ten paces round to your bank or po t
office or ask your Pay Offtcer or EPO. You can buy
Premium Bond in multiples of £5 and hold up to
£3,000 worth.

PREMIUM BONDS
Issued by the Department for
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DON'T BE VAGUE. THE DARK BOTTLE'S HAIG.

now to make ataxman cry.
Next time you're posted overseas,
come and see us about a new Renault
before you go.
If you're away for more than a year
you won't pay any tax. Just how much
tax you won't pay depends on which
of the twenty-plus model types you
decide on, of course.
But whichever Renault you take
with you, you can be sure our network
of over 10,000 dealers will make it feel
right at home anywhere in the world.
Return the coupon for ful l details.
We'll tell you how much the taxman
will miss you.

Name ...................
Address. . ......

Tel

SUPPUMENJ Ho. I-PAGE FOUR

.................................................................. ~.~.'. .2..

~~~~~:~f~:~;~e~ales,
London W3 ORZ.

0 RENAU [J

Tel: 01 ·992 5544

Renault recommend elf lubricants

Pri nted In Great Britain

Where on earth will you go
with your hard earned skills?
Cable & Wireless, as one of the world's leading
t elecommunications organisations can offer skilled
technicians the chance to earn good money
(£9 000-£12 ooo P.A.Tax Freel at various overseas
locations. '
We are looking for telegraph speciafists to carry out
watch- keeping, maintenance and/or installation
duties. Applicants should have at least 3 years·
proven experience in one or more of the following:
Auto-telex exchanges
Maintenance of electronic teleprinters
Telegraph systems Engineering, including setting
up, controlling and maintaining telegraph circuits
TOM and VFT Systems.

*
*
*
*

Qualifications to c & G, Line communications A & B
standard would be an asset , but technical ability and
experience are more important.
cont racts are usually for 2 years· duration.
Benefits include free accommodation; end of contract
bonus; kit allowance; generous end of contract leave;
return passage paid.

If you are about to leave the service
please write with full details to:

Recruitment Manager, Dept. A5!2,
Limited,
Mercury House, Theobalds Road,
London WC1X SRX.
tabl~ &Wlreless

March 1980

THE

~prices for HM ,Fo~ces are one thing...

A choice of ten routes
and up _tQ 100 sailings a day

is something else!
Only Sealink car ferry services can offer you the
usual HM Forces *reductions PLUS the
convenience of ten different routes with
frequent sailings - actually peaking at up to 100
a day - to and from UK.
Some of the Sealink routes (see map) are short .
You spend little more than an hour at sea .
Others serve convenient arrival and departure
points for particular parts of Britain and the
Continent. Some offer time-saving overnight
crossings . On all of them you and your family
travel at reduced fares all year round. And your
car goes cheaper early or late in the year.
In addition, Sealink has a range of travel
bargains - 5 days, 4 days, 2 days , 60 hrs and
24 hrs - ideal for short visits to UK. These
excursions are also avail able to the general
public, which makes them just right for friends
and relations visiting you from home . An

overnight coach service linking London with
various bases 1n Germany is also available to
both Forces and the public.
Details, timetables and prices ar.e contained in
the special HM Forces Sealink car ferry
brochure. Get a copy from your travel agent or
from British Rail , Neue Mainzer Strasse 22,
6000 Frankfurt/Main.
•For British and Commonwealth Forces and attached
civiftans (and their entitled tamiltes) stationed on the
continent of Europe

Sealink.a._...-____
Sealink is the brand name fa< the shipping fleets of
~British Rall ~Dutch Zeeland Steamship Co.
French Railways (!ID Belgian Maritime Transport Authority
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Build yourseN a new career with Securicor!
Your engineering skills will bring
you an interesting, varied and well
paid job with Securicor, Britain's
biggest security organisation with
238 branches nationwide.
It's a permanent, pensionable
career with unusual opportunities
to get right to the top because at
Securicor we promote only from

within. There's free protective
clothing, excellent sick pay,
pension and insurance schemes.
Whether you're an expert in electronics or communications, whether
you're an engineer or a skilled
mechanic, we want to hear

I

Write today for further information to:
The National Recruiunent Officer,
Department RC/13, Securicor Ltd.,
Vigilant House, W30 Gillingham St.,
London SWIVlHZ.

SECURICOR
3180
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The Brandy of Napoleon
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The style is
Vintage but not
the price
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all bar supplies

BLACK LABEL
CHAMPAGNE

contact your
nearest NAAFI.
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The way we see it, any firm that
is privileged to supply you with a car
should earn its keep.
So we work very hard indeed at
making your entire transaction smooth
and easy from start to finish; whatever
the problems.
If you think that our approach
sounds different to the usual motor
trade attitude, you've grasped it in one.
We operate in a completely
different way, which we pioneered and
perfected to meet the special needs of
Service personnel.
It's a formula that has made us
No. I in cars for the Forces with many

years of experience and thousam::ls of
successful registrations to our credit;
Tax Paid for U.K. use and Tax Free
for export.
We have no salesmen.
Instead of selling cars we devote
our energies to providing a genuinely
useful service for people who want to
buy one. It means you get help;
not hassle.
We carry the U.K.:S widest stock
of cars and motor caravans for
immediate export.
And offer a range of makes and
services that no other firm can match.

PIMMS ~

•

Please send me Natocars Information Pack
Tick boxes for details

•

Name

•

Present address

•

Car for use in

...... Na tOca rs •
•
~

Your fa1nily

deserves the best!

•
•

•

CJ

Amontillado Sherry

\~

Forces
~----?::=>

Rank

II
•

•
•

(Country)

(approx)
Delivery date
FORD 0
VAUXHALL 0
TALBOT 0
LEYLA D Austin O Morris O Princess O M.G. O
Rover O Triumph O Daimler O Jaguar O Trade
in 0
MOTOR CARAVANS 0
USED CARS 0

••
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
Abetterwaytobuyyournextcar
-••••••••••••••••••-

Wylds Estate Bristol Road · Bridgwater Somerset Telephone: Bridgwater (0278) 55555 Telex: 46285 To telephone from Gennony. dial 0044-278-55555
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Na to discount on Tax Free and
Tax Paid vehicles. part-exchange,
overseas insurance, export paper work.
delivery to U.K. or Europe. free ferry
service for U.K. collection. low deposit
credit special Deutsch Mark loans you name it and, within reason, we do it
- pleasantly and efficiently.
And that's why so many
customers come back to us time after
time.
Be sure and see our 32-page
information pack before you think
about buying a new or used
car elsewhere.

~

There is ~othing ~ea ~

y

"Nothing was too much trouble. Natocars
made changing the car a real pleasure:'

=
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FrayBentos
Steak & Kidney Pudding
Tender chunks of lean steak and tasty
kidney wrapped in rich gravy inside a
tender suet pastry case. And ready to cook
in its own handy pudding basin!
A nourishing and tasty family-sized meal
in almost no time at all.
3180

favourite~
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Keep them by the Bread Bin.

THE

WIRE

Long Life
The beer that lives up to its name.

The cover pictu re shows the Army Alpine Cup w inners from 2 Armd Div HQ and Sig
Regt. They fo llowed up their success at the Divisional Meeting at Ruhpolding in
Bavaria· by a convincing win at the Army meeting at lschgl in Austria.
The team from left to right:
Sig Ossie Patterson , Capt Tony Marvin, Cpl Gordon Townsley, LCpl Paul Ford and
Phil Philomen .
This. is the second time the Regiment (and the Corps) have been Army Alpine
Champions. Cpls Townsley and Ford went on to ski for the w inning Army Team in
the Int er Services Championships at Val d' lsere.

FOCUS ON BENEVOLENCE
THE ASSOCIATION WELFARE SECI'ION
The Welfare Section of the Association considered well over 1,000 applications for
assistance during the past year. None is identical and each requires careful research before the
facts can be put to the Welfare Committee, which meets every Wednesday morning. The
Chairman of this Committee is a retired officer of the Corps and the two members come from the
Ministry of Defence and 10th Signal Regiment; a serving officer and junior CO respectively. It
is the judgment of this Committee which determines the help which any serving or form er
member of the Corps or his dependants receive. During 1979, some 789 grants were made,
involving the expenditure of some £34,800.

The Serving Soldier and his Family
During the past year the Association, in conjunction with th e Army Benevolent Fund , has
arranged over 50 interest free Resettlement Loans to assist serving soldiers to purchase furniture
for their home in civilian life, on discharge from the Corps.
The important things to note are:
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The booklet 'Loans to serving soldiers and their dependants' held by units- which
explains the Army Benevolent Fund policy on resettlement loans.
Loans are available, normally, to those who have been granted a loan under th e MOD
Assisted House Purchase Scheme, or been allocated a council house.
Loans are also available to those who may not be eligible for a loan under the MOD
scheme.
Loans are approved normally only during the last year of service and it is essential to
specify the address of the house or council house concerned.
Corps policy is that ABF loans are generaUy available only to those who have participated
under the 'One Days Pay Scheme' .
The maximum loan is normally £1,000 unles there are very exceptional compassionate
circumstances. This is repayable at agreed monfuly amounts ranging from £26 to £20 per
month for a Warrant Officer, and lower ranks in proportion: the final balance out !anding
is recoverable from the Terminal Grant through the Regimental Paymaster .
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The first step is to apply to your Commanding Officer . O~ce
recommended , the application is passed to the Association, for achoo
with the ABF.
In August 1978, a scheme was introduced to enable serving soldiers
in the United Kin~dom to obtain an interest free loan of £100 to
purchase 'calor ga heaters. We have it on good authority that t hese
ttems greatly reduce heating bills in badly insulated electrically heated
quarters. Some 27 loans have been approved during the past sixtee;n
months. If mounting fuel bills are makmg you feel that the scheme 1s
for you , seek an application form from your orderly room . Ministry of
Defence letter D/ Sigs 31a/ 1/ 6/ 4 dated 14th August 1978 refers.
A Unique Activity
Over many years , many serving and retired membe~s of the
Corps-and their wives-have despatched or delivered clothmg to the
A ciation offices in Chelsea. The Welfare Section has sizing details of
those in real need-frequently the elderly. Some 595 clothing parcels
were de patcMd by the Welfare Section during 1979 and the many
letters of thanks which we receive leave us in no doubt that this activity
is well worthwhile. Morecl\"er, to the best of our knowledge, it is an
activity unique to our Association amongst the many Service charities
who pursue the same objectives, as ourselves, of relieving distress and
poverty.
The Way Ahead
During recent years, it has been possible for the Association to build
up its resources. The immediate past Chairman, Maj Gen David Price
made reference to this at the Association's Annual General Meeting at
Catterick on 1July1979. In making his annual report, he said 'Some of
you may wonder whether the Association is right to go on building up
its funds. In addition to inflation (and we are not keeping much ahead
of that) one has to remember that the strength of the Corps in 1945 was
some fifteen times greater than that of the late thirties. On the basis
that most of our welfare cases are over 60, this means that in 8-10 years
time, we could be facing hugely increasing demands. It is against this
probablity that we are continuing to build our reserves. (The
Accumulated Funds of the Association on 1st January 1980 amounted
to some £347.000.

THE ROLE OF THE ARMY BENEVOLENT FUND
(extract from 35th Annual Report)
The Army Benevolent Fund is.the Army's central Charity. It provides
help to any man or woman who is serving or has served in the British
Army who is in real need, and to their families . This help is given in two
ways:
Ftnancial help is given to individuals through the Corps or
Regimental Association concerned and often takes the form of an
Army Benevolent Fund grant to supplement whatever the
Association itself is able to provide. (In 1979 the ABF support to
our Association amounted to some £10, 700).
Practical help is obtained through the substantial financial
support which the Army Benevolent Fund gives, on behalf of all
Corps and Regiments , to over sixty national charitable
organisations which provide for the special needs of the soldier,
the ex-soldier and his family. (In the last financial year this
amounted to some £521,000).
The overall aim of the Fund is to bring help in the many cases where
State assistance is either inapplicable, inadequate, or unable to meet
the need at the time it is required.
Northern Ireland
Sadly, orthern Ireland has continued to take its toll. Including the
Ulster Defence Regiment, not far short of 400 soldiers have been killed
and some of the many seriously wounded have been disabled for life.
Over £15,000 was paid out in grants to Northern Ireland cases during
the year under review, bringing the total provided from the Northern
Ireland Special Relief Fund since its establishment in 1971 to some
quarter ofa million pounds. Some of these grants were made to enable
young widows to start afresh in new homes and to provide for their
children. In other cases, where soldiers have been so severely wounded
that they have had to be discharged from the Army, grants were made
to enable them to establish a home and where necessary to adapt it to
the special needs arising from their physical disabilities.

Premature Dlacharga
In any one year there are inevitably some soldiers who experience
serious set-backs either in their own or their family's health, which
prevent them from continuing their Army careers. In some instances
their service is too short to qualify them for any terminal grant and they
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have no money in reserve with wh ich to start afresh in civilian life.
During the year under review the Fund made grants totalling some
£20,000 to assist individual soldiers in need as a result of such
misfortunes .
Employmen t
T he employment situation over the past year has m ade it even more
d ifficult th an usu al for sold iers to fi nd jobs at the end of their Army
service. The Regular Forces E mJ?loymen t Association helped some
4 ,000 soldiers to find jobs in civdian life ; and the Fund gave this
organisat ion financia l support to the extent of some £53,000.
Resettlement Loans
These h ave con tinued yet again to be a major feature of the Fund 's
activities. Interest-free loans were made to 523 long -service soldiers
nearing the end of their engagements and needing, for compassionate
reasons , to set up h omes before receiving their terminal grants. The
vast majority of such loans were m ade during the soldier's last year of
service and in only a few cases of special compassionate need have loans
been made over a longer period.
Handicapped Children
Such children present particularly difficult problems wh en t he father
is a serving soldier. Apart from t he worry of frequent moves, sometimes
at short notice, the family can well find itself, particularly wh en
abroad, in areas where no special schools exist. It is therefore often
necessary for the children to a ttend special boarding schools and t he
Fund has helped over 60 of them to rejoin their parent s 3 or 4 times
during the year.

THE EX-SOLDIER AND HIS FAMILY
The Aged
The exceptionally long and severe Winter of 1978/79 made life very
difficult for the aged. Many found the cost of heating their homes
beyond their means. Others have succumbed to the diseases to which
the elderly are susceptible in such conditions. In consequence the
Fund's expenditure on this account reached the figure of £163, 723 ,
which included over £80,000 distributed in the form of 889 individual
weekly allowances, and £83,000 to those national charities which
provide special treatment for the aged ex-soldier and his wife or widow.
The Disabled
The Army Benevolent Fund made grants totalling some £138,000
during the year to some 16 national charities which provide for the
specia1 needs of disabled ex-soldiers . Major grants under this heading
have included £30,000 to the Princess Louise Scottish Hospital at
Erskine for the purchase of a most urgently needed new X-ray machine,
£10,000 to Gifford House towards the creation of a new Mechanical
Aids Research and Development Department, and £35,000 to the
Royal Star and Garter Horne Richmond, spread over two years, for the
essential modernisation of their facilities.
Holiday Scheme
A further ABF activity is their holiday scheme for young Army
widows with children. Some 148 widows and 339 children ,
accompanied by some 150 parents or guardians, were provided with a
free holiday last year at various Pontin holiday camps in the United
Kingdom.

THANK YOU
It is hoped that this summary serves to remind us all of the important
areas in which Benevolence operates. The Royal Signals Association
and the Army Benevolent Fund ar~ deeply grateful to all serving
members of the Corps for their magnificent support under the 'one
days pay scheme'. Without this, very little of all this could happen.

If you are serving and have a standing order for
THE WIRE please keep us well informed in advance
of any change of address.

It is impossible for us

to keep up with hundreds of pos1ing orders and
your 'Wire' will go to your old address unless we
hear to the contrary.
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THE COLONEL-IN-CHIEF

CORPS DINNER - NEW DATE

Our Colonel-in-Chief, The Princess Anne visited her Corps in Cyprus
from 25 to 29 February, accompanied by the Master of Signals, Maj
Gen P. E. M. Bradley CB, CBE, DSO and the Regimental Secretary,
Col J. A. D. Francis.
Her Majesty The Queen h as graciously consented to t he Corps use of
Buckingh a m Palace for the presentation by our Colonel-in-Ch ief of her
Pipe Banner to Queen's Gurkha Signals on 13 May. The banner was
prepared in Hong Kong , and has the coat of arms of The Princess Anne
on one side, and the bad~e of Queen's Gurkh a Signals on the other.
The ceremony will be bnef and simple, and all serving soldiers of
Queen's G urkha Signals serving in England will be presented to Her
Royal H ig hness by Maj Gen H. A. J. Sturge CB, Colonel Gurkh a
Signals.

Officers Dinner Club, 19 May 1980
We have had to change the d ate to Monday 19 May becau se of the
TUC 'D ay of Action ' on 14 May. Those who have a lready a pplied will
be sent t ickets fo r 19 May.
Applicat ion forms were sent out in February. The Corps Dinner is
moved again this year to the London International Press Centre which
is run by Brig Peter Hutchins. Last year's dinner at the ' IN and OUT'
was a grea t success, b ut unfortunately we could not pack enough people
in, and there were a lot of disappointed. officers. This year we can seat
any number, in very attractive surroundings. A sketch map will be
included with your tickets. The Press Centre is in the shadow of St
Pauls' Cat hedral , and there is free parking available under the
building .
You are reminded that you must make your own arrangements for
overnight accommod ation. There will however be a room at the Press
Centre for those of you who may wish to chan~e into a Dinner Jacket on
a rrival. The Corps Band will be 'on parade for the dinner, plus the
pipes of the Queen's Gurkha Signals; former officers of Queens
Gurkha Signals are specially urged to come and listen to their pipes.
Please note that despite inflation the cost of the Dinner is unchanged at
£7 be ing subsidised from Corps officers funds. It therefore represents
very good value, despite the other expenses of attending a London
dinner. As TA officers now subscribe to Corps Funds and are full
members of the Dinner Club , it is hoped that they will attend in
strength.
The Class of 1939 and 1940. At the request of several of those
concerned a special effort is being made at this years Corps Dinner to
encourage attendance by those officers commissioned at the outbreak
of War at Alders hot in 1939 and 1940. A separate letter has been sent
to all those who can be traced, and a special table will be set aside for
them at the Corps Dinner. They would like to invite a few 'young
officers' who had a hand in their training at Aldershot, like Captains
(now Major Generals) Moberly and Hancock! It should be a good
reunion, and if it turns out well, it may be a good idea to do the same
thing again for successive generations at other Corps dinners. If you are
of the vintage '39 or '40, or know of any others who are, and who may
have lost touch with RHQ, please write and let us know names and
addresses.

VALE
Maj Gen H. A. J. Sturge CB
Henry Arthur John Sturge, always known as John, was born in 1925
and enlisted into the Corps at the
age of 20. He t ra ined as a Radio
Mechanic
and
after
being
commiss ioned from 150 OCTU in
194 7 he was posted to the Boys
Squadron in 1 Training Regiment
and
moved
to
the
Army
Apprentices College at Harrogate
with the remnants of the Squadron
when it was disbanded in 1948.
There he set up the Technician
Training Wing and became its first
OC. He was posted to the Canal
Zone in 1950 and after holding
various appointments with 3 GHQ
Signal Regiment he joined GHQ
MELF as GS03 (Ops) in 1952.
Before attending the Staff College
in 1955 he was posted to the War
Office as GS02 (Int). From 1959 to
1962 he served with Gurkha Signals
in Malaya and Hong Kong then
returned to the UK to attend the Joint Services Staff College. This was
followed by three years on the Staff of HQ BAOR as GS02 (SD). He
then became Chief Instructor of the Signals Wing at the RMA
Sandhurst and a year later was back in BAOR as 2nd in Command of 1
Division HQ and Signal Regiment. He was promoted Lieutenant
Colonel in 1967 to take over Command of 2 Division HQ and Signal
Regiment. After cornpletin~ this tour of duty he joined the Defence
In telligence Staff at the Mirustry of Defence but was shortly afterwards
promoted Brigadier as Commander 12 Signal Group (V). He only held
this appointment for just over a year when he was posted to the Signals
Directorate as BGS. In 1975 he was promoted Major General as CSO
BAOR from where he took up bis last appointment in 1977 as Assistant
Chief of the Defence Staff (Signals) and was appointed CB in 1978. He
retired on the4 March 1980.
John is blessed with great charm and the ability to tackle any
problem, however difficult without getting flustered. During his 33
years in the Army he has made many friends and contributed much. In
his younger days he was a keen sportsman , particularly rugger and
cricket at whic h he represented the Corps whilst serving in Egypt. We
wish h im and his wife Jean. good fortune and happiness in the future
and are hopeful that we shall continue to see a lot of him, as he was
appointed a Colonel Commandant in 1977.

ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH OFFICERS OF
THE FORMER INDIAN ARMY
22nd Garden Party Reunion 1980
This will be held as usual at the Hurlingham Club, Ranelagh
Gardens London SW6 at 3pm, Friday 27 June 1980. Cost will be £3,
inclusive of set tea.
Applications to: Mrs D. M. Allen, 140 Sloane St, London SWIX
9A Y by 19 June 1980
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Officers Luncheon Party, 14 June 1980, Blandford
The formula for this event will be unchanged, as it has been such a
success over the last few years. Application Forms were sent out in
February. Tickets are limited to 180, and they will go to the first
applicants. The price has been slightly reduced to £4.50, which means
that the Luncheon will be subsidised from Corps officers funds for the
first time. It is therefore very good value for money. It is a great
opportunity to meet old friends in a pleasantly informal, family setting.
Your older children are welcome as before, (17 years and over). It is also
a chance to visit our splendid Corps Museum after lunch. As in
previous years, ladies on the RHQ list of widows will also be invited. If
you know of any widows who might like to be invited, please remind

RHQ.

CORPS TENNIS
From: Lt Col G. Corden, R Signals, President, Royal Signals Lawn
Tennis
Dear Editor,
The evenings are getting lighter and the rooks are inspecting their
nests. and so readers of The Wire will soon be turning their thoughts to
tennis. The Corps Tennis scene will follow last year's pattern. There is
the usual fixture card with matches, on nearly every Wednesday
afternoon between 7 May and 23 July, against all the other Arms and
Corps.
The Corps Tennis Championships will be held at Blandford, 10-12
July. We would like to see more Regimental pairs; financial help can be
made to players from BAOR.
The Secretary is:
Capt R. F. Dinham,
E I Division,
School of Signals (Ext 422).
Please contact him if you are interested.
Yours sincerely
G. Corden
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Date

Place
Bournemouth
orthern Ireland

May
18
24
24-31
25-31

Blandford Reunion
Poole Arts Centre
Birmingham - Spring Festival
Eastbourne

June
7
8-14
17-18
21
27-29

Lord Mayor's Parade, Liverpool
Bournemouth
Portsmouth Festival (Provisional)
Carnival. Wimborne
Catterick Reunion

APRIL
9-24
MAY
1
3.4,5
8.9,10
24-31

JUNE
1
3,4,5
7.8,9
10,11,12
14
15
18,19
21,22

28
29

CERTA CITO (AND IDGH)

THE WHITE HELMETS
PROGRAMME
1980

THECORPSBANDPROGRAMMEOF
PUBLIC ENGAGEMENTS 1980

The Army Gliding Association (AGA) recently presented its outgoing
President the CinC UKLF, Gen Sir John Archer KCB, OBE with a
framed photograph of an Astir glider in appreciation of his support and
help during the last 18 months.

Tour of BAOR, Germany

Opening Show, Catterick
Colt Car and Country Fair, Cirencester
Deeside Army Display
Birmingham Spring Festival
Bristol Air Tattoo
Liverpool Show
Tour of Scotland
Malvern Three Counties Show
Lucas Sports Day, Birmingham
Pressed Steel Gala Day, Oxford
Lincolnshire Agricultural Show
Rotherham Motoring Weekend
Billingham Carnival
Catterick Reunion

August
1-3
10-16
17-22
23-25

Royal British Legion Tattoo Staverton
BAORTour
Blandford Garrison Concert
Bristol Carnival
Colchester Tattoo

Colchester Tattoo
Eastbourne
Bournemouth
Caravan Rally - Shepton Mallet

5
6
10-13
17
19
27 Jul3 Aug
AUGUST
-3
4-9
10
15,16
17

20
September
6
13
16
21-5 October

Blandford Carnival (Provisional)
Wembley (Provisional)
Frome Show (Provisional)
Eastbourne

October
1-5
12
25

Eastbourne
Southampton Guildhall
RRMVC Shrewsbury

21
24,25
26

30131

20/ 21

Maj Howard Jarvis REME- Treasurer AGA
Col Ted Shephard CinC-Chairman AGA
W01 (YofS) Andy Harkins - Secretary AGA
Not in photo: Lt Col Morris Pack-Davison R Signals - Competition
Secretary AGA

Colchester Searchlight Tattoo

Showground ,
The photograph was taken during an AGA Wave flying expedition to
Aboyne, Scotland and features Sgt Martin Hardy (currently serving
with 3 Irif Bde HQ & Sig Sqn, N Ireland) flying his Astir glider at an
altitude of approximately 17 ,000 ft.
This type of high altitude flying epitomises the true meaning of
'adventurous sport' and requires a high standard of airmanship.

Yours faithfully
R. E. Hurst

Russian Language Wing
RAECCentre
Wilton Park
Beaconsfield
Bucks
Tele: Beacs. 6121 Ext 214

91 LINE SECTION
From: Ex SgtA.-W.J. Candy

SOS FROM SSAFA

Bucks Coun ty Show
Orsett Show
Kington Horse Show
Margam Abbey Display

A BOOK AND A SONG
Review by Colonel Peter Davis
promises that COMEX 10, which is to take place from September to
Exactly twenty years ago as the Adjutant of the Junior Leaders
Regiment Royal Signals (which we all hope to see re-established this
December this year, will be the best yet. It is to be the largest
expedition and the longest train ride in history and is being mounted,
year) I witnessed the conception of an idea which has since grown in to
at the suggestion of the Indian government, as a tribute to Lord
the Ten Tors annual youth expedition and bas so far involved over
35,000 young boys and girls in an adventurous weekend which I am
Mountbatten. Any worth while enterprise costs money; individuals who
convinced all of them will remember for the rest of their lives.
take part in CO MEX 10 will pay a considerable amount for the
The idea came from the then Commanding Officer, Lionel Gregory ,
privilege, some will be sponsored by local education authorities and
who is known simply as 'Greg' to many thousands of young people who
similar organisations but it seems to me that the idea of getting the
show on the road from proceeds of a book and a song deserves the
have bee., involved in Ten Tors and, subsequently, in his COMEX
e~editions and to his many friends in our Corps. My problem as his
support of everyone who believes in adventure and individual
Adjutant was always to distinguish the one brilliant idea amongst the
enterprise.
hundred or so that flowed each week from this extra-<irdinary man. I
I hope that the many friends of Greg in our Corps will join me in
buying a copy of 'Together Unafraid' as a personal contribution to
have alw~ys fe_lt considerable satisfaction that I recognised Ten Tors as
a potential winner although I remember being much more scathing
support the 10th Commonwealth Expedition.
about the pigeon race which was to finish in the Albert Halli To me
Greg was a colourful, much-loved figure who inspired young Junior
Signed copies of the book (published by Robert Hale) are now
Leaders and on my tours around the world I still meet soldiers of both
available from Comex, 110 Old Brompton Road, London SW7, at
Royal Signals and Queens Gurkha Signals who remember him and the
£5. 95 plus 60p postage. All sales help Comex).
leadership he provided years ago. His total sincerity is, for me, proved
by the fact that twenty years later he is still devoting his energy, time
THE GREEN PENNANT
and personal resources to the ideal of the Commonwealth of Nations as
by Lionel Gregory
an oasis of peace and S!ability i~ an increasingly violent world.
As the Commanding Officer of the 2nd Armoured Division
'Together let us go where the Green Pennant Oles
Headquarters and Signal Regiment I was proud to send the first
and friendshlps's banner raise-'Together Unafraid'
military contingent on a COMEX expedition to the Far East. Greg
-from the song
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. Some _years ago, readers of several regimental magazines helped me
with a piece of research on which I am engaged in my spare time. As a
direct result of their kindness and interest , I have assembled a vast
amount of information, much of which has not previously been
recorded.
However, the task I have set myself is a daunting one and further
help would now be much appreciated, particularly as I have rather
ground to a halt.
I am a member of the 'Forces Postal History Society' and am making
a study of the mail that passed from and to POW's/ civilian internees in
the two world wars. I am particularly-but not exclusively-interested
in the Japanese camps of WWIJ and was recently awarded a top
national postal history award for an illustrated study of POW and
civilian internee mail.
i:eneral background information on each of the camps
tnformation re. postal facilities
postal items both in and out of the camps-preferably
not badly creased or folded-such as envelopes (not
necessarily th.e actual letters!), Red Cross cards, air
letters, postcards, notification of capture and release,
telegrams, aerial leaflets and the like.
If any of your readers can assist in any way, however small, I should
be delighted to hear from them.

SEPTEMBER
4
6
13

Dear Sir,

(b)
(c)

British Steel, Teeside
Holt Show, Norfolk
Tri Services Day, Sheffield
Cumberland Agricultural Show
Newport Agricultural Show

Colchester Searchlight Tattoo
Barclaycard Leisure Festival , Royal
Stoneleigh
Stoke on Trent Hospital Gala Day
Shrewsbury Show
Middlesbrough Show
Cromer Carnival
Eastbourne
Expo Steam Fair, Peterborough
Walsall Show
South Tyneside Exhibition

From: R. E. Hurst MA (Oxon)
Principal Lecturer-

(1)

JULY
July
3-6
8-23
25
26
27-3 Aug

JAPANESE POW CAMPS
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During 1978, the last year for which complete figures are available,
SSAFA Branches in the United Kingdom helped a total of 24,203
financial, welfare and advisory cases concerning Army families at an
operati ng cost of £82,840. Of 11,448 financial grants amounting to
£456,737 made to Army families. some 9.258 representing £415,511
were disbursed on behalf of the Regimental and Corps benevolent funds.
Those figures prove beyond doubt the practical efficiency of the good
worki ng partnership between SSAFA and the Regimental funds.
SSAFA is not primarily a grant-making organisation. Its role is to
provide a service to the families of Serving and ex-Service men and
women, to Commanding Officers and to the Regimental and Corps
benevolent funds, all of whom use the SSAF A nationwide network of
voluntary workers to visit and report on their family cases and
distribute their generosity.
To do this SSA FA must continue to recruit new voluntary workers to
replace the many dedicated people now retiring after many years of
val uable work. The need is greatest in the urban areas, such as Greater
London. Greater Manchester. Tyne and Wear. Merseyside-all
favoured for Army recruiting and resettlement by ex-Service men.
Inevitably therefore they are the centres where SSAFA is most needed
but where potential volunteers are harder to find.
SSAFA representatives must be geniunely caring people, full of
commonsense and willing to learn. Obviously, experience in the
Services, either a an officer or senior NCO. or as the wife, widow or
hu band of either. is valuable. Training is provided , both in the field
with an experienced worker and also at a SSAFA Induction Course
either at Head Office in London or in the appropriate County.
Expenses are paid and all necessary literature and stationery are
provided. Offers will be welcomed directly at the local County Office of
SSA FA or may be sent to SSA FA Head Office. 27 Queen Anne's Gate.
London. SW I H 9BZ.
THE WIRE, MARCH 1980

Dear Sir,
Upon clearing out an old trunk the other day, I came upon the
enclosed Photograph.
As memory serves me, 91 Line Section was at that time. 1941/ 42? ,
stationed at Hare Hatch just off the A4 to Reading and was part of a
special highly mobile Division / Brigade? The purpose of this formation,
was at very short notice, to rush quickly to the aid of any breach of the
Anti-Invasion system guarding the coastal defences from The Wash to
Eastbourne.
Most of the surviving personnel must now be in their late fifties or
early sixties.
Yours Sincerely,
A. W . J. Candy
6 Queens Court,
Kenton Lane,
Harrow, Middlesex. HA3 8RN.
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WRVS WORK FOR HM FORCES
If ·ou are adventurous and would like a change from a routine job,
then work for the Services with WRVS can be a worthwhile as well as a
fascinating job.
You will wonder what you will be asked to do . The job is difficu lt to
describe as it is so varied and depends very largely on how each
individual tackles it and the effect of your own personality as well as t he
type of place itself to which you are posted.
A general picture of the work is organising recreational activities in
Oubs for Units of the Army. which differ in size according to the
number of men in any particular station . There are posts wit h the Army
in orthern Ireland. and in the rest of the UK the posts occ ur in Junior
Soldiers Units, where WRVS undertake welfare and recreational work
for boys training for the Regular Anny.
You '1<ill live in an atmosphere of record players , table tennis,
snooker, darts, cards and bingo. and make the club room a welcome
oasis of friendliness . You will find yourself organising vi sit~ and
escorting the men or boys to places of interest, taking trips to t he
countryside and arranging sporting events, competitions, inter-unit
tournaments and discos. One of your main jobs will be to listen
sympathetically and to help them over the rough patches.
You will bring to the job your own ideas. The men's/boy's interests
will become yours, and your interests and enthusiasms will become
theirs.

EMPWYMENT IN JUNIOR UNITS
Role of the Boys Units
The purpose of the Army Apprentice Colleges and Junior Training
Units is to train boys aged from 16 to 18 for careers as technicians ,
Warrant Officers and Senior NCO's in the Regular Army. The
establishments are run on Boarding School lines with 13 week terms
and regular holiday periods. During the terms the Boys and their Staff
Instructors work extremely hard and are not subject to set hours.
Role of the WRVS member
The WRVS member runs the WRVS Club recreation rooms which
include Games Rooms, Lounge and TV .Rooms but excludes the
Catering Section, she also acts as a Welfare Adviser to the
Commanding Officer. The WRVS member has to concern herself with
every aspect of the quality of life of the boy; she should be available to
discuss any home problems and, if necessary, arrange visits to his
family by local WRVS Organisers; she should visit him when in
hospital and give practical help where possible to help him to settle in
his new environment. She should take full interest in Sports fixtures
and attend when suitable.
Re.pomlbllltles
The WRVS member has regular hours of duty and she should make
herself available in the Oub rooms every evening when the boys are off
duty and at most week-ends. Hours of duty vary but are generally one
period in the morning on weekdays and 2 pm till 10 pm on Saturdays
and Sundays. The WRVS member is relied upon to be present when
boys are off duty-in short a very busy week. She arranges liaison with
local Youth Clubs and similar outside organisations, she also arranges
outings and accompanies boys to places of interest. She arranges
invitations and hostessing of girls for Disco evenings, and generally
makes herself available to help in making arrangements for
entertainment approved by the Commanding Officer.
Locations
Vacancies at present exist, or are likely to in the near future , at the
following units:
Army School of MT Leconfield , Driffield, N. Humberside
Guards Depot, Pirbright, Surrey
Junior Signalmens Wing, Ouston, Newcastle-<>n-Tyne
Queen' !:>ivision Depot, Bassingboum; Cambridgeshire
Prince ofWales's Division Depot, Lichfield, Staffs
PrinceofWales's Division Depot, Crickhowell, South Wales
Light Division Depot, Shrewsbury, Salop

THE FUTURE
When your first tour, if satisfactory, comes to an end, you will have
the opportunity of staying in the same post, or volunteering for service
elscwh~ when a vacancy arises, either in the same kind of work, or by
undergomg a short course of training for Gurkha Family Welfare,
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where WRVS members are responsible for the well-being and welfare
of the wives and children of Gurkha Soldiers serving with the British
Brigade of Gurkhas in the Far East.
When you decide to return to Civilian employment yo u will find the
experience you have gained will stand you in good stead in obtaining
other employment or training a fact which has been shown by some of
the very interesting jobs now being held by ex-WRVS Services Welfare
members.

ACCOMMODATION
Arrangements will be made for your living accommodation and
meals usually in an Officers' Mess, or in special quarters. You will
always be provided with at least one room of your own , and will not
have to pay for cleaning, cooking, household laundry, lighting or
heating. If your home ha ppens to be near your unit, and you are able to
Jive at home, arrangements can be made to pay you a small allowa nce
in recognition of this fact.
UNIFORM
You will be provided free with a complete uniform outfit. Th is
includes items suitable for winter and summer wear , beret and
overcoat. The green uniform is smart and becoming to everyone. A
cash grant of £10 is made for the purchase of gloves, shoes etc.
CARS
If you wish to take your own car this is agreed. In certain posts
members using their own cars on duty can claim a mileage rate.

OUT OF POCKET EXPENSES
An allowance (from which National Healt h Insurance contributions
are deducted) is given for out of pocket expenses. This fluctuates with
the cost of living but is at the present time approximately £87 per
month.

POLAND-1944

'STAR PARADE 1940 - 1980'

From: Wleslaw Malek
Dear Sir,
Going through my old family souvenirs, I found some photographs of
my comrades from the work camp. They are British POWs of the 2nd
World War. I made these photographs in Autumn 1944, in a place
called Mala Panew (Malapane - in Germany) near Opole (Silesian
Di~trict). We worked there as building workmen; building barracks for
Malapane foundry.
I took these photographs when the German guard was having an
English cigarette at the back of the barracks. I on ly realise now how
risky it was I could have paid for it with my lifel However I felt very
obliged to these people as they had given me some small presents like
soap, two shirts (Woolen) for me a nd my small children, which was very
important to me. I helped them also in providing them with fresh fruit
and vegetables.
Unfortunately at that t ime I could not ma ke the prints of the film, it
was too dangerous. And in January 1945 I escaped home. It was only
now when I was able to make the prin ts. If you think that there is a
chance that these phot ographs can reach the interested persons I would
be very glad.
These soldiers were about my age (today probably 65- 70 years old),
so maybe they are still in good health and probably will remember this
episode. I would like to infonn you that if necessary I can send the
negatives.
Yours faith fully
nl. P Stalmacha 10
43-200 Pszczyna
Poland
(F.ditors Note:- T ran slation)

LEAVE
You will get free Travel from place of Duty and Home address , a
minimum of 4 weeks paid leave each year and a small subsistence
allowance while on holiday.
In the case of serious illness of next of kin special arrangements are
made for compassionate leave.

W . Malek

TI CK~T

PRICES

STALLS
£20" and £15*
R.CI RCLE £20" an d £ 15*
U.CIRCLE £10 a)
£S b)
BALCONY
Notes

*

The souvenir medallion is given free to buyers of £20 and £15
tickets

a)

These tickets are availa ble to servicemen and their families at £7

b)

These are available to servicemen and their families at £3

Tickets are obtainable from:

Brigadier G.D. M. Landy, OBE,
The Army Benevolent Fund,
'G' Block, Duke of York's HQ,
Chelsea, London SW3 4SP
Telephone: 01 7305489
and
Box Office
Theatre Royal ,
Drury Lane,
London WC2
Telephone: 018368108

Orders for the specially reduced (£7 and £3) tickets must be
submitted to Brig Landy on appropriate unit headed paper.

QUALIFICATIONS
A liking for people, a sense of humour, ability to work on your own
and physical fitness are the chief qualifications . You should be between
25 and SO years old , you will be given a personal interview and, if
accepted, must also pass a medical examination. You are then
expected to spend three weeks undergoing simple training. Your
application will not be finally accepted until after the first two weeks of
the training period.

On Sunday, 18th May, 1980 this special Show will be staged at The
Theatre Royal , Drury Lane in aid of the Army Benevolent Fund.
The Show is the idea of Mr Harry Secombe. Following the
Warren point killings of 27th August last year, he wanted to put on a
special entertainment that would not only raise money for the ABF but
also be an expression of support for the British Soldier.

HOW TO APPLY
For futher information and application form apply to:

Since the date is almost exactly 40 years after Dunkirk the Show will
have a nostalgic flavour. There will be a brief clip of film actually taken
on the beaches at the time by Pathe cameramen and we hope to have
with us some of the people who helped in the evacuation with their own
small boats. There will be substantial Army participation-the State
Trumpeters, Band of the Scots Guards, Choir of the Royal Regiment of
Wales, Pipers, Drummers, Buglers etc., and, naturally, there will be
the Stars themselves, led by Harry Secombe, to make this a glittering
occasion.

Services Welfare Department
WRVS Headquarters
17 Old Park Lane
London WlY 4AJ
Tel: 01-499 6040
or
WRVS Scottish Headquarters
19 Grosvenor Crescent
F.dinburgh EH12 SEW
Tel: &I in burgh / Donaldson 2261

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS?
COLONEL GLEN WATERMAN

HA VE YOU INFORMED 'THE WIRE'

Those who served at Catterick between 1947-1951 will be sorry to
learn of the death of Col Glen S W atennan, late US Signal Corps, on
Tu~sday 18 December 1979. Glen was the American Signal Corps
Liaison Officer at the School of Signals and during his tour of duty
endeared himself to all with whom he came into contact. He proved
himself so popular and successful that his normal tour of duty was
extended to nearly S years. He continued in the Army after leaving
Catterick, becoming involved in the Communications for advanced
Defence Satellite Systems. At the ti.me of his death from a heart attack,
he was a Senior Scientist in the Systems Division of the Computer
Science Corporation, having retired from the Army in 1964.
THE WIRE, MARCH 1980

KEEP NOTES SHORT AND TO
THE POINT PLEASE

THE WIRE, MARCH 1980
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A SPECIAL MUSEUM

PRESENTATION

ONE OF OUR LETTERS
I would like to thank you for your most welcome assistance in my
present unhappy circumstance. Thanks to you, we can face the winter
without anxiety.

From: Lt M. Lfthgow Air Adjt
Dear Sir,

During the months of December and January, gifts of clothing,
bedding, toys, books, etc ., have been gratefully received from the
following:A. W. Smith, Esq; Maj I.E. Kerr; Col & Mrs. I. G. Swan; Lt Col I.
R. ,Rahilly; Mrs. D. N. F. Davidson; I. L. Smith, F.sq; Brig W. A.
Sykes; Lt Col D. A. Dickson; A. Walsh, Esq; P. Richanls, Esq; Maj
Gen J.M. W. Badcock; Maj D. P. Watlllln; Mrs. R.H. O. Coryton; Lt
Col R. Vann; Col P. R. Hoskins; Mrs. 1. M. Crowder; Brig J. D. T.
Brett; Maj J. J. Cullen; Capt 8. T. Lord; SSgt G. J. Mason; Blandford
Garrison Thrift Shop.

Parach ute Signals is now based entirely in 6 Field Force HQ and Sig
Sqn at Aldershot. At the present time we are trying to get in contact
with as many ex-airborne signallers as possible . This is both for a
historical record and also to enable us to keep you informed of
forthcoming events, ie, Airborne Forces Weekend. The addresses of
many of the old comrades which we have are very much out of date, so
if your readers could help us in compiling a book of old comrades we
would be very grateful. We would particularly like to get in touch with
Airborne Signal Associations which exist around the country.
6 Field Force is historically connected with Airborne Forces, so a
special museum concerned with Parachute Signals is being set up
within the Squadron. We already have had a lot of donations from exmembers, but we would still welcome anyth ing which is loaned or
donated to the museum. The museum, will of course, be open to
everyone once it has been completed.

ROYAL SIGNALS A SSOCIATION
AND BENEVOLENT FUND

Yours sincerely,
M. Lithgow

6 Fd Force HQ and Sig Sqn
Arnhem Barracks
Aldershot
Han ts
GU112AU
Aldershot 24431
Aldershot Montgomery ext 439/ 440

The following donations were gratefully received during December
1979:Mrs. I Harvey ........... ... ... . . . ......... . . ..... . £10.00
G. W. Cook Esq .... . . .... ........ . .. . ... . . . .. ... .. £ 5.20
........................... .. .... £ 5.00
Maj J. Stokoe
R. N. Hutchings Esq . .. ... .. .... . ........... .... .... £ 5.00
Mrs. G. C. Power ..... ..• .. . ... . ... ............ .... £ 4.00
P. M. O'Mahony Esq ........ .. ..... ..•...... ... .. .. £ 2.90
G. D . Webster Esq ....... . ......... .. .... ........ . . £ 2.90
P. B. Cairns Esq . . . . .. . . ...... .... .. . . . ..•....... . . £ 2.90
£37.90

THE PARACHUTE REGIMENTAL
ASSOCIATION "NORTH LONDON BRANCH"
From: L.E. Nicolaides
Dear Sir,
This is to inform, that the Writer is in the process of organising a
NORTH LONDO N BRA NC H of The Parachute Regimental Assn and
would be grateful, if you would give this matter publicity. Those
concerned, may write, or telephone to me directly and a s.a.e. will be
appreciated.
Eligibility to membership will be for those, who have served with The
Parachute Regiment, or any Airborne Unit, or Form ation, including T
A. Anyone not having joined The Assoc iation previousl y, will be given
the opportunity to do so through the proposed Branch .
Yours sincerely,
L. E. Nicolaides

SSgt Brian Douglas was presented with the BEM at Catterick on 8
February by Brig A . R. Douglas-Nugent, Commandant, Royal
Armoured Corps Centre.

Mess and Service Dress of fine
quality at really reasonable prices
You can have immediately all the clothes you
desire, including suits, raincoats, hosiery and
foo twear by using our simple

63 Rowstock Gardens
Hungerford Road
London N7 OBH
Tel: 607-5088

Amount spent :
Ordinary grants :
Christmas grants:

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Reg ulation Pattern with Stra ps

173/175 London Road, Camberley,
Tel: Cambertey 63654
open all day Wednesday.
LONDON STORES

Made up as required

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS , LONDON , W .C.2

U .K. inc. VAT

each £3.ISp
,, £3.62p

51
229

£147.80

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY

£2847.30
£1260.00
£4107.30

Number of clothing parcels sent:

1
£36 .03

JANUARY 1980
Number of cases assisted financially :
Amount spent:
Number of clothing parcels sent:

Nr. DONCASTER
TH E WIRE, MARCH 1980

he disappointed!
COPY MUST BE RECEIVED

£2005.22
51

3
£196.28

ONE OF OUR CASES
Signalman, War time service. He and his wife are in poor health and
have had great difficulty in buying enough fuel to keep warm. ~e
Association made a grant of £100 for this purpose, and his letter ts
printed below .
THE W IRE, MARCH 1980

Don~t

28

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of grants :
Amount spent:

Our representatives visit all service units both in UK and BAOR

27

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of grants:
Amount spent:

SAVILE ROW, LONDON , W .C.1

l Pos tac~ Extra)

100

DECEMBER 1979
Number of cases assisted financially :
Ordinary grants:
Christmas grants:

11

280

(HQ The Parachute Regimental Assn
Browning Barracks
Aldershot GU11 2BR-HANTS
Tel: 0252-23568)

EXPORT ..

Welfare

II

The following donations were gratefully received during January
1980:Bournemouth Regatta & Carnival Committee . ........... £100.00
MajJ . J. GerrardBEMDSM .................. . . ... .. £ 9.00
L. C. Hall Esq . . .... ...... . . .. .. . . .. ... ........... £ 5.00
R. G. Jones Esq .. ... ............. . . . . .. ........... £ 2.90
Col D . S. O arke ... . ...................... .. ..... . £ 2.75
Lt Col M . H. Broadway . . .. .. ...... . .. . .. .. ..... . ... £ 1.80
MajJ . Ridge .. .. . . ....... . . ..... . . . ......•....... £ 1.65
Col G. H . T. Shrimpton CBETD .... . ................. £ 1.20
Col F. S. Morgan CBE DL . . ... .. .. .... ... .. ... ...... £ 1.25
Capt R. T . Westerman . ..... . . . ... . . ............... £ 1.20
Maj G. G. Campbell .......... .. ................... £ 1.20
MajJ . F. Everard . . . . ... ...... .. ... .. ... ... ....... £ 1.00
Miscellaneous donations .. . . . •.. .. ..•............ ... £ 18.85

BY THE 12th OF THE
MONTH PRECED ING
PUBLICATION
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-

Movements -

Officers
Rattk and 'um~
Capt (Tfcl 0. Allen
2Lt J P Armita~
Capt . F. Bloom
..
Lt C.
Bunensha" ..
Capt E . C Cameron ..
2Lt W M. CampbcU
Capt J C. Chambers
2Lt J. W. Clark
Maj B Chubb
LI R. J. Cocks
iaJC. W. CoUi<r
Ll . J. Corbin
Ma1 (Tfc) J. H. Cotton
Capt (Tfi ) W 0 Dyke
\faj L 0 . Edinger ..
Lt . J. R. Ferriman .
2Lt P. J. Gmgan
Capt H. H. H:un
Capt G . S. Hand
2Lt S. C. Johns
Ll A. H. Johnslo ne
Capt CTOn J. C. Kirton
Maj A. M . Lovatt
Capt N. P. Mansfield
..
Lt Col R. F. Maynard MBE •.
2Lt P. J. Moseley
..
Ll Col(Tfc) G . Oakley
Capt K. K . W. Panons
MajS. W. Read
..
Maj M. W . H. Robcns
Capt A. J. Schuler
Maj R. P. SlunCT
.•
Capt G . M. S. Shipley
1ajl. C. B. Simpson
bjl. T . Smith
..
Maj A. C. Srutchbury
Ll R. W. M . Taylor ..
2Lt P. Thw:iitcs
..
Capt <TOn R. L. Tricker ..
Maj K. G. Turner
Maj C. J. Walters
Maj . 0 . Williams . .
Maj R. A. Wright
Maj R. M. Yollond
Lt G . Yule BEM

..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..

FEBR UARY 1960
U11i110 whidr posr«•d
241 Sig qn
7 Sig Reg1
224 Sig Sqn
II Sig Regt
32 Sig Re~t ( VJ
2 Armd Div HQ an d Sig Regt
RAF StaffCnllege
lnfBde HQ and Sig Sqn
HS RMCS Shrivenham (Co urse)
4 Armd Div HQ and ig Rcgt
4 Armd Di> HQ and Sig Rcgt
Sig Regt
HQ ORTHAG
30Sig Regt
Army Personnel Selection Group
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
16Si~ Regt
HS RMCS Shrivenham (Co urse)
HS RMCS Shriven ham (Cou rse)
3 Armd Di>• and Sig Regt
3 Armd Div nnd Sig Regt
30Sig Rcgt
HS RMCS Shri,·cnhom (Course)
School of Signals
HQ Northern Ireland
21 Sig Regt
MOO OSS (Army)
7 Sig Regt
SHAPE(BAEl
lnfBde HQ and Sig Sqn
HS RMCS Shrivenham (Course)
7 Sig Regt
7 Fd Force HQ and Sig Sqn
HQ I Signal Group
HS HQ ' ORIRELA 0
21SigRegt
22 Sig Regt
30Sig Regt
HQ Land l'orces Cyprus
Stanoc Centre
259SigSqn
JSIS Hong Kong
OCTF Echo Sig Sgn
2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
School of Signals

MARCH 1980

Rank and Name

Unitto which posted

Maj R. O. Abbott . .. .. . .. .. . .. ....... . . HS II Sig Regt
Maj M.J.M. Alden . ...... . .•.......... . 22 Sig Regt
Capt J.R.S. Ambcnoo . . . .... . .. . . • ..... HQ BF Antwerp
Maj (Ton R. Banham .... . ... .. . . .. . .. . HQ NORIRELANO
Capt P J . 8""lcs . . . .. .. .• .. • .••. .• .... AA College Harrogate
2Lt l.K. Bucklow . ....... .• . ... .• .. .. . . CI S School of Signals
ColT.A. Byrne : •....•... . . .. . . .. ...... HQAFCENT
Capl R. Cockcrofl. . . ... . •. •. .. .. .... ... HQ Trg Gp R Signals & Catterick Garrison
Captl.R.B . Cook . .. .. . . ..• . .. .. . .. .. .. School of Signals
Capt C. M. Ea.slland .. . ... . . . . ... . ..... . HQ 4 Sig Gp
Ll Col (TOT) M. R. Edge . .... .. •. . .. . .... MOD OSS(AD)
Ll A.A . E•eD •. . .. . •. . .•. .. . • .. . • ..... 2 Annd Div HQ and Sig Regt
Maj(Tfc) R. Finister ...... .. .. . . • . . . . .. . 16 Sig Regt
Maj O.G. W. Gardiner ........•... ... ... HQ I Sig Gp
Lt Col S.G. Mck. Gordon ..•. ......... . .. HQ BR Forces Hong Kong
Maj C.B. Greig ... . .. .. . .. .... . .. .• . .. . BR Contingcnl UNFICYP(SP Regt)
U R. L. Harnden . .. . ... . .. . .. .... ... .. CI S School of Signals
Ll J.A. Harris . . . . ... . .. ... , . . ... •. .. . CI S School of Signals
BrigJ.H. Hild MBE .. . • •...... . ...•.. . . HQBAOR
2L1 M.S. Holman . . . . .. . . ...•. . ...•. . . . CIS School of Signals
Capt R.R. Holmes ..• .. •..•• •. . .•.•. . .. 4 ArmdDiv HQ and Sig Regt
Capt J.P. Hudson . ... . • . ... .. . . . . ...... 22Sig Regt
Maj A.J.R. Jackman . .. . . . ... . .• . ... . ... School of Signals
2Lt.0.A. H. loncs .......... . . .. •.... . .. C/ S School of Signals
M•J C.0.M. Kemp . . ....... . • ..• • •. ... 2 Annd Div HQ and Sig Regt
2Lt .0 . Kennedy . . .. .. ... . .. . . ....... C/ SSchoolofSignals
Capt(TOnJ. H. Lawrence . . . •. ..•. .. .... D of Sup Co mpu ter SVCS
Maj A R. Martin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... MOD- DASO
2Lt C. W .S. Miller •.. . ... .. .. .•. ••. .. . .. CIS Schoel of Signals
2Lt P .J.0. Moloney.. .. .. .• . •. .. •. • . .. .. CIS School of Signals
Lt J. P. Moreland ...............•.. . .. CIS School of Signals
2Lt A.G. Morgan .. ... . . . • .•. • .•• ...... 21 Sig Regt
2Lt.D.G. MacAulay ..... . •. • ...... ..... C/ SSchoolofSignals
Ma1 J.K .C. Maclean ........ . ..•... . .. . School of Signals
I J K. McKtt . . . ... ...•.•... . ..... .. CIS School of Signals
LtO.l.T. Poole MBE •..•.•........... .. 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
M1j M H. Priestley ... . •• .•.... .... ... . . HQ Scotland
MajJ.H. Robcru . . . . .••..•.........•. 7 Sig Re~t
~apt?· J, Robertson .... ... .... • .• . .... 262 Sig qn
~ . M Rose • . . . . .. , . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . ICSMA
Maj R.J .G .M. Rumford .. .•. •. . ........• Anny Air Appointments
Capt R. F. Rutherford .. . . .•. .... . ... . .. . HQ !(BR) Corps
Ma1(Tfc) R.E. Smithard .... . ............ 4 Signal Group
Mai 0 Stroa •• .. ...• . . . , .•... . .. .. . .. I 6 Sig Regt
Capt l.M.G. Strong ••..•.•....•.... .. .. HQ Soltau Garrison
Lt P. M. Telford . • . .. . .... . .•..•. •. . .. • 11 Sig Regt
2Lt A.T . Thornton • • •... . . . ... . ... . . ... CI S School of Signals
2Lt P. R. T011en . • •.• . . . •••. .. ....•.... CIS School of Signals
21.t.P, Tucker .•• • •• .• .... . ........ . . .. CI S School of Signals
M11(Tfc) 0. K . Wallis •.. . • .. .• .. ... . .. .. School of Signals
2Lt S.P Windsor-Brown . • • • .. . • .. . .• . . . . C/ SSchoolofSignals
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WOs and Senior NCOs
R ank and Na n11·
W02 (FofS) J. P . Rees
W02 (YofS) J. R. Lingard
W02 W . V. Mil«
..
W02 P. J. Ski nner ..
W02J . H. Willock ..
SSgt ( Yot ) D. G. W right ..
S gt ( FofS ) M . A. Flan agan
S gt E. Bi rchall
SSgl L. Buckley
SSgt T. R. Budden
SSgt B. F . Cudd
..
SSgt R. Shcllo n·Smilh
SSgt M . E. Woodbridge
SSgt R. G . T aylor
..
Sgt C. fackson
Sgt J. McMa nu
Sgl J. M. Kirkpatrick
Sgt J. T . Gri nnell
..
Sgl C. S. Canclh
Sgt T. R. Mlodz lti
..
Sg1 P. A. Wl1celcr·Lilley
Sgt B. E . Whitton
Sgt 0 . J. T enniek
Sgl I. M. Duncan
Sgt H. V. Baynto n
Sgt M. J. Grant
Sgt S. Whinick
Sgt J. Simpso n
Sgt L. Wilm an
Sgt R. Atkin son
Sgt S . A. May
Sgt A. Co ulton
Sgt V. G . McGurry . .
Sgt 0 . R. T o leman
Sgt 0 . J. Ross
Sgt M. P. Keates
Sgt J. R. Lo"·ery
Sgt 0 . H. Smith
Sgt M. Coxon

Rank and Nam ~
WO! 0 . G . Harrod ..
WO! R. M . 0 . Collin s
W02 0 . S. Berry
..
W02 (Fors) O. R. Davey
W02 ( Yo fS ) P. M. Castle
W02 (YofS ) 0 . G . Westo n
SSgt ( YofS ) J. N. Gelling
SSgt C. J. R. Amey . .
SSg t ( SupvrR) W. R. Jones
SSgt E. Massa m
SSgt 0 . Stuan
..
SSgt ( FofS ) R. Horner
SSgt C. C. Miller
ASSgt M. G. Healy ..
Sgt R. Thompson
Sgt J. 0 . Gorse
Sgt B. Dagnan
Sgt L. S. Lawton
Sgt G . A. Walter
Sgt A. J. Brend
Sgt R. elson
Sgt F. 1bompson
Sgt 0 . L Lambert
Sgt R. Haydock
Sgt R. 0. Colley
Sgt J. P. Scully
Sgt K. Thompson
Sgt S . L. Randle
Sgt J. I. Harley
Sgt H. B. Anacoura
Sgt P. J. Baxter
Sgt R. F. Evans
Sgt A. McKitterick
Sgt M. Ea1on . .
..
Sgt 0 . F. Kirkpatrick
Sgt R. M. Payne
Sgt B. J. Sewell
Sgt B. Grossmith
Sgt 0. Wild ..
Sgt R. Hunter
Sgl K. H. Brown
Sgt M. R. Kearney ..
Sgt l . Doak ..
Sgt C. B. Peters
Sgt 0 . A. 0 . Holmes
Sgt B. Ramsden
Sgt T . W. Hughes
Sgt R. K . S1anley
Sgt M. R. Newman ..
Sgl A. 0 . Lindsay

..
..

..
..
..
..
··
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

F EBRUARY 1980
Unit to which Post~d
16 Sig Regt
28Sig Rcgl
16SigRegt
Liverpool Univc nity OTC
I Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcgl
34 Sig Rcgt (V)
Hong Kong Gurkh a Sig Sqn
13 Sig Regt
9 Sill Rcgt
13 Sig Regt
HQ I Sig G p
33 Sig Rcgt (V)
2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt

~~s~.~~fi~b~1T&icch InfBn l

38 Sig Regt ( V)
227 Sig q n
3 Armd D iv HQ & Sig Regl
8Sig Regt
2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
6 Fd Fortt HQ & Sig Sqn
8 Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
229 Sig Sqn
262 Sig Sqn
21 Sig Rcgt
22 Sig Regt
31 Sig Regt ( VJ
I Armd Di v HQ & Sig Regt
259 Sig Sqn
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
36 Si 0 Regt ( VJ
233 Sig Sqn
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
22 Sig Rcgt
22 Sig Regt
28Sig Regt
608 Sig Tp
9 Sig Regt

MARCH 1980
Unit to which Posted
7 Sig Regt
7 Sig Rcgt
4 Communicatio ns Unit
633 SigTp
School o f S igs
BR Co ntingent U FICYP (Sp Regt )
39 Sig Regt ( VJ
14 Sig Rcgt
14 Sig Regt
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
Interna tional Milit ary Sla ff Brussels
School of Signals
30Sig Rcgt
30Sig Regt
School o f Signals (Courses)
School of Signals (Courses)
JI Sig Regt Depot Tp
School o f Signals (Co urses)
35 Sig Regt (V)
School of Sig nals (Cou rses)
IO Si~ Regt
240S1g Sqn
8Sig Regt
School of Signals (Co urses)
233 Sig Sqn
School o f Signals (Courses)
School of Signals (Courses)
School of Signals (Courses)
249 Sig Sqn
16 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
233 Sig Sqn
RMA Sandhurst
Comm Projects Agency R Signals
Comm Projecls Agency R Signals
Comm Projects Agency R Signals
Comm Projects Agency R Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
642 SigTp
Comm Project Agency R Signals
8Sig Regt
I Annd Div HQ & Sig Regt
School of Signals
3 A rmd Div HQ & Sig Regt
Army School of Mech Tpt
249 Sig Sqn
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
13 Sig Regt
13 Sig Regt

Classified Section
DVF.RTISEMEN TS should be concise-SO words excluding
address/ telephone number- be they related to Births. Marriages.
Deaths or items required or for sale . There is no charge for this service
to any serving member of the Corps (or those retired who subscribe to
The Wire), unless the 'ad " is related to a business interest. To those
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our Advertising Managers. Service Newspapers Ltd , PO Box 4.
Farn borough. Hampshire GU14 7LR . wh o wilt provide details of
charges. on a case-by-case basis. All matters for publication must reach
the Ed itor not later than the 12th ot every month preceding
publication .
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DEATHS
Filmer- Ex Sgt Hugh Fllmer served in the Corps from 1941 to 1953
and was a Life Member of the Association . He was an In Pensioner
of the Royal Hospital Chelsea from February 1979 and died on 26
January at the William Harvey Hospital Ashford, aged 66 years.

Gentry- Lt Col Leslie Gentry, TD, died on 24 January, at the age of
70. He was enlisted into the Corps (54th Divisional Signals, TA) in
1931 and subsequently saw service with the B E F in France and
later in India. In 1947, he rejoined the TA and commanded 2120
(East Anglian) Army Signals TA , from 1950 until 1953. He was a
Member of the East London Branch of the Association.

Knapp-Sig Andrew Leslie Knapp was killed in a motor cycle
t raffic accident at Aldershot on 17 December 1979 whilst serving
with 6 Field Force HQ and Sig Sqn. He enlisted in the Corps in
August 1977.

Padwlck- Maj N. E. (Paddy) Padwlck enlisted in 1916 and saw active
service on the Western Front during the First World War. He
retired in 1927 and having been interested in all forms of sport, he
was himself above average as a Cross Country Runner, at hockey
(he played for Berkshire) and golf; he set up a Sports Shop in
Reading which be ran until his death at the age of81 on 27 January.
He had two other major interests in life, the Boys Scout movement,
which he joined as one of the original members in 1908 and a First
World War organisation, 'The Memorable Order of Tin Hats'
(MOTHS), which he supported for sixty years.

RuckJedge--Capt Ronald Leonard RuckJedge enlisted in the Royal
Fusiliers as a Band Boy in 1934 and trained as a Clarinettist. He
served with the BEF in France in 1939-40 and transferred to the
Corps in 1942. During the War he served in Gibraltar, North Africa
and Italy and was discharged in 1946. He re-enlisted a few months
later and served in Malaya and at GHQ FARELF from 1947 to
1950. From 1950 to 1952 he was an Instructor at the School of
Signals and was awarded the Long Service and Good Conduct
Medal. From the School of Signals he went to 3 GHQ MELF. He
was granted a Short Service Commission in 1954 and retired in
1960. He was killed in a traffic accident on the 21 December l 979 at
the age of60.

is still URGENTLY required
by the WELFARE SECTION
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If you are a Tele Mech concluding your service with the Corps
and looking for interesting and rewarding employment in the
london or Greater London Area we would be pleased to hear from
you. Telephone Mr Paul Leonard, Group 4 Total Security Limited,
(Technical Services Division) 01-228 6464 for a chat.

C.C.T.V. and Video Engineers
are required for our expanding Closed Circuit Television
commitment. The successful applicants would be expected to hold
HNC or ONC (Electronics) or service equivalent and have had
previous electronics experience. Video Engineering experience an
advantage but not essential as training would be arranged. Salaries
are negotiable and subject to review in April, 1980. A car is
provided for mobile appointments. Four weeks annual leave.
Excellent pension scheme. Hours 9.15 to 5.15 Monday to Friday
incl.
For further details please contact:
Colonel Bill Barker (late REME)
Director of Engineering
or
Mrs. Diane Trigg,
Personnel Officer
The Services Kinema Corporation,
Chalfont Grove,
Gerrards Cross,
Bucks, SL9 8TN.
Chalfont St. Giles 4461.

.Vacancy for Elec. Mech. Maintenance of Radio (high power/ low
power) (HF) (VHF), line equip ment, radio relay and multiplex.
Wage £68.90 per week.
Contact: Major (QM) ASR Alfred MBE
Royal Signals
Signal Training Centre
Burniston Barracks
Scarborough
Tel: 64841

FOR SALE
Royal Signals Officer's Mess Kit. Jacket, Waistcoat 40" chest;
Trousers inside leg 29" , waist 36". Including Badges of Rank (6 'pips').
Contact: Maj W. R. Dunigan, Army Careers Information Office, PO
Box 81 , 29-31 Bank Street, Dundee DDl lRW. Telephone: Dundee
(0382) 27461 or: Dundee (0382) 76395.
Royal Signals Mess Kit and 2 suits o 2 Dress Suit. Height 5' 9• and
3T waist. Also No 1 Dress hat (Field Officer) size 6l. Apply to:· Maj
Exell, Royal Signals Maru1ing and Record Office, Tel: Reading 472701
Ext 35.
Sergeants Mess Dress, Height 5' 6' , Waist 32". Please contact: Mr D.
Kelty, 1 Vicarage Road, Rugby, Warks. Telephone: Rugby 72160.

Scott-Sig Alan William Scott was killed in a motor cycle traffic accident
at Aldershot on 17 December 1979 whilst serving with 6 Field Force
HQ and Sig Sqn . He enlisted in the Corps in August 1976.

TO LET

MENS + BOYS CLOTHING

SITUATIONS VACANT

Fully equipped-including linen-Holiday Chalet for 9 in the
Summer and Winter Resort of MALLNITZ. Austria. Situated on
South side of the Alps, 4000 ft high, easily accessable by Rail and
Road. Trains direct from London, Motorway all the way, less the
last 30 miles.
Reduction for HM Forces and also out of season. For details
please contact: Lt Col (Rtd) H. N. Crawford, Du ke of york's HQ,
Chelsea, london SW3 Tel: (01) 730 8131 Ext 26.
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Faraway Places . ..
f]nllsual Jobs
Let 's Have That Story!
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EX AQUARIUS DIAMOND
Report by 1 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
T O T H E CARIBBEAN
'All handsome men should be slightly sunburned '
Paul Robeson

Don ~i

You may have noticed some slightly sunburned , if not handsome
faces around the .R.egiment in t~e last few days. The Div HQ and Sig
Regt Sub Aqua D1vmg Cub has Just returned from its expedition to the
Caribbea n Barrier Reef. Eleven present members, three recently posted
past members and one man from Belize Garrison formed the team .
Maj Mike Evans from HQRE led the expedition , Cpl Alan Taylor was
principal diving supervisor, Sgt Brian Stevenson looked after the
equi pment and Sgt Bob Wade looked after the cash . There was a wid e
spread of experience in the team from members who had only recently
joined the Club and had one or two open water dives to those who had
been div ing for several years.
The Club left _Yerden on 29 October in pouring rain and a
temperature creeping below zero. A trouble free move via Giitersloh
Lyneham , Brize Norton and Washington arrived at Belize late on
October. The advance freight was checked, loan stores collected, a boat
hired and loaded and at first light on 1 November the team set off for
Half Moon Caye .

h e disappoinied!
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Consult Gieves...

Warminster School
keeps the family
together ...
Uninterrupted educat ion fo r
the children together is hard
to find. Wa rminster School
takes both boys and girls
from 5-18 years, so keeping
the family together through
GCE and right up to University entrance. A happy
arrangement-especially for
parents who live abroad.

Warmi nster School takes
both day pupils and boarders. It is a charitable trust,
independent
and
the
school's traditions date
back to 1707. Fu ll deta ils
are held by the Schools
Branch Service Ch ildren's
Ed ucation Authority.

Write or telephone now for full information to:
E. W. Trounson, The Bursar, Warminster School
Warminster, Wiltshire Tel: Warm inster 213358 '
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Free, independent advice from
an Insurance Broker who can place
business with any Company ensures
you obtain a policy best suited to
your personal needs. It will also most
certainly mean you'll save on
premiums too.
Gieves offer you that advice,
without any obligation whatsoever.
Try them by writing or telephoning
without delay .... . . .

Gieves
Insurance Brokers
34 Havant Street, Portsmouth P013EY
Telephone 0705-2135 1

CLASSIC BEAUTY
There are three major 'rows' of reefs off the coast. They all run
roughly North-South. The closest to the mainland is the main barrier
reef; it is about 200 miles long and about 20 miles out. It is dotted with
numerous cayes along its length . The next reef is another 20 miles out,
called Terneffe Reef where Israel Hands is reputed to have buried his
treasure and Black beard often sought safety. It is about 25 miles long.
The third reef , Lighthouse Reef lies another 20 miles out and is about
20 miles long. At the southern end of it is Half Moon Caye. Measuring
abou t SOOm long by lOOm wide the crescent shaped island was to be the
diving base. If you were asked to imagine a tropical island, you would
describe Half Moon Caye-it was a classic of shining white coral sand
and coconut palm trees with a colony of red footed boobies and frigates
in a mangrove copse at one end. At the other end was a lighthouse and
the lighthouse keeper's hut, two other huts were empty and were used
by the Oub.
The passage to Half Moon Caye was calm but the boat, nicknamed
'The African Queen' ran aground while taking a short cut through the
islands on Temeffe Reef. The only way to re float her was to get off and
push . Once installed on Half Moon Caye the daily routine was to make
two dives, the first at 0830 and the second at 1430. After each dive the
compressed air cylinders had to be refilled and this was done on a roster
basis. Meals were cooked on a No l burner and included Baracuda
stea ks, Conche stew, assorted fish, compo and chips fried in coconut
oil. Several shallow water filming sessions were held in the lagoon.

SUPERB DIVING
The diving was superb. It was at once exciting and challenging. The
water was exceptionally clear and full of life. The fifteen members split
into two teams. Each team had its own diving supervisor but the dive
leader could be any member of the team. The teams dived
c?nsecutively. Each team had one man with the shark 'bang stick', a
six feet long aluminium pole with a 12 bore stub gun at one end-a firm
prod would fire tl1e cartridge, two more men carried shark prodders
and two more cameras. Each member was paired to another in a buddy
system.
The hired diving boat would anchor above the 'drop off' on the reef.
This was where the reef fell away in a sheer drop to 700 fathoms. a
spectacular sight although looking downwards all that could be seen
was the face of the reef disappearing into an azure blue.

A BRANCH OF GIEVES & HAWKES LIMITED

Military and Civilian tailoring for over 200 years.
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AND TO THE LIMIT
After stepped dives of 15, 20 and 25m depth, the teams were ready
for regular 30m+ dives. The limit set in the army is 37m or about 125 ft
and all members reached this dep th on several dives. The reef top was
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C?Vered by large coral heads starting at a depth of about 15m. On one
stde of the heads was the sloping sand of the lagoon, on the other was
the drop off. The heads were separated by crags. tunnels and holes in
and around which lived the prolific varieties of fish and corals. The face
of the reef was also a mass of outcrops. tunnels and heads and it was a
strange feeling to stand on a coral head on the face 120 feet down and
look down and out into the deep blue then somersault into it.
SHARKS AND BARACUDAS
Sharks were something of a preoccupation in the early dives but after
a while everyone grew used to the idea that they were around. In fact,
none approached either team closely although several were seen-they
were probably more frightened of us than we were of them. Baracudas
were a consta:it companion on dives, some up to five feet long. They
would hang m the water a few feet from a diver and just watch,
sometimes snapping like a small dog and exposing particularly nasty
teeth. Numerous rays and turtles were seen no dolphins were met
underwater though several played with the boat on mo.,.es between
diving sites.

THE BLUE HOLE
The famous Blue Hole is almost a mandatory dive for anyone who
visits that area. It is an eerie place. From above one can see a 200m
diamet~r circle of coral heads with a break in the ring big enough to
allow dive boats to get in ide. The hole is 500 feet deep but the sides are
not sheer. they overhang so that the hole widens with depth. A 12 feet
hammerhead shark was a well known resident of the hole and two
American divers disappeared in it last year so it was not without some
apprehension that the teams dived that day. Both teams went down
below 110 feet and neither saw the hammerhead but a large turtle
swam past one team.

BOOTY
Looking along the surface of the reef one could see wrecks every two
or three miles in to the distance. Our local boatman knew of one which
was wrecked in March so we set off in pursu it of portholes. Boarding a
wreck in a four feet swell laden with hammers, chisels and hacksaws is
no easy task, but it was accomplished with remarkable ease and soon
the reef rang with the banging and sawing from the innard of the
wreck. After two hours everyone was covered in sweat, diesel oil, paint
chippings and rust and the treasured booty was hauled back to the
diving boat.
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VARIABLE WEATH ER
The weather varied from baking hot and still to torrential rain and
gale force winds. It was the prospect of deteriorating weather that
resulted in the decision to move in to the main reef and therefore avoid
the risk of being storm bound for the flight back. So on Sunday 11
o~-ember the expedition set off in the African Queen towing an assault
boat and skiff. The destination was Caye Corker and the route was
acros the deep to Temeffe Reef, then North along the outside of the
reef even tually turning West for Corker.

THE ROGUE WAVE
During the leg off Terneffe Reef the wind increased to force 5 gusting
6 in brilliant sunshine. The swell increased and our speed dropped. A
rogue wave with a five feet vertical face hit the boats and swamped the
assault boat. It snapped its heavy towline and nose dh<ed into the deep.
After wbat seemed an eternity it came up stern first and upside down ,
kit that bad been lashed into it floated all around and seven air
cylinders could be seen hanging from underneath it. Masks. snorkels
and fins were grabbed and swimmers reached the boat with in
moments. The rope holding the cylinders started to slip through
having been tom further forward in the boat. Sgt Brian Stevenson
grabbed four cylinders but without a hand on the upturned boat he was
dragged rapidly down and had to let them go, the others lipped free
and also went down.
Eventually, the floating kit was recovered and piled on the deck of
the African Queen. The empty jerry cans lashed into the assault boat
had held and the boat was towed, wallowing upside down , over the reef
and beached. Baling and rerigging was then a simple matter.

all in the Caribbean image. The rain gave rise to a most peculiar
experience: when surfacing at the end of a dive one would look up and
see the underneath of the rain splashes on the sea surface an d one
would shudder at the thought of getting soaked.

SPECTACULAR TUNNELS
The last few days were spent based at San Pedro. The start of the
~rop off here was much deeper.at about 150 feet , but the slope down to
1t was much .longe~ ~nd contamed truly spectacular coral format ions
that looked hke mm1 canyons. These were, in places, interwoven with
tunnels and caves. O~ one dive the anchor fell literally into such an
a~ea .and the team en1oye~ a real.ly ex~tin&, and a little frightening,
dive m th.e tunnels. There IS nothmg quite like banging one's cylinder
and grazmg knees and elbows through a cave to swim out into the
bottom of one of the canyons at maybe 110 feet and look up to see 30
feet high coral walls on all sides.

H OME T O VERDEN
All too soon the return move to Belize City arrived. The stores were
cleaned and returned and the freight prepared and pac ked . An
expedition last night party in Belize City was a great success and the
next day found us chasin~ the clock across the Atlantic . A few days to
kill in UK before connectmg with the flight to Germany and then back
home to Verden.
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ATAN FOR SUR E
I arrived in the town of Lae! w.hich was the Tac HQ for Op Drake, on
the 1 September 1979, but w1thm two days I was on the move again to
the scientific camp at Buso, about 40 miles along the coast. The setting
as I disembarked was as though taken from a South Sea Island
postcard. The village co nsisted of four huts and an open air
cooking/ eating .area s~ rrou n ded by palm_ trees, while a very high ridge
covered by tropical ram fo rest stretched mto the distance from behind
the camp . My fi rst task in Buso was to build a bed of bamboo before
learnin g about the thrice ~ai ly radio schedules I , as the signaller, had
to keep. The rest of my time was spent on essential jobs like adrnin
chores, swim ming and sunbathing. I was determined to have a tan to
show off in Aldershot .
RAFTING
After a week of this idyllic existence I went back to Lae to work the
radio schedules to the outstations and also to prepare for a trip to do
some white water raftin g. We flew to a village called Tsile-Tsile where
porters were hired to carry the supplies on the day long trek through the
1ungle to the RV point on the river bank. During the morning we
travelled along tracks bounded by Cunci grass, which is a type of
Savannah grass growing to about eight feet in height and is very dense.
I was glad to be on the track for this grass is sha rf and it is very tiring to
move through. We spent most of the rest o this journey wading
sometimes thigh deep along a cree k which teemed with fis h. T he fish
grow up to two feet long and they are fo nd of the taste of soap . We were
a bit alarmed at fi rst when they came to nibble at newly washed toes,
but they were in fact , harmless. The going in the creek was good when
we were on pebbles but wading through the mud we encountered was
tiring. However, the day passed all too quickly because there was so
!lluch to see along the way. Brillian t green parrots were everywhere and
JUSt befo! e dusk the fruit bats t<>?k to the air in great swarms. They
have a wmg span of about a foot m length, but unlike most bats , they
do not use radar to avoid obstacles as they have quite keen eyesight.
After setting up base cam p at th e RV we waited until the main body
arrived with the rafts. One of the young ladies had lost an argument
with an oar and was nursing a broken nose on arrival. This was the only
mishap , so we loa ded the boats and set off dow n river , being carried
along by the white water. After two days we ran out of white and water
and fo r the next two days we had to row to the pic k up point. I heaved a
heartfelt sigh of relief when we fin ally pulled the boat out of the water .
I'll never complain about route marches again !

NOT BY CHANCE
Lookii:g back, the expedition was a great success. It was exciting,
challeng~g and above all enormous fun . The diving sites rate among
the best m the world. Every now and then on the trip someone would sit
back and say 'This is just too good to be true'. That probably sums up
everyone's thoughts on the expedition . However, it didn't just happen
by chance; a lot of work had to be done. to arrange all the details. The
Ou~ .received grants from the Regimental PRI , BAOR Adventure
Trammg Funds , The GOC's Fund and The Garrison Commander's
Fu!1d . All members paid in a subscription . The RAF moved all the
fre1g~t and pa~sengers . ASADA Germany lent equipment . Belize
Garnson were mvaluably helpful and friendly and last, but by no
means least, the members could not have gone had not someone stood
in for their jobs while they were away.
To all of those who helped either directly or indirectly the expedition
sends its thanks.

A TRICKY AFFAIR

The .wind increased stead~y throughout this time and eventually
there was a 10 feet swell outside the reef. It was a relief to get into the
w~ter and ?ff the bucketing dive boat but getting back on board was a
tncky affair .. 1:he .rain also increased and by the end of the week the
teams were dmng m iarge swells, high winds and torrential rain . Not at

Papua New Guinea Phase
Report by Cpl Mick Boxall

AN EVENTFUL DAY
The route was to go past St Georges Caye where the Belize Garrison
had an adventure training centre holding some diving kit. When the
boat was about two miles out Maj Mike Evans and WOl Jim Griffiths
set off in the small skif to try and borrow some cylinders . The boat was
driven by Duid, a local fisherman who had come with us from Belize
~ity. The swell was still running and the boat yawed violently as it dug
mto the backs of the waves. WOl WOl Jim Griffiths was thrown clean
out by one particularly violent yaw and Maj Mike Evans was thrown
into the air but luckily caught the bow line and landed aboard .
Altogether an eventful day. Darkness saw the arrival at Caye Corker
and the sustaining image of a bar with real cold beer was shattered, it
had closed at 6.30.

T HE BITE
Th~t night was the hottest and most humid yet experienced and the
mornmg brought new problems. Our hastily found accommodation
was .riddled with. bu&s. Cpl Al~n Tayl~ r did not have a single square
centimetre of skin without a bite on 1t, everyone was bitten to some
extent.
Next morning, while the teams dived off the reef, the Expedition
Leader and <;apt Peter Walpole set off in the skif for richer pastures.
~bout 15 mtles
orth along the reef was Ambergris Caye and the
~lage of San P~dro. Some good, cheap accommodation was found
with an excellent Jetty for the boat. The rest of the expedition moved up
that afternoon .

OPERATION DRAKE

'CALLING ALL CORPS SAILORS'
The Annual General Meeting of the Royal Signals Yacht Oub will
take place at 1430 hours Monday 14 April 1980. The Meeting will be
he~ d m Room 045A of the Old War Office Building, Wh itehall . All
sailors are welcome to attend.
T HE WIR E, MARCH 1980

TRAIL REOPENED
After a couple of wee ks in base camp I took part in another very
~teres t ing project. This was to re-open and mark a trail through the
Jung le for people on a battlefield tour. The trail had a long history
going back to when it served to carry stores from the port of Salamaua
to the goldrush town Wau. With the advent of the aeroplane the trail
fell into disu se until the Japanese landed at Salamaua during the war
and used it to push inland. The Japanese Forces set up their HQ at
Mubo and were engaged by the Australians, the whole area abounds in
the relics of war. We found helmets, rusted rifles, live ammunition and
even a live anti-personnel mine, to which we gave a wide berth . The
natives, however, had no qualms about handling the old ammunition
and th ey use the explosives for fishing. Our last day of this trip was
s~ent resting and examining six old naval guns which were set up on a
high promontory to repel any seaborne assault. They too were rusting
and forgotten as the tides of war had passed on. In the muzzle of one of
these guns we fo und a live shell which the natives quickly spirited away
for fishing. The guns were of various origins and one was from England
showing 1910 as the date of manufacture. There were many examples
of villages in the area having their own wartime ammunition dump. It
must have been an extremely unpleasant place to fight in as it was very
wet and infested with leeches.
THE MONITOR LIZARD
We returned to base camp to rest before my final expedition in
search of Salvadori's Monitor Lizard . This reptile grows up to 12 feet in
length and is known to climb trees so that it can drop on to its prey. We
made our base camp in Masangara in the Western Province and several
expeditions were made to look for the lizard before we finally managed
lo get one which the natives had caught for us. Two thirds of the lizard
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Cpl Mick Boxall measures the captured lizard

were made up of its tail and it was about six feet in length . This part of
the trip was very interesting because of all the wild life we aw. There
were wallabies, bandicoots, water snakes and the long neck turtl e
whose neck is so long that it cannot retract its head in to its shell . We
also fished for tuna, Spani h mackerel and barramundi , which looks
like a pike and tastes very good.
A HOST OF MEMORIES
Eventually the time came to leave and after two weeks in Port
Moresby packing equipment , I left for home. I spen t a few days in
Hong Kong on the way and reached Aldershot on the 9 January with a
host of memories and tales to tell . The trouble in writing thi i to
decide on what to leave out. for I could fill a book with all I aw and
did. It wa a wonderful experience which I wouldn't have mis ed fo r
anything.
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REPORT FROM

UI~STER ~

against the Staffordshire Regiment . The training of the Squadron team
was intensive and the final combatants on the night were :
Lt Adam (Mohammed) Ewe!!, Sgt Ian Duncan, Cpl Ian Davies, LCpl
'Hitch' Hltcblns, Sig David Crossland, Sig Rick Cunningham, Sig
Mick Zaver, Pte Mitchell and Pte Jonah Jones.
Unfortunately 'Mohammed' Ewell damaged his chances the day
be!ore the big fight when during a training session he tripped on a gum
sh1el~ and_ broke his nose on a wet sponge in the opposition's corner.
Despite this setback he ~allantly entered the ring but it didn't take his
oppone~t v~ry long to find his weak point. The accompanying photo
shows hun JUSt before the end. The team put up a good fight but the
Staffords emerged victorious.

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 807

The OC's wife, Gaby Waugh, helping out at the old folks Christmas
party

A panoramic view of Londondeny

VISITS
. !he SO in C, !'faj Gen A.A.G. Andenon, paid the Squadron a Final
vmt. After a quick look around, he lunched with the Squadron in the
Tudor Bar and presented LCpl Hltcbln with his Corps Swimming
colours. A honour was bestowed on the SO in C when he became a
member of the Blackthorn Oub.
Lt Cols Mike Marples and Russell Maynard visited the Squadron to
say farewell and hello. It is now rumoured that Lt Col Marples is ruling
Signals Branch with a rod of Blackthorn.

THE HIERARCHY:

oc

21C/ Com ms Offr
Admin Offr
QM
OCCommsTp
21C Comms
T p/MTO
RSM
RQMS
YofS
FofS
Chief Clerk

MajTim Waugh
Capt R. Baxter
Capt R.A. Ross REME
Capt (QM) G.W.E. Hope
Lt J.K. Ewbank
Lt A.A. Ewell
WOI lRSMI K.R. Clark
W0 2 RQMS) T.A. Haze!
W02 (YofS) M.A. Thornton
W02 (FofS) A.V. Lamb
SSgt (ORSQMS) C.P. Martin

GOINGS ON
After the previous quiet period, things have been hotting up in
Londonderry, with the Christmas round of blast incendiaries, car
bombs and shootings. Although full of social events, the Christmas and
ew Year calendar was not entirely free from work with the Squadron
being involved in the installation of a new control point at Oady , a
reshuffle of Ulsternet, contingency communications for the Bloody
Sunday anniversary and the demolition of Creggan camp.
The usual Christmas social scene of Christmas draws and childrens'
parties was interspersed with DUST tours, more about that later, the
Party at the Rectory Field Old Folks Home, a bit of pugilism and a
handover-takeover visit by CR Signals.
AND NOW TO WORK
The new control point at Oady involved Comms Tp, with a little bit
of help from their friends Mike Tp, in providing temporary
communications at the Control Point site. Eventually permanent
facilities will be built in , despite the worries of the Sappers in having a
mast bolted to the top of their sangar. They unfortunately have this
nightmare of the roof, complete with sangar and antenna, being blown
over in a high wind.
l11e reshuffle of Ulsternet was very much the baby of W02 (FofS)
Vince Lamb and the merry crew of Mike Tp. (Some unpleasant person
thristened them 'Merkin' Tp; you'll have to look up your dictionaries to
find out what it means but it's not particularly nice). The moves took
place on a Sunday morning and after a few worr ies about technicians
being lost in snow drifts all was successfully brought to a conclusion.
The Bloody Sunday anniversary brought Sgt Bob 'Flton' West out of
the woodwork to confuse the Army Air Corps with Heli Tele.
Foi:tun_at~ly the tum out wasn't very large and the day passed without
ma1or mc1dent.
The Squadron wasn't left out of an historic event , the demolition of
Creggan Camp. All were involved but the starring role must go to Sgt
~lck Read and BLIT (the Brigade Line Intelligence(?) Team), as they
fhtte~ about C~eggan Camp saving telephones and exchanges from
certam destruction at the hands of the Sappers and their bu lldorers.
Sig Taff MlUs, one of the riggers , lent a helping hand by removing the
remnants of a Christmas star placed on the top of the Creggan mast
some two ·ears ago by LCpl 'Hitch' Hltchlns.
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Debugging??
As to the future , the Squadron girds its loins ready for a very busy
time when the West of Foyle becomes the responsibility of the Battalion
resident in Ebrington Barracks.
Enough of work; on to what really matters.
THE SOCIAL ROUND
The Christmas Draw was a great success, with all ranks entering into
the festive spirit. The prizes in this year's draw were worth winning and
there were few who were not somewhat peeved when Bridget, the
RQMS's dog, won a holiday voucher for £200. Her winning streak
continued to the WO's and Sergeants Mess where she won a travelling
rug-rather appropriate. Needless to say her master, W02 Tom Hazell
received the prizes in due course.
The 'inmates' of the Rectory Field Old Folk's home in Londonderry
were royally entertained by WOI (RSM) Ken Clark and members of
the Squadron's D & E Pl. Unlike the previous year's Christmas Party,
there weren't too many slumbering bodies lying around after a little too
much Bushmills. A couple of hours of the film 'Are You Being Served'
provided a suitably relaxing end to the day's entertainment.
Just after Christmas, we were fortunate to have a visit from DUST,
the Durham University Sensible Thespians. Fresh from appearances in
the United States and at the Edinburgh Festival, the gallant band of
students spent most of their Christmas vacation touring bases putting
on an hilarious collection of songs , dance and sketches . The girls,
surprise, surprise, were a great hit.
Christmas came and went and the New Year staggered in with its
usual collection of soon to be broken resolutions . The principal
high light of this period was the Inter Unit Novice Boxing Competition
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The Dust Players demonstrating the true nature of the relationship
between man and woman
BOXING

Lt John Ewbank convincing Lt Col Russell Maynard CR Signals
Designate that he knows

Lt Adam Ewell wishing it would all end
THE WIRE, MARCH 1980

SALVETE AND VALETE (The Education Corps have been hard at
work in Londonderry)
And finally to our goodbye-hello spot. January saw the departure of
the 2IC, Capt Graham Hand and his wife Anne who have left us after a
busy year-producing a son in November. We wish them both well at
the 'War School'. They will be particularly missed by Lt John Ewbank
who is now seen disconsolately wandering around clinking lOp pieces
looking for another opponent on the Space Invaders machine. In their
place we welcome Capt Robert Baxter and his wife, Gwynedd, and
daughter, Mhairi.
Other comings and goings were:
Sgt Clive Blackbum and wife to the Territorials at 34 Sig Regt;
Sig Sk\>pJ Hammond and Sig Joe TweedUe to the sun and and of
Cyprus;
Sgt Ian Duncan and LCpl Mitch Mitchell to Berlin.
There is a moral to this if you want the postin~ of your dreams; come
to 8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn! Other posting rn the pipeline include
Hong Kong, Belize and more to Berlin.
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TACTICAL SCENE
. We .ar~ glad to report that Santa Claus did man age to visit our
patch without too much trouble. However the usu al seasonal ' bomhing
runs' did occur, including the successful gutting by incendiaries of
three Lis burn Shops. Several devices were used to ruin some Belfast
Shops although many more were dealt with successfully by ATO . The
first m arch of 1980, was a peaceful Relatives Action Committee
procession that was poorly supported.
MECCA IN THE HILLS
Th anks to a £6,000 console for the Larkspur Rebros and some hard
work from our Powermen , Antenna riggers and Combat Section all of
the old Divis mountain wriggly tin huts have now been vacated . As you
can see from these nostalgic pictures the conditions and 'additions' over
the years have given us one or two problems recently . LCpl Andy
Tempest and Sig '.B omber' Roe, our main riggers , are now making up
Chinese puzzles for Waddingtons!

WHAT YOU GET OUT OF A BANK
ACCOUNT WITH LLOYDS.
Lloyds Bank has been associated
with the Army for many generations,
and in that time we've built up a real
understanding of the kind of money
problems that service life can some,
times create
We can help with financial, tax
and insurance advice.
Well take the worry out of
remembering to pay regular bills on
time-we'll pay them by standing
orders.
And, of cour e we'll give you a
cheque book o that you don't have to
carry a lot of cash around.
All the e ervices, together with
our Ca hpoint di pen er for instant
ca h, our aving schemes, and our
current and depo it accounts, are
example of how we can help.
If you would like more
information fill in the coupon
or call into your nearest Ll oyds Bank.
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Divis - Ice Station Zebra - shortly to be demolished
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A LOT MORE THAN MONEY
AT TIIE SIGN OFTIIE BLACK HORSE.

I would like more information
about a Lloyds bank account.
(BLOC K C APITALS PLEASE)

To: D.P. Gardiner T.D. Setvi.ces Liaison Officer,
Lloyds Bank, 6 Pall Mall, London SWlY 5NH.
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METRICATION!?
In line with his devastation of West Belfast with new antenna towers
our TOT, Capt Tony (The Tower) Porritt ha s achieved the ultimate. A
brand new 120 foot mast for Brigade Headquarters was erected on a
Friday afternoon so that avid 'Muppet' viewers could watch TV using
the new Heli-Tele dish . FofS Bill Davies and Sgt Gary Mayers stared
in disbelief when a worker (Irish ) appeared with the helicopter warn ing
light and a six foot ladder !
BUZBY-ENGAGED?
Our Admin Officer, Capt Joe Menzel RCT, has just been on a Royal
Signals telephone orientation course . This followed the frustrating
afternoon when he gave up dialling our 2IC, using his own number.
However it should be pointed out , that under his guidance the PRI had
a record turnover in 1979 of £140,000.
VISITORS
The SO in C, Maj Gen A.A.G. Anderson, visited the Squadron to
say farewell at the beginning of January. The new GOC of Northern
Ireland, Lt Gen Sir Richard Lawson toured Belfast a few days later
with Rover Group and the Brigade Commander. Another nocturnal
guest was Mr Michael Alison MP Minister of State for Northern
Ireland , who saw some of the finer points of Squadron life and dined
with the Officers and SNCOs. Lt Col Russell Maynard MBE, the new
CR Signals, was our final visitor and after a comprehensive tour of the
Squadron he had a fair inkling of what 'The City Slickers' do actually
do!
SILVER COMSTA R
CR Sig nals concluded his visit with the presentation of a Silver
Comstar to the lads of the Co mmcen . Over the last six months they
have successfully transmitted 51,000 signals and received 35,600. N.ot
bad, considering that much of the IN traffic is from non -telegraphist
tradesmen in roulement units! (Say no more)
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Chinese puzzle! A maze of heavy duty and low loss coaxes in the
mortar screen, above the old accommodation

QUOTCVISIT
Twenty students who are members of the Queen's University OTC
visited the Squadron on our first Sunday with snow on the ground .
With plenty of walking between demonstrations and a hot curry for
lunch they found our hospitality almost exceeded the brainstorming of
earlier hours. The kit, not all our own , proved to be very interesting and
indeed produced some fascinating expressions!
FISH SUPPER!
The RUC have recently had a crack-down on drunken drivers and
tax and insurance evaders. In the first night , just prior to Christmas,
they caught 150 drivers who were aiming their cars as normal . One
story that did produce a smile on the Chief Constables' face . wa s that of
a driver whose car 'weaved' up to an RUC Hopspur landrover . On
rolling out of the door the ' driver' negotiated several bys tanders and
whilst clutching a Constable , demanded in a slurred voice 'Two Fish
Suppers plaise'.
CR SIGNALS DINED OUT
On 16January Lt Col Mike Marples was dined out by all of the Corp
Officers and Warrant Officers in the province. The dinner. and
reunion for many. was held in our Sergeants Mess. Our MTWO. W02
Bob Grant, supervised the Seniors to make sure they didn't put their
thumbs in the soup, whilst SSgt Greg Robertson manned the
pumps-ens uring that no-one was left thirsty amidst the 'war stories'
and yams of the Province. We would like to wish Lt Col Ma rp les the
best of luck for his future posting down the road , an,d thank him and
his wife. Denise, for all the hard and thoughtful work that they have
both done on our behaU.
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QUEEN'S CHARGER
The Horseshoe Club now has a new horseshoe. This was framed and
presented to the Squadron by Maj (QM) Paddy Henry. The shoe was
given to Maj Henry by the Buckingham Palace Mews and there is also a
full certificate stating that the shoe was once on 'Burmese'. the Queen's
Charger.
SUSPICIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES
Owing to unforseen events we recently sent the Yeoman , (W02 Nick
Naylor) and the Foreman (W02 BUI Davies) on the same Roulement
Regiment Comms Briefing. There has been an unhealthy silence ever
since! (Not from the Roulement Regiment).
DOUBLE GLAZING
Recently some anti-continuous-helicopter windows were installed in
the Squadron Headquarters. Sadly the professional Ulster installers
left, four hours later, having put a very heavily padded frame in our
2IC's office and having chiselled away most of the old window surround
in OC Com ms Office-there must be a moral, or comment? I
CR Signals, Lt Col Mick Marples, and Maj Chris Blessington exchange
points on their last fishing trip
QUOTCVISIT
Twenty students who are members of the Queen's University OTC
visited the Squadron on our first Sunday with snow on the ground.
With plenty of walking between demonstrations and a hot curry for
lunch they found our hospitality almost exceeded the brainstorming of
earlier hours. The kit, not all our own, proved to be very interesting and
indeed produced some fascinating expressions!

l}le AT~ Wheelbarrow is explained to t he QUOTC visitors. On th e
right Mai C. D. A. Blessington and W02 IY of SJ Nick Naylor look
engrossed

BOXING DAY FIASCO
To formally end the season of Christmas parties the Seniors played
the Jun iors at ... ball on Boxing Day. The idea and rules were
conceived by Capt Joe Menzel RCT our Admin Officer. who
immediately set about writing the most biased rules since the days of
Chr.istians v Lions. Amongst these were such gems as:
• Anyone taking the game seriously is to report to the Regimental
Sergeant Major
and
• No one is allowed to intercept the OC when he is heading for
either goal.
Padre Peter Dodd officiated, still wearing his white Dinner Jacket
from the night before and the standard and variety of the players' dress
is unmentionable.
Cal!t Joe 'kicked off' for_the old men and after some dazzling passes
to Chief Clerk , SSgt Rohm Hancox and some devastating footwork
from Cpl Mickie Barbe the seniors claimed a goal. It was then that the
Ref agreed to the Juniors protest that we should play with a ball- be it
any type! After a short period of basketball, handball and rugby with a
football the game sunk into the mire with a Rugby ball. Shortly after
the _kick off the OC, Maj Keith Turner, a surprise sub for the 20 man
Semor team , took to the pitch in pony tails. mini dress and-nylons .
The effect was stupendous and the game swiftly took on a glorious
fra ntic 'get im' aspect.
'
Fortunately for all any photos were confiscated . But, the celebrations
of a disputed 1-1 draw sorted out the men from the boys! Thanks to
all our supporting wives and families.
CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP
On 28 January Maj Keith Turner formally handed the Squadron over
to Maj John Munnery. We would like to thank Keith and Carol for all
that they have achieved for the Squadron during their two years. There
were many fond Farewell , from all Troops , Departments and Messes
and we wish them the best of luck and good fortune for their future
appointment in Larkhill. To John and Karin a very warm welcome and
we hope that they will enjoy their time with the Brigade.

233 Sig Sqn
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THE MANAGEMENT
OC • • • · · · · · · · · - · · • · • • • • • · · • · · • · • • • ..•.•• Maj Don Overton
2JC · • • • • · · · · • • • • · · • • • • - • • • · • - .•.••. •.• Capt Paddy Crowley
Admin Officer • ..•..•.••.•..••.....••.. _.... Capt Len Jeffery
SSM • • • , • • · • • • • • • · • · · • • - • •...•. . .......• W02 Brian Smith
RQMS • • · • · • · · • • · • • • • · · · • • .... • ..••.•••• W02 Ron Russell
ORS • · · • • · • • · • · • • • • · · · · · •••.•••••.•.. Sgt 'Mac' MacDonald
HERE AND THERE
Only six wee~s into 1980 and it is proving to be as eventful a year as
any of the previous twenty. Already we have escorted seven VIP visitors
a~o und the premises (Cr~wley 's. tours are very good value, special
discounts for the more Semor Officers , at least one visit to the renowed
Peake Inn guaranteed and on most tours one meal at the Divis Hilton).
The dreaded I of E(A) has been postponed, but too late for the 21c·
Capt 'Paddy' Crowley and his team of clerical errors Sgt 'Mac'
MacDonald and Cpl 'John' Bryant who had produced the final
submission literally hours before the postponement was announced.
As noted in the last issue we have a new broom in the shape of Maj
Don Overton. He is now being assisted in his curry-making and other
strange Gurkha customs by Capt Len Jeffery, our new Admin Officer.
He is still trying to acclimatise to Northern Ireland's wet and soggy
weather after the rigours of Hong Kong. Our best wishes go to his
predecessor Capt Barrie Styles, now drying out in Cyprus.
The Squadron continues to expand its real estate holdings. The Divis
Hilton is now full y operational-yes, 39 Bde HQ & Sig Sqn have finally
got their equipment in from the old huts! The contractors are
beginning the 'landscaping' and soon the detachment will be back to its
normal peaceful life. The new building for the Squadron admin area
and Victor Troop is under way and the usual 'Irish Labourer' stories
~e being passed around. Delta and Echo Troops of the Squadron are
m the process of moving into new and more comfortable
acco!"Ilmodation in. various parts of .the Province and Whiskey Troop
contin ues to grow like Topsy. There 1s no truth in the rumour that our I
of E submission includes a proposal for a construction engineer and
architect on the Squadron establishment.

OG M, QC Squadron

Lt S tephanie Westall WRAC enjoying a joke with t he CR Signals:
Left to Right: W Cpl Daley, WPte Davies, CR Signals Lt Westall,

W Sgt Crough

In Civilian Life

CR SIGNALS SEES ALL
On Thursday 31 January Lt Col RF Maynard MBE, the new CR
Signals (NI), made his initial visit to the Squadron. Following a very
ti~ht schedule he visited all the Troops and Elements of the Squadron
dispersed throughout the Headquarters.

Enjoy
Service and
Comradeship
in THE ROYAL
BRITISH LEGION

SPORT SCENE
Rugby We successfully defeated our arch rivals, 223 Sig Sqn, in a
well contested and extremely muddy final to become the orthern
Ireland Minor Unit Champions for the second year in a row. At t he end
of February the battle scarred squad travels to Brize Norton to take on
SJ _,qn in the UK Army Semi Final.
Hockey On the hockey front we can also boast of a few successes. So
far t.his season the ~earn is !Ying sixth in the Northern Ireland League,
but m the Ar!"Ilr Minor Umts Cup we look for:ward to meeti ng 233 Sig
Sqn soon. Th!S 1s also The Northern Ireland Mmor Units Final!

Your service to Queen and Country needn' t
stop when you leave the Forces. The British Legion
has as much interest in and responsibility fo r
young ex-servicemen and women of today as it
bas for those of two world wars and looks to them
for its leaders of the future.

Self Defence We're shortly to enter the Northern Ireland Jud o
contest where our most secret weapons wi ll be used.
Orienteering Knowing that some people fin d d ifficulty in finding
their way to the camp from thei r quarters, a considerable amoun t of
'foul weather' training has taken place. Ably led by Capt John Walsh
the team-Cpls Mick Strefford and Pip Piper and others have th rashed
through many. Rhododendron bushes an d lakes. Hopefull y we'll acquit
ourselves well m the forthcoming R Signals Province meet.

CR Signals meeting one of the Commcen S hift S upervisors:
Left to Right: DSO Sgt Hodkin, CR S ignals, Capt (Tfcl, D Tunmo re

Stop press. SSgt Greg Robertson says something to Sgt John
Moody. We don't know what it was - any ideas?
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The SSM looks and listens in disbelief, as th e 21C explains the rigours
of Comms Troop to the CR Signals.
Left to Right: SSM, CR Signals, QC Sqn, 21C, SSgt Forster
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The Royal British Legion, 49 Pall Mall SWlY 5JY
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HIGH NOON AT THE PEAKE INN
During the lunch period on the 31 January, whilst Lt Col RF
Ma,nard MBE was meeting some of the WOs and SNCOs of the
Squadron. Lt Col M. Marples was saying goodbye. The Squadron
Commander. Maj DGMcH o,erton surprised him by presentin~ a
Squadron Tie and a Peake Inn tee hirt. (just the attire for walking
around a certain big house?) The surprises were not over, the SSMs
face was a picture when the tables were turned and Lt Col Marples
presented W02 B. Smith with his LS & GC. Needless to say High Noon
became High Tea.

COMMCEN TROOP
PERSONALITIES
OC (Tfc Offr) •.••..•••.••....••. ....• Capt (Tfc) DJ Tunmore
YofS .............................. WOl (YofS) W.A. Locke
Troop SSgt .......•.••.•.•••••.•.••••••••. SSgt G.J. Mason
Trg Sgt •..••..•.••••.•.•....•••••.•••••. .••• Sgt E.H. Tai
NCO IC Crypto • ...••..• •.•••••••..•.••..•..•. Sgt C.J. Lowe
DSO A Shift ..........••.•........•....• Sgt M.G.A. Langley
DSO B Shift ......................... ..... . SgtJ .F. Hodkin
DSO C Shift ................................ SgtJ. A. Speers
CHANGE AT THE TOP
Since our last entry in The Wire, a fair bit of water has passed under
the bridge (not to mention through the COMMCEN roof). The major
event during the period was the changeover in Tfc Offrs. It was with
deep regret that the Troop bade farewell to Maj 'The Boss' John Ankers
and his wife Vi. The Boss was wined out by the Troop at a cheese and
wine party held in his honour during which he was 'enthroned' on a
thunderbox and subjected to the reading, by SSgt Gary Mason, of an
ode penned especially for him by Capt Clirls Speight during 'happier
days in the First Armoured Division. This was Maj Ankers third tour
in Northern Ireland and the Troop wish him a well deserved rest in the
sunnier cHmes of Italy. The new Traffic Officer is Capt David Tunmore
who has joined us from 30 Sig Regt to serve his third tour in Northern
Ireland. (It is not the LOA that attracts them back!)

Lt Col Mike Marples considering setting a new trend in high places.
The dress of the day will be tee-shirts and ties, no more of this old
fashioned pin-stripe suits for him.

ANOTHER GOLD
The new GOC took the opportunity during his initial visit to present
the COMMCEN with yet another Gold Comstar Award (COMMCENs
3 and 8 Bde eat your hearts out). It is a reflection on the high standards
attained by our Data Telegraphists during a tour of three-way shift
working that we can win Comstar Awards in addition to obtaining a
100% pass rate in the Class 1 'Q' Test. This is not an advertisement for
D TGs who wish to work in their trade (alongside WRAC) and become
very proficient, however, requests for postings to 233 Sig Sqn should be
channelled through the normal chain of command to R Signals
Manning & Record Office!

CONGRATULATIONS
We offer our congratulations to Pte 'Fran' Tirnperley on her
mamage to LCpl Forbes ACC, LCpl Peter Madeloso on his marriage to
Pte Morag McKay (Keep it in the Troop), to Cpl and Mrs Barry
Dawson on the birth of a son, to Cpl Trevor Davies and LCpl Charlie
Drake on their recent promotions.
WELCOME AND FAREWELL
The Troop bid a fond farewell to Sgt Smudge Smith, Cpl Roach
Cavill, Cpl John lzon, Cpl Taff Lawrence, LCpls Taff Rumble and
Carol Hunt (or is it Mrs Rumble now?)
We extend a welcome to Cj>ls Anderson, Bairstow, Jenkins, LCpls
McLacblan, Weston, Sig Millar, Ptes Uddin and Winter.
NI MINOR UNITS HOCKEY CUP
The Squadron won the Northern Ireland Minor Units Cup in a hardfought final against 39 Bde HQ & Sig Sqn. Some fine individual efforts
by SSgt Mal Forster and LCpl 'Glnge' Schofield, despite a viscious
offside trap played by 39 Bde HQ & Sig Sqn, led to a final result of
4-1 in our favour. The Squadron now goes forward to the quarterfinals of the UK Minor Units Army Hockey Cup.

KEEP NOTES SHORT AND TO
1HE POINT PLEASE

McKELVIE TROPHY
The indoor football competition for the coveted McKelvie Trophy
was fought for very keenly by representatives from all the Troops. In a
nail biting climax Comms Troop defeated a combined Admin / Delta
Troop team by three goals to one to carry off the cup. Tech Troop
played their joker (Capt (TOT) Nick Lynn) but unfortunately all they
got was the wooden spoon.
FOOTBALL
The Squadron team, having finished third in the Autumn League,
look forward to a good Spring encounter. In our recent awards for
1979, Cpl Mick Applegarth was presented with the Trophy for Top
Goalscorer (come back Mal Hyndman all is forgiven) and the player of
the year Trophy went to our rising young star LCpl 'Ginge' Schofield
(will accept bids from 22 Sig Regt) . Capt Barrie Styles (now QM 9 Sig
Regt) football mentor and managing director of this happy band.
embarrassed the manager of the team, SSM Brian Smith by presenting
him with a statuette for his dedication to the Squadron team over the
past two-and-a-half years.
SQUASH
Since November of last year, the Squadron Squash team have been
preparing themselves for both Unit and Individual competitions. In the
NI Minor Units the squadron beat 12 Int & Sy Coy in the preliminary
round and GT Tp SP Sqn RCT 'B' Team in the 1st round before being
beaten by the favourites. 39 Bde HQ & Sig Sqn, in the Semi-Finals.
Certain members of the team namely SSgt Phil Daisey, Sgt Dave
Taylor and Sgt Cliarlie Murray entered for the NI Individual
Championships and gained good experience from playing some
excellent Squash players. Hopefully th is will put them in good stead
when they take part in the Corps Ind ividu al Championships in March
at Blandford.

SAIL HOMETO ENGLAND.

Every day a Prins Ferry sails from Harwich for either Hamburg
.~.,...~
or Bremerhaven. Every day another one leaves Germany on ~ ~~
the~eturn triJ?.F?rten.month~oftheyearyou~ndyour
- · ~~~- ~
family can sail with Pnns Fernes for ~!most sor.. less ~~i::::.~
. ·;
than thenormalfare (onoroff duty smgleorreturn). ~~;~, .. ·
. '.-' ...
Your car travels cheaper, too.
- ~:

W02 !SSM) Brian Smith on the receiving end of some complicated
plotting (for a change). Lt Col Marples presents the SSM with his
LS&GC
WELLDONETHEWB~KEYTROOPWIVES

Whiskey Troop wives excelled this year with their efforts to raise cash
for charity. At the end of the day they managed to raise the grand total
of £615. The cash was donated to Blessma, Dr Barnado's and the local
Lisburn BHnd Association . Well done girls!
COMINGS AND GOINGS
We would also like to take the opportunity of congratulating Cpl
'Andy' Rbnell and W /LCpl 'Fran' Baxter on their recent marriage, we
hope that all your troubles are small ones.
We would like to welcome to the Troop:
Sgt Rodger, Cpl Hair, Cpl Roberts, Cpl Biglin, W/LCpl Rlmell, Sig
Coltm1111, Sig McDlne, Sig Yates, Sig Bamford and Pte Bamford .
We say farewell to:
Cpl 'Stamps' Allwrlght, Cpl 'Micky' Applegarth, LCpl John Standen,
Cpl Paul Oaringbold and wish them well in their new postings.
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The GOC presenting the Gold Comstar to our newest operator Pte
Lynda Winter in front of (from Left to Right) LCpl Gill Legge, Cpl Trev
Davies, Cpl Taff Davies, S ig Ken Mitchell, Sig Steve Francis, Pte (I'm
not really shy) Ann Martin, and Cpl Jeannette Allen

TOP CLASS ENTERTAINMENT
The Troop has the pleasure of providing the entertainments
committee for the Peake Inn (our Squadron Oub) for the current
period . The committee, under the chairmanship of Sgt John Hodkln,
have taken the bull by the horns and are providing some really top class
entertainment. So far we have had a very successful Fancy Dress Ball
with some very imaginitive costumes. The prizes for the best costumes
were awarded to W /LCpl 'Buzby' Shutt and Sgt 'Jolly Green Giant'
Huu.ey-Morgan. This was followed by a very competitive Games Night
between the Lads and the Lassies. One noticeable event was the Boat
Race in which the Lassies showed a set of empty glasses to the Lads.
That is taking Womens Lib too far! The next event is a Valentines
Dance which could prove interesting, this being a Leap Year . There
could be a few announcements in your next issue of The Wire.
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SAIL HOME TO GERMANY.
d!

It's the perfect way to go home on leave, or back to work after_
wards. An~ with a tOJ?-class restauran~,,a cafe~eria, co_mfortable
,~(','°.~9aJ
bars, dancmg and a cmema on board, its not JUSt a tnp,
.....~;~
it'saholiday!
,-~
~~~- .... ~
Ult Office:- London:-13/ 14 Queen St. Mayfair London WlX 8BA ~~"~~:::: "
. ,. '
Tel : 01-629 7961also01-4917641 • German Office :- Hamburg:
·9 , :i-,~
HAD AG Seetouri tik und Fiihrdienst AG 2000, Hamburg 11,
- ~:
Johannisbollwerk 6-8. Tel: (040) 3 19 61 • Bremen: Karl Geuther
& Co. 2800 Bremen 1 Martinistrasse 58. Tel: (0421) 3 16 01.
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-News from Heat/quarters-

CSO UKLF TA WEEKEND
Report by HQ 12 Signal Group
AT BLANDFORD
Friday 11 January saw the coming together of representatives of all
the Royal Signals TA regiments on the occasion of the CSO UKLF's
TA Officers Study Weekend held at the School of Signals. Blandford
by kind permission of the Commandant, Brig R. Benbow. This year it
was organised on behalf of the CSO UKLF by Brig R. L. Stonham and
the staff of Headquarters 12 Signal Group (Volunteers). The theme for
the weekend was 'The Future' and the programme got off to an
excellent start with an amusing and enlightening lecture on the Army in
general given by Brig Houston the BGS at HQ UKLF. Gen Anderson
followed this by dealing with the Corps and Col John Russell from
Signals 31 gave us an outline of his job and the tasks facing him. The
CSO UKLF talked about the TA and outlined the future structure of
the higher Command of Royal Signals TA with special mention of the
greater participation that the WRAC will make in the Royal Signals
TA. 2. 11 and 12 Signal Groups then gave an updated outline of their
role and how they saw the future.
After lunch Mr Stne Merrick, the Assistant Chief Constable of
Suffolk. gave a most impressive presentation of the relationship
between the Army and the Police Force as he saw it. Full of wit and
quick dry humour, Mr Merrick left his audience in no doubt that there
must be closer co-operation between the Army and the Police Force; we
were fortunate indeed that he was able to spare the time to attend the
Study Period. Maj Stutchbury from the CSOs staff at Wilton outlined
the Royal Signals Regular Organisation and structure, and this was
followed by 1 Signal Group outlining their role, including an insight
into the current Rhodesia situation.
Lt Col Peacock of MOD C· T la, gave a most interesting presentation
on future Oothing and Equipment, leaving us to complete a very full
day "ith a dinner night laid on again so efficiently by the HQ Mess, for
which the Corps Band and Trumpeters under Lt Col Keith Boulding
provided a program me of music of the highest standard.
In addition. we were lucky to have present the Pipe Major and three
pipers of 32 (Scottish) Signal Regiment (Volunteers) who added a
further touch of colour and variety to the proceedings.
Col Ke\-in Kirkby GS (OR) 37 had the unenviable position of having
to open the proceedings first thing Sunday morning after the dinner
night, and gave a detailed run down on equipment for the TA in the
future. its procurement and estimated time into service. Col Kirkby
then left himself wide open to answer questions from the audience. The
Electronic Warfare presentation given by Lt Col Peter Buchanan
proved of real interest and reminded us of certain precautions we can
take for operational units.
With the Open Forum and closing address being taken by the CSO
UKLF. a very successful weekend was brought to a close.

Front row of the Stalls in the Princess Mary Theatre
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The SO in C obviously enjoying this story

In the ante-room before dinner

QATAR ARMED FORCES

Some of the participants at coffee time
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CHRISTMAS IN DOHA
Since our last contribution there has been little change in Doha, and
life remains much the same, although the temperature has dropped as
low as 9°C and we have had a little rain.
Over the Christmas period the team organised a childrens' party at
the Commanding Officer's residence, with guests from the British
Embassy and the Doha community attending. As you can see from the
photographs, a touch of realism was added by Maj Tawfiq Dahdal
MBE who was dressed in his full visiting robes. After much discussion
between the other team members on the division of duties for the party,
the Commanding Officer was left with the job of portraying Father
Christmas; Lt Cdr Tony Wray RN played the organ, WOI (ASM) John
T~dd conducted the carol singing, WOI (YofS) Bcian Rice BEM
dispensed the liquid refreshment, and WOl (FofS) Trel"Or Spence was
r~sponsible for all technical matters such as projecting the cartoon
hims and blowing up balloons.
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HM Ambassador talking to Val Spence
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VISITOFVAG/DM(A)
During the period 26-28 January Maj Gen M.J. Tomlinson OBE
V AGI DM(A) visited Doha as part of his tour of the Arabian peninsula.
During his short stay with us he found time to visit our homes, offices ,
and to talk to the team members and their wives.
His social programme was very full, including a lunch at the Ramada
Hotel given by General Headquarters, and a ladies guest night given by
the team in the private dining room of the Gulf Hotel; His Excellency.
Mr Colin Brant CVO, Her Majesty's Ambassador to Qatar, and Mrs
Brant also attended as our guests.
To provide some light relief during the visit the Sea Arm moved V AG
from their dockyard to his next appointment in a Rotork Sea Truck.
For those of you who don't know it, the vessel is an eight metre flat
bottomed, shallow draft 'Landing craft' for beach operations in shallow
waters. Our version is fitted with twin 235 horsepower outboard engines
giving a capability of maintaining 50 mph for long periods. A patch of
rough water can have alarming effects to the uninitiated! However. all
was well and Gen Tomlinson walked into General Headquarters with
dry feet.
CONGRATULATIONS
To WOI (FofS) Trevor Spence o n being selected for an SRC in 1981 .
Any volunteers to replace him in Qatar?

A touch of realism

The foothills of High Atlas. Jebel Toubkel in the left background. Left
to Right: Sgt Smith, Capt Cornforth, Cpl Roose, LCpl Brayley, AT
Vass, Capt Whitley
The Summit: Left to Right: LCpl Brayley, Cpl Roose, AT Vass, Sgt
Smith, Capt Wh itley
Photo : Capt Cornforth

Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate
The theory is that we work hard for 14 weeks of the term and then we
can relax during the leave. In practice this isn't always the case as the
following accounts of exercises undertaken during the last leave show.

MOUNTAINEERING IN MOROCCO
EX ATLAS OVERLORD
Report by Capt John Cornforth
Capt Gerry Whiteley RAEC, first thought of it. An excuse to get
ay,ay from his classroom, of course! He loomed into my office one day
and said 'How do you like the idea of mountaineering in Morocco in the
last week of term? ' My thoughts immediately turned to the multitude of
end-of-term responsibilities, parades, deadlines, traumas, reportwriting etc and, having carefully weighed up all these for at least a
second or two, I said I liked the idea!
The Alm
We decided to go for the highest mountain in North Africa, Jbel
Toubkal at 13,660 feet in the High Atlas range. We would take four
apprentices and fly to Gibraltar, borrow a vehicle and drive down to the
Atlas foothills, climb the mountain and drive back.
The Prellmfnarles
Having made contact with Maj Ivor Oddle R Signals, GSO 2 at HQ
Fortress Gibraltar who got the ball rolling for us there, we went through
the procedure of clearing the exercise through District HQ and MOD
and then set about looking for four suitable apprentice mountaineers.
These rapidly appeared in the shapes of AT Sgt Steve Smith, AT Cpl
John Roose, AT LCpl Glynn Brayley and AT Len Vass. A week-end
climbi11g exercise in Scotland got us thinking along the right lines and,
having checked passports and been inoculated against 99% of all
known bacteria, we were ready for off.

Getting There
We flew by RAF charter from Gatwick and touched down only three
hours later in Gibraltar on a warm, sunny day in mid-December. Capt
George Bacon RAEC, an ex-Harrogate officer, met us there and
whisked us away to enjoy some truly magnificent hospitality whilst we
tied up last minute detaih and collected our vehicle. The following day
we were on the ferry to Tangier, John Roose'a cigarettes coming in
handy at the customs and immigration office; 1 packet of 20 = No
problems. Arriving at Tangier we decided not to delay but pressed on
for Rabat where we were to meet the Defence Attache at the British
Embassy. Thanks to Capt George Bacon's skilful map-reading and
mastery of the French language we found ourselves at the Tunisian
Embassy (which wasn't quite the same - but at least gave us a chance
to see some of the city!) Rabat, we decided, was worth investigation. We
had a tour of the old Medina and went shopping in the market for
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provisions. We spent that nigh~ camping rough on the road-side within
sight and sound of the Atlantic surf.
Animal Snap
..
This is a game which requires no skill at all othe.r than an ab1hty to
make animal noises at the drop of a card. During a game at our
overnight stop at Rabat we managed to attract the attention of the local
Gendarmerie who obviously couldn't believe their ears. They peered
warily inside the Sherpa van to witn~ss Glyl1!1 Brayley fl!lpping his arms
frantically and going through an unpress1ve repertoire of farmyard
cries whilst the rest of us were rolling about in stitches. A packet of 20
was duly handed over and thus any criminal proceedings were averted.

Marrakesh
The next day we pushed on to Marrakesh, getting lost in Casablanca
en route, and found a camp site - (very inadequate toilets and not
really worth the 10 Dirham {£1.25) per head we were charged). We had
a night tour of the Medina, in the vehicle for safety, and wandered
through the markets. We decided to come back after the climb and do
some proper sightseeing as Marrakesh was obviously a very . beautiful
and sophisticated city with long Parisien style boulevards lined with
orange trees and elegant Colonial buildings and well worth a bit of
exploration.
The Mountains
In the morning we could see the High Atlas with snow ~n th~ tops.
Having said ~oodbye to Capt George Bacon who was pursuing his own
recce for a tnp later in the year we again got under way. Another three
hours driving found us in the mountain village of Imlil, where we met
Lhassan, the guardian of the hostel and owner of the local shop. We
bought lots of packet soup and biscujts and some macaroni to
supplement our mountain rations of cheese and salami and arranged to
meet the guardian of the Neltner Refuge , our final base camp, in the
next village. The vehicle would be well looked after in Imlli , outside the
Cafe Soleil , whilst we made our way on foot up to the Neltner Hut at
10,000 feet. That climb was fairly exhausting despite the good track all
the way and we were all suffering mild effects of altitude by the time we
reached it. We came across our first snow as we approached the
hut-we were equipped with ice-axes and a rope and all wore warm
clothing-just as well as the temperature plummetted as soon as the
sun passed behind the surrounding peaks.
Len Vass, the youngest of the group at 17i years was keeping up well
despite the fact that his rucksack was probably the heaviest in the
group. Capt Gerry Whiteley was looking a bit grey on arrival but then
being the tallest of us at about six foot seven inches was probably
getting the worst of the altitude symptoms! The Hut guardian,
Mohammad, arrived shortly after us and we trudged gratefully into the
surprisingly well-furnished and equipped refuge.
None of us slept well that night-it was unbelievably hot in the
upstairs sleepin~ area despite the fact that the temperature outside was
well below freezmg. Nobody really minded getting up for an early start
at 4.30 am and after a quick breakfast of soup and salami washed down
with tea we left the hut and set off in the moonlight.
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The Summit
The climbing was to start almost immediately and the first problem
we encountered was soft snow. We were up to our waists within the first
400 metres and made very slow, laborious progress to start with. After
three hours of climbing we had gained only 1,000 feet and could still see
the refuge at the bottom of the slope-the summit lay another 2,500
feet above us and for a moment r wondered if we would make it.
Gradually the snow became more consolidated and we made better
progress as the day wore on- Midday found us at a flat corrie
surrounded by steep sloping rocky scree ahead of us and to the left and
a snow face to our right. We decided to stay with the snow and ATs
John Roose and Steve Smith took t urns in kicking steps up what we
hoped would be our last major climb. The snow izave way to broken
scree at the top and then at last we saw the summit about~ a mile away.
A sharp ridge separated us from the top. a feature not unlike Snowdon's
Crib Goch though not as long, the exposure on either side was
spectacular and caused a few moments of anxiety for us all. We reached
the top at 1.30 pm and celebrated with a Coke. Breathtaking views of
the Atlas range, the plains of Marrakesh to the North and the
beginning of the Sahara Desert to the South were a!l ~uly cap.tu.red on
film and after a brief rest we made our way down, this t1me avoiding the
ridge by taking the rocky scree descent to the NW.
The Descent
Our descent and the overnight stay in the Refuge was uneventful and
we started to make our way back down to lmJil to the vehicle.
Mohammad, our guardian had gone on ahead-we had arranged to
stop with him at the half-way hamlet of Sidi St, Chamharouch for some
mint tea. To his surprise and our chargin we found the hamlet deserted
and were forced to carry on. We had only gone about another half a
mile when we were met by some of the villagers making their way back
up the mountain looking very determined and grim-faced. One of them
stopped and spoke to Mohammad who then informed us with some
trepidation, that one of the inhabitants of hamlet had been ~urdere~.
The mass evacuation by the local villagers into the mountams was m
part to search for the culprits but also due to a reluctance ~m.ongst the
locals to 'help the police with their enquiries'. Mohammad ms1Sted that
we should provide him with an alibi-a written s~atement to the eff'.ect
that on the ni$ht in question he had been with us m the Refuge. Havmg
been given this he thanked us, said a hasty g<>?dbye and followed the
steady stream of villagers back up the mountain track.
A little further on Steve Smith came upon the body of the
unfortunate murder victim lying unattended in t~e dust in th~ middle
of the track. Having decided that there was nothmg t.o be achieved by
delaying we picked our way past the corpse and earned on our way.
Finale
We reported the crime at the Gend~rm.erie P~st at Asni, en route ~o
Marrakesh and decided to forget the mc1dent; 1t could not detrac.t m
any way from the sense of achievement we all felt. We spent that ~1ght
in a hotel in Marrakesh and all enjoyed a slap-up me~l. The re~amder
of our time in Morocco was spent sight-seemg, buying souvemrs and
making our way back northwards to Tangier and then on to Gibraltar.
We flew back to UK on 18 December having crammed a. lot of
excitement, adventure and experience into an eleven day exerc1Se.
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The view from the top!

KARRIMOR INTERNATIONAL MOUNTAIN MARATHON
Having achieved all my aims in the world of Athletics and Cross
Country running I decided to try my hand at the lunatic sport of fell
running.
After a few races r decided to enter the ultimate of all races, the
Karrimor Mountain Marathon. This race is probably the hardest of all
requiring a really high standard of fitness. The following article is an
account written by my partner, AT Sgt Weldon, who was one of the
youngest comeetitiors to finish this year's race. Not only was he one of
the youngest finishers but he certainly was the only one who did the
race at only 12 hours notice!
W02SSMGUE
The Karrimor International Mountain Marathon is a two day
mountain navigation race. It was first conceived in 1968 and launched
as an experiment, exploring the feasibility of the skills acquired in
orienteering being applied to competitive navigation in wild and
desolate mountain country. thereby promoting higher standards for all
who make expeditions into the hills.
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Travel Townsend Thoresen
and.you'll never have
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to Felixstowe or Dover, the Forces favourites.
And this year Calais to Dover in just 75 minutes
-the fastest ferry crossing home. It's all in our
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Get your free copy from your Travel Agent.
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------------,
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THORESEN I
Tl•!!!'r!!!!a~ries

It was to be a Mountain Orienteering event on a massive scale
presenting the 'ultimate challenge' to mountaineers, fell runners,
orienteers, marathon walkers and all who seek competition in the hills
and mountains of Britain. The event is staged in the month of October
and is designed to test one's endurance, map reading and navigational
skill in the safe traverse of difficult and unknown hilly country.
The distance 70km coupled with the lSOOOft of ascent involved,
demands a high level of fitness because all competitors are required to
carry their food and equipment for the entire two day journey, which
involves an enforced night camp at the end of the first day. Thus fully
testing a team's equipment and self-sufficiency in surviving the night
cooking food and getting adequate sleep, in preparation for the second
days journey. Our team consisted of W02 SSM Mlck Gue and myself,
AT Sgt Sev Weldon. We had spent the previous ni~ht in a hotel in a
local village. The next morning we rose early to blinding sunlight. It
was cold but clear and the wind was still. After a hearty breakfast we
made our way to the start. lt was amazing to see hundreds of people
gathered at the start point.
The Class' A', our course, was due to start at 0900 hrs, we arrived, due
to the crowds, with only seconds to go. Anyway we joined in and pushed
our way as close to the front of the pack as possible. The start signal
was given and one mass of bodies broke into a steady jog with the more
keen competitors sprinting along. Anyway we followed the tape to the
master maps and copied the route as quickly as possible. Then decided
our route and we were off. There was no backing out or turning around
now. Nothing but a lot of hard grafting. Everyone was in high spirits
and moving quite quickly. Then after a few kilometers we started our
first uphill section, it was soon conquered and the first checkpoint was
in sight. The first one was the easiest.
On the way to the second checkpoint we went slightly off course and
picked the obvious route, but this turned out to be the harder one.
Anyway checkpoints 2, 3 and 5 were all in low ground compared to the
rest of the area. The one thing which made it hard going was that it was
marshy ground with no easy tracks to follow so that water inevitably
weighed you down . At checkpoint 4 we had a short rest, we'd reached
the checkpoints with about an hour to spare on the set times.
Checkpoint 5 turned out to be one h . .. of a slog. It was a case of
gritting your teeth and nearly crawling up a near vertical incline of
some 1200ft. 1be sun didn't help beating down on your back. Cramp
had already begun to set in . It took some time (it seemed like years) to
reach the top. We'd lost 15 minutes because we reached it with 15
minutes to spare on the time limit. Checkpoints 6 and 7 were mainly
downhill and easy going. Between checkpoints 7 and 8 we decided to
pick a longer but easier route. We didn't expect the forest to be so
thick, we still found a way through. After coming out of the woods we
made across an exposed marshy area filled with gorse making the going
tough and then started to climb again. I'd twisted my ankle on the last
checkpoint, and this was becoming painful as we hit the rocky uphill
part. We were looking for a small lake but it was hidden in a gully. So
we lost some precious minutes checking our route . Though it turned
out to be correct. Anyway we made it.
Then cramp struck both of us. The only thing we could do was to grin
and bear it.
The next morning we arose after sleeping solid for 12 hours, cleared
up and gathered at the start. For some reason the numbers had
dwindled by some considerable amount. Again we followed the tape to
the master maps , made a copy and were away on the trail of the first
checkpoint. This one was a gentle climb to a trig point. The good
weather of the previous day had dwindled away. It was now low cloud
and drizzle. The second checkpoint was downhill and reached soon
afterwards.
Next was a very long fairly flat trek across marshy 8fOUnd, it was the
longest single trek of the days . The fourth checkpomt seemed never
coming. By this time all my soft living was catchin~ up on me. I ~as
shattered but still pressed on. Even though I noticed .I was slowm.g
down I couldn't do anything about it. Between checkpomts 4 and 5 1t
started to pour down. The effect of being tired and wet affected my
morale but Mick kept me going. After 5 and 6 we~e completed the
finish seemed within my grasp and so my morale chmbed back. to a
high degree. After doing some hard climbing we reached checkpoint 7.
Now with one checkpoint left and all downhill over fairly comfortable
ground. We broke into a jog. I couldn't have really known how
shattered I was because with only a couple of hundred yards to the
finish I lost my senses and had to be nearly dragged the last couple of
hundred yards by Mick. We did finish in 89th place. Not bad
consideri ng neither of us had ever done a Karrimor b~fo~e. I was o~e of
the youngest on the A course at 18 and with no preVJous Karr1mor
experience.

I
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EXERCISE SNOWSTORM 11
Report by AT Sgt Nell Fisher
Exercise Snowstorm JI started off if not with a bang at least with a
certain amount of interested speculation as to whether AT John
Watkins of Scott Squadron would get to Heathrow in time to catch the
plane. (He made it with minutes to spare!) On arrival at Munich we
were met by the standard Army Luxury transportation module within
which we spent the next five hours trundling across the frozen
landscape. On arrival at the hut we were greeted by our hosts; The
Boss, Chippy, Dave, Woody, Mitch and last but by no means least the
chef John who deserves a mention for his devotion to duty since, while
usually under the influence of one thing or another, he invariably
succeeded in throwing a meal together.
The snow this year was excellent and by the end of the course everyone
was able to descend (with varying degrees of control) slopes of an almost
precipitous nature. Although AT 'Radar' Manh of Bradley Squadron
swears that he will never again venture onto a drag lift after the several
horrendous incidents which kept the local populace amused. Christmas
came and went in something of a Bacchanalian haze but I think that we
all enjoyed it! An excellent time was had by all on New Years Eve with
Capt Nigel Cory and Bob Kinnaird accompanied by 2Lt Peter Tucker
doing a very intricate little dance along the main street of Haag.
On the days when the locals were on holiday and clogging up the ski
slopes we had an interesting time trying out Cross-Country skiing which
goes to show that even Capt Cory isn't perfect! The trip was a great
success and by the end of the second week everyone achieved the Red
Standard in both Alpine and Cross-Country skiing. On the last full day
prizes were presented as follows:
The most improved skier
Best All Round skier
Wooden Spoon

AT Geordie Halliwell
AT Sgt Nell Fisher
AT 'Radar' Manh

Finally our sincere thanks to all who made the trip possible,
especially our hosts, 2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt and Capt Cory for
organising the exercise.

Outside home base A Ts Fagan, March and Dyer
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SKI TRAINING IN SWITZERLAND
Arolrnd the end of August last year Capt Robin Hill was tasked with
entering a team into the Divisional Cross Country Ski Meeting. Having
spent a lifetime sampling the apres-ski of Europe's top resorts this
came as a cultural shock. But. with his normal ingenuity and flair for
spontaneous organisation Robin got the team off the ground and
headed for fhe ski tracks of Switzerland.
With the occasional stops on the way for NAAFI breaks.
constitutionals and the odd navigational error-' ... remember when
you said turn left outside the camp gate, well ... ' (Sig 'Mitch' Mitchell
of I Sqn and his co-driver LCpl 'Glbbo' Glbbons)--the team eventually
found its way to Urnerboden, a remote Swiss village hidden away in the
mountains south of Zurich. This is where we were to spend the next
four weeks learning to langlauf(few of us had done any before), cursing
our waxes and getting used to the sight of Sgt Chris Duffil (3 Sqn) and
Sig 'Barney' Barnes (l Sqn) coming to terms with gravity.
The training proved to be hard and physical and the inevitable crop
of injuries resulting from awkward falls occurred. Unfortunately for Sig
Dave Bonner (1 Sqn) he fractured his hand in a particularly nasty fall
and was unable to ski again for the rest of the training.

News from Regiments
1 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt

THE LAST OF THE YEAR'S BRASS
The SOinC. Maj Gen A. A. G. Anderson paid us a visit on the 12
December 1979during his progress around BAOR, and what a packed
day it was. with Regimental lunch, Long Service and Good Conduct
Medal presentation, the start of the dreaded monthly three mile Cross
Country through the delightful pine forests of Verden. and rounded off
with a gue t appearance at 3 Sqn's super Christmas party in the
e\'ening.

Staff Support
You can see from this picture of items left outside the lecture hall by
a member of the audience, that everyone, even the sick, lame and lazy
are going to be 'switched on' in 1980.

Sgt SR Thompson with his fami ly after the presentation of his LS and
GC by the SO in C

'At the Commcen'. The SOinC chatting to Cpl Williamson, one of the
shift on duty at Verden Commcen

'They didn't sell those in the PRI in my day'
Lt Bob Wherry showing the SOinC around our PRI Shop whilst the
CO's run was on
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A SIT IN
Straight after Christmas we went into the exercise season with a bang
in the second week of January, and what a surprise, the snow fell, just to
make us feel at home after last year's hard winter-so it came as no
surprise when we had a Signal Regt 'sit-in' on Tuesday 22 January in
the warm and comfortable atmosphere of the Verden Theatre Club,
rather than out in the snow and slush of the North German
Plain.-seriously though we had a very informative Study Day. With a
full day's programme of presentations by the component squadrons
after an introduction by the CO, Lt Col Stephen Carr-Smith, the
mditorium had the appearance of a first night audience at a
performance of the ' Mousetrap'.
Over a hundred of the Officers and SNCOs, the regimental hierarchy,
brushed up their knowledge of Net Radio Communications, BRUIN,
Signals operations and Task Force operations. A very sensible
precaution bearing in mind the heavy commitments we have for
exercises this summer; and the big culminating one, Ex Crusader
80 itself, in the autumn.

'Cold Weather SDS'
LCpl Sykes, Sgt Duffil, 20 Km Patrol Race

Goodbye 'Peter'
CO presenting one of the Regimental tankards to Maj Peter Bonser
who left the Regiment in December to take up an appointment in
Gibraltar as GS03 Sigs/ PR / Adventurous Training

-·

During the course of the day we w~re !ntrodu~ed t.o ~ n~w fa_il-safe
commumcation system for the J 990 s- BIRDS (B1omc mtelltgence
receiving and distribution system). Talking of different wars o~ mo~ing
information around, here we have our cold weather SDS in d1sgu1se.

Sit-in
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THE SUN TOO
The mountains really did tower over the village and our traininl! was
interrupted only very briefly by sunshine breaking above the peaks. In
fact the sight of LCpls Jeff Clarke (1 Sqn) and 'Cliunky' Brown (HQ
Sqn). clad only in moonboots. swimming trunks and sun-tan lotion
dash ing out to catch their JS minute daily ration of ultra violet
prompted mutterings of'mad dogs and Englishmen'. Lt Nick Ferriman
joined us just before Christmas on posting from the Junior Signalman
Wing , 11 Signal Regt , still recovering from the after affects of a virus
infection.
A SKI OUT
After the celebrations of the New Year and having ski-ied up to
40Kms a day the team was looking forward to the move to Austria for
the Divisional Championship . About a week before we were due to go
it snowed heavily. The only road out bet'ame blocked and there was a
real danger of avalanche (two British soldiers had been killed in one on
the road a few years previously). We were assured by the locals that
there would be no problems in getting out in time as in the last 10 years
the road had never been blocked for more than four days. However. by
Day six the situation had not improved and the decision was made to
ski out, accompanied by a guide from the village. Slgs Steve Blackwell
(1 Sqn) and 'Mitch' Mitchell remained behind to bring out the vehicles
when the snow cleared-a record 13 days later!
A CREDITABLE SIXTH
The team arrived in Austria a day before the first event-the lSKm.
The other events on the programme included the 4 x lOKm relay, 3 x
~Km Biathalon, Ski-oriente~ring and the 20Km patrol race. Aftera
somewhat shaky start the lads settled down and started ski-ing well.
Our result improved all the time a did the individual times. Out of the
nine teams that finished all the races (23 had been there at the start) we
managed a very credi~able sixth. This result has fired _the te~m·s
enthusiasm to enter agam next year. The strength and experience ol the
teams in front of us had convinced us all that if we were to do better we
mu t start training again now, you mm.t be fit enough to cope with at
lea t two to three hours training a day before you hit the snow.
Congratulations must go to LCpl Jeff Clarke and Maj Roddy Bridges
(CHESHIRES) and in particular LCpl 'Pyscho' Sykes for their
individual performances. Thanks go too to Nici Hill for her
perseverance and patience in tolerating us without complaint for so
long.
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2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. 46

VISIT TO KOHIMA
As all those who have served in the Regiment know, 2 Division
fought at the battle of KOHIMA. Of this part of the war Lord
Mountbatten wrote 'only those who have seen the terrific nature of the
country under these conditions will be able to appreciate your
achie\'ements'. There are few, if any, current members of the Regiment
who ha\•e ever seen the country at all! Perhaps it was this or the fact
that the War Graves Commission had recently finished laying new
stone panels at the Monument that made Maj Gen Sandy Boswell
decide to send a parry from the Division to visit the memorial at
Kohima. Six serving soldiers were finally chosen and Lt Paul Wilkin of
A2 Tp was lucky enough to be among them.
Last year this intrepid group left Germany via RAF Brize Norton to
fly East in the general direction of Imphal. Some weeks later a rather
thinner, paler young officer was found carefully sipping coffee in the
Sqn Office when the rest of us returned from Ex Keystone. He made
some comment to the effect that diarrhoea, contracted in Delhli, gives
you a far better run for your money than the Bunde equivalent - and
then corrected himself by saying he could not imagine that Bunde could
produce anything equivalent! He is currently 'recovering' on a rest cure
m the mountain air of Bavaria running Ex Snow Queen. When he
returns I am sure he will give a further account of his harrowing
experience on ExKeyMonument.

outpointing his opponent in fine style. Sig Tommo Thompson after a
spirited attempt was stopped in the first round, but the success
continued with a polished points win at Lightweight from Sig Shaft
()'Conmr. LCpl 'My Boy' Mills, although outclassed, fought with great
co.•rage but was eventually stopped in the third round. At this stage we
were three bouts to two in the lead. After a short interval the
Regimental supporters led as usual by WOI RSM (Vlci;Or) Z~mer
were back on their feet having seen Pte Anderson, our M1ddlewe1ght,
demolish his opponent with some devastating combination punches.
The most spirited performance of th~ evening went to. Sig 'Brian'
Hardie at Light Heavy, who punch~ hts "'.ay to a standstill but _could
not withstand the non stop aggression of his opponent. The Regiment
was full of praise for a guy who showed so much grit and
determination. Well done Hardie! The noise had not died down for a
second because the very popular Paul Davies had stepped into the
Ring. In typical Davies style he hit his opponent with everything b_ut the
kitchen sink and the fight was stopped very soon after the first mmute.
The Regiment were through to the next round. Not to be outdone, Sig
Denny Carr, our Welterweight. still had to box and this he did with
style and some very heavy punching. He continued the teams success by
winning a fine fight on points. The final result 6-3 to us. Well done
you heavy punchers. The quarter finals were soon upon us and with
some dedicated training days over the Christmas grant, the Regiment
was ready to take on 1 Glosters, once again, on their home ground.
Even though our victory over 10 Regt RCT was noted, it was still felt
that we were the underdogs against our infantry rivals. It was not to
be. The Regiment fought with tremendous courage, skill and
determination and, once again, tipped the scales in their favour and
won the contest 5-4. Our next fight is against the 1st Bn the Royal
Hampshire Regiment towards the end of January and once again we
fight away from home. Don't worry readers, the 'Lads' will be there.
The Squad personalities are:
Sig Taff Plngue, LCpl John Black, Sig Tomn10 Thompson, LCpl
Taff Llewlleyan, Sig Shaft O'Connor, Sig Denny Carr, Sig Steve Cave,
LCpl 'My Boy' Mills, Pte Andy Anderson, Sig Brian Hardie, Sig Scouse
Smith, LCpl Paul Davies.

ARU
Here we are again with two weeks of frantic military skills training
before the ARU. The C.Ommanding Officer, Lt Col Bob Cook, had set
the scene. Three days. with BFT runs on day one, Ex Cold Circle, to test
military skills on day two, and last but not least, the ceremonial parade
and drive past. The first two days took the form of an inter-troop
competition.
DAY ONE
The BFT torture was organised by SSgt George Hook and his crew of
bionic PTis. One of the first teams on from 2 Sqn led by Lt Tony Russ
managed to puff and pant their_\\'.ay round and into first position at the
start of the mter-troop competition.
DAY TWO
Ex Cold Circle ~ot off to an early start in a wooded area near
Sennelager. Awaiting the competitors were eight stands to test
leadership, fitness, and military skills.
-run by SSgtTony Freudenfeld
Stand 1-Weapon Handling
- run by CaptJohn Wedgbury
Stand 2-Ranges
Capt Matt Helm
SSgt George Bardsley
Stand 3-First Aid
-run by Capt Tony Jones
Stand 4-NBC
-run by W02 Paul Glover
Stand >-Road Block
-run by Capt George Llle
Stand 6-0bst. Course and Initiative Test -run by Capt Mike Fisher
Stand 7-A mbush
-run by Capt Mike Andenon and
Capt Leslle Hutchinson (Inf Advisor)
Stand &-Written Test
-run by WOl Stan Vannan
Lt Tony Russ and his team carried on as they started and were
worthy winners of the inter-troop competition.
DAY THREE
This was another early start with everybody polished up for the
parade. The GOC, Maj Gen J. B. Akehurst OBE took the salute at the
march past. The General then visited each Sqn in turn talking to the
soldiers and asking questions. Then came the Drive Past, the finale of
the ARU. The vehicles streamed across the main parade square and
off. After an extremely tight timetable the Regiment was glad to
disappear for lunch.
AFI'ER NOTE
At the end of the three days , all agreed that the hard work was well
justified and much had been achieved.

The ' General's Stickmen'
LCpl Geof W oodcock and LCpl {Now Cpl) Brown

HOCKEY
With a hockey team which boasts five C.Orps players there is small
wonder that the team is maintaining its winning form. We are now at
the semi final stage of the 2 Armd Div Cup competition where we play 1
RTR. Since we beat them 2-0 in a league match recently there is a
certain air of confidence in our team! Our winning form also extends to
other league fixtures with only one defeat so far it is possible that we
will repeat last season's performance and finish up league winners.
BASKETBALL
Another tale of success can be told of the basketball team. Shortly
they are to play 40 Field Regt RA in the quarter final of the 2nd
Division competition and their coach and star player, WOI (ASM)
Slevens REME has e\'ery confidence that they will win.

THE BOXING REVIVAL
_The Regiment has hit the boxing scene after many dormant years
with a bang. whallop, kapow, that has been heard throughout BAOR.
The novices boxing squad, consisting of at least 'ten' pugilists have
been training and fighting hard to try and make the BAOR fi nal.
The draw for the competition did not deter the fighting spirit of the
team. even though our opponents were the much known professionals
from 10 Regt RCT. Their reputation as a boxing Regiment was cast
aside when we met them on their home ground on 10 December 1979.
It was ob\'ious from the bell of the first fight that the Regiment were out
for blood.
.LCpl John Black, our mighty Scot Bantamweight, set the hall afire
with a tremendous knockout in the first minute of the first rou nd. Sig
Taff Plngue at featherweight continued the wi nning start by
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GOINGS ON IN THE SNOW
Snow Queen needs no introduction with people rushing off to ski
from December to February. On the more serious side, the regimental
Langlauf team have been in training for the races since last July.
Although there are a number of novices in the team t here are some
experienced and very fit ath letes who should make their mark in skiing.
Sig ' Dimps' Livesey and Cpl Stan Sudron have m uch experience
between them and Sig 'The Bulk' Plevin is back after a serious inj ury to
both legs.
Training started last July at the Snow Queen hut, Haag, Bavaria with
road and hill running, distance running over 10-25 Kilometers
through forests, mountains and valleys and strenuous circuit training.
Also roller skiing on roads. From September the team trained on snow
at the Norwegian School of Signals near Lillehammer. They paid a
flying visit to Bunde Camp on their way to Bavaria from Norway, a ll
before breakfast! Since 23 December, they have been practising
tech n ique a n d distance skiing with mass start sprints, up hill training
and relay of the 4 x 1~ km type.
The team consists of Lt Ian Wells, Cpl Stan Sudron, LCpl Hogg,
LCpl Coleman, Sig Livesey, Sig Evans an d Sig Plevin. Also Maj
Jonathan Cox in the individ ual division races only.
TH E WIRE, MARCH 1980

ARU PARADE
WO (RSM Band 7) Andy Keenan awaiting the arrival of the Officers.
Top left, unseen but peering out of window, W01 (Y of S Band 6)
Vannan and W01 (Supt Clk Band 5) Roberts watching the RSM earn
his Band 7 Pay.
THE WIRE, MARCH 1980

The GOC compares golf notes with W02 (SSMl Glover whilst Sig
Pett focuses thoughtfully on infinity. In the background Maj Roger
Barry, QC 1 Sqn and shortly to be come a father, looks on
expectantly!
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INSPECTION
The GOC, Maj Gen J . B. Akehurst CBE inspecting 3 Squadron with
the OC, Maj David Gard ine r and the CO, Lt Col Bob Cook

VOLKSLAUF
Many members of the Regiment are slowly getting into the German
Volkslauf cene. Many peop le who have served in BAOR will know
something of the Volkslaufs, but for the uninitiated those are meetings
organised by clubs in villages and towns all over Germany and in fact
other countrie . covering races over distances varying from 400 metres
for children up to 30 Kms for adults. Everything is run with the
empha is on enjoyment.
The club has won two trophies for team events when the cross
country team ra n but the main enthusiasm comes from those not quite
fast enough to make the team but with enough drive to get up on
Sunday mornings in all weathers and run. Most of the organ isation is
done by Sgt Ian Durrant who has lots of enth usiasm but little speed
over distances greater than 400 metres.
A running vest is on order with the Quadrant badge stuck firmly on
the front and with the lower half covered with Union Jack shorts. It is
hoped to form a formal Volkslauf club divided into two groups, senior
and junior. The senior group is already firmly supported with runners
like Sigs Scouse Carr and Steven James being borrowed by the
Regimental Cross Country team in times of shortages. Lt Mike Baddick
ACC has come the other way but of course most of the runners at
Volkslauf are much prettier than in the Div League. LCpl Adrian Ferris
proves this point, he always manages to cross the line just behind
something attractive. Others wh o run regularly are Sigs Andy
Townsend, Dave Seeley, LCpl Alan Donnelly has given it a try, and Cpl
Simon Kirkpatrick is running we ll. The junior section is slightly smaller
in numbers and height but not lacking in enthusiasm. Michael Davis,
son ofSSgt M ick Davis, Mark Pawlak, son of Sgt Mick Pawlak and the
two Durrant boys, An tony and Ian. Their average age is ten but they
still manage to do a ten Km course assisted at times by their fathers.
The future holds a trip to Milan in Italy to compete in a 22 Km race
(JS,000 entrants) staying th ree nights in Lugano, Switzerland. and
driving into Miland on Sunday morning for the race. Invitations are
comi.ng in to compete all over Germany with Berlin not forgotten. The
bad news is of course that most events are held early on Sunday
morning which means an early call on the road by 7 o'clock. If you're
stationed in BAOR and would like to run for fun. visit your local
Volks lauf, who knows. you may see the Quadrant vest leading the pack.
CROSS COUNTRY
The International marathon runner Cpl 'Geordie' Wandless finds
the snow and ice of the 4 Div Cross Country a slippery opponent.
Nevertheless, persistence and trainin g has helped him into the overall
number one position. Although individual placi ng is significant. the
team consists of considerable overall strength , with such runners as, Lt
Mike Baddick ACC, Cpl 'Tony' Singleton, Cpl Andy T rivett
(congratu lations on the baby girl. 1 don't know where you find the
ti me!) Other notables are Sig ' bionic' Reynolds. This varied but

The Regiment marches past

The GOC signs the visitors book in the Sgts Mess.
W01 (RSM! Andy Keenan looks on
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BADMINTON
LCpl Tom Pollard and Sig Jim Moore have firmly established
themselves as Badminton players with a promising future
T!"e photograph shows LCpl Pollard (left) and Sig Moore proudly
displaying the BAOR Unit Doubles Shield which they have won for
the second year running.
Both players have been selected to play for BAOR and the Corps
during 1980.
We all wish them good luck in 1980 and hope to see them playing for
the Army in the lnterservices Championships
THE WIRE, MARCH 1980

consistent team presently holds the premier position in the Quadrant
League. Despite its obvious succe s the team is tinged with sorrow at
the departu re of its founder member, Maj David Gardiner who is
returning to the UK for a rest!

CLOTHING is still UR GE NTLY required
by the WELFARE SECTION

RUGBY
Although the Regimental team was knocked out of the Army Cup at
the Div Semi-final stage. the rugby team are still in high spirits and well
wpportecl within the Regt. For our stars there is the competition of
winning a nd retaining a place in the Royal Signals (BAOR), team,
which to elate has had an und efeated season. Those who have gained
representative honours so far a re:
Sgt Samm, Sgt Pawlak, Cpl Tyreman, LCpl Simpkin.

KEEP NOTES SHORT AND TO
1HE POINT PLEASE
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If it moves,salute it.
Pickfords have won the respect of
the British Armed forces, because we
are able to move you quicklyand
efficiently. With professional packing
too, if you wish it.
We have over 160 branches in
Britain, as well as a special Forces
branch in Gtitersloh, Gennany. All of
these can offer storage if you need it.
For a free estimate, ring us. You'll find
our telephone number under Pickfords
in your phone book In Gennany,
telephone Gtitersloh (05241) 38024.
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PKk/2!:29
Head Office: 400 Gt. Crmbtidge Road,
Enfield, Middlesex E '13RZ.

SERVING HER MAJESTY'S ARMED FORCES WORLD WIDE
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7 SigRegtB.F.P.0.15
5 Squadron Penonalldea
- January 1980
OC
- Maj CraJg Treeby
2 II c
- Capt Andy Johnstone
OC K Tp - Capt Robin Cuthbert
OC P Tp
- SSgt John Tope
OC CL Tp - Capt Dave Taylor RE
SSM
- WO II Gordon Scott
YOS
- SSgt Pete Baron
FOS
- SSgt Chick Napier
SQMS
- SSgt Carl Bellamy

March 1980
Maj Craig Treeby
Capt Robin Cuthbert
Capt Kim Parsons
Lt Nick Blampled
Capt Dave Chipp RE
WO II Gordon Scott
SSgt Pete Baron
SSgt Chick Napier
SSgt Carl Bellamy

ALL CHANGE
As you can see from the two lists of personalities January and
February have seen an 80% change in 5 Squadrons officers. The trend
started early in December when Lt Nick Corbin then OC P Tp was told
he was off to Catterick in January. SSgt John Tope, who is responsible
for Military Training in the Squadron, was given the 'caretaker' job of
running P Tp until the arrival of Lt Nick Blampied who came from 2
Squadron in February. Elsewhere changes included a new 2 i/c, Capt
Robin Cuthbert, who was previously OC Kilo Tp and a new Sapper,
Capt Dave Chipp RE who took over from Capt David Taylor as OC
Corps Lighting Troop RE.

The 'O's empire:
SQMS Carl Bellamy making sure nobody nicks the tents while he is
having his photograph taken.
Back Row L to R: Sgt Alan Pearson ACC (up to his knees in mud),
Spr 'Rolly' Allen.
Centre: Sig Clive Southon, LCpl Murray Dickson, Sig Nigel Williams,
LCpl ' Spike' Cornfield
Front row: LCpl 'Tojo' Waters ACC, Cpl Ian Berry REME, LCpl
'Scouse' Solomon

WHAT WEDO
For those who did not see Wire Notes in November 1978 here is a
quick rundown on the role of 5 Squadron.
KILO TROOP
With SSgt Alec Gavlllet and Sgt Mal Boor as the power behind the
throne, Kilo troop provide the radio relay terminals for the Main arid
Step Up Corps HQ, and the relays which make up the CCR Signals
reserve, to be deployed to relay in long or difficult shots rear of the
DIVS.
The arrival of new Triffid vehicles to replace tired old CSOs and C70s
has brought changes for the troop, and training is in full swing ready
for the big exercises in the summer. However, Kilo has been lucky in
acquiring Sgt Gary Beattie and Cpl Steve Ludlam who both have
previous Triffid experience.
Kilo is still a source of sportsmen for the Regiment. One in particular
is Sig Jim Macintosh who won the Bantam Weight BAOR Novice
Boxing Championiship. He is currently to be seen out running in three
tracksuits to get his weight down for the 1980 season.
PAPA TROOP
This is the commhead troop and includes Data Telegraphists,
technicians, linemen and drivers in its strength. Troop sergeant is
Derek 'Fingers' Brown who has the unenviable job of keeping track of
all these different tradesmen. Linesmen are easy to find since the
arrival of Sgt Dave Dalton. The linie empire has grown from a corner of
the garages to two stores and an 'office'.
Elsewhere. in the Squadron office is LCpl 'Sharlde' Smith who types
as well as he makes coffee-one lump or two?
Papa troop has added to the army habit of 'if it stands still, paint it'.
Now everything has to be painted white so that you can't see it if it
snows. Up till now vehicles have been wallpapered with newspaper,
covered in chalk, and wrapped up in mattress covers to hide them in the
snow.
January 1980 saw the opening of the new 5 Squadron club. LCpl 'Les'
Rickett of Corps Lighting Troop started the ball rolling as barman but
has now left on posting, and is replaced by Cpl Brian Smallman.
As the old bar was only fit for linies to live in, we gave it to them.
Probably in 12 months time they'll have included the new bar in their
empire to!
Sig Albert Stillion is certainly trying to buy himself in.
As ever we wish farewell and welcome to those who come and go.
Recently they include:DEPARTURES
.. Cpl Paul Pfister, LCpl Les Rickett, Spr Tom Whldey, Spr Steve
Makin, LCpl Andy Minvalla, Cpl Dobbin Frape, Cpl Stevie Green, Cpl
Paul Archibald, LCpl Paul Akehont, LCpl Spike Cornfield, LCpl Alan
Dattanl, CplJohn Balrstow, LCpl Boysee Oakes.
ARRIVALS
Sgt Gary Beattle, LCpl Fraz Fraser RE, LCpl Dave Percy RE, LCpl
Jim Dinwoodie RE, Spr Frank Court RE, LCpl Tyson RE, Spr Stevens
Re, Sig Andy Foster, Sig Eddie Wareing, Sig Tim Jennings, Sig Vince
Knight, Cpl Gerry Slater, Sig Pete Rowley, Cpl Steve Ludlum.

r-----------------------,

TRAVEL WARRANT II

Wherever you're posted abroad, we can provide you with safe reliable
moto~g in the sh~pe of a Volvo. And with our tax free expertise, you'll be
surpnsed at the pnce. Its the next best thing to being issued with a
pennanent travel warrant
Please send m~ the export facts.
Volvo Concessionaires Limited, Tourist and Diplomatic Sales,
28 Albemarle Street, London WlX 3FA
Telephone 01-493 0321, Telex 24949
Name/Rank
Address

Telephone

I

·I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
-·--- 1
VOLVO EXPORT I

L-----------------------~
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A high power Line Det:
Standing L to R: Cpl Pete Laycock, Sig 'Taff' Jones, Sig 'Albert'
Stillion, LCPL Jim Smith
Front row: Sgt Dave Dalton, Sig Mal Mayers, Sig Stevie Brammer
The question on everyone's lips is: 'Where's Diamond 8 going this
time?'

LCpl 'Les' Rickett RE the Squadron barman at the opening night of
the new Squadron Club
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WIVES CLUB
In addition to weekly coffee mornings in the Herford NAAFI the
Regimental Wives Club meet monthly for an evening sponsored by one
of the Squadrons. By happy coincidence the January meeting was 5
Squadron's tum and for a change it was decided to run a 'Generation
Game' for hu bands and wives. Using a certain amount of ingenuity,
the three troop SSgts (Tope, Gavlllet and Kelly) managed to transform
the South Camp WRVS into something resembling a mini theatre. Six
couples were invited to compete and they included last minute
,·olunteers in the form of the CO and his wife. The compere for the
evening was Capt Mal Smart 4 Squadron and he was assisted by the
shapely Miss Sinclair of Scunthorpe (namely SSM Gordon Scott)
complete with long dress. fur cape and wellies. Having set the scene the
first three couples took part in a quiz followed by an icing competition.
Each contestant had to copy a demonstration given by Sgt Norman
Woodcock. In the main, enthusiasm proved greater than skill but
creditable results were supplied by Cpl Steve Peacock and the 'Myers'.
Second round contestant were confronted with having to make a clay
pot. made even more difficult because the clay had frozen in the boot of
the demonstrator's car. After much rolling and cutting the CO and
Mn Story were acclaimed the winners.
And so to the finale, the choice of winners hanging on which wife
could dismantle and reassemble an LMG in the shortest time.
Hu band's assistance was limited to verbal guidance in non technical
language. giving rise to reference of such pieces as 'that metal bit' and
'the tube' or 'the part with two legs' . Amid many shouts of
encouragement Margret Myers won the day for herself and husband
Kevin (4 Squadron).
Following the theme 'anything you can do .. .' it is believed that 4
Squadron have attempted to hire the Palladium for the next Wives
Club outing!

CHRISTMAS AT MARESFIELD
The Christmas festivities brought the hard worked year to its
appropriate close. It can be well imagined that a Regiment of this size
enjoys an abundance of Christmas parties and anyone who attends
them all needs the whole of the new year to recover. Highlighted over
this festive period was the annual Wives Club party held in the WO's
and Sgts Mess. Entertainment was provided by those two stars of stage
and screen, Lt Mike Spoors on the guitar and Capt Bernie Hewitt on
the squeeze box. Billed as the Two Rodnies. The gallant pair did
sterling work in keeping the party alive with song and dance routines.
The ladies entered into the spirit of the evening and really enjoyed the
whole night. Waiting on were a squad of volunteer husbands headed by
the CO and RSM , all did remarkable if not exhausting work serving the
meal and of course the wine. W02 Don Payne played the part of Santa
in handing out a little gift to each wife. This nice touch was the
brainwave of Coral Storey and her committee bringing a most
successful night to its close.

SANTA GOES TO BMH RINTELN
As a result of the handsome profits made on the annual Regimental
Fete the Regiment donated two television sets to BMH Rinteln. These
sets were presented on the 20 December, one to each of the male and
female wards.
Maj Jonathon Lowe, Mrs Francis Evans wife of the Adjutant and Cpl
John Cannagnole made up the official presentation party, together with
a number of lads from the Regiment. This kind thought at Christmas
was well received by the hospital now that BFBS television is available.

Rod and Lynn Pocock making a pot {or 'guess who's cooking the
dinner')

Cpl John Carmagnole seen with Lt Jan Young amid patients of mens
surgical ward

The CO and Mrs Story preparing their winning masterpiece. We hear
the CO is a dab hand at flower arranging

The ladies enjoying the night

A CHRISTMAS PRESENT FROM SANTA
Cpl Jim and Susan Collins of 2 Squadron are now firm believers in
Santa, since the events that happened to them both over Christmas.
Happy event No 1:- Susan gave birth to a 9lb baby boy on Christmas
day. This is their first child, who could wish for a better present, both
Mum and baby Gary James are doing well. Congratulations Jlm and
Susan.
~appy event No 2:- BFBS radio ran a 'win a car' competition during
their annual wireless for the blind programme. This handsome mini
clubman was donated by Rankins ofMonchengladbach, and guess who
won it, Cpl Jlm Collins. He could not believe his good luck. A baby and
a brand new car.
Remember both, good fortune always comes in three.

Capt
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Mal Smart bearing a remarkable resemblance to Larry
Grayson ... it couldn't be, could it?

MARESFIELD SERGEANT GAINS DEGREE
Sgt John Hughes of the regiment well deserves congratulating in
gaining . an open university degree. John recently graduated after
completing three years study being awarded a BA m Liberal Studies.
Much credit to John in completing this six year course in half the time,
an example to us all.
John ends his full career in July 1980 and intends to use his new
qualification by teaching on his return to civilian life.
Since joining the Corps he has been employed as a Radio Relay
technician serving in the UK, BAOR and Cyprus. This degree has not
only meant burning much midnight oil by John, but a lot of
understanding and help from his wife Isabella, without whose help
remarked John, the whole enterprise would have been impossible.
THE WI RE, MARCH 1980

Mrs Francis Evans seen shaking hands with a patient, with the Sister
and LCpl Barry Mcloughlin and Alan Gay in attendance

REGIMENTAL QUOTE OF THE MONTH
Signal sent out during last exercise.
FOR ALL REGTLOFFRS. CAPT TAYLOR RE AND LT CORBI
R SIGNALS CORDIALLY INVITE ALL OFFERS I STATION FOR
DRINKS IN THE OFFRS MESS ON FRIDAY 7 DEC 79 AT LUNCH
TIME, ON THE OCCASION OF THEIR ENGAGEMENTS.

Santa handing out gifts
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Signal sent back to camp from field.
FROM CP 7 MAIN. FOR CAPT TAYLOR AND LT CORBIN.
CONGRATULATIONS WE HOPE YOU WILL BOTH BE VERY
HAPPY TOGETHER I
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FATHER CHRISTMAS FLIES INTO A LOCAL ORPHANAGE
The Gronau Kinderheim near Bad Salzuflen i sponsored by the
Regiment and in particular the units LAD.
On Wednesday 19 December the Kinderheim became the stage for
the eleventh annual christmas party at which soldiers from the
Regiments LAD entertained the orphans. With splendid cooperation
from 9 Regt AAC, HQ 4 Div and Sig Regt and I Royal Tank Regt. The
CO. Lt Col Chris Storey was able to leave the organi ation for the day to
0C LAD, Capt John Hemming REME and his willing lads.
While waiting the arrival of Santa the children and some adults took
time to enjoy the thrill of crewing a Scimitar and AFV 432 the real
crew.
Soon the throb of the Lynx chopper piloted by Capt John Scott AAC
ignallcd the arrival of the great man himself. Santa. Crinolined by
young children the Weihnachtsmann was escorted into the party where
he wa oon giving presents to beautifully behaved wide eyed boys and
girls.
After being welcomed by Herr and Frau Masurek, who run the
orphanage. a cheque of OM 907.88 was presented to the home by Sgt
Joe Cawley, S Squad ron on behalf of the Regimental Angling Club.
After a typically Britisll party of tea, pop, cakes, crackers and paper
hat the 1•isit ended with the departure of Santa carrying empty sacks
and our CO carrying a toffee apple.

•

SQUASH COURT

Why are we waiting? a complete and utter shower waiting for
someone to organize them!

The lads tuck in to a splendid christmas dinner

STAFF AGENCY LTD

Two little boys discussing the chance of getting a 'Tank' for christmas
FROM THE PICK AND SHOVEL CORRESPONDENT
Mentioned in the last issue of The Wire were rumours surrounding
the building being erected at the bottom at the camp. As promised to
keep past and present members in the picture as to what this building is
to be a brand new , wait for it, Gym. and would you credit it, anot her
squash court. Pictures show the Gym so far looking like a multi storey
car park and the new squash court amid a landscape remin iscent of the
Somme.
We are looking forward to the completion of the Gym, well where
else can we hold Regimental dances?
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Your Keyboard Operating skills can
be worth a basic salary of Circa
£4,250 with earnings potential in
excess of £6,500, in the London and
Greater London areas.
When you have completed your
service with the
Forces, call
Walter Wheeler (ex-W.0.) now on
01-623 3226

Santa hands out his gifts
SCENES FROM THE SOLDIERS CHRISTMAS DINNER
o words can describe this traditional festive occasion. The Officers
W~ nd SNCO's of t~e Regiment after being well fortified with good
Chn. tmas cheer sa llied forth to wait on the lads. The ACC had
provided a most sumptuous Christmas fare and much Herforder green
and red was in evidence.
Amid traditional singi ng and good humoured cat calls the lads were
fed much to the credit of the waiters. On a serious point I would like to
than~. on behalf of th_e Regiment, Capt Stuart Coll ACC and his hard
worktng boys of catering troop for their expertise and hard work over
the Christmas period.

TELESUPPORT

TELESUPPORT STAFF
AGENCY LTD.,
TELESUPPORT HOUSE,
8/9 BEVIS MARKS,
LONDON E.C.3.
Maj Bill !Ops) Bowen doing his waiting on bit, see he can carry two
plates at once?

GYM
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8 Sig Regt Catterick Garrison

EXERCISE WALK ABOUT 10 DECEMBER 1979
Report by Sgt Brian Cullen

On the 10 December COMMCEN Procedures Gp (TIS) embarked
on a walk over part of the Oeveland Way; the following took part:
WOl (YofS) Mansfield- Rod , W 0 2 (YofS) Young-Tony, W02
(ORQMS) PengeUey-Tom, Mr. J. Barraclough-Jack, Sgt
Lambert-Tony, Sgt Dixon-Mick, Sgt CuDen-Brlan, Sgt
Hutchinson- Dave,
Sgt
Dlmmock-Brlan,
Sgt
GomenaU
WRAC-Anne, Cpl Ash WRAC-Jane.
DAY ONE
STAGE ONE
SALTBURN-SKINNINGROVE
Starting off from Saltburn full of enthusiasm our merry band
stepped out to sounds of 'Great 'ere init , look at those clifs, what a
height, and up we go, oh no '. We trudged up the path some 600 feet to
the top and, remarkably , we all made it . (COMMCEN Group have
been known to sprain their wrists stamping msg's).
Lungs cleared (cough), we made our way along the cliff top to
Skinningrove. RV in sight we decided to descend the cliffs to the beach ,
except for Sgt Dave Hutclnson who escorted Cpl Jane Ash (WRAC) to
find a gentler slope down . With much ado and change of course we
made the beach only to see the other two merrily walking down a set of
steps hewn in the cliff. Oh well, NAAFI Break!
STAGE TWO

Where on earth will you go
with your hard earned skills?
cable & Wireless, as one of the world's leading
telecommunications organisations can offer skilled
technicians the chance to earn good money
<£9,000-£12,000 P.A. Tax Freel at various overseas
locations.
we are looking for telegraph specialists to carry out
watch-keeping, maintenance and/or installation
duties. Applicants should have at least 3 years·
proven experience in one or more of the following:
* Auto-telex exchanges
* Maintenance of electronic teleprinters
Telegraph Systems Engineering, including Setting
up, controlling and maintaining telegraph circuits
TOM and VFT Systems.

*
*

Qualifications to c & G, Line communications A & B
standard would be an asset, but technical ability and
experience are more important.
Contracts are usually for 2 years· duration.
Benefits include free accommodation· end of contract
bonus; kit allowance; generous end of contract leave·
return passage paid.
'

If you are about to leave the service
please write with full det.ai/s to:

Recruitment Manager, Dept. A532,
cable &Wireless Limited,
Mercury House, Theobalds Road,
London WC1X SRX.
~
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Helpstheworldcommunicate

STAG E T HREE
STAITHES- RU NSWICK BAY
Up the cliffs down the cliffs where (when said Cpl Ash) will it all end .
'Runswick' came a rep ly, and lo and behold we arrived at our
destination (everyone drunk with more tha n the prescribed dosage of
oz.one and mixed with scenery chasers). All aboard the bus, we
congr~tulated Cpl Ash (who nearly packed ~ three times) fo~ a brave
effort and invited her back tomorrow for the big push (she declined).
DAY TWO
THE BIG ONE RUNSWICK-ROBIN HOOD BAY
Setting off nice and early with two guest walkers, W02 Tom
Pengelley and Mr. Jack Barraclough, we stopped to replenish our
rations cigaretes etc. (Mira cle Number 2, Tom actually bought some).
Back dn the Cleveland Way to the sound of ' My back's killing me ,
whose idea was this anyway, and , anybody want to carry the radio '.
After the aches had worn off, it was an uneventful walk till we reached
Whitby. (Except when crossing the golf course- guess who had the
men looking for golf balls. Guid Lads).
WHITBY-ROBIN HOOD BAY
A few wets, a bite to eat and a blistered foot forward we started off
from Whitby Abbey (shall we go in? Haye to pa_Y •. well won'! bother
then). It doesn 't rain but it pours, who sa~d that (1d1ot) ., down 1~ came.
Trekking along the muddy track we decided to walk m the field for
safety.

~Cable&Wi•eless A

\W

SKINNING ROVE-STAITHES
Refreshed and now back on the Oeveland Way Cpl Ash who by now
was feeling the pinch , (well we took turns walking behind her), slipped
(gasp). O K though, no injuries just hurt pride and muddy. We walked
until the path was no longer. 'We'll have to go up' said the Boss 'Oh
No', 'I don't like heights' said Muddy (and there we were some 400 ft
up on the side of a cliff already). Eventually we all made it up and
sfnoke break.
Sgt Brian Dlmmock (Radio Op failed twice) decided he would like a
photo taken (silly m istake) descended to the rock face just below. On
coming up grabbed a loose rock (fool) and nearly didn't, even the p hoto
didn't, (guess who had his finger over the lens, sorry Brian). Pushin g on
bravely we met up with W02 (YofS) Tony Young (who was OIC back·
up p arty, he was the driver really), we went into Staithes for lunch ,
where and in fro nt of witnesses YofS Young crashe d h is cigarettes
(miracle nu mber 1).

~
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Under the fence we went. Mr. Barraclough got stuck and I (who was
wearing leather gloves) lifted the wire an d freed h im . ' Flipping heck'
shouted Sgt Tony Lambert (he d idn't say that really). 'This fence is
electrified' . 'Nonsense' said YofS Mansfield, who then decided to prove
him wrong. 'Back of the hand test ', WALLOP. Shocked right up the
arm . 'Your right you know, keep back lads'. (After we picked him up).
It was just a hard slippy slog a fter that (even the lighthouse keeper
thought we were a mirage). Even parts of the cliffs had crumbled away
(especially the paths). On one such path , (downhill approx 1 in 10),
W02 PengeUey slipped (guess who was in front of him , me). 'Look
out', too late, bang, but I braced myself. So on into Robin Hoods Bay
where our driver and local constabulary were anxiously awaiting our
return. If we had been much later they were going to call the Rescue
Team out. So onto the bus and (pause) Miracle Number 3, Tom
Pengel.ley opens his cigarettes, (Re f Miracle Number 2), counts them to
see if they are all there an d p uts them back in h is pocket. We are all
awaiting Miracle Number 4 : one of his FAGS.
DAY THREE
Having dropped our guest walkers and Sgt Mick Dixon (went sick)
only three of the or iginal party remained but we were joined by Sgt Anne
Gomersall WRAC and once again by Cpl Ash WRAC. Having had
enough of the Qeveland W ay we went on an Historical Trip to
Hadrians Wall .
We visited sites of old Roman Camps and Museums, and walked a
few miles on the wall itself. T hen we wen t into a village for lunch and a
drink. Having heard of the geordie hospitality we entered the Inn .
Warm Welcome! ' Right hurry up and get in and close the (something)
door and wipe you r feet and sit over there'. ExceUen t Bar Service!
Sgt Lambert
'Pint of that'
'Pin t of that then '
'Pin t of (pause) OK then what
have you got (got him)'
'Tetley please'

Barman
'It's off'
'It's off'
'Tetley or Lager'
'Bloody things not pouring right'

But eventually we all got settled in to the byre that he had put us in ,
when we asked him to turn the juke box up, well that is another story.
It was so faint th at I asked him to switch it on . Dirty look and I was told
it was full on (noise wise) well it had been an end to a very good week
and we all thoroughly enjoyed the chance to get out of the TIS and get
a bit of fresh air and exercise.

BRAVO TP, 2 SQUADRON
COMINGS AND GOINGS
After Christmas saw the departure of courses DTll and 12 and
RT42 for pastures new . We welcomed RTSO and DT19, hoping their
stay will be unforgettable!
As Troop Sgt Norman Cawthra is constantly away of late on courses,
Lt Keith Pritchard was happy to welcome Sgt Ian Gillett to fill the gap,
be it for a short while. Thereafter it has been remoured that W02
(TSM) Eugeaja Gii WRAC has volunterred to look after the OC and
his lSOmen.
BOXING
Three members of the troop helped the regiment win a Northern
Area novice team match versus lRHA at Topcliffe on 17 January. Our
congratualtions to all three, Slgs Andy Dawson, Denis Lindsay and
Dave Leach for contributing to a highly entertaining and successful
evening .
CROSS COUNTRY
On Sunday 13 January five troop
performance to help 8 Sig Regt win the
cross country . The five were Slgs Wayne
Glover, Paul Saddler and Bruce Wardle.
were Sigs Paul Saddler and Wayne Kelly
place respectively.

members gave a spirited
annual W Area major units
Kely, Tony Rideout, Martin
Best individuals in the troop
who managed 11th and 12th
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RECRUIT INTAKE NO 7922/23 (4 TROOP)
No 4 Troop passed off the square on 1 February 1980. The Reviewing
Officer was Maj Gen l .H. Baker CBE, GOC North East District.
The prize for the best All Round Recruit was awarded to 24496234
Sig Douglas Charles Lang who comes from Cornwall. Our picture
shows him receiving his plaque from the GOC. Sig Lang was a student
before enlistmen t and is to train as a Combat Radioman.
The prize for the best shot of the intake went to 24547196 Sig David
John Flnnlmore who comes from Sunderland.

11 SigRegt
Catterick Garrison
PASSING OFF PARADES
RECRUIT INTAKE NO 7920/ 21 (2 TROPP)
o 2 Troop pas ed off the square on 18 January 1980. The Reviewing
Officer was Maj Gen H.A.J. Sturge CB, Representative Colonel
Commandant.
The best all round recruit of the intake was 24436622 Sig Kevin
Michael Curlett who comes from Liverpool. Before enlistment he was
employed as a Labourer and is now to train as a Data Telegraphist.
The prize for the best shot was awarded to 24533877 Sig Shaun
Da~id Pyrah who comes from West Yorkshire.

Part of the Junior Signalman Wing 'field gun' is passed up the wall to
JSIS Greenwood.

Maj Gen Sturge, Sig Binns

Maj Gen Sturge, Sig Curlett

REMEMBER GEOFF DUKE?
The name of Geoff Duke will always rank among the greatest in
motor-cycle sport. He was six-times world motor-cycle champion, five
times winner of the Isle of Man TT and, what is not so well known, a
former team sergeant with the Royal Signals Motor Cycle Display
Team-The White Helmets-in the late'40's.
He was a celebrity guest at the 11 Signal Regiment Passing-Off
parade on Friday 18 January where his son, Michael, 19, was one of the
60 recruits on parade. Now retired from competitive motor cycling,
Geoff Duke lives on the Isle of Man.
Another guest was Mr Fred Alexander from Faversham, an excorporal with the White Helmets who served with Geoff Duke in 1947.
Mr Alexander's son, Sgt Fred Alexander has followed in his father's
tyre tracks and is a current member of the White Helmets team.
Maj Gen John Sturge, Representative Colonel Commandant Royal
Signals, took the salute at the parade which was commanded by Maj
Peter Todd, Officer Commanding No 1 (Adult Recruit) Squadron.

Left to right: W01 Bob Huxtable, Maj Peter Todd, Maj-Gen John
Sturge

The second photograph shows General Sturge inspecting 2 Troop
with Maj P.W. Todd, RSM (WOl) G.M. Lumley and WOl R.V.
Huxtable, the Troop Commander in Attendance.
RECR ITINTAKENO 7921/22 (3 TROOP)
o 3 Troop p_as_sed off the square on 18 January 1980. The Reviewing
Officer was Maj Gen H.A.J. Sturge CB, Representative Colonel
Commandant.
The prize for Best All Round Recruit of the intake was awarded to
24543594 lg Steven Binns who comes from Brighouse, Yorkshire.
Before enlistment he was employed as a Grocery Manager and is now to
train as an Electronic Warfare Operator.
The Be t Shot of the intake was 24538865 Sig Martin Thompson,
who comes from Stirling. Before enlistment he was unemployed but is
now to train as a Combat Powerman.
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Maj Gen Baker, GOC NEDIST, Sig Laing4 Troop

JUNIOR SIGNALMAN WING ROUND UP
Every autumn and spring at _0uston sees the ju~i?rs competing in a
hard contested Championship Troop competition. Each !I"OOP
competes in a Cross Country Run, an Assault Course race, a Skill At
Arms competition, a Drill competition, and a Patrol Race.
This year the Patrol Race was held on Saturday 10 November, and
all eleven troops at present under training in th~ Wmg took part. Each
patrol consisted of a Patrol leader nomrnated by ~h~ Tr~p
Commander, and nine others picked at random bj< the Trammg Wmg
staff headed by Capt Alan Griffiths and W02 (Trg Sgt_Maj) Geoff
Northey. The competition is broken do~n into three mam par_ts-:-an
inspection before and after the run, a timed r~ . around~~ airfield,
taking in several obstacles on the way and a shooting col?pe~tion at the
end. Penalty points are deducted at each stage for bemg llllproperly
dressed, for leaving weapons unattended, or for faulty weapon
handling.
.
.
.
Tue race itself included the followmg tasks: pushmg a loaded trailer
around a marked course, carrying two members of the team by
stretcher across some water filled craters, a rope swing (which proved to
be one of the hardest obstacles), taking two logs through a tunnel, over
the scramble net on the assault course , and finally taking the JSW 'field
gun• up and along the blast. "'.all. and r~assem bling it before the final
sprint along the road to the fin1shmg pomt. ~ach obstacle was manned
by one of the Training Wing staff, to ensure 1t was properly completed
and to allocate penalty points where necessary.
As the photographs show it was a wet and muddy c?urse, and all of
those who took part put in a very fin~ effor_t. The r~ce itself was won 1?Y
Quadrant Troop in a time of lhr 4mms, w1~ Kohlllla Troop second m
lhr lOmins . The inspection was won by ~ohima, and Quad~nt were a
very close second, with Ulster troop_ thir<;i. But as always it was the
grouping practice at the end that dec1~ed it all, Gloucester T~oop ~on
the shooting to finish fourth overall, with Quadrant troop comm~ nm th
in the shooting to finish third overall . It was by now certam th~t
Kohima troop had won, and Ulster came a very close second, both m
the shooting and overall.

Battleaxe Troop's team wade through the crater with J SIS Doyle as a
smiling 'casualty' .

INSTRUCTIONAL WING
ROYAL SIGNALS STAFF SERGEANTS COURSE NO 159

FARAWAY PLACES I
Left to right: Mr Fred Alexander, Mrs May A lexander, Mrs Daisy
Duke, Mr Geoff Duke, Sgt Fred A lexander, Maj Peter Todd and Sig
Michael Duke
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UNUSUAL JOBS I

SEND US THAT STORY
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RSSSC No 159 passed off on 8 Feb 80 and the course photograph
shows the successful students and permanent staff
Back Row: Sgts Fadzilah, Cawthra, Mustard, Kilpatrick, Twisse,
Cuckow, McMahon, Linton, Anderson, Skinner.
Centre Row: Sgts Christie, Tankard, Hall, Aitken, Evans, Napier,
McArdle, Heaney, Keeping
Front Row: Ssgts Catterall, Bell, W02 Brown, Capt Penman, W02
Townsend, SSgt Moore, Sgt Cummings.
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ANGLO-GERMAN RELATIONS
A thriving Anglo-German Club exists in W assenberg and 13 Sig
Regt. along with RAF Widenrath, maintains close contact. All
members of the Regiment are automatically club members and so
eligible to attend the Club functions . The Club was formed in 1965
hen the Regiment was commanded b y Lt Col A.T. Scott. He and
successive commanding officers have given it their wholehearted
support.
The Club does not have any club premi es but their there are three
functi ns held each year in the Burg Wassenberg, these being the
Spring Ball in May, the Bal-Pare in October and a carnival evening
usually held in January or February. For its part , the Regiment usually
organises three functions a year. During the festive season we hold a
function for young children and then a Christmas Dinner for older
people. We also endeavour to entertain a section of the local
community during the summer months.
In 1979, we organised a disco evening for younger members of the
community and for younger children of members of the Regiment. It
was most successful and we are considering another such evening this
year. The Christmas Dinner was also a great success . We invited 60 war
widows and war disabled veterans as well as members of a club for the
disabled from Erkelenz. Through our membership of the Club and our
contacts with the local population and our efforts to further AngloGennan relations in the Wassenberg area the Regiment is held in high
esteem by the local heads of local government. Much has been done on
our behalf by the Biirgermeister and the Stadt Direktor of Stadt
Wassenberg to ensure the necessary planning permission bas been
obtained to build new quarters to rehouse 93 families. In consequence,
we attach great importance to our Anglo-German relations, and we
endea\'OUr to maintain and foster good relations with the local
community.
SQ UASH (What other sport is there?)
We are now entering the final phase of the 79/ 80 Rhine Area League
so what better time to reflect on progress to date.
The record of matches played so far reads: Played 8
Won
S
Lost
3
We started the season in October losing our first two matches, but
since then the team bas gone from strength to strength. The team
captain, Capt Ken Stewart thinks that the team which is made up of a
cross section of the Regiment is strong enough not to drop another
game!
The team plays:
o 1 Cpl Peter Ramsbaw
No 2 Capt Ken Stewart
No 3 Cpl Paul Yeoman
No 4 Lt Col C. T . Garton - CO
No S SSgt Moe Emmott
SSgt Moe Emmott and Cpl Paul Hawkins are new arrivals and we
bid them a warm welcome. Both play to a high standard and at the time
of writing it is anyone's guess as to where they will fit in the team .
Watch out Nos 2 and 3?
Cpl Peter Ram sba w of 1 Squadron was our only entry for the BAO R
Championships held last December at Rbeindahlen. Against very high
quality players Cpl Ramsba w managed to reach the quarter finals .
In the BAOR Major Units Kockout Competition the Regiment has
been drawn against Rheindah len Garrison in the first round . The
Garrison have several Army p layers in their team wh ich bodes ill fo r us,
but, who knows! To close the season, we are running a novice and open
knockout competition during February. Names of competitors are
coming in at a steady rate and we should have a very good competition.
I hope to report on this result and the major units competition in our
next report.
H TROOP
Anglo-German relations, which have always been very strong here at
'the sharp end', were cemented even more firmly during the summer
when the Troop was involved in the organisation of a week long festival
for the surrounding villages. This involved shooting competitions,
f<><;>tb~ll tournaments, fetes.a~d choir singing (and a great deal of beer
dnnkmg!). Although we ftmshed only seventh (out of eight) in the
football tournament, the wives saved the day by raising about DMl,000
for local charities from their handicraft stall .
If we did not do too well in the 'Dorfwoche' football tournament, we
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certa inly put up a better performance when it came to 'real' footba ll.
Promoted to a higher league at the end of last season , we are now half
way up the new league and although finding the standard of pl ay
appreciably higher we are enjoying the challenge and definitely holding
our own.
In November, we hosted a 1 Armd Div Cross-Country meeting and
somehow managed to find enough people ourselves to enter a team .
Again the wives 'did their bit' and turned out in freezing weather to act
as course markers.
Perhaps our proudest sporting moment came in December when we
found enough players to form a rugby team and played 1 Sqn 14 Sig
Regt. As this was our one and only performance on the rugby field we
were happy to lose by 8 points to 14. (Although we must admit to a little
outside help in the form of our CO, Lt Col Garton!)
Our golf players had a good season , bringing back trophies from
Wassenberg and Berlin. We held our own golf competition in June and
Sgt Hugh Devlin is to be congratulated as overall winner and 'bandit of
the year'.
COMINGS AND GOINGS
Over the last few months we have seen new arrivals in Lt Peter Cant,
SSgt (FofS) Pete Downie, Cpl (now Sgt) Bob Deeming, LCpls Phil
Gordon and Paul Glazzard, Sgt Taff Millard, Cpl Peter Goddard
(REME), Cpl Paul Smiley , LCpl Dbugal Baker, LCpl Jack Goudie, Pte
Pete Taylor and Pte Steve Hall. We hope they will enjoy their stay in H
Troop. Some other new arrivals were: Gareth James - a boy to Paul
and Alison .Woodward, a daughter - Heather to Ivan and Mary
Smith , a daughter - Julia to Tom and Linda Robinson and Kate daughter to our OC, Malcolm and Margaret Sinton.
Unfortunately, all these arrivals mean that we have also had a few
departures and so we say farewell to Capt Peter Ashford, W02 (FofS)
John Mellors, W02 Geord1e Fisher, Sgt Mick Braddon, Sgt Don
Shrives, Cpl Paul Woodward, Cpl Deki Porter, Cpl Ray Dance, LCpl
Brian Rawlings and LCpl Nigel Wigley. We also lost Sgt Rod Alder on
posting and special congratulations go to him and his wife Chris on the
adoption of a baby girl. Sgt Taff Merchant also decided to leave us, but
as he now lives just up the road in Hamburg he still manages to pop
round from time to time. To all of them we say goodbye and good luck.
To demonstrate that it is not all 'beer and football' here at H Troop
and there is a military side to our life, we successfully underwent our
ARU , during which Brig Palmer from Soltau Garrison presented LS &
GCs to W02 Andy Evans and SSgt Ken Wilford.

FINANCIAL
PLANNING
ITS PURPOSE is to make the best use of Income,
Capi tal and other Assets, to prepare the way for the
individual to achieve financial aims. These may include :
FINANCIAL PROTECTION

FINANCIAL SECURITY
HOUSE PURCHASE
EDUCATION EXPENSES

- against the effects
of possessions
lost or damaged
- for present or
future dependants
- irrunediately or in
the future
- for present or
future children

COMFORTABLE RETIREMENT- based on an
adequate
continuing income
backed up by an
adequate capital
reserve
- to the next
TRANSFER OF ASSETS
generation
WE ADVlSE on the use of savings from income, the
investment of capital, the use of other assets where
applicable, insurance against ill health and the ins.urance
of possessions. We help clients to lay the foundations of
sound plans, to develop existing plans and keep them up
to date and then to make the best use of resources when
the tim~ comes to meet commitments.
GOOD INFORMATION is the basis of sound planning.
The moro= clients take us into their confidence the better
we can assist them. Please let us have full details of
existing resources, your ability to save, and any expectations. Please also tell us all you can about commitments
with which you expect to have to col?C· We, of course,
treat all such information as confidenual.

AN EARLY START helps, and we will be pleased to
assist you however modest your resources may be now.
If you have existi ng arrangements which may need
developing., the sooner you refe_r them to us, the more
help we are likely to be able to give you.

3 SQUADRON REPORT

OUR ADVICE is free and does not corrunit you t~ any
action : we only ask that any arrangements you decide to
make be made through us . It is based on over 31 yea~s. of
examining clients' problems, analysing them and adv1smg
on them. It is not delivered by persuasive s~lesmen, but
is given in writing for you to study at your leisure.

•

ARE YOU MAKING THE 6EST USE OF YOU R
INCOME AND OTHER ASSETS?
WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE NEAREST
POST BOX OR TELEPHONE
LET U S SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLANNIN G CA N
HELP YOU

Since our last contribution, we have had a change over of Officers
Commanding with Maj Mike Taylor now firmly in the chair, having
taken over from Maj Ray W indm ill who had departed to RARDE, Fort
Halstead. The first six months of our new O C's appointment have been
hectic to say the least! Within weeks of taking over he had the daunting
task of preparing the unit for our ARU in early December, and in no
time at all it seemed that we had only days left before the GOC Berlin
- M aj Gen R.F. Richardson CVO CBE - was due to visit us - but ,
as seems to be the case with every unit, after a little last minute 'fast
movement' to iron out those fi n al details, on the day everything went as
planned and the Squadron was congratulated on a very successful and
enjoyable day .

No sooner was the ARU over than Christmas was upon us, and the
task of organising our annual Christmas 'do' fell to SSgt George Hayes.
The final result was a tremendous success, due entirely to the hard
work and great deal of thought that deorge and his comm ittee put into
the organisation of the evening. Hard on the heels of the Squadron
party came the Children's Christmas party, which proved to be a
resounding success both for the children and the 'Pirates' - ably led by
the biggest pirate of them all, W02 (SSM) Tom Friend, assisted by
Pirates SSgt Rog Manser, Sgt Nicky Nicholson , Cpls Dave Street and
Bob Coulllng, LCpls Wendy Howe (soon to be Coulling!) and Steve
(Omar) Warnecke, Sigs Ned Kelly and Tez O'Beney plus, of course, all
the-wives who came along and helped us out. We're still strying to work
out who enjoyed it most - the kids or the Pirates!

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
Major T . F. W illiams F.C.I.B.

2 DUKE STREET, BRIGHTON, BN11DE
Telephone Brigh ton 28 181 (5 li nes)

Member of the British Insurance Brokers Association
Member of the Armed Forces Insurance Brokers
Committee of the B.I.B.A.

One of the more attractive 'Pirates' receiving her present from Father
Christmas

On the sporting scene the Squadron football team are doing
extremely well in the Berlin Minor units league. At the halfway stage in
the season they are sittingfroudly at the top of the league table. This is
due mainly to the influx o new talent the Squadron has received in the
past few months. No longer are we the minnows of the league! The
team is ably (and sternly!) managed by SSgt Rog Manser and consists
of SSgt Col Brooks (Capt), SSgt Ray Shaw, Sgts Phil Smilh and Danny
McCulogh (both from BMH Berlin), Sgt Nicky Nicholson, Cpls Terry
Morrissey and Bob Coulling, LCpls Omar Warnecke, Clive Evison ,
Jim.my Boyle, Mick England and Steve Foster, with Sigs Ned Kelly and
Chris Moye - all of whom are particularly grateful to their supporters
who turn out regularly in all kinds of weather to cheer on the team to
success.
On the Berlin athletics field. 3 Squadron athletes are very much to
the fore. Capt Mike Bill, Capt Chris Stevenson , W0 2 (FOS) John
Mellors, Sgts Paddy Heyland and Pete Manger , Cpls Frank Pye and
Nick Mars hall have represented the Squadron throughout the year with
a fair degree of success. In September Capt Chris Stevenson and Sgt
Paddy Heyland ran in the Berlin Internatio nal Marathon completing the course in highly commendable times. In November our
Squadron team finished a creditable 4th in the Berlin (British Sector)
cross-country champion hip. The German 'Volkslauf' remains the
most popular form of running competition and both Capt Mike H UI
and Sgt P ete M anger have been instrumental in promoting enthusiasm
amongst us all.
Finally we would like to welcome to the unit Capt Clare Harkin
WRAC, W 0 2 (FOS) Mellors, Cpls T erry Morrissey and M andy
Shuttleworth, LCpls Arline Camey, Roz Crabbe, Steve Foster, Ian
Vernon , and Steve (Omar) Warnecke. We say farewell to Capt
O irlstin e Farr WR AC, SSgt Ray Shaw, Sgt Derek Ashton , Cpl Al
Houghton and LCpls Mick an d Jan Da is.
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14 Sig Regt (EW) B.F.P.O. 23

WELCOME AND FAREWELL
Our new Commanding Officer has arrived. We would like to
welcome Lt Col W J.P. Robins and his wife Anne to the Regiment and
hope that they have a successful and enjoyable stay. We would also like
to say farewell to W02 Newman on posting. We have also said farewell
to our two visitors from down under, Laurie Abrams and John Uoyd.
We hope that they had an enjoyable and safe return journey and envy
them the sun.

VISITORS
We have during the last two months had many visitors, as usual, but
noto.bly Brig P.D. Alexander MBE and we are flattered at his visiting
us so early in his new appointment. The SOinC visited us on his
farewell tour as did CSO BAOR and we wish them both a happy and
enjoyable retirement. On Friday 30 November, we had a limited
participation in Ex Red Gauntlet and a week later ran our own
Regimental Exercise Swift Dagger, from both exercises we have learnt
many useful lessons. and hope to put them into practice in the new
year.

mixing has even more recently led to the fo unding of an Anglo-German
Cub, which is shortly to culminate in an Evening Dance and which will
be funded by Stadt Kon igslutter.

TRAINING
Twice weekly morning runs have long been the norm in 1 Sqn, and as
our camp is situated high in a 'forest' 'feature' ?, we do not ha ve far to
turn to an excellent training area. This bi-weekly training over a period
of more than two years have certainly paid dividends . . . ? During
our recent BIT's we obtained a 100 % pass rate. This training will
continue and hopefully so will our success rate.
EXERCISES
As with all 1 (BR) Corps units we have participated in our fair share
of annual training exercises. We have provided a usefu l service to
Divis!<>ns and Corps in our EW role with notable participation in
exercises Key Stone, Cold Steel, Red Gaun tlet and culminating in 1979
in our own 'in house' exercise Swift Dagger.
Looking forward to the 80's we hope that our re-equipment
progr~mes will help u~ keep up with our needs to stay ahead , both
mechanically and techmcally, and that through this re-equipping we
can continue to provide a useful service with all forms of EW to our
Corps commander and all subordinate elements.
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Capt Harrison discussing a move with a US observer Lt Voigts
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'Wire' Scribes

Maj C. Hewitt
Capt G. Corbett
Capt C. Harrison
Capt I.F.G. Henderson
W02 (SSM) B.P. Neillings
SSgt R. Wball
W02B. Boyle
W02 P. Westwell

Looking z:ight back through the '70's is something we as a newly
formed Regunent cannot do (since our re-inauguration only occurred
on 1 July 1977). Ho~ever as a Squadron of 14 Sig Regt, we in
Langeleben (the n~e m German means Long Life!), can look back on
many years of servtce to 1 (BR) Corps. As our relative isolation shows
(we are but a tiny dot on a very large map), we have to look outwards to
our neighbours. In the first instance our MQ areas are at Wolfenbuttel
and ~raunschweig, and our families rely heavily on the excellent service
proVlded by the Armd Reece Regt (currently the 16/5 The Queens
Royal Lancers) t_o whoi:n we offer thanks and hope that the 1980's will
see the .same friendship and generosity continuing. However in the
second mst.ance we tum outwards to our hosts. That is to say our
German nei~hbours. We have always fostered (or at least attempted to
foste!?). good relations with our German friends. This occurs in a
!"u!t~tude of ways from everyday supply and demand, to a trickle of
m~1Vld~ls who JOin local Sports clubs, ie Rugby, Football, Riding and
this contm~es up thro~i;h five a side 'works' football tournaments and
full 11 a .side compellllons against local school teachers and other
clubs. This constant 'mixing' with the local population has always
meant that we have at any one time a great interest in the German
Language, and we are lucky enough to boast several interpreters. This
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Policies Covering War Risks

The CO's driver Sig Ross expending some energy

Sig Tambs learning about Trip flares
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COMJNGS AND GOINGS
The last six months has seen the usual hails and farewells and we
would like to say farewell to such stalwarts as SSgts Wally Wareing,
Mick Sposito and Alf Croft. All three are beginning new careers in
Civvy Street after 22 years service and we wish them well. They will also
be joined by Cpls Eamonn Moran, Don Wallbridge, Chris Toner and
Roger Martins all seeking fresher pastures .
The usual posting have left us without Capt Jefferis and Jarman,
W02 Bryan Boyle, SSgt Barry Jones, Sgts Roy Murgatroyd and Mick
Patchitt and Cpl Paul Smiley, we wish them and their families well .
Last but not least we wish 'Bon Voyage' to Sgt Fred Brooks, on
promotion to W02, whose culinary expertise has stood us in good stead
for the last two years. Our loss will be the Coldstream Guards gain.
The second half of 1979 saw an influx of personnel arriving in the
Squadron and we would like to welcome Capt Gerry Corbett, W02 Neil
Dye, SSgts Tony FoS Reah, Brian Summers R Sup and Dave Hooper R
Sup, Sgt John Anning, Cpls Gary Euington, Ted Roberts, John Ede,
LCpls Steve Rofe, Dave Stapleton, Steve Miller, Phil Adams, Tommy
Arthur, Nick McCreedy, Neil Bergmeier, John Thomas and Sig Robert
Weeks.
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
The social scene recently has hinged around Christmas. although
time was still found to continue fostering good relations with our
German and American neighbours. The unit's Christmas draw was,
once again, voted an outstanding success by all who attended and all
credit must go to W02 Pete Derrick, his hard working committee and
ACC Cpls Duff and Manley, and Pte Waterhouse who excelled
themselves. The highlight of the evening was the star prize, this year a
Mini, which was won by SSgt Gell Cromack.
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NEW VENUE
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For the first time we ventured out of Ripon Barracks for our
Christmas Festivities ending up at the Zur Miihle Hotel. Over JOO
members of the Squadron sat down to a three course meal and "ere
entertained by the Roadrunner 2 disco until the early hours. What a
change from decorating the Gym and all the normal furniture
removals. Our thanks must go to Cpl Steve Gillham and his committee
for their good organisation.

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR 1979/ 80
It wa uper-good morning 1980.

J NUARY1980
On 11 January Gen Sir William Scotter C in C BAOR visited the
Regiment for the first time. His three hour visit was really quite hurried
and true to his fashion he talked with almost every soldier in sight-and
we had arranged many to be introduced. Among other events he looked
O\'er his own detachment for his own war HQ and met Sgt Paul Rylance
and the crew.
He saw a squad exercising under the control of SI Paul Duckworth,
APTC (the General is Colonel Commandant of that Corps) a isted by
Lt Paul Robertshaw-famous for canoeing using a Pernod powered
squash paddle. In the squad happened to be one Cpl 'Scouse' Goater
who engaged the General in conversation as you can witness in the
photograph.
The Genetal also presented LS and GC medals to three members of
the Regiment in the Sergeants Mess. The recipients were accompanied
by their families and after the formal ceremony the medals were
'dunked' in suitable beverage.

FAREWELLS
After four long years in Bielefeld we very much regret having to say
goodbye to Sgt Leslie Jowett. She has the unique record of arriving in
1975 as a Pte SBO B3 and leaving in January 80 as SNCO IC the
Bielefeld Military Exchange. She has been an excellent member of the
Squadron and we wish her well in her new posting to Catterick . We
hope she doesn't find her Sergeants Course at Camberley too much of a
strain!

VISIT OF SO INC
On Tuesday U December we were visited by the SO in C, Maj Gen
A. A.G. Anderson. Although he was only here for an hour he managed
to talk to all the duty personnel and seemed to be well sat isfied with
their comments.

THE HEDGEHOG CLUB
We have now formed a Wives Oub which goes under the name of the
'Hedgehog Oub'-this perpetuates W02 Maureen Livings (our last
SSM) concept that all wives are prickly! Apart from serving coffee to
the wives of the garrison awaiting their return buses to the quarter
areas on Tuesdays and Thursdays it has a comprehensive programme
of entertain ment involving not only wives but also the WRAC members
of the Squadron. W02 Joan Page (our new SSM) is an active member
and we must thank all the wives who've supported the venture-forgive
us if we mention Mrs Marie McSherry, Mrs Beverley Mazey and Mrs
Sheila Myerscough.
4SQUADRONSOCCERTEAM
We are delighted to report that our newly formed soccer team goes
from strength to strength. Our Bielefeld stalwarts are now augmented
by Cpl Al Young, LCpl Ian Rand and LCpl John Durlik from
Sennelager plus LCpl Rick Sloggett from Handorf. SSgts Ian McSherty
and Neil Wadey go their own way and Sig Phil (Geordie) Warin ignores
everyone . Our match fixture list is growing but we are still looking for
our first win I
REGIMENTAL AFFILIATION-CHANGE OF COMMAND
Another bond in our affiliation with 43rd (US) Signal Battalio n was
cemented when a party from the Regiment went to Heidelberg to
witness the American ceremony at the change of command from LTC
G. Arbogast to LTC F. W. Eisele both of the US Signal Corps.
Orignally the British contingent , mostly WOs and SNCOs, were to have
been observers but became a sub-unit on parade with their American
partners. Capt John (M) Willis commanded and the overall effort by
our men was praised by the new Commanding Officer who later wrote
in glowing terms to our own Commanding Officer thanking us for our
interest and the 'teams' performance.

'Noel, tell him to stop squeezing my hand!'

DINING OUT-CAPT JANE PETTY WRAC
On Friday 1 February a Station Dinner Night was the occasion to say
farewell to the marvellous Miss Petty-now Captain. After a tour with
the Regiment she is leaving for the bosom of her Corps-Guildford
Training Centre. We wish her every continuing success in her
future - there and elsewhere.
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CABARET TIME
Definitely the last of Christmas 1979
Part of the entertainment at a number of venues-Wives Club
dinner, Soldiers Christmas lunch and Wall Bank night to mention a
few-was the Sergeant's Mess version of 'St George and the
Dragonnet'. This amusing adaptation of the record by the strolling
players was very well received wherever they strolled.

TABLE TENNIS (WRAC BAOR Champ!onships)
LCpl Angie Sansam, Pte Sandra Christian and Pte Jan Lloyd were
members of the table tennis team representing WRAC HQ 1 (BR)
Corps. Congratulations to the team on coming 2nd overall. LCpl Angle
Sansam will now go forward to U K to represent WRAC BAOR-well
done.

L !O A: Masters Martin_ a~d Carl Watson, Miss Susan Watson with Sgt
Michael and Mrs Patricia Watson . Master David Watson, the CinC,
Mrs Hazel and W02 (YofS) Mel Watson with his parents . Mrs Steena
and Sgt Ian Frazer w ith baby son Colin

L to A: _CO (in background) , Sig Dave Beggs (in shadow), Sig Phil
Bnggs (Intent), Cpl Scouse Goater (in conversation - how unusual),
Sig Bob Gregory (inhaling) and Sig Vince Kevins (incomplete)

We shaU miss you both but wish you well in your new job(s).

SSgt Willie Henderson is informally interviewed by Maj Gen A. A. G.
Anderson whilst Maj Errol Hunt (QC 4 Squadron) comments with a
deobonair laugh and SSM Joan Page WAAC sympathises
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DINING OUT-WOl (RSM) A.G. MORGAN
Also on 1 February the WOs and SNCOs honoured RSM Tony
Morgan with a dinner. The occasion was a combination of farewell
from the Regiment and also from the hallowed regions of the Sergeants
Mess. By the time these notes are read the RSM will have been
transported to the 'dreaming spires' of an Officers Mess and he will
have departed this unit via Blandford to RAF Briiggen to join 21 Sig
Regt-our comrades.
The Regiment has benefited from his being here as RSM and we
congratulate him on his commission in early March this year-it
couldn't happen to a nicer person. He has ably supported the Regiment
in a vareity of ways and has shown considerable talent in hockey.
In his task as RSM he has been wonderfully complemented by his
wife Anne. She has most faithfully supported her husband and the
distaff side of the Re~iment and been a leading light together with the
Commanding Officer s wife in the Wives Oub, Thrift Shop and SSAFA
activities.
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L to R: SSgt Archie Hambling (Dragon) being accosted by St
George-W02 (SSM) Bill Wilson . W02 (YofS) Mel Watson (a real
Thespian) is exit left
The background throngs with SSgt (YofS) Peter Tharme, W02,
(YofS) Mick Rattray and Sgt Robert Walton
SPORT
Basketball
The Regimental Basketball team are having another successful
winter. At the beginning of the season most of the players who had
takeh the team to the BAOR finals in 1977 and 78 had left the
Regiment, and the task of rebuilding fell to W02 (YofS) Allan Dunbar
and Sgt (SI) Paul Duckworth APTC. Many new young players were
·recruited and the team has since gone from strength to strength. At the
time of going to print we are top of the Rhine Area First Division and
during the weekend 213 February , once more qualified for the BAOR
finals by achieving the runners-up spot at the Rhine Area Major Units
Championships which were held at 3 Bad Bracht.
The regular team consists of W02 (YofS) Allan Dunbar, Sgt (SI)
Paul Duckworth APTC, Sgt Colin Roberts, Cpls Mick Mulholland,
Mal {Plug) Thomas, LCpl Mick Brolan, Sigs 'Blue' Lloyd and 'Jock'
Donnelly. During the Rhine Area finals the team defeated 28 (BR) Sig
Regt (NORTHAG), 13 Sig Regt and HQ Rheindahlen Garrison, but in
the most exciting match in the competition we were defeated 54 points
to 43 points by the current Rhine Area Champions 21 Sig Regt . As 21
Sig Regt had four of the present Corps Team on the court we think our
effort was a good achievement. The team now goes forward to the nex:t
round of the BAOR Cup to be played at Dortmund on 12113 February
1980.
Hockey
16 Sig Regt Hockey Team has begun to make its mark in the BAOR
Hockey world after defeating 13 Sig Regt by 5 goals to 1 and 21 Sig
Regt 3 goals to 0. The team is now in the final of the Rhine Area
Hockey Cup and will automatically go forward to the BAOR stage of
the Army Cup.

L to R, back row: Maj (QM) Fred Orr, Cpl John Lathbury, Cpl Alan
Kinchington, W01 (RSM) Tony Morgan , Sgt Dave Wools, Lt Col
Noel Moss
Front Row: Sgt Brian Cartwright, Sgt Fraser Kerr, Sgt Mick Howie,
Cpl Gerry Naef, Sig Roy Smith, Sig Benny Bywater, Cpl Dean Wood
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fotor Cycllng
Motor C ·cling is continuing to blossom. In the last few months Capt
Gordon Park, LCpls Keith Randle and Pete Knowles have been posted
in to reinforce SSgt Paddy Dickenson, LCpl Jim Nash and Sig Mick
Powell of the Regimental Team. We have also taken on the charge of
the Royal Signals Trials Association machines of which three are being
rebuilt bv OSSA (UK). These and a new Beamish Suzuki 325 should do
the team· very well for military and civilian events during 1980.
On 4 January the new Regimental Motor Cycle Club was op.med by
the Commanding Officer, Lt Col Noel Moss who officiall ' named the
club 'The Handlebar Oub'. The premises incorporate 6 bays, a small
workshop and a store with an office.
On 20 January three riders entered the 'Ex Winter Enduro' held near
0 nabriiiick. Capt Gordon P ark (250 PE Suzuki) finished &h and
LCpl Pete Knowles (250 Maico) came 10th and both were awarded
iher medals. LCpl Keith Randle couldn't start due to lack of spares
for his ow11 bike. however, he put in good work a roving marshal!
a isting the clerk of the course.
The Regimental club is now 17 strong plus four sons of soldiers (they
ride the smaller machines) and have plans to run an 'Enduro' event in
March 1980.
Squash
The Regiment runs two teams in the Rhine Area Squash league. At
the time of this report the 1st team are placed top of Division 1 and the
2nd team are well placed in Division 3. The 1st team has again reached
the final of the Rhine Area Major Units competition and will meet HQ
BAOR on 6 March. The personalities of the teams in playing order are:
1st Team
Lt Paul Robertshaw
M aj Tony Marley
Lt Col Noel Moss
Sgt Dougie Rackham
Sgt George McAvoy
Sgt Roger Lang RAPC

1.nd Team
Capt (as of 28 Jan) John Wiiiis
SSgt Bob Privett RAPC
Sgt Bob Branson
Cpl Phil Crowther
Cpl Hump Thompson
Cpl Jerry Naef
Sig Dave Beggs
Cpl Steve Goater
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VISITBYCSO
The Regiment was honoured by an initial visit from the Chief Signal
Officer BAOR, Maj Gen A.C. Birtwistle CBE. The purpose was an
operatio nal briefing on the role of the Regiment by the Commanding
Officer, Second in Command and Operations Officer. The CSO
managed to find time during his brief visit to have drinks in the
Sergeants Mess, where he recognised many familiar faces and then on
to lunch with the officers of the Regiment. The Regiment look forward
to a full visit from the CSO in the near future.

Opening of Motor Cycle's Club new bar

STOP P RESS
The 1st team resoundingly beat HQ BAOR 4-1 in a league match
and remain top of the league. We must admit to the world that Lt Paul
Robertshaw lost his match . Perhaps his performance was degraded by
the down effect of his near success in a German tournament held in
Krefeld . The winner got a large cup, four days paid holiday for 2 in
Paris and some fancy clothing whilst runner-up Paul (a teetotaller)
received . .. a bottle of Pernod (The sponsors product) that's all!

-ANDCINC
It was also an honour for the Regiment to receive our second visitor,
the C in C BAOR, Gen Sir William Scotter KCB OBE MC. The C in C
was met on arrival by the Commanding Officer and Regimental
Sergeant Major. It was obvious from the start of his visit that the C in C
wanted to meet as many members of the Regiment as possible. The first
squadron visited was 1 Squadron, where the C in C met by the Officer
in OC, Maj W .J. Armstrong and W02 (SSM) Taff Edmunds. The visit
coincided with the Board of Officers stores checks and the Squadron
was busy preparing for their checks.
Next came 2 Squadron. Here the C in C was met by Capt M. D.
Crowther and W02 (SSM) Doug Baikle. The C in C showed a keen
interest in the vehicles of the squadron as well as the technical
equipment and spoke to all members of the squadron present.
Finally 3 Squadron which is represented at Wildenrath by SHQ and
K Troop. The C in C was met by the OC, Maj S.G. Falla and W02
(SSM) Ray Drew and taken to K Troop commanded by Capt J.M.
Thewlis. OC K Troop gave the C in Ca briefing on the role of the troop
and showed some examples of cable and jointing after which the C in C
was taken to the troop rest room and introduced to the members of K
Troop informally over a cup of coffee. Before the C in Cleft K Troop he
was given a Corporal Tele Mechs view of what was required to solve the
airfields communications problems by Cpl Peck.
Finally it was away from serious discussions and a visit to the
Sergeants Mess for drinks, after which the C in C accompanied by the
Commanding Officer went to the Officers Mess for lunch.

The C in C visits 2 Squadron. He is speaking to LCpl Barnes. Left to
right: C in C, LCpl Barnes, Sig Schollic k, S ig Warburton

OC K Tp s hows the C in Can example of underground cable

A civilian career that will utilise
your service training to the full
Measurements Engineers/Technicians
Racal (Slough) Llmited are engaged in the design
and development of advanced radio and satellite
oommunications equipment. Our Design Teams have
developed specialist expertise in this area and in particular
a group of our engineers and technicians are involved in the
interesting and challenging problems associated with RFl
and EMC. Confidence in our work has led ro a considerable
expansion of our facilities and we are therefore seeking to
appoint Engineer and Technicians at all levels to carry out
sophisticated measurements using new and complex
elecrronic test equipment.
Applicants will be educated to C & G or ONC level
;:nd for the more senior positions, a HNC qualification or

equivalent is required. Experience in radio communications
either in the Services or indusrry would be advantageous
and knowledge of photography or basic metal work and the
ability to prepare technical reports would be additional
reoommenclation.

The C in C discussing the merits of various generators with our
Combat Powerman king Sgt Knights

We invite applications from those who have
completed their service in the forces .
Please apply in writing with details of age, qualifications
and experience to: Brain Ashcroft Personnel Officer
Racal (Slough) U:d. Newtown
Tewkesbury Glos. GLZO SHE

Britain's fastest growing electronics group
Cpl Peck shows the C in C a list of requirements to solv~ the airfields
problems, with an interested QC 3 Squadron looking on
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The C in C in the K Tp rest room speaking to Cpl Case.
Left to right: LC Pis Bullimore and Fa~rell, lookin.g 0!1 is Sig l\1arshall.
the C in C and an anxious OC K Tp just squeezing rnto the pictu re
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CROOKSffiELD
The Regiment was delighted with the annual awar~ of th~ Cr~k
hield. Thi is a Rhine Area annual award for the MaJor Umt which
h achieved the highest placings in 18 various sports throughout the
year. There were many in the Regiment who took part in the vari~us
ports, which indeed was the original aim. Two were selected to receive
the shield. Capt Tim Bushell and SSgt (Yot'S) Les Rix. Capt Tim
Bu hell repre ented the Regiment at hockey, rugby and squash and
when he could be spared from his Adjt's job he was away sailing. He i
now with the School at Blandford. we wish him well in his sporting
endearnurs, a pity he did not join the cross country team, perhap he
will at Blandford. SSgt Les Rix is another who has rep"'.sented the
Regiment at everal sports, namely rugby, squash and badminton.
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RHINE AREA BASKETBALL
The Regimental team successfully retained the Championship
Trophy. In all the four matches the team ran out fairly comfortable
Ntxklct in
18e1gold

wich ruby
and diamonds
£490

L TROOP CHARITY DISCO
Ch·er the weekend of 4-6 January 1980 L Troop 21 Sig Regt organised
a Charity Disco . The disco ran for a total of 52 hours and raised
DM1544 for the Laarbruch Play Area Appeal Fund .

OCSqn
2IC
SSM
YofS
SQMS
OCATp
Tp Sgt
OCCTp
Tp Sgt
MT NCO
FOS

Maj Derek McLean
Capt Frank Worrall
W02 Geof Nelson
W02 Keith Allen
SSgt Bill Metcalfe
Capt Ian Griffiths
SSgt Trev Lloyd
2Lt Tony Morphet (kermit)
Sgt 'Taff' Williams
Sgt 'Taff' Rees
SSgt Les Lightfoot

DEPARTURES
Many members of the sqn have departed since our last edition but
two in particular should be mentioned Maj Sam Saunders and wife Val
have gone to N Ireland, we wish them both well for the future. SSM
Dusty Curry and wife Anne have gone to UK. We welcome their
replacements; Maj Derek McLean and SSM Geof Nelson.
ALPHA TROOP
We started the year with Det Commanders training, an easy life·
for the OC we think, in disguise! Anyway we disappeared to Eringerfeld
with baited breath. On arrival the OC and Tp Sergeant disappeared
and we were left to get on with it. We managed quite well and ~taff
Uoyd is thinking about redundancy pay! In the afternoon thmgs
changed with everyone learning what the other trades did. The 27l
KVA had never been so much trouble until the D Tgs began to hand
start it. It was rumoured that the powermen had put an emp~ ~an on!
After visiting a Radio Relay detachment, tech control and buildmg ?ur
'bivvis' we went and cooked a meal, thank God for the Army Catermg
Corps. Night brought us anoth~r surprise: a uniq':1e map reading
exercise without maps! We were given a bearing and d1stan~e to march
and that was it. At stands we were set tasks, and one of reaJ mterest was
trip-flare alley, the group had to go along a narrow path and find some
trip-flares.
,
,
.
.
Question: 'Where does the trip flare start? Answer: Straight up thIS
alley'
Next event bang-off goes a flare, well done Derek came the shout.
To round off the training we we;e all called into.one of t:!1e.garages on
return to find a scene of chaos, with three casualties, reaJ1stically made
up by Sgt 'Taff' Wroe from the training wing, needless to say all the
casualties survived, just!

Capt Tim Bushell and SSgt )YofS) Les Rix with the Crook Shield

winners. The team have now qualified for the BAOR Zone Finals. They
were the BAOR runners up last year and hope to go further this year.
The team is well managed by W02 (Yot'S) Bob McLaren and expertly
coached by SSgt Doug Poultney. New team members this season have
given the team depth which it was lacking last season. Most notable is
SSgt llSI Cairns known throughout the Corps rugby fraternity. He
skippered the team in the third match against Rheindahlen Garrison;
other new members are SSgt Mick Knights and LCpl Mo Morris. Our
leading points scorers Cpls Fred Tedby and Les Robinson were well
supported by the rest of the team who all managed to score baskets.

PERSONALITIES

Toothpick i11
/8ccgold£45
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bloodJtonc £145
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GARRARD
The Crown Jewellers

112 REGENT STREET· LONDON WJA 2JJ · TELEPHO E: 01-734 7020

Capt J. T. Worrall handing a cheque for DM1544.00 to the wife of the
Station Commander, Mrs. V. Kemball, with JT Steve Wynes, the
disco operator and the Youth Leader Laarbruch Miss Jenny Smith
Laarbruch Miss Jenny Smith
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Cpl Ritchie {D Tg) tunes a C70 under the watchful eye of Sig Quick
{when he wasn ' t posing for the camera I)
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LCpl Cook {D Tg), Sig Downs {C Pmn), Cpl Neighbour (tech) are
instructed by Sig McGiniggle on erection of a 40' mast
LINEMEN ON SKIS
Dateline: 3 January , OC Line nervously sits biting his fingers when
the door flies open and they appear, Lcpl 'Sid' Siddall, Sigs 'Big John'
Farnell, 'Stevie' Franklin, 'Paddy' Rice, 'Spider' Webb and last but not
least the inevitable 'Womble'.
Yes they have arrived, along with six other potential Jean Claude
Killy's they are the members of Snow Queen course No 2. The Hut
permanent staff will now find out whether their worst fears about
linemen will be confirmed. However just as they make a break for the
bar, they falter-Lo what is this in front of them, of course it's none but
the Regimental Sergeant Major. However all is not lost, they are told he
is leaving on Saturday. Sighs of relief are audible!
The OC hut, Lt John Whitby and the senior instructor Cpl 'Noddy'
Holder then gave an initial course briefing and everyone dispersed to
unpack and get a beer, not necessarily in that order. The first day is
spent on the nursery slopes dividing the course into three groups
according to ability and experience. At last the skiing can start. The
first week is spent entirely on downhill ski's being coached in the arts of
Snowploughs, Stem Christies and Parallels. Eventually we slowly
accept that when Noddy says follow me and disappears down a 45°
Mogul field there isn't any way we can refuse to go with him, and once
again the Bavarian Alps ring to sounds of 'get your head in' as OC Line
is once again cut out by Stevie Franklin.
Sunday brings moans and groans as the Boss enters bearing tidings
of great joy, we're all going Langlaufing today. However we survive and
some of us are pleasantly surprised-we enjoyed the experience.
The following day we started intensive training for the big race. This
goes well until Noddy invests in a pair of 2m OScm skis which he ~nsists
on trying out by 'head banging' down every slope he comes to. It 1s also
during this week that OC line wins the prize for the best fall of the
course, when he shot over a bank at about 35 mph flew 20' and
narrowly missed wrapping him elf around an iron pole.
The great day arrives and our congratulations go to Steve Franklin,
John Farnell and Womble who are the winners of the three classe of
the competition. After the competition is over, the 22 Sig .Regt Hot Dog
Team is formed and slopes are then endangered by the sights of Stevie
Holmes and 'Denny' Denton going down the slope backwards, and
even Denny suspended upside down in his skis between John Farnell
and Stevie Holmes. So ended the last day of downhill skiing. However
all is not yet finished, Sunday afternoon broug~t the whole course to
'Cooks' Hill where the Dietrichs Langlauf stunt team met to try and
tackle the feature which had been the bain of our cool Pte Simpson for
so long.
Sadly Monday morning arrived and again we said our go?d?yes and
set off once more for sunny Lipp tad!, Ex Sweet Martinie I and
Regimental Sergeant Major's fatigue~.
Footnote: As a conclusion I am sure that all members of the course
would want to thank the Hut OS for the excellent time they had and lo
award LCpl Dehher Davidson the Golden Blanket award.
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FOCUS ON VISITORS

The period covered by these notes has been one of a succession of visits.

The regimental officers pictured with their German opponents

LJPPSTADT MARCHES 19-20APRIL1980
The Regiment will once again be organising an IVY march on the
above dates. There will be two length marches , 12 and 35 kms .
Individual or team entries will be welcomed. There will be a limited
amount of tentage accommodation for units if required. Inquiries to:Sgt A.W. Williams, O.arlie Troop, 1Sqn22 Sig Regt BFPO 107

23 November 1979. Two 'Manners' , Col P. S. Davis MBE and Col A.
P. Baker meet up on a possibly unique occasion and are joined by two
Commanding Officers, Lt Col Paul Webb and Lt Col Noel Moss who
was visiting from 16 Sig Regt .

10 December 1979. Maj Gen A. A. G. Anderson, SO in C,
accompanied by Lt Col Paul Webb, inspects a Ceremonial Barrack
Guard, with left to right, Sgt Colin Ross, Cpl Martin Gillard, Sigs Bob
Sleeman, Bob Viner, Bob James, John Boddy and bayonet only,
LCpl Jerry Hinton.

Dvr Ashes instructs in langlauf technique

ODE TO SQUADRON EXERCISE
This Exercise was not much fun
We came out here to seethe su n
But then there came a little breeze
And all of us we started to freeze

January 1980. Lt Col Paul Webb makes his first official visit to the
Sergeants' Mess where he is flanked on arrival by, on the left, W01
(RSM) Ted Banham and on the right W02 (SSM) Tony Cartwright,
the PMC.

They said we've come against our wills
So we can test your Battle skills
However there was much ado
When the Comms would not go through
Who killed the Foreman came the cry
I must confess Sir it was I
that's a ten pack from CP
Makes a change don' t you agree
Pte Sim pson eventually conquers 'Cooks' Hill

A GLO GERMAN REIATIONS
In the annual triangular shoot, the officers of the Regiment again
attempted to beat the local police and officers from 7 Fernmelde
Battalion •. 01:1r local German Signal Regiment. This year it was the tum
of the Pohze1 to run the event. As usual the police dominated the pistol
shooting, despite the efforts of Corps shot Maj Derek McLean. In the
SMG the team faired better and managed a close second to the 7
Fernmelde, however we managed to hold our esteem when 2Lt Tony
Morphet won the individual SMG shoot.
In the e\'ening a reception was held in the Officers Mess and de~pite
the fact that this event has been running for some years the Germans
have yet to master our Mess Garnes, honour restored!
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Then there's the Q he keeps quite calm
We must not wish him any harm
In fact he needs a Thank You Jack
He sent the chicken curry back
Well that's enough of waxing lyrical
We're going back what a miracle
Who dropped a weapon Bloody Hell
Drive back washdown POL
Now we sit and take our ease
With ourselves we're very pleased
We've driven the Russian Hordes away
And all of this in just one Day
Bryen Dont
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5 December 1979. Maj Gen A . C. Birtwistle CBE, CSO ~AOR ha~ the
intricasies of a troposphreric scatter radio terminal vehicle explained
to him by Sgt Bob Nelson.
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11 January 1980. Gen Sir William Scotter KCB OBE MC , Commander
in Chief, BAOR, discusses Soviet Tactics in the War Garnes Room
with, left to right, Sigs Radar Noott, Mick Barber, Cpl Beau Cattell
and Sig Collin Brookes.
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EX PENDULUM 80
T raining for Ex Pendulum 80, which is the annual three month
deployment of 3 Commando Brigade to Northern Norway. began in
October last year. soon after the arrival of SSgt Chalky White. On
learning that Alpha 2 Det of I Squadron were going to spend their
winter holidays with the Royal Marines. he immediately announced
that while he was satisfied that the detachment already matched the
commandos in good looks, brains and ability he thought their muscles
needed toning up. He promptly drew up a seven week programme
consisting of PT, nine mile runs and 30 mile forced marches in full kit.
The first casualty of this programme was the Admin Offr who, on
reading it. had to be placed on light duties for a week! Checks were
then made to see if Chalky was a paid up member of the SS Old
Comrades Association or if he had entered the whole detachment for
the Mr Universe competition.
Training continued on Ex Rough Road, an adventurous training
exercise in North Wales from 10-22 December. For this the detachment
was joined by Cpl 'Jake' Jacobs and Cpl 'DB' Davies-Barret from RAF
Stan bridge. They are both going to Norway by way of liaison and Cpl
Mal Lay is working at Stanbridge. The detachment was divided into
two groups. each spending one week on the exercise, under the
supervision of Lt Mike Rough and SSgt White. Much time was spent
walking up Snowdon from various different directions and the summit
was achieved on three separate occasions. Ech week ended up with a
Christmas dinner prepared by LCpl John Lalor, our chef on loan from
HQ Squadron.

30 SigRegt
BLANDFORD CAMP
NEWS FROM RHODESIA
In the middle of December, amid much publicity some 90 men from
the Regiment flew to Rhode ia as part of the Commonwealth, Liaison.
dvisory Monitoring Organi ation. Rhodesia (CLAMOR). The Force
fle"' out in a strange assortment of VClOs. Hercules and Galaxies and
arrived to a welcoming committee of TV cameras and photographers
from all O\'er the world. SSgt Georgeson managed to make the national
dailie -just to outdo SSgt Cook. who had earlier achieved a certain
amount of fame in the local press.
Cl) soon after their arrival. the radio detachments working in
Sali bury headed by Cpl Deary and 'The Big Fella' Cpl Rees, and the
Commcen contingent. went back to school. the Morgan High School for
Girl 10 be exact, now called HQ CMG or 'The Ceasefire Place' if you
are an African taxi dri\'er. With military speed and efficiency the school
was tran formed into a recognisable headquarters. Linen rooms turned
into radio room . dispensary into a cypher office and in matron's office
now resides a very senior signals officer. Where once hung Mary's
gymslip now hang ribbons of teleprinter tape. The garden is growing
atellite dishes and dipoles (or are they washing lines?), and in the
building bells are ringing-is it Santa Claus a little late?-no-just lots
and lots of telephones.
How was Christmas in Rhodesia? The following notice outside the
commcen read:
IMPORTA T AMENDMENT
Delete Christmas Day
Insert December 25th

Sig Flooks discussing SATCOM with a Rhodesian soldier

DETACHMENTS
Our detachments are all around Rhodesia. In Bulawayo we have Sgt
Hutchinson, Cpl Simpson, LCpl McKenzie and their crews all getting
bro"'n knees and grey hair. In the delightful tourist haven of Fort
Victoria. Cpl Marshall and Sgt Hill reside with their lads. ext to the
Mozambique border you will find the ever cheerful Cpl Thompson
being his usual sarcastic self, accompanied by his long suffering crew,
and Cpl Ta}lor and crew are there too. At the hub of the country Cpl
Ruth,en, LCpl McElreavy and Sgt Chapman have made their camp.
Further north we have LCpl Kneale and crew at Karoi and LCpl Briggs
and crew are with the' Aussies' in Bindura. LCpl Allison and his det are
1ammg the hurricane in area Hurricane. Finally in the bush at assembly
place Romeo are Sigs McLelland and Wilmore.
We also have some linemen and technicians who are busy trying to
keep the sets on the road and running the very old fashioned exchange.
That is about all the news from Rhodesia for now. There will be an
update in the next issue.
COMSTAR AWARD FOR TASS CENTRE
Blandford TASS Centre-run by members of 1 Squadron-was
a"'arded a Bronze Comstar for accuracy of messages passed in the
pen~ May-October 1979. On Monday 4 February Brig R. Benbow, the
Garnson Commander presented the award to W02 (Y ofS) Bark. At the
~me time he also opened the new TASS Centre in the Regiment, which
"'111 ser•e the whole Garrison.
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Brig Benbow in the new commcen with all those concerned in its
running
OLYMPIC SELECTION
Just as this is being written, news has reached us from the United
States that Sgt Davies. a new member of the Regiment, has been
selected to represent Great Britain at the Winter Olympics.. in Lake
Placid. as a member of the bobsleigh team. We will have news of how
he gets on in the next issue.

1 SQUADRON-EX FLASH IMP
Exercise Flash Imp was a three week Dl3 CRL exercise in Gibralta r
last November. After much delay and several changes in plans, two
Hercules left Lyneham on 17 November. Once arrived in Gibraltar.
communications were excellent for the duration of the exercise. This
allowed for time off for visits into the natural caves and the tunnels and
galleries which honeycomb the Rock. All members of the detachment
managed a day trip to Tangiers, and everyone tried their hand at
bartering. with varying degrees of success as Cpl 'Two Blankets' Hunt
will testify, (h is bargain package of two blankets turned out not to be
such a bargain when he discovered there was only one blanket in the
parcel!)
During a sightseeing tour of the Rock Cpl Chuck Wright was
accosted by one of the famous apes which took a close-view of his
balding head. Sig ' Don't tell Pat' Radnedge lived in fear of any
misdemeanour getting back to his supervisor Cpl Pat Thornton and
LCpl 'Sleep Anywhere' Tyson did.
During the course of the exercise the detachment was visited by the
Commanding Officer and by the Squadron Admin Officer, Capt John
Byrne.
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The detachment are now deployed in Norway and the success of their
training programme will undoubtedly be seen.

SQUADRON NEWS
Sqn brought in t he New Year on January 4th-just to be different!
Thanks to SSgt Pat Garrehy for ensu ring the smooth organisation of
the whole evening.
Sig Mick Evans, our dynam ic badminton player represented the
Corps on several occasions, partnered by Cpl Cannings (2 Sqn).

31 (Greater London) Sig Regt (V)
EXERCISE SNOW BOOT
1980 got off to a fl yin$ start for 47 (Middlesex Yeomanry) Si~ Sqn
who deployed from their Harrow base for a weekend of military
training centred on Rolleston Camp, Salisbury Plain. Under command
of Maj Paul Whittle over 60 men and women either learnt or refreshed
ba ic infantry skills whilst back in the cookhouse, Tech Sgts John
Crook and Tom Lindsay proved they could wie ld a laddie as skilfulty as
a sledgehammer (sorry, solde ring iron).
By the end of Saturday evening a truce had been arranged with the
wicked enemy led by SSM Brian Callaghan and both sides temporarily
withdrew for a pint and a buffet in the nearby Bustard Hotel, only for
battle to commence again early on Sunday morning when 2Lt David
Mayes' magnificent platoon attack finally conquered the foe, leaving
behind in camp a rear party led by Yeoman Dennis Rose.
The Squadron returned home, old skills refreshed, blisters treated and
resolved to have another similar exercise once a free weekend could be
found in the calendar. (Squadron Commander-'Free Weekendwhat's that').
FOOTBALL-LONDON TA SOCCER CUP
For the third soccessive year a team from Headquarter Squadron
retained the London TA Soccer Cup by convincingly beating 144 Field
(Para) Ambulance 4-2 in the final on Sunday 9 December. Some
members of the Corps may remember two stalwarts (veterans) from the
team photograph-Capt Fred Lee & WOl (RSM) Gus Boag.
Battle Plans-SSgts Martin Jones and John Donaghey map out the
action. Sgt Andy Sergides thinks he can do it with his eyes closed.

SQUADRON NEWS
1 Sq brought in the New Year on January 4th-just to be different!
Thanks to SSgt Pat Garrehy for ensuring the smooth organisation of
the whole evening.
Sig Mick Evans, our dynamic badminton player represented the
Corps on several occasions , partnered by Cpl Cannings (2 Sqn) .
Recent departures from the Squadron include:
Capt John Byrne to Sutton Coldfield as a Personnel Selection Officer
Cpl Brian Wenban and Gillian to 7 Sig Regt.
The Squadron welcomes 2Lt Paul Thwaites fresh from the CQ
course. who is due to take over B troop very shortly.
EXERCISE PIKE STAFF 79
This was a minor unit overseas training exercise for a company group
of the Jamaica Defence Force in the UK from 31 October-7 December
1979. Two JNCOs. CPLS Elliott and Balley have been attached to TM
Troop since 5 November 1979. Both NCOs were trained by REME at
the School of Electrical Engineering, so working in a Royal Signals
environment has been a different experience.
Opportunities were given for them to work on typically British radio
equipments using the full range of test equipments available.
Additionally they were sent out to the range to fire the weapons that
Royal Signals personnel use. Needless to say, they have also been
allowed time off to visit the Royal Signals Museum, Bournemouth.
Bristol and London. Being Jamaican they were entertained by Sgt
Mogg of 2 Sqn and SSgt Francis also claimed some connection.

Some of the incidents from the exercise:
Sig Colln Tanlley (after hours of map reading instruction)
'Mag to Grid .. .... add'
A certain subaltern pointin$ to a pint bottle of milk and a pint mug
'Measure out a pint of mtlk please ..... .'
SSgt White having returned from a long day's walk. opened his fnd$e
to get his two cans of lager he had left there only to find that a certain
subaltern had moved them to the freezer! His statement is not
considered suitable for publication but can be roughly translated as,
'Gosh sir, my lager is frozen-what a shame'.

D'ye want to be in my gang? - Ptes Geraldine Cullen, Irene Mclaren,
Bett Jordan and LCpl Ann Hancox plan tactics.
The Victors
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I All cred1~s to HBrrow Observed
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32 Sig Regt (V), Glasgow

Your cue for a
better break.

WITH A BANG
The 1980's started with a bang-down in the holes we went on Ex
Quick Trip. That was followed by an excellent Officer training
weekend at Stirling. The Commanding Officer touched a few
consciences and then teamed up with the subalterns at a superb Dinner
Night and gave the Captains and Majors a good run fo r their money at
Mess rugby and Hicocka!orum, best night for years. Meanwhile the
Junior NCO's took part in a rugged map reading exercise in the snow,
and the Recruits were in the tender mercy of W02 Sims from 69 Sqn.
We all said sad farewells to our Adjutant, Capt Ruairidh Rutherford
who is off to join the gilded staff of HQ 1 (BR) Corps. We wish him and
Collette a smashing tour. We welcome our new Adjutant, Capt Ewen
Cameron and his wife Helen-fresh from the rigours of 2 Armd Div Sig
Regt. We also have a Padre at last-welcome to Padre John Silcox and
his wife Linda. John made a great impression with his significant words
on Sunday at Stirling.

Perhaps you feel your Forces experience isn't relevant.
We are a many faceted industry- calling for skills at all
levels, and you may well be surprised at how we could
steer you into a successful second career!
Whatever your role has been, why not ring Ted Cranfield
on Chelmsford (0245) 67111 and let him advise you how to
put your abilities to their best use. Alternatively, write to
him at Marconi Radar Systems Limited, Writtle Road,
Chelmsford, Essex, quoting reference E.C.107.
All these posts are open to both male and female
applicants.

51 (H) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V) REPORT
OC - Major Ken Sutherland, TD
2IC-Capt Norman Stracham , TD
SSM-W02 Fmdlay G
Christmas is past and in Aberdeen at Prince Charles Barracks, the
units held their joint Annual Jun ior Ranks Club Buffet/ Dance on
Friday 14 December. Presen t were members from 51 (H) Sig Sqn ,
including large numbers of WRAC , 252 Field Ambulance, 212 RCT
Sqn and B Coy 15 Scottish Para Bn.
About lOp m, a break in the festivities occurred in order to present
Trophies to the winners of the.Darts Competition held over the previous
year. LCpl I. F. Grant was presented with the Doubles Darts Trophy
which he won with his partner Cpl Fenton of 212 (RCT Squadron).
This and other Darts Trophies were presented to the successful winners
by the Station Com mander. LI Col A. Milne, RAMC.

REGIMENTAL COCKTAIL PARTY
After a lapse of some years, the Officers of the Regiment played host
to local employers, civil dignitaries and some military guests. It was a
splendid occasion and the newly decorated Mess looked superb. 120
Guests swallowed 150 bottles of champagne, not to mention the brandy
in the cocktails and several hundred delicious morsels. Guests of
honour were Maj Gen and Mrs Whistler who stayed with our Honorary
Colonel, Col Ken IJoyd. Gen Whistler was the first Honorary Colonel
of the Regiment. After the guests left, the hosts let their hair down and
enjoyed an intimate little soiree. PMC, Maj David Aird and his Mess
Committee did a splendid job and Sgt McCartney and his girls were
terrific.

A GEC-At.n:onl EltH:tronlc$ com,..,.y

WE, THE LIMBLESS,
LOOK TO YOU FOR HELP
We come from both world
wars. We come from Kenya,
Malaya, Aden, Cyprus ... and
from Ulster. From keeping the
peace no less than from war we
limbless loo k to you for help.
And you can help, by
helping our Associati o n.
BLESMA ( the British Limbless
Ex-Service 'fen's Association)
look~ after the limbless from
all the Services. Jt helps, with
advice and encouragement, to
overcome the shock of losing
arms, or legs or an eye. It sees
that red-tape does not stand in
the way of the right
entitlement to pension. And,
for the severely handicapped
and the elderly, it provides
Rcs1dent1al Home where they
can live m peace and dignity.
Help BLI:SMA, rlease. We
need money desP.erately. And,
we promise you, not a penny of
It will be wasted.
Donations and information:
Major The Earl of Ancaster,
KCVp, TD., Midland Bank
LiUlited, 60 West Smithticld,
Loudon ECIA 9DX.
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Lt Col Milne presenting trophy to LCpl I. F. Grant
Other invited guests included Capt B.K. Bailey and RSM Watt of
252 Field Ambulance and Lt J.M. Rhind, WRAC and 2 Lt R.P.
Ziemelis, WRAC of 51 Sig Sqn. The social event then continued with a
meal which was excellent, (thanks to the hard work behind the scenes
of the ACC members of 212 RCT Sqn) .
The Christmas Draw and Raffle Ticket winners were in fine spirits
due to many prizes being won by all the units and so graciously
presented by Mrs Milne. At the end of the Dance at lam, transport was
provided to take the merry revellers home after a most enjoyable
evening. Roll on the next one!

MORRISON'S
ACADEMY
Crieff, Perthshire
This is a long established independent school
for boys and girls situated in its own spacious
grounds in one of the most beautiful parts of
Central Scotland.
The School roll is 950, one third of whom board
in eight well appointed houses close to the school.
Prospective boarders must be at least eight years
of age.

61 (CITY OF EDINBURGH) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)

CO, Lt Col Chris Cross talks to Col Brian McKenzie of Highland
TAVRA

The curriculum provides for a full range of
courses in the Scottish Certificate of Education
'O' grade, 'H' grade and Sixth Year examinations
while Oxford and Cambridge 'A' Levels may also
be taken.
Both primary and secondary pupils are offered a
wide range of co-circular activities and games.

British Limbless
Ex-Service
Men's Association
'GIVE TO THOSE WHO
GAVE- PLEASE'

69 (NORTH IRISH HORSE) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)

Boarding Fees for Session 1978/79 are £465 per
term.
The Rector will be pleased to forward further
details on request.
Honorary Colonel, Col Ken Lloyd with 2Lt Jenkinson (soon to join the
Royal Signals as a regular officer we hope) and 2Lt Ziemelis (centre)
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For a squadron from a TA Unit that doesn't go abroad, 61 (City of
Edinburgh) Sig Sqn (V) isn't doing too badly . 2 Lt Alastair Hall has
recently returned from attachment with 7 Sig Regt in Germany. Also in
Germany was YofS WOI John McGrath who was.with 1 Div Sig Regt.
Currently Sigs Alan Calder and Brian Stobie are acting infantrymen
with 1 KOSB in America for sbc weeks on Exercise Trumpet Dance. At
the same time two of our ACC cooks, Cpls Jock' and 'Rab' Meldrum
are in Norway on Exercise Clockwork 80 with 45 Royal Marine
Commando from Arbroath.
Our other piece of news concerns an 'old' friend, Maj Bill Crook,
who was our last OC. BllJ has been re-recruited into the Regiment as
OC Recruiting Team. (There is no truth in the rumour that he has to do
a fortnight's recruits course at Catterick because he has been out for
more than two years.)
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We buried the 70's in good style, Capt Sam ('don't ask how')
McKeith producing his usual excellent Squadron Christmas dinner. He
also did the buffet for the all ranks dance while Cpl and Mn Andy
Stelenson and LCpl Colin Stannet worked wonders to keep the thirst
slaked. All the draw prizes were won by Cpl Hugh L)ncb except for a
special one for doing forward rolls in a three piece suit which was won
by Cpl Bert 'Bluebell' Orr.
The OC, Maj John Pinkerton had to decline SSM fun Sims invitation
to the Sergeants Mess draw in order that he, Capt Jim Moore and Lt
Geoff Wilson could attend the 2 Sig Gp convention in Brighton- now
there's a sense of duty for you!
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35 Sig Regt (V), Birmingham

V1 IT BY THE M STER
Report by M aj (TOT) H.J. B. Wall TDJP

The Ma ter of Signals, Maj Gen P .E.M. Bradley \'isited the
quadron rece ntly and met the Comman ding . O fficer. Squadron
Comm ander and some of his men. Seasonal greetm gs have, however,
gh·en way to more au stere s alutations_ like 'aircut' and the !~.c.
tripped of it tinsel, is now a stark remmder of the n'?rm al act1~1t1es
which mu t be resumed with . on e hopes. all the resolutions associated
with the start of a new year and a new decade.

Master of Signals and CO are introduced to two new members of 69
Squadron

CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
It may seem rather incongruous to be talking about Christmas in
March when our thoughts are more likely to be directed towards the
Garden Shed lhan Turkey and Plum Duff. Nevertheless the festive
spirit encompasses even the TA so perhaps a brief mention of our preChristmas activities would not come amiss before starting on a New
Decade.
Every Squadron had their Christmas Parties-most had a Children's
Party too-58 (Staffs) Sig Sqn (V) was one of these. They decided to
motor up to their beloved Blackshaw Moor, the Week-end Training
Centre approximately 15 miles away at Leek (there's no accounting for
taste)-where the Sqn Management had laid on an instructive but
relaxing week-end. BasicaUy it was split into three. Saturday was taken
up with a military skills competition run on a team basis-testing Drill,
NBC, First Aid , Map Reading, and General Knowledge. Six teams
took part and a Mar ker Board used to mainta in the results. Apart from
one team who were trailing, the marks were very cons istent, and as the
day wore on it beca me obvious the final result was going to be very
close-as indeed it was. Two teams tyi ng for first place-both with
84}%. LCpl Alan Webb's team consisting of Sig Philip Smith , Nigel
Hewitt and Pte Carmen Anglin -and Cpl Keith Milford 's team, Sig Ian
Parton , Gary Scott and Pte Margaret H annon.
~,~
At this point all eyes turned on the adjudicator, Maj Derek Eve
(PS O) who, as if anticipating such an event. nonchala11tly produced
twenty more questions for the resulting tie-breaker, which was won
after a nail biting finish by LCpl Webb and his team.

The token prizes duly presented-everyone sat down to a superb
Christmas Dinner expertly prepared by Maj Derek Eve, and SSgt
Geofrey Robinson, ably assisted by Pte Sue Brough and Janet Green.
Making the point that if and when 58 Sqn have to march on thei r
stomachs-they will not starve. Judging by th e vast quanti ties of liquid
consumed at the ensuing party which for med part woof the wee kend ,
they appear to have su fficient storage capacity to ensure they will not
suffer from de-hyd ration either.
Inevitably Sunday morning saw the usual sprinkling o f walkin g
corpses, but a brisk session on the Squ are soon brought the colour to
their cheeks-apar t from Sigs Darryl Gough , Richard Parsons, Joe
Cairns and Michael Lockett wh o nee ded the a dded stimulus of a circuit
over the Assault Course with W02 (SSM) Dougie Roberts in hot
pursuit.
The remainder of the week-end was taken up with the DS holding an
inquest on the previous day's competition , and the move back to
Newcastle-U-Lyme . In my view the right mix for a pre-Christmas weekend.
T HE ARMY CONNECTION
From time to time I wi ll report in these notes a particular theme ,
married cou ples serving in the Regiment or perhaps. father and sons .
My attention has been drawn to another category-Volunteers who
work for the Army as civilians-and are members of the TA as well.
Let's face it the last thing most employees would do when they finish
work on a Friday would be to spend their spare time working for the
same em ployer , but this is exactly what several members of the
Regiment do at wee k-ends , including nineteen years old Ptes Andrea
WaU and Susan Grice both from Trench in Telford.

The Master of Signals meets the CO and OC 69 Squadron. CR Signals
Northern Ireland looks for the next move

33 Sig Regt (V), Liverpool

CHRISTMAS FESTIVITIES
On Saturday 8 December the Warrant Officers and Sergeants held
their Annual Christmas Draw and Dance at Regimental Headquarters,
when they entertained the Honorary Colonel , Col Paddy Bryson OBE
TD JP DL LLM, the Commanding Officer, Lt Col Pat JoUiffe TD, the
Squadron Commanders, and the Officers of the Permanent Staff to a
most enjoyable and memorable evening. Although the organisers failed
to 'Fix it' for either the Hon Colonel or the Commanding Officer, some
of the officers were lucky enough not to go home empty handed! A real
family occasion when good company and a convivial atmosphere
ensured everyone thoroughly enjoyed the festivities. There is no doubt
that the wine Hawed freely and after partaking of a lavish buffet
prepared by our Regimental Cooks, inspired by that notable gourmet ,
W02 Ron Gawthorne ACC, we eventually retired happy-and very
very replete to bed!
The following weekend HQ Squadron JRC alto held their Annual
Dance at Huyton . A most successful event which continued into the not
so early hours of Sunday morning, and for members of the Committee
responsible for the Childrens Christmas Party until that was over on
Sunday evening! The Honorary Colonel and Father Christmas, played
by W02 (RQMS) Fred NuttaU, since commissioned as Lt QM to 5/ 8
Kings Regiment (V), both visited the childrens party. Father Christmas
giving away some lovely presents to all attending including the
Honorary Colonel and Mrs Bryson!

The GOC North West District, Maj Gen P. F. A. Sibbald OBE saying
farewell to the Commanding Officer, Lt Col Pat Jolliffe TD outside
Regimental Headquarters watched by members of the Permanent
Staff

An obviously delighted Team Leader - LCpl Alan Webb (Right}
celebrating with his successful team after they had won 58 Sqn's Pre
Christmas Military Skills Competition at Blackshaw Moor, Leek on 8
December 1979.
Left to Right: Sig Philip Smith , Sig Nigel Hewitt, Capt Bob Haysom
OC S Tp (DS), Pte Carmen Anglin , LCpl Alan Webb

(By Courtesy of South Lancashire Newspapers!

FARt. WELL VISIT OF GOC
We were delighted that Maj Gen PFA Sibbald OBE was able to find
time to visit Regimental Headquarters on 10 December to say farewell
to members of the Permanent Staff prior to his departure from North
West District on taking up the appomtment as Director of Infantry at
the Ministry of Defence in February 1980. The General knows better
than most that if you can ' t communicate you can ' t command!

A happy group of potential members of the Regiment at the
Christmas party
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Disappointed but not downhearted, the losing Finalists in 58 Sqn's
Pre Christmas Military Skill's Competition celebrate at Blackshaw
Moor, Leek on 8December1979.
Left to Right: Sig Gary Scott, Sig Ian Parton, Pte Margaret Hannon,
Lt Maureen Hunter-Choat (OS), Cpl Keith Milford (Team Leader}
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Pte Susan Grice (left ) and Pte Andrea Wall (Right} two of the eight
volunteers in 35 Sig Regt (V} who are also employed by the Army
during the week. Both are Clerical Assistants at COD Donnington.
They are seen here practising on a T100 for their Date-Telegraphist
trade .at Territorial House, Shrewsbury HQ95 Sig Sqn (V)
Having worked throughout the week as clerical assistants for the
Army .at COD Donnington , these two young ladies go home. don
uniforms and make their way to Territorial House, Shrewsbury, where
they are training to be Data-Telegraphists with 95 (Shropshire
Yeomanry) Sig Sqn (V). Firm friends since July 1979, Andrea and
Susan discussed the possibility of joining the TA over their lunch break
at COD-and after making enquiries joined the Regiment in
September 1979 (who said the system does not work).
In the case of Andrea Wall, the decision to join the TA is
understandable. She comes from a family with trong Army
connections. Not only was her father a soldier, but in addition to herself
two other members of her family also work at COD Donnington (three,
if you count her brother Michael who has since left) . Her mother is
employed as a Oerical Officer in Unit Staff Management, and another
brother, Mark, is both a Civilian Fitter/ Turner at Donnington and a
member of a REME TA Unit. Pte WaD (no relation to our PRO
incidentally) was born in Germanv where her father was tationed in
BAOR , and for the la t twelve months he has worked as a CA in the
Automatic Data Processing Directorate Computer Service (what a
mouthful) at COD Donnington. A single girl she likes knitting, reading
(horror stories) and says she joined the TA partly because her brother
was a member-but mainly in order to broaden her outlook, make new
friends - and money.
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Pte Susan Grice joined COD Donnington in November 1978 and is
currentl} employed a a CA in Forms and Publications Bran ch . Pte
Grice i ingle. ha a boy friend serving in the Army in Cyprus. and
include amongst her other intere ts driving. pop music , playing the
piano, and reading thrillers and horror tories (what a strange pair).
At the time of going to Press Andrea and Susan are waiting to go on a
Re ruit Course in Guildford . Both are workmg hard at their trade, and
expect to be fully qualified by the time the v return from Annual Camp
in Germany next June. Perhaps I ought to point out that whilst Ptes
Wall and Grice do mo t of their training at 95 Sqn. strictly speaking all
the out stationed Data Telegraphists are proper to A Tp , 48 Sqn ,
Golden Hillock Road . Birmingham who organise centralised trade
training in Birmingham.
Out of curiosity I made enquiries to see how many other Volunteers
worked for the Army during the week-I located another six
W02 {RQMS) Roy Martin is employed by 58 Sqn as a Civilian Driver.
SSgt (SQMS) Ted Howarth 89 Sqn is employed by the Army at Alvis
Vehicles
Sgt Sandra Harper doubles up as a Data Telegraphist and Oerical
Officer with 48 Sqn
Cpl George Alderson-95 Sqn Technician is employed in a similar
capacity at COD Donnington
LCpl Alan Bums-a Butcher in Q Tp is also a Civilian Storeman
during the week at Stoney Lane
Sig John Barker-48 Sqn Lineman is also the Squadron Caretaker at
Golden Hillock Road
In addition to the above Pte Ann Allard reverts to Mrs Ann Allard
wife of Sgt Daryll Allard 89 Sqn PSI Tech during the week.

EX FWRENCE NIGHTINGALE
89 Sqn (Rugby) combined with HQ and 48 Squadrons (Birmingham)
to stage Ex Florence Nightingale on 19/ 20 January, an instructional
exercise designed to introduce and teach members of 202 General
Hospital (V) the basics of communications. As Maj Andy Cameron
202's Regular AO said 'although as a Field Hospital we have a high
proportion of Officers, we still have a commitment to man and operate
a Senice Unit Terminal, be able to operate man pack radios,
switchboards, teleprinters and generators: Erect aerials, use correct
voice procedure and write messages'.
The Ex took place at the HQ 202 General Hospital , Dowberry Fields,
Kings Heath, Birmingham , and was devised and supervised by Capt
O.arles Brotherton (48 Sqn) and SSgt (YoS) Mick Freedman who
arranged for syndicates to rotate round seven different stands manned
by various members of 35 Sig Regt (V) over the two days of the Ex.
Speaking to the CO of 202, Col Geofrey Hall-Davies QHP TD (late
RAMC (V)) who incidentally is supported by 3 Lt Col's (one a woman) I
gather the medics were very appreciative of the co-operation and
upport received from the Regiment. Sentiments which I am sure were
come)ed to the CO, U Col Ken Smith when he 'popped across' from
RHQ to see the training taking place on the Saturday afternoon.

LCpl Alan Evans (Centre) Det Comm V Tp 48 Sqn putting two willing
OARANC students through their paces during Ex Florence
Nightingale-the Joint Ex held with 202 Field Hospital (V).
left to Right: Cpl Carole Jones (Medical Assistant), Cpl Alan Evans,
Pte Julie Parker (Medical Assistant)
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RADIO
OFFICERSCOMPLETING YOUR
SERVICE WITH
H.M. FORCES? -

The CO Lt Col Ken Smith TD poses for the camera at the rear of the
EXCH / ACC as he conducts the CO and Matron of 202 Field Hospital
(V) around the training stands during Ex Florence Nightingale.
left to Right: The CO Lt Col Ken Smith TD, Lt Col June Hoskins RRC
TD (M<!tron OARANCI, Col Geofrey Hall-Davies OHP TD
(late RAMC (V) ).
Sitting at the concentrator in the ACC is Maj Chinoo Mukerji
(RAMCI whilst Lt Col Brian Robinson TD RAMC (standing near the
door) keeps a watching brief

MOVEMENTS
Since our last notes we have seen several members of the permanent
staff come and go , the Army Apprentices College Harrogate, appearing
to be the popular destination. on this occasion. For Maj (QM) Bob
Peake BEM and his wife Maureen I imagine the journey from Sutton
Coldfield to Harrogate presented no problem-Motorway nearly all the
way. Not so for Maj Richard Harrison our intrepid 'stand in' Trg Major
for the last six months-'Horsemen' are not allowed on motorways-he
was last seen pouring over the map looking for an alternative I hope he
made it.
Also posted is Sgt Vic Davy (PSI Y TP Hereford) who together with
his wife Mary has left us to join 4 Regt in BAOR. Having been
introduced to that wickedly deceptive brew called cider (with all its
variations), he is probably suffering withdrawal symptoms by now.
Have pity on him fellas-it might be your turn next.
Not so lucky is Ex Trg Sgt Jack Corbett who on 5 March is due to
enter the 'cold hard world' of Civvy Street , having completed 22 years
service. Sgt (sorry) Mr Corbett has returned to his home in Blandford.
We thank him and all our ex colleagues for their service and wish
everyone the best of luck in the future.
Taking their places we have as Trg Maj Ivor Oddie-the ex GSO 3
Sigs/ Trg/ PR HQ Gibraltar (I've made a mental note of the PR). I
understand Maj Oddie and his wife Marilyn have already set up house
in Led bury, Herefordshlre-they obviously have good taste.
The appointment of Capt Roy Vaspar, G3 VIY (RSARS 418) as QM
from the Recruit Selection Centre , Sutton Coldfield, is likely to
strengthen our already strong links with the RSC still
further-particularly in view of RHQ and HQ Sqn's impending move
to a new TA Centre next door to the RSC in 1981.
Completing the new arrivals, we have from 1 Regt Sgt Alan Munroe,
a direct replacement for Sgt Corbett in the Training Office and Sgt
Bruce Ozanne and his wife Margaret from 4 Regt to fill the vacant
PSJ's post with YTp Hereford. In extending a warm welcome to all our
new boys, may I also include Lt Richard Harris, who, though not a
newcomer, has just returned to the Post Office and 35, after eight years
working for the Malawi Telecommunications Authority.
CONGRATULATIONS
In the last edition, I reported extracts from the CO's speech at the
Regimen tal Dinner in which U Col Ken Smith paid tribute to the
recruit training carried out by 11 Sig Regt. Therefore no one will be
,more delighted than the CO, to learn that Sig Tony Kelly, a
Clerk/Tech with P Tp was adjudged to be the Best Recruit on the
recent Recruit 77 Course at Catterick. Our congratulations to Sig Kelly
who I see from my notes lives in Rubery, Worcestershire, is employed
as an Assistant Manager with Scoutways Ltd, and is very commendably
Scout Leader with the 272 Birmingham Scout Troop.
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If your trade or training involves radio
operating, you qualify to be considered
for a Radio Officer post with the
Composite Signals Organisation.
A number of vacancies will be available
in 1980/81 for suitably qualified
candidates to be appointed as Trainee
Radio Officers. Candidates must have
had at least 2 years radio operating
experience or hold a PMG, MPT or
MRGC certificate, or expect to obtain
this shortly.
Registered disabled people may be
considered.
On successful completion of 40 weeks
specialist training, appointees move to the
Radio Officer Grade.
Salary Scales.
Trainee Radio
Radio Officer
Age 19 £3271
Age 19 £4493

20 £4655

20 £3382
21 £3485

21 £4844

22 £3611

22 £4989
23 £5249

23 £3685
24 £3767

24 £5559

25+ £3856
25+ £5899
then by 5 annual increments to £7892
inclusive of shift working and Saturday,
Sunday elements.
For further details telephone Cheltenham
21491 Ext 2269 or write to the
address below.

....
1 ..

, __

---..:-..A...

-.1 .......-_ - - - ·

Recruitment Office
Government Communications Headquarters
Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham GL52 SAJ
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Having had the privilege of being a member of a Sergeants Mess in
the past for eleven years, I am always in terested to see who has been
promoted in to that august establishm ent. This month th ere are two
new mem bers. Ex Cpl Roy Lane Q Tp, and RR T ech Colin Snook X Tp
Shrewsbu ry. Well done both .
HIGHNOTE
We end this contribution on a high note- literally (22,000 feet up in
the Himalayas in fact) . At this point you might well be wondering what
on earth has 35 Sig Regt (V) ~ot to do with the Himalayas. The answer
is very little in fact , but there 1s a connection as observant readers of the
Daily Telegraph will vouch. It 's a long story, but briefly it came about
as a result of a longstanding friendship between the Regimental PRO
Maj (TOT) John Wall and Sqn Ldr (now Wg Cdr) John Edwards
who was the Lead Climber in the British Hinku Expedition to the
Himalayas last Autumn. Maj Wall and Wg Cdr Edwards were Post
Office Engineers together in Shrewsbury, until Wg Cdr Edwards
decided he wasn't cut out to be an 'External Planner' and left the Post
Office to join the RAF in 1958.
Nevertheless , they and their families kept in close contact, and over
the years Wg Cdr Edwards and his wife have been a frequent
guest at Squadron and Regimental functions. With the result that
when Sqn Ldr Edwards (as he was then) and his colleague Dr John
Allen became the first party to climb the 20,000 ft unclimbed
peak-which nowadays cannot be named by its conquerers. they
decided to do the next best thing and leave momentos of their climb on
the summit for posterity. Very much a Shropshire man , Sqn Ldr Edwards, before leaving the UK, had turned to his friend Maj John Wall
and said '35 Signal Regiment have been very kind to me in the
past-give me something belonging to the TA and I will commemorate
each climb by leaving a few items behind from a Shropshire Signals
Unit.' In actual fact Sqn Ldr John Edwards and his colleagues
conquered three peaks and left a Union Jack, an RAF Ensign and the
Regimental momentos sealed in a Polythene bag, in a little rock cairn
on each .
And that , believe it or not, is how a little bit of 95 (Shropshire
Yeomanry) Sig Sqn (V) has been left on the roof of the world. I wonder
how long it will be before they are discovered?
ews of the expedit ion 's sighting of the legendary 'Yeti" foot-prints
and dung at 17,500 ft-and hearing a terrible scream lasting 5-10
seconds, broke on Christmas Eve. after their return to the UK. It
received wide coverage in the National and International Press. TV,
Radio. and we in 35 would like to congratulate Sqn Ldr Edwards and
his team on their magnificent feat-and for giving the TA a little bit of
welcome PR.
For the record, in case anyone is interested in mountaineering, the
four British members of the team, who are also all members of the
British Alpine Club are:- From Watford and Deputy Managing Director, Post Office Telecommunications, Mr John Whyte-Expedition
Leader. From Shrewsbury Sqn Ldr (now Wg Cdr), John Edwards-Lead Climber. From Leicester. Dr John Allen-Expedition
Doctor. From Blackpool, John Brooks-Solicitor.
Waiting at Katmandu for the expedition were two experienced
Sherpa Climbers-Lukpa Tsering (SA RDAR) an Everest veteran and
Pinzo Tenzing (nephew of Sherpa orkay Tenzing who climbed Everest
with Sir Edmund Hillary in 1953).
Their objectives were threefold
-Firstly eA-plore the remote Hinku Valley (15 miles SE of Everest)
-and to make an ascent of one previously unclimbed mountain
which abound in this area,
-Secondly to climb Mount Mera (22.000) and
-Thirdly to attempt the first British ascent on Kwande
(20,350)-the first mountain to be climbed by an all
epalese
Expedition in 1975.
Thanks to generous sponsorship by the RAF , commercial firms. the
BBC. British Museum and others. all these objectives were achieved.
Moreover from being Yeti sceptics the British Climbers having heard
and seen evidence of this legendary creature are now convinced the
animal does exist. Apart from the scream which was not recorded-the
remainder of the evidence will be featured in TV programmes later on
in the year-you will then be able to judge for yourself.
FOOTNOTE
Knowing OC 48 Sqn is always on the lookout for fresh Orienteering
sites, I did think of sending our 'Champion Orienteer' details of w~re
the Regimental momentos were deposited so that he could consider
including the Hinku Valley ~ the next Competition. I have app~ox
Map References- Shorong Hmku Map of Ea: t epal-Greenw1ch
East 86° 4' North 27" 45' . However on second thoughts I decided it
wasn't a good idea after all. Knowing Bob Titterington, he is liable lo
tum around and say, 'as John Wall seems to know more about the
locality than anyone else in the Regiment - I nominate him to carry out
a recce.'
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40th Sig Regt (V) Belfast

39 Sig Regt (V) London

GOOD RELATIONSHIP WITH LOCAL COMMUNITY
40 Sig Regt has always maintained a good relationship with the local
community in East Belfast and each year there is considerable fund
raising in the Regiment to provide for the less well-off of the community
at Christmas. This year the Regiment was able to distribute to local
senior citizens a total of seventy five well filled food parcels, 64 from
The Wives' Oub and 9 from the JRC.
The JRC also provided two trophies for the local Special Care School,
and a cheque for £50 to the local Ulster Volunteer Force Hospital for
the purchase of comforts for distribution in the Hospital on Christmas
Day.

AN IMPORTANT OCCASION
The Lord Mayor of London, Sir Peter Gadsden GBE MAC Eng and
the Sheriff were entertained to dinner by Lt Col R. P. Myhlll TD and
the Officers of 39th (City of London) Signal Regiment (V) on Friday 8
Februan·.
The guest included:
The Rt Hon the Earl of Malmsbury TD representing the Master of
the Worshipful Company of Skinners.
The Mayor of Hackney. Councillor Mrs. Bloomfield
Signal Officer-in-Chief. Maj Gen A. A. Anderson.
General Officer Commanding London District, Maj Gen H. D. A.
Langley MBE.
Director Womens Royal Army Corps, Brig A. Field CB Hon ADC
WRAC.
Sir Peter Gadsden is the 652nd Lord Mayor of London and the 23rd
in uccession to visit the Regiment. The custom of inviting the Lord
Mayor began when the Regimenr was given the title of City of London
Signal Regiment.
The arrival of the Lord Mayor and Sheriffs was heralded by the
Regimental fanfare played by the trumpeters from the Corps Band.
After inspecting the Guard of Honour commanded by Capt Ian Fisher
the Lord Mayor was introduced to the Honary Colonel, Brig H. R. W.
\emon CBE, the Senior WRAC Officer, Maj J. M. Galton-Fenzi TD
WRAC a nd the RSM WOI F. A. Quinn. The Lord Mayor & Sheriffs
then toured the TAC and met many of the volunteers and perma nent
staff before joining the other guests for dinner in the Officers' Mess.
Throughout the evening the Officers and their guests were entertained
by the Corps Band.

DECORATIONS AND AWARDS--1979-40 (ULSTER) SIGNAL
REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)
The Lord Mayor of London with members of the Permanent Staff.
L to R W02 Willacy, SSgt Allen, SSgt Beston, SSgt Aquilina

BY HADDINGTON, E. LOTHlAN

Tel : 036-85-247
Headmaster: J. L. W. READ, T.D., M.A. (Edin.)

An independent boarding schoo l for Junior boys aged
8-11 and Senior boys aged 11 - 18 years, standing near the
Lammermuir Hills within easy access from the Al between
Edinburgh and Berwick-upon-Tweed .

*

*

*
*
*
*
*

SPECIAL LINK Wim HOSPITAL
Capt F.C. McMahon, PSO and WOl J. Adam, RSM visited the
Hospital to present the cheque on behalf of the Regiment and it became
apparent during a brief tour of the Hospital that here, almost on the
Regime nt's doorstep, was a situation where the Regiment could be of
help.
The matter was discussed and Lt Col I. Graham, Commanding
Officer, agreed that the Regiment could take a permanen t interest in
the welfare of the patients in the Hospital , providing funds for
co mforts, visits, entertainments and any other services required which
we can provide. The offer was officially placed before the Hospital
Board on the 7 January and was accepted with hea rt-felt appreciation.
It is anticipated a fter furth er discussions , that the Squadrons of the
Regiment will each adopt a Ward within the Hospital.

TAVR EFFICIENCY MEDAL
Cpl W. McD Marmion (R Signals), Cpl H . Ewing (R Signals), Cpl K.
Jones (R Signals), Cpl P.J. Seeley (R Signals), Pte M. Portis 1st O asp
(WRAC), Sgt K . Deland (REME), Sgt R. McCarten 1st O asp
(REME) , Cpl D. McShane
DUKE OF EDINBURGH'S GOLD AWARD
Cpl B.K. Mitchell (R Signals)
OBITUARY
Sgt N. Campbell of 40 (Ulster) Signal Regiment (Volunteers) died in
hosp ital after a short illness, on 19 December 1979. Sgt Cam pbell , who
was 45, had served with the Regiment for 14 years and was employed by
the Northern Ireland Electricity Service. He is survived by his wife.
Ethel and children , John and Natalie. A Funeral Servit.:e. conducted by
the Rev K. Irvine, took place at Dundonald Methodi t Church and
afterwards to Roselawn Crematorium. was attended by the CO. 40
(Ulster) Sig Regt (V}, Lt Col I . Graham and members of the Regiment.
The sympathy of the Regiment is tendered to the family.

A wide selection of subjects to S.C.E. Ordinary and
Higher level or Oxford G .C .E. Ordinary level.
Small classes and a fully qualified staff.
Well equipped laboratories and metalwork shop.

Don~t

Excellent games facilities over 45 acres of ground.

he disappointed!

Many extra curricular activities including Y .F .C .
Transport arrangements made to/from airport and
railway station.

COPY MUST BE RECEIVED

Fees: Summer Term 1980-SeniorSchool . .. £730.
Junior School .. . £660.

BY THE 12th OF THE

The School particularly welcomes boys from Service
families and offers a reduction in fees in addition to the
Service Grant. Entry is by an interview, where possible, and
consideration of recent school reports.
Parents are invited to write to, or telephone, the Headmaster for a prospectus which gives full details of the school
and outlines its aims.
Lord Mayor of London talking to SSgt Angell and Sgt Wheeler.
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TA VR EFFICIBNCY DECORATION:
Maj N. Geddes, Capt D .G. W . Baxter
Members of 40th and bearded gentleman prepare to distribute senior
citizens Christmas Food Parcels

Holt School

L to R: Brig Vernon, Maj Galton-Fenzi, The Lord Mayor the Rt Hon Sir
Peter Gadsden . Lt Col Peter Myhill- the Commanding Officer.

A UNIQUE HISTORY
The Ulster Volunteer Hospital has a unique history that is in no way
con11ected with the present day para-military organization of the same
name. On the outbreak of war in 1914 the Headquarters Council of the
Ulster Volunteer Force offered its complete medical organisation to the
War Office in the form of a fully equ ipped hospital for the treatment of
sick and wounded soldiers. The offer was gratefu lly accepted. and at
the beginning of 1915 this establishment was formally opened by Lord
and Lady Carson. The Hospitals were originally financed by an appeal
to the public. But it was largely owing to the untiring efforts of the late
Sir Robert M. Liddell and the late Sir Dawson Bates, Bart. that the
response was so great, and to their ~uidance in later years that the
existence of the present establishment 1s now due.
When hostilities were over and the Wa r Office demand for beds for
Servicemen gradually came to an end , the main function of the
Hospitals centred on the care of ex-Service patients sent for treatment
by the Ministry of Pensions. This haPRY association between the
Ministry and the Hospitals wh ich originated in 1917 has continued ever
since. At the outb reak of the Second World War the hospital again
admitted serving members of HM Forces and a number of Air Raid
casualties. Since 1945, the hospital has reverted to the role for which it
is best known, that of providing treatment for Ulstermen-both
pensioners and others-who are suffering from wounds or sickness
contracted while serving their country.
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MONTH PRECEDING
PUBLICATION
W01 J. Ada m RSM hands o ver '40th' cheque for patient s' comforts
to Maj C. H. Walsh , MB E, Secretary of The Ulster Volu nteer Hospital
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News lrom Squadrons
6 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
Aldershot
ALPHA TROOP REPORT
Harra ed and badgered by publicity seeking egomaniacs, the not so
ne" OC of Alpha Troop. Capt Brian Jackson, wa forced to re-establish
his literary kill and produce 'something of wo~tl1 for The Wire'.
Yo£S George De\ine, who collates tlie efforts from tlie Squadron.
a. ured me that my offering woufd be warmly appreciated and
probably rouse the other Troop Commanders in to seizing pen and
paper. OC Bra''O Troop. Lt Mike Lithgow, immediately inststed that
calligraphy had nothing to do with parachuting and bumbled off to the
Para Depot to do another Balloon jump.
The latter months of 1979 saw the Troop deployed to BAOR and
Italy . (The Squadron was also tllere but SSgt Alan Bott insists this was
only as an administrative backup!)

Cpl Smith and Sig Strange looking for fresh rations in St Mark's
Square Venice
'Turkeys for Sale' . This was the cry immediately prior to Christmas
as 26 of the Troop flew off the the then Zimbabwe Rhodesia to add tone
to the 8 Field Force Contingent. Sgt Brian Le Breton was the SNCO
commanding our Force and had visions of flying visits and whistlestop
tours to all the collection points to ensure that his men were being
customarily pampered. Our most recent Jetter from him indicates that
he is not leading the pampered VIP life he imagined and between
building his own camp, acting as RQMS and maintaining a rear link,
he has hardly time to administer himself!

Cpl Mick Boxall has just returned from Operation Drake, having
spent six months in Papua New Guinea. The local newspaper ran a full
page on his exploits and adventures and consequently he is considering
starting a 'Boxall Fan Oub'. He insists that tlie book and film rights
must follow in the near future.
On the sport and torture side of tlie Troop, Sig 'Mac' McCarthy has
successfully completed 'P' Company and spent his 01ristmas with the
British Freefall Team in Florida.
Sig Ohe Border is currently being 'beasted' down at the Para Depot
and the OC admits that he might get his wings for good attendance on
Pre Para (Miserable failure!)
SSgt Alan Bott is currently playing Indoor and Outdoor Hockey for
the Corps , (such versatility!} He is eagerly seeking his Corps Colours
and sincerely hopes that anyone on the Selection Committee reading
this edition takes pity on him in tlie twilight of his playing career!
Finally, a warning to 229 Sig Sqn and 16 Sig Regt. The halcyon days
are over! The majority of Alpha Troop are slowly being converted into
fanatical water polo players and look forward to meeting botli teams at
the Army Championships later this year.
ALDERSHOT-WHAT A BORE!
One has heard it said that UK postings must be awfully boring, so
for those who wonder what goes on in the unit , here is a short resume of
what Charlie Troop have been up to since returning from our exercise
in NE Italy, last October.
A pressing matter on return to UK was the organisation of SSgt John
Smiths farewell . This is an old and somewhat cherished custom,
inherited from '216 Days' fuat necessitates immersing the human torso
of anyone leavin·g in the soothing waters of a local beauty spot (The
Canal) . Having been around a while, Smudge did tend to be somewhat
elusive, but somehow could not avoid his farewell interview with the
OC, Maj Mike Ayrton. The interview went well. although it came as a
complete surprise to the OC. The events afterwards came as something
of a surprise to SSgt Sm ah, although tlie end result was inevitable! The
troop expresses its thanks to WOI (RSM) Geordie Gainford, the
gentlemen of 656 Sqn AAC and those persons in Force HQ who
managed to give the impression to the Under Secretary of State for
Defence who was visiting that what he saw was nothing unusual in
today's Modern Army. One final comment , 'Welcome to the C· Hats ,
Smudge'.

SSgt John Smith in the canal

Some of our Rhodesia contingent before setting out
The Rear Link l>etachment have just flown off to Hong Kong for a

~hon tour with 1st Battalion The Parachute Regiment. Sgt 'Willie'

Granltza_. clutching a tear stained parachute to his eyes, saw them off.
nrnne 1~ tlie Corps who knows Willie will fully appreciate that a
hankerch1ef would have been inappropriately small in his delicate
ho~el si7ed hands!
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SSgt Larry Formosa joined the Troop just in time for the 'Quiet
Period' . The Force Commander's intention to have a good look at the
vehicles for his FFR Inspection caused a certain stir amongst the
troops, but they did look good on the day. Even tlie Commander, Brig
J. Reilly, expressed a certain degree of surprise when he saw just how
many vehicles the Squadron now has. The inspecting teams followed
the Commander, and following them came a torrential downpour.
which lasted all afternoon.
Whilst tlie Troop continued to man the Static Army Commcen,
mend radios and other things and prepare generally for the FFR, a few
of the lucky ones got away to the woods for tlie JNCO Cadre and the
Junior Soldiers Cadre. Masterminded by Capt Cedric Burton, our
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enlisted' Squadron 2IC, these cadres revided all the basic military skills
in preparation for the Troop Training and the Squadron Patrol
Competition. Sgt Pete Underwood, a Radio Relay Tech of some
reknown (althoug h we're still not sure what) ~uccessfully DS'd hi~ way
through three weeks before being whisked away from his family to join
in Charlie Troop's two fun packed weeks.
Ex Autumn Fire saw Charlie Troop joined by Lt Mike Lithgow's men
of Bravo Troop, sampling the local training areas at all times of day
and night, followed by an excellent week at Warcop Training Camp.
Warcop is famous throughout the Army, not only for its exce llent range
complex, but also for its weather, which tends to be cold and wet.
Amazingly, Capt Dick Crombie's indent for 'Weather, Fine, Day x S'
was vir tually gra nted, and generally conditions were good.
The Turner Trophy followed and Cpl ' Big Al' Thronton and the lads
in tlie Charlie Troop team did extremely well, coming a very close
second to a faster, if less skilled team! (I'll have the TCO on my back
for saying fuat!) The competition is explained below. but it was
certain ly a demanding two days, bofu mentally and physically and all
who participated showed that the Royal Signals tradesman is still a
capable soldier, be it in defence, fighting back, dealing with casualties
or just solving an awkward problem under pressure.
The aches and pains of tlie Turner Trophy sqiftly pushed aside, the
Troop joined the remaind er of the Squadron on_ a short
comm unications deployment , Ex Happy Fam11y. Shane had an
excellent day, Shane being the Traffic Officer, Capt Tony Cudlip's
Afghan Hound. He enjoys wood locations immensely. It was good to see
that despite almost a month of mainly infantry training the
communications still worked well.
OUR THANKS
Charlie Troop, like everyone else, suffered and survived the
Christmas activities. There was a very good All Ranks Do and an
excellent Troop Do. Our thanks must go to Cpls Smudge Smith , Gig
Plumb and Garth Pickersgill and their wives for cooking all those
chickens and things and preparing such a n excellent meal. The raffle
went well , with you ng Sig Steve Taylor winning virtually every other
prize. The 'do' ended at approximately 4am , but needless to say. the
Troop sparkled on parade that following morning. Mrs Janet Smith's
golden glitter spray doesn 't come off very easily!
Christmas Leave came and went, and tliis year it was only Rhodesia
that caused any problems. No Troop members , however, were needed
for that, but Lt Paul Taylor and Sigs Oive Strange and Rob Wiltshire
formed the basic admin staff for Ex Whil e Lady Il . a three week skiing
course in the Cairngorms. Scotland . Several members of the Troop
spent five days being instructed in the sport of going downhill on skis as
opposed to a possibly more natural method . Most managed well, but
Sig Gordon Gration, although starting off well. had to resort to his
natural technique when he found he was going down the most difficult
slope of them all by mistake.
Since returning to work, the New Year has been quiet. We had an
excellent Troop range day when all platoon weapons were fired, and
tank hunting was practiced (Sub Cal rounds only). The canal bank is as
'tabbable' as ever, altliough it was a soft start with on ly JOlbs bergens
and weapons. Ex Warm S1art saw the Troop deployed locally, working
under siniulated NBC conditions and making efforts to improve night
working. Meanwhile , the Static Commcen opens daily, the technicians
prepare for the PRE, tlie linies sort out telephones all around
Aldershot. All in all, life's a bit of a bore in UK!
THE TURNER MILITARY TROPHY 1979
Maj (QM) John Turner, well known to ex members of 216 Para Sig
Sqn was the last Quartermaster of 216 and the first of the renamed 6 Fd
Force HQ and Sig Sqn. He is famed for his experience and prowess in
soldiering and so to assist the Squadron in maintaining the tradition of
high standards of military training he donated, on leaving the
Squadron, a trophy for competition in military training.
111e dates set for tlie 79 competition were 29-30 November; a climax
to some five weeks of military training.
The competition was designed to be tough and present a real
challenge, not only to the individual rifleman but also to their Section
Commanders. Each troop, including SHQ, entered a team of 10 led by
a Corporal. All were armed with personal weapons and an LMG was
carried by each group. All sections were totally self-contained and
carried equipment for every contingency! The average weight carried by
.
each man being approximately SO!bs less weapon.
The competition was split into tllree phases , but before settm~ out all
teams underwent a rigorous inspection by the 2IC and RSM; 1t wa a
blow to some people's morale to start Phase 1 with minus po~nts! P~ase
1 consisted of a 27Km march, punctuated by stands at which var1o~s
individual skills were tested . These included TsOET, NBC and Basic
Signalling Skills a stand at which the MT shone! At tlie end of P~ase 1
sections were briefed and lifted to an area to make contact w1lh an
agent. They then set up Patrol Bases and moved into ambush positions.
After tlie amb ushes were sprung, sections witlidrew to tlieir bases for a
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well earned rest; the average was two hours. Phase 3 was a test of speed,
teamwork and tlie ability of the sect ion commander. The march was
on ly about 14Kms but the bogey time meant tliat tliere were no rests
between stands . The stands on this phase included evacuation of a
casualty under fire, veh anti ambush drills, a section match on the
range and finally tlie com mand task, personally designed by the
Squadron Commander who persuaded a reluctant 2IC to assi5t him in
proving that it was possible. It was-j ust!
MT TP LEAD THE FIELD
After 30 miles, many tests of skill and determination, the winners of
the 79 competition were MT Troop, led by Cpl Blackmore who just
beat Cpl Thornton's section from C Troop by 2680 points to 2525.
A gallant effort was made by SHQ Troop under Cpl Donnie Brough,
who was under the mistaken impression that he had been posted to the
Squadron as the documents clerk!
The 1980 competition is already under consideration; the 21C has
been mutt erin g somethi ng about Afghanistan and guest teams from the
Soviet 7 Airborne Division . but wherever it is held it will surely
demonstrate that soldiering in the Corps is alive and well and
happening in Aldershot.

Cpl Brough still managing a smile with the SHQ Team

MINOR UNITS BOXING
The draw was made and announced on 8 October wifu five teams
entering. We drew a bye in the first round which put us straight into the
semi-final against last year's runners up, 206 Pioneer Company RPC.
This round had to be completed by 14 ovember and this was where
our problems began.
The Squadron had been on an exercise in BAOR from 3-28
September. followed by another in Italy from 7-21 October. Being true
amateur sportsmen all tlie boxers took part in both exercises and on
return to UK five of the seven were found to be overweight, three of
fuem by 81bs or more. In addition to fuis problem, two of the Stalwarts
from last season. LCpl Jeff Guy and Sig Max Bohea, both Army
representatives. had left to savour the delight of civvy street and SSgt
John Smith had handed over the coaching/training problems to QMSJ
Eric Manuel (please come back John-all is forgiven!) The result of all
tliis was on I November. just two weeks before the semi-final was due to
be contested, the team looked like tliis:
L/Heavy
Middle
I/Middle
Welter
L/Welter
Lt Weight
Feather

Sig Chillcott
Sig Turmel
LCp!Viette
Sig Sacree
LCpl Stevenson
LCpl Moore
Sig Avery

6Ib underweight-no worries
2lb overweight-no worries
81b overwei~ht-concerned
1 lib overweight-panicking!
lib underweight-laughing
8lb overweight-concerned
lib overweight-no worries

To complicate matter further our two reserves were also more than
71b overweight and they had to make the scales to give u any deptli at
all.
Training began in earne t with the boxers working both weekends
and two of them having to do half an hours training on the morning of
tlle we igh-in. Thanks to tlie dedication shown by these boys they all
made the weight at just the right time.
The semi-final pro"ed to be just as hard as we expected and the
spectators were given a show to enjoy. We came out the victors b ' 11
points to 10, our winners being Sig Chlllcott, who knocked out hi
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opp• nent in the fir5t r und. lg Tunnel and LCpl Stevenson whose
ut were both topped by the referee in tl_ie 1st and 3rd r~mnd
re pecti\·el~ and Sig A\'el'J who was aw.ardcd his bout by a unamm?u
deci ion a fter three round . To do noth mg more than sketch an outhne
o f each bout wou ld take up more space than is available here, as even
the lo-;ers were gi¥en a standin g ovation . To quote the tra iner of 206
Co mpany. 'A nig ht like thi an only p rom ote this com petition '.

backwards . Hi opponent was a strong b.oxer wh? came.forward .all the
time. only to find Avery's left hand commg out hke a piston . With the
right guidance th is young boxer i certain to make his mark in the
Open Class ranks .
Our other winner, Sig T urmel, gained fi rst hand experience of the
thoroughne
with which 59's coach. Capt Smee, had done his
groundwor k. Having previously ta ken h is ~earn to victory a total of four
times in six years he was clearly determmed to avenge our defeat of
U1em last season . To this end he had secured the release of a young
officer from Sandhu rst for the duration of the fi nal, an en terp rising if
not qu ite legal move. It was th is young Lieutenant whom Sig Turmel
fou ght and he could see why 59 had recruited him!
Congrat ulations 59 on your deserved victory b ut beware, we'll be
back next year! and hopefully there will be more Signals units entering
to swell the nu mbers from 5 to 15 or more .

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS?
: --~

~··,

..

,

~-

HAVE YOU INFORMED 'THE WIRE'?

Sig Avery on the left on his way to victory
So. we went on lo the final against 59 Independent Commando
Squadron RE, the team we had defeated in the semi-final last year. We
still had a problem keeping doy,11 the weight of three of our boxers and ,
having little depth in the team , we were, to say th7 least, concerne~.
Our Lt Heavyweight had gone to Parachute Selection Company so 1t
became necessary to do a little juggling with the boxers we had left. It
was decided to move Sig Frank Turmel up to Lt Heavyweight. giving
away 71bs. As our most experienced boxer. and an Army
representative. we were confident that he could handle anything 59
might come up with .
After much re-arranging we eventually came up with a team, most of
them complaining that they couldn't survive on the limited amoun t of
food the team coach was allowing them; confirmation of the truth of
the saying that 'a boxer's hardest fight is with the scales' .

7Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
Colchester
FORCE COMMANDER'S FAREWELL
7 Fd Force HQ and Sig Sqn bade farewell to its Commander, Brig P.
M. Davies ODE in traditional Royal Signa ls style; unfortunately no one
had in formed the highest authority of our plans and the rain came
pou rin g down a ffecting what was planned to be a colourfu l parade.
Luckily, th e unit bein g renowned for its quick reactions and versatility
rapid ly reverted to its one min ute wet weather program me.
So th ere we all were in smart No 2 Dress, swords drawn, bayonets
fixed and boots agleaming. T he Band and D ru ms of 2 Bn The Queens
Regiment with st icks at th e ready parading under cover of the drill
shed, whi ch proved just big enough.
The comm an der came o ut, the squadron presented anns, the band
played and rumou r qu ic kly wen t arou nd that there was beer at half
price in the NAAFI after the p arade; the world seemed a better place as
we marched past in Column of Route in the pouring rain. Du ri ng the
parade Brig Davies presented the Long Service and Good Conduct
Medal to SSgt James Williams RCT for 15 years service in the RA SC
and RCT.
Following the parade the Squadron retired to the NAAFI for far~well
drinks, it was there that LCpl Keates presented the Com mander with a
Squ a dron plaque as a reminder of his association ~i~ the Squa dro!1 ·
The Warrant O fficers and Sergeants were then mv1ted to the Officers
Mess for Xm as Drinks and following this the Commander was towed
from Goojerat Barracks in a boat by the members of the Squadron.
This hectic day was completed with a Farewell Dinner in the Officers
Mess. •

BFig P. M. Davies OBE presents the LS & GC to SSgt James Williams
RCT,
PRESENTATION OF SQUADRON LANCES
Two Lances were used for the Force Commander's farewell parade
and were solely constructed by Sgt Charlie Gatt REME who is a Vehicle
Mechanic in the unit LAD.
Sgt Gatt is Maltese and had great pleasure in presentin~ the L3;0~es
to the Squadron early in December. They now occupy a prime position
in the Squadron Headquarters. Thank you Charlie.

Multi-National Company
engaged in Installation and
Servicing of CRIME, FIRE
AND COMMUNICATION
Defence Systems.
Are looking for a TRAINING OFFICER whose
main duties will be to lecture and demonstrate to
groups of field engineers the range of equipment
employed by the Company, with emphasis on
practical application. The successful applicant will
be expected to attend courses of familiarisation
before taking up his duties.

Sig Dave Sacree facing the camera, measures up his opponent!

The Training School is situated in the Finchley
area of North London. The post carries the salary
and benefits commensurate with a Multi-National
Group.

The final, like the semi-final , produced some excellent bouts with 59
Independent Sqn RE coming out winners by 12 points to 9. Once again
fae of the seven bouts went the distance and all the boxers acquitted
themselve creditably. It is hard to single out any one bout and say that
it was the fight of the night , but mention must be made of our
Welterweight , Sig Date Sacree. Although he eventually lost when the
referee stopped the bout with only 20 seconds to go-a decision which
cau ed a fev. raised eyebrow~-it was a magnificent display of guts by
both boxers and had the crowds screaming. Sig Avery, one of our
v. inner . gave a first class demonstration of how to win going

A T.O.T. Foreman, or Senior Technician who
enjoys training and will be seeking employment
when he has completed his service with the forces,
should ring Major Gilbert Sharp during office hours
on 01 349 9100 (extension 235) where further details
will be given.
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The Force Commander sails from Goojerat Barracks escorted by a
gallant crew of SNCO's from the Squadron.
THE WIRE, MARCH 1980

Sgt Charlie Gatt REME presents two Lances to Maj John Doody OC
Sqn .
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VISIT OF THE COLONEL-IN-ClfiEF TO BLANDFORD
The tatic Display held by 1 Signal Group at Blandford for the visit
of HRH The Princess Anne included a detachment from Bravo Troop.
A triple set rebroadca t station crewed by Cpl Ellis, Sigs Hmne, Haley
and Orr, wa complimented by Commander 1 Signal qroup. Col Keith
Olds, for their high standard of turnout and presentation. Afte~ a tot~
travelling distance of 1.200 miles for rehearsals and the actual d1 play 1t
wa considered an honour for all those concerned and a good day was
had b ·everyone.

HRH talks to Cpl Ellis and Sig Haley
TRADETR G
Two weeks of the Force inviolate training period was dedicated to
Trade Training. We commenced tbis period by putting all tradesmen
through their Basic Signalling Skills then continued throughout week
one by specialising in certain aspects of trade training associated with
our 1 (BR) Corps role and general continuation training. During this
week we also had a presentation by 22 SAS, a full day on the complete
Oansman radio range and CSSH superbly presented by the School of
Signals and a Security presentation by 95 Sy Section. Having covered
all the basic ground work for each trade we then set to work on a
detailed study of subjects such as Electronic Warfare, TA RIF, BAOR
SCA / Codes, Morse and Teleprinter skills and a one day line exercise.
Week two saw more professional lecturers with a visit from HMS
Mercury who superbly presented the complex naval Static and Mobile

comms systems , a useful morning as this provided a good start for our
Priority 2 trade trg which we must also be well practised in at all tim es.
Continuing the Priority 2 trg our Crypto trained personnel spent two
days practising their skills on all the off line systems and general office
accounting procedures. During the second week tradesmen were al.o
practised in those parts of their trades which they normally don 't
practise on UK , BAOR or Overseas Exercises. For example the
Combat Radiomen normally operating Net Radio were practised in
Radio Relay and Vice Versa. The Radio Telegraphists were put into the
Comcen environment and were later instructed on RRB techniques and
refreshed on Priority 2 secure HF Systems.
Towards the end of the second week we were asked to provide 3 x Sig
R Tg for deployment to Rhodesia therefore the trade trg served a
second useful purpose and selection from the 17 volunteers was
suddenly very competitive. Having selected the three men they went
away fully confident in their ability to uphold the high standards of 7
Fd Force Sig Sqn and the name of the Corps.
We finished the whole training period, which not only included trade
training , but also airportability, military and weapon training, by
interest visits to: Marconi of Chelmsford , Coastguard HQ at Walton on
the Naze, Telephone House in Colchester, Police HQ in Chelmsford.
WORLD WIDE SERVICE
At the time that these notes are being written four members of the
Squadron are serving in Rhodesia, Cpl Leese, Sigs McNally, Orange
and the infamous Rahman. (Sig Rahman made the front page of the
Daily Telegraph after nearly being hit by a heavy load which had been
dropped from an RAF Hercules during resupply runs to the assembly
areas). Sig Watson is on standby for Northern Ireland and two others
have been offeted a six week tour in Kenya with 3rd Bn Royal Anglians.
The Squadron is deploying to Germany on a number of occasions in
1980 and to many areas of the UK. So if you are looking for adventure
and travel volunteer for service with the Panther Squadron!

LCpl Philip Farley- Back seat driver

Left to right: LCpl Colin Mc Callum, Sig Eric Abbott, S ig J o hn Becket ,
Sig Tony Seary

B Troop (Net Radio)
As for A Troop but in Welsh!
The FFR. Seriously tho', the training during the first week really got us
going and our FFR Inspection by Commander 1 Signal Group, Col
Keith Olds went very well as did the parties afterwardsT

THANK YOU-8 FIELD FORCE HQ & SIGNAL SQUADRO N
In the evening we entertained Col Olds and the hierarchy of 8 Fd
Force and Sig Sqn at a Dinner Night at which a good time was had by
all. Meanwhile 8 Fd Force Sig Sqn similarly entertai ned the remai nder
of the Squadron. Saturday morning at Rollestone was qu iet b ut for the
chink of coffee cups!!
Thanks to 8 Fd Force HQ and Sig Sqn for the good hu moured and
expert help they gave in the training of our operators, an d for the
Squadron in general who made us very welcome.

EXERCISE GREAT EXPECTATIONS
Exercise Great Expectations brought the Field Force's busy exercise
season to a close, it was held on the local training area instead of
Standford due to tbe current fuel shortages.
During the exercise we were visited by the new BM, Maj Tony
Goodhew LG and Maj John Stokoe Royal Signals and we welcome
them both to the family. The exercise was a success for the Squadron
and was followed by a succession of festive parties at troop and
Squadron level.

SCOTLAND
The Scottish part of the Camp was s uch that the Escape Committee
had not time to write any notes! But after three days the boss relented
and gave us a half day off in Edinburgh. Capt Chris Dennis speedily
organised a coach and the Squadron decla red itself to have been ' made
up'.

55 Sig Sqn (V), Liverpool
ANNUAL CAMP 1979
This year our Annual Camp was scheduled to consist of a one week
training period at Rollestone Camp on Salisbury Plain followed by a
regrouping exercise with 8 Fd Force Sig Sqn , an operational move with
them to Scotland, followed by a Signals Exercise for the rest of the 15
day period. The Camp was distinguished by the superb '1ndian
Summer" weather and the la rge number of senior visitors.
Unfortunately we were unable to welcome Col Bill Lang our Honorary
Colonel to Camp as he was taken ill at the last moment. (We a re glad to
report that he has now made a good recovery).
Our visitors were:·
15 October-Commander 8 Field Force, BrlgJ. H. learmont
16 October-Commander Merseyside Garrison, Brig G. J. Curl
17 October-Deputy Comander North West District,
Brig G. N. Powell
18 Octob.:r (FFR) Commander 1 Signal Group, Col K. H. Olds
That the training at Rollestone Camp was tough is perhaps best
illustrated by reprinting a document found d uring a security sweep:

Wed: Obviously gaining confidence. Visit by SBO (Dep Comdr
NWDIST) allowed out on walkabout to draw his attention.
Thu: Prep for inspection by Ober Haupt Gas Lighter. Several
condemned to additional training.
Fri: Visit by Ober Haupt Gas Lighter (Comd 1 Signal Group) All
Troops made to run three miles in 23 minutes and then deploy.
Impressed by effort. Tunnels almost complete. Glider ready for
test.
Sat: Rumours-this camp too soft, being moved to Scotland! Escape
Committee Panic ... I
Historical Note: The Squadron's move to Scotland duly took place and
was carefully guarded by RMP 8 FF. Only the 2IC's packet managed to
escape-u nfortunately it ended up at a Rest Stop for regrouping and
was recaptured .
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Left to right: LCpl Tony Tipping, Cpl Tony Robinson, LCpl Jerry
Roscoe

N .B. 'Officers always find the oddest places for conferences".
(UNBIASED) NOTES FROM THE TROOPS
A Troop (Net Radio)
*1??11*@

EXCERPT FROM DIARY ROLLESTONE TRAINING CAMP
STALAGI979
Sat: Arrived in pitch black after move.
Sun: "Appell" passed without incident. Troops in good order, morale
high. Escape Committee met.
Mon : Hardgraft all day. Working well as unit. Trusties meet in
Bustard. (Note: The Bustard is a well known local hostelry).
Tue: Potted ~ports' cover esca_pe committee planning and tunnelling.
Visit by Brig Curl under escort. Impressed by efforts .

QM DEPARTMENT
SQMS Robbie Hamilton on his first TA Annual Camp is now
recovering from the initial shock and should be up and about qu ite
soo n!I

I

B T~~~·p (R~di~ Rei~y)-(The modest ones)
Bravo Troop proved its leadership qualities again by taking the first
prizes during camp in the competitions shown below:Convoy Drill
Capt Geoff Purdy
Potted Sports
Sgt CUHThom pson
Hamilton Trophy
Cpl Tom Fairclough
(Combined Military and
Tech nical Skills)
SSgt Jlm Webb- Op position by
Stock Car Racing
(Unofficial-Very!)
courtesy of2IC
TH E WIR E, MARCH 1980

C T roop (Commcen & Line) (We saw a Ghost!)
Who's there ... ? At Rollestone in the middle of the night a loud yell
awoke everyone, in mysterious Hut 49 choruse of 'Whats that' Get
Away, Get Away and Who's there? came from Sig Mark Sweeney and
Sig Stevy White , the lights were switched on and everyone, even the
most sound sleeping were wide awake. Why? They had seen a phantom
soldier dressed in peak cap combat kit and holding a pint of beer. but
there was nothing there when the lights went on. The phantom made_ a
nu mber of appearances in the hut on other. mghts but aga1_n
d isappeared when the light was switched on. Was 1t the beer or was ti
for real? The trut h wi ll never be known. However the guys from
Commcen/ Li ne T roo p wi ll not forget it'.
THE WIRE, MARCH 1980

If you are serving and have a standing order for
THE WI RE please keep us well informed in advance
of any change of address.

It is impossible for us

to keep up with hundreds of posting orders and
y our 'Wire' will go to your old address unless we
hear to the contrary.
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three mile fo~ced speed ma~ch . Phew! Most of the platoon by this time
were pretty tired, but we still completed a tough assault course, again
with full kit. ~nd then, finally. shooting on the range. The whole event
~ a ~ ta~en 1:1s Just over twelve ~ours. And the verdict from the platoon?
· S1r, I II stick to my Rover-it can carry a 601b pack and rifle and I
don't get tired!"

229 Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 45

A FORMAL VISIT
The dreaded ARU came around once again at the beginning of
December, when the Berlin Field Force Commander, Brig T. N.
McMicking, came to see whether we were all behaving ourselves. The
morning was taken up with an inter-team competitive test, of both
militarv and ignalling kills, which involved everyone (including the
Brigadier) getting very wet-next year the OC really must organise the
"eather properly! However. it didn't matter because we spent the
afternoon in the swimming pool taking part in some interesting (but
unconventional) races. At the end of the day Sgt Sam Coomber's team
came out on top. and after the Commander had presented the prizes
everyone retired to the Squadron Club to 'discuss' the scoring over a
glass of Schultheiss!

My suffering started when I was introduced to my new mess. On my
very first day they dressed me up as a very red-faced Father Christmas
to march them all over the Officers' Mess, I'm convinced something was
a bit missing in the foot drill. However. a few drinks never go amiss
(especially when you're not paying). Next I 'volunteered' for MC at the
Squadron party. Radio Troop look twice as nasty when you're standing
in front of them with a microphone (what you can see of them behind
the tack of'Shulty' bottles). Then came the soldiers' Christmas dinner.
when for the first time I would be serving instead of eating. Commcen
Troop proved to be the better shots with the melons, although MQ and
L Troop came a close second with the tangerines. So there was nothing
for it but to retreat to the Sergeants' Mess and get ready for the officers'
visit for- yes, you've guessed it-more drinks! So if you want to become
an alcoholic in one week, try getting made up at Christmas!
FRIENDLY R UGBY
On the 18 December a 'friendly' game of rugby was
arranged-Officers. Warrant Officers and Senior NCOs against the
rest of the Squadron.
Conditions were wet, windy and very cold and the comparative youth
of the 'Rest' team. forcefully led by Cpl Bob Lewis, began to tell and
they ran out eventual winners by 20 points to 4, thanks to the
breakaway tries by LCpl •Scratch' Skinner sportingly set up by Sgt Sam
Coomber.
Newly promoted Sgt Nev King found himself on the receiving end of
some ferocious tackles-from both sides. The biggest hero was a
non-player LCpl Bob Pullin, who produced the end of the game
'Gluhwein'. including a few of his own special ingredients. It had to be
drunk quickly before the plastic cups dissolved!

Sgt Sam Coomber receives first prize from Brig T. N. McMicking for
his teams first place in the ARU competition

PRESENTATIONS
Two members of the Squadron are to be congratulated on receiving
awards just before Christmas. The first is Sgt Tom Bartlett, who was
presented with the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal by Brig T.
N. McMicking in the Berlin Field Force Sergeants' Mess on Tuesday 20
December. Also, Sig Pete Jones was awarded the Combined Services
Berlin tie in recognition of his many appearances for the Berlin
representative football team over the past two seasons.

NOT CHRISTMAS AGAIN
Yes. each year the Christmas round of festivities seems to begin
earlier and earlier, and this·year proved to be no exception. Although
provi ional dates were booked as early as midsummer, last minute
changes were inevitable and as December approached a great deal of
horse trading went on to sort out double bookings and last minute
invitation .
And then the merry-go-round began! T roop parties were closely
followed by Corporals' and Sergeants' Mess Christmas Draws. when
229was well represented among the prizewinners (Sgt Jock Rennie now
has more cameras than Lord Snowdon!), and then the Squadron party
on 20 December.
CHRISTMAS LEMON
The following conversation was overheard the week before the
Childrens' party:
SSgt (Fol'S) Dave Coles: (to unsuspecting passi ng Signalman) ' Bird,
say Ho. ho. ho.'
Sig Olckie Bird: (humouring this mad technica l genius) 'Ho, ho, ho?'
Foreman: 'Congratulations. You have just successfully auditioned
for the part of Santa Claus at the Childrens' party.'
Bird: Groan!
ever mind, he did a grand job, as did the harassed organisers, from
MQ & L Troop. Despite the pools of orange squash and the jelly
on the walls, a great time was had by all.
WHAT A TIME TO GET PROM OTED
For Sgt Nev King, who picked up his 'third' the week before
Christmas. the festive season brought round extra delights. He writes:
' Promotion brings many things with it; some good, some bad and
man confusing. Combine it with Christmas and you're in for a week to
remember, especially the hangovers!
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S ig Pete J o nes receives his Berlin Combined Services tie from the OC
AND SO TO 1980
The New Year was only two days old when the first snow fe ll here in
Berlin. It came just in time for the Berlin Field Force Inter-Platoon
Competition. The Squadron entered a platoon, which was led by 2Lt
Gordon Rafferty, who writes:
'We started at 2300 hours with an inspection and, having successfully
passed this, we set out with weapons and full kit on the 16 mile night
march, against the clock. The route took us through urban and wooded
terrain. There were signals questions at checkpoints on route (set by the
OC, although we didn't know the answers beforehand!) When we got to
the final checkpoin t, there were NBC and First A id tests, and fi nally a
two hour rest. "Wakey-wakey! Up you get". We were off then on a
TH E WIRE, MARCH 1980

THE THREE WISE (SNOW) MEN
Capt Jack Boyle, the OC and SSM Taff Elliott still smiling despite the
somewhat inclement weather!
NOT MUCH SPORT
Well, once the snow came it stayed. and at the time of writing it is
still with us. After much delay we had to forego our home advantage
and go down to Hohne to play our 1 Div Hockey Cup Semi-final
against BMH/ Hannover Station. Despite an early scare. when a shot
ricocheted from a defender's stick to hit the cross-bar and came back
into play, the Squadron had most of the ball and pressured the
BMH/Hannover defence throughout. Goals came at fairly regular
intervals. scored by Cpl Pete Bensley, SSgt Mick Lavery (2) and Cpl
Paul Tuite (2). so the full-time score was 5-0 to us. We now play 3 RRF
Rear Party for the 'Minor Units Championship' and meet 21 Army
Support Sqn in the BAOR quarter-finals.

BASKETBALL
The arrival of Cpl Brian Pritchard at the start of the season has given
our basketball team what it has lacked for so long-a tall. strong,
scorer to complement a very strong defensive side. The return of Cpl
Paul Curley from his Magical Mystery Tour in Cattcrick has also
great ly enhanced their scoring ability. The team has progressed steadily
throughout the season, and we now have a com manding lead in the
Berlin Minor Units League; with only one game left to play. the team
look forward to adding yet another trophy to their already impressive
collection.
Saqly, things did not go quite so well in the I Div Minor Units
Championship. Following a good semi-final win against our Berlin
neighbours D Sqn RH on January 3 we played the Berlin Garrison
Admin Unit in the final the next day. We approached the match with
not a little uneasiness as almost everyone had been hurt to some extent
the previous day, with Cpl Paul Curley limping badly throughout. LCpl
Alan Patterson, for so long the mainstay of the team, gave perhaps his
best performance for the Sqn to date, but in general our forwards were
largely ineffective against a very tall, well organised BGAU defence.
The final whistle saw BGAU the victors by one point after a hard but
exciting match. The knocks and bruises were worth it. as at last we
managed to prise a beer out of the OC!

EXERCISE SNOW BALL
Our latest venture into the snow was on 5--7 February when Radio
Troop. aided and abetted by some of the Commce n gang. spread itself
around Berlin for a communications exercise. O ur newcomers were
introduced to the delights of our Telefunken FuG 7b radio system,
while the Squadron Commander got up to some fiendish tricks to keep
everyone guessing (including himselfl). New Radio Troop Sgt John
Mold spent much of his time gazing increduously at the Com ms plot,
scratching his head and muttering. 'It was never like this in Ouston.'
COMINGS AND GOINGS
We extend a warm welcome to Berlin to Sgt John Mold, Cpls Phil
Abbot and James Marshall, LCpls Dave Grindal and Tom Dooley and
Sigs John Pickersgill , Charlie Brown and BUI Flemington.
Depatures to whom we say 'Bon Voyage', include Sgt Angus
Whi tton, LCpl Bob Pullin and Sigs Roger Bradley and 'Sconse'
McMonnies.

ELECTRONICS FIELDTECHNICIANS - CompanyCar
Linotype-Paul field technicians install , commission and service real time high technology ~ystem.s for
the printing / publishing industry. Our technicians can think logically, work alone and provide a timely,
accurate service . Because they meet customers, often at high level, they also have to be d1plomat1c,
tactful and friendly .
We want to build our team with men and women who are qualified to ONC level and have several
years experience on electronics equipments which we will complement with progressive product
training .
.
.
.
We provide a competitive salary and generous expen~es an~ benef1~s . A:s the_re 1s considerable travel,
sometimes involving overnight stays, a company car is provided which 1s available for private use. In
time there may be the opportunity to work abroad for short periods.
We are continually expanding our markets and products and. career prospects could not be better.
When you have completed your service with the forces and 1f you are interested contact:
Personnel Department.
Linotype-Paul Limited,
Kingsbury Road,
Kingsbury,
London NW9 (01-205-0123)

'"'----_ _ _ _ _ _ Linotype-Paul_.
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242 Sig Sqn, Edinburgh

- - News from Troops ROYAL SIGNALS WING
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY OTC

PERSONAUTIES
OC ••.••••••••.••.••.••••.••••.••••...• Maj M. H. Priestley
2IC .•••• •••.••.••••.••••.••..•••••• Maj (Tfcl A. J. D. Davies
OC SWS Tp ••........•......... Capt (TOT) W. G. S. Cochrane
OC Comms Tp .•.••••••••.••••••••• Lt S. M. McFarlane WRAC
SSM .............................. W02 (SSM) S• .M. Fowler
W02WRAC .•.•••••.••••••••.••.•••.• W02D.RyderWRAC
F REWELL
Since our last contribution written after Summer Camp some of our
best known characters have departed. W02 Terry Mumford to
Germany and SSgt (FOS) Duncan MacPbail to the Demonstration
Team - we shall miss them both in their different ways. W02 Steve
Fowler ha arrived as SSM from ACC Harrogate, and SSgt George
Crabb as F of S from the Foremans Course - both have their own
homes in Scotland. Another member of long standing has both
departed and arrived - LCpl Andy Donnelly our (o ne and only)
telemech on discharge in August, and on appointm~t as Mr Donni;lly,
civilian Maintenance Electrician (Telephones) m October, JUSt
managing to beat the Civil Service freeze . Glad to hav~ him back and
hope to see him leading the cyclists at Summer Camp this year!

AND WELCOME
We also welcome Sig Cliarlie Roberts, who no sooner had he arrived
was given the chance of an attachment to 633 Signal Troop in Belize,
supposed to be away for six weeks, but managed to get it extended until
Christmas. Friends have also noticed a remarkable change in another
fairly recent arrival, Sig Bob Hepplestone who, during his Class 1
Drivers Course, slimmed down an amazing four stone and now leads
the field on BFT practices.

Report by Lt A. R. Roadnight WRAC and OCdts R. M. de Iongh and
J. Davies. Signals Wing

Presentation of LS and GC medal to Sgt T. J. Broadley, W01 (F of S)
A. G. Turner on the right

WRACEDGE
TI1e Parade was inspected by CSO UKLF, Brig N. A. Butler OBE at
our ARU Parade on 4 December. The Quarter Guard represented
almost our entire male strength, considerably outnumbered by the
WRAC contingent. The Inspecting Officer presented LS and GC
medals to Sgts Trevor Broadley and Bill Morgan from Monnond Hill
and having viewed the realistic NBC demonstration organised by Sgt
Maurice Farquhar and his team ofWRAC 'volunteers' , had a beer and
sandwich lunch in the Squadron Oub. This went down well-future
Inspecting Officers please note!

The Children's Party showing Santa's helpers : Sgt Chopper
Copestake as a Bear, some said a Rat, and Cpl Les Brown as Brock
Badger

SOME SWEETENER
Saturday dawned clear. So clear that we were in a silver camp
glistening under several degrees of frost in a white world. The main
body arrived mid-morning and staggered in from the back of a 4 tonner
looking pale from cold rather than from apprehension for what lay
ahead. 'Section Attacks' proclaimed the programme and the new
heroes grasped SLRs and crunched across the frozen wastes. The ladies
of the group set about preparing luncheon, having been offered a
choice of infantry tactics or fatigues and having sensibly chosen the
latter. The lunch meal was enlivened by Army salt being provided by
accident instead of Army sugar as a drink sweetener.

262 Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 58
It is usual at this time of the year for units to submit a long list of
seasonal events, their main participants and of course those willing!
volunteers who organized them. This squadron does not intend being
an exception.
WIVES CLUB DINNER AND CABARET
The Christmas Dinner was held on the 7 of December in Nightingale
Restaurant. The traditional turkey dinner was excellent and was
accompanied by bottles of wine which certainly made the meal go down
very nicely and did quite a lot to lift everyone's spirits! Each of the wives
received a small Christmas gift at the end of the meal.
Then the sing-song of carols and Christmas songs began, followed by
the main entertainment of the evening, the men of the squadron in
cabaret. This was excellent, with scenes featuring a Medical Officer
operating on some poor unsuspecting patient and removing some
surprising things, a military version of the John Cleese and two Ronnies
sketch featuring an 'officer', a 'warrant officer' and a signalman, a PT
lesson with a difference conducted by Sgt Dave Sparkes, and an
unusual rendering of the 'The Twelve Days of Christmas' by the OC .
Many thanks to those 'Volunteers' mentioned plus SSgt Martin Davis,
Sgt's Derek Boyd, Pete Whitbread, Howard Loates, Ian Underhill,
Chopper Copestake, Paddy Kelly and last, but not least, Sig Al
Garland.

CHILDREN'S CHRJSTMAS PARTY
The Squadron Children's Christmas Party was held in the Bitsa Club
on the 19 of December with various forms of entertainment, including a
disco provided by Ken Resoun, son of Sgt Resoun, and a cartoon show.
A big thank you must go to the OC's wife, Dorothy Martin and her
wh·es club committee for laying on the mountains of 'goodies' which
were devoured by the little ones in around ten minutes flat. Sgt Dave
(Gringo) Sparkes lent a very welcome hand to the entertainment
committee with, dare we say 'marshalling" the children prior to our
real Santa Clause's (played by SSgt Mick Turner) dramatic arrival in
one of 16 Flights helicopters. Cpl's Les Brown and Steve Gillespie
showed extreme prowess in controlling the eighty plus children who,
after receiving their presents from Santa, were intent on 'lynching' Sig
Mal Barrett. Well, he would dress up as a school teacher, complete with
Mortar Board and Gown. The party finished at approx 1730 hrs with
the arrival of the parents to collect their offspring much to the delight
of the committee who were kept hard at it making sure the children
enjoyed every minute of 'their' party.
A special vote of thanks is given to Bonnie Turner who was big
'Momma' for the afternoon and kept everyone going.
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TO NORFOLK
Cambridge University OTC Signals Wing's first weekend exercise of
term in November was possibly planned as an exciting initiation
ceremony for new recruits. On Friday afternoon an intrepid band set
out from the Mess at Quayside for Coldham's Lane TA Centre and then
headed off for the delights of Frog Hill , near Thetford, in Norfolk.
Apart from nearly losing our valiant leader, 2Lt Daniel Stewart·
Roberts, when he chose to go shopping at a roundabout, the Advance
Party reached the famous area at dusk. Once the bivvies and 9x9s had
been erected an evening meal was cooked and the five of us wondered
wh~t our next . task would be. Whitewashing coal? No-try
agam-spud bashing. A large sack lurked unseen in the 'Cookhouse'
tent and two of us set to work to.peel our rations for the weekend.

SQUADRON CHRISTMAS DRAW
This auspicious annual occasion was held as in the previous year, in
the St George Club, Dhekelia, on the 21 December. After the club staff
had pinned corsages on the ladies dresses, (with trembling hands) and
poured sherry for all the revellers, a superb meal was eaten with gusto
and washed down with copious quantities of good wine.
Then t~e serious business of the evening co~~enced. Dancing to the
Trellis Disco, run by our tame REME techmc1an, Sgt Jamie Brown,
went on into the small hours. The Squadron's answer to John Travolta,
Sgt Jim O'Toole spent considerable time demonstrating the latest steps
to most of the ladies and to our aging Victor Silvestors, Maj Mike
Martin and W02 Jim Allen. Some of the high spots of the draw were,
Capt Ian Grant, who on winning monopoly, was heard to say 'It's just
like running PRI'. Sgt Keith Dale won a battery charger and was then
posted to 259 Sig Sqn as MTO. Sgt Eric Paul drew a game of cluedo
and asked to do a resettlement course with the police force. The 'star
prize' was won by LCpl Taff Carter, he is still trying to find out what
TV stands for. The function was a great success and was enjoyed by all,
a vote of thanks must go to Sgt Howard Loates and all the committee
for all the hard work put into organizing it.
DRAG RUGBY IN AID OF THE ACROSS TRUST
On the 27 of December, on a bright warm morning, thirtytwo
assorted members of the squadron turned out to play 'RUGBY' in aid
of charity. The USO thought he was suffering from a hangover when he
found himself surrounded by a bunch of J!UYS in DRAG, complete with
suspenders and make up. They were the men's team about to do battle
with the ladies on the rugby pitch. After a very hard game, during
which there seemed to be some confusion as to where the ball was
during the scrums, the ladies (the real ones) were declared the winners.
Then followed a sheep roast lunch in the Bitsa Club, the Squadron 2IC,
Capt Ian Grant and the MT Section, Sgt Dave Sparkes and LCpl Jeff
Slade have spent all morning preparing three sheep for our
consumption, and very nice they were.
After a collection at the match and a guess the weight of the cake
competition, which was won by the Yeoman's wife, Maureen Bowden, a
grand sum of £35 Cyprus was collected for the Across Trust A very
good day was had by all for which the Bitsa Club Committee and the
RQMS Jim Humphreys are awarded a very big thank you.
IN CONCLUSION
The OC and all members of 262 Sig Sqn would like to take this
opportunity of wishing everyone in the Corps, good health and
prosperity for 1980.
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For obvious reasons all participants have requested to remain
anonymous. Would anyone in the Corps who thinks he recognises
any of the male players, write to the USO Capt Ian Grant ASP

Not a pretty sight, I am not saying to which of the photographs I am
referring. It is quite difficult to tell the difference

ANDA PRAYER
After lunch section attacks were in full swing. reminding one of
scenes from 'Dad's Anny', as unwilling victims were daubed with cam
cream and endured cut hands from pulling up bracken as camouflage.
There was a general feeling of 'I'm not playing any more' ... but once
the action started the atmosphere wanned up. A member of the OTC.
with Rhodesian experience, nearly sacrificed his patrol by turning left
instead of right, but perhaps the Bush on Frog Hill is less
accommodating than that of warmer climes.
The Night Patrols were an experience. It was very dark and rather
wet and the DS leaders of rival groups attempted to ambush each
other. One group found several interesting specimen fir trees instead of
the destination required; another group's leader lost the only torch and
he and his deputy spent a frantic few minutes groping in the mud.
Mutters of ' Be methodical in searching' and a prayer to St Anthony did
the trick. One newly joined member felt walking was almost all right,
although his new boots hurt , but carrying a weapon as well was too
much. Another found that the dark was alarming. Some of us disliked
walking, the damp and the dark! A jolly evening followed back at the
warm, well-lit if steamy Mess tent where W02 John Peacock and Lt
Aspinall were busy setting up business with a continuous production
Hot Dog Stand and Egg Banjo Kitchen .
RlGIDLY GLUED
Sunday was bright and the morning was enlivened by mast erection
(or washing up), coffee, then NBC drills. Our suits were brand new and
half the fun was fighting one's way into the rigidly ~lued material. Our
leader in an NBC-suited attack was our orienteermg champion, who
dashed off while his followers fired blanks in his direction! The hazards
of leadership!! After a superb cold collation of chicken we packed up
and set off in vehicles for Cambridge. By consensus we agreed that
infantry tactics are all very well but we'll stick to signalling!

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS?
As promised in our last notes, here is a photograph of Lt Jane
Sugden . It is not surprising that the line section keep bothering the
ROMS, trying to find the part number of after shave lotion.
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HAVE YOU INFORMED 'THE WIRE'?
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Association News

RUGBY

Sport

The following players have been picked to represent the Army in
various games so far this season:
Lt Forster-11 Sig Regt

~~I ~~~~is

Association Reunions - 1980
Our Reunions this year are scheduled for:
BLA DFORD -18th May
CA TIERICK - 28th/29th June
The AGM of the Association will take place in the Baghdad
Gymnasium at mid-day on Sunday, 29th June.
Administrative instructions covering these notable events have
been issued to Branches of tbe Association - and individuals who
requested them.

ALDERSHOTBRANCH
The Annual Dinner of The Aldershot Branch will be held at The
Alexandra Din ing Rooms, Alexandra Road , Farnborough, Hants, on
Saturday 10 May 1980. Dress Informal. All enquiries to A. V. lent,
MSM, Branch Secretary, 111 Gloucester Road , Aldershot, Hants
GUI 1 3SQ or Telephone Aldershot 23658.
BRIGHTON BRANCH
On 1 December last, the highly successful Annual Dinner and Dance
of this Branch was held at the Sackville Hotel , Hove. Orga nised by our
indefatiguable Social Secretary Brian Vardy and attended by some
eighty Members and their ladies, we were honoured by the presence of
the General Secretary and Mrs Murray, who after an excellent dinner,
presided over the Grand Christmas Draw.
After the Loyal Toast, further glasses were raised to 'Our Colonel-inChief. 'Our Guests' and 'The Corps and the Association ', the latter
proposed by Mr L. Parrack, a Founder Member and Pensioner of
Royal Signals. Dancing to a lively band continued till lam and all
present appeared to thoroughly enjoy this annual pre-Christmas
celebration.
The AGM of this Branch took place on 1 February. Tributes were
paid to the retiring Chairman and to our Hon Secretary since the
branch's formation , for their sterling work, and regrets expressed for
their departure. The Treasurer, Auditor and serving Committee were
re-elected under the Chairmanship of Capt R. Purlds, TA and Dave
Tupper consented to undertake the arduous duties of Hon Secretary.
The proceedings ended with a resolution to continue to advance the
membership and activities of the branch and participation in an
excellent repast served by Brian and Carol Vardy and helpers .

CORPS BADMINTON

We are glad to include a report of Corps Rugby in the UK for period
NOV 79-FEB 80

The Army Badminton League 1979/80 has now ended. Seven teams
from RA. RE, RAOC, REME, RAPC, ACC and Royal Signals took
part. The ACC were defending the title they won last year. Each team
consisted of three pairs who played the three pairs of the opposing team
making 9 rubbers in all. The team winning the most rubbers won the
Match.
The Corps team got off to a good start. In a triangular match at
Bulford on Saturday 6 October 1979 they defeated the RA 9 rubbers to
love and the REME 5-4. On Saturday 3 November 1979 at Blandford
they bea the RAPC 7-2 and again at Blandford on Saturday 1
December 1979 the RAOC were beaten by 6-3. While the Corps team
were winning all their matches so were the RE, and the ACC had lost
only once to REME.
1ne last fixture was at Chatham with the RE playing host to ACC and
Royal Signals and this triangular match would decide the outcome of
the League. The Match took place at the RSME Gymnasium on
Saturday 12 January 1980. It was a bitterly cold day and the Gym was
unheated so players and spectators alike suffered from the cold. The
President of Corps Badminton, Lt Col Tony Sammes and his wife Joan
travelled from Blandford to support the team. The team was as
follows:Jst Pair. LCPL Tom Pollard and Sig Jim Moore of 4 Armd Div HQ and
Sig Regt.
2nd Pair. Sgt Dick Ellis of School of Signals and Sgt BUI Hutton of
RMAS.
3rd Pair. Sgt Ken Bertram and Sig Mark Boyce of AAC Harrogate.
Reserve Pair. Cpl Nick Cannings and Sig Mick Evans of 30 Sig Regt.
The first six rubbers against the Sappers went as seeded and the
score at that stage was 3-3. The last three rubbers were between our 1st,
2nd and 3rd pairs and their opposite pairs. The games were long,
skilful and fortune changed sides frequently but in the end we lost all
three rubbers and the Royal Engineers had inflicted on us our first
defeat of the season 6-3.
In the meantime, we were dealing out to the ACC their heaviest
defeat for several seasons. beating them 8-L This was an impressive
victory as the ACC gave the RE a bad fright losing narrowly 5-4 and
the issue was only decided in the last rubber and then by the narrowest
of margins. It took seven-and-a-half hours to complete the 27 rubbers
and most of the Badminton played was of a very high standard. The
Royal Engineers emerged as worthy champions and the Royal Signals
as very gallant runners up .

DORSET KNOBS-4 NOV 79. A bad day for the Corps. Of the 19
players selected to play, 15 declared themselves not available for one
reason or another. The Knobs had not been strong last season and so a
team was made up of the remaining four Corps players and others from
Blandford Garrison. The Knobs fielded a team including seven county
sta ndard players and drubbed us 67-3. Enough said about the need for
selected players to make themselves available when humanly possible.
RE-14 NOV 79. It snowed and rained throughout this very hard
fought game and the slippery ball reduced the effectiveness of the
strongest back division we had fielded for some time. Preston scored a
try for Signals in the 12th minute after a move started by Pritchard. A
very hard fought battle ensued with the Signals backs unable to make
use of their better possession due to conditions. RE were always
dangerous and took the lead in the Slst minute when an interception of
a careless pass gave them a try which they converted. It seemed we
would never pull back but in the 79th minute Pritchard broke from
behind the scrum passed to Edwards at full tilt who forced his way over.
The Corps won 8-6 after a very exciting game.
Team: Forster, Glean, Atkins, Lytollis, Glasby, Edwards, Pritchard,
Fallon, Elkan, Wallace, Kessell, Johnson, Preston, Whateley, Mann,
Collins (Sub).

ROYAL SIGNALS (BAOR)
ORIENTEERING
CHAMPIONSIIlPS 1979
Report by 21 Sig Regt

Don!lt he disappointed!
COPY MUST BE RECEIVED
BY THE 12th OF THE
MONTH PRECEDING
PUBLICATION
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The fourth annual Royal Signals (BAOR) Orienteering
Championship was held in ideal weather conditions at Lindorf near
Diisseldorf on Friday 23 November. The event was organised by Capt
Dick Boyle and sponsored by 21 Sig Regt.
Despite the early morning frost the 9km course was very muddy in
parts for the 52 competitors. Cpl Jock Hutton of 13 Sig Regt produced
a fme winning time of 56 mins 33 secs, Sgt Geoff Graham of 2 Armd
Div Sig Regt was second, closely followed by his team mate , Maj
Jonathan Cox.
The inter unit results were as follows:lst
13 Signal Regiment
4:30:06
2nd
1 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment
4:59:30
3rd
2 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment
5:00:06
4th
22 Signal Regiment
5:07 :17
5th
21 Signal Regiment
6:05:25
6th
16 Signal Re~ment
6:07:37
6:12:08
7th
7 Signal Regunent
8th
4 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment
7:25:29
9:20 :59
9th
548 Rear Link Detachment
The prizes were presented by the Chief Signal Officer, Maj Gen AC
Blrtwisde, CBE.
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RA-5 DEC 79. The Corps played the RA team at Woolwich before
the DRAs Annual Conference in a very depleted state. Elkan, Lytollls,
Glean and Wallace were playing for the Army against RMAS. The
following players were injured and unable to play: Pritchard (Capt),
Kessell, Mann, At.k ins, Birch. The team which lined up consisted of:
Forster, Collins, Acklaw, Ford, Glasby, Higgins, Randall (Capt),
Johnson, Jackson, Fallon, Sharman, Preston, Whateley, Webb,
Wordsworth, substitutes were Newell and Oakes.
Signals started against a very strong wind blowin~ straight d?wn the
pitch. The game was scrappy but evenly matched, Signals hold mg well
against the wind and after 25 minutes Higgins converted a penalty from
three yards out to put us three up. After 35 minutes we conceded a
penalty for an offside forward in the loose in front of the posts and the
half time score was 3-3.
Great hopes with the wind behind us in the second half but the
heavier and stronger Gunner pack slowly got on top. The RA backs
with plenty of possession ran the ball at us hard but the Corps defence
was solid with Ford and Collins tackling very strongly. Collins on one
occasion used his great speed to catch and _pu ll down the opp?sing
winger after he had started a clear run to our lme. The Gunners kicked
a second penalty, again for an offside infringement, 10 minutes into the
second half and ran out 6-3 winners. This was a very good effort by a
depleted Corps side.
RAPC-Playing a Signals 'A' Team- The followi ng side played the
RAPC at Worthy Down on 12 December 79.
Higgins, Collins, Ford, Atkins, Acklaw, Pritchard, Helliwell,
Johnson, Elkan, Heap, Taylor, Stewart, Hilton, Oakes, Wordsworth,
Newell (Sub).
Again a very windy day a nd the Corps kicked off into the wi~d and
against the slope. An even struggle developed a nd after sev~n mmutes,
Helliwell chipped the ball over the pack on the Pay Corps !me and ran
through to touch down himself. Eight min~tes later Pa:,: pu_lled three
points back with a penalty ~fter a h~nds on m the scrum mfrmgement.
Then disaster struck and m two mmutes the Pay Corps snatched 12
points. A bad defensive clearance gave the Pay Corps a try which they
converted and two minutes later they scored between the posts after a
'gift' pass from our full back. The halftime score wa~ 15-3 to RAPC. In
the second half Signals had all the ball an~ cam_ped m. the Pay 20 yards
box and ran it at them. All efforts were m vam until Atkins crashed
through for a try which was converted by Pritchard It was_ too l~te and
RAPC claimed victory by 15-10 after a hard fought game m which the
new and you ng piayers in the Corps side showed that they had plenty of
potential.

]
Sig Wallace
8 Sig Regt
Cpl Elkan
Cpl Kessell
Sig Fallon
SSgt Johnson-OTC Cardiff

ARMY CUP. 8 Sig Regt are through to the semi-fmal of the UK Cup
Competition. They knocked the Guards Depot out in the quarter final
by 49·6. The Corps hope that this year we can achieve our goal of
having 8 Sig Regt meet 7 Sig Regt in the Army Final at Bad
Lippspringer in March.

ROYAL SIGNALS LAWN
TENNIS
FIXTURES LIST 1980
VERSUS

DATE

VENUE

TIME

May

7
14
21
28

RAPC
Welbeck College
RAEC
RMCS

(H)
(A)
(A)
(A)

Blandford
Worksop
Aldershot
Shriven ham

1430
1415
1430
1430

June

4
11
18
25

REME
RA
RA MC/ RA DC
RAOC

(H)
(A)
(A)
(H)

Blandford
Woolwich
Tidworth
Blandford

1430
1430
1430
1430

July

2
9

RMA
RE

(A)
(H)

Sandhurst
Blandford

1430
1430

10-12CORPS TENNlS CHAMPIONSHIPS AT
BLANDFORD
18
23

RAF Signals
RCT

(H)
(A)

Catterick
Alders hot

1100
1430

DATES OF INTEREST

27-28
11

July
Sept

Army Lawn Tennis Championships
Chairman's Fixture (Army LTA)

ENQUIRJES TO
Capt Bob Dinham
Equipment Introduction Division
School of Signals
Blandford Camp
Dorset
Tel: Blandford"Military Ext 422/352

CORPS TENNIS COMMITTEE

President of Corps Tennis
Lieutenant Colonel G Corden
Captain of Corps Tennis
Major R. A. C. SlderOn

CLOTHING is still UR,ENTL Y required
by the WELFARE SECTION
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Secretary of Corps Tennis
Captain R. F. Dinham
Any players of Corps standard, who will be in UK during the period
May-July 80, should contact the Secretary.
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Goods Available from Association Headquarters
The following items are available from the Association

Any telephone enquiries to Chelsea Military extension 376, please.

Overseas

UK

£

£

25.00

29.00

Royal Signals stick pin, for ladies wear. Sterling silver with spring safety stud,
complete in presentation case

6.50

7.50

Mens Calf leather wallets

6.00

6.90

Corps table mats (set of six)

17.50

19.50

Corps cocktail mats (set of six)

5.25

6.00

Corps wall plaque (scrolls 'Royal Corps of Signals' or blank)

5.65

6.60

Corps cuff links (revised pattern)

3.25

3.60

Blazer badge (as approved by the Corps Committee) (on navy or black background)

2.80

3.10

Crested glass ash trays

1.15

1.35

Silver plated figure of 'JIMMY' (4") on wooden base

Corps ties---terylene

3t"

1.75

2.00

Car badge-square, acrylic

2.50

2.85

Key ring with Corps badge tag

0.45

0.50

'Begone Dull Care'. The Corps Band Record. (LP)

2.30

2.60

Corps clipper board folders in blue vinyl with crest in gold

2.10

2.30

x 7t"l

0.65

0.70

(7t" x 5t"l

0.60

0 .65

0.40

0.45

Calf leather bookmarkers

0 .30

0 .35

'Clever Cubes' Desk tidies (for pins & paper clips)

0.55

0.60

Identity card holder

0.17

0.19

Blazer buttons-large
small

0 .50
0.45

0 .55
0 .50

Association lapel badge (members only)

0.25

0.27

Vinyt "coasters" with Corps Crest (set of six)

1.45

1.55

Calf leather comb case complete with comb

0.45

0.50

Corps transfers---large ( 10"
medium

small (3"

x 2-f"l

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING
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at last, in central London you
can see, test, and buy the SAAB
900 in elegant surroundings at the
new SAAB Piccadilly showroom,
next to Green Park tube.

Devonshire House, Piccadilly,

Immediate delivery on most
models including the Turbo.
For further information about
your export requirements contact
Frank Moore, SAAB Export.

London WlV 9HH, Telephone: 01-491 2905, Telex: 8953213
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It's got to be Gordon's ·
the world's largest selling gin

For

a

new
car
That's the number of Naafi's expert car sales and finance force at Nottinghamthe people who, if it's humanly possible, will get vou the car vou want at a price
you can afford. Thev can organise discounts, low cost HP, quick easv
insurance and all the other benefits that make up our very special service.

It's a wonderful way to buy a car
So ring Naafi now!

Care
free.Tax
free.
r----------------------------------,
If you're going to live abroad for a year or more
you can buy a smooth, road-hugging Cavalier,
tax free.

And for a period you could use it
in this country.
Up to six months for UK residents
and up to a year for overseas visitors.
It's a simple arrangement made
through the Vauxhall Personal Export
Department.
Just send the coupon to: Vauxhall
Motors Ltd., Personal Export Department, Route 6197, P.O. Box 3, Luton,
England. (0582 426197).

DON'T BE VAGUE. THE DARK BOTTLE'S HAIG.
SUPPLfMENl No. 7-PAGE FOUR
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Postcode
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Ford Capri.
The way to see some action overseas.
The new Capri is the way to make
the most out of your posting aoroad.
Few cars m the world better
demonstrate the difference between driving
and just motoring.
And with Ford's special concessionary
tenns for the forces overseas, nothing on four
wheels can touch it for value.
But that's not all. Export a new Capri
from the UK and you'll find all the red tape is
taken care of. Ford even looks after the
shipping.
Then, wherever you travel in the future,
you'll benefit from a servicing and parts supply
network that leaves most other manufacturers
standing.
For the full story of our service to the
forces write to Ford Personal Import Export
Limited 8 Balderton Street, London Wl Y 2BN or
phone 01-493 4070. When it comes to personal
export, you'll find no one lmows the
• • drillbetterthanus.
,,

RADIO TECHNICIANS
When you have completed
your service with the forces
Work in Communications
R&D and add to your skills
At
the
Government
Communications
Headquarters we carry out research and
development in radio communications and their
security, including related computer applications.
Practically every type of system is under
investigation, including long-range radio , satellite,
microwave and telephony.
Your job as a Radio Technician will concern you in
developing, constructing, installing, commissioning, testing, and maintaining our equipment.
In performing these tasks you will become familiar
with a wide range of processing equipment in the
audio to microwave range, involving modern logic
techniques, micro-processors, and computer
systems. Such work will tak you to the frontiers of
technology on a broad front and widen your area
of expertise - positive career assets whatever the
future brings. In the rapidly expanding field of
digital communications, valuable experience in
modern logic and software techniques will be
gained.

FORD
PERSONAL
EXPORT

Training is comprehensive: special courses, both
in.:house and with manufacturers, will develop
particular aspects of your knowledge and you will
be encouraged to take advantage of appropriate
day release facilities.
You could travel - we are based in Cheltenham
but we have other centres in the UK, most of

which, like Cheltenham are situated in environmentally attractive locations. All our centres
require resident Radio Technicians and can call for
others to make working visits. There will also be
some opportunities for short trips abroad, or for
longer periods of service overseas.
You should be at least 19 years of age, hold or
expect to obtain shortly the City and Guilds Telecommunications Technician Certificate Part I
(Intermediate), or its equivalent, and have a sound
knowedge of the principles of telecommunications and radio, together with experience
of maintenance and the use of test equipment. If
you are, or have been in HM Forces your Service
trade may allow us to dispense with the need for
formal qualifications .
Registered disabled people may be considered.
Pay scales for Radio Technicians start at £3,900
per annum rising, to £5,530, and promotion will
put you on the road to posts carrying substantially
more; there are also opportunities for overtime
and on-call work, paying good rates.
Get full details from our Recruitment
Officer, Robby Robinson, on Cheltenham
(0242) 21491, Ext 2269, or write to him at
GCHQ, Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham,
Glos GL52 5AJ. We will invite suitable
applicants (expenses paid) for interview at
Cheltenham.

Recruitment Office
Government Communications Headquarters
Oakley. Priors Road. Cheltenham GL52 5AJ
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A new career at ~our
feet with Marconi
Communication&stems
We design and manufacture radio and TV broadcast
equipmenl, satellite earth stations, naval communications,
H.F. Systems, troposcatter and line-of-sight networks.
If you ha'e been involved in one or more of the above
systems and are interested in the following positions, we
would like to hear from you.

S~stems/

Sales Engineerin~
In the e positions you'd help assess the technical implications of a sales enquiry, and develop customer requirements
into systems drawings and technical notes ready to make a
fonnal tender. It's a role which involves working closely
with our customers in the K and overseas.

Installati<m Engineering

Technical Publication
As a Technical Author or Circuit Delineator you would be
engaged on a wide variety of projects covering complex
electronic equipment and systems. Vacancies in both
Chelmsford and orwich
Working with Marconi Communications gives you excellent career and salary prospects, and the chance to put down
roots in an attractive area.

If you 're lea•ing the forces soon and you'd like to find out more
about our work and what we can offer you, write wilh a brief
out-line of your se,,,ict career to Ken Dumbrel/, Marconi
CommunicOJion Systems limiled, New Street, Chelmsford, Essex.

You 'd be invol~oo with the installation and maintenance of
man} of the systems described above in locations in the K
and in many parts of the world.

Test Engineering
sing the most sophisticated equipment and u:st techniques,
you'd carry out production testing and fault-finding on a
wide range of equipmenL

A GEC-Marconi Electronics Company
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Choice of the British Army and other modern armies.

0 DESIGNED for the Armoured
fighting Vehicle environment.
0 DESIGNED for single and multiple
installations.
0 DESIGNED for best electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) performance.
0 DESIGNED for high-power/longrange plus low-power short-range.
0 DESIGNED for analogue and
d1g1tal voice, telegraph and teleprinter.

0 DESIGNED to DEF
specifications and environmentally proven.
0 DESIGNED for ease of
operator's use and ease of
training.
D DESIGNED for ease of
maintenance.
ClansmanNRC353 has
been designed specifically to meet

the needs of a modern army in
banle, and is now in quantity
production forthe British Ministry
of Defence.

························-·i

~-·•••••••Please send me Natocars 'free Information Pack

-

I
I

I
I

Marconi Space and Defence Systems Limited
A GEC -Marcon1 EleCtrorn<SCompany

-

_ ________ _ _ ______ Rank

Name
Present Address
Car for use in (Country)

I
I

Marketing Departmen . The Grove. Warren Lane.
Stanmore. Middlesex HA7 4LY, England.
Telephone: 01 -954 2311 . Telex: 22616.
Telegrams: SPADEF Stan more.

~

~4111 •

THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED MILITARY VHF VEHICLE RADIO

I
I

I

Delivery Date (approx-_)

NA~ocH

Tick boxes tor details

~·RS FORD O TALBOT O VAUXHALL D BLCARS :
Austin O ~orris O Prin~ess 0 aguar D

OF BRIDGWATER

• • • • ~• • •

Wylds Estate · Bristol Road ·

clansmanYRCJSJ

CJl

I

Rover OTnumph 0 Daimler 0 TRADE-IN 0
MOTOR CARAVANS 0 USED CARS 0
......

···················~

~~Somerset
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I
I

Telephone: Bridgwater (0278) 55555 - Telex 46285
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Will your tour ofduty
becotne a tour
ofgarage repair shops?

Shopping for
anew car?

Try the NaafiI
r---------....:

Because of Naafi's unique experience in providing
specialised services for HM Forces, we have been
able to develop a car sales and finance service
especially geared to your needs with money-saving
discounts, low cost finance and many other advantages and concessions.

To: Naafi, Car Sales,
FREEPOST Nottingham NG1 1BR
Please send me details without obligation :
I am interested in the following facilities:

It's not just new cars that we're good for; we can
help you get a new motor cycle, caravan or boat. Ask
us, too, about car insurance and about our deposit
savings scheme and used car finance facilities.
Ring us to-day at Nottingham (0602) 411991 or fill in
the coupon and post (no stamp needed) to:
Naafi, Car Sales, FREEPOST Nottingham NG 11 BR.

D
D
D

There's a great deal at Naafi.
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New Car .. .... ........ . .... . . ........... (state model)
For use in ...... .. .. ................... (state country)
Touring caravan

0

Motor cycle

Deposit saving scheme

0

0

Boat

0

Used Car

Insurance

I wish to pay cash 0 I wish to use Naafi HP.
Please tick whichever applies.

Rank .......... Name .......... .. ..............•...
Address . .........................................•...

... ............. .. .. .. ................... ..... I

---------------

LTelephone No.... . . . ... .. .. .•... ...... . .. ... .........

...J
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An overseas posting can save you
hundreds of pounds on a new car.
It'll be car tax-free, VAT-free, even
duty-free.
But will it be trouble-free?
Or will you spend all the money
you've saved on repairs and servicing?
Not if you buy a Toyota, you won't.
An independent survey has shown
that, of 24 makes of car, Toyotas had
the fewest breakdowns and needed the
fewest repairs.
This is no accident.
Toyotas are simplydesigned,simpl y
engineered cars.
Which not only means fewer problems, but quicker servicing.
(A job which can be carried out
at any of over 3200 European dealers, of
which 814 are in West Germany alone.)
You won't have to wait for delivery,
either.
If you're in a real hurry, you can
even pick up the car yourself from one of
our collection centres in Bremerhaven.
This way, you can have it in 8 days.
For more information about the
Toyota range, fill in the coupon.
With a Toyota, you'll see more of the
world, and Jess of the world's garages.

TOYOTA
Everything keeps going right.

r---------------------

l£854

IOFE

I Carina 16oo Saloon.
K price.£3919.
I Export price. £3065.
II (Prices
are for vehicle on the rood.) Export price
io cligibiliiy.
ame(Rank _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I
Telephone (Home/ nit)1 _ _ _ _ _ __
subj~'CI

I ha' c been serving overse1s less/more ihan i z n1omhs (dck'le ;is appHcable).
I To:
To>°'·' (GB) Ltd. (Expon Ocpi.), Brighton RcrAd, Coulsdon,Surrey CR3 3YA,D

~ngla~ Tel: Downland 56226~-:::: ~d details of t~_'.:'.'.!'~~~ rang.=_ _

:£rr85
IOFE

Cressida Saloon 2000.
UK price. £4539.
Export price. £3354.

1

1

I
(Prices :1rc for ''cliicle on the road.) Export price subjcet io eligibility.
II ' amc/Rank

I

Addre&•---~-----------------

1

Telephone (HomefUni1)1 _ _ _ _ _ __

11ha"c been serving overseas k>ss/mort: iha n i z monih• (delete as applicable).

A,D

To: To)oia (GB) Lid. (Export Dept.), Brigl11011 Road, Coulsdon, urrey CR3 3
~gl ai~Tel: °""~nd 56226~~~~1;1ilsoftl~omplete Toy~ rang.=__

~

1£1123

IOFE

Celica Liftlx1 k ST 2000.

tt

I K price. £4794.
I Export price. £3671.
I (Prices Mc Cur\ chicle on 1hc ro.1d.) £,port pri c ~uhjc t m cligib1lll)· ASN'''(El
I ame/R:mk
__
I Addrc"'
-----1

1- _Telephone (Homc/lmit) _
1 h.1vc been serdng crsc:1s IL-ss/more ihan 12 month' (dclcic as appli 1hlc).
1 To: To) Ota (GB) Lid. (Expon Depi.), Brighwn Ro;1d, Coul•don, urrcy CR3 3\ ,r-1
Engl.111d. Tel: Do" nland 56216. Please send dct.1ib ofiheromplcte Toyota range.I.
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EDITORIAL

THE

Low carbohydrate lite lager.

WIRE

It's got to be Gordon's
the world's largest selling gin

SIGNAL-OFFICER-IN-CHIEF
The Signa/-Officer·iwChief attended the annual meeting of the Branch Representatives of the
Association in Londo n on 19th A pril. We are glad to publish th e substance of General
Anderson ·s address to the meeting.

INTRODUCTION
I am very pleased to have the opportunity to address your Annual General Meeting for the
third year in succession . I have seen a great deal of the Association during my tour of office and
am delighted with the enthusiastic manner in which you maintain your contacts with those who
have ret ired from the Corps and indeed with our regular and TA units in UK.

MANPOWER
Manning continues to give me cause for concern but our overall position is now definitely on the
upturn and we now have 250 soldiers more in the Corps than we had in the summer of last year.
Steps have been taken to increase the throughput of trainees from all elements of the Training
Group and I believe the Corps should be roughly in balance by 1982, providing that the current
encouraging trends in recruiting and wastage continue. We have identified some 300 posts which
might be filled by WRAC over and above the 560 which exist in current establishments . These
will be annotated as dual posts. ie they can be filled by a Royal Signals tradesman or a WRAC
tradeswoman .
We have also expanded the trades open to WRAC to include technicians and special
telegraphists. I hope tapping this fruitful source will help us reach our targets earlier than would
otherwise be possible.
Brig Curl, who is the Commander of 11 Signal Group, is carrying out a study to see whether
some posts currently established for those t rades in which we are particularly short , eg Terminal
Equipmen t Technicians, can be filled by less skilled personnel. I believe we will find a hundred
or so posts come into this category and will then be able to push trainees in t he le ser skills
through the Training Group much more quickly, thus increasing the number of men in our hard
pressed units in the field .

May1980
Vol34

A REVIEW BY THE

No3

(New Series)

EQUIPMENT
On the whole command and control projects have come out well from this year's costing
exercise and there are no major disasters on this score. Our new range of CLANSMAN combat
net radio is proving to be most successful and although the date upon which PTARMIGAN is
due into service has been slipped from 1983 to 1985, these two complementary programmes are
secure and we will be better equipped than our NATO Allies when both systems are fully
deployed .
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OPERATIONS
Rhod la
Operation AG ILA in Rhodesia undoubtedly provided the m~st exciting and c~allenging cor_nmitment the Co'.Ps h_as face~ !or some years .
.
Initial planning at the time of the Lancaster House talks envisaged no Royal Signals commitment whatever, 1t bemg anticipated that .the Rhodesian
Securit · Forces would provide all internal communications and tha~ the external links -.yould be provided by the FCO. !'leedless to sar ~t soon became
apparent that this idea was a non-starter and the Royal Signals contmgent formed the biggest element of any Arm proVJded by the BntJsh Army other
than Infantry (180officers and men out of a total of 1200).
Because Rhodesia i as big as France and because of the mountainous terrain in part of the country, there was no question of deploying the
normal VHF radio used for command and control purposes in BAO_R due to t~e large number of rebroadcast stations th.at would have had to be u~ed .
We therefore deployed the CLA MAN VRC 321 HF radio to provide the mam. command and co_ntrol sy~tem from Sahsbury to the Jo1~t _operation s
Centres and the Lieutenant Colonels monitoring Patriotic Front (PF) Forces. This used secure radio teleprmter as the method of transm1ss1on as there
is currently no satisfactory secure speech equipment for use over HF radio .
. .
.
. .
.
..
Similarly the lower powered HF PRC 320 radios were used down to PF Assembly Areas _to give insecure voice cor_nmumca_tions with the _ab1hty to
revert to morse if conditions were bad and to use one-time pad cyphers to encode messages if necessary. Two small dish satelhte ground stations were
deployed to provide a secure speech and telegraph link for Maj Gen Acland's Headquarters and Lord Soames back to Whitehall . The first of these
.
.
went into action within 30 minutes of arriving at its location in Salisbury.
Each ten men detachment deployed witlt the PF Forces included at ~e~st two. Ro:i:aI Signals opera~ors: p-iey all acq~ntt~d themselves well and
became involved in the whole gambit of duties carried out as well as fulf1lhng thetr pnmary role of mamtarnmg communications. There IS no doubt
that the success of this very hazardous and difficult operation owed a great deal to tlte communications provided by our Corps.
Namibia
.
There is a strong possibility that communications for the United Nations Transition Assistance Group (~NTAG) from Force to Brigade
Headquarters "~II be provided by 30th Signal Regiment as originally planned last year. Lt Col Sammes (CO 30th Signal Regiment) plans to dep_loy a
force of some 100 men if the operation materialises. This will include most of the VRC 321 equipments and many of the men deployed to Rhodesia. It
is quite likely that this operation will be mounted this summer.
Northern Ireland
Our involvement in Northern Ireland continues unabated. One of our soldiers was killed and two were wounded during the past year. Despite the
tough working and living conditions which apply in the Province our men and women are completely dedicated to their task and I have heard nothing
but praise for them from commanders at all levels during my visits to Northern Ireland .
THE COLONEL-IN-CHIEF
HRH The Princess Anne has had a very busy programme of visits to the Corps since I last spoke to you . This included a three day visit to units in
BAOR in June last year; a visit to tlte School of Signals and I Signal Group at Blandford , together with a reception including retired officers and their
wfres. in October ; and a week's visit to Cyprus in February this year. I'm sure that you have all read the enthusiastic reports of these visits in The
Wire.
.
SPORT
The Corps has had another successful year in sport and the highlights included tlte following:
8 Signal Regiment won the Army Seven a Side Rugby Championship and were runners up in the Army Hockey Championship.
In BAOR 1 Armoured Division Signal Regiment won the Major Units Cross Country Championship. 2 Armoured Division Signal Regiment won the
Army Alpine Ski-ing Championship, having been runners up in the BAOR Ski-ing Championship the year before.
In canoeing the Corps was well represented with 2 Signal Regiment providing four soldiers to represent the Army in the Inter Services Slalom
Competition and 4 Division Signal Regimen t heading the BAOR Wild Water league.
In Hong Kong tlte Gurkha Field Force HQ and Signal Squadron won the Minor Units Championship against keen competition.
In Berlin 229 Signal Squadron won tlte Army Minor Units Swimming Championship for the fourth successive year, whilst our Offshore Sailors won
the Army Sailing Association Division 3 Cup for the third year running.
A number of individual sportsmen did well during the year:
At Bisley SSgt (YofS) Corcoran won tlte Imperial Tobacco Cup and was selected as a reserve for the Army Eight.
Capt eil Fisher of I Signal Regiment became the European Squash Player of the Year at tlte championships in which 19 countries took part.
In spite of the pressures of work in Northern Ireland, Sig K Randle of 233 Signal Squadron won a silver award in tlte Welsh International Motor
Cycle trial in June; and Cpl Killen of 2 Signal Regiment won tlte 400 metres hurdles in tlte Inter Services Athletics Championships.
MORALE
Gentlemen. let me conclude by a word on morale. Despite the continuing pressure in units and HQs alike-due to overstretch arising from the
manning situation-morale continues to be high. Our soldiers sense of purpose is of the highest order and I have found that I have just cause to be
proud of them wherever they serve whether it be on an isolated hill in the Shetlands, a field unit in BAOR, in Belize, Hong Kong, Cyprus or
el~ewhere.

It has indeed been a privilege to finish my time in the Army as the Signal Officer-in-Chief.

NORTHERN IRELAND AWARDS
Our warm congratulations to the following who received awards for
service in Northern Ireland between 1 August 1979 and 31 October

l'P9.
OBE
Lt Col M. Marples

MBE
Maj K. G. Turner
Maj T. I. M. Waugh

Mention in Despatches
WOI (RSM) R. M. D. Colllns

OUR COVER PICTURE
Few of our readers will be unduly surprised to find a successful Corps based soccer
eleven on the front cover of our Corps magazine at this time of the year. Few,
however, would have guessed even a few months back that this could be playing
with customary enthusiasm not in Salisbury, Wilts but Salisbury, Rhodesia. (Now
Zimbabwe) The Monitoring Team, 'The White Cross Wanderers', line up was:
Back row-Sgt Smith (1 Sig Gp), Cpl Moore (RAOC), Cpl Woodrow (RAOC). LCpl
Meikle (8 Fd Force Sig Sqn), LCpl Weetman (RAOC), LCpl Bayston (ACC) Sig
Watson (30 Sig Regt)
Front row-Sgt Buckley, Cpl Deary (30 Sig Regt), Sig Poole (6 Fd Force Sig Sqn),
Sgt MacDonald (30 Sig Regt), W02 ( FofS) Rothwell (30 Sig Regt), Cpl Manger (224
Sig Sqnl
(Full Rhodesia report starts on page 184)
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VISIT OF THE COLONEL-IN-CHIEF TO
ROYAL SIGNALS IN CYPRUS

T HE PRELUDE
Even a casual observer would have seen signs that something
unusual was happening to Royal Signals in Cyprus at least a week
before the Colonel-in-Chief arrived.
The Royal Signals Band , last in Cyprus in 1971, were seen emerging
stiffly from a Hercules aircraft at RAF Akrotiri on Monday l 8
February. Over the next few days convoys of Staff cars, n:iore than
anybody in Cyprus can ever remember, were seen motoring along
routes as though they definitely knew where they were going . One or
two overdressed ladies were seen going into technical places that ladies
do not normally enter. One such lady was even observed at Akrotiri
descending from aircraft steps before an aircraft appeared to have
arrived and intent on her role, had to be carefully bnefed not to try
and get int~ it when the departure was rehearsed. ~ne Royal Signals
Staff Sergeant, indoctrinated and totally abs<;>rbed m the events. to be
unfolded the following week, and long after his rehearsal had finished,
wa heard to address one quite senior officer in his Corps as 'Ma'am. '
AND IT RAINED
And it rained and it rained, and it rained as though it was the
wettest February'in Cyprus for a quarter of a century-whi~h is what it
was. But by midday on Monday 25 February all was ready; just as well,
because the Colonel-in-Chief was already airborne from England to
Cyprus.
IN OUTLINE
In outline, the programme was to consist of:
Tuesday 26 February. A day at Episkopi for 259 Sig Sq?, 254
(UNFICYP) Sig Sqn from Nicosia, and 262 Sig Sqn from Dhekeha.
Wednesday 27 February. A day at Ayios Nikolaos with 9 Sig Regt.
Thursday 28 February. A visit by Her Royal Highness to the RAF at
Akrotiri, not part of her visit to Royal Signals, but followed that
evening by a Band Concert by the Corps Band.
.
.
Friday 29 February. A morning's relaxation for tlte Colonel-m-Ch1ef
before returning to the United Kingdom in the afternoon.
THE ARRIVAL
At just after 1600 hours on Monday 25 February the RAF VC 10,
with a full complement of passengers as well as the R~yal party, was
seen approaching RAF Akrotiri. Soon ~fterwar?s, with !"fer Royal
Highness's Standard flying from the cockpit, the aircraft taxied up and
came to a halt on the apron in front of the reception party. Steps up.
red carpet down doors open and within seconds Her Royal Highness
The Princess An'ne, weanng a matching tangerine colom:ed smt and
hat, and on her first visit to Cyprus, was being received by. ~he
Administrator of the Sovereign Base Areas and Commander British
Forces Cyprus, Maj Gen W.R. Taylor and M~ Taylor. A_Iso tltere to
meet the Colonel-in-Chief were the Master of Signals, MaJ Gen P. E.
M. Bradley and the Commander Royal Signals. Lt Col D. S.
Mulllneaux and Mrs Mullineaux.
The reception formalities were brief and after a fe;v m~utes the
Royal motorcade was on its way to Maj Gen Taylors residence _at
Episkopi, where Her Royal Highness was to stay. A~ong the 15 ~de
route, the roadside was frequently iined by Cypriots and :8nt1sh
Servicemen and their familie, typical of the interest shown dunng the
whole course of the visit.
TUESDAY 26 FEBRUARY-EPISKOPI
The day started with a touch of formality-a Gu~rd of Hm_iour for
the Colonel-in-Chief found from all Royal Signals units and
detachments within British Forces Cyprus, drawn up in front of
Headquarters British Forces Cypru~, and comn_rnnded by Maj M. L.
Martin Royal Signals. Her Royal Highness received the Royal Salute,
followed immediately with precision timing by a flypast of 4 Phant<;>m
aircraft of No 56 Squadron RAF, and then inspected the Guar~, which
later drew much favourable comment for their smartness, beanng and
steadiness on parade.
259 SIGNAL SQUADRON
After the Guard of Honour, The Colonel-in-Chief walked to nearby
259 Sig Sqn, where she was to spend 45 minute . ln front of Squadron
Headquarters she was met by the OC, Maj Mike Rldlington, who
presented the 21C, Capt Philip Rouse and the _SS!"f. W02 Dave
Osborne. After a briet informal talk, the OC 1nv1ted Her Royal

Highness to sign the visitors' book in Squadron Headquarters, before
presenting the Chief Clerk, SSgt Arthur Jones, and the Orderly Room
. ..
Staff, Cpl John O'Donnell and Sig Frank Davis.
Her Royal Highness then made a short tour of the Squadron, Vl_s1t!ng
the Radio Relay System Control, where at the entrance to the bu1ldmg
the Chief Systems Engineer, Capt (TOT) Ray Tricker, and SSgt Dave
Lumb, were presented. Her Royal Highness was briefed on the island
radio relay system by W02 (F Of S) Gerry Bannister and Sgt Phil Peet.
WOI (F of S) Danny Rotherham and SSgt (F of S) Kent Preston of the
Radio Relay Installation Project Team then took over and g~ve Her
Royal Highness a short brief on the advantages of the new radio relay
equipment currently being installed island wide.
The already overcast sky was noticeably darkening as The Princess
Anne left.Systems Contr?I and crossed to the a?jacent building h~msing
the Line Faults and Radio Room. Her Royal Highness paused briefly at
the entrance to the building where the TOT, Lt Col Ken West, and
SSgt Mick Hartland were presented. The Colonel-in-Chief then met
SSgt Robby Burnett, Cpl Scotty McLay and Sig 'Muppet'
Cunningham, who explained Line Faults,_ and Sgt John Tovey and Cpl
'Bmmmie' Seaton who demonstrated Radio Control.
It was here that Her Royal Highness was able to meet three of the
Squadron's long serving locally employed civilians, who between them
aggregate 76 years service with the Squadron. ~y this.time the heave1_1s
had opened and outside ADCs were. ~rugghng with umbrellas m
preparation for the short walk to th~ wa1~mg_ moto~cade . Although Her
Royal Highness departed in torrential ram, 1t was mdeed a memorable
and happy day for the Squadron.
N02JOINTRELAY STATION
The Colonel-in-Chief then visited No 2 Joint Relay Station. where she
met the Officer in Charge, Mr F. H. Folkes, and the detachment of 602
Signal Troop wo work there under Sgt Gordon Motherwell.
.
The soldiers themselves explained their tasks and demonstrated th;1r
equipment. Princess Anne was obviously interested and impressed with
what she saw-and Cpls Ken Bowe and Kevin Rankin fielded quite a
lot of questions.
THE SOVEREIGN CLUB
The remainder of the mornings' programme was centred on the
Sovereign Club, an all ranks NAAFi Club in Episkopi, "'.h;re soldiers
from Royal Signals units in Cyprus stationed at Akrotm , Troodos.
Dhekelia, Nicosia, as well as Episkopi itself, were th.e meet HRH. .
The Sovereign Oub programme began with Prmcess Anne takmg
morning coffee in one of the ante rooms with the Warrant Officers of
254, 259 and 262 Sig Sqns . Amonst those !-!RH met ~as ~O Bill
Bateman a member of the Canadian Contingent sernng with 254
(UNFicYP) Sig Sqn , the first of a number of CELE o!'ficer~ and
soldiers (we do all wish we could call them Royal. Can~d1~n Signal
again!) who were also able to meet their Colonel-m-Ch1ef m Cyprus
during the course of the·dny.
EQUIPMENT DEMONSTRATION
Fortunately the rain had stopped. for. next was. an equipm~nt
demonstration on the car park of the Sovengn Oub, mtended to give
the Colonel-in-Chief an idea of the extent of the work performed by her
Corps in Cyprus which she was unable to visit 'in situ'. HRH was
e corted around the 262 Sig Sqn demonstration by SSgt Martin Davis,
and saw a teleprinter link being op~rated by LCp~ Kath Hould and
Jannette Cook, who normally work m the Dhekeha Commcen. Next
was a radio relay detachment manned by Sgts Erlc_Paul and Barry
Watson, who explained that their last job with the equ1pr_nent had been
to link the commando carrier HMS Bulwark, a recent visitor to Cyprus,
into the island"s military communication system. The last 262 Sig Sqn
demonstration was a photo montage display of th_e work of ~he
tropospheric scatter station at Cape Gre_co, with . upportmg
explanation by Sgt Mick Tankard. After meeting the_ soldiers of 574
Rear Link Detachment, under Cpl Paul Hansen, the Prmcess moved.o~
to a display given by Airfield Troop of 259 Sig Sqn from Akrotm,
during which she was escorted by the Troop Commander, Lt Mil~
Stockdale. LCpl Bill Partridge and Sig Gerry Can: demonstrated their
line laying vehicle, LCpl Dave Boyle demonstratmg overhead .cable,
and Cpl Richard Taylor gave Princess Anne a demonstration of
underground cable jointing.
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LS AND GC MEDALS
Then it was time to move on to the patio of t he Sovereign Club where
the first ta k of the Colonel-in-Chief was to present LS and GC medals
to SSgt (F of S) Frank Running of259 Sig Sqn and Sgt Howard Loates
of 262 Sig Sqn. After presenting the medals Princess Anne met the
families of the recipients , and then spent about 40 minutes talking to
groups of soldiers and their fa milies around the patio. 111e n ext shower
of ratn came pelting in towards the end of this activity , which had to be
completed under the cover of a nearby verandah.

ALL RANKS LUNCH
Events at the Sovereign Club culminated with an all ranks lunch for
70, with Princess Anne flanked at the top of the table by SSgt Mick
Carpenter of 259 Sig qn and Sgt Pete Whitbread of 262 Sig Sqn (the
fact that S~ Loates and Whitbread have subseq uently been selected
for promotion has nothing to do with events related to this and the
preceding paragraph!) The Master of Signals. Maj Gen P. E. M.
Bradley, relegated from the top table on this occasion , sat between Mrs
Gale Van Parys and Mrs Ann Horsell and the remainder of the Royal
Party were likewise spread amorgst their hosts and hostesses. It was a
most relaxed and enjoyable occasion with an excellent menu
augmented by the music of the Corps Band. As HRH left at the
conclusion of lunch to the sound of ·the Corps March there can have
been nobody present who did not feel honoured and thrilled to have
attended such an occasion-the first of its kind for our Colonel-inChief.
THEAFrERNOONPROGRAMME
Meanwhile, decisions had been taken. On the assurance of the
Akrotiri met office that the lunchtime shower pouring down on us was
the last seen on the radar to be approaching for a few hours , it was
decided to go ahead with the afternoon's open air programme. So, after
a short break, it was down to Happy Valley. The theme for the morning
had been 'Royal Signals at Work'. The theme for the afternoon was to
be 'Royal Signals at Play'.
QUEENS GUIDE AW ARD
Princess Anne began the afternoon's programme in bright sunshine,
(good decision) by presenting a Queen's Guide Award to Miss Deborah
Allen, daughter ofW02 and MtsJ. Allen of262 Sig Sqn, in front of an
assembled company of Guides, Scouts, Brownies and Cubs. After that
was a Tent Erecting Competition, organised by Sgt Derick Elliott of
25? S!g Sqn, a Group Scout Leader. After presenting a prize to the
Wmnmg Team, Princess Anne was herself presented with a bouquet by
a Brownie of the Episkopi Group , Miss Gail Osborne, daughter of
W02 and Mrs D. Osborne of 259 Sig Sqn.
ACTIVITY DISPLAY
Princess Anne moved on to meet some members of her Corps Band ,
dressed ceremonially for the Retreat that was shortly to follow and then
on to an Activity Display. Those members of the Corps serving in
Cyprus are most fortunate in the variety of sporting activity in which
they can participate, and the Princess met a large cross section of
sporting enthusiasts who happily showed her what they get up to in
their spar~ time. ~a.iling , Sub Aqua, Karting, Karate, Skiing, Riding,
Parascendmg, Ghdmg, Free Fall Parachuting and the ladies Netball
Teams were amongst the activities shown. Sporting injuries became
quite a joke with the Princess, as throughout the day she had met more
and more people bearing sporting scars or with limbs in plaster.
REl'REAT CEREMONY
The final event in Happy Valley, a magnificent setting between
limestone cliffs with the Mediterranean sea only 200 yards away, was a
Retreat Ceremony played by the Corps Band in front of some 1,800
spectators. The sun continued to shine, as black clouds assembled in
the distance for the next assault, while the ceremony went ahead with a
mspla.>: of marching and countermarching by the Corps Band . Their
~deru~g of the Trumpet Tune and Air by Purcell was most
1mpress1ve, as :was the Sunset Ceremony that followed and , after taking
the salute, Pnncess Anne left Happy Valley and its large crowd of
spectators feeling extremely nostalgic at the performance.
DINNER IN THE OFFICERS M~S
The final event of the day with a Dinner Night for the officers and
!he~r wives in the Officers Mess, to which a number of guests were
tnVlted. The Colonel-in-Chief was greeted on arrival by a trumpet
fanfare and during the course of the evening was able to meet all the
Royal Signals Officers and their wives, and most of the guests in a
delightfully relaxed and happy manner.
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WEDNESDAY 27 FEBRUARY-9TH SIGNAL REGIMENT
(RADIO)
Due to heavy rain, the Colonel-in-Chief was late in arriving in the
Eastern Sovereign Base Area for her visit to 9 Sig Regt. As the Royal
Motorcade arrived in Ayios Nikolaos, t he rain was still with us . The
Commanding Officer, Lt Col Tony Seward, having accompanied
Princess Anne from Dhekelia. presented the Second-in-Command ,
Maj E ric Carrel, the Adjutant, Capt Martyn Reid, the Assistant
Adjutant, Lt Anna Blackmore and the Regimental Sergeant Major,
WOl Stewart Gledhill.
PRIMARY SCHOOL
Then on to the Headmaster of the Primary School, Mr Richard
Tuckwell, who gave the Princess a short conducted tour of the school.
The school had been gaily decorated with red , white and blue bunting.
On leaving the school, Princess Anne was presented with a posy of local
wild flowers by the youngest child in the school, Natasha Johnson, the
five year old daughter of Cpl I. L. Johnson ACC and was entertained by
the ch ildren as they sang a song accompanied by one of the teachers,
Miss Lynne Willbourne, at the piano.
SERGEANTS MESS
At the Sergeants Mess, the Princess was welcomed by the
Regimental Sergeant Major and his wife Janet, together with the
President of the Mess Committee, W02 Chris Carr, and his wife,
Nuela. After signing the visitors' book, the Colonel-in-Chief presented
LS and GC medals to WOI (Superintending Clerk) George Clark, R
Signals and W02 (Supervisor Radio) Clive Honor and met their
respective wives, Marianne and Margaret.
Princess Anne then informally met and talked to representative
groups of Mess Members and their wives. The original pla n had been to
take coffee in the Sergeants Mess , but because of the delay it was time
for sherry instead, before moving on to the Officers Mess for luncheon.

BAND FINALE
for the band it was the last event of their intensive 12 day visit to
Cyprus. They had performed at some sort of function every day except
Sunday from the day they arrived until the day they left. As well as
participating in the Colonel-in-Chiefs' visit they had played at dinner
nights at Ayios Nikolaos in the Officers' Mess, 9 Sig Regt and at
Dhekelia in the Sergeants Mess for 262 Sig Sqn, at a band concert in
Ayios Nikolaos, at a lunchtime concert at the Officers Mess in Nicosia
for HO UNFICYP and at an evening band concert followed by a dance
at the Forest Park Hotel, Platres, for all Royal Signals and RAF
stationed at Troodos.

LIGHT-HEARTED THEME
Princess Anne, wearing a mid-calf length dress striped in soft shade~
of blue and silver arrived at the concert in the midst of yet another
itinerant shower with the comment 'Guess what! It's raining again'.
She looked remarkably relaxed at the end of such a busy programme.
Before a capacity audience of nearly 500, the band, in another
demonstration of their versatility, gave their finale. The theme of the
concert was light-hearted, with a varied programme including a few of
the Corps Band's humourous novelty pieces. The performance wa
enthusiastically received, not least by Princess Anne herself, and at its
conclusion she personally thanked the Director of Mu~ic and the band
for their entertainment. She was presented on departure with a
bouquet of flowers by Miss Naomi Hartland, daughter ofSSgt and Mrs
G. M. Hartland. Quipped the Princess outside the hall: 'I shall never
be able to take the band seriously on parade again, after that'.

FRIDAY 29 FEBRUARY-DEPARTURE
Friday morning, the weather by now perversely clear and sun ny,
allowed a few hours of relation in the morning for Princess Anne
before the Royal Party and those involved with the visit assembled at
Maj Gen Taylor's residence at midday for the informal planting of a
g.rapefruit tree, followed by luncheon.
And then it was time to go. The Master of Signals, Maj Gen P.E. M.
Bradley, and the Regimental Secretary, Col J. A. D. Francis, left ahead
of the Royal Party to board the aircraft, whilst Princess Anne stayed a
further 20 minutes to say farewell to the staff of Maj Gen Taylor's
residence and to other soliders who had been involved in her visit.
At Akrotiri airfield, the departure was made with the minimum of
formality. Within minutes of arriving there the farewells had been said
and Princess Anne , holding the bouquet presented to her a fe""
moments earlier by Miss Ursula Brabblns, daughter of Sgt and Mrs P.
Brabblns of Airfield Troop, 259 Sig Sqn based at Akrotiri , was waving
from the top of the aircraft steps. This time there really was an aircraft
to get into. Within a cou ple of minutes the VC 10 was rolling and, but a
few minutes later, was climbing steeply into the sky as it headed home
to England.

THE LAST WORD
A memorable visit had almost come to an end, but not quite. The
ba nd had t he last word. Having left Akrotiri some two hours earlier in a
Hercules, they were overtaken by the Princess's VC 10 near Naples.
Being overtaken can be a humili ty, but there are occasions when it can
be an honour. The Director of Music signalled the VC 10
-electronically, of course-and the Colonel-in-Chief sent a reply , but
what was said nobody's telling!

TOUR OF THE REGIMENT
Most of the Mess members and their wives were able to meet HRH
before going to luncheon. A very enjoyable lunch came to a close all too
early and it was time for the Colonel-in-Chief to sign the visitors' book,
before moving on to the Technical Building where she was briefed on
the role of the Regiment. This was followed by a tour during which Her
Royal Highness had the opportunity to speak to many members of the
Regimen t at their place of work.

PRIZE GIVING
Still it rained! Instead of watching the closing minutes of a minigymkhana, our eight winning riders had to be content with receiving
their prizes from the Princess in the gymnasium. Before leaving the
gymnasium, the Colonel-in-Chief very kindly consented to have a
photograph taken with the Officers of the Regiment.

THE FOUR MILE INN
The Colonel-in-Chief was then taken to the Four Mile Inn, a modem
all ranks Community Centre, where she met the Manager, W02 Tom
Chalmers, his wife Doris who is the Catering Manageress, Mrs Jan
Reid, The Adjutant's wife who does the accounts and the receptionist,
Mrs Gwen Harker. Her Royal Highness then met two of the locally
employed civilians and the Head Sutler. Valettln Housseln, DEM is a
Turkish Cypriot known to everyone as Val. He has over 30 years
service, was awarded the BEM in 1969, is the Foreman of Antennae
Riggers and Linemen and lives with his family in the old city of
Famagusta . Georghiou F1orengos, a Greek Cypriot and known as
George, is the Sergeants Mess Barman, has a mere 29 years' service
and lives with his family in the local village of Vrysoulles. The Head
Sutler Mohamed Rafiq Khan comes from Pakistan and took over from
his father in 1964. Until three years ago he played cricket for the
Regiment.
Princess Anne then had the chance to sample the excellence of the
four Mile inn 's house cooking whilst meeting a cross section of the
Regiment's Junior Ranks and their wives. Despite the weather and the
shortened itinerary, the visit was most successful and enjoyable.
Everyone who had the privilege o~ meeting the Colonel-in-Chief will
remember how interested she was in everything and how gracious and
natural she was throughout the visit.
THURSDAY 28 FEBRUARY- A FAMILIBS CONCERT
After visiting RAF Akrotiri on Thursday, HRH was back with her
Corps for the last official fun~ion of her visit, an early evening Families
Concert performed by the Corps Band in St John's School Hall,
Episkopi, with the children from the school participating during an
interlude in the band's programme.
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Have you Experience

..

in the repair and maintenance of radio relay systems or colour TV transm1ss1on systems.

~w~u

after a period of approved technical training, served for at least 3 years
capacity with the rank of Staff Sergeant or equivalent.

.
in

.

an approved technical

lfso

you may be interested in an appointment with MOD as a Telecommunications Professional and
Technology Officer Grade Ill with British Forces Germany, to take up duty when you have
completed your service with HM Forces.

Salary £5176-5820

. .

(currently under negotiation) r:ilus an allowance equal to Inner Lor:~on Weighting of £780 and
foreign service allowance ranging from £1565-£2810. There are add1t1onal grants and allowances
dependent on individual circumstances.

For further Information and Application Form
write to: Ministry of Defence, CM(S)3e2, Room 317, The Adelphi, John Adam Street, London
WC2N 688 or Telephone: 012174677/5128.
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AS THE CAMERA SAW IT

'

Princess Anne meets three locally employed civilians from 259 Sig
Sqn. Left to Right' Mr N. Antoniou, Mr N. Pistos and Mr S.
Vrionides. Between them they have served with the Squadron for 76
years

The Colonel-In-Chief arrives at RAF Akrotiri on 25 February 1980

Cpl Richard Taylor of Airfield Troop, 259 Sig Sqn , expla ining
underground multi pair cable jointing to Princess Anne
W01 {FofS) Danny Rotherham and SSgt (FofS) Kent Preston
meeting Princess Anne before explaining their w ork of insta lling new
radio relay equipment in Cyprus

Inspecting the Guard of Honour. Left to Right: Sig W itherstone, Sig
Watts, and LCpl Skelly, to whom the Princess is talking . Also in the
picture: Lt Col D. S. Mullineaux and the Guard Commander, Maj M .
l. Martin

AtNo2JRS
Sgt Gordon Mot herwell , Princess Anne, and Cpl Kevin Rankin

After presenting him with his LS and GC Medal the Princess chats
with SSgt ( FofS) Frank Running, 259 Sig Sqn, and his wife

~er .Royal ~ighness chats to 259 Signal Squadron's locally employed
c1v11tan typ1St, Mrs Pantelitsa Anastasiou , on whose right is Signalman
F. Davis
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Princess Anne talks to SSgt G. M. Hartland outside the line faults
room in 259 Sig Sqn . Also in the picture: Maj M . J . Ridlington and the
ADC to the Princess, Lt J . M . Sugden
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SSgt Martin Davis presents LCpls Kathy Hould and Hannette Cook,
all of 262 Sig Sqn, to Princess Anne before the girls gave a short
demonstration of their teleprinter operating skills
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HRH talking to SSgt (Supvr Rl Ron Clay
All ranks lunch at The Sovereign Club. Top table Left to Right: Mrs S.
Dunn, SSgt M. Carpenter, HRH, Sgt P. Whitbread, Mrs B. Bowden
and SSgt R.A. Jakins

The Corps Band playing the 'Trumpet Tune and Air' by Purcell during
a Retreat Ceremony played in front of The Colonel -in-Chief and a
large number of other spectators in Happy Valley, Episkopi. Timpany.
LCpl R. Vincent. Conducting : Lt Col K. R. R. Boulding . To left of dais:
W01 Grover

HRH being presented with a posy of local wild flowers by Natasha,
daughter of Cpl Johnson ACC supervised by the Headmaster, Mr
Richard Tuckwell

HRH congratulating 17 year old Pauline, daughter of Mr Wilson,
on winning the Open Event in the Mini Gymkhana

Princess Anne meets teams who took part in a Tent Erecting
Competition, escorted by Sgt D. C. Elliott, 259 Sig Sqn, the organiser

HRH talking to Adrian, son of Sgt Pettitt,
Nicholas, son of Maj Wallis looks pensive and, in the background is
Victoria, daughter of Sgt Alderson RAMC

HRH presenting the LS and GC to W02 Clive Honor

The Director of Music presents Musicians of The Corps Band
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Sgt Jo Bolland WRAC, Chief Instructor for the Saddle Club had to be
content with being runner up in the Open Event. Married to Cpl Ian
Bolland ACC. who is also a keen rider. Having worked for the British
Olympic Team Trainer, Bernie Hill, Jo was the Groom for Captain
Mark Phillips' reserve horse in the Munich Olympics
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HRH meeting the Four Mile Inn Manager, W02 Tom Chalmers , his
wife Doris and Jan Reid, w ife of the Adjt

A farewell bouquet for Princess Anne from M iss Ursula Brabbins,
daughter of Sgt and Mrs P. Brabbins of 259 Sig Sqn , as she prepares
to board her aircraft to return t o the United Kingdom on 29 February
1980
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TALBOT

A new company ... a new image .
a range of versatile and economical cars backed by world-wide service.
So for quality and reliability, buy Talbot.
Talk to us about how we can save you money: clip the
coupon and start dealing with the professionals.
Tick the model of your choice.
Name . ...... .. ..... . .. ... ... . .. . ... . ......•.. . ......... . ........ .. . . . Rank .. . ... . •. ... .. ..... . . . . . . .... .
Address .. . ..•.................. · . · · · · · · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . · · . · . · · · .. · • ..... .. .. . . .... .. ...... ... ...... .. .. .

Tel. No . ... . ... .. ... ... . . ........ Delivery date (approx. ).. .. .. ..... . .... .. . Carfor use in ... . .... . ...... . (country)

Mr Valettin Houssein BEM shaking hands with HRH as Mr Georghiou
Florengos (centre) and Mr Rafiq Khan await their turn

®

TALBOT
Talbot Personal Exports
Devonshire House, Piccadilly, London, WIX 5FH , Tel: 01-499 7236
Cable: Talbotexp London Wl, Telex: 25895
'The visit ends' 29 February 1980
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REPORT FROM RHODESIA
ROY AL SIGNALS WITH THE MONITORING FORCE RHODESIA
DECEMBER 1979 TO MARCH 1980 OPERATION AGILA
INTRODUCTION (by Colonel K. B. Olds, Commander 1st Signal
Group)
..
By the time this article is published , Op Agila and the role the Bnh h
soldier played during the final stages in the bii:th of the new stat~ of
·zimbabwe· will be a part of h~tory. Royal Signals, Royal Mannes
Signals and signallers from Australia , Kenya , Canada and New
Zealand formed a vital ingredient of the Monitoring Force, indeed at a
total strength around 200, comprised about 15% of that Force. In the
paragraphs below, the !Ilen of 3.0 Sigr_ial Regiment. and of~ Fiel~ Force
Signal Squadron describe the operation from their own v1ewpornt but
they were not the only Royal Signals units involved. Mixed in with these
two units were reinforcement soldiers from 6 and 7 Field Force
Squadron , 244 Signal Squadron, 224 Signal Squadron, 264 Signal
Squadron, RLD Signallers and perhaps a few other wearers of 'Jimmy'
beside .
My own part in the plot began in early November when I was briefed
on the outline plan and told 'We don't think any British Army comms
will be necessary old boy, the host nation will provide us with what we
need and FCO comms back to UK should be an adequate rear linkl' I
had actually heard that line several times in the past and so adopted a
rather sceptical attitude to my brief and of course, as expected , within a
week the requirement was definitely two squadron 's worth of men and
kit and an early move for me as a member of a surrepticious recce party
to Rhodesia on 21 November. Thus began for me one of the most
interesting, exciting and satisfying signalling tasks that I have been
involved in , in a long career in the Corps.
At the height of the operation , Royal Signals provided and organized
two TacSatcom stations , 39 radio nets, one main commcens handling
nearly 300 messages a day and 13 minor commcens, ground to air
radios throughout the country and a network of rented telephones . The
operation was entirely dependent upon fast, reliable communications
for its success and that objective was undoubtedly achieved.
Aside from my own huge relief that everything went so well the other
feeling that was ever with me in Rhodesia was one of pride. Pride in the
splendid and spontaneous cooperation , help and friendship we have
had from our brother signallers of the Rhodesian Signal Corps; pride in
the excellent equipment we were given to do the job with ; pride in the
unstinting support given to the force from those in UK who must
themselves have wished to trade jobs with us, but most of all , pride in
the Royal Signals soldier and his Commonwealth counterparts who
worked so kilfully, cheerfully and effectively to make the operation
work . Well done all of you! 'Pamberi Na Signallers, Mush Man, wata
plishur' .

30 Sig Regt Det
BLANDFORD TO SALISBURY VIA SALISBURY
At 1355 on the 20 December, the mighty VClO gently settled its
wheels on the sunbaked tarmac of Salisbury International Airport . The
aircraft doors swung open at 1600hrs precisely, and the main party of
30 Sig Regt, led by Maj Bill Lidster, once more emerged into the
African sun . Along with other units, we had arrived in the other
S~lisbury-;--RH9DES1A. The airport was crowded with spectators to
w!tness this unique event, and the worlds press and television jostled
with each other to record another page in African history. The
Ceasefire Monitoring Force, subject to so much journalistic
speculation , international diplomacy and military planning, and
replanning, had finally become a reality.
The contingent was processed through a multi coloured marquee, set
up on the airport, now affectionately known world wide as the 'stripey
tent ,' where the Commander Monitoring Force, Maj Gen J. B. B:
Acland CBE, welcomed his pale faced crusaders to a task of yet
ur_iknown proportion , but with the faith that the British soldier, along
with ~ur ~ommonwealth friends, with his unique flexibility,
profess1onahsm and sense of humour, would overcome any difficulties,
and take up the challenge, no matter how hard the task.
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BEAD EM UP, MOVE EM OUT
In the 1870's, convoys of ox carts could be seen heading north from
South Africa into the unknown, and often dangerous, pastures of
Rhodesia. Strangers in a strange land- pioneers! As the 1970's were
coming to a close, other convoys could be seen in Rhodesia heading in
all directions, bearing white crosses on th eir Land Rovers and the
Union Jack flying high and proud. Strangers in a strange
land-pioneers! The Ceasefire Monitoring Force was on the move to
their appointed tasks , with members of the Royal Signals facing th e
daunting task of building a widespread network of communications; a
task so crucial to the success of the mission. The 30 Signal Regiment
detachment consisted of one officer and ninety men. These men being
drawn predominantly from 2 Sqn, ably assisted by HQ Sqn , 1 Sqn and
3 Sqn (that man Dean again), supported also by members of the School
of Signals and 6 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn . The major task of this group,
by far the largest group on the operation , was to provide
communications
froll]
Joint
Operations
Centres,
ZIPRA
Commissioners and ZANLA Commissioners. We in Rhodesia became
very familiar with 'new' abbreviations, but for those unfortunates who
were not selected to take part in Operation Agila, an explanation of the
abbreviations will help to paint the picture.
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JOCS, ZIP, ZAN ETC . • .
MF- Monitoring Force
JOC- Ioint Operations Centre-A Rhodesian Security Forces
Headquarters with responsibility for a large geographical area,
coordinating military, air and civil police action in that area. The MF
was represented by a Lieutenant Colonel , supported by his staff,
including comm unicators.
Sub JOG-a satellite of the JO C responsible for a given area of
operation. MF representation was normally a Captain and a small
team.
CDs- Company Base-The actual Company Base of the Rhodesian
ecurity Forces. A small team of mon itors lived at each CB and
reported to the JOC Lieutenant Colonel at JOC HQ or to monitor teams
at Sub-JOCs.
ZPRA Commissioner (ZIPCOM)-Normally situated close to the JOC
HQ , the CMF had a small team of monito rs headed by a Lieutenant
Colo nel. His team was responsible for liaison and the monitoring of
ZPRA forces in his area. ZPRA owed their allegiance to Mr Joshua
Nkomo, leader of the Patriotic Front (PF) Party.
ZANLA Commissioner (ZANCOMJ-Similar to the ZIPCOM , a
Lieutenant Colonel from the MF, and team, with their HQ in the
vicinity of the JOC HQ and ZIPCOM. They were responsible for liaison
and monitoring of the ZANLA forces in a given area . ZANLA forces
supported the party of Mr Robert Mugabe- ZIMBABWE AFRICAN
NATIONALIST UNION (ZANU) PF.
AP's- Assembly Places. These are designated places throughou t the
country where ZPRA and ZANLA forces (the PF) collected after the
ceasefire deadline. There were sixteen of these areas in which were
concentrated over 23 ,000 PF. Living with th e PF were a small group of
the MF. These AP monitors reported directly back to their respective
ZIPCOM and ZANCOM.
RVs - Rendezvous Points . These locations were established in the
'Bush' for seven days from the 28 Dec to 4 Jan . The PF collected here,
were met by members of the MF, and transported to the AP's.
PFLO-Patriotic Front Liaison Officer. At each ZIPCOM, ZANCOM
and AP was a PFLO . These individuals were guerilla members of the
PF, who lived and worked with the CMF and were the link-men
between the monitors and the PF forces in the AP' s.
BSAP- British South African Police. These are the 'Bobbies' of the
Bush and are not only responsible for day to day civil police matters,
but also have a para-military function , similar to that of the Rhodesian
Army.
BLT-Border Liaison Team . A small group of monitors, with their
'pet' communicator, were based at various border crossing points in
Rhodesia. They liaised with their opposite numbers over the Zambia,
Mozambiqu e and Botswana borders, and assisted, where possible, with
the repatriation of refugees from these areas .

WHERE THE BOYS ARE •••
HQ MF (The Combat Communicators)
The Headquarters CMF was based in a school situated in the
ARCADIA area of Salisbury . The name of the school is Morgan High
School, the headmaster Mr Bill Bennett, being an ex member of the
Corps. Very quickly this seat of learning was transformed into a viable
Headquarters. On the bottom floor, hidden in the girls changing
rooms, the Commcen was established. Out in the garden, amongst the
flowers and the cabbages, the most televised satcom in the world, set its
sight on SKYNET llB. The HQ was established on 21 December, and
a sign could be seen outside the Comcen stating 'Important
Amendment- Delete Cl)ristmas Day-Insert Friday 25 December'.
We were open for business.
In the Commcen, once more hidden away behind locked doors in the
Cr}°\'tO room, resided W02 (YOS) Green. He joined 30 Signal
Regiment for a relaxed year of resettlement courses; there were lots of
opportunities in Rhodesia for resettlement but his sense of humour
tended to fail when this was brought to his attention. SSgt Stanley, Sgt
Macdonald and Sgt Hollis went under the grand title of DSO , their
teams doing the magnificent job of running a very busy
communications centre. They may never get a Gold Comstar, but they
gained the admiration and respect of everyone, for keeping the 'lifes
blood' of the Operation flowing. Sig Watson grew taller every day (he·s
now 4ft 10ins) whilst I.cpl Ashmore supervised his DSO very well. Sig
Scott made full use of his bagpipes, making lifelong friends of the
Rhodesian 'Jocks' on Burns Night. The rest of the Dtgs were l.cpls
Alford, Sabor and Dean (Cyndycated) Slgs Earle, Townsend, Russell,
Guildford, Vennal, Newsome and Kilby. Sig Wilkinson (of weapon
training fame) turned his hand to many tasks including becoming an
RMP. The Commcen was quite unique in being a multi-national
commcen, including Australian and Canadian signallers with frequent
visits from Fijian, New Zealand and Kenyan signallers.
THE NETS Have any of you RTgs successfully run an operational
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HF RA TT Net? Any of you run an HF RA TT Net controlling 13
stations? Keeping it going 24 hours a day-SECU RE? I assure you
gentlemen it can be done.
CONT ROL Colocated in the Commcen was the hub of the
commun ications, split into two nets. One net co ntrolling six station ~,
the other controlling seven stations, each working secure HF RA TT,
using the YRC 321. On many occasions all stations were put on one
net, their outstations being located up to 300 miles from Salisbury. Cpl
Deary, Sig Grassle and our mascot from the School of Signals Sig
Murphy, kept a tight rein on our boys in area GRAPPLE (JOC
ZIP/ZAN) and area TANGENT (JOC, ZIPCOM , ZANCOM) whilst
the big lad, Cpl Rees, supported by Sig Heam (I never lose my temper),
Sig Rees (the only Dtg trained Cbt Rmn in the field) and our hero from
6 Field Force, Sia Poole, controlled areas REPULSE (JOC, ZAN),
T HRASHER (JOC , ZAN), and HURRICANE (JOC , ZIP, ZAN). We
cannot forget our two resident 'shopkeepers' , SSgt (SQMS) Georgeson
of Daily Telegraph fame and Sgt Hill, recently promoted to the board
of directors of VAN DE MERVE INC. Salisbury.
THE TECHS Spearheading the technical effort was W02 (FOS)
Rothwell and his team of technicians , who have enjoyed the
opportunity of being Clansmanised. SSgt Neville kept the repair chain
moving, with Cpls Hibbert, Matthews, Bolden and Lewis, supervised
by I.cpl Boxall repairing everything in sight (except for a 'free falling'
PRC 320). Sgt VUday was a welcome addition to the team, adding a bit
of maturity (being over 30) to our men in the ERV.
VNWR (VOICE NET WITHIN RHODESIA)
No Royal Signal effort would even survive without the addition of
Combat Linemen. Representing this unique breed were Sigs
McGreevy, Nicholson and Monk. They controlled a very important
Exchange situated in the operations Room , giving direct telephone
access to all the JOCs, ZIPCOM and ZANCOMS (VNWR) and in their
spare time managed to add a bit of professionalism to some of the line
laying in the area .
TANGENT
In Bulawayo, Sgt Hutchinson (JOC), Cpl Simpson (ZIP), LCpl
McKenzie (ZAN) and their crews had a 'Bulawhale' of a time getting
their knees brown. They regularly did their PT by running up 14 flights
of stairs at the Holiday Inn, to the upstairs bar.
REPULSE ln Fort Victoria Sgt Chapman (ZAN) and Cpl Marshall
(JOC) and crews were 'snowed under' inspite ofliving in a very hot part
of the country.
THRASHER In Umtali, near the Mozambique border, Cpl Thompson
(JOC) held court, ably assisted by Slgs Gooding and Bannister. At the
ZANCOM (otherwise known as the Wise Owl Motel) Cpl Taylor and
the unidentical twins LCpl Ming (ZANLA) and Sig Devonish (ZIPRA)
kept LCpl Wilkinson (R Tech, Dtg, Cbt Rmn) and LCpl Shepherd (6
Fd Force) amused with their war stories from AP Foxtrot.
GRAPPLE Cpl Ruthven (JOC) and Sig Bourne with LCpl Mcelreavy
(ZIP/ ZAN) and Cpl Casey (anybodies) emitted RF (and insults) from
Gwelo. A pretty little village in the centre of Rhodesia, much loved by
free ranging 'gunners'.
HURRICANE (The Storrs) Having the best of both worlds in Salisbury
was LCpl Allison (JOC) and LCpl (local) Tucker, supported, especially
after a few beers, by LCpl Sinclair (6 Field Force). Further North in the
peaceful little hamlet of Karoi, LCpl Kneale (ZIP), Slgs Figg, Flooks
and Humphries set up camp, with Cpl Jones advising from his
hammock. Also in the north, at Bindura, LCpl Briggs (ZA ), Slgs
Bayes, Marshall and Rowley, accompanied by Cpl Thompson on the
TlOO, could be heard singing Waltzing Matilda, as the sun sets over the
African Bush.
ASSEMBLY PLACE ROMEO In AP Romeo at Magurekure, Sgt Le
Bretton (6FF) Sig (local Cpl) Wilmore and Sig (local Cpl) Mclelland
did an excellent job as members of the team monitoring 800 members
of the Patriotic Front encamped near St Ru perts Mission.
CLANSMAN It would be wrong to conclude these notes without paying
tribute to the equipment we received to do the job. The Clansman
radios performed magnificently during the entire operation. and
received admiring comments from all our Commonwealth friends (and
also the Rhodesians).

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS?
HAVE YOU INFORMED 'THE WIRE'?
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30 SIG REGT PHOTOREPORT

Forces of the Patrotic Front - armed and alert
The 'Drill Book' has arrived in Rhodesia and members of the PF take it
very seriously

The Royal Air Force doing their 'Flying Doctor' act

Sig Wilmore about to be 'arrested' by the British South African Police
for loitering with intent by our magnificent SATCOM

The 'Manager' - Maj Gen J . H. B. Acland CBE, flanked by Maj Gen A .
M. 0 . Mcintyre, Rhodesian Army and PF 'General' Demiso
Dabengwa, ZPRA
Sig Poole (6 Fd Force Sig Sqn) at the business end, Cpl Holden at the
leisure end (Library)

How did the Navy get in on the act??
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Cpl C Deary happily in control of his command net at HQ Monitoring
Force
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THE ONGOING RHODESIAN FOOTBALL SCENARIO!
Report by Sgt G. W. Smith (1st Signal Group)

Sgt Hollis accompanied by Canadian and Australian Signallers, talks
to Comcen Stanbridge

A Signalman at his post - Assembly place ALFA Rhodesia

TELEGRAPHISTS
AND TELEPHONISTS
DON'T WASTE YOUR TRAINING.
WHEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED YOUR SERVICE
WITH THE FORCES
AND ARE SETILING IN THE LONDON AREA

LET TRG FIND YOU A GOOD JOB
WHERE YOU CAN USE YOUR SKILL
WHY TAG? well, for a start, we specialise in jobs for TELEX
OPERATORS and TELEPHONISTS: also, because they are ex·regular
servicemen, our interviewers know what it's like to become a
"civvie" and will soon make you feel at home.
For information and guidance about job prospects, training and - in
certain cases - resettlement courses: ring: -

012362661
TRG SERVICES
(THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS EMPLOYMENT AGENCY)
Sig N. J. Humphries, 30 Sig Regt, bringing in a RAF Puma at Karoi,
Rhodesia
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53154 King William Street London EC4
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Once the heavy workload of getting Op Agila 'on the road' had
passed and life settled down to a less hectic pace, our thoughts turned
to fonning HQ MF football teams, in which Royal Signals were to
provide a lar~e percentage of the players. Sgt McDonald of 30 Sig Regt
'volunteered to manage the teams. Strips were manufactured loca!Iy
and the 'White Cross Wanderers' were born . Being sea-level creatures,
we all wondered how we would physically react to playing in midmorning temperatures of 90 degrees Fahrenheit and at an altitude of
almost 6,000 feet above sea-level. Our questii:>ns were quickly
an wered, when at half-time in our first match the locals witnessed 11
heavily sweating British bodies, breathing like 90 year old asthmatics!
Our first two matches were played against Salisbury Callies (mostly
expatriate Jocks), who played a rather useful standard of football ,
although averaging six or seven years older than our players. Indeed,
several had played in Scottish First and Second Division in their primes
before emigrating. We lost 3-2 and 4-2 respectively, but both
matches were a marvellous opportunity for acclimatisation. The Callies
mtroduced us to Rhodesian 'apres-match' hospitality and Sig Scott (30
Sig Regt) kept the party swinging with many a stirring tune on the
bagpipes.
Our next two games were against the Italian Club (mostly ex-Brits
strangely enough!) The honours were shared, winning the first game
4-3 and losing the second 3-2. Our fifth game was 'arranged' by
DCMF, Brig). H. Learmont against Rhodesian Combined Operations.
To our surprise Comops fielded a complete team of Africans. After a
game played at a furious pace, and with several rather dubious
refereeing decisions, we ran out winners 7-5. We strongly deny that
this game was classed as a major Breach of the Ceasefire.
Our sixth and seventh games were played against the University of
Rhodesia, the first ending in a 1-1 draw and the second ending in a
1-0 victory for the 'Wanderers'.
Our final games were against Arcadia, who grace the Rhodesian
First Division. Although losing both games 3-0, we in no way
disgraced ourselves against such strong opposition.
We also ran an 'over 30s', or better known as a 'beer league' team,
but nobody seems to remember any of the scores, apparently because of
over-ind ulgence in the apres-match convivialities!
The Teams climaxed their 'short season' with a curry supper/ social
held in the Callies club at which all teams we played attended. Another
memorable night was had by all. So if any umts fancy a game against a
bunch of bush-hardened, high-altitude troopies, don't ring me, I'll ring
you!

8 Field Force Headquarters and
Squadron

Signal

PATENT PENDING
After much stopping and starting the Squadron was ordered to
deploy to Rhodesia on Operation Agila as part of the Ceasefire
Monitoring Force. Frantic preparations took place, especially at the
Air Mounting Centre at South Cerney, where some 400 brand new
CLANSMAN radios and accessories had to be sorted out, checked and
some installed in vehicles. The landrover clip-in kits for the PRC 320
were not designed for mine plated landrovers. However, WOl (FOS)
Smith and his team of technicians produced their own design (patent
pendingl).
UNLIKELY TASKS
The first to leave was the OC, Maj Mlke Patterson, who flew with the
Commander 8 Field Force, Brig John Leannont, in the Governor's
aircraft on 12 December. After a long and tiring journey via the Azores
and Ascension Jsland the RAF VC 10 touched down at Salisbury
Airport at 2.lSpm on 13 December. The next seven days were a period
of intense activity with conferences and briefings at the Headquarters
of the five Rhodesian operational areas. It is worth remembering that
Rhodesia is approximately the size of France! Work continued to
prepare part of a school for use as the Monitoring Force Headquarters
and to prepare for the reception of the main body of the force.
The first chalks of the Squadron to arrive consisted mainly of the
Quartermaster, Lt Col Freddie Marsh and his band of willing workers.
They were immediately faced with the enormous problems of providing
a 300 man transit camp fitted with all mod cons. In addition all the
stores for the 16 Assembly Place and 23 RV teams had to be prepared.
Unlikely people were soon given unlikely jobs. Cpl 'Lurch Peakall,
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DTG, suddenly became an armourer and arms storeman, LCpl Paddy
McLaughlin, Cbt Rmn, became a Tech Stmn whilst Cpl Vic Francb,
RPC, became the proprietor of a large car park. The Monitoring Force
Headquarters was based on Headquarters 8 Field Force and
supplemented by individual reinforcements and members of the four
Commonwealth contingents. Work concentrated on the detailed
briefing that everyone would receive and the in-theatre deployment of
the Assembly Place and RV teams.
INTO THE BUSH
The detailed briefing covered a host of subjects including a
presentation on wild life given by a Range Warden. This served to
explode many a myth about Rhino and Elephant but warned of the
dangers of intruding too far into unknown territory. Certain members
of the Sq uadroo paid particular attention to the part devoted to snakes.
SSgt Shergokl, or is it Shuzaho, and his team at Assembly Place Golf
are now quite an authority on the snakes of Mutandawne. This
presentation was followed by one on health. The problem out here is
that if you fall into a river if the crocodiles don't get you the dreaded
disease Bilharzia will!
Ao intense period of 48 hours followed the briefings during which the
various teams moved up and deployed into the bush. Some drove out
whilst some went by air in C130s. Flying in a Cl30 at SO feet at 350
knots is not the most comfortable way to travel. The OC knows , he did
six such sorties in 36 hours!
A TENSE PERIOD
The week of the Ceasefire period was very tense and potentially the
most dangerous. More sleep was lost and tempers frayed during this
time than any of us care to remember. Confrontation, promises,
frustration and mistrust were present at every contact with the PF.
Howe".er morale was extremely high but the certain knowledge that
every radio check is vital and every message an essential step on the
road to success, kept everyone on their toes. Sgt Mlck Nicol at
Assembly Place Hotel always seemed to be at the set, and he never
seemed to tire of 'driving' his HF net 24 hours a day. The younger
operators in the Squadron were given the chance to win their spurs.
LCpl Burridge, newly married and missing his first Christmas with his
wife, LCpl Gill, LCpl Shepherd, who proved that a Combat Radioman
is just as good as a Radio Telegraphist, to name but a few. After the
initial RVJ'hase was over the twenty-three very tired RV operators were
redeploye to the JOC and PF Commissioner Teams whilst a further
twelve operators were reluctantly returned to the delights of Aldershot.

ERNIE
Voice procedure was an interesting facet of the operation, with
Australian, ew Zealand, Fijian and Kenyan operators on our nets. ALI
went well until an unnamed Sergeant (who left Rhodesia to take his
FOS entrance exam) at JOC Grapple decided to enliven the humdrum
routine with the following;
From 0: 'Hullo all stations this is 0, due to overuse of the word ROGER
it has been decided to substitute the word ERNIE for a change, ...
ERNIE so far over.'
From Coy Base 1: 'CGJ, ERNIE! over.'
From Coy Base 2: 'CG2, ERNIE! over.'
etc etc
After w·o1 (FOS) Smith recovered from the shock at the next radio
check and threatened Sig (I get the blame for everything) Creasely with
death, the situation slowly recovered to normal. But, as shift changes
had occurred it took three days to drive ERNIE off the air-waves.

JIMMY TO THE FORE
The communications detachment at the Assembly Places began to
make themselves comfortable in the Ops/ Radio shacks. Morale at
Assembly Place P, crewed by Cpl Jimmy Taylor, Cpl 'Geordie' Storey
and Sig Sonny Rahman, was boosted by the arrival of a large Corps flag
which was then flown from the highest point in the camp. Cpl Taylor
refused to lower the flag at sunset claiming that he provided
communications twenty-four hours a day so 'Jimmy' stayed aloft
twenty-four hours a day.
COURTESY RHODESIAN Am FORCE
Visitio~ all these locations was not always as simp:e as getting on to
an aircraft at Sarum and getting off at your location, and this was
demonstrated in a visit by the OC, Maj Mike Patterton and the RSM,
WOl Malcolm Palmer to Assembly Areas Alpha and Bravo. On the
return trip back to Salisbury the Gazelle was required to Casevac two
wounded men from AP Charlie. First stop in this case was at the
forward airfield of Mt Darwin to refuel and as the helicopter took off,
again, both the OC and RSM had visions of spending the night there,
away from the bright lights of Salisbury, the RSM being particularly
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pee\ d a Friday night was 'Prayer Night' (h appy hour) d ue to start at
1630 in the Sergeants Mess. However, rescue was at h and, the
Rhod ia n Air Force kindly offered us a lift b ack in one of their
cheduled flight in a D akota. The latter, as expert s know, is not a new
ai rcraft a nd the OC immediately requested a n inspection, and as Sqn
Co mmanders do, foun d that all was not well. th is was probably d ue to
to the repairs wh ich had been carried out o n the fu selage using things
like ellotape , masking tape and an un-na med fille r, still all 's well that
ends well and the engine did not fail and the trip was successfully
completed . However, it was a little disconcerting to find th at there were
no seat belts and the door was k ept open in flig ht because it wa u/ s.

EXCELLENT RELATIONS
Relatio ns with o ur Com mon alth soldiers were excellent, as LCpl
Luke demo nstrated . He was ado pted by the Fijian RS M as t he Fij ian
mascot at Assemb ly Place Hotel. Rumour ha d it that t he Fijia ns tried
to muggle him o ut of t he cou ntry only to be foiled by the Customs and
Immigrat ion Department at Salisbu ry Airport wh o refused to a llow
rare species to be exported .
HAM EXTRAORDINAIRE
No o peratio n in 8 Field Fo rce would be complete without the efforts

of OC A Troop. Lt John Mcintyre, HAM extraordinaire. He seemed to
spend his entire time experimenting with antennas both VHF and HF.
The amount of copper wire emmanating from the Cecil Hotel in Umtali
would keep a regiment for years . The BSAP were glad to see the back of
him because they did not take too kindly to his unofficial modes carried
out on their VHF dipoles! But credit where credit is due, he did manage
to communicate from Umtali to Assembly Place Foxtrot using a PRC
352, a d istance of nearly a hundred miles! I
Talking of Assembly Place Fo>.1rot reminds me of t he hair raisi ng,
literally, experience of Cpls T osh and Jones. Their rad io shack was
stru ck by lightning which damaged all the radios and PA eq uipment the only unda m aged radio was a Rhodesian Army A76 VHF radio,
maybe there is a moral there somewhere. They say lightning never
strikes twice, but it did, at Foxtrot. Every time it starts to rain, Cp l
Jones can be seen cringing in t he corner!
A COMBINED EXCELLENCE
Operation Agi la has been a success communications wise. Ou r
overridin g impressions are of the vastness of t he bush, la ughter , a nd a
few frigh ts and a rapidly growing respect for everything called
CLANSMAN . Bu t that respect is made possib le by the superb
performan ce of everything called a Royal Signals soldier.

THE SCENIC ROUTE
Report by W02 (FOS) G. Rothwell - 30th Signal Regjment

BY HERCULES

The Resupply C130 la nding at Elim Mission Assem bly Place Echo

I have flown many uncomfortable m iles in a Hercules, but never
before have I had to suffer the discomfort for such a long period of time
as on the move out to Rhodesia. 1 travell ed with the satcom detachment
which, together with a special task section of224 Sig Sqn , some provost
staff and staff car drivers, mad e up the p assengers of the first two
Hercules of the O p Agila airlift. The AMC South Cerney was not really
ready for the sudden move in spite of many weeks preparatio n for the
mounting of the operation. We eventually worked our way through the
slow system to be delayed even more when our aircra ft developed a
hydraulic fault before take off an d we left a fter chalk 2.
The most direct route to Rhodesia was not cleared because the
Lancaster House agreement had not yet been reached , so we took the
pretty route. We went via the Azores, Ascension Island and
Johannesburg stopping overnigh t at Lajes (Azores) and Georgetown
(Ascension).

AMERICAN EFFICIENCY
The stop at Lajes w.as organised with typical American efficiency. We
were accom modated m a comfortable hostel and had time to see a little
of the Air Force base before we left the next morning shortly after
breakfast. Our stopover at Ascension was not quite so good: there was
no meal available on arrival and the majority vote was to go on to our
accommodation in Georgetown , four miles away, and fit in a few beers!
The crew and passengers of both aircraft were accommodated in one
large room fu ll of beds with about one foot between each. There was no
bedding so sleeping bags were unpacked . Army sleeping bags may be
lovely and warm on Salisbury Plain in winter , but in mid-summer in
Ascension Island it was too hot even to lie on top of them. Breakfast at
the air base had finished before we managed to get transport from
Georgetown, so we reported back to the aircraft and hoped for a delay
~n take off so that w~ could fit in lunch . We took off for Johannesburg
JUSt as lunch at the airbase started, and it was a very hungry group who
eagerly devoured one of the frui t cakes my wife had baked a few days
before . The last leg of the journey was a twelve hour flight to
Johannesburg with a one hour stopover followed by another two hours
to Salisbury.

CAMERA FOCUS ON 8 FD FORCE

NO SUITCASE

Cp l McKenzie, RV Tea m Golf One, nets in before deploying into the
Bush
Maj Mike Patterson insp ecting some PF weapons

We landed in Salisbury, after a blacked out tactical approach which
seemed to last ages, almost two days behind the Governor's aircraft
which had taken off two hours after us. We stepped off the ramp at
03 1Shrs local time t o be greeted by the smiling face of the CSO , Col
Olds, however his smile faded a little when he found we hadn't brought
h is long awaited suitcase, which he had been waiting nearly one month
to receive. I finally crawled into a co mfortable bed at 0630 on 14
Decemb er having left home at 0630 on the 11th. I read later that
morning in the Salisbury Herald that two Hercules had arrived during
the night , had offloaded their cargoes of equipment a nd office
furniture and had left.

W02 (FofS) G Rothwell, ' The Force Foreman' , searching for the
' Private Call'

The Deputy Force Commander, Brig John Learmont talks to RV Team
Alpha One, while Sgt McKay adjusts his webbing
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Sgt Mick O'Brian comma nds the fi rst joint MF/ BEAP / P F Patrol at
Assembly Place Alfa in the Zambesi Va ll ey Rh odesia
THE WIRE, MAY 1900

SSgt Stirzaker enjoys a break at MFHQ
THE WIRE, MAY 1900

SET UP AND WORKING
The satcom was set up and working within a few hours of arrival at
Morgan High School. The team of Sgt Ray Cartwright, Sgt Chris
Aitken, Cpl Wlli W edge, Cpl Bob Morris and a civilian scientist.
Norman Polden kept the station working on schedules until the
advance and main partie of the proper airlift arrived a week later.
week seemed like a month as the Lancaster House discussions hit nag
after snag and we got the impression t hat we were going to be on our
own for a long time. It was with gre t relief that I went to Salisbury
airport to meet M aj Lid ster arriving on the fir t VClO on 21 December.
He was closely followed by the rest of the JO Signal Regiment
contingent as the massive airlift came to its peak.
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CAN YOU NAME THEM?

From our "In" TrayFIVE YEARS ON

THANKYOU,IlM
From:- M~r (TOTI HJ B Wall TD JP

Dear Sir
SHREWSBURY BRANCH
1980 Grand National Draw
It was perhaps prophetical that on the evenin$ that our Bran.ch
Secretary Jim Goggin distributed the March Edition of The Wire
containing an editorial 'Focus on Benevolence' to members of the
Branch Committee, they were meeting to receive a report from Jim
Goggin regarding the outcome of this year's Grand National Draw,
which Jim runs on behalf of the Branch almost single-handed.
I am happy to say that as a result of Jim's effort and the magnificent
response to the draw from Branches and Units throughout the UK,
Europe and the Mediterranean, the Committee were delighted to hear
that we were in a position to send a donation of £300 to the Royal
Signals Benevolent Fund as against £100 last year.
The Draw was held on Tuesday 25 March at the Territorial House
Shrewsbury by kind permission of the OC 95 (Shropshire Yeomanry)
Signal Sqn (V) Maj Tommy Thomas TD - towards the end of the
evening so that members of 95 Sqn could be present to witness Lt Col
Ken Smith TD CO 35 Signal Regiment (V) officially conduct the Draw

From: Lt Col D. P. Herring
Dear Sir
On page 447 of Volume 8 of the Wire published in
November/ December 1974 you published a photograph sent to you
from Hong Kong by WOI C. H. Williams and you posed the question
"Recognise any of them?" It has taken until now for me to obtain the
names of all those people and I thought it might interest you to know
now they had all fared in the Corps. The photograph is of 11 and 12
Squads Boys Squadron R. Signals who were enlisted at the tender age
of 14 years on 5th October 1943. The names I have given on a separate
sheet. There were 34 in that intake but three did not enter mans
service, of the rema ining 31, some are still serving and 12 of them were
commissioned as officers as follows:
1 Brigadier
!Colonel
4 TOT (2 Lt Cols)
3 Traffic Officers
1 Major
2 Captains
= 12.
The fate of the remainder is not known by me personally!
Yours sincerely
D. P. Herring
CANDE Division
ACE COMSEC Activity
SHAPE
BFP026
Top row: Watling, Dennis*, Elliot (Sgt), Link (W02), Hawkes, Hayes
(Maj Tfc), Capon (Maj TOT), R. A. Jones, Angel (Capt), Morman,
Braid, Merwood (Sgt).
Centre row: Davis, Paul (Maj TOT), Smithard (Maj Tfc), Lawry (W01),
Jenkins, Blake (Brig), Ribchester (Lt Col TOT), Redhead (YofS),
Herring (Lt Col TOT), Coleman (W02 YofS), Baker (Col), Nutbeam*,
Watson (Maj QM).

The 1980 Grand National Draw gets under way
The CO 35 Sig Regt (V), Lt Col Ken Smith TD (extreme right) assisted
by Mrs Louise Carter (wife of Retired President Maj Nick Carter)
draws the first ticket-watched by Jim Goggin (Branch Secretary)
left, and Maj (TOT) John Wall (President) second from right
You can therefore imagine the reception he received when one of the
first tickets he drew out of the drum was his own. It was even noisier
when he drew a second later on in the draw which he sportingly threw
away.
The Draw was attended by a representative sprinkling of Branch
Members together with their wives and friends . We are grateful to
Committee Member Sid Leach for bringing along his music centre, and
to the Ladies for providing the excellent Buffet which was enjoyed by
everyone including members of the host Squadron.
For the record the lucky winners of the Grand National Draw were as
follows:
£100 1st Prize J L Coleman 44 Hurstmere Avenue Blackpool drew
B<-n Nevis Ticket No 1082
£50 2nd Prize Miss C M Mitchell 35 Granville Avenue Hartlepool
aeveland who drew Rough and Tumble Ticket No 5008
£25 3rd Prize M~ F Nichols Q Ops & Plans HQ Western District
who drew The Pilgarlic Ticket No 1854
£10 4th Prize E Blampled Jersey Branch R Sigs Assn who drew Royal
Stuart Ticket o 5305
On behalf of the Branch may I congratulate the winners,
commiserate with the losers (especially those who drew a horse) and
thank everyone for generously supporting such a worthy cause, I hope
you v.ill do so again next year.
Yours faithfully
John Wall
President
54 Little Harlescott Lane
Harlescott Grange
Shrewsbury SY! 3PZ
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WYCLIFFE COLLEGE CCF
PRESENT RECORDS

Bottom row: G. Dunn (Capt), Williams (W02 FofS ), Fairbairn (WOl
FotS) , Wells, Munday" , Sgt Blades (Cadre), Maj Yorke (Cadre), W02
Charlton (Cadre), Cpl Galloway (Cadre), MacGreal (Sgt Tech), Smith,
Knight, Archer (Capt Tfc).

Dear Sir,
I may be aski ng the impossible as I have already submitted a letter
for the May issue but if you could find room for this photo and request I
would be obli£ed.
Capt (Retd) L. L. Golden MBE ex Adjutant of 1st Airborne
Divisional signals Regiment , wishes to present the photo with names to
the Airborne Museum at Oosterbeek. Representation of the Corps
there is very sparse at present.
I have contacted all Records offices to no avail. The Army Historical'
Branch is trying to help and I have circulated the photo to other officers
for their help in the quest for names.
If any reader can name even one of the officers in the second and
third row (we managed the front row!) it would be appreciated.
Yours faithfully,
F. M. Young
'Mehnra'
13 Swakeley Walk
Swalecliffe
Whitstable
Kent
Tel: Chestfield 3183

12.

* Did not enter mans service

FORCES ART SOCIETY AW ARD TO MAJ IAIN KERR
At the official opening of the Forces Art Society's Annual Exhibition
at the Mall Galleries, London, Maj Iain Kerr was awarded the Society's
top prize for a wood carving of a stingray. He started wood carving as a
hobby when serving in Washington DC. He also carves birds. He is to
be congratulated on this outstanding award.

OFFICERS DINNER CLUB
The Officers Dinner Club annual Luncheon Party will be held at the
Headquarters Mess, Blandford on Saturday 14 June. Ticket
application forms were sent out in early March. Please return these by
1 June at the latest.
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SAILING FOR THOSE RETIRED OR ABOUT TO RETIRE
lt may not be generally known that all past members of the Corps,
including Volunteers. are eligible to join or continue membership of the
RSYC, all that needs to be done is to inform the Retired Members
Representative (currently Lt Col Denis Dickson RHQ Royal Signals.
Cheltenham Terrace. Chelsea SW3 4RH), expressing your interest. You
will then be registered on the Retired Members List, this will entitle you
to charter the Corps Yachts a nd Dinghies. if qualified. take part in
certain activities sponsored by the RSYC, fly the Corps Burgee, vote at
the AGM and receive the Newsletter which keeps you in touch with the
Corps sailing activities.

SATURDAY5JULY 1980

The two letters in the March issue, with an Airborne flavour, from Lt
M. Lithgow and 'Nick' Nicolaides have prompted me to write to you.
Firstly, we do have an Airborne Signals Association which meets
once a year in Caythorpe, Lines for a short weekend reunion. This was
instigated by 1st Airborne Signals but any Airborne Signaller would be
most welcome to join us. We often see some of the ex members of 216
but never any of 6th Division. Perhaps they do not know of our
existence'! Our secretary is John Ferkin, 185 Wheelers Lane. Kings
Heath, Birmingham 13, who would be pleased to hear from anyone
interested. The reunion is always in September of each year.
Secondly, apart from our Association there is the Middlesex
Yeomanry Association which has a strong Airborne element. I had the
honour of serving with them in post-war days. This is a very strong
O.C.A. and meet every month.
With all these ex Airborne Signallers about, Para or glider, I have
never yet seen an Airborne Signals Standard flying at Airborne Forces
Day and doubt if one exists. Perhaps I may have missed a few of these
occasions and one may have been flying then. If so my apologies but if I
am correct how about all of ex, and serving, Airborne Signals sending a
donation to Lt M. Lithgow to pay for our own Standard to be kept at
6Fd Force HQ and Sig Sqn and displayed on Airborne Forces Day?
This officer is obviously keen to keep Signals in the picture and I feel
sure he would be delighted to undertake the task of letting us know, in
the next issue, of what the cost would be and the design. Then we could
send our donations to him. Well done Sir!
With every good wish to Signals everywhere and to ex members of
Iron Troop, Denbury, I always think of you when I hear 'Any Old Iron',
great day .
Yours faithfully
Frank Young
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On the 26 February a party of Cadets from Wycliffe College CCF
visited the School and presented the Museum with two volumes of
Linguaphone Records for Morse Training. The Instructor on the
records was Sgt C. E. Harvey, late Royal Signals. The presentation
was made by Cadet Sgt C. Menendez and organised by Maj P. H.
Grant (Royal Signals Retd) , who is a Master at the College and QC the
CCF.

ARTILLERYDAY1980

From: Ex W02 F. M. Young
Dear Sir,

1 x Brig
1 xCol
4xTOT
3x Tfc
1 x Maj
2 x Capt

Total

From: Ex W02 F. M. Young

Larkhill,

ear Amesbury. Wiltshire

10.30 am to 6.00 pm
RA Motor Cycle Display Team-Military Bands

Physical Training Di play- Live Firing Demonstration
Dog Handling Display-Display Stands
Programme -20p
Parking:

Cars£2.00

Buses £10.00

THE WINGED MESSENGER
'The Winged Messenger' by Pierre Hall (Ex WOl (RSM)). 401 pages.
Forword by Maj Gen L. de M . Thuillier, CB CVO QBE. Published by
Regency Press (London and New York) Ltd, 43 ew Oxford treet,
London WCIA I BH. Price: US £8.00 USA or Canada $24.00.
Serving and retired members of the Corps requiring an author's signed
hard backed copy of the biography are requested to send cheque for
£8.00 (plus £1.30 for post and packing) to:Mr P. E. A. Hall
'Kohima'
1030 Harrow Road
Wembley, Middlesex
HA02QT.
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CITY AND GUILDS OF LONDON INSTITUTE 777
COMMUNICATION OPERATORS CERTlFICATE
Raval ignals Telegraphi ts and Yeoman may qualify for the award
of the 777 Certificate in accordan ce with the conditions laid down in
Royal Signals Training Evaluation Team letter TET 152 dated 5
eptember, 1979, is ued to all units .
The 77 Advi ory Committee have now agreed th at in additi on
Tele~raphist can qualify for the award up to 1 year after leaving the
ervtce. After leaving the Service a candidate may enter by applyin g in
\\Tiring to either:
Examination Officer
Trade Training School
Signal Regiment
cotton Road
Catterick Garrison
orth Yorkshire DL9 JPS

THE RISALPUR PANGOLIN

··

Report by Capt (Retd) J. R. E. Way

SUMMONED TO THE BAR
One earl y morning in 1936 I was asked to go alon g to the Sergeants
Mes of the 1st Cava lry Brigade Signal Troop , Risalpur , NWFP, India
as the barman had discovered a strange anim al in the Bar Go-down .
Upon arrival I aw in t he fa r corner.something r~lled U_P looking rat~ er
like a large hedgehog, except th at instead of bristles 1t had very thick
sca les. We t ried to move it but it seemed to be able to stick to the
concrete fl oor, so we threw a bucket of water over it and were able to
slide it out onto th e Mess verandah . There it unrolled itself and we
could see how large it was.

Tel: Richmond (0748) 832521 E:l.i 2214

Officers

WOs and Senior NCOs
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Rtmk and Num('
Mai J. S. B Brin<ford
Lt Col C. l Crow
..
BnR A A Dacre OBE
Capt R. L Danell• ..
('apt C J Durham .
Coll R. Gib•on
('apt I. R. Gr3nl
Capt (QM) C. Mar kie
Maj A P H. Marley ,.
Mail Moll\
Mai I . P. Mountford
Ma1 T. C. McCo~
Lt A I Pearce
Maj A l Saundc"

Unil ro whit:h Po.strd

..

..
..

t~~111 ~.~~abler
MaJ r I. M. Waugh

or

Lt C'ol!TOT) K. J. West MB E

Superintending Instructor
Army Apprentices College
Harrogate
North Yorkshire HG3 2SE

Rar1k und Name
LI Col A R. J. Ains,.orth
Capt R . F. A Axton .
Lt Oil B L Btlton .
Lt Col I D Bromley .
Capt T J.P. Bryn ing
Capt G. J. Cary
Maj A S. Cheal
..
Capt R. E. H. Cl uuerbu ck
Capt P. A. Cooper
..
Mn1 (Tfc) W. Coxon .
Bng A. A. Dacre OB E

Tel: Harrogate (0423) 503024 Ext 354
Arrangements wil l be for any examinations required to be set at one
of the e two centres. All fees and expenses involved must be borne by
the candidace.
Potential candidates are reminded that where possible, they should
qualify fo r the Certificate whil st serving otherwise considerable expense
may be involved to attend for examin ations as a civilian.

LOOKING BACK
From: Capt (Retd)J. R. Way
Dear Sir.
I am enclosing an article, together with a photograph, about a rather
rare animal caught in the Sergeants Mess of the 1st. Cavalry Brigade
Signal Troop, Risalpur, N.W.F.P., India. I hope you will find this of
sufficient interest for publication in the Wire.
I also enclose a photograph of the members of t he Sergeants Mess
together with their Commanding Officer and Second· in-Command.
The names are as follows:- Back Row. Sgt 'Polly' Hopkins, Jack
Lambert, John Way, 'Bunny' Sha"" Front Row. TQMS 'Tricky' Lewis,
TSM 'Byng' Taylor, Capt J. J. Duvivier, Lt G. S. Knox, F / S/Sgt
' Shoey' Townley.
Yours faithfully ,
John R. Way
83 Saxon Way
Blacon
Chester, CHI SHE
Chester 376014

~:f' ~TfE~:~~k Dod m.•n

AN IDENTITY PROBLEM
What could we do wi th it? We looked around and saw an empty sack
(shades of Murree Brewery) and after a while coaxed it into the sack
and took it to the unit office! The Commanding Officer was the late Col
V. C. Holland, then a Major , and he phoned the Veterinary Surgeon
and a host of people who had lived the most of their lives in India, all to
no avail. No one knew what it was. We then decided to take a
photograph and send it to the C & M Gazette asking them to give
publicity to our problem . This they did under the heading ' What is it'.
The reaction was enormous . It certainly put Risalpur on the map for
some weeks. So many people writing to the press telling them what it
was-most of them wrong , until finally it was established that it was a
pangolin .
DIGGER PAR EXCELLENCE
As we had no idea of its feed ing habits we decided to release it on the
afternoon of the day we first caught it. It ambled off to the back of the
tennis court screens where there was a shallow ditch in wh ich creeper
g rew and was watered daily so the earth was soft . In a very short time it
had made a hole about six foot deep using its feet to excavate and throw
the earth up. You will see from the photograph that its front claws run
backwards. It then turned round and rested in the hole with its head
near the top of the ground . Later on, when it was dark, it emerged from
its hole and made off. We never saw it again. This was a great pity for
we did not realise the interest t he newspaper article would create and
we were inundated with visitors wanting to see 'it.' It was interesting to
note that at the time we had caught our Pangolin the London 'ZJ:Jo was
without one.
SOME YEARS ON
Some years after I had come home t here was an article in one of the
London Daily's under the head ing 'Secrets of Nat ure' This article said
with illustrations, 'The scaly anteater, or pangolin , has such a tough
covering that small calibre rifle bullets will not penetrate it. Live and let
live' , is the motto of the scaly ant-eater who dwells among the savage
creatures of the wilds. Although t here is danger on all sides, the
pangolin goes unhurried ly about his termite digging until some unwise
animal tries to break down his armoured defence. Rolling himself into
a ball to protect his tender-ski nned stomach, the ant-eater waits for his
foe to strike. Then his plated tai l lashes out and t he knife-edged scales
cut deep. Should he pin the attackers leg between body and tail , he
saws back a nd forth, then, unless the trouble maker is lu cky enough to
break the hold , he'll be limping home on three legs instead of fo ur. The
pangolin 's bullet prodf armour is not his only odd feature. After
ripping open an ant nest, he quickly laps up the entire colony with his
sticky foot long tongue.
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Movements :____;...__

Capt R. N. B. Freema n
Capt l J C. Gareze
Lt D. J. Hames
Lt A E. Hasla m
2L1 S. L Ha wkes
l.1 B. M. H udson
Capt S. G. Hughes
Maj R. l . Lelli n
Maj (TOT) I. R. Lids tone

f~f.t ~: ~~~:~den

.:

Maj M. D. Pa nerson
Maj M.A. Payne
Maj (Q M) A. A. J. Reed
Maj M. l . Ridlingto n
Ma1 F St C. Robinson
Lt Col W . Rope r
..
Col I. R. D. Shapte r ..
Maj (TOT) F mith ..
Lt M. G. Springer BEM
Maj A. H. Symmons ..
Capt B. V. Taylor
Capt J.M . Th ewlis ..
Lt Col R. D. K. Thompson
2Lt P. R. Towers
..
Ca pt H. H. Van Praag
Lt Co l G. C. Ve rdon
Capt J W WedRbury
Col J. Westl a ke
..
Lt Col H. R. W illiams
Ca pt J. M. Willis
Cap1 A. B. Wood
Maj J. C Young

..

..

..
..
..
..

MO DOCO (A)
DSS(AO)
HO The BrigadtofGu rkh a5
8 Sig Rcgt
ic~d~ of Signals
HQ Dhckclia Garrison
8Sig Rcgt
Mil Age ncy for Stan da rdisation Brussels
HQ U KL F
MO O OSS (A O)
LSP Brunei (RBMR )
8 lnfBde HQ an d Sig Sq n
HS HQ NORIR ELA D
RMCS
2S9 Sig Sqn
RARD EC PE) (AE)
SA NGCOM

MAY 1980
U11i1 to which Posted
HS 11 Sig Rcgt
C · S School of Sig n als
School of Sig nals
HO West Mi dlan d Dist rict
C S School of Sig nals
C S Schoo l of Sig nals
11 Sig Regt
CIS Schoo l of Signals
7 Sig Regt
HQNORT HAG
Baeo fGu rkh as
7 Sig Regt
RMAS ( RCC22 )
C/ S Sc hoo l of Sig nals
C / S School of Signals
16 Sig Regt
233 Sig Sqn
I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
I Armd D iv HQ & Sig Regt
C!S School of Signals
DGG WL ( PE)( AE)
au USMC C & ES 29 Palms Cal ifo rnia
C/S School of Sig nals
IOSig Rcgt
HQ Trg Gp & Catteric k Garrison
DSS (AD)
HS 11 Sig Rcgt
MOD DSS (AD)
242 Sig Sqn
RMCS Shr ive nha m
Nigeri a n Sta tfCollege
7 Sig Regt
3 Armd D iv HQ & Sig Regt
16 Sig Reg1
7 Sig Regt
30S ig Rtgt
SHA P E
RMA 1P US20)
C. S School of Sig nals
School of Signals
CI S School of Sig na ls
HS 11 Sig Regt
RAC Cen tre
33 Sig Regt (V)
C/S School of Sig nals
Fd Force HO & Sig Sqn

POSTSCRIPT
Lt R. V. J . Brannigan
l.1 I. P. Bro" nice
.
2Lt A G . Carter .
Mnj (Tfc) J. H. Cotton
Lt J. Oryb urg h
2Lt F N. G rant
Capt H. l en nings
2Lt S. A. Leigh
2Lt 0 . P. Meyer
2Lt D. W . Po" cll
2L1 S . J. Ric hnrd <on
2Lt J. Rowley . .
..
2Lt R. F. Str awbridge
2Lt D. A. Sul li van
2L1 I. D. We•i c rrnnn
Lt R. J. Willi a mso n
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2 Armd D iv HQ • Sig Regt
11 Sig Reg!

J I nfBdc HQ & Sig Sqn

HQ EDIST
7 Sig Rcgt
30 Sig Regt
4 Armd Div HQ & ig Regt
16 Sig Reg1
7 Fd Fo rce HQ & Sig Sqn
RMAS ( PUS 20)
RMAS (PUS 20)
I Armd Oil' HQ & Sig Reg!
RMA (PUS20)
3 Armd Div HQ c Sig Regt
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
22Sig Regt

Runk and Na m e
WfJ2 (Fo!S) A. J. Lowry
W02 (Fo!S ) A. Tomlinson
W02 (Yo fS ) B. Hall .
W02 (Yo!S ) 0. D . Wa tson
W02 B. T . Dearman
W02 J. A. C. Knell
W02 D . G . Longhurst
W02 M. C . Mcinnes
W02 M. R . Smith .
SSgt (Yo!S) D . M. Pe ntla nd
SSgt (Supvr Rl A. E . Grisdalc
SSgt CSupvr R) D . J. Luckett
SSgt (Supvr R) B. J. Parsons
SSgt (Supvr R) R. J. Wh ite
SSgt A . A. Bon
SSgt I. S. Degei
SSgt D. Lamo nt
SSgt G . J. Mason
SSgt B. A. Robjoh n
SSgt A. A. Simpson
SSgt T . R. Watso n ..
SS gt A. Geddes
SSgt W . A. Starting ..
Sgt J. Black ma n
Sgt M. Robens
Sgt K. G. Craine
Sgt M. J . Denton
Sgt F. T . Pin ..
Sgt R. M. C. Cook ..
Sgt l . Emmerson
Sgt F. Green ..
Sgt A. J. Mody
SgtT. Welsh ..
Sgt A. You nger
Sgt C. Butler
Sgt C. W . Cook
Sgt B. T . Izza rd
Sgt M. Rose ..
Sgt R. T . J. Russell
Sgt 0. A. Rodge rs
Sgt N. P. Sa mm
Sgt K. J. Stock
Sgt T . C. Winsor
Sgt P. Whitfield
Sgt W . H utton
Sgt C. Trayle r
Sgt R. Mawe r

..
..
..

..
..
..

..
..

..
..
..
..

Rank and Nam ~
WO! (Supvr R) J. R. Hague
WO! (Yo!S ) A. Locke
..
W02 ( Yo!S) P. J. Hockram ..
W02 (YofS ) 0 . C. Lister
W02 (Yo!S ) M . A. Tho rnton
W02 M. A. W. Besant
W02 P. Oa rke
W02 W . A. Oidon
W02 H . Lund
W02 R . C. Marshall
W02 B. l . Minter
..
W02 P. Muxwo rthy . .
W02 I. L. Dudding . .
SSgt J. Co ffey
..
SSgt V. H. Shillingfo rd
SSgt A. M . Rutherfo rd
SSgt (Supvr R) B. Stanion ..
SSgt (Supvr R) R. G . Watson
SSgt T . Hornby
SSgt R. Smith
SSgt R.H . Iredale
SSgt J. Hodgk iss
SSgt D. Rem mer
ASSgt R. I. Grant
AS Sgt 0 . J. Pinder
Sgt B. E. Mowe r
gt G. H. Hughes
Sgt P. W. l . Leech
Sgt D. J. Belshaw
Sgt C. L. Saveall
Sgt J. C. Stone
Sgt C. S. Murray
Sgt M. Murphy
Sgt J. C. Tepielow
Sgt G . Hacken
Sgt 0 . Moore ..
Sgt T. M. Murphy
Sgt K. Rankin
..
Sgt A. J. McClumpha
Sgt V. T . Beard
Sgt T . J. Elsey
Sgt P. L. Kelly
Sgt P. l . Robinso n
Sgt J. L. Brice
Sgt C. R. Coo per
Sgt A. C. a rg1son
Sgt D. B. Humphries
Sgt D. W . Quick
Sgt G . R. Shaw
Sgt C. I. Harris
Sgt S. Dunn . .
..
Sgt P. 0 . Whitbrea d . .

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

.•
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..

..

APRIL 1960
Unit to which Postf' d
224 Sig Sqn
JS Sig Regt (V)
IOSig Rcgt
22 Sig Rcgt
8Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt
FSS Mossy Hill
S Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
3 ln fB de HQ & Sig Sq n
HQ 2 Sig G p
9 Sig Regt
9 Sig Rtgt
9 Sig R<gt
321 EOD U nit RAOC
244 Sig Sqn
3 Armd Div HO & Sig Regt
11 Sig Regt De pot Tp
13 Sig Regt
233 Sig Sq n
14 Sig Regt
6 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
7 Sig Regt
16Sig Regt
242 Sig Sqo
Ho ng Kong Gurkh a Sig Sq n
633Sig Tp
63J SigTp
233 Sig Sqn
229 Sig Sqn
36 Sig Regt ( V)
7 Sig Regt
S Fd Force HQ & Sig Sq n
224 Sig Sqn
22Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
8Sig Regt
U K Sp Unit SHAPE
Schoo l of Sigs
4 Armd Div HQ a nd Sig Regt
249 Sig Sqn
Hong Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn
28 Sig Regt
22 Sig Regt
40 Sig Regt (V)
I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
JO Sig Regt
School o f Signals
MAY 1980
Un;1 to whiC'h Posted
224 Sig Sqn
16Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
lnfBd e HQ& Sig Sqn
A A Co ll Harrog ate
BR Contingent UNFICYP (Sp Regr)
32 Sig Regt (VJ
Exete r University OTC
39 I nfBde HQ & Sig Sqn
233S ig Sqn
S Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
14 Sig Regt
8Sig Regt
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
3 Armd Div HQ Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
224 Sig Sqn
IJ Sig Regr
262Sig Sqn
Sig Regt
HQBAOR
241 Sig Sqn
School of Signals
31 Sig Regt (V)
11 Sig Regt
11 Sig Regt (Jnr Sig Wg)
ACIO Southend
AC!O Lh-erpool
21 Sig Regt
22Sig Regt
A A Coll Harrogate
HQBAOR
523 Rear Link Det (Fd Regt )
A A Co ll Ha"ogate
572 Rear Link Det ( lnfBn l
School of Signal
School of Signals
J lnfBde HQ& Sig Sqn
7 Fd Force HQ Sig Sqn
242 Sig qn
SHAPE Sp (International ) (BAE)
2 Armd D" HQ & Sig Regt
S Fd Force HQ c Sig Sqn
604 Sig Tp
chool of Signals (Co urses)
School of Signal
De mo Team 8 Sig R<gt
IOSig Regt
11 ig Re~'I (Depot Tp)
242 Sig Sqn
2 Armd Di» HQ & Sig Regt
259Sig Sqn
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gtT l Abbon
Sgt G. Mt)trs
..
S M. A . Sampson
gt S. M. lttle
..
gt P . F Prttn
gt T M. P. Smith ..
Sgt K. Mathtrs
Sgt T E. Taylor
Sgt F. G. Murphy

..

..
..
..
..

8 lnfBdeHQ& Sig Sqn
85!!; Regt
IOS1g Regt
JO Sig Re~
2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
A A Coll H arrogate
28 Sig Regt ( ORTHAGl
Hong Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn
Army Pers Selection Gp

The following donations were gratefully received during March 1980:-

Welfare

11

FEBRUARY 1980
umber of cases assisted financially:
Amount spent:
umber of clothing parcels sent>

i

Estate of the late Mrs G. L. Otton ..... . ......... . ..... £105.82
Roy al Signals Manning and Record Office ....... . ...... . £ 50.66
40 Sig Regt (V) ... .. .... .. . .. . .. . . . ........... . ... £ 30.00
Brighton Branch RSA . .. . .. ... ... • . .. . .... . .. . ..... £ 20.00
In memory of the late Harry Doze . ... . . . .. .... .. ...... £ 10.00
Mrs D. E. Ekins .. . . ......... . . . ........ . ... .. . ... £ 5.00
Torb ay Branch RSA ...... . ... . . ... . .... . . . .. ... ... £ 5.00
East London Branch RSA ....... .. ......... . .. .... . . £ 5.00
Cpl A. C. Reynolds .. .... ......... . . . ... .. ..... . . . . £ 3.90
Maj R . C. Roberts ..... . .... . ......... . .... . .. . .... £ 3.25
Miscellaneous donations . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. .•........ . £ 6.36

£66.28

MARCHI980
umber of cases assisted financially:
Amount spent:
Number of clothing parcels sent:

41
£2,190.75
54

DEATHS
Booth- Lt Col Frederick (Freddy) Ryder Booth was educated at
Oundle and the RMA Sandhurst from where he was commissioned
into t~e Corps in 1924. He subsequently served in India before
attendmg the Advanced Mechanical Course at Woolwich. During
t~e. War he served w~th the Ministry of Supply, in Northern Ireland ,
Sicily and Italy. Dunng the latter stages of the War he was in India
and Butma with L of C Signals . In 1945, he was Commandant of
the Ceylon Signal Corps for a few months before returning to the
UK to coi;n!fla~d Scottish Command Signals . His last appointment
before retirmg m 1951 was an Inspector Oass I at the Electrical and
Mechanical Equipment Establishment. After retirement, he joined
SRDE Christchurch as Senior Experimental Officer where he was
employed for the next 17 years. During his retirement he involved
hi~:;elf in _local aff~irs and was a strong supporter of the Royal
Bntish Legion. He died suddenly as a result of a heart attack on the
20 April at the age of 76.

ONE OF OUR CASES
Signalman, 1958 to 1965. His wife is an invalid , and he himself
suffers from a circulatory di~ease and cannot. work. They have recently
been ;1"C-.housed and were U1 great need ot t1oor covering, and the
Association made a grant of £100 for this purpose. The wife's letter is
printed below.

D~ring the months of February and March, gifts of clothing,
bedding, toys, books, etc, have been gratefully received from the
following:
Maj Gen M. D. Price; SgtT. C. Winsor; Mr A. Walsh; Brlg & Mrs J.
D. T. Brett; Dorothea, Viscountess Cbetwynd; Mrs K. N. Smartt; Mn
E. J. Beale; Lt Col B. A. Beattie; A. V. lent, Esq; Lt Col A. Howard; E.
Baker, Esq; Maj A. J. Simpson; C.H. Stoey, Esq; Miss Wood; Miss
WUllams; Mr P. Richards; Maj G. A. Allen; Maj A. H. Boyle; The
Thrift Shop, IO Signal Regiment; Mrs A. Brough; Mrs J. R. West; Maj
I.E. Kerr; Col & Mrs I. G. Swan; MajJ. F. Bedford; Maj Gen & Mrs E.
S. Cole; Mrs V. Haslett; Lt Col T. L Ronald.

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
AND BENEVOLENT FUND
The following donations were gratefully received during February
1980:The Estate of the late Mrs. G . L. Otton ... . ...... .... .. £2913 .08
TheEstateofthelateColD. R. PattersonOBE . .. .... ... £ 100.00
A. D . Trevethick Esq .. . .. . .. ...... .. ...... ..... . . £ 100.00
~ l:.stateofthe late D. W. Atkin Esq .... ..... . . ..... £ 50.00
1cers Club, 42 Sig Regt .. ... ......... ... ......... £ 40.00
~- ~- Lon~den Esq . . ... ..... ....... . .. .. .... ..... £
5.00
3 41
· · Mc 1Ven Esq ...... ...... . ...... ..... . . ...... £
~J. Willers Esq ........................... ...... £ 2:90
e Earl Kitchener . ................. . ............ £
2.00
M. E. Holdsworth Esq .... . . .......... . ............ £
1.00
£3217.39
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BIRTH

Shrewsbury Branch RSA ...... . ............ .. ....... £300.00
Glossop & District Signals OCA ..... . ........ .. ....... £ 21.00
In memory of Victor Kontz.le .. . .. .. ................. . £ 5.00
In memory of Thomas Hopwood ............ . . . .. . ..... £ 5 .00
Capt SW Creaton . .. .. ..... .. ........ .... ... . .. . . . £ 3.50
Yeoman Warder & Mrs Maher . .. ........ ... ....... . . . £ 3.00
Miscellaneous dona lions ....... . ..... . . .. . . ... .. .. .. £ 9. l S

3
£86.80

ONE OF OUR LE'ITERS
I am writing on behalf of my husband and myself to say a very big
thank you for your grant of £100 to buy carpets for our new home. We
have now got them laid. We shall remember every time we see the
rooms and thank you with all our hearts.

to any serV1ng member of the Corps (or those retired wh o subscribe to
Th e Wire}, unless the 'ad' is related to a business interest. To those
ineligible for 'free space', we request that their notice be forwarded to
our Advertising Mana~ers, Service Newspapers Ltd. PO Box 4.
Farnborough. Hampsh ire GU 14 71.R. who will provide details of
charges: on a case-by-case basis. All matters for publication must reach
the .Ed1~or not later than the 12th of every month preceding
publication .

The following donations were gratefully received during April 1980:-

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of grants:
Amount spent:

addre~s / te l ephon e

Walker-Sgt & Mrs Charles Walker, of Tropo Tp, 10 Sig Regt are
pleased to announce the birth of a son-Charles Alastalr-o~ 28
February at Buckland Hospital, Dover.

31
£2,502.18
57
1

DVERTIS EMENTS should be concise-SO words excluding
A
number- be they re.lated to Births, Marriages.
Deaths or 1.t ems required or for sa le . There 1s no charge for this service

£244.99

=

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
umber of grants:
Amount spent:

Cla.ified Section

Life Assurance
Policies Covering War Risks
for:
Cllidrefl.
Cmvertible Whole Life.
Capital Transfer Tax.
Education. Enmwment
Low Cost and Aexille
Endowments for House
Purchase.
Ma'tgages Arranged.
Retirement Policies.

Brock-Lt Col Sydney Brock MBE who in civilian life was a Post Office
Engineer, both before and after the last War, was commissioned in
the Royal Si&nals Supplementary Reserve in 1938. During the War,
he served with the BEF in France and was evacuated through
Dunkirk. He then went to the Middle East and was on the staff of the
CSO 8th Army during the operations in Libya and Tunisia where
he was appointed MBE. He took part in the Sicily and Italian
Cam paign' s and in 1945 joined HQ 21 Army Group in North West
Europe. He was later responsible for negotiating with the Russians
for the return of long distance communications to the control of the
Western Powers. During his service between 1939-45 he was twice
mentioned in despatches.
After the War he returned to the post office and became Controller
in North l!ngland. He retired in 1976 after twenty years as Head
Postmaster in Northampton. He was for many years President of the
Northampton Branch of the Royal Signals Association and died in
March at the age of 65.
Bromley - Barbara, wife of Lt Col JD Bromley on Saturday 3 May
after a long illness, at her home Candlewyck Cottage, Thornbury nr
Bromyard Herefordshire.
Brown-Joan Brown, wife of ex W01 (YofS) T . L. Brown died on 14
January , after a short illness.

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Kit, with cover for Household effects in transit.
Home Insurance with full cost replacement.
Motor Competitive rates Home and Foreign.

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD.
INSURANCE BROKERS

11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, NORTH
YORKSHIRE DL10 4HR. TeleP1one No. 2308
Members of the British Insurance Brokers Association
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Cubberley - Brig John Reginald Cubberley enlisted in the Corps in
1941 and was commissioned in 1942. During the War he served in
the North African and Italian campaigns and after the War was an
Instructor at the School of Signals before obtaining a BSc at the
R_oyal Military College of Science. He subsequently served in
Smgapore, Cyprus and Germany and returned to the Royal Military
College of Science as an Instructor in 1958. He commanded 2nd
Division Headquarters and Signal Regiment in 1965 then held two
Staff appointments at the Ministry of Defence in the Rank of
~olonel before taking over as Commandant of the School of Signals
m 1968, from where he retired in 1971. He joined the Civil Service
after retirement being employed in the Scottish Office ; then he
became Head of the Police National Computer Unit. At the time of
his sudden death on the 8 April , when he was only 57, he had been
promoted to the important and responsible job of Director of
Teleco.m munications at the Home Office. Apart from his technical
expertise, all who knew John will remember his great capability for
c~mmunicating his enthusiasm, his interest and his cheerfulness,
with an infectious sense of humour, in skilful and effective
leadership and management.
THE WIRE, MAY 1900

Cullen - Maj (QM) Ma~ln Cullen enlisted as a boy in the Corps in
1926 . w~ere he trained as an Electrician Fitter. He was
comm1Ss1oned as a Quartermaster in 1943 from the rank of RSM
and re~red on. medic~ grounds in 1958. During his career, he
served m a wide vanety of countries includi ng India, Ghana,
Sudan, Egypt and Malaya. He was enthusiastic in all forms of sport
and reached Army standard at Rugger and Hockey. He
subsequently qualified as a Soccer Referee Hockey and Cricket
Umpire. He died on the 18 January at the age' of 68.
Doze. - Ex SSg! Henry William (Harry) Doze joined 54 Divisional
S1gr_ials (TA) m 1935 and saw service in France and orth Africa
dunng the second ~orld war. On discharge in 1946, he re-joined the
TA and served until 1969. Harry was t he _gr~at ly respected Secretary
o~the East London Branch of the Association for 10 years, prior to
his death on 10th March.
Ellen - I~ is with the deepest regret that the death of Maj David Ellen
who died peacefully in his sleep on the night of 23 February, i~
reported by the School of Signals. He enlisted in the Corps in
October. 1950 and was commissioned in July 1973. David will be
sa~ly missed by all ra~ : Our profound sympathy to Patricia and
children, Deborah, Ahsta1r and Lindsay.
Jackson-Maj Archibald Ernest Smith (Jacko) Jackson, MBE who died
on 22 ~~rch , a~ the age of 69, enlisted in the Corps in 1931 and was
comm1ss1oned m 1940. Before the War he served in India and
du.ring the W.ar in the UK with a variety of Units before going to the
~1ddle Ea~t m 19~3 then on to I~dia where he was appointed MB E
m 1?~6 whilst se~-:ng at a .Combined Operations Training School.
He JOtned 3 Tramrng Regiment on returning to the UK in 1947;
the~ to Germany where he was posted to 19th Army Group Signal
Regiment from where he joined the CSO's Staff at HQ BAOR . In
1957 he went to Hong Kong returning to the UK in 1960 as
9uartennaster of 54~ (EA) Signal Regiment from where he retired
m 1963. After. retlrem~nt , he filled an RO appointment as
Quartermaster U1 28th Signal Regiment which he held until 1969
when he be~me A~sistant Regimental Secretary to the Kings Own
Border Regiment m Lancaster. He finally retired in 1977 but
continued as Honorary Treasurer of the local SSAFA Branch. He
had thus contributed 46 years continuous services to the Army.
Col Are~ie Pagan w:ites: - 'When I took command of28th Signal
Regiment m . 1?~· MaJ Jackson had recently been appointed as one
of the first cwil1an quartermasters, a retired officer, a civil servant.
~ortunate l ~ ~or all of us he had little resemblance to the public
1m~e of CIVIi Servants and he never really retired . Nobody in the
R.egunent , least of all 'Jacko' himself, regarded him as a 'civilian'.
First, foremost and always he was a soldier and to us a soldier's
quartermaster. He strove, often fiercely , to obtain the highest
st_andar~ of stores and supplies. At that time , the Regiment was in a
kmd of hmbo, ~anned by some of~he best soldiers' in the Army. Its
sto~es and eq uipment were supphed by NATO whose equipment
pohcy was based upon the lowest common denominator theory: If it
was good enough for the Turks then .. . ! 'Jacko's' comments on
this were often unprintable and by his actions he quickly disabused
~eople of the strange foreign idea. Mainly due to his forthright and
tireless efforts, the Regiments accommodation, stores and
equipment were quickly brought to as high a standard as other
British Regiments- and very much higher than the Turks .
'.Jacko' was for the Regiment and fully part of it. He and his wife,
Mickey, both took ' more than an active part in or out of working
hours at work or at play. We shall all miss him as a friend but more
than that; knowing 'Jacko' was not only a pleasure but, also, a rare
and colourful experience to be remembered always'.
Morgan - Brig Charles Leslie Morgan, ODE was commissioned in the
11th Hussars in 1917 and saw active service on the Western Front
during the 1st World War. He transferred to the Corps in 1924 and
spent a large part of his service overseas, most of it m India where
he took part n the North West Frontier Operations of 1924 and
1936-7. During the last War he Commanded 5th Indian Divisional
Signals in the Sudan , Eritrea and the Western Desert when he was
appointed OBE and twice Mentioned in Despatches. He later
became CSO 30 Corps, CSO (Trg) GHQ Delhi and CSO London
District. After the War he was, for a short while. CSO British
Troops Greece but had to retire early on medical grounds in 1949.
He died peacefully at his home in Kent on the 30 April at the age of
81.
Newell - Lt Col Nlchlas Gamblez Newell was commissioned into the
Corps from the RMA Woolwich il!.)926. After completing his 'Q'
Course he joined the Arn1y of Occupation of the Rhine , then spent S
years in India. He went to Palestine with the Emergency Force in
1936 and at the outbreak of the last War was Adjutant of Palestine
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Force Signals. During the War, until 1944 he served in the Middle
East and on the Burma Front. After the War he was in the UK for
mot of the time, before retiring in 1955. mainly in Technical
Research Appointments with the Ministry of Supply and at the
SRDE. He died in ho pital on the 22 April at the age of 73 .
PostJU-Lt Col Ronnie Postill, who died on the 24 March. was a School
Ma ter by profession. At the outbreak of the War he was a Master at
Tonbridge School where he was OC the OTC and also formed a
Signal Platoon in the Contingent. He served throughout the War
with the Corp when he became Headmaster of Victoria College in
Jersey. He was a keen supporter of the 'Schools Radio Network'.
being himself an enthusiasttc 'HAM ' (ca ll sign GC8NO). He was a
founder member of the Jersey Branch of the Association and an
active member for 17 years until he retired to Somerset in 1967. In
1969. he presented a German 'Suitcase' wireless set to the Museum.
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An outsize Officers Mess Jacket and waistcoat.
Size details together with price asked to:
Col R Scott MBE TD MA JP
12 Church Drive
Morpeth
Northumberland

Boob wanted-Purchase or Loan-(1) British Army Signals in the
Second World War- alder. (2) Report my Signals-Brett James. (3)
Personal or Regimental Histories Burma Campaign.
Wilbye Ratcliffe Esq
18 Buckingham Drive
Dukinfield
Cheshire SK16 5BZ (Tel: 061-338 3366)
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Faraway Places ... Unusual Jobs
1980 WINTER OLYMPIC GAMES LAKE PLACID

OLYMPIC YEAR
It was a very important season for all concerned with Bob-Sleighing
this year, as success would be followed by being chosen for Olympic
Squad Training. The squad had been strengthened by the introduction
of two weightlifters, both internationals in their own right, and by
several track and field athletes including two very strong Decathlon
men .
SQUAD TRAINING
After some very strong and competitive competition at the British
Championships in December, 14 were chosen to go forward for
Olympic Squad Training, at St Moritz in Switzerland . One rather sad
note here however, was the omission from the squad of fellow Royal
Signals member, Capt Duncan Jones. Sadder from my point of view, as
it was Capt Jones that introduced me to the sport back in 1976.
However I am sure that with his fighting qualities he will be back with a
vengeance in future years. The training at St Moritz was arduous,
under the watchful eye of ex National Athletics Coach Tom McNab,
but with an Olympic place as the prize, pain was no object! After four
weeks of competition Bob-Sleighing and dry training the final places
and teams were chosen. Eleven others and myself.

Smart. That's the word for Moss Bros.
In and out of uniform.
Just inspect our ranks of immaculately
tailored suits, our files of very individual casual
clothes. They make an impressive array.
You'll be happy to take any of them into
active service. For leisure or pleasure.
Moss Bros also sells, hires and buys Army,
Naval and R.A.F. swords, ski equipment,
saddlery and golf clubs.

Go places. Go to Moss Bros
Bedford Street. Covent Garden. London WC2
(near Leicester Square Station)
And branches throughout the country

Classified Section continued on page
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Report by Sgt John Davies 30th Signal Regiment
Olympic Bob-Sleigh Team

Whit-Ex Sig Walter (W aUy) White served with the Corps from 1922
co 1928 and was a Founder Member of the Bournemouth Branch of
the Association. He was, also, an Honour Member of the Association.
He died peacefully on S March, aged 77 years.

WANTED

1

,duty.

Reid-Col Edwin Birnie Reid OBE, TD, DL died on 18 March 1980 at
age of 3. A former commanding officer and Honorary Colonel of
51 t (Highland) Divisional Signals a nd a leading Aberdeen Chartered
Chartered accountant. his funeral service on 21 March was attended
by many former members of the Regiment and serving members of
51st (Highland) Divisional Signals and a leading Aberdeen
distinction in the Royal Artillery during the first world war. He,
thereafter, gave equally distinguished service to the Territorial Army
and assumed command of51st Highland Divisional Signals in 1936
and was appointed OBE in 1938.
Largely due to his enterprise Pipe Banners were presented to Slst
(Highla nd) and 52nd (Lowland) Divisional Signals by the then
Colonel-in-Chief. her Royal Highness The Princess Royal in 1938.
Also, due largely to his efforts, a fine Memorial was erected at
Fonthill Barracks, Abderdeen, now Prince Charles Barracks to those
who fell in both World Wars. Col Reid took a keen interest in the
Royal Signals Association and was Chairman, a nd later Honorary
President. of the Aberdeen Branch. Col Reid was, also, Chairman of
the City of Aberdeen T & AF Association and Deputy Lieutenant of
the County of the City of Aberdeen.

Willway-Brig Arthur Cedrick Cowan Willway CB CBE TD DLJP BA,
was a Territorial Officer who had a distinguished career in the ·
army and civilian life. He enlisted in the Royal Engineers in 1917 and
was commissioned in 1918 seeing service with RE Signal Service in
Palestine. After the war, he became a Barrister and joined Royal
Signals TA in 1922. During the last war he was DCSO South-East
Command, CSO V Corps in North Africa and Italy when he was
appointed CSE and mentioned in despatches and was then CSO
Northern Command. After the war, he became Honorary Colonel of
56 London Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment, Chairman of the
Surrey T and AF Association and Director of the Royal Signals
Association Board of Trustees. He was appointed a JP in 1946 and
Deputy Lieutenant for Surrey in 1950. He was Chairman and a
member of a number of Government and County Committee's
dealing with legal matters and was appointed CB in 1953. He was
Deputy Clerk of the Peace for Surrey and a County Councillor from
1952-1959. His son Mike, was a Regular Officer in the Corps retiring
as a Lieutenant Colonel in 1977. Cedrick Willway died on the 25
March at the age of 81.

'l

~.
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AND SO TO LAKE PLACID
Lake Placid is situated 200 miles north of New York in the Northern
tip of New York State, and is a small village with a population of about
3,000. The competing area was split into four, with the Downhill skiing
events at one end, on White Face Mountain, the Olympic Village at
another end, the main ice arenas in the middle and the Bob-Sleigh run
and Luge to the West on Mount Van Hoevenburg.
Lack of snow had led the organisers to introduce snow making
machines, and artificial snow was spread on the Cross Country and
Downhill skiing courses. Needless to say midway through the games the
'real stuff' fell quite heavily . It was decided however that the two
wouldn't mix and so in places the 'real stuff' was scraped off. What
ever next!

Cinema, Games Room, Disco , Gymnasium, Library, and a large
dining room that was open for 24 hours a day! Steak and Eggs for
breakfast! What spare time I had , I usually spent watching one of the
other sporting spectacles including Ice Hockey matches. Ingemar
Stenmark's double gold medal triumph and in particular Robin
Cousin's medal winning performance.
COMPETITION DAY
The four man Bob-Sleigh competition took place on the final two
days of the games. Each team has four timed runs down the course, the
winner being the team with the lowest aggregate timing.
The two British teams faired extremely well against the all powerful
East Germans and Swiss. Our first crew managed a very creditable
ninth place with the second team coming in fifteenth . The East
Germans took first and third places and Switzerland came second.
CONCLUSION
To conclude, I would like to say what a tremendous experience it was
for me to represent my country at an Olympic games. There are many
things I haven't been able to mention fully, the pomp and glamour of
the opening and closing ceremonies is something I shall always
remember. The many friends that were made from the British team
and other countries, and the whole atmosphere of friendship that
prevailed, I will always remember.

THE HAffiPIN CURVE AT 'SHADY'
The Bob track itself is tremendously fast, probably the world's
fastest, with four man Bob-Sleighs reaching speeds of up to 85 mph.
The course includes several fast 'straights'-where the Bobs build up
speed-and three exciting comers. The first is a hair pin comer called
'Shady' where considerable G force is experienced, and then there is
the infamous 'Zig-Zag'-where several riders have come to grief- as
the Bob-Sleigh is whipped left and right before you even have time to
think about it. The track is one mile in length and a good time for
completion in a four man is 60 seconds flat!

THE OLYMPIC VILLAGE
. The Olympic village itself where most of the competitors stayed was
unmacu)ately organised. Security was much in evidence and was well
run by the New York State Police . Amenities included a Theatre, a
THEWIRE, MAY1980

Medal presented to all competitors at the Winter Olympics 1980
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REPORT FROM UIASTER
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 807

THE ASSAULT ON CLADY
Members of Comms Tp , 8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn had one of their
more unusual tasks to complete on 18th March: the erection of a static
mast down at the new border Control Point at Clady. Sig 'Doughnut'
Doughty an~ 'Taff' Mills swung straight into action as ;oon as we got
there, erectmg the mast on top of 6UDR's sangar. while our brick
comd ~ 'Shlrle_y' Ewbank set out on the long and tiring job of
protect~ng our nggers who were vulnerable to attack from over the
border JUSt 20yards away.
Sig ' Petrocelli' Prlmarolo (from London) kept his watchful eyes on
one bridge with the help of Sig 'Henry' Robertson while Cpl 'Angus'
~cLean and 'Steering Wheel' Balley watched th~ other bridge. Sig
Taff' Rideout alerted the other troops that he had seen someone acting
suspiciously in the woods near the border. Sig Stan Haynes and
'Chippy'
quickJy ca1!1e to his aid, only to find our SSgt 'Mac the
Ape McCnndle on .one of his search, find and keep operations.
Our new Greenfmch, Sig Steve Webster kept us supplied with hot
drinks, along with Sgt 'Hair Affair' Hayden and 'Willy' Weightman
who we all thank for staying out of our way in the warm. Also thanks t~
~e RUC who ?ad to put up ":ith th~ constant complaints from Sig
Mac the Moan Macintyre. All m all, 1t was another successful op with
only the long ~riv~ back to Londonderry, our home base . to worry
about. (Dramatic licence was granted for this!)
As with many stories, this one does have something of a history to it.
The Sappers were supposed to be erecting the second section of the
mast on the sangar roof but a scrap merchant visited the site to take
away some scrap metal and took away the mast section as well. Our
masts may not be beautiful but no one thought of them in quite that
way before!
Th~ 21C 3.!1d Fo.fS visited Clady to investigate complaints that we
were mterfenng with her-yes you guessed-her television set. The
f~reman made various mystical pronouncements and played with his
JUJU (spectru m analyser) eventually declaring that whoever was interfering with her. it wasn't us. Hopefully a satisfied resident of Clady was
left behind.

":oods

AT APACE
The Christmas level of activity has shown no signs of declining an d
although the social pace has reduced the work load continues as ever, a
fact that never cease to amaze - after all we are supposed to be a
static unit. Although there have been few major social events , Maj Tim
Waugh's farewell deserves mention and as a picture is worth a
thou and words, as Confucius said, we'll let the photographs do the
talking.
On the communications front. a commercial radio command net was
installed for the 'N' Division battalion , ~e changes West of Foyle were
completed , UDR communications were expanded in to South Derry ,
the Foreman and Mike Tp had yet another holiday on t he Mull of
Kintyre. Comms Troop turned into Sappers for some work at Oady,
and the 2JC and Foreman went to watch television together.
Happenings of a more general nature included LCpl Hitchen
"'inning the Mercury Cup , the MTO's handover, boxing against the
RAF Regiment, some skiing in Aviemore, and the opening of the D &
E Platoon Rest Room .

The QC rece ives what he always wanted from the MT, a working car
present by Sgt Allen

THEARU
March saw feve~ish preparations for the A RU - what task might the
Com?lander requ1.Te us to perform? As it turned out, an incident
required the deployment of the Bde Tac and since that went so well the
day of the ARU was very much a formality.
MIKE TROOP
The Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders took over from 40
Commando and took over the whole of 'N' Division , after some brain
scrat_ching Mike Troop were despatched complete with talkthrough to
proVIde a command net for an area that had previously been shared by
several units. Fortunately there were no snow drifts to slow them down
this time.
After a short break and one or two cups of coffee, the Foreman and
his band disappeared into Londonderry to play musical talkthroughs
for the benefit of the Staffords and the Grenadier Guards, who took
over from the Royal Regimen t of Fusiliers.
~ore time was sp~n~ on the Mull of Kintyre installing new
equipment, at least this 1s what the Foreman claims. Less charitable
folk h_ave suggested that the Wessex flights are solely, pardon the pun,
t? bnng back boxes of fish from Campbeltown , and to enjoy the
hghthouse keeper's legendary hospitality .

CHANGE OF COMMAND
Maj Tim Waugh and his wife Gaby left the Squadron to a new
command of Patrick Moores and Magnus Pikes at Sevenoaks . In their
place. we welcome Maj Martin Roberts and his wife Hanni. The
farewell celebrations were a bit of a mixed affair , some pleasant things ,
and some not so pleasant . . .

The dizzy heights reached as QC 8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn

COMMSTROOP
Comms Troop were getting a little envious of the blow by blow
coverage being afforded to Mike Troop so the editor of the notes was
'persuaded' to let them have a few column inches of their own-read on
for 'The Assault on Clady' a Comms Troop production.

TheCQMMCEN
Army CQMMCEN Londonderry - March 1980. Left to right, front row
(seated): Cpl Mick Sturney, Sig Liam McCullough, Sig Firebrick
Fiebrich, Sig Mac McDermid, WQ2 (YofS ) Mick Thornton (Civvy
Clothing claims in again!), LCpl John Bell, Sig Ross Tanner, Sig
Lenny Hilton .
Rear row (standing): Sig Dave Crooks, Sig Bob W ilson, Cpl Ken
Keatley, LCpl Bill Eden, Sig Lee Beresford, Cpl Des Wells, Cpl Kev
Hunter, LCpl (now Mr) Tony Talbot, Cpl Colin Wynne, Sig (now LCpl)
Tez Shutt, LCpl Gus Murray

Maj Tim Waugh prepares to collect his ferry tickets. Sig Mills looks on
enviously
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QC's Farewell
Is it a bird - is it a plane - no it's the Squadron Commander
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Comms TP - Assault on Clady
The Comms TP team at Clady
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STOP PRESS
Many congratulations for a well deserved MBE awarded to Maj Tim
Waugh on the April Northern Ireland Operational Gallantry Li t.
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nTROOP
The MT sa\\ the end of an era with the departure of Lt Adam
• tohammed' Ewell (see the last i ue of the WIRE) to the dizzy heights
of a Com mcen in 2 Div. In hi place the MT gained a new victim in the
hape of 2Lt Jim Oark (is this the right name for an MTO?). The
annual PRE came and went, and urpri ingly enough , the MTO didn't
~ogre and produce an ulcer or two.
JOTTINGS
The Mercury Cup is presented annually to the JNCO or young soldier
dee med to have made the greatest indhidual contribution to the
communication effort in Northern Ireland. This year's award went to
LCpl Hitchen, a member of both the line and aeri3:1 rigging team. Our
congratul ations to him on his fine effort and be~t wishes as he leaves us
for Berlin-the swimm ing pools here were not big enough .
The quad ron Comm ander in his search for an easy victory fo r the
bo idng team thought that RA F Regiment Squadron a t Aldergrove
might pro,•e a suitable victim . It turned out that 2 Squadron of the
RAF Regiment were their Airborne Squ adron ! After an excellent
evening' boxing. the re ult was a draw.

Mercury Cup
LC pl Hitchen receives the Me rcury Cu p from CR Sig nals

THE MANAGEMENT

oc

2IC
Admin Officer
OCCommsTp
2ICCommsTp
TOT
QM
RSM
RQMS
MTWO
FofS
YofS
ClliefOerk

u

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801

Maj J P Munnery
Capt D A Lynam
Capt HJ Menzel RCT
Capt N C Jackson
Lt C R Law"Yeoce
Capt (TOT) A J Porritt
Capt (QM) C Speight
WOl (RSM) A Bailey
W02 (RQMS) F Williams
W02 R J Grant RCT
W02 (FofS) W Davies
W02 (YofS) NJ H Naylor
SSGT (ORSQMS) RJ J Hancox

OPERATIONAL SCENE
During the past two months the successful sniper attacks on Security
Force patrols in the Belfast area have continued to keep us on our
guard. One of our antenna riggers, Signalman Trevor Roe had an
extremely lucky escape on 15th February. He was 70 fee t up the new
mast at the Whiterock base in West Belfast, when several gunmen
opened fire on him from a house 350 metres away. Having just
completed the main rigging task with LCpl (now Cpl) Andy Tempest he
was descending the mast and , needless to say, his descen t became very
rapid. One of the rounds passed right through Sig Roe's abdomen but
immediate medical aid was to hand and he was not seriously wounded.
ow, after two operations, he is enjoying a short spell of sick leave and
looking forward to returning to the fold .
On a happier note , that of money, LCpl Neil Butterworth of Rover
Group has just received hi s compensation award . Needless to say it was
beers all round and solemn vows to dodge flying bricks in future .
More recently we have seen the peaceful conclusion to an Orange
Parade in the City Centre; the St Patricks' Day Parade in West Belfast;
and the Easter Day Parade to commemorate the 1916 Rising .
THE BRIGADE
The Brigade has now been reduced in size by one roulement
battalion . By a combination of widespread re-crystalling of radio sets,
utilising additional talkthrough sites, changing Ops Rooms , and ,
actfrating new masts in the City , a suitable communications
deployment was commissioned without a hitch . It was with some
nostalgia that members of Combat Section 'ripped' out the old Fort
Monagh base and the Technical Workshops were burning the midnight
oil for many days . However despite our reduction in troops under
command the communications responsibility changes little .
'Th e Radio Room controls all radio nets (around 40) and is the first
line for coping with problems . Our small number of shift operators are
~lick at ' fatherly advice' and make approximately 300 transmissions per
day.
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The Commcen, small by many standards, controls 9 Pony Circuit
Commccns and handles 15 to 20.000 messages a month. Not bad
especially a~ many messages come from inexperienced roulement
battalion signallers and have to be corrected and then re-transmitted.
The Technical Workshops look after all repair and maintainance of
communications equipment in the Brigade area, in conjunction with
the Roulement Workshops. The UHF town scheme is run by Capt
(TOT) Tony Porritt and W02 (FofS) Biii Davies who twitch when you
mention a mere 6,800 UHF crystals and 550 VHF crystals ....
where?, somewhere in the Brigade area.
. t present we. ha~e 61 intercom systems on the ground which are
installed and mamtamed by a gallant band of Telemechs and Linemen.
r.ii king of repair, the workshops repair approximately 60 different
equipments each week. But, it's not unknown, as in recent time, for
. evcral times that quantity to arrive (usually Saturday 1200 hours)!
t-mally, because ·r M Troop always steal the limelight, they handle
Hcliborne Television which owing to the marching season will be
·flying' mo~t .weeke.nds. They a.I~ dabble in Buzby's territory as many
GPO techmc1ans will not now v1s1t some of our more exciti ng bases.
Combat Section. apart from many other th in gs, do the pull ing out,
'liberating', and sticking in jobs (not to put too fine a point on it).
Our Powermen keep all of the Brigade batteries and generators
vanous on the go. Indeed, over the past few months most of their work
has been in Lisburn as the power fails with undying regularity. One
highlight has been the 'new genny' built in 1945 and Sig Dave
Cordingley swears his Dad had one when he was in!
The hub (or sump?) of the whole outfit is of course the
Quartermaster's Department. Under the evil eye of Capt (QM) Chris
Speight his merry men account for 2400 commercial pieces of radio
equipment as well as 90 military sets.
Life in the Belfast Brigade remains busy, rewarding and full of
variety. Two days are seldom the same, and promises of the
introduction of various new equipments ensure that the job will remain
a distinct challenge .
·

Sgt J im (I'll fix it ) Knight looks shattered as he st ares out a piece of
test equipment and rests on a W15 radio

Cpl Micky (a la Pompom) Hayes and Sig Mac McKenzie (Combat
driver?) install the Old Fort Monagh console in a new location
THE WIRE, MAY 1980

Sig Da ve Cordingley jump sta rts a landrove r- 'Give it a bit of
w hoomph!'
LCpl David Reece types in the Commcen while Sgt Bill O' Hare and
Sig Vin cent Kelly discuss a couple of points.

Cpl Pip Piper repairing yet another boot imprinted intercom master.
W02 (FofS) Bill Davies (Tea), Sgt John Brice (Paper) and Sgt Peter
Smith (Fags) in classic pose
THE WIRE, MAY 1980

Sig Pete Youdale on shift in the Rad io Roo m poised fo r actio n
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WORK HARD, PLAY HARD
All work and no play make 'Jack' a dull boy. so we squeeze in as
much port as the operational situation will allow.

The Radcen has had a face-lift and some order has now been
restored to the wiring scheme. We were grateful to 8 Sig Regt for the
loan of Slgs Mick Brown, Dave Pines and Rick Rickard to do the rewire
and we wish them an enjoyable tour in 21 Sig Regt.
Now that the promotion boards have been published everybody is
now in the market for a good posting including such Troop stalwarts as
FofS Laurie Priestly and SSgt Rod Gladwin.
The FofS has had a remarkable success rate with the technicians Tl
entrance swot sessions. Any other unit who wants to know the secret
should ring him on ext 2366 or if on a Sunday the hockey pitch . We
extend a belated but nonetheless sincere welcome to Sgt Vince
McGarry, LCpl Wally Walker, Bruce Bragg and Dave Colley, and a
farewell to Dave Thorley, Marty Wilson, John Thomson. Kim Rose,
Bob Cook, Phil Robertson and offer congratulations to Dave Home on
his recent marriage to Alison.

R ugby
. Sem1. p·maI .m a we II
The team was defeated in the UK M"mor U ruts
contested game again t the Commando Engineer Squadron.
Judo
Our team of novices, despite the absence of their coach Sig Andy
Millard, acquitted themselves well at Ballymena to become the I
Runner Up .
Hockey
Under the guidance of SSgt Greg Robertson the team came runners
up to 233 Signal Squadron in the NI Minor Units Competition.

The Orienteering Team. After the Royal Signals NI Competition. Capt
John Walsh. Capt Peter Smith, Cpl Mick Strefford, Cpl Pip Piper

The Squadron Hockey Team:

Standing fl. to R. ): Cpl Paddy Verdon, Sgt Dave Gunn, Cpl

Je~e

James, Cpl Chalkie White, Cpl Micky Hayes, W02 (YotS) Nick
Naylor, Cpl Dave Till, SSgt Greg Robertson.
Kneeling fl. to R.): Cpl Peter Ormond , LCpl Les Duncan, Cpl Don
Bos coe, LCpl 'Tish' Tyrrell, Cpl Joey Murray

Shooting
Maj John Munnery showed us a thing or two on the ranges recently
and went on to win the Bell Trophy with considerable ease. Everyone
now volunteers to escort the OC in Belfast.
Orienteering
With expert leadership from Capt John Walsh the team won the R
Signals Competition and also the Northern Ireland Mi nor Units
Competition. As you can see they can't run as fast with all their
trophies.

Ad venture Training
U 'Beaky' (Colin Lawrence) and 'Hissing Sid' (Sgt Gary Mayers)
recently led a short expedition to the Lake District. With gay abandon,
and foul weather, they hauled Cpl Ron 'Grand ad' Jaffray, Sig John
Laidlaw, Pte 'Gungadin' Vaughan, Cpl 'Taff' Cassells and LCpl
Charlie Charalambous up various peaks. Then with fear of Ambleside
hostelries running dry they were changed for the unlikely lads - Cpl
John Bougbey, LCpl Ian Savage, LCpl Dave Watt and Pte Richard
He'ltitson. We have it on good authority that they all passed their
cooking test and were glad that Belfast wasn't the only place with snow.
Mistaken Identity
Sig ' Bomber' Roe was telling war stories to his assembled bedside
audience on the Sunday after he had been shot. Eventually, after
careful consideration, he couldn't resist the opportunity of introducing
his friends to the Padre . CR Signals did eventually see the .funny side of
it.
24 Hour Soccer
Sig Ian Groves recently organised a sponsored 24 hour soccer session
for twelve players. Despite blistered feet , droopy eyelids and vows of
'never again' several hundred pounds have been raised for The Jimmy
Sa ville Spinal Building Appeal. The supporters , many fresh from a
Dinner Night, kept the lads going and a special mention must be made
of LCpl Ted Delve who refereed the entire session .
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to Maj Keith Turner on the award of an MBE in the
Northern Ireland awards.

233 Sig Sqn

'
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CR Signals presenting the LS&GC to Sgt Ginge Rose and Cpl Fred
Roe

ADMIN TROOP ROUND UP
OC
Capt L. A. Jeffery
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) R. Russell
MT
SgtPylee
Sgt Sand erson
Q
Ord Rm
Sgt M acDonald
Admin Troop, carrying the Squadron on their broad shoulders as
usual, are as b usy as ever trying to find :
a. Extra civilian cars/ and drivers for the MT.
b. Extra storage space for the Q Dept.
c. Extra clerks for the Orderly Room .
The RQ, having moved the MT Sergeant from his empire round to
the back, looks longingly at all offices that could hold stores (including
the OC's) and rumour has it that Bowen and Dolan, his two worker
ants, walk about with tape measures and rulers.
Sgt Rod Pylee, our indefatigable MT Sergeant appears to spend most
of his time either in the LAD or in Tp offices wheeling and dealing over
his fleet of cars . Sgt Pylee fights hard to keep them on the road and Sigs
Backhouse and Shalllker seem determined to keep them YOR I
Congratulations to Heaton and Marshall on their promotion to
LCpl-their devotion to duty paid offl Best wishes to Mrs Pylee who
became a Mum-again!
Sgt 'Mac' MacDonald and Cpl John Bryant run the Orderly Room
with their usual efficiency and keep busy trying to stay one jump ahead
of the OC , 2IC and AO . Typical situation:
AO-'Sgt Mac-Can I .. .'
'Mac'-'Right Sir .. .'in his left ear
Cpl B-'Here Sir' in his right ear
giving SITREP on everything that is going on in the Sqn in
his dulcet tones.
A0 -'Go to the toilet' COMMCEN TROOP COMINGS AND GOINGS
The past two months have seen a lot of arrivals, departures and
marriages within the T roop.
We say farewell and tha nk you fo r your hard work to the following:
LCpl Robson (Hong Kong), Sig Francis (sunny 7 Sig Regt), to Pte
(Mrs) Horrocks and Pte (Mrs) Madeloso (both now civilians) and
looking forwa rd to the patter of tiny feet.
Congratulations to LCpl Timperley (now Forbes) on her marriage.
We say welcome to:
Cpl WUllams, WCpl WllUams, LCpl Glover, LCpl Weston, Sig
Gant, Pte Davis, Pte Pettitt a nd Pte Thomas we wish them an enjoyable
tour.
Finally congratulations to Cpl Bob Harrison on his well deserved
promotion to Sergeant, 'welcome to the Mess'.

B.F.P.O. 801

NO APRIL FOOLS
April Fools Day it may have been , but there were no fools in 233. CR
Signals on the ARU inspection certain ly made sure of that. Having
inspected a smart barrack guard com manded by Sgt Taff Powell, he
tasked the un it with a variety of problems which ranged from
Communication Shots for Comms Troop around the Province, BFT,
APWT, Pistol and SMG tests for elements of the remainder of the
Squadron and not forgetting U StephanJe Westall and her girls on
their map reading adventure. By lunch time, CR Signals had visited all
the Yarious departments of the Squadron (Nothing to declare).
Later in the Peake Inn, CR Signals presented the LS&GC to two
talwarts of the Squadron, Sgt Glnge Rose and Cpl Fred Roe and a
good day was had by all?

.

CR Signals Lt Col R. F. Maynard MB E taking t he salute from the 233
Barrack Guard
L to R Sgt Powell, LCpl Marshall, Sig Mo untain , Sig Potterton , Cpl
Rimel!, Cpl Jenkins-, Sig Brooks, LCpl Alexa nder, S ig Gorman , Sig
Bowen
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TECH T ROOP REPORT
Another very busy period for the various sections of of Tech Troop .
Sgt Terry Sutherland's hair is even greyer with the thought of losing all
his TE Techs although with his p ro motion to Staff Sergeant notified he
has now reduced his nicotine in take to under 20 before breakfast.
We have recently 'entertained ' engineers from Plessey who installed
the latest phase of equipment. With the usual representatives from
MOD PE, CPA etc the exec utive Beaver was kept busy flying.
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WlllSKEY TROOP
' Project 3702' continues to expand throughout the Province with the
introduction of the system to 3 Bde area. Our installation team namely
Sgt Tom Nixson and Cpl Bruce Milford have now logged substantial
helicopter flying time into 'Bandit Country' of South Armagh.
The remainder , or should I say what is left of our technician element,
continue to work 'flat out' preparing for in house mai ntenance and
preparation of terminal equipment for future deployments. There is no
truth in the rumour however that Cpl Bruce Milford doesn't know what
shift he belongs to. W02 Fred FofS Brown states quite categorically
that he is on S shift, or is it C?
At long last the rebuild programme has been completed and the new
workshop complex has been officially taken over. We look forwa rd to
our new furniture arriving so that the whole of the troop complex can
be fully utilized.
The Troop continues to get favourab le sporting results. Results so far
in the Inter Troop McKelvie Cup Competition are as follows:
Squash
-runners up
Basketball
-3rd
Football
-3rd
Badminton -4th
Our social calendar has been somewhat depleted of late b ut we did
manage to squeeze in a splendid Cheese and Wine Party organi sed by
Sgts Ginge Walker and Taff Powell. An excellent selection of wines
were available in fact more wine than people. Needless to say NAAF l's
sales of asprin showed a marked increase the next day.
We welcome to the T roop:
Sgt Bob Evans, Sig Geordie McDine, Sgt Mick Langley, Sig
Crossland , Sig Ian Richardson , Sig Kev Yates, Sig Bamford , Pte Val
Bamford , Cpl Roberts. We hope your tour with us is a happy and
rewarding one.
We bid farewell to:
Cpl Stamps Allwright , Cpl Paul Claringbold , Cpl Micky Applegarth ,
LCpl John Standen , LCpl Ricky Heaton .
VICTOR TROOP REPORT
OC:
YofS:
TpSgt:
IC Tech Workshop:

Capt R. Baker
W02G.Coles
Sgt Powell
Sgt Morris

This month has seen some depart ures and new arrivals wit hin the
troop . First we would like to wish SSgt ' AFUR' Simpson the very best
on his new posting to 14 Sig Regt, h is presence will sadly be mi ssed by
everyone, especially British Ai rways. Gone , but not forgotten
(unfortunately), is Brian (George) Gallant , who has departed us for the
lure of civilian life. But he assures us that he is coming back to visit.
We also say goodbye to Pte Linda IDggins on her departure from the
troop. yet not the Province, it seems she prefers the quiet life of
housewife to that of shift work.
New arrivals to the Troop a re Sgt Taff Powell (ex Whiskey) and Pte
Rose Morrison .
Well done Victor Troop Badminton team for pulling off yet another
victory in the McKelvie Cup.

MENS+ BOYS CLOTHING
is still URGENTLY required
by the WELFARE SECTION
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-News from HeatlquiirtersTELECOMMUNICATIONS AND RADAR BRANCH-REME

SHOWING THE FLAG
Ye -it is a REME U~it ?ut NO-it's not.in the wrong.magazi.ne-it
is the one REME Umt m the Army with Royal Sign als m the
establishment! Having a good excuse we are taking the opportunity of
waving the flag this month.
The excuse first-the occasion of W02 (FofS) Steve Farrow being
presented with his Long Service and Good Conduct Medal. The
presentation was made by Brig G. D. Clarke, Deputy Director of
Equipment Engineering during the Unit Annual Technical Review .
W02 Steve Farrow is half the Royal Signals regular complementthe other half is Maj John Cox who, when he is not organising the
Western District Smallbore and Fullbore Target Rifle Shooting or the
unit weapon training is the Royal Signals Liaison Officer. A third
member of the Corps-a Yeoman of Signals-is due to arrive soon to
become a member of the Clansman Installation Advisory Team (CJA T)
which is now based on the Branch .
Recently retired U Col Mike Pollard is the S02 Co·ord and that is
not all the Signals experience to be found in the Branch-on the
civilian staff are:
(SQMS) Leonard Gittins
(WOl FofS) Jack Coxon
(Sgt) BUI Dally
(WOl) Hank Hancpck
(LCpl) Ben Lambert

'39-'48
'46-'69
'40-'46
'35-'45
'48-'50

THE ROLE
The Branch , commanded by a Colonel (Col Derek Burls hands over
in April to Col Rex Stubbington) , has three Divisions.
Telecommunications Division-consisting of No 2 Maintenance
Advisory Group (MAG) dealing with field radio ; No 9 MAG dealing
with trunk systems , BRUIN and PTARMIGAN; No 10 MAG
dealing with Test Equipment; Comms Installation Group dealing
with Vehicle Installations and Cipher Group dealing with Cipher
Equipment.
Radar Division-deals with Field Radars and Night Vision
Equipment.
Support Division-gives the valuable support to both Division
required to produce copious documentation and Statistics, aided by
extensive use of the Branch computer.
What do I mean by 'deal with'? - it is literally a cradle to the grave
operation. During development of new electronic equipments advice is
given to the agencies involved on the maintainability side of the design
work. Jn many cases there are Resident Artificers living and working
with the firms (eg Plessey at Roke Manor and Christchurch , Marconi at
Poole, etc.) A full 'Ease of Maintenance Report' is then written on
every new equipment and as a result the Repair Policy is detem1ined
and laid down by the EME Directorate.
Full documentation for the maintenance and repair of the equipment
is written, vetted and produced by the MAG's (they are sometimes
written by firms under contract)-EMERs, and for new equipments
from here on, the appropriate parts of AESP's.
When equipment is in service the Branch processes the Defect
Reports from users (yes-that's where you heard of us!) and follows up,
with the Post Design Services, any required modifications. Would you
believe we still get Defect Reports on such sets as the A38! In some
cases special Logistic Assessments are made of new systems to cross
check on the theoretical figures of repair commitments and spares
scalings (e~ CLAC-CLANSMAN Logistic Assessment Committee,
TELA-Tnffid Equipment Logistic Assessment. and who can say what
LAERFISC stands for?).
This is necessarily a brief account of the main task of the Branch .
The final point I would make is that we are a Regular Army Unit with a
Commanding Officer, co-located only with the Royal Signals and
Radar Establishment, who are of course part of the Procurement
Executive (PE).

r-----------------------,

TRAVEL WARRANT II

Wherever you're posted abroad, we can provide you with safe reliable
motoring in the shape of a Volvo. And with our tax free expertise, you'll be
surprised at the price. Its the next best thing to being issued with a
permanent travel warrant.
Please send me the export facts.
Volvo Concessionaires Limited, Tourist and Diplomatic Sales,
28 Albemarle Street, London WIX 3FA
Telephone 01-493 0321, Telex 24949
Name/Rank
Address

Teleph~-

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
VOLVO EXPORT I

L-----------------------~
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W02 (FofS) Steve Farrow, with his wife Ann, after being presented
with his Long Service and Good Conduct Medal by Brig G. 0. Clarke
(l eft). On the right is Col 0 . R. Burls, Commanding Officer of Tels and
Radar Branch REME

Uniformal are the tailors for
dress uniforms.
The finest materials are cut by
craftsmen, then hand tailored
to ensure that your d re s
uniform gives long
distinguished service.
Uniformal supply all
branche~ of the forces.

With maximum
discount,your
dress uniform

~~i~~l~o~t{,81
~~~«~~
added

approx.
For further information
tel. Ken Dungey al 0 32 26102
or write to Uniformal, Dept W
Yan Dungie Hou e,
Meynell Avenue,
Rothwell, Leeds
L 26 OQD .
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B.F.P.O. 46
BAOR SEMI FINAL
Our opponents on 3 March were 49 Field Regiment Royal Artillery
representing 1 Division. Unfortunately. due to exercise commitments,
nearly all the Regimental supporters were unable to attend, but the
Regiment's boxers were raring to go and soon made that quite clear. At
five bouts to nil the contest was over as far as the BAOR competition
was concerned, but our four other fighters were keen to have a go and
completeJ the victory so successfully that the team won by nine bouts to
nil. A tremendous show by a team dedicated to their training and with
the will to win.

THE DIVISIONAL FINAL
It made a pleasant change to have won the toss which made it
po ible to fight on our home ground on 18 February. Our opposition
wa 7 Regiment Royal Horse Artillery from Osnabruck who we knew
were out to pro\'e their worth. Once again our team was unchanged and
read) to do battle.

SO NEAR AND YET SO FAR
The pugilists of the Regiment failed at the final hurdle to win the
much covetted BAOR Novices Boxing Trophy on 21 March. Having
trounced 49 Field Regiment Royal Artillery 9 bouts to nil in the
semi-finals, we met 1st Battalion The Royal Regiment of Fusiliers. Our
opponents were well able to show their great physical strength and
straight combination punches during the course of the evening,
running out eventual winners by seven bouts to two.
We congratulate our team for getting us so far in the competition
and for the determination and courage they have shown throughout the
season.

LCpl Black, a much fitter more prepared fighter since his last
contest. came out of his comer like a rocket and with some combination
lefts and rights had his opponent on the canvas in a very short time.
The referee evencually stopped the contest at the beginning of the
second round, in Black's favour. Sig Pingue gave his usual magnificent
display of boxing skills and combination punches and won convincingly
on points. Sig Thompson was beaten in the first round by a much
stronger opponent, but was once again there to gain a valuable point
for the team. Sig O'Connor had to use all his skills and physical fitness
to beat his opponent, who was an awkward customer, with a very long
reach. Our man evencually won on points. The fight of the evening was
without doubt the lightmiddle. Here Sig Cave tried to box an opponent
who just kept coming and throwing punches. The spectators were on
1htir teer urging both boxers on. The pace that they both managed to
keep up for the three rounds was astounding and both boxers received a
standing ova1ion after the fight. The Artillery boxer won on a majority
points decision. The next contest went our way with Pte Anderson, the
better all round boxer, who managed to keep his man at bay with some
well timed straight lefts to the face and body. The next fight was the
shortest of the evening with Sig Smith, our boxer, takin~ a very strong
right to the face and failing to beat the count. At this stage of the
contest we were beginning to feel confident of winning. We needed one
more fight to be through to the BAOR semi finals. eedless to say LCpl
Duies obliged us with a convincing win on points over his opponent.
The contest and the Divisional Championship was ours. Both teams
hue to be congratulated on their performance which could not be
surpa\sed for skill. physical fitness and determination.
A special mention mu t be given to Sgt (SI) Hunt APTC and his
instructors for presenting the gymnasium and ring in an immaculate
condition.
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THE REVIVAL CO TINUES
The Regimental 'ovices boxing team have come out of 10 years
hibernation with a force that has BAOR up on its toes and gasping in
amazement. The eleven strong team of pugilists (we have no room for
re erves) has fou~ht its wav through five meetings, against all the odds,
and are now poised for the BAOR final against 1st Bn The Royal
Regiment of Fu iliers. After the first two battles in rhe divisional stage
of che competition we met I st Bn The Hampshire Regiment, once again
in Munster. on 29 January. After a very exciting contest the final bout
defeated the Hamp hires and we were in the Divisional Final.

The victorious boxing team after the divisional final on 18 February

-
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ARU IN STYLE
Our ARU took place on Friday 22 February, our activities were to be
a mystery but we had been told that it would be 'fun'. The Garrison
Commander, Col J. R. Templer OBE, was to be the Inspecting Officer
and we invited him to a dinner night in our Headquarters Mess at
Liibbecke on the evening before. Our own Officers Mess is having its
kitchen rebuilt and this necessitated the move to Uibbecke some 15
miles away. Maj Andrew Martin, OC 3 Sqn, was dined out that night
and an extract from his letter to the Commanding Officer apears below.
'May I seize the first opportunity to write and thank you and all your
officers for a most memorable dining out in L"ubbecke on Thursday
night and Friday. The Mess Committee and Staff clearly coped
manfully with the move to Liibbecke even if the return journey was not
uniformly easy.
Party games are fast becoming a garrison tradition and Human
Draughts deserves to rank highly among the successes in this field. May
I thank you also for allowing the guests to introduce their own games: I
was a little lost for ideas myself but I found the car chase stimulating,
especially as the dressing up had led me to expect Charades. It was
great fun to be able to join the Warrant Officers later on and the
soldiers showed much good humour joining in 'Hunt the Land Rover'
as dawn broke.
Simplicity was clearly the keynote of the daylight games: Lineman's
Knock in a 9x9 somewhere north ofOsnabruck was a gas and as a guest
I particularly appreciated the fact that the umpire, having no
respirator. could not record the detail of my fumbhng. Sending the
soldiers running up and down the Wiehengebirge was a welcome piece
of gracious hospitality as it gave me the chance to relocate my Mess Kit.
I must not take more of your time, but may I say how much I enjoyed
the final reprise by the band-al fresco, tutti tempo di
marcha-playing 'Begone Dull Care' with such elan after the very
welcome breakfast of Bratwurst which had rounded off such an
enjoyable morning'.
AN EARLY START
It will be seen from the above that our ARU started before the end of
the dinner night. At OIOOhrs the Regiment was called out and the
officers held captive in the Mess. After changing into new combat kit
(supplied by the QM, Maj Sid Kirk DWR) they were put into two four
ton trucks and were being driven to a remote location, (from where they
were going to have to walk back to Camp), when they hijacked the
trucks and got back to Birdwood Barracks in time to see the Regiment
driving out of Camp. The RSM, WOI Vic Zimmer, was well in
command accompanied by the Supt Clerk, WOI Clive Mason, wearing
the 2IC's webbing. Officers · were told to join their Squadrons by
0600hrs and at 0800hrs the casual spectator would have been treated to
the spectacle of the whole Regiment doubling around in a cir.de
wearing full NBC kit and respirators. The tas.ks for the morning
included a forced march and orienteering exercise (1 Sqn) and
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The smaller statuette illustrated is from a new
C.arringcon series of sterling silver models
approximately ~inches high, price £125 each.
Any regiment can be produced to order,
accurately depicted in any style of dress; certain
regiments are available from stock.
We hold a range oflarger statuettes and
other regimental silver and submit
dt..-signs and estimates free for
specially commissioned
pieces. You can rely on
Carrington for service and
fine craftsmanship our
reputation has been based
on that for nearly two
centuries.

deployment ofradio stations by helicopter (2 Sqn}. 3 Sqn attempted the
ARU equivalent of the Alpine Combi nation (Shooting, NBC and BFT)
whilst RHQ Sqn painted their vehicles white to demonstrate winter
camouflage. HQ Sqn were tasked with attacking an objective on the
Liibbecke Ridge and had not returned by 1230hrs in time to join the
tug of war with 10 ton t rucks. A tired and hungry Regiment dispersed
to find some brunch before parading at 1415 to rehearse for a formal
parade which was to commence at 1530hrs, band supplied as a surprise
by the ARU team.
TIRED AND PROUD
The day ended when the Garrison Commander reviewed the
contribution that 'his' Signal Regiment had made to the functioning of
the Division during the last year. A tired but proud regiment marched
from the parade square and Pte Flaherty RPC, 3 Sqn, who arrived on
Thursday, went to see whether he really did have a bed; he had not got
around to using it in the first 29 hours that he spent in the Regiment.

z

Please note
our new address

CARRINGTON only at
25 Old Bond St., London, WlX 4AU. Tel: 01-493 6123
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The Adjutant General, Gen Sir Robert Ford, meets our two members
of the Army Downhill Ski Team, LCpl Paul Ford and Cpl Gordon
Townsley
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DAMBUSTERS
In late March, fourteen members of Alpha Gauntlet led by their new
Gauntlet Commander Lt Roger Cocks, travelled to the Mohnesee
Sailing Oub for an adventure training exercise. Activities included
orienteering, initiative training and finally a visit to the Mohnesee Dam
of 'Dambusters' fame.

~
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TASK FORCE HOTEL SIGNAL SQUADRON
OC
Maj J D M Ingram
lJC
Capt T JP Bryning
lJC (Designate)
Capt RR Holmes
OC A Gauntld
R Cocks
OC B Gauntlet
2Lt N P Harrison
SSM
WOl J Bonnett
YofS
W02 AG Rayner
STAFF CHANGES
After an interesting two years with Brig B Gord~n-Lennox ~~ · the
new Commander arrived in December. One of his first duties m the
Garrison was to inspect usl The Commander, Brig~ J Stibbon O~E,
talked individually to nearly every member of the umt and at the final
parade congratulated the Squadron on the high standard of turnout
both of men and vehicles. Other recent arrivals in the staff are now
having the mysterious ways of the Royal Signals explained to t~em . In
contrast to his predecessor, the new Commander often pops mto the
Squadron which goes a long way in helping keep us us on our toes!

SPORTING SCENE
After losing nearly all of last year's side, the Squadron soccer team
has been struggling to find the form that made them last year's BAOR
runners up. The new SSM, John Bonnett, has been a great asset to the
side but unfortunately LCpl Scouse Wilson is posted in the near future .
The team has a great problem scoring goals, so if anyone has a spare
prolific goal scorer, help! Our only claim to fame is Cpl Alan Blood's
entry for the 'Own goal of the Year' Competition.
Our ten pin bowling stars SSgt Bill Adams and Cpl Mick _Cost are
still bowling well in the 'Black Cats' and are soon to defend their Army
Doubles Championship .
Capt Tim Brynlng, Sgt Sammy Samm, Cpl Dave Rankin and LCpl
Denny Allen have continued to play rugby for either the Regimental
Teain or the Detmold Druids , with varying degrees of success (and
failure) .
The Squadron has discovered an amazing ability to play volleyball.
The Squadron Team became Regimental Champions and beat a
German side that were last year's area champions. We look forward to
better things .
· SSgt Mick Bailes has kept our cross country runners in two and
helped the Regiment to first place in the Divisional Cross Country
League.

Ex Spring Dam, back row L to R: Pte Rommel Stuart, Sig Alf
Garratty, Sig Bob Neilly, LCpl Chappie Chapman (doing Buckmaster
impressions!), Cpl Frank Riley (hidden), LCpl Mac McEwan, Cpt Paul
Green and Sig 'Scouse' Hornby
Front row L to R: Cpl Jock Crawford and Sig ' Buck' Buckmaster

INS AND OUTS
The following have recently left the Unit: Capt J Amberton, W02
{SSM) Dave Darlington, FofS Mark Crowe, Sgt Sammy Samm, Cpl
'Willie' Ironside, Sig Keith Appleby, Sig Jimmy Hughes. SSgt Dave
Lawton (REME) has left us, but remains with R Signals at 37 Si~ Regt
(V) Bristol. Cpl Rob Ingham and Sig Taff Twohlgg have left the JOYS of
Detmold to join our old boys' club at 633 Sig Tp. Belize ..
The following have joined the Squadron this year; Lt Roger Cocks,
W02 (SSM) John Bonnett, Cpl Dave Cuncllffe, LCpl Bob Gudgeon,
LCpl Andy Lidstone Sigs 'Dlbdlb' Baden-Powell, Flipper Dolphin,
Andy Le'Billion Derek Traynor, Craig Tunstall and Pte Stephen
Doherty (RPC).

THELATESTFASIDON
Follo\\fog in the steps of our intrepid leader, the latest fashion among
the Squadron Officers is to carry 'sticks, Officer, general purpose'. The
sticks are ideal for; leaning on, cleaning excess mud from boots,
assisting identifying the carrier whilst in NBC suit, indicating our
position on maps and a multitude of other useful purposes. The
photograph shows 2Lt Nigel Harrison about to put his stick to yet
another use, that of doing our photographer a mischief. As 2Lt
Harrbon's Short Service Volunteer Commission has now been
converted to a Regular Commission , he feels entitled to carry a stick!

Ex STEAL FORTH
The Regimental Training exercise in January allowed some of the
Squadron to act as enemy against the Regiment's defences . LCpl
Oiappie Chapman was captured trying to infiltrate into Main
Headquarters. His disguise as a German layabout was perfect until he
tripped over and swore in English! Oiappie still managed to conceal a
package marked 'Bomb' in Main HQ while his captors decided what to
do with him!
The conventional attacks were also judged successful especially one
that was greeted with thin rifle fire and a sea of Harvey Smith hand
signals.
THERE'S NO BUSINESS LIKE SNOW BUSINESS'
Twenty-three members of the Squadron went to the Regimental
Snow Queen hut in March . 2Lt Harrison led the party and was
welcomed by W02 'Big Geordie' Darlington, until recently our
Squadron Sergeant Major. At times the party were worried by the lack
of snow due to the good weather, but their luck held and good skiing
was possible throughout the whole two weeks. SSgt 'Tom' Noonan
became an expert skier despite giving some of the young soldiers
present more than twenty years. LCpl 'Junior' White RPC won the gold
medal for the downhill slalom senior league, and Sig 'Mick' Collyer
won the beginners league. Our only injury was Cpl 'Chippy' Wood
whose cartilages finally let him down. LCpl 'Junior' White only hurt his
pride and his pocket when he skied into a barbed wire fence and
destroyed his brand new ski suit. However, the bad luck award goes to
Pte 'Snappy' Dewsnap who was body checked by a telegraph pole
during one descent. The glamour in the party was provided by LCpl
Lynn Connelly WRAC and WPte 'Womble' Boddlngton who would
both now be happy to trade in their commcen teleprinters for a pair of
skis. Thanks must go to the Regimental Snow Queen team ably led by
Capt Martin Stretch. We are also grateful to the Queen's Own Hussars
who invited twelve members of the Squadron to take part in the various
courses run from their Snow Queen hut.
CONGRATULATIONS
Well done to Sgt Roger Parsons, Cpl Pete Jarvis, LCpl Gaz
Watkinson,, LCpl Mac McEwan, LCpl Oiapple Oiapman, LCpl
Ronnie Fuller and LCpl Taff Marenghi on their recent promotions.
WPte Tamanlkarukuruku Ovalau (nee Broomham) must also be
congratulated on her recent wedding and on the size of her new
dogtags!
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quality. Lt Tony 'Whistler' Russ is pictured here, ably assisted by his
volunteer pin cushion LCpl Clirh Lewis.
Tony's efforts in fonning a fencing team have been rewarded in its
first season. Although closely foiled into second place in the Divisional
Team Championships, Tony showed his calibre by slicing through the
opposition to win the Sabre Championship. At present he continues to
cut and thrust his way, with the BAOR Team, to the Anny Finals at
Aldershot.

ATHLETICS
The Squadron made an early start to the athletics season with out
inter Gauntlet competition. The weather greeted us with sub zero
temperatures which iced up the lungs of the long distance runners and
meant that the spectators (and some of the competitors!) were dressed
as befits the winter Olympics. Bravo Gauntlet won the Competition
which also helped us to select our Squadron team for the Regimental
competition later in the season.

A

•

ROUND UP ON SPORT
The Milan Road Race is an annual event organised by the Italian
Athletics Federation . This gruelling 22Km Race is to be held on the
first weekend in April. Seventeen thousand runners are expected to
compete this year, of these ten stalwart figures will be representing the
Division in the guise of Volkslauf Vests and Union Jack Shorts . The
team is drawn from five separate Corps representing a spectrum of the
Division .

Sgt Ian Durrant, the only four eyed runner, organised the whole
af~air; the initial planning, coordination of the team, travel to
Milan-and back! Such was the outside interest generated that the
Divisional Public Relations Staff kindly offered to cover the event-all
expenses paid of course! Further reports will follow on the teams
effort-Good Luck for bringing another first to four-eat your heart
out 7.
For the first time in his career that Debonair Master of the Sword has
agreed to unmask to dispel all rumours directed at his photogenic
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THE THOUGHT SPORT
Trying to persuade some soldiers to sample orienteering can, at the
best of times, prove impossible. It needs the dedication and talent of
the few to motivate the many. This is exactly what Capt John
Henderson has achieved in his short time at Four. Dispelling rumours
that orienteering is an alternative method of freezing on some hilly
feature-John has combined the attributes of mental ability with
physical fitness, coupled \vith the incentive of 'oodles' of free time
(much to the chagrin of Sqn Comds) and formed the pictured team of
converts.
·
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A demanding season ties ahead of tl_ie. ~rienteering ~earn .whi~h
includes both the Rhine Area and D1v1s1onal Champ1onsh1ps m
addition to the Bismark League. An apprehensive 2 Lt Wayne
Coupland was recently converted to the new wave of fanatics as a direct
result of his generous donations to Mess funds. 'It costs very little' he
a breathlessly heard to remark 'and the Adiutant feels orienteering
will steer me along the right course'. Cunning Running.
OUTSTANDING BADMINTON PARTNERSHIP
At the end of a daunti ng season. sprinkled with injury, training and
heartache LCpl Jim Moore and LCpl Tom Pollard have turned up
trumps again . Both veteran Corps and BAOR Players, the tournaments
won outright tell a story in themselves. They include:
BAOR Men's Inter Unit Doubles (2 year running)
UK Royal Signals Corps Singles Winner-LCpl Moore
UK Royal Signals Corps Unit Doubles Winners
UK Royal Signab Corps Open Doubles Winners
BAOR Royal Signals Corps Singles Winner-LCpl _Pollard
BAOR Royal Signals Corps Singles Runner up- LCpl Moore
BAOR Royal Signal Corps Unit Doubles Winners
BAOR Royal Signals Corps Open Doubles Winners
Four Divisional Champions (All Events)
Jim and Tom have pride in their partnership and wish to truly thank
their manager and part time TOT, Capt John Knox for his full support
throughout the year.

FLYING FALCON FOCUS
If there can be a more awesome sight than a Divisional Main
Headquarters in the field, then it takes the lean, precision machine of
Fourth Armoured Division Main to lead the way in striking fear into
the foe's heart. As the pictures depict, even after the gruelling ten day
exercise this year, morale was high , the team in fine humour, and OC
Maln's camera actually worked!
WOI (FofS) John McDonald hears the cries of 'endex· emanating
from Sig Ops. His first reaction was to wake the Traffic Officer to
inform him that the exercise had started / finished.
The ugliest detachment competition was won for an unprecedented
second season by the 'inhabitants' of Div Comd. Cpl Chris Taylor,
LCpl 'Geordie' Petty, Slgs Taffy Drew and Chris Lloyd-The men of
Alpha One did it again!
Sig Taffy Drew deserves special mention for not only winning the
individual competition outright, but also bringing to light a flaw in the
'Q' world-does anyone have a set of size zero combats-please!
An d finally, a nice touch from a handful of comrades who visited us
for this year'sF/ying Falco1i. -

A no less enthusiastic welcome was given to LCpl Jock Revans by the
line detachment at Main HQ and he had hardly put his cases down
before he was 'invited' to join them in a cable run. For Cpl Graham
Owen, Sigs Jon Eccles and Marvin Hinton this was their first taste of
BAOR, but Sgt Gary Ledger and Cpl Ivor Balley were old Germany
hands, and very quickly made themselves at home in their respective
radio relay detachments. Cpl Mal Narker also had a memorable week
and feels he now knows the Forward Corps Area as well as anyone after
driving fo r over a thousand miles during our short stay.
We wo ul d like to thank 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt for their warm
hospitality and the helpful advice we received wherever we worked,
dunng the exercise.

HER FORD HUMOUR
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE MONTH OF MARCH
BY CARL
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A SAD FAREWELL TO FAMILIES
Mrs Joyce Pemberton has been a dedicated member of the
Regimental Troubleshooting Team , known affectionately as the
Families Office since July 1978. For two years now Joyce has exercised
her immense charm an d understanding with hundreds of fa milies in
the Division , in particul ar the young wives of the Regiment who have
turned to Joyce as they would their own mother. She is not without her
tyrant nature however, an attribute which is strongly rumoured to have
seen the previous Families Officer to a posting in the quieter surrounds
of the Scottish Highlands. Joyce is married to Maj Lesley Pemberton,
one of the fri endliest and helpful Chief Account ants/Finance
Officers/Paymasters a Regiment could wish for. Our fondest wishes
follow them on their posting to UK.
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SSgt GEORGE HOOK APTC
This month we say farewell to our PTI , SSgt George Hook after three
years' loyal service with the Regiment. The photograph shows him
receiving his Regimental Squash Colours from the Commanding
Officer, Lt Col Bob Cook last summer. We wish SSgt Hook the best of
luck for the future.

While in the sober light of day, the Commanding Officer's chauffeur,
LCpl 'Jock' Hunter is booked by a friendly watchdog at Main

PTARMIGAN IN THE FIELD
Well not quite, just ten of us from the Ptarmigan Trials Squadron of
30 Sig Regt over from UK to observe the Bruin SOPs as carried out by
Four Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt. The knowledge thus gained would
then be used in the production of the Ptarmigan SOPs . We were made
to feel very welcome by Four Div who by the time we joined the exercise
had already deployed in to the field.
A particularly enthusiastic welcome was received by SSgt (FofS) John
England when he was met by Ml\f Barry , OC 1 Squadron, at Comcen
Golf, and all became clear when Ml\I Barry proudly unveiled his home
built microcomputer and promptly proceeded to demonstrate his own
recently written path profile analysis programme.
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MARESFIBLD BUILDING PROJECT
As promised, to keep rast members of the Regiment in the picture
on the continuing saga o our new (nearly built) gymnasium. We have
at the moment a group of frustrated PTI's who are champing at the bit
waiting in anticipation for the completion of this hall of physical
culture. O ur PT staff, headed by W02 (QMSI) Gordon Milne APTC
have offered their services as labourers to help in the work, much to the
delight of the local German workmen.

7 Sig Regt B.F .P .0. 15

THE KD..O TROOP HAMMER
Sig Mcintosh of Ki!o Troop S Squadron , is rapidly .buidl_ing a
reputation for himself m Army and German amateur boxmg circles.
Hard on the heels of winning the British Army of t he Rh ine bantamweight title in Berlin in December, he has just annexed the East
Westphalian title as well, this time representing the German civilian
club Box-Sport-Verein. topping his opponent in just 32 seconds of.the
first round. While boxing 1s his number one sport, he also enjoys
soccer. squash and cross-country running. He is looking forward to
representing his German club in the main Westphalian finals later this
month .

ms WIFE'S THE LAw

HQ Squadron driver LCpl Martin Bytner, has an added hazard every
time he drives his ration truck throuRh the Garrison town of Herford.
He risks arrest by his wife, a Corporal in the Royal Mi litary Police.
'Eleanor is ultra-efficient at her job and that can cause me
problems', he points out ruefully. 'Only last week my truck was in
collision with a car, and as usual she was first at the scene. I was lucky
that time. She had a little word in my ear and reported me to the
military authorities. At least she did not get the handcuffs out.
The couple met while serving in Herford. As a Private soldier he got a
ribbing from his mates for going out with a military policewoman ,
especially a corporal. But Martin had the last laugh. He married
Eleanor. 22, and as he explains with a twinkle in his eye; 'She may
order me about at work, but it's all cliange as soon as we get home. She
becomes a real charmer-she even gets me tea in bed in the morning'.

Left to Right: Cpl Steve Peacock, Sig Paddy Dolan, Sig Steve
Renoef, W02 (QSMIJ Gordon Milne (APTC)

CLANGER OF THE MONTH
Telephone call from 2IC 4 Squadron to Superintending Oerk WOl
(SC) Brian Dearman.
2IC 4-Hallo Mr Dearman could you please confirm your Orderly
room telephone number?
SC-Hang on sir, I'll look in the directory!!!
We say farewell to WOI (SC) Brian Dearman, Margaret and family
and welcome his replacement WOI (SC) D G Harrod, Connie and
family.

CHANGE AT THE TOP
This month we witness a change in management, handover-takeover
of RSM's. Every RSM has a humourous side to his character and our
outgoing RSM has been ne exception. Mr Leggett's broad Ulster
accent and cheerfulness will be missed around the Regiment . We wish
WOI (RSM) Leggett, Phyllis and the family all the best in their new
posting. We also welcome the new RSM , WOI (RSM) RM D Collins,
Ann and family to the Regiment and hope their stay will be a happy
one, for us that is?
MOMENTS OF HUMOUR
The Army has always boasted a keen sense of humour and 3
Squadron (OSCAR) is no exception. Edited by the SSM , W02 Bill
Hunt the squadron publishes a daily chronicle during exercises. This
popular and informative 'Oscar Daily Dribble' contains some really
brilliant feats of journalism, here are a few examples:
A caravan fell off the back of a landrover whilst leaving barracks
yesterday. The LAD recovery team wore plimsolls so as not to wake
up the occupants. Soldier taking a second helping of stew.
chef: is that your second time around
soldier; yes
chef: well wait until everyone else has been through
soldier; I thought you'd be pleased that someone would want a
second helping .
The winner of the golden blanket award has been disqualified , he
was found walking around inside his sleeping bag.
Soldier to lineman-hear they are training WRAC Techs in
Catterick.
lineman-It would be cheaper to issue skirts to the ones we've got.
Maj Tony Whipp of the Ptarmigan trials squadron stayed with the
regiment during a recent exercise. He was given a sleeping place in an
empty staff vehicle, at the point where he was starkers and just about to
climb into his sleeping bag he heard the following through the TV
intercom, Sir could you switch the camera off before you get your head
down!
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In the major units league table the Regiment currently stands in
second position having played six matches, we have won four, lost two,
scored 21 goals and let 14 in ourselves. The regimental side has, at the
same time, played seven friendly fixtures of which we have won five and
lost 2 having ventured as far afield as SHAPE in Belgium to find
opposition. The team had an extremely pleasant weekend there, having
been entertained by a recently departed member of the regiment. The
team have a further four league fixtures to play and if luck is on our
side we may yet retain the league title which we won last year.
SMALL BORE SHOOTING
20 February saw four of the Regim ent's Small-bore Shooting Team
in the final of the BAOR Individual: Capt Jim Evans, Lt Nick
Blampied, SSgt Terry Beckett and Sgt Ken Fisher . Unfortunately, the
BAOR Rugby Final took place on the same day leaving only Sgt Ken
Fisher to compete in the 60- Shot Match. He did well obtaining 12th
place with an average of 97.
The following day saw the team event, this time comprising the
following participants: SSgt Terry Beckett, Sgts Ken Fuher and Eddie
Turner, Cpl Bob Story and LCpl Dave Gosney. Not surprisingly, SSgt
Terry Beckett had a bad day; Rugby and Shooting don 't mix and
twitching muscles don't help. Sgt Ken Fisher headed for disaster when
his trigger jammed but he managed to free it with only five minutes to
go. All the same, he held the average of 97! Cpl Bob Story and LCpl
Dave Gosney, firing their first ever shoulder-to-shoulder match, were
overcome by nerves but young Dave Gosney pulled back with some
good shots. Well done, Dave.
At the end of the day, the team held 7th place overall but didn't
reach the Final. Bearing in mind that two reserve shots had to take the
place of two regulars and also considering the unfortunate
circumstances as mentioned above, the team needn't feel despondent.
Things can only get better!
TOTs and AND FOSs CONVENTION
This years convention was the fifth and once again turned out to be a
most enjoyable and a very useful 'get together'. The convention was
opened by CCR Signals 1 (BR) Corps, Brig PD Alexander MBE, there
followed interesting presentations accompanied by much discussion on
a variety of subjects, these included, Auto KO, Ptarmigan, Clansman,
New Projects Frequency Management and a most interesting SYM
project presented by SSgt (FofSJ Connelly and Turvey of the 1 Armd
Div Sig Regt .
This years convention was the best attended yet, with over 90 per
present, unfortunately space does not permit us to mention all the
speakers but a special thank you to W02 (FofS) J Gallagher DEM who
organised the event.
A highlight was the dinner in the WOs and Sgts Mess, once again we
had a most enjoyable evening which proved to be yet again too short, as
the conference resumed at 0900 hours the next morning. The success of
the evening may best be summarised by the NAAFI shop assistant who
said on the morning following, 'how did we manage to run out of Aspro
and AJka Seltzer in one morning'?
The convention ended at lunchtime with the closing address given by
CSO BAOR , Maj Gen A C Birtwistle CBE who thanked the host
regiment, speakers and all attending .

W01 Harrod left and W01 Dearman right
'Yes, I prayed when I first came here too'

Left: W01 (RSM) Collins
Right: W01 (RSM) Leggett
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HOCKEY REPORT
The Regimental Hockey story seems to be almost a repeat of last
season, 'Always the Bridesmaid , never the Bride' . To date the
Regimental team managed to reach the finals of the Divisional Major
Units Knockout only to be narrowly beaten 2- 1 by 28 Amphibious
Engineer Regiment. Soon afterwards, the team was engaged in the
quarter finals of the Army Cup , the draw not being very favourable in
that we met the current army champions. It was a hard fought match ;
however, the experience and slightly better ball control of S Heavy
Regiment RA told and they came out winners by 3-1 .
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W02 ( FOS) John Gallagher BEM with CSO
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AUSTRAUAN EXCHANGE, EXCHANGE
The Regiment, namely 4 Squadron boasts of a real live tame
Australian exchange officer. January saw the current OC , Maj Dave
Watson replaced by yet another ' Aussie' in the shape of Maj John
Heath. This touching ceremony took place on the Regimental square
accompanied by a paper and comb band playing Waltzing Matilda .
The ceremonial handover of the squadron map roll took place between
OC's , not that they need maps, they find their way around by Abo
ins,tinct. The squadron will miss Maj Dave and Pam Watson and of
course welcome Maj John and Pat Heath to the fold .

RUGBY-BAOR CUP FINAL
.
.
Thi was a very close contest with the result m d_oubt up until the
clo ing minutes of the game. ~th teams took some time to settle down
but it was 7 who went ahead with a Steve Peacock penalty g~al after 15
minutes. 3 BAD equalised in similar fashion jus ~fore half time.
In the second half 3 BAD went further ahead with a penalty goal and
a try to lead by 10 points to 3after19 minutes , the Regiment came back
Y..ith a good try by 2 Lt Mark Edwards who cro~ed in the comer, Steve
Peacock converting with a really excellent kick to make th~ score
10-9. The stage was then set for a thrilling finish, ~th teams piled on
the pressure but the defensive work was outstanding. Unfortunately
with 5 minutes to go. 3 BAD were rewarded with a penalty which_ they
scored to go ahead by 13 points to 9, in spite of 5?me last minute
pressure by the Regiment this remained the _final score. We
congratulate 3 BAD and wish them every success m the Army Cup
Final against the RRW.

Sgt Tom Taylor leads his group of langlaufers down the backfield
slope just to prove that he is really a Downhill man . If the
photographers had been slightly slower nearly half the group would
have been shown lying down

Back row left to right:
Sgt Bob Evans, SSgt George Firth, SSgt Ray King, SSgt Geoff Back,
SSgt Glen Morgan, Sgt Alan Hill, Sgt Griff Griffith
Centre row left to right:
Sgt Topper Brown RE, SSgt Ian Chapman, W02 (SSM) Gordon
Scott, Mrs Back, Mrs King, Mrs Firth, Mrs Morgan, W02 (YofS)
Donnelly, SSgt Gerry Whelan, Sgt Dave Prinn
Front row left to right:
Mrs Brown Mrs Chapman, Mrs Scott, Col Winder (Garrison
Commander\. Lt Col C. E. R. Story (Commanding Officer), Mrs
Donnelly, Mrs Whelan, Mrs Prinn

Cpl Dave Higgins waits in anticipation for the ball with Cpl John Rolls
behind

left: Maj Dave Watson
Right: Maj John Heath

AWAY FROM IT ALL
The regiment runs a Snow Queen hut in Hinang near Sonthofen in
Allgau. For the last four years we have taken over the Gasthaus
Edelweiss from the German owners and established an outpost 500
miles away from the regiment. Here 120 soldiers and some families can
spend two weeks skiing. The Downhill course is based on the
Bolsterlang slopes which give, with 2 drag lifts and 2 chair lifts, varied
slopes of all standards from beginner to expert . The regiment is lucky
in having three BASI instructors, Sgt Dave Roberts, (Chief Instructor)
Sgt Tom T aylor and LCpl Bamber Gasgoine who spent most of the
season instructing. In addition Cpl Jim Perry, Cpl Lee Wookey and
LCpl Tez McBride and LCpl Andy Brown are Army or regimentally
qualified instructors and they take turns with the courses throughout
the season . Sgt Roger Fairfield runs the admin side of life and also
stands in as an instructor himself.
On weekends when the slopes get busier the basis of Langlauf are
taught on the fields and paths around Hinang as some of the
accompanying photographs show. We also get visitors who bring us
up to date on news of the outside world. One of these was the CSO
BAOR, Maj Gen Blrtwlstle who visited our hut on the 21122 January.
We lent him and his wife some boots and skis and Sgt Roberts gave
them some instruction . We were forbidden to take photographs or pass
commen t on which of them is the better but we hope that they enjoyed
themselves and were able to talk knowledgeably when they reached
SHIEFFEC? for the 3 Div Championships.

Instructors and students in the Gasthaus. From left to right: Mrs
Karen Fairfield Sgt Dave Roberts, Cpl Jim Perry, Sgt Jeff Callaway,
WOl (FofS) F~ank Gadman , Sgt Tom Taylor and LCpl Tez McBride
who, judging by the empty glasses and the look on his face, has just
been told it's his round

RALLYING
In March , our intrepid LAD rally team drove into action by entering
an event held by the British Army Motoring Association (BAOR). LCpl
Geordie Broom and Cfn Ian Barley got into gear and set out on a 208
miles course over road and cross country . The rally was held at night
with a clutch of some 30 crews in cars and landrovers over a timed
route. Accompanied by the smell of burning rubber and the glare of
headlights over two budding James Hunts battled with the field. The
gruelling event at last came to an end with Geordie and Ian finishing
overall fourth, with only one point difference between the winners and
our crew.

THE DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS
The TRC-471 is the new Field Tactical Radio Relay system with
wide frequency coverage designed for ease of ope ration under severe
environmental conditions. It has been developed by Marconi in
conjunction with Siemens and AEG to meet the requirements of the
British Army. The Ministry of Defence requirements for Triffid were ,
as usual particularly demanding and comprehensive st ressing
compatability, flexibility and reliability, all attributes that have been
fully met in the new design.
As the new generation Rad io Relay equipment fo r the British Army's
mobile tactical communication systems, T ri ffid is not only to be used in
the present Bruin system , wh~re it will repla.ce th ree. in-servic_e
equipments, which are app roaclung the end of theLr useful lives, but 1t
is also to be used as the main bearer for Ptarmigan, the new Corps
Communications system , due to be introduced in 1983. The first
production models have now arrived in the Regiment and we are
delighted to have been chosen to train the operators and managers of
the Corps Signal Units in this step fo rward into the 1980-s.
Our picture shows the daughter of our T OT, Miss Cluistlne Dyer
under the watchful eye of Cpl Steven Ludlam. Christine has been voted
as Miss T riffid by the Regimen t, no she is not on the CES!

•

Sig Dave Wood breaks with Sgt Tod O'Brian in support

BAOR-REPRESENTATIVE HONOURS
The Regiment has supplied eight pl ayers for the BAOR games so far
this season-those are LCpl BUI McConnell who has cap tained the
BAOR Team in their winning streak against the Federal Republic of
Germany and Holland. Also in the team , Sgt Kevin Stock, Cpl Dave
HJggbu, Cpl Steve Peacock, Sig Taff George, Sig Dave Dave Wood ,
Cpl Gus Hales and 2 Lt Mark Edwards.

PRESENTATIO NS
21 February saw the Garrison Commander , Col W E Wind.e r present
a number of LS and GC medals to members of the Regiment. This
happy occasion was witnessed by a few of the wives, add ing a family
atmosphere to the ceremony. This took place in the WO's and Sgts
Me . a celebration buffet and drinks were laid on after. The Regiment
offers congratulations to the recipients, although we can't help
wondering how many pleas of mitigation were concocted.
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Cpl Chris Holdsworth (with back to camera), Sgt Jeff (I alw ays
wa nted a Klister blister), Callaway and WOl (FofSl Frank Gadman
waxing up outside the Gasthaus
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Lookin g at Vehicle
Left-LCpl Geordie Broom, R1:ght- Cfn Ian Barley

.
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8 Sig Regt Catterick Garrison

TARIF TRAINING WITHIN ITS
Telegraph Automatic Routing in the Field (TARlF) is now an
integral part of the training given to both Basic and Upgrading Data
Telegraphist courses in 8 Signal Regiment. Courses are introduced to
TARIF in the Trade Training School, where one of the classrooms has
been made into an Exercise area. TARIF is contained in a Box Body
(less wheels), and 4 Commheads in the same room are hard wired into
the system. The 4 COMMCENS in the Indoor Ex area are also hard
wired into TARIF. AAC Harrogate utilise the facility by means of two
private wires rented from the GPO, for use by Senior Term apprentices.
Data Telegraphist courses are instructed in TA RIF procedure by Sgt
Mick Dixon, Sgt Brian Dimmock, Mr Harry O'Mahoney (ex Yeoman)
and Mr Malcolm Lockie (ex Sgt of the Corps). The students then
practice workir:g into TARIF in one to two hour exercises during their
normal training. On the Monday of their 15th week of training the
students report to Schemes Troop for a week under field conditions
learning all the tactical aspects of communications and field
conditions. The day starts with issue of NBC suits. webbing, camp bed,
sleeping bag. The course is then divided into two detachments under
the control of OS from Indoor Ex. Cpls Stew Jones, Joan Taylor, Jane
Ash might find themselves on a weeks field exercise along with
personnel from Schemes Troop. namely. CPLs Taff Thurston and
Paddy Boomer.

•,

Build yourseff a new career with Securicor!
Your engineering skills will bring
you an interesting, varied and well
paid job with Securicor, Britain's
biggest security organisation with
238 branches nationwide.
It's a permanent, pensionable
career with unusual opportunities
to get right to the top because at
Securicor we promote only from

within. There's free prot,ective
clothing, excellent sick pay,
pension and insurance schemes.
Whether you're an expert in electronics or communications, whether
you're an engineer or a skilled
mechanic, we want to hear

I

Write today for further information to:
The National Recruitment Officer,
Department RC/ 13 , Securicor Ltd.,
Vigilant House, 24/ 30 Gillingham St.,
London SWlV lHZ.

SECURICOR
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AND IN THE FIELD
Once into the exercise locations. the first day is one of watching and
learning by all the students as Cpls Taff Thurston and Brian Boomer
show them how to set correct frequencies. erection of antennae and
mast for the C4ls used to shoot back to the ITS. When comms have
been established. traffic begins to flow and change of command drills
JMH and TAR IF procedures are practised prior to the first move of the
exercise. sometime during day two. During this first day the students
also learn the basics of field cooking, movement NBC. camouflage,
defence, hygiene and how to erect tentage.
Day 2 starts at sunrise with those lucky enough not to have been on
night shift, preparing breakfast for all, before taking over shift.
Sometime during the course of the day instructors from Mil Trg Wing
come out and give a demonstration of the drills required in the event of
Gas attacks with practice afterwards by the students.
Several moves are carried out during the week. including a 'crashout'
all directed from the ITS under YofS Rod Mansfield. T hursday
evening comms are reduced to a minimum and the detachments take
up defensive positions in preparation for Mil Trg Wing's exercise Wild
Goose. Patrols are sent out from their base at the 100 metre range Vimy
Lines. march across country. and attempt to observe the commheads
manpower. vehicles etc. Blanks are fired. captures made. information
gained. Early Friday morning comms are dropped. camp broken, and
the tired <lets return to camp. clean-up and disperse for a well earned
weekend's rest before resumi ng training in the ITS. Because it i
usually the students' first experience of living and working under field
cond itions. they start the week full of apprehension. Without fail, many
want to continue for a further week.

VERY NOT ABLE FIRSTS
T he Trade Trainin g School 8th Signal Regiment has six WRA C
Priva tes s tud y in ~ to be tec hnici ans, who are the very first to be trained
for em ployment 111 uni ts of the Corps. T hey are Privates Yvonne Lovatt,
Pauline Root, Rosemary Borwell, Karen Colbeck, Sharon Edwards and
Gillian Ralstrick. Privates Yvonne Lovatt and Pauline Root are the
fur thest tra ined and are now passed their 23rd wee k. T hey are pictured
with their Inst ructor. Sgt Jerry D'Alquen and fe llow potential
techn ician in an Electrnnics class lab . All of the girls are working very
hard and their res ults o far compare very favourab ly with their male
colleagues.
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THE LAST CITY AND GUILDS CERTIFICATE
The end of t~e City and Guilds certification system for upgrading
technicians arrived on 19 March 1980. the last certificate being
presented to Cpl G. Wood of Course TE370U. W02 (FofS) G. W.
Canning, presently deputy Supervi or of Radio Relay Group. happens
to hold City and Guilds certificate o 001, i sued on 5 February 1970.
It was therefore possible to take the photograph shown, of the first and
last certificate holders, representing a decade of certification.
Successful upgrading technician students. will. from now on, be eligible
for the award of the Technician Education Council Diploma in
Electronics and Communications Engineering; the first such award
are expected in June 1980.

Left to Right: Pte's Yvonne Lovatt, Gillian Raistrick, S haron Edwards,

Rosemary Borwell, Pauline Root, Karen Colbeck
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Hounslow
HQ SQUADRON

oc

2IC
2IC (Des)
SSM

co

QM
RQMS
SQMS
MTWO

Maj Christine Green WRAC
Capt Norman Ladds
Capt Don Carr
W02 'Dusty' Curry
Mrs Coleman
Capt Harry Meeldngs
W02 Len Collie
SSgt 'Wink' MartJndale
W02 Jim Preston

MTTP HQ SQUADRON
Th" month we feature the 'truckies' of MT Troop. This band of
intrepid gentlemen is led by our able MTWO, W02 Jim Preston, with
a istance from his NCO IC Cpl Biddiscombe.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
We welcome LCpl Da,•e Whittaker and Sig Trevor Davies to the fold .
They have rapidly learn t that a night move on exercise is infinitely
preferable to driving in London rush hour traffic! We say farewell to
Pte Myrtle Quinn going to the land of LOA.
CONGRATULATIONS
True to our usual highs standards we have again produced a batch of
promotions . Cpl Steve Somers is now in the next office Y.ith 2
Squadron , having just attained the heights of CPL. Sig Tony Upex has
just gained his first tape - a great credit to his recent efforts. Sig
Danny Whales is now a proud Dad with a bonny boy called Scott .
STOP PRESS
Whittaker and Boyd are reprimanded for driving Lottie's car.
LCpl Rob Nicols rabbit bas produced yet another litter.
Sig Tony Upex wins MT Badminton tournament - currently
helping with enquiries into alleged bribing of the MTWO!
Sig Tom Boyd and Ian Proctor successfully complete Highland· Fling
- MTWO treated for shock.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Heath Trophy - We have a foolproof plan to win it this year honest!
1 SQUADRON, WILTON
SALISBURY BODY SCAN APPEAL
The MT Section , 1 Sqn, under the management of Cpl Paul
Sherwood, raised a total of £142, in aid of a body scan machine for the
~uthamI?ton area. The money was .ra~sed over a relatively short period
srnce . Chn~tmas, by raffles, held w1thm J:IQ UKLF and a jumble sale
held rn ~ilton. ~ Sberw~ ~nd the girls of the MT Section gave a
lot of their own time, and this 1s the 3rd cheque presented to various
local charities.
2SQUADRON
VISIT TO FLOOD CONTROL BARRIER
On Wednesday 20 February, a party of officers and soldiers set out
early in the morning from Hounslow to visit the Flood Control Barrier
being built across the River Thames. We were met at the barrier site by
Mr Grainger_, the Chief Engineer who for the next two hours or so
personally gave us a conducted tour of the works. We were able to view
the barrier in various stages of construction from both the land and on
water.
On leaving at the end ?f an extremely !nteresting morning we were all
amazed by the sheer size of the bamer and the complexity of the
operation . ~adio Tr~p to a man are t~ankful that an emergency has to
date not ansen, especially when floodrng of 45 square miles of London
to a depth of 15 ft of water is the threat.

Ex Snow Queen for Pte GUllan Potter and Capt Julia Weston-Davies
started with a cold 3 hour wait at RAF Brize Norton waiting for an early
morning flight to Wildenrath. Fortunately an amply stocked coffee
machine kept us both awake. We met up with the rest of our skiing
party in Lubbecke and travelled the next day by coach to Sonthofen in
Bavaria . We arrived tired but happy in the evening with the snow
falling at our ski hut situated in the village of Haag.
The following two weeks were a combination of tears, much toil and
tribulation. After initial skiing on the local slope of Mittleburg , we
ventured further afield to Oberjoch (highest town above sea level) and
stopped on the German/ Austria border. On one Saturday afternoon a
visit was arranged to the impressive fairy tale castle of Neuchweinstein .
Pte Gillian Potter came first in a slalom event organised on the final
day and it took her the rest of the day to recover! Nursing a variety of
multi-coloured bruises we returned home with happy memories of what
proved a super two weeks. We would like to thank all those in 2 Armd
Div for their assistance in organising the trip for us.
3SQUADRON
Maj P D Templeman-t:vans K
oc
Signals
Capt A BM Stead MBE WRAC
2IC
Capt P Sharpe
CDSO
2Lt H Bums WRAC
OCATp
OCBTp
2LTS Vincent WRAC
WOl Pratt WRAC
ADSO
It appears that during the past couple of months very few of 3 Sqn
have actually been in Aldershot. By far the most adventurous member is
LCpl Sylvia Tysoe who with 2 other girls from 1 and 2 Squadron spent 2
months with 3 COO Bde HQ & Sig Sqn RM at Oysand Camp near
Trondheim Norway. As well as working with the Norwegian Army at
the Trondheim Tape Relay Centre, LCpl Tysoe found time to learn
cross-country and downhill ski ride on a skidoo, visit Sweden and lead a
hectic social life in 'The NATO pizza bar. ' A full report will appear in
the next issue of the Wire - meanwhile to 3 COO Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
RM ; a big thank you.
Fourteen members of the Squadron have assisted in N Ireland
t:i:aining at Lydd and Stanford and hopefully rid themselves of any
violent tendencies. Pte Sharon Ensor still maintains she would go
again , even after being carried round the village inside a coffin .
Cpl Lynn Parker can claim_to have successfully completed a First Aid
Instructors Course, despite being the only female among 62 men .
Our 2IC - Capt Stead - has deoarted for a well deserved leave in
Rome. We are still deciding whether she's gone to take the Holy Waters
or Holy Orders.
THE IMPERIAL SERVICE MEDAL
The photograph shows Mrs RM Dyer, a Government Telephonist,
standing proudly after the presentation of the ISM for 29 years service.
Mrs Dyer worked at the Warminster Exchange and retired on 3 Oct 79.
The medal was presented by Brig B J Lowe OBE at the Warminster
Exchange on 6 Mar. With Mrs Dyer is her husband who was presented
wi~h his medal the previous week after 40 years service, his last job
bemg with the Infantry Development Wing in Warminster. Our
heartfelt congratulations to both of them, 69 years service between
them must be a record for man and wife! Any challengers?
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ITS PURPOSE is to make the best use of Income
Capital and other Assets, to prepare the way for th~
individual to achieve financial aims. These may include:
FINANCIAL PROTECTION

- against the effe<:ts
of possessions
lost or damaged
FINANCIAL SECURITY
- for present or
future dependants
-immediately or in
HOUS E PUR CHASE
the future
EDUCATION EX PENSES
-for present or
future children
CO MFORTABL E R ETIR EMENT- based on an
adequate
continuing income
backed up by an
adequate capital
reserve
- to the next
TRANSFE R OF ASSETS
generation
WE ADVlSE on the use of savings from income, the
investment of capital, the use of other assets where
aprlicable, insurance against ill health and the insurance
of possessions. We help clients to lay the foundations of
sound plans, to develop existing plans and keep them up
to date, and then to make the best use of resources when
the time comes to meet commi•ments.
GOOD INFORMATION is the basis of sound planning.
The more clients take us int0 their confidence the better
we can assist them. Please let us have full details of
e xisting resources, your ability to save, and any expectations. Please also tell us all you can about commitmen ts
with which you expect to have to cope. We, of course,
treat all such information as confident ial.

AN EARLY ST ART helps, and we will be pleased to
assist you however modest your resources may be now.
If you have ex isti ng arrangements which may need
developing, the sooner you refer them to us, the more
help we are' likely to be able to give you .
OUR ADVICE is free and docs not comm it you to any
action : we only ask that any arrangements you decide to
make be made through us. It is based on over 32 years of
examining clients' problems, analysing them and advising
on t hem . It is not delivered by persuasive salesmen, but is
given in writing for you to study at your leisure.
ARE YOU MAKING THE BEST USE OF YOUR
INCOME AND OTHER ASSETS?
WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE NEAREST
POST BOX OR TELEPHONE
LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLANNING CAN
HELP YOU

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
Major T. F. Williams F .C.I.B.

INTER SERVICE WILD WATER CHAMPIONSHIPS
. March 6th saw ~ve of ~he squadron's soldiers representing the Army
m the Inter Service Wild Water Championships held at Sanghar
Dumfrieshire. Results were as follows:
'
Mens K1
Cpl Story 4th
Sgt Blakeman 7th
Ladles K1
LCpl Jeffenon 3rd
LCpl Smith 4th
WRAC VISIT 2 ARMD DIV HQ &c SIG REGT Report b C1pt Julia We.ton-Daflet WRAC

FINANCIAL
PLANNING

2 DUKE STREET, BRIGHTON, BN11DE
Telephone Brighton 28181 (5 lines)
Member of the British Insurance Brokers Association
Member of the Armed Forces Insurance Brokers
Committee of the B.I.B.A.

GOLD COMSTAR - BORDON COMMCEN
Bordon COMMCEN is manned by a solo operator, Mrs D B Cook.
The photographs shows her being presented with a GOLD Comstar
awarded for the period Mar 79 to Aug 79. She subsequently won a
Silver award for the period Sep 79 to Feb 80. Bordon COMMCE 's
previous achievements since 1977 have been 3 GOLD, 1 SILVER and 1
B~ONZE - a record.to be proud of. Our civilian telecom operators are
a vital part of the Regiment and we are proud to have them with us.
PAST AND PRESENT
The month of March saw two members of the Sqn off to sunny Hong
Kong, namely LCpl Wagg and Pte Grubb. Although very sad no doubt
to leave us they managed to struggle onto the plane. Another departing
friend was LCpl Fran Ferris who leh us for the land of Lovely Lolly
(LOA?) (BAOR). Leaving us on marriage (and for what better reason?)
was Cpl Watson and we all wish her great success and domestic bliss .
New arrivals are Cpl Reynolds, Ptes Davies, Page an d Tombleson.

Left to right· Capt A. M. Carter WRAC, Mrs J . Douglas Supvr "B",
Telecomms SHQ 3 Sqn, Maj (Retd) R. G. Reed Adjt Bordon Garrison,
Mrs D. B. Cook, Mr D. Cook, Brig M. W . Clark, Comd Bordon
Garrison, W01 S. Pratt WRAC ADSO Aldershot Commcer.

Holt School
BY HADDINGTON, E. LOTHIAN
Tel : 036-85-247
Hcadmas1cr : J. L. W. READ, T.D., M.A. (Edin.)

An independent boarding school for Junior boys aged
8-11 and Senior boys aged 11-18 years, standing near the
Lammermuir Hills within easy access from the Al between
Edinburgh and Berwick-upon-Tweed.

*

*
*
*
*
*
*

A wide selection of subjects to S.C.E. Ordinary and
Higher level or Oxford G.C.E. Ordinary level.
Small classes and a fully qualified staff.
Well equipped laboratories and metalwork shop.
Excellent games facilities over 45 acres of ground.
Many extra curricular activities including Y .F.C.
Transport arrangements m1de to/from airport and
railway station.
Fees: Summer T erm 1980- Senior School
Junior School

£730.
£660.

The School particularly welco'lles boys from Service
families and offers a reduction in ,·e es in add11.on to the
Service Grant. Entry is by an interview, where possible, and
consideration of recent school reports .
Parents are invited to write to, or telephone, the Headmaster for a prospectus which gives full details of the scho ol
and outlines its aims.

Brig B. J. Lowe OBE, Mr and Mrs R. M. Dyer
THEWIRE, MAY1980

THE WIRE, MAY 1980
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THE NORMS
T he boys normally arrive just after their 16th birthday and are formed
into Troops of approximately 45. A Troop is commanded by a subaltern
and all the work is done by his two Troop Sergeants! A Troop's name is
derived from the insignia of a Regiment in the Corps to which that Troop
is affiliated. My own 'Troop', being affiliated to 4 Armoured Division
Headquarters and Signal Regiment. is called 'Quadrant'.
Many of the Troop Cadre are posted in from BAOR on promotion and
it is true to say that they are employed in a manner which is both time
consuming and demanding. However, this employment also offers
immense satisfaction and enjoyment and a great sense of achievement
when, at the end of nine months, the boys pass out as Trained Soldiers.

11 SigRegt
Catterick Garrison

PA
OFF PARADES
Royal signals Recruit Intake o 7923/24 passed off the square .on 15
February. The re\•iewing officer wa Lt Col C.H. D. Cross Royal Signals
Commanding Ofticer of 32 Sig Regt (V). Our picture shows him
rt enting the prize for the be tall round recruit of the intake to Sig W.
. Potter. Sig Potter i from Belfast and before enlistment was a
co·ting machine operator. He now moves to Sig Regt to. train as a
Data Telegraphist. The prize for the best shot of the mtake was
awarded to Sig P.J. F. Thomas.

INSTRUCTIONAL WING
Royal Signals Staff Sergeants Courses No 160 and 161 ended on 14
March. Photographs of successful students are shown below:

VARIETY
Let me try and illustrate a typical week in the life of my Troop which is
commanded by Lt Adrian Pearce. ably assisted by myself and Sgt
Grahame Twisse. Monday begins early with the boys frantically putting
the finishing touches to their accommodation prior to the Squadron
Commander's (Ml\I Patrick Dickinson) inspection. The Officer
Commanding and his entourage, W02 (SSM) Des Ackers and Sgt
(SQMS) Tom Homby, having been through the block like a white
tornado. leave us with some favourable comments - very rare! The
comments are passed on to the boys and everyone heaves a sigh of relief.
Now the day's training can begin. First. Basic Signalling Skills with Sgt
'Stevie' Holmes who, when not instructing. is the Wing's resident
musician and provider of discos. After lunch the programme says Sports,
but this ca n take almost any form ranging from Canoeing to Skiing and
generally all sports are competitive. The afternoon is concluded with a
three mile run which leaves me feeling far more shattered than the boys.
TUESDAY PARADE
Tuesday always starts with the SSM's Parade, referred to by all as
'come dancing', but only when the SSM cannot hear. This parade almost
always ends with some unfortunate victim falling foul of the SSM's
wrath. Later in the morning the Troop practices the gentle art of
discipline, ie, drill Sgt Twisse's Oscar winning performance is cut short
by the arrival of lunchtime - much to the boys' relief. After lunch
'Northey's Marauders'. W02 Geoff Northey and the Traini ng Wing
Staff, take time out from appearing in War Comics, to teac h Skill at
Arms. The boys are left at the end of the day convinced that they are a ll
potential Victoria Cross winners.

COURSE 160
Rear Rank: SSgts Connor, Burgess, Kane , Pounder, Coker, Crooks,
Peebles
Centre Rank: Sgts Watson, Campbell, Underwood , Shaw, Tegg,
Worth, Douglas-Hiley, Hassall, Smith

remainder of the day is spent on the windswept hills of Northumberland
practicing fieldcraft. Tt begins with Lt Pearce doing his impression of
John Wayne for the boys. while they watch looking rather like a Sunday
Outing from St Trinian's, faced with a marauding gorilla. 200 section
attacks later. they not only feel like soldiers, but they act like soldiers as
well.
This particular Friday we managed to avoid any morning parades and
set off with packed lunches, on a map reading exercise. cum historical
tour of Hadrian's Wall, taking in some of the most breath taking
scenery in Britain.
CLIMAX ,
The climax of the week is the Wing Sergeant Major's Saturday
morning drill parade. This gives us an opportunity to get the Troop into
shape for the forthcoming Pass Out l'arade, and after 2 hours ol
pounding the square. the boys are definitely ready to pass out. The rest of
the morning is devoted to Squadron Sport. which the SSM says we all
enjoy.
SHORTER THAN ELSEWHERE
For some reason weekends at Ouston are shorter than elsewhere and
do not seem to happen very often. When they do happen , they provide a
chance for the boys to escape a nd the Cadre to have coronaries and
nervous breakdowns. By Sunday eve ning, the boys are usually rounded
up and returned safely to their Troops.
MANY HOBBIES
Although the programme at Ouston is full and \'aried th ere is still time
for recreation. Tuesday and Thursday eveni ngs are set aside for hobbies
of which there are about 20. These range from Chess to car mechanics
and provide the Cadre with the chance to pursue hobbies of their own
and pas on their skills to the boys. At Ouston no two weeks are the same.
One week you could be climbi n ~ snow peaked mountains in Scotland,
the next you could be map read mg in the Lake District. There is little
time for boredom. After 9 months and 3000 problems the boys in your
Troop pass off. They have recei\'ed a start to their careers which is second
to none. You have received a few more grey hairs to contemplate during
your leave.

OUT AND ABOUT
Wednesday morning soon brings them back to reality with the
appearance of the Wing Sergeant Major. WO! Harry Lund, (who
supports Lunderland - sorry about the spelling mistake). By 0830 he
has convinced us that we should have joined the Navy, (they don't stamp
their feet). Then, to the ranges where the safest place is in front of the
targets. After lunch it is sport again, but this time swimm ing. This takes
place at the locaf swimming pool 10 miles away and provides the boys
with two things:
The opportunity to learn to swim. taught by the PT!s.
A chance to glimpse such things as pubs, shops, girls, etc.
I spend a lot of time before we come back counting the boys to make
sure th at none have drowned or escaped I

Royal Signals Recuit l ntake No 7924/25 passed off the square on 14
March. The reviewing officer was LT Col S. S. Caney MBE BA LI
Commanding The3 Battal ion The Light Infantry. Our picture shows him
presenting the prize for the best all round recruit of the intake to Sig S. L.
Morris. Sig Morris comes from Bristol and was a police constable before
enlistment. He now goes to train as an EW Op. The best shot of the
intake was Sig S. Kelly from Dar\'el in Ayrshire.

BREATH TAKING SCENERY
Yet another parade graces Thursday morning, but this time it is the
Officer Commanding. Silent prayers are said for the Troop U13t is
ordered to sta nd fast while the remainder carry on. We are lucky. and the
COURSE 161
Rear Rank: Sgts Jeanette, Findall, W ishart, Crook, Lloyd-Williams,
Stephenson, Soaris, Wilmot
Centre Rank: Sgts Cloake, Perkins, Hutchins, Evans, SSgt Williams,
Sgts Connors, Bailes, Thorp, McGuinness

A WEEK IN THE LIFE OF A TROOP SERGEANT

,,.

JUNIOR SIGNALMAN WING (OUSTON)
Report by SSgt A. Crabtree
For many people the word 'Ouston' conjures up thoughts of primitive
shacks surrounded by barbed wire and constantly patrolled by savage
guard dogs. The picture includes instructors brandishing bull whips and
recruits forming escape committees. True, there is barbed wire, but it is
not very high. There are patrol dogs, but they are usually on leads. The
shacks are very nice and the instructors occasionally brandish pace
sticks. Juniors have escaped before now, but they do not get far. The real
picture though , is that the Junior Signalman Wing, here at Ouston,
offers Junior Soldiers a foundation to their military careers that ranks
with the best in the country.
THE WIRE, MAY 1980

A section of Quadrant Troop relax during Adventure Training
THE WIRE, MAY 1980

The SO in C v1s1ts the fishing hobby. In the foreground Junior
Signalman Christopher Jones and Peter Wilson are engrossed in tying
flies. Junior Signalman Stephen Bray in the meantime tells the
General a typical fisherman's story
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3 QUADRON -

KOHIMA TROOP REPORT

Through ut the summer our Troop Sergeants, Sgt 'Harry' Worth and
gt 'Jim' Denehy. could be een with more than the usual worried frowns.
thi wa apparently due to the proliferation of maps of Dartmoor and
moor around the Officer Commandinifs Office. Now perhaps the
ca ual reader might think that a n exercise m mid -winter away from the
froze n orth could be qu ite pleasant; however if you were awa re that our
intrepid O fficer Command ing. LtJohn Steed and our recently d eparted
Sgt 'Tafr Powell with Sgt Worth did the ~ame exercise last year and
50% of the troop had to be rescued by RAF Helicoptors from snow
blizzard on Exmoor. ou would understand the worried looks of Troop
Sergea nts a nd Squadron Comm a nders.
DEPLOYMENT
Report by Junior Signalman SamweU
T he fa tefu l d ay arrived in late ovember and we were taken to
ewcastle Station by a fleet of luxury nrmy coaches and board ed a train
for Plymouth. We left behind a perplexed Squadron Comm ander. Maj
Gerry Maddren. who couldn ' t und erstand whether we were going so far
sou th to avoid visitors to the exercise or to secretly prepare for the
forthcoming drill competition.
After many cha nges of tra in we eventua lly arrived in Plymouth after
dark to be met by our Troop Sergeants a nd a spy from another troop. Sgt
Sid Wilson. Chief Spy was Lt Bob Weston who came down on the train
with the Officer Commanding trying to persuade him to panic at each
station and put us on the wrong train. We were then driven to the
Torpoint ferry and taken aero s the water into neighbouring Cornwall,
where. after a short drive, we entered wh at could only be described as a
fortess resembling Colditz. This was to be our base, Fort Tregantle
perched 200 ft above the sea and if ex Juniors thought Ouston was bleak
Tregantle was something else.
PHASE I
Ourfirstday'strainingwaswith the RAF School of Combat Survival at
Mountbatten in Plymouth, here we were lectured on all kinds of
unmentionable conditions. how to eat earwigs, snakes and so on. Instead
of giving us confidence, we were all filled with forboding about the
forthcoming exercise on Dartmoor, and we hoped that Officer Cadet
Nick Alves, Ouston's Ex Patriot Rhodesian, had been paying attention
during the lectures as it had been he who was with the last year's pat rols
rescued on Exmoor. The second day saw Sgt Jim Denehy his usual
cheerful self as he prepared to take us to his former mob the Royal
Ma~nes . Thiswasapparentlytoensurethatwewerefit enough to undergo
the ngours of Dartmoor. We were put across what the Marines call their
Tarzan courses by a PTI who had obviously been on a Charles Atlas
~urse. The course was very good and ended with a 'death' slide over the
n\·er.
After this we said goodbye to our visitor Lt Nigel Austin who had come
all the way from our affiliated Regiment. 2 Division in Germany, to see
us, before we were led off on a run by our gallant Cadre across boulders
and rivers without bridges.
DARTMOOR PHASE
Report by Junior Signalman McElhlnney
Thedrea~ed day arrived and we set off in a large convoy for Dartmoor
before dayhght. We had been joined for this phase by Cpl Tarmey and
Cpl Simpson from the School of Signals. They brought with them two
FFR Land Rovers and 10 Clansman Radios which were, we were told, for
our .afety on Dartmoor!
0 11 arrival at our startpoint just north of Dartmoor Prison we found
the weather instead of being wet, foggy and miserable, to be hot and clear
and we set off in our sections. The aim of the exercise was to search for
two rockets lost by the Americans and also to prevent them falling into
the hands of terrorists. All th~sections returned to our base camp, after a
very hot day much to our rehef and we set up our bivvies and turned in
wondering what all the fuss about bad weather on Dartmoor had been
about. However, when we awoke the next morning we found our bivvies
soaked through and in dangerofbeing washed away and our neighbours
couldn't be seen through the fog! This characterised the type of weather
for the rest of the phase which we spent patrolling Northern Dartmoor.
EXMOOR PHASE
Repo~ by Junior Signalman Minks and Junior Signalman Brown
Having endured the adverse conditions of Dartmoor we set out again
before ~rst li~ht for the Ion~ drive from Plymouth to Exmoor. The troop
was spht up into three forces, the 'Exmoor Revolutionary Front' led by
Sgt Worth with our Junior NCOs, the 'Peoples Republican Anny' led by
Sgt ~enehy and Officer Cadet Alves with two members of the troop. The
remainder. formed the Exmoor Defence Force led by the Officer
Commanding 'Speedy Steed ' with the two Corporals from Blandford
providing the com ms. The tasks of the ERA and PRA were to try and
bomb bridges and cattlegrids guarded by the Defence Force. We were
al o tasked with finding the enemies camp sites.
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Each of our bridges had a clansman radio so that we could control th e
movement of the enemy around the area. Everything seemed to be going
well for us until we learnt that the two enemy forces had made a pact and
were causing havoc and pillaging our locations and kidnapping our
troops. Once kidnapped you were treated brutally by being fed and given
warmth and shelter. When this news reached the EDF one of our
number, 'Spike' Ferguson decided to defect. The action was far from one
ided; on the first night two successful raids were carried out with
ruthless precision. The first resulted in the PRA losing all their kit and
raid two. fo llowi ng a tip off. sent the Officer Commanding and a select
bunch oflads heading for the ERF's vehicle parked while the enemy were
away bombing one of our locations. To our delight the wagon was only
guarded by two NCOs. one 'Sammy' Samwell, locked conveniently in the
cab for safoty and the other LCpl 'Barbara' Marlow who gave in while we
helped ourselves.
Each day there were peace talks, attended by all the E nemy and our
representative the O fficer Commanding, at a local hostelry, which didn't
result in a nything except the Officer Commanding losing our supply of
CS gas at poker.
H ostilities each day started at 6 am and finished at I a m the following
day when there was an official stand down. When a bridge fe ll, the
defenders would be moved on to another to strengthen it. By the fi nal day
the enemy coalition had won, claiming six bridges out of 10 a nd the
official ceasefire was called at 9 am Wednesday S December.

THE RETURN
We travelled back to Ouston again by train, to participate in the
Cha mp ion T roop Dri ll Competition, in which, to our surprise. our
cad re's constern ation and the WSM's disbel ief we came th ird.
Everyb ody is convinced we spent the last fortnight at t he G uards Depot,
Pirbright.

OUR THANKS
We wou ld like to thank Radio Troop, School of Signals for lending us
their equi pment a nd Cpl T armey and Simpson forentering into t he spirit
or our exercise.

13 SigRegt, B.F.P.O. 40
THEARU
February saw a lot of feverish activity as the Regiment prepared for
this year's inspection. There were rumours flying around as to where
the Inspectinl! Officer would find skeletons in the cupboard· the
Quartermaster, Maj Alf Reed, rushed around conserving fuel, WO Bill
Gamer was often seen down slit trenches ensuring the Regiment could
'!'epel any attack by the Gurkhas and the Adjutant, Capt Mike Sheeh an
was seen tuning up the report to ensure it made the correct note to the
inspecting staff . On the day however all passed peacefully; the
inspecting Officer, Brig JM C Thornton OBE MC (late Gurkhas), was
most impressed with the h igh standards produced. There was however
one near slip up by the RSM WOI A K Woods, who told a Segeant
Major to get rid of one 'long haired creep' only to discover he was a
member of the inspecting team I
THE COLONEL'S CUP
As The Wire notes go to press, we have just com pleted the ann ual
competition for the Colonel's Cup, which aims at fostering Troop spirit
whilst p roviding p lenty of fun. Teams of eight men are made up from
each Troop in order to obtain a blend of fitness and age, as bon us
points are ob tained for any member of the team aged over 30. The
competition takes the form of a run of half a mile carrying a member of
the W RAC on a stretcher, followed by a run over the assault course.
Teams are timed from the start of the run to the end of the assault
course. They then have 30 seconds before three members of the team
fi re five rounds with SMG followed by three other members of the team
firin g five rounds with the 9mm pistol. This year, gallant C Troop (well
led by Sgt Al Hale and SSgt Mo Emmott) managed to win by returning
an exceptionally fast running time, with a good score on the shooting.

TELESUPPORT

For the next obstacle the team has to go over the 12 foot wall

STAFF AGENCY LTD

Your Keyboard Operating skills can
be worth a basic salary of Circa
£4,250 with earnings potential in
excess of £6,500, in the London and
Greater London areas.

The Stretcher arrives at the assault course and is passed over the bars

When you have completed your
service
with the
Forces, call
Walter Wheeler (ex-W.0.) now on

01-629-2230/9
TELESUPPORT (WEST-END)
STAFF AGENCY LTD.
35 DOVER STREET
LONDON W1X3RA
Then from the six foot wall Sgt Paddy Payne races over the Cat Walk.
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The winning team. From left to right: SSgt Mo Emmott, Cpl Yogy
Yeoman, Sgt Paddy Payne, LCpl Nigel Rock, LCpl Dave Gamble, Sgt
Al Hale and Cpl Bob Dixon. Absent: Sig Sam Street
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JEVER DETACHMENT
Once again it i Jever Detachment's turn to contribute to TI1e Wire .
The Detachment cons1 t of se\'en familie .
D ACH 1E, T PERSONNEL
SSgt Al and Normana Thompson
Ddachmmt Commander
Cpl Bill and Linda Calvert
21
Cpl Ale and Andrea Findlay
LCpl 'Skeg' and Rose O'Dare
LCpl 'DB' and Carol Bould
LCpl Eddy and Lesley Small
LCpl Gerry and Sheena Brewer
Delachmml Drher
GREETl GS AND FAREWELLS
Since our last contribution there ha"e been several comings and
gomgs. Fir tly. \\e a) goodbye to Cpl Alex and Chris Mlddleton,
posted back to the Regiment: Sgt Ian and Sandy IGrkpatrick
(Congratulations. Ian, on your promotion) posted to the UK; and
finally good luck to Cpl 'Taff' and Andrea Athay, lost to civvy street.
\ ekome to Cpl Alex and Andrea Findlay, LCpl Eddy and Lesley
mall, and LCpl 'DB' and Carol Bould. We hope your stay with us is a
plea ant one.
SPORT
lthough \\e are only small in numbers, sport plays a large part in
the life of the Detachment, with Squash and Badminton being the firm
favourites with most members. LCpl Small, being the resident football
fanatic has, since his arrival, played for the local football team
Heidmiihle. He insists that Chelsea look firm favourites for the second
di\i ion title???!!!
ENTERTAINMENTS
Being so far away from our parent unit. we have to mals:e our own
entertainment with Bingo night being the social night of the week. The
Bingo night takes place in the Detachment Bar, with the local Germans
being invited to play and boost the Bar profits. If you ever visit us, be
sure to try the beer!
SKIING
A total of 35 members of the Regiment took part in Ex Snow Goose
II in Jan-Feb 1980. As with last year we were based at Flims, South
of Chur in Switzerland.
Participants ranged from the beginner through to experienced skiers
and all spent about IO days at Flims taking full advantage of the
excellent snow conditions. By the end of the period even those who had
ne\·er skied before had conquered La Siala and 'skied the big ones'.
Apart from one or two sprains and bruises (all I might add, belonging
to the senior citizens of the group) there were no serious injuries and a
thoroughly enjoyable time was had by all.
Our thanks are due to Sgt John Lister and Cpl Paul Tozer for their
instructional and administrative expertise ensuring a thoroughly
enjoyable exercise.
ROTHENBACH RANGERS
In ovember 1978 another football club joined the German Football
League (the DFB). The club, the Rothenbach Rangers, now appears in
the DFB Handbook alongside such clubs as Hamburg and Borussia
Monchengladbach. The Rangers now haye almost 80 players ranging
from 6 to 14 years of age. All the players are from families from
Birgelen Station. and the club is going from strength to strength.
..1:he. Rothenbach Rangers came to life through the drive and
m1tJat1\'e of Mr Gordon Rutter, the local BIA representative, WOI
Brian Pettlfer and W02 Alan Romanis. These three found early in
197 tha~ they had many yo~ngsters. clamouring to play organised
soccer. with no-one to play agamst. With the extensive help of Gordon
Rutter, and the backing of the Regiment, the club successfully
negotiated the many administrative hurdles and the DFB formally
adopted the club on 1 November 1978.
faery department in the unit was asked to contribute towards the
club: the PRJ gave a grant to buy kit; the PT staff marked out a pitch·
old cricket nets were cut to make goalnets, and Sgt Dick Acland, afte;
bem~ pressganged into making a set of junior goalposts, found himself
helpmg to manage one of the teams.
The club nc;iw has six teams representin~ various age groups and each
team plays m a German league agamst German children. The
Commanding Officer, IA Col C T Garton, who is the President of the
club, takes a keen interest in the Rothenbach Rangers, recognising it as
bemg an extremely valuable means of maintaining excellent AngloGerman relations in the area.
Th~ highlight of the 1979 season was an International Tournament
held m May 1979 hosted by the Regiment. Ten boys' teams from
England. Germany and Holland entered the competition. The
tandard of soccer was very high and the large crowd of spectators had
a very. enterta~nmg day's soccer, with SSgt BIU Irving providing endless
supplies of dnnks and Bockwurst. "Bill's Bockie Bar' is now a regular
feature of the Rangers' Saturday afternoon fixtures.
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Having established the club, the first major necessity was cash to buy
and mainta in equipment for five teams . Many private and Regimental
contributions were received and there were two enterprising ventures.
the first by the MT drivers led by SSgt Bob Davies - raffling a football
autographed by Liverpool FC - and the second by C Tp under WO
Dave Rigley who organised a sponsored cycle race . All the
contributions have helped to put the Rangers on a sound financial base
and another BIA employee, Mr Bill Milburn, ex-RAPC , has put on the
Treasurer's hat.
Training and management of the teams is carried out by many of the
dads, the 7 and 8-year olds by W02 Pete Hilton and Cpl Alan Tuck,
the 9-year olds by Sgts Geoff Marlow and Pete Root, the 10-year olds by
WOI Brian Pettifer and W02 Dave Wllson, the 11 and 12-year olds by
Sgt Howard Goodall and Cpl Dave Bushnell (of 12 Flight AAC ,
Wildenrath) and the 13 and 14-year olds by Cpl Ken Harding.
All the preparation and hard work put in by managers, coaches,
trainers and players seem to be paying off. The Rangers are having a
very succe sful first season . Whilst the younger boys look forward to the
second half of the season, hopeful of grabbing a league title , the older
boys can hardly wait for Easter. Twelve of the boys are to take
advantage of a training scheme at Heneff in the Eiffel, where they will
spend a week in the German National Training Centre. There they will
receive top coaching in one of Europe's best soccer surroundings. all
paid for by the DFB.
The Rothenbach Rangers draw together families within Birgelen as
perhaps no other activity in Birgelen. The men who put so much time
and effort into the club don't ask for any reward - but perhaps they
already have it: all those boys in their red, white and blue strip and
their Mums and Dads cheering them on .
RUGBY NOTES
The 1979/ 80 season for rugby at 13 Sig Regt has been one of mixed
fortu nes, but which has seen a steady improvement of the team
performance. Owing to postings, detachments, courses, injuries and
the like the Regiment has never been able to field the same team two
weeks running which has obvious repercussions on attempting to
achieve any team continuity. However, as a result, we have had to
introduce over 25 players into the team over the season which has
created a good depth of rugby players within the Regiment. Many of
the players are fairly new to the game but this inexperience has more
than been made up by the enthusiasm shown once on the pitch,
whether winning or losing.
Sgt Ian Haldane and Cpl Terry Waites provided the basis of brawn
and experience around which the forwards have developed.
Unfortunately we have Jost Sgt Dil Lidstone on posting but several new
pack members recently arrived such as Sig Brent Lloyd and LCpl
Gamble have filled the gap. Cpl 'Robbo' Robinson and Sgt 'Ginge'
Graysham also seem to have settled in well in the second row. Other
forwards such as Sgt Jim Lievers, SSgt Tony Bird, LCpl Ellis Page and
Sgt Don Naismith have consistently contributed to what has been a
relatively light but very hard-working pack.
The season has shown that we have some excellent three quarters,
with the problem being to put them all together on the same Saturday.
Sig 'Taff' Gregory, after a long lay-off due to injury has established
himself as scrum-half, with LCpl Nigel Rock taking over as outsidehalf. Of the three-quarters, Sgt Dave Kent, Sig Dave Richards, LCpl
Joe Davin , Cpl Eddie Small, Sgt Jan Marshall and Sig 'Taff' Dale
represented the Regiment at various times when available during the
season with Cpl 'Mac' MacDougall making an occasional star
appearance. Sig Sam Street, in his first season, has shown great
potential as full-back.
Because of the constantly changing team, circumstances dictated
that we developed 'utility' players. Of these, Cpl 'Chels' Facer had a
good season as wing forward and outside half, LCpl Pete Farmer as
scrum half, centre and wing forward, and Capt Mike Wardley who
found himself playing scrum-half, outside half, centre, wing forward
and even second row despite protestations!
On the organisational side a word of thanks to WOI Jim Hague who
has kept rugby going at the Regiment for the last 3 years with
undiminishing enthusiasm. For the statisticians, the Regiment has
played, to date, 11 matches of which 5 were won, 5 lost and 1 drawn
with 158 points for, 132 against.
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WE RE-ORGANISE
Once again the Regiment 'girds its Loins ' to face not only another
upheaval as we re-organise onto the I of E recommended establishment
but face an ARU in the near future, as well as. the culmination of the
Military Training phase in our yearly calendar with the inter-sqn
March and Shoot Competition.
Despite the physical exercise, we have managed to maintain our
expertise by troop and squadron exercises during this period.

I SQUADRON FOCUS
Just before Christmas the Squadron fielded an independent rugby
team for the first time in some years, and played a blinder against H
Troop , 13th Signal Regiment. The visitors were well beaten but gave us
a good game and enthusiastically joined the post-match revelry.
Notwithstanding our successes on the rugby field , the number one
sporting event for Langeleben continues to be cross-country running.
Whether we like it or not. This glorious open air pastime has now been
extended to include road runs in full webbing, and also the dreaded
'ten-mile bash.' It's all in aid of the Regimental March and Shoot
Competition in March. The sooner April comes the better.
In February the usual tranquility was shattered by the Sergeants
Club Dinner and Dance. Denis 'Grease' Weir had a chance to practise
his words of command by shouting 'standstill' to the assembled
merrymakers after a lens fell out of his specs. He groped around for a
while pretending it had dropped into a ladies cleavage but it was
eventually found and the fun was resumed.
The most newsworthy event of the last two months is the promised
return of Delta Troop after a three year sabbatical in Scheuen. Cpl
Dicky Duff, Masterchef, has ordered a fatted calf for the forthcoming
celebrations.
Bernie Nellllngs, Squadron Sergeant Major since 1975, has been
going frantic. Only yesterday he burst into the OC's office, sprang
smartly to attention, p,eered at the ceiling and boomed, '*** Sir, it's
going to be just like* * Signal Squadron (Radio) again'. He made the
regulation pause oftup-three and dashed off to give thanks.
CONGRATULATIONS
The best news this month is WOl Vernon Merricks selection for
commisioning. It ' s not known where or when he will be posted, but his
job of assistant QM at Scheuen looks ideal. Congratulations to him,
and also to Sgt Gary Euington who has just been promoted. At this rate
we'll soon have as many Sergeants as Warrant Officers. All we need
now are a few more indians.
WELCOME AND FAREWELL
Recent weeks have seen the arrival of SSgtJohn Smee, Cpl John Ede,
Cpl Cuff, SSgt (FofS) Tony Reah, LCpl Steve Millar, LCpl (Punkrock)
Bergmeier and Sleepy Signalmen Brown and Slyman.
During the same period we have said goodbye to WU'.Z Hry Hoyle, Sgt
Roy Murgatroyd, LCpl Stevie Hickman and Signalman Chippy Wood.
2 SQUADRON UP-DATE
A popular saying of the Squadron commander is 'To keep the
Squadron walking briskly, the management has to run'. Well, we are
runnin$ - both physically and mentally. This of course, fosters
delegation in the spirit of which uncensored notes from three members
of the Squadron management are now presented to the discerning
reader.

prior to this l was to take a BFG tick test. After a quick look in the
dictionary to find out what the word 'exercise' meant, and on corrcctmg
my false idea that 'Tick Test' was some form of medical term, I
promptly collapsed with shock. I was awoken some few moments later
by SSgt Sam Smtih and Dave Cook splashing ice cold Carlsberg on to
my face and wafting a Brandy bottle under my nose - Heaven!
Monday finally came and after many adventures in camp we finally
departed for the exercise area , and my first taste of driving on German
roads . Within moments of leaving camp I came to the conclusion that
German drivers aren't very bright, as they all drive on the wrong side of
the road - straight towards me. Nevertheless they all seemed to be very
friendly waving and gesticulating. I also found that my passenger had
the unnerving habit of jumping out of moving vehicles and running
screaming into the woods, whenever another vehicle came too close. in
spite of my new arrival, the exercise went on its way with the normal
package of challenges and with great experience bein$ gained by all.
The next Adventure was a night map reading exercise in the woods
around Scheuen. Once more D Troop entered into the swing of things
with our usual gusto'. We discovered on the exercise that we had a
budding 'tree tester' in our midst. Sig Biily Rear found to his great
surprise that they were quite firmly planted. The shock of this
revelation caused him to turn quite pale and he was quickly transported
to the MRS to have a nasty bump on his head attended to.
Since my arrival I've found that D Troop has a good number of
unusual people on its roll for example Cpl Adrian Tindall fancies
himself as a modern day 'Houdini' his speciality being trying to get out
of locked garages at lunch times.
The Regiment is now busily preparing for the ARU, fitness and
Military training taking priority. To ensure the smooth running of the
troop we have Cpl Bob Harrison (MT NCO) and Cpl Tim Wood (Stores
. NCO) working hard at their respective tasks.
Finally I would like to welcome some other newcomers to the Troop;
Cpl Bob Bignell and his wife DI, Sig Dave Rogerson from Trade
training and Sig Billy Rear and his wife; also farewell to LCpl Ray
Whitehead on posting to civvi street.

J TROOP
Report by Cpl W. Heelan
The Troop consists of one Intelligence Corps officer, one Supervisor
Radio from the STG world. radio telegraphists and combat powermen.
The idea behind this structure is an attempt at rehabilitating
Intelligence Corps and Supervisor Radio into normal military society.
At present apart from short relapses, the experiment is meeting with
some success.
After last year's successful exercise season, the troop had a well
deserved christmas rest. Cpl Bernie Meehan had his fingers in most
pies and under some cookers. As a consequence he lost the tips of two
fingers and is being considered for loan to R HQ as a shorthand typist.
After the festive break we embarked on a training programme
combined with Troop exercises working towards the ARU. March and
Shoot and Summer Camp. With most mstructors coming from within
the troop. rhere has been a rich and varied programme. Wives and
families of the troop were also able to participate when, a part of the
programme, the troop had a conducted tour of the Inner German
Border~

D TROOP NOTES OR
ASCENT FROM CLOUD 9 TO CLOUD 14
Report by W02 G. J. Crofts

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN
Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen
in your Unit and send in to The Wire with one
or two action photographs?
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After being thrust from the beautiful warmth and almost perpetual
sunshine of the Mediterranean Island of Cyprus into the rigours of a
German winter, the first sight of 14th Signal Regiment (EW) almost
lead to a coronary. However, after being convinced by the RSM that the
snow wa really white sand in disguise, and the green lightweight
trousers were really long shorts, I resigned myself to the fact that I was
here to stay.
My introduction to D Troop was just as traumatic. Knowing looks
and smiles come from all directions as I was informed by Lt Dyer that
on Monday I would be on exercise with the rest of the Troop. However,
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Sig Chris Spencer of J Troop at the IGB explaining that Blackpool is
marginally better at this time of year

'12.7

f'IAR MEDALS & DECDRATIDN~1

February saw the 'Genius of J Troop' quiz. which resulted in a win
for the Jerriatrics' team of 'Q' Dave and Daphne Wllls, Cpl Griff
Griffiths and Sig Chris Spencer. Also February, 2 Squadron was issued
with the Mark 10 Bromure - a photograph shows the rugged
construction from which great things are expected.

COMMS TP ON EX ' FLYING FALCON'
The Regiment's new toy, BRUIN, was deployed on Flying falcon.
, and with considerable success. especially when viewed in the light of the
lack of BRUIN experience within the troop. A visit from CCR Signals.
Brig P. D. Alexander MBE, produced a 30 second 'Helicopter
Handling Course' for Sgt Freddy Waters, who then 'guided' the CCR
Signals helicopter down safely. He denies claims that the pilot never
even looked in his direction.
The last night of the exercise was notable for an unprovoked attack
on Lt Adrian Morgan's boots by an enraged pheasant, "'hich followed
up with a sortie against the rest of the troop who were manhandling a
generator into position. Sgt Freedy Waters (asainl) became the Troop
Game Warden and 'dealt with' the luckless bird . His reason - 'well.
shouldn't have attacked my OC! ' By the way - does anyone have a
recipe for pheasant?

Established in 1890, A 0 Hamilton are now one of the world's leading dealers in
British war medals and decorations.
As such we are always looking for items of interest to our collectors - items for
which we will pay top prices . If you have a medal or decoration tucked away
remember there is a serious collector who will give it pride of place in his collection.

NOTE: Publishers of Hamilton 's "Dispatch," Subscription £4 per annum.

AD HAMILTON
& CO. LID. <Established18901
7 St. Vincent Place,

Glasgow G1 2DW
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Please give me a free quotation of the following medals/decorations
Description - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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................._____...______________ _J
Tel: 041·221 5423
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Test and Commissioning Engineers
Marconi Space and Defence Systems Ltd. ,
world leaders in the manufacture of advanced
military and commercial equipment, are looking tor
skilled people to fulfil the day-to-day requirements
of a vital production test department.

Test Technicians/Engineers
You'll be skilled in the testing of complex digital
and analogue electronic assemblies, carrying out
such test functions on and oft the line, locating faults
to component level, giving adequate instructions
tor remedial action. Your prospects will be further
enhanced it you can assist in the building of factory
test gear and the writing of relevant specifications
and procedures, liaise effectively with Engineering
Departments, assist, advise and instruct other test
personnel and help field servicing units.
You'll need at least one to tour years' relevant
experience based on a formal electronic/electrical
apprenticeship , preferably with qualifications from
a mihimum ONC/SCOTEC Ill in electronics to an
HNC/SCOTEC V/FINAL C & G. However, alternative
forces or other training and experience will always
be considered .
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You will , of course, enjoy all the advantages of
working for a world leader-good salary and
promotion prospects, comprehensive benefits
package and pleasant working conditions in the
attractive and healthy environment of Fite .
So, when you have completed your service in
the forces , if you'd like to work on today's most
advanced technology as a key-member of a small
team, yet backed by Marconi's worldwide and
expanding resources, write now with career details to:
JOHN STOTHARD,
Marconi Space and Defence Systems Ltd .,
FREEPOST, Hillend Industrial Estate ,
Dunfermline, Fite. Tel: Dalgety Bay 822131.

Marconi
Space & Defence
SyslelftS (&Wencl ftfe)
A GEC-Marconi Electronics Company
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Other members of the troop to leave were LCpl wally, 'used car
salesman' Walten;, a nd Slgs Mac McCalg and 'Acky' Atkinson. ew
arrivals inlcude W02 (YofS) John 'no exercises for 14 years'
Greatbanks and Sgt Geoff Lindsay.

The latest addition to the equipment of 2 Squadron

N TROOP
Report by Cpl A.H. Wells
.
N Troop had completed its exercise commitment by Oct '79 and
generally the operational results were found to be good.
From November on, the Troop has been locked into the Squadron
Training Programme so that it will be ready for the ARU in March 80
a nd the detachments will be trained ready for the forthcoming exercise
period.
On the social side of things the troop wished our Troop Commander,
Capt Beach well when he married in August. It is rumoured he still has
a headache. The Troop formed its own committee and provided a very
good Xmas party which everybody enjoyed to the full.
We have had a few additions to the troop WOI (Gudday There)
Marks from Royal Australian Signals, Cpls Steve Buck, Guy Walsh,
LCpls Smudge (Baby Driver) Smith, Willie Robinson and last but by
no means least Sig Keith Breen. Welcome to yo u all (He He).

TM TROOP
TM Troop of 'T he Glorious 14' is unique.
First of all, we believe that we are the only 'Tech Team' that actually
su pports its RHQ . We are physically on the ground floor of a two storey
building below RHQ offices. Now this has its advantages because it
keeps away all the 'erks' with long hair and bleary eyes who do not wish
to be seen by the CO and RSM, (it keeps away the OR' as well.). Of
course, there is the disadvantage that TM Troop personnel "re
frequently seen by the aforementioned hierachy, but we can hack it.
(years of practice at dashing behind trees, jumping into ditches or
suddenly being caught short for the loo normally saves our skins.)
Secondly. we are the proud possessors of one REME Tiffy and five
REME techs. this gives an idea of the diversity of equipments for which
we are responsible. In addition , their presence ensures that we maintain
a very sharp sense of humour, that sadly is not always appreciated by
others. Cpl Terry Fenton, our newest arrival , back on a second tour
having completed his Tl is a good example of the way we enjoy a joke,
as he's always happy (they are tears of joy surely?).
Recent events in the troop worthy of note are numerous, but we'll
only mention one significant achievement and that is that we beat the
RAF 3-1 at soccer! Well, alright it wasn't actually 'The RAF', it was 54
SU. OK, so 54 SU are only a small unit, and yes you are right, most of
them were on leave-but you've got to pick your time haven't you?
Last but not least we would like to mention our 'boss'-the TOT.
Capt Dave Sugden. Farewell and good luck. Married in December '79:
civi in May '80!

HEADQUARTER SQUADRON
This month we turn the spotlight on two of the troops in the
Squadron, Comms and TM; which if it achieves nothing else should
give the rest of us a fair chance of making, at least, the third electric
fence before one of the CO's flying pickets drags us back for another 10
mile run.
COMMSTP
First the management team:

oc

Lt Adrian Morgan
2IC
2Lt Graham Norris
W02 (Y ofS) John Greatbanks
Reporting Sect
SSgt Chris Conroy
Tp SSgt
SSgt (Y ofS) Dave Barnett
Ops
Sgt Fred Waters
MT
Sgts Geoff Lindsay, Scouse Thompson, Dick Kilpatrick
TpSgts
Comms Troop were soon out on exercise after the festive season. on a
troop exercise called ExWellington Boot. This was the first Bruin
hookup in the field attempted by the Regiment. and was also the
handover exercise for Lt Morgan, taking over from Capt Nick
Mansfield. Capt Mansfield is leaving the Army in August, and will be
in Blandford until then. Lt Morgan has spent the last three years at
Cambridge reading Computer Science, followed by 4'11 months in
Australia on Ex Long Look (rough at the top, isn't it?).
Capt Nick Mansfield's farewell to the troop was given from the top of
a twin 6 KVA gene trailer. as he was pushed round the camp by the
troop. Sad to say that there is a slope in the camp down which ge ne
trailers tend to gather speed. By the time the trailer had reached the
bottom, with the troop left well behind, Nick decided that discretion
was the better part of valour - and jumped!
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TM Troop
Rear: Cpl Doug Laing, Cpl Frank Grant, Sgt Noddy Baugh, Sgt Dave
Murray
Centre: Sgt Rod Fox, Sgt Fred Lowery, SSgt (Art Radar) Paul Neal,
Sgt Ron Kirkwood, W02 (FOS) Trevor Lloyd, Sgt Brian Sly, W02
(FOS) Colin Bachelor, Sgt Mick Brough (RAOC)
Front: LCpl M. A. Keating, Cpl Terry Fenton, Cpl Keith Robinson, Cpl
Steve Driver, Cpl Mick Dunn, Cpl C. Y. Fawthrop
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PART ERSHIP
n ddendum to our last writings of the Regiment's P.erforn~an ~ at
the Change of Command ceremony with our affiliated Project
Partnership' unit. 43 (US) Sig Bn. The tempora ry 0 'Troop', C~pt
John 1. \\' Ur . is being mad e even smaller by the outgoing
Commander. Ltc Gordon Arbogas t.

Lt Col Noel Moss presents Lt Simon Green with Best Novice Trophy

Left to Right: LTC G. Arbogast, Capt John Willis, W02 (YofS l Taft
Dunbar, SSgt Mick Bu rton and W02 (SSM ) Mick Radford

MOTOR-RALLYlNG
From you r Ca ptain on the flig ht deck? The motor ra lly team of Sgt
Phil Lee and LCpl Ray Lupton have put in a Works Service for a
Trophy Room! Of course, you already know, don't you, that there a re 3
cla ses for tea ms: beginners, nov ice and expert. To progress from one
to the other {u pwa rd s that is!) you simply have to finish 3 rallies in your
class. m only do ou r Dyna mic Duo wea r T-shirts with 'S' on the fro nt,
they also won thei r classes in 6 consecut ive rallies thereby leaping from
reti ring(!) 'Beginners' in to 'expert class.' On 23 Februa ry, we laid on
our own Ex Quicksilver as part of the Rhine Area Motor Sports Club
Calendar of e\'ents a nd very successfu l it was too. So much so, th at the
eventual win ners, Hopkinson and Price of Corinna MSC, got up after
the prizegivi ng to say that it had been the best cl ub event they had
competed in and congratulated the organiser on an excellent job.
Lt Col Moss not only started the competitors at 7.0 l pm but also
presented the prizes just afte r midnight. Our own SSgt Mick Burton
and Lt Simon Green won the ovices prize (Simon Green using his
orie nteering skill to the full) wh ilst the Beginners trophy went to Rhine
Area MSC pair Cpl Gillet and LCpl Jones.

UPS AND DOWNS
We have our fair share of 'odd ' sportsmen in th e Regt. For instance
in the LAD. the OC. Capt Jim Ta22art is Secreta ry British Forces
Germany Hang Gliding Association ( BRIF~.RGE)'. W02_ (AQMS)
T revor Ra tcliffe is Secretary BAOR Board Sa1lmg {Wmd sur hng to you
and me!) and our storeman. Cpl Ivor Devereux is a Compressed Air
Diver. All that's not so bad if they wou ld keep it to themselves bu t no.
the] will drag other people in.
c pl Alan Stratton of 2 Sqn paid his DM 75 to get tossed off a gentle
slope near Bielefeld to start his flyi ng 'career' in both senses! Stil l. he's
an ex-para so that's excusable but a whole bevy of sw immers went off to
the local lake the other weekend to try standing on the water. More
suitable for the Wu ppertal area I would have thought! {BAOR in-joke!)
Fi nally, our Diver has promised to give us a demo during Bradbury
Fayre on 12 July. He's going to show us how he dives for compressed
air. Well, a Pearl Diver goes after pearls, doesn' t he .. .

MOTOR-CYCLIN G FOCUS
This exciti ng sport has taken a great leap forard since Capt Gordon
Park arrived in the Regiment and became the ingredient to get a
number of would be riders into a force. He writes: 'On 28 March, the
Regimental Motor-cycle Club organised a one day Motor-cycle Enduro
on Egg lesburg Trai ning Area. T he event attracted e ntries from units
throughout BAOR a nd Berlin. A total of 68 riders started Stage I.
which was one of th e hard est stages set in BAOR for many a year. Ma ny
riders failed to complete thi s stage, either through machine fai lu re or
ex ha ustion. SSgt Paddy Dickinson a nd LCpl Keith Randle who set the
course and used every piece of muddy ground fo r Stage 1 were branded
Public Enemies Number I by the rid ers. Stages 2 and 3, however,
tu rned out to be a lot easier a nd the competitors really enjoyed them,
which avoided all the mudd y a nd waterlogged areas. The tvent proved
to be first class with a lot of riders learning to rid e through mud and
water a nd improve th eir skills. The regime nt entered two riders in the
eve nt: Cpl Bob Ellis won the trials class and LCpl Pet.e Knowles won a
silver awa rd. Thirty award s were presented to the rid ers by the
Comm a nding officer, Lt Col Noel Moss. We are now look ing forw ard to
entering the REME c h a mpions ~ips i~ M.ay, the ~AOR championships
in June and the Army Champ1onsh1ps m UK m October. LCpl Jim
Nash, one of our ace rid ers from 1978179. is at present in RAF Hospital
Wegberg with back trouble. We wish you, Jim , a speedy recovery, a nd
your motor bike awaits you. Finally, a word of thanks to all those who
assisted us in running Ex Ha rd Ride Two. Sgt Mick Howie and his
fatigu e party from 2 Sq n, Sgt Graham Snelling and his party from 3
Sqn. Maj Ronald Flnnister (Chief Record er) and 2Lt Sally Holt (Asst
Recorder) , Sgt Roger Lang RAPC, Sgt Ian Fraser (First Aid ) and Cpl
Pete Green (Machine Scrutineer). The list is endless so for those whom I
have not mentioned-an extra Th ank You.'

l SQN ROUND UP
The SSM. W02 Carol Austin, is on a diet and has given up smoking
so folks tend to tiptoe past SHQ these days. When they do summon up
courage to enter they face bein~ barked at. sniffed, searched for food by
Bag and Penny, the new Admm Officer's dogs. Capt Vikki E vans ha\
taken over as Adm in Officer from Capt Jayne Petty who we say a fo nd
farewell to. We hope she enjoys Gu ildford a nd doesn't break dow n
under the weight of her Wedgewood. {Sorry private joke!)
Our one a nd on ly illustrious mili tary clerk LCpl (The Duchess) Sue
Ford is away again on Op Banner T rai ning and so Mrs Dianne Firth is
holdi ng the fo rt in one ha nd a nd eati ng sneaky Cornish pas ties with the
other. Ou r three drivers are d rivin g well- round the bend some may
say-but its not true; the three musketeers drive on merrily and do us
all a grea t service. Sgt Janet Greenwood and the OC. Capt Bill Coxon
have been cons picuous by their absence. the former on a course a nd
leave, and the latter ' learning' to play golf and dovetail. 'Are you with
me' he cries. 'Aye' we reply.
Our SQMS , SSgt T om Harrison has been in the limelight recently.
On 18 February 1980, the Squadron Officers and Seniors gathered in
the Ga rrison Sergeants Mess to watch the presentation of his Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal. SSgt Harrison has served with the
Corps since August 1963. The presentation was made by Maj Gen A.
C. Birtwhistle CBE, CSO BAOR.

APPOINTMENTS
Capt Gordon Pa rk of this un it has been appointed (BAOR) Army
MCA Competition Manager for l 980. His duties involve selection of
riders from units in BAOR to represent the Army in National and
International Events, and acting as Field Ma nager whenever a team
takes part in an event.
HOCKEY CUP
The Rhine Area Hockey Cup Fi nal th is year was something of a ' local
Derby'. Played on the sha le pitch at Rheind ahlen-a surface strange to
both ou rselves a nd our opponents 28 Signal Regi ment-the matc h lived
up to expectations; after a hesitant start both teams played good . fast ,
lively and, as the game progressed, 'energetic' hockey.
The result was always in doubt despite the final score of 3--1 which
put the cup in our hands. The generous applause by the spectators for
both teams , and by the teams for each other was a fitting end to ~most
entertaining game worthy of a cu p final. We of course. were dehghted
with the result and at beating our keenest local hockey nvals.

The CSO talks to SSgt Ha rrison and his wife , Pen ny, after the
presentatio n

*VISIT O UR LA MPS A ND LIGHTING DEPT
AT

D. & G. MANSELL
6, FINKLE STREET,
RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 5373
It's all downhill on a 'Bog Rog' - Cpl Alan Stratton s hows 'em how to
do it .. ...
Back Row (Left to right)
Maj Orr, Lt Col Moss, Sgt Baxter, Sgt Wools, Cpl ~inchington , Sgt
Howie (Capt), Cpl Lathbury, Cpl Warnes, Sig Lloyd
Front Row (Left to right)
Cpl Naef, LCpl Smith, Lt Morgan (late RSM of 16 Sig Regt ). Sgt Kerr,
Sig Bywater

Organise rs of Ex Quicksilver, left to right: Cpl Gary Naef (Chief
Ma rshall}, Sgt John Lloyd (Chief Scrutineer), Cfn Rad Adair (Gopher
& clerk ). LCpl Ray Lupton (Route Setter) and Sgt Phil Lee (Clerk of
the course)
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Also Domestic Electricul Applian ces
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Our R ecord Dept. contains o ne of t he large t
selection of reco rd s in the di tri ct. a lso he et
mu sic and mu sical instrume nt .
AS ETTES AND CARTRIDGES
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M. Thewlis gave the CSO a brief on the role of the Troop and then
invited the CSO to take coffee with the Troop. Here the CSO spoke to
many of the Tele Mechs and in a cheerful atmosphere discussed the day
to day problems.
The final part of the tour in Wildenrath was to 2 Sqn, the Harrier
Force Sig Sqn. Here the CSO was met by Maj D. J. Jessett, QC Sqn and
the SSM. W02 Baikle. the CSO was shown round the vehicles of the
Sqn and also saw part of the Sqn ' s military training.
After a very full morning it was time to relax. The CSO had lunch in
the 2 Sqn Club with officers and WOs/SNCOs of the Regiment.

21 SigRegt, B.F.P.O. 42

C IN C ROY AL AIR FORCE GERMANY COMMENDATION
Cpl Nicholas Phillips ofN Troop 21 Sig Regt received the Air Officer
Commanding in Chiefs Commendation for outstanding duty from Gp
Capt Ord OBE RAF Station Commander Royal Air Force Giltersloh.
The citation reads as follows:
Corporal Nicholas Ronald Phillips (24255600)
Corroral icholas Phillips has served with N Troop 21 Signal
Regiment at Giitersloh since April 1978. Although only recently
promoted, he showed such high standards of trade skill and judgement that he was made responsible for planning the installation of a
communications network for Giltersloh s new air tem1inal building.
Indeed. Corporal Phillips worked such long hours, often in close
consultation with several contractors, that the installation period for
certain aspects of the communications fit was reduced from an
estimated four weeks to a mere forty-eight hours. This outstanding
achievement allowed us to withdraw from our temporary airhead
much earlier than expected. In view of Corporal Phillips' major
contribution to the efficiency of this Station, he is awarded a
Commendation by the Commander in Chief Royal Air Force
Germany.

· The CSO discussing the problem of the OMs Dept with Sig Parry

LAARBRUCH AND BRUGGEN
From the lunch the CSO accompanied by the CO and RSM flew by
helicopter to Laarbruch where the Station Commander, Gp Capt R. J.
Kembull RAF, OC L Tp. CaptJ. T. Worrall and SSgt Manning met the
CSO on arrival. The CSO was shown at first hand the work of the Tele
Mechs of L Tp. The CSO was pleased to find the hard working Tele
Mechs cheerful and enjoyed a few moments chatting to them.
Unfortunately the CSO was unable to spend the time he would have
liked to have had with the Troop, but before he left OC L Tp presented
him with a drinking mug from the Troop. Then it was another quick
flight to Brilggen to visit H Tp. Here the CSO was met by QC H Tp, Lt
A. G. Morgan and SSgt AsJ>lnall. The Troop Commander gave the
CSO a briefing on the Troops role after which he invited him to meet
members of H Tp in the rest room for coffee and biscuits. Here the
CSO soon put all the lads at ease and a lively and cheerful discussion
took place.
Unfortunately the CSO was unable to complete his tour of the
Regiment due to bad weather in the Eifel area where the final visit was
to have been A Tp Roetgen Detachment. We of the Regiment thorougly
enjoyed his visit and look forward to the next time when we hope the
CSO can spend longer with us.

The CSO views the work of the Tele Mechs oi LT p
Left to right: CO, RSM, CSO, OC L Tp, Sigs Bagnal and Hickey

WARRANT OFFICERS AND SENIOR NON COMMISSIONED
OFFICERS STUDY DAY
Eighty-five of the Regiments WOs and SNCOs gathered together at
Wildenrath for a WOs and SNCOs Study Day. The theme of the day
was the role of the WO and SNCO in the eighties. During the day the
main presentations were Leadership, Man Management, WO/SNCO/
Offr Relationships and Military Training. Those attending were
honoured to have amongst the guest speakers Maj Gen A. C. BlrtwlstJe
CBE, CSO BAOR, who also kindly agreed to sit in for a photograph
with the WOs and SNCOs. Other speakers were Maj G. Lougber BA
RAEC and Capt K. Stewart from 13 Sig Regt.
The day was highly successful and brought together SNCOs from all
over BAOR. The chance of getting all the Regiment's Sergeants Mess
together was too good to miss. A Regimental dinner. extremely well
organtsed by W02 (SSM) Winton was held in the evening and the
Study Day lasted well into the early hours. Guest of honour at the
dinner was Maj C. T. A. Hughes DEM who will be retiring from the
Army shortly after 36 years service; his impromptu speech will not be
forgotten for a long time.

Cpl Phillips receiving his award from Group Captain Ord OBE RAF.

The CSO really getting down to it
In a vehicle pit in MT Tp the problems of servicing are discussed with
Cpl Thompson NCO IC servicing bay and Sig Norris

VISIT BY CSO BAOR
The Regiment was honoured by a visit from the CSO BAOR, Maj
Gm A. C. Blrtwistle CBE. The CSO was met on arrival by the CO and
RSM . After a brief by the CO, the CSO commenced what was to be a
tt1ll programme touring the Regiment.
The CSO met the clerks of RHQ, normally left out of official visits
and then met the unit pay team lead by Capt K. R. Dangerfield RAPC,
and SSgt Taylor RAPC. Capt J. H. Rlchardson, the Acting OC of HQ
Sqn, then met the CSO and accompanied him on a tour of HQ Sqn.
The CSO showed a great interest in the work of the backroom boys of
the Regi_ment, visiting the QMs, LAD, M Tp and MT Tp.
ext I! was the turn of 1 Sqn. The CSO was met by the QC l Sqn,
Maj W. J. Armstrong and the SSM, W02 Edmunds. During the tour
of the Squadron the CSO signed the visitors book and met all ranks of
the Squadron including WRAC.
K Tp was the next stop for the CSO who was met on arrival by OC
3 qn, Maj S. G. Falla and the SSM, W02 Drew. The QC K Tp, CaptJ.

Meeting members of B Troop . Left to right: Capt Kite OC B Tp, CSO,
Lt Col Colman CO, SSgt Cairns Tp SSgt and Cpl Males
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The CSO enjoying a lively discussion with the members of H Tp
Left to right: Sigs Lowe, Parkinson, CSO, Sig McCluskey and LCpl
Stockdale

The CSO with the Warrant Officers and Senior Non Commissioned
Officers of 21 Sig Regt
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ARMY MEETINGS
Slalom
Down h ill
Giant Sla lom
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OVERALL ALPINE Sth
FOCUS ON 2 SQN

0
2IC
SSM
SQMS
FOS
YOS
OCETp
OCFTp

Maj Chris Urquhart
Capt Peter Jones
W02 Dougie Whitrlck
SSgt Tug Wilson
SSgt Graham Atkinson
SSgt John Floyd
Lt John Whitby
Lt Ron Ta}lor

NEW ARRIVALS
The Sqn would like to take this opportunity to welcome some of the
man ·new arrivals.
Lt Ron Taylor who has joined the Corps after thr;:e ye~rs at
Manchester University and two years in the Post Office so 1s obviously
well qualified to run the Squadron Complex Troop.
.
SSgt Motley Mutlow has gained popularity with the techs for his
views on the reorganisation of the squadro1;1!
.
.
Sgt Jackson's arrival has brought an air of Joculanty to the CP on
exercise.
THE UNEXPECTED
Gone are the days when exercises were pure!y routine. ('t.s can ~e seen
from the photo, we are prepared for everythmg. On this occasion we
arrived in location to find chaos, prepared specially by Sgt 'Taff' Wroe
from training wing. We used to be known as 'Siesta' Sierra now there's
not even time for 20 winks!!

THE LEM GO TRIANGLE
We have all heard of the Bermuda Triangle, well 2 Sig Regt have one
of their own- the Lemgo Triangle. Where as . the Cari~bean
phenomena devours ships and planes our has a ferocious appetite for
UHF radio waves (or so it is said).
It all began toward the end of Ex Crested Eagle, tempers were
getting short and fatigue was setting in, the 'other endities' syndrome
had been completely captivated and we were on the look out for sound
reasons as to why the shot was out so often. On looking at the map we
found that all the shots between November Sierra and Uniform were
crossed by electric cables. W02 (YofS) "Nobby" Hall in the RCP
put forward a theory that at peak periods the hlJ:ge amount of energy
being emitted from these power cables was causmg the shots to drop
out SSgt (YOS) John Floyd pointed out that, to the best of his
knowledge, German peak user time was not at 0100. The theory was
dropped and we went back to normal engineering. However, the Ops
Office is still investigating this phenomena and you occasionally hear
'The Lemgo Triangle' being bandied around.
PAGE TROPHY HOCKEY
This is the first event that 2 Sqn have won for a long while the event
normally being won by the giants HQ and 4 Sqns. The results to date
are:
HQSqn
Athletics
HQSqn
Volley Ball
4 Sqn
March and Shoot
HQSqn
X Country
2 Sqn
Hockey
Sgt Dave Courtenay and his team
SSgt Bill Tatnall
SSgtJimmy Flockhart
Lt John Whitby
Cpl Steve Wilks
Cpl Alex Hamilton
LCpl Charlie Duhique
Cpl Bob O'Hara
won all four matches to stay on top of the league and win. !he. team
scored seven goals in four games, Sgt Dave Courtenay a hatnck tn .the
first game, and only conceeding one goal. SSgt Jimmy Flockhart claims
that he was so surprised to see anyone in that D that he was unable to
move.
VISIT OF CSO BAOR
In his initial visit to the Regiment as CSO, Maj Gen Birtwhistle was
given a briefing by the Commanding Ofticer on the Regiment and w~s
then conducted on a lightening tour of the barracks. He was lunched m
the Sergeants Mess where he presented LS & GC Medals to Sgt
Abdulrahman, and SSgt Channing.
The CSO met many of the Regiment's soldiers, and the cameraman
managed to catch him in some unusual situations as can be seen from
the photographs.

SSgt (FoS) Atkinson , Cpl Hill, Signalmen Jepson and Childs, help a
casualty on what's left of the front door: Signalmen Tucker and
Beckett struggle behind with the OC (back view) giving
encouragement

EX CRESTED EAGLE
Having set up and plumbed in the communications commcen Sierra
settled down and awaited the long list of visitors due to look round the
commcen. On their departure we double checked the comms and
settled down to colate literary masterpieces for the Golf Troop gazette
printed at Uniform. Cpl Alan Powell and LCpl Jeff Lomax provided
many articles from the depths of their vehicles among which 'The Tale
of Two Faced Village' was favourite. Cpl Andy Dingle opened a special
TARIF changed to Uniform to enable rapid transmission of all the
latest news. By the end of the exercise the gazette had a huge
readership and copies were found in almos't every formation of the
Regiment, complete sets of the six editions became collectors items.
Part of the gazette was devoted to medical problems and the undoubted
star case was Cpl Mick McLean who produced some very strange
looking worms. Sig Kieth Yates was called in to give a personal opinion
and soon after most of the Sqn were seen examing this medical
phenomena.
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4th
4th
10th

4 x !Okm
IS km
Ski Orienteering
3 x 7 .S km Biathlon
Relays
20km Patrol

5th
9th
5th
2nd
5th

NORDICSth

PRINCESS MARINA CUP (COMBINED ALPINE/NORDIC) 4th

Sig Fowkes, LCpl Rouden with the CSO discussing the merits of
Swindon Football Club
SKIING SUCCESS
At last the skiing world has pointed its finger favourably at the
Regiment and we have something to show for the endeavo~rs devot.e~ to
administration and training. The Alpine team spent the wmter tram mg
in Switzerland at a resort that is now well known as an all year round
ski paradise, Zermatt. With technical help from the Swiss and .an
inside knowledge it is surprising how cheap a top resort can be. With
this exclusive training, confidence was not lacking when we took to the
slopes at Zwiesel in the Divisional Championships, and despite skiing
within our capabilities the team carried off the Alpine bowl. The team
of Lt Adam Leather, LCpl Rip Atkinson, LCpl Basi Jones and Sig
Percy (Panti-Plncher) James, had suffered little ill fortune up to this
time and hopes were high to finish well in the Army Championships. at
lschgl in Austria. Unfortunately our arrival at Ischgl welcomed us wit~
a twenty-four hour virus infection that made us run rather than ski!
Despite this early set back which caused us to finish 10th in a team in
the Giant Slalom, our true position showed by our 4th in the Downhill
and 4th in the Slalom, which gave us 5th overall in the Alpine
Combination. Notable performances were Rip Atkinson's 11th position
in the Individual Slalom, Adam Leather's 7th in the Downhill and
Percy James ability to finish every race. Beside this we feel we must
congratulate our protege, Ingemar Stenmark for doing so well at the
Olympics. If anyone speaks to him between n.ow and next ~eason co~ld
they please ask him to send back the FIS pomts we lent him. Looking
ahead to next season we feel with secret new recruitment that our
changes of doing better are good.
On the cross country skiing field it must be said that the only way to
get to the top is exhaustive and intelligent training that .starts ~ff very
early in the year and continues through the race period. With the
administrative guidance of Capt Peter Bowles and the blood and sweat
that LCpl Bob O'Dea put us through, the team reached a very high
standard and won the Divisional Championship despite a continuous
battle with SO Ms! Regt RA. The team consisted of the following: LCpl
Bob O'Dea, LCpl Percy Percival, Cpl Stevie Power, LCpl Mayes, Sig
Sid Paterson, Cpl Steve Wilks, Cpl Wilson, LCpl Mel Barkworth, Capt
Peter Bowles, Sig Taff John. At the Army Championships at Zwiesel
the team did very well to finish 5th in the Military Combination Cup.
Notable performances were from Bob O'Dea who produced an a.II
round excellence and was I Ith in the Open Biathlon Spnnt; Stevie
Power who had the fastest time in the 4 x IOkm race, and Percy
Percival who was fastest in the 7.5 km Biathlon relay. A special
mention must be made of Percy who was chosen for British Team
training in Italy and has passed the initial tests. He now has a summer
season of hard training in preparation for next winter's training;
The combination of 5th in the Alpine and 5th in the Nordic Army
Championships gave the regiment the very respectable place of 4th in
the Princess Marina Cup. Despte the loss of some old dedoubtable
(Capt Peter Bowles) from the Nordic scen.e, both t~ams have st.arted
prepation for a top class season ne>.i wmter. With th~ contmued
support from all comers of the Regiment our hopes stand high.

The successful Alpine Ski Team. Sig James, Lt Leather, LCpl Jones
and LCpl Atkinson

TEAM PERFORMANCES
3DIV
ALPINE
Slalom
Downhill
Giant Slalom
The CSO congratulates Sgt Abdulrahman on his LS&GC
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OVERALL 1st
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1st
I st
2nd

NORDIC
4 x lOkm
1st
ISkm
1st
7 .5km Biathlon Relay 3rd
20km Patrol
3rd
OVERALL 1st

Capt Bowles hands over to LCpl Percival in the Biathlon Race
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MILD IN THE FIELD
Visits and Carnival festivities finished we tried to forget the
hangovers and get ready for Exercise Crested Eagle. We had a fairly
mild 10 days in the field, with the normal chaos caused by the Staff
who, as usual, had great problems using the telephone. Luckily these
confused characters were easily handled by our team of WRAC
Switchboard Operators. The girls, who normally work in Headquarters
NORTHAG/2ATAF at Rheindahlen, were all volunteers and their
assistance was much appreciated by all.

28 Sig Regt, B.F.P .0. 35

ARNIV AL SPJRIT
On February the Regiment was visited by the Carnival Prince and
Princes of St Toni . Prince Charley I and Princess Lottie II
accompanied by their attendants were met at the gate by Lt Col Paul
Webb and WOI (RSM) Ted Banham. They were presented with keys to
ignif'.y the Freedom o the barracks and then inspected a small guard.
Thev then visited the Sergeants and Officers Messes. Two of the
attendants were dancers who performed in both messes to the delight of
the
embled company.

SURPRISE
Pte Sonia Fuller was taken by surprise when she was propelled into
the canteen to find that somebody had told QC 1 Squadron, Maj Ray
Etheridge, that it was her 21st birthday. The boys had made a
collection and she was presented with a birthday cake, a bottle of
champagne, a bunch of roses and a pair of earrings. After her initial
confusion, she recovered quickly and later in the evening fulfilled one of
her ambitions by 'custard pieing' W02 (SSM) Bob Lockwood with a
piece of birthday cake.

LCpl Anne Dewsnip in action during the height of the e"xercise
RSM Ted Banham and the Prince in the Sergeants Mess. From t heir
expressions we can assume they are watching one of the dancers
doing her high kick routine
Lt Col Webb with the Prince and Princess accompanied by Herr
Beckers, the Burgermeister of St Tanis

Our next visitor was Col Peter Poschwatta, the Commander
NORTHAG Signal Support Group, who was making his farewell visit
to the Regiment. During his walkabout he was given a brief lecture on
tactics by the members of the Regimental War Gaming Society.

Sonia unwraps her roses watched by (left to right) LCpl Chris W;agg
W02 Bob Lockwood, Cpl Vince Walsh, and Maj Ray Etheridge
IMPORTANT VISITORS
Of course an exercise is not complete without a couple of visitors and
the first one of these was Maj Gen Archie Birtwisde who took time out
of the office to see the wonderful world of NATO communication .
Towa rds the end of the exercise the COS NORT HAG , Gen Christian
Sehtinemann made a short visit to the Switch.

Prince Charley I inspects the Guard
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Sig Colin Brooks explains the Order of Battle while Cpl Beau Cattell
looks on
THE WIRE, MAY 1980

There's obviously something funny going on here. Pte Margie Strong
laughs with (or at?) one of her subscribers
THE WIRE, MAY 1980

KEEP NOTES SHORT AND TO
TIIE POINT PLEASE
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BLANDFORD CAMP

THE ARCTIC CIRCLE
On 26th Januarv, A2 detachment of I Squadron arrived at
Trondheim - half on M V England and the others on a VCI 0. Six of the
Ul3 crew went on a three week Arctic warfare training course run by
the Commando Log Regt at Lanke Camp. The remaining 13 members
of the detachment set up the D13 and ICLS to provide rear link
com munications for 3 Commando Brigade from just outside, and later
within, the Arctic circle. During the training phase of the exercise, the
detachment was accommodated at Storsand-a Norwegian holiday
camp lSKm east of Trondheim. Accommodation consisted of three or
four men wood cabins or chalets, most of which were equipped with
showers, fridges and cookers, although catering was provided by a
central cookhouse. On arrival , snow had recently fallen and there was
about 18ins of soft powdered snow lying on a sheet of ice. This made
movement in and out of camp quite treacherous. Cpl Terry Carter was
the first to break the speed limit, 10 MPH sideways narrowly missing
three Norwegian caravans!

'That was TARE that was'. Gen Birtwistle outside TARE vehicle with
(left to right) Maj Ray Etheridge, Col Brian Haw { D Comd NSSGJ ,
Capt John Morrison and Lt Col Paul Webb

COOL FOR MASTS
Another great difficulty was hammering four foot stakes into frozen
ground which was as hard as concrete. In some places holes were
drilled using an electric hammer drill to secure the heavy masts.
Despite aU these preparations one mast did come down-but that was
more a combination of extreme cold (-30"C) and a wind of SO knots .
Due to a sudden rise in temperature-from between -lO"C to -28°C
to approximately +S°C, the two foot layer of snow disappeared in 36
hours, leaving a thin layer of sheet ice on everything. This meant that
everyone on the AWT course had to travel H hours to get decent snow.

SSgt (FofS) Colin Ra msay tries to explain the patch frame in ACC.
'You knit one here and then purl one there'

Congratulation to SSgt (FofS) Norman Blavins seen here with the
CO, who is presenting him his certificate for HNC in Electrical and
Electronic engineering

If it moves,salute it.
Pickfords have won the respect of
the Btitish Armed forces, because we
are able to mo\e ) OU quicklyand
efficiently. \X 1th professional packing
too if you wish it.
We have over 160 branches in
Britain as well as a special Forces
branch in Gtitersloh Germany. All of
these can offer storage if you need it.
For a free estimate ring us.You'll find
our telephone number under Pickfords
in your phone book In Germany,
telephone Gtitersloh (05241) 38024.
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THE AIMS
The main aim of the three week AWT course was to ensure that all
those working in the Arctic circle would be able to look after themselves
and survive in the sub zero temperatures and extreme conditions. The
only mode of travel across country in the Arctic is on skis and therefore
the ability to ski is essential. During the course a total of six days are
spent in the field in a variety of accommodation-from 10 man tents to
snow holes!
A second aim of the course was to make people aware of the
problems of fighting in these conditions . Some of the transportation
was by Volvo t racked over-snow vehicle. The use of these produces
some unique problems and interesting sights. An example of this 1s
when the proposed route crosses a frozen lake. The ice needs to be at
least 12" thick in order to take the weight of the vehicle . In order to
assess the depth of the ice a well known technical method is
employed- a section of men dismount and test the ice every 100 yards to
ensure it is of sufficient depth! Another problem arises from the fact
that many of the la kes are used to provide hydro-electricity. This means
•hat after the initial freeze , water is drawn off leaving the thick ice
suspended some distance above the water level. Last year, for example,
a Volvo cracked the surface of the ice, the driver jumped clear and the
vehicle fell 32 feet to the water below!
NORTHWARD BOUND
Once the AWT had been passed by the whole detachment, they
moved North to the Arctic Circle for a large scale tactical
exercise-Exercise Anorak Express. During the exercise which lasted
five or six days , the detachment was based with and moved with the
Brigade Maintenance Area. Troops participating included those from
the USA, Norway and Ho lland as well as the UK. The exercise was
visited by the Comm anding Officer Lt Col Tony Sammes and OC l
Sqn , Maj Pat Kington who manage d to time their visit with the only
mild spell in the exercise. They were most im pressed by the standard of
skiing achieved by aU the commandos-until they saw the local three
ye ar olds cal mly skiing amongst the debris of 60 Marines in various
states of collapse and confusion!
The detachment have now ret urned from Norway an d are enjoying
some well earned leave before most of them depart for Cyprus for four
weeks on Exercise Lion Sun 2.

TM TROOP
TI1 is Troop 's major activity recently has been to provide the
Clan sman J::l{V and some of the personnel for the Commonwealth
Monitoring Force. The ERV and those manning it were com manded
initially by SSgt (now W02) Mick Nevill and later by Sgt John Vllday.
Cpl Keith Hibbert was the only other member of TM Troop to go to
Rhodesia. Others mannin g the ERV came from 1 and 2 Squadrons
THE WIRE, MAY 1900

SSgt Nevill discussing technical problems outside the ERV 1n
Rhodesia
plus one Australian technician , LCpl Marty Turnbull. The ERV was
carried to and from Rhodesia in a Galaxy aircraft of the USAF. which
was able to take the ERV without removing the container from the
vehicle, The Galaxy is the biggest aircraft in the world and was able to
accommodate the ERV and various other major items of equipment,
such as helicopters in the cargo hold plus personnel in an airline style
cabin above. The ERV was the only repair point for the whole of the
monitoring force , which was completely equipped with Clansman
radio. This placed an initially heavy workload on our technicians, but
once the initial dust had settled, and the users had become familiar
with, to many of them, new and previously unseen equipment , the
workload became steady rather than hectic and even slack for some
periods. but these never seemed to last lonii.
The main logistic requirement for marntenance was the supply of
Centres from the UK. This worked extremely well. In fact the
impression gained from both the ru n-up to Rhodesia, (when we were
desperately installi ng new equipment in vehicles and scaling up our
FATSO) and during the operation itself. was admirat ion at the speed of
response of the RAOC to our priority requirements. Everyone is afely
returned now and all agree that it was a professionally worthwhile
experience both for those who went to Rhodesia and those involved in
the preparation and support for the operation .
FAREWELL AND WELCOME
Even during such ti mes the normal processes of posting go on and we
have said good-bye to the TOT, Maj Reg Banham , who has left us to go
the HQ Northern Ireland. We wish him and his wife Irene and famil ·
all the best for the future . Nick Nevill on his promotion to W02 has
gone to 1 Squadron as Sergeant-Major so we have not actually said
good-bye to him as we will still see him around when he is not globe·
trotting with 1 Squadron. However we wish him all the best in thi new
stage in his career.
Finally we welcome the new TOT, Capt John Kirton and his famil to
Blandford and hope they have an enjoyable tou r with the Regiment.
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RADIO
OFFICERSAvailable in £5 denominations
to any quantity
Fill in the form below and the Gift Voucher will be sent
to you by return of post.

I

Mail Order Department
22 The Hard, Portsmouth, Hampshire POI 3DY

I
I
I
I
I
-----------1
I
I ---------------- 1
1- - - - - - 1
IL _______ _JI
Charge£ - - - - - - - - - - - t o my Gieves &

Hawke A/C o.

1 enclo e my cheque for£

amt:-------1

Address

Gift Vouchers are available in denominations of £5.00,
to any quantity, for purchase of goods at all Gieves &
Hawkes branches and are valid for a period of twelve
months from date of issue. They are not redeemable for
cash or replaceable if lost.
Registered in England ( o. 1026430).
Reg. Office: 1 Savile Row, London WIX !AF.
Gieves & Hawkes branches:
Edinburgh, Chester, Leicester, Eastbourne, Harrow ,
Bath, Bexhill , Plymouth, Winchester, Malvern, Deal,
Camberley, Brockenhurst, Portsmouth.

COMPLETING YOUR
SERVICE WITH
H.M. FORCES7lf your trade or training involves radio
operating, you qualify to be considered
for a Radio Officer post with the
Composite Signals Organisation.
A number of vacancies will be available
in 1980/81 for suitably qualified
candidates to be appointed as Trainee
Radio Officers. Candidates must have
had at least 2 years radio operating
experience or hold a PMG, MPT or
MRGC certificate, or expect to obtain
this shortly.
Registered disabled people may be
considered .
On successful completion of 40 weeks
' specialist training, appointees move to the
Radio Officer Grade.
Salary Scales.
Trainee Radio
Radio Officer
Age 19 £3271
Age 19 £4493
20 £3382
20 £4655
21 £3485
21 £4844
22 £3611
22 £4989
23 £3685
23 £5249
24 £3767
24 £5559
25+ £3856
25+ £5899
then by 5 annual increments to £7892
inclusive of shift working and Saturday,
Sunday elements.
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VISITOFGOC
We were pleased to receive on the 20 February an introductory visit
from Maj Gen W. M. E. IDcks ODE (late Coldstream Guards) who
recently assumed the appointment ofGOC North West District.

...... ~·

f

'.j.

...

SSgt Keith Reynolds, Sgt Barny Maddon and Cpl David Jolliffe of HQ
Squadron (VJ camming up the OM's stores vehicle at Echelon
(By Courtesy of Telecom Today)

The Commanding Officer Lt Col Pat Jolliffe TD greeting the new GOG
North West District, Maj Gen Michael Hicks OBE. Maj Edward Emett,
W01 (RSM) G. Platts and Capt Alan Sinclair in the background
I By Courtesy of the South Lancashire Newspapers/

COOL CHESHIRE
In preparation for our bi-annual exercise on the Continent this year
with HQ AFCENT, the Regiment deployed on Ex March Hare in the
Holmes Chapel area of Cheshire during the weekend of 21-23 March.
It was bitterly cold weekend with plenty of snow and ice to cool the
ardour but not the spirit of the Volunteer! It was considered to be one
of the most enjoyable and interesting exercises the Regiment has
undertaken in recent times. The lesson learnt should prove invaluable
at Annual Camp.
SSgt Tom Griffiths up a gum tree! At Switch 'X'
I By Courtesy of Telecom Today)

For further details telephone Cheltenham
21491 Ext 2269 or write to the
address below.

..
.
,._
....
.......
-....:-~-~-..__-_

Recruitment Office
Government Communications Headquarters

Maj Roger John, QC 59 Sig Sqn (VJ and LCpl Sheila Diamond,
discussing signal paths with the Foreman of Signals SSgt Jim Millar
and Sgt Tom Barton

Oakley, Priors Road. Cheltenham GL52 SAJ
Maj Adrian Leech briefing 2Lt Angela Dixon in the Command Post at
Switch 'X'
I By Courtesy of Telecom Today!
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35 Sig Regt (V), Birmingham
YO
G KIRSTY
I would like to begin this month' note with a story. Picture the sce~c.
Territorial Hou e, hrewsbury; the Volunteers of 95 (Shi:ops~1rc
Yeom nry) ig Sqn (V) impatiently tand on Dismissal Parade h tenmg
to W02 ( S f) Colin Lewis a he hammers home the 'message of the
d. v'. the need for new recruits-new blood to keep the Yeomanry
tra.duion alive. To be frank whilst most people dutifully took not~ ?f th.e
remar ·s. it was after all 21.50 and it would be hardly surpnsmg if
oldier~ thoughts at that tim~ of n_igh~ were not .focused on the more
immediate future-a refreshing pmt m the Juntor Ranks Club next
door.
.
·
everthele two people at least mu t have been paymg part1cu 1ar
attention. I refer to Cpl Heather Barr and her husband LCpl Tl~ Barr,
who decided if no one else was going to introduce new blood mto the
quadron. they at lea t would-with no outside help either.
And o it was on 2 February. the Barr's efforts were rewarded and 95
Sqn's latest recruit made her fir t public appear~nce. Mind you I
cannot see young Kirsty quite fitting into a combat kit yet, at only 6 lbs
6 ozs she' a little on the light side, but given time-say 17 years I
reckon he'll be a cracker. She ought to be, she has a good pedigree.
Cpl Heather Barr's father. Norman Esslemont was a M~jor in the
Corps and i now livi ng in retirement in the Seychelles. Her sister Lin~a
is a WRAC Captain serving with the Corps. and her brother Cameron ts
also a Captain in the Royal Engineers.

Dickinson JP. and the MP Mr. Jim Possey. Maj Foxon did not
enlighten me what the Mayor and the MP wore, but I gather a good
time wa had by all, and the event is likely to be repeated next year,
covering perhaps a different period. (make it the 30's and I might come
along-PRO)
WARMING UP
The 1980 Exercise Season is now well and truly underway. The
de·rusting process took pl~ce on weekend 15/ 16. March when ~he
Regiment deployed over a wide area of the West Midlands on Ex Side
Show. a static Comms Ex designed to blow the cobw~bs away aft~r t~e
Winter break. It proved to be a useful workout, part1cularly bearing m
mind the number of new recruits out for the first time, but I gather the
CO. Lt Col Ken Smith will be expecting increasingly higher standards
on future exercises as the Regiment warm up to Annual Camp in June.
This being the CO's last Camp before handing o.ver the re.igns to Maj
John Billingham his Regular replacement, he will be anxious to bow
out on a high note. Certainly there cannot be many Volunteer COs who
have had the honour of taking their Regiment three times to Camp
(twice to Germany) .

'OC Y 4 & 5 briefs his duty watch on Ex S ide Show'
Left to right· Sig Alan Taylor, Regtl Offr Cdt David Lait, Sir Nigel
Stroud, Sig Patrick Taylor (Brother of Alan)
Three day old Kirsty Barr 'playing hard to get' as W02 (SSMl Colin
Lewis tries to 'sig n on' the first baby born to servin g members of 95
(Shropshire Yeomanry ) Sig Sqn (V). Also in the picture Kirsty 's
parents Cpl Heather Barr and her husband LCpl Tim Barr.
Obviously everyone in the Squadron was delighted, especially W02
Lewis who hardly expected his plea for recruits to be taken so much to

heart. lndeed fearful that someone else might 'poach' his latest recruit
he quickly arranged a visit to the Royal Shrewsbury Hospital to 'weigh
u1( his latest recruit and get the parents permission to sign Kirsty on.
K1rsty on.
Well it's a good story. the local press thought so too. Both the
Shropshire Star and the Shrewsbury Chronicle sent along
photographers to record the event, the first baby born to serving
member of95 (Shropshire Yeomanry) Sig Sqn (V) since the Unit was
formed in 1%9. Accompanying the Sergeant Major to Hospital were
Sgt Brian Matthews, Sig William Parcell, and Pte's Susan Grice and
Andrea Wall who presented a basket of fruit and a bouquet of flowers
to the delighted parents. For the record Cpl Heather Barr and LCpl
Tim Barr have been married for three years, Heather is Sqn Clerk and
joined in 1976. Tim is a Combat RR man and joined in 1971.
ROARING 40's
On the social scene, 89 Sig Sqn (V) (Rugby) went in for a touch of
n~talgia in February when in conjunction with Rugby Lions they
decided to hold a 40's Evening at their Rowland Street TA Centre,
\l.hich I am told by the OC, Maj Brian Faxon was suitably decorated in
the period (not that he would know, he isn't old enough). About 120
members and their guests attended-all suitably attired for the
occasion or masquerading as one of the characters of the day, Hitler,
Churchill etc. Including the Mayor of Rugby, Counclllor Mn Evelyn
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'Wait till you see the whites of their eyes'
Three members of Y Tp (Hereford) R R Det Y 4 & 5 practising defence
tactics on Ex ' Side Show'
Left to right: Sig Patrick Taylor, his brother Sig Alan Taylor and Sig
Nigel Stroud
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ORIENTEERING
Regimentally, the sport of Orienteering seems to be undergoing a
boom at the moment. Whether this can be attributed to increased
National interest or is due to the example and enthusiasm shown by our
Regimental Orienteering Officer, Maj Bob Titterington (OC 48) and
SSgt Dennis Glanville (PSI 95) I cannot say-probably as a result of
both.
This year the Regimental Championships took place on Sunday 17
Feb ruary and I am indebted to Maj Bob Titterington for sending me
the following report.
'The Seventh ROC took place on a Sunny Winter's Day at Aston Firs
and Burbage Common, near Hinkley, Leicestershire. There was a good
turn out of men and women from all Squadrons and recent rain had
reduced many of the paths in the woods to strength sapping mud, in
sharp contrast to last year, when the event was run in three inches of
snow.
For the men. the Holland Trophy was in contention, and this year
produced the closest result for a long time, 89 Sqn (Rugby) with
consistent running retained the trophy with a lead of Just five minutes
over 48 Sqn (Birmingham), who in turn were 10 minutes ahead of 95
Sqn (Shrewsbury and Hereford). In the men's competition, the first
three places were taken by Orienteers from three different Squadrons.
First was Maj Bob Titterington (0C48) with 46 mins and 26 secs,
second was SSgt Dennis Glanville (PSI 95) 51 ruins 00 secs, and third
Sig Paul Fundak (89) with a time of 52 mins 44 secs.
The WRAC Competition was run on an individual basis only, but
produced a close finish with only three minutes separating the first
three. Regtl Offr Cdt Phllllppa Henwood (58 Sqn) came in first with 62
mins 20 secs, followed by Regtl Offr Cdt Alison Brown (89 Sqn) (Rugby)
with 64 mins 45 secs, and third Pte Donna Easton also 89 Sqn with 65
mins 48 secs.
In all a total of 45 competed in this year's championships, 30 men
and l 5 women. The number of girls taking part increased dramatically
compared with 1979. As a result a WRAC team event is planned for
next year.'

WESTERN DISTRICT CHAMPIONSHIPS
For once SSgt Dennis Glanville was forced to take a back seat in this
year's W Dist Championships held at Haughmond Hill, Sh rewsbury on
Sunday 30 March. He had to, he planned and set the course--as well as
fulfilli ng the duties of Official Starter. Nevertheless, SSgt Glanville had
his moment of glory on the _previous Friday and Saturday 28/29 March,
when he represented the Corps in the Royal Artillery Championships
held at Wass and Sproxton Forest, Near Thirsk, North Yorkshire.
No prizes for guessing who won the men's individual event in the
District Championships-Maj Bob Titterington (48 Sqn) with a time of
39 mins 58 secs. Sig Paul Rowson (48 Sqn) finished fourth in 55 mins 33
secs, Sig Paul Fundak (89 Sqn) came fifth , and Capt Terry Phlllips (89
Sqn) ninth. Seventy Seven runners entered but times were only
published for the first four.
In the Team Event, which attracted seven entries, 89 Sqn's strong
team consisting of Capt Sandy Livingstone, Capt Terry Phlllips and Sig
Paul Fundak took the honours with 535 points. 48 Sqn represented by
Maj Bob Titterington, Sig Paul Rowson and Sig Robert Pagett ran
them a close second with 530 points, and 58 Sqn (Newcast.le·u-Lyme)
competing for the first time in this (or any other) championship, as far
as I can remember gained val uabl e experience if nothing else by coming
in seventh with 215 points.
Finally, to complete a successful day for 35 Sig Regt (V), the
girls-Reg! Offr Cdt Alison Brown (89 Sqn). LCpl Terisa Glenny (48
Sqn) and LCpl Lyn Tucknott (89 Sqn) won the WRAC Team Event,
although only three teams competed.
Incidentally the W Dist Championships were scheduled to be held at
The Wrekin on the 23 March, but a sudden snowstorm forced the
organisers to postpone the event for a week and change the venue to
Haughmond Hill, ten miles away.

JOINING THE NET
I hear Y Troop's new Management Team in Herefore are beginning
to find their feet. Lt Malcalm Luing, who incidentally is a Senior Social
Worker in a Birmingham Hospital has managed to 'escape' from being
a Watchk eeper in the RCP to being OC of a RR Tp again-and is
relishing the change. Already he and the other half of the team. Sgt
Bruce Ozzane (PSI) have made their mark, having moved Drill Night
from Thursday to Tuesday to fall into line with the remainder of the
Regiment.
The fact th11:. Y Tp share Harold Street TA Centre with 'C' Company
5 LI (V) who already train on a Tuesday must lead to complications, but
&o has training on a different night to other Units in the Regiment. In
any event, after eleven years it's nice to have everyone tuned to the same
frequency-I hope it works out.
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Having just met for the first t ime Y Tp (Hereford ) new 'Management
Team' get down to business. Left to right: Lt Malcolm Luing O C y
TP, Sgt Bruce Ozzane RR PSI
STRAIGHT TALKING
We move from Herefordsh ire to Staffordshire where 58 Sqn
(Newcastle-u-Lyme) seem to be going great guns at the moment. Two
years ago, affairs at Cross Heath were at a pretty low ebb, but thanks to
some straight talking followed by prolonged effort by the Squadron as a
whole, they are going from strength to strength. I hesitate to single out
anyone in particular but I don't think I would be out of order if l
mention just two-SSgt Tony Parsons who runs the bulging Recruit
Troop, and PSI SSgt Pete Ryan who enthusiastically bea1<ers away
behind the scenes non-stop. A Foreman Electrician with the Midlands
Electricity Board. SSgt Parsons stepped down from a W02 to join 58 as
a Sgt in 1967, a nd his experience and 'father like approach' has worked
wonders with the Recruit Tp.
One encou ragi ng sign which augurs well for the future is the interest
being shown in the TA by members of Newcastle High School CCF
(which 58 assist in a supervisory role). five ex members of the School
CCF have transferred their affections to 58 and another three are
currently waiting to join the Squadron. What accounts for this
dramatic surge of enthusiasm for the TA? I believe there is no single
reason. The foundations were laid by their OC Maj Norman Dobbin
who over the years has maintained a very close liaison with Maj Derek
Eve (PSO) and the Staff at Cross Heath. The increased Bounty
obviously played a part too, but the biggest factor in my view is the fact
that the CCF are now positively encouraged to train with the Volunteers
at weekends. and many of them do so regularly without pay.
The CCF has now become a rich source of recruits, and 58
Squadron's perseverance has already began to pay dividends-Ian
Parton is the first ex-member of Newcastle High School to be appointed
a Re~mental Offr Cdt-I don't think he will be the last.
This leads me on very nicely to the final item to this contribution the
appointment of three new Regtl Offr Cdfs. Congratulations to Pte's
Pbillippa Henwood, Annabelle Smith and the previously mentioned Sig
Ian Parton.
Congratulations too, to Cpl (RR Tech) Hugh Phillips (89 Sqn Rugby}
on being promoted to Sgt. As a 1'0T. I take great satisfaction from
eeing one of the Sqn HF Radio Op stalwarts making the transition
fro m Operati ng to Technician work-well done.

A few minutes after attending their first Mess Meetin g the three new
members join the CO in the Car Park at R HQ Stoney Lane,
Birmingham. Left to right: Regtl. Offr Cdt Ian Parton (58 Sqn
Newcastle-u-Lyme), Regt Offr Cdt Phillippa Henwood (58 Sqn) , The
CO Lt Col Ken Smith and Regtl Offr Cdt Annabelle Smith
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36 Sig Regt (V) Wanstead

37th Sig Regt (V) Bristol

The afternoons instruction was in NBC. After the basics had been
learnt in the classroom, the recruits were led out to the training area to
suffer the effects of CS gas. As usual the instructors suffered the most
of it, when Pte Holden was heard to say 'Whats all t he fuss about? it
didn·t hurt a bit.'
Saturday night, an end of course party was held in the centre bar,
with Pte Smith doing a little sketch taking the mickey out of the SSM.
Pte Savage 'Frank Spencer' put on such a good performance that now ,
most recruits wear their berets 'Spencer style'.

TO LOOK AND ACT
45 (E
) Signal Squadron (V), Internal Recruits Course was run over
two weekends 12il3 and 19/20 Jan with the aim of teachin~ new
recruits to look and act like soldiers! The fust Saturday began with all
the recruits arriYing at Colchester Sea Transit Centre Cookhouse to
find no-one to book them in, no accommodation, no lecture rooms. but
most disheartening of all, no coffee for morning break . Sad faces could
be detected all around and even one or two comments could be heard
from within the group. 'If its going to be like this I'm off home'
mumbled a signalman. It was all a de\ious plan by the SSM, W02
Colin Dyball to get the recruits into the right frame of mind to tackle
the course.
First instruction of the day was drill, conducted by SSgt Bryan
Mumford, who has at last found his vocation in life. Most of the
lectures over the weekend were given by Sgt Edna Slsseam WRAC and
Sgt John Kemp, which upset SSgt Mumford, who sat at the back of the
classroom mumbling to himself, 'I want to take more drill'.
Sunday 0630hrs, with the temperature well below zero, recruits could
be found in Friday Woods enjoying the pleasures of a short three mile
run, which was designed to raise temperatures but most importantly. to
clear any headaches left over from the night before. Quickly the
weekend had passed with recruits departing for their private abodes to
recover and look forward with trepidation to the next weekend.

LIKE CLOCKWORK
All that remained was the Pass Off parade, so the OC, Maj Ken
Harvey dashed off to change into his service dress and that was the last
seen of him! It came to the notice of all concerned that the OC was
waiting for the parade to make a move, but the parade was awaiting his
arrival. The stalemate was at last resolved by Capt Roger Boston
(despatch rider) leaving at great speed in his Ran~e Rover (van) to
conduct the OC to the correct parade square. By the time he arrived the
recruits had practiced the required moves to perfection, so the parade
went like clockwork.
Pte Thomas of 7Sl Troop was awarded best recruit and presented
with a shield, to display for all to admire in Brentwood Centre.
AFAMILY AFFAIR
The Territorial Army has now become a very family affair, with the
enlistment of sisters, brothers and sisters now partaking the pleasures
of army life! We have since heard that later this year we will be
recruiting Mum, Dad, Auntie Flo and Uncle Ted as well! After four
very hard days. the course ended, with all saying how much they had
enjoyed the event. Well done to all who attended and good luck on your
recruit courses at Guildford or Catterick.

FIRST HAND EXPERIENCE
Saturday I 9, with the fust lecture of the day to be on first aid, some
recruits had already gained first hand experience before their arrival. A
car travelling in front of the Squadron's 4 tonner bringing recruits to
Colchester, was involved in a collision with an articulated vehicle. Pte
Sharon Waylen, of Ilford Centre, with other WRAC recruits
immediately went to the aid of those involved and administered first aid
until emergency services arrived on the scene.

e

43 SQUADRON FOCUS
Overwhelmed by our success in actually producing copy for the
September is~ue of The Wire, the Adjutant, Capt Derek Howshall sat
back and waited for the Squadrons to produce their contributions.
After several months of waiting for inspiration and a further
democratic process of delegation , 43 (Wessex) Sig Sqn (V) has
produced the following contribution .
After several false starts we have finally produced our first article an d
trust that we shall be a welcome addition to the many contributors.
Squadron Headquarter:; are loca~ed in Bridgwater, Somerset, where we
have two Troops, with a third Troop located in Cheltenham
Gloucestershire. If many of you have travelled to the South West o~
~oliday in the pa.st you will probably only remember Bridgwater by the
incessant traffic Jams but now thankfully the MS provides an excellent
bypass. Our recruiting area is based on the two towns , but we are very
often referred to as the 'rural' Squadron in the Regiment with, for
example, our Squadron Commander travelling from Cheltenham and
other personnel living in Bristol, Minehead, Shaftesbury, Exeter and
Plymouth.
As this is our first article a quick introduction to some of the
personalities would seem appropriate:
OC Squadron
Maj Norman Harvey TD
PSO
Maj Ron Oakley
2IC
Capt John Crothers TD
Troop OCs
Capt John Bosley TD
Capt Rosemary Tobey
Lt Bob Parry
SSM
W02 Sid Lang
SQMS
SSgt Ken Pyke
PSI
SSgt Dave Few
The most important of recent events were the presentation of awards
to members of the Squadron by the Lord Lieutenants of Somerset
Devon, and Cornwall. Lord Lieutenant Certificates were received by
SSgt Ken Pyke, Sgt Gordon Perry, Sgt Wally Richards RAPC (V), Sgt
Rita Smith WRAC (V), Cpl Percy Tubbs and former members SSgt
Fred Northcott, Sgt Tim Sanders and Cpl Joyce Tancock. TEM's were
presented to SSgt Ken Pyke, Cpl Colin Parsons and Cpl Joyce Tancock.
The TD was also presented to Capt Norman Turner.

ost1n
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CHANGE OF COMMAND
The major event in our regimental calendar post September was the
change of Commanding Officer. Col Keith Brown TD OBE moved
'upstairs' to become Deputy Commander 2 Signal Group and so will
still be able to keep a close eye on the Regiment. His successor Lt Col
Mike_jennlngs lo.wered himself into the still warm chair, took th~ reigns
and l!fe.has continued to be fast and furious ever since.
This _is a busy Regiment and our performance on the recent ARU
Inspection proved that we are most certainly 'Fit for Role'.
HARD PRESSED RADIO
On lS March 80, Brig J G Starling MC MBE took time off from his
many duties as temporary Commander South West District to make a
whirlwind inspection of the Regiment on Salisbury Plain. From the
r~nge _classi~cation at Bulford to young officer training and basic
s1gnallmg skills at Westdown Camp the Brigadier moved so fast that
even the radio net which had been set up to monitor his movements,
~as hard-p_ressed to follow his. progress. TI;tere was unfortunately not
time for htm to travel to Bndgwater to inspect the trade training
weekend which had been organised for tradespersons from alJ parts of
the Regiment.
The Brigadier paid a more leisurely visit to Horfield Common TA
Ce~tre on_18 Mar 80 and was able to inspect S7 (City and County of
Bnstol) Signal Squadron (V) who showed a representative selection
of drill night activities and training. The evening was concluded with an
excellent Supper Night in the Officers Mess. The Brigadier was well
pleased.

ALL GO
Our final piece of news is the appointment of Maj Jean Blackwood
TD WRAC (V) as the Regimental Second-in-Command. At the same
time, she remains our senior WRAC Officer and also works as PMC of
the Officers Mess in her spare time. A very busy volunteer I

Thinking of buying a tax-free car?
Then remember that the Audi
Volkswagen service propositi9n is as
sound in Hong Kong os it is in Aldershot.
Or wherever in the world you hop pen to
be posted. Simply because there ore
experienced Audi Volkswagen dealers in.
mos countries, with every one offering
on ofter soles service that is second to
none.
Think about that when you come to
choose your tax-free car. We hove the
largest stock of Audi and Volkswagen
vehicles in the country, offering you a
choice ranging from the Golf and the
practical Possot estate to the sporty
Scirocco and luxury Audi 100. And

LOOKING AHEAD
Our activitie.s are now concentrate? on trai?ing for Ann~al Camp in
September which , as we all know, 1s a ma1or UK exercise. We did
however enter teams in the South West District Safe & Skilled Driving
and Field Cookery Competitions and a commendable effort was made
by thos~ ~aking part. This was the first occasion that we had entered the
competitions and SI~ G W Huxtable and Pte K E M Sprlngall (Para
ll:tt) took 2nd place m the !ton Land Rover section-if only they had
fitted cross country tyres!
For some time we have not had sufficient numbers to form a
Sergeants Mess, but the ~ess has ~ow been reformed and they recently
held a very successful Dinner Night. The Officers Mess have also
recently held a Dinner Night at which our CO Lt Col Mike Jennings
'
was the principal ~est.
The final news 1s that our current recruiting campaign is having very
good ~esults which should once again bring the Squadron up to full
establishment.
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Lord Lieutenant of Somerset Lt Col G. W. F. Luttrell with front row:
SSgt K. M. Pyke, OC Squadron Major N. R. Harvey TD, Capt N.
Turner TD, rear row: Sgt G. Perry, Sgt W . Richards RAPC(V) and Cpl
C. Parsons

CARNIVAL WITH TRADITION
For those of you who do not know Bridgwater the main event of the
year is the Annual Carnival procession which has been held for over 350
years. The procession lasts for two hours with huge crowds from the
Midlands and South West and is always a major event for the
Squadron. We provide mobile radio dets to control the_procession, this
year under the command of Lt Sue Thomas WRAC (V) and a float in
the procession.

THE WIRE, MAY 19ro

Fully equipped-including linen-Holiday Chalet for 9 in the
Summer and Winter Resort of MALLNITZ, Austria. Situated on
South side of the Alps, 4000 ft high, easily accessable by Rail and
Road. T~ains direct from London. Motorway all the way, less the
last 30 miles.
Reduction for HM Forces and also out of season. For detail
please contact: Lt Col (Rtd) H. N. Crawford. Duke of York's HQ,
Chelsea. London SW3 Tel: (01) 730 8131 Ext 26.
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News lrom Squadrons

40th

Sig Regt (V }
Belfast
A REGIMENTAL OCCASION
The Wedding of Sgt Audrey Carey WRAC and SSgt David Walker
to k pl ce at Garnerville Presbyterian Church on Saturday 16
February. The bride was h·en away by her father , SSgt Carey. and the
wedding ceremony was performed by the Rev Sneitb. The best man ,
Kevin Eliott , cousin of the bridegroom and bridesmaids , Rosemary
Can, sister of the bride and a WRAC member of the Retiment and
Heather Walker, niece of ihe bridegroom. The reception, attended by
many family guests and members of the Regiment , was held at
Oonaver TAC by kind perm ission of the Commanding officer. Lt Col I.
Graham. Afterwards the happy couple left for a honeymoon holiday in
the Canary Islands.

66SQN
The Squadron has undergone significant changes with new
appointments in the various troops, the most notable of these are:
Capt Anderson
Capt Henderson
Lt Fleming
SSgt Donaldson
SSgtLee
SSgt Cahoon

2IC
OC'A'Troop
OC'C'Troop
'C' Troop SSgt
'A'Troop SSgt
SQMS

Emphasis is now centred around the forthcoming big event
'Crusader', and the Squadron is very conscious of the importance of~
g~d perfo~ance. Th~ n_um?er of ex<'.rcises both Squadron and
~giment3! /w1se are an md1catton of the trnportance being placed on
Crusader.
The resident DJ of the Squadron, yours truly Sig 'Big T' Patterson
continues t~ provid<: golden oldies and J?OP 45s for a lot of Squadron
venues. He_ s a_lso bemg deleg~ted, occasionally I might add , as acting
SSM for d1Sm1ssal parade, Big T's developing delusions of grandeur.
All members of the Squadron (and guests) who attended the 66
Squadron 'do' on 18 Jan would undoubtedly agree, a good night was
had by one and all.
All success to SSgt Lee and the 66 Squadron Pied Piper team in the
forthcoming competition, 'Good luck Lads'.
. Congratulations to Lt and Mn Fleming on an addition to the family
Circle- a son, Christopher.
Last bu~ not least training programmes are being formulated for
troo1;>s. to_ mclude. a~tivitie~ such as swimming, .22 shooting along with
continuations training which counts towards promotion and naturally
more cash!

7 Fd Force HQ and Sig Sqn prepare for Ex Eastern Panther
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THE NEW COMMANDER
In Decembe~, we welcomed Brig Keith Spade ODE, late of the
Parachute R~g1!11en~ ~s the _new Com~ander 7 Field Force. Having
spent the ma 1onty of hts serV1ce career with Regular and TA Battalions
he also served as a Company Commander at Sandhurst, GSOI at
SHAPE a nd as a member of the Staff at the National Defence College.

7Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn

VISITS
We have had our share of VIPs visiting the Head quarters during the
last period. The Chief of Staff, German Army, Lt Gen Johannes
Poeppel visited the Field Force in March and was greeted at t he gate by
a quarter guard drawn from the variou s cap badge to be found serving
with the Squadron .
P . Bak~r, OIC R S!gnals Manning and Records paid us a visit
. Col
m Apnl. After his p resentation to all ranks he set about answering the
many personal questions p resented to him by those in the Squadron
who were eager to h ave their future read.

f!-·

Colchester

THE MANAGEMENT

oc

2IC
AO
QM
MTO
CommsOffr
OCATp
OCJTp
RSM
RQMS
AQMS
YofS
FofS
ORSQMS

Maj J. S. Doody
Capt M. Bevan
Maj B. Moody RPC
Capt E. H. Le Quesne
Lt R. B. Hobson RCT
Capt G. M . S. Shipley
Capt I. R. Fielder
LtN. R. N. Wood
WOI M. G. Springer DEM
W02 R. D. E. Kennington
W02J. W.OwenREME
W02 A. C. Doane
W02 J.C. Matthews
SSgt H. Forsyth

CHANGE OF PERSONALITIES
Since our last appearance the Squadron has welcomed some new
faces into the management team . On 21 January , Maj Bill Mortimer
our Admin Offr handed his reins over to Maj Brian Moody. Both Bill
an~ Brian are from the Royal Pioneer Corps and help m aintain the
variety of cap badges seen around the Squadron. Capt John Gareze
leaves to join the School of Signals and hands the communications
department over to Capt Gordon Shipley. We welcome W02 John
Owen to the LAD with WOI Jeff Baker leaving to carry on the good
work in BAOR. WOl Baker have represented the Squadron at X
Country and Orienteering will be greatly missed.
WOI Gordon Mclnness has just arrived from BAOR to begin his
take over from WOl RSM Max Springer who will shortly be leaving us
on commissioning and posting to 3 Div HQ and Sig Regt.
EX FLYING FALCON
Ex Flying Falcon proved very successful for the Squadron this year,
many_of ~horn are now well accustomed to our frequent sea crossings
by Pnnz lme Ferries. Advance, main and air parties married up in our
first location with few problems on their journeys from Colchester.
After a l~ais<?n visit by our OC and YofS to 3 Div HQ, we opened up
commumcattons and the exercise was under way. No sooner had we
becom<'. used to th~ 3 Div Communications SOP's then our Step Up
moved into the 1 Div Area. By the 12 February our Main had followed
and we fell in line with the fresh formats for daily returns VHF
bulletins etc.
'
The exercise finished a day early for us UK based warriors. With
a-"sor~y Sir I have a boat to ~atchl"-the morning of Friday 15 saw
us weav:mg our way, u°:der pohce escort, through Hamburg's traffic.
Our am val at the quayside produced the delights of a hot shower and a
good. meal aboard the Prinz Oberon and our return journey to
Harwich .. Ex Flying Falco'! prove~ o~r ability to deploy to, and~mmumca~e from ~n exercise location m BAOR direct from the ferry
'l'.1t_hout an mtervenmg shak~down based in a BAOR barracks. Many
vmts were made by the vanous BAOR commanders allowing us the
opportunity to display our communications skills. The Commander 1
(B~) Corp~ , the CSO BAOR, the CCR Signals and the commanders of
3 Dtv, 1 Div and our own formation all expressed a keen interest in our
organisation and equipment.
EX PANTHERS TAIL IV
<;>~r annual_ logistics command exercise was held on Stanford
tra~mng A~ea m a~ unexpected period of mild and tranquil weather.
'J?is exer~1se P'.ov1ded our new DAA & QMG, Maj John Stakoe R
Signals with his first opportunity of exercising the Field Force's
echel?ns without. the distractions of a full Field Force deployment. The
exerctse ended with the TA supporting units replacing the Regulars.
THtWIRE, MAY 1980

Lt Gen Poeppel, Sgt Lloyd Williams, Cpl Tanner, Cpl Canton, Cpl
Hogben, LCpl Hough, LCpl Barnard

LCPLROBINLISTER ROYAL SIGNALS
We sadly record the Bearer and Firing Party for the late Robin
Lister.

Brigadier K. Spacie OBE

NEWS FROM' ALFA' TROOP
OCA
SSgtA
TpCpls

Capt (Ian) I. R. Fielder
SSgt Colin TbackweU
Cpl Trev Andrews, Cpl Geordie
Blncliffe, Cpl John Howat, Cpl
Mac McCartney

Alfa Troop, the Squadron's Radio Troop, is equipped with Land
Rover mounted Larkspur installations to provide the radio
communications required by HQ 7 Field Force in the Field. Since Ex
Flying Falcon the Troop has again been busy trying out various new
configurations of our staff and Sig Ops tentage. The new design was
tried out on Ex Quick Step in March and the resulting alterations
should be complete for our Eastern District Exercise in April.
Many of the Troop have found themselves places on courses during
these few weeks in Barracks. Sig Taff Jarvis returned from a Unit
Projectionists course just in time to collect joining instructions and
team up with Sig Mark Hood and Sig Gary Debenham on a freefall
parachuting course. Sig Mark Cardy departed shortly after that on
Snow Queen while Cpl John Howat, Slgs Fozzy Foster, Chippy Wood,
and Jim Harvey have at last departed on their long awaited driving
courses- oh for an R Tg with a licence!
With Cpl Trev Andrews on an education course and Cpls Geordie
Blncllffe and John Howat preparing to leave us for 4 Div HQ and
Cyprus, the day to day work of the Troop 's detachments on loan to
other units, Kit checks, radio run ups, Jocomex's with the Royal Navy,
and so on have stretched the remainder of us here in Colchester-but
life goes on!
On the sporting front our troop football team has proved more than a
match for most of the other troop teams. LCpl Jimmy Lynch and his
team did well to win the Squadron Orienteering Competition (Well if
the Force Commanders Driver/ Operator cannot read a map who
can!!!?). The Troop is looking forward to a busy season of Exercises
this summer leading up to the ubiquitous Ex Crusader, where we
intend to show you BAOR people a thing or two.
THE WIRE, MAY 1980

Firing Party

SPORTS ROUND UP
The Eastern District Minor Units Hockey Competition provided an
entertaining afternoon with an element of success for the Squadron
who reached the semi finals. They were narrowly beaten by
Fd
Workshops who broke through in the dying minutes to score the
deciding goal.
In the annual Eastern District 7-a-side Rugby competition the
Squadron narrowly missed gaming a place in the Army tournament by
losing to 8 Fd Workshop in the final of the plate competition.
A successful soccer sea on has so far produced a hield for winning
the Eastern District League and after retaining for another year the
Eastern District six-a- ide cup. We have secured a place at Aldershot
the venue for the Army six-a-side competition. Also, in the Ea tern
District Minor Units we managed the final only to be knocked out by
224 Signal Squadron.
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55 Sig Sqn (V), Liverpool
EMPIRE BUILDING
In thi i sue our contribution comes from our D+ E Troops in
Cardiff . who are having a severe attack of 'Empire Building'! We do
hear that Cardiff is not a safe place these days, and if one stan ds idle on
a street comer they are liable to be spirited away and end up on the
good ship 'Delta Echo '! However do not let us steal their thunder. Read
on :
DELTA TROOP
55 SIGNAL SQUADRON
THE WELCH ELEMENT- MOTTO 'PRIMA INTER PARES'

229 Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 45

A SPECIAL ARRIVAL
We usually list our arrivals and departures at the end but someone
joined the Squad_ron in January o_f th~ year deserves ~cial mention,
because her arrival marks a h1stor1c event for us. Yes, ' her' is
c<;>rrect- LCpl Jayne Stone is the very first W RAC member of 229
~1gnal Squadron. But befo_re all those posting preferences start flooding
m, we ought perhaps to pomt out that she is here to be with her fiancee,
Cpl Phil Abbott; we don't expect any further Wl.lAC posti ngs in for the
moment. However. watch this spacel

fHE MANAGEMENT
OC ••••.••••••••••.•••..••••.•••••.• Maj (Alan) Burden TA
RSM •..••••••••••••..••.•• • ••.. WOI C. W. (SIR) Lockwood
SSgt Admln ••..••..•...••••.••..•....••• SSgt (Jimmy) Lister
Or Officer ••.•.•.•.•.•••..•.•••.•.•. SSgt (Richard) Morgan
SSgt Tech •••..••••..••.•.• • •••••••••.• SSgt (Gordon) Baker
For those who know of us and of late have thought us dead or
disbanded. a surprise or, disappointment, not only do we live on but
are expanding furiously . For the uninitiated our 'little troop' (continue
to watch this space) is part of SS Squadron Liverpool, and is tucked
away in Maindy Barracks Cardiff. Not only are we separated from our
Li"erpool Headquarters by some 200 miles of motorway but also a
million years of heritage.
Up until last December our life amongst the rolling valleys, filled
with sto"e pipe hatted ladies singing 'Come home again' etc, was a
peaceful , indeed tranquil one. Then came the HAPPENING!
Our happening was not a blinding flash of light, nor indeed the
parting of the river Severn but the arrival of WOI (RSM) C. W.
Lockwood. In fairness to Hirn we should point out that apart from the
Black Day when one of our unfortunate number, unsure of what to call
Him , said 'Hey COOEEE PSI' things are not too bad! Different but not
too bad'. On a more serious note 'Wally Lockwood' has changed our
lives considerably, reorganised us amazingly and in a few short months
won himself a place within the affection of the troop and is greatly
respected by al.I. His crowning glory came when he was invited to 'eat
the Leek' at the S3 Squadron's 'DEW!, SANT' celebrations.

Sgt George Tucke r explains an MT d ifficu lty to t he OC , Maj Bob
S iderfin, Maj Alan Burden, W02 Jim Jack look on and the RSM
approaches
indoctrinating our many new recruits . Cpl Billy Davies is the newly
appointed Chief Oerk whilst Cpl Mel Hughes ACC suddenly found
h_imself, much to his horror the senior r ank , in charge by a strong set of
circ~mstances , of the AAC Chepstow's 900 ma n or boy cookhou se,
during our recent, wo uld you g uess, Military Training Weekend.
Life is full. We are informed by Hirn that the only place you will find
SUCCESS BEFORE WORK is in the DICTIONARY and over the last
few months we have proved it. Final.ly we intend not only to appear
regularly in The Wire but soon on the FRONT PAGE.
Many congratulations to Susan and Pete Morris on the birth of a
daughter. Also fond farewells to Sig Dennis Jones who leaves us after
five memorable years .
DELTATROOPWIRENOTESEND.
Back to Liverpool our congratulations to:
Lt Stan and Karen Quayle on their marriage on the 1 March. It is
rumoured that Karen has no intention of sitting at home at weekends
and plans to find a uniform ? Capt Chris Dennis our Second-in·
Command and our Medical Officer, Capt F1orence Currie on their
marriage on the 29 March . We hear that Amsterdam is a nice place to
get away from it al1.
Our Cooks, Sgt Fred (Al.lee) Sunderland, Pte Vinny White, Sig
George Smith and AN Other alias Mac McGuinness on winning the
North West District TA Field Cookery Competition on the 29/ 30
March.
OC Delta Troop , Alan Burden, on his well earned promotion to
Brevet Major.

ARMY UNDER· SECRETARY'S VISIT
Early in March, we were honoured a nd delighted to be paid a visit
a lbeit a brief one, by Mr Barney Hayhoe MP, Under-Secretary of Sta t~
for the Army. In the IS minutes he spent with us, Mr Hayhoe ma naged
to take a good look at our Field Force Mobi le Command Post and
cha_tted to seve~al memb.ers of the S9uadron-a task not made any
e~s1er by the noise of 7 Flight AAC helicopters waiting nearby to whisk
him away to the Brandenburg Gate. Actually, he very nearly missed us
altogether, thanks to OC Radio Troop-but that's another story!
BGS SIGNALS IN BERLIN
Another visitor we we re very pleased to welcome was the BGS
Signals, Brig P. J . E vans MBE, who came to see for himself why Berlin
is such a popular posti ng (we thin k!). After a briefing on the
organisation and role of the Squ adron, the BGS was whisked off to
meet our technical whiz.z.-kids inside the hallowed port als of the Tech
Workshops, were as usual Capt (TOT) Jim Phillips and SSgt (.Fo~)
Dave Coles were both trying to answer t he telephone at the same
time-newly arrived Technicia n Sgts Alan Reece and Ian Duncan
looked suitab ly impressed. After being allowed (yes, really) into RQMS
Brian Connor's inner sanct um to meet Allson--more about her
later-Brig Evans moved off at a smart clip in the direction of Radio
T roop to see the M obile CP and several radio detachments. T he final
port of ca ll was that hive of indu stry and honest endeavour, the Berlin
Army Commcen (OC's note-No prizes for guessing which Troop wrote
thi s report!), and to meet some of the 'shi ft ies'. And although the whole
visit only las ted 90 minutes. we all enjoyed meeting the BGS and
showing him that, contrary to popular rumour in the SO in C' s corridor
in the MOD. the members of 229 Signal Squadron do not all have
flippers and gills!
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FffiST AID SUCCESS-NEARLY
The Berlin Field Force First Aid Competition is one of the few
annual events that gives us a chance to see how we get on against the
' bi~ boys'. because the same problems are set for both major and minor
umts. Our team of LCpl Danny O'Brien, Sig Dickie Bird and Sig Taff
Thomas,_ably_led by LCpl Pat McCreadie, set about the two-day
compet1hon wtih plenty of confidence and enthusiasm. At the end of
the first day we were in the overall lead , and no one was more elated
tha n our Unit First A id Instructor, Sgt John Mold (who suddenly came
out of hiding, saying 'I told you so'!). However, Day Two found us
having some slight difficulties with the rescue of six casualties from a
crashed aeroplane, and we even tually came a very creditable fifth
overall. losing the minor units trophy by a mere ten points. LCpl Pat
McCreadie is still scratching his head over how BMH Berlin managed
to find an aeroplane in the first place.
ANOTHER NEAR MISS
It was also a case of ever so near when we took part in the Berlin
Road Safety Quiz. Our first round opponents were a team of RAF
Policemen, and our team of Cpl Don Capron, LCpl Frank Roberts, Sig
Will ie Young and Sig Steve Rogerson did extremely well to lose to these
'experts' by the narrowest of margins-3/ii points to 36. Question
master was W02 Jim Adamczyk RMP (husband of Tina, our lovely
Squadron typist), but it needed a Bamber Gascoine or a Magnus
Magnusson to sort out some of the questions. However, there is no truth
in the rumour that the OC had to grant a Squadron Bar extension
because he was still adjudicating at 2300 hrs between two dedicated
teams who seemed to be able to produce copies of the Highway Code
and BFG Standing Orders at the drop of a hat-or perhaps that should
be a hand signal.

RSM Wally Lockwood oiling his throat before eating the Leek. DEW!
SANT Celebrations
, Coi~ciding with our Hap~ening was the formation of a second troop,
Ech~. Troop. ~o the birth of our HQ and Recruit Troops. A
recruiting c:irnpaign for forty pl~s extra soldiers. The RSM's monthly
Newsletter DELTA ECHO', His countless extra activities. All this
coupled with our new !"fAOT and T~CP role, under the eagle eye of
SSgt Richard Morgan ts not only causing great excitement but putting
to the test our claim of beinB the best.
On the do~estic scene Sgt <?eorge Tucker and Cpl Uonel Hlalop,
M1:0 and assistant have orgam~d our new MT Office to the envy of
Maindr Barracks. Cpl Greg King 1s currently spearheading a recruiting
campa1~ the likes of which the 'Quicksilver' team could only dream
a~ut, 1~7 appli~ations to join us in three days'. Sgt John Staniforth
d1V1dcs his. attention between us and college life to the extent he has
been appointed Troop Staff Sergeant Echo Troop whilst Sgt Ron
Borley, ably assisted by Cpl Jim Al.len and Sig Pete Morril, are busily

W02 (YofS ) Pete Hockram e xpounding on the many and diverse uses
of the one foot ruler

The GOC North West District, Maj Gen W . M. E. Hicks, OBE,
presenting the trophy to Sgt Fred Sunderland
THE WIRE, MAY1900

SGS Signals asks LCpl Jane Stone about the hardships of being the
only female in the squadron
THE WIRE, MAY 1900

FAREWELL TO ALISON
When 7 March dawned, W02 (RQMS) Brian Connor arose to face a
much-dreaded day. 'Oh my God. Alison leaves today!' was his first
via kin& tho.ugh.!t quickly _follo"".ed by a vivid ment.al picture of complete
chaos m his omce, of himself surrounded by piles of Works Service
Orders and endless letters to be typed. With a face a long as a wet
weekend. he mounted his trusty bike and pedalled his weary way to
work. at _the unearthly hour of half past nine. Whom , you might
enquire, ts. Alison? How could. he bring ~uch an able man to this sad
state? ~.hs_on , dark of hair nd fair of face; Alison, typi t
extraordma1re, clerk par excellence; Alison, the girl with the in tant
repartee, an art which of necessity she cultivated to perfection- Alison
whose interview for the job during the previous RQ 's hando~er weni
something like:RQ- 'Can you type? '
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I o
·ye.
RQ-'The Job" jours!'
.
r on "orked for the RQ' department for 14 month and durmg
that time pro'ed herself to be virtually indispensible because of her
ac umulated knowledge of the working of the many facet of the
RQM · department-not to mention the many facets of the RQMS !
he had to leave u when her hu band was posted to UK; however. the
hope to return to Berlin early in 1981, and all being well we shall ee her
again then. But for now he is gone, and for a few days after she left the
ROM w
o dejected he almo t refused coffee. twice! However, he
wa soon enjo ing his coffee to the full again wh_en his ne~· typist
Marbdh, arrh·ed. If only he knew what she was lettmg herself m for!
EXERCISE~BERLIN

STYLE
Berlin exercises tend to be modest affairs compared to those we are
used to from other po ting , but we do have the odd FTX, and Ex City
Express (12-14 March) wa very odd indeed-actually, Berlin is
probably the onl} place in the world where 3 Infantry battalions can set
up andbagged defensi\'e positions in occupied buildings in the middle
of the city and then fight a battle in the early hours of the n_10rning
without the citizens turning a hair! Fortunately the commumcations
problems of FIBUA (Fighting in Built Up Areas) did not cause us too
man}· headaches. and at lea t we were all warm and dry-most of us
were billeted in one of the local police stations, where we were treated
with good-natured tolerance by the fuzz.

RONDOXVIIl
Another exercise came our way on 1 April--no, not an April Fool's
Day joke. it was in fact the latest in the Rondo series of exercises. These
exerci es are also unique to Berlin ; each radio detachment taking part
is made up of one American , one British and one French signaller, and
we learn the difficulties of inter-allied cooperation the hard way. This
time it was the turn of the US Sector to host the exercise. Once again it
took place in a FIBUA setting, and part of the time was spent in their
\illage specially built for FIBUA training, known quaintly as
' Doughboy City'. The winning team included Sig Pete Jones, with Sig
Dickie Bird's team runners-up, and the prizes were presented by Brig
Gen William C. Moore, the US Berlin Infantry Brigade Commander.
After the prize giving, everyone got together for the usual ' Rondo Party'
when most of the language problems seemed to disappear! Now for
Rondo XIX-Vive la France.

IN THE SWIM
As many readers will know. we have a thing about swimming in 229,
and it all start each year with our annual Squadron Swimming Gala.
This year it was held on 21 March. The main events count towards the
Inter-Troop Swimming Competition. and taking part were:
Radio Troop (with an A and B Team),
Commcen Troop (with just one team). and
SHQ and MQ & L Troop (who just managed to get a team together
between them!)
The first race-SO metres Free Style-was won by Sig Gary Johnson
of Radio Troop 'A', and this win set the pattern for the rest of the
Competition; they came first in every event, despite the absence of their
tar, LCpl Alan Patterson, and so retained the Inter-Troop Trophy.
Surprise, surpri el
There were some memorable moments; for example, SSM Taff
Elliott being told he would be disqualified if he attempted to use his
sub-aqua kit in the SO metres Back Stroke. and the difficulty of
choosing between Sgt Ian Duncan and Sig John Cawley for 'W hale of
the Year' award in the 25 metres Butterfly.
After all the hard competitive swimming, two novelty events were
held. the first being the 4 x 25 metre Tyre Race; the a im was to get
an infl ated inner tube to the opposite end of the pool, the catch being
that the swimmers had to be on it (or in it) to get it there. MQ & L
Troop nearly lost Sig George Fisk yet again for the second year
running, but this time he held on to the tyre instead of goin g through itl
In the second race the object was to swim with a bucket two-thirds full
of water. Not an easy task ; ask Cpl Tony Hodgson who let go of the
bucket and then found th at he couldn't lift it off the bottom of the pool!

249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)) Bulford
THE PROFESSIONAL SKIERS
Whilst The Wire was giving coverage to the glamourous ski boys
(tremendous though they were}, the AMF Signal Squadron was quietly
fulfilling one of its War Options in the Northern Flank, some 200 miles
North of the Arctic Circle.
As our squadron spread shows all 249 Signal Squadron soldiers Oess
the QM with a broken arm) are ski and arcti<; trained.

Royal Signals ready for war! 249 Signal Squadron AMF(L)

COMINGS AND GOINGS
We extend a warm welcome to Berl in to Sgts Alan Reece, Ian
Duncan and Rick Richards, and Cpls Don Boscoe and John lzon.
Departures to whom we say 'Bon Voyage' include Sgt Jock Rennie, Cpl
Tony O'Kell and Cpl Brian Brown.

Classified Section Continued

,.

After refresher and basic ski courses using our own instructors we
were ready for our rigorous training carrying all on our backs .

SITUATIO NS VACANT
242 Signal Squadron, Edinburgh
A
vacancy
exists
for
a
Maintenance
Electrician
Telecommunications in Edinburgh. The job involves maintenance
and installation of military range communications in the Edinburgh
area. It would suit an experienced ex-Lineman or Telemech who
wants a steady long term job in the area.
Further details from OC 242 Signal Squadron , Craigiehall, South
Queensferry, West Lothian.
DENSTONE COLLEGE, UTrOXEI'ER, STAFFS
ADJUTANT TO THE CCF
Suitable for Senior NCO / Warrant Officer in their mid-forties.
lmolves a limited military interest, allied to a certain amount of
chool admin: routines . House available. Salary negotiable. School
set in countryside, six miles from Uttoxeter.
. Applications in writing, for job specifications and application
lorms, to
THE BURSAR, DENSTONE COLLEGE, UTIOXETER,
STAFFS and marked clearly "CCF Appointment ."
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VACANCY FOR PERMANENT STAFF ADMINISTRATIVE
OFFICER-TERRITORIAL ARMY
A vacancy will arise on 24 Aug 80 for a PSAO on consolidated
rates of pay and in the rank of Captain with 34 (Northern) Signal
Regiment (V) located in Middlesbrough, Oeveland. Applicants
should have served as officers in the Regular Army or TA although
WO applicants may be considered. Applicants should be under 56
years of age. Experience with the TA is desirable 6ut not essential.
The starting salary of £5,025 rising to £5,849 after six years.
Applications including brief details of military service etc, date of
birth, together with the names of two referees should be sent to:
The Commanding Officer
34(N) Signal Regiment (V)
TA Centre
Brambles Farm
Middlesbrough
Cleveland
TSJ 8DS
Telephone: 0642 243785/ 6
THEWIRE, MAY198'.l

Which way did you say the laundry was? Sig Albert Schweitzer
THEWIRE, MAY1900

I'm sure I left my troop herel Lt Jim Barry
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The quadron vehicle were left in base camp-if only we hadn't
complained about sel'\•icing them at -20"C!

262 Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 58

Of course the DS had to find the students.

Should I be double gaiting or diagonal polling now? Sig Cowie
Couldn't you just give me a parking ticket?

VISIT OF THE MASTER OF SIGNALS
Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley CB, CBE, DSO, visited the Squadron on
22 February, accompanied by the Regt Sec Col J. A. D. Frances. He was
met by the OC, Maj M. L. Martln and SSM (Jim) Humphreys at the
Sq~adron lines a~d ta~en to the Sq.uadron coffee room where he met
Officers and Seniors, well the seniors who were not on shift'. The
M~ster then proceeded to have informal chats to everyone present
which put the programme timings a little behind!
Then it was off for a grand tour of the Squadron, starting with
Sys!ems Troop, where he was shown round the Exchange and New
radio relay site by TOT, Capt C. G. Webb and his staff. 'who are too
nu~erous t~ mention'. This was followed by a quick drive to our Old
radio relay site where he met Sgt 'Mick' Green surprisingly on shift as
opposed to some sport.
Moving on to Field Troop where he was greeted with a full line up of
men and ~chicles ready for inspection, headed by our Lt Jane Sugden,
'By Appointment'! This was followed by a quick visit to the Commcen
to meet most of our girls.
The visit finished in the Squadron Bitsa Club where the Master met
many personalities of the Squadron in an informal atmosphere.

The FTX had troops from the Canadian, UK, Italian armies as well
as Dutch, US and our own Marines fighting under command of the
multi-national HQ AMF(L) and various Norwegian HQs.
249 Squadron is responsible for 'both end' communications sending
detachments to all component parts of the AMF(L).
Not only did this ensure 100% communications on all nets, but
considerably reduced the language problems. However the Italian
Detachment did complain that their daily issue of wine froze!

This snow isn't shown on my map! SSM Steve Marshall, Sunray and
Sgt Bernie Temmen

I'd call for the Sqn medic, but that's me! LCpl Curtis

As a little relaxation after the end of Exercise Hard/all all the soldiers
of the squadron took part in a lSkm biathlon. The standard of shooting
would have been quite high if only the target balloons had stood still in
the wind.

But once we got going it was fun-after all we are 249 Men!
Leadership and planning at the Detachment Commander Level were
severely tested-all NCO's working hard for the Arctic JNCO's
Leadership Cadre.
Field Troop line up awaiting the arrival of the Master of Signals. Taken
by unit Photographer Sgt (Ian) Underhill.

The centre of the universe!

Should our readers feel that we are only able to fight in the frozen
North-then await our report from Turkey in the Autumn . Or maybe
we will tell the odd tale from Germany during the Summer!

Smile lads, he's right behind usl Sigs Cowie, Hollet, LCpl Catchpole,
Cpl Clark, Sig Deane, LCpl Norrie and Sunray

In early March the squadron deployed North to join the German and
US elements of HQ AMF(L) for the FTX Exercise Anorak Express.

The Master of Signals celaxing over coffee with From lefi to right:
Sgts (Martin) Kerrigan, (Ray) O'Keeffe, (Alan) Bailey, (Bob) Thomas

Is this really Marlboro' country? LCpls Douglas, Williamson, Shortis
and McAleer
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PORT R PORT
In 1he port world. we·ve certainly been having a 'field day'! The
quJdron beat 2 qn ·s· 9 Signal Regiment in the final of the ESSA
Hocke~ League b) tw goal to one. well done team.
.
\ care al o in the final of the ESSA Football League having beaten l
qn ·A· 9 ign. 1 Regiment by three goals to one. we play the Wanderers
i'I the final.
Inter- cni e-wi e the quadron ha provided members for Army
Hockey. quash and e1ball team . Sgts 'Mick' Green, ' Paddy' Kelly
and 'Pete' Whitbre d played for the winning Army Hockey team
again t the RAF and four girls from the ommcen. Cpl Chris MarshaU,
LCplJulia Hillman, LCpl Kathy Hould and Pte Joan Thomas played in
1he WRAC etball 1eam who beat the WRAF~
In the Inter- ervice Squash. Sgt 'Mick' Green (again) was a member
of 1he Armv team who beat the RAF. the ladies however didn't have
uch n good day and Lt Jane Sugden, Captain of the team, wasn 't able
to bring home the trophy. better luck next •ea r.

Nato FSS (Shetland)

- - News from · Troops Detachment608 Signal Troop B.F.P.O. 21
ANTWERP DETACHMENT
The troop is situated in Olen. Belgium and is attached to Ordnance
Depot Antwerp, whilst being detached from our OC Capt (QM) Harry
BeU who is in Viersen.
The det here is under the iron fist of SSgt John Smith, newly arrived
from 6 Fld Force.

WELL TO THE NORTH
There is a group of islands that forms the Northernmost limit of the
United Kingdom, situated 680 miles north of London, 100 miles north
of John O'Groats and 180 miles from Norway, to which the Royal
Signals post men to maintain Forward Scatter Stations. They are part
of a chain called the NATO ACE High System stretching from
Northern Norway to Turkey.
The Unit is called NATO FSS (SHETLAND) and is supported by
242 Signal Squadron in Edinburgh. The Unit runs communications at
three sites namely Mossy Hill, Collafirth Hill and Saxa Vord, the
locations of which can be seen on the adjacent map .
rs ..

'AXA VORD

0 U NGS AND GOINGS
The quadron would like to congratulate Jim Allen on hi promotion
to WO I and thank him and hi wife Anita and family for the hard work
they put into the quadron. We wish them good lu ck in their posting to
AFC T. We were very fortunate to be able to' end them off in grand
t le with the Corp Band playing at a Squadron Ladies Night. Lt Col
Keith Boulding was allowed to sit down and get a bite to eat (for a
hange!) while WO I Grover did an excellent job of directing the Band
who played in their u ual faultless style. Having the Band with us
certainly made ii an evening to remember-<ome back soon!
The 21 . Capt Ian Grant has moved all the way down the road to
rake up the post of Garrison Adjutant and we welcome Capt Derek
Robertson as the new 21C. W02 Jim Humphreys hardly had time to
wam1 up the RQ' s chair before moving upsta irs to take over as SSM.
W02 (RQMS) Colin Easton is now warming up the chair and himself
recently arrived from chilly Ouston.
NB. Lt Jane Sugden (By Appointment)-known as such since
pending many arduous rehearsals as Her Royal Highness and a busy
and demanding week as the Colonel in Chiefs ADC.-Now you know.
(Incidentally. rumour has it that she now holds audiences instead of
interviews!).

The Forward Scatter Station Mossy Hill Showing Tropospheric
Scatter ' Dishes' and Line of Sight Tower

608SigTp
Back row: Cpl Tolton, LCpl Whiteman, LCpl Guy, Cpl Zammitt, Sig
Simpson , LCpl O' Connor
Front row: Sgt Smith, SSgt Smith, Sgt Hughes
P.S . Guess who's standing on their toes to make themselves look
taller?
Photo by Cpl Max Steele 16 Sig Reg t

CONGRATULATIONS
Best wishes to Capt BeU on his silver wedding anniversary. This
occasion was marked with an appropriately coloured Audi 80 being
given to him by his w.ife. Dur!ng March Capt Bell and .his wife .leave
Viersen for a holiday m Amer1ca. The troop all send their best wishes.
Well done to LCpl Jim O'Connor and his wife Sue on the birth of
their son Kerry in RAF Hospital Wegberg.
The troop were astounded by the achievement of Cpl Graham Tolton
in passing his BFT despite the handicap of three troop members
helping him a long.

Tropospheric Scatter Antennae solidly anchored to withstand the
constant buffetting by high winds

ARRIVALS
SSgtJohn Smith ex 6 Fld Force
Sgt Dave Smith ex 22 Sig Regt
Cpl Tony Zammltt from the Dulmen detachment of the troop.

W01 (Jim) Allen being presented with the real Sqn farewell gift. Left
to right: Mrs Martin, SSM (Jim) Humphreys. W01 (Jim) Allen

Faraway Places . • .
Unusual Jobs
Let's Have That Story!
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DEPARTURES
Ssgt John Smith on his promotion on posting to 28 Sig Regt. Well done
Boss.
Sgt Mick 'girdle' Keat.es to 22 Sig Regt.
TROOP NEWS
Sig Tony Simpson has just returned from Ex 'Snow Queen' looking
like a new man with his sun tan. Surprisingly he said he did not have to
sweep any offices while he was away. LCpl Graham Guy has recently
fitted new footrests to his Honda 7:JJ just below the petrol tank.
Rumour has it that he has to sell the bike to pay the insurance.
The troop is quite well represented at sport in the depot. Six of our
nine troop members play rugby for the depot, SSgt Smith, Sgt Smith,
Sgt John 'lf It doesn't move throw It away' Hughes, Cpl Tolton, LCpl
Geordie Wightman and Sig Simpson.
Recently a rugby match was held between the Junior Ranks and the
Senior's with help from some of the Depot officer's. A hard game was
played with the seniors just getting the result, possibly due to the CO
issuing threats of extras from his place in the backs. Amongst the
scorers SSgt Smith for the senjor's and Cpl Tolton for the junior ranks.
Cpl Tolton has just been 'chosen' as the captain of the rugby club for
the coming season.
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MOSSY Hil.,L PERSONALITIES
At Mossy Hill the OC and Station Supervisor, Capt (TOT) Bryan
Maltby is based, his right hand man (ie the one who does all the work)
being Sgt Phil Mosley the Station Technical Assistant. The Technicians
have between them various responsibilities other than Shift duties, Sgt
Ray (Sailor) Coulson being the NATO Storeman, Cpl (F.U.B.)
Beverley his 2i/c and local discoteer. Sgt J.>ete WUson as Unit fire NCO
ensures that the fire bucket water is passed by him while Sgt IDggins
engrosses h imself in 'chips' for weird electronic counters and keeps a
discerning eye on the Station Technical Literature.
Sgt Jim Curran the NATO tech training NCO looks on bemused,
assessing their performances and Sgt Dave Potts does his bit on the
Host Nation Stores side while hoping to become a helicopter pilot. Sgt
George Blythe the Test Equipment and Military Training NCO having
just presented the station with a battery charger and the world with a
son Adam and is pulling out the stops for his Foreman of Signals
entrance exam. Sgt Taff Phillips and Cpl Colln Hattersley have settled
in and Cpl Mac McConaghy is finding his feet (and camera).
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All these techs , during the odd spare moment on Shift turn knobs ,
kick switches. clear alarms and wash Klystron carriages.
Meanwhile six miles south , not a mile from Sumburgh Airport at the
Station Domestic Site (Maybury) our Admin Support Officer. WO!
(RSM) Tam Macdonald fights the Host Nation paper war and runs the
Unit Qub. He leaves in May for the sanity(?) of 7 Sig Regt.
The Unit Pay Sergeant, Pete Duncan, the Maybury Financial
Advisor (or MAFIA for short) doubles as the Unit Photographer. The
vehicles are lovingly looked after by Sgt Pete Smith REME who guides
the Unit MT Section of LCpl John MUes and LCpl (H .G.) Wells when
they stray from the straight and narrow . LCpl WeUs has kept a lot of
the locals on their toes with his badminton expertise and
congratulations go to the MUes family on their recent new
arrival-Mark.
The Unit catering is under the expert guidance of Sgt Ken McKenzie
ACC ably assisted by Cpl Ken Gossling, LCpl Neil Burbanks and Ptes
Mark Duncan and Gavln Miller.
COLLAFIRTH Hil.,L (MOON BASE ALPHA)
A summer has passed (or so it is rumoured) and almost a winter since
we last appeared in the pages of The Wire and during that time there
have been many comings and goings both of station personnel and
visitors.
The only remaining member from last year's notes is the Station
Supervisor, W02 (FofS) Arthur (T.S.) TbreUaU Searson. Other
members of the 'crew' are Sgts 'Badge' Wat kins, John Bainbridge, Bob
Chambers and Robln Fenton, with Cpl Tom Shanahan and Sig Richie
Merry. To two new arrivals, Cpl Haigh and Sig Jock Mcintosh and to
all those who arrived during the year we say 'Welcome' and hope you
have an enjoyable tour in Shetland . To LCpl Bob Gudgeon and Sgt
John Jackson we say cheerio and enjoy Germany.
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For Sgt John Jackson e\'erything happened at once. He handed over
the rein of Technical As istant prior to posting to 22 Sig Regt. He took
hi drhing te t after a long delay; on-one i talking about the result but
John dro\'e everywhere back\\ ards to get more practice in for the next
time! Hi proude t achievement wa when his wife Jenny presented him
\\ith a tr pping nine pound boy. John Paul, as the first member of his
Li\'erpOOI 'E ·Ues· football team . John has been appointed Team
Manager and Jenny is Coach . Congratulations and very best wishes for
the future.
The po t of Technical Assistant has been taken up by Sgt 'Badge'
Watkins who received 'bapti m by fire' with the visit of the Mobile
Maintenance Team in h_is first week.
DARTS
The seawn got off to a haky start (largely because no·one told us
we had been registered) but we are now finding our fingers and are
confident of being well placed in the final analysis. The team holds the
unique distinction of being the only one with a reserve home venue in
case of the station road being snowed up!
After Collafirth, keep going north through the Islands of Yell and
Unst stopping at Unst"s northern most tip-Welcome to Saxa Vord.
SAXA VORD
FSS Saxa Vord has ix Technicians on strength and is the tail station
of the Shetland LOS chain. It upplies RAF Saxa Vord with its trunk
communications.
Sgt Ian Millar is the Station Supervisor and along with Sgts Dave
Martin, Mick Cumiskey, Richard Reay, Pete Coltman and Cpl Kevin
Taylor keep the junior service (or penquins as they are affectionately
known locally) in order!
SPORTS AND HOBBIES
ATO FSS (Shetland) is not richly endowed with the facilities found

in most minor units but it has a lot of things that make life bearable
and offer a challen~e to the average soldier.
A variety of pastimes are pursued with boating and fishing at the lop
of the list along with rough shooting (known locally as bunny zapping ).
At Mossy Hill there is Squash thanks to the Civil Aviation Authority,
Badminton (courtesy of the local village hall), Football (April to
October weather permitting) and Rugby (when the pitch is not being
used for football, sports, Pony galas and the like) . The Station also has
a well kitted hobbies room, dark room and multi gy m.
At Collafirth things are not so rosy with the nearest sports facility
being 20 miles away at Sullom Voe.
Saxa Vord shares facilities with the RAF and most Station Personnel
are in a team of some sort.
VISITS
Our usual spate of summer migrants were doubly welcome last year
as they were our only guarantee of good weather. The first hint that it
was summer somewhere, came at the beginning of July with the visit of
the Signal Officer in Chief, Maj Gen A. A.G. Anderson. In addition to
bringing a bottle of sunshine he presented the Long Service and Good
Conduct medal to W02 (FofS) Threlfall Searson.
A further ration of sunshine came at the end of July . kindly supplied
by GOC Scotland , Lt Gen Sir Michael Gow.
The QMG , Gen Sir Richard Worsley, used his contacts to obtain a
special ration of good weather for his visit in August. Gen Worsley
created the unique situation of bringing a party that outnumbered
station personnel at Collafirth Hill.
Other notable migrants during the year have been OIC Royal Signals
Manning , Col Baker, CSO UKLF, Brig Butler and from AFCENT,
Chief Communication Systems Wing Lt Col Isieux Belgian Army and
Commander Regional Signals Support Group Cp Capt Lewis RAF.
Look Forward. The sea trout and brown trout season has started , the
boats have almost completed their overhaul and a fine summer is
rumoured -how about a posting to NATO FSS (SHETLAND)?

GOLF
The RSGS Spring Meeting was held at the Woking GC on the 27
March. It was apparent from the condition of the course that the
Woking GC had had a hard winter. All of the temporary tees were in
front of the normal tees, which were not in use. Therefore the course
was playing very short and the Woking Green's committee had
adjusted the SSS of 70 to 69. The morning started with some very heavy
rain , alth?ugh this did clear itself by eleven o'clock. Hence all the green
were holdmg and the players had the opportunity of attacking the pin .
Sixteen players turned out to do battle and some notable scores were
received from Lt Col Ron Murray and Lt Col Stan Schofield with 34
stableford points each and the evergreen Maj Badger Terrey had 36.
However, the bandit of the day was Capt 'Harry' Meeldngs. Playing last
of all, he had less of the rain than most players , and had a very good
round of 43 stableford points, with a gross score of 67. Needless to say,
Harry's card has now been sent to his home golf club.
In the afternoon the familiar game of Foursomes took place, as you
all know thi.s is a game of fun and not one for those with a serious
outlook . There were many comments from players of 'I've never played
a shot from here before' . The winners, Lt Col 'Stan' Schofield and Lt
Col 'Ken' Evans, played a lot better than the rest of us , winning by a
margin of three clear stableford points.
The competition winners were:
Individual Handicap Winner
R/ U
Veterans Trophy Winner
R/ U
Foursomes Challenge Winners
Cup
R/ U

Capt (QM) H. A. C. Meekings
Maj F. A. L. Terrey
Maj F. A. L. Terrey
Lt Col S. Schofield
Lt Col S. Schofield
Lt Col K. M. Evans
Maj R. L. Windmill
Sgt A. Munroe

The committee thank all those members for attending and look
forward to seeing you all for the Autumn Meeting on 17 September
1980.

Association
News
-- -- - - ------

ROYAL SIGNALS SQUASH CLUB 1980
A very .succ~ss ful season has come to a close for the Corps Squash
Club. This be1!1g one of our best seasons for some considerable time,
remarkably so m that we were unable to assemble the best of our Corps
players at any one time. However we do have some up and coming
youngsters in SGTs Steve Drew and Paul Dean, so hope to continue to
achieve good results . We managed to win nine of the ten Corps
representative matches which are as follows:
(1) 11 Oct -v- RCT
(2) 23 Oct ·v· REME
(3) 6 Nov -v- RAOC
(4) 20 Nov -v- RAEC
(5) 4 Dec -v- RMAS
(6) 24Jan ·v- RCT
(7) 29 Feb -v- RAOC
(8) 28 Feb -v- REME
(9) 4 Mar -v· RAEC
(10) 18Mar ·v· RAMS

Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Lost
Won
Won
Won

3-2
3-2
3-2
4-1
5-0
3-2
4-1
3-2
5-0
4-1

ASRA INTER-CORPS COMPETITION
This competition was held in December at Aldershot. The Corps
fiel!led the best possible side available. Capt Neil Stewart the top Army
player won his match 3-0. He was only available for the one match on
the Friday, this was due to the National Amateur Oosed
Championships in wich he reached the third round, being beaten by the
number ori.e seed J. Briers of Norfolk. Maj Tony Marley and Lt Paul
Robertshaw came over from BAOR. Each played three matches with
reasonable results. W02 Jim McGovern and SGT Bill Button played
very much stronger opponents losing two matches and winning one.
Maj Ernie Webb entered the competition as reserve with two matches
to be played as Neil Stewart was unable to.play. All the players worked
very hard for a good result, however we were only able to attain third
place. The best Corps side has fine potential and if such a side can be
assembled next season we have real hope to be promoted to the first
division.
INDIVIDUAL CORPS CHAMPIONSHIPS
The annual Corps Championships were held in Blandford . There
were 42 entries for the Open event; which is encouraging. However,
there were a good number of Corps players who were unable to attend
due to their serving outside the UK.

RUGBY NOTES
Report by the Rugby Officer, Maj Bill Griffiths
EAST LONDON BRANCH
The Branch annual dinner and dance was held on 12 April at
Headquarters, 36 Signal Regiment by kind penmsston of the
Commanding Officer, Lt Col J. Birch. There were 110 Members and
guests present. Our Secretary, Harry Doze was sadly missed, as he had
arranged the function before his sudden death in March.
The President, Maj G. Oyer welcomed the guests, the principal ones
being the Mayor of Redbridge, Cllr J. Telford, who is a Branch
member and his wife, the Mayoress, Lt Col J. Birch, RSM Brian
Selkirk BEM and Maj and Mrs W. HlU, who had travelled from
Somerset.
Maj Dyer made presentations to the two sons of Harry Doze in
appreciation of the devoted work he had done for the Branch. The
Mayor thanked the Branch for his invitation, and so to the second part
of the evening-dancing and meeting old and new comrades. An
immensely successful and enjoyable event.
GUERNSEY BRANCH
. Following the Annual Dinner of the Guernsey Branch of the Royal
Signals Association, Mr Alan Middleton, Producer of the Channel
Islands Educational Broadcasting Service, spoke to Members and their
guests on the history of sound recording, calling his talk 'Is This a
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Record?' . His talk was liberally illustrated by taped extracts from
historical recordings and a few humorous items, some of which he had
skilfully contrived by editing. Listeners were particularly moved by a
recording of the Jubilee message of King George V. Mr Middleton
covered the development of recording technology from the wax cylinder
through present day cassettes to the miniature laser· beams of the near
future. He spoke of the German development of magnetic recording on
wire in the 1930's, and how the discovery of some high -quality
examples of this equipment by an American in a German broadcasting
studio, just after the war, had led to the development of tape recording
as we all know it today.
Held at Moore's Hotel, the Dinner was preceded by the Annual
General Meeting of the Branch, at which the following were elected to
serve:- Chairman: John Rudkin, Vice-Chairman : Bas Love, Hon .
Scretary: Len Barbe, Social Secretary: Edna Chester, Hon . Treasurer:
Jim Remfrey , Committee Member: Alvaro Salazar. The Treasurers
Report for 1979 showed the Branch to be in a healthy condition and it
was resolved to waive branch subscriptions for 1980. However,
donations were collected, to be divided equally between the Branch
Fund for acquisition of a Standard and the Welfare Funds at
Association Headquarters.
Any residents of Guernsey male or female, who have ever served with
the Corps but have not yet joined the Branch of the Association are
cordially invited to contact the Chairman or Treasurer.
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The I st XV have had another very successful season. thanks to
windfalls in the persons of Lt Keith Pritchard, a scrum-half from
Shrivenham, Sig •H• Glean. a new recruit who played a full season for
Middlesex on the wing, and Sig Vince Fallon, late prop of 7 Regt and
BAOR. Recent postings in from other units have yielded LCpl Wally
Bacon, Cpl Steve Green and Cpl T. Waites to further strengthen the
remnants of last season's squad. The policy to provide as many players
as possible for the Army Squad has produced problems for SSgt Taffy
Maybank, who has rarely been able to get the same team out two weeks
running. but it has paid off in that Cpl Peter Lytollls, Sig Glean, Cpl
Harry Elkan, Cpl Neil Kessel, LCpl Malcolm Jeffrey and LCpl Wally
Wallace have all been able to raise the quality of their game by playing
against such teams as RAF. Royal Navy. Llanelli, Cambridge
University. the Quins and Blackheath.
THE SCALPS
The Army Cup scalps this year are 3LI, 1BQW, 1KOSB, Guards
Depot and, most highly prized of all, lDWR. The semi-final against the
Dukes was won 18--6 after a 2 penalty each draw at half-time. Two
excellent tries by Glean in the second half. made by chances from
Lytollis and Randall at centre were converted from the touch-line by
Sgt Charlie Abbott who. in spite of knee injuries, is kicking well this
season. Altogether the team has scored 202 points in the competition
with only 22 against. Our line has only been crossed once. by the Black
Watch, who were beaten 62-7 for their impertinence. I KOSB were
beaten 58--0 at home and in the fourth round the Guards Depot were
beaten 49--6 at Pirbright. However on 19 March the team again met
the old enemy, 1 RRW, in the UK Final at AJdershot where we lost
12-9.
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OPEN EVENT
The number one and two seeds for this event went through to the
finals. They were Lt Paul Robertshaw and Sgt R. Button. Robertshaw
dominated the play in all three games. There were good long rallies and
consistently good length shots. Eventually Bill Hutton was unable to
master the game, this was due solely to Paul Robertshaw's fitness and
sharper play.
THE PLATE
This · was a closely fought match between W02 Fogg and Cpl
Morton, both of 30th Signal Regiment. It was a pleasure to see two
Regimental standard players trying to outplay each other. Fogg finally
out-played Morton to win 3-1.
VETERAN FINAL
The Veterans Final was a most entertaining match between two
regular Corps players, Maj Gen Jimmy Belller and Maj Ernie Webb.
Both played good exciting Squash and displayed fine skills resulting in
a win for Maj Ernie Webb by 3- 1. Having had a most successful
Squash competition , Brig R. Benbow, Commandant, School of
Signals, presented the prizes.

SPECIAL MENTION
Pride of place must go to Capt Nell Stewart. He has represented the
Army and the Corps for the past seven years. He is the Army Captain
and number two seed and has represented the Inter-Services on
numerous occasions. He is at present playing for Scotland and the
County of Kent in the Inter-County Championships being beaten only
in the finals by Yorkshire. Nell Stewart was awarded the honour of
European Player of the Year, 1979, and is now seeded tenth in the
country. He is most certainly one of the best ambassadors to Corp
Squash and sport as a whole.

'1!57

HERE AND THERE

233SQN

14REGT

8BDE

LCpl Chris Bell and Sig Berry. ('Not more compo spaghetti! I!)
D & E PL Rest Room
Maj Tim Waugh having a first cup of coffee in the new D & E PL Rest
Room

W inner of the Individual Championships, Lt Paul Robertshaw with
Brig R. Benbow

Captured for ever - QC Whiskey, Capt Alan Chapman in combats

SSSQN

Squadron Commander's revenge . 21C Capt Robert Baxter looks on
anxiously as Dvr O'Reilly of the MT has a shower
The F:.,alists: Maj Ernie Webb, Corps Secretary, Cpl Steve Morton,
W02 Mick Fogg, Brig R. Benbow, Lt Paul Robertshaw, Sgt Bill
Hutton

Veterans: Maj Gen Jimmy Hellier, Maj Ernie Webb with Brig R.
Benbow
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22REGT

13REGT

LCpl Atkinson 18th Army Giant Slalom
THE WIRE, MAY 1980

For the last obstacle the team goes over the scrambling net
THE WIRE, MAY 1980

It's a Winner - Left to Right Pte Vincent White, Sig George Smith,
Sgt Fred Sunderland
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in a good gun, everything
clicks into p1ace without the
merest hint offriction.
I like cars, I've always liked cars, but there
This sort of engineering is necessary I
are one or two cars that give me a feeling a suppose in an engine where some parts are
charge just remembering them . . .
'
hovering in oil and revolving one hundred
and fifty thousand times a minute.
There was an old MG, my first
indulgence.
But these things are
facts, I can explam the
A Ferrari 275GTB for which
facts, the safety features,
I once got up an hour early just ~":Ir- "" ·-~
the air filtration, the
to drive.
~ l~~~
"•
~~·lack of dangerous
And now I've found another
s' ~ f/
/~<
emissions
car that gives me the same ,. ~ ~~~
·- ~~ ,('I
.
, ;7 1 ~
It's the feeling I get
excitement, another car r.....,-z~rfirt!i~~-~~;t§~~;;µ~
,·.' 4 y/'// when I take it around a
worth remembering. '
"'
corner that I somehow can't
The Saab Turbo.
explain.
It's a sensible car, but
The feeling the power of
I'll not hold that against it, '
the
Turbo
gives me that I just
for when I put my foot down
can't put into words.
and the Turbo cuts in I get
pushed back into my seat and
the memories all come tumbling back.
I find myself inventing journeys that
at the time I maintain are necessary
but, afterwards realise, just gave me the
opportunity to drive.
I've come to the time in life where I
could never go back to the discon1-.,..
forts of my old open cars, much
/.&
as I loved the1n.
/ Y'
I now like things to
be comfortable and
always work.
I enjoy the
eccentric luxury
of it's heated
driver's seat but
the Saab really
offers me one of the
finest pieces of engineer-tl\Jv t~
ing I've seen in many a year.
I
I'm surprised such standards
I
still exist in a n1odern car.
I
It's the same fine engineeringthatyou see 1 --5AAB
--~-L0-00
-._->_L_ro_-, r-R· i:~Po_: 31 ,~ 1d~w1 ~,.z~-+;~ 5 ~J

'How can you explain a feeling?'

Goods Available from Association Headquarters
The following items ar e available from t he Associatio n

Any telephone enquiries to Chelsea Military extension 376, please.

_

Overseas

UK

£

£

25 .00

29.00

Royal Signals stick pin, for ladies wear. Sterling silver w ith spring safety st ud,
complete in presentation case

6.50

7.50

Mens Calf leather wallets

6.00

6.90

17.50

19.50

Corps cocktail mats {set of six)

5.25

6.00

Corps wall plaque {scrolls "Royal Corps of Signals' or blank)

5.6 5

6.60

Corps cuff links {revised pattern)

3.25

3.60

Blazer badge {as approved by the Corps Committee ) {on navy or black background)

2.80

3.10

Crested glass ash trays

1.15

1.35

Corps ties--terylene 3-t"

1.7 5

2.00

Car badge-square. acrylic

2.50

2.85

Key ring with Corps badge tag

0.45

0.50

'Begone Dull Care'. The Corps Band Record. {LP)

2.30

2.60

Corps clipper board folders in blue vinyl with crest in gold

2.20

2.40

Corps transfers--large (10" x 7-t"l

0 .65

0 .70

medium (7-t" x 5-t"l

0.60

0.65

small {3 " x 2-f"l

0.40

0.45

Calf leather bookmarkers

0 .30

0 .35

"Clever Cubes' Desk tidies {for pins & paper cl ips)

0.55

0.60

Identity card holder

0.17

0.19

Blazer buttons- large
small

0 .50
0.45

0 .55
0 .50

Association lapel badge (new pattern, members only)

0.40

0.45

Vinyl " coasters" with Corps Crest {set of six)

1.45

1.55

Calf leather comb case complete with comb

0.45

0.50

Silver plated figure of ·JIMMY' {4 ") on wooden base

Corps table mats {set of six)

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING
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Citroin
A name for economy
Every model in the Citroen range earns good marks
for fuel economy.And gives you a bonus in comfort and
roadholding plus generous interior space.You'll be better
off.too.without UK car tax and VAT, as you can see from
our pnce list.
Citroen service is available throughout Europe
and in many other countries.For details of our Personal
Export scheme and colour brochures, write or 'phone:
Personal Export Division.Citroen Cars Ltd, Dept M80
Mill Street,Slough SL2 SOE,England. (fel: Slough 23808).
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now to make ataxman cry.

The Brandy of Napoleon

Next time you're posted overseas,
come and see us about a new Renault
before you go.
If you're away for more than a year
you won't pay any tax. Just how much
tax you won't pay depends on which
of the twenty-plus model types you
decide on, of course.
But whichever Renault you take
with you, you can be sure our network
of over 10,000 dealers will make 1t feel
right at home anywhere in the world.
Return the coupon for full details.
We'll tell you how much the taxman
will miss you.

COURVOISIER
Military Export Price List.

For orders placed directly with Citroen Cars Ltd, Slough,
with delivery ex-depot U.K. (number plates and any delivery
charges extra) :
2CV6
£L666
CX 2400 Super
ex 2400 Palla•
Dy1oe
V151 Cl
V1S1 Super
GSpecial Saloon
GSpecial Ettate
GS Club
GS Pallas
GS Palln (C·matK:)
GS Emte
GSA Club
GSA Club (C.mat•cl
GSA Pallas
GSA Pallas (C·.,.toe)
GSA Est1te
GSA h11t1 (C·01at1<)
CX Reflu 14 Speed)
CX Athena (5 Speed)

£1.842
£2.373
£2.614
£2.669
£2 .872
£2.17 0
£3.088
£3.273
£2.965
£3.096
£3.214
£3.354
£3,4 72
£3,259
£3.454
£4.575
£5.016

(5 Speed)

ex 2400 Pallu

£5.737

(C·matic)
£5.901
CX 2500 Diesel Super
(5 Speed)
£5.416
CX 2500 Diesel Pallas
(5 Speed)
£5.890
CX 2400 Pallas ln1ect1on
(C-matic)
£6.274
ex GTi (5 Speed)
£6.256
CX Prestige ln1ection (C·mat1c/
5 Speed)
£8,380
CX Salaro Estates
CX 24DO Super
(4 Speed)
£5.354
ex 24DO Super
(5 Speed)
£5.458

(C.matic)
£5.821
CX 25DO Diesel Super
(4 Speed)
£5,662
CX 2500 Diesel Super
(5 Speed)
£5.766
CX Familiale (8 Seater)
Estates
ex 2400 Super
(4 SpeedJ
£5.453
CX 2400 Super
(5 Speed)
£5.557
CX 2400 Super
(C·matic)
£5.720
ex 2500 Diesel Super
(4 Speed)
£5.159
CX 2500 Diesel Super
(5 Speedl
£5,862

Name .............................. ···-..····-··-· .........

Address................

.

Tel .............. .

Renault ForcesSales.
Western
Avenue.
London W3 ORZ.
Tel 01·992 5544
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RADIO TECHNICIANS
When you have completed
your service with the forces
Work in Communications
R&D and add to your skills
At
the
Government
Communications
Headquarters, we carry out research and
development in radio communications and their
security, including related computer applications.
Practically every type of system is under
investigation, including long-range radio, satellite,
microwave and telephony.
Your job as a Radio Technician will concern you
in developing, constructing, installing, commissioning , testing and maintaining our equipment.
In performing these tasks, you will become
familia r with a wide range of processing
equipment in the audio to microwave range,
involving modern logic techniques, microprocessors, and computer systems. Such work will
take you to the frontiers of technology on a broad
front and widen your area of expertise - positive
career assets whatever the future brings. In the
rapidly expanding field of digital communications,
valuable experience in modern logic and software
techniques will be gained.
Training is comprehensive: special courses, both
in-house and with manufacturers, will develop
particular aspects of your knowledge and you will
be encouraged to take advantage of appropriate
day release facilities.
You could travel - we are based in Cheltenham,
but we have other centres in the UK, most of
which, like Cheltenham are situated in
environmentally attractive locations. All
centres require resident Radio Technicians

can call for others to make working visits. There
will also be some opportunities for short trips
abroad, or for longer periods of service overseas.
You should be at least 19 years of age, hold or
expect to obtain shortly the City and Guilds
Telecommunications Technician Certificate Part I
(Intermediate), or its equivalent or the TEC in
Telecommunications/Electronics, and have a
knowledge of the principles of
sound
telecommunications and radio, together with
experience of maintenance and the use of test
equipment. If you are, or have been in HM Forces,
your Service trade may allow us to dispense with
the need for formal qualifications.
Pay scales for Radio Technicians start at £3900 per
annum rising to £5530, and promotion will put you
on the road to posts carrying substantially more;
there are also opportunities for overtime and oncall work paying good rates. A non-contributory
pension scheme provides cash and pension
benefits based on salary and length of service.
Annual leave is 4 weeks plus 1~ days
public/ privilege holidays.
Registered disabled people may be
considered.
Get full details from our Recruitment
Officer, ·Robby Robinson, on Cheltenham
(0242) 21491, Ext 2269, or write to him at ~:i..6..~
the address below. We will invite suitable
applicants (expenses paid) for interview at '."Gr._....,,
Cheltenham.

Recruitment Office
Government Communications Headquarters
Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham GL.52 SAJ
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A new career at ~our
feet with Marconi
Comrmmication&stems
We design and manufacture radio and TV broadcast
equipment, satellite earth stations, naval communications,
H .F. Systems, troposcatter and line-of-sight networks.
If you have been involved in one or more of the above
systems and are interested in the following positions, we
would like to hear from you.

~srems/

Sales Engi,neering
ln these positions you'd help assess the technica l implications of a sales enquiry, and develop customer requirements
into systems drawings and technical notes ready lo make a
formal tender. It's a role which involves working closely
with our customers in the K and overseas.

lnstallati<m Engineering

Technical Publicati<m
As a Technical Author or Circuit Delineator you would be
engaged on a wide variety of projects covering complex
electronic equipment and S)'Stems. Vacancies in both
Chelmsford and Norwich
Working with Marconi Communications gives you excellent career and salary prospects, and the chance to put down
roots in an attractive area.

If you're leaving the forces soon and you'd like to find out more
about our work and what we can offer you, write with a brief
out-line of your service career to Ken Dumbre/I, Marconi
Communica1ion Systems Umited, New Street, Chelmsford, Essex.

You'd be involved with the installation and maintenance of
many of the systems described above in locations in the K
and in many parts of the world.

Test Engineering
sing the most sophisticated equipment and test techniques,
you'd carry out production testing and fault-finding on a
wide range of equipment.

A GEC-Marconi Electronics Company

Produced by 1he Publi•her<. THE ROY AL S IGNALS ASSOCIATION. Cheltenham Terra« . Chebea. London SWJ 4RH (Telephone 01 ·9304466. Ex1. 371)
in conjunction •ilh COMBINED SF.RV ICE PUBLICATIONS LTD. PO Box 4 . Farnborough . Hampshire GLJl4 7LR
Printed in Grea1 Britain by Holbrook & Son Lid. Norway Road. Hil,.a . Por1•mou1h . Hant<
Ad,.r1isemen1 Manaser.: SERVICE NEWSPAPERS LTD. PO Box 4. Farnborough. Hamp5hire GUl4 7LR (Teltphone 0252 5 15891 )
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THE ASSOCIATION oi; SERVICE NEWSPAPERS ADVERTISEMENT PAGES,
PO BOX 4, FARNBOROUGH, HAMPSHIRE, GU14 7LR. TEL 0152 515891

Choice of the British Army and other modem ar1nies.

D DESIGNED forthe Armoured
fighting Vehicle environment.
D DESIGNED for single and multiple
installations.
D DESIGNED for best electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) performance.
D DESIGNED for high-power/longrange plus low-power short-range.
D DESIGNED for analogue and
digital voice, telegraph and teleprinter:

D DESIGNED to DEF
specifications and environmentally proven.
D DESIGNED for ease of
operator's use and ease of
training.
D DESIGNED for ease of
maintetiance.
ClansmanNRC353 has
been designed specifically to meet

the needs of a modern army in
battle, and is now in quantity
production for the British Ministry
of Defence.

-································-

#
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I
I
I
I
I

Marconi Space and Defence Systems Limit.eel
A GEC ·M arconi Electron1<s Company

Marketing Department, The Grove, Warren Lane,
Stanmore, Middlesex HA7 4LY. England.
Telephone: 01 -954 2311 . Telex: 22616.
Telegrams: SPADEF Stanmore.

~
1980AMERICJ'S clansman YRCISJ
CUP CK4LLENGE
THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED MIUTARYVHF VEHICLE RADIO
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Editor: Lt Col R. L. Murray, OBE

..

All co"espondence and matter for publication in THE WIRE should be addressed to TH.I:,
WIRE, Royal Signals Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London SWJ 4RH. Tel No:
Chelsea Mil. Ext 371 STD OJ ·930 4466. Ask. operutor for extension.

Matter for publication mmt be received by the 12th of the month
preceding publication.
Subscription rates 1980 (Bl-monthly)

car

(Jan, Mar, May, July, Sept, and Nov). Individual: Yearly £2.10; Bi-month ly 35p; Bulk (five
or mor·~ copies): Yearly £1.80; Bi-monthly: 30p
Remittances should be made payable to: Royal Signals Association

That's the number of Naafi's expert car sales and finance force at Nottingham the p eople wha, if it's humanly possible, will get you the car you want at a price
you can afford. They can organise discounts, low cost HP, quick easy
insurance and all the other benefits that make up our very special service.

EDITORIAL

It's a wonderful way to buy a car
So ring Naafi now!
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Deliciously Different
I

MBE

CB
M~

~

PIMMS ~

nearest NAAF/.

Our Cover Picture th is month shows Pipe Major Tejbahadur Rai with The Princess
Anne's Royal Pipe Banner in the Quadrangle of Buckingham Palace. The Banner
was presented to Queen's Gurkha Signals in a unique ceremony on 13 May.
Cover photograph and those incorporated in f ull report starting on page 263 are
courtesy of M inistry of Defence (Army) Public Relations.

All our readers will wish to join us In congratulatlng the following who received awarcb In the
Birthday Honours List:

(

For these and

OUR COVER PICTURE

BffiTHDAY HONOURS

~

U'pedictine 3

TJ8tJllM~:t!tra CQURVOISIER !!!.J.-"~~-:.::Jft ~
/ '
Y NIJVJ\IJ IJIJ
-L r111~J/r'// ,
The style is
Vintage but not
the price

Assistant Editor: Mrs. G. M. Crawford

ASYOUWERE
We are glad to announce that there will be no increase in the subscription rates for our Corps
magazine in 1981. This, of course, is not to imply that we have discovered some magical formula
to overcome the increasing costs of printing and distribution.
'The Wire' is provided only to serving and former Members of the Corps - and their
immediate d~ndants. The Central Committee of the Association, at a recent meeting, decided
that the subsidy to 'The Wire' should be increased for the forthcoming year. We know this
decision will be welcomed by our subscribers.
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Seem____
ofthe country
you serve...

See more of the family
Nip home for the weekends, visit
the family, pop in to see the folks,
say hello to the girlfriend or boyfriend
-with your Railcard you can do it all
at half-price.

Let the family see
more ofyou

HER ROYAL IDGHNESS THE PRINCESS ANNE
PRESENTS A NEW ROYAL PIPE BANNER
TO QUEEN'S GURKHA SIGNALS
Report by Major A. E. Truluck. Royal Signals

THE ROYAL PIPE BANNER
On Tuesday 13 May, Her Royal Highness the Princess Anne presented Her Royal Pipe Banner to the Queen's Gurkha Signals. The custom of
wearing pipe banners is well established in military pipe bands but few have the distinction of having a Royal Pipe Banner. A Royal Banner was first
presented to Gurkha Signals in 1956 by Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal at a private ceremony in St James' Palace.

Wherever you're stationed in
Britain, your wife or husband and
kids can see more of you.
They're all entitled to half-price
travel.

See more in a day
Day trips to the seaside, or out
shopping, or to see the sights of the
city are treats the famil y can enjoy,
even when you can't be with them.
The Parade Contingent, Queen's Gurkha Signals
drawn up in the Well of the Grand Hall of
Buckingham Palace. In the centre foreground Drum
Major Bhimbahadur Limbu stands at the head of the
Regimental Pipes and Drums. The Pipes and Drums
are f lanked by soldiers of the Regiment whilst, on
the right the Banner Orderly LCpl Dilbahadur
Gurung holds the Royal Banner. In the background,
officers of the Regiment and their wives look on .

See more on your hols
Our trains run through beautiful
countryside, some of which can only
be seen properly from the train. Short
holidays or long ones - you 'II see
more and get there quicker on the
train.

"See what a bargain
you've got?"
In a nutshell, a Forces Railcard
lets you travel the length and
breadth of Britain, by train as often
as you like for half the normal fare.
It gives you the chance to
under 18 years old) has their own
see more and do more, making Rail card.
the most of your leave,
They can be used together or
individually- still saving half the fare.
at the same time getting the
So it gives everyone ex_tra freemost from your money.
dom. There's more to see and do
But that's only the half of it. together when you're at home on

There's more to this card
than meets the eye
A Forces Railcard means that
your family can travel half-price
with you.
It also means your family can
travel half-price without you.
Each member of your family (be
it your wife, your husband or your
grown up children-14 years old and

"My friends, this Railcard's
your ticket to fun and freedom.
So get out and see more of the
country you serve, and the
people you love.
Half-price rail travel has
got to be good news. I couldn't
even fix you up better than
that!"

leave and there's more for your wife
or husband and kids to see and do
when you're not.
Of course, you'll still receive your
Forces Warrants - half-price travel is
simply a bonus to help you and yours
to get out and about more often.
Take as many trips as you like
too -your Railcard is valid till
31st December 1982 and it stands to
reason, the more you use it, the more
you're going to save!

Her Royal Highness inspects the Regimental Pipes
and Drums

This is the age of the train*
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Soon after The Princess Anne's appointment as Colonel-in-Chief
Royal Corps of Signals , Her Royal Highness graciously consented to
present a new Royal Banner. The Princess also made a unique offer to
Queen's Gurkha Signals in inviting the Regiment to send a Contingent
to Buckingham Palace to witness the presentation.
So it was that a contingent of some 60 Queen's Gurkha Signals
personnel, consisting of the Regimental Pipes and Drums, the Rear
Link Detachment of the First Battalion, 2nd (KEO) Goorkhas and
Gurkha Course 'Wallas' from Catterlck, took up their parade positions
in the magnificent Grand Hall of Buckingham Palace on 13 May. The
parade was watched by 60 officers and wives who had served, or are still
serving, with the Regiment.

The Princess quickly overcame the slight language barrier and the
Gurkhas' natural shyness and spent a long time talking to the soldiers
on parade.

THE PRESENTATION
Her Royal Highness arrived at 3.30p_m and receiyed a R?yal Salute:
The Pipes and Drums played a selection of bagpipe music and The
Princess then attached the Banner to Pipe Major Tejbahadur Rii's
bagpipes assisted by the Colonel of the Regiment, M~ Gen H. A. J.
Sturge CB and the Parade Commander, Capt (QGO) Balbahadur
Gunmg. Having presented the Banner, Her Royal Highness inspected
the Pipes and Drums and talked informally to the Gurkha Contingent.

A MEMORABLE EVENT
~Gm Sturge then presented~ Derek Pllly, the Pipe President,
whilst the Pipes and Drums trooped the Royal Banner across the Palace
Forecourt. Tea was served in the Bow Reception Saloon which adjoins
the Grand Hall and has wonderful views over the Palace gardens.
When HRH joined the officers and their ladies in the Bow Room, the
Colonel of the Regiment introduced the Commander Queen's Gurkha
Signals, Lt Col Stan Gordon and the Gurkha Major, M.., (QGO)
Hwnbahadur Guru.ng who presented The Princess with a Regimental
brooch fashioned in native gold. Once again, The Princess Anne went
to great lengths to talk to as many of those present as possible-much
to everyone's delight. The conclusion of this memorable occasion was
the reappearance of the Pipe Major carryin~ the Royal Banner and
playing a lament. Princess Anne offered the Pipe Major the Regimental
Quaich, the Pipe Major drank from it and toasted all present in
Gurkhali.

The Pipe Major heralds the conclusion of proceedings by playing a
lament in the Bow Reception Saloon. Ranking The Princess are
Brig Bob Benbow, Commandant School of Signals (and formerly
Commander Gurkha Signals) and Maj Gen Sturge, Colonel Queen's
Gurkha Signals

The Princess talks to Sgt Lalkaji Gurung and other members of the
Rear Link Detachment of 1st Bn, 2nd Goorkhas stationed at Church
Crookham. Maj Gen Sturge and Capt (QGO) Balbahadur Gurung look
on.

The Princess arrives and is received by (left to right), t he Signal
Officer-in- Chief, Maj Gen A. A . G. Anderson CB, th e Colonel of the
Regiment , M aj Gen H. A . J . Sturge CB and the Master of Signals
(and former Colonel, Gurkha Signals), Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley CB
CBEDSO

The Commander Queen's Gurkha Signals, Lt Col St an Gordon, looks
on while the Gurkha Major, Maj (OGO) Hombahadur Gurung,
presents Her Royal Highness with a gold Regimental brooch

•

4li

Finally, honouring Regimental tradition, Her Ro~I Highness pr9!1ents
a silver quaich f illed with whiskey to t he Pipe Maior who then wished
' Good health and long life' to all present in Gurkhali.

The Princess enjoys a joke with Cpl Keshbahadur Gujrung who is in
UK to attend a Class I Tech nician cou rse
Her Royal Highness, assisted by the Colonel of the Regiment and
Parade Commander, affixes the Pipe Banner to the Pipe Major's
bagpipes.
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Maj and Mrs Mike Walker talk with The Princess during Tea in the
Bow Reception Saloon
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INTENSE PRIDE
After the ceremony the officers and ladies met at the Duke of York's
Officers Cub and the officers later joined the Gurkha Contingent at
the Signal Wing RMA Sandhurst by kind permissiort of the C.bief
Instructor, M"' Alan Eutbam. An excellent curry was provided by
2nd Goorkhas and celebrations went on well into the niabt. 1be
overriding impression that came from the Gurkha officen ancl soldiers
present was one of intense pride in having had the honour of
participating in such an histonc occasion and of sincere gratitude to
The Princess Anne for taking so much time and trouble to talk to
almost every man at the ceremony. Sentiments which are, without
doubt , echoed by all British Officers who were luclty enough to be
present.
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From our "In" Tray--

A NOTABLE RECORD

DO YOU REMEMBER?
From: R. J. McCann Esq
Dear Sir,

VALE
Maj Gen A. A.G. Anderson CB

QUEEN'S GURKHA
SIGNALS

By a strange coincidence, as I scribbled the above date I realised
that I joined the Corps 56 years ago today.
'
My point in writing is that being an associate of the Cheltenham
Br~nch I would~ grateful if you would publish the enclosed anecdote
which may be of mterest to any of those who may be still around.

We are glad to publish the following letter from Colonel, Queen ·s
Gurkha Signals to the Master of Signals.
PROll K.UOR CllfERAL H.A. J . Sl'URGS.

c.a ••

COLONEL QUEEJl'S GURIV!A

67 Byron Road
Cheltenham
Glos

S I ~ALS

lkNder Hltl
Dlpp<nMI/
Farnham

s,m,y GUIO JOU
Tft

,.~

20tb liq, 1900.

flflJll 111U4

Kajor General P.E.H . Bradle7, C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O.,
Kaater or Signe.la,
Regimental Beadquartere Ro7al Signal.a,

Cbel tenhaa terrace,
Cbeleea, London SY ' 4RB.

~«..., H'Q.ff'_....,,
l would lik• to pl.ace on rather 90re formal record. the Terf
etron& fHling or grati tudo which we in Queen'• Gurkha Siguala ban
r or every1hlll,g that you and all in Ro7&1 Signal• ban done tor u.e
1.D CODJlKtion rlth the Banner Prffentaticm. Member~ of C'aleen•e
Gurkha Sip&la Usociation and ••rrina aold.iere and otticere or the
Regicent are well aware that the pr-eeentaticm. b7 Her Ro7al JU.Pneea,
The PrinceH .lnne would nttTer b&Te bee.a poesi ble e:rcept 1n tbl
co·ntu:t or the .A.tfiliation which erlats between Royal Signals a:Dd.
sy llegi.Mnt.
Vhenenr the klm.tt ie carried or diepl~ it will, in the
word.I or Ber J<oyal EiBbD•aa the late Princeea Royal, "eern to
recd.nd. all who haTe the honour or beloncill.g to the R11iment or the
inti.u.te association vhioh bri.nge together in one Regiment tbe
trad.1 hons both or 113 Corptt and or Her Majesty' e Rripde or C.u1c:h&s•

. Maj ~n Alistair Anderson volunteered for Royal Signals on his 17th
b1.rthday m. 1944. He attended a short course at Exeter University in the
wmter(sprmg of 1944/45 and was commissioned into the Corps in the
following year. He spent the first two years of his career in Germany
and thei;i went to the Sudan i:ntil 1950 when he joined the Army
Apprentice School at Harrogate. He spent the next two tours in UK as
AdJu~nt of Southern Command ~!gnal Regiment and GS03 Signals 5
working .to the then Col A. M. Whistler. Whilst serving as Adjutant
h~. r:iamed ~r 1!fargaret Smith whom he had met whilst she was
~1ting rel~tives m Khartoum in 1949. He then went to 2 Divisional
Signal Regiment a. nd 11 Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron for a short
tour before returning to join the Staff College in 1959.
On completion of the Staff course he served as GS02 Signals at HQ
UKLF/Eastern Command at Hounslow with Brigs Smyth Windham
RJdley Martin and Blaker. He then went to Hong Kong where h~
commanded 253 and then 252 Signal Squadron returning to UK to join
JSSC in the winter of 1964: He next joined HQ BAOR as GS02 Ops and
Plans where he served until he took command of 18 Signal Regiment in
1967. <?n return to UK he became GSOl Coord of the Defence
Operations Centre-a post he filled for three years before joining Maj
Geo Max Sa wen' staff as Colonel GS Signals 31. This appointment was
foll~wed by that of Commandant of the School of Signals prior to his
tak1Dg over as Signal Officer-in-Chief from Maj Gen Tony Tighe in
November 1977-a post whic:h his eldest brother Maj Gen Sir John
An~n had held ten years before him. He is the last SOinC to have
served ID the Second World War.
. His wide exJ,>Crience at regi~ent_al duty and in strai~ht and Corps
tied staff al?po1Dtme.nts stood hlll_l m. good stead as SOmC; indeed he
was deeply IDvo.lv~ m all the .major tssues concerning the Corps from
1972 when he JOLDed the SOmC's staff until his retirement. He has
alwa:ys ha~ a love for the open air and passed on his enthusiasm for hill
walkmj, Jungle bashing and sailing to many. He, together with Maj
~k arker and ChrtB Fowke, was responsible for the purchase of
Bn~and of Changi ~now in Cyprus) from the funds of 18th Si al
Reguni:nt a!1d 237 S1gn~I Squadron (with some help from the Nufreld
Trust) ID S1Dgap~re. His w1f~, as well as being involved in SSAFA,
squadron and regu~ental bu~rness, has also been the family doctor to
many who sen:ed ~1th them ID Hong Kong, Singapore and Germany.
~e has mamtamed a reputation for hard work, clear thinking,
straightforwardness and a good humour throu_ghout his career and has
al~ays run a happy s.hip. Gen ~~non was appointed CB in the 1980
B~rthday Honours List. ~e .wish him well in his new appointment of
Director of the Communications Electronics Security Group and hope
to see more of him and Maggie during the years to come.
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I e&n a.seure you that the interest ehown by Her Royal Highness
The Prince.sa Anne rill a'dftly be eignalhd throuahout the
Re&iztent &nd vill a.lcioet aa surely percolate to the hill Till!t.E'Ca
ot ?.' ep&l. where CllU1J" pensioners of the !tegicient vill abare in the
pride, vbich we all feel ao deeply, in our association with
Royal Signals.

J(a.y I take thia opportunity ot re-s.f'tircing our deepest
respect for all in Royal Signal.a and look rorvard to aan,y generst10:1s

M••-"•~••:t. -~ ~

d-E .
PRESENTATION

Maj . Gen A. C. Birtwistle CBE presents the MSM to W02 D. A.
Daniels at a ceremony in the Garrison Sergeants Mess Rheindahlen on
5May1980
THE WIRE, JULY 1980
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When Sgt Andy Hlckllng was posted to the Queen' s Gurkha Signals
in Hong Kong he thought he was leaving behind his rugby career but he
was very much mistaken. He arrived in Hong Kong in April, at the end
of 1977/1978 Season but still managed one game for British Forces,
Hong Kong against Richmond who were on a Far East Tour.
Training started early for the 1978-79 Season as he was chosen along
with 60 others to prepare for a game against France. He was selected
and played against France for Hong Kong in September 1978. The
French team comprised of 13 players who played against Wales the
previous season. Hong Kong gave a very good account of themselves
only losing 26-9. In November, 1978 Andy was selected, in the squad,
to represent Hong Kong in the 6th Asian Games and spent three weeks
playing ru11by in Kuala Lumpur against such teams as Korea and
Japan. Dunng the remainder of the season Andy played for Hong Kong
against touring sides from South Africa and Australia and the season
finished on a very high note when he was chosen to Captain Hong Kong
against Japan who were preparing for the visit of England. For the first
time in the history of Hong Kong/ Japan games Hong Kong won 23-17
in what was described as one of the best performances by a Hong Kong
tea m.
The 1979/ 80 season did not see many touring sides in Hong Kong
but Andy captained British Forces against Swansea and to the final of
the Hong Kong Knock Out Cup. He also captained his club side. Flying
Kukris to the First Division League Title in only their second season as
a Club.
In September 1979 he took his club on tour to Korea and in
December Captained British Forces on a tour of Fiji.
Towards the end of the season he was again chosen to lead Hong
Kong against New Zealand Universities, the side that beat the British
Lions on their last tour of New Zealand; again Hong Kong played very
well leading for most of the game only losing 9-6 in the dymg minutes.
Andy Captained Hong Kong against Kent who were touring the Far
East in their Centenary Year and never dreamt when he left the UK
that he would play against teams like France and Japan and visit
Malaysia, Korea and Fiji playing rugby. He was also selected as a
member of the Colony team which took part in the International
7-a-side tournament held in Hon~ Kong on 12/13 April and which
included teams from Scotland. Fiji, New Zealand, Australia, Canada,
Japan as well as many other Far Eastern countries.
He is now looking forward to captaining the Hong Kon!! side in the
7th Asian Games, which is being held in November 1980 m Taiwan.
THE WIRE, JULY 1980

Yours faithfully
R. J. McCan n

My thoughts go back to the General Strike on 1May1926. It is a day,
or rather a night, which I always remember. I was serving in ' A' Corps
Signals at Crookham in Hampshire and on that night, doing guard
duty, was actually on beat, when between one and two in the morning I
was relieved by the guard commander and told to report to my barrack
room for orders, to the NCO in charge, who told me that I and twenty
others were off to an unknown destination and that I was to get my kit
and equipment ready. At 6am we were loaded into lorries and
eventually arrived at Farnborough Aerodrome, where five Vicker Vimy
planes were lined up on the grass. We were hastily bundled into them,
four to a plane.
There were no instructions issued regarding emergency measures, we
had no parachutes and only room to sit on the floor of the fuselage and
for wherever the flight was going to take us, we had our haversack
ration of one Bully sandwich and another of Jam, plus our waterbottles.
We were all youngsters and obviously none had been in an aeroplane
before. so it was not surprising that very soon all of us, in my plane,
were horribly airsick and as there was also no arrangements for
'toiletry', we were soon looking a very forlorn bunch huddled together,
white faced and apprehensive. The day wore on with the journey
seeming endless, when suddenly, with a lurch, we were touchin~ down
on the grass of Turnhouse Aerodrome, Edinburgh. What a rehefl
Our final destination was Edinburgh Castle, where we were
employed as wireless operators on two W/T sets, which had already
been installed (one 500 Watt and one 120 Watt). The journey had taken
a little over nine hours.
Last year I chanced to be in Edinburgh on 2 May and as I sat in the
gardens below the castle, I saw in my mind's eye our lorry carrying us up
the Mound to the Castle, partially stopped because of missed gears and
us being surrounded by a crowd of angry strikers, who were vociferously
advising us to go home. Do you remember?

From: Mr A. V. lent MSM
Dear Sir.
I enclose a photograph taken recently in Aldershot about the time of
the Indian Signals Dinner of three ex-members of the Corps, who met
in Aldershot for a small re-union. From left to right they are: M"' (QM)
.Jim Bowle (Rtd), Mr A.H. (Dodger) Green and Mr A. V. (Vic) lent.
111 Gloucester Road
Aldershot
Rants
GUil 3SQ

Yours faithfully,
A. V. (Vic) lent

2fil

Lt Col T. Rigby
LtJ. W . Rollins
Capt H. A. Ross
M~· K. Ryd ing
Ma R. J. Savage
Lt . M. Steele
..
..
Maj W. P. B . Thomas
..
MaJ (QM) C. E . Timson BEM
Col M. R. Topple
..
Maj(TOT) N. Walker
Lt M.A. Wilson WRAC

SUDAN SIGNAL CORPS
MUSEUM
On the 27 March, the Sudanese Signal Corps celebrated their annual
Corps Day. They model themselves on Royal Signals in ma~y
ways-'Jimmy' is to ~ seen everywher~l-and greatly . value their
British connections. ThtS year the foundation stone was laid for a new
building, which will be a Col'J.?S museum, library and st~dy cent~.
During the Corps D.aY. celebrations they display~ a sel~t1on ?f ~heir
museum items albeit m temporary accommodation. With pamtings,
documents, .Photographs, equipments and personal items, it is clearly
their intention to model the museum on the Corps museum at
Blandford, which is, of course, known to many of the Sudanese Signal
Corps Officers.
As always when starting a museum, ~ei: stock of exhibits is no~ large
and will greatly benefit fro~ any ~ontribution that office~s or s?ldt~rs of
Royal Si~als can make. It ts unhkely that anyone readmg thtS will be
in a position to offer equipme~t. but many will have photogr.arhs,
souvenirs and documents relating to the Sudan. Anything wil be
appreciated, particularly any documents or photographs of key periods
in the Sudan Signal Corps development. Does any ~gency or any
individual, for instance, have a copy of any order, signal or letter
relating to the formation of the Sudan Signal Corps?
All those who have commanded or served with the Sudan Signal
Corps are still well remembered in the Sudan, from those who have
commanded, to the Foremen of Signals who have helped the Sudan
School of Signals in recent years.
If you have any items you are prepared to donate, or allow to be
copied, Col Dand Milton (Chief Instructor of the School of Signals) will
be delighted to act as intermediary with the Sudanese. (Any copying of
unique documents or photographs will be done in the School!) Col
Milton'• address is:
Colonel D. J. Milton
School of Signals
Blandford
Dorset
DTll 8RH

r. - ~

.
L
Your badge ...
~
v~

,

and other jewellery
You know someone who would be proud to wear this
brooch. It can also be made in silver, or set with gems -and
there are regimental scarf or tie pins and cuff-links too.
Garrard of course offer a superb range of jewellery and
other gifts.
Ask the Military Department for a copy of the Garrard Catalogue.

Neck/et in
/Bet gold
with rubv
and diam~nds
£490

THE WIIlTE LIST
The new White List including the Retired Supplement will be printed
and issued in October 1980.
Now is the time to submit any corrections, Serving Officers to
AGll(O) please; retired officers direct to Colonel Francis at RHQ
Royal Signals, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea London SW3 4RH.

-

Brooch in 9ct gold
and enamel

.

Movements - - -

Officers
IUNE1980
Nn.Unit

LtCWJ.O. C. AJu;anderOBE
Capt D. R. Bannister
Maj Gen A. C. Bate OBE ..
Maj P. R. Bmris
..
Mai (Ile) P. Cooper . .
Col P. A. Dally<llE . .
Capt A. Duncan
•.
Caot(TOT) A. F. Oyer
Lt I>. ·H. Eaton
.•
Capt L R. Fielder
2Lt IC.. P. Plsher
CaptJ.
Pletcher . .
Maj G. H. Glyclon •.
Capt S. J.B. Grias WRAC
Capt G . s. Hand
2Lt J. H. A. Rawkln1
Maj R. c. Hood
..

w.

.

2Lt G. H. Ronon . .
T. A. Hupn
A. W.DeV. llwlt

92

ID. J.Jolly
..
Lt Col M. Marples •.
Lt S. B. MarriDa WRAC
Capt P. B. Neale

•.

Lt!'. T . Nlcbolloa·Ta,tor
Caet M. P. Podmore
~ M. J. Rldllaat<ie
MaJ P. H. Rldllqton

..

..

MODDSS(A)

..
..

28 Sig Regt (NORTHAG)
School ofSipals
DCGWL(AJ (PE) (AE)
21 Sig Rtgt
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
4ArmdDivHQ&SlgRegt
School of Signals
QGSlanals
28 si, lteg1
School ofl>ignals

..
..
..

~!~epal

.. :tJ~:i1
••
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..

1 Armd Div HQ&: Sig Rtgt
MODDSS(A)
RMAS
HS II Sig Regt
IOSig Rtgt
HQUKLF
HQ Northern lrelaod
233SicSqn
233Si1Sqn
QGSignals
CIS School of Signals
MOD DSS(A)
HS British Gurlchas NEPAL

..

..
..
..
..

HQ AFCENT(BAE)
2SG
JO Sig Regt
Gurkha F'd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
21 Sig Regt (Air Sp)
8 lnfBde llQ &: Sig Sqn
HQSEDJST
28Slg Regt
DCGWL(A) (PE) (AE)
HQAFCENTSPGP(lntemational)
I ArmdDivHQ&SigRegt

WOs and Senior NCOs

Cuff/inks in
/Bet gold and
bloodJtonc £145

Prices are subjec110 adjuslment.
due 10 nucruating cosls of
.tl
""
)•
precious metals.
<:A>&

..

Enquire abou1 tax-free
overseas prices.

~1~~::r::~~w., m~~~i:.1~1~~~1 c'C'i'l~

Io.. oo ..

GARRARD
The Crown Jewellers
112 REGENT STREET · LONDON WJA 2JJ · TELEPHONE: 01-734 7020
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Lt S. 0 . Lunn
..
Lt Col G. D . A. MacKay
Capt R. H. Mardo ..
Maj G . A . Maude
Maj D . G . Mitchell
Lt Col R. Saville
Lt. I. w. R. Seraph
Lt R. M . Thurston
Capt S. J. Turpin
LtA.J. Ward
UK.G. Wilson
Lt S. J. S. Young

39 lnfBdeHQ&: Sia Sqn
33 Sig Rtgt (V)
MODDSS(AD)
RSRE(PE)(AE)
BDS(Army) Washington (HS)
39 Sig Rtgt (V)
Hong Kong Gurkha Sic Sqn
7 s· Regt
254'\la Sqn (UNFICYP)
6 Pd ~orce HQ&: Sig Sqn
3 Annd Div tfQ &: Sia ~gt
. . QG Signals

WOs and Senior NCOs
IUNE1980

Rank and Name
WOI (Supvr R) J. R. Hague
W02 (PofS ) G . B. Clark
..
W02 (YofS) P. J. Hockram ..
W02 (YofS) M . A. Thornton
W02M . A. W . Besant
W02 W . A. Didon ..
W02 D . G . Longhurst
W02H . Lund
W02 B. J. Minter
..
W02 P . Muxworthy ..
W02T. J. Pengelley
..
SSgt A. Crabtree
SSgt (Supvr R) B. Stanton ..
SSgt(SupvrR) R. G . Watson
SSgt (YofS) B. J. Alway
..
SSgt (PofS) K . J. Bradley
..
SSgt(PofS)W. Duncan
SSgt (FofS) D ..Woffenden
SSgt (FofS) D. L. Edwards
SSgt(FofS) E. A . Harper
SSgt V. H. Shillingford
SSgt G . Maybank
..
SSgt K . Hudson
SSgt D. J. Lumb
ASSgt R. C. Harrild . .
ASSgt M. I. Hill
..
ASSgt A. Lackie
ASSgt D . Kay
ASSgt E . Davies
Sgt V. P. Baines
Sgt B. R. Casburn
..
Sgt P. 0. Whitbread ..
Sgt T . McGinnis
..
Sgt I. Buick ..
Sgt C. G . Harris
Sgt J. L. H. U>vejoy
SgtM. W. Moir
Sgt F. Sm~h . .
..
Sgt J. T. Ryan
•.
Sgt M. G. E . Howells
Sgt B. E. Hughes
SgtE. J. Thomas
Sgt H. Robinson
Sgt D . E. Palmer
Sgt J. F. Perkins
Sgt P. Gladwin
Sgt A. E . Cook
Sgt M. M. Harrison ..
Sgt A. J . Church ward
Sgt S. M. Taylor
Sgt P. Handibode
Sgt A. Garvie ..

Unit to which posted

··

2

i ~~ i~~a Centre

16Sig Regt
AA Coll llarrogate
BR Contingent UNFICYP (Sp Regt)
Eseter U Diversity OTC
38 Sig Regt (V)
39 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
5 Pd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
14Sig Re!!i
J Armd Dov HQ&: Sig Reg!
7 Sig Regt
224Sig Sqn
13 Sig Regt
229Sig Sqn

imi\~qn

t'ou

..
..

..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..

AA
W.rrogate
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Reg!
1 Armd Div HQ & Sig Rtgt
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
6 Fd Force HQ & Si~ Sqn
I Armd Div HQ&: Sig Regt
8SigRegl
2 Armd Div HQ&: Sig Regt
RSA & Larkhill Gar
11 Sig Regt
602SigTp
21 Sig ~egt
259 Sig Scjn
259Sig Sqn
259SigSqn
Hong Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn
9Sig Regt
608 Sig 'tp
262Sig Sqn
633 Sig Tp
242SigSqn
UK Sp Elm HQ AFNORTH
224Sig Sqn
37 Sig Regt (V)
233Slg Sqn
7 Sig Regt
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Rtgt
ACJO Bradford
HQRSME
7 Sig Regt
1 Armd !>iv HQ &: Sig Rtgt
2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Reg!
39 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn
22Sig Re!!i
1 Armd Div HQ & Sig Reg!

Officers
Toothpick in
J8ctgold£45

R""kandNomt

..

LlA. 8 . Hill . .
..
Capt R. G. L. Hill
..
Maj R. A . H. Hoghton
Capt (TOT) E . Holland
Lt C. E. Homewood ..
Capt L. S. Hood
Col A. J. Jackson
Lt S. W . Jones
..
Capt (TOT)J. D. Knox
Col C. N. Last OBE . .
Lt Col P. B. Leonard
Capt D . T. Llewellyn
Capt R. J. Lloyd-Jones
Maj M. S. Louden . .
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WOl (Supvr R) R. J. Courtney
W02 ( FofS) C. J. Shone
..
WOO (Supvr R) A. E. Buttery

~8i ~ur.9~JJ~· Rwh ..
W02 R. C. Marshall
W02 J. P. McGovern
W02 T. K . Mu.mford
A W02 (Supvr R) A. E . Nex ..
S~ (Supvr R) R. H. Smith ..
SSgt (FofS) M. R. Nash
..
SSgt E. J. Woodthorpe
SSgt P. Mackender ..
SSgt P. Dorans
SSgt M. C. Leitch
..
SSgt M. E . Turner ..
ASSgt B. F. Temmen
ASSgt 0. G. Mc:Ardle
ASSgt R. A. Licence . .
ASS!rt S. Barnett
Sgt f. Graves ..
Sgt M. R. Stanley
Sgt S. E. Johnson
..
Sgt M. B. Underwood
Sgt G. D. Myerscough
Sgt G. G . Jordan
Sgt K. S. Smith
Sgt E. Winterbum
S-gt 0 . Chbetri
Sgt S. Kemal . .
Sgt D. Southwick
Sgt G . A. Budd
Sgt B. M. Neil
Sgt J. G. Smith
Sgt E. J. Hi~ins
Sgt P. W. Fosher
Sgt H. Ridley ..
Sgt B. R. Smith
Sgt A. T. Chettham . .
Sgt R. J. W . McMahon
Sgt P. D. Burchell
Sgt K. L. Schindler
Sgt J. F. Dunford
Sgt R. I. Bayliss
Sgt K . Richardson
Sgt R. M. Beebee
Sgt P. J. Beynon
Sgt R. R. Burrell
..
Sgt C. A. E. Copestalce
Sgt G. W. Duncan . .
Sgt K. J. Graham
Sgt P . W . Lockie
..
Sgt D . R. McClelland .
Sgt A. M . Stokoe
SgtJ. H. Williamson

Uni: to which posted
..

13Sig Regt
Comm Project Agency R Signals
. . 14 Sig Regt
9S~ Rtgt
. . 40 Sig Regt (V)
233SlgSqn
• . 3 Armd Div HQ&: Sig Rtgt
22SigRegt
AA Coll llarrogate
224SigSqn
. . Demo Team 8 Sig Rtgt
2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Rtgt
31 Sig Rtgt (V)
. . 34 Sig Rtgt (V)
. . 2 Div HQ& Sig Rtgt
21 Sig Regt
633SigTp
. . 22 Sig Regt
. • 11 Sig Regt
. . RAEC Centre
. . AA Coll Harrogate
. . School of Signals
35 Sig Regt (V)
35 Sig Rtgt (V)
229SigSqn
259Sig Sqn
233Sig Sqn
13 Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
Comm Projects Agency R Signals
633 Sig Tp
AA Coll Harrogate
262Sig Sqn
21 Sig Regt
34 Sig Regt (V)
14 Sig Rcgt
259 Sig Sqn
9Sig Regt
School of Signals
642 Sig Tp
5 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
33 Sig Regt (V)
22 Sig Regt
2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
262 Sig Sqn

~is£~~1f.;

..

4SigGp
4 Sig Gp
8Sig Regt
3 Annd Div HQ & Sig Rtgt
13Sig Regt
I Armd Div HQ&: Sig Regt

JULY 1980

Rank and Name
MajR D.Abott
Lt Col R. Bates
..
Lt CoJJ. G. Billingham
Maj M . 0. N. Bird . .
Capt I. R. C. Brown ..
Maj (TOT) M. Butler
Capt D. H. Carr
2Lt A. P. Crane
Lt Col M . C. Deverill
Capt R. J. J. Ellis
UO. S. Ewing
Lt!. Forbes ..
Capt I. N. Fraser
Lt M . C. Gilyeat
Lt K . W . Goodfellow
Capt P. K. Gorford ..
Capt G. S. Hand
.,
Lt S. Hargreaves
..
Capt B. Hewitt
..

JULY 1980

Rank and Name

UniJ kl which posted
..

..
..
..
..
..

..

..
..

..

..
..
..

7 Sig Regt
I Annd Div HQ & Sig Regt
35 Sig Regt (V)
8SigRegt
16 Sig Rtgt
LE(A)
lOSig Regt
21 Sig Regt
MODDSS(AD)
Staff of Comd BFHK
249 Sig Sqn CAMF(L))
School of Signals
ss~·Regt
22
Re
3 Inf de tQ & Sig Sqn
28Sig Regt
HQ NOR1RELAND
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
30Slg Regt
School ofSignals
JO Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
10 Sig Regt
School of Signals
I Armd Div liQ &: Sig Regt
JJ Sig Regt
R SignalJ Manning & Rtcords Office
244 Sig Sqn (AS)
JnfBde HQ&: Sig Sqn
8 Sia Regt
MOl> DSS (CS)
8Sia Rtgt
RMAS
(HS) HQ I (BR) Corps

Belated Officers Postings-July 1980
Unil to wloiclt posted

Rank and Nam•
2Lt H. T. Bradley
UP.R. Day
2U P . Gillespie
UG.H.Howson
2U A. M. Johnson
U G. R. Kenyon
2LtS . J. May
Lt P. G . Stock
2Lt P. Wilson

r.

..
..

C/ S School of Signals
BDLS Canberra
. • CIS School of Signals
. . CIS School of Signals
. . C/SSchoolofSignals
CIS School of Signals
C/S School of Signals
. . CIS School of Signals
. . C/S School of Signals

Welfare

11

APRIL1980
Number of cases assisted financially:
Amount spent:
Number of clothing parcels sent:

I
28
£2067.71
51

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
14
£458.84

Number of grants:
Amount spent:
MAY1980
Number of cases assisted financially:
Amount spent:
Number of clothing parcels sent:

17
£121 3.33
15

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of grants:
Amount spent:

4
£133.00

ONE OF OUR CASES
Widow of a Signalman who served 1940-45 and died last year after a
long illness. The Royal British Legion arranged two weeks'
Convalescent Holiday for the widow, who had been ill following her
husband's death, and Royal Signals Association co-operated with the
Legion in the cost of the holiday. Her letter is printed below.
ONE OF OUR LETfERS
I wish to thank for your very kind help towards my convalescence. It
certainly did me good to go to the Home for a rest and also for the very
good coml?any I met there. As a matter of interest, my husband was
reported killed in Western Europe in 1944. The uncertainty and shock
put me in hospital with Broncho-pneumonia. Then all of a sudden I
had disjointed letters from him. He was flown home and brought to the
hospital to see me, so that I knew he was really alive. He was then in
hospital for six months. He was painfully thin and had gone down to
eight stone. At a later date, it was found that he had T.B., and he was
never really well again. I think this is a somewhat unique War story.
Thank you again for your help.
During the months of April and May, gifts of clothing, bedding,
toys, books, etc., have been gratefully received from the following:~s. Ament; :n,ie Thrift Shop, Blandford Camp; Mrs. D. Savage;
Ma1or J . H. Wilhams; Mrs. I. G. Swan; Mr. & Mrs. H. Palmer;
Yeoman Warder and Mrs. J. Maher; Royal Si~s Assoc!ation, Bristol
Branch; Lt Col J. L. Purdon; Cpl & Mrs. K. Pearce; MaJ & Mrs. J. F.
Stokes; Maj & Mrs. M. P. Walker; Lt Col J. Bayfield; Mrs. Oakley;
Mr. C. Fry; Lt Col D. A. Dickson; Capt B. T. Lord; Mrs. J. Crowder;
Col &Mrs. D. H. Briggs; Mrs. S. Noble.

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
AND BENEVOLENT FUND

Classified Section

RADI O
OFFICERSCOM PLETING YOUR
SERVICE WITH
H.M . FORCES?-

On successful completion of 40 weeks
specialist training, appointees move to the
Radio Officer Grade.

£27.70

TRAINEE RADIO OFFICER: £3859 at 19 to
£4549 at 25 and over. On promotion to
RADIO OFFICER: £5288 at 19 to £6884 at
25 and over. Then by 4 annual increments
to £9339 inclusive of shift working and
Saturday and Sunday elements.
Registered disabled people may be
considered.
For further details telephone Cheltenham
21491 Ext 2269 or write to the
address below.

....

..........-~

~-

The following donations were gratefully received during June 1980:58 (Staffs) Sig Sqn (V) ............................... £61.00
Eastbourne Branch RSA ......................... . ... £10.00
R. N. Hutchings Esq ................................ £ 5.00
W. J. K'. Kidson Esq ................................ £ 5.00
Mrs. J. Bradford .................... . ..... ... .. . ... £ 5.00
E. Pearson Esq ............................. .. ..... £ 1.00
Maj F. C. Forbes ................................... £ l.00

,__

......-_ .......

Recruitment Office
Government Communications Headquarters
Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham GL52 SAJ

£88.00

270

to any serving member of the Corps (or those retired who subscribe to
The Wire). unless the ·ad ' is related to a business interest. To those
ineligible for 'free space". we request that their notice be forwarded to
our Advert ising Managers. Service Newspapers Ltd , PO Box 4,
Farnborough . Hampshire G U 14 71.. R. who will provide details of
charges: o n a case·by·case basis. All matters for publication must reach
the Edttor not later tha n the 12th of every month preceding
publication .

Donnelly-W02 Patrick Donnelly joined the Corps in 1952 and saw
service in Malaysia, Cyprus, Aden, France, Belize and Germany.
He was serving on the Long Service List in Cyprus at the time of his
sudden death on 8 June.
Newman-Lt Col Donald Charlton Newman died suddenly, as the
result of a car accident on the 15 June, a few days before his 57th
birthday. He enlisted in the Corps in 1943 and was commissioned in
1944. During the War he served with 47th Divisional Signals and
44th (Indian) Airborne Divisional Signals . After the War he served
with a variety of Units in Trieste, BAOR, Malaya and the UK.
Whilst in Malaya he was Mentioned in Despatches for exceptional
enterprise in locating Communist terrorists. He commanded 65th
(later 39th) City of London Signal Regiment from 1965 to 1968. He
retired in 1973 and took up an appointment as an RO from where
he was commissioned in the TA VR to Command HQ Special
Communications. Donald was a dedicated soldier with a great
ability for innovation . He had a cheerful approach to life and was
always ready to help others.

VACANCIES

Salary & Prospects:

Mrs. F. Stanley .................................... £25.00
Oldham Branch RSA ............................... £ 1.95
Miscellaneous donations ..... .. ............. . ........ £ O. 75

addre~s / t e l e ph on e

DEATHS

lf your trade or t raining involves radio
operating, you qualify to be considered
for a Radio Officer post with the
Composite Signals Organisation.
A number of vacancies will be available
in 1980/81 for suitably qualified
candidates to be appointed as Trainee
Radio Officers. Candidates must have
had at least 2 years radio operating
experience or hold a PMG, MPT or
MRGC certificate, or expect to obtain
this shortly.

The following donations were gratefully received during May 1980:-

OVF. RT ISE MENTS should be concise- SO words excluding
A
number-be they re.lated to Births. Marriages.
Deaths or It ems required or for sale. There 1s no oharge for this service
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SITUATIONS VACANT

A BOARDING SCHOOL FOR SONS OF OFFICERS AND
SOLDIERS
THE DUKE OF YORK'S SCHOOL, DOVER.
(FEES: £500 PER ANNUM APPROX)
The Duke of York's Royal Military School, Dover, is an
independent boarding school for 450 boys aged 11 to 18 years. Officers
and Soldiers both serving and retired , who have a minimum of four
years service in the Regular Army are eligible to register their sons as
candidates for entry to the school. The School is largely financed by the
Ministry of Defence.
Entry is at 11+ in September each year and is based on competitive
examinations and father's service. Boys may be registered on their
eighth birthdays and registration for entry to the School in September
1981 closes on 1 November 1980. Boys who are over 11 years but under
12 years old on 1st seytember 1981 will be considered for entry in
September 1981. Specia conditions, including a waiver offees, exist for
boys in compassionate circumstances.
The School is situated in beautiful grounds of 150 acres just outside
Dover and offers excellent academic and sporting facilities. It l?rovides
a normal education to GEC Ordinary, Advanced and Scholarship levels
and on leaving school the boys proceed to university or enter the
professions, commerce and industry. To arrange a visit or to obtain a
Prospectus contact the Headmaster in writing or by telephone (Dover
(STD 0304) 203012 Ext 25).

TO LET
Fully equipped-including linen-Holiday Chalet for 9 in the
Summer and Winter Resort of MALLNITZ, Austria. Situated on
South side of the Alps, 4000 ft high, easily accessable by Rail and
Road. Trains direct from London. Motorway all the way, less the
last 30 miles.
Reduction for HM Forces and also out of season. For details
please contact: Lt Col (Rtd) H. N. Crawford, Duke of York's HQ,
Chelsea, London SW3 Tel: (01) 730 8131 Ext 26.
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RADIO/ELECTRONICS TECHNICIANS
We have vacancies for experienced technicia ns to assist in our
programme of engineering documentation. A considerable portion of
our work is directly for MOD in component assessment, procurement
and specification, a nd PDS activities for major service contracts. These
vacancies offer a progressive and challengin~ position for suitable
applicants. Monthly staff position with salan es commensurate with
qualifications and experience will be offered.
For further information and application form contact the Manager:
LONSDA LE T ECHNICAL LIMITED,
WALKFORD HOUSE,
SEATON ROAD,
HIGHCLIFFE,
CHRISTCHURCH,
DORSET. BH23 5HW
TELEPHONE HIGHCLIFFE 77501 (04252)

CIVILIAN INSTRUCTORS-CAITERICK
Vacancies exist for Civilian Instructors at 8 Signal Regiment,
Catterick Garrison, as follows:
OPERATING INSTRUCTOR
One vacancy for an Instructor Grade 3 (Line and Radio) to teach
Radio Telegraphist and Data Telegraphist Basic and Upgrading
students.
TECHNICIAN INSTRUCTORS
Three vacancies for Instructors Grade 3 (Wireless and Line) to
teach Technician Basic and Upgrading students.
These posts are suitable for experienced Royal Signals Class 1
tradesmen, the salary scale, (for both types of Instructor), is:
STARTING SALARY: £6,000 p.a.
rising by two annual increments to £7,110 p.a.
(non-contributory pension scheme applies).
Application forms should be requested from:
Area Civilian Staff Manager
Horne Road
CAITERICK GARRISON
North Yorkshire

SSI ST. DUNSTAN'S COLLEGE, CCF
This school, situated close to two Railway Stations in Catford, SE6,
seeks an SSI who has been a Warrant Officer or Senior NCO in the
Army or Royal Marines. In addition to duties akin to that of RSM,
RQMS and Chief Clerk, the person should be able to offer some other
skill of value to the school. This might be in cawentry, electricity, audio
visual or computer knowledge. Starting salary (mcl. London AJ!owance)
be in excess of £4,500, depending on the skill offered. (Additional
pay, up to £450, for attendance at camps).
Full details are available from the Bursar, St. Dunstan's College,
Stanstead Road, Catford, SE6 to whom applications should be
returned by 25 July-(late applications will be considered).

will

REGULAR FORCES EMPLOYMENT ASSOCIATION
This Association is part of the Forces Resettlement Service. It exists
to help Servicemen to find suitable employment when they leave the
Forces. It also takes a long term interest in ex-Regulars, who may use
its services as often as they wish.
The Association has 41 Branches covering the United Kingdom, and
its Employment Officers-all ex-Serviceme~are in close touch with
employers. It provides aJI services free.
During the period 1January1979-31March1980 the Association
placed some 7,000 men and women from the Services in employment;
of these jobs 3,050 were for men and women from the Army and 336
were from your Corps.
Addresses and telephone numbers of Branches can be obtained from
Coi;ps and Regimental Associations-or from Post Offices,
Employment Offices or local telephone directories.
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The new Solar a

TALBOT

A new company ... a new image ...
a range of versatile and economical cars backed by world-wide service.
So for quality and reliability, buy Talbot.
Talk to us about how we can save you money: clip the
coupon and start dealing with the professionals.
Tick the model of your choice.
0 Solara

0 Alpine

0 Horizon

0 Avenger

0 Sunbeam

0 2 litre

0 Rancho

Name . . . . ............... . . . . .•... .. ...•.... . ...... . .. . ... . ...... . .... Rank . . . ..... . ... . .. .. . .......... . .
Address ............ . ...... . ...... . .... . . . .... . .. . ............... . ...... . ...... . ...... . . ... •.. ....• . .. ...

Tel. No .. . ... . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . Delive ry date (approx.).... . .. . .. . ........ Car for use in .. . .. . ........ .. (country)

TALBOT
Talbot Personal Exports
Devonshire House, Piccadilly, London, WlX 5FH, Tel: 01-499 7236
Cable: Talbotexp London Wl, Telex: 25895
RCS2
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Faraway Places . .. Unusual Jobs

THE ANNAPURNA RANGE
Report by Lt Simon Green, 16 Sig Reat

ALL VOLUNTEERS
Exercise !J.acltstop 1180 was a similar exercise to last years Rhine
Area expedition to Everest Base Camp. The aim this year was to walk
around the Ann apurna Range, cross the Thorong Pass and reach
Annapurna I Base Camp. The exfedition was led by Capt Val
Batchelor WRAC and consisted o six men and six women all
volunteers! Most of whom were from Rhine Area. Members of the party
included :C11pt Val Batchelor WRAC
HQ Rhine Area
Capt Penny Hlcka RAMC
I DandD
Lt Simon Green R. Slanala (author)
16Slg Reat
2Lt Lynd1ey Bowne• WRAC
29Coy WRAC
Sat Paul Cook R. Slanala
TFG SigTp
Sat Ken Hanaer RE
44 Fd Sp Sqn RE
Sat Honour Jaeger WRAC
101 Pro Coy RMP
Sat Maureen Pomsoy WRAC
FHWSYork
Cpl Steve Wardle R . Slgnala
13 SlgReat
Cpl Bernie Rimmer WRAC
102 Pro Coy RMP
LCpl Dave Jamea R. Slanala
:28 (BR) Sig Reat
Sig Benny Bywater R. Slgnala
16SlgReat

FROM PLANNING
. Val Batcbelo! had done all the organising for our ~k witli a trekking company m Kathmandu and had booked our fhghts . As it was
a~ventutJ: training we had all contributed £500 towards paying for the
flight and fees to the trekking company, the remainder being donated
by various funds.

TO EXECUTION
We departed from Heathrow on the 11 April to fly via Dehli to
Kathmandu arriving early on the 12th. Frrst impressions were that
Kathmandu was a very dirty, smelly city packed with peol?le busy about
their work. However, after an afternoon spent wandermg about the
narrow streets (getting lost!) we soon changed our minds. It was a
fascinating city, its narrow alleys lined with shops and around every
comer a new temple to be found . We spent two days here sightseeing
and acclimatising before starting our 26 day trek on 13 April.

COMPO IN ATTENDANCF

In the morning we met up with our Sirdar (or ~uide), Jagatman
Lama a nd the thirty porters who were to carry the majority of our personal equipment and food for the duration of the trek. We had four days
of compo to supplement the local food, most of which was very plain.
The system used by all groups that trek in Nepal is that a Sirdar is employed to manage and pay the porters and a camp staff employed to do
the cooking. Most of ours seemed to be related; they certainly came
from the same village and had worked together for many years.
A WARMSTARTBYBUS
We caught a bus to the start of our trek at Dumre, the journey took
nearly 6 hours and was stifling hot and cramped. After having sorted
out the loads the porters started off up the trail to the camp site and we
followed shortly after. At midday with the temperature up in the 80's
this was not the best time of day to start walking, but, it was only a
short walk to camp. Distance in Nepal appears to be measured in time,
the camp being three hours walk away. We had all bought maps in
Kathmandu but these proved to be inaccurate and unreliable although
useful to show the general route. Cam_p was reached in four hours and
we went straight down to the river to swim, we were not to be so
fortunate in the coming days.

EASYGOING

.The first part of our walk followed the Marsyandi River. valley for 150
miles up to its source and over the Thorong Pass at 18,oOO ft. The next
five days were long and hot and we covered between 10 and 20 miles
daily. The route for walking in this climate was quite strange, but
worked very well. We would start the day at 0530 with tea and porridge
and begin to walk at 0630. Most of the porters had already left to
prepare our breakfast further up the trail. We would have this at 1100
which normally consisted of egg and tomatoes etc. We stayed here until
1300, resting during the hottest part of the day and then fmishe<l the
day's walk by 1600. The evening meal was usually rice and dhal with
cabbage and some compo thrown in for good measure. We often went
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straight to bed after this as there was little else to do. For the first few
days the trail was flat and the going fairly easy with only one or two hills
to climb. The o:ily difficulty came at the end of the day when most of us
were drained of energy from the intense heat, but this would soon
change as we climbed higher into the Annapurna Range.
We passed through a few police check points, the first one at
Bharundnada. This was situated on a ridge and we had to climb 700 ft
in a half a mile to reach it! You require permits to trek in Nepal and
have to check in at police stations en route. Our route was only
reopened in 1975 after being closed by the government for a number of
years due to trouble from Tibetan rebels. The days were now getting
cooler which made walking easier but the valley was steeper than the
lower reaches we had passed through durin_g the first few days. The
group was still in good shape and found the walking undemanding
though some took it slower than others.
UPSE'l'S
Most of us had been ill with stomach upsets and continued to be so
on and off for the remainder of the trek. We used boiled water and
purifica ·on tablets, but no matter how careful we were everyone felt ill
at some time. At TaJ, a small village at 6,000 ft, Paal Cook captured a
snake and brouwit it back to camp in a rather stunned state. He
claimed it was H1Ssing Sid and had brought the culprit to justice. The
coup-de-grace came after a little boy revived it by stroking it with
nettles! It was in Tai, also, we discovered chang, the local 'beer' made
from millet. It was milk coloured and contained bits resemblin~bird
seed. It was an acquired taste which Pau.I Cook, SCeft Wardle, Da'9
James and Benny Bywater definitely acquired. As we approached
Chame, the main village for the whole district, we had our first view of
a red mountain - Annapurna 2, most Impressive.
Our first layover day was due to be at Pisang on the 21 April, one
week into the walk. We pitched camp just outside the village three
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round the year. And reductions on cars during
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the rest of the year. That's what you get with
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miles from ~he base
An!la~urna 2 at 10,500 ft. That particular day
was. for altit ude acchm atts~hon, we had risen nearly 6,000 ft since
leavmg Dumre and ~ad felt little effect until now. Most of us had slight
he~daches. We decided to walk up th~ valley to Annapurna 2 glacier,
which took only a few hours. The view here was magnificent with
Annapurna 2 in front and Pisan g Pk on the other side of the valley. It
was here we came across the Ja~ anese expedition base camp for
Annapurna 2. They had been climbing for three weeks and had
made little progress with nearly 3,000 ft to climb in 7 days. Two days
later we discovered the leader had been killed and the expedition
abandoned . The rest of that day was spent sunbathing, however , as the
sun sar:ik behind the ~ountains it became very cold indeed . We pressed
on agatn the next day m the cool of the morning with the terrain getting
tougher and the days getting longer .
It ~ook us a further 2 days to reach Menang, the last village, before
crossing the Thorang Pass . We are now in the upper reaches of the
~ arsyandi valley and co~ld see Annapurnas 2 and 3, Gangapurna and
Pisang Pk very well. During these days. we felt the effects of altitude far
more as we became tired more easily and had headaches in the
evenings. Another day saw us to the end of the valley and at the foot of
the pass where we were camped at 15000 ft. It was 23 April.

HARD GOING
That night we gave all our spare clothing and shoes to the porters to
keef out the cold an d prevent their bare feet being cut on the rocky
trai over the pass the next day. We ate and then went to bed as we had
a dawn start. Our Sirdar estimated it would take 6 hours to reach the
top of the pass then 2 hours down to Muktmath on the other side .
We had 3,500 ft to ascend in just over 2 miles. This proved to be the
hardest day so far . The trail wound its way up to the first scree slope for
nearly one mile and then flattened ·out slightly as we came onto the
snow . By now the rests we had been taking were getting closer together
as breathing became harder . We all climbed at our own pace.
Dave Jamts and myself teamed ur to keep each other going over the
final 1000 ft finishing the last hal mile in a staggering dash over one
false summit after another . We had reached the top in almost 6 hours
and the view from here was very impressive. We did not stay there too
lo.ng as we both ha d headaches and I felt rather sick, it was also very
windy . We descended about 500 ft down the other side to eat lunch and
wait for the others. The rest of the men arrived soon , after having
helped some of the women over the pass. After a rest we started our
descent to Muktinath . This was almost as tiring as going up with the
knees taking a pounding.

Machhapuchhre as seen fro m Annapurna sanctuary

LAYOVER DAYS
The next day, 25 April, was a layover day which we spent taking a
leisure visit to the holiest temples in Nepal in the vicinity of our camp .
The followinjl day we continued down into the dee~ Kali Gandaki
Valley wit h its 1 mile wide floor. We made good ti me and passed
throug~ Jomosom and Ghasa in on ly two days. As we had made a day
on our mt ended programme we had another layover day in Tatopani on
the 28 April. Here we had a wash in th e hot springs near the village;
'Tato-pani ' meaning literally hot water. It was also Bernie Rimmer's
birthday and Jagatman bought a buffalo for 600 rps (£24) which the
porters had great pleasure in slaughtering by the river. This was quite
an occasion as it meant we all had fresh meat for the next few days, the
first since the start 15 days previously.

LINK WITH GURKHA SIGNALS
The following part of our walk was up to the Annapurna Sanctuary
which was 5 days away . We left the Gandaki valley, crossed over a ridge
and descended into the Modi khda valley which led straight up to the
sanctuary. The trail climbed continuously, however, Dave James
managed to find a hill to stumble down and twist his ankle. He hobbled
up to Dhoman where Penny mcks strapped it, but it was no better and
he decided he should stay at Dhoman until we returned from the
sanctuary. We had also lost Paul Cook, who had left to visit some of his
friend s from Gurkha Signals, all in the name of PR! (or so he said).

WEATHER CONTRASTS
From Dhoman we left the bamboo forests behind, complete with
leeches, to make our way up to the sanctuary. We crossed three ice falls
on the way and made camp at 12,000 ft near the base of Annapurna
South Glacier. just before the clouds closed in around us. The weather
that night was bad with snow, hail , rain and strong winds. In the
morning the weather was a complete contrast bein_g perfectly clear. We
left camp early to walk up the remaining 1500 ft Annapurna 1 Base
Camp before the clouds came down again. In the sanctuary there are
some of the most breathtaking views to be found in Western Nepal. we
were at the bases of Annapurnas 1 and South with the unclimbed
Machhapuchhre (or Fish Tail) visible across the valley. We stopped at
the base camp of another Japanese expedition climbing Annapurna
South. As the clouds came up the valley we returned to our camp for
breakfast and to spend the rest of the day entombed in tents with the
wind blowing a gale.
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UNFORTUNATE FALL

ljnfortunately o~r descent of the valley brought our second casualty.
This one more senous. Lyndsey Bowness crossed one of the ice fields
too high onto a grassy ledge . From here she slipped down a rocky slope
to be caught by Ken Hanger who was below on the correct path . She
had .a gash on her head and concussion, it was discovered later in
hospital she also had crushed 2 vertebrae. She was very lucky to have
done no other damage. The remainder of the p arty carried onto
~hman leaving Va!, Penny.and Lyndsey withJagatman to spend the
mght on the moun tam to see tf she would be any better in the morning.
The next. day Val decided a helicopter was required and they would stay
there while Jagatman and Benny Bywater went to radio for assistance.
I, meanwhile, led the rest of the group to finish the trek on schedule.
We walked. another two days and met up with Jagatman and Benny at
Lumle Agricultural Centre, they had walked the 24 miles in 9 hours
quite an ahievement on this type of terrain . The helicopter arrived th~
next day to pick up Benny who acted as guide to the casevac site.
Whilst this had been happening, Dave James and myself had been
given a tour of the agricultural centre by the Admin officer. The centre
was originally established to employ ex-servicemen from the Gurkha
Regiments . Its work was concerned mainly with introducing new
breeds of animals and different types of crops into the area. Once we
had seen the helicopter refuel and start its flight to Kathmandu we
pressed on to finish our trek on the shores of Phewa Lake in Pokhara.
Twenty six days and three hundred and fifty miles later we were all
sorry we had come to the end of the trek. We went by bus to
Kathmandu the following day, another eight hours gruelling bus
journey.

A GREAT SUCCESS
The remaining two days were spent in Kathmandu finishing off our
shopping and sightseeing before leaving on the 11 May to return to
Germany. Lynd1ey stayed in hospital for another week before returning
to England via Hong Kong.
It only remains to mention the friendship and generosity of the
Nepalese and especially the ex Gurkhas we met en route. Everywhere
we went we were made most welcome,and helped unselfishly by all. The
expedition was considered by everyone to have been a great success and
we achieved all our aims and everyone discovered something either
good or bad about themselves.
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REPORT FROM ULSTER ~
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 807

3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn

B.F.P.O. 809

THE HIERARCHY
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'.21C

Aclmln Ontcer
QM
OCComm1Tp
MTO
RSM

ALL CHANGE
In January Bravo Troop died a death and Communications Troop
and MT Troop were formed . The Communications Troop now consists
of the Radio Section, Line Section, Powermen, Commcen and last but
not least Radio and RE Technicians. This change all happened on the
leaving of Lt Robert Baxter (now Capt) the very last OC Bravo Troop.
(... the first 2IC Comms Tp).

YolS
FofS
RQMS
ChlefOerk

ORIENTEERING
The Squadron orienteering competition, organised by Sgt Don
Chester Comms Trool?, was won by Comms Troop A Team led by LCpl
Terry Crook and cons1Sting ofLCpl Mo Mahomet, Sig Henry Ferguaon,
Sig Mick Gudgln.
SHOOTING
The Squadron Shooting competition, organised by SSgt Norman
Slgp (new comms tp SSgt) and scored by SSgt Taff Rkketta (old
comms tp SSgt) was won by . . . Comms Tp A Team led by Capt Alan
Duncan and consisting of Sgt Don Chester and Sgt Andy Melrllle.
Comms Tp would like to say that they do not win all the events they
organise, just most of them!

Left t o right: QC Maj Ian Turner, Sgt Don Chester 'takes a pat on the
head' RSM Ken Thurley and Sgt Ric k Mayer, RAOC (Hardwear Store)

AIRBORNE RIGGING
Sig Trevor Howlett would like to know of any other Rigger in the
province who has due to the inadequate length of a ladder rigged (or
attempted to rig) by helicopter. If any one else would like to swop 'war'
stories with him I am sure he would be delighted to oblige. (For the hole
in the roof could DOE please contact 655 AAC and not Comms Tp).

MORRISON'S
ACADEMY
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The Grand Finale included all the bands and, with sound effects
courtesy of Felix, was a representation of the Battle of Waterloo.
The evening was rounded off with a series of cocktail parties and
dances.

OPERA110NALSCENE
Terrorist activity has been at a low level in the 8 Brigade 'patch' since
the last ' Report from Ulster' , although as I write a car bomb has just
gone off in the centre of Londonderry. Lame and Ballycastle, both
normally quiet seaside towns, have had rather more than their normal
share of excitement. ATO was very successful in stopping any of the
Ballycastle devices from detonating. Strabane, once the most bombed
town in Ulster, broke its quiet period with a fire bomb attack on a
partially completed hotel. A shooting at RUC Strand Rd was not
followed up with perhaps all the usual vigour when it was heard that the
shot had gone in the direction of Traffic Branch's more enthusiastic
members.

COMINGS AND GOINGS
.
We would like to say farewell to the Brigade Headquarters, however,
that is not possible therefore we will sax. farewell and the best of luck to
Sgt Martin Hardy, Sgt Geonlle Rose, l-'pl Terry Palmer (on promotion)
and Cpl Mark Ganlde (to join the outside world). The new faces in the
Troop are Cpl Vincent Mooney, Cpl Trevor Morris, Cpl Chrla Lueu,
Sig Tim Myles, Sig Ian Tomldmon, Sig Phlllp P-more, Sig Peter
Brown and Lt Stephen Leach.

The OC Sqn presents the Trophy for the team obtaining the worst
result to Sgt Mac (DAA & OMG Chief Cleric). The trophy is rather
aptly named after a rather useless personage with a nickname starting
with'W'. .......

~ M. W. H. Roberti
C.,tR.Buter
CtiptR.A. Rou
C11pt G. W. E. Hope
Lt A. L. Purce
2lt J. w. Clark
WOl iSM) K. R. Clark
W0 2 YofS) M. A. Thomton
W02 ofS) A. V. Lamb
W0 2 RQMS) T. A. Hazel
SSgt (ORSQMS) C. P. Mutln

The Pi_pes and Drums of the 5th Battalion with Pipers of the 1st and 6th
Battalions The Ulster Defence Regiment.

Crieff, Pert"9shire
Situated in spacious grounds in beautiful
Perthshire,
Morrison's
Academy
is
an
independent school for boys and girls which,
since 1860, has been equipping young people for
life all over the world. The reputation of
Morrison's is based on sound Scottish formal
education, along with a wide range of sports and
activities. 'O' grade, Higher grade and Sixth Year
examinations are taken while Oxford and
Cambridge A-levels can be added if desired.
Boarders, who form a third of the roll of 920
pupils, are accepted from eight years upwards,
and are accommodated in eight comfortable
houses within easy reach of the School and are
under the supervision of a housemaster or
housemistress who is on the Staff of the School.
A few day pupils are admitted each year to
Primary 1 and Primary 2.
Boarding fees for Session 1000/81 are £650 per
term. The Rector will be pleased to forward
further details on request.
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COMMUNICA110NS
The communications plot remains fluid as the Brigade continues to
settle into working with principally UDR and resident battalions.
(Continuing to lead the other Brigades.) The movement of
talkthroughs, recrystalling and Ops Room installation continues to
keep the technicians busy and the rest of Conuns Tp keeps itself busy
with aerial ri$ging, Bde Comd Net, boats and going where Post Office
Telecommunications won't go.
LOOKING BACK
The principle event of the last two months must be the 10th
Anniversary Celebrations. 8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn has been in Ulster
for 10 years and a series of parties and a Massed Bands Display were
held to recognize the fact. The Brigade has been in existence for some
time and old members of the Squadron might be interested in a potted
History.
8 Brigade was formed in 1815 as the 8th British Brigade in General
Picton's 5th Division at the battle of Waterloo. After the Napoleonic
Wars, Brigades were not numbered consecutively until the South
African War in 1899, and 8 Bde next appeared at the siege of
Ladysmith when it was formed from units trapped in the town. The Bde
was reformed after the Boer War in 1905 in Plymouth which was to
become its permanent base until 1945. At the outbreak of World War I
the Bde was mobilised as part of 3 Inf Div and crossed to France where
it fought throughout the war.
At the start of World War 2, the Bde moved to France with the BEF
and was subsequently evacuated at Dunkirk. On D Day it returned to
France in the Normandy landings and remained in Europe until
Germany capitulated. In 1946 the Bde moved to the Suez Canal 7.one
where it remained until 1950 when it was redesignated as 17 Bde. In
1965, again as 8 Bde, it became the Training Brigade for Northern
Command in Catterick and in Feb 1968 it moved to Chester on the
formation of Army Strategic Command.
In Jan 1970 8 Bde HQ and Sig Sqn moved to Ballykelly and on 29 Jan
formally took command of the Western Sector of the Province
including Counties Londonderry, Fermanagh, Armagh and Tyrone.
On 1 March 1970 the Bde HQ moved to its present location at
Ebrington Barracks where it has remained throughout the troubles.
MASSED BAND DISPLAY
The bands were under the direction of Lt Col Keith Boaldlng and
included:
The Band of The Royal Corps of Signals;
The Band of the Grenadier Guards;
The Band of the 1st Battalion The Staffordshire Regiment;
The Pipes and Drums and Military Band of the 1st Battalion The
Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders;
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Sgt Mick Reid, the CO and YofS Mick Thom ton survey the damage to
the Creggan cable

The Squadron on patrol on t he River Foyle

MARRAKESH EXPRFSS

Marrakesh Express is an annual session where new members of the
S uadron are given an introduction into some of the mysteries of
Northern Ireland Voice Procedure and Commercial Radio. The
exercise takes place on the Mull of K.intyre, a diffi<:~t place !<> ~ any
communkating. One of the features of the trammg penod IS to
establish UHF pocketphone comms back to Londonderry, not quite as
difficult a feat as it sounds even for the MTO. As usual the Bde Comd
dropped in by Wessex and the principal problem was tryi?g to find the
troop scattered around the Mull doing their best to avoid contact with
anyone.

COMING AND GOING
Lt John Ewbank and his wife Denbe left us for Sandhurst and then
on to 2 Div. Comms Tp are already blaming him for everything that's
missing and I'm sure he's missing the Space Invaders
machine-Sandhurstllease note. Denbe, who was the Comd's PA,
will be much misse , particularly as our own private eye in the
Headquarters. In their olace we welcome Lt Adrian Pearce, let's hope
he enjoys the boys of Comms Tp as much as those of Ouston.
Also on their way are YofS MJckThomton and his wife Pam on route
to Harrogate. Both will be much missed and we wish them well in their
new posting. Other goings were:
Sgt Mick Daly
Sgt Pete Grllls
Sgt Bert Dovell
CplTomntyAndenon
Cpl Ron Hachon
LCpl PhD Staddon
LCpl Spike Bale
LCpl Bob Barnett
DYr Mitch Mitchell
The Commander visits Marrakesh Express

SPORT AND ADVENTURE TRAINING
Maintaining physical fitness is an important _feature of m~tary life
and a particularly difficult one when in an internal secunty role;
however we do try and do our best.
Water Polo. The Squadron Water Polo Team of~ Dickie Pratt,
SSgt Buzz Balley, Cpl Sten Roberts, Cpl Stu Price, Cpl Alf Ramsey,
LCpl Hltdi Hitchen and DYr Don Foley won the NI Water Polo
Cliampionship, an open competition, defeating teams from the RRF,
the RE and 233 Sig Sqn on their way.

Welcome to:
Sgt Tim Abbott
Sgt Tom Harbinson
Cpl Brace W ataon
£e.J Alex Ramage
· LCpl Dan Woolley
DYr Jock McLauchlan
Pte Blue Ferguson ACC
Pte Steward Rahe
Pte Sweeney Todd

to HK Gurkha Sig Sqn
to BATUS
to3BAD
to 1 Armd Div Sig Regt
to HQ UKLF (PR)
to RADC Trg Ctr
to NORTHAG SP (BAE)
to9Sig Regt
to civvy street
from Depot Troop
from 1 (BR) Corps
from FVD Recklinghausen
from 28 Amph Regt Wksps
from 9 Sig Regt
from 1 Sqn RCT
from 518 Coy RPC
from 518 Coy RPC
from 518 Coy RPC

STOP PRESS
(Submitted by outgoing YofS)
. .
Just arrived from sunny Cyprus to sunny Derry, where only the ram is
warm we welcome into the hot seat W02 (YofS) Dave Llater.
His' welcoming party consisted of ~ pint of 'brandy mix' and a
pleasant 10 mile evening stroll around the peat bogs of North Derry.
Stay on Dave!

SUL1'AllA1'E OF OMAN

ARMY APPOINTMENTS

Applications are invited from suitably qualified former British
Armed Services NCO's to fill the following contract
appointments in the Oman Army:W02

(SGT)
(SGT)
The winning Water Polo team

Standing Left to Right: Cpl Price, Cpl Roberts and Maj Pratt. Kneeling
Left to Right: Dvr Foley, SSgt Bailey, LCpl Hitchen and Cpl Ramsey

Raft RllClng. Not many will have heard of the Coleraine
International Raft Race. We hadn 't either until an entry form arrived.
Two teams were entered and two rafts constructed; one stripped-down,
lean-looking racing model for the Management team of the OC, 2IC,
RSM, OC Comms Tp and the Cliief Oerk and a floafutg bar complete
with His and Hers lavatories for the Lads. I am pleas!d to report the
Management team defeated the Lads team alchough a little
skullduggery was employed-the Management were seen picking up
their raft and running down the riverbank.
Sbootlna· At the recent Royal Signal NI Skill at Arms meeting held
at MaRilligan the Squadron swept the board. The 'A' team won the
team SLR and SMG competition as well as the Champion Squadron
trophy, the 'B' team were not to be left out with Capt Rou winning the
individual SMG trophy and SSgt McCrindle winning the individual
SLR.
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PERSONALITIES

oc

2IC

u

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801

~J.P.MDDDery

Capt D. A. Lynam
Admlnotrr
Capt D. J. Cark RAOC
OCCommaTp Capt N. C. Jackson
2ICCommaTp Lt C. R. Lawience
TOT
Capt (TOT) A. J. Porritt
QM
Capt (QM) C. St>elaht
RSM
WOl (RSM) A.Balley
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) F. Wllllama
MTWO
W02 R. J. Grant RCT
FofS
W02 (FofS) W. DaYlea
YofS
W02 (YofS) N. J. H. Naylor
<ltlefCerk
SSgt (ORSQMS) R. J. J. Hancox

OPERATIONAL SCENE
The past two months have been relatively quiet and have provided us
with ample opportunity to catch up on many odd jobs and the not so
high priority work. The Provisional IRA have, however, managed to
disrupt the City of Belfast recently with a chain of twelve 'proxy'
bombs. The highlight of the period was the capture of an ambush party
and its weapons, including an M60 machine gun that may have been
used in several other . attacks. We are now testing the land rover
windscreen cages and hoarding green paint, ready for the summer
bricking season.

BGS SIGNALS VISIT
On 22 May the BGS Signals, Brig P. J. Evans MBE, visited the
Squadron. After a briefing on the many changes affecting the
Squadron, in and around Belfast, he was shown all of the departments
and as many workers as could be mustered. Then, with many many
thirsts to quench, especially with the surprise Northern Ireland
heatwave, Brig Evans joined the Squadron in the Horseshoe Club. This
was closely followed by lunch with the Officers and SNCO's of the
Squadron and everyone took delight in toasting the RQMS 's daughter,
born on the previous night.
After all the mentions of 'awful weather', continuous rain, hail, sleet
and snow we thought we would get it into print once and for all (next 10
years at least) that the Belfast area has had beautiful weather for the
past month.

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS
Ref. No. SU
TERMINAL EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIANS

BGS meeting Rover Group. Cpl Ron Jaffray RPC BGS OC Sgt Alan
Hibberd-looking for dirty weapons!

The ROMS, W02 Darkie Williams , burning the midnight oil as he
CRV's his new daughter Christine onto the G 1098

MILITARY TRAINING
1 April saw the donning of respirators and pounding of the already
pot-holed camp roads by the entire Squadron. Lt Colin Lawrence, our
NBC Officer fresh from Porton Down, (as an e~riment), took great
delight in ensuring that everyone took 'non-smokmg vows'. As you can
see from the photograph Sig Lloyd Lambert, our Assistant PTI, would
keep parking squads on double yellow lines! For those ex-Squadron
members who recall the monotony of the endless laps ~und the
athletics track, we now circumnavigate the Camp - a few times!

Ref. No. SIN

RADIO TECHNICIANS
Ref. No. SIP

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
MECHANICS

(SGT)
Ref. No. SlQ
Preferred Age Limit - 45
Uniformed
appointments-3
year
contractsunacco~p_anied-starting emoluments equivalent to approx.
£7, 750 (W02) or £6,550 (Sgt) p.a. at current exchange rates,
normally tax free-terminal gratuity approx. £4,000-mess
accommodation and services free-three 30 day periods of UK
leave annually with air passages paid.
When you have completed your service with the Forces, write,
giving brief details of qualifications and experience, quoting the
appropriate reference, to:
Personnel Officer (M.R.)

AIRWORK LIMITED,
Boamemouth (Bum) Airport,
Chrlstchlll'Ch, Donet. BH23 6EB

Airworlc limited
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The BGS with some of Combat Section. Left to Right: Cpl Micky
Hayes, OC, BGS, Cpl 'Madge' Mahdjoubian, Lt Colin Lawrence's
back. LCpl Stan Matthews and Sig Trevor Roe (now fully recovered
from his bullet wounds) studying the ground
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The Battle of the BFT. Sig Lloyd Lambert leads yet another squad to
victory. Front rank, LCpl 'Tiny' Reynolds, Lt Colin Lawrence and SSgt
Ivor Demain
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COMBAT SECTION ON PARADE
Combat Section, or the 'Black Hand Gang' as they are affectionately
known, are responsible for all installation work in and around Belfast.

They have 'liberated' equipment far and wide, and under the watchful
eye of Lt Colin Lawrence and Cpl Micky Hayes they recently scrubbed
themselve ready for this photograph.

Combat Section on Parade. Left to Right: Front Rank. Cpl 'Butch' Butchers, Sig ' Mac' McKenzie , Sig ' Piggy' Onn, S ig ' Mott' .Moffa~. Cpl 'Madge'
.
Mahjoubian, Lt Colin Lawrence, LCpl 'Porky' Peacock, Sig ' Emperor' Youdale, Sig ' Eddie' Bolton , Sig Trevor Roe , Cpl ' Hammt' Hamilton .
Centre Rank. LCpl 'Tiny' Reynolds, Cpl 'Smudge' Smith, Sig 'PJ' Jack, Sig David Will, SSgt Greg Robertson (on false pretences) , Cpl Micky
.
.
.
.
.
Hayes, LCpl Shaun KirkKirk, Cpl 'Jesse' James, Cpl 'Ollie' Holman, LCpl Ted Delve.
Rear Rank. LCpl Nick Burke, Sig Dave Cordingley, Sig 'Spike' Kelly, Sig Jimmy Burns, LCpl 'Strings' Stringer, LCpl Billy Belton, Sig Jeff Ford, Sig
' Baz' Egan, LCpl Stan Matthews, Sig Lloyd Lambert.

DREAMING
The 2IC, Capt David Lynam is forever dreaming of another 'Pack of
commercial radio'. The YofS, W02 Nick Naylor has nightmares about
Divis. The QM sleeps peacefully while the TOT, Capt Tony Porritt,
achieves somnolence by counting his antenna towers. The MTWO,
W02 Bob Grant, assures us that BL would be 'no problem', and the
Admin Officer, Capt David Clazk RAOC sleeps soundly on the PRI
coffers. In fact dreaming is an excellent pastime . ..

ATHLETICS
The Squadron ran its own S1,>orts Meeing, with Capt Nigel Jackson
addin~ a little spice to the scormg and rules. Fortunately the weather
was with us, for once, and a good afternoon was had by all. Comms
Troop won the team event, for the second year, by a narrow margin
from the Brigade HQ and SHQ team. Once the form had been selected,
with wet running in mind, we entered the NI Championships and the
team produced some very creditable results. Overall we came second to
233 Sig Sqn, so once again the Corps dominated the day. Our Tug of
War team p ut up an excellent show against the UDR ' heavies', who are
mostly used to handling farm mach inery, but really showed their
prowess when it came to the consoling beer!

IS KV A/12 POUNDER
Sig Cbrla Jarvis and Cpl 'Mac' McKay demonstrated the 'new' 1945
15 KVA generator to the RUC recently. The RUC, havinR collapsed
with laughter, were however caught napping when the ability to aim
and fire milk bottles was demonstrated. (Note: Milk Bottle ready for
loading by Cpl McKay'• boot). Another deadly weapon is the cast iron
jockey wheel, designed to crush anyone's toes with ease.

The Squadron Athletics Competition. The facial expressions of Sig
John Doherty, Cpl Tom Dean, Cpl Les Stimson, LCpl Davie Watt and
Sgt Dave Gunn say it all

Donegal I Place, as part of their tour of the Province. We were also lucky
enough to have them at a Guest Night for all Officers and SNCO's in
the Squadron and their ladies. Needless to say, the evening was a great
success, and we are very grateful to Lt Col Keith Boulding and the
Band for their excellent musical programme.
FISHING
Our 'dubious-looking' bunch of fishermen have succeeded in
acquiring quite a few trophies over the past few months. Indeed some of
them have used their leave to pursue the cause in an International event
in Germany.

The 1945 15 KVA Generator (who remembers it?-names to OC
Comms Troop) with Sig Chris Jarvis and Cpl 'Mac' McKay
FOND FAREWELL
The Squadron said a very fond farewell to Capt Joe Memel RCT
when he feft the Squadron, and moved down the road to 26 Sqn RCT.
Joe handed over the Administrative reins, after three years, to Capt
David Clark RAOC who we welcome.
The Chain of Command Race produced one or two surprises-and
cheats . The BOO Capt Dick Jordan RAOC, lent a helping hand to the
OC - whose team was disastrously behind anyway. No he dosen't
always wear that hat I

MOURNE WALL WALK
Several intrepid madmen, nameless because they should know
better, completed the Mourne Walk on 1 June. This marathon includes
all of the Mourne Peaks, over 22 miles, and a total of 10,000 feet is
climbed in the day!
Dreaming. Sir Terry Clarke slipping away!

CORPS BAND IN BELFAST
The Corps Band played outside the Belfast City Hall on Saturday, 26
April and then marched through the Segment Gates and along

Our 'dubious-looking' anglers with their trophies. LCpl Ian Savage,
Cpl John Baughey, Cpl ' Butch' Butchers and Cpl Phil Vinnicombe.
(Note the professionalism-trophies balanced on Maggot holders)
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EX ROVERS RETURN
Sgt Alan IDbberd took the lads from Rover Group to the Lake
District on an adventure training expedition. This coincided with the
Brigade Commander's leave, so maximum participation was the order
of the day. The main form of transport proved to be bicycles and 'the
boot' was left well and truly stamped on many hillsides, inns and
memories in the area. A good time was had by all and they are now fit
in mind and body for the Ballymurphy this summer.
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If you are serving and have a standing order for
THE WI RE please keep us well informed in advance
of any change of address.

It Is impossible for us

to keep up with hundreds of posting orders and
your 'Wire' will go to your old address unless we
hear to the contrary.
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AU REVOIR AND WELCOME
The departure of Lt Stephanie Westall for the green pastures of
Catterick and the three week delay in Lt Dot Ryder, her replacement
arriving in the Province has caused a great deal of concern in this
oi;>erational Squadron of ours. How will we manage? The Squadron is
without an OC S Tp, an OC WRAC, a 2IC Commcen Troop and an
Assistant Admin Officer ... and apart from that who does The Wire
Notes?
Well, it appears to this 'volunteer' that between HQNI, The Wire
and MOD there is a conspiracy to arrange our major events, farewells,
operations and visits to coincide with the very last day by which Wire
Notes have to be submitted. This time it is the Wive's Qub Summer
Fete and the visit of 'The' Pipes and Drums to play at the fete and at a
Beating Retreat Ceremony. Not to worry, more of that in our next
instalment.
We welcome LCpl Vlnn H1D1ter and Sig Taff WUllams on their
arrival to the troop. We say farewell to Cpl Crazy Jim Murray and Sig
Taff Jont1 on their departures and wish them good luck in their new
postings. PS: Yeoman George Coles would like to congratulate Sig Taff
Jonee on the great effort he put in, by losing 24 lbs whilst attached to
the Scots Guards.

233 Sig Sqn

THE MAGNIFICENT CORPS BAND

'

B.F.P.O. 801

233 Sig Sqn (NI) hosted the Corps Band on Wednnesday 23 April.
The 'dead' of HQNI were awakened to the resounding music of Lt Col
Keith Bouldin& and his merry men as they gave a first class musical
recital to the staff and civilian employees of the Headquarters.
Certainly a moment of great pride for the Corps .

DACKCHAPTROPHY
The recent introduction of a competition between Victor and
Whiskey troops for the Backchap trophy has led to the first of the sixmonthly 'battles' in the Peake Inn . After a fiercely contested evening,
the result - an honorable draw.

Brig Davis , COS HQNI, delivers his annual impromptu speech at the
Squadron Dinner Night. Lt Col Thom and SSM Smith look on

The Corps Band waking HONI up

SSM , Brian Smith, conducts the band

Now on to four of the most hardworking troops in the Squadron ...
well at least they submitted Wire Notes. In order of arrival of their
notes on my desk:

The Corps Band serenading HONI back to normal

In the late afternoon the families of both 39 Bde HQ & Sig Sqn and
233 Sig Sqn (NI) were entertained in the swinging style of Band Concert
which is becoming a hallmark of the Band's routine in the Province.
The evening's entertainment was just as successful. The band was
divided into two sections. The Band s group entertained the JNCOs and
their wives in the Peake Inn. By all accounts the group's cabaret was as
good as their music. The other section of the Band played for the
Officers, WOs and SNCOs of the Squadron, and their guests, the
Royal Signals Officers and WOs of HQNI at a Squadron Dinner Night
in the Garrison Ser.scants Mess. Guests of honour were Bria B. W.
Da'fla OBE, COS HQNI and Lt Col G. A. Thom RHF Dep Gar Comdt.
This was another first class evening. Surely one of the highlights of W02
(SSM) Brian Smith'• career occurred when Lt Col Keith Boulding, the
Director of Music, gave the SSM the floor, the baton, and the Band.
The Director of Music presented the baton to the SSM and told him if
he was ever looking for a job to try the Liverpool Buses. Many thanks to
the Band and we look forward to their next visit.
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VICTOR TROOP REPORT
We are pleased to announce that the smallest troop (that's us)
competing for the McKelvie Trophy , won it by a clear ten points. Our
congratulations to all who participated and supported.
For the first time in the Troop's history, a troop photo has been
taken with a hundred percent turnout. How we managed it remains a
mystery to all.
We don't know what the cookhouse put in their tea these days, but it
does seem to have had an effect on the WRAC members of our troop.
May we congratulate LCpl Judith Garland on her marriage to Dn Pete
Gray, to Pte Rusty Morrison on her marriage to Cpl Guy Benson both
on the 7 June and last, but not least, to Pte Pam Newhome on her
forthcoming marriage to LCpl Glen Maycock.
NOW THE BAD NEWS
For the first time in two years one of our vehicles was involved in a
traffic accident. (Note: that is to say 'accident not involving a Colonel',
as accidents involving Colonels aren't accidents - they are deliberate
ramming by the other guy). However we are pleased to announce that
no injury arose.
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TECH SECTION
Victor Troop workshop continues to be the centre of techriical
activity in the Squadron (no matter what the other troops might think)
and the visitor is met by an awe-inspiring sight as he meanders under
the sweet talking guidance of our OC past banks of gleaming
communication equipments into the inner sanctum of the terminal
refurbishment engineering centre, where we fix the ...... kit.
~ow upon row upon row of sweating bodies, naked to the waist,
fingers moving faster than humming-birds wings, breathe the very
essence of life itself into tired transistors, amidst the swirling vapours of
a thousand flux sources which taint the atmosphere with a sense of
urgency - nay a sense of dedication, of purpose, of knowing you can't
go to the happy hour until the bench is clearf
Due to a forthcoming increase in manpower (so OIC Manning
Promises!!) we are now seeking dedicated technocrats, ideally educated
to MSc level, who have nerves of steel, are Combined Services level
sportsmen, who don't need to eat or drink and are flush for cash to join
our happy band. (Professional ethics not required). To join, forward
s.a.e. for a specialist trade test paper, and then send your answers back
together with large amounts of used bank notes (denomination of your
choice) at least one mint condition Pirelli calendar, and a signed
statement that you are on first name terms with the counter staff of RS
Ltd to OC 233 Sig Sqn BFPO 801 with a note saying you want in with
'Mr Baker's boys' - OK?
TECH TROOP ROUND UP
Since our last report , work has continued a-pace with each section
doing its thing at full throttle, as usual. The radio section under Sgt Stu
Fequuon has welcomed Cpl Cook and LCpl Soott who have quickly
got to grips with the pleasures and problems of commercial radio.
Radio Relay, under sat Bob Pullan, now seems to have enough
manpower having recently been augmented by LCpl Duma. However,
with all the rather dated B70s, C41s and CSOs in operational use, as
well as static microwave, they are all fully employed. TE Section, under
Sgt Vince McGarry, (with a permanent frown) continues running
Systems Control and a multitude of DC and BID equipment. Cpl
Hodson, Cpl Beverley and LCpl Salmon recently arrived to swell the TE
ranks. The line and rigging section led by Cpl Bllly Allen has said
goodbye to Sia Red Robo Robertson and welcomed Sig Carr.
Tech Troop has just said goodbye to the verbose and dapper Rod
Gladwin who has been a stalwart troop SSgt for nearly two years.
Shortly before his departure , he took the opr.ortunity of showing his
relief , SSgt Terry Sutherland the do's and don ts of tower erection. Two
98' towers were rigged and then raised into position in the small SF
base at Crossmaglen . LCpl Wally Walten and Sig Bruce Bragg assisted
SSgta Rod Gladwin and Terry Sutherland to complete a professional
job under very difficult conditions.
Crossmaglen was also the venue for W02 (F of S) Laurie Priestley to
help the local bang gang with a delicate problem requiring some
technical advice and assistance, and the F of S and Sgt Sta F'erauuon
can be seen making flying visits to XMG to further the interests of the
Squadron there.
The TOT, Capt Nick Lynn, has been making flights in a diffe~nt
direction, courses and meetings in GB; nothing to do with replenishing
the home wine making kit of course.
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On the sporting and leisure side Silt Brian Roj!_n_ and Vince
McGarry with Cpl Bev Beverley, Cpl Freel Smith and LCpl John Payne
completed the very arduous Mourne Mountain Walk much to their cost
the following day. SSgt Rod Gladwin and Sgt Brian Roaen both tried
out a new relay race baton change technique which proved very painful.
The TOT can be seen all too frequently on the putting green with Sgt
Bob Pullan and LCpl Geordie Fonter getting in some practice for the
real thing or maybe he's looking for another opponent at Squash, any
offers? The Troop had a really great social on Cup Final night with
selected guests . A supper night was organised by SSgt Terry
Sutherland, which everyone enjoyed, especially Silt Bob Pallan who
won £100 but not Sgt Graham Huzzey·Moraan who had what could
have been the favourite but ended up winning nothing.
AD MIN TROOP NOTES
As always - Busy - Busy - Busy so all we have time for is:Hello/Goodbye/Keep at it.
Hel/o:W02 (RQMS)
I.ongataff
LCpl Lindsay
Sia Gillespie

from BAOR (Wot - No LOA?)
from Cyprus (Wishes he had stayed at home)
from Catterick (Poor Sodl)

Goodbye
W02(RQMS) Rusaell
LCpl Horrocks
LCplLeek
Sig Gillespie
Sig F.dwarda
Sig Backhouae

to 1 Div HQ & Sig Regt (Och Aye!)
to 21 Sig Regt (Hairy)
to 229 Sig Sqn (Protesting)
to W Tp (Wasn't with us long!)
to W Tp (Wasn't with us long!)
to 28 Sig Regt (Note nice haircut I)

Sig Rlchardaon
LCplDodd

to School of Signals
(Even shorter!)
to CR Signals (Smiling!)

Keep at it
AO
RQ

- Getting greyer each day
- Moustache beginning to droop
Sgt 'Mac'
- Shrinking?
Sgt Pylee
- Going white
Sgt Sanderson
- Going red in the face
Cpl Bryant
- Laughin~ hysterically
~e_I Arnold
- Gone quiet
u.;pl Manhall
- Wants to go home
LCpl Bowm
- LCpl - congratulations
LCpl He•on
- Sweating
Sig Dolan
- Nodding in the Stores
- If you want to get ahead - get a haircut I
Sig Sballlker
Sig Buter
- Getting thinner?
Sig McKlnnel
- Growing a beard!
Sig McGill
- Caught him sending an FMT3 to the IRA
Sig Knight
- Haven't seen much of him lately!
Note: For Records Reading: IN - 3, OUT - 8, = HELPll!
WHISKEY TROOP
The troop athletics team captained by Cpl Ian Anton managed a fine
win in the McKelvie Trophy Athletics, the final competition within the
McKelvie Cup. However on the day our arch athletics rivals, Tech
Troop, kept the pressure on right up to the last event, the 4 x 100 relay.
Unlucky lads! Maybe W Tp will be the 'fall' guys next year. Team
members who did particularly well were Cpl Ian Anton (Highjump),
Sig Geordie McDfne (1500 metres) Capt Alan Chapman (Shot). All
won their events comfortably. We are keeping our fingers crossed that
all three manage the same result in the NI Athletics meeting on 6 June.
ARRIVALS
Sgt Chrla Stone, LCpl 11ch Taylor, Sig Jock Giiiespie, Sia Male
Manin, Sli Brian Holmes, Pte Baba Stidham.
DEPATURES
Sgt Cliarlle Murray, Cpl Howle Johnson, Sig Ian Rlchardloa.
COMMCENTROOPREPORT
COMMCEN Troop reluctantly bid farewell to SSgt Gary ~.
DEM and his wife Paullne. In his three years with the troop he has
participated in all troop activities and his enthusiasm will be missed.
His thoughtfulness is evident in the gift he presented to Capt Dave
(Urlngatone) Tunmore, who is now considering an African Safari
holiday to try out his new hat. Gary Muon'• sporting qualities will be
missed in the troop, which will be 13 Si$ Regt's gain. COMMCEN's
sporting prowess was questioned, as theu position was confirmed u
wooden spoon holders in the Squadron McKelvie Trophy. The only
performance of note this year being the runners-up of the Rugby
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RADIO TECHNICIANS
When you have completed
your service with the forces
Work in Communications
R&D and add to your skills
At
the
Government
Communications
Headquarters, we carry out research and
development in radio communications and their
security, including related computer applications.
Practically every type of system is under
investigation, including long-range radio, satellite,
microwave and telephony.
Your job as a Radio Technician will concern you
in developing, constructing, installing, commissioning, testing and maintaining our equipment.
In performing these tasks, you will become
familiar with a wide range of processing
equipment in the audio to microwave range,
involving modern logic techniques, microprocessors, and computer systems. Such work will
take you to the frontiers of technology on a broad
front and widen your area of expertise - positive
career assets whatever the future brings. In the
rapidly expanding field of digital communications,
valuable experience in modern logic and software
techniques will be gained.
Training is comprehensive: special courses, both
in-house and with manufacturers, will develop
particular aspects of your knowledge and you will
be encouraged to take advantage of appropriate
day release facilities.
You could travel - we are based in Cheltenham,
but we have other centres in the UK, most of
which, like Cheltenham are situated
environmentally attractive locations. All
centres require resident Radio Technicians

can call for others to make working visits. There
will also be some opportunities for short trips
abroad, or for longer periods of service overseas.
You should be at least 19 years of age, hold or
expect to obtain shortly the City and Guilds
Telecommunications Technician Certificate Part I
(Intermediate), or its equivalent or the TEC in
Telecommunications/Electronics, and have a
sound
knowledge
of the principles of
telecommunications and radio, together with
experience of maintenance and the use of test
equipment. If you are, or have been in HM Forces,
your Service trade may allow us to dispense with
the need for formal qualifications.
Pay scales for Radio Technicians start at £4640 per
annum rising to £6525, and promotion will put you
on the road to posts carrying substantially more;
there are also opportunities for overtime and oncall work paying good rates. A non-contributory
pension scheme provides cash and pension
benefits based on salary and length of service.
Annual leave is 4 weeks plus 10i days
public/ privilege holidays.
Registered disabled
considered.

people

may

be

Get full details from our Recruitment
Officer, Robby Robinson, on Cheltenham
(0242) 21491, Ext 2269, or write to him at it'fr~~
the address below. We will invite suitable ... ="-'-''=
applicants (expenses paid) for interview at
Cheltenham.

Sevens. All sports were well supported, however, having lost many of
our sports stars we are currently grooming future stars to scale the
heights of athleticism. Remaining on the sporting front brings us to the
Royal Signals Spring Golf Meeting at Catterick. Sgt Dawson
represented the Squadron in this event, returning empty handed
although he did receive the distinction of scoring the highest number of
strokes at the 9th (counting ceased at fifteen - eat your heart out
Ballesteros).
COMMCEN Troop fielded a team in the gruelling Mourne Walk,
taking place in the Mountains of Mourne over a distance of 22 miles
(reputed to be all up-hill). Our representatives in this event were Cpl
Mick McCue, Cpl Vaughan PbWlpa, Cpl Trev Davie., LCpl Jim
McLacblan and SI& Wep Jones. All of the team members received the
certificate on completion of the March, an accolade all felt was well
deserved for the hardships endured. Concern in some circles however
was felt when local Newsreel film highlighted many children receiving
their certificates at the end of tlie event.
Congratulations to Sgt Dawson, Cpl Davies, Cpl Macleloao, Cpl
Glover, LCpl Potterton, LCpl Mitchell, LCpl Statber on their recent
promotions. Well done!

BASKETBALL SUCCESS
The Basketball team have had a resounding success this season . In
the Army minor units championships we won the Northern Ireland
section and were narrowly defeated in the zone final by AAC Harrogate
in a very close game. In the Northern Ireland winter league we were
triumphant and beat our arch rivals, 3 Inf Bde, in a very closely
contested final which we won by only five points. The Minor Unit
domestic championships took place in May 80. We won this
competition easily and retained the shield for another year.

MCKELVIE TROPHY
The athletics competition, in beautiful sunny weather on 17 May,
saw the end of the 79/80 McKelvie Trophy competition. Whiskey
Troop came out on top of the Athletics competition, which, like all well
organised athletics competitions, was not settled until the last event ,
the 4 x 100 relay. Victor troop managed to finish far enough above
Admin/Delta to clinch the McKelvie Trophy Competition 79/80.
The 80/ 81 competition has been enlarged to include our roulement
troop, E Troop and two more sports , Cross-country and Swimming.
Well done Victor troop!

Life Assurance

If you live anywhere north of Watford Gap, driving
home from the Channel Ports can be a shattering experience.
Especially with a family in tow.
Which 1s why we suggest you take the easy way out:
Sail with North Sea Ferries from Rotterdam (Europoort) or
Zeebrugge to Hull.
On a North Sea Ferries ship you'll find everything you
need to keep you, your wife and your children happy.
There are bars, lounges, duty-free shops, a dance
floor and colour television. As well as comfortable cabins
where you can get a good night's sleep.
And a slap·up dinner, morning tea and full breakfast are
all included in the fare.
Speaking of the fare, it's very fair. We give concessional
rates to all servicemen and their families stationed on the
Continent.
In fact, when 1t comes to looking after your army, we're
the professionals.
For further details, write to: North Sea Ferries, Dept. WIR
Beneluxhaven, Europoort, Postbus 1123, 3180 AC Rozenburg,
Holland or your local Continental travel agent.

If YOU'RE GOING
HOME ON LEAVE,
WEU TAKE CARE
OFYOU ARMY.

Policies Covering War Risks
for:
Chillk'en.
Cmvertible Whole Ute.

Capital Transfer Tax.
Education. Enck>wment.
low Cost and Aexille
Endowments for House
!Vchase.
Mor1gages Amlnged.
Retirement Policies.

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Kit, with cover for Household effects in transit.
Home Insurance with full cost replacement.
Motor Competitive rates Home and Foreign.

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD.

Recruitment Office

IN$URANCE BROKERS

Government Communications Headquarters

11. KING STREET, RICHMOND, NORTH
YORKSHIRE DL10 4HR. TeleJiione No. 2308

Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham GLS2 SAJ

Members of the British Insurance Brokers Association
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-News from Heat/quarters-

AN OUTSTANDING SEASON
Soccer is essentially a team game and only exceptionally hould the
deeds of an individual player be highlighted. AT Cpl Billy Freear of
Penney Sqn had an outstanding season I
He was selected for, and captained, the England FA Colts against
Charterhouse School. He represented the Army Youth Team
consistently and was awarded Army Colours and the Outstanding
Player of the Season Trophy. He was awarded a runners-up plaque
playing for the Army in the South West Counties Championship. He
won a cup-winners plaque and player of the match award m the final of
the Harrogate District Junior Cup. He won a Claro League under 18s
winners plaque. And finally was a stalwart in the Penney Squadron
team. Winners of the College lnter-Sqn soccer competition.
Congratulations!

Army Apprentices' College

Harrogate
ACTIVITIES
Any fears that collating Wire notes for a period including Easter
might be difficult, have proven to be entirely groundless. It is at this
transition of the seasons that winter sportsmen take stock of their
successes and summer activities are forging ahead.
GRADUATION DAY
Meanwhile the hard work of career training continues at a brisk pace
and on 10 April it was our great pleasure to welcome M~ Gen E. J.
HellJer CBE, as reviewing officer for the Graduation Day Parade. He
was quick to remind us that he was no stranger to the College, having
commanded the Training Brigade Royal Signals from March 1973 to
December 1974. We were proud to welcome also, the Mayor and
Mayoress of Harrogate, Olr and Mn Graham Harper King, on their
last official visit. Both of our guests gave splendid speeches of farewell
to the Senior Term and wished them well in their new units.

APPRENTICES TEAM
AT Ward, AT Horne, AT Cpl Webb, AT RSM Laycock, AT Delaney,
Jnr Sig Freeman, AT Heap, AT Swales, AT LCpl Rowlands, AT
Bunce

MARATHON RUNNING
The Inter-Services Marathon Championships were held in very warm
conditions, 70"F, at RAF Swinderby on Wednesday 16 April. The
College was represented by Cpl Robertson and Sgt Rafferty. Both bad
successful runs , were placed 1st and 4th overall and achieved the
following times: Cpl Robertson 2 hr 24 min 12 secs, Sgt Rafferty 2 hr 32
min 02 secs, good times in adverse conditions.
As a result of Cpl Robertson'• improved form over the last 12 months
he was selected to represent Great Britain in the Spanish Marathon
Championships on 8 June.

Maj Gen Hellier talks to AT Cpl Lockart of Rawson Squadron. He is
followed by AT SSM McNeice and Col M. U. Ryan

CHESS
Chess, that very intellectual game, is thriving in the College at the
moment. The 1980 Army Junior Individual Chess Championship was
won by A. T. Potheclll'J, only a few days before he graduated and left
for Osnabrock. Potheclll'J was placed 6th overall in the (senior) Army
Championships; whilst ATs from the College occupied 3rd, 4th and 5th
places in the Junior championship. The College also competes in a local
civilian league against such intriguing. teams as the Devonshire
Dinosaurs (a pub side). the Killinghall Killers (from a neighbouring
village), Harrogate Ladies and a school for the blind-who in fact play
good chess! All in all, and much to the surprise of other ATs and local
residents alike, players from the College now figure prominently in
competitions throughout the district.
CROSS COUNTRY
The College has seen somethin~ of a resurgence in Cross Country
running and within the next few Imes I hope to cover both team and
individual achievements. The Junior team ran well to qualify for the
Army Champs at Twelsledown but without AT John Delaney, the
individual Wlnner in the qualifying rone, the team was placed a
disappointing 6th. The permanent staff had a convincing win in the
District rone, Cpl Robert.on and Sgt Rafferty placing 1st and 3rd
respectively. In the Army finals, the first time ever that both
apprentices and permanent staff competed together, we were placed
4th, only 17 pts behind winners FOO Dumen (BAOR). We ran
consistently well in the NE District League picking up 3rd place with
Cipt AJe:s: Dancbe., being 4th overall on the individual placings .
During this time Cpl Robert.on finished 6th and 10th in the InterServices and Combined Services matches respectively. Other names not
already mentioned who have been valuable members of the team are
WOl (SSM) Mick Gue, Y of S 'Cblppy' Wood and Sgt Brian Howe who
recently joined us from 21 Sig Regt.
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AT Pothecary playing a favourite opening, his trophy by his side. Capt
Danchev RAEC, OIC Chess and 1979 Joint Services Tournament
Runner Up, looks on.
AT Cpl Freear

SOCCER
It only seems a few weeks since The Wire proclaimed that we had
entered a team in the Claro Under 18s Sunday League and won our first
league game. From that time onwards we went from strength to
strength. Using a nucleus of 16 players we won the league, having
played 14, Jost 1, drawn 1 scoring 58 goals with 26 against and gaining
25 points out of a possible 28. We also won the Harrogate and District
Junior Cup beating_ ICI in the final 2-1. Leading goal scorers for the
season were AT l-'pl Billy Freear (Penney) and AT Adrfan Payne
(Rawson) both with a ta_!lr of 13 goals. A special mention must go to the
captain of the side AT LCpl Tony Redman (Penney) for his leadership
and the example he set throughout the season, in which he represented
the Anny, in the league and cup, missing only one game in 19 through
injury.

STAFF TEAM
W02 (SSM) Gue, Maj R. Dransfield, W02 (YOS) Wood, Sgt Howe,
Sgt (SI) Rafferty, Capt A. Danchev
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Cpl Robertson
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AT LCpl Ste•e Barker (Rawson) was presented with a trophy for the
'Player that no team can do without'. Sten Barker never missed. a
trainin~ session or game throughout the season and gave 1003 m
everything he did, even to the extent of trying to change the coach's
mind on how to pick the team!
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A MEMORABLE VISIT
A chance word over a glass of beer when the College Soccer Squad
toured BAOR in 1979 led to a unique visit to Harrogate by the West
German Youth Soccer Oub SV Sundem over the Easter Weekend. The
words exchanged by Mr Ken Pmnell our Soccer Coach and WO~ ~ohn
Sbepheud of Herford Garrison led to seals of approval for the v1s1t by
the Commandant, District HQ and the MOD. By any standards it was
a fantastic four day visit including a tour of the Council Chambers
personally conducted by the Major of Harrogate, a visit to Old Trafford
to see the match between Manchester United and Liverpool and a tour
of Elland Road , home of Leeds United FC. All this in beautiful weather
too l Shopping sprees, visits to local beauty spots and three hard fought
matches filled the rest of the programme described by our visitors in
their own words as 'wirklich wunderbar'.
For the record the College 1st XI beat our visitors 3-1, Bracll.ey
Squadron drew with them 3-3 and our 2nd XI was beaten 4-0. Qu1~e
comcidentally on Easter Monday the College played ICI Harrogate Ill
the fin al of the Harro$ate Junior Cup which the. College ~on l;>Y two
goals to one and our vtsitors to a man added their Teutonic voices to
our supporters . Later that same evening we celebrated our victory and
gave them a farewell party, exchanging ~fts and singing songs
together- a fitting end to a most memorable vtsit.

College team exchanges gifts with SV Sundern

=

quite a good showin~ considering that we were not nearly at full
strength and in fact did not have a recognised goalkeeper in the party.
We persuaded AT Taff Thomas (Penney) who was teethed on the other
shaped ball, to have a go ~d wi~out a murm~~ he ~onned the gre~n
jersey and did an excellent Job, typical of the sptnt which has been built
up.
We arrived at 7 Sig Regt at 0400 hrs on 29 ApriJ after an uneventful
crossing from Felixstowe. Little did we know as we cra~led to ~ur beds
that the first engagement was to meet the Bilrgerme1ster of
Hiddenhausen at 0930 hrs. With very little sleep and no breakfast we
set out for the visit to the Council Chambers much the worse for wear as
most ofthe lads had not quite recovered from the journey. On arrival at
the Council Chambers it was all smiles, as we were greeted by the
Bilrgermeister, Herr Ewald Inderlleth, on behalf of the town and after
many speeches, he presented the College with a beautiful plate, to mark
the occasion of our visit. The BUrgenneister then gave us a guided tour
of the Council Chambers-somehow he found out that the apprentices
had missed their breakfast and so, using his great influence,
immediately ordered Bratwurst for them. What a start-the College
soccer squad eating 'Bratties' and drinking beer in the Council
Chambers where all the town meetings are held, surely this must be a
College first.
We were to play our first game at 1730 hrs and with only four hours
sleep out of the last 48 this seemed at the time as planning gone crazy .
The first game was against TV Elverdissen and after a hard fought
game we won 3-2. How this was achieved is a mystery but at half time
it was a matter of keeping the team awake. After the game they soon
perked up when the Herforder Pils started to flow freely.
On Thursday, i May, was the big game of the tour and re-union with
our old fr iends SV Sundern. We lost 2-1 after a hard fought match.
O ur hosts laid on a party for us in their Oubhouse. A whole roasted pig
with the usuaJ side dishes and lots more Herforder Pils. Sport has no
language barriers on these occasions and conversation buzzed. AT
Nigel Watton (Braclley) proved this by obtaining three helpings of pork
which worked out to about 3 kilos( Nigel was known to bis friends as
Tank- for obvious reasons-now he is known as Panzer( All good
things end sometime and at 1100 hrs on 3 May we made our farewells to
our hosts and set out for the return journey to Harrogate arriving at
0300 hrs the next day. The Guard Commander reminded us that the
term started the next morning so with lots of soldier type comments the
team staggered off to bed with their 'duty frees'.
Before the soccer hobby says 'Farewell' our congratulations go to AT
Cpl Billy Freear and AT LCpl Tony Redman (both of Penney) on the
award of their Anny Youth Colours.
Our condolences go out to AT Cpl Budgie Burridge (Penney) who
went on the German Tour and never kicked a ball, due to falling and
twisting his ankle. This is his story anyway. Condolences aJso to AT
I.cpl Billy Cliestnut (Rawson) who, after the first game of the tour, does
not remember much about the rest of it.
PAST AND PRESENT
The soccer hobby has its own Trophy Cabinet now and any exapprentice who would like to donate a memento or picture of past
soccer events for display should forward it to: Mr K. Purnell,
Telegraphist Wing, Anny Apprentices College, Uniack Barracks,
Harrogate, North Yorkshire HG3 2SE .
CANOEING 1980-THE STORY SO FAR
During the first five months of 1980 the College Canoe Club has been
heavily involved in competitive canoeing and some notable
achievements are listed below:

gate course. Sgt John Smith, Capt John Cornforth and LCpl Tony
Wooluton win the Unit Team Shield in a nail-biting finish with 2
Armd Div HQ & Sig Re~ Team coming second with a margin of only
10 seconds over the } mile course. AT1 Steve McLaugblan and Mark
Gould finished 3rd and 4th respectively in the Junior Kayak event and
in the Junior Team event the College team of AT1 Steve Payne, Jim
Reen and Mark Gould finished 3rd against some very professional
opposition.
Plana for the Future
We have recently purchased six 'Bat Polo' canoes for exclusive use in
the College Pool-Canoe Polo will soon become a major activity and we
hoee to join a locaJ civilian league. Following the success of our homebudt 'Certa C2' we are now in the process of designing a top class
slalom kayak which should be in service by the end of this year.

AT Mark Gould having cleared gate 27

COLLEGE CANOE CLUB - MAY 1980
l e~ to Right (Standing): ATs Payne, Love, Jones, Night, Hurt, Capt

Cornforth, AT Chuter, AT LCpl Reeve, AT LCpl Day, AT Henwood,
Sgt Smith
(Kneeling): AT Mclaughlan, LCpl Woolaston, AT Gould

March-Inter Service Wblte Water Cliamplonshlps
Three members of the College Squad are selected for the Anny
Team- AT K1m Hartrldge gets stuck broadside on in a narrow gorge
and his canoe breaks in two I

SV Sundem

VISIT TO BAOR
The three weeks Easter leave is always welcomed after a long hard
season but 17 apprentices from the squad who evidently had some
energy in reserve and led by Mr Ken Purnell, assisted by Ken
&.ckct and Cpl Sten Owen of the PS, volunteered for the trip to
Herford Garrison BAOR in the last week. We stayed with 7 Sig Regt
and our German friends, SV Sundem arranged the fixtures. We played
four games ~ainst TV Elverdissen, SV Sundem, 4 Division Youth
Select and a 7 Sig Regt XI, winning 1 drawing 1 and losing 2. This was
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May 3/4-Anny Surf Canoe Cliamplonshlps
Six paddlers make the annual pilgrimage to N. Devon - only to find
that there are no waves! The four days stiJI provide a pleasant interlude
and AT1 Simon Jones and Mark Gould both win their semi-finals in the
canoe handling class. Sgt John Smith finishes 6th out of a field of 71
paddlers in the surf race-a very commendable performance.
May 10/11-Glasshouses Slalom Competition
This is our local civilian slalom and an ideal training session for the
Anny Championships. AT1 Ryan Knight and Shaun Day paddle the
new 'Certa C2' (Canadian double canoe designed and built in the
College) and show a lot of promise for the fut ure.
May 24/25-Army Slalom Cliamplonshlps
AT Steve Payne becomes the Anny Junior Champion in Canadian
singles whilst the formidable Day/Knight combination are the only
Junior crew in Candian doubles to succeed in negotiating the tricky 30
THE WIRE, JULY 1980

AT LCpl Jim Reeve turning for a reverse gate
THE WIRE, JULY1980

RUGBY NOTES 1979-80 SEASON
This was a very good season for the College both as a team, which
won most of its matches and was runner up in the Anny Junior Cup and
for the individual players, one of whom played regularly for the Anny
Jun ior side and four of whom represented the Corps. The Junior Cup
side were exceptionally strong this year and the usual problem in
raising a side of younger players did not arise. The pack were certainly
the best in the competition and the whole team under captaincy of AT
Sgt Jones were unlucky to lose in the final. Outstanding members of the
team included AT1 Dent, AT Graham and AT Amoa but all played so
well , and with such commitment, that it is almost invidiuous to single
out names. Among the individuals who played representative Rugby,
AT SSM Wordsworth played for the Anny Junior side in its tours of
South Wales, the Midlands and the North West, AT Dent at 16, was
aJso a trialist for the Anny Junior side and can expect to play for the m
next season . AT Ford, Stewart and AT SSM Wordsworth played for
the Corps full side against the Royal Artillery and...the same three,
together with AT Clialrman, played for the Corps against the RAPC. A
member of the College PS LCpl Atkin• also played regularly for the
Corps. AT Stewart played for North Yorkshire against South
Yorkshire.
Memories of the season include the battle against the Army
Apprentices College Arborfield in the Anny Youth Cup which after two
lots of extra time-a total of 110 minutes of Rugby-remained a 3-3
draw. It was truly an epic match, not only for the quality of the Rugby
but for the dogged determination and commitment of two absolutely
balanced teams. The excitement (nearly) compensated for missing the
Northern Division beating the All Blacks in the rival match played at
Otley on that day. The College narrowly lost the replay down at
Arborfield but some compensation was found in the team having a day
out at Twickenham for the England v All Blacks game on its way back.
Other outstanding matches were our defeats of Chepstow and the
Junior Infantry from Dover. Pleasing to watch too were two or three
matches in which the boys put together some really outstanding play
and ran up scores of forty to fifty points against opposition which, while
not quite top class , was by no means weak.
The College also reached the semi-finals of the Skipton '7 a side·
tournament being defeated by Headingly, the eventual winners.
We now have a growing number of excellent newcomers to the
College side which give promise of a good season to come.
ROYAL SIGNALS REGA TTA
The College entered three crews in the Royal Signals Dinghy Regatta
at HMS Excellent, Whale Island, Portsmouth from 28-30 May, The
standard of helmsmanship was known to be high, but had not been
tested m competition previously. All crews.had a good start, although
they were competing for the first time on tidal water and the strong ebb
at Portsmouth, required careful route consideration.
The experiences of the early races taught important lessons to all
concerned. C1pt Peter Bowles is still trying to decide which constituted
the greater number of impacts when his filler extension broke, his boat
on the Whaley buoy or its boom on his head.
Mnal placings were: Capt Bowes and AT Coleylbaw 2nd , ATa Hayter
and AT Hill 4th, AT LCpl Ha-0 and AT Butcblmon 6th . The highest
race placings were 1st, 3rd and 4th respectively, results which promise
to create a very strong challenge against AA College Arborfield and
Chepstow in July. AT Hayter was presented with the Novices prize .
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School of Signals
Blandford Camp
Dorset

AGAR MEMORIAL PRIZE

Officer Cadets take in their third year in the UOTC. The team is made
up by Maj Richard Andenon, W02 (SSM) John Smith and a WRAC
Officer 'borrowed' from 30 Sig Regt or the School. The two main
presenters this year have been Lt Llnteme-Mole and 2Lt Debbie
Farrant, both from 30 Sig Regt. They have also given WRAC support
on some of the STAT weekends. The availability of WRAC Officers is
sometimes a problem, and it is now rumoured that ORLO has taken to
carrying a long blonde wig in his briefcase, for the SSM of course!

SCHOOL VISITS
The other responsibility the cell has is visiting school CCF/ ACF
contingents. Tuts is carried out by Capt Nell Fbher, sometimes
accompanied by one other member of the team. He also gives a
presentation on the Role of the Corps, combined with an introduction
to Clansman radio, a career profile and an opportunity for a 'hands on'
session by the Cadets, which is watched pretty closely-we all know that
Clansman Radio is expensive!

On Tuesday 18 March Lt Joe Moreland was presented with the Agar
Memorial Prize by the Commandant School of Signals, Brig R.
Benbow whilst other members of No 16 Royal Signals
Communications Qualifying Course look on

A new career at ~our
feet with Marconi

SIGNAL OFFICER IN ClllEF'S
RECRUITING LIAISON STAFF

Communication &stem."
We design and manufacture radio and T
broadcast
equipment, satellite earth stations, naval communications,
H.F. Systems, troposcatter and line-of-sight neh,orks.

If you ha\e been involved in one or more of the abO\e
systems and are interested in the following positions, we
would like to hear from you.

~st,ems/

Sales Engi,neerin{;l
In these positions you'd help assess the technical implications of a sales enquiry, and develop customer requirements
into systems drawings and technical notes ready to make a
formal tender. It's a role which involves working closel}
with our customers in the U K and overseas.

lnstallati<m Engineering

Technical Publication
As a Technical Author or Circuit Delineator you would be
engaged on a wide variety of projects covering complex
electronic equipment and ystems. Vacancies in both
Chelmsford and orwich
Working with Marconi Communications gives rou excellent career and salary prospects, and the chance to put down
roots in an attractive area.

If you' re lea•ing the forces soon and you'd like to find out more
about our work and what we can offer you, write with a brief
out-line of :;our service career to Ken Dumbrell, Marconi
Communicaiion Systems Umited, New Street, Chelmsford, Essex.

You'd be involved with the installation and maintenancc of
many of the systems described above in locations in the K
and in many parts of the world.

Test Engineering
sing the most sophisticated c::quipment and tc::st h:chniqucs,
you'a carry out production testing and fault-finding on a
wide range of equipment.
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PERSONALITIES
ORLO
ORLORO
A/ORLO
WOICUPT
WOIC
STAT

Maj R. A. L. Anderson
Lt Col (Retd) J. R. Ellis
Capt N. F. Fisher
W02 (SSM) J. H. Smith
W02 (YofS) M. J. Tlvenan
Sgt C. P. Trayler
Cpl M. R. Bell

ORGANISATION
The Signal Officer-in-Chief's Recruiting Liaison Cell is based at the
School of Signals and is responsible for the recruiting of officers in the
Corps. The team is led by Maj Rlcluud Andenon, the Officer
Recruiting Liaison Officer (ORLO), assisted by Capt Nell Filher
(A/ ORLO). They normally do a one year tour in office, which they
consider to be more than enough! The remainder of the team, consists
of the University Presentation Team (UPT) and the Signals Training
Assistance Team (STA TI. As the teams spend the majority of their time
'on the road ' an anchor man is required at Blandford. This unenviable
position is held by Lt Col (Retd) John Ellis and he is assisted by our
Clerical Assistant, Mn Jill Nuttall and an 'extra' from time to time, at
present Sig Doug Weaving.
STAT
The STAT gives assistance to those University Officer Training
Corps (UOTCs) which have Signal sections and enables them to run
more extensive Signal training exercises which frequently take place at
weekends. This assistance takes the form of instruction, personnel and
vehicles. The STAT have four FFR Landrovers fitted with UK/PRC
320 and UK/PRC 352, the UOTC Signals sections have recently
received their issue of Clansman manpack radios.

uPT
The UPT tours those UOTCS which do not have Signal sections and
gives a presentation of the role of the Corps. This presentation forms
part of the syllabus of the Certificate of Military Training which the

A GEC-Marconi Electronics Company
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ON THE ROAD
As the personalities of the team change from year to year, it is
necessary for the new team to make a number of liaison visits to the
UOTCs, to meet our Royal signals PSis and discuss dates for exercises,
presentations etc. A good knowledge of navigation is required and this
was soon tested on the first such visit in September when W02 (SSM)
John Smith and W02 (YofS) Mick Tlvenan missed Cardiff completely
and nearly ended up in Merthyr Tydfil.
The first actual training weekend was the 26/28 October at Halton
Training Area with Liverpool UOTC. Liverpool was one of the first
UOTCs to be issued with Clansman, and the PSI W02 (SSM) John
Pbllemon (now departed for 'civvie street') had requested assistance
with instruction on the radios and vehicle fits. The team finally arrived
at Halton after a ten hour journey; this was due to roadworks on the
motorway and again. some dubious map reading.
However, on arrival, and with typical OTC Planning, the team were
pointed in the direction of the bar. It was during this weekend that the
team discovered that OTC does not stand for Officer Training Corps,
but 'Off the Cuff' I The weekend was also a test of the flexibility of the
team, as well as Signals instruction the SSM ended up taking a
Remembrance Day Parade rehearsal on the Sunday morning. It was
about this time, with the team looking bleary eyed and (eeling rather
delicate, that a serious flaw was discovered in the weekend's
programme. Someone had omitted that, albeit minimum, period one
normally reserves for sleep! The weekend was however, a very enjoyable
one and a success.

WELL DESERVED MENTION
Unfortunately the limited space in The Wire means that it is
impossible to give a full account of all the weekend visits to the various
UOTCs. The hardworking Royal Signals UOTC PSis do deserve a
mention though, as they always provide such memorable weekends.
They are:
Aberdee-W02 (SSM) Peter Fonter, Cambrldge-W02 (SSM) John
Peacock, Cardlff-SS&t Trev Job.Dion, Edlnburib--SS&t Jim Harkin,
Llverpool-W02 (SSM) John Pbllemon, Lond-W02 (SSM) Erle
Rose, Oxfor~W02 (SSM) John Bonnet,. Queem Belfal*-WOl
(SSM) Mac McBlmey, Sbef8el~W02 (SSM) Pete Taa. and
Tayforth--W02 (SSM) Gary Coade.
We also welcome some new arrivals: Oxfor~WOl (SSM) Derek
Brown and Llverpool-W02 (SSM) Pete Sktnner, and look forward to
seeing them and W02 (SSM) John Illlnporth (Southampton) later in
the year.
Photographs courtesy of moving photographer WOl (SSM) John
Phllemon.
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EX ERCISE 'SNOWQUEEN' 1980Report by Cpl Gaz Stratton, Sy1tem1 Exercise Troop, 1 Squadron (TS)
Sno.wqueen in Bland!~rdl. (Don't be sill~). If you work with Systems
Exercise Troop then sk11ng 1s an opportunity not to be missed. I found
myself in Bavaria for two weeks knee wrecking for a nominal fee plus
expenses. The fee covered the ski equipment, accommodation and of
course the instruction (do it or you're chicken). The ski equipment
consisted of two wooden missiles, two ' ton' boots and two sticks to add
to multiple injuries and of course a ski suit for cushioning the inevitable
falls. After lon~iscussions with the German Chancellor and the Camp
Roadsweeper (W02 (FofS) Alex Taylor), myself and Cpl Mick Jone.
(now Sgt) were assured of a place in 7 Sig Regt Snowqueen Hut (the
Gasthaus Edelweiss, Hinang, near Sonthofen).

Left to right: Reverend John E. Slegg MA CF (Chaplain, Blandford).
Maj (Retd) Les Taylor, Venerable Archdeacon Peter Mallet C. B QHC
AKC (Chaplain General)
'What am I bid for this'. Sgt Te rry Jack and LSgt Dinger Bell ho ldin g
an auction ofthe5.4 mast. Members of Liverpool UOTC look o n

THE ITINERARY
The journey consisted of:
Blandford-Salisbury
Salisbury-London Waterloo
London Waterloo-London Victoria
London Victoria-Folkestone
Folkestone--Oostende
Oostende-Koln
Koln-Herford
Herford-Bielefeld
Bielefeld-Sonthofen
Sonthofen-Hinang

by road-minibus
by rail-train
by underground-tube
by rail-train
by boat-ferry
by rail-train
by rail-train
by road--<:oach
by road--<:oach
by road-four tonner

UPAND AWAY
Noon on the first day and the course had been briefed, kitted out and
were on their way at breakleg speed to the Dorf lift or 'Nursery Slope' as
we did not like to call it. The course was split into two groups:
Beginners and Advanced or more truthfully 'No Hope' and 'More than
Helple~s'. Day three and both our instructors, Sat Dave Roberta and
Sgt Tom Taylor, are contemplating a move to the French Alps
tramping through an avalanche area banging a bass drum. Day eight
and we are wondering why we are aching from the neck downwards and
in some cases from the neck upwards. The different 'styles' are now
very noticeable as well, eg Snowball T urns, Fingernail Stops and of
course The Tip ... Head ... Tip .. . Head Roll is another competition
clincher. My bid for the big league was my Gonk Leap which was take
off at uncontrollable sreed, shut eyes very tight and lie back on my skis
(deliberately of course a nd to the instructors horrified amazement la nd
in complete control. The only d ifficult part is convincing everyone that
you meant to perform the stunt.
Joke: What do you get if you combine the Six M illion Dollar Man and a
Squaddy Skier-you don't knowl-well the answer is a ' Bionic
Penguin' which is what you need to be if you don 't want to be left at the
back of a skilift queue.
Finally, our thanks to a ll involved in the running of the 7 Sig Regt
Snowqueen Hut a nd I hope I can be a 'W inter Person' next year. PS :
Skiing is the only legalised drug, try it!

-talk about jet lag! We were met in Sonthofen by the four tonner
driver whom everybody definitely called 'friend'-'friend' turned out to
be Sandy McPhall who is the permanent staff driver.

Left to right: Mrs Prim Harvey (widow of Maj Michael Harvey
RAEC - fo rmer orga nist), Brig Robert Be nbow (Commandant SoS),
Mrs Pat Ellen (widow of Ma j David Ellen Royal S ignals }, Reve rend D.
E. Morris BA CF (A CG South West Dis trict), Mrs Marlene S legg
(Choirmistress and Preside nt of Guild of St Helena) and Reve rend J .
E. S legg MA CF (Chaplain}
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HAVE YOU INFORMED 'THE WIRE'?

ERSEAS

ATEAS

LSgt Dinger Bell egging his team on

DEDICATION SERVICES-ALL SAINTS GARRISON CHURCH,
BLANDFORD CAMP
On Sunday, 17 February the Chaplain General, the Venerable
Archdeacon P. Mallett CB QHC AKC, was at Blandford Camp on what
will probably be his farewell visit. During the course of the morning
service he dedicated a pulpit made in Canadian pine by the Training
Aids Workshops. The pulpit was given by Maj (Retd) Les Taylor
(curator of the Royal Signals museum) in memory of his late wife Betty
Ann Taylor. Les is now churchwarden of the garrison church and his
wife was a keen supporter of the Guild of St Helena during the years in
which she travelled round the world with her husband. After the service
the Chaplain General was able to talk with members of the
congregation over coffee in Jubilee Hall and over lunch in the
Headquarters Mess.
On Sunday, 30 March the Assistant Chaplain General South West
District, the Renrend D. E. Morrfl QHC BA CF, dedicated three
memoria choir stalls at the start of the morning service. One was given
in memory of the late M~ David George Ellen Royal Slgnal1, the
second was given in memory of the late ~ MJchael Alan Harvey
RAEC (a former organist of the church) and the third was presented by
the Guild of St Helena. All three were made in Canadian pine by the
Training Aids Workshops; another two are about to be ordered in
response to requests received.
It was very fitting, therefore, that Mn Pat Ellen and Mn Pdtn
Haney should be part of the twenty-three strong choir which sang
Stainer's 'Crucifixion' immediately after the dedication; Mn J.E. Sleu
conducted the choir and M~ J. S. B. Brlmford Royal Slpala was the
organist. A frugal lunch for one hundred and fifty, organised by the
Guild of St Helena, was put on in Jubilee Hall after the service. In the
evening the choir again sang the 'Crucifixion', this time at Pimperne
Parish Church.

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS?

KEEP NOTES SHORT AND TO
TIIE POINT PLEASE

All Saints, Blandford Camp, church choi r with Mrs Marlene Slegg
(choirmistress), Maj J . S. B. Brinsford Royal S ig nals (organist) with
Reverend David Morris BA CF (Assistant Chaplain -General, South
West District) a nd Reverend J . S legg (Chapla in, Blandford )

We can arrange NAAFI finance.
We have a car with the size, style
and price to suit every pocket.
Available from stock. Ready for
shipping anywhere in the world .
Backed by outstanding aftersales service from centres
throughout the world
- over 1500 Fiat and
450 Lancia dealers in
West Germany alone .

On you r next tou r overseas ,
what better way of visiting places,
seeing people, discovering th e
ki nd of country you're in than at
the wheel of a brand new,
tax-free Fiat or Lancia
from Fiat Motor Sales.
Pay us a visit and see the
full range of Fiat and
Lancia cars available to you
at special low pri ces .
FIAT MOTOR SALES LTD
Personal Export Division.
Great West Road, Brentford,
Middlesex TW8 9DJ .
(on ttie A4 at Brentford)
Tel: 01-568 8928 .

I•
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Name & Ra nk
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I

Unit
Telep hone No

•

----------,

Pleas e se nd full d e tails about the
Fiat/Lancia Models
(delete whichever is not applicable)
a nd your very advantageous terms.

I

____________________ ._I __________________
Call in next time
you're off duty
or post the coupon today.
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HQ4SigGp
CONGRATULATIONS AND FAREWELL
We felt that a recent excuse for taking wine with the Commander
should not go unpublicised-our photograph shows YofS John
Chapman and Sgt Barry Robinson after the presentation of their Long
Service a nd Good Conduct Medal. At the same time, Col A. D. Lewis
presented Lt Col Sam Wya tt, MBE, with a memento to mark his
retirement from active service life. By the time this appears in print , Col
Sam should be back with us, in a retired caracity, after a spell of three
months in the sun of Portugal. We could al do with some of that, a nd
some sun too. We said farewell to Capt Ted Noon who has now moved
to the BAOR Comcen and welcomed his successor, from Brunei, Capt
Colin Eastland.

QATAR ARMED FORCES

TOURS
TO
REMEMBER
Our tours to the Indian sub-continent and
Far East have evolved from the concept of
retired Army Officers visiting their old
regiments and the places where they
served and lived.

THE HARD LIFE
After the rigours of a hard winter when it rained on six separate
occasions, and everyone felt the cold, it has now warmed up and the sea
is again coated with sailing dinghys, speedboats, and the bobbing heads
of swimmers. Its a hard life) During the transition from winter to
summer, there have been two events that have attracted the attention
and participation of the loan servicemen; the annual raft race, and the
Trans-Qatar sand yacht race.

RAFf RACE
Open to any group of peoP.le mad enough to spend their leisure time
building something that will entail them in a days hard paddling,
twenty five home made rafts appeared at West Bay to take part in the
event, in front of approximately two thousand spectators. The race was
run in standard format of heats, semi-finals and final, with four rafts in
each race. The motley collection of rafts had to be seen to be believed;
catamarans, floating oases, paddle wheels, big ones, small ones-if you
can think of it, it was there.
The course was 'M' shaped, starting and finishing at the shoreline,
over a distance of one kil ometre. Both rafts in which we had an interest
won their heats. got through the semi-finals and appeared in the fi nal.
WOt (FofS) Trevor Spence rode AKC Going (No relation to SKC)
which took the first prize easily. Val, his wife, was on the same raft in
the ladies event, and also took first prize. The paddle power on
AKC Going was formidable-seven on each oontoon and a
helmsman . The other one, R09, (with apologies to Ark Royal)
could only carry six people. "I he crew selected on the day included Lt
Comd T ony W ray RN, Simon Barnett and Jonathan Barnett. The CO
was a little upset ; having taken part in all the practice runs, on the day
the sea was rougher than usual and he was asked to stand d own in
favour of his younger son. The Captain was afraid the raft might sink!
It didn't but, managed only fourth place in the fi nal.

We have now taken nearly 500 people on
our Tours to Remember in the past four
years.
Each departure has a leader with a military
background who has either led tours for
us before or has personal knowledge and
experience of the places to be visited.
We still have availability on our tours to
India/ Kashmir,
India/Nepal
and
Thailand/Burma in 1980/81
please
apply for your brochure to:

NOW VERTICAL
The pictures tell their own story-it's a happy, hardworking
headquarters here in Block 13-those of you who know Rheindahlen
would be much impressed by the recent addition of a concrete tower
alongside us to take the Starrnet and TV dishes-a picture promised
once it's all finished. Commander 4 Group was naturally to blame when
the tower was observed to be out of true. Anyway it's now vertical and
the new JHQ Exchange that you ma.Y have heard of is coming along. It's
not easy explaining progress sometimes. We look to very busy months
ahead with Crusader and economy cuts-yes it's biting out here as well.
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HERMES TOURS
49 Conduit Street
London WlR 9FB
Tel: 01-439 4448

' AKC - Going' winning the men' s final

TRANS-QATAR SAND YACHT RACE
Only the second time this event has been held, it attracted thirty five
entries. T he race was run on the main road from Dukhan in the West,
to just short of Doha in the East, a total distance of 57 kilometres. The
fervent prayer of all involved was that the prevailing wind would hold
for the day. Fortunately all was well, and although the wind was light,
at least it was in the right direction, tacking up a main road is not easy.
Our involvement in the race was less than for the raft race, but
nevertheless significant. Control of the event was vested in the Qatar
Car Club, and WOI Trevor Spence as chairman of that august body
found himself chief marshal and starter. I suppose there is a similarity,
cars and sand yachts both have wheels, and the race was being held on
the public highway. Our only participant in the race was Simon
Barnett, who took the second of the three stages on the British Embassy
entry. Unfortunately a wheel fell off in the final stage, so we didn't even
get a ment ion in the final placings.
PS
WOt (YofS) Brian Rice hasn't been mentioned so far, so I had better
put the record straight and let you know he's still with us. His
enthusiasm for fishing has been dented recently. Having brought his
brother out from UK for two weeks concentrated angling, their total
catch was-zero.

R09 (HMS Hard Boil) and its crew

Faraway Places . • .
Unusual Jobs
Let's Have That Story!
Waiting for the start of stage 2
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FINANCIAL
PLANNING

~

ITS PURPOSE is to make the best use of Income
Capital and other Assets, to prepare the way for th~
individual to achieve financial aims. These may include :
FINANCIAL PROTECTION

- against the effects
of possessions
lost or damaged
FINANCIAL SECURITY
- for present or
future dependants
HOUSE PURCHASE
- immediately or in
the future
EDUCATION EXPENSES
- for' present or
future children
COMFORTABLE RETIREMENT- based on an
adequate
contmuing income
backed up by an
adequate capital
reserve
TRANSFER OF ASSETS
- to the next
gene ration
WE ADVlSE on the use of savings from income, the
investment of capital, the use of othe r asse ts where
applicable, insurance a gainst ill hea lt h and the ins ura nce
of possessions. We help clients to lay the founda tions of
sound plans, to develop existing plans and keep them up
to date, and then to make the best use of resources when
the time comes to meet commitments.
GOOD INFORMATION is the basis of sound planni ng.
The more clients take us int0 their confidence the better
we can assist them. Please let us have full detai ls of
existing resources, your ability to save, and any expectations. Please a lso tell us all you can about commi tments
with which you expect to have to cope. We, of course,
trea t a ll such info rma tion as confidentia l.

AN EAR LY START hel ps, and we wi ll be pleased to
assist you however modest your resou rces may be now.
If you have existi ng a rra ngemen ts wh ich may need
develo ping, the sooner you refer them to us, the more
help we arc' likely to be able to give you.
SIGNAL WING AMAS -

DECEMBER 1979

Sig Alden, Brewer, Robinson, LCpl Halford, Sig Kl ingenspor, Elliott. LCpl Clark, Sig Chambers
LCpf Webb, Tate, Cpl Herbison. LCpl Brook, Cpl Backhouse, LCpt McVlcar, Cpl Hatton, Davidson, Rack. Wyfdes, Williama
Sgt Moors, SSgt Elliott, CoH Byrne, Sg t Letford. Hutton, Hellerman, Stanbridge. Goode, SSgt Rea, Cpl Alexander, Sgt McDermott, Doubtfire
$$g1 Ooviaon. Quinn, Davey, W02 {YofS) Gilchrist, W01 (YolS) M. Paddison, Maj A. F. EastbUrn, Mra M. Cauchf, W02 (YofS) McAnony, SSgt Walloce, Stone, C/ Sgt Humphreys

EVENTS

In April , the Prime Minister, The Right Honorable Maraaret
Thatcher MP represented the Queen at the Sovereigns Parade. The
SQMS SSllt Manh (Never misses a trick) Davey talked the RSMI ,
WOI (Y of S) Paddy Paddkon, into trying to con the PM into signing a
'1033'. Naturally they both succeeded, even though it was for a non·
accountable item - one vote.
Finally, we would like to wish SSgt Pat Quinn a successful vacation
in Zimbabwe where he is reportedly instructing voice procedure to the
recruits.

O UR ADVICE ts free a nd does not corrun it yo u to any
action: we only ask th at any a rrangements you decide to
make be made through us. It is based on over 32 years of
examining clients' problems, analysing them and advising
on them . It is not delivered by persuasive salesmen, but is
given in writing for you to study at your leisure.
AR E YOU MAKING TH E BEST US E OF YOUR
INCOME AND OT H ER ASS ETS?
W E ARE AS C LOS E TO YOU AS TH E NEAREST
POST BOX OR T ELEPHON E
LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLANNING CAN
H ELP YOU

AS WE WERE
During the time it took for the photographer to develop this wing
photo we have had so many amendments that the authors desk has
looked like a battlefield.
Amendment I. Gone are Set (now SSet) Bill Batton, Cpl Geoff
W.-. and Sia 'Spindle' Roblmon. To take their place we welcome
Sstt Andy McKltterick, Set John Gadldon and Sten Clark. A net gain
perhaps (I'll) if it were not for the departures of Sip Shaun Dlckln10D,
1- <Aoper, Im Jolauton and PhD •lnffo• Barria literally days prior to
the photo being taken.
Amendment l. Promotion and congratulations for YofS Dan
Glchrt.t to WOl, John Wllllace to WO:Z, Nell Hatton to Sgt, Geordie
Tm and Mick lhlford to Corporal.
Amendment 3. Congratulations to W02 (YofS) Brian McAneny seen
here receiving his lS and GC medal from the Academy Commandant
~Gen R. B. M. Vickers MVO ODE.
'
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SUNNY CYPRUS
The 'Odd Team ' led by WOI (YofS) Dan 'Birdwatcher' Gllcb.rllt
flew out to sunny Cyprus in November on Exercise Golden Star. The
Yeoman and Sgt Mick McDermot had gone out a week early on the
advance party armed with binoculars and golf clubs respectively to set
up the exercise head9uarters . Mick was convinced that this was going
to be his annual golfing holiday, come what may. He did manage to
steal a couple of afternoons off away from camp, whether or not he
actually played golf is anybody's guess. The whole Wing detachment
headed by the Chief Instructor,~ Alan Eutbum managed to have a
combined evening out in a local restaurant. Accompanied by ex-RMAS
SSgt Mick Carpenter (now with 259 Sig Sqn) we all enjoyed an excellent
meat 'mezze' washed down with seemingly endless quantities of the
local wine. We did see the CI 'once' again before he returned to UK he was after all only out for four days. The exercise of course, passed
without comment and all were eventually safely returned to Camberley
but not before the routine three flight cancellations and an engine
change to our VClO care of the RAF.
The 'Even Team' led by W02 (YofS) Brian McAneny arrived in
Cyprus in March to do the same exercise but properly this time.
Unfortunately SSgt Mick 'Bead the Ball' Stone, Sgta EddJe 'more
coffee' Doabtflre and Bob 'where am I' Goode cannot remember
whether or not they succeeded.

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
Major T . F . Will iams F .C.l.B.

2 DUKE STREET, BRIGHTON, BN11DE
Telephone Brighton 28181 (5 lines)

Member of the British Insurance Brokers Association
Member of the Armed Forces Insurance Brokers
Committee of the B.I.B.A.
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came to us from the School of Signals in Blandford, and has been
terrifying us with hair-raising stories of life in UK with Gas and
Electricity bills but no LOAI
In March, we said farewell in true Lubbecke style to our Squadron
Commander, Maj Mike Payne and his wife Suzie who left us for the
MOD. The wining and dining, which seemed to last for several weeks as
virtually the whole station took turns to say thank you to a very popular

News lril!lt'- Regiments
2 Annd Div HQ and Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. 46

commander, was a total success and we are proud to say ~ Pa.me left
us as a mere shadow of his former selfl Good luck to them both and
congratulations on their recent addition to the famUy. At that time we
welcomed our new Squadron Commander, Maj Mike Yolland and
his wife Wendy. A visit to the Sgts Mess on 6 March by the
Divisional Commander, Maj Gen Sandy B01weU, included the
presentation of the Long Service and Good Cond uct medal to Sat Roy
Gipson of November Troop, who can be seen in the accompanying
photograph showing the General his 'Sig Ops Log' face.
On the skiing front the Squadron has been well to the fore-with
CSgt (CQMS) Sid Poklekowsld (KOSB), LCpt. Waty Wat and Phil
Phllemon all doing their bit of ski instructing on Exercise Snow Queen.
LCpl Phllemon was also a member of the highly successful 2 Div ski
team which won the Army Alpine Cup at lschgl in Austria. They are
now firmly back in Lubbecke with the rest of us contemplating with
some dismay the problems of 'Going Box-Body' after several years of
deploying in the 'Lightweight (Tented) mode'.

WAVELL
Wavell has progressed from being a delicate child nursed on every
exercise and demonstration by the UK Project Team and Plessey
civilians to a sturdy youth managed by the Regiment. Our round of
demonstrations and visits has not abated. Apart from our exercise
commitments we are showing the equipment to NATO and SHAPE,
the US Army at Heidelberg, the Canadians at Lahr and Greeks, Dutch
and Norwegians here at Lubbecke. Next are the Germans. With some
luck we will be able to chalk up another success for British innovation
and development.

After two days of tense competition, Lt Col Willcox and the happy,
victorious athletes of 2 Div Sig Regt with the Morrison Cup

QUITE A WEEK
What a week for the Regiment! A great victory in the Morrison
Cup and the 2 Div Athletics while the less athletic of us were ~hrown
headlong into the Kohima celebrations ending with the most enjoyable
and successful fete of all time! Meanwhile up in the Baltic our sailors
battle towards Copenhagen in the Royal Signals Regatta.
MORRISON CUP
After reaching the Army Major Units finals last year the
Regimental athletics team entered the Morrison Cup with a little more
confidence than on previous occasions. This year we were hosted by 16
Sig Regt in Krefeld who made an excellent job of looking after us. The
first day produced some notable results as well. as an unfortunate
accident in which Sig Preece fell at the water Jump on the 3000m
Steeplechase and was taken to hospital with a fractured ankle. LCpl
Davies started us off well by winning the Hammer while LCpl Gabb
threw 54,92m to win the Javelin. Also, Cpl Kiilen came first in the
Discus and Sig Shakespeare came second in the High Jump with a
jump of 1. 90m. By the end of the day it was clear that it was gomg to be
a close run competition-3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt were leading by
a few points with 21 Sig Regt close behind.
fhe second day saw the track finals where Pte Andenon came first in
the 200m in a time of 23. 7 secs, Cpl Kiilen won the 400m Hurdles and
Sia Weatal won the llOm Hurdles. The star performance came from
Cpl Bird who entered the maximum number of events and won them
alll These were the Long Jump, Triple Jump, llOm and 4 x lOOm Relay.
Despite coming third in the 4 x 400m Relay, after recording the fastest
time in the heats the previous day, we finished 19 points ahead of 21 Sig
Regt to take the Morrison Cup away from them for the first time in ten
years.

2 DIV CHAMPIONSHIPS
Two days after our Morrison Cup success we travelled down to
Sennelager for the 2 Div Championships. It soon became clear as the
competition progressed that the two teams to qualify for the BAOR
Finals would be 40 Fd Regt RA and ourselves. Cpl Bird was in good
form as usual, winnin$ the Long Jump and the Triple Jump. Sig
Shakespeare won the High Jump with a Jump of 1.92m which is equal
298

to the BAOR record. Other winners were Sgt Turner in the Pole Vault,
Cpl Killen in the Shot, Discus and 400m Hurdles, LCpl Gabb in the
Javelin and Cpl Lancashire in the ~m Ste~plechase. At t~e end of
the day with a total score of 225 pomts we finished first beatmg 40 Fd
Regt RA by just 7 points.

HQ SQN REPORT
During the first three months of 1980, the Royal Signals element of
HQ Sqn has under$one some 'face-changing' up at the managerial end.
In February we said farewell to Capt (Tfc) Derick Allen and his wife,
Diane, and .;,.elcomed Capt (Tfc) Robin Price and his wife Diane, who

Thinking of buying a tax-free car?

Sig Shakespeare equals the BAOR Record of 1.90m In the high jump
THE WIRE, JULY 1980

Then remember that the Aud i
Volkswagen service propositi9n is as
sound in Hong Kong as it is in Aldershot.
Or wherever in the world you happen to
be posted. Simply because there ore
experienced Audi Volkswage n dealers in.
most countries, with every one offering
on ofter soles service that is second to
none.
Think about that when you come to
choose your tax-free car. We hove the
largest stock of Audi and Volkswagen
vehicles in the country, offering you a
choice ranging from the Golf and the
practical Passot estate to the sporty
Scirocco and luxury Aud i 100. And
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remel)"lber we guarantee the lowest toxfree prices in Britain as well as the fastest
delivery.
Talk to one of our Personal Export
experts a t Boker Street. They'll tell you all
you need to know about arranging
special finance and insura nce, he lp with
part exchange a nd tell you how to take
advan tage of the specia l discount you'll
get as a member of the forces.
Just fill in the coupon or give us a
ring (reverse the charges if you like) for
more details.
Wherever
in the world
you're going.
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LADIBS' HANDCRAFTS
An appeal for embroidered kneelers by St Luke's Church of Soest
Garrison was answered by three ladies of the Regiment.
Mn Jiii Maynard, wife of our CO and Mn Jenny Gwynn, wife of Cpl
Gwynn, in 2 Sqn, produced two beautifully worked Corps crested
kneelers . When Bernice Limb, daughter of our TOT heard of the
project she was determined that NAAFI should also be ref.resented, for
Bernice is employed in the NAAFI Shop Soest. Faced wit 1 the intricate
design of NAAFI's official crest, she decided that in view of the time
factor involved, the kneeler could best be completed by using their
trading logo. Even so, the task took her the best part of 2 months'
painstaking work .

3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
BFPO 106
LS AND GC PRESENTATIONS

Recently our Commanding Officer, Lt Col F. R. Maynard had the
pleasant duty of presenting the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal
to a number of WOs and Sgts of the Regiment. Those who received the
award were: WOl (FofSJ J. A. Jones, SS,t C. Jones, SSgt D.
Robel'bon, SSat P. E. Whitham, Set R. G. Couou, Set A. Mottram
and Set R. Peel.

1 SQUADRON GLADIATORS
The Squadron is ~oing through a 'Gladiator' phase just lately; the
eager young technician cannot raise his screwdriver from the
workbench or the Foreman his coffee to his lips without having to
tackle a three mile run most mornings. The purpose of all this physical
activity is not only to ensure that we are fit for runningl but, what's
more important, fit for the Regimental inter troop competition. The
seed of enthusiasm was planted last year when the Squadron won the
rifle shooting, small bore shooting, Ex Skilful Soldier and cross country
running competitions . Xray and Yankee Troops have gone into serious
training. SSgt John Warren organised a Sunday morning volley ball
competition to enable the Troop talent spotters to go to work. Five
teams turned up with the knowledge that the Squadron bar
(Woodstock club) would be open at 1230. The gym and the club were
well supported.
Yankee Troop have already gone some way towards collecting points
by being runners-up in the squash team final. Our 'number one', Cpl
Hank Pott• (5' 4') was interestingly matched against a giant Capt Jlm
Shaw (6' 8'). In this story Goliath won by 3-1. However it was a very
entertaining and skilful match. Just to show that we don't just play
sport, the squadron has a number of staunch supporters of the local
war games club .

Pictured with the CO and RSM are the newly confirmed ' Old
Soldiers'. This was after the presentation and before the wetting

DISPLAY TEAM PERFORMANCE
On the 15 of April the Regiment enjoyed a thrilling performance by
the White Helmets. For our QM(T), Maj Jack Slmpeon, it was a
nostalgia trip. Jack was a one time Sgt in the team . After ~e
performance, suitably attired in a White Helmet, he couldn't resist
trying to regain his lost youth. There is some truth in the rumour that
he fell off.

. . . illegal photography of mflitary installations . .. 7

10 PIN BOWLING
The Regiment has a new activity, 10 Pin Bowling. After a lot of hard
work under the supervision of our TOT, Capt Richard Limb, an alley
of four lanes has been opened in St Sebastian Barracks.

Technocrats with delusions of grandeur. Sgt Ian Barnes, Maj Steve
Coltman and Wal ( FofSl John Jones playing soldiers

COMINGS AND GOINGS
There have been many arrivals and departures. Apart from our best
wishes for the future to all, we are sorry to lose Set Al Garner and Sat
Kev Ughtfoot to civilian life. Although, he was only with .ll:5 for a few
months before being summoned to RHQ as the PRl/Families, he had
made a great impression with the lads and management as our Admin
Officer. The Regiment must have sensed our loss because they posted
his son to Xray troop.

VISITOFCSO
The 18 April saw the Regiment visited by Maj Gen A. C. Blrtwistle
CBE. In a full programme, the CSO saw vari?us departments at.work.
It was obvious that many members of the Reg.i ment had served with the
General before and enjoyed meeting him again. The Sgts' Mess
entertained him to lunch and the Officers' Mess had the pleasure of his
company at dinner in the evening.

LCpl Mann of 2 Sqn, '. .. fly away Peter, fly away Paul .. .' Gen
Birtwistle, 'I've seen it before'
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Mrs Janice Limb showing her husband how to bowl
THE WIRE, JULY 1980

Bernice Limb with her kneeler
THE WIRE, JULY 1980

Lt Derek Wood and his son LCpl Paul Wood
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TASK FORCE FOXTROT SIGNAL SQUADRON REPORT
Many changes have taken place since our last contribution and the
old Troop is a Squadron once again . In the interim period there have
been many departures and new arrivals, so to all those who have
recently left the Squadron good luck and enjoy your new postings. To
those newly arrived, welcome, we hope you will enjoy your tour with the
new Squadron.

Foreman or
Sgt Technician?
When you have
completed your service
with the forces

FAREWELL AND WELCOME
It would not be fitting to leave the departures without mentionilig
two key personalities who have just taken leave of us, the old OC , M.U
Jim Storr, who left us after a hectic round of farewell parties, to go to
HQ 1 (BR) Corps - best wishes to both Jim and Caroline - and SSgt
(Uncle BUI) Bill Hickey, who was so determined to stay with the
Squadron during 1980, he broke his le~ on New Year's Eve, just to
delay his departure as long as possible . Despite these extreme
measures, he has now left us to go to UK, so best wishes also go to Bill
and Margret. We welcome the new OC, Maj Jerry Barrett, from MOD
who, having arrived , signed his handover/ takeover certificate from the
front of a Landrover leading a packet of 439s out on exercise
- however his suitcases were deposited safely in the Officers' Mess and
he has now just got around to unpacking .

Want a new challenge?·
Ever felt like Designing a Radio System?
If you are looking for a rea ll y good future, w it h a settl ed domestic backg round but plenty
of opportunity to travel , we have just the job for you in our su ccessfu l and expanding
Systems Department.

Systems Engineering
As a Systems Engineer with Europe' s largest manufacturer of mobil e two -w ay radio.
you 'll be wo rking as a member of a professional team, contributing yo ur own sk il ls and
experience to a wide variety of major comm unication projects. You 'll be respo nsible for meeting
the customer to find out what he really needs, preparing fu ll technical appra isal s and quo ta t ions
and overseeing the project through manufacture, systems test and installat ion . Yo u'll be
expected to travel from time to time because our customers are world - w ide.

STAFF COLLEGE DEMONSTRATION
An annual chore at 3 Armd Div is to provide the demonstration for
the Staff Colleges from Camberley, Greenwich , Latimer and Bracknell .
The squadron was heavily involved . Everything from 17 sets of PA
equipment to umpteen gallons of orange squash. The lesson learnt was
·
don't put speakers behind MILANS when they're firing .
Talking of lessons learnt ... an unconfirmed rumour has it that at a
stand on the demonstration , a certain staff officer became increasingly
embarrassed when he experienced those little difficulties that occur
during rehearsals. Naturally standing by watching was a group of
soldiers. Amongst them was a Sgt, who shall remain nameless, who
found the Staff Officer's performance hilarious and showed it. After
the rehearsal ended an angry staff officer confronted the Sgt and asked
him could he do any better. With a touch of bravado the Sgt answered,
'Of course Sir' . On the day of the demonstration the staff officer
repeated his script to a number of parties visiting his stands then there

Maj J im Stour with Magic Wand and holdall containing HO/ TO Cert
prior to departure
was a pause in the proceedings . During the pause he saw Sgt . _ .
standing by and ordered him to swop jackets with him, and said that
Sgt ... would give the script to the next party. Sgt . . . thought it was a
bluff and that all the parties had been through the stand. To his horror
the next party arrived. Taking his courage in his hands he started the
script 'I am Major . . . ' and to give him credit he performed fairly well
ending with 'I am sure, gentlemen, you have some detailed questions.
Sgt _ . . carry on.' Lesson, if you are going to smirk at a Staff Officer's
embarrassment, do not let him see you.
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations are in order, for Sig Bill Meuruther and his wife,
and Sig 'Glngeronlmo' Logan and his wife on their recent marriage,
also to Cpl Richardson, LCpl Gury Jones and Cpl Bartlett on the birth
of their respective sons.

BMW 316 Tax Free £3 833

You w ill design systems using up-to-the-minute techno logy and involving a wide ra nge
of equ ipments which include links, base stations. mobi les and portables. con trol systems,
telephone exchanges, antenna sites and diesel power supplies.

Everything you expect from BMW. Except the price.

a

You might be responsible for a turnkey project , co -ordinating the efforts of a number of
specialists.

Systems Installation
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As a Commissioning Engineer you ' ll test Rad io Systems in the factory, then follow them
into the field to install and commission them anywhere in the world . You 'll often travel
unaccompan ied but if you 're to be away more than 4 months your fam ily will accompany you ;
all found, of course .

The BMW you've always wanted At a tax-free price from the world's leading Tax-Free BMW Centre Delivered
either in UK or Munich. Consult the experts to see how you qualify for BMW's export service. worldwide

We are offering competitive salaries to men and women and the usual range of benefits
you get in a large and successful company including excellent relocation expenses and generous
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BMW
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If you ' re already a Foreman or Sgt Technician we know you ' ve had first-class training .
Join us, use your experience and grow w ith us. Start the ball rolling by contacting : Liz Gr;iy,
Pe rsonne l Officer, Pye Te lecommuni cations Ltd .. Newmarket Road , Cambridge CB5 8PD .
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Part of. a sectio~ return from the Live Firing Battle Innocul ation
Range-tired , bruised and weary, but an experience never to be
forgotten .

~
4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt 1• • 1
~
B.F.P.0.15
•
ONWARD ORANGE SOLDIERS
Set in the heart of the Rhineland , Vogelsang Training Area became
the home for the CO, l.t Col Bob Cook and 600 Officers' and Men of
his Re~ent for the last fortnight in May. Lt Col Bob ha d been given
thls military historic region of Germany by the Comman der of the
Orange Forces, M~ Gen John Akeburst CBE to enable him to train
and practice the regiment in the military skills and leadership qualities
essential, and inherent in every Orange Soldier. Given their
parameters, the CO's planning team went to work, the result was
Exercise Hard Nut 80. See for yourself now, perhaps your fin al chance
as Blue Forces before Exercise Crusader, the calibre and
professionalism of the regiment chosen for the role of Orange Forces
for this year's Exercise in September . ..

Great emphasis was laid on one particular skill so important to the
professionahsm of any figh ting force-comradeship . LCpl Jock H unter
(who seems to appear in every edition of The Wire) is pictured here with
a young German conscript, while SI&'• 'Fradden' and Edwards of
Alpha One epitomise the value of the 'buddy-buddy system' .

An Adjutant's job is never done , and Capt Chris Harper was called in
at a critical moment when the Col AQ, Col Peter htead ODE GM had a
very worrying moment prior to the competition . Please note the
Adjutant's left hand!

TO CLASSIFY
OC 1 Sqn , ~ Roge:r Barry recalls memories of Ex Hard Nu t 79.
'Let's get things straight, last year the regimental emphasis was on
group skills and formulating a final set of SO P's. This year the turmoil,
hardship, sweat and exhilaration of an individual being trained for Ex
Crusader is being achieved here at Vogelsang . My Squadron is
responsible, during the first five days , for ensuring that 600 men
classify on their personal weapon . No mean feat I can assure you '.
During the fourth day of this first phase of the Exercise, Brig Paul
Alexander MBE, the CCR Signals visited Vogelsang and the Orange
Forces.

At. ~e end of an?ther long day at Vogelsang. With reveille at 0~00
hrs , 1t ts heartwarmmg to see not only the sun beam ing at 2000 hrs but
the ~xpressions of the 'men of Alpha one', part of Cpl David Kerr's
section.

The team captains, the CO and RSM WOl Andy Keenan , take their
final orders from the Chief Umpire, SSM Gray-Cowan. The
competitive spirit, the will to win and the individual concentration is
portrayed here . The fin al outcome was well deserved , a very high
scoring gentleman's draw.

ONWARD EVERY ONWARD
0500 hrs Saturday, 24 May, and I am standing here in sunny
As a finale to CCR Signals visit, M~ Roger laid on the Annual
Officers' versus Warrant Officers' Pistol Shoot. The Ops Officer Capt
Martin Stretch portrays his christian manner by instructing our tame
padre, Brian Wrfaht which way to point the pistol.
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All aspects of military skills were tried and tested throughout the first
five days, amongst them the grenade and the firing of the 66mm.
The Pistol Shoot was just one of six activities running concurrently
throughout the first phase. Every soldier had the opportunity to fire his
own weapon on a serious of Battle lnnoculation Ranges . The realism ,
the individual sense of achievement is so difficult to express on paper;
let us see it 'through the lens' .. .
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Vogelsang speaking to ~ Bill Backhouse, the Exercise Director of
Exercise Second Quadrant-the second /base of the Regimental
Military Training for 4th Armd Div HQ an Sig Regt. For perhaps the
first time ever in the history of The Wire, avid readers in BAOR will be
able to listen to the above quote on BFBS Radio. Yes another first for
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four. Keith RawUna1, that entrepeneur of sound, visited Vogelsang for
the second phase of the training. An Exercise dreamt up by M~ Bill
Bacldiouse, OC 2 Sqn. The aim was simple, to encompass in a 36 hour
period all those a pects of training taught during the first phase. To
accomplish this the exercise took the form of a covert operatio~,
involving the successful recapture of a Border Guard from the evil
enemy of Vangelsogia, proudly commanded by Capt Mike F1sher. At

CONGRATULATIONS COLONEL
The Exercise Director had a surprise visitor to Vangelsog Territory
on the weekend. Our well beloved Technical Quartermaster has
achieved the pinnacle of his career and our heartfelt congratulations go
to Lt Col Peter McNaughton and his adorable, long suffering wife Joan.

Finally Purple Prose from the pen of Cpl Thespian Chapman. Ex
Paper Powerhouse was one of four weekend Adventure Trainmg camps
in the Harz Mountains , designed to select the lucky sixteen soldiers
who will depart for a fortnight's special expedition to Norway in August
this year.
EX PAPER POWERHOUSE
At the crack of dawn (0800) on Friday 2 May, Capt Chris Harper
(Adjutant) led a team of hard bitten clerks (bitten mostly by the Supt
Clerk, WOI (Rover) J. Roberts) into the Harz Mountains for a
weekend of canoeing and mountain walking. The advance party,
consisting of Sgt Bill (Windy) Winder, Cpl John Chapman, Slgs Dicky
Bird and Smudge Smith, established a base camp and prepared for the
arrival of the main party led by LCpl (Antelope) MacLachan and
consisting of Slgs James, Thome, Pte Tinkler, Pte Judson and Dvr
Murkln.
Within minutes of arriving at the base camp the Adjt led his trusting
band down to the lake for a crash (or was it splash) course in canoeing.
Sgt (Windy) Winder was heard to mutter under his breath 'I thought
the Adjt was teaching us to walk on water not float on it.' An early
evening meal was followed by a forced march to the local hostelry. This
location had been recced by WOI Roberts seconds after his arrival at
base camp.

SKILLS IMPROVE
Meanwhile individual skills continue to improve this year. LCpl
Mark Leigh fro.m Middleton, Manchester is pictured in action on the
top West German canoe course at Grevenbroich near Diisseldorf.
Mark took up the pursuit as a novice enthusiast after Robust Quadrant
79, and is now attaining high placings in this thriving BAOR sport.

The following day the party split into two for the mountain walk. It
was no coincidence that the walk started and finished at a Gaststarte
with a midday stop at the highest pub in the Hartz. But do not be
misled, the intention of the walk was serious and all walkers enjoyed
the marvellous view that the Hartz provided. Slg (No sweat) Jamea not
content with walking the better part of 20 km decided to go canoeing.
N'eedless to say he was the only member of our intrepid expedition to
discover how cold the Hartz's lakes can be.
Sunday, our last day, was devoted to sight seeing, and relaxation.
(Even clerks don't like working on Sundays). A trip to the border was
followed by a quick round of golf, crazy of course. Then came what was
for many the highlight of the weekend. The discovery of a dry cresta
run. A 500 m run with a 21° slope. Our determined band, eager to
demonstrate their nerve and skill, set about the run in a way that made
the local residents' blood run cold. After several practice runs, the lads
had now got the hang of the thing and were showing all-comers the way
down the run, and in one or two cases the way off. (Mainly over the
side.) At the end of the day it was decided that perhaps the RHQ sports
could be held on the Cresta run with many suggestions as to the variety
of competitions.
Sadly, Monday came all too soon and the dreaded return back to
camp. The weekend was voted a huge success with requests that similar
outings be organised in the future.

Our resident Money Maker, Carl, remembers the 'Day of Inaction, at Four'.
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the dawn briefing, Section Commanders had their mission outlined to
them. Their first phase, to meet up with a friendly guide who would
assist in the pin pointing of the enemy position and the recovery of the
Border Guard. Unfortunately the guide was 'holed up' and the 20
sections, one shown here were forced to move tactically over 30
kilometres of Vangelsog territory to meet their guide ...
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The controlled mishaps; lack of food parcels, missing vehicles at pick
up points, stretcher case border guards, continued all through the first
day, first night and all day Sunday. The sections were all accompanied
by an Officer, who were subjected to the same arduous nature of the
Vangelsog terrain as the sections themselves. The Second in
Command, ~John mgton, was one such officer. His feet were not
amused. And there is just a taster of Ex Second Quadrant. For those
fortunate enough to tune into BFPS Germany, listen out on the 14th,
15th and 16th July at 2000 hrs for the 30 minute theatre production=
'Think Orange' .
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In comparison Sig Derick Wilson of 1 Sqn, from Hicknall,
Nottingham is a novice canoe slalom enthusiast in his first season.
Pictured here in a flurry of water in a recent BAOR championship,
Derick looks forward to improving his skills by taking part in a 12 day
canoe expedition during this year's Ex Robust Quadrant.
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7 SigRegtB.F.P.0.15
CHIEF OF STAFF VISITS
On the 26 March the Regiment was honoured with a visit from the
Otief of Staff HQ 1 (BR) Corps, Brig J. R . A. MacMillan OBE. The
weather was kind to us and vanous aspects of the Regiment were shown
to the Briga dier.

We were hoping to show a_photograph of 4 Commanding Officers of
7 Sig Regt, Past; CSO Maj Gen Blrtwlstle, Col M. R. Topple; Present
U Col C. E. R. Story and Future; U Col K. P. Burke but the present
CO decided that as he had a brace of 21Cs this was a good time to go on
leave! However we can show you what our attached Royal Australian
Signals Officer, Maj John Heath thinks of the visitors Maj Craig
Treeby, OC S Squadron looks on.
After a full day, in every sense of the word, the visit concluded with a
wash up. The CCR Signals makes a point (looking skyward for
guidance) while the back up pretend that its nothing to do with them.
In the background you can see who got their priorities right-SSM S
Sqn, WOl (SSM) Scott attacks the biscuits while WOl Gouldsmlth
samples the tea.

The Chief of Staff flanked by the CO and Capt Soar

After taking coffee in the Officers Mess the Chief of Staff was taken
around Comcen Alfa and elements of 4 (Radio) Squadron . He took
a keen interest .n 1 Squadron's new Triffid vehicles which were proudly
displayed by Alfa. Not to be outdone Capt Ken Soar of 4 Squadron
reminded the Brigadier that there are other systems of communications
and guided him around Delta troop Qansman detachments.
After a very successful display the Chief of Staff kindly presented
Long Service and Good Conduct medals to a number of members of the
Sergeants Mess.

Capt (TOT) Des O'Connor proving that he gets his hands as well as
his boots dirty

RHQFOCUS
No one asked RHQ to produce some Wrre Notes, but one sunny day
the Adjt had his camera {with a film in it this time) and so RHQ
formed up in the winter sunshine to be photographed. After the event
had been recorded it was decided that, in fact , with five of those posing
being under notice of posting it was time to record the movements in
The Wire. In chronological order these are :
Cpl Ron Watson and Buther-gone to London to be our man in the
Ministry.

Sgt Green, SSgt Henning, SSgt Wooff, W01 Dearman and Sgt
Dawaon stood behind their ladies. The Chief of Staff is f lanked by the
RSM

EX 'CRESTED EAGLE'
In this edition of The Wire notes we thought that we ought to show
HQ R Signals 1 (BR) Corps on exercise just to prove that they do
occasionally get their boots dirty!
EX 'OPEN MIND I'
At the end of April the Regiment deployed to positions near the
Dutch border to lay on a demonstration for Division 1 of the Army Staff
Course.
On a beautiful spring day the future staff officers of seven nations
were treated to intensive briefin2s. visits. a superb lunch and one (if not
more) of WOl Goulcbm1th'1 special cocktails.

Capt Jim Ross caught without his sleeping bag but obviously
suffering withdrawal symptoms - note the half closed eyes I
THE WIRE, JULY 1980

The G1 Lt Col Bell and Capt Derek Robertson
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RHO
Back Row (l to RJ:
Sig West, Cpl Ellis, LCpl Charlesworth, Cpl Stone, Cpl Watson, LCpl
Smith, Sig Campbell, Sig Halsall
Front Row (L to RJ:
Cpl Sharma, LCpl Wildman, W01 A. B. Hill, Capt R. J . Evans (Adjtl,
W01 (SC) B. T . Dearman, Sgt Dawson, LCpl Glass
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WOl (SCI Brian Dearman and his wife Maraaret- posted to 8 Sig
Regt to take over Scout Troop. WOl (SC) Del Harrod
(Supermarket-2et it) has arrived to take on the task of keeper of the
CO's coffee money and photocopier mechanic.
Sia Andy Baball (newly married to Antje) off to the sun in 259 Sig
Sqn , Cyprus-some blokes have all the luck.
WOl Barney Hill and Pam- Barney is going to 13 Sig Regt as
Training Officer on commissioning in July. Relief-WOI McDonald
from the Shetlands.
Sat Frank Daw.on and Sue- posted to SANGOM in July-we have
all promised not to pop in for a drink or enquire about Sue'•
suntan-anyone got a pattern for a yashmak?

weeks prior to the competition , (the last two being spent on leave)! The
team had minimal training, with only three pistol practices and no
motor cycle training , however, they ran and swam on alternate days ,
during their build up for the competition. Even without motor cycle
training Cpl Wookey and LCpl Brown achieved maximum points of
1100 in this event . Both men take a keen interest in this sport and are
friendly rivals .
Capt Chipp overcame his reluctance to get on the bike, and scored
840 points, much to the teams astonishment, and his own. Spr
Rothwell managed to pick the largest horse, and after a struggle to ~et
on , managed to produce a good round, taking the fences in his stnde
(except one)!
The tetrathlon team will next compete in the BAOR Championships
on 14/ 15 Oct 80, and hope for future success II

different sporting fixtures are organised ranging from Football to
Athletics . Keen competition leads to a high standard of sportsmanship
all round and this year was no exception . The standard of skill was very
high and if we may be excused a boast, as high as Regimental standard .
Regimental standard.
The week concluded with the Rugby with 5 and 4 squadrons giving
spectacular value for money. The fin al score giving 4 Squadron the
lead.

BAOR CANOE SLALOM CHAMPION IS FROM CHESTER

INTER SQUADRO N SPORTS WEEK
Those who have served in the Regiment will be familiar with the
annual Page T rophy week. This popular event is fitted into our
programme taking the form of the Maresfield Mini Olympics. Several

What company tor a BFT. The mind boggles, Faith, Hope and Charity
has nothing on this happy band of stalwarts about to embark on their
BFT
Left to Right: PT! Sig Steven Renouf, 21C Maj R. Shiner (in disguise) ,
Padre-Capt Pat Springford (I've got help}, MO-Capt Chris Ide
(about to collapse) and RSM-Mr Collins (what am I doing here)

RUGBY REPORT
Easter weekend saw the regimental players in full cry with games for
the 'A' XV against UK touring sides, seven of the first DV turned out
for a BAOR chairman's XV versus Cowbridge and on Easter Monday
the first '7 a side' competition of the season at RAF Bruggen.
The 'A' XV, unfortunately weakened by the absence of the BAOR
players had extremely hard games against Twickenham and Salisbury,
and although we lost, both the games were very enjoyable.
On Saturday the regiment hosted the BAOR v Cowbridge match at
Herford, BAOR won an exciting game by 20 points to 6. The Heineken
Mutual Pioneer '7 a side' competition hosted by RAF Briiggen
attracted some teams from as far away as RAF Locking, Uantriant,
Tunbridge Wells and 3 BAD our arch rivals.
We eventually won the com{>etition in good style with some attractive
play before a large and enthusiastic crowd.
Re.aha
1st round v RAF Laarbruch
2nd round v Tunbridge Wells
Semi F"mal v RAF Brilggen
F"mal v Bracht

The picture shows the BAOR skipper, LCpl Bill McConnell
exchangmg pennents with the Captain of the West German Team. In
the background the West German Referee.
TETRATHLON SUCCESS
The 1 (BR) Corps Tetrathlon has two qualifying rounds this year in
the form of Northern Area and Southern Area heats, which lead on to
the Championships in October. 7 Sig Regt narrowly beat 4
Armoured Workshops, to win the Southern Area Championships on
14-15 April 80. April 80. In the picture Capt Dave Chipp RE, Cpl Lee
Wookey, LCpl Andy Brown and Spr 'Babes' Rothwell are being
presented with the Major Units trophy by Maj Gen Akehurst GOC 4
ArmdDlv.

What a finish
Right: Cpl Danny Daniels - HQ Sqn
Left: LCpl Leon Gay-3 Sqn

f'IAR MEDALS & DECORATION~<§
Established in 1890, A D Hamilton are now one of the world ' s lead ing dealers in
British war medals and decorations.
As such we are always looking fo r items of interest to our collectors - items for
which we will pay top prices . If you have a medal or decoration tucked away
remember there is a serious collector who will give it pride of place in his collection .

Won 36 N"tl
Won38Nil
Won 18-6
Won30-16

NOTE: Publishers of Hamilton 's "Dispatch," Subscription £4 per annum.

The following~ took_ part in the '7 a side' co;Etition: LCpl
1111 MeConneU (
) Capt Jim Evans, Cpl Dave Hi
, 2U Mark
&lwarda, Sia Ricky Eyre, Sig Taff George, Sig Dave ood, Cpl Gus

Biies, Sia Tod O'Brlm.

AD HAMILTON

Finally a word of thanks to our supporters, they are probably the
most vociferous and loyal bunch any team ever had, led by a number of
players wives they can be seen at every game cheering themselves
hoane, then in the bar later 'soothing' the tired throats.
From all in the regimental teams, thank you girls!
BAORvWESTGERMANY
This match took place under floodlights at Hannover and resulted in
a good win for BAOR by 16 points to 13. to 13. The Corps and the
Regiment were well represented in this match by the following:
. LCpl 1111 McCoanei (Clpt), Cpl Dave lflulna, Sia Taff George, Cpl
SUve Pe.cock, 2Lt Mark F.dwarda, Sia Da'e Wood, Cpl G111 Bales,
$tt Alm Jamee, 3 Div HQ & Sig Regt, Stt Daye Rudd, 28 (BR) Sig
Regt. The following were replacements, Set Kmn Stock and Sat

Tell'Olldm.
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Craftsman Andrew Eaton REME of our LAD, currently holds the
British Army of the Rhine canoe slalom championship title. He was a
member of an army team which gained fifth place in the annual
Devizes to Westminster riverways race in 1978, and has been a
member of the British Army canoe team since 1977. Andrew is seen
on the West Gennany canoe at Grevenbroich, near Diisseldorf during
a recent compeition .

& CQ. LTD. (Established1890)
More than 100 competitors, comprising more than 18 teams,
with either horse, or motor cycle ridin~ as the fourth event. The team
comprised of four members with Cpl Scottie' Lennox as the reserve.
The team members did well in the individual championships, all
finishing in the first ten, Capt Chipp 4th, LCpl Brown Sth, Cpl Wookey
6th, Spr Rothwell 10th. The team trained for two weeks during the four
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8 Sig Regt Catterick Garrison
FAREWELL TO THE COMMANDING OFFICER
For 8 Sig Regt the week 6 to 9 May has hinged around the departure
of the Commanding Officer, Col Ian Shapter. Each morning has seen a
different element of the Regiment all bleary-eyed, drinking mugs of
black coffee. On Tuesday evening Co.I and Mn Shapter were
entertained to cocktails by the Corporals and Cpl Andy McConnell
presented them with an engraved tray and six wine goblets. Wednesday
was the turn of the Sergeants who dined the CO out of the Mess with a
formal dinner. After the 6th course the RSM, WOl Bob Fortune,
presented the CO with a mounted miniature window frame, which
arrived in the Mess by an SDS despatch rider riding the CO's bike, as a
memento of Op Window and a small statuette of a lineman on
horseback . On leaving the Sergeants Mess, the CO achieved one of his
main ambitions when he drove the PRI tractor home. To complete the
week's festivities the officers and their ladies dined out Col and Mn
Sbapter in the RSisnaJs Officers Mess.
On Friday morning, the Regiment paraded to say its final farewell.
Sig Paul Watts, a trainee in 3 Squadron, (>resented to the CO on behalf
of all ranks a replica of 'Catterick 75' (th IS is the statue at the entrance
of the Regiment) mounted on a marble base. Col Shapter responded by
presenting the Regiment with the original Ken Howard painting of
'Catterick 75'. At the beginning of his tour Col Shapter commissioned
Ken Howard to paint a picture, depictin~ different aspects of the
Regiment centred around the statue: onnts were made and are
available through PRII The CO's final remark was in the form of an
order giving the Regiment a day off; unfortunately the photographer
did not get a close-up of the programming staffi We all wish Col and
Mrs Shapter a happy and rewarding tour at the Nigerian Staff College.

10 Sig Regt
Hounslow

HQ SQUADRON

oc

Mrs. Ann Mulley presenting Mrs. Ann Shapter with a farE!\'Vell present
on behalf of the Wives Club

HOCKEY
Having started the Season way back in September with only six
players attending practice sessions as we have achieved unexpected
success on the hockey field. The record is as follows:
Played
Won
Drawn
Lost
Goals

F

Sig Paul Watts presenting Col Shapter with a replica of "Catterick 75"
on behalf of all ranks 8 Sig Regt.

REGIMENTAL WIVES CLUB
On Wednesday 23 April the Wives Club met to say farewell to its
Chairman, Mn Ann Shapter. The main attraction of the evening was
an auction which was so amusingly run by Mn Maureen Churchill.
At the end of the evening Mn Ann Mulley, on behalf of the Wives Club,
presented Mn Shapter with a picture for all the hard work that she had
put into running the Club for the past two years.

A

16
14
43 13
The only lost game was that of the UK Army Cup Final when a very
strong Worthy Down side beat us 4-1 in a hard fought game.
Without wishing to be rude to the team members, it is fair to say that
we used a veritable ' hotch-potch' of hockey talent to make up what
turned out to be a useful hockey side. The team included that well
known retired footballer W02 'Paddy' Mcgerty whose performance
was aptly summed up by the Chairma.n of the AHA who said, after the
final, that 'for an old chap' Paddy 'certainly was fast'. The team
members have since discussed the possibility that the General wasn't
talking about Paddy's ability on the hockey pitch, as we all feel it might
be more apt in another context(
We all had an enjoyable season, the highlight of which was a trip to
Northern Ireland to play the quarter-final Army Cup match. We were
so well looked after by 233 Sig Sqn and HQ Lisburn Garrison t hat we
had at least ninety per cent of the team suffering from bad hangovers at
the bully-off. Cpl 'Solly' O'Sullivan seemed to be worst affected, having
apparently indulged in the strange and dangerous pastime of holding a
conversation with one of the guard dogs at 2 o'clock on the morning of
the game. It should be added that 'Solly' played his best game of the
season and helped us to a fine win over a strong side.
We had a great time on and off the pitch, all that remains to be said
is that if there is anyone out there who plays half-decent hockey and can
keep up a steady social pace then come to 8 Sig Regt and help us win
the cup next year.

Back Row, left to Right Sig Mahon, SSgt McArthur, W02 McGerty,
LCpl Rutter, SSgt Walton, Cpl O'Sullivan

Front Row, left to Right: Cpl Singh, Cpl Stevenson, Cpl lnnman,
Capt Brewin, Sgt Ethridge, Sgt Armstrong
Mrs. Maureen Churchill in 'wig' conducting the Auction
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Maj C. Green WRAC
Capt N. E. Ladda
Capt (QM) H. A. C. Mteklnga

OCSupTp
QM

In Absentia-posted Cpl Calder
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COLD BLOW LANE
Situated on the North Downs just to the East of Maidstone lies the
NATO Forward Scatter Station, Cold Blow Lane . The Station
Supervisor W02 F of S Geoff OiaJoner is ably assisted by his Station
Technical Assistant, Sgt Grant Nicoll and his merry band. The Station,
part of 10 Sig Regt, is supported by 36 Engr Rer for Pay, Medical,
Mess facilities etc. We have the pleasure (?) o serving under two .
RSMs, though thankfully they rarely appear at the same time. Life is
unusually quiet with opportunities for day release at the local Tech
college for those with the inclination, plenty of opportunity for sport,
no hints as to who but Sgt Brian (not hockey again) Mower is now at 11
Sig Regt and Sgt Steve Drew is ... not squash again??
ANNUAL INSPECTION
The annual Station lns(>Cction took place during May, preceded by
much polishing and cleaning. All went well, the Station Supervisor is
now smiling again, and LCpl Bob Stanton and Sig Adle West, our tame
drivers, have come out of hiding.
LS AND GC PRESENTATION
The highlight of May was a visit to the Station by Commander 2 Sig
Gp, Bdg J. P. Hart OBE. During the visit he presented the Long
Service and Good Conduct medal to W02 OiaJoner, after which he
met the Station Staff and their families. Everybody enjoyed the buffet
and contents of our recently completed bar.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
Recent departures have been Sat• Brian Mower to 11 Sig Regt, Dan
Humphries to Quick Silver, Roy Haydock to his Foremans Course and
Bob Birch to civilian life. We wish them well and welcome Sgta Bob
Nelaon and Dougie Quick, and Cpll Mick Jagger, and Steve Cue.
Our congratulations go to Cpl and Mn Jager on the birth of their
son, Sgt and Mn Blrcb on the birth of their daughter, and finally to
Cpl Steve Cue, who has taken the plunge and married.
I SQUADRON

oc

2IC/Tfc Oftr
OCSWSTp
OCUTp
21CUTp

~C.F.Lewla

3SQUADRON

oc

2IC
CDSO
OCATp
OCBTp
ADSO

~ P. D. Templeman·Enna
Capt A. B. M. Stead MBE WRAC
Capt P. Sharpe
21.t H. Burm WRAC
2U S. Vincent WRAC
WOl S. Pratt WRAC

WRAC SUMMER CAMP
Surely the most important and enjoyable event in the merry months
of May must have been the annual WRAC Summer Camp, held at St
Martin's Plain Shorncliffe. Great fun was had by all but, on both
weeks, the carny alarm clocks proved fatal. On week l , the whole troop
overslept by li hrs when the intrepid troop commander, 2U Helen
Burm alarm clock failed to go off at ()(,()() hrs, and on week 2,
determined not to let the same thing happen to her the troop
commander, 21J Sharon Vincent misread her clock, and got the camp
up 1 hr early at 0500 hrs I
Water also proved a firm favourite. On week 1, Pte Deborah Co1: had
to take a bath in the canal, when left stranded on the bank in the
assault boat race. Cpl Dee Nield suffered the same fate in the 2nd
week, and her boots have never dried out since. Pte Sharon FDaor
however, did not like the idea of getting her feet wet, and used the CO
as a lever to get herself from the boat to firm ground. The CO thought
his luck was in for a moment.
LCpJ SyJvla Tysoe did some excellent shooting with the SLR, making
the marines down there think again. She gained 6cm group (at30x)
being the Best Shot of the week.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
The Sqn lost quite a few people this month. From th~ COMMCEN
we said a sad farewell to Sat Wendy Balton-destined for sunny
Cyprus. Cpl Deborah Bee and LCpJ Je1111 Seala both for civilian life. On
the Exchange side we saw the last of LCpl Jaclde ~~f,hew) who was
Martini and
with us for 2 years and has gone to NI, and Pte'a
Marlon Binge.
The most severe blow this month, must be the loss of Mn J1111
DouaJaa, Supervr 'B', who leaves us after 7 years to go to ACSM
Bordon. However her replacement, the more than capable Mia Val
Wooda, will doubtless prove just as efficient and the Sqn will carry on
running as smoothly as ever.

Capt J. Meehan
~ (TOT) L. W. Lepplngton
Capt K. F. Blnka WRAC
2U L. Garvey WRAC

WRAC SUMMER CAMP
For the last two months, life in COMMCEN Salisbury has centred
around the preparations for the WRAC Summer Camp Ranges , assault
courses and map reading; all of course done in the best tradition on
Salisbury Plain, either in pouring rain or howling gales.
However, all the annual problems of fitness, boots and combats at
least two or three sizes too large paled into insignificance when the man
from Transport and Movement said that our journey to Shorncliffe on a
Sunday was to be made by British Rail. Anyone who has ever spent
eleven hours getting from York to Kings Cross via Crewe without
changing trains on a Sunday and has had that all-embracing excuse
'Engineering Work' offered in mitigation will know the problem. On
Sunday, 11 May, it looked like all our worst fears (or should it be
greatest hopes) were to materialize. The train left Salisbury Station 45
mins late, but to the amazement of all and the sheer disbelief of the 2IC
and RSM, we arrived at camp on time.
Having got there with the minimum amount of trouble our thoughts
reverted to the more usual cause for laughter - combatel The QM staff
did ask what size everyone wanted, that didn't of course mean that was
the size they got, but it was at least nice to be asked.
The programme was split into two main are~ of activity. The . ~t
consisting of assault course work, weapon handling and watermanship.
The second being an exercise phase based on defence of a COMMCEN
site, and then a night patrol exercise.
Great fun was had by all and a large fund of 'tall stories' brought
back. to Wilton which, when told in grim and elaborate detail, will do
much to horrify all who spend Mardi and April 1981 in the rain and
wind of Salisbury Plain preparing for the next Summer Camp.
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ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
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Made up as required
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11 SigRegt
Catterick Garrison

1 SQUADRON ADULT RECRUITS
1 TROOP
Intake numbers 7926, 8001 and 8002 passed off the squ are on 28
March. The reviewing officer was Col A. N. de Bretton Gordon, AC of S
Ops, Defence Signal Staff (CentraO.
The prize for the Best Recruit was awarded to 24541129 Sig Rl~G.
S., who comes from Glas~ow. Before enlistment he was a welder and is
now to train as a technician.

RSSSC No 163
Staff Sergeants Course No 163 ended on 25 April. The top student
was Sgt Barrett of AA Coll Harrogate.
Back Row-Sgts Stewart, Lee, Mitchell, Gordan, Warburton, Green,
Budden, Cushnie, Willoughby
Middle Row-Sgts Barrett, Jones, Alves, Whillock, Cumiskey, Knell,
Haldane, Probin, Buckler
Front Row-Sgt McArdle, SSgt Bell, SSgt Moore, SSM Brown, Capt
Prees, OMSI Townsend DCM, SSgt Catterall, Sgt Cummings

Col M. A. Aris takes the salute

Maj Gen Hellier checking the 'fruit'

JUNIOR SIGNALMAN'S WING
SKilNG
The Army Ski Association Scottish Meeting was held in the
Cairngonn area from 17 to 22 March. The Junior Championsh~s
within the meeting proved to be of a very high standard with 12 Jumor
Units competing. In the circumstances the Junior Signalman Wing
came a very creditable second to the Junior Leaders Royal Regiment of
Artillery. The Ouston team comprised ofJSgtTlm Edwardl,JSlp Tony
Conway, Alan Freeman and Cbrll Henshaw.
The final race, on the Saturday, was held in a foot of fresh snow with
no lifts working in the vicinity of the race area. At stake was the Royal
Signals Scottish Championship Cup and only Capt Hugh Bardell, JSla
Tim Edwards and JLCpl Tony Mee managed to qualify for the race. the
outright winner proved to be JSgt Tim Edwards from a start number of
152!

Sig Rice G.S. Best Recruit No 1 Troop
Queen's Gurkha Signals Pipes and Drums

The prize for the Best Shot of the intake was awarded to 24551068
Sig Brown S. R., who comes from Chatham.
2TROOP
Recruit intake Numbers 8002/8003/8004 passed off the square on 24
April. The reviewing officer was Col M. A. Aris late Royal Anglian
Regiment, who is the Colonel AQ at Headquarters North East District.
We were fortunate to be able to have the Pipes and Drums of the
Queens Gurkha Signals to rlay for this parade.
The prize for the Best Al Round Recruit was awarded to 24551948
Sia Preston S. R., who comes from Manselton, Wales. Before
enlistment he was employed as an electrical service engineer and he is
now to train as a technician.
The prize for the Best Shot of the intake was won by 24551677 Sig
Fonbaw R. W ., who comes from Astley. Manchester. Our photographs
lbow 2 Troop lead by ~ lmt, SSM Sharp and Lt Colborn marching
past Col Aris and the Pipes and Drums of the Queens Uurkha Signals
marching off parade.
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VISITS
On Thursday 27 March the Regiment received a visit from ~ Gen
Jimmie HeUJer late Royal Signals, the Major General Administration at
Headquarters UKLF. His visit took in the whole of Catterick Garrison
and his look at the Regiment was cut very short by the non-flring
variety of Catterick weather on the day. The General had time,
however, to check on the progress of the tree he planted in Helles
Barracks when ending his tour as Commander Trainmg Brigade Royal
Signals in 1974.
Our photograph shows the General admiring his tree which in
honour of the occasion had produced a beautiful early crop of succulent
squash balls.
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INSTRUCTIONAL WING
RSSSC NO 162
Staff Sergeants Course No 162 ended on 25 April. Sgt Brand of The
School of Signals was top student.
Back Row- Sgts Arundel, Thomas, Rackham, Murray, Lowe,
Lawton, Grossmith
Middle Row-Sgts Huggins, Scully, Thompson, Watkins, Randle,
Wild, Brand
Front Row - Sgt McArdle, Ssgt Bell, Ssgt Moore, SSM Brown, Capt
Prees, QMSI Townsend DCM, Ssgt Catterall, Sgt Cummings
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Sgt nm Edwards, winner of the Roval Signals Scottish Championship
Cupfor1900
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13 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 40
VALE

Our Regiment, like any other, has its fair share of 'Old' soldiers, but
it is always with sadness that we say goodbye to a good hand. Ml\! (QM)
Alf Reed fin ally left us in the middle of April having completed 37
years in the Army. Although he was well wined and dined befoi:e h~ left
us, he still managed to hand over to his succe.ssor a well mamtained
barracks oompJete to CES. We wish him and his wife Maraam every
happiness in their retirement.

DAY 3 (EXERCISE 'SOREFEET'.)
. .
.
.
An aptly named exercise! The atm was to re1om the Regiment, usmg
map and compass, as soon as possible using the shortest possible ro~te.
Depending on the route chosen, the distance covered could b~ anyth~ng
from 10 to 20kms, or in the case of Cpl Alex Middleton • section
upwards of 30kmsl Don't mention Exercise Sorefeet to SSgt Tony Bird
who accompanied Alex
.
No transport of anr, kind was to be u.sed but. LCpl Joe Da'rl.n still
attempted to hitch a hft-on a barge! This Exercise completed, it only
remained to pack up and limp back to Birgelen.

REGIMENTAL HOCKEY
It was with some relief that after an extension of the season the 'B'
team came top of the Rhine Area Second Division . Only one team
could have beaten us, 16 Sig Regt, but they were unable to complete
their programme and so our 'B' team crowned a successful and well
~eserved se8:son ?Y taking the league trophy and medals on their very
first se~son m ~1s leag~e. Sofi?e 25 players/articipated, an accepted
factor m a shift working environment an one which was cleverly
managed by the team manager WOI Red Rigley. Our top scorers were
Sp John Utter, W02 Re:s: "The What Me Umpire' Couch, LCpla
Simon Pinkney and Da't'f'. Exley. ~ne slight embarrassing problem to
overcome for next season ts who will represent the Regiment in the first
division, as our 'A' team is ~l ready in th~t lea~e: No problem thou2h,
we are sure that our erstwhile hockey officer, ~ Vina will clear tliat
up with the Secretary before he leaves us on posting. We also say
farewell to WO l Red Rigley on posting and look forward to another
fine season of hockey here in 13 Sig Regt.

Changeover in the Chain of Command race as SSgt Gary Mason
hands the baton to Sgt J im Leivers, Sgts Bob Hodges and Ian
Haldane are still waiting!

The 178 years of accumulated service that run the administration c;>f
the Regiment. From left to Right· Majs Joe Adams, Ken Rutter, Bill
Griffin, Alf Reed and Bill Parkes

ONE SQUADRON SUMMER CAMP
This year's Summer Caroll took place in April at the ' Costa de!
Grobbendonk' training area m Belgium . Each troop spent three days
there during which rain, snow, sleet, frost and sometimes sunshine
were experienced!
DAYl
Arriving shortly after five in the evening at Olen camp, W02 (SSM)
BID Gamer formed the welcoming committee. ' Unload your kit and
you will find your tents at the back of that building.' Our 'tents'
consisted of a building with 2 man rooms, 1 shower and 3 baths. Little
was to be seen of these during the next two days! After dumping our kit
and a quick change it was straight out for a BFT run. A good way to get
to know the local area.
Tea was followed by an evening's entertainment in the bar. After
being split up into two sections, Section Leaders had to _Q_rovide a three
man team to take part in a quiz chaired by W02 (SSM) BID
'Gamercolpe' ably assisted by Sat Al Meir who kept the scores but
refused to do a twirl! The quiz was in three parts: NBC, General
Knowledge and Music, with the A Troop team of Cpl Mick Martin, Cpl
Dan Cral1 and LCpl 'Sid' Danlelt gaining the highest overall score on
the camp. Further entertainment was provided by the 'boat' kindly
donated by the Sergeants Mess. Everyone made an attempt to 'sail' her
but few if any met with success!
DAY 2 (THE LONGEST DAY)
After breakfast, transport was provided to take us to the
Grobbendonk training area. The morning was taken up with weapon
training and live TOET's, Cpls being detailed to give weapons
instruction and SNCO's taking charge of the range. We were also
taught the art of survival, by W02 (SSM) BID Gamer. He
demonstrated how and where to set up traps to catch anything from an
unsuspecting rabbit to man himself.
The afternoon was taken up b,Y Exercise Huntsman, the aim of which
was to practice moving into a suitable location and root and destroy the
enemy. Ambush drills were carried out (sometimes successfully!) and
as usual NBC formed an important part of the exercise. Suit changes
and recovery of injured personnel were carried out in a simulated
chemical environment. Members of the training staff also acted from
time to time as members of a friendly local 'resistance movement',
carrying information on the enemy. Unfortunately on most occasions
they were mistaken as enemy and accidentally shot! The day ended in
the early hours of the morning with a return to Olen camp and a much
needed though brief sleep.
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Members of C Troop 'hurry' to rejoin the Regiment during Exercise
'Sorefeet'
From left to right: Cpl Yogi Yeoman, Cpl Brian Barker, Sgt John
Lister, Sig Dave Bond, LCpls Nigel Rock and Steven Till and SSgt Mo
Emmott

SQUASH
The Rhine Area Winter Lea~e has now closed. As predicted in our
last report the team continued its progress to complete the latter half of
the season without conceding a game. We finished the season as clear
winners of Division II of the Rhine Area Winter League. February saw
both ex_perienced and novice players battle for the title of Regimental
Champ10n . The novice and open competition attracted some 30
competitors. The worthy winners were:
Novice:
Cpl A. Mldcleton
Open:
Cpl P. Ramshaw
both players winning in three straight games.
As we dose the notes for this season we bid farewell to two of the
Regimental team who move to new (squash) pastures in the near
future. They are, the Team Captain, Capt Ken Stewart who is off to
Catterick, and Cpl Paul Yeoman who leaves for UK.

The 2nd XI Hockey Team
Back Row: W02 Rex Couch, Sgt Dutch HoHand, SSgt Tony Turner,
Cpl Brum Matthews, Cpl Yogi Yeoman, Sig Graham Packwood, W02
Red Rigley
Kneeling: LCpl Dave Exley, Sgt John Lister, Cpl Bob Dixon, LCpl Doe
Davin, Sig Sam Street

REGIMENTAL ATHLETICS MEETING
On Friday 16 May the Regiment held its annual inter-squadron
athletic~ meeting. The warm sunny weather was appreciateo by the
compet.itors and the spectators who had turned out to support their
respective squadrons. 1 Squadron showed their strength in the field
with WOI Da't'e Rlaley, SStrt Al Thompaon, Sat Jim Leben, Cpl Alex
MldcDeton, LCpl Oaarlle Drab and Sig SteTe Ollnr winning their
events and W02 Brian Da'rle1, Sat Ian Haldane and LCpl Noel
Graham of HQ Squadron taking the remaining events. 1
On the track the points were more evently divided between the three
squadrons. Cpl Dan Creuwell of 2 Squadron winning the 800m and
lSOOm, and Sat Ian Haldane winning the 100m sprint and 110m
hurdles. Sia Sten OllTer of 1 Squadron ran an easy 400m hurdles and
Cpl Y,I Yeoman newly married showed his stamina by winning the
400m. Squadron finished the day by winning both the 100m and
400m Relays. Mn Garton kindly presented the medals to the winners
and the Regimental Cup to 1 Squadron's team captain, Sat Jlm
I.elven.

Sgt Leivers of 1 Squadron holds aloft the Inter Squadron Athletics
Cup which he had just received from Mrs Kathy Garton who is
standing on the right

Rhine Area Squash League Division 2 winners. From left to right: Cpl
Peter Ramshaw, Lt Col C. T. Garton, Capt Ken Stewart, Cpl Yogi
Yeoman, SSgt Mo Emmott.
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16 Sig Regt 8.F.P.O. 35

MOTOR CYCLING
Motor cycling has really taken off in the regiment over the past few
months. C11pt Gordon Park,. the OIC motor cycli_ng, has entered riders
in three events and organised one enduro which attracted over 90
riders from all ~ver BAOR and Berlin. The unit motor cycle club also
assisted RAF Brilggen's motor cycle club to organise a successful
cnduro event. SSgt Paddy Dickinson and LCpl Keith Randle were
clerks of the course for both enduros and they produced two really good
circuits.
At the REME Motor Cycle Championships-a one day Enduro
meeting-held at Paderbom on 9 May, SSgt Dickinson, LCpls Randle
and Knowles ended the day as the overall winning team and Cpl EUlss
won 3rd place in the Military Novice Class.
.
Exercise Fractured Frame was another one day Enduro Meetmg at
Brilggen and two of our best riders, SSgt Dickinson an~ ~Cpl ~andle
organised the course. Capt Gordon Park wh_o was nding his new
Beemish Suzuki PE 250 for only the second bme had a spectacular
crash on the fifth lap whilst in third position. With his front forks
seized up he finished the morning stage well in time but, despite frantic
action in the pits over lunch hour, he failed to start for the second
stage::
LCpl nm Gooch riding for the first time in an event went out on the
first lap with clutch problems. LCpl Pete Knowles should have won the
military class-he was in the lead at the 3rd stage-but on the motor
cross stage, he had a dead engine and got away last. He fought his way
through the field however, to sixth position and took overall 2nd place.
Sia Mike Duke (son of World Champion Road Racer Geoff Duke), in
only his second ride in Enduros did extremely well to take 2nd place in
the competition class on his 250 Yamaha. Cpl Paddy Ella had a steady
ride and took 9th place in the military class. Sig 'Popeye' Broughton, in
his first ride ever over the rough , managed to finish the course on one of
the Corps Trials Ossas, and was given a Silver Medal for his efforts.
The BAOR Motor Cycling Championships 1980 were held at
Munster on 30-31 May and 1 June. The unit entered one team and
three individuals. It was a very demanding trial and a real test of man
and machine. Unit riders took the following awards and places:
MILITARY CLASS
3rd Winning Team:
Team:

Cup & Trophy for each rider
SSgt Paddy Dickinson
(10th overall and Silver Award)
LCpl Kefth Randle
(4th overall and Gold Award)
LCpl Pete Knowles
(9th overall and Gold Award)

COMPETITION CLASS
Competition Trials Oass:

Competition Enduro Oass:

Capt Gordon Park
(2nd place and Silver Award)
Sig 'Popeye' Broughton
(4th place and Silver Award)

MilJTARY TESTING DAY
The ARU Military Testing Day took place on 20 May and as the
photographs show it was an all swinging, all dancing day of military
skills activity. Our training instructors pulled all the stops out to
produce real!sm , inte.rest and some fun as well, as the Regiment was
put through its paces m front of the assessors from Headquarters Rhine
Area.

OLD SOLDIERS
From left to right: Capt McGarry (Winner). Rev Hancock (partly
hidden), W01 Brittendon, Maj Bunce, Maj Hunt, Capt Webster (2nd),
LT Guest, W01 (RSM) Miles (looking on) Lt Col Moss (3rd)

Mrs E. Moss, Wife of ~he Commanding Officer, presenting the Sqn
Shield to SSgt Lees of 2 Sqn.
UK WATERPOLO TOUR
!he Watepolo Team has been. training since Janµary under the
guidance of Sgt Pete Dunnings. With three months training and new
playe~s posted in, it was time to put the team to the test. With the kind
perm1ss1on of the Commandant of the Army Apprentices College
Harrogate the te~m b~~.d itself a~ the College for a week of training
and matches agamst ~1vihan clubs m the area. Every morning the team
left the warmth of their beds for three hours trainin~ in the cam ool.
!he hea!t becomes hardened to cries of the 'Waters cold', 'pah/ and
not agam coach please'.
The first match against Y?rk City Baths was a win for the Regiment
5-4. Huddersfield w.ere a different story. We were beaten by a superb
team 12-3 and agamst Warth-On-Deane (a hard match) again we
were b~a~en 6-;-3. On to Scarborough. At last the match experience
and trammg paid off. ~.e teai_n playe~ superbly to win 6-5.
The team 1s now trammg with confidence and looking forward to its
future matches. Special thanks to WOI (FofS) Harries 8 Sig Regt and
W02 (YofS) Wood AAC for their help on the tour. And last but not
least the team for all the hard work they have put in.

Sgt Fraser makes a point as W02 (YofS) Rattray keeps a beady eye
on the background activity

CliAIN OF COMMAND-3 SQUADRON TEAM
From left to right: Capt Thompson (OC Sqn), W02 Dunbar, Sgt Kerr,
LCpl Partington, Sig Goodson, Capt Webster
3 Sqn won the tug-of-war, with sn_iall Sig Campbell. ma~g t.he
weight even. HQ Sqn retained the Cham of Command sh1~ld; 1t.s nice
to see that at times they work together. 2 Sqn were the outright wmners
and retain the Inter Squadron Shield for yet another year.

Sig Mike Duke
(5th Place)

C..,t Gordon Park and LCpl Keith Randle are also going to Wales for
the Inter Squadron Athletics meeting early in the year. The date
eventually chosen was the 10 April.
REGIMENTAL ATHLETICS
As the diary for 1980 was going to be pretty tu11 it was decided to hold
the Inter Squadron Athletics meeting early in the year. The date
eventually chosen was the 10 April.
After much, hustle and bustle, by Squadrons, getting their respective
teams together, the day dawned, not a particularly bright one, but not
raining. It was soon seen that the same 'old faces' were representing
their squadrons. I was hoping to find new and young stars to form the
Regimental Team.
The RSM, WOl Miles, was well to the front in the 5000m finishing
2nd to Sia Bywat~ of 2 Sqn. Sgt Hall of 1 Sqn, who is an Army
Runner, ran as an individual and beat Cpl Goater of 2 Sqn in both the
100m and 200m. He also ran in the second heat of the lOOm to give
LCpl Bulin of2 Sqn competition. This assisted LCpl Bantin who won
his heat. In the field events Sat Payet of HQ Sqn did well in the Pole
Vault and LCpl Bmtln again won the Long Jump.
The main events of the day went very well. It was then time to hold
the Old Soldiers race. The Paymaster, Capt C. McGury did very
well-he must have been practicing-his bottle of 'champers' tasted
quite good.
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Back row left to right standing: SI Duckworth, LCpl Goddard, Sig
Newton, Sig Funnell, Cpl Quick, LCpl Brereton, Cpl Tulip, Sig
Bradley, Sgt Dunnings (Coach)
Front row left to right sitting: Sig Kevins, Sig Henniker, Sig Steel
(Capt) Cpl Butler

Start of BFT's

TUG-OF-WAR - 3 SQUADRON TEAM
From left to right: LCpl Gooch (Coach), Sig Donnelly, Sig Milburn,
Sgt Sandy, Cpl Tulip, Cpl Mulholland, Sig Guinn, Sig Sowerby, Sig
Campbell
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LS & GC PRESENTATION
A hundred years ago, back in April, our Group Com'!lan~er, ~I. A.
D. Lewia, took time out during a visit to meet our soldiers m trammg
for their Ulster tour with 19 Field Regiment RA, to present Capt Leslie
Smith WRAC with her LS and GC medal. The Regiment offers its
congratulations to her and wishes her a successful tour when she moves
to 29 Company WRAC.

Capt Leslie Smith reads through t he citation with husband, Maj Frank
Smith fo llowing the presentation of her LS an d GC

THE NORTHERN IRELAND PLATOON
2Lt 'Burt' Lancuter and 15 soldiers of the Regiment have now joined
13 Bty of 19 Fd Regt RA in final ~reparations for their Op Banner tour
starting in July. The Regiment wishes them all a happy and successful
tour. We look forward to seeing them Safely back with us in Krefeld in
December.

-

MORRISON CUP ATHLETICS
No sooner had we recovered from the Military Testing Day when it
was all hands to preparing to host the competitors and offi~~s fr?m
the Corps Regiments and Squadrons and to set up the admirustration
at the Edclstahl Stadium in Krefeld for the annual Morrison Cup
Athletics Meeting . The Stadium Support Team under SSgt Burton put
it up and took it down. At the end of the briefing on 'tent erection' day
LCpl Smith was adamant it was about to rain. 'No it is not!' replied the
21C 'I'll tell you when it is going to rain' . He didn't and it did. But, why
did it have to rain on the day? You will read much more about the
Athletics elsewhere in these pages.
UNIT PHOTOGRAPHER
Over the years Sgt BUI Stone has taken hundreds of photographs to
support our Wire notes and provide a record of our activities. He leaves
us shortly and I take this opportunity to thank him for the enormous
amount of time and effort he has taken in his darkroom (now
resembling a cellar once more) to produce some outstanding
photographs.

THE DIFFICULT PART
Perhaps the most difficult part was actually getting a team to
Heidelberg. As word got round about the search for volunteers, so
memories cleared a little, except for members of the Sergeants Mess,
who all had very hazy recollections of their visits to Heidelberg.
Potential volunteers were told: 'Run up it? You must be mad. You need
pitons and ice pick-in summer!' 'It's bloody high.' 'Steps all the way
to the top-though that could have been the sleepers for the cable train'
(Obviously a member of the Sergeants Mess, he was ignored).
Consequently, the initial flood drained a bit until we were left with
the usual athletic crew, who didn't mind showing off their prowess once
more:
They were :
Capt Jim Taggart REME
Sgt Paul Duckworth
Cpl Angle Warne. (WRAC)
~~I Dave Thomas
LCpl George Bantin
LCpl Tony Hayden
Sig Preclou1 WUt1hlre
Sig Darrel Skimming

Pete Elle Garland at ease after BFT

Sgt Mick Howie, Sgt Pete Dunnings and SS (Yotsl Pete Tharmelake
a break

followed by another km, it seemed, of steep, zig-zag path to the top of
the first ridge. After that it was plain sailing-a further 7km on forest
bridle paths at a steady incline of about 9:1. It was all quite deliberate
because our objective was one of 43rd's transmitters situated on top of
'The Seat of Kings', 567. Sm ASL (fairly simple integration will show
that we climbed about 1800ft but took 8.8km to do it).

Finally, this report would not be complete without mentioning t he
fine performance of our WRAC athletics team at the Rhine Area
Championships last week by coming 2nd to the team from Bielefeld
which, incidentally, included a number of service-women from 4 Sqn .
W /Cpl Anafe Warnes concluded that the WRAC of 16 Sig Regt were
the best and I am not going to disagree with her.

STOP PRESS
The Regiments Tenpin Bowling team led by W02 (SSM) Bill Wllaon
are the BAOR Champions of 1980. This is great news and we will be
reporting the details in the next edition of The Wire.
DEAD SIMPLE
Kick! 'Gaarrhl'
'How would you like to . .. '
Kick! 'Urrghl'
... organise a team . .. '
Kick! 'Umphl'
' . . . to run in the KONIGSTUHL RUN?'
Kick I (Falsetto) 'No Problem'.
Later; much later: 'Come on Sir, you can do it. I've been here ages.
Faster George, overtake him , Go on, push all the way. Yippee!' You
know, you get dunned from above and below when you organise things
but it's a really nice feeling when 'your' team comes 4th out of 20; when
6 of your 8 runners pack in so closely that all you can see is a stream of
green clad bodies in the last 400 metres and when your 14 year old son
beats 55 mins and half the runners taking part. It was the 5th KSL Run
and the biggest to date with a field of '][)7 finishing. The three teams
who beat us were medic and MP units in Heidelberg but we beat the
organisers, our hosts and partners, the 43rd (US) Sig Bn by a grand
margin.
It had started as a purely 43 Bn run between the officers and
'enlisted' but, as difficult and challenging events often do, it gained
status, entrants and units until this year Gen McKnJaht started the
runners and presented the prizes, with a full Colonel and Lt Col Ebele,
CO of the Bn, in attendance. The run was dead simple: start at
Campbell Bks, 109.5m ASL; run the first km up through the
residential part of Heidelberg to a very (very) long stone staircase,
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The audit prevented Cpl Thoma• WRAC and Cpl Wiamea attending
whilst shyness kept Mn Duckworth and Mn Hayden from following
their 'hubbies' down. Family Taggart had to go, they would be required
as ground crew for Dad's flight down on his super duper hang glider.
We drove down May Day, with Sig Ian Cooper up front , tucking into
the ice cream (lollies) that PRI had provided with the pack lunches;
most appropriate with us on our way to a 'lil' bit of the Good 0 1' US of
A'. In 4i hours we were drinking in the beauty of Heidelberg, Oohing
and Ahhing at the wide river, the huge, red castle, the wide boulevards,
the hills: The Hills! 'OMG. They're SO BIG'. If you look up a bit more,
you'll see tomorrow's destination ...
Our reception at CampbelrBks was well organised and managed to
stay that way all thru. Each person was allocated a host and we split, to
meet next morning, 8.00am at the Telecommunication Center.
A FAMILIAR PROBLEM
We were shown'. .. the 120 line Tx NY163, Pardon me CY157, with
a 15 Mega Bit facility an ' if we j ust put this plug in here 'n here, up on
the Tri-Meter Facility (Tee Eh Meff) you 'all can see that
someone's-ah--<>n the telephone an' he's-ah-got the busy signal
Y'know. You can see the regular beat and I can show you if I plug in
here Bee-Beep! Bee-Beep !'
'We get that when we make a call too.'
'Yep, guess we're pretty much the same alright.'
'Well , thanks for showing us around .'
'That's OK . Bye now. Have a nice day, y'hear.'
'Hello, welcome to Aimee (Amme- Automatic Something Else).
Installed in the past year it uses 2 UNIVAC computers and can take
tape, card, termmal typed, typed and handwritten messages. F'nstance
I pop this typed message into this optical reader, type into the terminal
this 'n that and the Vu-screen displays the message and tells you
whether or not it recognises every character. You check the typed
message with the text on the screen . It's OK, so I type this 'n this mto
the terminal and y'see the Vu-screen tells me exac'ly what to do next . In
this case I c'n release the message for routing so I type this 'n this and
over there, on the medium speed printer, the computer will print an
acknowledgement slip which we put with the onginal back to the
customer. That's odd. It's not printing. Oh, there's a shame. The
computer's telling me Not-To-Transmit. See the En Tee Tee button's
flashing. That means it's busy so I'll cancel it all from memory, put the
original here and the next shift can process it.'
'You mean that was a sort of "engaged" signal?'
'Yes sir.'
'Um, we get those too.'
'Ha Ha. Yep, I guess we·re pretty much alike, huh?'
THE EXCITING BITS
It was interesting (from a job psycholo~ point of view and/ ifnothing
else) to see a human female employed m tearing off each perforated
acknowledgement slip from the printer and stapling it to the customers
original as a receipt. It seems only the machine gets to do the exciting
bits.
THE WORD IN
They're still de-bugging parts of the system and some funny stories
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came up about the early days. One FLASH message was released for
routing, the printer acknowledged this with: 'THE..COMPUTERACCEPTED-YOUR-MESSAGE-AT xyz HRS.' Someone phoned later
to ask where the message was, the General had really wanted it a while
ago ... Mild Panic!
'Interrogate the Computer!'
'Yessirl Switch on the Anglepoise! Now, WHERE-IS-THE-FLASHMSG-QUES'
Sulky silence.
'WHAT -HA YE· YOU-DONE-WITH· THE-FLASH-MSG-QUES.'
Not a flicker on the Vu-screen.
'AW -C-CMM-MON-STOP-THE-GENE RAL· WANTS-HIS-MSGEXCLAM'.
Silence.
'WE-CMM-LL-PULL-O UT-YR-PLUG-IF-YOU-DON-CMM-T -TELL-US-WHERE-THE-GODDAM-MSG-IS-EXCLAM.'
Eleven and one half hours later . .. (The msg got thru on the 1964
printer!)
Reminds me of the time YOS Rattray had to unplug TARI F to stop
it talking to its sister up the road- all they were doing was
acknowledging Flash Acknowledgemen t signals to one another and no
one else could get a word in I
VOLUME
The Commcen do have one problem to which we, perhaps, should be
seeking a solution as well. The increased message handling capacity
has resulted in an increased load not an increase in spare capacity of
'fat' . They should have 30 days store of messages on disc before these
are transferred to the 180 days History Tapes. In fact , the volume of
traffic is now so great that they are down to 7 days of disc storage and as
terminals go into remote locations this will reduce by ti days per
terminal. What they (and we?) need, is fierce control of message traffic
generated-but, who's going to do it?
THE DIFFERENTIAL FACTOR
'Hello an ' welcome to the Telephone Center. There's not too much
for yuh to see, it's fully automatic. Ah have 21 subscribers an ' 2
computers automatically control everything that goes on an' prints out
every de-tail yuh could need about the system. Batteries low? Prin-tout
an' alarm . A phone otfthe hook? Prin-tout an' it stops t he dial tone an'
blocks any calls to that phone till it's replaced, when it prints out and
resets everything. It c'n even tell yuh the time. OK sonny? Type in T -1M-E. There y'are.
Now over here's the . .. Pardon me, Ma'am?'
What time zone are you using?'
'Zulu. Ma'am. We all use Zulu, no matter what time it is.'
'Oh, t hat' s funny. I make it 1130 and your print out says 1609. '
'Whaaat? I Hey, Harry . C'mere . I wanna know when this thing went
down , fr how long an' why wasn 't the clock put right an ' . .. (fade
out).
Heh , Heh . Y'know, we always assume the computer's right so we
never look at the prin-tout.
CHANGE OF SCENE
By 1230 we were in the casino buying Hamburger 'n French Fries
and starting to down the Dextrose tablets to keep the knees from
shaking. At 1.C~m the cheeky young lady at Registration was asking
our ages and at i.30pm the adrenaline coursed all the way to the feet
and arms as the General dropped the flag . By the time we'd reached
The Steps, 5 of us were in the first 20 and wondering why. At the likm
point it was painfully obvious. No sooner had you gotten used to
zigging, than the path zagged and another couple of runners tried to
push in front of you .
At the first check-point Sig Sldmmlna was well away with Cpl
Thomu just behind him. Then in a gagle, spread across the road and
running in s_!e_p to confuse the Americans, were LCpl Hayden, Sat
Duckworth, U..)>I Bantin and Capt Taa&U( with Sia Wntsblre a little
further back, Mark T~ and Cpl Wamea, center field . This
situation stayed quo until JUSt past the third checkpoint when Hayden
got fed up pulling us along and buzze~ off to try to catch Sldmmlna,
who was now outta sight, and Thomu, who was about lSOm ahead of
us.
At this stage, it became obvious that there was a/articular method
of running amongst a dozen or so Americans. They' run fast for 200m
or so then walk 50-lOOm, then run fast , then walk and so on. Very
irritating and very effective, particularly as most of them seemed to
time their last 200m burst to be the run-in and you were trying to get
that damned lazy left leg of yours in front of your week-kneed right and
keep down the Hamburger you 'd eaten 21 hours ago, whilst Sldmmlna,
the Rat, was urging Bantin to overtake you.
The end you thought would never come did, of course, and it wu
great to find that Sldmmlna had come 15th, Tbomu 20th and Haydee
24th . Then in another bunch came Tagprt, 25th , 28th and 29th
Bmtln and Duckworth, followed in 53rd place by Wlltahlre. Mark
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RHINE AREA CHAMPIONS

Tqprt , 14 years old, completed the run in 54_ min 49 secs in _lOSth
place and Anale Warne• was 4th woman in 59 mms 33 secs, beating 54
men to take 133rd place.
The only sad note about the whole thing was that the wind was from
behind the hill so Dad didn't get to fly down on bis Super Duper H. G.

~ Regiment~ team continued their fine form by comfortably

retamm~ the Rhine Area Athletics Championship for the eighth
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conscutive year. They have set their sights on the
Championships and we all wish them well.

BAOR

TUGOFWAR
. A new sporti~g interest in the Regiment is that of Tug of War. The
mterest began m the early rounds of the Morrison Cup and went
through. to the finals of Rhine Area, both heavyweight and lightweight.
Our hghter t~m lost to 68 Sq!! RC! in the final. The heavyweight
team won the Rhme Area Championship from 16 Sig Regt in 2 straight
pulls. The t~am came up against a very strong team in the Morrison
~~-- 14 Sig Regt. Here we were defeated by 2 straight pulls in the

SKU..LATARMSMEETING

KSL Run Team. From left to right: Standing Sgt Duckworth, Cpl'
Thomas, WCpl Warnes, LCpl Hayden, Sig Wiltshire, Capt Taggart
REME
Seated: Marie Taggart (14 yrs), Sig Skimming, Cpl Bantin, Matthew
Taggart who was not allowed to run I

Once again the sharpshooters of 13 Sig Regt pipped our Regimental
shooting team for the Rhine Area Championships. Our team however
had some notable success. They won the Major Unit SLR, Pistol and
Falling_ Plate and came runners up in the Major Unit Trophy and I:MG
Cup. The team spirit was high and augurs well for the Co.rps Skill at
Arms Meeting in the UK. Needless to say, we will be seekmg revenge
over old rivals 13 Sig Regt. Individually, Sat Harry Thome and Cpl
Geoff Copley came to the fore. Sat Harry Thome is the ~in~ _Area
Skill at Arms Champion 1980 and Cpl Geoff Copley won the mdmdual
SMG Match Trophy. Special mention must go to Caf?t John
Rlcbarchon OIC Shooting and Sat Trevor Jone• for coaching and
encouraging the team throughout the season.

Both our teams then went to Giltersloh for the BAOR
Championships. The heavyweilth.t team came 7th and gained valuable
experience for next season. Look: out 14 Sig Regtl

Mrs. Colman presents 2Lt Mark Slaski, 2 Sqn, w ith t he Ch ampions
trophy at the Regimental At hletics Meeting

Lt Col Esele, CO 43rd (US) Sig Bn Heidelberg, about to present the
4th team Certificate to Sig Darrell Skimming after the KSL Run, 2 May

MORRISON CUP

Regimental Tug of War Team . Rhine Area 640 kg Champions 19fKJ.
Standing left to Right: LCpl Shingler, Cpl Vincent, Sgt Scull (Coach)
Sgt Walker, LCpl Fiteni
S;rung left to Right: LCpl Barnes, LCpl McGhee, Sig Pocock, Sig
Fisher

The effort put into the Regimental athletics competition carried on
to the Morrison Cup. After a very long reign as champions in BAOR,
our team came runners up to 2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt. We
congratulate them and wish them well in the BAOR Finals when we
shall meet them again and look for revenge. The teams success is built
around the good spirit. Responsible for this has been Capt Dick Hoyle,
the team captain, who certainly leads by example on the running track.

THE WIND DOWN

The wind-down was as varied as our hosts. Some went out for a meal,
some went to a disco , others slept their weariness away. Everyone met
up again next day at the PX. A GI-normous place which appeared to
include a garage, car sales lot, the comnussary (Verboten to us ,
though) , a Cafeteria, shoe shop, clock shop, audio shop, garden centre,
clothes and household goods store.

THE ECONOMY

Jeans were cheap, Mallory batteries half UK and German prices;
audio equipment a little cheaper and electric fry pans one quarter
German prices. The_ problem was, you needed a 20lb, 92 dollar
transformer (220-llOV) so there was no advantage. Second hand cars
were really good value, 750 dollars being a fairly popular price for a
machine that was that long, electric everything, with automatic
operation everything else.

Sgt Harry Thorne The Rhine Area Champion at Arms 1980

A MARK IN THE DIARY
None of our team had visited the 43rd before, let alone run up KSL
and when they were asked on the way home if they'd go again, they
unanimous!~ 'Yes'. Only Cpl Warnes said she wouldn't run ..?..P
KSL again.
ew Tagut, 9 years old, said he'd take her place! l!ilg
Cooper said he'd run next time too, so it can't be as bad as you miltbt
imagine. May I suggest you runners mark in your diary against May a1:
'KSL Run-Must Go'.
.
Was it satisfying?
Alright team, in chorus: 'You Betcha!'
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ATHLE11CS MEETING
On a bright sunny day the Regimental Athletics Meeting got under
way. The meeting was held in the right friendly atmosphere. It was
obvious from the start that 2 Sqn were the strongest team. They were
however chased hard by 1 Sqn which produced an exciting lOOm relay.
Mn Colman , wife of the Commanding Officer presented the prizes
at the end of the meeting. The eventual winners were 2 Sqn who ended
HQ Sqn 's long reign as champions.
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Morrison Cup runners up and Rhine Area Champions
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The Burgermeister of Dilsseldorf presents the Prudential Trophy tor
Tug of War to the Team Coach Sgt Mick Scull . LCpl Barnes looks on
expectantly
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VALE

Those of the Corps who have served with 21 Sig Regt from 1970
onwards will know M~ Clia1 Huabe• BEM. He i.s currently OC HQ
Sqn having been QC K Troop RAF Witdenrath. He is known by both
the Army and RAF as a living historical record of Wildenrath. His 10
years at W!ldenrath has made him many friends in both services.
He is now leaving both the Regiment and the Army after some 35
years of loyal SCIVice. His farewells started with a Regimental dinner
held in the Sgts Mess followed by a farewell Bar-B-Que for Chu and
RJta HuJhel, superbly organised by W02 (SSM) Freel Winton. The 2
guests made a grand entrance to the Bar-B-Que handcuffed in a l>olice
car and escort complete with flashing lights and sirens. Their departure
from the Bar-B-Que amidst smoke grenades was equally spectacular.
The officer.; also held a dinner in honour of Chas and Rita Hughes and
sent them off in fine style. He was finally "seen" off by HQ Sqn and the
officer.; of the Regiment. Not a dry eye on the day. We all wish Chu
and Rita all our best wishes for civilian life and feel sure that they will
not lose touch with the Corps which they both have faithfully served.
A brief on his career makes interesting reading.
1945
Joined the Corps
1946-49
LCpl-Sgt Overhead and UG Cable Troop Egypt
Command Signal Regiment Cairo
Sgt Static Comms Sig_ Troop-Vienna
1949-52
Sgt PSI 53 Inf Div (Welsh) Cardiff
1952-54
SSgt (SQMS) 5 Corps Sig Regt Colchester
1954-56
SSgt (SQMS) 1 Corps Sig Regt-Suez. Awarded BEM
1956
W02 Heavy Cable Troop Hereford
1956-60
W02 Anny Works Study Group Eastern Command
1960-62
W02 44 (HC) Sig Regt Army Cadet Military Standards
1962-64
Canterbury
WOl (RSM) formed up 15 Sig Regt Aden
1964-66
Commissioned Lt-Capt Adventure Trg Wing 24 Sig Regt
1966-70
Capt and Maj OC K Troop, QC HQ Squadron RAF
1970-80
W!ldenrath

NOT BAD
The Regimental Badminton team has enjoyed one of its most
success.fut year.; under the coaching of W01 Pete McLoughlln, winnin
the Rhme A.rea Knockout Cup and becoming the runners-up to HQ
(BR) Corps m the BAOR Inter-Unit competition. Notable members of
the team were ~SM Ted Banham, Cpl Keith Rum1ey, Sig Bob Curtla
and not forgettmg Sig Ralph Johnson who has had a very successful
seaso!1 and also was chosen by the BAOR Badminton Committee as the
most improved young player of the year.

¥

Maj Hughes BEM farewell . 'Is it catching?'
Left to Right: Maj Stutchbury 2(C, WO Marsh (Mess Manager), RSM,
Maj Chas Hughes BEM, Maj Falla

FAREWELL AND WELCOME TO MR. HOMEWOOD
On 1 July the WOs and SNCOs dined out RSM Charles Homewood
from the Regiment and from the Mess. The dinner was interrupted just
before midnight by the RSM being welcomed into the Officers Mess by
the officer.; of the Regiment before being allowed to finish the
even in~/ morning in the WO and Sergeants Mess.
Dunng his tour as RSM , Charles Homewood has led by example in
every sphere of Regimental life - a giant among men (not only m the
literal sense!). The saying that behind every successful RSM there is a
woman is certainly true of Anna, who has contributed so much to one
of the most important aspects of any Regiment - the wives.
We all congratulate Charle1 Homewood on his appointment to a
commission and wish him and his family a happy tour with 1 Annd Div
HQ & Sig Regt.

Summer Camp: Stor:m ~inds hit the tentage lifting it 20m before
d1Scarding rt on the snow covered wastes

W01 (YofS) Pete Mcloughlin is presented with a Corps colours for
Badminton by the CO, Lt Col Paul Webb

TELEGRAPHISTS
AND TELEPHONISTS
DON'T WASTE
YOUR TRAINING

EX 'KING CANOE-T'
The Regiment this year held its summer camp by Squadrons in the
A~endom area, perched on a sportsfield close to the bank of the
B1ggesee. ~nfortunately for HQ (Pathfinder) Sqn their 'summer' camp
was early m May and lacked the summer and the force of the exercise
name. However, these camps did improve as the weather improved and
both 1 and 2 Sqns had an enjoyable time .

When you have completed your service
with the forces and are settling in the
London area
SSgt Paddy Black trains the enthusiastic emergency tent erection
team

LET TRG Fl ND YOU A GOOD JOB
WHERE YOU CAN USE YOUR SKILL

Farewell to Chas and Rita Hughes
Left to Right: Mrs. Brenda Rose, Maj Chas Hughes, Sgt Gerry Rose,
Mrs. Rita Hughes

WHY TAG? well, for a start, we specialise in jobs for TELEX
OPE~ATORS and TELEPHONISTS: also, because they are ex-regular
servicemen, our interviewers know what it's like to become a
"civvie" and will soon make you feel at home.
For information and guidance about job prospects, training and - in
certain cases - resenlement courses: ring:-

Brig Peter Chiswell presents Sgt Harry Robinson with his LS and GC
Medal whilst on a visit to Ex 'Cactus End'

KEEP NOTES SHORT AND TO
THE POINT PLEASE

012362661
TRG SERVICES
(THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS EMPLOYMENT AGENCY)
53154 King William Street London EC4
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32 Sig Regt (V), Glasgow

30 Sig Regt
BLANDFORD CAMP

VISIT OF THE WORSHIPFUL COMPANY OF DYERS
Friday 23 May saw the annual visit by representatives from the
Worshipful Company of Dyers to the Regiment. The Company adopted
the Regiment in 1960 and the ties have been ma1Dta1Ded and
strengthened ever since. Mr Turner, the Prime Warden of the
Company, accompanied by Mn Heells and one of the clerks to the
Court, Mr Charles Abnett, spent the day with the Regiment.
Soon after arrival, a buffet lunch was taken in the WOs and Sgts
Mess, before which Mr Turner presented an LS and GC medal to SSgt
Buffery. After lunch our visitors were shown various aspects of
Regimental life and were given the chance to fire on the range under
the watchful ey~ of the Training Wing. They then saw the video
recording of the visit to Blandford by HRH The Prlncesa Anne.
That evening the Cygnet dinner was held in Headquarters Mess
where guests of the officers of the Regiment included not only the
visitors from the Worshipful Company of Dyers but also several ex
commanding officers including Lt Col and Mn Janett, Col Gllbeuon
and Lt Col and Mn Byng.

ALL GO
'f!ie mon~s of April and May have been a busy time for the
Re~~ent wtth every weekend occupied. In addition to a vigorous
tra~n.g pr~gramme we have had to find time to keep up with routine
adm~1~tration. We have also played host to an impressive collection of
VIP visitors.

IN THE SUN
Exercise Lion Sun 2 was a military training exercise involving 30
Sig Regt and elements of the 17/ 21st Lancers and also a com ms
exercise by part of 1 Sqn. The exercise took place in Bloodhound Camp
situated 4 miles West of Episkopi in sunny Cyprus. News of this
impending holiday in the sun spread quickly thoughout the Regiment
and volunteers poured in from all Squadrons- little did they know
what they were letting themselves in for l

One (or Two?) of the stars from the day march

MISLEADING BROCHURE
Soon after their arrival all involved realised this was not
all the brochure had promised-PT at 0600, closely followed by 8 hours
of NBC, First Aid, map reading etc seemed to be the normal day at the
beginning of the exercise-surely it must improve, they said, it couldn't
get worse, they said. Maj Pat Kington, the exercise commander, treated
these remarks as the challenge they were and proceeded to prove the
pundits wrong, as the groups entered the survival phase. The night
march took part over terrain declared impassable to hoofed animals and
didn't look anything like it should have done accord in!{ to the map (but
then it never does, does it!) On the day march some asstStance was given
to the worn out patrols in the guise of mules borrowed from various
local farmers; these probably created more problems than they solved
but were a source of much hilarity to participants and spectators alike.
At the end of this phase there were apparently a lot of feet which were
not surviving too well, but all were declared fit enough by Cpl Bell, our
medic on loan from the TA, to complete the exercise.
So all in all Lion Sun 2 was a very worthwhile exercise although
nothing like the holiday in the sun that all those who didn't go declared
it to be. (They all came back with good suntans though!)

VISIT OF THE DIRECTOR WOMENS ROY AL ARMY CORPS
The Regiment was on exercise at Lanark for the DWRAC visit on 20
:-\Pril. Brig Ft~d arrived mid-morni!.1g from her previous engagement
ID Glasgow ID the company of ~. Joanne Perry, from Army
Headquarters Scotland and our own Seruor WRAC Officer, Mal Elnaa
Lindsay. Elements of HQ , 51, 52 and 61 Sqns were laid out for
ins~ction and Brl_g Field spent a leisurely couple of hours touring the
location and chatting to the personnel. It was particularly appropriate
that the news had just arrived that 2Lt Alex Jenkinson WRAC, who
had attended the Regular Commissions Board the previous week, had
been ~cepted for a Short Service Commission in the Regular Army and
~e Director was able to congratulate her in person . The visit ended
with the Director sampling our cuisine-m-the-field with an
excellent curry lunch prepared by our cooks.

Vtsit of DWRAC-L to R LCpl Liz Curran, Maj Joanne Perry, Brig
Field, Lt Col Chris Cross and Pte Sandra Morrow

Cpl Downes RAPC is escorted(?) by LCpl Joli and LCpl Oughtred

SSgt Ray Georgeson keeping a close eye on Mrs Heelis as she fires on
the range
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Mine clearance made simple?
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WELCOMES AND FAREWELLS
The Regiment has recently said goodbye to some old friends
including Capt Damien Buckley and W02 Jack Blackbum who are
both leaving the Army, and SSgt Cu Francia who eventually managed
to catch the Ferry and reach 2 Div! We welcome 2Lt Renata Syma
WRAC, the new admin officer in 2 Sqn, 2Lt Fruer Grant who has
t~ken over N~t Radio Troop and not forgetting of course, our 6 WRAC
girls who arrived two weeks ago to run the TASS Centre.
THE WIRE, JULY1~

VISIT OF GEN ANDERSON
As the result of a conversation with the Commanding Officer at a
recent Conference, Maj Gen Andenon agreed to visit the Regiment at
Home in Glasgow and Edinburgh. The first part of the visit consisted of
a gran~ to'!r of the historical Glasyregian Jardine Street. Centre during
the Drill Night of 1 May. The SO ID C was shown a vanety of traininj
activities and had the opportunity to speak to a large proportion of HQ
and 52 Sqn personnel. The highlight of the evening was a small parade
at which W02 (F of S) John BaTOwman and SS.U John O'Roarke and
Pete Wlllon were presented with their Long Service and Good Conduct
Medals and LCpl Da•y Clllrm received Lowland TAVRA's Certificate
of Meritorious Service. The evening was rounded off with suitable
refreshments enjoyed in the Sergeants and Officers Messes.
Part Two of the visit occurred the following morning when Mid Gta
Andenoa travelled with the Commanding Officer to our Edinburgh,
Chesser Crescent TA Centre. Unfortunately few of the volunteer
members of the Squadron were able to get off work to attend, but the
SO in C was able to meet all of the Regular and Civilian Staff.

61 SIGNAL SQU ADRON HIGHIJGHTS
Cpll •Jock' and •Rab' Mednun ACC went with 45 Commando
Group, Condor to Norway. Both thoroughly enjoyed themselves and
the hospitality show n to them by the Commandos 'can't be put into
words' . A marine corporal in his off-duty taught them to ski, and they
met HRH The Duke of F.cllnbwah before returning by five hour
Hercules flight to U .K .
Sip Alan Calder and Brian Stobie went to Ardersier , met the KOSB ,
and flew by DC 10 to snowy Fort Campbell, Kentucky in America, via
Gander. They went out on exercises with the signal platoon for four
weeks and were accepted as part of the team. An Amencan Commando
took them under his wing, took them bowling, to a party and home to
meet his family and see his US Army uniforms. The beer didn't measure
up to the Scottish brew, but cigarettes, cigars and petrol were cheap .
The final week they hired a sports car and toured Florida , visiting
Disney World and the Cape Kennedy Space Centre. Their verdict :
'great people, plenty of talent, peaches, palms and no litter' .

Visit of SO in C to Glasgow-l to R Pte Mary Anderson, Janice Smith
and SO in C

THE ENEMY
The TA potential officers course at Barry Buddon Training Camp
required some enemy for three days, so we were delighted to oblige,
putting the fe ar of God into all and sundry with Signals, Medical and
WRAC Officers leaping about pretending to be riotous students and
chinese ornithologists in army land rovers! Being killed about seven
times in all . 'Kill or Cure' Capt Brian Williama RAMC was even seen to
be sporting stethoscope in ears and rifle in hands demanding
thunderflashes off anyone prepared to risk getting the 'dreaded lurgie'
and no doc. The GOC Scotland , ~ Gen Gow watched an attack
being put in on the enemy on the Thursday and spoke to the enemy
subalterns , 21..ta Roaemary Walton and Ann Sweeney and Lt Alan
Stobo entirely ignoring buckshee Captains like the doc and Ron
McNaught.

33 Sig Regt (V), Liverpool
SKDNG IN THE CAIRNGORMS
Exercise S11ow Goose is 33 Sig Regt's annual ski-training exercise in
the Cairngorms. The exercise started for most of us on Sunday
morning, 23 March, during the regimental communications Exercise
Ma rch Hare. The drivers for the journey to Aviemore were chosen on
th~ . ba~is of-'wh.o got the most sleep last night?'-Right you 're
dnving . We amved at the Glenmore Lodge Camp Site afte r
negotiating rain and sleet on the A9 to find that the advance party
under ~02 (RQMS) Jack ~ had ~one us proud-there were early
complaints about the excessive heat in the main tent due to the over
effietency of the space heater. We used the new 12' x 12' frame tents
which were elegant in daylight but in the middle of the night when it
rained heavily were found to have holes in places where other tents
don't even have places.
A THAW
When we arrived the snow on the ground was crisp and even-if not
particularly deep, but by the next day a definite thaw had set in. Our
site was reasonably well drained , but down the road from us a group of
sailors were camping on a picturesque spot beside a stream. When the
thaw set in properly, 'taking a run ashore' took on a whole new
meaning for t hem. They were also notable for the steady proliferation
of people on crutches and arms in slings as the week progressed.

(

VISit of SO in C to Glasgow-l to R Cpl Joe Keegan, Maj Gen
Anderson, Sig Joe Mclean, Maj Mike Sandys and Lt Col Chris Cross

VISIT OF COMMANDER 2 SIGNAL GROUP
Lanark was once again the venue for our welcome to the new Group
Commander, Bria J.P. Hart. The visit coincided with Exercise Shon
Ccimer for which HQ, 52 and elements of 51 Sig Sqns were deployed at
this location. 1n this first visit to the Regiment the Commander took a
keen interest in the operational aspects of the unit in addition to having
the opportunity of meeting a cross·section of our personalities.
Regrettably the brevity of the visit did not permit a visit to any of the
locations of 61or69 Sig Sqns.
REGIMENTAL RANGE WEEKEND
The Annual Regimental Shooting Competition was held at Barry
Buddon Ranges near Dundee at the end of April. There was an
outstanding turnout of Volunteers which was blessed with superb
weather. The range organisation worked slickly and a high standard of
results was achieved. 51 Sig Sqn won the day coming first in the SLR
and SMG Team events and with Sia Forrest as top SMG shot and SSat
Findlay and Cpl Barnett winning the LMG pairs . 61 Sig Sqn won the
LMG Team event and had Sia Manton finish as top SLR Shot. The
remaining honours were taken by W02 SSM Slmma on the pistol and
the Permanent Staff who carried off the falling plate competition.

PIPES AND DRUMS
During our stay at Barry Buddon we were visited by the pipes and
drums of the Queens' Gurkha Signals. There- has been a close
association between the two Regiments since our unit was formed and
pipe banners were exchanged a year ago. Although no playing fixtures
were arranged, the Gurkhas took the opportunity to visit the local
sights under the guidance of our own pipers and drummers.
Our own band recently participated m the Lowland TA VRA Piping
Championships and are to be congratulated on achieving the following
results:
Solo Piping
Quartets
Pipe Band

3rd Place
3rd Place
2nd Place

'Three little girls are we'

left to Right: LCpl Vera Reynard, Sgt Marie Watkinson, Cpl Shirley
Kane

Direct Entry Officer Training at Barry Buddon-Lt Alan Stobo, 2Lt
Smith, Capt Brian Williams, Gen Gow, 2Lts Rosemary Walton and
Anne Sweeney

51 SIGNAL SQUADRON-HUNTLY DETACHMENT
A Recruiting Drive was held in Huntly on 15/ 16 March and we had
on show one Containerised Receiver Vehicle and one Palletised DllR234, with several small Radio Sets on disolay. In attendance were
SSgt Ness, RD, Cpl Fyfe, J and Sig Gray, AJ , who reside in Huntly,
and a small number of Officers and NCO's from Aberdeen. Until that
date the Unit had the three above members from this country town but
as a result of our efforts this has now explanded to 15 members . It is
hoped in the near future a Detachment will be formed in Huntly with
full accommodation facilities capable of catering for a WRAC element.
Progress will be reported as time goes on.

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
It was with regret that the Regiment said farewell to RSM Bob Wade
who has left us to join 1 Cadet Training Team at Thetford-more
working weekends! It is our pleasure, however, to welcome RSM Pete
Clarke to the appointment. We only hope that he can adjust to the
breakneck pace here! The ranks of Junior Officers have been swelled
recently by the arrival of 21..ta Ken Duffy and David Haney, hot off
Lowland Area's Direct Entry Junior Officer production line and John
Geddes from Aberdeen University OTC.
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Cpl Shirley Kane demonstrating that you can have both legs going in
opposite directions, even if you do land face down in the snowl

LIGHT CASUALTIES
Considering the majority of our group had never skied before our
casualties were comparatively light. We had, however, one or two
outstanding performers like Sgt Shella O'Brien and Pte Anne Ebbrell
who went up to the Ptarmigan on the chairlift intent on coming down
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on the easy route. In t he. event th~y took a ~rong turning in the mist
and came down t he W hite Lady in something less than the classical
style.
Onlookers said that it was probably the double somersaults that were
the most spectacular but others rated it more as an exercise in
contortion--'! didn't know you could have a leg going one way and a
leg going the other at the same time'. Sig John Maddox contrived to go
up each of t he T -Bars on only one ski but no-one offered him a rebate
on his..ticket. The snow conditions on the upper slopes were adequate
for skung, but the thaw that started on the Monday did not assist the
climbers in the group. Cpl John O'NeW and Sia Gary Phoenb: had
come ~ith the intention of doing some of the more interesting climbs in
the Ca1rngorm range, but these had to be abandoned when conditions
deteriorated and before a crampon was used.
We broke camp on Saturday morning and miraculously the minibus
got us back to Huyton despite the fact that it categorically refused to
en~age in either first or second gear. Overall it was a worthwhile and
enjoyable exercise, and one that will certainly be repeated next year.
FREEDOM OF BOROUGH OF KNOWSLEY
In July 1978 on a courtesy visit to Cllr Harry Nolan the newly
installed Mayor of Knowsley, the Commanding Officer, Lt Col Pat
Jollffe, discovered that the Mayor had good reason to be grateful to the
Army in general and Royal Signals in particular. During the Turkish
invasion of Cyprus his son and Greek Cypriot daughter-in-law were
rescued by the Army and evacuated to the Sovereign base. The message
that they were safe was sent by Royal Signals to his MP, Sir Harold
Wilson, who was Prime Minister at that time. At that time too the
Commander Land Forces Cyprus was Brig Peter Robertson and the CR
Signals, Col Godf:rey Curl who was in August 1978 to be appointed
Commander 11 Sig Gp (V) in Merseyside.
Cllr Nolan worked for BICC with whom the predecessor Regiments
of33 had long associations. He had been a Councillor at Prescot where
the Civic Hall used to be the TA Centre for 309 Onf Bde) Sig Sqn in
which the Commanding Officer served as a Captain. Knowsley
Borough was )ust completing formal twinnin~ ties with M~rs-a
German town m the same area as Krefeld and St Tonis who both have
within their boundaries Regular Royal Signals Regiments. It was
pointed out that both Regiments enjoyed the Freedom of those Stadts.
So was born the germ of an ideal
FRUITION
Despite his own very evident enthusiasm for the idea, the Mayor had
to convince his colleagues that a grant of Freedom of Entry to the
Regiment would enhance the status of the Borough as well, a Borough
which had inherited grave financial and social problems from Local
Government re-organisation. With much encouragement from the
Lord Lieutenant of Merseyside, Brig Sir Douglas Crawford, and in his
presence at RHQ in Huyton on 1 February 1979, the Regiment held a
Reception for the Committee Chairmen of the Borough Council during
which a presentation on the Role of the Regiment was given and
working displays of equipment were manned by all ranks. Prominent
among the Councillors was Cllr Mn Kneale JP whose two daughters
serve in the Regiment. That evening evidently made an enormous
impression demonstrating to the Councillors present just how
important their local TA Regiment was not only to NATO, but also to
the local community.
CUr Jack Bohanna succeeded Cllr Nolan as Mayor in May 1979 and
one of his first engagements was to visit the Regiment at Camp in
Cornwall where lie made it quite clear that he too would prove a great
advocate for us. A man of amazing stamina, great personality and
stentorian voice who had served in the Gunners for eight years and the
Royal Navy a further twelve before embarking on a most distinguished
career in public life, Jack Bohanna proved a real champion in carrying
with his colleagues on Council the unanimous resolution granting
Freedom of Entry to 33 Sig Regt.
THE CEREMONY
On Sunday 4 May The Metropolitan Borough of Knowsley formally
extended to the Regiment the privelege of Freedom of Entry to the
Borough. On the Saturday, the 150 or so members of the Regiment who
were to take part in the ceremony gathered at The Dale for a full dress
rehearsal. It was a windy day and with hats well secured, the Adjutant,
Capt J. M. Wllllll, ably assisted by the RSM , WOl Gordon Platts, took
the Regiment throu~ the fonn of parade. Spirits were high and the
general air of enthusiasm ensured that by early afternoon the Regiment
had reached a high standard of drill. The Director of Music, Lt Col K.
R. R. Boulding and the Corps Band were also in attendance.
Many spectators, including families of those on Parade, gathered at
Knowsley to watch the Freedom Ceremony held outside the Huytc n
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Suite and shortly after midday the Parade marched on accompanied by
the Corps Band. The Parade was attended by the Mayor, Cllr J. F.
Bohanna. the Lord Lt of Merseyside, Wg Comdr J.M. Stoddard AE,
the Master of Signals, M"' Gen P. E. M. Bradley CB, CBE, DSO, and
the Hon Col, Col J. G. Bryson ODE, TD, JP, DL, LLM. During the
course of the Ceremony the Commanding Officer received the
'Freedom' Scroll and presented the Mayor with a statuette of Mercury.
Afterwards members of the Regiment and their families were
entertained by The Borough at The Huyton Suite, thus concluding a
most memorable event in the history of the Regiment.

34 Sig Regt (V)
Teesside, West Riding,
Darlington, Gateshead and Hull

better equipped to do my own job and have been permitted a deeper
understanding of the role of others. I also mixed with other CO
designates with whom future contact is inevitable and relationships
forged in this direction can only be of benefit whatever the future
holds.'

STRONG LINKS
The Regiment maintains strong links with the Civic authorities of the
areas in which Squadrons are based and exercises are frequently visited
by local dignitanes. A recent visitor was 11111 WriuJeswortb, MP for
Middlesbrough West and a personal friend of our new CO.

34 (N) SIGNAL REGIMENT (V) CHANGES FROM 'JOLLY'S
GREEN GIANTS' TO 'FORCE ALFA (SIC)'
Report by Capt Alan HuaJie1 R.A.Ch.D.
R.H.Q. Orbat
CO

21/c
TrgM"'
Ad.ft
QM
Pay
MO
Padre
OCLAD
RSM
MTWO
SVWO
Squaclron1
OC 49
OC SO
OC 90
OC HQ

U Col A. W. IDlngwortb TD
M"' R. B. Atkinson TD
~P. W. Todd DEM
Capt C. V. Nlnd
M"' D. F. Rees
~ J. R. SmUes TD
M"' M. M. Skillen TD
Capt A. Hugbea
~J. W. Storey TD
WOl R. G. Mlllt
WOl J. A. Scrutton DEM
WOl H. Bent

Royal Slgnal1 (V)
Royal Signals (V)
Royal Signals
Royal Slgnal1
Royal Slgnab
R.A.P.C. (V)
R.A.M.C. (V)
R.A.Ch.D. (V)
R.E.M.E. (V)
Royal Signals
Royal Signals
Royal Signals M

M"' P. Sutherland
~ J. A. K. Douglu TD
M"' F. S. Mackenzie
M"' D. A. Bodycombe TD

Royal Signals
Royal Signals
Royal Signals
Royal Signals

V)
V)
V)
V)

Col David Jolly looking grey after his two years with 34, saying
farewell to Lt Rosemary Turner WRAC and 2/Lt Andrea Walker
WRAC, Lt Ray Clifford in background

'COMINGS & GOINGS' •••
We wish every success to Sgt Roy WUUams and Sgt Paul Garden who
have sadly left us but will be remembered with affection.
We extend a warm welcome to Sgt Brian Nevins, Sgt Harry Ridley,
SSgt Pete Dorans and Sig Kevin O'Connor and promise to keep paying
them if they remain co-operative.
'PROMOllONS'
HQSqn
49Sqn
HQSqn
90Sqn
90Sqn
90Sqn
49Sqn

left to right: SSgt Martin Bienvenu PSI 90 Sqn, Capt Charles Bland,
Ian Wrigglesworth MP, Major Fergus Mackenzie OC 90 Sqn, CO

Pte Marlene Quinney to LCpl
LCpl John Barry Holroyd to Cpl
Cpl Peter Grove to Sgt
Cpl Victor WUUam Cowell to Sgt
LCpl Susan Burton to Cpl
Sig Eric Brindle to LCpl
LCpl DaYld Edward Gath to Cpl

'REGIMENTAL PRODUCTIONS'
Mark DaYld Jackson weighed in at 7 lb 1 oz at Otley Hosp parents
-Cpl C. E. Jackson 49 Sgn and Susanna (nee Sydney) formerly of HQ
Sqn 31 (GL) Sig Regt (V). Also Caria Elzabetb Holroyd tipping the
scales at 5 lbs. parents-I.Cpl Barry and Gillian Holroyd of 49 Sqn

The Commanding Officer, Lt Col Pat Jolliffe at the head of the
Regiment march off parade to March Past
!Photo by Courtesy of John Curran)

CHANGE OF COMMAND
'We have a change of Command', describing as it does the very well
ordered handover of the Regiment by a Regular soldier to a Volunteer,
this cry ranks alongside that well known proclamation of NASA 'we
have lift off'. It certainly ranks high in the thoughts of volunteer
officers as they dutifully rise each morning and shovel up the mountain
of mail from Brambles Fann TAC-a seven page, single-spaced
forecast of events and an eight page set of minutes from the CO's
Conference stand as just two examples, Volunteer CO does not mean
part-time Command and administration. Nicknames for Regiments are
part of our heritage and so 'Jolly's Green Giants' have become 'Force
Alfa' with the departure of U Col DaYld JoU_y to a Staff appointment at
HQ UKLF Salisbury and the promotion of our Second-in-Command,
Bill (Alf) IDlngwortb to CO-hence the 'f' and not 'ph'.
The Regiment flourished under the firm but engaging direction of
Col DaY!d Jolly. The esteem in which he was held was evidenced by the
many farewell functions he was invited to attend and the gifts received.
At his dining out he was presented with a silver tray and sauce boat , in
return the Mess was given 200 place mats bearing the logos of the
Squadrons comprising 34 (N) Sig Regt. We wish Col DaYld and his
delightful wife Anti every success and happiness in their new posting.
Col IDlngwortb, who is 43, has his origms in Middlesbrough and now
resides on its outskirts at Seamer with his wife Barbara and son
Martin-a daughter, Kendra recentl:y ~ractuatect anct now works in
Carlisle. A Volunteer Officer, he is employed as Personnel Officer for
Middlesbrough Borough Council who generously allowed him leave to
attend Staff College at Camberley prior to his appointment. Of this
experience he has this to say:
'I have returned to my Regiment better informed and with
increased confidence, not only in myself but in 'the system'. I feel
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Lt Col David Jolly handing over Command of 34 to Lt Col Alf
Illingworth TD

THE EMPHASIS

At his first conference with Squadron Commanders and He~ds of
Department the CO outlined future policy. He placed particular
emphasis on the need to maint~ .the presen.t level .of recnutment, to
ensure that trainin$ was realistic and stimulating and for Sqn
Commanders to guide young officers .and NCO's. in their career
management. Crusader 80 was discussed m great ~etail ~d plans were
laid for Camp 81 at which it was intended that maxJIDum t?me would be
spent on trade and military trainin&, a programme which would be
organised and executed by the Regiment's own Officers and SNCO's.
THE WIRE, JULY 1960

left to right: Ian Wrigglesworth MP, Sig Joe Duffy, SSgt (FOS) John
Latham

~t~time

of writing, our Regimental Band are spending a week at
Blandford under the excellent direction of Bandmaster WOI Derek
Farrlnpn. They are!? be ~ited by the CO, Adjutant .and P~. The
only TA Signals Band m existence, they are worth special mention and
we hope to present a feature on them for a future edition of The Wire.
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35 Sig Regt (V), Birmingham
NEW HONORARY COLONEL
_With Camp ii;i Germany now a matter of days away, our story starts
this month with the second of three pre-camp warming up
exercises-Ex Big Top held on our own patch-the West Midlands on
12/ 13 April. It was marked by the arpearance of our latest recruit-the
new Honorary Colonel, Col Mlchae Haycock, TD, ADC, DL, who has
kindly agreed to take over the reigns from his old friend and colleague
Col Tony Fender TD, ADC, DL, who has relinquished the appointment
after five years. In extending a warm welcome to Col Haytoek, the
Regiment would like to take this opportunity of thanking his
predecessor Col Fender for his dedicated service, and the whole hearted
support he and his wife GIWan gave to the Regiment both officially and
socially during his term of office. Indeed having had the privilege of
interviewing the new Hon Col, I was struck by the similarity of their TA
careers. Clearly in choosing again another 'Man of the Midlands', the
Regiment have made a wise choice in Michael Haycoek, who's
conversion from Tanks to Signals commenced on Ex Big Top.

Whilst the OC, Ml\) Brian Poxon was walking round in Barrack
Dress carrying out his 'Public Duties', his wife Carolyn was slaving over
a hot stove dispensing sausages and hot dogs at a fantastic rate to the
hungry visitors. The finale to a successful d ay was a Disco organised by
OCdt Pat Hannigan and his colleagues on the Entertainment
Committee-attended by a very large appreciative audience'.

LADIES GUEST NIGHT
A week later and its the turn of 58 (Staffordshire) Sig Sqn (V) to hog
the limelight (the first of many in these notes I'm afraid). The centre of
attraction on this occasion being the Officers Annual Ladies Guest
Night at the TA Centre Cross Heath, when the Mayor and Mayoress of
Newcastle Cllr amd Mn Baroid Cork accompanied by the CO, Lt Col
Ken Smith. Maj Richard Entwlatle gave his most encouraging 'State of
the Union speech to date. The Mayor replying on behalf of the guests .

The Honorary Colonel, Col Michael Hancock TD, ADC, DL (sscond
right) joins in the discussion as S_gt Graham Gardner lright) briefs his
duty REME (LAD! crew on Ex 'Big Top' Crew Members /sft to right
Cfn Lennie Hampson , Cfn John Corbett, LCpl Paul Smith, Cfn
Norman Ashton

The CO (until 17 July 1980 Lt Col Ken Smith (right) ) talking over old
times with the Regiment 's first Regular CO, Lt Col Ian Maclean and
his wife Hazel who travelled up from Devon for the Officers Mess Ball
at Newcastle-u-Lyme

~-----------------------,

TRAVEL WARRANT

OPEN DAY
I shall quickly draw a veil over the Annual REME Ex-'Western
Approaches' , which the LAD did so well in last year. Alas success
alluded them this year, and so we will quickly move on to ~9
(Warwickshire) Sig Sqn (V) who seem to be remarkably successful 1!1
1c9uiring the attention of the local MP and Mayor. The reason for their
visit being a very successful Open Day on which Ml\) Barry Hall (PSO)
has kindly reported.
.
'To the relief of the Organiser, OCdt SteYe Brady, Saturday 26 April
turned out to be fine and sunny, with the breeze cool enough to keep
the steady flow of visitors (numbering several hundreds) on the move.
Many of the visitors had been attracted by the Long Wheelbased
Landrover which, having been prepared (along with the Notice Board at
the entrance gate) by our ever-helpful civilian mechanic Ru Stapleton,
toured the town during the day.
As previously mentioned, Mr Jim Pawaey MP for Rugby made a
return visit and having spent two hours tourin~ the Display, told the
OC Ml\) Brian Foxon that he was impressed with the knowledge and
e~se of the Volunteers. Another distinguished visitor was the
Mayor and Rugby Cllr Mn E,-elyn DleldmonJP, who stayed with us for
three hours, and was able to pass on fraternal greetings from the people
of Rugby to the citizens of Belfast via our Dll link with 40 Sig Regt (V),
and our NATO Allies through a similar link to the continent.

Wherever you're posted abroad, we can provide you with safe reliable
moto~ng in the shap e of a Volvo. And with our tax free expertise, you'll be
surpnsed at the price. Its the next best thing to being issued with a
permanent travel warrant.
Ple ase send m~ the export fa cts.
Volvo Concessionaires Limited, Tourist and Diplomatic Sales,
28 Alb emarle Street, London WlX 3FA
Telephone 01-493 0321, Telex 24949
N ame/Rank

Address

Telephone

VOLVO EXPORT

L--------------~--------~
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'Have you got a uniform to fit me'
The MP for Rugby Mr Jim Pawsey trying on SLR for size at 89
Squadron's Open Day on 26 May. Flanked by the Organiser OCdt
Steve Brady Vsftl and OC Maj Brian Foxon lrightl . Other '~iendly
faces' Sigs Oliver St John, John Chisholm, Gordon Adnttt and
Michael Brannigan

1~0
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The Employees Representative on. the West. Midland .TAV~
Association-Mr Frank Leath JP queuing up for his lunch dunng his
visit to the Regiment on Ex 'Vernal Maiden'. Providing the
service-ACC Cooks left to right" Pte Sandra Bastow, Sgt Ray
Wallace, Cpl Michael Kerney, LCpl Marcia Stephenson, LCpl Sharon
Rowe
WONDERBAR
A trip on our magic carpet back to Staffordshire for a moment for
the official opening of 58 Sqn's posh new bar by the CO's wife, Mn
Maqiuet Smith on 3 May. The CO's wife is no stranger to Newcastle,
having been First Lady there prior to the CO being appointed 2IC of
the Regiment in 1974. The re-vamped Junior Ranks Club is a shining
example of what can be achieved given co-coperation between a
go-ahead Uuit and a sympathetic TAVR Association, who, seeing what
a good job Cpl Keith Milford and Sia Nigel Adey were making of the
redecorating-made a handsome contribution to the cost of the much
needed improvements.
Incidentally a welcome guest to the proceedings and the party that
followed, was the Director of Music, Lt Col Keith Bouldin&
accompanied by W02 Geoffrey Grover who's home is at Wolstanton
just around the corner from Cross Heath TA Centre (More about Mr
Grover later).

moNINGOUT
The Regiment's last opportunity to iron out any problem and
prepare itself for Annual Camp on 14-28 June, took place on the
week-end 10/ 11 May when the whole of.11 Sig GP. (V) deployed for t~e
Groups Annual Ex Vernal Mai~en 33 Sig Regt (V) occupied an area ~n
North and West Midlands, 31 Sig Regt (V) Central England, and we m
35 ranged over one of the most scenic parts of the Country-the
Cotswolds and the Forest of Dean.
Despite his heavy schedule, the Comd 11 Sig Gp, Bria Godfrey Curl
still found time to make a whistle stop tour of the switch, and to
everyone's delight, present OC 48 with his Corps Colou:s for
Orienteering. More of this splendid award later, but before leavmg Ex
Vernal Maiden I feel I must mention the visit of the Employees
Representative on the West Midlands TAVR Association, Mr Frank
Leath JP, one of only two civilians on the Association. Having heard
him mention in conversation that during his six years in Office he had
yet to visit the TA on Exercise. I thought it about time we i:ectified this
omission, and promptly invited him to spend a few hours with us. After
a briefing by the 2IC, Maj David Moore, Mr Leath was taken on a tour
of the Switch and adjacent RR Dets by yours truly, stoppin~ frequently
to talk to members of the Regiment about their TA and Civilian jobs.
Knowing his considerable commitments, the Regiment are very
pleased that Mr Leath (who served in the RAF as a Navigator during
the war) should give up his valuable time to see the TA in actio~we
hope he found his visit worthwhile, he appeared to. Befo:e leav1!1g he
paid tribute to the men and women {>resent for their efficiency,
keenness, and obvious professionalism. HIS parting shot as he stepped
down from the landrover taking him back to the main road was ' the
catering has improved considerably since my day, but the vehicle
springs haven't'.
ORIENTEERING
Returning now to Maj i:'ob .Tltterlngton. Little did I reali~e when. I
attributed the upsurge m interest throughout the Regiment m
Orienteering, in the last edition of The Wire to Bob Tltterln&fon, that
he had been awarded his Corps Colours. I believe the first TA member
to be so honoured-and then only as a result of a recent change in
Games Club Rules.

Our new 'Orienteering Blue' and OC 48 Sqn, Maj Bob Titterington in
relaxed mood with his wife Sheila at the Officers Mess Ball at
Newcastle-u-Lyme

Mrs Margaret Smith wife of the CO, Lt Col Ken Smith, ceremonially
opening 58 S<Jll new Junior Ranks Oub, Newcastle-u-Lyme whilst
the CO (Second left) waits to enter
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Bob Titterington first became involved with the Sport at the end of
1973 when the then CO, Lt Col (now Col) Kevin Kirkby instructed each
Sqn CO to enter teams in the three District Championship-namely
Shooting, Orienteer~ and the Patrol Competition. M~ Bob
Titterington entered his Sqn (then 89) for the shooting and Orienteering, and by the same token decided to try this 'orienteering
thing' himself. To coin a well known catchphrase 'didn't he do well' . In
less than seven years, Bob Titterington'• record in the TA Individual
Competition reads-3rd in 1974, 1st in 1975, 1st in 1976, 2nd in 1977,
8th in 1978 (I wonder what went wrong then) and 1st in 1979. In
addition he led the 89 Sqn team to victory in 1977 when the Corps
scored its triple triumph of winning the Major Units, Minor Units and
TA Units events. Since then Maj Titterington has represented the
Corps in the Iner-Corps Championships three times, and m many other
Cham~ionships run by other Corps.
Bob 1 obvious delight in being awarded his Corps Colours is shared
by everyone in the Regiment-particularly as he is the first Territorial
to do so.
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Before leaving the subject-a short report on the UKLF
Championships by our new 'Blue' Maj Bob Titterington.
'Here the Regimental runners had less success. The first left, second
right or FIGHT route choices of Hemsted suited none of our three
teams of qualifiers exce{>t 2LT Allaon Brown who manaj!ed a creditable
fifth place in the individual WRAC event. Day two m the gorgeous
beech woods of Brasted Chart saw a better start to the relays. 48 Sqn lay
third in the TA Competition after two legs, but faded to eighth place at
the end. 89 Sqn did better to finish fifth in the relays and seventh
overall. Not one of our best efforts at t he UKLF, but a thoroughly
enjoyable well organised competition that will be remembered by all
those who took part.'
OFFICERS MESS SUMMER BALL (French Style)
An unfortunate clash of dates meant that this year the Officers Mess
Summer Ball clashed with the Stores Board for the CO's handover. 58
Sqn having the onus on this occasion of trying to reconcile conflicting
interests as they endeavoured to turn an Army issue Drill Hall into a
Paris Street for the night. The two members responsible for organising
the Ball and making the transforrnation--2IC 58 Sqn, Capt Bob
Haysham and OC R Tp, Capt Bob Heath are to be congratulated not
only on their choice of theme-but for making the evening such a
success-even though it took days to get rid of the taste of garlic.
It was pleasing to see the Honorary Colonel, Col Michael Haycock
and his wife Margaret enjoying themselves-also two very good friends
of the Regiment Lt Col Ian Maclean and his wife Hazel, who came all
the way from Devon to attend. Those with good memories will know
that Col Macl.ean was our first regular CO, and despite his
commitments before and after retirement, he has always kept in touch.
Backing up the Sqn Officers were the Seniors, and Junior Ranks who
relishing the opportunity to display previously hidden talents-entered
into the spirit of the occasion by waiting on in French Costumes.

58 Sqn 'temps' pose for the camera at the Officers Mess Ball
Newcastle-u-Lyme
Somewhere amongst that unruly mob you will find Ptes Sharon
Dockree, Janet Green and Ruth Johnson. LCpls Alan Webb and Geof
Harriman; Sigs Philip Smith, Philip Child, Joe Cairns, Nigel Hewitt,
Daryll Gough, Gary Scott, Keven Robinson, Kevan Miller, Ian Wilkes,
Brian O' Neil and Malcolm Henshall

'BAND MASTER' EVE
The same TA Centre heard music of quite a different flavour on
Thursday, 29 May when the Sqn had th~e_rivilege of staging a concert
by the Corps Band-according to SSgt {PSI) Peter Ryan the first time
the Band had played for a TA Sqn. Be that as it may, the Band under
the direction of Band Sergeant Major, Geofrey Grover treated
Squadron members and their guests to a lively and varied selection of
musi~apped for me at least by the brilliant Xylophone Solo 'On the
Track' by Cpl Alwyn Orchard.
One man above all will have reason to remember the Band's visit
with pride, I refer to Maj Derrick Eve, now in his last year as PSO. The
Band had completed their programme and were about to play their
traditional finale when W02 Grover stepped forward and mvited an
astonished Maj Eve to conduct the Band while they played the Corps
March. Thank you Mr qrover it was a very nice gesture, which I know
Derrick Eve will remember for the rest of his life.
To mark the occasion, the 2IC. Capt Bob HaJlham in the absence of
the OC, Maj Richard Entwistle, who was abroad on business,
presented W02 Grover with a Squadron Commemorative Plaqiie.
Thereby reciprocating for the one presented by the Director, Lt Col
Keith Boulding when he attended the opening of the new bar in April.
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A. spontaneous Collection resulted in £61 being raised for the Royal
Signals Benevolent Fund.

1

W02 (BSM) Geoffrey Grover (left) receiving, on behalf of the Corps
Band a commemorative Plaque from 21C 58 Sqn, Capt Bob Haysham
at the TA Centre Newcastle-u-Lyme. Also in the picture from le~ Maj
(TOT) John Wall, Maj Derrick Eve IPSO), Capt Bob Haysham, Capt
Bob Heath, and SSGt Pete Ryan (PSI)
Picture by Christopher Ruohton, Staffordshire Evening StH1nMI

SHOOTING
Before leaving 58 Sqn, I feel congratulations are in order to Sia
Richard Parsons for being adjudged best shot on his recent Recuits
Course at Catterick. To Cpl Keith Milford for winning the Sqn
Individual Shooting Trophy awarded for the most improved shot of the
year. And to Capt Bob Heath and his colleagues, Ltl Bob Hawke. and
Richard Harris, W02 (SSM) Dougie Roberta, Cpla Keith Milford and
Bill Lambert, LCpla Richard Redshaw (Captain and Best Shot) Alan
Webb and Geof Harriman, Sig Phllllp Smith, Paul Winter and Peter
Whleldon-for winning Divisions 8 and 14 of the TA VR Small Bore
Rifle League.

The Captain of 58 Sqn Shooting Team, LCpl Richard Redshaw
(centre) celebrates winning Divisions 8 and 14 of the TAVR Small
Bore Rifle League with some of his team
left to right: LCpl Geof Harriman, Cpl Bill Lambert, Cpl Keith Milford,
LCpl Alan Webb and Capt Bob Heath
Picture by Christopher Rushton, StafflJldohi're Evening StHlnn«

No notes would be complete without our usual round up of
promotions and movements. First the promotions, all at 48 Sqn, Sst
Harry Betton to PS Sgt, Cpla Keith Howe. and Bob MeGowan to Sgt. I
have already mentioned Sia Rkhard PanOJJ1' (58 Sqn) feat in being
adjudged the Best Shot on Recruit Course No 79 at Catterick. Well, Sia
David Gascoigne (48 Sqn) also came away with the coveted Best Recruit
Prize. Congratulations all round.
The movements front has been fairly quiet this month. SSgt (FOS)
Mick Klllock has left the Regiment and the Regular Army after 22
years service to take up an appointment with Canterbury Technical
College-and also, I am pleased to record, a Troop SSgt's post with 36
Sig Regt (V) at Dover. We thank him for his valuable service and wish
him the best of luck in his new career.
I have yet to meet his replacement in M Tp, W01 (FOS) Alm
Tomllneon who, I understand, was previously with SHAPE. Welcome
FOS no doubt we will see plenty of each other at Camp-now only five
days away.
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36 Sig Regt (V) W anstead
R(UMAN) SIGNALS RAFT
Members of 707 and 755 Troops, 36th (Eastern) Sig Regt (V) decided
to take to the water recently when they competed in the Annual Fancy
Dress Raft Race Competition on the River Wensum through Norwich.
The raft, constructed from old drop tanks was sponsored for charity by
private individuals and an insurance firm, Guardian Royal Exchanae,
not for di tance covered but on the likelihood of the raft surviving the
course!
With 54 rivals to contend against and missiles comprising of
anything fro m flour , soot, cement dust, pigswill" and eggs. HMSSiez Her
(sic) still managed to finish eleventh overall . This can be seen as even
more remar kable when it is pointed out that at the start of the race the
tiller decided to give up. To cries of 'Come on the right (handsideJ,
you're not pulling hard enough!' the craft zig-zagged its way downriver,
ramming at least four competitors 'accidentally' and causing concern
to owners of the numerous pleasurecraft moored along the route.
LCpl ' Oan' Wrlght(ri~ht hand fl oat) proved to be the hero of t he day
when despite severe warm ngs by the Captain, 2Lt Phillip Osment (right
of centre float) about not losing any paddles, one was indeed dropped
by the Captain. LCpJ ' Oan' Wright leapt forthwith into the water and
recovered both the paddle and the Captain' s d ignity.

Speaking of Cyprus, Sat Tony Shields of Line Troop has returned
from Greenham Common, grabbed a change of clothes and now flies to
Akrotiri to assist 259 Sig Sqn in the recabling involved with the
modernisation of the Island Radio Relay System.
In the meantime BAOR has not been without its attractions or our
attention.
As a result of much communication between the Adjutants of 37
Regt and 4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt a series of attachments were
arranged either in lieu of or in addition to Annual Camp. Cpl Bill Hill
of 57 Sqn , Cpla Steve Bater, Brian Parker and John Criddle ACC of 43
Sqn joined the regulars for Ex Main Brace and a further five
volunteers, Sig• Tre•or BalJey, Keith FlshJock and Malcolm Brown of
43 Sqn and LCpl Tim Boward and Sig Bob Eaerton of Transmitter
Troop , 57 Sqn are flying out to take part in Ex Ja velin during June .
One of our young officers, U Robert Pany, has also just returned
from a fortnight with 4 Div. When his feet touch the ground again we
should find out his real impressions . Initial reaction from the chosen
few has been one of hard work b ut ~re at enjoyment. The chance to see a
regular unit in BAOR or in sunnier climes is an opportunity for the
volunteer not to miss .
FOOTNOTE
Our footnote to this article will be of interest to all those serving in
the Corps who know~ Ken GouldJng . Recently retired from regular
service he is joining 37 Regt as Training Officer with special
responsibilites for Shooting . As a Bisley shot and Master Coach he will
undoubtedly make a very valuable contribution to our efforts on the
ranges. It ~s hoped that the success of our team in the SWDIST SAM
on 7-8 June in being selected to go forward to the TASAM at Bisley is
only a beginning. All credit to our Bristol-based Corps shot PSI SSgt
John Burm for his coaching and leadership.
53 SQUADRON RETURNS
Have no fear-the 53rd (Welsh) is here. Our long absence from these
columns has been noticed (to tell the truth we have never sent in an
article before), and the order from the management is 'Get Some in'.
First things first, so here is an introduction to the management at
Cardiff:
OCSquadron
~ MyrddJn Da'ffet TD
PSO
Capt Frank Doherty
TroopOCa
Capt Edward Wldgery
Capt Tim Gibson TD
2Lt Len Lea
Tramcomcer
Lt Matt Lott
WRACOmcer
2LtGilllone1
TSI
W02 Gough Silcox
SSM
W02 Alan Bishop
SQMS
SSgt Gordon Fenton

37tb Sig Regt (V) Bristol
VISITORS TO GATEWAY
During the two weekends of Ex Short Comer Gateway One,
Regimental Command Post and the Group Headquarters element of 71
Sig Regt (V) located at Rollestone Camp , Salisbury Plain received visits
from the following senior officers:
Bria J. P. Bart OBE, Commander 2 Sig Gp, saw the earlier stages of
setting up the Gateway before driving north to our sister Regiment 38,
in Sheffield.
Col Sir Jolm Willa Bt TD JP, our Honorary Colonel, paid his
customary visit to see us and managed to talk to most of the volunteers.
Col K. R. BuaJaa TA, Col (East), made his first official visit to the
Regiment and, we think, was impressed by what he saw.

EX ' SHORT CORNER'
The Squadron has just come throu~h Ex Short Comer with flying
colours . The first phase of the exerctse was carried out during the
weekend of 9-11 May and was ~rirn arily to locate the various elemen ts
of the Regiment into therr exercise locations, to establish
communications and prove the links by passing limited traffic. 53 Sqn
moved to its three locations during the day on Friday 9 May and was
readrtooperatewellin advance of Startex. The weekend went well and a
cons1derable amount of traffic was passed . The following weekend , 1618 May, 868 Tp was very pleased to welcome M~ Da'ffd Ryan from 2
Wessex to their location. ~Ryan from CVHQ (RA) was with the
troop in his capacity as an umpire from 2 Sig Gp . He saw the tape relay
system and showed considerable interest in the role of the Troop. Was
it coincidence we ask, that messages requiring his acknowledgement
started to come in at 0200 hours ?

GREENBAMCOMMONAIRD~PLAY

line Troop, commanded by Lt Da'ffd McKeown, have just retume'd
from Greenham Common where they provided line and radio
communications for the organisers of the International Air Display.
Some of our olunteer WRAC also managed to be appointed as VIP
staff car drivers for the event. We shall hope to feature an article giving
more detail of the task and successes in a later edition.
A1TACBMENTS OVERSEAS
As. a Regiment with a UK-based role we lack the glamour of overseas
exercises and attachments, but have recently gone some way towards
providing the volunteers with sun or LOA or both. Sgt bor Colllm of
the Regimental Medical Section returned to the UK at the end of April
having spent four months in Kenya attached to 32 Fd Sqn RE. This has
served to increase his stock of yarns both long and talJ to the maximum
that anyone else can stand. His comrade at arms, Cpl DaYe Cook, also
from the Medical Section has spent the very pleasant month of in
Cyt>~s attached to 46 Bty, 32 GW Regt RA as medical orderly to their
tralD.lllg camp.
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Cpl Lloyd, Sig Parkin and Pte Marchant the 'cordon bleu team' bash
potatoes for 868 Troop
THE WIRE, JULY 1980

The cooks led by Cpl Isobel Lloyd served us well yet again by
producing all the delicacies which we have come to expect. (How many
other troops have cordon bleu cooks). During the exercise the off duty
shifts camed out weapon and driver training inter~ersed with frequent
NBC alerts which prompted the comment from Cpl (20 yean service
man and boy) Raymond Garland that all these alerts were wearing out
his respirator! Certainly an exercise that will not be forgotten in a
hurry!

All ranks of 868 Troop undergoing weapon training

38 Sig Regt (V) Sheffield

VALE-MAJ JOHN ROSE
38 Sig Regt (V) has recently said goodbye to one of its most respected
and long-serving officers. Maj (TOT) J . P. Rose, TD has just left the
Regiment after 22 years service in the TA. John ROie joined the Army
in January 1944 (Army No. 146972951), and served m the Lebanon,
Syria, Greece and E$YPt between then and 1947. Ten years later, in
October 1957, he jomed 21 Coips Sig Regt, (TA) as a Signalman,
transferring to 46 (NM) Sig Regt (TA) in 1959. He was commissioned as
a TOT in December 1963 and served in 46 Sig Regt until its
amalgamation with 64 Sig Regt (TA) to form 38 Sig Regt (V) in 1967.
John became 2IC of 46 (Derbyshire) Sig Sqn in 1971, and took
command of the S9,uadron in September 1976.
Happily for all his many fri ends, John ROie will not be vanishing
from the military scene. He has now taken up his appointment as
County Communications Officer for Northants and will no doubt be
seen around the Regi ment trying to beg, borrow or otherwise acquire
equipment and personnel.
John and his wife Jean were dined out at a Regimental Officers Mess
Dinner in Sheffield at which the Honorary Colonel, Col J. R. S.
Grimwood-Taylor TD, TD, MA, DL, presented John with a carriage
clock in recognition of his long and notable service.

RECRUIT TROOP
For some time now, 53 Sq!) has been running a course for new
recruits prior to their attending the two week course at either Catterick
or Guildford. The ten week course covers all basic subjects from
weapon handling to first aid and culminates in a weekend devoted
entirely to map reading . It is surprising how many students who know
the theory complete from magnetic variation to intersections will
suddenly put all their faith in their instincts rather than in a prismatic
compass, and then wonder why they stray off course. It is rather
pleasing to note that after that salutary experience, they all become
very compass conscious. Our congratulations go to Ptea Lonlle
Chevrier and Donna Fonter who have recently returned from
Guildford as 'Best Recruit' on their respective courses . Not the first
from this Squadron to achieve the distinction and certainly not the last.

VALE
Our thanks go out to all those who , because of the upper age limit,
have recently retired from an active role in the Squadron . Two names
who spring to mind for special mention are W02 Da'ffd Morgan and
Cpl Dennis l.ewb who for many years played a significant part in the
life of the Squadron . Many thanks to you both and keep in touch with
us.

WARNING
During an exercise in April one of our Corporals decided to take a
short cut back to the radio vehicles by climbing over a high fence.. As he
jumped down to the ground his wedding ring caught in a projection on
top of the fence and when he reached the ground he found that he had
left his finger behind. Despite immediate casevac to the nearest
hospital within five minutes, his finger could not be saved. The lesson
that we can all /earn from this tragic incident is that nobody should
wear rings whilst carrying out military training.
THEWIRE, JULY1980
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BASICS

Exercise Pied Piper is very much about physical fitness and basic
Infantry soldiering at a hijih level of proficiency. it is an annual
CO!Dpetition among TA Uruts in Northern Ireland in which military
s~ ar~ put to the test. This year it took place at Magilligan on the
~vmce s North West coast where the training area is bounded on one
Side by a nature reserve and on the other by one of the best beaches in
Northern Ireland. We entered two teams who had trained hard on
week-ends and mid-week in the months leading up to the exercise - a
heavy demand on muscle and brain-power.
The standard of the com~tition was of a very high order and 66 (City
of Belfast? Sqn led by SSst Harry lee won the 'Voice Procedure' Sh ield.
SSst .lee is Staff SJt.of Alpha Troop and has served with the Regiment
for rune years. He Joined us from the ReguJar Army having served with
'Dragoon Guards' in Aden and Northern Ireland .

FOOT-SORE
WOl Mick Wrlnae, SSst Mick Bantow, Sat John Balley and Sat
Mitch Mltcbell were just four of over 2000 people who took part in the
~ual M.o~e Wall Walk on Sunday 1 June. The walkers enjoyed
ideal conditions - dry weather and almost continuous sunshine and a
fresh_ breeze to k~ep _the temperature just riJlht. The Mourne Walk is a
22 mile course cl~bmg 1~ pe~s and ascending 10000 ft en route.
A well. co-ordinat~d. First A1_d_ Team was on hand , assisted by an
Army helicopter to airlift casual1ties from the mountain side.
Each walker completin~ the course received a Mourne Walk
Certificate. All our team firushed in good order
Team Commmt:
'~king forward to !lext .Y~ar with the hope that 34 and 36
Regiments would consider Joining us and making up a 12 Group
Team Entry' .
There were 2,877 entries at the start-line-2,047 finished the Course.

T AlLPIECE
The first ~ourne Walk took place almost by accident in June 1941.
There were fiv~ entr~ts, one of whom was Capt Crawford McMahon,
our PSO. AlJ five finished the Course, finishers awards-blisters and
sunburn.

'PIED PIPER'
Cpl Toye 66 (City of Belfast) Sqn With the Voice Procedure Shield

CONGRATULATIONS
SthJobnB McClay jo~ed.~e Territ~!1al Army in 1964 and served with the
!1 ~ya! Inn1sltilling Fusiliers (TA) until 1967 when he was
co~issioned as 2Lt and posted to The North Irish Militia (TA)
During 1970 he ~ansfe.rred to 6~ (NIH) Signal Sqn and in the sam~
year. to 32 (Scottish) Signal Regiment. He joined 40 (Ulster) Signal
Tae.nt (Volunteers) ~ November 1979, present appointment Coo mating Officer. Our sincere conwatulations to ~John McOay on
the award of the Territorial Decoration (18 December 1979).

FOCUSON85SQUADRON
1980 has ~~om~ the 'year of the exercise' with us attempting a
number of mimatunsed mob exercises in preparation for Crusader 80.
They were all necessary. The electronic cobwebs from 1979 had to be
swept a'!lay ~d attendances proved to be poor. The Sqn carried out Ex
Co/1 Finger m January, _Ex Spn''!g Chicken in April, participated in
Regimental. Ex Rough Diamond m May and is preparing for Regt Ex
G~m Stone m Jun~ . AlJ of these exercises have taken place in N . Ireland
using , where possible, TA and UDR Centres, for security reasons.
Ini:vitably ~ur relays needed more elevation than these secure
prem1Ses proV1ded so, t a~ng all security precautions necessary in a real
war zone, we took to the hills. So far we have not met any indians on the
warpath I

THE MANAGEMENT

oc

~J.S.Doody

AO
QM
MTO
Comm10ffr
OCATp
OCJTp
RSM
RQMS
AQMS
YofS
FofS
ORSQMS

Capt M. Be,an
~ B. Moody RPC
Capt E. H. le Quesne
U R. B. Hobaon RCT
Capt G. M. S. Shipley
2U D. P. Meyer
UN. R. N. Wood
WOl M. G. Mclnnet
W02 R. D. E. Kennington
W02J. W.OwenREME
W02 A. C. Doane
W02 J. C. Matthews
SSst H. Fonyth

21C

FAREWELLS
On Friday 2 May the Squadron said farewell to WOl (RSM) Mu:
Springer BEM as he left the Squadron on commissioning to join 3
Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt. After a brief interview with the Force
Commander, M"' John Doody, the OC, escorted RSM Springer to the
Junior Ranks Dining Hall where every member of the HQ and Sig Sqn
had assembled. To commemorate his service in both 19 Airportable
Bde and 7 Pd Force the RSM was presented with a bronze 'Jimmy' and
Squadron plaque.
Having completed his farewells the RSM was invited to leave
Goojerat Barracks by a some what unusual form of transport. His final
journey from the barracks was completed by sedan chair and the route
lined by members of the Squadron.
WOl (RSM) Max Springer and his wife SybD will both be missed by
the Squadron, Sybil will especially be remembered for her
contributions to the Wives Qub and the many functions undertaken by
her. We wish them both well with 3 Armd Div.
Capt Ian Flelder and his wife Jane leave Colchester to join the School
of Signals in Blandford . His successor, 21.t David Meyer joins us from
Blandford and the Q Course.

Birmingham Spring Festival were disappointing as rain dampened the
public's interest. The .season finishes with shows at Grantham and
Skegness during August.
SHOOTING
During the last week in Ma~. Colchester's rainy season, the Squadron
shooting team entered the Eastern District Skill at Arms meeting.
Unfortunately, we were not able to secure any prizes but a final position
of 6th out of 26 reflected the efforts of Sat Mick Uoyd-Williama the
team coach and leader. The best placing was 3rd in the LMG pairs.
RSO'a CONVENTIO N
The first RSO's Convention took place in May with massive support
from both ReguJar and TA in the Field Force.
The O C, ~ John Doody, opened the proceedings and the YofS ,
W02 Alan Doane followed with a look at our new role in BAOR. The
first of our guests speakers, ~ I . C. Shuker from the MOD,
presented the Electronic Warfare threat. The second part of the
discussion, the Electronic Counter measures, continued by the YofS ,
looked more deeply into security aspects of the communications in
BAOR. Our second guest speaker, M~ Peter Hallett and Capt Pbll
Grey, from the School, outlined the full range of Oansman radio ,
which, with any luck, should be here in the near future . Comd 1 Sig
Gp, Col Keith Olch rounded off the morning with a look at the use of
Rear Link Det achments.
After lunch , C1pt Robert Ba:Uer and WOO (YofS) Mick Thornton,
from 8 Inf Bde, presented a most interesting view of Communications
in Northern Ireland. The day drew to a close with an open forum on Ex
Crusader and rel1:1 ted problems. The closing address by the OC
produced a resounding yes for an annual convention to be held in the
Force.
FOOTBALL RETROSPECT
Another good season for the football team resulted in good placings
in the 3 competitions entered. In the E Dist Minor Units Cup we
managed to reach the final only to be beaten by a goal in extra time ,
Cpl P'bll Roalee providing some stirling service in the goal. The team
managed to produce a cup from the E Dist Minor Units League by not
losing a match, much credit to top scorer, Sat Keith Scott and midfield
players Cpls Robbie Dane. and Barny Barnard. The E Dist 6-a-side
competition in April allowed us the chance of repaying 3 R Anglian for
their win over us in the Army 6-a-side in Aldershot last year. We met
them in the final and scored the winning goal with a minute of extra
time left .
The Army 6-a-side in Aldershot again closed the season and
regrettably we must say goodbye to four of our key players .

Ex ~pring Chicken might better have been named Ex Spring
Grem~m due to a problem at the relay which was not resolved until the
follo."'.lllg Sunday .. 'J!ie Belfast. TAC to Lurgan T AC shot has
tr~dihonally been d1fficul! to achi~ve because of terrain, the relay shot
~mg .through a keyh~le m the hills surrounding Belfast T AC in one
direction ~nd over a d1stanc:e of some 30 miles to Lurgan TAC in the
other. Incidentally the exercise did not last until the following Sunday
the relay shot was successfully repeated then .
'
Two notable absentees on Ex Spr_ing Chicken were LCpl Hunter and

Sat Gar~utt. They reappeared again after the exercise looking tanned

and bearing th_e same surname which has confused everyone including
themselves at times .
By the time we reached Regt Ex Rough Diamond we had the rough
ed~es well worn off and C~O UKLF, Brig Butler, arrived to a very
sa~sf~ctory co~ms state, m fact we had all circuits through by
midmfht on Fnday night. The principal problem on this exercise was
lack o att~ndance created undoubtedly by the concurrent events of the
w~kend, 1.e. the F~ Cup Final, the North West 200 Motor C cle Race ,
Belfast Lord Mayors. Show, ~ot to mention the wedding of tapt Chris
Spragg to Sharon, this effectively removing many officers for a spell on
Saturday afternoon .

During a visit to weekend training at Ballykinler Camp Bri R
Stonham, Comd 12 Signal ~ro~p presents Maj John McClay wit~ th~
Terrrtonal Decoration

The enthusiasm of our .w~c Data Telegraphists has contributed
greatlr to our commumcabons success and their prowess with
teleprinter, tentpeg and teapot is about equal . To name names would
ta~e up much space so it is su!ficient to say 'Well done girls, keep it
~ · In between ?~ !~al exerc_1ses we have slipped a few circuits into
x Summer V1g1/ m. June JUSt to keep up relations with our
counterparts on he mainland.

RSM being chaired out of camp

CAREERS INFORMATION TEAM
A rather shorter programme of exhibitions has been undertaken this
year as exercise commitments have taken their toll and every effort has
been made to maintain the high standards required by team members
when facing the ever questioning public.
This year the team was headed by LCpl QJ,e Sldng1ley assisted by
LCpl <ltrl1 Roles, Sia Andy Frater, Dave Eliott and Nigel Thomaa to
answer all the probing questions. Alexandra Palace provided the venue
for the Amateur Radio Society, a good opportunity to show off the
professional skills of the Corps . The Hinckley Tattoo and the
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SAilJNG
Four members of the Squadron managed a week away from the
routine by headinj for Gosport and th.e 2Sft yacht Quicksilver. The
resident skipper, C..]11 Scouee Jonea gave some basic pointers and all set
sail for Cowes. Having joined forces with Skywave, another R SiJUals
charter yacht, the evening was spent on shore discovering the delights
of a south coast sailing town. The week progressed and after an evening
in Poole and Weymouth, the Thursday proved to be a little much for
the crew. Sip Gua Cameron and Windy Windus shared their breakfast
with the fishes and Sat Nobby Qark helped the fish to navigate by
losing his glasses over the side. At the close of the week the return
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journey showed a marked increase in the proficiency of the crew and
the ad\'Cnture finished without mishap back in home base, Gosport.
After a thorough clearout the four returned to Colchester with many
tall stories of a good time being had by all .
FOCUS O N J T P P ERSONALITIES
Lt N. R . N. Wood
OC Tp
Tp Sgt
Sgt D. Davies
Tp Cpls
Cpl Flt zslmmons
CplHogben
CplPlggoU
Cpl Searle
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTUR ES
We welcome this mo nth Kevin Graham , Simon Johnstone and Paul
Tram from training and Cpl Charles Fitzsimmons and his wife Shella
fromBAOR.
On his second attempt Cpl Nobby Cark is leaving us for 29 Sig Regt
on his promotion. Farewell also to Paul C amp who departed from us to
Northern Ireland .
Congratulations to Bob Carroll who m arried Qare last month.
ROLE
J Tp is the Sqn C.Ommnd troop. It has 2 C50 Radio Relay <lets based
on Landrover/ Fisbfryer combinations, a small line section and 2
message centres. It also supplies SOS for the Force HQ .

B Troop in action - 6 Fd Force Air Support Ops Centre (FASOC) at
work in Denmark

SPOR11NG SCENE
The Tp is heavily involved in sports as usual . Whilst on Ex Red
Panther the Tp won the Volleyball competition beating all other tps in
theSqn .
With Inter-Unit swimming , athletics and tug-of-war, the troops
sportsmen have been heavily involved with training.

HERE AND THERE
Cpl Dave Piggott is still away on the Potential Yeoman Course. Sig
Clsapmm has departed on his Bl Lineman's course and Cpl 'Fltz'
Fltulmmons, LCpl Dave Cooke and Smudger Smith have been doing
daring feats on the Aerial Riggers course.

244 Sig Sqn (AS)
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THE RED HAND GANG

oc

:ZIC
OCATroop
OCBTroop
RQMS
SSM
YofS
FofS
<ltlefClerk

~ C.

D. Melhulsb
Capt M. N. Grieves
Capt L. K. Byrne
2Lt S. P. Wallis
W02 (RQMS) P. Hardwick
W02 (SSM) R. Jeffery
WOl (YofS) A. D. Janaway
SSgt(FofS)R.L.Giblon
SSgt (ORSQMS) M. Kennedy

Many former ' Red Hand Gangsters' have expressed disappointment
at the lack of S~adron Wire Notes. A radical c.hange of middle
management (lLt Steve Wallis taking over) has put the recent dirth to
an end. Many attributed the decline in.Notes to the decline of the
Squadron; this does hold some truth. From being the largest
independent squadron in the C.Orps in 1977 we have been reduced to a
shadow of our former selves. However, the work load , morale and
effectiveness of the unit is as high as ever.

HERE AND THERE
Since our last entry, the squadron has been very busy, with a high
exercise commitment, including such exotic, faraway places as
Rhodesia and Belize. We also had our annual commitment to Exercise
Hardfail , when early this year Capt Lance Byrne took 26 men t o
Norway for the two month period, and from reports that came back
they all had a wonderful time. Congratulations have to be passed to
Lmce Byrne on his promotion to Captain (whizz kid) . However he is
soon to leave the squadron on posting to Northern Ireland.
VISIT OF COMMANDER 1 SIGNAL GROUP
The Commander 1 Signal Group paid the squadron an informal visit
on the 13 May; his first visit since Op Agila . He spoke informally to
most of the lads and was extremely impressed with the driving skills
displayed by LCpl 'F1ub' Weldin&, who managed to reverse his Land

(Left to Right) : SSgt Eric Sreeves, LCpl Ben Wayling, Sig 'Beast'
Davis, Sig Jock Bryson, LCpl Jim Boyle and LCpl Mick Boyle (yes
they are twins) having just 'zapped' Capt Tony Gibson R Signals
UKLF PRO. Hardfall 80

Rover into the battery box cover, not two yards away from where Col
Olds stood , much to the embarrassment of all concerned! However, Col
Olds took it all in a very light humoured way and was soon talking to
LCpl Welding about the occasion when he was shaken apart, whilst
being driven along a dirt track in Rhodesia by LCpl Welding .
(Speaking of Rhodesia. In the May issue we saw Cpl Jimmy Taylor
with the Corps Flag at Assembly Area Papa. That was Capt M ark
Gdeves flag - he would like it back! I)
ON A SADDER NOTE
In June the ~ uadron bids farewell to four of its members, WOl
(RQMS) Pete Hardwick who has been with the sq uadron for three
years, also SSgt Dave Holland who also has had the pleasure of a
lengthy tour at Brize Norton , our REM E Sgt Dave Moulder, who had
the worst job of all trying to keep our vehicles on the road (LCpl
Weldings' not helping matters) and finally Sgt Joe Shuker one of the
excellent techs the squadrons been blessed with . They are all going out
into the big wide world to chance their arm in civvy street. They will be
formally Dined-Out on the 27 June. We wish them and their fam ilies
the best of luck fo r the futu re.
EXERCISE 'LONG LOOK' - lLT RUSS MAYOR, 130 SIGNAL
SQUADRON (TASS)
lLt Russ Mayor was with the squadron for four months on an
exchange visit from the Royal Australian Signals . Capt Lance Byrne
was the lucky officer of the squadron to go 'down under' and enjoyed
the e~erience immensely. lLt Russ Mayor settled in very quickly to the
life with the 'Red H and Gang' , and was very sorry to have to leave at
the end o f h is four months, even more so for Capt Lance Byrne who had
to leave the sunny climate of Australia for the somewhat damper air of
Oxford , closely followed by his two month trip to the Arctic Circle with
temperatures down as far as -23°C. But never mind , his troop have got
some exotic tours coming up later this year although he won 't be there.
EXERCISES
All our exercises this year, with the exception of one, have been
overseas, covering Denmark, Norway and Germany. The one UK
exercise, Exercise Tigers Head took place on the glorious Salisbury
Plain Training Area. The most memorable moment of all the exercises

occurred in Denmark, during TA CO MM EX 2/ 80. In February there
was still a six inch carpet of snow on the ground when the 2IC , Capt
Mark Grieves and OC B, lLt Steve Wallis were on their way to a
friendly forces location , when all of a sudden they found themselves in a
most precarious position . The Land Rover in which they were travelling
in was at an angle of 45 degrees with both off side tyres in a three foot
ditch . Carefully extracting themselves from the vehicle, armed only
with a compass and map , they set off looking for some help. After
about an hour they arrived at a Danish Army Camp, where, after
several fruitless attempts, they finally found a building which was
occupied, and after explaining their awkward position the Danes
agreed to help . Within 20 minutes the Land Rover was clear , the Danes
believing 'big is beautiful' used a huge multi-wheeled MAGRIUS to
drag the Land Rover clear. With a great deal of thanks and relief the
two intrepid travellers moved on again in search for their lost frien dly
forces. What at last they found them the story was kept quietl (The 2IC
was driving .)

Dining out Maj Mike Ridlington (Left to Right): SSgt Dave Fox, SSgt
Arthur J ones, SSgt Brian (smile please) Morrison, Maj Mike
Ridlington, Sgt Del Bliott, W02 Davy Osborne, SSgt Mick Carpenter
and Sgt Geordie Dale

WINTER SPORTS
We are now leaving the Cyprus W inter Sports season behind us and
it is .an appropriate time to reflect on some of our successes (and
failures!)
The soccer team, under the eagle eye of centre back, W02 Davy
0 1bome (I am only 37). were runners up in both the Minor Units
League and in the Minor Units Knockout. In both cases we were
narrowly defe ated by our arch rivals 12 Signals Unit RAF . The
Squadron also provided seven players for the Garrison team which won
the Major Units League, Knockou t Cup, Inter-Garrison Trophy and
Carter Floodlight Competition . Congratulations also go to Sgt Uam
Currell on being awarded his Corps Colours .
The hockey team, lead by Sgt Al Haines, have also had a good
season. Again we were runners up in the league being narrowly beaten
by a combined ORD / EME team . Cpl Kenny Bowe (2 JRS) represented
the Army; well done Kenny.

FORmCOMING EVENTS
The summer period is to be filled with a BAOR exercise, leave, ~en
a major commitment to Crusader 80. This is to be followed by a trip to
Turkey and the Annual Battle Camp . This should provide sufficient
material for several more articles, thus re-establishing the Squadron on
the pages of The Wire. Similarly it is planned t~ h~ld the 'Red Hand'
reunion in October. Unfortunately the address list IS hopelessly out of
date, so if anyone wants details please send a contact address to the
Squadron soonest.

The squash team were only middle order in the league but ~ Cliff
Walten and SSgt Mick Raybould represented the successful Army
Team and Cpl Kenny Bowe was reserve .

i®

Our badminton pair of Sgt Bob Genge and Cpl Keany Bowe were
runners-up in the Anny ()pen Championship and won the Garrison
Knock-Out Competition. They also ~resented the Army. Cpl Bowe
with.Mrs Carol McKee then beat Sgt Uenge and Mrs Sandy Palmer in
the mixed doubles.
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PERSONALITIES
Recen t months have seen a lot of changes in the Squadron
management which n ow comprises:
OC
M~ Qlff Walters
l IC
Capt Philip Rouse
TOT/ OC Tech Np
M~ Barry Kimber
QM
Maj Brian Turner
OC Airfield Tp
Lt Miles Stockdale
OC Mountain Tp
Lt John Steed
OC Eplskopl Tp
SStrt Rob Burnett
SSM
WOl 'Davy' Osborne
F o{ S Airfield
SSgt Chris Vanparys
F of S Mountain
SStrt Frank R1Dlnln&
F of S Tech Tp
WOl Jerry Bannister
CC
SSgt Arthur Jones
There is not space to say farewell to all those who have left but we
would like to send our best wishes to Maj Mike RJdllngton and
Rosemary and hope they enjoy their tour in the Signals Directorate .

At golf (yes golf is a winter sport in Cyprus) SSgt Mick Raybould, (5
handicap ) 'cleaned up' a fe w trophies including the SODAP Cup ,
Presidents Putter and Army Championships.
He represented the successful Anny team and was also awarded his
Corps Colours . We believe he may be the first OR to achieve colours in
two English summer sports; unless of course you know different.

The rugby team captained by Sgt Glen Pennington wei:e unbeaten
throughout the minor unit league championship ; enough said .

SUMMER SPORTS
The cricket season is now under way and the Squadron team lead by
SSgt Mick Raybould is doing well. Already we have had some good
bowling from Lt Miles S~kdale, Sgt Liam Currell and Cpl B!814.
Wit h the bat OUT top score IS 87 not out, by M~ am wal~rs, which IS
not bad in a 25 overs match. In the 'SSgts and above v Sgts and below',
the workers (guess which team they are) lost by 1 run requiring 3 from
the last ball when Sig John Telford was run out being only one yard
short.
Athletics has started with a bang I I Airfield Troop won the InterTroop Athletics Trophy and we now look in ~cod shape for the
Squadron to go on and win the Minor Unit Athletics Trophy - watch
this space. We will be looking for more good performances from Sat
Mick Panons Triple Jump, Sat Dave McKay 3000m
steeplechase, Sia John Telford - . sprints , Sia Scome Garnett Javeline and Sat bave Marsdm - DISCUS.
1be Volleyball starts this month and with~ Brian Turner, SSst
Mick Carpenter, Cpl John O'Donnell, Sip 'DC' Declancy and Da'9
Toon all over 6 ft we must have a chancel
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RAF AKROTIRI CO. CUP
Against all odds Airfield Troop won the C~s Cup for 1979/80.
Moreover they gained more than 30% mo~ pamts than ~e second
placed team. For a Troop of less than 30 this 1s an outstandmg effort
and shows the indepth sporting strength of the Troop.

Airfield Troop - winne rs of th e RAF Akrotiri St at ion Co mmanders
Cup.
.
Gp Capt P. L. Gray RAF flanked by SSgt Mick Raybould and Lt Miles
Stockdale

SHOOTING
.
At the Royal Signals Skill at Arms Meeting .all our teams shot
consistently without carrying awa~ t<;><> much ~.ver but Sgt Paul
Brabblm did exceptionally well by wmnmg the lndiyidu.al SMG <;up .
In the Near East Skill at Arms Meeting we a~am did well with the
SMG and won the Team Match . Overall the 'A Team were placed 8
out of 23 and Sgt Paul Brabbln1 was 18th in the CLFC XX.

262 Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 58
A START
·
h ·
Picture the scene, if you will, with yours truly .busy keeping ~ c air
balanced on two legs and holding a desk down ~1th only the weigh~ of
two feet whilst gazing wistfully <;mt of the window at the teeming
Cypriot rain when the OC pops his h~ad aroun~ the d~r.
'Ahal' says he, 'just the man to write The Wire Notes.
,
'Yes, umm . .. well sir ... I'm very busy at the moment, you see Ive
got all these .. .'
. ~ •
h
'About those two weeks leave you've apphed ior says e.
'Love to· write them!'
.
I'm sure that, like me, you've seen similar starts to unit not~~ and,
again like me you've thought 'I don't believe that, but at least its on_e
way of making a start on the notes'. Well, it's all true honestly, and 1t
has started my notes hasn't it?
SHOOTING
·
I ed ·
The most important event that the .sq.uadron has ~een mvo v . m
recently is shooting (yes, yours truly 1s m the shooting team!), .with
teams entered in the Royal Signals (Cyprus~ and Near Ea~t. Skill at
Arms meetings with a fair de~ree of success in both competitions. Sgt
Ralph Maddison came first m the Association Cup duri~~ R~SAM
with W02 (SSM) Jim Humphreys taking the runn~r up position m. the
SMG match, and the Squadron took the LMG pairs and team prizes.
In the NESAM competition the team came fourth overall an~ thereby
ualified for the Regular Army Skill at Arms Match at ~1sley. Sgt
~rlan Resoun, the Team capta~n and co~ch ma~ag~ to sat! th.ro~gh
both competitions without wmning anyth1!1g, but insists on ~entton~ng
that he came first in the Centrefire Pistol Lea~ue, an 1s.la~dw1de
com petition run throughout the winter months. It 1s sheer comc1dence
that he also runs the league!
ASSAULT COURSE COMPETITION
..
.
The annual inter-section Assault Course Competition was once agam
organised by Sgt Dave Sparkes and this year inv~lv~ three teams of
eight men racing over the local Infantry ~att~hon s assault course.
Each team carried over with them one 1err1can full of water, 2
ammunition tins full of sand, one pack of DlO, a field telephone and
four six foot ash poles. The aim was to send two men over t~e complete
cou rse, first taking the telephone and pack of telephone_ wu:e; connect
up the telephone at the other end to produce commumcat1ons to the
rest of the tea m. This was the signal for the rest of the team to start.
All the teams did very well in this demanding race and the sense of
team spirit was rudely awakened in everyone, esp_ecial}y fo,r one team
whose leader, Sgt Allan Balley, was heard shouttng, don t leave me

F' Id T
h
behind !'
.
Lt Jane Sugden kindly presented the prize to 1e
roop ~ o
completed the course in 8 mins 21.2 second~. Sec?nd were 3~ Lme,
Rad io Workshops and Radio Relay section in a time of 9 m ms 31.4
seconds, a nd lastly came Cape G!eco who picked up a few penalty
points end ing with a time of 16 mms 43.6 seconds.
Unfortu nately the weather wasn't too kind to us and everyone. got a
little wet with Sgt Dave Sparkes getting soaked when thrown in t he
water jump by the wi nn ing team.

THE ANDY SPYROU TREASURE HUNT

LAND ROVER PULLING RACE
.
Like the Assault Course Competition this race, having been run more
t han twice, has become a tradition within the Squad ron. T he fateful
day dawned bright and su nny (and hot!); the volunteers were
confronted with two 'dead ' landrovers to wh ich were attached lon_g
lengths of rope. There was no shortage of vol unteers h owe~er "'.hen it
was learned that someone had to sit in the vehicle a_nd steer 1t. Wit h t~e
two lucky ones grinning from 'ear to ear ' the re!Ilamder t?<Jk the stratn
and at the word 'go', they were away at a cracking two mtle~ per hour.
The route took the teams alongside the sports fields, up a hill , past t he
. lous golfers), across the ~ondu and t~en
golf club (watched by incredu
back on to the tarmac for the final stretch to the fi msh at the_ B1.tsa
Club. A pint, courtesy of PRI, awaited each_memeber of the wmnmg
team. All in all , the race was thoroughly enjoyed by all the spect~tors
and there is no truth in the rumour started by one of t he competitors
that the two rovers were the only vehicles that the MT had capable of
moving, with or without engines running!

Trtcbr and sponsored by An.dy Spyrou Car Market was a resounding

TEAM SPIRIT

The successful NESAM shooting team with their trophies: Sgt
Gerry Nation Sgt Paul Brabbins, Sgt Phil Dolby, S ig Davy Toon and
' team manager SSgt Mick Carpenter

The annual squadron treasure hunt organised by Capt ~y

success. The hunt started well with most of the 24 cars and 1 m~tor
cycle being lost in the first village. We then hit the 'open roads of
Troodos where it seems that everyone sailed by &!! the clues ~xcept Sgt
~ and his crew who were the eventual wmners despite several
strong objections which were overuled by Oerk of the Course, Clair

Trick•.
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.
On Tuesday, 27 May, Field Troop were. set t he t ask ofprovmg th~t
they really were soldiers as well as drivers, telemech~ ~nd rad io
telegraphists. They descended on BMH valley and were spht !nto teams
of three (one of each trade in the team). One of the main aims o.f !he
exercise was to foster a bit of ' team spirit', in other words complammg
about ' the things that the T roop OC and SSGT make us do' became a
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collective effort!
The course was about seven kilometres Ion~ and contained six stands
ranging from re-assembling weapons to makmg a cup-of-tea. The first
task was to erect a 27ft mast under the close scrutiny of SSgt (YofS)
'Hop-a-long' Bowden. However, one team (who shall be nameless, Cpl
Fowles) decided to go the pretty way round the course and stopped for a
tea-break at Stand No 6 first! (lots of penalty points there!) NBC came
next on the list and provided the SSM with an entertaining mornin~,
then it was 'let's have another go at map-reading and find Stand No 3 ;
all the teams did eventually manage to find Sgt Thompson and his
infamous 9 x 9 tents. Stand No 4 was run by Sgt 'Dead-Eye Dick'
Resoun who took great delight in taking a few weapons apart and
watching the teams put them back together again-what he didn't tell
them was that there were more pieces than necessary! Sgt Nowell
devised a tricky little driving test for Stand No 5 and made the Cbt Dvrs
prove his worth. Finally, after another trek across country, the teams
saw in the distance the wonderful sight of SSgt Homby sittin~ in a
deck-chair under a beach umbrella with a brew kit by his side (it's all
right for some, isn't it?). Apparently, when Mn Hornby handed her
husband a flask of tea on Tuesday morning, he wasn't too impressed,
but by midday he was extremely gratefull He nominated LCPI Stevie
Robertson as 'tea-maker of the day' as his cup was the only one
remotely drinkable!
Some gladiators managed to run into the finish; others staggered and
felll but all were rewarded with cans of beer (in varying numbers
according to their order of merit) in the Bitsa afterwards. The winners,
after a great deal of mental arithmetic (so that's why OC Field had to
do an Accounts Coµrsel) were: Cpl 'Biggies' Grant (telemech); LCpl
'when'• the next race' Ashley (Rtg) ; and Sig 'waJt for me' NeUd (COt
Dvr). Now-about the next one ... !)
ACROSS DAY
For those who don't know, the ACROSS TRUST is a charitable
organisation which provides holidays abroad, in buses fully fitted out as
Jumbo Ambulances or 'Jumbulances', for those who would not
normally be able to travel because of serious illness or disablement. To
help raise funds for this charity, May 24th was designated 'Across Day'
and a mini fete was put together in the Bitsa Oub by Sgt Mick
Tankard. This consisted of target golf, darts, wellie chucking and ot her
stalls of fun and skill a long with the bar and ' burger stall to entice
people to part with their cash. T he day proved to be a success with
W02 (RQMS) Colin Easton giving more special offers inside four hours
than most RQ's manage in a lifetime.
The amoun·t raised on the day amounted to £C100, to which the
Wives' Club added £C38 from their cake stall earlier in the month. This
gave a final total of £C138 (£170) approx, which all goes to the Across
Trust.
STOP PRESS
We are pleased to announce the recent engagemen.t of Lt Jane
Sugden, OC Field Troop, to Lt Miles Stockdale, OC Airfield Troop,
259 Sig Sq n. (Bit of a 'field' day really!)
(PS Yours truly was Sgt Underhill).

Association News
---

- - - - - - - - --

THE I NDIAN SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
Secretary: J. T. Dexter, 23 Kelvin Avenue, Palmers G reen, London,
N13 4TH.

sun rose high enough to grill one, in Risaly.ur, Sialkot, and
Trimulgherry; of racing tonga.s up the 'Pindi Mal ', the unfortunate
tonga-wallahs hareing hopelessly a couple of hundred yards in the rear.
They remember being attached by the ears to a No 1 Set and an
unco-operative mu le, sloggin~ up near-vertical k hud.s and over
furnace-hot rocks; or of ma nnmg a depressingly eminent helio on a
freezing hill in Waziri or Moh mand country, while t he picquet
hammered away at persistent snipers. T hey kept the peace in troubled
times; they built roads where only mounta in-goats had gone before.
They took pride in showin~ their Ind ian comrades j ust how
communications should be maintained. They returned to ca mp from
marches in temperatures t he poor civilian would never credit, and
immediately drew out sports k it, j ust to take a Gurk ha XI d own a peg.
No wonder they return year after year, to rem inisce, write an epitaph
for an absent comrade, or t a lk of the present-day 'youn~sters' who so
impeccably carry on t he tradition. The North-West Frontier, or Ulster;
the No 1 Set, or the A.41. The same breed of men handle the aggro, the
same esprit de corps takes care of the communications.
And so the 'Goodnights' and 'Cheerios' are said. Promises are made
for next year's meeting. The hall empties at last, but the curtai n of time
has been briefly lifted for the old stagers of t he Indian Signals
Association.
And, as they have so often sung, in the past:
' Bless 'Em All'

SCARBOROUGH BRANCH
Report by Mr H. Harper ChaJ.nnan
On 9 May t he Scarborough Branch held its first formal d inner at the
Clifton Hotel. The guest of honour was the Dep!lty ~~or of
Scarborough, Cllr David Jeffell. Other guests were Maj (QM) ASR
Alfred MBE, the Officer Commandin~ Scarborough Signal T raining
Centre, Burniston Barracks and all of his serving Warrant Officers and
Se nior NCO's. During dinner, the Scarborough Concert Band, under
their d irector Mr Alan Horto~ 1yl_ayed a variety of music. This band has
been taken under the wing of Maj Alan Alfred for the last two years and
has now reached such a standard that they are in constant demand for
al l ma nner of events in Scarborough. The Corps March, which is now
their signat ure tune, was received with much delight by all branch
members at table. After a most excellent six course dinner, the
chairman, Mr Harry Harper, gave a brief history of the branch from its
inception in 1947 and this was followed by a speech from the Deputy
Mayor, who h ighly praised the standard of the occasion and the quality
of the music played. The chairman had a small surprise up his sleeve.
He spoke of the esteem in which M~ Alan Alfred was held by all
members and to than k him for all the many hours of work and thought
that he has given during the past three years , in which he has raised the
Scarborough Branch to a stature never before achieved. A presentation
was made which included a magicians wand. At this point ~ Alan
Alfred was persuaded to use the newly acquired wand and entertain the
gathering with a selection of baffiing magic which he swears was not
prepared. The climax of his presentation was when he burned a one
pound note belonging to a member of the audience (after writing its
number on a blackboard) and later reproducing it in a bread roll. The
company then retired to the 'Jimmy Club' at Burniston Barracks and
all members then had an opportunity to speak to the Deputy Mayor.
·;

'

Ann ual Re- union and Dinner held at T he Victory Services Club, 63179,
Seymour Street, London, W .2., on Saturday, 19 April 1980.
Repor t by Teaker Feakes
T he India n Signals Association meets every year to preserve the ties
between old comrades, dine, wine and talk of long-past eventful days
serv ing the Raj. Anyone with Indian Signals service is welcome to
become a member and , despite Anno Domini, the Association
fl ourishes. It is drawn from all walks of life, and from all ranks of the
Corps. With most of its members, the years have dealt lightly; they do
not seem to alter a great deal. Recognition soon dawns in the eyes of old
frie nds who haven't seen each other for forty years or more; men who'd
last met, wearing KD and topi, when they were slimmer, browner (and
thirstier?) and more ready for six-a-side hockey than a doze by the
fireside.
As they sit and talk , talk, talk, the years roll back. Forgotten for an
hour is the outside world of Skin-heads, Punks, picket lines, and
What's-In -It-For-Me? They' re back in lofty barrack rooms, punkahs
creaking, or sweating in a tent, broke (as usual) and sharing the last
cigarette. They talk of gallops across the maiadan, before the morning
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Left to right: Mr Len Pearson, Secretary; Mr Derek Rigby, Treasurer;
Maj !Retd) Frank Mansfield , President; Cllr David Jeffels, Deputy
Major; Mr Harry Harper, Chairman; Maj Alan Alfred, W02 Ken
Pilkington
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Sport
ARMY FA CUP FINAL 1980
,This year saw the second Army Soccer final in ten years without a
Royal Signals team taking the field. However, that did not mean that
the Corps was not represented. The photograph shows (centre)~ Ron
Roberts in jubilant mood having just refereed the most important Army
game of his life. He said afterwards: 'It was an exciting match, full of
skill and played at a cracking pace. It was a great honour to be
appointed'. The programme notes paid M~ Ron a touching tribute to
his skill as a referee, his talents as a Referee Instructor and as an
administrator. He was referred to as 'a loyal and devoted servant of the
Army Football Association.' In his civilian refereeing career he served
four years as a Referee on the Southern League and was denied
Football League only by virtue of a posting to BAOR in 1974. He is
currently serving as Senior Personnel Selection Officer for the Corps.
On the right of thejicture is the Corps' other representative in the
Final, M~ Peter Stud who was Ron'• senior linesman. Peter has also
had a long career in the Army FA as referee and referee instructor. He
is currently serving at the Apprentices College Harrogate and leaves the
Service in September this year.
The other linesman was SSM Dand Mepbam of the RMP.

7 and 6. T hese three golfers played very well , and it seems a shame we
are unable to ~ut a card into their c.l ubs but hopefully they will produce
this form a~am in a medal competition. Going into lunch the Corps
were, therefore, in a leading position of 5 games to 3.
In the afternoon we needed to win two of the four foursomes, this we
were fortunate to do with wins by the partnerships of Capt 'Harry'
Meeklngs and Lt Col 'Stan' SchoOeld, Maj 'Badgey' Terrey and Col
'Jock' Linton, the Corps winning by 7 games to 5. The whole day was
enjoyed by everyone and at the same time consolidating our ties and
friendship with the Sappers.
Singles
I.

2.

3.
4.

s.

6.
7.
8.

Result

Maj R. S. Carroll
(2)
Capl H. A. C. Meeklng1 (4)
Lt Col E. Schofield
(8)
LtColD. Hall
(15)
M~ F. A. L. Terrey
(IS)
Col R. Linton
(16)
M~E.Burt

H:!

Capt A. Leitch

v W02 S. H. Fulford
vBrlgD. Rou
v Col P.A. Adams
v Maj T. J. Zorlchar
v Col H. A. Roland-Price
v Lt Col J . Sandy
vMaj D.J. Bendle

•

(7) 3-1
(8) S-4
(8) 1-2
(9) 0-0
(13) 4-S
(13) 0-0
(16) 7-6

1-0
1-0
0-1

H

0-1

H

1-0
1-0

S-3
Founomes

1.

2.
3.
4.

Carroll/Hall
Meeklngs/Schofleld
Terrey / Linton
Leitch/Burt

Fulford/ Adams
• Zorlchar/ Roland-Prlce
v Rou/ Bendle
v Sandy
v

1 UP 0-1
S-3 1-0
l UP 1-0
0-1
2-2

Match 7-S WIN FOR R SIGNALS

THE ARMY GOLF MEETING 1980
It is ho~ that this may prove to be the first of our annual dinners. It
was unanimously agreed that this was a most splendid occasion and
provided moments of which reminiscences were made. The enclosed
photograph shows one of our oldest members, Mr Jaek Haqreav~
remembered by many ex-boys as 'Sheriff'. He is flanked by~ (ReJG/
WWle Watson and ~Alan Alfred. In 1945 'Sheriff Jaek' was their
Company Sergeant Major when they were then members of Boys
Training Company Royal Signals.

YORK BRANCH
The Branch Annual Dinner held in April in the candle-lit, historic
Merchant Taylors' Hall in York, and presided over by Lt Col G. R.
(Nat) Goald (in splendid form), was the feature of our winter social
calendar. On this occasion, we were delighted and honoured to
welcome as our principal guests, Bdg A. Yeoman, Commander
Training Group and Catterick Garrison, and Col I. R. D. Sbapter,
Commanding Officer 8 Signal Regiment, and their Ladies. Their
company plus two excellent and informative after-dinner soeeches. was
much enjoyed by all. We also had the pleasure of the company of the
Officer Commanding 240 Signal Squadron, M~ T. E. Grlee and Mn
Grice, and Brig Staut Knox, active as ever and &racing hlmself for the
City Council hustings. A repast of the usual high standards, followed by
much reminiscing and a little gentle dancing, made this another happy
occasion well organised as ever by our Committee in general and our
Secretary, Tony Lavesley in particular.
The ~ranch continues to enjoy a steady influx of new members, and
we particularly welcomed M~ E. A. 'Mae' MeLoagblln who now
resides in the York area. A quick plug-our Branch meetings are held
O!J the last Friday of each month at 8pm in the Conservative Oub. The
city of York (and Branch) especially welcomes retiring pilg_rims froJll
f~-flung outposts! 1980 is a York Festival year and the Mystery Plays
wUI be presented tn June, and our course representatives, Georae and
Ede, confirm that this year's racing calendar will be better than ever!
Our. though~ will soon be turning tow~rds the always popular
Catterick Reumon and the renewal of acquatntances with those north
of the Trent (or south!). A pre-ambling Indian Signals Association
luncheon at . Darlington is. also pleasantly antici~ated. A recent
development to local OCA circles has been the establishment, chiefly
through the efforts of the REME OCA, of a York Services Association
Club. The high-standard Club premises in Imphal Barracks, York are
open to all members of the twelve local OCA organisations who jointly
form the Association.
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GOLF
THE ROYAL ENGINEERS FIXTURE
The annual golf match Royal Signals V Royal Engineers was held at
Hankley Common Golf Oub on Tuesday 20 May 1980. After the
'heatwave' that everyone was experiencing in May it was quite a
surprise to find ourselves playing in a sli~ht rain all day. Hankley
Common Golf Course was in very good condition and obviously the ball
was running a long way. With the small amount of rain falling
conditions were perfect for a good match.
It was unfortunate that the Royal Engineers were a man short,
however a solution was reached on the order of play. In the first match
~ 'Dick' Carrol played his normal excellent golf and gave the Corps
the ftrst win. The second match saw Capt 'H111TY' Meeldnp a..s.ainst
Bria D. Rou. It was unfortunate for the Brigadier that 'Harry'
Meeldnp was playing well and was three undtt par at the eleventh. So
the Co!'Ps had ~~ second win of the day. The Signals V Engineers
match is by tradition, played off scratch which meant that some of our
golfers were under a Tot of pressure. Col 'Jock' Unton playing off 16
had to take on a 13 handicap but succeeded in coming in all square.
An~er stalwart was Lt Col 'Deride' H.UJ (15 handicap) playing
agatnst a single figure player of 9. This again was all square at the
finish. However, our biggest win of the day went to~ 'Doaa' Bart by
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THE ARMY GOLF MEETING 1980 Report by Capt Harry Meeklngs
The Annual Spring Meeting of the Army Golfing Society was held on
the links of Prestwick and Barassie GolfOubs between 10 and 16 May
The weather over this period turned into something of a heatwave. Over
the previous years golfers have prepared for the Anny Golf week with
many changes of clothing and at least three pairs of shoes. Thls year the
temperatures were in the seventies all the week, with Tuesday and
Thursday in the eighties! Being links courses the strong wind was an
ever present problem , varying from day to day and even from hour to
hour.
The two golf courses were entirely different. Prestwick, one of the
original British Open courses, was very dry with hardly any water at all
(except the Burns). The greens were as hard as concrete and playing as
fast as a billiard table. Barassie was extremely well manicured and had
plenty of water for the greens and fairways.
The General's Cup was the first trophy to be played for on the
Saturday and Sunday. Signals had a contender in Gen Jimmy Jackson
who had won the Cup for the last two years, and who delighted his fans
by triumphing again , overcoming en route Maj Gen Adam Block, Gen
Sir Timothy Creasey and Lt Gen Sir David Lang. All golfers will wish to
con~atulate the General on this outstanding feat, although he
attnbuted hls success to his caddy - Col Don Fairman!
Monday saw the start of the Championship proper with 36 holes of
medal play. Maj Dick Canoll won the Handicap Trophy (The Black
Watch Silver Medal) for the fifth time and came second in the scratch ,
being beaten on count back. Other Royal Signals qualifiers were Capt
Willie Brewbt and SSgt Chris Carvetb. The sixteen qualifiers were then
paired off for 18 holes of match play with the winner going forward to
the next round on a KO basis. It was unfortunate that Capt Willie
Brewln happened to draw Maj Dick Canoll in the first round and
subsequently lost on the 17th hole. Maj Dick Canoll was then himself
eliminated in the quarter finals by WOl Hanna RMP, the eventual
winner. SSgt Oll'is Carveth was drawn against the 1979 holder of the
Army Championship, Cpl Ian Gray RAOC in the first round , and with
an inspired round defeated him by 5 and 4. The semi final match
against Lt Col Wallace RGJ was an exciting and hard fought match
with Caneth winning at the nineteenth. In the final against Hanna,
watched by about a hundred eager spectators, Carveth made a bad
start and by the sixth hole was four down. But by the f0t1rteeth he
started to make his come back and by the eighteenth hole they were all
square. So to the nineteenth again where Carveth unfortunately lost the
hole and ended as runner-up after an exhilarating match. Our
congratulations to Chris on an excellent performance.
On the Thursday and Friday the team events took place, the Corps
having teams entered in the Ordnance and Egypt Cups.
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Our team for the Egypt Cup was:
Lt Col Mike Bales (Capt of Corps Golf)
~Gen Jimmy Jackson
Capt Ted Noon
Capt Peter Dixon
Col Don Fairman
Our team played hard golf to reach the final where we were defeated
by the Sapper B team.
In the Ordnance Cup the Corps team overcome RCT and Royal
Artillery, reaching the final where our opponents were the Royal
Engineers. For this game we were on the links at Barassie and with all
the greens holding, the team played some attacking golf. It was a very
good win by 19 holes to 5. Many congratulations go to the team of:
Maj Dick Carroll
Maj Don Reed
Capt Wlllle Brewln
Capt Harry Meeldngs (Secretary of Corps Golf)
Capt I.en Yates
Thus ended the most successful year the Corps has ever had at the
Army Championships. Next year the championships will be held at
Royal St Georges, Sandwich from 11-15 May - so make a note in your
diary .

ARMY GOLF ASSN IRISH RANGERS CUP
The Royal Irish Rangers Cup has a permanent venue at Tidworth
Golf Oub. The course is a par 69 l!Ild is, in general, a very good test of
Golf. This year, with the extra dry weather, the greens are rock hard
although still having a fair covering of grass. In the first round th~
Corps drew The Royal Corps of Transport. Although having a fairly
young team, the RCT played extremely well. Our anchor man of Capt
Wlllle Brewln had a rather long previous night coming down from
Catterick-(he says!). However, he only managed to half. But Willie
was to fool us all by saving himself for the quarter-finals.
We then met The Royal Army Education Corps who had had a win
over The Royal Engineers in the first round. Maj Dick Canoll had a
good win by 6 up , SSgt Cllrls Carveth, although not driving like hls
normal self, won 5 up . Capt Barry Meeldngs had a comfort able win of
2 up with Capt Wlllle Brewln, coming in as the anchor man should, at 6
up. (Wlllle had woken up at last). The Captain of the team, Dick
Carroll, ~ave the word that all the team should have an easy night and
be in beo early. Whether this advice was taken or not we cannot say,
but the game against The Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineer on
the following day was very good. There had been a steady rain all night
and the morning round saw all the waterproof clothing coming out. At
the end of the match our four players had recorded some very good
scores with Dick Canoll 70, Wlllle Brewln 71, Ouis Carvetb 72, and
Harry Meeldngs 72, but for all the good scores we lost by 2 holes to a
very good team.
Having been knocked out of the main competition, the Corps were
then entered in the REME Shield which 1s a scratch Stableford
Competition. Our team was Willie Brewln, Harry Meeklngs, Chris
Carvetb, and our reserve - Sgt Eddie Doutflre. The team achieved 120
points, outstripping their opponents by 15 points.
POSTSCRIPT
We must congratulate Capt Harry Meekings and SSgt Chris Carveth
on being selected to represent the British Army against the Belgian and
French Armies in an International Match being played at Brussels (1619 Jun 80).

SHRIVENHAM ROWING 1979/80
LOOKING BACK AT 1979
1979 was a successful year for the RMCS Boat Club, with a record 21
events entered. The first success came in the Thames Valley Oarsmens
Cross Country Race at Windsor, with an individual win and second
place in the team event. This was followed by a double head win in the
Novice class at Henley Fours, and on the next day at Abingdon Small
Boats Head. One eight competed in the Spring heads.
The regatta season started off well at Hammersmith with a Novice
eight and a Novice four both reaching their finals. However the most
successful regatta was the Joint Services Regatta, held at Holme
Pierrepont in May. Seven different events were entered by 17 members
of the Club, and all of these reached their finals with a win in Senior C
fours, and seconds in Novice fours and Open coxed pairs. The exams
disrupt training and racing every June, and though re~attas were
entered in June and July it was with a different combination of crew
each time. A College regatta was also held in June which attracted a
staggering eleven totally novice fours from within the College, providing
a good afternoon's entertainment, as well as introducing over fifty
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people to the sport. In September a four competed in the 31 mile
Lincoln to Boston Marathon finishing sixth in their class and thirtieth
overall.
The Autumn heads provided a 18th place in the Fours Head for the
Senior C four who went on to come second at Hereford and win Senior
C at Monmouth. Two first term novice crews were also boated at the
latter heads gaining a creditable second in their class at Monmouth. A
novice eight was narrowly beaten in the semi finals of the plate
competition at Reading Novice Regatta in December.

The College First Eight at Reading Head of the River:
Bow-Lt A . J. Ward R Signals, 2-Lt C. M. Hainge RE, 3- Lt M.A.
Tuns RE, 4-Lt S. L. Naile RE, 5-Lt J. R. White RE, 6-Lt G. C. W.
Dodds RE, 7-Lt J.M. Heron RE, Str-Dr G Pagan, Cox-Lt S. G.
Tennyson RE, Coach~Lt N. H. Rollo RE

INTO 1980
1980 started well with the Cross Country Race again! This time the
Club fielded the overall winner and wn the Senior team event. Up to
four fours have competed at the heads in February, and two eights in
the March heads. The first eight, rowing at Novice, gained a 3rd place
at Readi~g, followed by a 2nd at Kingston and a 3rd on the Tideway in
their class. In addition to this position in the Tideway Head, the crew
was also the fastest Service Club crew in the race, beating an RAF
Senior A crew by four seconds.
The Regatta Season began a~ain at Hammersmith with a win in
Novice Eights for the First Eight, and a Senior A Coxless four
contesting their final. At the Joint Services Regatta on 11 May the Club
competed in eleven events, with 23 oarsmen, and won five of them,
commg second in four and third in the other two. The wins were in
Novice Eights, Open Coxed Fours, Novice Coxed Fours, Novice B
Coxed Fours-a special event for oarsmen who have been rowing for
less than a year, and Open Coxless Pairs. The Open Eights were lost by
¥. length from the Royal Armoured Corps, and the Senior C Fours by
two feet from the Royal Navy. This was certainly the most wins that the
Club has ever had in one day, and it is hoping to maintain this success
during the remainder of the Season.

SAILING
GOSPORT TO GIBRALTAR
Repoit by Sgt Tom Nixson, 233 Sig Sqn.
To someone like myself, who has never sailed anything larger than a
thirty foot yacht, the sheer size and latent power of a Nicholson SS can
be a little overwhelming.
Offshore sailing has always frightened me a little. That is probably
why I keep doing it. So my heart was beating a little faster than usual
when I first stepped aboard HMSTY Sabre to take part in the first leg
of Exercise Horse Marine. Little did I know that it would beat even
faster before I got to Gibraltar.
Sabre had just returned from her Winter re-fit and ~ (Retd) Ron
Grafflla, the yacht's permanent skipper, wanted everything checking,
down to the last split pin. The first four days were therefore spent
checking, loading and finally filling every available hole, or so it
seemed, with bonded duty free goods. Then a quick training session in
Portsmouth Harbour and we eventually slipped from JSSC at 1800 hrs
Saturday 8 March 1980.
We had hoped to miss the gale coming up the Channel and in this we
succeeded, only to sail straight into the one behind it. The next two
days we sailed in heavy seas towards the Bay of Biscay. At this stage the
crew was still getting used to each other. A sense of teamwork was
already apparent. I think the conditions in which we were sailing had
something to do with that.
The weather calmed as we entered the Bay of Biscay. We had now
decided to head for La Corona on the north coast of Spain as a half way
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house , and enjoyed a lessening wind , enabling us to recover the jib
halyard from the masthead and put right several other things which the
.testing conditions had proved below par. We arrived at La Coruna at
2300 hrs on Wednesday 12 March. We bad been at sea for over four
days and apart from all being badly in need of a shower and a plate of
chips, we found we had developed a tendency to faJJ over on dry land .
Thursday was spent obtaining showers from friendly but money
grabbing hoteliers and we slipped from La Corona at 0600 hrs on
Friday 14th.
Once again we had waited for a gale to abate and this time we were
more successful. In fact we were all but becalmed at times. On several
occasions we were forced to use the motor to supplement the sails .
Personally I'd rather have a storm as diesel engines are not renowned
for being either quiet or gentle on the nose.
The wind was only resting though , and it blew up again . At one point
I was helming under num~r three jib alone at eleven knots. This would
·not be too bad during the day but at night there is always the feeling
that you are about to hit something.
We still had to make one more port of call as at the time of this
voyage you were not allowed to go direct from Spain to Gibraltar. So we
took refuge from the storms in Villamoura in Southern Portugal ,
arriving at 1600 hrs on Monday 17th. There was no time for a long stop
and we simply rested and left for Gibraltar at midday on Tuesday.
The weather was now definitely becoming warmer and w~ no longer
froze at night. The wind continued to drive us along at a very
respectable pace, until we arrived at Gibraltar at 1600 hrs the next day.
We had sailed in excess of 1,300 miles in 211 hours. An average speed
of just over six knots.
The next two days we spent handing the boat over to the next crew
and fixing various faults in preparation for the Atlantic crossing.
On the whole everyone gained from the trip. People learnt lessons not
only about sailing a large yacht, but also about themselves. I would
certainly do it again given the chance.

GIBRALTAR TO ANTIGUA
Report by Maj Hugh Bennett, 8 Sig Regt
In early January 1980 the Regiment heard about Exercise Horse
Marine 2 which was to b~ a joint RAC/R Signals adventurous sail
training exercise in four legs: . Leg one UK-Gibraltar; Leg two
Gibraltar-West Indies; Leg three West Indies-Carta~ena (Columbia)Norfolk (Virginia); Leg four Norfolk-Boston-Kristlansand (Norway).
Several members of the Regiment applied and I was lucky enough to be
selected as a watch leader in the Leg two crew.
The yacht allocated to the exercise was HMS TY Sabre, a yawl rigged
Nicholson SS, belonging to the Joint Service Sailing Centre at Gosport.
The yacht has 12 berths and , in order to get the maximum numbers on
the exercise, all 12 berths were filled. Since three bunks cannot be used
at sea, (being full of spare sails), a system of continuous 'hot bunking'
was necessary; this took on an additional meaning in the tropics!
I left Catterick on 13 March for a signals briefing at Blandford with
30 Sig Regt, who were our UK base radio station for the exercise. The
yacht was equipped with a PRC 320 Clansman HF manpack, powered
through a DCCW off the yacht's battery charging circuit. This provided
excellent SSB voice communication back to Blandford all the way acros
the Atlantic to Antigua-our final destination. My thanks to the JO Sig
Regt radio room crew who had the task of keeping out schedule every
day, particularly for their willing help in passmg on messages to our
families.
The crew which assembled at Gosport over lS/16 March for initial
training consisted of 6 Royal Signals and 6 Royal Armoured Corps. The
Royal Signals members of the crew were:

Lt Col Alan Stephenson 21 Sig Regt
Maj Hugh Bennett 8 Sig Regt
Sgt Tim Squire School of Signals
Sgt Dick Clegg 227 Sig Sqn
Cpl Kevin Myen 7 Sig Regt
LCpl Steve Coulson CPA R Signals

-Watch leader and signaller
-Engineer
-Engineer
-Signaller and Medic
-Yacht Hand

After our training we left Gatwick on 18 March in a snow storm to fly
to Gibraltar on a service charter flight. In Gibraltar it was raining and
we got there to discover that Sabre was still at sea or indeed in harbour
in Portugal. Sabre arrived on 19 March after a rough! passage from
UK. We took over the yacht, prepared and stored the yacht for sea and
were able to sail for Tangier on Saturday 22 March. After beating
through the Straits of Gibraltar against a westerly force five wind, we
arrived in Tangier at 2200 hours, having discovered the hard way that
Moroccan light buoys do not always work I Incredibly this force five was
the strongest wind that we experienced all the way across the Atlantic
and, apart from two days in mid-Atlantic, was the only windward
sailing of the entire voyage. Tangier must be the home of the 'hardest
sell' in the world, the correct price for anything (only achieved after
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long bargaining) is no more, and probably less, than 40% of what the
shopkeeper first asked! After a day in Tangier, which was quite long
enough, we sailed at dusk on 23 March for our next port of call in the
Canary Islands, some 700 odd miles away.
The whole voyage was sailed in company with our sister yacht,
HMS 1Y ChaJer, crewed by the Iwyal Navy; their smiling faces, distant
light and occasional social visits in calm weather were much
appreciated. The same could be said of the ex-Naval 'pusser's' rum,
120%/roof and like treacle. This was drunk on special occasions which
tende to increase in frequency as time went on!
Two days out from Tangier we celebrated my thirty-fourth birthday
with birthday cake eaten and drunk in the second dog watch. By now
the weather was gettin~ warmer, by 27 March we were into a daytime
rig of shorts and T shirts and at dawn on 28 March we sighted the
Northern end ofLanzarote Island in the Canaries. On the 29th we were
off Las Palmas in Gran Canaria at dawn and at midday entered Puerto
Rico harbour on the south coast of Gran Canaria for a rest, to refuel,
re-water and carry out a few repairs prior to crossing the Atlantic.
Puerto Rico seemed to be full of Scandinavian, Dutch and German
tourists, the temperature was in the 90s and the Spanish beaches are
topless these days! After a mere JO hours we were glad to get back to
sea for a rest, to recover from sunburn and too much of everything else.
We sailed for Antigua in the West Indies in the early evening of JO
March. For the first five days we sailed in the direction of the Cape
Verde Islands with the intention of gettin~ into the North East Trade
Winds as soon as possible. On the 3 April we crossed the Tropic of
Cancer and on 4 April 'turned rijlht' to run down the Trade Wind to
Antigua. However the Trade Wtnds initially proved unreliable and
only became constant at about 19 North latitude.
Various marine life was seen, several whales, which have been known
to sink yachts whilst trying to mate with them, porpoises and flying fish
which tended to fly on board at night. One nitiht the helmsman nearly
died of fright at about 0200 hours one landed m his lap as he sat at the
wheel.-We nad fresh fish for breakfast the next day! The sea and sky
were very empty, apart from Chaser, we saw only two other ships
between the Canaries and Antigua. Eventually, after 18 days at sea, we
arrived off Antigua at dawn on 17 April and entered English Harbour
and Nelson's Dockyard at 0900 hours.
After 11 days in Antigua we flew out to UK via Bermuda, in an RAF
Hercules which, while much less comfortable and more noisy, was a lot
~uicker than sailing back! The whole expedition was a 'once in a
ltfetime' voyage as the opportunity for trans-ocean crossings are rare.
My personal thanks are due to the Royal Armoured Corps and Royal
Signals organisers for a very enjoyable and worthwhile expedition,
which I shall probably be boring people with for years.

RHINE ARMY TENNIS
The annual R Signals (BAOR) Tennis Championships were held
between the 1 and 3 of May in Herford, the home of 7 Sig Regt.
Although early in the season 16 competitors entered the competition
from as far afield as Krefeld and Verden. Last year 1 Armd Div HQ
and Sig Regt dominated the doubles competitions winning both the
Ooen and Inter Unit Doubles.
"However, this year they were weaker having lost Capt Stewart and
W01 (RSM) Mlle.. c.pt Podmore, who won the Mens Singles in the
doubles. The weather was kind although the wind was both chilly an,cl
tricky at times. The players enjoyed three full days of tennis, with 3
major and two plate competitions being run.
The tournament commenced on Thursday morning with the Inter
Unit Doubles competition. This competition is sponsored by Sir
Ftederick of London (Menswear) Ud who kindly presented a trophy
last year. With eight pairs competin$ the organiser decided to play a
timed League to find the best four paus. This gave everyone two hours
of hard tennis to start with and resulted in the following semi-finals:

However in the final played on Saturday, 3 May 80 Capt Podmore
and LCpl Clark dominated the court and won their first title 6-1,

6-1.

The Mens Singles event commenced on Thursday afternoon and to
begin with matches went with seeding. Capt Podmore won his first two
matche~ convincinaly and then played the R Signals UK 1978
Champion, 3rd seed, and fellow team members, Sat Garn, in the semifinal. This was a hard fought match but Capt lf'odmore'• reach and
skill at the net took him to his second successive Sin ales final. In the
other half of the draw WOl (RSM) Miles had a difficult first round
match against LCpl Sharma of 7 Sig Regt losing the first set before
coming back strongly to win. He won his quarter fmal more
convincingly and then dominated the 4th seed, LCpl Clark of 3 Armd
Div in the semi-final never letting the younger player (and ex Army
Junior) get into his stride.
The Mens Singles Fmal on Saturday between Capt Podmore and
WOl (RSM) Miles was undoubtedly the outstanding match of the day.
WOl (RSM) Miles attacked from the start and went into a three games
to one lead but Capt Podmore came back strongly to take the first set
6-4. The second set was finely balanced and WOl (RSM) Miles had to
serve at 4-5 down to save the set. He held his service, broke his
opponents and then held his own again to win the set 7-S. The 3rd set
was a hard fought battle. Each player held his own service to begin with
but WOl (RSM) MJles then broke service twice to go 5-2 up. Capt
Podmore then broke one service game back and held his own to make it
S-4 and WOl (RSM) Mlle• served for the match. Here his
competition experience and cool head served him well and he won his
service game to love to take the Mens Singles Championship and the
Robbs Cup.
The Mens Sin~es Plate was also a hard fought competition. fn the
semi-finals Sgt Clihetri beat SSat (YotS) Rodgers (both of 1 Annd Div
HQ l)Dd Sig Regt) and I.Cpl Sharma beat Stt Mc.Ka] (both of 7 Sig
Regt), In the final experience won through and Sat Cb.hetd took the
Plate competition in straight sets.
Robbs Menswear presented the Robbs Cup in 1979 and also donated
tankards to the Mens Singles winners, runners up and plate winner this
year.
The Open Doubles competition for the 0. Girke Cup began on
Friday morning with the pairs from 3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt again
looking very strong. Cllpt Podmore and LCpl Clark went through to the
final re_peating their Inter Unit Doubles win over ~ Cllhetrl and LCpJ
Matbleson from 1 Armd Div in the semi-final. WOl (RSM) Miles
playing with WOl (Y OF S) Mcl..ouahJln in this competition also
repeated his earlier success beating Sat- Grlnnell and Garn in the
second semi-final.
~ Lowe and Cllpt Eum of 7 Sig Regt won the Open Doubles Plate
competition by beating SStt Rodaen and Stt Peanon of 1 Armd Div
HQandSigRegt6-1, 7-6.
In the last final played on Saturday therefore Capt Podmore and
WOl (RSM) Miles faced each other over the net for the third time. The
first set was very even with some extremely fine tennis played by both
sides but Cllpt Podmore and LCpl Clark just managed to edge in front
at the critical moment and won the set 7-S. In the second set the
younger pair really began to turn on the pressure, Capt Podmore in
particular serving very well to win both of his service games to love, and
they ran out winners 6-2.
The prizes were presented by Mn Sylrla Bhtwfltle after the Cbief
Signal Officer BAOR, ~ Gm A. C. Bbtwiltle, had thanked the
sponsors for their continuing financial assistance and complimented
the players on the high standard of tennis.

Sp Grbmel and Sp Gara
,. WOl (RSM) Milel and SI* Howle
3 Anad DIT HQ and Sia Heat
16 Sia Rest
~Poch.re and LCpl Clark

3 Anad DIT HQ A Sia keat

Stt Cllhetrl md LCpl Mathieson

,. 1 Armd DIT HQ A Sia Heat

These were §ayed on Friday 2 May 1980 and although Capt
Podmore and
I Ouk won their match fairly easil the other 3
Armd Div pair an second seeds were beaten by WOl (RSM) Miles and
Sit Bowle from 16 Sig Regt.
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Maj Gan A . C. Birtwistte and his wife with some of the Prize Winners
(L to RI Capt Evans, W01 (YofS) Mcloughlin, Maj Lowe, Capt
Podmore CSO, Mrs Birtwistle, W01 (RSM) Miles, Sgt Howie, LCpl
Clark
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Goods Available from Association Headquarters
The following item s are available from the Assoc!ation

Any telephone enquiries to Chelsea Military extension 3 76, please.
The 1981 Corps Diary- This item is again produced in Planner Style. The outer cover is in f lexible blue vinyl,
embossed L ith a gold 'JIMMY'. Included w ith the diary is an address and telephone insert. OVERSEAS 60p HOME

70p.

Silver plated figure of "JIMM Y' (4») on w ooden base

Overseas

UK

£

£

25.00

29.00

Royal Signals stick pin, for ladies w ear. Sterling sil ver with spring safety stud,
complete in presentation case

6.50

7. 50

Mens Calf leather wallets

6 .00

6.90

17.50

19.50

Corps cocktai l mats (set of six)

5.25

6.00

Corps wall plaque (scrolls ·Royal Corps of Signals· or blank)

5.65

6.60

Corps cuff links (revised pattern)

3. 25

3.60

Blazer badge (as approved by the Corps Committee) (on navy or black background)

2.80

3.10

Crested glass ash trays

1.1 5

1.35

Corps ties--terylene 3tn

1.75

2 .00

Car badge-square, acrylic

2. 50

2.85

Key ring with Corps badge tag

0.45

0.50

'Begone Dull Care'. The Corps Band Record. (LP)

2.30

2.60

Corps clipper board folders in blue vinyl with crest in gold

2.20

2.40

Corps transfers-large (10" x7l" l

Corps table mats (set of six)

0.85

0.90

medium (7i" x 5i"l

0.80

0.85

small (3" x 2i"l

0.75

0.80

Calf leather bookmarkers

0.30

0.35

'Clever Cubes' Desk tidies (for pins & paper clips)

0.55

0.60

Identity card holder

0.17

0.19

Blazer buttons-large
small

0.50
0.45

0.55
0.50

Association lapel badge (new pattern, members only)

0.40

0.45

Vinyl "coasters" with Corps Crest (set of six)

1.45

1.55

Calf leather comb case complete with comb

0.45

0.50

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING

Saves on tax as well as etroL

·--------------------

SPJtSO
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If you're going to live abroad for a year or more
you can buy a nippy, economical Chevette, tax free.
Which for a certain period you
could use in this country.
Up to six months for UK
residents and up to a year for overseas visitors.
It's a simple arrangement made
through the Vauxhall Personal
Export Department.
0 ROYALE 0 CAVAUER 0 CARLTON 0 CHEVEITE 0 A TRA
Just tick the Vauxhall of your
choice and send the coupon to:
NAME
Vauxhall Motors Ltd., Personal
ADDRESS
Export Department, Route 6197,
P.O. Box 3, Luton, England.
_POT_C
OD_E_ VAUXHALL L~111
Telephone Luton (0582) 426197.

PERSONAL EXPORT

I

L--------------------------------~
Printed in Great Britain
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now to makeataxman cry.
Next time you're posted overseas,
come and see us about a new Renault
before you go.
If you're away for more than a year
you won't pay any tax. Just how much
tax you won't pay depends on which
of the twenty-plus model types you
decide on, of course.
But whichever Renault you take
with you, you can be sure our network
of over 10,000 dealers will make it feel
right at home anywhere in the world.
Return the coupon for full details.
We'll tell you how much the taxman
will miss you.

Name.......................................-....................•..................................
Address ..................................................................................

0 RENAU [J.

Tel ......................................................................................... ~.5.
Renault Forces
Western
Avenue.Sales,
London W3 ORZ.
Tel: Ol ·992 5544.

7. ..

Renaul1 recommend elf lubricants

Build yourself a new career with Securicor!
Your engineering skills will bring
you an interesting, varied and well
paid job with Securicor, Britain's
biggest security organisation with
238 branches nationwide.
It's a permanent, pensionable
career with unusual opportunities
to get right to the top because at
Securicor we promote only from

within. There's free protective
clothing, excellent sick pay,
pension and insurance schemes.
Whether you're an expert in electronics or communications, whether
you're an engineer or a skilled
mechanic, we want to hear

I

Write today for further information to:
The National Recruitment Officer,
Department RC/ 13 , Securicor Ltd.,
Vigilant House, 24/ 30 Gillingham SL,
London SW1V 1HZ.

DON'T BE VAGUE. THE DARK BOTTLE'S HAIG.
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Electronics Engineers & Technicians

When vouhave completed
vour service with the Forces,
get the message from Marconi
\ e hardly need to introduce
our elves. ·
a major suppli r of
advanced electronics
equipment ands stems to H. l.
Forces and an international
leader in satellite
communication and defence
ystem development, we have
a desen·ed reputation for
innovation, quality and
reliability acros a broad
spectrun1 of electronics
applications.
The jJrobability is that you
have a ready worked with our
equipment. 'ow we are
offering Electronics Engineer
and Technicians the
opportunity to enjoy the
challenge of working at 'source'
on communication systems
development with Marconi at
Port mouth.
Here you could find yourself
working with other ex-service
personnel involved on a variety
of interesting projects, such as
mili tary communications
systems involving radio

transmitters and a sociated
processing system .
You wilf have every chance to
use the expertise gained in your
career to date and we can
promi e you the satisfaction of
total involvement on projects
from fir t design stage, through
to the building of protot pes
and completion.
Qualifications? We have a
requirement for Engineers at

two levels with Degree/H D
e sential for the higher, and
H CIC & G or sound relevant
experience for the Tuchnician
level appointment .
In both cases, salarie ,
relocation assistance and other
benefits are consistent with our
status as a company of
international repute.
Please complete and post the
coupon today.

, - Jack
- -Burnie,
- -Marconi
---- - ---Space and Defonce

I

I
I
I
I

lb:

Systems Limited, Applied Electronics Laboratories,
The Airport, Portsmouth, Hants.
Please send me more details about career opportunities with
Marconi Space and Defonce Systems Limited.
'ame .. . . . ............ . .. . . .. .. . . . ............. . ...... .
Address .. . ... . .... . ........ . .... . .... . ..... . ... ... . .. . .

I

L ______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Marconi Space and
Defence Systems (Portsmouth)
AGEC Marconi Electronics company
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See more
ofthe country
you serve...

See more of the family
Nip home for the weekends, visit
the family, pop in to see the folks,
say hello to the girlfriend or boyfriend
- with your Railcard you can do it all
at half-price.

Win as you save!

Let the family see
more ofyou

Every month, somebody wins a quarter of a million
pounds with Premium Bonds. And every month there are
over 70,000 other prizes totalling £8 million! It's the best
way there is to save and have a flutter, because, win or not,
you still keep your money!
And it stays in the prize draw - month after month.
Remember, too, the more you buy, the more chances
you have to win.
Take 10 paces round to your bank or post office or ask
your Pay Officer or F:P.O. You can buy Premium Bonds in
multiples of £5 and hold up to £10,000 worth.

Wherever you're stationed in
Britain, your wife or husband and
kids can see more of you.
T hey're all entitl ed to half-price
travel.

See more in a day
Day trips to the seaside, or out
shopping, or to see the sights of the
city are treats the family can enjoy,
even when you can't be with them.

See more on your hols
Our trains run through beautiful
countryside, some of which can only
be seen properly from the train. Short
holidays or Jong ones - you'll see
more and get there quicker on the

with your
Forces Railcard.
In a nutshell, a Forces Railcard
lets you travel the length and
breadth of Britain, by train as often
as you like for half the normal fare.
It gives you the chance to
under 18 years old) has their own
see more and do more, making Railcard.
the rriost of your leave,
They can be used together or
at the same time getting the
individually-still saving half the fare.
So it gives everyone extra freemost from your money.
dom There's more to see and do
But that's only the half of it together when you're at home on

There's more to this card
than meets the eye
A Forces Railcard means that
your family can travel half-price
with you.
It also means your family can
travel half-price without you.
Each member of your family (be
it your wife, your husband or your
grown up children -14 years old and

~ National Savings
All your money needs.

"See what a bargain
you've got?"
"My friends, this Railcard's
your ticket to fun and freedom.
So get out and see more of the
country you serve, and the
people you love.
Half-price rail travel has
got to be good news. I couldn't
even fix you up better than
that!"

leave and there's more for your wife
or husband and kids to see and do
when you're not.
Of course, you'll still receive your
Forces Warrants- half-price travel is
simply a bonus to help you and yours
to get out and about more often.
Take as many trips as you like
too -your Ra ilea rd is valid till
31st December 1982 and it stands to
reason, the more you use it, the more
you're going to save!

This is the age of the train*
9 1 80
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Editor: Lt Col R. L. Murray, OBE
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All correspondence and matter for publication in THE WIRE should be addressed to 7 Hi:,
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A GREAT FIRST FOR CORPS SHOT

THE

WIRE

This month's cover picture SSgt (YofSl Michael Corcoran of the School of Signals,
attached to HMS Mercury, being chaired from the Century Range at Sisley after he
had received The Queen's Medal from the Chief of the General Staff, Gen Sir Edwin
Bramall, on Saturday, 12 July. The Queen's Medal is awarded to the winner of the
Service Rifle Championship at the Regular Army Skill at Arms Meeting at Bisley
each year. Only once before has it been won by a member of the Corps and that was
in 1973 by Cpl G. L. Jaques. This year SSgt Corcoran, competing against 719 other
competitors, won by one point with a total score of 869 out of a possible 970 points.
He also won The Watkin Cup and ARA Spoon as the Class 'A' Champion Shot. A
magnificent achievement indeed!
SSgt (YofS) Corcoran joined the Army in August 1964 as a Junior Soldier and since
then he has served in BAOR, Greece, Brunei, Northern Ireland and the United
Kingdom . Always a good and keen shot, he has been the Champion Shot within the
Corps on several occasions, including this year. Last year he won The Roberts Cup
at Sisley and this year he has been selected to shoot for the Regular Army VIII
Team. At the time of writing he is on well deserved leave prior to joining 8 Fd Force
HQ & Sig Sqn on promotion to W02 (YofS) and we wish him every success in his
new job and in his future shooting career.
!Photo courresy G. Gerald Sryle, Farnham/

ULSTER A WARDS AND COMMENDATIONS
We congratulate the following who received awards and
commendations for service in Northern Ireland between 1 No~ember
1979 and 31 January 1980.

MBE
MajJ. Mills
Queen's Gallantry Medal
Cpl G. R. Burrows

There's no hiding its good looks.
Not that looks are everything.
Indeed, even without the
camouflage, some of the Renault 18
Estate's most attractive features remain
hidden.
Did you know that this car took 8
years to develop?
That its specially rustproofed body
is one of the world's strongest?
That its uniquely-deveioped
suspension turns a cart-track into a red
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carpet?
That the TS version is good for a ton?
Or that over 10,000 service depots,
throughout the world,mean you're
never far from HQ?
For the facts on exporting a Renault
18-or any other model in our range just phone 01-992 5544, for a full briefing.

Mention in Despatches

Capt W.J. Clark

f;e-:e::id me-;t;;- - - - ,

I

I of the Tax Free Renault range.
Name _ _ _
Address
_ --

II

Tel.No.

____

-

1

- 1I

Country of Destination
I
I To: Renault Tax Free Sales.
RENAULT Forces Sales L'.:1ept.cs1) ~'.'.'.: ~n~L~~w.:.?~
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We welcome Ms L. Carter a the newly appointed Assistant Editor of The Wire and place on
record our most sincere appreciation to Mrs. G. M. Crawford who left u on JJ August. after
devoting some~ year to the well-being of our Corp magazine.

The right cars. The right care.
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THE COLONEL-IN-CHIEF
VISITS 38 SIGNAL REGIMENT (V) SHEFFIELD
AJOYTOALL
lt dawned a normal day for this summer, grey skies, intermittent
rain and apes imistic forecast. However. the skie were to be the only
grey thing about the day. The only momen t of anguish was also to do
with the weather, and wa at 0800 hrs when, taking leave of his senses.
and against all odd , the CO said 'Right. fine weather programme' .
It was 19 July. the day of the visit of the Colonel-in-Chief, Her Royal
Highness The Princess Anne, to 38th Sig Regt (V) in Sheffield. Three

hours later the CO's crystal ball was thankfully proved correct when, at
llOO hrs. a smiling Colonel-in-Chief stepped out of her car onto the
only pool of (watery) sunshine in the North. We were off on one of the
happic~i and most memorable days in the experience of even the
longest serving TA soldier present. The twelve hours that followed ,
through the parade, lunch, the displays, tea in the field. and the
Regimental Dinner and Ball in the even in g, were a joy to us all.
The pictures tell the story.

[Photographs are courtesy of Sheffield Newspaper Ltd., North East
District Public Relations. Capt J. H. M. Millar and Capt. D. B. Wing]

A big moment for nine year old R h
bouquet to The Princess. Rach el is th!cd:~ ~~lez as she p~e~ents a
(seen here) and Cpl Fran~ D:re~f Sgt Patricia Delez

Watched by the CO and W01 (ROMS) Ed
Her Royal Highness puts the f .15h.
monds,
the planting of a co
in • ing touches to
. . 1"!11T'!emorat1ve tree (Acer
Bn111ant1ss1mum)

Her Royal Highness inspects the Guard of Honour accompanied by
the Guard Commander Capt Ian Thomson. The CO, Lt Col Alan
Hawksworth and the Regimental ADC 2Lt Ruth Dorries are in
attendance

After receiving the bouquet He~ .Royal Highness spoke to
families present

s~me of the

Her Royal Hig_hness arriving at Manor Top TA Centre, accompanied
by the Lord Lieutenant of South Yorkshire, ls met by the Master of
Signals

Her Royal Highness presents the First Clasp to the Efficiency Medal to
Cpl Mick Doolan REME . Also in the picture are other medal recipients:
Maj Nick Henwood (TD), Maj Ian McCulloch (TD). SSgt John
McManus and Sgt David Fisher (LS&GCl. W02 Hilda Thorne (2nd
Efficiency Medal after 30 years service). SSgt John Dicken, Sgt John
Laid ler and Cpl Ted Hurt REME (First Clasp to Efficiency Medal)
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A weapon handling demonstration b
h
d
y . t e ca ets of Manor
Detachment South Yorkshire ACF .
Giles, watch~d by the CO Ma1· (Tf l i~ ebxplsa1ned by W02 !SSM) Les
'
G c o Y eymour and Capt Duggie
arner
Her Royal Highness in happy mood as she walks with
the CO
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980
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H~r Royal Highness talks t<:> FofS Keith Eustace and Sig Brian Gib ling
with Lt Roger Rimmer, Mai Roger Merryweather QC 87 (Nottingham)
Signal Squadron (V) and the CO in attendance

Her Royal Highness watc~es Pte~ ~ngela Jone~ a~~o~~~~~~oe~r~~
using the Newman teleprinter t raining system. a1
in attendance

At Sandbeck Hall Her Royal Highness talks to
Maj Mike Wright, OC 46 (Derbyshire) Signal
Squadron (V)

.
C
·d Wing asked the Princess to sign a
At one of the displays ap~ 0 ~Vt t the field site (it did arrive! )
message for transm1ss1on o

Lt Tony Dodd of 93 (East Lancashire) Signal Squadron (V) introduces
LCpl Denise Armstrong, LCpl Stephan Pennel, Pte Janet Thompson
and LCpl Stephen Holgate

In the Mercury Club Her Royal Highness meets Cpl Ma~_on :oulte~
WAAC Sig Hue De-St-Paer Gotch, Sig and Mrs Barry inc es an
'
Sig Howard Gayle

Her Royal Highness appears deeply interested in
(or doubtful aboutl) Maj (TOT) Stuart Cottage's
explanation of NBC clothing

the tour of the 46 Squadron display Capt ~ohn Thatcher
During introduces SSgt John Dickin and Cpl Alan Whittaker
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980
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Then it happened! Even in the pouring ra in The Princess kept smiling
as she chatted to Sig Mark Richards. Lt Dewi Treh erne attempts to
dodge the raindrops whilst the umbrellas go up!
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980

Lt Bruce Ramsey and Sig Kevin Aldred talk to The Princess with Maj
Nick Henwood, OC 93 Squadron in attendance
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After visiting the displays Her Roya l Highness walks past the
spectators to the tea tent, accompanied by t he CO

[J Rancho
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TALBOT

I
I
I
A new company . .. a new image
I
I
I
I
Our range of versatile and economical cars offer unbeatable value f~r. money .
Now, lower export force s prices, plus quality and rehab1hty,
I
backed by world-wide service make Talbot the best buy.
I
Clip the coupon and start dealing with Talbot,
I
part of E urope's largest motor manufacturers.
I
Tick the model of your choice.
I
..........• Hauk ...... . . ········ · ······· · ·····
I
Acltltt'!i!i ................. . .............. . ................. .
I
I
I
Tel No .. , •. . . ... . . . . . ...... . ... . Delivery date (approx) . .... . ..... . . . .... Ca r for u~e rri. . . . ......... . .. (country)
I
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Inside t he TA centre The Princess unveiled a plaque recording her visit
an d th e presentation of a statue of 'Jimmy' by the Honorary Colonel,
Col Richard Grimwood-Taylor

And now new lower prices

M"

Q)!J

I

Her Royal Highness, accompanied by t he Lord Lieutenant, Gerard
Young Esq, ascen ds the st aircase at t he Cutlers Hall for the
Regimental Dinner an d Ball . Among the three hundred civilian.
military and private guests w ho atten ded the Ball were the Master of
Signals, the SO in C, Maj Gen A. C. Bate, th e GOC NE District Maj
Gen I. H. Baker and t he Three Group Commanders Brig J . P. Hart 2
Sig Gp, Brig G. J. Curl 11 Sig Gp, and Brig R. L. Stoneham 12 Sig Gp.

Challenging positions at home
and abroad

RADIO TECHNICIANS
COMMUNICATIONS
stiiii
?R
iii ENGINEERS
Plessey EAE design, install and maintain
com municat ions systems for the o il industry, at home and
abroad.
Due to rapid and continuing expansion in our
activities. w e constantly require Rad io Technicians, with
experience of HF, MF, VHF and U HF, and Engineers
(preferably qualified to HNC level or above) in the fields of
Microw ave, M ultiplex and Tropospheric Scatter.
In the North Sea. earning s are in the range £ 9 .000 to
£12, 000 p.a. Overseas earnings could be up to £2 0 ,0 00 plus tax co ncessions and generous home leave.

The work is demanding, but rewarding, offering you
the chance to use your skills and you r initiat ive to the full ,
when you have completed your service with the forces.
The com pany is based in Great Yarmouth, w ith offices
in A berdee n an d Lerwick - but where relocation 1s
necessary, we will give ge nerous assistance with
removal. legal and temporary accommodation expenses.
Please apply, w ith details of your career to date, to:
Personnel Manager, Plessey EAE Limited, Dept TW,
Offshore House. 284/ 285 Sout htown Road,
Gt. Yarmouth, Norfolk NR31 OJB
Telephone 0493 58541
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---:- from ou_r .'!In" Tray-

MATOR-GENERAL A. C. BATE, OBE

Major-General Chrutopher (Chris) Bate, OBE-oW' late Signal
Officer-In-Chief-who dled suddenly on 3rd September- was one of
"the Royal Signals' most accomplished, popular and respected officers
of tbe post-war yean. For over 32 years he served with dlstlnctlon
throughout the world both at Regimental duty and on the Staff,
establishing a professional reputation of the highest order. Born, the
10n of a mining engineer, on 18th August 1927, ln Croydon, he was
educated at Alleyn's School and, after a spell at Guys Hospital as a
medical student, joined the Devonshire Regiment as a regnlar soldler In
1948. Within twelve months be had been commissioned from the Mons
Officer Cadet School, completed a coune at the Officer Training
Wing, Catterlck, and joined 1 L>fC Signal Regiment In Egypt.
Returning to the United Kingdom, after three years in the Canal Zone,
he attended his Part 2 Coutse at the School of Signals and was then
appointed Adjutant of 1 Tralnlng Regiment In Catterick where he
terved until June 1955. It was during this latter tour that In August
1954 at Richmond he married Patricia Mary Stuart Bell-known
affectionately throughout the Corps as 'Pat'. A few months later he was
posted to the Staff of Signals 5 at the War Office In L>ndon, from
which appointment he was selected to attend the Staff College In
January 1957.
This year at Camberley was the start of a highly successful career
out.Ide Royal Signals. After graduating from the Staff College he

joined the Operations Branch of HQ NORTHAG In which post he was
promoted Major and, for his services to the Staff, he was appointed
MBE In December 1960. March 1961 saw him returned to the Corps as
the officer commandlng 209 Signal Squadron In Colchester where, for
over two years, his professional skills as a Commander and
communicator were tested to the full as thJs very active unit was
engaged In either operations or exercises In Kenya, Kuwait, Cyprus and
North Africa. His remarkably successful toUI' with this Squadron was
followed by his appointment as DAA&QMG of 99 (Gurkha) Infantry
Brigade In Sarawak dW'lng the Borneo emergency. Those who served
with him In this challenging and difficult operation spoke of his
enonnous capacity for work, his clarity of thought, and sheer
professionalism as a staff officer- all of which were recognised by a
Mendon In Dispatches In 1965. With this record, no-one was surprised
when he was selected to attend the JSSC at Latimer In June 1965.
Command of 7 Annoured Brigade Signal Squadron followed and then,
In May 1967, he was appointed Commanding Officer of 9 Signal
· Regiment In Cyprus where his 2~ years distinguished service was
recognised by his promotion to ODE In January 1969. He then returned
to the United Kingdom to become the first Royal Signals officer to be
appointed as a Junior Directing Staff officer at the Royal College of
Defence Studies from where he achieved the coveted 'double jump' to
Brigadier as Commandant of the School of Signals-an appointment
which he filled with great success and where his perception and
judgement on many policy matters helped to set the Corps fair on Its
futw:e ooune.
The next few years saw General Chris appointed to a succession of
key appointments In which he was again a Corps 'First'. From July
1974 until May 1975 he undertook the duties of D of DORS at the
MOD before being selected to become the DDASD. Regrettably, after
a few months In this post he started to be seriously dogged by ill-health,
which he fought with characteristic determination and COUl'age: and it
was a measure of the man that he became sufficiently flt In July 1977 to
register another Corps 'Pint' by becoming the Commandant of the
National Defence College. Subsequently, in June 1980, he became our
Signal Officer-In-Chief and was beginning to make the type of impact
on the Corps that we all expected when he suddenly dled; and the
Corps, thereby, sustained a most severe blow.
General Chris was a man of high academic prowess who lived and
ertjoyed life to the full; and he would not wish anyone to mourn or be
filled with bitterness at .his death. He was a very special man: a true
gentleman whose coUl'teoUS manner, and whose willingness to give to
all who asked that most precious of all things-his time-won him the
affection, loyalty and support of those with whom he served. Those who
met him knew Instinctively that he was a man to trust , a man whose
word was his bond and to whom sycophancy, pretence or sham were
unthinkable. He will be remembered for all these things, together with
his eagerness to fill 'the unforgiving minute with sixty seconds worth of
dlstance run', and for his balanced sense of fun. He was a man of many
talents and accomplishments In varied spheres-particularly as a
highly qualified professional soldier with great successes to his name
throughout the Army. Few loved Royal Signals more, or gave more to
it, or brought more honour and respect to its name; and yet nothing
could ever change his in.n ate modesty or humility.
He will be sorely missed and Royal Signals have suffered a grievous
loss. But OW' loss Is as nothing compared to that of Pat and her
family- Philippa, Simon, Nicholas and L>ulse-who sustained him in
all he dld; to whom his devotion was steadfast and unyielding; and with
whom are all OW' prayers. The funeral wa~ held at St Mary's Church,
Shrotoo, near Blandford Forum, on Wednesday 10 September. At this
private occasion, Mrs Pat Bate and her family were joined by close
friends and members of the Corps. The service was conducted by The
Rev Wedgewood. The coffin was carried by a hearer party of officers
from the School of Signals and General Bate was buried In the
chUI'chyard of Shroton ChW'ch.

MEMORIAL SERVICE
The Memorial Service for Major-General A. C. Bate OBE will be
held on Friday 17 October at St James's Church, Piccadilly, at noon.
The dress is plain clothes. Those who wish to attend are asked to notify
RHQ Royal Signals, 01-930-4466, Ext 374.
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THE BIRTHDAY OF OUR
COLONEL-IN-CHIEF
The Ma.ster ~(Signals, Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley CB CBE DSO sent
the foll~wmg birthday telegram to The Princess Anne on the occasion
of her birthday, 15 August.
"The Master of ~ignals a~1d all Ranks wish their Colo11el·in·Chief a
most happy a1~d e111oyabl~ b1rthdat They take this opportunity to se 11 d
Her Royal H~glzness their .af.(ect1onate greetings together with their
tha11ks a!1d smcere apprec1at1011 fo r her several visits during the last
yea~. wl11ch h av~ bee~ so much en1oyed by members of her Corps. ·•
~he Colonel-m-Ch1ef sent the following reply:
Ple'!sc ~011 vey my thanks to all Ranks of the Royal Corps of Signals
for their kmd message of birthday greeti11gs. I recall my visits during
the last .year to my R egiments with the very greatest pleasure. when I
w'!s deltgh ted to J:.ave met so ma11y ofyou personally a11d send my best
wishes to you all.

Coloured Photographs of the Corps Portrait of the
Colonel-in-Chief
·
You may purchase c~loured reproc!Lictions of the Corps portrait of
~. Prln.cess Anne which was reproduced in the January issue by
wntmg direct to:
A. C. Cooper (Colour) Ltd .,
10 Pollen Street,
London W 1R 9PH

The Chief of the General Staff, Gen Sir Edwin Bramall presenting the
Queen 's Medal to SSgt (YofS) Michael Corcoran

Tel: 01-629 7585
The smallest colour print is 12 x 10 inches and costs £6.50. Extras are
mo~nting, 15% VAT and _ultra violet matt spray to prevent colour
fad 1.ng also at 15%. There 1s a range of larger prints available. If two
cop ies are purchased they come cheaper. Please contact the firm direct
for fu II details.
·

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
OFFICE S DINNER CLUB
Corps Dinner at the London
International Press Centre
Co rps Luncheon, HQ Mess Blandford

13 May 1981
13 June 1981

EX-SGT ALLEN GAY
We were alerted by 10th Signal Regiment to the recent heart
tra!lsplant operation at Papworth Hospital . Allen Gay was the
rec1p1ent, ll:nd a ~ittle research quickly established that 23986039 Sgi A.
J .. Gray enlisted tn the Corps on 29 October 1963, after previous service
w_ith Roya l New Zealand Corps of Signals. Due to ill-health, Allen was
discharged on 15 April 1976.
The Association, after consultation with Papworth Hospital , was
able .to send a few items, with our good wishes for the future. We gladly
publish Allen's letter which was received a few days later. I am writing
to thank you for your kind wishes, gifts and magazines. This is the 20th
da>! of my .new life .and I feel like a million dollars. The change from
hemg a virtual cripple to a fit man is insta/lt. I went to theatre
desperately ill and awoke 12 hours later with a sore chest but otherwise
feeli11g well in every way. I can assure you/ exaggerate not. A miracle.
It has also given me a great deal ofpleasure to receive wishes from a
very large number of members a11d ex-members of the Corps, both
Regular and Volur1teers (I served as a PSI with 35 Regt (VJ). To those
who let me have their addresses I have of course written, but to all of
the others I would ask if you could spare the space in The Wire and
would you publish 'A sincere Tha11k·you and Greetings 'from me. This
would mean a great deal to me.
Again, my sincere thanks, Allen Gay.

7 Cannon House
Beaufoy Walk
London SE11 6HU
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SUDAN SIGNAL CORPS
From: Col Ibrahim Mabgoub Ibrahim
Dear Sir,
I was ~elig~ted to r~ad in rhe July edition of The Wire, an appeal by
Col f?av1d ~1lton (Chief Instructor of the School of Signals) for items
~or display m our Corps museum: I can assure all your reader that any
item, no matter how small, will be greatly appreciated by all the
mem hers ofl~e Sudanese Signal Corps.
For a long time the Sudanese Signal Corps has had strong ties with
'J?e Royal Corps of Signals , mainly through the loan of a Foreman of
~1gnals, but also through our officers and soldiers who attend courses
m th~ United Kingdom . The visit of Col Milton to Khartoum in March
of ~his year ge~erated an even stronger bond between the two Corps
wh ich I ho~e.w11l continue for many years to come.
Many B_rrtish office~s who served in The Sudan are still remembered
here, particularly MaJ Gen A. A. G. Anderson CB ro whom we wish
every good fortune in his second career.
'
Yours sincerely
Commandant School of Signa.ls
Ibrahim Mahgoub Ibrahim
The Sudanese Signal Corps
Khartoum orth
Sudan

DID YOU GO TOWAR
'ROUND THE CAPE' IN
WORLDWAR2?
I! so, you will ~ecall t~~ wonder!ul ho pitality organi ed by the South
Afncan Women s Aux1hary Services when you went ashore in South
Afnca.
If you would like your appreciation placed on permanent record in a
·~k of Thanks', which is being compiled with the hie ing of the
Chief of Defence Staff and will be presented to SAW AS . please forward
the following particulars to the Hon Editor, Capt EAS Bailey RN
(retd), ~nversa~da, Ardgour. By Fort William : Name and initial . rank
at the time, Unit and Div, name of troopship. and year of visit.
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LIFE AT FORT MONMOUTH

YES, I DO REMEMBER

Report by Lt Col Tony Edmonds

From: E LCpl L. C. Wil~ BEM
Dear ir.
'D ou remember' in the July issue of
R. J. (Jim) McCann hb ask~d. ~~e NCO in charge. ic the senior of
The Wire. Yes! 1 remem er-Ne~~ Lund and myself). Yes! We were
three LCpl . (Johnny Gadd, 0 Y
in to Farnborough. where
whisked away in the. early _hours. of th~~~~erghelmets . There were five
111
we were f~ed out 'Y't~ f'.ly g s~u~~ ~ad four on board, the fifth had
planes, V~cker V1rgm1~ns .. o the body of the plane, two sitting. one
five-two 111 the fro~~· t ree ·~1 cle and rotating during the journey, as
standing i_o the mac .111de g~~ r ted for 5 hrs and 40 minutes. We
the stand111g man tire ·
is as
ded on a lorr and taken to
landed at Tumhouse. where we were lot d by the KOS B's who were
Edinburgh Castle. where we were gree e
engaged on guard. d~ties.
-one of one CO plus four men
After being split mto three group~O lus four men to Perth. The
were sent to Glasgow t/YJd;net d
120 w set in the Castle. The
remainder manned the
. St; an . h London and York. Cpl Leslie
500 W set got into comm~mcaho~ Citl Freddie Westwood in London.
Henson was in charge at York an rfJ
1 left we were given a hot meal ,
Before the Perth and G~sg?w ~~d chips.:_ an excellent repast! The
comprising of hot porh pt~ a barrack room where we slept on the
Edinburgh party were s own
d day
Scott, who had just
floor for the first night· On the ~e~':md took over the operation.
returned from service: in Ein:p~. a{~tv~eneral Strike, we were therefore
The Post Office: dt~ not JOl11m~ication by regular calls. When the
not u_ed, but ma1g.tamedtlc~mthe sets washed out batteries ready_ to
strike ended, we 1s~an . e
em~r still serves me was on Leith
return to stores, W~t~h, tf Y Co Y'A• Corps Signals and were
0
Walk. We then reiomHedW H 0 se i~r QC (affectionately referred to
congratulated by Capt • ·
'
.
as 'Kid Socks') on a w~l carried out 0 ~~a:~~~-someone still remembers
Jim! Will the forego~g se'."e. as pr
u had a brother 'Bert' who
our 54 years ~o operation, •r:;d:ntally, both and anyone else who
joined up with you. Regar
o you

1

ufe

°

Lt

L to R:

K, J_. West, I. J .
Robinson, C. J.

kl
w Weir w. C. Davis,
BCayfintl~dGR 0 ~a~ktge ·P. M~Naughton, S.
a ie •

·

R. J.
J. R.

'
0 un 1op
d N A V Ribchester, T . P . Canham,
A . Step~i::nson , W. ~G· LomAb~ Ande~o~ Mr Edge, V. H. Stephans,
R. D. W1lhngale , Mai en · ·.
'
K. R. R. Boulding , D. P . T. Herring

;f !{1

'Remembers'.
Here is a list of some of

d the journey· LCpls L. C.

th~e ';i'1°s~\lcCann RJ Souter {Jock)

~~ci:,p~n~~~y)~n~~::~·(A:i)• an:fWbiting (Ticb).

Yours faithfully
Les Wilce
23 Melrose Avenue
Penylan
CardiffCF3 7AR

Lt Col (Just) Peter McNaughton and Maj Gen Anderson

NEVER BEFORE
Report by Lt Col (TOT) R. D. WllllngaJe R. Signals
QUERNELS ALL
id
how AGl 1--{)r Manning &
Most soldiers have only a vagu~
to hand over move and take
Records for that matter-arr~ge ~r i~ all happens ve~y smoothly and
over every two or three years. sua. y
nother tour. However--{)n 9
on time and we settle down hapiily t~ ~onumental blunder in the
May-there appeared to ha~e , Ce 0
Lieutenant-Colonel in the
Postings Plot because every Q Mat g_ ry Blandford All eighteen of
Corps arrived at Head_quarters
ess
Technic~l Officers Telethem! There were semor Quartermas e~s, here Some were visiting,
communications and Trafl'.ic Office~:~~s1d'ence ·some in transit. Ken
some arriving, ~ome dfepart~g, so~e Saudi Arabia would you believe?
West was on his way rom yprus 0
.
?) There was not much
(Who ~aid there weWreAnSo oversetaJeflo~~~f:cussion on who had done
confusion but there
a grea
.
what when, where, how, why and with whom. . 'b
h' with more
Cl~arly someone had. to exercise ~ontr~l o~rt!.~n t~;~. Who better
than six hundred and eighty years 0 sc:rvice e
neon the ~ubject of
to do it than the SOinC who takes no hp from anyo . ed picked out a
. ? A d
·th
penedl
Gen
Anderson
amv
'
long service. n _so 1 ap
·
M N gjit.on-promoted him to
rather lonely lookmg M:1or-~Ct~~ br~u;~t the total up to nineteen)
Lieutenant-Colo~el on .t e spo be is rt of a unique occasion we shall
and we all went 111to d111ner to
pa
remember for a long time.

C:

I have just had the pleasure and privilege of serving from October
1978 to July 1980 as the British Exchange Officer to the United States
Army Communications Research and Development Command
(CORA DCOM) at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey. For those whose
geography is a little rusty, New Jersey is on the Atlantic coast of the
United States between New York and Philadelphia. Fort Monmouth is
on the coast about forty miles south of New York.
The areas around Monmouth County and New York were where the
final battles in the War of Indepe ndence were fought and the final
British withdrawal was conducted over the beaches at Sandy Hook
which is approximately five miles north of the fort. It has become a
tradition, over the years, that the British Exchange Officer at Fort
Monmouth takes part in a joint ceremony at Sandy Hook on Memorial
Day. with the American Armed Forces, the Park Service, The
Daughters of the British Empire and the Daughters of the American
Revolution which commemorates the demise of a British Naval
Lieutena nt and a boat's crew of Marines who perished when sent
ashore to apprehend deserters.
My fami ly and l occupied officer's quarters overlooking the Fort
Saluting Base where we were treated to numerous trumpet calls
throughout the day starting at 0545 hours and culminating at 2300
hours. At 1600 hours daily, all activity in the area of the quarter is
brought to a halt whilst the post flag is lowered. This is an impressive
little ceremony involving several trumpet calls, the firing of a cannon
and a detachment from the Fort Military Police Company.
In addition to CORADCOM. there are two other major general's
comma nds on the fort; they are the Communications and Electronics
Material Readiness Command (CERCOM) and the Joint Tai:tical
Communications Office (TRI-TAC). There are a number of other
organisations which include the Communications Systems Agency, the
West Point Preparatory School and the Chaplain School.
My appointment was with the Office of the Project Manager for
Operations Tactical Data Systems (OPTADS) which has a dual role.
Firstly, to develop and field a fully militarised mini computer system
ca pable of interfacing with all known and proposed communications
systems. In parallel with which a compatible intelligent terminal is also
being developed. These two equipments will provide bot.h alphanumeric and graphical displays. The second role of the office 1s to
design and develop an automated command and control system similar
to ' WA YELL'. My function within the office was to act as Assistant
Project Manager for Communications and Interoperability. This
caused me to be intimately concerned in the design and testing of both
hardware and software in direct contact with a number of contractors
and other military agencies. My duties involved travel from coast to
coast and from the Canadian to the Mexican border. Working within
the American staff system has been a very interesting and stimulating
experience.
Of oourse. it has not been all work and no play; my family and I have
managed to do some touring and holidaying which included Niagara
Falls, The Florida Keys and Mexico. One of the things which was
brought home to all of us very quickly was the sheer size of the_ ~ountry
and the vast distances which one covers between towns and cmes.
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From: Capt (Retd.) Jack Cooper
Dear Sir,
The enclosed photograph recently 'came to light' and I feel that it
may be of some interest. It shows 85 Radio Mechanic / Telegraph
Mechanic Cour5e at l Trades Training Battalion , Royal Signal~. and
was taken about m id-1946.
It is interesting to note that , although this was an official
photograph, some members appear to be wearing the 'best' (ie bras~)
cap badge whilst others appear to have got away with the working
(bakelite) badge. You will doubtless be aware of the amount of work
that went into chalking the blackboard on the Friday evening: the
photograph being taken on a Saturday morning.

Those portrayed (left to right and back to front) are:
Willett Hill Davies Cordwell Tinknell Manns Rose Price
Taylor Mitchell Senior Bond
Don Wheeler Anderson Silcox
LCpl Davis
Cooper Fellows Oates Jasper
Martin Hoskins Clark Sheppard
Absent Sick: Harrison
As far as I am aware, after leaving 1 T.T.B. 1 never crossed paths
with any of 85 RM/ TM during the rest of my service which ended in
December 1976.
Yours sincerely
Jack Cooper
" Beirnfels"
Old Odiham Road
Alton. Hants
GUJ4 4BP

6TH FIELD FORCE
HEADQUARTERS AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON
AN ACCOUNT OF ITS
ANTECEDENTS AND
FORMATION 1941-1979

:n

OFFICERS REUNION-ALDERSHOT
CLUB FRIDAY, 10 OCTOBER, 1980

CATfERICK 1946

by
Maj M. Mel. Ayrton Royal Signals
Just before I left America, I was promoted Lieutenant-Colonel and
the Commanding General of CORADCOM did me the honour of
holding a formal promotion ceremony at which the Secretary of the
General Staff read out the authorisation for promotion and then the
Commanding General and my wife adjusted my badges of rank. The
photograph shows Maj Gen Emmett Paige, Jr, and my wife 'carrying
out the promotion'. One of many memorable incidents , we will always
remember.
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980

Maj Ayrton, who currently is 0 · 6 Field Fore~ ~Q and ig Sqn. ha
traced the linea e of his quadron from the ra1s111g of I t Parachute
Brigade Signal ection (J) at·Bu1£ord in 1941 to the formation of the
unit in Alders hot in 1977.
Maj Ayrton's history includes an account of t~e operatio!l and
geographical move undertaken by such famous units a l~t Airborne
Divisional Signals. 6th Airborne Di' isional Signals. 16th lndepe~dent
Parachute Brigade Group Signal quadron and 216 Parachute 1gnal
Squadron.
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Movements -

Officers
AUGUST 1980
Unit to which Pos1ed
11 Sig Rcgt
RSRE(P E)(AE)
Live Oak
39 Inf Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn
II Sig Regt
HQ BR Forces Belize
Queen's Gurkha Signals
Junior Rt$( R Signals
2 Armd Dov HQ & Sig Rcgt
Sig Rcgt
School of Signals
HQBAOR
London UOTC
IRRF
8 Sig Rcgt
4 Signal Group
BR Conlingent UNFICYP
7 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
38 Sig Regt (V)
HQ NORTHAG (wilh HQ ATAF)
8Sig Rcgt
School of Signals
DSS (AD) GS02 (W)GS ORJ7D

Rank and Nam e
2 LI J. F. Abell
..
Maj B. W. P . Adams
LI Col D. M . A. Burridge
Capt L. K. Byrne
..
Lt Col A. F. Carter MBE
Capt N. J. Cory
..
Capt R. M. Crombie ..
LI Col I. J . Crouch ..
Maj M. S. Davies
..
Lt Col D. G . Dudlc> ..
ColT. R. Earney
..
Lt Col W. E. A. Edmonds
2Lt J. H. A. Hawkins
Capt S. G. Hughes ..
Capt N. E. Ladds
Maj C. F . Le~is
..
Maj(QM) E. J. Mann
Capt N. T. Moore
Capt R. C. Pearce
..
Capt (TOT) A. J. Porritt
Capt K. C. A. Stewart
Maj H. M. Vines
Maj A. M. Wallace

SEPTEMBER 1qso

Linemen of 5th Parachute Brigade Signal Section. Taken at Heldon
in Holland 3 February 1945.
By courtesy of the Trustees of the Imperial War Museum

The 103 pages of the book are ill ustrated with 40 photographs , m~ny
diagrams and a family tree illustraring the development. regroupmg
and redesignation of Airborne Signal units. There are numerous
annexes covering such topics as the history of the Squadron's unique
lanyard.
.
All in all, it is a book which will bring back fond memoi:es to all e?'airborne Signallers. You might even find a photograph of you rself tn
one of the 19 group photographs. The history has been printed in a
limited edition of 500copies and stocks are not expected to last.
You may obtain a copy direct from the Unit or by filling in and
posting the attached Order Form.
To: The Adjutant
6th Field Force HQ and Sig Sqn
Arnhem Barracks
Montgomery Li nes
Aldershot
Hampshire
GU112AU

Rank and Name
Lt C. N. Burtenshaw .
Lt M. Butler ..
CapJ P. J . Conello ..
Capt R. L. Dannels
Lt P. J. Filby ..
Maj L. G . French
Lt S. C. Green
..
Maj J. L. E. Gryspeerdt
Capt H. A. R. Hancock

~~·~~K~· lllman : :
Lt Col M. J . fance ..
Lt M. Lithgow
Lt Col E. Mullcy
..
Captl. B. M. Macleod
Lt R. G. Nicholson ..
LtC.O~en
..
Lt S. J. Perkins
Lt M . E. Pincott
Capt L. J. Plumb
Lt Col C. K. Po,.ell
Maj L. R. Smith
Lt M. L. Spoors
Maj V. G. Strivens
Lt P. C. l . Taylor
Capt G. J. Thomas
Maj 0. Turner
2ll D. J. Vardy
Lt D . J. Whitby
Lt N. R. N. Wood

Unir to whil'lr fXJSt ed

..

..
..

..
..

RMCS Shrivcnham
RMCS Shrivenham
HS 11 Sig Regt
249 Sig Sqn (AMFL)
RMCS Shri~enham
262 sig Sqn
Junior Regiment Royal Signals
HQ4SigGp
229Sig Sqn
HS II Sig Regt
R MCS Shrivenha m
Staff College Camberley
RMCS Shrivenham
RMCS Shrivcnham
3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
Junior Regiment Royal Signals
RMCKShrivcnham

if~~~h1.~venham

7 Sig Regt
School of Signals
School of Signals
Junior Re~mcnt Royal Signab
J Armd Dov HQ and Sig Regt
RMCS Shrivenham
DADPTC School of Signals
HS 11 Sig Regt
RMAS CPOSUC) 9
RMCS Shrivcnham
RMCS Shrivenham

WOs and Senior NCOs
ORDER FORM
'6th Field Force HQ and Sig Sqn-An Account of its
Antecedents and Formation 1941-1979'
by Maj M. Mel Ayrton Royal Signals

1.

Please send me . .. ... .. . copies at £1. 90 each including postage.

2. I enclose a cheque / PO/ for£ ... ............ .
(Cheques should be made payable to PR! , 6th Field Force HQ and Sig
<\qn).
3.

Please send the book /s to:

ame ............. . ................ . ... · · · · · · · · · · ·
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)
Address ........ . ... .... ... . ...... · .. · · . · · · · · · · · · · ·

...... . ............. ... . ... .. ..... .................. ..
Signed
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Rank and Name
WOI G. G. Haughie
WOI S. J. Long
WO I M. I. Weston
W02 D. Brou$h
WO~ D.S . Baokie
W02 T . B. Dodson
W02 J. W . Edmunds
W02M .D.Fogg
W02 D . A. Couldsmith
W02 G. T. Hedge

~~k'Ur.;>rth
W02 G. L. Paton
W02B.Smith
..
W02(FofS)A.l. Hall
W02 (Supvr R) D Liddell
W02 ( YofS) D. I. Gilchrist ..
W02 (YofS) D . M. Thomas
W02(YofS )W. M. Watson
SSgt M. Kenning
SSgt R. I. Knight
SSgt R. R. Coffill
SSgt P. l . Daisey
..
SSgt T. l. Crook
..
SSgt (YofS) M. Corcoran
SSgt (YofS) A. Knott
SSgt (YofS) A . M. Sco1t
SSgt (YofS) K. P. StTaw
SSgt P . G . Bovcniw
SSgt G . Cook . .
SSgt A. Catterall
SSgt A. T. Connon . .
ASSgt R. B. McScvcncy

AUGUST 1980
Unit co whil'h posted
35 Sig Regt (V)
HQBAOR.
UK Sp Unit SHAPE
IOSig Rcgt
22 Sig Rcgt
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
16Sig Rcgt
229 Sig Sqn
11 Sig Rcgt (JW)
8 Sig Rcgt
11 Sig Regt (JW)
I I Sig Regt (JW)
32 Sig Rcgt (V)
227 Sig Sqn
3 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
14 Sig Regt (EW)
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
RMA Sandhurst
244 Sig Sqn (AS)
639 Sig Tp
British Contingent UNFICYP (Sp Regt)
16 Sig Re~
28( BR) Sig Rcgt (N ORTH AG)
IOS lg Regt
8 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
39 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn
33 Sig Regt (V)
BR Conti nge nt UNP ICYP (Sp Rcgt)
7 Sig Regt
21 Sig Rcgt
I I Sig Regt (JW)
39 lnf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
. . l I Sig Regt
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ASS'f F. Phillips
Sgt . Murp hy
Sgt S. J. Yo un g
Sgt R. H. B. Dav is
Sgt P. Cotto n ..
Sgt R. A. P. Pylce
Sgt D. Mo rgan
Sgt J. D. Nadin
Sgt T. Crowley
Sgt P. R. Berry
Sgt L. F. Brown
Sgt S. Grimmitt
Sgt M . McDonald
Sgt C. M. Mitchell ..
Sgt C. M. Platts
Sgt M. C. Stoclcs
Sgt P. H. Waring
Sgt D. I . Steve ns
S1t1 R. Peel
..
Sgt D. W. Martin
Sgt A. Weaver
Sgt D. W. Bone
~l!t K. Moo ney
Sg t A. Heaps ..
Sgt L. 0 . Sharman
Sgt M. E. Pawlak
Sgt l . R. Duncan
..
Sgt M. J . T . Hutch inso n
Sgt R. K. S. Gent
..
Sjtl J H. R. Mack
Sgt I R. McKenzie
Sgt S. Knot ..
Sgt W O' Hare
Sgt D A. Beresford ..
S~t R. D. Marlborough
Sgt D. Hall . .
..
SGT J. F . Hutchings ..
Sgt F. Phillips
..
Sgt P. D. Derrick
Sgt D . G. Jones
Sgt R. C. Hewing
Sgt L. A. Plummer
Sgt W. A. Pounder
Sgt C. J. Hall ..
Sgt T. C. Ginty
Sgt A. J. Wroe
Sgt D. Prinn ..
Sgt M. R. Bruton
Sgt R. Pittcndreigh

Runk and Name
W02 (FofS) A. M. Douglas ..
W02 (FofS) K. V. Bamforth
W02 (FofS) M. E. Gordon ..
W02 (YofS) W. E. Clarke
W02 (YofS) R. Hannagan
W02 (Supvr R) H_ Parkinson
W02 W . J. Crumbie . .
W02 A. M. Evans
W02 P. J. Franks
W02 G. Garland
W02 J. W. Homby
W02 G. F. Leake
W02 A. G . Parker .
W02 G. l. Philbrook
W02 R.H . Iredale . .
AW02 P, E. Tarrant
SS1tt(FofS)J. K. McKay
SSgt (Supvr R) M. E. Ford
SSgt (YofS) D. Bowden ..
SSgt D. T. Hancox . .
SSgt P. A. Martin
SSgt F. D. Tailing
SSgt M. J. Forster
SSgt R. Burnett
SSgt M. Macgregor . .
SSgt l . N. Morgan
ASSgt J. Besant
ASSgt F. Wooders
AS Sgt E. l. Larkin ..
ASSgt J. l . O'Shaughnessy
ASSgt P. F. Havlin ..
Sgt M. Hopper
Sgt J. R. Camplin
Sgt C. E. Williams
Sg1 R. T. Archer
Sgt N. P. Stevenson
Sgt J. Chilcott
Sgt N. Hatton
Sgt D. Hamilton
Sgt J. Tovey . .
Sgt P. K. Sutherland
Sgt D. G. Hughes
Sgt J. W. Wells
Sgt R. J. Watts
Sgt R. Orchard
gt N. Cawth r~
Sgt J. F. Archer
Sgt B. Lewis . .
Sgt l . Busu ttil
Sgt C. Ferguson
Sgt W. Pryer . .
Sgt B. Johnson
Sgt J. C. Travers
Sgt R. L. Genge
Sgt J. O'Tuolc ..
Sgt J. A. Robertson
Sgt J. Scoular
Sgt C. E. Walker
Sgt R. DuddinR
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..

..
..
..
..

..

..

•.
..
..

HQ AFNORTH (BAE)
School of Signals
2 1 Sig Rcgt
632 SigTp
233 Sig Sqn (NI )
7 Sig Rcgt
JO Sig Regt
q sig Rcgt
224 Sig Sq n
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
28(BR) Sig Regt (NORTHAG)
28(8R)Sig Regt (NORTHAG)
229 Sig Sqn
JO Sig Regt
28 (BR) Sig Rcgt (NORTH AG )
6 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
241 Sig Sqn
7 Sig Regt
262 Sig Sqn
240Sig Sqn
9 Sig Regt
13 Sig Rcgt
14 Sig Regt (EW)
q Sig Reg1
16 Sig Rcgt
5 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
11 Sig Regt (Depot Tp)
8 lnfBde HQ&Sig Sqn
Jt AirTpt Estab& AATDC
14 Sig Regt ( EW)
22 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
229 Sig Sqn
233 Sig Sqn (NI)
2 C1T(Northampton)
ACIO Middlesborough
ADP Dev Team
HQ AFNORTH (BAE)
Sig Sy Sect AFNORTH (BAE)
UK Sp Unit SHAPE
I I Sig Rcgt (Depot Tp)
8 Sig Rcgt
7 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt ( EW)
259 Sig Sqn
8 Sig Rcgt
AA Coll }I arrogate

!~~~~~s
EPTEMBER 1980
Unit to which posted
I l Sig Regt {Depot Tp)
FSS Mossy Hill
School of Signals
I Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
Gurkha Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
IJ Sig Regt
JS Sig Rcgt (V)
40 Sig Rcgt (V)
30Sig Rcgt
School of Signals
School of Signals
37 Sig Regt (V)
AA Coll Harrogate
6 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
HQ2SigGp
14 Sig Regt
HQ AFSOUTH (BAE)
. . 13 Sig Rcgt
School of Signals
8 lnfBdc HQ & Sig Sqn
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
RMAS
. . 21 Sig Rcgt
2 1 Sig Regt
. . 13 Sig Rcgt
35 Sig Regt (V)
RMAS
RMAS
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
HQ AFCENT Sp Gp (International)
1 Armd Di1• HQ & Sig Regt
21 SI~ Regt
2sq Sig Sqn
28 Sig Regt
School of Signals Courses
7 Sig Rcgt
HQRSME
535 Rear link Oct ( Fd Regt)
I Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
7 Sig Regt
22 Sig Regt
.lOSig Regt
259 Sig S9.n
2 Armd Dov HQ & Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt
2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
8 ig Regt
224S" Sen
HQ A°f:C~NT Sp Gp (lnlemational)
I Armd Div HQ Sig Rcgt
Gurkha Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
AA Coll Harrogate
11 Si~ Rcl?t (Depot Tp)
FSS Mo < y Hill
262 Sig Sqn
240SigSqn
8 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn

Sgt S. Ga ne
.
Sgt A. B. Harper
Sgt W. R. Stone
Sgt M. Farquhar
Sgt R. C. West

633SigTp
6J3SigTp
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
IJ Sig Rcgt
229SigSqn

Welfare

Ii

JUNE1980
Number of cases assisted financially:
Amount spent:
Number of clothing parcels sent:

I
45
£2813.20
52

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of grants:
Amount spent:

14
£386.28

JULY 1980
Number of cases assisted financia lly:
Amount spent:
Number of clothing parce ls sent:

38
£2576.72
43

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of grants:
Amount spent:

12
£301.28

ONE OF OUR CASES
Signalman, 1971-74. Owing to ill health and domestic problems, he
had been having a very difficult time and was badly in need of clothing
replacements. T he Association made him a grant of £40 for this
purpose, and his letter is printed below.
ONE OF OUR LETTERS
I am writing to thank you for the help in granting me £40 for clothing
which I need very badly. It is received with the utmost grat itud e a nd
appreciation. In these depressing times of unemployment and inflation.
it is wond erfu l to know that you can turn to the Association for help. I
am very gratefu I.
During the months of June and July, gifts of clothing, bedding. toys,
books, etc., have been gratefully received from the following:Maj & Mrs J. S. N. Dale; Col P.R. Hoskyns; Maj I.E. Kerr; Brig J.
C. Clinch; Mrs A. Brough; Col R. H. Gilbertson; Mr P. Richards;
Krefeld Thrift Shop; Capt L. R. Smith; The Thrift Shop, 10 Sig Regt;
Col J. A. Gibb; Brig & Mrs J. D. T. Brett; The Misses Chapman; Mrs
Roberts; Mrs R. B. N. Smartt; Capt & Mrs J. E. Stocklll; anonymous
donor in Dover; Mrs L. Rowch; Mr A. W. Smith; Maj M. K. Carson;
Mrs I. G. Swan; Miss D. Rutland; Mr and Mrs H. Palmer; The Thrift
Shop, Blandford Garrison; Lt Col D. A. Dickson; Lt Col N. A. V.
Ribchester; Capt & Mrs W.W. Farley; Mr & Mrs C. Fry.

ROY AL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
AND BENEVOLENT FUND
The following donations were gratefully received during July 1980:Catterick Garrison Church Fund . ....... .. ............ £140.00
Parish Church of St Boniface ......... . ............... £ 72.64
HQ Dhekalia Garrison . ......... . ................... £ 35. 71
Sgt D. Taylor ... .. .... . ... .................. . ..... £ 25.00
N. H. Chadwick Esq .. ............ . ................. £ 20.00
H. R. W . Mars h Esq .. ...... .. . .... ..... ..•........ £ 10.00
L. Phillips Esq ......... ... .. ... . ....... ... ........ £ 10.00
E. A. L. Sinden Esq ..... . ..........•............... £ 8. 15
Capt B. T. Lord MSM . ............................. £ 6.30
Lt Col G . M. Wei ford ... . .. .... . . ........ . . ... ..... £ 3.00
D . P. Coelho Esq MBE ............. • ................ £ 1.40
R. A. Oswick Esq ... ......... ........ . . ............ £. 1.00
Mi cellaneous donations . ....... _ .................. £ 5.13

The follo,,ing donations were gratefully received during Augu t 1980:Maj R. H . Blizard .................................. £J .00
Miscellaneous donations ... .. .. ... .... ............... £ J.85
£3 .
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Section

DVFRTISEMENT
should be concise-SO word . excluding
addre s t telephone number- be they re.lated to Birth . M.a rriage .
Death or items requm:d or for ~le . There 1s no ~harge for this erv1ce
to any servmg member of the Corps (or those r:et1red. who subscribe to
Th~ Wire). unless the ' ad' is related to a bu mess mterest. To those
melig1ble for 'free space', we request that their notice be forwarded to
our Advertismg Managers. Service Newspal>c:rs Ltd ._ PO Box 4.
Farnborough . Hampshire GU 14 7LR. who wtll i:?rov1de details of
charges . on a case-by-case basis. All matters for publtcat1on must re~ch
the Editor not later than the 12th ot every month pre<.-edmg
publication .

A

DEATHS
Armstrong- LI Col Richard Mortime~ (~ick) Ar~strong. enlis~ed in
the Corps in 1942 and was C?mm!ss1on~d wh~l t servin!\ with IS
Indian Corps in l 94S. He remamed m India until 1947 havtng taken
part in the operations in Jakarta. On ri:tu~1ing to the UK he "'.as an
instructor at the OCTU and School ot 1gnals before returning to
the Far East for the Korean War. He had a short stint a adjutant of
S2(L) Divi ional Signal Regiment (TA) and spent most of th~ rest of
his service in technical appointments, includin!l two years m West
Africa. three years in FARELF and a year m the USA. After
retiring in 197S he settled in Yorkshire, but_ shortly afterwar~s
became seriously ill. He never recovered and died peacefully at his
home on 3 August at the age of SS.
Crichton-Col John Henry Uewellyn Crichton, MBE. was rommissioned into the Corps in 1928 and went to India in 1934 where he
wa
involved in re·e tablishing communications after the
devastatio n of the earthquake in Quetta in 193-. He was still in
India when War broke out in 1939 and went to orth Africa with an
Indian Divisional Signals and was taken Piisoner of War by the
Italian . Whilst a prisoner he constructed a clandestine receiver
under difficult and dangerous circumstances. which enabled him
and his fellow prisoners to listen to the BBC. The news gained
enabled many of the prisoners to escape after the Allied Landings in
1944 and make their way to freedom. For this and the way in which
he maintained morale in the Camp he was appointed MBE. After
the War he attended the Staff College and held various taff
appointments in orthern Command. In l 9S2 he went to East
Africa as CSO during the Mau Mau operations. Hi last
appointment before retiring in 1960 was CAFSO Middle East. he
died on 24 July at the age of 72.
Foster-WO! Robert Foster was attested into the General Service
Corps in April 1945 and transferred to Royal Signals in June of that
year. During his 22 years with the Corps he saw service in Palestine,
Tripoli , Malta , Cyprus , Germany and U.K. ln 196S while serving
with 48(SM) Signal Regiment TA he was promoted WOl and
appointed RSM. His last posting before his discharge in 1967 was
as WO! (RSM) in 3Sth Signal Regiment (V). He died on 10 July
1980 aged SS years.
Jenkinson-Maj (TOT) Thomas Frederick Jenkinson enlisted as a boy
in 1929. Before the War he served in India and during the War was
captured in North Africa and became a Prisoner of War for three
years in Italy and Germany. He was commissioned in I 9SO and
served in India, Cyprus , Egypt and Singapore. His last
appointment, before retiring in 1964. was as OC 629 Troop
(Works). After retiring he joined 10th Sig Regt as a P & T 0 later
working at Shorncliffe from where he finally retired in 1979. Tom
had an alert and enquiring mind with a strong sense of duty and
commitment, a pleasant personality and sensitive nature hidden by
a brusque exterior. His many interests included photography,
painting and short story writing-he had several stories published
in Blackwoods. His son enlisted as a Junior Leader in 1963. Tom
died a few days after his 66th Birthday on the 7 July.
Sykes-Ex Sgt Ronald Sykes served in the Corps from 1942 to 1945
He was an Operator Wireless and Line with 81sr West African
Division Signals and was a Chindit. He died suddenly whilst on
holiday in France on 13 June aged 6S years.
Thackray-Ex Sapper Donald Thackray served with RE Signals
as a Sapper from January 1917 until January 1920 and was a
member of the Jersey Branch of the Royal Signals Accosication
from December 1961. He died on 30 May aged 81.
Thomp10n-Maj James Ernest (Ernie) William Thompson enlisted in
1949 and was commissioned in 1951. After completing his training
at the School of Signals he served in BAOR and subsequently in
Singapore from 19S9 to 1962. He later qualified on a Long
Telecommunications Course and was for two years Training Major
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with 31st Signal Regiment (V). In late !970 he undern:ent a serious
operation and wa retired premat~rely m 1972 ~n med1~al grou1.1ds.
He died from a heart attack m Queen Elizabeth s Hospital ,
Woolwich on lS August at the early age of 49.
Whitehead-Ex LCpl John Whitehead served from 1933 to 1946 and
was a Life Member of the Association and a staunch mem bcr of the
Hong Kong Signal Company 1939- 194S , an affiliated Branch of the
Association . He was erving in Hong Kong when the Colony fell and
was a Japanese POW until 1945. John died at his home at
Washington Co Durham 0116 August.
Woodbridge- Lt Col David Charles Woodbridge enlisted in the RA .
in 1947 :ind was commissioned into the Corps in 1949 . He ~crvcd m
the Middle Ea t from l 9SO to 19S3 and in Kenya. during the Mau
Mau troubles. from 1953 to 19SS when he was Mentioned in
Dispatches. He later served in Germany l'or live year. and on the
Staff of SHAPE for two ·ears . From 1970 to 1973 he commanded
3S(SM) Signal Regiment (V) and retir~d in 1977. ~c was the son of
Lt Col R. C. Woodbridge. late Royal Signals, and died 111 Brompton
Hospital on 11 September at the early age of SI.

Faraway Places ...

FOR SALE-QUICKSILVER
The Corps Yacht Club UK. (K~el Boats) ~a~e now been granted
fund~ b~ the ASA to rep~ace Qu1cks1lver. Sadly 111s necessary to dispose
ol this first class yacht in order that we are able to ' top up' the grant
provided by ASA .
Quicks ilver is a Sloop Rigged Westerly Tiger which has over the
cars been maintained in a first class condition. She i to be sold with a
complete and comprehensive sailing inventory (worth over £1500) and a

Road Trailer.
The asking price is in the order of £5.000-£6.000.
It is expected that this extremely popular yacht will only remain on
the private market for a very short period! If any Corps member or unit
are interested, they are advised to contact the t<oyal Signals Corps
Yacht~as ter . Capt A. Davies, Royal Sig_nals on Blandford Military
e:1. tens1on 232 or by letter to the School of Signals, as early as possible in
order _that their bids can be considered by the Corps Sailing
Committee.

SITUATIONS VACANT
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
The post is for a Retired Officer Grade 3 and the incumbent would
be responsible to the Colonel GS Signals 36 mainly for the equipment
contro l aspect of all commercial radios and their ancillaries to
approved scales. Applicants should have had considerable military
experience and possess a good working knowledge of fixed and tactical
communication systems. It is highly desirable that an applicant should
have a knowledge of data processing sufficient to understand the
hardware and software aspects of computerized stock control.
Officers who have retired or who are about to retire, who are in
receipt of retired pay (or a pension treated as retired pay) over 42 years
of age and normally having left the active list less than S years ago are
eligible.
Salary of £5790 rising to £674S after three years plus lnner London
Weighting Allowance of £1016 per year is payable.
Further information can be obtained from The Ministry o f Defence
(CM(S)4f) Lacon House. Theobalds Road. London WCIX 8RY.
Telephone: Ol-430-6S09. or by reading AGAJ Chapter 40.

SSI ST. DUNSTAN'S COLLEGE, CCF
This school, situated close to two Railway Stations in Cat ford. SE6.
seeks an SSI who has been a Warrant Officer or Senior NCO in the
Army or Royal Marines. In addition to duties akin to that of RSM.
RQMS and Chief Clerk. the person should be able to offer some other
skill of value to the school. Starting salary (incl. London Allowance)
will be in excess of £S.OOO. depending on the skill offered. (Additional
pay , up to £4SO. for attendance at camps).
Full details are available from the Bursar . St. Dunstan 's College.
Stanstead Road. Catford. SE6 to whom applications should be
returned by 12 September-(late applications will be considered).

Officers Summer Uniform (stone coloured). excellent condition.
\pare pair of trousers. Correct pattern for
ATO appointments.
Cyprus etc. To fit S' 1O", 34" waist. Contact Maj L. D. Edinger
ASYC(N), Uniacke Barracks, Harrogate. HG3 lRU .
'

Attention PM Cs. We draw your attention to 'Jimmy'. listed under
A ociation Goods. as an ideal item for presentation. Engraved plates
ca n be arranged at extra cost.

OLD WELBEXIAN ASSOCIATION
TI1c Vice President' s Dinner will be held at Wclbcck on Sat IS
No\'ember 1980.
Anyone wishing to come should contact :
Captain . H. Stewart
Welbcck College
Worksop
Not ts
S803LN
Tel: Worksop(0909)476326 Ext 30
bv 6 November 1980.

MOUNTBATIEN
HERO OF OUR TIME
Published 27 August

ROYAL SIGNALS GLIDING CLUB
Royal Signals glider pilots should forward their individual claims for
grants from the Games Fund for the period December 79-November
80 NOT later than 18 November 1980 to:
U Col (Tfc) W. C. Lombard Royal Signals
Classified Equipment Group
8th Signal Regiment
Catterick Garrison
North Yorkshire
DL9 3PS
The following details are required :
• Flying fees paid in the period (NO other expen es) less any sum
received from other sources in this respect.
• Number of launches in 1980 and total launches.
• Cross·country Kms 1980.
• Results of competition or badge attempts.
• Qualifications held.
• Full address of claimant including Regimental Number.
• Details of UK bank and account where cheque is to be paid.
Information on Corps gliding may be obtained from the Honorary
Secretary at the above address or by telephone on Catterick Military
Extension 2634.
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Richard Hough

Price£ .SO

The first full-length-and at times controversial-biography of the
rnan loved and missed by millions. Thi is the first full length biography
of Lord Mountbatten : great-grandson and last godson of Queen
Victoria. relative and intimate of Europe's Kings and Queens. and the
beloved 'U ncle Dickie' of the British Ro al Famil " He was a sailor,
com rnander of armies. diplomat extraordinary. humanitarian.
inventor, and above all a leader and inspirer of his fellow men. When
he was so tragically murdered on 27 August 1979. ir Arthur Bryant
wrote of him:
'Lord Mountbatten wa omething more than a great man, he wa. a
good man. and he was above everything else a gentleman in the truest
sense of the word'
. Richard Hough knew Lord Mountbatten well. travelled for and wide
with him, and was asked to write the official history and biography of
his parents . Richard Hough has talked at length with members of the
Royal Family, with Prime Mini ters under whom Lord Mountbatten
served. with the women he admired and was inspired by. with Admirals
and ratings and private soldiers.
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Unusual Jobs

THEBOBGRAHAMROUND
Report by Sgt Peter Barlow
RECORD STOOD FOR 28 YEARS
A report o.n Sgt Peter Barlow's successfu l attempt on the Lake District
42 Peaks in 14 hours run to gain entry into the elite "Bob Graham
Club' . Total distance 7S miles-hei_ght ascended 27,000ft. On 13
June. I ?32. Bob Graham a Kesw_ick ~est house proprietor, at the age
of 43 did a round of 42 mountains with a total hei_ght ascended and
descended of 27,000ft. Starting and finishing at the Moot Hall,
Keswick in a time of 23 hours 39 mins. This record was to stand for 28
years.
Fred Rogerson whose book this information had come from called a
meeting of interested friends. The meeting was constructive and a
dinner was held at the Old Dungean Ghyll Hotel on 22 Jan 1971 with SO
people associated with new attempts on the round attending. It was at
this meeting that the 'Bob Graham 24 hour club' was formed . Full
membership is awarded to anybody who completed Bob Graham's
round within 24 hours, starting and finishing at Moot Hall, Keswick or
who completes a round within 24 hours based on the 'Graham Round'
but including other peaks as well.
THE CHALLENGE
1 first heard of the 'Bob Graham' in 1977 and it captured mv
imagination. I joined a local club -Clayton-le-Moors Harriers in 1978
and started fell running. I took part in all the long distance races.
including the Fellsman 61 miles. 'Across Wales' 4S miles. Howarth
Hobble 33 miles and the Wasdale Fell Race, 21 miles.
In June 1979 I acrompanied a friend part way on his successful
attempt. January 80 I pushed my mileage up to SO 60 miles a week and
by 21 June I had 106S miles under my belt.
THE ATTEMPT
At.last the day arrived for my attempt. After a good breakfast I set
off with my pacers from Keswick at 09.30 and it was raining. I reached
the first peak-Robinson in 8S min . S mins ahead of schedule. Onto
Hindscarth and Dalehead. descending to Honistor Pass 12 mins up for
my first S min break.
The weather improved on the next section-Honistor Pass to
Wasdale and after the 9 peaks I arrived in Wasdale 66 mins ahead of
my schedule with 12 peak down and 23 miles done.
My pacemakers changed for the ne;\i section-Wasdale to Dun mail
as did the weather. The first&eak on this sect ion is Sea-Fell and the
cloud was down to 2.500 ft . oming off Sea-Fell it was raining and I
caught up another group. two of whom where also attempting the 'Bob
Graham'. Unfortunately I was using their rope off Broad Stand and
had to wait 25 mins before 1 could descend. The weather remained bad
with heavy showers, high winds and hail until Calf Crag when it
improved.
SUCCESS
At Dun mail I arrived 83 min ahead of my chedule and ate le\\ and
potatoe . rice pudding and apricots. After 20 mins and a change of
clothing and running shoes I set off on the night section to Threlkeld. I
was tired by now and the tough climbs and descents of Seat-Sandal.
Fairfield and Dolly Wagon Pike took their toll. Anvhow with some
superb navigation in rain and mist by my pacers I arrived at
Threlkeld at 3.3Sam Sunday with 3 peaks and IS miles left to do.
When I left after a 2S min break l was still 44 min ahead of my 2~hr
schedule. It is an immediate and hard climb up Blencathra and on to
Great Calva, and the final ascent of Skiddaw. l arrived at the ummit
of Skiddaw at 07.43. and wa back in Ke wick at .S2-at time of 23
hrs and 22 mins and a place in the elite 'Bob Graham Club'. It is a
delightful challenge and within the comp a of any di ta nee runner\\ ho
is prepared to put in the miles and hill climbing.
ANY TAKERS
Anybody wishing to attempt is welrome to 11 copy of my chedule.
enclose .a.c. to Sgt PM Barlow. Army Careers Office, Burnley, Lanes .
TI1e book detailing all attempts is available from Fred Rogerson.
Tether's End , Lindeth, Windermere. umbria. It is titled 'Histon and
Records of otable Fell Walks within the Lake District' .
·
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!ST CANADIAN SIGNAL REGIMENT
In May of this year the partnership ties between the Regiment and
the 1st Canadian Signal Regiment were further strengthened when a
party of twenty members of the Regiment visited Kingston for two
weeks.
The fortunate members '!'ho took part were the CO, Lt Col Stephen
Carr-Smlt h, Capt Ian Greig, Lt Brian Campbell W02 (SSM) Jim
Downie, W02 (YofS) Garth Letorl, SSgt (FofS) J~hn Connelly Cpls
Pete Duffy, Paul Smyth, Larry Little, Wayne Brown LCpls' Paul
Jennings, 'Scouse' Rosenthal, Sigs Paul Kendrick, Bob Porter, Derek
Biddlecombe, Ron Lucas, Rich Allen, 'Gilley' Angllley Gordon Bland
and Sam Burton. The best place to begin must be at the'beginning.
THE P ARTNERSHJP
For ~he readers wh.o m~y not know, the Regiment enjoys an officially
recogn.1sed _Partnership w.1th the 1st Canadian Signal Regiment which is
based !n Kmgston Ontano. ~he Regiment has hosted previous visits by
Canad1a~s to Verden. and this year was the second visit by .members of
the Rei:1ment to Kmgston. We are currently looking forward to
welcommg a party of about twenty fivt all ranks who will be with us for
Exercise Spearpoint in September.

SUMMITS ASCENDED (in order of ascent)

1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
IS.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Robinson 2417ft
Hindscarth 238Sft
Dalehead 2473ft
Grey Knotts 2287ft
Bran dreth 2344ft
Green Gable 2628ft
Great Gable 2949ft
Kirk Fell 2630ft
Pillar 2927ft
Steeple2687ft
Red Pike 2629ft
Yewbarrow 2058ft
Sca-Fell 3162ft
Sea Fell Pikes 3206ft
Broad Crag 2990ft
Ill Crag 2988ft
Great End 2984ft
Esk Pike 2903ft
Bowfell 2960ft
RossettPike2136ft
Pike O'Stickle 2323ft
Harrisons Stickle 2403ft
Thunacar Knott 2351ft
Sergeant Mann 2414ft
High Raise 2500ft
Calf Crag I 762ft
Steel Fell 1811 ft
Seat Sandal 2365ft
Fairfield 2863ft
Dollywagon Pike 281 Oft
Nethermost Pike 2940ft
Helvellyn 3 I I 6ft
Lower Man 3033ft
White'Side 2832ft
Raise 2889ft
Stybarrow Dodd 2756ft
Watsons Dodd 2584ft
Great Dodd 2807ft
Clough Head 2382ft
Blencathra 2847ft
41. Great Calva 2265ft
42. Skiddaw 3054ft
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The ascent of Scafell

I had hoped to be the first serving soldier to complete the Bob
Graham Round but that honour I discovered fell to Paul Turner of 35
Regt Roya l Artillery who completed it in 1979 with a time of 22 hrs 56
mins in ideal c-0nditions.

The finish. Wife - pacer- me
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OUTWARD JOURNEY
All twenty members of the party congregated at Hannover ai rport at
1600 on Monday 19 May. So far so good-35 miles down-three and a
half thou~and to go! Having reached Luton Airport, the thought of
buses, trams, tubes and more buses to reach Brize Norton was all too
much fo r SSgt (FofS) John Connelly who, with three other members of
the party. loaded an unsuspecting taxi to the gunwhales outside Luton
airport and whisked off in the direction of Brize Norton! Who said
techs were poorly paid! l
After a very tiresome journey the remainder of the party arrived at
the movements office on Swindon Railway Station at 2100 hrs that
evening , all thinking that maybe that ta xi direct to Brize orton wasn't
such a bad idea after alll The party's nominal roll is checked-CO not
on passenger manifest (oops! ). Undaunted we arrive at Brize orton
Passenger termina l-CO definitely not on passenger manifest. (CO
looks sufficiently aeriated not to need a plane!) However. to be fair to
the RAF movements staff the necessary corrections were done with the
minimum of fuss and we finally booked into Gateway House around
midnight.
The flight to Ottawa the following day left at 1100 hrs so after a good
night's sleep and a leisurely breakfast the party left Gateway House for
the ma in passenger terminal at 09.45 hrs. The aircraft left on time and
after as comfortable a seven hour flight as could be expected the party
a rrived in Ottowa at 1810 hrs UK time (1310 hrs local). Here we were
met by Lt Col Ted Campbell, the CO of 1st Canadian Signal Regiment,
Lt Frank Molnar and half a dozen NCO's from the Regiment who were
to be our hosts. The sight of the Canadian forces bus complete with air
conditioning. tinted windows and loo was welcome in itself. but made
even more so by the magical production of two large hay boxes full of
cold beer to help make the two hour drive to Kingston more bearable.
To say that we were made welcome would truly be an
u~derstatement . Despite the 'jet lag', the welcomes and meetings of old
fr:iends carried on well into the evening. Cpl Wayne Brown even
discovered enough energy on our first night to judge a 'wet tee hirt'
competition at a well known down-town hostellery, the intriciacies of
~vhic~ I :-von't even try to explain, but will simply leave it to your
1mag1nat1on.
KINGSTON, ONTARIO
The first five days of the vi it were spent at the Canadian Force
Base, Kingston. The members of the party were attached , according to
their trade, to the various Squadrons of the Regiment. Everyone was
very ~oon integrated fully into their own particular department and the
r~mammg working days of the first week were spent in familiarisation
with equipment and preparation for Exercise Crossed Flags which was
to take place during the second week of our stay.
One small point of confusion during our first few days in Canada was
the apparent lack of visible distinction between members of the
Canadian forces and the service in which they served. For example,
there would appear to be no visib le distinction between a member of the
CELE (Communications and Electronic Engineers) working with the
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Government Building Kingston

Army an~ on~ working '~i~ the_Navy, unlike the British system where
each ~emce, m th~ maJortty of cases. finds its own specialists. The
followmg .conversation was heard to take place in the Officer's Me
one morntng over breakfast between the CO and a Canadian Officer.
CO: 'I do find this common uniform for all three services very
confusing·.
Canadian Offr: 'Yes it must be difficult to understand at first' .
CO (confidently) 'Now, you are presumably in the Navy?!'
Canadian Offr: 'Well no, actually I'm the RC Padre!'
Kingston itself is a most attractive town with many sights to be seen .
The Government Buildings and the Royal Military Colle~e being just
two, and on the more historical side anyone that goes to Kmgston must
go to 'Old Fort Henry', an impressive bastion overlooking the city itself.
.The Forces Base i.s split into two main part . In the south you find
V1my Barr.acks which houses, among other things. the Canadian
School of Signals and the Base Officers Mess. Still in the southern part
of the base are the quarters area on Fort Henry heights. In the orth we
hav~ McNaughto~ Barr~cks ~hich ho~ses 1st Canadian Signal
Regiment. The entire Regiment 1s housed tn an excellent custom built
building with all elements of the unit virtually under the ame roof.
There were a few eyes that came out on bean talks among the 'Brirs'
"'.hen we were shown the 'garage' area which con isted of an area the
size of two football pitches completely enclo d with air
cond.iti?ning/ heating depending on the time of the year.
. Still m McNaughton Barracks the Base has its own six hundred yard
ntle range as well a the normal sports fields and pitches. It i
impo ible to forget the Pxcellent nine hole golf course all of three
hundred }'.ards from the Regiment. Let me put it this wav, the
Commanding Officer and Lt Brian Campbell should be able to kerch
each hole from memory after their tireless efforts on itl till on the
sporting ide it took W02 (SSM) Jim Downie about half a day to sniff
out the Base Sailing Oub. He said that with all that water on his
doorstep it made him nervous not to be sailing on it. Toe plain. SSM
Downie is a very keen competitive and competent dinghy sailor (a th1
is. being written. ne~v~ hs ju.st been. received that he has won the Royal
Signals BAOR tnd1v1dual title agam!) and needle to ay hi boat won
the race with seven minutes to spare, much to the anno ance f his
nearest rival who was not too used to being beaten.
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The weekend arrived and on Saturday moming some m.e.mbers of the
party attended the Graduation Ceremony at the Royal M1hta ry Col.l~g~
of Canada. tn the afternoon the whot: party were taken on a gu! e
tour of Fort Henry and during the evenm~ the officer were entertamed
to an e cellent Barbeque at Col Campbell s house.

'Visit to Fort Henry'
From left to right: S ig Derek Biddlecombe, Cpl Pe~e Duffy, Cpl Wa~~e
Brown, Sig Paul Kendrick, Lt Brian Campbell , Sig Sam Barton, 1g
Bob Porter, Cpl Paul Smyth

EXERCISE CROSSED FLAGS
.
The Monday morning saw the final preparation for and departure on
Exercise Crossed Flags. The Exercis: was to be a long range HF com ms
exercise with two columns each takmg a separate r~ute. Members of
the party were split between each column one of which was to take a
orth about route and the other a South about.
The Northern route covered an overnight stop in Ottawa and then on
to Pettawawa which is a large forces base some 130 kms to the north of
Kingston. The Southern route took the column through Niagara Falls
to London and finally to Jpperwash, a small training base on the shores
of Lake Huron.
This part of the Exercise involved the majority of the pa~ty except for
the 'lineys' who were off doing their !lwn th.ing in the Kmgston ~rea.
Just so they didn't miss out on the s1ghtsee111g they got a free tnp to
Toronto for the weekend after the exercise. That accounts for everyone
except the CO and FofS Connelly. Along with Col Campbell, the
Canadian CO, they set out to visit as many pa:ts of the exemse as they
could. Having seen the part in and around Kmgston they then chased
the Southern column arrived in Niagara after they had left, somewhere
along the line overt~k the column and arrived in lpperwash the day

before them. So the two Comma nd ing Officers plus the Foren_i a n
returned having seen a lot of Ontario bu t not a lot ~ f the Exercise.
Whil t at Niagra both the CO an d FofS Connelly decided to try and
walk ac~oss one of the bridges across t he Ni.agara Gorge to see the Fall s
fro m the USA; or to be precise the CO decid ed (he had a. passport:--:- no
visa- b ut at least he ha d a passpo~) and the Fo;eman (with only his ID
Ca rd) said nervously. 'OK Sir, I will .f?ll~~ you . T~ ey l~ft Canada .and
wa lked across the bridge, over the hnc m the middle of the .bndgc
into, to all intents and purposes, the USA . TI1e US Customs did not,
needle s to say, let them through .

~

REPORT FROM Ul,STER ~
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 807

OPERATIONAL SCENE
T he last two months have continued quietly with only the occasional
bombi ng. shooting or stoning to punctuate the peace. The car bomb at
Plumbridge R UC station was certainly an example of an incident out of
the blue. The station is only manned on a part time basis by what
amoun ts to a village constable. The motive for such an attack must be
indicative of some sort of desperation; fortunately no one was hurt but
there were a few windows shattered in the village and one RUC station
is in des perate need of a rebuild.
On e of the Squadron's hill top sites was visited by some unfriendly
natives a nd superficial damage was done. Clansman sets continue to
earn th emselves a reputation for toughness , despite a violent attack
they worked perfectly after realignment. The first month of the
marching season has passed by without incident and we all wait with
heli tele warmed up, stand by crews at the ready and baited breath for
what the future may bring. Th e last two months also saw the departure
of the G renadier Guards, our roulcment infantry unit.
The Bridge where, but for the kind heart of Canad.ian Customs,
Foreman Connelly might have spent the rest of his days
They instead presented the CO and FofS Connelly with a piece. of
paper stating that they were undesirable alien~ and ~ere ~emg
deported from the USA for incorrect documentalton! ! Di~appomte?
they turned back to walk over the bridge again . T~en-pantc! What if
the Canadian customs refused them entry back mto Canada. The
Foreman had visions of being doomed to wa!k back .and forth across
the bridge until one or the other took compassion on him. Ho.wever , n?t
so. The Customs did find it a little incredulous that he had tried .to ga1.n
access to the States on an ID Card but the fear of not seemg his
homeland again must have shown in the Foreman's eyes and he was
allowed to return.
FAREWELL
.
.
.
Exercise Crossed Flags fmished on Friday 30 May with the lo~g dnve
back to Kingston. With various members of the party spen?mg the
final weekend in assorted parts of Ontario on a final s1ghtsee111g flmg
we congregated in Kingston on Monday 2 June to say our last goodbyes.
Everyone had made a lot of friends and had all been looked after 111 a
most generous and warm heart~d way. A very ~ig thank you to all ranks
of lst Canadian Signal Regiment for g1V1ng the whole party an
exceptionally memorable trip and th.e Regiment lo<;>ks f~rward to
hosting a visit by some of them later on m the year. Havm~ said our last
farewells the party left Kingston at 1100 hrs on 2 June for Ottawa on
the return journey.

COMMUNICATIONS ROUND UP
The principal event on the communications front must be the
damage done to Slieve Gallion. Although at first sight the damage
looked extensive, and had the F of S, Vince Lamb close to tears, it
turned out to be minor despite the non vandal-proof nature of
commercial radio. It did. however. require the deployment of the
mobile master. a sort of mobile hill top site; and a few sleepless nights
for the F of S. Comms and M Tps.
The comms plot West of the Foyle continues to change with M Tp,
under pressure from the 2IC, trying to set a record for the number of
UHF talkthrough and Clansman radios interfaced together. The Gd
Net, a VHF/UHF net covering the Londonderry area has been
improved to the extent that helicopters leaving Aldergrove, some 120
kms distant. can join if they wish!
Comms Tp were out and about with the Bde Tac HQ, involved ia a
Grand Tour of South Derry. An overnight stay in Fort William.
Magherafelt will not be forgotten by QC Comms Tp. Lt Adrian Pearce,
Sig 'Stan' Haynes or any others fortunate to have been there that night.

THE RETURN
h , I • f ti
The trip, of course, was , as yet , by no means over. T e pot or ~e
return journey was that the whole party ~eturned to UK .via
Washington. The party then divided into two with one pa:t returnmg
immediately to BAOR while the ot her part ha~ an overnight stop at
Hendon and returned the following day. The mam problem was for ~he
group that returned immediately to BAOR. Havmg landed at Brizc
Norton at 0630 hrs they had to get themselves to Luton for a. latest
reporting time of 0915 hrs. Customs clearance and th.e .collect1on of
baggage took some time and the g:oup finally. left by m1m bus at 0745
hrs. FofS Connelly paid the price of. havmg tr~vel~ed the route
previously by road and was given the JOb of nav1gatmg. N?t. easy
without a map and a near impossible time schedule! The m1111 bus
finally arrived at 0950 hrs with the aircraft due to leave at 1000 hrs. The
movements staff accepted the party onto the night and they were soon
cantering across the tarmac, bags. in hand to where the plan~ was
already 'warming up'. Just enough time to th;ow on the bags and fasten
seat belts before take off-a very close run th mg.

1st Canadian Signal Regiment Building
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The following day, with the return of the second party, saw ~~e end of
a most memorable trip. Within three days there were enqu1~ies as to
'when wa~ the next trip?'. Our heartiest thank~ on~e agam. to 1st
Canadian Signal Regiment for giving us an interesting, mformattve and
most enjoyable two weeks.
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Londonderry from the a ir
THE NAUTICAL SIDE
The Squadron has always been fairly involved in the nautical side of
life; the barracks used to be HMS Sea Eagle of WW2 Convoy Escort
Fame; but of late it has grown to the extent that the QM is getting signs
made for the Bridge, the Galley and the Heads. The sailing season
started with the Squadron boat being launched, after its winter refit,
and staying afloat to the satisfaction of one and all. Expressions of
relief were seen flitting across the face of our Master Boat Builder SSgt
Ian McCrindle.
Not long after the launching came the Coleraine 24hr Dinghy Race,
sponsored by the Bushmills Distillery, and with such sponsors what
could we do but enter a couple of teams. One of the teams, in the
Enterprise class. did well coming 2nd in its class and winning the
Service Trophy. Both teams completed the event despite the blustery
conditions. The dinghy sailors continued their success with the OC.
Maj Martin Roberts helming his way to a 2nd overall posilion in the
Northern Ireland Dinghy Championships.
The Squadron also headed off to sea in larger boats. on three day
cruises to the Western Isles. Despite a dismasting and considerable
apprehension at the size of the waves a good time was had by all and Sig
Stan Haynes, Chippy Woods, Prima PrimaroUo, Cfn Winch Wickett
and Pt.e Scouse Hulse are thinking of joining the Senior Service.

....,

The Mobile master on Slieve Gallion
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Messing about in boats - LCpl Fulton and Sig Doughty
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MISCELLANEA
LCpl Hitch Hlchen ran a SO hr Charity Disco to raise £525 for the
Royal Victoria Hospital in Belfast. He was falling asleep towards the
end of the event when, courtesy of PIRA, a car bomb went off in
Londonderry. waking him up!
Our rent -a-Subaltern from Shnvenham, Lt Donald Steele left
complete with cardboard GSM and we hope a few fond memories'or hi~
ti~e in Lond~nderry and as Command~r La~d Forces Magherafelt.
fhe rock climbers have a lso been active with their regular weekend
outings under the watchfu l eye of Sgt Mick Read. It's a good way to
train aerial riggers!

League winners- Nelson Drive

games. Although every team fought hard, the consistently good play of
the Nelson Drive team soon put them out of reach of the others and
guaranteed them the League Trophy. A late run by The Bull team
gave them the runner-up prize.
A League Knock-out Competition was run in July, which brought the
limelight to two other teams . The final, between Eglington and Clooney
Park teams, was played on Friday 25 July at The Tudor Bar, Ebrington
Barracks. After a very close match Clooney Park emerged as 3-2
winners.

A new career at sour
feet with Marconi

Communication&sMn"
We design and manufacture radio and T
b~oadcasl
equipment satellite earth stations, naval communications,
H .F. Syst~ms, troposcattcr and line-of-sight networl.s.
If you ha\e been involved in one or m~m: of ~he abO\e
systems and are interested in the foHowong pos1t1ons, we
would like to hear from you.

s~~.,/

Sales Engi,neering
In these positions you'd help assess the technical implications of a sales enquiry, and develop customer requirements
into systems drawings and technical notes read>'. to make a
formal tender. It's a role. which. involves working closely
with our customers in the K and overseas.

lnstallatum 11:nginecring

Technical f'ublication
As a Technical Author or Circui t Delincator you wou ld be
engaged on a wide \"ariel) of projects co'"ering complex
electronic equipment and systems. Vacancies in both
C helmsford and orwich
Working with Marconi Communications gi,es you excellent career and salary prospects, and the chance to put down
roots in an attractive area.

If you're kaving the forces soon and you'd like to find out more
about our work and whaJ we can of/tr you, write wilh a brief
out-line of your serviu career to Ken Dumbrell, Marconi
CommunicaJion Systems Limited, New Street, Chelmsford, Essu.

You'd be involved with the installation and maintenance of
man) of the systems described abo,·e in locations in the Ii.
and in many parts of the world.

Test Engineering
sing the most sophisticated equipment and to:•t l"chniqucs,
you'd carry out production testing and fault-finding on a
wide: range of equipment.
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Sig Doughty looks down

CONGRATULATIONS
Congr~tulations are due to W02 (YofS) Mick Thornton and LCpl
Hitch Hitchen on the award of the GOC's Commendation for their
serv ice in Northern Ireland .
COMINGS
W~2 (YofS) Ginge Lister from 9 Sig Regt, Sgt Alan Huggins from
227 Sig Sqn, Cpl Mick Bond from 30 Sig Regt, Cpl Phil Cadman
RAOC from HQ NORTHAG. LCpl Robert Porter from 3 Armd Div
HQ & Sig Regt. Sig Jed Clamp from 7 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn, Sig
Colin McCabe from 30 Sig Regt, Pte Pat Meagher RPC from 521 Coy
RPC, Sig Mark Garfield from 233 Sig Sqn .

REPLACEMENT NEEDED
The league was enjoyed by all and provided good relaxation for the
resident units and the local population. Unfortunately, unless a
replacement can be found for Sgt Mal Goldspink who has run the
League since it's inception, another League looks unlikely. So, a nyone
interested should contact Sgt Goldspink on Londonderry Mil ext 232.
Final League Posi tions
Nelson Drive Community
Club
The Bull Club
Eglinton Community
Club
Clooney Park Community
Club
Tudor Bar
TI1e Knot Club

Played l>l'on
IO
10
IO
6

Los1

Nil
4

Poim s
20
12

10

s

5

10

10

JO

4
4
I

6
6
9

8

10

2

GOlNGS
. W02 (YofS) Mick Thornton to AAC Harrogate, Sgt Al Parry to
C1vvy Street, Sgt Mal Linton to AFCENT, Cpl Bill Martin to 20
Maritime Regt RCT, Cpl Sandy Gray RCT to 38 Sqn RCT, Cpl Gordon
Hitchen to 4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt. Cpl Dave Ladbrook to 30 Sig
Regt. Cpl Des Wells to Civvy Street, Cpl Colin Wynne to Civvy Street.
LCpl Bill Croft to 14 Sig Regt. LCpl Duncan Bellew RPC to HQ I (BR)
Corps, LCpl Vince Vltols RCT to 38 Sqn RCT, LCpl Leroy Duncan
RPC to 518 Coy RPC. Sig B. J. Mills to 574 RLD. Sig Steve Webster to
2~3 Sig Sqn. Sig Mick Bethune to Civvy Street, Sig Jacko Jackson to 14
Stg Regt.
DARTS LEAGUE
. The 8 Bde Darts League was formed in April to cater for the
tncreased popularity of darts generated by the Mu keteer Trophy.
Person nel from the three main military contingents, the I t Bn the
St_affordshire Regiment (POW), I t Bn The Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders and 8 Infantry Brigade Headquarters and Signal
Squadron, combined to form six team s representing the various social
clubs in the Londonderry area . As each team compri ed members from
at least two of the three units, this made for an excellent PR exerci e! A
number of civilians also took part - all in all I OS.
The standard of play was extremely high with the highest finish of
120, five 180s and numerous 140s recorded in a totaf of 30 league
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Sgt Mal Goldspink presenting the highest score trophy to LCpl Trev
Dyche
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TECHNICAL TALK
. With many ~hanges in person~ litie:; and the forthcoming reductions
m S. F. bases m Belfast, much 1s gomg on. This is not helped b th
fact th at t he new TOT, Capt John Knox, is colo ur blind. There is yo e
rum our th~t the old colou~ coded 'spot' system for commercial ~a~i~
ch ann els v.~I~ be changed lo~ Roman numer~ls or ~eometrical shapes!
(AG.I I please note that TOT s must have their eyesight tested prior to a
po'>tmg). We recentl.y moved the. Aldergrove Commcen / Radio Room
up a fl oo r-somethmg to do with the stamping feet of the Scot
Guards!
s

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801

RADIO ROOM
The old 9.9N ~as now been refitted with a brand new console and the
RUC 1~ow feel hke the poor. relations! However, as you can see, the
~1o~e mto a . Standby Radio R<;>om was not without its amu ing
mc1dents. This was co-located with the Heli-Tele Ops Room so the
oper~t.ors haye not . only manned umpteen nets but also four
telev1S1ons- p1ty the fourt h TV channel hasn't started yet.

TACTICAL SCENE
.
Since the M60 machine gun was captured in May there have only
been poradic shootings. a couple of petrol bombings. and the Brigade
area ha been much quieter than previous years-so fa~! In fact. as
these notes are being written the Brigade Commander has JU t i:eturned
with hi newly bricked landrovers. It alway happen s at PRE time . ..
which follows the Anniversary of Internment.
The battle of the Boyne celebrations on 12 July went well and
Combat Section set up their normal 'commhead' for .2 RRF at
Edenderry Field . Some of the older members of the section became
quite nostalgic as Pye Z was prepared, as if for an exerci e in BAOR.

RSM ADIEU
The RSM . WOI (RSM) Alan Bailey, has now handed over to WOI
(RSM) Harry Lund. 'Incoming' made sure that 'outgoing' went in style,
and the incriminating pictures show the planning and preparation of
this event which coincided with the RSM 's last Squadron morning
parade. Needless to say it poured with rain-a fitting Lisburn farewell!

In June the ~TWO, .~02 Bob Gr~t RC1:, and his staff organised a
S~fe. and Ski.lied Dnv!ng <;ompct1t1on which was open to all unit\
w1thm the B~1gade. Thirty snc teams entered the two-day competition.
~~~ 1. cons1ste~ .of val'!~us skills tests which taxed imagination,
1ml1at1ve and d~1vmg ab1hty . On the second day competitor~ set off
early on 130 mile rally over a 4i hours period. Although technically
str~1ghtforwa rd . one or two problems were encountered on the 23 check
poin t course. Fortunately everyone did get home and Col Clive Brennan
MC, the Deputy Commander. presented twenty one prices. LCpl
J~my Pea~ce of MT Troop was the overall vinner ancl he can now
recite the Highway Code backwards! TM Troop won the team prize and
the trophy was presented by CR Signals, Lt Col Maynard on his visit to
the Squadron later in. the _month. So nov. we are reaping the
benefits-less panel beating pnor to the annual REME inspections.
LARNE-LISBURN WALK
. .on Saturday 7 June, several intrepid walkers from the Squadron
JOmed the annual RAOB sponsored walk from Lame to Lisburn . For
the seco!1d year running, literally, Sig Paul Sexby came home in the
fastest time from the 44 mile route in 4 hours 44 minutes. He was
~lig~tly ~isappointed as th!s wa~ a slower time than last year-but then
1t did ram and he was saving himself for the evening's festivities. Even
so, having averaged 6 mins 45 sec per mile he came in well ahead of the
remainder and had plenty of time to spruce up for the presentation of
troph ies by the Mayor of Lisburn , Alderman Samuel Semple MBE.
!h~ .Mayor also came along to the Horseshoe Club where many
ind1vtdual speeches were made and then adjourned to the Sergeants
Mess later.

ROVER GROUP
Rover Group recently cancelled all engagements and formed up fot
this picture. In the next few months the Brigade Commander, Brig D.
J . Ramsbotham OBE; his PA. Mrs Penny Seckerson; and the Deputy
Commander. Col Clive Brennan MC will all be handing over their
appointments. Whisky, the dog, just would not smile.

Sig Paul Sexby is presented the individual Trophy for the fastest run
home by Alderman Samuel Semple MBE, Mayor of Lisburn

The Standby Radio Room console (Army locker) is hoisted into
position by Cpl Jesse James, Sig 'Moff' Moffat, and A. N. Other,
whilst Sig Pete You dale and Cpl ' Hammi' Hamilton enjoy the sunshine

T.O.T's LINE UP
T .M . Troop recently said a fo nd farewell to Capt (TOT) Tony 'The
Tower' Porritt who has now departed for BAOR. To mark the
occasion the UHF Faults Team made a dash for Lisburn in their PIG.
We wish Tony and Margaret all the best for the future and welcome
Capt (TOT) John Knox and his wife Cecelia to the Province.

PRE AND SAFE DRIVING

PRE p~e{larations this year have been aided by a renewed awareness
of sa fe drtvmg and road safety-not to mention mechanical expertise.

Seated: Sig Glen Ralston. Sgt Dave Gunn, Sig Gary Fryer, LCpl Terry
Clarke, Cpl John Boughey, Cpl Pip Piper, Cpl Pete Ormond
Rover Group on Parade. Left to Right: Pte Bob Smithson, Cpl Ron Jaffray (RPC). LCpl Robbo Roberts , Cpl Les Stimson, Pte Shef Sheffield ( RPCl.
Dvr Baz Parkin (RCTJ, Cpl Clem Clements (RMP). Brig D. J. Ramsbotham OBE, Whisky the dog, Mrs. Penny Seckerson (PA), Col C. M. Brennan
MC, Cpl Bob Campbell (RMP), LCpl Jacques Borowy (RCT), LCpl Neil Butterworth (RCPl, LCpl Bobby Snow, Pte John McGing (RPC), LCpl Wild
Bill Mclean !RCTJ. Pte Kev McDonnell (RPC), LCpl Charlie Charalambous !RCT), Sgt Alan Hibberd. !All R Signals unless stated).

A smiling Trio Sgt Pete ('J.R.') Smith receives the Safe and Skilled
Driving competition Team Trophy from CR Signals, Lt Col Russell
Mayn.ard MBE. Capt (TOT) Tony Porritt puts on a big smile before
cracking the workshop whip again - cans of beer indeed! (Note
RSMs Pacestick floating behind CR Signals)
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Standing: Sgt Brian Nesbitt-Clarke, Cpl Bill Smith, Sgt Barry Dawson
(RAOC), Sgt Pete Smith , Capt (TOT) Tony Porritt (R Signals) W02
(FofS) Bill Davies, Sgt Vince Skinner, Sgt Jim West., Cpl Andy
Tempest, Cpl Mac MacDonald, Dvr Steve Brimms (RC) Absent on
Duty Sgt Jim Knight
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233 Sig Sqn
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RADIO TECHNICIANS
When you have completed
your service with the forces
Work in Communications
R&D and add to your skills
At
the
Government
Communications
Headquarters, we carry out research and
development in radio communications and their
security, including related computer applications.
Practically every type of system is under
invest igation, including long-range rad io, satellite,
microwave and telephony.
Your job as a Radio Technician will concern you
in developing, constructing, installing, commissioning, test ing and maintaining our equipment.
In performing these t asks, you will become
familiar with a wide range of processing
equipment in the audio to microwave range,
involving modern logic techniq ues, microprocessors, and computer systems. Such w ork will
take you to the frontiers of t echnology on a broad
front and widen your area of expertise - positive
career assets whatever the future brings . In the
rapidly expanding field of digital communications,
valuable experience in modern logic and software
techniques will be gained.
Training is comprehensive: special courses , both
in-house and with manufacturers, will develop
particular aspects of your knowledge and you w ill
be encouraged to take advantage of appropriate
day release facilities .
You could travel - we are based in Cheltenham,
but we have other centres in the UK, most of
which, like Cheltenham are situated in
environmentally attractive locations. All our
centres require resident Radio Technicians and

A STATE OF MIND
It wasn't so much a month but a state of mind-exhausted. It should
have been call.ed 'Exercise Jun e 19~0 '-or perhaps given a complete
miss. You might gather from this that something happened in
June-but then again-happe ned is not the right word. Let's try
'occurred'-Ncr-Och- try anything you like-this is what happened.

can call for others to make working visits. There
will also be some opportunities for short trips
abroad, or for longer periods of service overseas.
You should be at least 19 years of age, hold or
expect to obtain shortly the City and Guilds
Telecommunications Technician Certificate Part I
(Intermediate), or its equivalent or the TEC in
Telecommunications/Electronics, and have a
sound
knowledge of the
principles of
telecommunications and radio, together with
experience of maintenance and the use of test
equipment. If you are, or have been in HM Forces,
your Service trade may allow us to dispense with
the need for formal qualifications.
Pay scales for Radio Technicians start at £4640 per
annum rising to £6525, and promotion will put you
on the road to posts carrying substantially more;
there are also opportunities for overtime and oncall work paying good rates. A non-contributory
pension scheme provides cash and pension
benefits based on salary and length of service.
Annual leave is 4 weeks plus 1~ days
public/ privilege holidays.
Registered disabled people may be
considered.
Get full details from our Recruitment
Officer, Robby Robinson, on Cheltenham
(0242) 21491, Ext 2269, or write to him at Mr-~~
the address below. We will invite suitable
applicants (expenses paid) for interview at
Cheltenham.

A GEM OF AN IDEA
M.o nths ago, we discover~ that this was the Squadron's 21st
Anniversary, so ... It was decided that the Annual Families Club Fete
would be bigger and better than usual. We also found out that the
Pipes and Drums of our affiliated Regiment from 'You-know-where!'
were visiting. so . . . we asked and lo and behold to our surprise
everybody said 'Yes'-with two provisos-' no publicity' and they were
not to leave the Barracks. OK , we thought, nae problem-5 day
visit-eoup le of functions-easy!
The Pipes and Drums of Queen 's Gurkha Signals on the green fields
•
of Lisburn

GLORIOUS FRUITION
They came and took to us like a duck to water. Our lads and lasses
replied in the same vein and it was five days that will be remembered
for a long. long time. They played at our Fete, opened it and closed it.
We held a Beating of Retreat with the CLF taking the salute-watched
by the entire Squadron (and Garrison!) (easy really!)
T hey played at an Irish Folk Night in the Peake Inn-made the Folk
Group jealous. They were ' pinched' by the RCT and RMP to play in
their Clubs (well not exactly pinched-bribed with beer would be more
accurate).
They swapped most of their ties. They left here wearing 233 ties {with
pride!) Some of them were invited to some of our Lads' houses for lunch
{Curry) and came back smiling (and sweating).
T hey left tired but smiling-we were shattered. Seriously-they drew
the crowds to our Fete and made it the best ever. They gave a faultless
performance at the Beating of Retreat and many a tear was shed when
they marched past to 'Scotland The Brave'. To the Band-we loved
having you-the lads miss you (and so do a number of lasses)--come
back!

The March Past

THE ROYAL VISIT
On 24 June the Squadron had the honour of receiving Her Royal
Highness The Duchess of Kent , Controller Commandant Womens
Royal Army Corps. HRH was met by the OC Squadron , Maj Don
Overton, who introduced all members to be presented, amongst whom
were Lt Sue Marriott, OC Com ms Troop, and Lt Do rothy Ryder, OC S
Troop. who then nervously 'fell in' behind the party with her OC
WRAC hat on. The visit went off without a hitch, even the 'Red Carpet'
which was so professionally secured to a metal staircase by W 0 2
(RQMS) Mick Longstaff and SSgt Brian Robjohn remained in place,
but the occasion was too m uch for SSgt Robjohn's fingernails!

Recruitment Office
Government Communications Headquarters
Oakley, Priors Road, Cheltenham GLS2 SAJ
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Ptes Winter and Bosworth, LCpl McKenna , Pte Watson and LCpl Gay
being presented to HRH
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CANCER SCANNER APPEAL
The letter came down from the top-'GOC said he endorses
assi tance to this appeal'-What can we do says OC to SSM; what can
we do a~ SSM to his Troops. Sgt Taff Powell of V Tp ~~d the
answer-'We"ll ha\'e a Pram Race and ask people to sponsor 1t -the
SSM drew up the plans and chose the date Sunday 15 June (much to
the dilemma of the Padre it is belie\'ed). The Pram Race amounted to
each Troop of the Squadron upplying a team consisting ofpush_ers and
'babie ·.each taking their turn, who had to complete a pre-de 1gnated
circuit around Thiepval Barracks (past the church and on), as many
time a they could manage ir. prams devised by themselves_. The Race
commenced at 1000hrs and went on until 1400hrs. Each flme a team
pa ed the Lap Recorder they became entitled to beverages to feed the
baby and to refresh the pushers, needless to say in tl1e end more
be,·erage wa being utilised than laps being recorded as mo.re and more
teams dropped out-howev~ after the o_rdeal was over, 1i:icome over
expenditure won-a staggering amount of £317 had been ra1 ed for the
appeal. The Appeal Vice Chairman Mr K. Boyd was contacted and
invited along to the Peake Inn on Friday l~ J_uly to receive the cheq_ue.
He was accompanied by Mr Frew, a ph)'.51c1st of the Belfast hospital
specialising in the .<:ancer Scanner mach1~ery. Mr Frew accepted the
cheque on behalf of the appeal from MllJ D. G. Meli. Overton and
W02 (SSM) B. Smith and told the Sq_uadron that he was delighted
with the amount and wished to thank all concerned. He was
particularly enthralled with the most novel method employed t? raise
the money and was convinced that it must have played havoc with our
right arms (or left, for those of us so incli1_1ed).
.
. .
Thanks must be recorded to the follow mg: The conceiver of the idea;
The planner of the e"ent; The personnel ~ho ~xecuted the plan
(pushers and babies); The sponsors-who readily paid up.
AU REVOffi AND WELCOME
On Friday 8 July the Squadron said a sad farewell to W02 (SSM)
Brian Smith in our traditional style at our Friday "SHYABASH" held
in the Peake Inn.
Brian Smith ser"ed in the Province for three years both as a Troop
SSgt and as SSM of the Squadron. He was actively involved in the
Squadron Football , acting as the Manager of the team and a very
successful one too. W02 (SSM) B. Smith leaves us to go to a l~zy, hazy
land in Europe where he can relax (hopefully) and come up with some
new ideas for when he comes back as RSM (if tile fE(A) Team can be
persuaded we need one). Mr Smith was presented with his farewell gifts
by Pte Benson WRAC (the youngest girl in the Squadron) (sorry fellas
she's married), Sig Wood (the youngest Signalman in the Squadron)
(girls. you can have him), and Cpl Bryant, (it's not sure how he got in
on the act) however ... We wish alJ the best to W02 Smith and his
family in their future posting and welcome W02 (SSM) ff:C (Ray)
Marshall and his family to the Squadron-hope you are full of ideas!
COMMS TROOP REPORT
After many years of tile 2IC Squadron doubling as OC Comms
Troop, the Troop was interested to hear they were getting an OC of
their own. Surprise, surprise when tiley learnt their new leader was to
be a female. However, the Troop has soon 'adjusted' to Lt Sue Marriott
and works as hard as ever. The past few months have been busy with
the Troop helping Lo provide com ms fo r the Duchess of Kent's visit and
numerous exercises have taken place around the Province. Ex Lengthy
Heap involved most of the Troop deploying at 0830hrs and returning
thirty minutes later, due to malfunction of vehicle, LAD strikes again!
With great zeal being shown by the powermen of the Troop, the
Exercise was soon able to get under way. LAD enthusiasm showed itself
later in July when Sgt Steve Fuszard had a chance to prove his
mechanical skills on the Glenshane Pass-seven times!
With summer in full swi ng (except the weather) Cpl Bob Ward and
his assistants have been in great demand for their PA talents. Despite
the occasional stoning their work has been well received. LCpl Howe is
currently on leave, trying to spend at least some of the money saved
from his five months at Divis. Cpl 'Taff' Wade is preparing for a
holiday in Miami after a mere seven weeks in the new luxurious
building. Our intrepid riggers LCpl 'Paddy' McKittrick and Sig
Murphy and Terry are still having a hectic night life, being only
occasionally seen in the Troop with windswept hair and streaming eyes
from being 200ft up in the howling wind. Finally we say goodbye to Cpl
Deering and Sig Garfield and welcome Cpl HoUin~wor1h and Sigs
Atkinson, McClements and Webster.
COMMCEN TROOP ROUND-UP
COMM CE Troop continues as ever to function in its relentless way.
The latest of the Troop functions organised as ever by Sgt John (Red
Coat) Bodkin, was our very own 'Beer Fest'. It seems that the only
thing that was missing wa~ the LOA! The knees up was kept going
under the direction of the Band of the 2RRF-who insisted that 'Ve haf
vays of making you participate'. (Everyone did!) The entire evening,
due to the expenise of the band, who stage managed the function along
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the German theme, was a resounding succe s. It was certa~nly remini~
cent of the authentic German night-and many considered their
hangover of the following morning quite authentic too.

And now a word from the girls themselves:
WRAC PT once a week makes sure that all that home cooking
doesn't put on all those calories quite as quickly as wives at home all
day, of course there are a few disadvantages, long hours, local coffee
,maker~ an~ cleaners (our boss thinks we need the practice) Victor
froop 1s quite a happy one, when our OC isn't wanting coffee, or our
Troop Sergeant isn't taking all our money for Troop Fund~ and our
Yeoman isn't dragging us on the golf course for lessons, but all in all
the wives in Victor Troop are happy ones.

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
.
.
..
We say farewell to Sgt Crouch WRAC. who 1s leavtng to JOtn her
hu band in Rheindahlen. We also say farewell to LC:pl Steve Catter~I
and his wife Cpl Sue Catterall who are now sunnmg themselves 111
Cyprus. LCpl Helen Shut~ is off to Northag and Sig Don _P unter to. 22
Signal Regiment. Best wishes to you all. We welcome •~to _t ~e told
Sgt Barry Dorse and hi ,vife Mary, Sig Derek Lever and his w1teJulle,
Pies Janet Wllllams, Morag Beaton and Sig 'J-P' Partridge. We hope
that your stay with us will be enjoyable. La t but not least we hav~ a
special wclco.me to the arrival of Master Michael Madeloso an~ of'.~r
congratulations to the proud parents Cpl Pete Madeloso and his wile
Morag (nee Pte Makay). May the date of the birth be placed on record,
·independence Day'(?)
VICTOR TROOP
.
Come rain hail or sunshine you will always find members of Victor
Troop, comprting or practising on the Garrison putting green, tilis ha s
become so much a way of life within the Troop that as well as
competing for an inter troop sh_ield. The t~·<?Op itself has reached the
semi-finals of the Garrison puttmg competition. P.S. The strange box
at hole 18. is part of the Troop intercom system!

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURES
We welcome to the troop LCpl John Fisher, Sig Kev Robinson, Sig
"fat' Webb and Pte Heather Briggs. We say farewell to Cpl Ken Mace
and Sig 'Spud' Murphy who have now joined Commccn Troop and
fin~lly toPte ·~evva' Webb who leaves us after a slight delay again and
agam and agam.

Price

~

£15.85
(inc. VAT and P. & P.)

Size (inc. base)

4 Y4

ins. high

SOMETHING A LITTLE DIFFERENT
FOR YOU AND YOUR COLLEAGUES
A superbly modelled figurine in ENGLISH PEWTER of the
HIGHEST QUALITY of a soldier of your regiment or corps in
Internal Security Dress makes a perfect gift for a friend or your
relations, or a personal momento and trophy to be proud ot
when displayed.
You can even use our engraving service to make your figure a
really personal gift or momento.

Victor Troop
Back Row, Left to Right·
.
.
Sig Brooks, Sig Mountain, Sig Smith, Cpl Corbett , Cpl Hill, Sig Ward.
Cpl Bridges, Sig Demoulpied, Sig Murphy, Cpl Murphy, LCpl
Massingham
Centre Row, Left to Right:
Cpl Mace, LCpl Wright , LCpl Ballantyne, LCpl Gay, LCpl Maycock,
Pte Webb, Pte Ballantyne, Pte Evans, Pte Higgins, LCpl Ridgway ,
LCpl Cassling, Cpl Murray
Front Row, Left to Right:
Sgt Morris, Sgt Smith, W02 (YofS) Coles, Capt Baker (QC Troop)
Sgt Powell, Sgt Keeble, Sgt Valentine, Cpl Stephens
WRAC TO THE FORE
Of the six WRAC members of our Troop, no fewer than four have
taken their matrimonial vows, with another planning on taking the
plunge sometime next year. Apart from costing the Troop funds a
fortune in wedding presents it has ensured that all male members of the
Troop are proud possessors of smart three piece suits \Iii th button holes.
To be a WRAC member, the following qualifications must apply:
Looks-not bad
Figure-Callipygian
Age-Must be under sixty
.
.
Cooking ability- Must collect rations for mght sh ift
Social life- Must give night rations to hu~band
.
.
Attitude-Must be able to test stocks (Prior to Medieval Night)
Here is a list of our members:
NAME
LCplJudilh Gay
Pte Les Ballantyne

TRADE

REMARKS
Married only two months
The veteran wife of lhe

DTg2 / Housewife 86
DTg2 / Housewife 82

Troop
LCpl Pam Maycock
Pte Heather Briggs
Pte Rosy Benson

DTg2/ Housewife B6
DTg2 / Single 'till next
year
DTg2 / Housewifc 86

Doesn't like her new name
Wants to change her
Name
Just married, still blushes
Wants to change her post·
ing unless LCpl •M
proposes (both blush)
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Each figure has YOUR OWN REGIMENT'S OR CORPS
CREST on the base and cap badge and has been cast from an
original hand-carved metal mould by CHARLES STADDEN
modeller of intemation§ll repute.
Because of the method employed in casting the original
sculpture and in the final casting, the detail on these figures is
outstanding.
They each weigh approx. V2lb and bear the English Pewter
Craftmen's Association Touchmarl< on the base, signifying
only the HIGHEST QUALITY ENGLISH PEWTER has been
used. They also bear CHARLES STADDEN 'S signature on the
base.
TO MAKE YOUR FIGURE INTO A PERSONAL GIFT have
your name/rank/number or message engraved on the base.
Please add 14p per letter/number - maximum 30 letters/
numbers - and allow 14-21 days minimum for engraving.
Please send your order, engraving details and cheque to:
HAMILTON MARRIOTT, 8 Hale Lane, London NWT.
Tel: 01-959 0567
I enclose £ . . ..... + £ . ...... for engraving.
Total£ ...... .
Or pay by Credit Card.

HAMILTON MARRIOTT
8 Hale Lane, London, NW7
To ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD• I authorise you to debit my
Access/Barclaycard* Account with the amount of

£ ...... .
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CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations go to Sig (now LCpl) Frankie (Megaphone)
M~slngham, LCpl jnow Cpl) Vinny Hunter and Pam Maycock on
thetr recent promotions. We would also like to congratulate LCpl
Duggie Wright and his wife Norma on the birth of twin boys and Sig
Keith Demoulpied and his wife Karen on the birth of a baby boy.
WHISKEY TROOP WINNERS OF THE PRAM RACE
Whiskey Troop entered a streamlined model (the brain-child of Cpl
Andy Rimell and Cpl Paul Buff) in the Pram Race and it stole the show
and won first prize. A change in the rules however (careful Whiskey
Troop-winning seems to be becoming a habit) meant sharing the
booze with the Victor Troop. The gallant team of )>ushers' were: W02
(YOS) Jack (I stllJ can't sleep at night) Cowan, S:;gt Phil (where am I
posted to now?) Daisey, Cpl Andy (I'm doing too many gulll'ds)
RimmeU, Cpl Paul (who's round Is it now?) Buff, Cpl Adrian (I've got
another coldsore) Appleyard and Sig Kevin (I'm not the shortest in the
unit) Yates. A good time was had by all raising cash for a good cause.
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
One of the founder members of Whiskey Troop, Capt Alan
Chapman, and his wife Annette, bade farewell after four years wi1h the
troop. Capt Chapman will be sadly missed for his sound working
knowledge of ADP and his prowess on the sportsfield and we wish them
well in their new posting.
Contratulations to Sig Geordie MeDine and Pauline Stokoe on their
recent marriage and hope all their problems will be little ones.
We welcome to the Troop Capt Peter Neale our new OC, LCpl Nigel
Boyes, Sig Eddie Edwards and Sgt (Now SSgt) Chris Stone. We also say
farewell to Cpl Bruce MIHord, Cpl Ian Anton and SS2t PbU Daisey.
Last but not least we would like to congratulate Chris (Scrubber)
Stone on his promotion to SSgt.
QUOTE OF THE MONTH- 'He who scrub beth tile tloor shall gaineth
promotion!'
ROYAL SIGNALS GOLF MEETING
On Wednesday 23 July a Royal Signals (NI) Golf Meeting was held at
Lisburn Golf Club. Trophies for the competition were obtained from
Squadrons as follows:Competition
Trophy
Presented by
Best Gross Score
Shield
39 Bde Sig Sqn
Best et Score
Cup
233 Sig Sqn
Stableford winner
Cup
3 Bde Sig Sqn
Best 24 Handicap
Cup
8Bde Sig Sqn
The meeting was organised because of the difficulty of getting to the
Royal Signals Golf Society Spring and Autumn meetings in the UK.
The meeting consisted of an 18 hole Medal round in the morn mg and
an 18 hole Stableford in the afternoon. There were some good cores
recorded but not good enough to bring the handicap committee (Maj
(TOT) Reg Banham, Capt (QM) Chris Speight and W02 (YofS)
George Coles) into operation.
8 Bde Sig Sqn were unable to attend the meeting becau e of the
distance in travelling but the OC Maj Roberts has volunteered his
Squadron to run next years meetinl! at the Castlerock Golf Oub.
The winners of this years ~'Ompet1tion were:Best Gross Score
Best et Score
Stableford Winner
Best 24 Handicap

Capt (QM) Chris Speight
LCpl Stephen Dixon
W02 (YofS) George Coles
Sgt Dick Russell

39 Bde Sig Sqn
39 Bde Sig Sqn
233 Sig Sqn
233Sig Sqn

The CR Signals, Lt Col Maynard, kindly presented the trophie to
the winners. It is hoped tilat we will shortly be starting a Royal Signals
Golfing Society (Northern Ireland) but details have not yet been
finalised.
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- News from Headquarters-

two w~tches. Port Watch; Sgt 'Joe' Moore, Cpl 'Lofty' Hatton and
myself Cpl 'Paddy' Piddock. Starboard Watch; LCpl 'Alfie' Rowlln10n
(hypJM:nated) Bates, LCpl 'Mal' Dance_and Cpl 'Dougie' McDonald.
The mght was uneventful except that 1t seemed that every ship that
crossed the channel was 'aimi ng to hit u~."
At Cherbourg it was a qui.:k shower, shave and the 'usual' before we
~ent for our 'Duty-Frees' and a look around the town of Cherbourg
itself. The weather had been very calm so we now took the chance to
change the spinnaker swivel and LCpl Mal Dance was elected to go to
the top of the mast in a bosun's chair and once the change was
completed we were off on the move once more.

School of Signals
Blandford Camp
Dorset
PRESENTATION BY ROYAL NEW ZEALAND SIGNALS
Col A. T. Mortlboy MBE TD, Military Secretary (TF) HQ. NZ LF
presenting to Royal Signals on behalf of Royal ew z.ealand Signals a
framed edition of a First Day Cover issued to Commemorate the
Naming Ceremony held at Linton Military Camp on 1_2_April. Bri~ _R.
Benbow. Commandant School of Signals is seen receiving the edition
on behalf of the Corps for placing in the Museum. ,
.
The Barracks were named 'Bassett Barracks after Lt Col Cyril
Bassett VC ED who was awarded the Victoria Cross as a Corporal with
Divisional Si~als, 1st New z.eatand Expeditionary For~, for
Con picuous Bravery in laying and maintaining t~lephone Imes on
Chunuk Bair Ridge, Gallipoli, in August 1915 dunng World War I.

ALDERNEY
Ald~ne_y was our next port of call and we had to sail all out to reach
th~re m time for the F.A. Cup Final, but we made 1t with fifteen
mmutes to spare .. Alderney Har~ur had quite a swell and that night
some of us felt a httle queasy, which unfortunately lingered on into the
n~xt day, when we sailed back to England and Poole Harbour. That
mg~t we all slept very well. The next morning we sailed to Cowes once
agam and as there was a Force 8 Gale imminent the wind was quite
high. However the sail from Poole to Cowes was very smooth and the off
duty watch had a chance to read the day's papers.

Mr. G. W. AdamsBEM

.
On 11 June, Maj Gen A. A. G. ~n~erson CB,. Signal Officer-mChief. perfQrmed one of his last duties m presenting the BEM l? ~r
(Ex SSgt) G. W. Adams who was SSgt (Works) at Blandford until his
retirement in Oct 79.

husband is WO! (Y of S) Les Tanner, Mrs Christine Wllllamson
whose hu_sband is SSgt (Y of S) Jim Williamson. Mandy her third
daughter 1s to marry SSgt Bob Baggaley of Royal Signals.
EXERCISE SAILING SYSTEMS 1980
Report by Cpl Paddy Piddock Systems Exercise Troop
~n Tuesday 6 May, we all arrived at the JSSC (Joint Services
Sailing Club) Gosport, at l~~ ~~sand by 1400 hrs were sailing around
Portsmouth Harbour fam1har1smg ourselves with all the different
knots, sail~ •. winches, etc that we would be required to call upon in the
days of sa1hng ahead. We all made mistakes at first of course but
CPO 'Fred' Emsley, the skipper, was very patient with ~s all.
'
COWES
Wednesday morning, and it was off to Cowes for lunch and then on
to Yarmouth, where we practised coming alongside another boat, and
eventually spen~ the ~ight. It w.as here in Yarmouth that LCpl Mal
Dance had a httle difficulty with the tides as he and Cpl Dougie
McDonald rowed to put out our bow and stern ropes to the pillars in
the harbour. To this day I do not think that LCpl Mal Dance knows
that Cpl Dougie McDonald was holding him back whilst he was
complaining about the terrible tidal waters in the area.

'
AGAR MEMORIAL PRIZE
On Tuesday 29 July, 2LtJeremy Wilson received the Agar Memorial
Prize from the Commandant School of Signals , Brig R. Benbow. The
prize was awarded by the Commandant RMAS to the best young
Officer attending No 21 Regular Careers Course. Other members of No
17 Royal Signals Officers Communication Qualifying Course look on.

RADIO GROUP
Have you ever stopped to think who is responsible for all those young
subalterns who can only just manage to tune a C42 or the new Yeomen
who dash off to play squash rather than write a CE!? Welcome to
Radio Group. Never has o much been taught by so few and forgotten
by so many.
Our role in the School is to rea_ch . a variety of courses, including
young. Officers and Yeomen, the prmciples and methods of equipment
handling followed by the managerial aspects. We do try to keep up to
date with the outside world and have even been accused of forward
thinking. The Group is commanded by Maj Peter Hallett who
orchestrates the efforts of the other instructors and still denies any
knowledge of amps and volts.

AND CHERBOURG
Thursday evening, we set off to find Cherbourg and as it was expected
to take at least twelve hours to reach there, the 'Skipper' split us into

,...

(

CERTIFICATE OF COMMENDATION
The Certificate of Commendation, awarded by the Commander-inChief United Kingdom Land Forces in June 1980 to Mrs Daphne
AJner, of 44 Barnes Close, Blandford Forum was presented by the
Signal Officer-in-Chief (ARMY). Maj Gen A. C. Bate OBE, in the
Royal Signals Museum, Blandford Camp on Wednesday 30 July . Mrs
Ahier worked for the AER in Blandford and joined the School of
Signals staff in 1967 when the School moved from Catterick. She joined
the CPA as a Clerical Officer in September 1972 where she ran the
Registry and supervised the clerical staff. She was promoted to
Executive Officer in June 1980 and is now the Administrative Officer
and Cashier with 18 Command Workshops REME in Bovington.
Since 1949 she has been actively engaged in teaching and coaching
swimming in Dorset. She is a past President of Dorset Swimming
Association and is now Competition Secretary. Mrs Alner is a
Committee Member of the Western Counties Amateur Swimming
Association and Secretary and Coach of the Blandford Swimming
Club. She was also the local Secretary of the Civil Service Benevolent
Fund .
Married, she has three daughters. Mrs Jacqueline Tanner whose
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WORTHWHILE AND ENJOYABLE
We left Cowes reluctantly on Tuesday morning and sailed into the
JSSC enclosure at Gosport at 1200 hrs. We had all enjoyed our sailing
very much and were pleased to hear that we had covered 208 mile~ on
our voyage. Our transport back to Blandford Camp arrived and after
cleaning out the boat we all said good-bye and thanks, to the 'Skipper,
Fred', We all agreed that this particular adventure training exercise
had been a very worthwhile, enjoyable experience.
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The Group Front Row: L to R: Capt Fulton RM , Capt Cook, Maj
Hallett, Capt Parfitt, Capt Grey and Toby the dog
Back Row: L to R: Sgt Soqo, W02 ( FofS) Bamforth, LCpl Heaton,
W02 (YofS) Pond, W01 (FofS) Jasick, CSgt Patterson RM, Sgt
Barnett

I
I-..

S~a'?ding: LCpl Alfie Rowlinson-Bates, Cpl Dougie McDonald.
S1ttmg: LCpl Mal Dance. Lying: Cpl Paddy Piddock. Missing: Sgt Joe

Moore, Cpl Lofty Hatton
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SHELL SHOCKED
The longer courses do several major elCercises with the Group. One of
which is exercise Tangled Web in which students run a Radio Control
(RADCON) at a Divisional radio village and also repre ent all the radio
detachments and outstation . The exercise takes place within the Radio
Group classroom . After a very hectic hour in RAD 0 , \\here the OS
are feeding in not only radio problems but also administrative one~. the
tudents start to become shell shocked.

One student, monitoring the Divisional Command net . over a
loud pea ker a nd hearing a call for RADCO N. actual ly spoke into the
loudspeaker when replY,ing.
One of th e most difficult jobs on the exercis~ is t hat .of the OS
exercise controller who repre ents the GO C, CR Signals. Sig Ops, t~e
G Staff, va rious LOs (including their drivers) and of course the rad io
village technicians and sentry.
HIGH PITCH
CSgt Mike Patterson, our other Royal Mari n ~. also wo rk s hard on
this exercise. Whe n the students get rea lly bu y m RAD<;ON he oft~
come in and ' refuses to soldier'. He promptly starts tearing off all his
clothes. (Censor's note: Photograph n_ot to be_printed).
•
Exercise High Pitch is the final radio exercise for both young Officers
and Yeomens courses. Students are tasked with providing the
communications for an Armoured Division Headquarters (The famous
Fifth) with 2 Task Forces deployed around th~ T aunton ar~a. The
exercise lasts 6 days (24 hours a day) and. involves considerable
movement. We rely very much on the co-operat10n of the local farmers
whose land we use but occa ionaUy things go wrong. A young Officer,
who shall remain nameless, drove into a field of young corn . When
tackled by a very irate Capt Rob Fulton, who handles land clearance,
he was heard to reply 'Oh , but I thought coi:n. wa s 3 feet hig~ and
yellow'. The 'extras' are still at the School, waiting for that particular
officer's return.
VACANCIES
.
Some people think that a tour wit~ the Sch~! i~ a po;Sting to a_ quiet
backwater, but in fact the reverse 1s true. Life 1s vaned , hectic but
above all enjoyable, the job satisfaction is good and ?n.e h ~ reasonable
opportunities to pursue sporting and adventure t ramtng mterests. To
quote an instructor, there is probably nowhere better to study for PQS
2 provided you can open the parcel of~ooks . .
There will be a number of changes m Rad to Group over the next few
months. Both Capts Rob Fulton and Jon Cook go to Staff College soon .
CSgt Mike Patterson is also leaving in October. W02 (J!'.ofS) Keith
Bamforth has been given his next pos:ttng-the O~ter Hebrides,. If yo.u
would like to fill any of these vacancies please write, not quoting this
article, to either AGll (Officer) or Royal Signals Manning and
Records.
NATIONAL RADIO NET
The National Radio et (N RN) is run for the benefit of the CCFs and
ACFs throughout the United Kingdom . It is rapid~y growing i_n
popularity with the cadets as it gives them the opportumty to use their
radio sets and their communication skills over the length and breadth
of the country. It is in our interest as a Corps of Communicators to
assist the CCFs and ACFs wherever and whenever we are able. Even
though cadets are enthusiastic they sometimes la~k the knowledge_ to
improve their equipment, antennas or even their Morse and voice
procedures.
.
We at the School of Signals have our own callstgn on the net and
frequently join in or monitor it . When cadets come to the School of
Signals on courses we offer advice to them and allow them to use ou r
sets to try and contact their units, we also encourage them to contact
their nearest Signals unit for assistance should they require it.
THE FORM
The full details of the NR can be found in the Regimental
Signalling Handbook Part 5 , Code Number 70789. Some of the more
relevant details are given below to enable you to offer some helpful
advice.
The net is in fact three separate free running radio nets all operated
by CCFs, ACFs and appointed individuals. The three are:
A voice net
On a 24 hour basis but normally at
A telegraph net
school breaktimes and lu nchtimes.
A Meteorological nel (METNET) Restricted to those unit s which
supply meteorological information.
The nets are run on a HAM radio basis with no definite control
station, control is vested in the first station to open up on one of the
assigned frequencies. ormaUy QSL cards are exchanged after a
contact has been made.
The frequencies thal have been assigned to the NRN are:
Voice Net
2275 KHz
4972.5 KH.z
6915 KHz

ADP DEVELOPMENT TEAM HQ UKLF
AN IMPORTANT T EAM
Yet another outpost where the Co.rps is represented, the ADP
Devclopm~nt Team at HQ U~LF was fo_rmed from the Am1y element
of the Pr?~e~t Trenchard team m I ?73 , with the br_oad aim of providing
ADP fac1httes to the staff for use m the preparation and mounting of
operational plans.
At present, the military part of the Team comprises three GS0 2(W)
ystem analysts, one GS0 3 analyst, one S03 operations manager an d
two Sgt Dtg computer operators, all under the control ofa GSO l(W).
Continui ty is provided by the civilian element of t he team which
current ly consists of an SEO Senior System Designer, one HEO and
two EO program mers, and a computer operator. Administrative
support is provided by a Sgt Clerk RAOC, a Clerical Officer and two
typists.
THE FORM
The Corps involvement starts at the top, with Col Peter Davies as
Chairman of HQ UKL F ADP Steering Committee, the agency cha rged
with directing Tea m Policy within HQ UKLF, and contin uing through
to Lt Col Maurice Pack-Davison, holding down the hot seat of
GSOJ(W), with Maj Tom Moncur in one of the GS02(W) slots . The
Corps representation is completed by the pre:;ence of Sgts Nick
Stevenson and Tony Jewell as computer operators. Other arms a re
represented by Maj Mark Dlingworth and Capt Howard Crosse, both of
16/ 5L. holdi ng GS02( W) a nd GS03 appointments res pectively, with
Maj Roger Lewenz, REME, co mpleti ng the GS0 2(W) triu mvirate and
Capt Terry Cross, RAPC, filling the importa nt role of Operations
Manager. Sgt Jim Frodsham RAO C, the Chief Clerk, co mpletes the
Army complement.
On the civili an side, Mr Ron Reakes as Sen ior System Designer leads
a strong team in th e fo rm of programmers, Mrs Megan Pritchard, Mr
Ian Sey an d Mr Bill Clayton , wi th Mrs Marion Hankins as computer
operator. Our administrative support, Miss Betty Mullens as Clerical
Officer an d typist s Mrs Kate Emery and Mrs Jan Redman en sure t hat
all conti nues on an even keel.

Lts Peter Tucker (background) and Don Macaulay, our up and coming
Rebro operators

This photograph shows 2 students in RADCON , Lts James . McKee
and Carolyn Wilding being supervised by Capt Peter Parfitt

4030 KHz
5330 KHz

Telegraph Net
2130 KHz
2415 KHz
3360KHz
5345KHz
775-0KHz
Virtually all HF sets can be used on the net provided that the
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operators do not use duplex operation! the tra n smiss ion .?~ a tape
recording, single side band, radio teleprmter or remote fac1ht1es. The
CCFs and ACFs use such sets as the WS12, SR22 an d SRl 9 (low power
only). Should units wish to offer ~ssistance to the C~d et Fo_rces they are
free to monitor the net to ascertain the standard of operation a nd then
give advice to the Force which the~ sponsor. No. unit or indivi~ual is
permitted to transmit on the net without a permit. ~ese pe~m1ts are
issued by the Signals Staff at District Headquarters, fu ll details are m
the Regimental Signalling Handbook. No doubt ma ny r~a d er_s have
never heard of the NRN before. If that is the case why not hsten mto the
net an d hear it at first hand, yo u will be pleasantly surpr ised .

Here is the busy exercise controller Capt Rob Fulton, our 'tame' Royal
Marine Officer
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Standing: f l to RJ: Mrs M. Hankins, Capt T. M. Cross RAPC, Sgt A.
J ewell R Sig nals , Mrs J. Redman , Sgt N. Stevenson R Signals, Miss
B. Mu llens. Seated: fl to RJ: Mr W . Clayton, Mr I. Sey, Mr R.
Reakes, Lt Col M. R. E. Pack-Davison R Signals, Maj T. F. Moncur R.
Signals , Mrs E. M. Pritchard, Capt H. J . Crosse 16/ 5L. Not Shown:
Maj M. A. Illingworth 16/ 5L, Maj R. G. Lewenz REME, Sgt J .
Frodsham RAOC

squash court a nd in the hockey goal, Maj Moncur and Lewenz, "Legs
and Co" in the BFT, and Maj "Mark the Wheel" Illingworth cycling 40
mile round strips dai ly to and from the office . Lt Col Maurice PackDavison continues to hurl a mean bowl at cricket, and Megan
Pritchard is fast disconcerting the poor males who undere timate her
scoring powers at hockey and cricket. Capt Howard Crosse says he
plays everything, his almost namesake Terry says he plays Corps
cricket, as well as organtsing the all powerful Team 6 a side hockey
combine, and Sgts Tony Jewell and Nick Stevenson are invariably
involved in whatever is happening. So too , are Marion Hankins and Jan
Redman, whose efforts on the tennis courts in a good cause have not
gone unnoticed.
So there we are. Seven years young . and a new lease of life
is-hopefully-p romised already. Much has been achieved in
convincing the staff of the value of ADP , and-again hopelully-the
Commanders of the future may well have more than a passing
acquaintance with a keyboard! More news of us in the future.

NOT ALL WORK
Apart from its form al activi ties, there has still been ti me fo r the
Team to pa rtici pate full y in all srcorti ng activities within HQ UKLF.
Notable performa nces include ' Strongarm" Jim Frodsham on the

Thinking of buying a tax-free car?
Then remember that the A ud i ·
Volkswagen service propositi9n is as
sound in Hong Kong as it is in Aldershot.
O r wherever in the world you happen to
be posted. Simply because there are
experienced Audi Volkswagen dealers in.
most countries, with every one offering
an after sales service that is second to
none.
Think about that when you come to
choose your tax-free car. We have the
largest stock of Audi and Volkswagen
vehicles in the country, offering you a
choice ranging from the Golf and the
practical Passat estate to the sporty
Scirocco and luxury Audi 100. And
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remember we guarantee the lowest taxfree prices in Britain as well as the fastest
delivery
Talk to one of our Personal Export
experts at Baker Street. They'll tell you all
you need to know about arranging
special finance and insurance, help with
part exchange and tell you how to take
advantage of the special discount you'll
get as a member of the forces.
Just fill in the coupon or give us a
ring I reverse the charges if you like) for
more d etails.
Wherever
in the world
you' re going.
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News .f rf!ni'~l/-e,giments

- :

.,

1 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
B.F.P.O. 32

THE GRANTING OF THE FREEDOM OF VERDEN TO THE
REGIMENT
.
.
Twenty years of service in Verden in Lower Sa.~ony have _resulted m
the Freedom of the Town being bestowed on the S1g?~I Reg1m~nt. The
pretty little market town of Verden has seen many m1htary comm gs a~d
goings over the years, from as long ago as the days of Cha~lemagne m
the eighth century. The Thirty Year War led to the town bemg c~ded to
Sweden in 1648, a situation that lasted for 70 year~, and during the
apoleonic Wars the. town '."as occupied successively by french ,
Pru ian and Westphah an a rmies.
The ancient ceremony of granting the ~eec_lom .to mar~h through a
town with bayonets fixed and drums beatmg imphed a high degree of
trust and respect-after all, many towns suffere~ b!1dly a! the hands of
soldiers and many refused to allow troops w.1thm their walls. The
Regiment has certainly achieved a good r~I?utatlon over the years, and
the Stadt authorities consider that the Brrt1sh have become part of the
Town; almost ten per cent of the population are British nationals.
At the Freedom parade, Biir~nneis~r Dr. H1111mut. Friedrichs to~d
the assembled signallers and their families that the regime~t had bwlt
up many friendly links and a feeli ng of mutual understa~dmg over ,the
years. 'As an old ga rrison town, we know what we are talkmg ~out, be
said. T he Bilrgermeister presented the 1:'reed?1!1 scroll to ~aJ. Gen W.
T. MacFarlane, Ch ief of the Joint Sernce Liaison O rgamsatlon, who

Lt George Whyman carries the newly-presented Freedom Scroll
through the ranks of 1 Squadron, escorted by SSgt Alistair M?E~en
and SSgt Robin Harris. This also signifies the Regiment's spec1a~ hnk
with 1st Canadian Signal Regiment in the shape of Capt Rick Wright,
on parade with 1 Squadron

represented the Master of Signals in the ceremony .. A former
comanding officer of the regiment, Maj Gen MacFar~ane sa!d he h~~d
that the citizens of Verden would look upon the soldiers as our British
regiment', in the same way that the soldiers looked upon Verden as 'our
town'.
.
Verden itself is renowned throughout Germany as the ~e1terstadt, or
equestrian town. It was appropriate that the Bilrgerme1ster and Maj
Gen MacFarlane should inspect the parade in an open horsedrawn
carriage, or 'Kutsche' as the Germans call it.

Burgermeister Dr Hartm ut Fried ric hs holds aloft the Freedom c harte r
before presenting it to Maj Gen W . T. Macfarlane
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A novel way to inspe ct th e troops ... Burgermeister Dr H. ~ riedri~ h s ,
accompanied by Maj- Gen W . T . Macfarlan e a nd commandin9 officer
Lt Co l S . R. Carr-S m ith , pict ure d in a horse-drawn ' Kuts che • led by
th e 'St ic k-men' Cpls Syke s and Fie lde r
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After the parade, the CO Lt Col Stephen Carr-Smith, led the
regiment through the streets of the town with the Corps Band. The
Freedom Parade stood out as the centrepiece of the Regimental AngloGerman we~k: _Each squadr?n was involved in organising something
an~ the festi".1t1es started with HQ Sqn . on the Wednesday morning
bemg responsible for a band concert outside the Rathaus in town. The
Band of the 14120 Kings Hussars getting a tremendous reception from
the local people. On the afternoon 2 Sqn were responsible for
coordinating the sports meeting in the local stadium. This included
childrens gymnastics, horseriding and a parachute display. On
Thursday morning, as previously mentioned. the Freedom Parade took
place and this was followed in the afternoon by the annual Fete in
Caithness Barracks, very well organised by 3 Sqn. As usual this was a
huge success indicated by the large crowd. The locals in particular
enjoyed the open party in the form of a disco. As if this wasn't enough
the week was rounded off by 1 Sqn organising a Ball on the Friday for
the Regimental Officers, Warrant Officers and official German
Guests.
The Regiment is now getting its breath back and the ' leave plots'
have swung into action giving the workers a welcome rest before the
next major event in our lives (we won't bore you with its name).

SURPRISE VISITOR
A Border Patrol being carried out by members of the Regiment had a
surprise visitor during July. Tyne Tees Television, along with Mr Jackie
Charlton, were making a film about the Life Guards in Germany and it
fell to the patrol's lot to escort them whilst in the vicinity of the border.
Jackie Charlton is himself an ex Lance Corporal of Horse of the Life
Guards from his National Service days.

From left to right.
Standing: LCpl Cam e ro n, Dvr Williamson , Mr J ackie Charlto n, Capt
Rim el!, LCpl Em erson and Cpl Wilson
Kneeling: Sig Pinne l, Sig Fowle r, Sig Bristow
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CRICKET-I DIV FINALS
The Regiment scored a most convincing win against 7 Armd Wk\p
REME in the Divisional Final which was played at Caithness Ground
last Friday. 7 Armd won the toss and asked us to bat first, and bat we
did. Lt Brian Campbell and Sgt Cadywould gave us a flying start with a
magnificent opening stand of89 at the rate of over 5 runs per O\'Cr. Sgt
Cadywould scored 31 runs. The Commanding Officer then joined Lt
Campbell and together they scored 56 runs. At the end of our 30 overs
Lt Campbell was undefeated with a score of 103 and the Regiment had
scored 180 for 4 wickets.
The REME began their uphill task with less than great pleasure and
they were soon in trouble against some fine bowling by our opening pair
of Si2 Gethin-Jones and LCpl Andrew. As the end approached the
betting was whether or not they could beat our score of 180 or even Lt
Campbell's 103. The match ended with the REME scoring 115 runs for
7 wickets in their 30 overs. STOP PRESS . After beating 13 Sig Regt,
now through to the BAOR Semi-final.
DINGHY SAILING- CORPS REGATTA
The Regimental Dinghy Sailing Team is to be congratulated on
winning the Royal Signals Regatta held at-the Mohne See Sailing Club
on 23 and 24 July. The 1 Div boats sailed very well as a team dropping
only 2 points in 6 races to qualify for the final against IJ Sig Rcgt last
year's winner.
In a two race final I Div won the first race by a narrow margin of Ii
points. The second race had to be restarted when one of our boats lost
its jib on the start line. After a bad start 1 Div managed to work their
way up the fleet to win by Si points.
On the 25 July the Individual Corps Championships were held. After
four closely contested races W02 Downie came out on top narrowly
beating LCpl Cowell into second place by ll points. Both W0 2 Downie
and LCpl Cowel l have been selected to ail for the Corps.
TEAM
Helm

Crew

W02 (SSM) Jim Downie SSgt McEwen
LCpl Cowell
SSgtHarper

Sig Greenland
CplVuyali

A HALF CENTURY
We have taken this opportunity of marking in print the 50th birthday
of Sgt PB (Spud) Murphy one of our Regimental Provost Sergeants.
Having been a miner in Nottinghamshire for seven years, Sgt M urphy
joined the Army in 1958 and has seen service in UK, Cyprus, Middle
East (TOS). BAOR. Shape and the TA. He is due to finish after twenty
two years in August of this year having been here in Verden since 1975.
It is worth noting that the CO, Lt Col Stephen Carr-Smith , and Sgt
Murphy last served together as Subaltern and LCpl (in that order!!) in
a radio troop in 4 Div Sig Regt in 1963. We wish Sgt Murphy a long and
happy retirement.

Sgt Murphy by the Regimental sign
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KOHlMAl980
The Regiment and local civilians celebrated the Kohima campa!gn
on Saturday 7 June at Birdwood Barracks Bunde. Needless to. say after
much praise to the Lord, the weather was warm and sunny which was, I
am sure, one of the reasons that so many spectators attended. There
were, of course, many other reasons for a good turnout, Jed by a.n
aeronautical display in the arena by ~9n Leader BUI ~reel! who put his
Harrier Jump Jet through a very exciting manoeuvermg display. Flt Lt
Barry Hopldrk and hi~ crew. continued t~e programm~ w!th ~me
daring twists and turns m their Wessex Helicopter. culmmatmg 10 an
Air Sea rescue operation in the arena. LCpl Kay Budworth WRAC was
our volunteer to be rescued and after a nervous start, thoroughly
enjoyed herself. Well done Kay! That old Birdman from the Sky W02
McQueen of the Joint Services Parachute Centre led his team of freefallers on two separate jumps during the afternoon and the crowd
certainly enjoyed their magnificent display.

ATHLETICS-MORRISON CUP
T.he unit .was well . repre~ented in this competition and came third
behtnd 22 Sig Regt with a difference of 1 point. Our star runner was Sig
Mike ~IUlams who was 0.7 of a second behind the Army 440 metre
cha mption LCpl K~busl. Sig Mike WUliams is now the Army Junior
(400 metr~) Champio~ an~ was selected to run for the army in the
Inter-Services Championships on Wed 9 July.
DIVISION ATHLETICS CHAMPIONSHIPS
O~ .F~i 6 June th~ Regimen~ competed against six other major units
in Divisional Athletics Championships at Menden. The team came 2nd
to the .host .team, SO Msl Regt RA and qualified for the BAOR
Championships.

WHERE WOULD WE BE WITHOUT THEM
To top it aJI, the soldiers and wives of the Regiment laid on some
truly original and colourful side stalls, which certainly encouraged the
spectators to spend their money. Once again the Ducking Stool seemed
to be the main attraction, but the Wives Club, 'God bless them', were
the biggest money makers. This now seems to he a Regimental
tradition. Where would we be without them?
To all the hard workers who put Kohima together this year, many,
many thanks for all your worthwhile efforts. We hope that the brains
are not working overtime for the next Kohima Fete. Wait for it, 'Only
days to go to Kohima, when will it end!".
COMMUNICATIONS FOR CORPS REGATTA
Exercise Webbed Foot was an HF exercise to practice medium range
sky wave working, to provide communications for the Corps Regatta
and generally to look after the boat crews as and when they came
ashore. The exercise took place on the Isle of Zealand in Denmark with
radio sets situated at Copenhagen in the east, Hundestedt in the north
and Korsor in the west.
DENMARK BOUND
The Danish convoy got underway from Bunde at 0530 on 7 June
under the guidance of SSgt Joe Krikorian and travelled to Puttgarten
for refuelling before boarding a ferry to Rodbyhavn . The journey
continued in Denmark to Vordinborg where we topped up the fuel
compliments of the Danish Army. Here the convoy split and the dets
took up their position on the coast. LCpl Derek Alderman's crew
went to Hundestedt, LCpl Sloapy Sloan and LCpl Gunner West with
the crew to Copenhagen and LCpls Tony Hogg and Chris Aslett and
the crew to the naval base at Korsor. Sig'Battery Boy' Ebdon, CfnJordie
Gibson, Sgt Ken Whillock and SSgt Joe Krikorian accompanied the
det to Copenhagen to smooth out any faults that may have arisen (at
least that is their story!).
Comms were established back to Bunde and daily schedules were
now in force between all callsigns, including the det at Kiel under the
watchful eye of LCpl Nick Simpson who would inform us when the
boats got underway. The weather from day one was hot and sunny and
bronzing bodies explored local sites in Copenhagen such as the Tivoli
Gardens accompanied by much sampling of local brews.

One of the Free-Fall Parachutists from the Joint Services Parachute
Centre entertains the crowds at the Kohima Fete

Stories were told and tales of woe exchanged (chiefly of chuff charts
and the conscripts length of service).
Friday was 'D' day and all dets packed up and moved to the
ferryhead for the return journey. The convoy arrived back a little tired
but with many happy memories. Many friends were made and o!d
acquaintances renewed. What will Exercise Webbed Foot '81 hold tn
store ... ?
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JOE COTTERELL
Among the 28 Guests was ex-WO {CSM)Joe Cotterell.Joe ran for the
Army and England from 1922 to 1929. He was twice winner of the
ln~ernational Championships and the England ational Championships, he held the Army 3-mile title for eight consecutive years and was
the J-mile champion three times. Joe represented the 3 Div until 1935.
Joe and ex-Sgt 'Sophie' Hudson were leaving in the next week for
Moscow to watch the Olympic Games. We wish them the bes! of luck
and good health and look forward to many more reunions with them.

REST PERIOD
This was taken up with a visit to Schloss Neuschwanstein the castle
which was built by King Ludwig of Bavaria and used for part of the film
'Chitty Chitty Bang Bang'.
0

THE HEAVENS OPENED
. O~ one of the ~o~ unusual days the heavens opened. Digging,
diggmg and more d1ggrng of water trenches. It was rumoured that the
OC Sqn, Maj Steve Coltman was seen to be walking around muttering
about 'cubits'.

Members of the 3 Division Signal Regiment Reunion Club pose with
present members of the Regiment and their families

UNQUALIFIED SUCCESS
During the final days. initiative training was carried out under the
watchful eyes of Capts Mervyn Johnston and Bernard Barton-Ancliffe
which was enjoyed very much by all-who took part. It was to all
purposes a good exercise for tl1e JNCOs and it was won by LCpl Steve
Slim and his section. Part of the test included a river crossing (they all
had lo get wet), fences. Landrovers and full jerrycans. The summer
camp training was ended with a barbeque which was well presented by
our own ACC Chefs, LCpl 'Jock' Skeeth, Ptes 'Smudge' Smith and
'Tony' Perkins. Our transport system was well organised and controlled
by Sgt Benny McSherry and kept going by our REME fitter Cfn Any
Fernie.

THE BOATS ARRIVE
The boats began arriving on Wednesday and the crews proceeded to
shower and vigorously scrub boats, fold sails, among many other
matelot activities before departing again. The 'Krikorian Entourage'
proceeded to Hundestedt only to find the boats were now heading for
Stubbekobing. The crews at Korsor and Hundestedt were left
redundant with the change of plan and decided to make the most of the
situation. Hundestedt, a sleepy fishing village, sports a magnificent
beach. ews was soon around that the English '¥ere in town and many
friends were made. A very pleasant evening was spent in the local,
challenging the fishermen to arm wrestli ng whilst sampling the local
brew.
HAPPY MEMORIES
Comms from this location were particularly good with an array of
'droopy' dipoles and sloping wires, which proving all too difficult were
exchanged for a 16 ft whip on voice to work Bunde. On Thursday
morning, we packed up and moved to the naval camp in Korsor during
a terrific thunderstorm. LCpl Tony Hogg had already 'sussed out in the
'in' places' and many a friend was made with the Danish conscripts.

I SQN SUMMER CAMP
On Sunday 4 May, Capt Mervyn Johnston left Soest with the advance
party to establish a base camp near Schloss Kinderhof. The main party
left on the 7 May under SSgt 'Geordie' Hennrie and arrived 13 hours
later at the camp site.
The first day was spent on camp admin mainly erecting tents and
'sortin,i: out'. ~uring this perio.d our sup.er 'he men' SSgts Tony Slater,
Geordie Hennr1e and John Atkmson decided to go hill walking to check
out a route for the following day.
The days normally started at 6.35 am for PT. After the Sqn were split
into 3 sections under the command of Cpls Blonde!, Baldwin and
Collins, "'.hereul?on th~y set out on t~eir daily routine of hill walking,
map readmg/ onenteermg and canoeing. The hill walking consisted of
a.short drive to Unterammergau and then it was shanks' pony up the
hill to a small hostel called the Haus Purschling. which is a club of
1566rn above sea level. Once this part was reached SSgts Dave
Robertson and John Atkins set the section off on its 30km hike which
consist~d of a number of check points and a night being spent under
canvas 1n the woods.

REUNION CLUB
28 members of the 3 Division Signal Regiment Reunion Club visited
the Regiment on Friday 11 1uly for the weekend. they were entertained
by a ba~d concert by the Corps Band on the Friday night; they attended
the Regimental Fete on Saturday afternoon and went on to the All
Ranks Dance in the evening. They visited the Mohnesee Darn and the
Sailing Club on Sunday morning. and then, after a curry lunch in the
Sergeant's Mess, they collapsed into their coach to drive home.

INTER-TROOP COMPETITION
. Friday 4 July was the cross country event which was the fifth and
final event in the first six months of the inter-troop t:ompetition. Over
34_0 runners reported to the start line to gallop over a distance of 3~
miles., The start grid was very tight and there was tugging, pushing and
bumpmg. Despite these abnormalities the runners got off to a good
~tart. The first mile decided who was going to be the winner, no doubt
it was Capt Rob Symonds wo kept the lead all the wa to the finish line,
he was closely followed in by Cpl Ian Fleming and Sig Keith Keech.
The veterans competition was won by the Commanding Officer with the
runners-up being CAES (Lt Col Terry Adams) and our own Second-inCommand (Maj Gerry Funnell) . The cross country competition was
won by Yankie Trooe of 1 Sqn which had the first 10 runners in. The
runners-up were RHQ and Task Force Echo SHQ.

The boats moored quietly at Copenhagen before the next leg of the
journey to Stubbekobing
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980

CROSS COUNTRY RUN
The overall inter-troop competition wa won by Task Force Echo
Squadron. Runners-up were Yankie Troop and Task Force Foxtrot
Squadron.
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980

The Commanding Officer (Lt Col Roy Maynard) receiving the
veteran's prize (and morel from Mrs Gill Maynard
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MOHNE FEST (REGIMENTAL OPEN DAY)
The Mohne Fest took place on Saturday 12 July and was opened by
the Deputy Btlrgermei ter of Korbecke. Herr Gerk Briiscke. The
organisers of the Fest led by OC HQ Sqn, Maj Helier Exon and hi
SSM Ron Halls got out their prayer mats and Wellington boots early
that morning and bowed to the East to stop the rain which had not
stopped for six weeks. It seemed to do the trick. At about 1145 hrs it
stopped raining and all the stall holders left for lunch and a change of
clothing.
The Fest was opened with a fanfare of trumpeters from the Band of
the Black Watch. The star attraction of the afternoon was the first
raffie prize of a Datsun car worth DMl0,000. The photo shows the
lucky winner of the car, Cpl John Plrso of our own MT Troop, receiving
the keys from the Deputy Burgermeister.
The two holiday trips were won by the 'local German civilians which
proves it was not completely fixed! The grand finale of the Fest was the
helicopter sweetie drop which brought out the animal instincts of most
children I

TASK FORCE FOXTROT SIGNAL SQUADRON ADV TRG CAMP
The OC, Maj Jerry Barrett gave the okay and the 2IC Capt Colin
Meredith and the SSM, W02 Barry Hives went off to do the recce and
came back with wicked grins on their faces, which prompted rumour
control in the form of SSgt Tom McKnJght, to start circulating the
forms of torture dreamt up as activities for the Sqn Adv Trg Camp in
Bavaria. These ran$ed from scaling hitherto unclimbed peaks to see the
Bavarian Yeti, to night exercises run by our Sqn survival experts, SSgt
(SQMSI 'You don't need boots' Rylance, Cpl Chris Wooff and Cpl 'I'm
the friendly Instructor' Thomas and were supposed to consist of such
things as underwater river crossings and living in igloos for a
fortnight-yes all was set for the Squadron Annual Camp.
DEPSITE THE ODDS
The first party set off under the able command of Lt Richard Davis,
who despite all the odds had obtained permission to take his ancient
sports car with him so that he could go on leave afterwards. Having
waved the first line of vehicles off the said officer then promptly leapt
into his car and disappeared in a puff of smoke as the exhaust pipe fell
off. Nevertheless, everyone set off in what was atrocious weather and
arrived safely, albeit in a blizzard.
Lo and behold, the next day dawned clear and sunny and remained
that way for a week, durin$ which time all members of the Sqn
obtained a suntan whilst enjoying such pursuits as rock climbing,
sailing. mountain climbing and ski-ing. Even the Foreman, W02
(FofS) James lost his workshop tan for a suntan and made sure he
appeared on just about every photograph taken in the first week. LCpls
Latimer and Muppet Mabbott together with Slgs Eddle Edwards and
Taff Eaton discovered the delights of 'plakky bagging' (patent pending)
which resulted in some amusing incidents.

COMPLETE CONTRAST
As ':¥eek one ended and the first party were returning full of the joys
of.Sprmg. so the second group departed and spent a full week amidst a
bh.~ard. How~ver,_ all was not lost and the emphasis changed more to
sk!-mg a.nd chmbm~ as far as th.e weath~r c?nditions allowed, plus
onenteermg and a mgh.t map read mg exercise m mountainous terrain.
Every?ne agre.ed that it was a very good exercise and an enjoyable
expenence which we hope to repeat next year.

The sweetie drop at the Regimental Fete

' Some of the first group before climbing Heimgartern'

...
··sig Terry Green getting ready to climb and putting on a brave face'
THE WAY IT IS
As is. always t~e case in _Task Force Signal Squadrons, life ha been
busy with exerci~es a1_1d with our r.ecent Staff College Demonstration.
However, we do hnd time for the nicer things in life, which have seen a
Squadron Motor Rally and Barbeque, ably organised by the SSM and
Sgt John Ca~wallader, ~ Wives Club trip to Frankfurt, where the
Squadron Wives Club tned to buy out the American PX. A group of
our I.ads, ably led by Cpl John Ackerley, competing in and doing very
well 10 the Black Watch marches in Holland and other teams from the
Squadron participating in local marches with credit.
CONG RA TULA TIO NS
Congratulations to LCpl Steve Littlewood and Sig Bob McCormick
o~ their recent marriages. and to LCpl Garry Jones, Cpl Ian
Richardson and LCpl Jim Latimer on the recent new arrivals to their
families. Congratulations are also in order for W02 Barry Hhes our
SSM. Bob James our FofS and Wes Clarke our YofS on their recent
selection for promotion to WO!.
A.. delight~d Cpl John Pirso receives from Herr Bruscke, the Deputy
Burgermeaster of Korbecke, the keys to the DM10.000 Datsun car he
has just won in the 3 Armd Div Sig Regt raffle
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'They said it would be tough - SSgt McKnight on the rack'
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980

'S Sgt Bob Rylance contemplating the next set of torture'
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
Finally, to all those new members of the S9uadron recent)} arriwd
welcome, we ho.pc you will enjoy your tour wuh the Squadron. and t~
those who have JU t left us, thanks for all you have done and best \\ ishc
and good luck in your new postings.
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THE PHOENIX RISES
But alas, no Ashes f?r us this year, but what a season! Earlv June ~aw
~9 fqn n~~wly beatmg 2 Sqn in the Inter-Unit 6·a-side competition.
g ony
s team was observed, emerging from the darker rcces\ of
the Qu~~erm~ter's empire, eyes blinking in the clear light of da . The
competition did however reveal an abundance of new talent and as a
result a fully entertaining season followed. Well on their way to being
awarded Colours are the 'Brothers Watts', Cpl Billy and LCpl Jeff who
~ust be very strong contenders for Corps selection next season. Sgts
b le~. Wood.fine and Tony Lea a!so d~erve mention for their consistent
ow mg perfo~mances'. and their assistance with administration. The
~reat~~t surpnse was without doubt the phoenix himself. After years of
i~achv1ty (on the cricket field that is!) W02 Harry Latham has shown
himself to bea tower of strength in all aspects of the game.

0

0

THINK ORANGE
Yes, yet another 'First for Four' occurred on Wednesday 16 July when, as reported in the last edition, the Regiment captured half an hour of peak
listening time of BFBS Radio. Our thanks go to that entrepreneur of sound, Keith Rawlings, for all his enthusiasm and efforts down at Vogelsang,
where he watched and interviewed the men who very shortly will become the Orange Forces, enemy, for Exercise Spearpoint.

0

FRIENDS-OLD AND NEW
Friday 13 June saw no black clouds for the Orange Forces Regiment when we were visited by the CSO BAOR, Maj Gen A. C. Blrtwistle CBE.
Inevitably the official programme ran late as Gen Archie got stuck in amongst men and equipment. as only he can. Our covert cameraman however
captured one glorious scene when he met Sgt Andy Wigglesworth, who is the proud owner of a one week old driving licence. Gen Archie was heard to
enquire why the landrover was fitted with three seats for the driver, to which W02 (SSM) Stuart Gray Cowan replied that they had to be installed due
to the stunted growth of Sig Wigglesworth, to enable him to see over the bonnet! but then every picture tells a story, cheeky!
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BERLIN VISIT
Our warmi;st thanks ~o to Maj Peter Webster, Capt Jack Boyle and
Sgt ~b Lewis of 229 Sig Sqn for hosting the Regimental XI Tour to
B~rlm recently. A touch of paradise was experienced, some really classy
cncket played, and a social scene second to none tasted. as our tame
T01:, Capt Dickie Dyer will pend hours telling you!
With the Footballers of the Regiment desperate to re-claim their
real-estate, ~e must sadly roll up the mat early, but look forward with
great enthustasm to an even better, and more successful season in 19 1.
W~ll done Capt Mike Fisher for all your efforts and cheerful optimism.
Cricket has had a good year under your tutelage.
ITWASFUN
For many u_nits, t~at all _too l imit~d I?e.riod between Corps CPX and
Corps FTX, 1s an ideal time for mdiVJdual pursuits such as nude
bathin~ in _)! ugoslavia, or traffic jam crunching near Cannes, followed
by the meVJtable MMA claim (at leave rate!)
the sec~nd year running, the Regimental emphasis was on
utthstng a portion of this time to enhance the fitness and morale at
Four; he":ce Ex Rob11st Q11adra11t. A fortnight in Fussen, S Bavaria, a
land of fairy t?le c~tles and countl~ss mountain peaks leading into the
Alps, put the fun right back where 1t belongs. in Four'.

.1:0:

RoBut>T
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CSO ON FAMILIAR GROUND
On 21 May t he Regim ent was honoured with a visit of the CSO
BAO R ..Maj Gen Birtw.h lstlc. The CSO is well known by all members of
t~c ~cg11~1 c n t and , having on ce comm anded ' T , he had no problem in
fmdmg h is way around . A photographic record records the days events.

Two hundred soldiers of the Regiment were administered by 1
Squadron, under Maj Roger Barry. A thankless task in the most
appalling weather. But a job they had to do, so with brolly in hand ,
Capt 'Beaky' and his band, SSgt George Bardsley, Tony Freudenfeld
and W02 Stuart Gray-Cowan to name but a few (there was a whole
Squadron!) defeated the elements and raised the dampened spirits of
the men when they returned to the tented quagmire after a full day's
activity. Renderings of 19 Green Bottles could be heard almost daily!

OUT AND ABOUT
The Adventure Training Cadre had been formed some months
earlier. SSgt John Walker, along "~th Sgt Micky Pawlak and Sgt
'Uncle Gordon' Shelley led 10 groups of 16 men, daily on a 48 hour
expedition which took in 50 km of trekking and 4000 metres of ascent.
not to mention coming down! Simultaneously SSgt Wayne Collinson,
ably assisted by Sig Stuart Layton gave each group an introduction to
top . rope techniques and abseiling on the slippery slopes of the
We1ssensee. Not to be outdone SSgt Dave Keig entertained each group
daily by subjecting them to the arduous pursuit of Cyclo-Orienteering,
31.2 miles of puff, push and punctures.
The aquatic display team leader, SSgt Bill White, with his 'intrapid'
crew Lt Wayne Coupland, Cpls Andy Trivett, 'Banger' Lea and Sig
'Tug' Wilson introduced 200 men to 'slap for support' techniques on
both still and wild water. Some methods worked better than others!
Lts Graham McNeilJ and Ian Westermann coached all in the military
art of orienteering in terrain that made the Teutoburger look a part of
Holland. Mean_while LCpl Steve East, when he wasn't coaching the
men at lee Skating, kept the loca.ls happy and amused, by helping little
old ladies half way across the B21.
Of course, all you aspiring potential Yeomen out there, (and good
luck in November), will have realised that 10 x 16 equals not 200 . So
did the Catering Officer.
The remaining men were split into two groups of twenty students and
underwent a far more arduous exercise, dreamt up by Lt John
Te~ngton and SSgt (YofS) 'Lemmy' Lomas. For six days they were
trained in the basic and intermediate skills demanded of a Unit
Expedition Leader. The aim was to breed a second generation of

Not sure, but is it this round's on me?

Cpl Terry Mount receiving the LS & GC

outdoor challenge pursuit instructors so that Ex Robust Quadrant can
live on to see many more satisfied 'customers'. The aim was achieved.

The SQMS, SSgt Shabdin Farrell, ably assisted bv Cpl Cross set
about and produced a very efficient cross between a Schnell lmbiss'and
YMCA .

UP, UP AND AWAY
As the ink dries on the purple prose before you, 16 men from the
Regiment await the arrival of two Wessex helicopters to whisk them
away for the first phase of a 15 day Special Expedition to BOBC
Norway. Led by Lt Ian Westerman and Sgt Mick Boyle, the expedition
has from the outset been the climax of the Adventure Training year.
With planning now complete, all that remains is to execute the 'Buddy
B~ddy' system over a hundred miles of Norwegian mountains (starting
with an ascent to over 3 ,000 metres) where at the completion of this
stage they will take over eight double Klepper canoes from a similar
stren~h expedition from AAC Harrogate. Then follows seven days of
paddfing around the maze of Southern Norway's fjords , with a final sea
canoeing phase around the magnificent sun bathing islands off
Kristiansand.
Alas, it will be over all too soon, just like all the challenge pursuits,
and adventure training exercises held by the Regiment this year. Not to
worry, once the Orange Forces have won the day , we ' ll get down to
planning a bigger and better season for 1981. Posting anyone?

The SSM , with the aim of a theatrical promoter. organised a

squadr~n smoker. At gr~at expense (3 x Herford er Pils) he procured

o!

the services
a cabaret m the shape of 2Lt Mike Spoors LCpl Nobby
Clarke and Sig Jock McCue, all of stage. screen. radio and Wigan pier
fame. The two Belgian army visitors that the squadron hosted, were
most impressed with this review. although some of the in-jokes went
above their heads; and mine too? It was good to see that talent is still
about. even if Hughie Green did miss out.

A work out in the Multi-Gym. SSgt (YofS) Rod Wood trying hard not
to get his boots dirty

The CSO signs into 4 Squadron Club
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LIGHTER MOMENTS
?'he Regiment has recently returned from a large exercise during
wh.1c~ ou~ reporter caught a glimpse of the fighting fourth squadron
en1oymg itself. The exercise was static and non-tactical therefore the
squadron considered it in order to install a few creature comforts in
location .

THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980

The Squadron's Schnell lmbiss, with our two galliant Char Wallahs
behind the counter
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RETURN OF THE WARRIOR
by Capt Mal Smart

2Lt Mike Spoors and LCpl Nobby Clarke accompany each other in a
delightful ditty

The attached Belgian Officer and 2Lt Mike Spoors serenade the
audience in French; not sure who the other bloke is?

NOT LIKE THAT AT ALL
Report by Maj John Roberts
WET, CHILLY AND GREY
A copper sun beat down from llI! azure sky; multicoloured bunting
glimpsed through a delicate green tracery of trees and wafted gently by
the balmy, scented air. lent a festive appearance to the normally stark
and functional aspect of Maresfield Barracks. It was not like that at all.
It was wet, chilly and grey. Bunting , like so many dead bats, hung
from its sodden strings. The people, wellingtoned and mackintoshed ,
dashed from tent to tent to escape the sudden squalls of rain .
Undaunted by the weather the crowds still came . (Would yo u have
visited a German village fete in similar weather conditions?) Local
people in their hundreds supplemented the many soldiers and their
families from our own and other units who were determined to make
the 7 Sig Regt Fete 80 a huge success.

Markt Barrel Organ, trampoline, hand gliding; shooting , darts, a
Wives Club cake stall, the PRI raffle and test your strength. A Beer
Garden and braliie stall, ice cream parlour, land rover patrols,
clamber over CVR (T). 'Straws' and golf. Pony rides , lots of puddles
and punk rock.

TREMENDOUS SUPPORT
Whether they came out of curiosity to this typically British way of
raising money or were motivated by charitable concern will probably
never be really known but they came, they spent and were no doubt
mesmerized by the sheer energy of the afternoon.

A MAJOR EFFORT
A lot of work by a lot of people went into the preparatory phase.
Particular mention must be made of our PRI , Capt Alan Abbott who
was closely involved in every aspect of the organisation including the
annual cull of sympathetic tradesmen and representatives unwanted or
surplus stocks which ensured that nearly everybody won a prize.
APC rides, courtesy 4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt; a cinema show, a
frightening REME roundabout suspended from a crane. A maze of
sodden camnets redolent of many a Commcen location. The Herford

REMARKABLE ATTRACTIONS
There were some remarkable attractions of course. Our press officer,
Capt Mal Smart, was selling last year's autographed newspapers at DM
5 a copy. He was upstaged only by our CO, Lt Col Chris Story who did
a roaring trade in last year's Uandy and Beano comics. WOl (RSM)
Ron Collins had egg on his face. After W02 (SSM) Gordon Scott had
served his penance in the Stocks he could have got a permanent job in
any Victorian Freak Show with no trouble at all. The 21C , Maj Roy
Shiner, squatted shivering on an insecure stool. For a mark ii was a
bargain to see his body dumped unceremoniously into the increasingly
frigid waters of the Ducking Stool Stand. Resolutely refusing to drown

Cpl Tom Boddison emerging from a very cold ducking stool pond

Can I have one Dad! Leigh Collins son of the RSM
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What an opportunity for 4 Squadron , SSM Carl Bellamy locked in the
stocks

there can be only one conclusion: Witches live-but what about when it
was the Padres turn?
MAGNIFICENT OUTCOME
Despite the rain, a total of OM 10.618 was raised for charity. Just
think what might have been achieved if the weather had been kind .
Perhaps next year?

One way of keeping the children out of trouble
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For al. long as I can remember I have been deeplv interested in the
Great War. Over the years I have been able to amass a large amount of
books .. maps and dat~ on the subje~t which helped to fire my
~nthus1asm . 1:he magnitude of the major battles and the casualties
involved arc still beyond my comprehension.
Europ.e, inde~d the world was a very different place when the "ar
came lo its end in 1918. Monarchs and princes toppled. old established
orde~s and governments were swept away and a generation perished in
the filth and terror of the Western Front.
One battle in particular gripped my imagination, so much so that the
~ore kn?wlcdge. I was able to assimilate, the stronger was my thirst for
information . This battle. or more correctly, series of battles. took place
het11·een. l July and the e.nd of November 1916 in the pleasant
undulating French countryside of the River Somme. History records
th~t. this battle was the greatest single battle e\'er undertaken by the
British Army. The figures involved are breath taking: 100.
men in
the assault with 40,000 in reserve over an 18 mile front. After a seven
day in tense bombardment the assault went in at 0730 hrs J July and bv
the end of the first day the British Arm} had sustained 7.600
casualties, 20.000 of whom were dead.
The ?Id battlefield drew. me like a magnet. I had to go and see for
myself m order to get a feeling of what happened in this quiet corner of
France. Over the summer leave period of ·79 I set out heavily laden "ith
maps and data and an extremely tolerant family to the Somme.
On arrival I was immediately bitten. I was determined to 1Hite a
modest gu ide and return this year with a party of interested members of
the Regiment. One of my staunchest supporters "as SSgt Tom Wood
~vho ~as as keen.if not keener than I to get the tour organised. You can
1magme my delight when SSgt Wood returned from UK Christmas
leave and excitingly informed me that he had a relation who was in fact
in the battle.
This was an opportunity too good to miss. This veteran was invited
ov~r ~s a guest of th.e Regin.1ent to accompany the tour. Mr Christoper
Wilkms of London 1s a spnghtly gentleman of 82. havi ng never nown
bef?re and to quote him ' rejoining the colours' was warmly welcomed to
7 Sig Regt . Our o.ld. sol?ier took everything in his stride. be it inspecting
4 Squ~dron . to dining m the Officers or the Sergeants Mes , to acting
as guide on the Somme he rose to every occasion. It was indeed a
privilege and honour to have him with us. One felt very humble in his
company.
The tour was planned to coincide with the anniversary of the opening
of the battles. At 0630 hrs 30 June the party departed for Albert,
France with one member returning after 64 years . A full repon will be
published in the next issue.

Mr. Christopher Wilkins giving sound advice to Sig Kip Hearns DTp 4
Sqn . Capt Mal Smart looking on
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SUPERB
July saw the orp Band visit the Regiment for the Ceremony of
Retreat. This colourful e1·ent was carried out in plcndid fashion with
the Band under the expert eye of Lt Col Boulding performing
brilliantly. The performance wa played before the Regiment and many
civilian including the Biirgcrmeister of Herford. Although the weather
was awful it did not dampen any spirits or flatten any notes.

THE CHALLENGE
Report by~ Sgt Ian Hunter ACC
Imagine ·our poor author sitting quietly in his kitchen in the
tranq uil setting of the rolling border country around the bu y market
ity of Herford. Business i quiet in the Catering Section a the
Regiment attend to its normal mundane tasks of storming embassies
and righting wrongs. Your author's main preoccupation is the number
of goslings that the geese. at present inhabiting an old MFO box at the
top of the garden , are about to produce.
Suddenly all the peace is haltered by a single blow. Is it a bomb?
NO, have Pira tormed Downing Street? 0 , h ave the Russians
invaded? 0 . then what? I hear you ask . It is a Posting Order . 7 Signal
Regi ment. th ree weeks notice. Fi rst reaction ri ng RHQ check it's not
some clerkly joke. Crocodile tears from Chief Oerk and distinct sound
of laughter in the background , and much reassu rance the posting is
genui ne. Second reactio n . Panic. Ring around all friends and contacts.
What is '7'? Answers roll in. Biggest Regiment in Army, nine months a
year on exercise, never leaves Germany etc .. etc. Your author's happy
little day crumbles to ashes. Goslings and Marstons forgotten in this
disaster which has arrived with the wrath of the Gods. Suddenly a faint
ray of sun hine appears, LOA. The keys of the calcul ator start to bum,
cru ffy bits of paper are strewn like confetti and a little sm ile lingers in
the com er of your author's drawn and haggard face. The prospect of a
tax-free car is presented, cheap cigarettes so that I may maintain my
ant i-social habits at less personal expense, duty-free booze so that my
comfort able little beer gut may continue to display itself over my stable
bell without suffering from the ravages of the Chancellor of the
E xchequer. It is with positive enthusiasm th at I dial the code for BAOR
and contact my new boss for the fi rst ti me.

COME ON OVER
Come on over says 'Q ' (Don Cappleman ). bubbling with glee and
gusto. You will love it. We have a newly designed and equipped
kitchen, and on good days 40% of the ki t works. We go on picnics to
the woods in MOD vehicles. and the Queen pays for food and
everythin g and we only move every 48 hours and sometimes it doesn' t
even rain. Plen ty of cooks (on paper anyway). Bags of time off. Skiing
in the wi nter. Sai ling in the Summer. MAGIC! The Caterin8 Officer
(Capt Stuart Coll) looks after us all like a father . Gently chast1sing our
wrongs and praisi ng our slightest effort. Working with Catering Troop
7 Sigs is an opportunity not to be missed. Oh and by the way be here on
Easter Monday, or I'll put you in jail. On that happy note the phone
went dead .
Puzzled but feeling reassured that at least I knew where I stood, I
began the hectic round of handing over, sayi ng good-bye, and packing.
After four years one gets to know an amazing number of people, all of
whom produce something of an alcoholic nature to send you on your
way.

departed to the real ms of the un consciou s I pressed on , cager to
impress m new Wa rrant Officer and avoid the promised jailing if I was
late.

TH E GOOD LIF E
Finally. I arri ved at my destination where I was met by 'Q'
Cappleman and shown to the Mess. I was allocated my room (only
slightly smaller than the boot of my car) and introduced to my new
mess mates. To rousing choruses of '3 years' . Nobody's got that long to
do. I was allowed , persuaded and conned to buy everybody a drink and
so ettled into my new environment . Since then I have met my new
Messing Officer, (I think he is a wonderful person and yet I would like
leave at Christmas) ano being on my first exerci e, it didn't rain . Now I
have begun to enjoy life, BAOR style. Rumour intelligence HQ (Cooks
rest room) has it. that on our next exerci e. we are getting all the
equipment we indent for and Capt Coll has lined me up for a nice cushy
little job running a tented senior ranks mess for 300 in sunny
Hildesheim. All in all a delighttul way of earning the Queen's shilling .
Well actually many shillings in genial company and pleasant
surroundings full of entente cordiale and cordon bleu and if you think
you would fancy my job please apply through normal channels (Marked
Urgent) to the ACC Manning and Records, Higher Bks, Exeter and
good luck.
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Available in £5 denominations
to any quantity
Fill in the form below and the Gift Voucher will be sent
to you by return or post.

Mail Order Department
22 The Hard, Portsmouth, Hampshire POI 3DY

ODE TO 7 SIGS AND ITS COOKS

. .G ift Vouchers arc supplied in a folder
md1catc you requirements in the appropri~te hox/es.

I
I

7 Sigs. Oh 7 Sigs how we love you so
Exercises every month , it gives us work you know
Through the week, the month and year our chores are never light
For the siggy on the hot plate is never wrong but right

Plca~c

We cooks do our best you know. to please in every way
Forever someone's on our backs complaining everyday
What's wrong with the daily meals? ls it really bad't
All the time there's something wrong, it makes the cooks feel sad

___________....___JI:

It' s not our fault entirely. it's really the bosses to blame
But we the cooks in 7 Sigs are only here to sustain
If only people realise I wished they really would
Compared to many places the food is good 'it should'
The standard of high living has reached the soldiers guts
That's why on the hotplate. the cooks meet many nuts
Now 7 Sigs is very fine for single lads like me
We don't mind the exercise because the campings free
Which brings me to another point, with 7 Sigs at bay
We sustain, our motto. come what ever may
To end upon a happy note, with which you'll agree
7 Si gs isn't such a bad place. 'cos worse things happen at sea .

UNDERWAY
Some 18 days later I rather unsteadily said good-bye to wife, kids,
d?gs and geese (which were still sitting determined bu t frui tlessly) and
aim ed my 10 year old Ford at Dover and the end of the rainbow.
EXPLORATION
Easter Monday morning finds me cruising th rough Belgium en route
for the famous German Autobahn system . Found it at a customs post
wh ~re I was waved c.asually through by a happy, smiling, machine gun totmg German policeman. Narrowly escaping death by a charging
woofer I managed to make my way to the BP station at Wankum a
small German village, whose.garage and Bratty sta ll are mainta ined' in
a live state by the BFG petrol coupon system . Onwards then to Herford
where I arrived . at abou t 1330 hours . ow your poor pen pusher has
never set foot m BFPO 15 but was reliably informed that all the
barracks ~re in the town centre . Gentleman (and Ladies) , they are not.
I know this becau.~ I spent I~ hours exploring the one way systems of
my new town enqumng of speetallyselected non English speaking natives
the whereabouts of ~ y new unit. '7' is a very quiet unit. Nobody's heard
of .the ~ . At last I espied a soldier, and with willin g helpfulness which so
ep1tom1ses the British soldier overseas, I was told!! 'You 're going the
wron g bl_oody way ~ate' . Upon the threat of buying him another glass
of the evil brew, which was clutched so tightly in one massive paw , the
creat ure ~ ave a somewhat obscene description of the labours of the
Herford city plann~rs and of that part of their road system which would
lead me to Mares held Barracks. Thanking him before he once more

THE CONTINUING SAGA
uAll our readers will no doubt recall the passed reports and picture\ of
~tiri nei"' Gym. ~tho ugh wor~ has progrc5sed as planned the building is
our ~e~~g way ?m compl~llon . It shouldn' t be too long though before
?f PT! s get their hands on us all turning evcrvone in the
.
Reg1ment mto extra fit soldiers .
·

hargc £ - - - - - - - - - - - - - to my Gieves &

I
I

I

FAREWELL
July sa.w the d~parture of W02 David and Sheena Goldsmith to
Ouston: m the wtlds of Northumberland. Mr Goldsmilh left us on
promotion .to take up the appointment as a troop comm:.nder
congratulations and the best of luck in your tour.
'
fter an extended tour with the regiment during which he was SSM
~1 Squadron and up until his departure as Mess manager of the
1cers ~ess. He now looks forward to a rest??
Our picture shows the CO presenting Mr Goldsmith -..ith a very
handso.m~ wall clock on behalf of the Officers Mess as a token of their
appreciation.

Hawkes A/C No. - - - - - - - -- -- -- - - '
I enclose my cheque for£ - - - - - -- - -

- 1

1NamC- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

I
1- -- - - - - - 1
IL _______ _JI
Addrcss - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - 1

4 SQUADRON ADMINISTRATIVE INSPECTION
If it tands still, pair:it it. if it l!loves salute it wa the cry of the SSM
W~2 Carl IJt:llamy prior to the .mspection. The OC. Maj John Healh
s~1t.ably
attired
Australian bush whacki ng hat minus
d i dJeredoo-mutter~ng, you pom are fore\•er dre sing up'.
II went
well and a real 'straha n' party wa organised at the end of the day.

:n

Gift Voucher~ are available in denominations or £5.00,
to any quantity , for purchase or goods at all Gieves &
Hawkes branches and are valid for a period or twelve
months from date of issue. They are not redeemable for
cash or replaceable if lost.
R egiste red in E ngla nd (No. 1026430).
R eg. Office: l Sa vile Row, Lo ndo n WIX !A F.
CATERING DEPARTMENT
Rear Row Left to Right: LCpl Hammett, LCpl Brunel, Pte Meredith ,
Pte Grube r, Pte Gillard, Pte Crawford , Pte Oates , Cpl Hugh es , LCpl
Lawrence, LCpl Crighton
Centre Row Left to Right: S ig Ramsey, Pte McCrae, Cpl
Shakespeare, Frau Stanschuss, Mrs Ward, LCpl Waters, Cpl Brown ,
Pte Smith , Pte Stubbs, Cpl Evans
Front Row Left to Right: Cpl Wharton, Sgt Pearson, SSgt Hunter,
Capt Coll, W02 SQMS Cappleman, Cpl Mills, Cpl Carter
Absent : Cpl Harwood , Cpl Batty, LCpl Lewis, Pte Hartridge, Pte
Miles, Pte Blarney
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.
Gieves & Hawkes bra nches:
E dinburg h , C he te r, Le ice -ter Eastbo urne Harrow
Bath , Be xhill , Plymo uth , Winc't1este r, Malv~rn , Oeat',
Ca mberle y. Brocke nhur t . Po rtsmouth .

The CO and OC inspect the cen tre rank of 4 S quadron on parad
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8 Sig Regt Catterick Garrison
CHAPTER IN CORPS HISTORY
On 21 Jui)' a nother chapter was writt en into the history of the Corps .
LCpls Pauline Root and Yl·onne Lovatt, bo th members of the WR AC.
became the first lady technician in the Corps. Trained alongside thei r
male counterparts in 8 Sig Regt both girls did very well on t heir TE
Tech course and both have been posted to 28 Sig Regt where we hope
they will do well and uphold the standards of the Corps. In wishing
them both good fortune, we look forward to their return to Catterick
for their Cla 1 Upgrading course.

LCpls Pauline Root and Yvonne Lovatt, the Corp's first WRAC
Technicians
GARRISON AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
OFFERS THE GAUNTLET
The usual Reunion Weekend displays included a stand by the Radio
Oub-'So you think you can read Morse' .
Anyone attending was invited to try their ear at receiving some eighty
words or so of plain language with a n occasional miscellaneous sign
th rown in for good measure. The individual chose his own speed and
what was wanted was 100% copy, irrespective of speed. The winner was
offered £5.
Twenty two entries were submitted varying in speed from 8 wpm to
32 wpm. Only two 100% entries were handed in, both by Old
Comrades , one at 15 wpm and the winner at 20 wpm . It would seem
that the old pro\'erb of 'More haste, less speed' could have helped and
had the younger members at the Reunion tried a little slower then there
could well ha\'e been more correct answers. As so many good operators
know. it is far better to work a CW circuit at 15 wpm without any errors
than one at 25 wpm and a whole stream of corrections!! The winner?
WELL DONE Sm
Mr J. Simpson of East Ayton, Scarborough who joined the Corps as
an Operator Signals in 1934 and served until the end of the War.
Congratulations John-you will have received your prize by now.
PRESENTATION OF ST JOHN'S AMBULANCE AWARD
It is not so fashionable these days to devote spare time to helping
other people. However Mr Stan Church spends all his spare time doing
that and more. He has been qualified in First Aid for many years and
since 1978 has held the British Red Cross Lay Instructors Certificate.
In June this year he gained the St John's Ambulance Society's Lay
Instructors Certificate. What next-reading for a MB? Stan served
with Royal Signals from 1947 to 1972 and is now an instructor-in
telecommunications this time-in the Trade Training School.

The Unit Safety Officer, Lt Col Roy Willingale, presenting Stan
Church with his St John's Ambulance Instructors award
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10 Sig Regt
Hounslow

WHEN'S THE NEXT
On t he last evening ~OBC held a barbecue for us, and what a lu xury
it was to eat fresh rations-steaks, sausages, hamburgers-and real
beer! Thro ughout th e Ex pedition we had a ll become accusto med to
putting wet clothes on each !11orn.ing. Our dry cl_?thes were lik e gold
dust ~ n d were kept for sleepmg time o~ ly. Ou r hlthy, stinking Arrny
sleep mg bags were our most treasured items. but what a joy it was to

sleep between sheets again!
~espi ~e the contin ual rain we had a lot of fun and everyone who
enJoyed 11 has asked me, " When' s th e next one" ? We;: told a lot of joke~.
sa ng a lot of songs and developed quite a few Expedition expression 11
could rambl e ~n for pages about amu si ng experiences that happened to
all of u ~ at different intervals , but I shall fin ish on the note. ' Rocky
Mountain s, here we come!'

EXPEDITION TO BOBC NORWAY
After 2i months pla nning, discussions , negotiations and arduous
trainin g, it was difficult to believe that 16 June had finall y arrived and
th at we were really bound for Norway! Suddenly Luton Airport was hit
as 10 Sig Regt ca me bustling in , in the shape of l3 WRAC and 3 Royal
Signals Soldiers hidden under enorrnous rucksacks , with 2Lt LouJse
Garvey as t he Expedition Leader and Cpl Karen Barclay as 2IC. The 14
participants had been laboriously selected from 45 volunteers and were:
Cpl Steve Cocksedge, LCpl Eddy Connelly, Sig Willy McPhee, LCpl
'Svottie' Bell, LCpl Alison McClelland, LCpl Sarah Blnnlngton, Pte
JuJie Hampson, Pte Bllly Lane, Pte Wendy Parker, Pte Heather Shipp,
Pte Claire Jennings, Pte Sally Barnes, Pte Maggie Stewart, and last but
by no means least, Pte Elaine Freer.
SOME FORECAST
As anyone who has been to BOBC will know, the journey to
Kristiansand is very long and tedious. We flew to Hannover and then
by overnight bus through Germany and Denmark to catch a ferry at
Hirtshals on the North coast of Denmark to Kristiansand the following
morn ing. In utter dismay we looked at the torrential rain as we arrived
in Kristiansand and were horrified when we were told it was likely to
last a fortnight!
On arrival at BOBC, we were put through a swim test before
organising ourselves to move out on the walking phase of the expedition
the following morning . We were to be based in one place, going out for
day walks or overnight stops as we wished. We were not accompanied
by an instructor during this phase as 2Lt Garvey holds the UEL
certificate. We travelled right up the Setesdal Valley by public bus io
Reiarsfossen, passing breathtaking scenery on route. Reiarsfossen is at
the bottom of a deep fjord with sheer sides about 2000 feet high .
Immediately behind the camp site was a huge waterfall dropping from
almost the top of the fjord. It was very wide, with a massive volume of
water and hence extremely noisy. None of us slept particularly well at
Reiarsfossen, what with the lack of darkness accompanied by the roar
of the water all night. Between the hours of midnight and 0200hrs,
there was a dusk , but other than that there was continual daylight.
Meanwhile the rain continued!
The walking phase was somewhat limited, not only by the weather
but also QY the terrain that surrounded us. We found that every
direction we walked in led to us retracing our tracks. The paths marked
on the map, (printed 11 years previously), did not exist on the ground
and the only way out of the fjord meant scramb ling up what seemed to
be the side of a house through thick vegetation-none too easy when
carrying 40 lb packs. Sadly we had become imprisoned in this beautiful
field and meanwhile the rain continued!
TO THE WATER
On the fifth day we were all looking forward to the canoeing
expedition. We achieved quite a lot and succeeded in canoeing back
down the Setesdal Valley to BOBC-approximately 60 miles in four
days-but it wasn't all that easy! The first day was fruitful; we canoed
from Bygland down Byglandsfjorden (Reiarsfossen was at the North
end of this fjord) and the scenery was glorious. Naturally it rained most
of the day!
We arrived at Byglandsfjorden in a torrential downpour , but then
that was the pattern every day throughout the canoemg phase. It's
great fun getting out of a canoe soaked through , trying to put up a tent
in the pouring rain, shivering violently with hands that are white with
cold so your finger s just won't move!
Again, this was the daily pattern. That night the local 'Noggies'
celebrated Midsummer's Night: we 'Brits' found them somewhat
puritanical in their religious belief and not half the fun we had hoped!
There was no dancing to the music and no alcohol flowing either- not
surprising when one sees the price of it. The next day, after portage, we
canoed from Evje to Kilefjorden. Usual pattern- raining cats and dogs
on arrival at the camp site. I wrote in my log that evening , 'We actually
had an hour's sunshine today. When the sun came out it was fabulously
hot- the operative word being when ... '. I still insist we came home
looking weathered, not suntanned! The next day was intended for rockclimbing ... meanwhile the rain continued-no rock-climbing.
TOUGH GOING
The last two days were spent canoeing on the sea a5 we had by that
stage reached the coastal fjord area. We all found this part tough
going, particularly the last day. On the second to last day we had,
would you believe, a whole day's sunshine!
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Cheery waves from all, despite the rain . A rather wet view of Byglands
Fjord

From L to R: Pte Claire Jennings, Pte Maggie Stewart, Pte Elaine

Best time of day-drying clothes time and grub up! Back, LCpl Sarah
Binnington. Front, (left) Pte Heather Shipp and Pte Wendy Parker
enjoy arctic rations

Freer, LCpl Sarah Binnington , take to the water on the first day of the
canoeing phase

Pte Maggie Stewart, LCpl Eddy Connelly, Cpl Steve Cocksedge and
LC pl Sarah Binnington enjoy one of those rare moments of sunshine

SWS TP I SQN 10 SIG REGT-STil.L ALIVE AND KICKING
How often do you use a telephone? Do you know what happens when
you dial (apart from getting wrong numbers!)? Doubtless some of you
have an idea of what goes on technically, but do you ever spare a
!~ought for the 'Beavers' in the background who keep all the bits and
pieces working properly? Immediately you pick up a phone in Bulford,
Larkhill, Ludgershall, Westdown , Netheravon Airfield, or as far away
as Okehampton Camp on Dartmoor, you will be relying on the
expertise of a stalwart band who have been quietly slaving away for
many years.

However, Bulford is still ours and i functioning correctly (you don't get
wrong numbers here!) thanks to our 'Colon.)' of Beavers'.

LOOKING BACK
The Signal Works Services Troop was formed in 1922 was a
detachment of the Southern Command Signal Company with specific
r~sponsibility for maintaining the Royal Artillery range communications at Larkhill. This responsibility was increased in 1924 to cover aJI
telephone communications in the Salisbury Plain Garrisons. In 1932,
the Troop installed (in Bulford and Tidworth) the first automatic
telephone system to be brought into use by the Army Department (War
Department in those days).
Unfortunately, somebody somewhere was misguided enough to hand
over the maintenance of the Tidworth Exchange to the Post Office.
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ROLE VERY SIMil.AR
Our role has changed very little ince those days other than to
expand, and our four auto technician are now responsible for five
more auto exchanges connected to the Army Telephone Network.
(Incidentally, we installed those ourselves as well).
During the War he Troop installed and maintained 106 manual
Exchanges and over JOO miles of cable, mostly O/ H. in the alisbury
area. and our 'Hairies' (and boy! some of them are!) have replaced
almost all of it with U/G. The only visible signs now are the ,·arious
distribution cabinets and a few poles with drop wire . One of our latest
experiments is to put underground an 0 H Audio Induction Loop
system at a place called Lavington Folly. The 'Hairies' have done their
own trenching rather than put too much strain (!) on DOE, and on
current charges have aved the taxpayer about £100.000 a year. 'ot
bad for ten men! We haven't the accountants to calculate how much we
have saved by installing and maintaining the Exchanges and telephone
instead of renting them from the Post Office! nother important job of
the Troop is providing Public Addre s facilitie at military function. in
south west district. All these Fire Power demonstration for VIP make
the Gunner look very impressive, but how do the VIP know what it i.all about? They listen to our PA.
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FROM ONE GENERATION TO THE NEXT
When the Troop was first formed in 1922. one of the founder
members. Mr Reginald Tanklns HEM, was a prightly young man.
Today, t 84, he i still going strong and is often ~n in the Sali bury
area driving his own car! Hi son. Monty Tan kins 1s a men her of the
Troop at the moment, and Monty's daughter Christine is married to
Capt Robert Freeman of the Corps.
Their son Nigel is already making plans to join the Corps in a few
years time. So, four generations for the Corps- how's that for
continu ity?

VISIT TO CONCORDE
2 Squadron. living under the flight path of Heathrow Airport and
suffering accordingly, was fittingly treated to a grand tour of Concorde
by members of British Airways Ground Maintenance Staff. The group
were shown round the aircraft in parties of six. LCpl Alison Smith
WRAC achieved her life-long ambition of sitting in the 'drivers' seat.
Some of the party were even allowed out onto the wings. The SSM,
W02 Maureen Livings was heard to comment that the wings were so
big that she could hold a Squadron Parade on them.
For those intending to fly in Concorde we can vouch that the girls
were not wearing high heels, but premature metal fatigue in the wings
could be a prol:)lem .

cooked by Mrs Chris Cocksedge and any other volunteer lucky enough
not to be out running. Then it's everyone off for a long diMance
paddle-females going live miles, males going either nine or twelve.
Then back for dinner, a slight rest, then back on the river for some
sprint practice.
Saturday came, the points were divided this year because of
comp~aints that 10 Regiment won because they had so many women
paddhng for them, but after Norman's spectacular SOOm Slalom win,
the results went as follows:
MENS INDIVIDUAL RESULTS-SPRINT
Senior A Kl lOOOm
CplJackson 1st
Senior A Kl SOOm
Cpl Story 2nd
Senior AK l lOOOm
Cpl Story/CplJackson !st
Senior A K2 SOOm
Cpl Story/ CplJackson 1st

HA VE PA WILL TRAVEL
Maj (TOT) Phil Johnson keeps on moaning about not being
mentioned in The Wire so this time we have included a short resume on
his boys in SWS Troop. They, besides repairing the Regiment's
Communications Equipment, also operate some of the most expensive
PA equipment in the Army. This gives a touch of glamour to the
Troops role and the opportunity along with Radio Troop to be seen in
public in No l Dress at 'Royal' and other important events in the
London calendar. The most demanding annual task is the Royal
Tournament at Earls Court where t he Troop's Technicians and
Telemechs install and operate the telephone, intercomm and PA
systems so necessary to the Tournament. This year Cpl 'Pete' Alcock
and LCpl's Adrian Downs and 'Hannibal' Heyes were treated to thirty
performances of the Tournament for their work. Other glamourous
tasks find the PA teams travelling the country to various Royal visits
and other events such as the National Canoe Championships in North
Wales during the Autumn. Who said we were a Static Unit?

Senior B KI
SeniorB Kl
Senior B K2
Senior B K2
The star of the visit, Sarah Parry with L to R Sig Graham Taylor, Capt
Ian Brown, Sig Willie McPhee, Cpl Chris Hicks and LCpl Chris Hunt

l OOOm
SOOm
IOOOm
SOOm

Cpl Cocksedge 1st
Sgt Blakeman 4th
Sgt Blakeman/ Cpl Cocksedge lM
Sgt Blakeman/Cpl Cocksedge !st

Senior C Kl lOOOm
LCpl Redshaw 1st
Senio r CK! SOOm
LCplRedshaw 1st
SeniorC K21000m
LCpl Redshaw / LCpl Custus 3rd
Senior CK 1 SOOm
LCpl Crook/LCpl Custus 5th
Senior C Class 3 SOOm
Cpl Hicks 1st
Senior C Class 3 SOOm
Sig West 4th
Senior C Class 5 SOOm
Sig West 1st
Thereby the men .still winning with I JO points to the team that came
second with 16 pomts. The ladies not to be outdone had raced as
follows:
WOMENS INDIVIDUAL RESULTS SPRINT WRAC
Ladies Kl SOOm
Ladies K2 SOOm
Lad ies Class 3 SOOm
Ladies Class 5 250m
Ladies Class 5 SOOm

Mr Tan kins Snr seen here with Christine and Robert at their Wedding
in Bulford in 1976, is very proud of his Great-Grandson Nigel (below)
who is quite clearly a potential recruit for SWS Troop or the Corps!

A very important message being sent out on the teleprinter by some
of the schoolgirls under the supervision of Cpl Paul Ferris

Can you imagine trying to raise your own voice above the prevailing
level at this assembly? ? Of course not- you send for SWS Troop's
PA . (British Army Equipment Exhibition- Borington 1980)

CAPTAIN BROWN AND HIS ARMY
All it took was a 'Signal' from seven year old Sarah Parry of
Boughton Primary School and 'the Army' invaded her School. Sarah is
a pupil in Class 5 who, under their teacher, had been industriously
working on a communications project. Sarah wrote to 'The Army' and
down the chain came the task to Radio T roop who were exercising on St
Martin 's Plain near Folkestone at the time. Led by Capt Ian Brown,
part of the Troop descended on the School with a Dll sta tion, FFR,
VHF radio equipment and field telephone. After a short talk and many
questions fielded by Capt Brown the yo ungsters proceeded to try their
hand at communicating Royal Signals style. With the aid ofCpls Paul
Ferris, Chris Hicks and LCpl Chris Hunt, and Slgs Willie McPhee and
Graham Taylor, in no time at all the children were rattling off 'Rogers'
and 'Over and Outs' like old hands, as well as scrambling all over the
vehicles. They appeared to enjoy every minute of it and judging by the
thank you let ters received, the Troop's visit will not be forgotten for
some time. For example:
'Dear Captain Brown and yo ur Army.
I hope yo u are well. Thank you for yo ur visit to Boughton School. We
are all very pleased you came all the way from Folkeslon e. We all think
you are very important p eople. Love from Class

s·.
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WLCpl BiddelJ 1st
WPte Freer 2nd
WLCpl Biddell/ Pte Freer l st
WLCpl Biddell 1st
WPte Freer 2nd
WPte Davies l st
WPte Dutton 4th

and cored a total of 46 points and the tea m that came second had 8
points. Our ladies only managed to win the team event with the help of
Pte Debby Davies who had brought the CO, Lt Col David Miller down
to spectate and then got thrown into a Canoe and won the 250m
Slalom.
~oving on to Su~day. We we re out to get the double, nothing was
gomg to stop us! First went Cpl Chris Hicks in his Class !II , second
went Sig Custus and LCpl Ally Crook in a Barracuda. then LCpl Steve
Redshaw, the only one paddling in his class, but his time was faster
than the class above him! Then went Sgt Bob Blakeman, Cpl Steve
Cocksedge, Cpl Bob Story and Cpl Steve Jackson in K2's followed by
the ladies: Pte 'Babs' Dutton in a Slalom, Pte Elaln Freer and LCpl Liz
BiddeJI both in Class III. Then came Nonnan in his Slalom.
LCpl Ally Smith had the pleasure of recording the results as follow :
MEN'S INDIVIDUAL RESULTS LONG DISTANCE
Senior A K2
Senior B K2
SeniorC Kl
Senior C Class 3
Senior C Class 4
Senior C Class 5

Boughton Junior School proudly take the salute at the end of the visit

ARMY CANOE CHAMPIONSHIPS
On 19 July the Canoe team departed for Monmouth already having
completed a week's training on the River Thames {those luck enough to
have had the time off work!!). On arrival. we endeavoured to set up
Camp, first to erect a marquee under the supervision of Cpl Bbb Story,
who was uncertain as to which way up the thing went!
To start our weeks training we raced with the Roya l Engineer on the
Sunday and had plenty of good results with the exception of LCpl Liz
Biddell and Sig 'Norman' West who were last seen sinking on Symond
Yat, but later fini hed the course.
The rest of the training leading up to the Championships at the
weekend was a run at 0800 every morning, followed by breakfast
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Cpl Story / CplJackson l st
Sgt Blakeman/ Cpl Cocksedge !st
LCpl Redshaw 1st
Cpl Hicks I st
LCpl Crook/LCpl Custus !st
Sig West 6th

The end result being that the men won the team Sprint and
individual troph ies. and the ladie , even after 'Babs' surprised us all
with her win had to let the team prize go to 8 Sig Regt as we could not
muster the four women team .
Back we went to Camp to strike our marquee and set off home-our
trophies in hand. 10 Sig Regt now have five members representing the
Army at Canoe•ng: Cpls Bob Story, Steve Cocksedge, Ste~e Jackson
and Sgt Bob Bhtkeman who have done o before and now LCpl Steve
Redshaw has joined the squad.
Well done everybody for the third year running.

ARMY ALDERSHOT DISPLAY- 3 SQUADRON
Rushmoor Arena was ran sformed between 25-29 June as
D 0
hit Aldershot. The elit e crew chosen to represent the quadron were
2Lt Helen Burns, Cpl Dee Nield and Ptes Cheryl Shaw, Jane Birch ,111d
Jean Nisbet. Even before the display started they were ''orkint.>
hard - Cpl Dee Nield and Pte Cheryl Shaw doing an all night •uard
together with lucky Sig Ingram {2nd Sqn) and keeping them ~he~
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awake by playing card and preventing a couple of Para· from trying to
nestle. mu de in. Only half-way through the Di play did our alert crew
reali e that 11 Sig Regt had altered our Me sage Centre sign to read
Ma age Centre!
MISCELLANEA
Bruno Day was a great success for the Sqn . Our etball team
coached by LCpl Jo MacDonald swept the board as did our Tug-of- War
team the 'Jolly Green Giant ·pictured below-Look at the legs!

Heath Tr~phy Driving Comp~ition team 'Three for Air consisting of
LCpl Maggie Clements, Pte Liz Clarke and Pte Elaine Jones were
beaten oruy by two more experienced Radio Tp Teams of the less fair
sex.
Pte Karen Ward was selected to participate in the March Past at the
Royal Tournament in celebration of Her Majesty the Queen Mother's
80th Birthday. Afterwards she met the Queen Mother at tea. Behind
the scenes at Earls Court were LCpl Linda McGarrick, Pte Tracey
Shackleton and ~te Cheryl Graing_er who disappeared for three weeks
to operate the switchboard. The trio obviously enjoyed themselves and
spent most of the time trying to catch glimpses of the Royal Family.

ARRN;µ.s AND DEPARTURES
The Sqn welcome two new Corporals-Jackie Adam from Hong
Kong and. Angela Bailey from 16 Sig Regt , and says goodbye to Pte
Mandy Wiltshire who left for Hong Kong.

ARMY WOMEN'S SWIMMING CHAMPIONSffiPS
The 3 Sqn team consisting of2Lt Sharon Vincent, 2Lt Helen Burns
LCpl Jo Mac~onal~ an.d Pte CJ~ Jennings had great success in
Army Woi_nen s Sw1mm111g Championships at Catterick on 31 July with
the following results after competing against 12 teams from UK and
I:

th;

1st in 4 x 3~ metres Breast-stroke relay
3rd in 4 x 3~ metres Free-Style Relay
3rd in 3 x 33! Medley Relay
Pte Claire Jennings also came lst in the Army Individuals Medley
Finals.
FIRST OF THREE FOR HQ SQN
Breakaway Ill was held at Browndovm Camp near Portsmouth and
was the first of three exercises for 1980 to be held by the
Quartermaster's Department and it was a great success due to the
excellent facilities made available by the Camp Commandant Lt Col
John Ballock (Retd), and his Quartermaster, Mr Terry Martin ' to both
of who~ we would like to say a very big Thank you.
'
, The Journey to Brc~wndow~ was accomplished in great comfort. We
were all tucked up ID sleepmg bags and tossed in the back of the
landrovers along with the rest of our kit. Subsequently we were quite
co!d but things su.re got hotter when WOl (YOS) Allen Winstanley
(w1thou~ an H) decided ~o ~limb ~ut of his sleeping bag and spill his red
hot ci:iflee all over the ~rls .sleepm~ bags. However, things weren't too
good ID the second vehicle either as 1t had a faulty door which flew open
every hundre.d yards so all you could see was a huge arm appearing
~ery. two m1Dutes to grab the door and slam it shut. It was later
1de~tified as belonging to the RQMS, W02 Len Collie. We finally
arrived at .Browndown, all of us extremely happy and in one piece to
meet up with our advance party who travelled down the previous day
and don~ most of the hard work for us, so, all that was left for u; to d~
was to stifle. our hunger pangs, get changed and prepare for our night
patrol exercise.
After breakfast th<: day was spent on Recognition Training and the
arts of sabotag~. This was achieved on the !:leach by laying on your
back and squinting up at the sky, and I am glad to be able to report
that. we can now all recognise the difference between a Seagull and a
Boe1Dg 747. The sabotage was ~uch more interesting however as Pte
Gill Potter proved when she stnpped down to her swimming cosy and
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almost cau ed a collision between the Portsmouth Ferry and a passing
speed-boat I
The evening's activities began with a Baseball game, the star of
which had to be LCpl Steve (Roadrunner) Redshaw-(Beep-Beep) , who
spent the whole of the evening running to the opposite end of the pitch
to catch the QM's sloggers. The game went on for three hours after
which we gave up from sheer exhaustion and adjourned to the Mess (a
converted barn) for dinner which was served by LCpl Smurf Williams
and LCpl Rab Nicol.
Sunday was overcast, but since it was our last day we decided to
make the most of it and steep ourselves in history. So, after breakfast,
we P.iled into vehicles and off we went to Portsmouth where we had an
excellent guided tour round the Victory which we all found very
interesting. The Guide wasn't too impressed when we asked if we could
go round again however, and so the day came to a close and we al!
returned to Camp and settled down to enjoy our beach barbecue. We lit
a hu~e beach fire made from driftwood and a couple of lockers from
Fusilier Block. The moon came up, the music started and Johnny
turned his tape recorder on without telling anyone and now has his very
own collection of Watergate tapes.
Monday morning brought our exercise to a close and we all returned
to Hounslow. But don't worry, we've all decided Browndown Camp is a
must for next year.
THEIMPACTOFSUMMER
Breakaway IV was not quite as successful as previous breakaways,
mainly because the weather was fantastic (for ducks-it rained and
rained and rained!). Breakaway IV was held at Newtown Ranges on the
Isle of Wight; the camp site was great and we would like to say thank
you to the Safari Warden for keeping it in its natural state!
The journey to the Isle of Wight was uneventful for most, but it was
an unforgettable experience for W02 SSM Jim Preston who travelled in
technicolour-he was seasick-he, he, he-(in the Solent!)
Saturday morning saw the start of our Initiative Test which took the
form of a treasure trail. All members split into pairs, armed with a
map, a list of questions and grid references, set off on a 27 mile journey
r?und the island C?llecting the a~swers to the question sheet. All very
simple you may thmk, but the trick was to complete the course in the
shortest possible time, by fair means or foul (most of them of course
chose the foul).
Well, by 1500 hours all except two of the breakaways were assembled
in the first pub on Shanklin Pier discussing the various means they had
used to get around the Island (we would like to mention that Cpl
'Dutch' Hollands and Cpl Allen Bazeley still haven't returned that
horse to its rightful owner) most had used the bus service, hired bicycles
except LCpl 'Roadrunner' Steve Redshaw and LCpl Liz 'Baileys
Cream' BiddeU who were too tight to pay the fares and they hitched it,
so after a wander round the pier where we all bought various odds and
ends (Cpl Lee Howe-Jones came back wearing a tee-shirt saying 'Black
is beautiful' but wouldn't show us which bit of her was black). W all
climbed back in the mini-bus and set off back to Camp-still minus
two (honorary) members of our team. Two miles outside of Shanklin we
saw two dust clouds so we slowed down and drew up to them, and it was
our two lost colleagues W02 SSM Jim Preston and Lt Col David Miller.
They were in fine fettle, the Colonel leaning on his stick and Mr Preston
licking his blisters.
Sunday was day trip day and we decided to split into two groups and
tou.r the Island. The sight-se~ing was great fun especially The Needles
which had a cable car service on which we almost lost Pte Debbie
Oldham: she now knows you sit on the seat instead of dangling from
the bars underneath.
On our return to Camp we had dinner and then began the
presentations for the Initiative Test, sadly the CO had already returned
to Hounslow so we were unable to present our trophy for perseverance
to him so we drank it on his behalf. The winners were as follows:
1st
2nd
3rd

LCpl Merv WIUiams
LCpl Elaine Cox

l full bottle Champ.1gne

Cpl Allen Bazeley
Pte Debbie Oldham

1 full bottle Champagne

LCpl Kim Gray
LCpl Sue Jefferson

~
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precious .
possessions
The smaller statuette illustrated is from a
new Carrington series of sterling silver
models approximately ~ inches high price
£200 each . Any regiment can be produced
to order, ac.curat~ly depicted in any style of
dress; certain regiments are available from
stock.
We hold a range of larger statuettes and
other regimental si lver - and submit
designs and estimates free
for specially
commissioned pieces.
You can rely on
Carrington for service and
fine craftsmanship - our
reputation has been based
on that for nearly two
centuries.

The Commanding Officer (5th from left) with our seven civilian
who have served this Regiment throughout its time in
81rgelen. They are from left to right- Herr Adrian Schmitz Fraulein
Sophie Schuppen, Herren Johann Ollertz and Johann' Geratz
Fraulein Christa Roske (32 years with the Regiment!) and Herre~
Herbert Schonscheck and Anton Heuter. (Their British Army Service
totals over 200 years (see White List!))

e~ployees

Please note
our new address

bottle of Champagne

~e evening was brought to a close with some really hot card games
which left W02 SSM Jim Preston penniless and in tears (he lost 87
pence) and Cpl Allen Hales and Mr Johnny Johnson absolutely loaded .
Well on Monday we packed up our kit in torrential rain and returned
to H~unslow once again. Mr Preston (poor soul) once again had his
techmcolour experience, but he did make it back. Now we arc all
looking forward to our next Breakaway in September on which we are
hoping to have the company of Maj Tony Hunt and Maj Christine
Green.
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SILVER JUBILEE CELEBRATIONS
. The R~giment, having moved from Monster to its prC\cnt location in
B1rgelen m 1955, celebrated its Siher Jubilee here during the \H!Ck 21
26 Ju.ly. <?n Tuesday 22 the Band of the Royal Corps of Signah under
the d1rect1on of Lt Col Keith R. R. Boulding LRAM ARCM FVCM
BBCM psm Royal Signals. played the ccrcmonv of Retreat. Prior to the
ceremony, the Commanding Officer, Lt Col ~nrad Garton presented
canteens o~ cutlery to ~ven civilian employees who had all spent at least
~years with the British Army. A Regimental Cocktail Party was held
m. t.he Officer~ ."':'less after the ceremony to which many guests. both
m1htary and ~1v1han were IDvi.ted. Wednesday, once again, saw the JRC
com~andeenng the Gymnasium and under the guiding hand of their
President, W02 Colin. May, it .was turned into a regular Palais de
Danse. As the. celebrations continued into the wee sma' oors the ·ast
effort was obVlously worthwhile. The Warranl Officers and Sergeants
Mess ~rand Jubi.le~ Ball organised by W02 (SSM) Bill Gamer and his
committee of (w1lhng) helpers was a tremendous success judging by
som~ of .the dazed looks the following morning. The Officers Mess
Ladies Night was held on the Friday.

CARRINGTON only at
25 Old Bond St., London, WIX 4AU. Tel: 01-493 6123
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2 SQUADRON DAY
O.n Saturday 26 July, 2 Squadron organised an energetic end to the
Regime!1!al celebr~tions. The day opened with a children' ports
competition organtsed by WOl Eric Ross, ably a si ted by Sgt Bob
Hodges and Cpl Brian Collinson. The S\vimming Gala in the afternoon
proved to be anything but restful for the organisers Sgt Roger Clark
and Sgt (newly promoted) Alan Tuck. Whit t the chi ldren were
enjoying themselves in the pool. their fathers were pro\'ing that the
American National oftball League can re t easy. there i not mu h
competition from the players of the Regiment.
ftball. a game
recently introduced to the Regiment by CWOt Bill Hilger, was the
vehicle used for the annual bloodletting between the Officer WOs and
S CO NCOs. The match ended with a victon for the SNCOs. CO.
team with much muttering of 'just you wait un-til the next game·. The
Dinner/ Dance in the evening was arranged by W02 (SSM) Da'fe
Wiison and held in the Assembly Hall of Blandford School. The
cabaret gave some of our more artistic/musical members an
opportunity to display their talent , Sgt Mkk Smith amu. ed u with a
couple of old English ballad and Sgt Gary Owen tootled his flute ID
devastating style. W02 Mick Jackson, Sgt Bob Hodges and W / Cpl Jiii
Ree,·es provided the laugh with some ketche verv remi ni cent of
early Monty Python. All in all a ven• good evening.
'
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ISQUADRON-CHANGEOFCOMMAND
Jul · a" the handover of command from Maj Homfray Vines to Maj
Keith Danby. Capt Alf Cooper i also being relie\:ed by Maj Stan Br!ce
as Traffic Officer (Radio), and the newcomers will be expected to hve
up to their predecessors' high standard of sporti~g activity on sea and
land. After a farewell lunch where bouquets and gifts were presented to
the departing couple , a photograph was taken o~ the h~ndover of new
brooms (sweeping clean for the use of) to the moommg team . The
Regiment's gratitude and best wishes go to the Vtoes and Cooper
families. We hall mis t hem!

(From left to Right) Maj Keith Danby g ras ps the point of his cleansweeping new broom as the otfgo ing OC 1 Sqn , Maj Homfray Vines,
looks relieved. Capt Alf Cooper seems equally happy to have brushed
his responsibilit ies aside to his successor Maj Stan Brice

SMALL BORE SBOOTINGCHAMPIONS OF RHINE ARMY 1980
Having won the Rhine Area Small Bore Major Units Stage I postal
competition, and achieved second place overall in Rh ine Army, the
Smal l Bore Team went to th e Sennelager Train ing Centre to compete in
th e Rhine Army Smal l Bore (0.22) Competition F inal 1980. The
competition took t he form of a 'sh ou lder' shoot-off between the top
eight reams from Stage I, ea ch team com p rising eight men with each
man firing two cards.
The team , captained by WOI (FofS) Brian Pettifer, was drawn from
throughout the Regi ment with WOI Martin Bagger, Sgt Dave
Lawrence, Sgt Steve Tumock and Cpl 'Shug' Brunton, Cpl Frank
Slade, LCpl Sam Barraclough and last bu t not least Sgt Tony B unt.
Having been runners-up in 1977," '78 and '79 victory finally became
ours. Against competition from six Infantry Regiments and one
Armoured we won with a total of 1518 points out of a possible 1600; 1
WFR came seco nd with 1513.
In the Individual Championship, competed for by the top twelve
shots in BAOR during St age I, Foreman Pettifer achieved second place
and Sgt Hunt fou rth.

THE ART OF CUNNING RUNNING
Orienteering. or the art of cunning running as the members of the
fraternity within the Regiment refer to it, is certainly the sport with
which we put our name on the map. Ably led by Capt Brendon Hughes,
our Tech Adjt and Cpl Jock Hutton, our APT!, the team consisting of
Capt Hughes, Cpl Hutton, Sgt Mick Smith and Cpl Dave Cresswell
have completed with varying degrees of success in both civil ian and
service events. Cpl Hutton was selected as captain of the Army (BAOR)
team for an international event in Aviemore Scotland and judging by
reports gave a very creditable account of himself. TI1e distaff side of the
sport with the team led by Sgt Jan Sykes (WRAC) and consisting of
Jan, Cpl Jill Block (WRAC) and Cpl Anne Williams (WRAC) were 2nd
to 16 Signal Regiment in the BA9R (Women's Services) Championship and came a very worthy 3rd in the UK Championships.
SWIMMING
SSgt Bob Davis, a well known name in Corps swimming circles,
provided a new driving force in the Regimental Swimming Team and
\vith such stalwarts as Capt Breedon Hu2hes and WOI (FofS) Brian
Pettlfer we managed to reach 2nd place in the Rhine Area Meeting.
Our girls' team came a very creditable 4th in the BAOR (Women's
Services) Championships, the place of honour going to Cpl Dee
Winnett (WRAC) who won both the SOrn Breast st roke and the SOm
individual back-stroke.
Our annual inter-squadron swimming gala was held on Friday 6
June. Once again Headquarters Squadron proved their prowess and
won the competition for the second year running. Prior to the gala we
hesitatingly entered a Regimental team in the BAOR Major Unit
Swimming Competition. However the high standards achieved by
individuals in the inter-squadron competition enabled us to select a
team to challenge the might of lo and 21 Signal l{egiments. Despite the
atrocious weather conditions, (it was almost as wet out of the pool as
in!) our learn put up a very creditable performance and came runner up to 16 Signal Regiment.
To mention individual names would be doing an injustice to those
not mentioned, suffice to say 'Next year 16 Signal Regiment, we'll be
there.'
A GOOD ATHLETICS SEASON
Throughout 13 Signal Regiment's Athletics Season, we have
competed in three major unit competitions. The Morrison Cup held at
Krefeld this season, the Rhine Area Meeting held at Rheindahlen on 5
June. and for the first time in four year we qualified for the BAOR
Inter-Units held at Sennelager. The Regiment managed to finish a very
creditable seventh at Sennelager.
Notable performances during these competitions were Sgt Les Woods
who won the 5000m in all three meetings, Sgt Ray R andall (a new
addition to the Regimental team) who won the I !Om Hurdles at the
Rhine Area meeting. Sgt D ave Ken t, Sgt Les Woo ds, Cpl Yogi Yeoman
and Sig Steve Oliver our 4 x 400m Relay Team settin_g a Regimental
best at Rhine Area in 3 min 37 secs. To su mmarize, most definitely the
best Athletics Season for 13 Signal Regiment for many years.
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. We were all delighted to welcome _to the !11arch our very own Social
C'.rcle members, who braved the wind, ram and mud and s lashed
a1o_und the 15km route. A good first for the Regime t h p Th
ladies, ably led by the RSM's wife va111· Woods
n t ldereb. he
.
h
h
'
' were o
y t e
orga111sers t at t ey were the first Wives' Club ever t t k
1 w II d
·
·
o a e part as a
team entry. e one ladies- see you all again next year f.o th 40k
route??
r c
m
The Club could not enter a team for the Nijmef{en Ma ch th.
due to other commitments . But the RSM WOI en Woordses is yeadr
'V Jk ·I f
arrange
a o s au on unday 20 July. There were two distance 8k
d
JSkm. and despite the fact .it poured with rain all day , ths,e response
m an
from m~m b ers o f t h e Regiment ~nd others was outstanding. On
completion of the march each participant received a commemorative
medal.

s

'

•
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REGIME NTAL MARCHING CLUB
Wednesday 2 Ju ly saw the Regimental Marching Tea m o ut in full
strengt h for the Rhein da hlen Alli ed M arch. For those fam il iar with the
area, the d istance the 4-0k m route takes in is a circul ar ro ute from
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Sundays during the Berlin Summer. The Squadron has been \\ell
r~resc~ted at thes~ events ~hich non:nally take the form of a 10, IS or
2 k~ walk or ru~ . fhey are idea! family events, particularly as thev arc
held m the beautiful woo~land areas of Berlin. As can be seen from our
ph~tograph, the field of competitors is wide (some very wide!) and
v~ned. Our yo_u ngest so far, to complete the !Skm walk entireh under
his o~n steai:i 1s four-year old Jason Bradshaw!
·
This year_ is the 275th Birthday of C'harlottenburg and among the
many organised functions that have taken place recently was a 2.5km
Volkswandern through thr Grunewald forest. Organb.ed by a local
sport~ club, the event attracted thousands of entries. Pleasant weather
lakes1d~ ~cenery and generous supplies of the local brC\\- ensured thai
all part1c1pants had a thoroughly enjoyab le day. Special mention must
r,o to W~2 jFo_5) John ~ellors for al~ his_ e:<tremely ~ard work (and
a~t talkt~g.). 111 promottog and mamtatotog our mtcreM in thb
enjoyable social_ sport'. So popular is it that even our OC. Ma" Mike
'.l'aylo~, ~nd family have been persuaded to join the now regular ~and of
mtrep1d _wanderers' - though we suspect that the Taylors' enthusiasr1
may be directed more towards the picnic than the hike!
SPORT
Sp?rt plays ~ large part in our dail} lives. Wherever or whenever a
sportm~ eve!1t 1s bemg held here in Berlin a team from 3 Squadron i.s
usually m e\•1dence.

Social circle marching team: Valli Woods, Gwen Bone, Linda Forster,
Maureen Birchall, Sue Dixon, Marlene Hilton, Janice Spedding,
Sheila Widdowson, Linda Clarke, Elaine Bell, Ross Hale Eve
Hawkins, Sue Budden, Pauline Sewell, Val Cooke, Ma~garet
Williams, Liz Payne, Trish Thompson

3 SQUADRON REPORT
":-- leis~re activity which has grown in popularity among Berliners and
~lites altke has been participation in 'Volkslauf (People's Run) and
Volkswandern' (People's Walk) which are normally held on several

RHINE AREA CRICKET CUP FINAL-13 SIGNAL
REGIMENT v 16 SIGNAL R EGIMENT
Batting first, ' 16' were soon in trouble against the bowling of Moye
and W heater, losi ng four wickets before reaching double figures. They
never recovered from this early setback, and tight bowling backed up
by some exce ll ent field ing limited' 16' to a total of 43 runs.
'13' were soon after the runs and although they lost Rock , Parrish
and E mmott, were in such punishing form that victory wa~ achieved
after only five overs. A thoroughly sound and competent all round
display by '13', winning the Rhine Area Final for the third year
running.
BAOR CUP CHALLENGE ROUND- 13 SIGNAL
REGIME NT v 1 DIV HQ AND SIGNAL REGIMENT
After win ning the toss, 1 Di v were given a good start by their opening
batsmen. Runs continued to flow , in spite of losing wickets lo
unnecessary run -outs, and at the end of their allotted overs 1 Div had
scored a respectab le 151 ru ns. After a steady start ' 13' attacked the
bowling a nd were soon up with the clock. However, wickets began to
fall and, once on top , 1 Div tightened their grip on t he game, eventually
running out winners by 23 runs. Rock (39) and Parrish (39) were top
scorers for '13' in an enter ta in ing game enjoyed by the vociferous
sup porters.

The Regiment's S mall Bore S hooting Team, Rhine Army Cham p ions.
Ba_ck Ro"":: Sgt Dave Law rence, Sgt S teve Turnock, W01 (FofS )
Bnan Pett1fer, W01 Ma rtin Hagger, Cpl Frank S lade, Sgt Ton y Hunt .
Front Row: Cpl ' Shug' Brunton, LCpl Sam Barraclough

Rheindahlen-Wegberg - Bracht and back to JHQ for th
.
·
of the medals.
e presentation

3 Sqn, 13 Sig Regt Vo lkswandern Party
Left to Right:
Sg t Bill Emery,_ Mrs Lynn Emery, Alison Emery, Cpl Wendy Coulling.
Mrs Ther_esa Hill , Capt Mike Hill. Cpl Terry Morrissey, Mrs Liz :=riend,
~~pl Chris Patrick, Mrs Sue Mello rs, W 02 (FofS ) J o hn Mellors, Mrs
ila ry Moore, W02 J oh n S harro ck, Cpl Mandy S huttleworth, S Sgt
Tony Moo re, W02 Adrian Brads haw, Mrs Sallie Bradshaw, W02
(SSM ) Tom Frien d, Sgt Chris Bill ington
Kneeling:
]Pl Bob Coulling, J oan ne and Nico la Sharrock, Mrs Ca rol Sha rrock,
ames Brads haw , Jane Brads haw, Michael Emergy, David Friend,
J oh n Bradsh aw , lain Mello rs, Pa ul Friend, J oanne Mellors
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ATHLETICS
The Squadr~n ath!eti~s team competed in the annual Berlin (Briti h
Sector)_ Champ1onsh1ps to May. The Squadron was well represented in
t~e Mmor Units Competition by SSgt George H ayes, Sgts 'N ick}'
Nicholson and Paddy Heyland , Cpls Terry Morrissey and Mike
Englan d and LCpls Ian Vernon, Steve Foster, Lance Marshall, Steve
Warnecke and ~live Evison. Although competing against larger units.
the. t~am was JU St beaten for 4th place overall in the team event.
lnd1v1dual results deserving a mention are: Sgt Paddy Heyland -first in
800m. Sgt 'Nicky' N_icholso~-second in Long Jump, and LCpl Steve
Wamec_ke-second to Javelin . In May, Sgl Pa ddy Heyland finished
second to the French ~alf-marathon. fourth in the Spandau marathon
and has been short-listed to represent the Army in the cw York
marathon in October.
TEN PIN BOWLING
This sport falls into two categories-one being social and the other
com~titive! The_social side is normally an evening 'do· at one of the
American Bases to Berlin where all participants (even the worst!) have
some chance of lifting a prize (albeit the 'booby"). These 'dooze' are
al~ays P?PUlar a~d well_ attended and generate an atmosphere of
friendly nvalry. Its amazmg to see the scores climb as the Budweiser
stocks fall!! Some of the most regular attenders. and highe t scorers.
have been Sgt Ph il Wingfield , SSgt Bob Oldfield, W02 John Mellors,
Cpl F rank Pye , SSgt Colin Brooks, Mrs Birgi t Pye Sgt 'Nicky'
Nicholson and Cpl Dick Pickup .
'
We also have a team in the Berlin British Bowltng League. This will
b_e _the ~rst full season for our team ('The Grilnniepigs") and we are
rtdtng h1g~ at the top of the league table. M rs Birgi t Pye looks set to
take a major portion of the ladies' prizes once again. Tt.i.m members
ai:e Cpl Dick Pickup, Mrs Kate Pickup, W02 John Mellors, Sgt 'Nick}'
N1cholson, SSgt Roger Manser , SSgt Colin Brooks, Cpl Frank PJe and
Mrs Birgit Pye.
SHOOTING
January saw the Squadron ploughing through the ~nm1 and i~ 11
Ruhleben Ranges where the were all put through their paces bv the
Shooting Team Captain and Ma~ter Coach, W 0 2 (SSM) Tom F riend.
After everyone had zeroed and fired their first practices wc appeari::d to
be hard pushed to come up with a squad of eight to take on the might of
the remai ning Berlin Minor Unit~ in the Berlin Field Force Skill-a1t\rrns Meeting held durmg April (it I\ rumoured that the S. M 11 as
seen in the Sergeants Mess crjing into his beer and wailing ('When arc
they gr>ing to a rm the WRAC"!), but with perseverance and good
co;~hing by the unit coaches-SSgts Colin Brooks, Roger MaJtser and
Bo Oldfield -we came up with our be t team of eight to fire thi:: SLR.
SMG. LMG. and pistol. Thi year the GPMG LMG match 11a
introduced for the first time into the Minor Unit Championship and a
considerable amount of hard work wa required by the firers to en. ur •
good slick handling .
On the days of the competition the weather was terrible-\\ith
eve~yone oaked to the skin, but not to be deterred the team gan~ of
their best, and the final re ult\ were most rncouraginl!( '' ith the
quadron placed third in the Berlin Minor
nit Championship.
However. the high point was the outsta nding achiC\ement b1 Sgt Phil
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Wingfield and Cpl Paul Vollentlne in gaining first place in the Min?r
nit GPMG MG match with the highest core of any gun team m
the Champion hip-major units included!
F OOTBALL
.
The Squadron finished in aver · creditable second place in the Berhn
Minor Units League. Thanks go to all the pl?yers an~ support~r ! On a
higher scale. we were represented in the Berlin Combmed Services team
by Cpl Terry Morrissey, LCpl Jimmy Boyle and Sig Chris Moye.
BADMINTON
The 79 / 80 Badminton season opened with only the remnants of the
team from the previous season. Sgt Ph il Wingfield, Cpl Bob Coulli'!g•
and Sgt Tom and Wendy Morrall were joined by two new players w1th
no competitive match experience to try and improve on last year's result
of third in the Berlin League. It became apparent after the first couple
of game that we were not the only ones who had. suffered due to
postings and, halfway through the season, we were still unbeaten. Our
fifth match was against last year's winner of the Berlin League. RAF
Gatow. After an extremely tough match, we were finally beaten 5-4.
That was our one·and only defeat of the eason and we finished second
in the Berlin Leag ue and a cred itable (if surprising) top of the Minor
Units Tab le!
R UGBY
O ur one and only Rugby match of the season was a friendly (?)
against 229 Sig Sqn. The final score was 17-3 (we came second!) but
this has not deterred Sgt Steve Lidston e, LCpl Ian Vernon, Cpl Al
McCoubrey and LCpl Lance M arshall, among others. from vowing to
have another go this Winter! Special thanks to Cpls Paul Vollentlne
an d Rick Richardson for hold ing the b ucket, sponge and crate of
Schultheiss!
VOLLEYBALL
We have a useful nucleus of voll eyball players in the Minor Units
Competition and have won our fi rst game against D Sqn, Royal
Hussars, b ut were narrowly defeated by 38 (BERLIN) Fd Sqn RE in the
second. T he first fou r tea ms in the league qualify for a cup competition
to decide the Berli n Champions- so we hope to be among them! The
mainstays of the team have been Sgt Bill Emery , Cpl Bob Coulling, Cpl
Terry 'Wings' Morrissey, Sgt 'Nicky' Nicholson, Cpl Dave Street and
Cpl Frank Pye-with excellent back-up from SSgt ' Galloping' George
Hayes, SSgt Barey Watson, LCpls Steve Foster and Steve Warnecke.
Congratu lations and best.wishes to our husband and \\~fe team , Cpl
Bob and Wendy Coulling, only recently m ar ried an d eventually off to
Cyp rus. Some people have all the luck!
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THE IRONSIDE SCENE
Machine Gunner Cpl BUI Bailey worked his way deep amongst the
undergrowth surrounding RHQ and with an ease born of long and inky
campaigns, avoided muddying his 18 inch Olivetti. The squat, ugly
shape of a Monday morning at Ironside Barracks lurched .mto view .
.Qalley fired but his shot failed to stop the monster's mexorable
progress: as it always did. His eye moistened as he fingered the deadly
tabulator key: so many years, so many letters, would the folks at home
ever be able to understand? He checked the spare ribbons in his pouch.
A left ear. neatly impaled on the RHQ security w.ire caught .his
attention. he brightened. 'We got that HQ Squadron typist, we got htm,
we . . . ' . Hysteria approached . The Chief Clerk, W02 Ted Dudding,
burst the bubble; 'No, remember Keith Roberts always had a 3H pencil
in his left ear. anyway those HQ Squadron terrorists are too smart by
half these days to get caught in our feeble administrative wire'.
Dudding kicked moodily at a passing typist.
They prepared for the CO's daily inspection of the RHQ redoubt. Lt
Col Bill Robins sprang into sight, l?aused to pick off a J Troop operator
with his powers of summary dealing and demanded an update. The
RSM, WOI Pete Robinson, took a deep breath and gave forth.
'Perimeter secure. vicious attempt by LAD elements to use the RHQ
bog at 0830 hours was probably co-ordinated with the daily 2 Squadron
bombardment of the RHQ with statistics. Gains, one extra clerk, Cpl
Chris Harden, who failed to make his escape. We locked him in the
crypto store. Losses, staionery from the orderly room, two postings out
and a third reminder from 1 Squadron to do something about a letter
on a file now captured by MT. Only three months old, no need to worry
yet'. 'Good', said the Colonel and then spoilt it all by getting stuck in a
groove, 'Splendid. fantastic. well done, super. marvellous ... '. The
repetition tailed off as he loaded his revolver "~th fumbly enthusiasm .
'Carry on. whatever happens we must not give an inch to those
Squadron Wallahs or they'll be in for the kill in no time'. He strode off
to interrogate a captured Alsatian.
SAVAGE COUP
Disaster struck at 1031 hours in the form of a breathless messenger
from Reading and Stanmore Ltd. 2 Squadron had pulled it off, the long
rumoured alliance with Records had paid off, in a savage coup. What a
magnificent setback for RHQ: posted in one go:
M aj Maude, the 2IC
Capt H ancock, the Adjutant
W O l Robinson, the RSM
WOI Banks, the ASM
W 0 2 Dudding, the Chief Clerk
W02 H all, a Yeoman of the G uard
BRILLIANT RIP OSTE
Hoots of derision rang towards RHQ from the tumble dow n shacks
occupied by the Squadron. In fact, D Troop laughed so loud at R HQ's
imminent collapse that their own garages fell down around them.
Cursing, they moved to Langeleben. A counter attack was eventually
launched. Long after, many argued that it contravened the Geneva
Convention but as a ploy in total war it was a disgustingly brilliant
riposte by the CO.

illlb
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The two COs, Lt Col Bill Robins and Lt Col Ernst Ziegler, shaking
hands after th e partn e rship parad e
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uniforms, and drilled under h~~=h rfn~t"'.er &ut mto vile h.ot smelly
Brownes, wives into fl
h
tg s.
1cers forced mto Sam
pack into sealed va~f PJndats and summer dresses and the whole lot
Rotenburg with 120 Fernmel~~ntB~~ tor aAPftartnership parade at
ceremony food d ri k
.
a mn.
er hours of barbaric
bore it ati with 'cus::iO:a:~ ~=~f;~~f~~.forced upon the brave lads, who
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Death Strip. Ex Javelin clamb d
June and fitness ~raining sta~~~ i~sv~~i~c;1~~~.over the crowded days of
The two decaymg old fo lk livin , h b
estate ofScheuen Maj (Retd) Legg g at t e ottom of the crumbling
gins brought by the fa ithful old c e ai"d ~aj (Retd) Stephenson sif ped
Bancroft. The listened
. oup e w 0 served them. Halliwel and
0
and down the ~erandah.ath~ (~~~ ~o th~ gangrenous feet ~huffiing up
th: duplicator. Maj Stephenson ho ax un:imed a happy little tune to
strike on its way to RHQ 'That c. ecked his watch by the 1430 mail
problems. If the Adjutant calls I~lln~~~ ~h~~ oSuStM,fifteen impossible
broke the news· the men
ll
, m · ts
• W02 Bancroft,
to his feet. <?in.poured d!7~ehais ~i~~· Gone; gone where?'. He started
And outSJde in the springs
h"
M
.
stood in disbelief. Was this th~~se~~~· . achm\<?unner ~i~ M ick Lewis
the merest pinfall resulted in dra . stnp on w tch, for hvmg memory.
this filing tray strewn patch s:C~~g ~n T;ant barrage of2048s? Was
daylight without
a ~n and millb oar.
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.
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pract ised the. tug of war, even clerkesr~:r;ot\;~~ p~mes broke o~t, ~i:n
accommodation a nd a conte nted ·1
ere were two m s m
only by the whistle of the referees~' ence settled over Scheuen broken

TELEGRAPHISTS
AND TELEPHONISTS

REINFORC:EME NTS AND RETREAT
In addition a lim it d (t · r
)
reinforced RHQ wi th e I rtp tcate thermonuclear AF B693 has
find in a Morocca n t:;i~~ ~!itunch of pen pushers as you wou ld ever

DON'T WASTE
YOUR TRAINING

~aj H ervey, a Ga llic Stellvertreter
apt Batho, a new Adjutant
~b~ ~eany, doubling the strength of the Q Specials
W02 K;:xworthy, a n~w RSM, kind ly supplied by Task Force Delta
.
.an old Ch ief Clerk. unkindly supplied by SHAPE
0
did l~ftr~~~y· ~~t~~art~~t~~aa nd clean out ?fmemo pad~, the Sgu.ad rons
prisoner YofS J
.th ted Jo Bava ria. T hreatenmg their sen ior
plans fo r the oRC:gt' t ~ Sy up hi nostril, they extracted the
Berchtesgarte n.
men a
ummer Camp and headed for

·'N_hen you have completed your service
with the forces and are settling in the
London area

SPORTS ATTACK
T he delights of t kk .
r ·
cold a nd terrified ~e mg, c im bmg, ca'!oeing and generally being
knecca
d
oon pu t. some stee l mto the mens' hip joints .
in the ~~:Cn /~~lls: ~ tou~hm) g presentation of the BITFOA (Bravery
Climb'L Nn11mstratton was made to the ringleaders·
mg, t orris
·
Ca.noei ng, W02 Nadln
Sat.ling, SSgt Farmer
Orienteering, SSgt Skipper
~att le Course, Sgt Ciarke and LCpl McGaughey
to t he
on th
darkarand
ev ilnorth
f ed
b e RHQ F u h ren b un ker, the mu ttering forces of
officer had an i~m · rood ed and typed out Operations O rd ers. An
about a sports a ~~cakn?d was posted but t he thought lingered on : what

WHY TRG? well, for a star1, we specialise in Jobs for TELEX
OPERATORS and !HEPHONISTS: also, because they are ex-regular
~e:11ce.~en, o~r interviewers know what it's like to become a
c1vv1e and will soon make you feel at home.

0

WELCOME AND FAREWELL
Finally we would like to welcome to the Squ adron Lt Vernon
Merrick , W02 Adrian Bradshaw, SSgt Tony Moore, Sgt Steve
Lldlltone, Cpl GeoffGodsell, LCplsJa.cky Derrick, Lance Marshall and
Henrik Klertzner-and say 'farewell and best wish es' to Capt Chris
Steven10n, SSgta Colin Brooks and George Hayes, Sgts Pete Manger
and Tom Morrall.

New Regulation Pattern with Straps

T. FROST (Saddlers) BA WTRY

du,

3 Sqn Volleyball tea m L to R:
S tanding- Cpl Bob Coulling , Cpl Paul Vallentine, Sgt Phil W ingfield .
Sitting- S gt To m Morrall , Mrs Wendy Morrall, Sgt Bill Eme ry

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS

spring thsprung and
. indecent
.
eacAs
h othe
. th e rest of t h e world d td
things to
r, e sun climbed a little higher each day over the Cam p
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LETTRG FIND YOU A GOOD JOB
WHERE YOU CAN USE YOUR SKILL

For i~formation and guidance about job prospects, training and - m
ce11am cases - resettlemen_t courses: ring: -

012362661
TRG SERVICES
fTHE TELECOMMUNICATIONS EMPLOYMENT AGENCY)
53154 King William Street London EC4
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16 Sig Regt B.F.P.O. 35
FOCUS ON 8 PLATOON 13 (MARTINIQUEI
BATTERY ROYAL ARTILLERY
In collaboration with our sister Regiment, 21 Signal Regiment. we
were required to provide an enhancement platoon for senice with 13
(Martinique) Battery of 19 Field Regiment Royal Artillery on their Op
Banner tour in Ulster. The Platoon, under command of 2Lt Bert
Lancaster, moved to orthern Ireland at the end of July and. in a letter
to the Regiment, the Platoon Commander writes:
Ulster Calling
The Management
Platoon Commander:

2Lt Bert Lancaster

Platoon Sergeant:

Sgt Pete Walker

BRICK Commanders:

Cpl Ray Sharp
Cpl Steve Harmer
Cpl Frank Walker
LCpl Sammy Cook
LCpl Dusty Miller
LCpl Ian Stringer

8 Platoon was conceived at the end of last year as Ex Crusader loomed
on the horizon. The call for volunteers at 16th and 21st Signal
Regiments was incredible. Was it the excitement of going to· Northern
Ireland? Or just an opportunity to miss you know what?

DORTMUND AND A RECORD
We joined 19 Fd Regt RA in April for our specialist trainin g. Our
Darts team q uickly made a name for themselves when our four s, Sgt
Pete Wal ker, Sgt Ted Long (on loan from the RAOC). Cpl Steve
Harmer and Cpl Ray Sharp took the Dortmund Garrison Fours Trophy
and, between t hem, reached the semi finals or finals of the Singles and
Doubles.
Congratulat ions to Cpl Steve Hanner who, just prior to our
depart ure. broke the BAOR 24 hour continuous darts record , with the
Geilenkirchen famili es clu b. by scoring 1,227,000 points and raising
DM2.800 for charity.

the event is recorded in th e accompanying photograph. We
congratulate Foreman HaU, Yeoman Rattray an d Cpls MaDlnson a d
O'NeiD on their award .
n
We were also very plea~d lo see th7 Ch ief Signal Officer, Maj Gen
A: C. Birtwl~tle CBE, during th e exercise and hope he enjoyed his after
dmner walk m the dark to our 'Night Noises' demonstration.

SENNELAGER INCIDENT
The final part of training was completed on the ranges at Sennelager.
On the close quarter battle range 2Lt Bert Lancaster was ambushed by
a woman with a pram- he was last seen taking up a fire position next to
the baby.
NORTHERN ffiELAND
Our responsibilities include guarding HMP Maze, a fairly routine
but politically touchy job, and patrolling the Hillsborough extension .
where a cup of tea and quick chat are always available. To add some
excitement to the tour, we support J J UDR in Portadown and Lurgan,
and will shortly be taking up tasks as the Brigade reserve.
To date there have only been two incidents of note. During the 12
July marches, one Brick was cut off from the main body by a small
crowd who then proceeded to stone CPI Steve Harmer's Brick.
However, when Budgie Bird loaded his riot gun they thought better of
their action and beat a hasty retreat. The second incident was in
Lurgan. During our first day Budgie-he seems to attract
attention-reported being shot at in his sangar . The follow up could
only find dubious evidence to substantiate the shoot . It is interesting to
note that this sangar has been shot at about five times in the past, it is
believed, as confidence shoots for new gunmen or weapons.
On a night patrol Taff Austin successfully cleared a fence only to
disappear on the far side-a wonderful piece of concealment until we
discovered him at the bottom of a hole. During the same patrol Cpl Roy
Sharp took up studying nature by finding a wasp' s nest-they did not
appreciate the social call; giving him their own brand of calling card.
We are blessed with some very good sports facilities here with two
squash courts, indoor football and volleyball , badminton and a self
made running circuit in the form of the prison wall.
The Regiment wishes all members of the Platoon every success in its
task. We look forward to your next report.
VISITORS AND PRESENTATIONS
Meanwhile, back in Krefeld the Regiment deployed on Exercise
Javelin in June during which Commander Rhine Area, Brig J. M. C.
Thom!On OBE MC inspected all elements of the Regiment in their
oper!itlonal roles as part of the ARU. During his visit to Commcen Kilo
he kmdly presented LS & GC medals to fou r members of the Regiment:

Lt Tom Guest and 'friend' and the Teddy Bear Stall at Bradbury Fayre
Recipients of the LS & GC Medal. From the left Cpl Mallinson, Cpl
O'Neill, W02 (YofS) Rattray and W02 ( FofS) Hall

SUCCESSFUL BRADBURY FAYRE
No sooner had the Regiment recovered from Exercise Javelin than
!he 2IC, ~aj David ~trong? was chasing every Troop and Department
m the ~eg1ment to gwe their al l for Bradbury Fayre. This has become
so~ethmg of an annual event designed to provide some fun for the
cl11ldren of the Regiment and their Mums and Dads-and anyone else
who ~ared to co!lle along-an~ at the same time make money for
don~t1on to chanty. In the period from the end of Exercise Javelin
leading up to Fayre d~y it rain~d incessantly but our 'bid' for good
weather had been submitted well m advance and we were blessed with a
good day (by the standards of the previous three weeks). The crowds
came, h~d fun on all the excellent side shows provided by the soldiers of
~he R~g1ment, and were entertained by a variety of arena events
m~ludmg Morris and Country Dancing displays (the latter by our own
children from ~~efeld ~irst Sch<>?I); a Dog Show and a motor cycle
obstade C?mpet1tion; this was performed by our Handlebar Club under
the direction of Capt Gordon Park and SSgt Paddy Dickinson and was
a great success;~real home grown entertainment. The arena events were
The 21C emerges from one of many duckings

Sig Cole-what pose?

Cpl Walker - I love to go a wandering
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designed to.say thank you to all those who came and spent thci1 monev.
A n~ they did spend . This year we topped the OM 10,000 mark, all of
wh1 ~h has been don ated to various charities and to Station and
Regimen tal am enities.

Brig Thornton, Comd Rhine Area flanked by Maj David Case (OC 2
Sqn) and the Commanding Officer, Lt Col Noel Moss
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980

Neil Park, son of Capt Gordon Park, starts out on the obstacle course
watched intently by other members of the Handlebar Club. How many
fathers will be pestered for motor bikes this Christmas?
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980

Sgt Rylance in action during the motor cycle obstacle competition at
Bradbury Fayre
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Reader are no doubt aware of the fact that 16 Sig Regt holds the
Freedom of the Cit · of Krefeld and that Krefeld is twinned with our
owncityofLei ter.
Krefeld ha an extensive Tram s •stern providing public tran port
throughout the city and in July the Regiment was invited to. end
representati\'e to the 'christening' of a new rrarn to be name?. 'City of
Leicester' and our photograph shows Mrs Edelgard Moss, wife of our
Commandi ng Officer, and '2Lt Sally Holt WRAC after the customary
ceremony of champagne bottle smashing to name the tram. Cap_t Pet~r
Thompson was al o present at the ceremony and wa abhorred with th1
sad loss of 'good' liquid o, having see~ a barrel ?f?eer tak_en ab~ard.
decided he had to go on the inaugural ride of the City of Le1~ster . He
tells me it was a very slow ride and not a drop of beer was spilt. Lucky
for some.

TENPIN BOWLING
.
The weekend of 26/ 27 July saw the third Royal Signals (BAOR) ten
pin bowling championships taking place in the Krefcld Bowling
Centr.:. and once again the Regimental team had great success. adding
the Team runners-up and the Individual Masters titles to the Army
Runners-Up and BAOR Team Champions titles which were secured
earlier in the year.

In the four man team event the Regimental team ofW0'2 (SSM) Bill
Wilson, Sgt Steve Hemmings, Cpl Dave Upton and LCpl Mick Ro
had a very close contest before losing to 21 Sig Regt by the very narrow
margin of23 pins.
The Individuals Masters title was won by W0'2 (SSM) Bill Wilson
after a very hard fought and exciting contest in which he beat Sgt John
Roberts of 7 Sig ReR( by .06 of a point which, when converted to
pinfall, equate to onfy 3 pms.

In the Scotch Doubles events, which were very ge nerously sponsored
by Target Life Assurance Company, t he regiment made a clean sweep
with Sgt Steve Hemmings and Cpl Dave Upton winning the Mens
event, W02 (SSM) Bill Wilson and Mrs Morag Wilson the mixed event
and Mrs Morag Wilson and Mrs Ellen Upton the Ladies event. Jn
addition Steve Hemmings a nd Dave Upton won the High Series award
and Morag Wilson was Runner-up in the Ladies Singles event. There is
no doubt that our 'bowlers' are a force to be reckoned with. They are to
be congratulated on their achievements both at these championships
and throughout the year.
2 Lt Sally Holt WA AC and Mrs Edelg ard Moss pose alongside Krefeld' s
new tram

If it moves,salute it.
Pickfords ha e won the respect of
the British Armed forces, because we
are able to move you quickly and
efficiently. \Vith professional packing
too, if you wish it.
We have over 160 branches in
Britain as well as a special Forces
branch in Glitersloh, Gennany. All of
these can offer storage if you need it.
For a free estimate, ring us. You ll find
our telephone number under Pickfords
in your phone book In Gennany,
telephone GtitersJoh (05241) 38024.
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21 Sig Regt, B.F.P.O. 42

Report by Sgt Knight, M Troop
On Saturday 28 Jun e an intrepid group of explorers left 21 Sig Regt
for a week' s saili ng course on the Baltic. The party was made up oft he
followi ng: Capt Wbiddett, Skipper, W02 (RQMS) Brown , Navigator,
Sgt Knight, Cpl D'Aubrey and LCpl Boyd, all crewmen who were
looking forward to learning something during the week. We a rrived at
the British Kiel Yacht Club at approximately 1900 hours and after a
quick _trip round the town and a few beers in the club-house, spent our
first night aboard our home for the next week, the Osprey.
SETfLINGlN
The next day, Sunday, we took over the boat from the yacht club
and, after a few basic instructions from the Skipper , we set sail for
Sonderbo rg. Cpl D'Aubrey claimed to be the most experienced
crewma n ;_ ~e had do.me some dingh~ sailing, but LCpl Boyd and myself
had no sailing experience at all. It will come as no surprise then, when I
say that the Skipper, Capt Whiddett, tore out what he could find of his
hair on a few occasions. During the first trip, we found lhe various
pa.~s of the boat, basic knots , emergency drills , basic principles of
saihng, etc.! Each of the crewmen were given a spell on the tiller. (for
the ignorant, that is the bit at the back that steers the boat).
SONDERBORG AND FAABORG
We made very good headway and reached Sonderborg at
approximately 1930 hours. After a meal we had a quick look round the
town just to see if the locals sold good beer. Unfortunately they did. A
bright and early start the following morning saw us sailing for Faaborg.
Unfortunately the wind was noticeable due to its absence so we had to
rely on the motor for a few hours. We eventually moored up at 2000
hours and after a good meal got our heads down .
ASSERS BY MOTOR
The next day, Tuesday, proved to be just as frustrating The wind just
didn't get up at all , we again had to rely on the motor to get us to
Assers. The Skipper decided to take his frustrations out on the crew
and have a night sail to Middlefort. After mooring up at approximately
1530 hours we all got our heads down until 2230 hours. We left Assers
at 2300 hours and had a very interesting sail. All went well until coming
into Middlefort a large freighter got in our way and proved very
reluctant to move . We put in a quick tack and got out of his way. We
moored up at 0500 hours. At 0800 hours we were woken up by the
owner of the boat we were moored against, he said he wanted to move
out but would be back shortly and wanted his spot when he returned.
So we quickly set course for Kolding, arriving at this litt le town at 1030
hours. After a good meal we got our heads down .
HERE AND THERE
An early start the following day, Thursday, saw us heading for a
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EX Sailaway Ill Capt Whiddett, W02 (ROMS) Brown and Sgt Kn ight
on the Saturday (a good day for sailing)
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Capt Whiddett, Cpl D' Aubrey and LCpl Boyd relax coming into Kiel
Harbo ur
night anchorage just outside Aeroskobi ng. T he crew were then
introduced to the delights of an a nchor watch. On Friday we moved on
to Marstal. This was an enjoyable trip during which Roy Brown
sweated off a few pou nds as he navigated us t:1rough the Marstal
Channel, which. in places, is less tha n J O metres wide. Sat urday proved
to be the best day of the week, as far as the weather was concerned. for
sailing. The Skipper decided to show us a few things. i.e. how far he
cou ld lean the boat over. We fi nally moored up at Kiel at
approximately 2100 hours. We had a few beers in the Yach t Club and
then called it a mght. We spen t Su nday morning up the boat ready for
handover to the BKYC.
Looki ng back over the week we all enjoyed it and look forward to
sailing agai n in the fu ture.
DINGHY SAILING
During the 23. 24 and 25 July. The Regiment entered thi years
RSYC (G) Dinghy Regatta, held at the Miihnesee Sailing Club, with a
team of three boats. Representing the Regiment as helms were: Team
Captain , SSgt (F of S) Pete Dowdall, Cpl Steve D'Aubrey and Pte
Duncan McDonald of the ACC. Our crews were: Maj (21C) Alan
Stutchbury, WOI (F of S) Matt Campbell and Elaine Campbell the
FOS's daughter.
W ith this 'scraped together' team we managed to come second in our
group of five teams, and th ird overall from a field of ten teams. Thi~
was all due to the patient coaxing on. a nd fo rm plotti ng of our expert
team captain. We hope Pete will still have plenty of opportunity to keep
up his sailing now that he has gone to join the rat race of ci\•\ street.
'2 SQUADRON HARRIER FORCE EXERCISE HILL FOIL
Co ntrary to pop ul ar belief 2 Sq uad ron were not testing new signals
equip ment for sub-aqua comm unications in the fi eld. Unfortunately
there was so much rain, th at the 'Soggie Siggies' of 'E' . 'F' and ·a·
troops had a ha rd ti me preventi ng trench foot and th at was inside the
cosy 'wago ns'.
Each troop had thei r ow n little incidents that are worth a mention : A
report was received by OC 'F' T roop. t hat a dead whale had been
sighted fl oating past the message centre. Luck ily it wa discovered that
it was only LCpl 'The Spic' Fiteni (1 7 Stone Lineman) fl oating past in
slumber on his ai r bed.
Sig Paul 'The Jig' Ward shou ld be a ble to tell you about the ne\\
da nce he invented after steppi ng into a pool of water containing a piece
of fl at twi n that wasn' t used to th e dam pness. Most people were quite
am azed how easy it is to bile toenails wi th well ies on.
Mem bers of 'E' Troop ·ere a bit lu ck ier. in that they were able to
witness a pprox 50 of the boys in blue tryi ng lo 'bump start' a Harrier.
wh ich, due to a slight error, ma naged 10 sub merge instead of tak111g off
(they are to be fitte d with perisco pe in the near future) . Sig Rob 'The
Photo' Lawes as ured us he had a photograph as proof, but nc:1. t time
he pro mi es to remove the lens cover of the camera.
'G' T roop being co nstantly kep t bu y d iggin g ditches to drain off thl'
swimmi ng pools wh ich accumul ated. made their own entertamm nt
during one of the quieter periods of the exer isc in the form of a
wrestlin g co mpetition. TI1e challenge was made by a REME craftsman
to take on anyone in the Comcen. Afte r defeating all the id i ot~ "ho
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accepted in about 10 econds a bout. it was left to the la t ~ope in the
form of SI Grant •rn buy you a beer' P~ock. After a gruelling bout he
roceededg to defeat the 14 tone giant. The methods althou!lh
finorthodox. were ucce ful. A whi per ~'·as heard 'Ple:ise let me wm
I'm a lineman and I'll ne\'er live it down 1f you beat. me . One crate of
beer was seen being carried into the LAD by the wmner on return to
camp.
CSO VISITS
G A
On the 27 June 'N' Troop was visited by the CSO BAOR, Maj en •
C. Birtwistle CBE. He was met at the Troop Office by Capl ReglJeaili
a d SSgl Frank Pat1erson. He was then introduced to Sig Dave rant,
Nick Phillip , Jlm Beecham and Sgt Bob Lawrence who were
working in the Troop HQ.
.
UG D t
The CSO was then dri\'en out onto the airfield where .the.
. e
were up to their knees in a trench diverting a cable. The mtncactes ?f
the job were explained to him by Sgt Dave Belshaw and LCpl Budgie
Parrett.
h b f th
The next port of call was System Control, the u o
e
communications network for the airfield. Here Sgt Jim S~mpso~ .a~d
Si S t Attwater de cribed the Comms Systems and testing fac1l.1t1es
av~il::;:I: for the va rious types of circuit. Sgt Andy Vella also exp lamed
the VF rack and the Starrnet System.
. .
.
His last visit was to the operations bu1ld111g where Sgts Bnan
Appleyard and Arthur Sullivan showed .the CSO the new AD 3950
System which they have installed for the Atr Traffic. Control.
The CSO wa most impressed by the amount of work covered by sp
few men. The quote of the visit, however, must be the one made~~~
new and 'fresh faced' Sig Les Linnett, who, when .asked ~y.th_e
,
how he liked Giitersloh , replied ·Alright but there 1s no d1 ctphne 111
... :
SSgt Frank Patterson noted the comment and the rest of the Troop wait
to see the duties list for next month.

Lt Paul Oldfield
Sig Jock Campbell
SSgt Dave Bayley
Sig (Feet) Elliot
Sgt Mick Wray
Sig Terry Hom
Sgt Al Roberts (Cycle)
CplJock the Pay McCallum
Cpl Tony Thwaite
Sig Blisters Ward
LCpl Phil Ingram
.
Two of the team, SSgt Dave Bayley and S~t Mick '"'.ray, will attempt
the Belgian Death March of one hundred k1lomet~s 11.1 one day. Th,ey
said 'We will try our level best, you supply the psychiatrist at the end.

C:,1s
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WELCOMES
The Regiment would like to welcome some new arrivals and hope
their stay will be a happy one:
Capt Terry Dixon from NI
Capt John Hudson from Task Force Golf Signal Squadron
Lt Chris Hemingway from Depot ACC
RSM Terry Mumford from 14 Signal Regt

0

Nijmegan Marches. Left to Right: Lt Oldfield, Sgt vyray, Cpl
Thwaite, LCpl Ingram, SSgt Bayley, Sig Elliot, Sig Ward going strong
on the first day
TEN PIN BOWLING
.
.
The third Royal Signals BAOR Ten Pin Bow.ling ChamI?tonsh1ps
were held at Krefeld on 26 and 27 July. The Regiment entenng three
male teams and one ladies team with a great deal of success. The
honours collected are listed below:
Maj Roy Lund, Capt Brian
Royal Signals Team Champions
Meachln, Cpl Willie Craig and Cpl
Alan Bullock
Mrs Joan Lund, Mrs Rena Craig,
Ladies Team Champions
Mrs Wendy Hunter and Mrs Eddie
Harris (Borrowed from Munster)
Joan Lund and Rena Craig
Ladies Doubles Champions
Joan Lund
Ladies Singles Champion
Ladies High Game Award
Joan Lund
4ili Cpl Willie Craig, 5th Maj Roy
Masters Tournament
Lund
Gents High Game Award
Capt Brian Meachin

FAREWELLS
Our goodbyes and thanks for their efforts go to:
Capt Tony Swinburn to SHAPE
RSM Gordon Haughle to Birmingham
FREEDOMOFLIPPSTADT
On 16 July, 22 Signal Regiment and 7 Fernmelde Battalion exercised
their right to march through the Stadt. 'Band playing, flags flying and
bayonets fixed'! The 22 Signal Regiment contingent was led by Maj
Graham Halliburton and the salute taken by the Commanding Officer.
Lt Col John Almonds. The Commanding Officer 7 Fernmelde Battalion
and Stadt dignatories were also present.
The Corps Band provided the music for the march through the
Stadt, and gave an exemplary performance of the Playing of Retreat in
the evening .

The 22 Sig Regt Shooting Team. Back L to R: Cpl Don Bruce. W02
Charlie Manning, Maj Derek Mclean, SSgt Ted Bentley, Cpl Gordon
Thursfield
Front L to R: Cpl George Riddel1, LCpl Wayne Cox. LCpl Mark Evans
absent on duty

Life Assurance
CSO Visit to N Troop. The CSO discusses th~ problems of systems
Control with Sig Attwater and Sig Helm

REGIMENTAL SHOOTING TEAM
The Regimental Shooting Team have recently returned from
competing in the Corps Skill at Arms meeting at Bisley. They left the
Corps Shoot having cleaned up most of the prizes, including the Corp
Champion Team. In atrocious conditions LCpl Mark Evans was the
best Class B rifle shot, LCpl Wayne Cox was the best Class B SMG
shot. The best pistol being Maj Derek McLean.
Having completed the Corps Shoot the team went on to the Army
Shoot hoping for great things. Unfortunately they suffered a rash of eye
infections but still managed to be the best placed Royal Signals Major
Unit. Only two non-infantry teams managed to get above them in the
team placings.

Policies Covering War Risks
for:
Dlidren.
Cmvertible Whole Life.
l:apital Transfer Tax.
Education. E~t
Low Cost and Flexille

Maj Graham Halliburton leads the 22 Sig Regt Contingent . Lt Bob
Williamson carries the scroll

Endowments for House

Purchase.
Mmgages Arranged.
Retirement Poicies.

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Kit, with cover for Household effects in transit.
Home Insurance with full cost replacement.
Motor Competitive rates Home and Foreign.
LCpl Parrett explains the correct method of leaning on a shovel to the
CSO while Sgt Belshaw and Sig Wilkinson look on
NDMEGAN MARCHES
Once again the Regiment entered a team for the Nijmegan Marches.
Unfortunately due to exercise commitments we were only able to
muster 10 men° plus a cycle orderly (borrowed from the RAF Police).
Three men were lost on the second day with foot injuries but the
other seven finished strongly.
The Team was:
408

LCpl Wayne Fox holding the 30 Sig Regt Cup for best SMG B shot
TROOP ADVENTURE TRAINING
All the troop in the Regi111ent have been engaged in Adventuron.
Training in the period po t Javelin and pre Cru ader. Spac onl)
permits the reporting of one:

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD.
INSURANCE BROKERS

11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, NORTH
YORKSHIRE DUO 4HR. Telephone No. 2308
Members of the British Insurance Brokers Association
Lt Col John Almonds and CO 7 Fernmelde Battalion takes the salute
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EX SKY HIGH
Capt Mike Dent and Sig Jack Snaith took 26 members of 'G' Tp 3
Squadron down to the Bavarian Alps. Despite the evere weather the ·
achieved their aim which was to cale the Zugspitz (2964 metres).
Background activity was trenuous canoeing in the Rh·er Linder. All
the participants managed to reach the summit of the Zugspitz which i
the highest mountain in Germany. The climb took two days. the econd
409

being extremely difficult due to the weather and terrain. In all the team
climbed J700m and had crossed 14Km of some of the. most rugged
terrai n in Europe. All were e hausted but elated by their success.
CHAIDTYSWIMM™G
.
A charity swim was the idea of SSgt Mick Ker~ to ra ise money for the
Stoke Mandev ille Hos pital Appeal Fu nd. T he idea came fr?m BFBS
and the Jirn 'll Fix It programme. Six soldiers from the regiment Cpl
Thomas Nall, LCpl Leslie Adcock, Sig Martyn Beckett, Sgt David
Vince Cfn Michael Scott and Sgt David Courtenay swam 300 lengths
of the 'uppstadt pool covering a distance of 7,500 metres. When all the
money is collected they will have raised over £1.000 for the appeal. a nd
should be congratulated for a worthwhile effort.

--·-·-· - -.
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Trainee Radio •
I
I
Officers

• First-class, secure career •I
I opportunities when you
have completed your
•
• service
with H.M.
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22 Sig Regt Charity Swimmers
Back L to R: Sgt Bob Marlborough, LCpl Leslie Adcock, Cpl Thomas

Noll , Sig Martyn Beckett, Sgt David Vine
.
Front L to R: Cpl Stephen Bennett, Ctn Michael Scott, Sgt David
Courtenay. (Marlborough and Bennet were officials)

In Civilian Life

•
I
•
I

••

Enjoy
Service and
Comradeship
in THE ROYAL
BRITISH LEGION
Your service to Queen and Country needn't stop
when you leave the Forces. The Royal British
Legion has as much interest in and responsibility
for young ex-servicemen and women of today as it
has for those of two world wars and looks to them
for its leaders of the future.

The Royal British Legion, 49 Pall Mall SWlY SJY
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FREEDOM PARA DE
On 21 Ju ly the Regiment exercised, for the first time sin~ being
granted the ~reedom of Tonisvorst in 1976, its right to march through
the ~reets with swords drawn , bayonets fixed and the Corps Band
playmg. T he salute was taken by the BUrgermeister, Herr Richard
Beckers, who had interrupted his holiday in Denmark and had flown
back for the important occasion.

REGIMENTALFfil'E
The handover notes from the outgoing Second-in-Command, Maj
Dick Hoghton, to t~e new incumbent, Maj Bob Brewls, promhed fine
weather for the Regimental Weekend. Despite this promise and prayers
from the Padre, Rev Rex Hanoock, the afternoo n of the Fete started
with light drizzle and ended in a torrential downpour. Never mind, our
two finn friends from the Royal Chelsea Hospital , Sgts Dick O good
and Tom Goldsmith opened the Fete and a brave crowd weathered the
~orm and enjoyed the side shows, a display by the Corps Band and an
mte~nationa l 'It's a Knockout' com petition between Sq uadrons of the
Regiment and teams from a ll t he other units within ORTH AG Signal
Support Group.

I

Forces.

•

A number of vacancies will be available in
1900/ 81 for suitably qualified candidates to be
appointed as Trainee Radio Officers.
If your trade or training involves Radio
a
Operating, you qualiify to be consid~red
Radio Officer post with the Composite Signals
Organisation.
Candidates must have had at least 2 years' radio
operating experience or hold a PMG, MPT or
MRGC certificate, or expect to obtain this
shortly.
On successful completion of 40 weeks specialist •
training, promotion will occur to the Radio
Officer grade.
Registered disabled people may be considered .

!or

I

•

I

I

Salary & Prospects

••

TRAINEE RADIO OFFICER: £3859 at 19 to
£4549 at 25 and over. On promotion to RADIO
OFFICER: £5288 at 19 to £6884 at 25 or over.
Then by 4 annual increments to £9339 inclusive
of shift working and Saturday and Sunday
•
elements.
For full details please contact Robby Robinson,
our Recruitment Officer on Cheltenham (0242)
21491 Ext 2269 or write to him at:-

1
I

•

Recruitment Office, Government
Communications Headquarters,
Oakley, Priors Road,
Cheltenham,
Gloucestershire
GL.52 5AJ.

I

•
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'
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.
,
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The Co mmanding Officer, Lt Col Paul Webb, RSM Ted Banham and
the Scroll Party march past t he saluting base
2 Squadron v 13 (Ciel Tir (Belgium) Signal Squadron participating in

'It's a Knockout'
When you have completed your ervice with 1he Forces.

Sales
Support Engineer
c.£8,500
Pies ey Netwo rk Systems is a new division within Plessey
Telecommunicatio ns created to exploit the developing network
system market with parti cular emphasis on digital data
commun icati o ns links.
We are looking for a Sale Suppo rt Engineer to play a major
uppo rting role in dem on trating and selling ecure digital data
equ ipmem and associated products.
Repo rting to the Product ale Manager you will be directly
responsible for the operation and maimenance of demonstration
equipment and a sociated mobile and base radios.
A success ful candidate ho uld have at leas t 5 year ' experience of
maimenance and/ or des ign and operational use of radios, a City
and Guilds in radio engineering with preferably some knowledge
of computers. You should be self-s ufficient with an abilit y to give
presentations and talks to customers. Thi position is ba ed at
Taplow, near Maidenhead, but you will be required to tra vel
throughout Europe.
In addition to a competitive salary, we offer an excellent benefits
package and relocation expense where appropriate.
Plea e wrice with career detail to Pauline Graystone, Personnel.
Officer, Plessey Telecommunications Systems Limited, Stoke
Park House, Stoke Poges, Slough, SL2 4NY, or telephone for
further details on Slough 70881, ext. 34.

EXERCISE 'CANARY CAPER'
In June, the Regiment was joined by 35 (V) Signal Regiment from
Birmingham for a bi-annual exercise. Among the many visitor to the
exercise were Maj Gen R. K. Guy DSO MBE. Ch ief of Staff BAOR .
and Brig A. Field CB, Hon AOC, Director WRAC.

.-J
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'The Incredible Hulk' ? Maj Ray Etheridge getting wet from the rain
and tbe ducking stooll
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We stopped overnight in Newfoundland and then, finally, after a
landing that Dan Da re would have been proud of, we stumbled out of
the aircraft onto t he air strip on Beef. It was raining, but at least it was
warm. Tryi ng to assemble a tented Commcen and Admin site in the
dark is not our idea of fu n, and by the time our promise d truck came
(the local government didn't u nderstand Zulu ti me), darkness had
arrived. Work progressed into the next day (Friday), and all should
have been ready on Satu rday morning, but alas, it was not to be.
Saturday was reserved for the Qu een 's Birthday Celebrations, and
included a p arad e in which we participated, and several celebratory
drinks with the loca l police force!

30 Sig Regt
BLANDFORD CAMP

NEWS FROM VANUATU (NEW HEBRIDES)
.
In early June approximately 55 men from the Regiment, drawn. fro m
1 Squadron and Net Radio Troop (2 Squadron) , accompam~d a
contingent from 42 Commando Royal Mannes t? 0e New Hebr ides.
They seem to have met few problems except for hairy msects not usually
met in the wilds of Blandford! Comms in general have been good and
contact witb Blandford not unknown.
Reports have filtered back concerning several unusu~l. ~vents that
have occurred over there . The locals appreciated the act1V1ttes <_ifYofS
Bark and FofS Rothwell in attempting to knock the top off an 011 d~u~
10 make it into an incinerator so much that many of them came to J?tn
in the music-making-two of them with ukelelesl! Plans are bemg
worked on to form a group out there!!!
.
.
There seems to be time for relaxation m between
communicating-each day starts off with PT at 0700 hours, led of
course by Cpl Harwood. Our two officers out there, Maj Pa~. KJn~n
and 2Lt Frazer Grant have apparently taken up water-skung, with
varying degrees of success. (Photos are promised_ later we are told!)
SSgt Chalky White is becoming an expert on openmg coconuts (Alpha
troop look out!), while Cpl John Peat is developing a sun tan beyond
belief under the tropical sun! Others ~ut there seem to spend most of
their spare time running through the jungle (Ta~n watch out), and
being chased by mosquitoes! It is hoped that they will return before too
Jong and then a more complete report will be published.
OPENDAY
.
.
r
Work had been going on for several months m prepar,ation ~or
Blandford Camp Open Day, ~~ich formed B_landford s maJor
contribution to the SSAFA fund-nusmg effort. Worned faces were seen

WHERE WERE YOU
Sund ay, the day th at the exe rcise proper started, t he sets burst fort h
into life a nd there, on the other end , was a confused operator asking
where we had been for the last 24 h rs!
Bravo troop then showed itself for the slick, efficient body of men
that it is and , despite some sligh t procedural confusion with our RAF
colleagues, all wen t well , a nd Co ntinued to do so.

Pram race contestants ready to start the race

on the days immediately preceding S July as the skies remained bl ack
and the rain was in evidence. Luckily , on the day , everything was
alright. The sun shone, the rain held off and everyone had a good time.
The Fete centred on a large number of stands and sideshows as well as
a number of arena displays.
FORMALLY OPENED
The whole day was started by Nicholas Baker, the MP for North
Dorset who opened the Fete and then started the sponsored pram race
which had representatives from all depts and sqns in the Garrison ,
most of whom were in fancy dress of varying kinds .
Stands and sideshows included cake stalls, horse-racing, pony-rides,
etc, etc and involved all the groups within the Garrison. Arena displays
were many and varied-ranging from the Pipes and Drums of Queen's
Gurkha Signals to the Royal Navy Search and Rescue helicopter which
hoisted Capt Steve Galpin to safety from the middle of the arena , not to
mention Sig {or Miss?) Pickengill who dressed up for the occasion in
his (her?) best dress!
ALL WORTHWHILE
The opportunity was taken by DADPTC, the School of Signals and
30th Signal Regiment to display some of the equipment currently in use
and it is estimated that a total of 3,000 people attended. The total
raised for SSA FA was more than £2,500 which made all the hard work
by everybody most worthwhile.
CARIBBEAN BOUND
It was a foggy , windswept morning in June when elements of 1 Sqn
loaded up their lorries once again, this time for Ex New Moon .
somewhere in the Caribbean. We left the regimental square sure in the
knowledge that 72 hrs later we would be basking in tropical sunshine
(RAF and Bermuda triangle permitting!). Our 'recce' reports said that
the natives were friendly, the climate excellent, and the beer cheap; we
therefore set off with spirits high.

Captain Steve Galpin saved by the Navy!
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RAIN BUT WARM
First stage of our Jong journey was to the Air Mounting Centre,
where the RCT discovered that the DlJ is not an engineer's tractor!
Manifests were altered accordingly and, after half a night's sleep, we
were all woken and fed. Bleary-eyed, we drove on to our next
destination, the air station. This passed by us without fuss, and before
we knew it (or before many of us had woken up) our four aircraft were
leaving soggy, cold England, and heading towards the troJ?ical paradise
we now knew was called Beef Island, although at this time, only the
pilot actually knew where it was!
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Crawford , SSgt Buffery , FofS Law, SSM Nel'lll, Sgu W1-tle ,
Bradbury and Wood , Cpls Dudley, AJJan, Whitehouse and Sig
Morgan and McNaughton. Money was solicited from many willing
sources a nd the total raised was in excess of £1 200. The cheque was
presented by the CO 's wife, Mrs Sammes.
T O THE WATER
3 Squadro n landlubbers took to the water on exercise R ed Grouse IV
in June whe n a course was set fo r t he Solent, in the Roya l Signals yacht,
Skywave. All those on board soon discovered that the skipper was
known to a ll barma ids in Cowes and a mutiny nearly occurred when the
skipper refused to beach next to a topless model posing for cameras!
Ot her incidents included Scouse Johnson's attempt at the Olympic long
jump record which resulted in an early bath, not to mention eating
Sunday tea at a n angle of 45° while waiting for the tide on a mud bank
(very poor parking! ). Despite these experiences, however, everyone
enj oyed themselves a nd learnt a lot.

NEW RULES
Lt P aul Thwaites was , for his sins, appointed Ex Adm in Offr, which
meant that he had the unenviabl e task of liaising with the locals for
fue l, water, rations , etc. Still , he had a good team with him, including
Sgt Martin RAPC, Sgt Collinson ACC and W02 CottreJJ RAMC.
Several rules for this job made themselves apparent:
Always work on CLT (Caribbean Local Time), this mea ns allow four
extra hours (minimum) when planning deliveries.
NEVER order by telephone , it's fatal.
NEVER hire minibuses .
T he last rule arises from incidents caused by the hiring of two said
minibuses in the Islands. The second incident ran something like this:
'Sir, SIG*?$2$ has just driven the minibus into the sea, but there's a
good side. '
'What's that ?'
'Sir, it floats!'
One of his more pleasant duties was to organise several social 'get
togethers' with the locals , and our thanks go out to all the people who
helped us to forget the mosquitoes and land crabs for a while.
In retrospect, the exercise was a success, and all ranks learned a lot.
Ex New Moon proved to be a valuable testing ground for both men and
equipment and will be long remembered by those who took part.
ALDERNEY
This annual exercise to Alderney took place in June this year. A
contingent from Headquarters Squadron led by SSM Les Walker and
W02 'SJJm' Cheetham, the Chief Clerk, left Blandford on 12 June. It i5
very unusual for the Chief Clerk to be allowed out, away from
Regimental Headquarters, but the Adjutant decided out of the
kindness of his heart to release ' the gorilla' for a short parole. It
appeared to be quite a shock for Alderney but the publicans in
particular survived very well!
The transport across to Alderney was an LCM kindly provided by the
Royal Marines at Poole. Problems were caused by our lack of
experience in loading the LCM which resulted in Sgt Colin Thirkettle
getting an 'early bath' -he swears that the Chief Clerk pushed him but
this is denied by 'Slim' himself! Once arrived on Alderney, the camp
was quickly set up and everyone settled down to a life of football_, tug of
war etc, etc with local teams and teams from HMS Alderney which also
visited the island.
The Corps Band was also present and played on many occasions
including the Church Service and at the local old people's home. The
contingent from '30' led by a team from the LAD , also pent a long
time constructing an adventure playground for the children at the local
school, St Anne's.
For one weekend, the party on Aderney were joined by the CO and
Mrs Sammes, Maj and Mrs Dudley, Capt and Mrs Wraith, RSM and
Mrs Robinson Mrs Sanders and several others. A Vin d'Honneur was
held on the Saturday night where friend.ships with old acq~aintances on
Alderney were renewed. New friendships were forged with men from
HMS Peterel and HMS Alderney who were visiting Alde~ney at the
time. Our thanks go out to HMS Peterel. the Royal Mannes Poole,
RNAS Portland and the RAF without whom the exercise would not
have been possible.

Mrs Sammes presents Mr Crowson with the cheque while the RSM
looks on!

*VISIT OUR LAMPS AND LIGHTING DEPT.
AT

D. & G. MANSELL
6, FINKLE STREET,
RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 5373
Also Domestic Elecrrical Appliances

RUNNERS RAISE£1200
.
.
Dave Crowson was a member of the Regiment wh? was mvolved m a
very bad car accident whilst on a roulement tour m Cyprus, sho~ly
before Christmas. He was casevaced from Cyprus to Stoke Ma~~ev11le
hospital soon after. The RSM immedi~tely b_egan orgams_m_g_ a
sponsored marathon to raise funds to help him 111 his transfer to c1V1l1an
life and it proved an outstanding success. The runners who completed
the 27 miles included as well a· the RSM, RQMS Miller, QMSI
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Our Record Dept. contain one of the largest
election of records in the district. also sheet
mu~1
and musical instruments .
CA

ETTESAND

ARTRIDGES
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WELCOMES AND F AREWELI.S
The Regiment has recent! said goodbye to some very well known
faces . Maj Da•id Dudley leaves u hortly on promotion to become CO
of the TIS in Catterick. we wish him and F ran good luck in their new
posting. We also lose SM 2 Sqn. W02 Terry Dodson who is off to 3
Div. and SSM 3 Sqn. W02 Mick Fogg who leaves us for 229 Sig Sqn.
W02 Les Walker, SM HQ leaves the Army a has SSgt John Hodge
and we wi h them well. SSgt George Cook leaves us to go to 21 Sig Regt
on promotion .
We welcome Capt Bernie Hewitt from 7 Sig Regt who takes over as
2IC 2 Squadron and Lt Richard Warren who arrives shortly from the
CQ course to take over HF Troop.
Ptarmigan Trials Troop which came to us in April 1979 leaves us in
September to retum to Trials Squadron, School of Signals. We wish
them all well in their long trip down the corridor-no doubt we will see
them all around.
ft
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31 (Greater London) Sig Regt (V)

FINANCIAL
PLANNING
ITS PURPOSE is to make the best use of Income,
Capital and other Assets, to prepare the way for the
individual to achieve financial aims. These may include :
FINANCIAL PROTECTION

- against the effects
of possessions
lost or damaged
- for present or
FINANCIAL SECURITY
fu ture dependants
-immediately or in
HOUSE PURCHAS E
the future
E DUCATION EX PENS ES
- for present or
future children
COMFORTABLE RETIREMENT- based on an
adequate
continuing income
backed up by an
adeq ua te capi tal
reserve
- to the nc)(t
TRANSFER OF ASSETS
generation

CULMINATION OF TRAINING CYCLE
Exercis~ Calm Fence is an I J Signal Group exercise in which the
three Reg11~1ents and the Headquarters move to the Continent and
supp~rt various _NATO Headquarters. It takes place every second year
and ts ~he culn11~at1on of the two year training cycle. On 14 June 31
(G~) S1gn_al Regiment (V) moved to an initial deployment are~ at
Ch1evres air base near Mons and then deployed into the field in support
of SHAPE.
DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
During th_e following two ~eeks many distinguished visitors came to
see the Regiment deployed m the field. These included Gen Sir Jack
Harmann DSACEUR , Maj Gen J. M. W. Badcock the Honorary
Colonel, Brig A. Field DWRAC and t he Mayor of Harrow.

Brig Anne Field DWRAC inside the Tape Relay Vehicle talking to Pte
Talkington

WE ADVlSE on the use of savings from income, the
investment of capital, the use of other assets where
appl ica ble, insurance against ill health and the insurance
of possessions. We help clients to lay the foundations of
sound plans, to develop existing plans and keep them up
to date, and then to make the best use of reso urces when
the time comes to meet commi•ments.

Uniforma l are th e tai lors for
dress uniforms.
The finesl materials are cut bv
craftsmen, tht!n hand tailored to ensure that your d ress
uniform gives long
distingu ished service.
Uniformal supp ly all
branches of the forces.

With max im um
d iscount,your
dress uniform

;x~~t;:~£9
IO lht l Jr...

s

assist you however modest your resources may be now.
If you have e)(isting arrangements which may need
developing, the sooner you refer them to us, the more
help we arc likely to be able to give you.
O UR ADVICE is free and docs not corrunit yo u to any
action : we only ask that any arrangements yo u decide to
make be made through us. It is based on over 32 years of
examining clients' problems, analysing them and advising
on them. It is not delivered by persuasive salesmen , but is
given in writing for you to study at your leisure.

Gen Sir Jack Harmann DSACEUR looks quizically at a tape being
processed by Cpl Billing

W E AR E AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE NEA REST
POST BOX OR TELEPHO N E

approx.

LET US SHOW YOU H OW G O OD PL A NN IN G C AN
H ELP YOU

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.

Meynell A venue,

Major T . F. Williams F.C.l.B.

Rotlrnell, Leed ~

2 DUKE STREET, BRIGHTON, BN11DE

1.526 OQD.
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The Commanding Officer, Lt Col Bev Austin, with Pte Dore and Sgt
Killick

AN EAR LY START helps, and we will be pleased to

A RE YO U MAKING THE BEST USE OF YO UR
INCO M E A ND OTHER ASSETS?

or further information
1el. Ken Dungey a1 0532 826 102
or \\-Tile to Uniformal , Dept W
Van Dungie House,

UNI

GOOD INFORMATION is the basis of sound planning.
The mor.: clients take us intCl their confidence the better
we can assist them . Please let us ha ve full details of
e)(isting resources, your ability to save, and any C)(pectations. Please a lso tell us all yo u can about commitments
with which you C)(pect to have to cope. We, of course,
treat all such information as confidential.

Telephone Brighton 2818 1 (5 lines)

RMAL

Member of the British Insurance Brokers Association
Member of the Armed Forces Insurance Brokers
Committee of the B.l.B .A.
Maj Gen John Badcock disc ussing weapons wit h Sgt Terry Still and
Lt Pete r Fennemore
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Sgt Kam inski proving that the volunteers can do it in 'Noddy suits'!
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CSO UKLF INSPECTS
The Squadron was recently deployed on an exercise at one of our
favourite locations near Aldershot. We were pleased to welcome to the
site Brig N. A. Butler who was conducting our annual FFR Inspection .
As the phot_ograp~ .shows, o~r CO, U Col Austin was greatly relieved to
hear Sig F.1eld g1vmg t.he right answers to the Brigadier's questions
about Radio Relay tactics: WOI (RSM) Boag cringes because he has
just spotted that Sig F1eld is not wearing his webbing!
Much of the Exercise was conducted in 'Noddy Suits', and one soon
remembers to put a handkerchief in one's pocket before getting dressed
up . Fortunately for LCpl Marks and our traffic officer Capt Fowler, red
alert was not called while they were collecting their lunch from 'Ali's
Cafe'.

COMINGS AND GOINGS
The WOs an~ SNCOs .of the Squadron have ~ecently been dusting
cobwebs off their mess kits at two formal functions. The first was a
Regimental Mess Dinner held at the Victory Services Club near Marble
Arch, and despite the difficulties caused by roads blocked off because
of the Iranian Embassy seige, a good time was had by all. A
presentation decanter set was presented to our retiring sen ior volunteer
Warrant Officer, WOl Bill Mills who is hanging up his boots after 30
years in the TA. We wish him well in his retirement and kn ow that he
will always be remembered in the Sergeants Mess when The Bell is rung.
Amongst others who received 'The Tankard' at the Dinner were
Yeoman, SSgt Brian Alway who has been posted to Berlin , and to SSgt
Bob Townsend w)lo retires from Regular Army life after 22 years. A
Mess Dinner was held at Southfields to welcome our new Admin
Officer, Capt Daly to the Squadron, and to wish Lt Roger Knowles a
successful career in the Officers Mess following his commissioning. We
also paid tribute to our non-complaining long-suffering PSI. SSgt
Brian Slavin, who is about to celebrate 20 years in the Regular Army.

FROM DOWN UNDER
New to the Cobham TA Centre is Capt Nancy Price who is on a short
term attachment from the Royal Australian Signal Volunteers and we
hope that her tour with us will be enjoyable. Rumour has it that SSgt
To m McCarthy and his Merry Men have already captured her Bush
Hat and equipped it with standard corks to keep the flies off!

Cpl Mick Dawton of the LAD grinding away like mad!

Sgt Brain plots a radio path in Radio Relay Control

83 SQUADRON FOCUS
Report by W02 (SSM) Lafferty
83 Squadron is based in Southfields , South London_. where _SHQ
NATO co-operation at the SHAPE receiver site
2Lt Janet Harper WRAC explaining what we are doing, to Sgts
Simpson and Hodgkins and Lt Cordova all of the United States Army

together with two Troops provide the nucleus for Switch India on
Regimental Exercises. We _also have t~o T~oop~ based at ~obham ,
Surrey. One which provides the vital tndlVldual Radio _Relay
detachments that link everything together and the newest Troop m the
Regiment who interface with landlines.
PERSONALITIES
Most avid Wire readers like to see their names in print at some time,
but without publishing the Squadron No"?i~ a l Roll , it is impossi~le to
mention everyone; however , our personalities deserve some credit for
making things happen and are listed below:

OCSqn
2IC Sqn
PSO
TpOCs

SSM
SQMS
PSI
LCpl Cattral showing that technicians can do it too
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-Maj (Absolutely ridiculous) Grocott
-Capt (Write it off) Mill
-Capt (1514) Daly
-Capt Bruce-Smith (Lee)
Capt (I can't spell his name) Zaremba-Tymieniecki
(ZT)
Capt (Can I use the Sgts Mess?) Hughes
2U Webber (Who has yet to make a name for
himself)
- W02 Lafferty (Author)
-SSgt Jeff Fenge (Who actually does issue stores)
-SSgt Brian Slavin (I must be kind or he won't pay
me)
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ATEAS

ERSEAS

On your next tour overseas,
what better way of visiting places,
seeing people, discovering the
kind of country you're in than at
the wheel of a brand new,
tax-free Fiat or Lancia
from Fiat Motor Sales.
Pay us a visit and see the
full range of Fiat and
Lancia cars available to you
at special low prices .

We can arrange NAAFI finance .
We have a car with the size. style
and price to suit every pocket.
Available from stock. Ready for
shipping anywhere in the world.
Backed by outstanding aftersales service from centres
throughout the world
- over 1500 Fiat and
450 Lancia dealers in
West Germany alone.

----------,

FIAT MOTOR SALES LTD

Please send full details about thP.
F1at/Lanc1a Models
(delete whichever is not applicable)
and your very advantageous terms

Personal Export Division ,
62 -64 Baker Street,
London W.1.
Tel: 01-935 2907.

I

I

1
1

Name & Rank
Address _

. ___________________ .____________________.
Call in next time
you're off duty
or post the coupon today.
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33 Sig Regt (V ), Liverpool
UP AND AWAY
Very early on Saturday morning 14 June the Regiment moved from
its TA Centres at Huyton , Manchester, Liverpool and Chester by a
variety of surface and air routes to take part with the remainder of 11
Signal Group (V) on Ex Calm Fence 1980.
DOWN WITH A BUMP
The main sea party arrived at Hull by t 100 hours and after an
interminable wait (there's a Regimental motto 'hurry up an d wait ')
embarked on Nordstar. The Regiment enjoyed a thoroughly relaxing
night on board, the c?mrnunicating Sqns communi~a!ing wit~ ~ i!tle
interference at the vanous bars. and HQ Sqn ente rtamrng the c1V1han
passengers in the Disco lounge with their song and dance routine.
Eventually to bed , tired but very happy. Nobody seemed to n ~tice that
we ran into a force 9 gale at about 0400 hours . Nobody th at 1s except
Sgt Marie Watkinson who was rudely awakened from her slumbers
when she was thrown from the top bunk on to the floor of her ca bin by
the violent movement of the ship !
The first stage of the move ended at our base camp at Olen in
Belgium, where we reorganised into appropriate tactical groups ready
to deploy to our exercise locations in Germany. Holland and Belgium.
The RSM . WOl Gordon Platts took the opportunity to exercise the
well known powers of RSMs by attempting to walk on water. Although
·
he was disappointed that the attempt failed , he rose again!

Command and Control Net. The deployment of HF Dets, under the
t::ommand of Maj (Tfc) Norman Bolland ably assisted by Sgt Taff
Audsley, to control the move into new locations and to assist in
engineering new circuits was a major factor in the speed in wh ich these
communications were established. The pre exercise planning by the
Tech Adjt , Capt (now Maj) Jim Johnson a nd SSgt (FofS) Jim Millar
also proved invaluable. Mobile! In that every sub unit moved at least
once a nd usually under NBC attack . The com mcen und er Capt
Catriona M illar WRAC holds the record wi th three moves, their
expertise being so much in demand! Strenuous! In th at regardless of
torrential rain . waterlogged sites bogged down vehicles (witness 42 Sig
Sqn (V) at Prum). and little sleep , we got 'Through '! The
determination of the volunteer saw to that!!
Morale! Always high, due in no sma ll measure to the good
administrative support we received from Echelon . The Chief Clerk,
SSgt Rod Shelton-Smith and his team ensured tha t there was no let up
in the p ap er work, they even produced p rogr ammes for visitors, and
that Whiz Kid , the Adjt , Capt John Willis excelled himself by
arranging the repatria tion of a compassion ate case by courtesy of Gen
Sir Jack Harman's VC 101 He ha d however a ch a nce to fi ght the
communication war when he sh ared a watch in the RCP with that ever
youth ful but soon retiri ng Maj (TOT) Dai Williams!

MANY DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
T.he. Re~iment ."'.as p~vilcged . during the exercise. to receive man
d1stmgu1shed v1s1tors including
CINCENT, Air Chief Marshal s~
John Stacey,
SACEUR , Gen Sir Jack Harman with ACOS CANOE
HAPE, MaJ Gen H. Gulzow GEAF CSO BAOR Maj G
AC
Bl~wistle, DWRAC, Brig Anne Field ~nd ACOS CANDE AFC~NT,
Bng Gen F. Kermer BEA. We were also delighted th at our Honorary
Colon.el_. Col .Paddy .~ryson, was able to get away from his many legal
and c1v1c du ties. t.o v1s1t us d~ ring the. final phases of the exercise when
he was ab le to v~s1t all s_ub umt~ at their various exercise locations.
The Comandmg O~f1 cer designate, Lt Col Gavin Mackay also spent a
num~er of d a~s looking us over as did the CO designates of the other
tw? ~tg R~gts rn the Group! In every way a truly successful exercise and
a f1ttmg ch m ax to Lt Col Pat Jolliffe's eventful tour of command .

?

J?

The Burgermeister of Moers, Herr Willy Brunswick briefing the Hon
Col, ~ol Paddy Bryson in the Town Centre in front of the monument
t<;> Princess Electress Louis- Henriette of Brandenburg, with left to
nght: Herr ~· D. Gr~schus, deputy Chief Executor of Moers, The Hon
Col, The Burgerme1ster of Moers, Lt Col Gavin Mackay, Maj Edward
Emett, Dvr Reed RASC, and Officer Cadet Stephen Griffiths
!b y counesy of PRO Stadt Moers!

Is that really so!? The CSO BAOR, Maj Gen AC Birtwistle, listens in
wonder to Maj Doug Murray at Echelon . The CO, Lt Col Pat Jolliffe
enjoys the tale !
'
(by courtesy of South Lancashire Newspaper Group/

TERRITORIAL ARMY
ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL
Any member of the Territorial Army, UOTC, CCF. or ACF
who is eligible to represent the Territorial Army at
Association Football and wishes to be considered for the
1980-81 squad is to write giving details as required to:Maj (TOT) S Cottage T .D.

The scene of that extraordinary incident at Olen Camp, Belgium
THE EXERCISE
Ambitious! In that the Regiment, although stretched over an area of
some 200 miles achieved a notable first in establishing secure telegraph
circuits throughout the Regiment as well as a link to the Group

Territorial Army Sports Board Association Football,
cl o HQ Eastern District,

You're through Sir!? Lt Mervin Deighton and Pte Christine Hill in the
exchange vehicle at Commcem YI

Flagstaff House

/ by courtesy of South Lancashire Newsp aper Group /

COLCHESTER.
Tele: Colchester (0206) 5121
Extn 2406
Stating,
J,

No:-

Rank:-

4

The CO, Lt Col Pat Jolliffe, bidding farewell to the CSO BAOR, Maj
~en AC Birtwistle after his visit to the Regiment. In attendance left to
nght: The Adjt, Capt John Willis, Col John Eversfield, and Officer
Cadet Stephen Griffiths
(by courtesy of South Lancashire Newspaper Group/

Name:-

Unit Address and Telephone No.:Home address and Telephone No. or contact No.:Age:-

Height:-

Weight:-

Playing position:-

Cpl John Hough and his 'Hairy' linesmen going into action on arrival
at Switch 'Y's new location
!By counesy of South Lancashire Newspaper Group/
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SSgt (SQMS) Tom Watkinson in charge of a working party at
Echelon
left to right: SSgt Watkinson, LCpl Tommy Plimmer, LCpl George
Hazeldene, Pte Debbie Dean, ' Sig Paul Taylor and LCpl Reg
Hazeldene
(by courtesy of South Lancashire Nswspapor Group)
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RELAX AND HOMEWARD BOUND
After all these trials we returned to Olen Camp to relax and prepare
for our re~urn move to the UK. TI1e officers held their usual reception
at the Officers Club at Brunssum for the many officers of HQ AFCENT
who had helped the Regiment during the exercise.
The following day the Honorary Colonel. Col Paddy Bryson and Lt
Col Gavin Mackay called on the Biirgermeister of Moers, the twin town
to our local Borough of Knowsley. on the way to Di! seldorf to fly back
!o UK. The rest of us had a well earned day off visiting local places of
interest prior to our return move on Friday 27 June. We arrived home
on Saturday 28 June with our 'Duty Free' tired but happy in the
knowledge that despite everything-we had got 'Through'!
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Current tearn/s and league/s with dates.
Post tearn/s and league/s with dates.
I wish to be considered for. a place in the Territorial Anny
Association Football Representative Team 1980-81
Signed

......................................... .

BLOCKS

... . ........................... . ....... .
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34 Sig Regt (V)
Teesside, West Riding,
Darlington, Gateshead and Hull
Report by Capt Alan Hughes RAChD
DIVERSIFICATION
Last month we left you in this position-Volunteer CO (did h~ real/!'
volunteer for all thi extra work?) Lt Col Bill Illingworth exhortmg hts
Regiment to look to its laurel in preparation for Cr!1sacfrr but to keep
the work! in perspective, diversifying into the Social and Adventure
Training world.
ANNUAL SOCIAL HIGHLIGHT
Being spread around the North of England at Gateshead,
Darlington. Leeds, Hull and Middlesbrough means that we .only meet
at Camp and on Regimental Training ~eekend as a f~ll Regiment and
on these occasions one or two other th1?gs tend to ~et !nth~ way of our
social life. So. each year we hold Regimental Social functions, one of
which is the Regimental Ball held thi~ y~r in the Dragonara Hot.el
Middlesbrough to which the Regiment mvt.tes guests who support us in
our working year. Our July Ball had The Mayor .and Mayo~ess of
Middlesbrough, Mr & Mrs John Foster, Chief ~xecuttve .of
Middlesbrough Borough Council and Mr Harry Rogers Ch ief Executive
of Darlington and Mrs Rogers as guests of honour. Our own
Regimental Band provided the music.

'Regimental Ball-CO and Mrs Illingworth, Cllr and Mrs Derek Biewer
Mayor and Mayoress of Middlesbrough (of which city we have the
freedom} and Mrs Elsie Davies wife of the Honorary Colonel'

'Our Annual Regimental Ball at the Dragonara Hotel in
Middlesbrough. Left to Right· Mr and Mrs Harry Rogers Chief
Executive of Darlington Borough Council of which city we also have
the freedom. Mrs Elsie Davies, wife of the Hon Col Lt Col Bill
llling\11/0rth TD CO, Mrs Barbara Illingworth'
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TRAINING REPORT
Proving that such events do not blunt our 'edge' we exercised shortly
afterwards on Warlike Bleep-a shake down exercise in preparation for
Crusader. Apart from one faulty Cam net spotted by the Padre from a
glider, a dirty wheel nut on a fish fryer and two bent spoons in the JRC
everything was fine and we are confident we shall win I
Adventure Training? Well, quite a lot has taken place actually some
more spectacular than others. It has been an adventure trying to get
individual holidays in this summer whilst keeping up with TA
commitments. Our Adjutant, Chris Nind was called upon to judge at
some Hunter Trials at Catterick-he looks rather nice with a long wig,
red gown and gavel in hand. The two major fields in which we have
aquitted ourselves well have been sailing, along with orienteering and
long distance hiking, as our reporters show ...
NOVICES QUICKLY ATSEA
'Quicksilver' might have more succinctly described our Americans
Eye view of the South Coast, rather than our yacht. The days were not
long enough-the exercise too short, and amazingly, landlubbers
turned quickly into competent crew.
The crew members , Capt C. Bland, Cpl G. Vance (WRAC), Sgt A.
Vance and OCdt G. Cable (WRAC), were skippered by Stokey
Woodall, that swashbuckling bucanneer who had so recently been sunk
by a super tanker and sold his life story to the Readers Digest.

Cpl Angie Soakell WRAC , W01 John Scrutton BEM , Capt Mary
Nicholson WRAC and Sgt Maggie Roe WAAC hiding behind the
boom with the cliffs of Alum Bay Isle of Wight in the background'
Nevertheless, he took li fe and limb into his own hands to mould this
incompetent crew of mere beginners well dosed up with sealegs into
intrepid sailors with a well developed roll. The week of sailing-mainly
in the Solent, combined the correct blend of seacraft/seamanship and
pleasant on-shore diversons (mainly in the local hostelries) to make the
occasion memorable to all. The practice gained at tying the infamous
Beer Knot and challenging other less astute members of the public to
complete it within five attempts ensured an adequate supply of swift
halves to keep all afloat on those long, warm evenings.
Our heroes spent the first day (Sat 24 May) in the area of Portsmouth
Harbour, giving all crew members experience in handling the yacht and
taking the helm-and after mastering a few basic knots and
recognising elementary differences between sheets, warps and string,
we were noticeably starting to get somewhere.
This remarkable feat of seamanship led us to try our hand at sailing
in the So lent on Sunday and Cpl Vance (W RAC) found her true forte at
the helm. We found we were able to get the spinnaker up, which on the
second day of sailing was admirable, and it gave us a chance to try our
hand at racing some of the less skilled craft. The fact that we beat the
majority can only be put down to the excellent direction and coordination ofour skipper.
Sunday night we went ashore at Lymington, havinf been turned
away from Yarmouth (Isle of Wight) because of a ful harbour that
Bank Holiday weekend. We rose early on Monday, 2 May to go to
Fareham, which gave us an interesting exercise in monitoring sand
banks and taking depth readings. Capt Bland became so efficient at
plotting our course that our trusty skipper had more competition than
he bargained for.
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M.on_day night we return~ to, Pompey and enjoyed an evening of folk
mu 1c m Gosport. W,e .dec1dea _o n. a long sail on Tuesday and set a
course. for ~oole. Tl11S in fact did involve sailing in the Channel and
returning via the Needles, and_ although there were the usual tide rips
t~e good weather held, enabltng us to practice sail changes and the
ltke.
At one point the skipper released the halyard from the mast and let 1't
flap r_ound the cap shrouds. in order that Capt Bland could mount th e
mast tn a hasty Bos~n~ Chair and retrieve the end-what more can one
ask of adventure train mg!
Having left Poole and the potteries behind, we made our way towards
Cowes and arrived at d~sk. We stepp~d .ashore quickly to sample the
local ale and make a quick recce of said island before returning to the
yacht. at 2300 hrs .f<;>r t~e Night Sail. This was a totally different
experience. fr_om sa1ltng in the daytime-responding to the various
buoys by timing flashes to find out which were which· as well as the
ch~nged nigh.I conditions, timings, sounds and so on. At 0500 hrs we
arrived back m Pompey harbour and after sandwiches all round, went
to bed.
We arose !J:iursday afternoon and took a ferry from Gosport to
Pompey, to VISlt Nelson's ' Vi~ory'-his position all the more readil
appreciated after o~r own nautical experiences.
y
Of C?urse, by Fnda~ our ~hirlwind week was drawing to a close and
l'e d~tded on a s~entc cnus~ to Bucklers Hard, a riverside walk to
Beaulieu, follo_w7d in the evening by a first class meal with the proceeds
from the remaming harbour dues.
It was with heavy feet, we returned to the yacht on Friday evening
We ~ere all up by OS30 .hrs to catch the morning tide. A wind w~
blow1_ng ~p, and by the time we were out in the Solent and the yacht
bucking t~ the lee of the w~ves, we were glad our sail changing had
become sltck and well practised! We returned to Portsmouth at 1200
hrs shattered, but thoroughly exhilarated by the whole experience.
ORIENTEERING SUCCESS
. On Friday 11 April, 10 fit, intrepid orienteers set off from 34(N)
SCtgnal .Regt. (V) to tackle the Army Northern Area Orienteering
hamp1onsh1ps at Peebles.
!J?e team a:riv~d just in time to wake up all the early arrivals thereby
gaint~g a tactical tf not_ practical advantage.
"!'hts was the first .t~me that the Regiment had sent a team to an
Onenteering Compet1t1on and w~ were not expecting to win any prizes
but Pte Kay Taylor W!UC earned off the first prize for the womens
cours~ and spent the mght dancing with joy. As a result her feet were
too blistered to allow her to compete in the Relay event on Sunday!
~owever ~4 ~ere so keen to do well the folJowing day that they found a
ntghtcl.ub which only .served soft drinks and spent the night bargaining
for a pmt of lager which had been standing for 2 hours and which was
fin~lly thrown away. They then walked the S miles back to camp and
again woke everyone up (more tactics).
A lot of experience was gained from a fair but tough course. These
cor:nmeots must go down in 34's Orienteers Training Manual:
A short course-one where you don't have to sit down so often
between checkpoints' Pte S. Doi WRAC.
'Thic~ly wooded' -that's where I took a bearing and crawled under
theChnstmas trees' LCplJ. C. Riley.
.'You only suggested that I compete because you knew that
afterwards I'd ~too breathless to shout at anyone· WOl RSM MilJs.
We hope. to continue with Orienteering Competitions and we are sure
that 34 will soon have a reputation for being practically unbeatable.

The Regimental orienteering team, L to R: rear, LCpl David Codling,
Pte Sharon Doi WAAC, LCpl Neil Godman, Pte Kay Taylor WRAC,
LCpl Angie Soakell WAAC, Pte Ann Mclaughlin WAAC
Front: 2Lt Louise Carlisle WRAC, LCpl Colin Riley, Sig Frank
Sanderson, Sig Christopher Neale
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35 Sig Regt (V), Birmingham
ANNUAL CAMP 1980

Re~rt by Maj (TOT) John WaJI
ey say the seasons s~m shorter as you get older, well it certainly
~oes not seem two years since we last were in Germany, but two years it
tsr/imost to t~e day. There was one notable difference this year, we set
o ram our six T!< Centres throughout the West Midland~ with the
finest fleet of vehicles we have ever had. Gone the old K9's which
~aused the RE!"fE LAD so much trouble in the past. In their place
rand new.MK sand TK's (even the CO, Lt Col Ken Smith had a new
Staff<;ar) Jt!st a few old Commers, and the minibus to be replaced and
that will be 1t.
'

PRELIMINARIES AND UNDER WAY
In !he week~ before. Camp, the Permanent Staff had worked very
hard in preparing vehicles for Camp. The majority had been freshly
camouflaged, and all went through the 'East Midlands Car Wash' on
t~e w~y to Hull, where the rain absolutely hammered down . One could
~~s~~lts7 OC ~8 ~qn, Maj Bob Titterington thinking to him elf 'blimey
tf tt s hke th ts in Germany I'm going to have a heck of a job in
manoeuvreing Switch into location.'
. The Regi?Jent. stayed at a disused RAF Aerodrome overnight. By the
time we arrived in the mid afternoon the weather had cleared up and
we w~re able to POL and sort ourselves out in reasonable comfort'. The
remainder ~f Saturday was taken up with NBC and other training. This
took pla~ tn one of the large hangers which doubled up as a dormitory
for the mgh t.

THE EARLY RISERS
I must remember next time to sleep the opposite end to 9 Sqn. It
seemed I had h~rdly closed my eyes when shortly after OS.DO the whole
Sq~adron-:-as tf tnggered off by some pre-arranged signal rose from
thetr sleepmg bags and were washed and shaved well before Reveille
What accounted for this sudden rush of blood to the head l do not
know, perhaps ~omeone ~ad negl~cted t,o tell them the Woodbridge
!rophy w.as not 111 contenlton at this years Camp. Sunday consisted of
in t~e main, a short canter to the docks in the warm sunshine, load the
vehtcl~s on to the. North Sea Ferry-and wait over four hours to board
!he shtp. In .my View the least enjoyable part of an otherwise excellent
journey. I think. everyone looks forward to the night crossings two good
meals, a f~w drm.ks, and.~ good nighfs sleep more than compensates
for t~e .boring penods w~1t111g on the q~aysides both sides of the water.
Ongtnally about a third of the Regiment were due to travel by air
but due to compelling commitments elsewhere. the RAF were unable t~
meet t~e full bill and hurried arrangements were made to take a coach
load Via Dov~r and Zeebruge. in the event the Advance Party. Road
Party and Atr Party all met on Monday evening at Leuth when
prepa~attons '':ere made for deployment on Ex Canary Caper the
following morning.
DEPLOYMENT
Reveille was at 04.00Z-oh yes the Regiment went on to Zulu time
t.!ie previous evening. I am convince~ the powers that be change to Zulu
hme to coi:ifuse the enei:n;:-1t certamly confuses me. l have difficulty in
rememben!lg what day ti 1 on Exercise. never mind the time. To add to
th~ confusion Tuesday 17 Ju.ne was a Germ~n Public Holida} , and
"'.htlst most peopl.e deployed m the general direction of Barken-the
site chosen for Switch Con the Phase 1 of the Exercise SSgt Bill (Sailor)
Ecc14'.8ton and hi Det remained behind at Leuth as anchor men on a
RR lmk. That was the lea t of their worries, their more immediate task
was to entertain the GOC W Di t, Maj Gen Anthony Ward-Booth OBE
who was due to land that morning to begin his FFR of JS Sig Regt (V)
at the Detachment of S8 Sqn remaining behind. Despite thi lightly
unorthodox procedure I am told SSgt Bill (Sailor) Eccleston and hi
crews: LCpl ~on Cook, Sigs Nigel Adey and Harty WaJker made a
good 1mpress1on on the GOC both from the development and cuisine
point of '~ew.
Meanwhile the wood near Barken "ere simply humming wit11
activity. Ca!'t Sandy Li~lngstone's B (HF) Radio TP trom Kugbv had
deployed with the Belgium (HF) Radio Sqn. Lt Derek McConnell's
Linemen in C Tp had come under Command of rhe etherland Sig
Sqn. and '~ere busy laying line for all units in S G. The GO spent
two days with the Regt at Bork en, and was the first of a whole stream of
visitors-making the point perhaps. that whatever el ewe ar we are
not the 'forgotten army'.
In~iden!ally the CO,. Lt Col Ken Smith appeared at Camp \\ith a
walkmg stick and a decidedly wonky left leg-incurred I am informed
on t~e gal~ cour e (~ likely story). Wirh so many visitors, the end of his
walkmg stick came tn for o much wear he was forced to get it 're-shod'.
and LAD in their usual ver atile fa ·hion turned a special ferrule to 'lip
on the end. ·1 hat stick ts now one of the CO' trea ured pas es~ions. It
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is just as well the CO's stick wasn't to hand when ~omeone !n L~D
slammed a Landro\'er door on their OC's head. Had tt been I tm~gme
Maj Brian Burge's first reaction would. have been to use thts . or
anything else available to whack the culp'.1t good and hard for land mg
him in hospital for several days-and two mches shorter!
PRESENTATION
Before returning to the UK the GOC W Dist took time out to present
a LS & GCM to SSgt 'Bernie' Burnett (PSI) HQ Sqn. For the recoi:d
SSgt Burnett joined the Ai:my as a Boy Soldier at the AAC Harrogate m
1962. and commenced man's Service in 1964 when he was post~ to 1
Div Sig Regt. During this tour he was promoted to Cpl. In April 1968
he leffVer<len for Singapore, was promoted to Sergeant an? se!""ed on
detachment in Ban~kok and Malaya. He was post~d to 4 D!v Sig Regt
in Jan 1971, remainmg with them until he elected d1s.c~arge m Jan 19'!3
to join the Police Force. However in May 1974 he rejomed the Army m
his old rank and trade and was posted to JO Sig Regt until June 1977
when he joined HQ AFCENT. He took up his present post with 3~ Sig
Regt (V) in October 1978 being promoted to Staff Sergeant on arrival.
From being fine and sunny the previous day, Wednesday 18 was dull.
We also had a visit from the Comd CVHQ REME Col B. S. Tum~,
who spent a day visiting the LAD and 282 Field Workshops .who with
Capt John Evans in Command were l?cated about a. mile away.
Accompanyin~ Col Turner was an old fnend of the Regunent ex OC
LAD now 11 Sig Gp FEME, Maj George Dllngworth.

The GOC W Dist Maj Gen Ward-Booth presenting the LS & GC
Medal to SSgt ' Bernie' Burnett PSI HQ Sqn

ARRIVAL OF THt: PRESS
Arrangements had been made before Camp for two journalists fro m
local newspapers in Shropshire and North Staf'.ordshire to spend a few
days with us on Ex Canary Caper. And so havtng duly worked out the
ETD and ET A's in A, B & Z time, I confidently waited at a very wet
Du~eldorf Airport with LCpl 'Womble' Henshall the CO's Driver, for
the regular trooping flight to arrive.
With my char~es , Chris Rushton Staff Reporter from th e
Staffordshire Evenmg Sentinel, and Toby Neal Reporter from the
Shropshire Star now safely in the CO's Staff Car we made for SSet
Eccleston's Dets at Leuth. On the way I tried to persuade Chris and
Toby to alter their watches from local time to Z time. I suspect they
thought it was a bit of a con because I don't think I was getting through
to them until I mentioned food, that did the trick. Once they realised
that meal times were published in Z time, and that if they stayed on
local time they were in grave danger of starving to death, they couldn't
change fast enough.
VISIT OF COMD NORTHAG
The noise of generators or heavy rain during the night had obviously
railed to dampen the enthusiasm of Chris and Toby, because they were
up bright and early to see Friday's (and most Senior) visitor Gen Sl.r
William Sootter KCB QBE MC Comd N ORTHAG arrive by helicopter
for a two hour visit to Switch C. There to meet him were the Comd
NSSG Col Kurt Raucbmann and his Deputy Lt Col Brian
Haw-together with the RSM WOl Joe Albon and two drivers with
Landrovers from MT Tp LCpl Terry Barley and Sig David Rose. Oh I
must not forget Cpl Alex Hurley who on these occasions takes time off
from his Clerk Tech duties in M Tp to act as helicopter guide-a job he
used to do when he was a Regular Air Dispatcher in the RCT.
On arriva l at Switch the party were met by the CO Lt Col Ken Smith
and the Comd 11 Sig Gp (V) Brig Godfrey Curl. Then it was the tum of
the 2IC Maj David Moore to launch into his well practised briefing of
the Exercise, now in its fourth day. More introductions this time, to OC
48 Sig Sqn Maj Bob Titterington and his SSM W02 Barry licks who
conducted the Commander around Switch-and OC HQ Sqn Maj
Walter Jenkins and his SSM W02 Jack Chambers who introduced the
General to everyone at Echelon. It is a pity that as a rule time does not
permit our VIP visitors to see much more than Switch and Echelon.
Out stationed members of the Regiment tend to miss out on this
pleasure. Gen Sootter's comments to Toby Neal were subsequently
published in the Shropshire Star. I quote 'the technical TA particularly
are as good as anybody in the Regular Army-in some cases better'. It
was interesting too to observe Comd NORTHAG deep in conversation
with Sgt David Cottam of HQ Sqn who is a full time Convenor for the
Union of Construction Allied Trades and Technicians in the
Birmingham Area.

Freeway
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Comd NORTHAG Gen Scotter (right ) stops to talk to ex Regular and
member of D Tp (HQ Sqn) Sig Don Willcox (left) whilst QC 48 Sqn,
Maj Bob Titterington waits to conduct the General around Switch C

The CO, Lt Col Ken Smith (right) showing the CO (Designate) Lt Col
John Billingham around
(Photograph by courtesy Chris Rushton Staffordshire Evening
Sentinel)
NEW CO SEES THE FORM
Later in the day most of us had our first glimpse of our new CO
(Designate) Lt Col John Billingham, who assumed Command on 18
July 1980. Lt Col Billingham arrived on 20 June and stayed until Mon
23. He obviously found it very useful being able to se~ the Regiment
deployed on a major exercise prior to occupying the driving seat.
When all the excitement had died down, I took Chris and Toby to
visit more out-stationed Dets. By the time we caught up with Switch
again, they had moved to a location near Haltern, and everyone was
hard at it trying to re-establish comms.
SETTLING IN
For ~ . change Sat 21 June turned out to be fine and breezy. Toby
went oft for the day on a resupply run around the Dets with the SSM
ano SQMS 95 Sqn W02 Colin Lewis and SSgt Bill Taylor. Leaving
Chris and I to concentrate on his 58 Sqn personnel from the North
Staffordshire Area. Incidentally we asked our Sponsor Unit 28 Sig Regt
to make enquiries regarding regulars from this area but after a few
false alarms we drew a blank. By this time our two press colleagues
were ?egin.ning to get the gist of TA, soldiering and communicating.
Certainly from the interest point of view, their visit could not have been
arranged at a better time-an interview with a four star General and
three Switch locations. Indeed our friends became quite expert in
taking down and erecting bivi's and 160 pound tents, in the few days
they were with us .
SUNDAY SERVICE
By Sunday 22 June, everything had settled down again after the
previous day's move to Switch C. Perhap this accounted for the late
decision by our own Padre, Maj Max Lucas and 28 Sig Regt' Padre,
Ma.I Rex Hancocks to hold their joint Church Service indoors. Could it
be, they thought even their considerable influence did not stretch to
controlling the weather, in any event the Service was held in the Junior
Ranks Mess with Lt 'Mo' Hunter-Choat playing the Harmonium. The
service was notable for the good attendance. and the fact that midway
through the first hymn , Padre Hancocks wa forced to order a restart
on the grounds that those in the front were singing a different tune to
those at the rear. What tho e in the middle were doing I cannot
say-apart from being very confused. On completion of the Service, the
Officers adjoined to 28 Sig Regiment's Mess were they were kindly
entertained to a curry lunch . The CO, Lt Col Ken Smith thanked 28 for
their hospitality and took the opportunity of pre enting two silver
toasting goblets to the CO of28 Lt Col Paul Webb.
On return to Switch C, Chris and Toby made the best use of their
time remaining, before being shipped off back to St Tonis in the care of
the Padre Maj Max Lucas, so they could freshen up and get
acclimatised to local time before returning to UK .
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Comd NORTHAG Gen Scotter talks to Sgt David Cottam (HQ Sqn)

' WHAT VIVID IMAGINATIONS YOU LADIES HAVE!
The GOC W Dist Maj Gen Ward-Booth seems fascinated at the
activities of three D Tg of A Tp 48 Sqn as they prepare dummy
messages in the TRC left to right: Pte Carol Howes (19). her sister
Pte Angela Howes (22). Pte Anne Allard, wife of 89 Sqn PSI Sgt
Darell Allard
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ALWAYS WELCOME
.
Mon 23, wa destined to be a real hive of activit)'. from the&°mt of
view of visitors. First we said goodbye to our CO Designate, Lt !John
Billingham Then in quick uccession we welcomed DWRAC, Brig
Ann Field CB Hon AD . CSO BAOR Maj Gen Ar('hie Birtwistle CBE,
and our own Hon Col, Col Michael Haycock TD DL who we were
.
.
pleased to learn was staying with us for four days.
Brig Ann Field is always welcome. She takes a great mte.rest m
everything we do, especially the jobs currently done by men wl11ch she
feel could equally be done by women.

PAIRS
It was an eventful Camp for our married couples too. First to make
the news were Sgt Technician Keith Howes and Data Tg, Pte Elaine
Paget of 48 Sqn who married on 7 June and spent their honeymoon at
Camp. Then Sgt Dave Blackford {MT Tp) and his wife Andrea (Med
Ord) were wrongly attributed to have proeluceel an offspring by one of
the local newspapers. And finally LCpl Rod Howat a Lineman with 48
Sqn took ill on Exercise and also spent some time in Wegberg.
Fortunately, not least for his wife LCpl Linda Howat at Data Tg also
with 48 Sqn he made a quick recovery and was able to return home on
time.

RE-UNION
.
Following Brig Field around was the CSO BAOR , a man MaJ (1_'0T)
Alex Peebles ancl l had served \\ith when we were. botJ1 a~1onal
Servicemen undergoing Tech Training at l TR Cattenck m 19~0. ln
those days Maj Gen Birtwlstle was a Subalte~n. bu~ more widely.
known as the Captain of that great JTR Rugby side whtch us~d to w111
the Army Cup with monotonous regularity. In actual ~act whtlst I was
posted to HQ BAOR Sig Regt Herford 011 comple1ton of my .T~ch
training, Ale Peebles wa selected to remain behind on the trammg
staff and subsequent ly became a Sergeant-no mean feat for a
National Serviceman .
CELEBRATIONS START
By this time , an end of term atmo phere was beginning to emerge.
End Ex wa nGt far off. comms were good, problems (an? there. had
been some) had been overcome and parties ~ere in full sw1ryg. It is. on
these occasions CO's need plenty of stamina . T~e Belgians . thmk
everyone in 89 Sqn B Tp fair game and the Dutch Line Sqn parties are
notorious as SSgt Bill Oark and his fellow 'hairies' in 48 Sqn's C Tp
will tell you. ln fact there was so much kit swopping going on at the
Dutch party Lt Derek McConnell OC C Tp fe!t the only pru?ent course
would be to hold a special parade next morning to check his men and
their equipment. Still the HF lads and the linemen had cause to
celebrate. both had worked hard during the exercise and drew warrn
priase from their ATO Colleagues.
THANK YOU 28
.
On Tuesday morning. just before End Ex the COS NORTl:JAG. ~llJ
Gen Oiristian Schunemann popped in to see us-our last sem?r vmtor
before SSG gave the signal ending Ex 'Canary Caper'. Then tt was all
hands to the wheel, decam, reel in the lines, load up and make our \~ay
back to Fransisca Barracks , St Tonis before th~ rain came, ~'hich
predictably it did with a vengea~ce towar~s e'•ening. Someone in ~8
had obviously been very busy. Lmed up m neat rows between OR s
billets, at the rear of the Sergeants and Officers Messes were 160 pound
tents erected for our use <luring the three nights we were based at St
Tonis before setting off back to the UK on Friday morning.
Our presence. and the fact that everyone had to use the OR 's Dining
Room must have placed a tremendous burden on the facilities of our
Sponsor Unit. We are grateful for their co·op~ration aryd f~r~bearance.
Staying at St Tonis relieved us of the necessity of mamtaming a Base
Camp. as a result once everyone and everything had been sorted out
ready for the return journey the .co d~creed ~hat personnel ~ot on duty
could have ti me off to do a little sigh tseeing and shoppmg before
leaving for home.

'COMBINED OPERATIONS'
The QC of the German 840 Sig Bn Multiplex Dets at Switch .con ~x
'CANARY CAPER' Lt Werner Misch (right) holds a watching brief
whilst Anglo / German co-operation sorts out a tricky problem. ~eft to
Right: Cpl Ken Jordon - Lineman R Tp 58 Sqn, L Cpl Peter S1hutte
(840 Sig Bnl. Sgt Colin Bermingham - RR Tech R Tp 58 Sqn
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The CSO BAOR Maj Gen Archie Birtwistle (right) discussing 'field
maintenance' with two Regular RR Techs from M Tp. left to nght Sgt
Ron Appleyard, Cpl Alan Boyles

Newlyweds, Sgt Technician Keith Howes and his wife Pte Elaine
Howes pose for the camera in Switch C Exch
CO's FAREWELL ADDRESS
G!ven this incentive it was hardly surprising to find the Square at St
!oms on the Wednesday morning a veritable hive of activity.
mterrupted only by the CO's farewell address to his Regiment.
The CO began his closing address by stressing the objectives of Camp
1980 and went on to thank everyone who had supported him during his
tour as Commanding Officer.
At this point the Honorary Colonel, Col Michael Haycock stepped
forward a nd spoke a few words. With great feeling he said that 'no one
unless he had done so. knew what it is like to Command a
Regiment-this is the saddest moment of a CO's career'. He then
called for three cheers for Col Ken, which the Regiment responded with
genuine feeling.

'My goodness that looks good ' . Direc~or WRAC , Brig Field taking a
keen interest in the Luncheon Menu being prepared by WRAC Cooks,
LCpl Sharon Rowe (left) and Pte Karen Brookes

SUPPER PARTY
Lat~r on, in ~he evening the Officers held thei r customary Supper
Party m the Officers Mess-by courtesy of Lt Col Paul Webb and his
colleagues !n 28 Sig Regt. 1! was our method of saying thank you to
representatives of all the Units we had worked with, or had helped the
Regiment during our Camp. Included amongst the guests were the
following:
Maj Gen Archie Birtwistle CBE CSO BAOR, Brig Peter Chiswell CBE
ACO S G3 NORTHAG . Brig Godfrey Curl Comd 11 Sig Gp (VJ. Col
H. Schroeder ACOS C&E HQ NORTHAG, Col Kurt Rauchmann
Comd NSSG, Lt Col Paul Webb CO 28 Sig Regt , Lt Col Uve Weisener
CO 84~ Sig Bn , Lt Col Brian Haw Dep Comd NSSG. Lt Col Noel Moss
CO 16Sig Regt.
RETURN HOME
Long before the 2200hrs curfew deadline imposed by the CO on
Thursday night. people had been drifting back from shopping
expeditions, clutching presents for their families and friends. With
Reveille at 0400 and the first convoy out at 0530, this wasn't the time
for wild parties. All too soon it was time for the road party to be off on
the two day journey back to the Midlands, knowing the air party would
not be leaving for hours. but would all be home by evening. Despite this
perk. very few Volunteers given the choice would opt to travel by air.
Another pleasant voyage for the road party. this time sharing the vessel
with our 11 Sig Gp colleagues from 33 Sig Regt (V) and Gp HQ. This
obviously meant a longer delay than usual to disembark and clear
customs. but event ually we were clear of Hull and heading for our TA
Centres where the air party were waiting to help unload the vehicles and
stow vehicles and equipment away.

Three members of Romeo RR Tp from Newcastle .!Staffs) cei:iient!ng
Anglo-German relations with members of 840 Sig Bn Mult1plex1ng
Dets. Sig Paul Winter (extreme left) , Sig Jonathan Barra~s (second
from left with kettle), Cpl Ken Jordon (second from right)
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SPEEDY RECOVERY
Not everyone made it back on time. apart from the rear party who
were scheduled to remain behind, we were forced to leave Cpl Hyacinth
Davis, the popular but very shy OR Oerk . Unfortunately she took ill on
the Exercise and was admitted to Wegber~ Hospital. We all wish her a
speedy recovery and look forward to scemg her back at her desk in
RHQ. The same goes for ex Sgt PSI Allen (Kiwi) Gay (43) who received
a new heart at the world famous Papworth Hospital, Cambridge on 1
Aug. A New Zealander, Allen was a member of the Regiment~!
Training Team in Birmingham around 1969-7 1 and made a big
cont ribution in the field of Da ta -Telegrap his t training before he w~s
taken ill . Reports indicate the opera tion was succes ful a nd he ts
making satisfactory progress. We end him our best wishes for a speedy
and co mplete recovery.
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CONGRATULATIONS
Not yet married, but seemingly set on swelli ng the ranks {we
currently have six married couples on our books) are Regimental Offr
Cdts Ian Parton and Phillipa Henwood both from 58 Sqn who
announced the engagement on Tuesday 24 June. Our congratulations
to both.
Following on thei r success in winning Divisions 8 and 14 of the TA
Small Bore League, Capt Bob Heath's crackshots in 58 Sqn (Newcastle.
Staffs). featured in the last edition of THE WIRE, are to be further
congratulated in winning the league shoot off to become TA
Champions-Well done.
MOVEMENTS
This month two PS l's are leaving the Regiment, both from M Tp to
Ciwy Street. R Tech Sgt Martin Leyboorne is retiring to Leeds after 12
years in the Corps (three as a Boy) and TE Tech Sgt Da,·e Thain who
lives locally in Redditch is retiring having completed 12 years. We
thank both for their valuable Service. and wish them every success in
their new careers.
Posted in we have a TE Tech replacement for M Tp-Sgt Stephen
Johnson from the Gurkha Sil? Sqn. Honl? Kong. And in a sli1?htlv
different capacity but none the less very welcome, WOJ (YOS) Allan
Winstanley who is joining the TA direct from 10 Sig Regt after
completing 22 years in the Regular Army.
CHANGE OF COMMAND
The retirement of the CO, U Col Ken Smith, took place on 17 July
and he was officially dined out by the Officers at a special dinner party
held at St Georges Barracks the following night. He began his Army
Career as a National Serviceman in the RHA in 1951. served as a
Territorial in the old Style TA (in the RA and RAPC) and did not join
Roval Signals until the formation of the TAVR in 1967. I am sure he
would be the first to acknowledge that some credit must go to his wife
Margaret, whose support and understanding over the years has played
a major part. I suspect. in Col Smith's achievement in being the first
home bred Volunteer to make it to 't he top'. Our sincere thanks to Col
Ken and Margaret and trust their new found freedom to indulge in
their favourite pastime-caravanning will not prevent them from
joining in our social activities from time to time.
A warm welcome too for our new CO Lt Col John Billingham and his
wife Shirley. Being a native of Stourbridge. the CO is no stranger to the
West Midlands. and now that he and his wi fe are settled in quarters in
Sutton Coldfield. he will be ideally placed to monitor progress on the
Regiments new RHQ current! under construction adjacent to the RSC
at St Georges Barracks.

Regimental Offr Cdt's Ian Parton and Phillipa Henwood celebrate the
announcement of their engagement
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37th Sig Regt (V) Bristol
STRAIGHT SHOOTING COPS
On 4 July, the local range at Pilning ech ~d to hots being fired in a
fierce competition . The Regulars in the Regiment by way of the RS M ,
WOI Clllf Moore had challenged the Avon an d Somerset Police
Division to produce a shooting team to compete in Pistol. SLR. SMG
and LMG matches.
Imagine the horror as the police tea m arrived in professional
shooting gear with a liberal sprinkl ing of Bisley badges. No cas~al
shoot this , honour was at stake! Both teams fired well . We rehed
hea,·ily on our resident experts Maj Ken Goulding and SSgt John Bums
to rai se t he overall scores and at th e end of a hard foug ht day honours
were equal , the Police ''~n n in g the Pistol a nd LM G. we won the SLR
and SMG . Battle was rejoined later that even ing in t he Sergeants Mess
in a more convivial atmosphere but despite superhuma n efforts on bo!11
ides the result was inconclusive when the beer ran out. Oh well , we \\1ll
ju t have to try harder next time.
BADMINTON - A CHALLENGE
Desrite the small ~umber of ~egular ofl'.icers and permanen t t aff in
RHQ (in common with all TA Signals Regiments) we are not tdle. Our
drill hall at Horfield Common in Bristol has a large floor space capable
of holding three badminton courts. Over the past few months through
the leadership by example and kick in the pants method, Lt Col (QM)
Terry CantJe has created an enthusiasm for the sport which transcends
all else-including work. some would say.
Most lunchtimes resound to the thwack of the shuttlecock and
frustrated cries common to the lesser-skilled player. We can now boast
a team of a dozen reasonable players and are keen to play any group or
club. Challenges will be accei;>ted on Bristol (0272) 40284 . We can
always supplement our team with the odd TA player or wife to ensure
an interesting series of games.
SPONSORED SLIM
One of the main exponents of the sport is ou.r Chief Clerk, SSgt John
Richardson who used to be called Big John owing to his 17 stones worth
of large girth. Several months ago, after a severe cajoling by our 2IC,
Maj Jean Blackwood TD he decided to slim. What better opportunity
to extract some money from his compatriots! A strict diet (monitored
by our RMO, Maj Andy Phalp) and sustained efforts on the badminton
court produced a weight loss of 17lb in one month for a sponsored
income of £85. This worthy sum was sent to the Jimm y Saville Sto ke
Mandeville Hospital Aepeal and SSgt John Richardson is now the
proud possessor of an T fixed it for Tim' badge and T shirt . Since
reaching the end of his sponsored slim he has continued to lose weight,
is now under 15 stone and even passed his BFf in 11~ minutes. Not bad
going for someone who is now referred to as 'SLIM'.

57 SQUADRON LIVES-OK
The 57 (City and County of Bristol) Signal Squadron (V)
contribution folfows , like all journalistic masterpieces, at the eleventh
hour before deadline. Let us hope that it is worth the effort. Firstly the
management. who are really to blame for all that follows:
OC Squadron
PSO
2IC
OC Rx Tp
OCTx Tp
OC Une Tp
Trafllc Officer
TOT
SSM

Maj Gary Grant
Capt Jean Chiswell
Capt Chris Laurence m
Capt Chris EskeU
Capt PeterJooes
Lt David McKeown
Maj Robin Purkis
Lt Keith Knowles
WOO Gerry Farey

Except for our PSO and SSM none of the above appointments is a year
old, although any dust from moving has long since settled. Looking
back at 'what's hapJ><:ned' in order to find the highlights for these notes
we see that our traming has been a long run-up to the major autumn
exercise, of which more in the next issue.

ATIACHMENTS
Having had members of the Squadron attached to regular Army
units in Cyprus. Kenya and BAOR we had hoped for some stimulating
contributions to these notes but when it comes to writing ...
Our best course would be to place a tape recorder behind the bar in
order to preserve their gripping stories for posterity. To be fair, Cpl
Bill HILi, a Bl Cbt Pmn by trade. did put pen to paper to say that he had
been, was back and had enjoyed himself. He certainly fou nd h is spell
with 4 Armd Div and Sig Regt on Exercise M"i" Brace different. He
worked with a radio relay detachment which must have been a
complete change from his usual military task of powerin$ the G~teway
and his civil ian employment as an Estimating Engi neer m the a ircraft
in dustry at Bristol.
GREENHAM COMMON AIR DISPLAY
The last issue of Regimental notes in the '!"' ir~ heralded 3:n article o.n
Line Troop's involvement at the Newbury Air Displ ay. Havmg seen his
name in hard print Lt David McKeown was unable to escape the task of
reporting our involvement, so here goes:·
'No problem' we sa id for the umpteenth ti me, wo ndering when the
orga ni sers' requirements wou ld at last stabilise. As usual , the easy part
is getting the commun ications install ed an d working-t he diffi cult bi t
is working with a fluid user specification .
57 Squadron was tasked to ass ist with the communications for the
Newbury Air Display, havi ng previously performed with d istin ction in
1979. T he 'likely la ds' of Line Troop and assorted attached personnel
from the Squadron descen ded on RAF G reenham Com mon two days
before the fu ll com m unications system was requ ired . Hence the worried
loo k on the face of the organiser of the Intern ational Air Tattoo wh o
had already seen hi s venue change twice before the decision was made
to use Greenham Common .

40th
SigRegt (V)

Belfast
SIZZLING FINISH FOR 41ITH COOKS
M~m?ers of 40 .CU) Signal Regiment (V) 'A' Team won the first
Te.r ntona l Army Field Cookery Competition for 14 years - by only two
pomts.
Runners up to their. 75 (out of 100) points were 211 Ambulance
Squ~dron. ~CT (V) .with 73 points and third were 40 (U) Signal
Regiment B Team with 69 points.
Territorial Army Cooks were asked to set up a Field Kitchen in two
hour~ and then prepare a three course meal for 20 men .
Th is was the test fo.r.nine teall"l:s taking part in the Northern Ireland
TA .Cookery Competition, the first in the Province for ma ny years.
Tak!ng part we.re teams from 204 Gen Hosp ital (two teams) 74 Engr
Regiment, 40 Signal Regt (two teams). 21 1 Amb Sqn, 4 R IR ISH (two
teams) . and 5 R IR ISH .
Col M . J. Paterson , D_DACC UKLF, whokd the team of judges
commented a fterwa rds: 1 have been very impressed by the high
standa rd'.
'40' T H win~ ing team co mprised: SSgt T. Burtonwood ACC. SSgt
D. Lemon R Signals, LCpl J. Dempsey ACC and Pte B. Hutchinson
WRAC. T hey now go forwa rd to compete in the U KLF F in als to be
.
held on Salisbury Plai n in November.
.
~ · Ireland Field Cookery Competition
Commanding Off1cer40 (U ) Sig Regt (VI, Col I. Graham and Winning
Teams
'A' Team Winners - 75 Points
' B' Team . 3rd Place, 69 Points

THE HAMBURGER BLACK OUT
The full requirement for commun icat ions was: a SO line PABX with
all facilities (a nd linked to t he permanent base exchange and Post
Office) with exte nsions in all kinds of places around the a irfiel d ; two
radio nets, one Pye Westminster (IAT Ma nagement Net) and 18 A4 1s
for security patrols as well as a Pye Net fo r ou r own con trol purposes
The line bill for all t his was some 10 miles of 10 pair , qu ad a nd 010. By
the way, did you know that a hamburger stall blacks out all VHF
communicat ions for a radius of 10 metres?
A TASK WELL DONE
The organisers need not have wo rried . The ~ob was taken in hand
and with a great deal of hard work by our two hne detachmen ts un.der
Cpl Clive Porter and LCpl Lionel Gray , encouraged by multiple
lashings from the whip of Sgt Tony '.B!lko' Shields, the teleph':mes were
in and working on time. The tech01c1ans of Rx Troop coordmated by
Sgt David 'Supertech' Fraley , nursed the exchange and installed an
excellent 10 station intercom between key offices . We manned not only
our own exchange but the permanent one as well with WRAC Ptes
Helen Gudmunsen and Debbie Nash coping smoothly with the
workload all week.
It was not just communications either- during the display days we
provid ed several drivers for VIPs . SSgt Nobby Clarke was loaned a
maroon 4.2 litre automatic Jaguar to chauffeur Slr Douglas Bader and
Air Marshal Sir Denis Crowley-Milling, Cpl Angela Franklin drove Mr
Paul Bowen , the Festival Director, in a 3.5 litre VS Rover while Sgt Sue
Farey drove everything from HGV to Mercedes.
In notional command of this lot was Lt David 'Supermac' McKeown
who notwithstanding a deluge of paperwork and constant hovering at
50,000 feet kept the show on the road and was able to claim a job well
done at the end of the Display. The task was not without its rewards
and all members of the team were given the opportunity for a flight in a
PUMA helicopter while the cheekiest member even managed a trip in a
Wessex. Roll on the 1981 International Air Tattoo- we'll be there!

40th Winning Team . SSgt T. Burtonwood ACC, Pte B. Hutchinson
WRAC, SSgt D. Lemon R Signals, LCpl J . Dempsey ACC

Co~ ~ · E. W. Nicholl, TA Colone / N. Ireland congratulates 40th
W111111ng Team N. Ireland Territorial Army Field Cookery Competition

WRAC
WRAC personnel have experienced a great variety of training with
their own WRAC weekend in June and Range Day in August-equality
at last. Seven WRAC members of the Squadron took part in Exercise
Slow Ball in April. This was an 8 Field Force internal security exercise
in preparation for Crusader. Their task was to act as members of the
general public and to cause as much confusion as possible by
attempting to enter guarded areas. They quickly warmed to their acting
role and after one false start involving barbed wire and trip flares, were
soon confusing the duty guards who seemed convinced that they must
be the enemy and not MOD civilians anxious to go to work. Not only
did the ladies enjoy themselves but being naturally awkward and
troublesome , the acting came easily! After watching one of their
performances, a high ranking officer remarked that he hadn't laughed
so much for days.
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LCp l Lionel Gray and his detachment get to grips with a large cabling
task
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Brig Ronnie Stonham Comd 12 Group visits 40 (U) Signal Regiment
on Ex Gem Stone .20·22 June. He received a 40th Plaque from a
member of the Regiment and a Recruit WRAC to mark the occasion
of his visit to Ex Gem Stone and the opening of the new 40th
Recruiting Centre
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980

A corner of 40th Recruiting Centre Reception Area
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News from Squadrons

6 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
Aldershot
RSYC (BAOR) Baltic Regatta

5 Field Force HQ and Sig Sqn.
B.F.P.O. 36

Report by Sig Paul (Taff) Davies

.MY .unit participated in the regatta as a UK entry and we travelled to
Ki.el via Bunde where 2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt kindly hosted us
pn.or to and after the regatta. The crew had been chosen by the
Sk1pp~r, Capt Tony Cudll~, who told us that he'd participated every
year smce 190~! The expenence was greatly increased with the Mate,
WOI (FofS) Bdl Carr and the rest of the crew, Cpl Mick Boxall, Sig
Ian Church and myself had only a few days experience in the Solent on
the Corps Yacht. Skywave. We discovered that the crew was to be
reduced by one member, Ian Church, who agreed to join 16 Sig Regt on
Pochard whilst we took over a very aptly named Gannet. The BKYC
new fleet of Contessa 28's was very impressive and looked to be fast
sailors.

PERSONALITIES:

oc

2IC
Adj!
QM
Com ms
MTO
OCA
OCB

RSM

Maj H. Gremille.Jones
Capt D. McConnell
Maj (QM) M. P. Nott MBE D and D
Maj P. Martin Derr
CaptR.J. Turnbull
Capt D. Davidson RCT
LtJ. M. Gale
Lt P. N. Ellis
WOI (RSM) Minter

TRADE TEST PASS WITH HONOURS
. The .first r~ce from Kiel to Copenhagen was mostly sailed in very
hght wmds with 1 squalls to break the monotony. The Skipper had a
bad .fall and gashe.d his eye an~ ~was given a Bl Combat Surgeon trade
te t m butterfl,Y st1tc~;s. We hn1shed the race in seventh place after 68
ho.urs frustratmg sa1hng. This gave us a good night on the town and
Mick Boxall and I went to the Tivoli Gardens whilst the Skipper and
Mate returned early to get some shuteye before the 0600 hrs start.

CHANGE OF COMMAND
The Squadron is happy to welcome its new OC , Maj Hugh Grenvillejones, with his wife Susanne, aJso WOl (RSM) Minter and wife Carol.
May their stay be a happy one. otable departures include the
movement of our ex RSM Bob Bates to I Div on commissioning. SSgts
TaUing and Connon to RMA Sandhurst and 39 Inf Bde respectively;
last but not least that flower of the line crews LCpl Violet joins 14 Sigs,
good luck to them all In the future.
A special mention at this point of our WRAC detachment from 16
Sig Regt; welcome to the Squadron .
Brig Airy presents the LS & GC medals to SSgt Connon R Signals and
Sgt Davies RAPC

COMMANDER VISITS
The Squadron underwent that perennial test of organisation and
nerves the ARU inspection on 30 April. Our inspecting officer was the
Commander S Fd Force, Brig C. J. Airy, late Scots Guards. The ARU
got into step by starting with a formal parade on which LS & GC
medals were presented to SSgt A. T. Connon R Signals and Sgt H.
Duies RAPC. After the parade. Brig Airy inspected the Squadron's
MT Troop and LAD before seeing military training . The day was
rounded off by an inter-troop hockey competition won by a team
representing Force HQ!

Hawkins. Our midfield generals Cpl Taffy Thomas (Beer l<ep) , Sig
Ossie Osborne and our very QWn colonial Cpl Gus Colville had a great
season. To round off the forwards who contributed a lot to our success
were LCpl Dusty Miller, Sig Micky Jenkinson, LCpl Smudge Smith,
Cpl Micky Farrer and our leading goal scorer LCpl Matt Tieman. We
also bid a fond farewe ll to our goalieJoe Forbes. Good luck at 22 Regt .

RANDOM SHOTS
The smallbore shooting team had a successful time finishing
runners-up in the Army Winter leagues in Div 3 and Div 5, in the Army
championships for the IC 1 bowl, team members won bronze medals;
against stilt opposition from major unit teams in the BAOR Short
Range Championships they came second . In an outstanding personal
season the team captain, Maj Peter Martin DERR, won the BAOR
open prone title breaking the Army record for 60 shots at SOm, he also
won the 3 position championship and was runner-up in the air rifle.
firei · for the team throughout the year were Maj P. Martin DERR ,
Maj J. R. Shaw RRF. Capt H. Babington-Smith RGJ , Sqn Ldr R.
Bolton-King RAF, Cpl M. Farrer, Sig P . J. Neves, Sig R. Cottam and
Sig C. S. Higginbotham.

FOOTBALL IN RETROSPECT (ALWAYS THE BRIDE5MAID
EVER THE BRIDE)
1:he Squadron team almost had an excellent season coming runnersup m the BAOR Mmor Units Football Cup, semi-finalists in the 2 Div
Cup and runners-up in the Osnabruck Garrison League. The team was
ma!'aged throu~hout the season by SR( Tommy Dobbing RAOC, ably
as med by Sgt Maj Taffy Evans RCT . The team s main stalwarts
W!!'"_C: as captain and back stop Cpl George Cook , the rest of the back
dms1on wa ·old man Geordie McEvoy, Cpl 'Boris' Shead and Sig Geoff
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Brig Airy presents runner-up medals in the inter-troop hockey at the
Sqn ARU to Cpl McEvoy. Sig Murphy looks on to see how it' s done
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FIRST-THEN SECOND
The second race was much more exciting, from Copenhagen to
Stubbekob1 ng and good winds together with a fantastical electrical storm
off Mons Clint saw us finish in first place (beat Petasus as well) and
everyone was satisfied after a ll the sail changes.
We had a few hours in Stubbekobing which gave us time to get some
btead a nd postcards before the evening start to the third race which
was between the islands of Falster, Mon and Lolland to a finish off the
NW tip ofLolland where, although we thought we we're in third place, a
protest gave us second place and also overall second.

AN EXCELLENT WEEK
The sail back to Kiel, via the southern tip of Langeland, was an
exce llent brnad rea~h and the sight of the W German training ship
Gorch Fock anchormg near the Olympic Centre in the Kiel Fijord
made a pleasant end to an excellent week's sailing.
Our warm thanks to the RSYC (BAOR) Committee and 2 Armd Div
HQ and Sig Regt. We really enjoyed the hard week's sailing and hope
to be back next year to win it!

RETIREMENT OF MRS D. G. (DOLLY) LINDSAY
The culminating event in the departure of Mrs Dolly Lindsay from
Arnhem Barracks was the presentation of a Squadron Plaque and Gift
Voucher by the Squadron Commander at a small ceremony attended by
the officers and men of 6 Field Force HQ and Sig Sqn. Mrs Lindsay
appeared for the occasion suitably dressed in combat trousers, jersey
heayy wool, complete with badges of rank (obviously a passed over
Major after 20 years service), beret and badge supplied by the
Squadron SQMS, SSgt John Drake.
Dolly commenced her government service in 1960 at Parsons
Barracks, Aldershot and remained there until it was demolished in
I %3, at which point she transferred to the Sergeants Mess of 160
Provost Company. again in Aldershot. However, things being what they
were, it was demolished in 1967. Nothing loth, Dolly then went to work
a.t the ACC Apprentices Cellege in the Bedding Stores until 1969 (at the
time of going to press I cannot confirm whether it too was demoli hed ,
but it probably was). Dolly was then transferred to the Bedding Store in
A.rnhem Barracks which was then J Para Logt Regt of which 216 Para
Sig Sqn was a part. 1 Para Log Regt was eventually disbanded in April
1977 and the barracks became the home of 6 Field Force HQ and Sig
Sqn directly descended from 216 Para Sig Sqn. many of whose
members are still here. Mrs Lindsay eventually retired on the 19 March
1980 having completed 20 years service. She will be remembered fondly
by all those who knew her. The postcards on the wall in the background
of the photograph bear testimony to the popularity of the ' ladies of the
Bedding Store'; they are from all parts of the world sent by past and
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Mrs Dolly Lindsay suitably anired holding the Sqn Plaque

present occupants of Arnhem Barracks. The Squadron Commander. in
his farewell speech, wished her on behalf of all members of the
Squadron. past and present. a happy and peaceful retirement.
RUNNING? .•. RUNNING? ... ACTION!
'Where have you been?' said my wife with a look of horror. my deeply
suntanned. sweating body appearing at the door on a dull and less than
hot day. 'Burma, actually darling, going again tomorrow, but should be
back for tea' .
How did this happen? Drink-that was the cause. OC C Troop. Lt
Paul Taylor, was in the Officers Mess bar and overheard a
conversation ...

SECRET DESTlNATION
At 0730 hrs on a Wednesday morning, 30 members of C Troop
paraded as instructed in OG shirts and denims. We set off in a
southerly direction to a secret destination known only to OC C Tp. The
route was scenic (for security reasons, accordin$ to OC C Tp. but we
weren't convinced!) to the location in the middle of some woods.
Location was the right word for we were suddenly TV stars. filming on
location with the Cast and Production Crew of 'It ain't arf hot Mum'.
The wood was suddenly a dense, humid Burmese Jungle ...
GLYCERINE AND WATER
Harry. the indispensable man of the Production Team (soon
christened by us as 'Gofer') greeted us saying 'Come over here if you
want breakfast my loves'. It was nearly the last phrase he spoke. Techs,
radio relay men and especially linies are not accustomed to such forms
of endearme nt. Harry was saved by someone callin$, 'Harry darling,
over here?'. We had learnt two words of the acting Jargon!
After breakfast, our econd for the day. we were dres ed by the
French wardrobe mistress an<l her staff and told that our OGs and
denims looked 'quite real'?? (funny, I thought they were real!) Next the
make-up department where five delectable young ladies daubed us all
with instant suntan and sprayed us vigorously with glycerine and water
(sweat!) ugh!
IN THE CAN
'Righi, now just wait here' , said Susan (the Production Assistant) and
so we discovered what extras really do, wait around . However. an hour
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GLORIA NOT AMUSED
On the set now 'Gofer' Harry issued the buns and rotten fruit for
throwing at the stars (great!) One quick practice riot and we were ready
to go and Harry was sweeping the stage. issuing buns, fetching Gloria,
watering the flowers .. . (poor lad I) We filmed the riot from the fro nt,
the back. in the audience, when the MPs came in, when Windsor
Davies ~ot a me lon in the face, etc, etc. Jn fact, I think we must have
tilmed six full riots and about five close up shots. On one of these shots
we were employed as bun throwing machines. . . 'Now when Gloria
puts his head up over the piano aim each side of him, ' said the director.
We did so, of course, one of the Troop ma rksmen got him straight in
the face with a high velocity. tumbling motion, rotten currant bun. The
director ha iled it as 'the take' of the day, but Gloria was not amused.

Just like the NAAFI
later we were on set to be the audience in a mobile wartim e theatre.
After being rapidly told what do do, we were in the can in five mi!lu~es
(no. not the nick, the fi lm can!). We film ed cro':"d sce ~es . apprec1at1ve
audience scenes. bored audience scenes and got ma quick rehearsal for
the next day's riot scene. The fil ming was ?f course. broken up by lunch
(i ncludi ng wine-ACC take note!) and afternoon tea.
THE RIOT
Day Two, d ay of the riot was upon us. but naturally we sat around for
a couple of hours first. during which time Tp SSgt Larry Formosa
managed to have his photo taken with nearly every member of the cast
and fu lfilled his lifetime ambition of telling an RSM (Windsor Davies)
what he could do! Sgt Pete Underwood and Cpl Jock Campbell were
soon in deep discussion with Lofty (Don ~stelle) .a nd Gloria, (Melvin
Hayes) whilst various others became technical advisors and dressed the
actors playing RMP correctly.

FOR THE AUTUMN
LCpl Andy Murray was the leader of the 'backs of head group' for
whe n the cast were bei ng film ed on stage, a nd Sig ' Dinger' Bell the
~talwart of the 'Colonel moves to front of Audience scene. T he most
memorable moments came when Gloria got on stage to a barrage of
shouts and wolf whistles when he was dressed in WRAF uniform and he
replied saying, ' If you think I'm qu eer stood up here dressed like this,
you're the ones that are whistling!' and then someone said to Lt Paul
Taylor, 'Sir, this lot are more stereotyped than the Army)! When does
this blockbuster top of the ratings show hit the small screen? Well, its
in the Autumn series on BBC I and the episode is entitled 'That's
Entertainment' and it certainly will be!
End Board !. . . Cu t!

DELIGHTFUL SCOTLAND
Summer Camp this year saw the Squadron taking in the delights of
the unseasonal hot weather in Scotland in May. Garelochhead was the
setting and the beautiful scenery of the Firth of Clyde helped to set the
tone of a most enjoyable fortnight.
HIGH AND LOW ROAD
Most of the Squadron went by road and rail , but sixty volunteers
decided they would get there the easy way. They volunteered to do a
parachute jump into the Gare Loch from a Hercules aircraft of 38 Gp
RAF. They all attended ground training with the RAF jumping
instructors in Aldershot before they left for RAF Lyneham singing 'I'll
tak' the High Road and ... ' The plane took off with everyone smiling
rea ssuringly at each other, but the white knuckles told the real story.
All too soon th doors were opened and the despatcher called Lt Mike
Lithgow forward to jump first. A total of fifteen managed to jump
before conditions stopped the parachuting and the remainder in the
plane had to la nd in RAF Macriha nish. O nly four of the volu nteers
were parach ute-trained so it was a great d isappoi ntment to the majority
that t hey could n't jump. T he me n who did jump were easily
recognisable-they were about 10 feet tall and six feet across the
shoulders, kicking sand in people's faces . Now we have to get the radio
telegs. radio techs and powermen to join the para rea r link det and do it
for a living.

LCpl Bull , W02 (Y .O.S . ) Devine and Cpl Re ith before the water jump
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The successful jumpers
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S ig Church ta kes a bat h after his fi rst para chute jump

Cpl Cooper, S ig McCarthy and LCpl S inclair sunning themselves in
Scotland
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SAILING
.
The first activity was sailing. The Gare Loch itself was th~ area for
beginners in the dinghys, under the expert eye of the Admiral (~pt
Tony Cudllp) whi le the more experienced or l ~ckier had a longer trip ID
the Corps Yacht. Quicksilver, under the Skipper. Cpl '~co~e' J?nes.
The sailing weather in t he mornings was quoted as ~mg ideal by
some of the beginners-it was co~pletely calm and hav1Dg paddled the
boat out into mid loch the only thmg to do was sunbathe. However, .the
wind getting up in the afternoons saw a complete change and novices
getti ng their backsides wet ha nging over the edge of the b?ats soon s.aw
themselves as Olympic yachtsmen. One of the best !'11emories was see1Dg
Capt Cudllp with his toes hooked over one boat, his hands on .ano~her,
tretched across the water giving instructions to the crew saymg, No,
don't do thaaaaa· ... splash! He discovered that h~ co~ldn't hold a
boat in a trong wind and that the novices could smile, m fact laugh
until they nearly cried!

A SOCCER FIRST
On the sporting scene. the football team were the most succ~ssful .
After a somewhat varied seaso!1 in the League they managed to WID the
South Ea t District Minor Units Cup. In the final .they met 9 Para Sqn
RE. who are located in barracks adjacent to the S!gnal Squ~~ron. The
great rivalry between the two units set t.he stage for a!1 exc1tmg ~nal.
From the very first whistle, the Engineers pr~ss.unsed the Signals
defence and had the ball in the back of the net w1thm 90 seconds, only
to find the referee had disallowed the.goal as .they ran back to the .half
way line celebrating. The game continued with plenty of near misses
until five minutes before half.time. The deadlock was broken by a goal
from the Signals captain, Sgt Pete Amphlett, whose head~r from a
corner hit the post and flew into the back of the net. Half-time came
shortly afterwards and it gave the team. manager, .Lt Mike Llthgow, a
chance to put things right which were gomg wrong m the first half. The
pep talk worked wonders and the team went out ID the second half
raring for action..
Just like the first half, the game began at a fantastic _Pace. The
Engineers were unlucky not to equalise but for some ?ero1c work by
goalkeeper Cfn Martin Pitcher. A quarter of an hour mto the second
half the Signals went further into the lead with another goal from Sgt
Pet~ Amphlett. The Engineers changed to all out atta.ck ~nd wei:e
rewarded with a goal halfway through the .half. This go~I msp1red their
team and had the Signals desperately hold mg on to their one goal lead.
Ten minutes from time the Signals broke away and scored through
centre forward. Cpl Wllf Wright, and that was that.
Brig Reilly, the Commander of6 .Field Force presented the Cup, the
first time it had been won by the Signal Squadron.

7Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
Colchester
FORCE COMMANDER TO SIGNALMAN
The Eastern District Athletic Championships took place on Friday
13 June. The Squadron team had undergone ard uous training for the
event and it saw us qualify for the Army Championships although we
subseq uently had to withdraw from this due to exercise commitments.
The event itself was an all ranks effort, ranging from Signalmen to
Force Commander. LCpl Trev Keates won the Javelin and there were
splendid efforts from Pte Nick Saunders (400m) Sigs Mac McDonald,
Steve Stevenson, Maj O'Sullivan and Trev Keates (again!) in the relay.
Capt Gordon Shipley did well in the 800 m, but highlighting our
strength in depth was the performance of Brig Spacie in the lSOOm .
The Squadron finished a close second and must wait until next yea r
(commitments permitting) to win the overall Army Minor Units
Trophy.
A CREDITABLE SECOND
The Squadron performed well to gain a very unexpected and
credita ble second place in the Eastern District Swimming
Championships. Having only recently returned from Germany the
Squadron gained early successes from Pte Green, Sigs Welford and
Peyer who all won their races by clear margins. The early results
unfortunately were not main ta ined and the team had to settle for
second place due to its disqualification in the medley relay.

MJLITARY TRAINING
Over the past couple of months the Squadron has been kept fully
occupied both in barracks and on exercise. The major exercise was Ex
Ja velin in Germany. When again. the Squadron braved the combined
assault of high seas and British Rail ferries in order to display their
co mmunications skills to the rest of BAOR. The exercise itself was
essentially a dry run for Crusader and proved to be mo t successful.
HERE AND THERE
.
Congratulations and Best Wishes for the futu re to Cpl Harry Wild
and his wife on their recent marriage. Also congrat ulations to Cpl Dave
Bolton on his LSGC medal, recently presented to him by the Force
Commander, Brig Spacie. Cpl Bolton has served in the Royal Marines
before leaving to work in HM Dockyards. He su bsi:quen~ ly retu rn ed to
Service life as a member of the Corps, and served m 7 Sig Regt before
coming to Colchester.

FOCUSONMTP
The organisation is commanded by W02 (FofS) John Matthews and
is well tucked away from the rest of the Squadron although seldom left
alone or even forgotten for long. Congratulations are in order for the
following on their recent successes in the Tl entrance exam:- Cpls M.ick
Bavington, M.ick Northcott and Nigel Canton. The Troop welcomes Sgt
Tony McClumpha from Belize and Sig Alan Daniel from Catterick.
WIVES & HUSBANDS
The Wives Oub have continued to hold their monthly coffee
mornings culminating in a very successful 'sale of children's clothing'
before the Summer break when more than SO wives attended. The wives
were not so successful on the evening they challenged the husbands to a
.22 shooting match, the men e'!1erged the winners (bu! they do get
more practice). A very useful families newsletter has been mtroduced to
keep the wives in touch with the Squadron happenings and events .
Although our h sbands are communicators ?Y trade they tend.not to be
such good communicators when remembermg to pass on Wives Club
activities and the newsletter has resulted in 'i mproved
communications'.

Cpl Cooper, LCpl Edwards, Cpl Jones, Sig Davies & LCpl Sinclair on
'Quicksilver'

Brig J . C. Riley the Force Comd con gratulati ng ~ p l Taylo r as Sgt
Amph lett moves away after the so ccer victory

SQUADRON BAR-B-Q
.
This was held on 10 July and proved to be a most successful function.
The evening started with a grand piano smashing compet ition resulting
in B Troop proving yet again that when it comes to ~estructivenes they
are in a class of t heir own. Later in the evening the Squadro n
Commander 'crowned' Miss Goojerat, a local beauty who has been
adopted by the Squadron. The enterta inment f~r the evening ~·as
provided by M r Jimmy Gordon comedian . the Cohn T hackwell D isco
and Wh ite Sand s (Colch esters answer to Boney 'M').

Cpl Dave Bolton's

L ~GC

presentat ion

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
.
.
Th e Sq uadron welco mes Capt Nigel Moore fro m. York U n1ver~1ty
and the new RSM , WOl Gordon Mcinnes from 7 Sig R~ t and wish
bo th a happy an d successfu l to.ur. ln direct contrast ~e bid fa rewell t.o
Capt Martin Bevan wh o is leavmg the Army and Lt Nigel Wood who is
going to Shrivenh am.

SHOOTING
A ~llOoting camp was held were Sgt (Y ofS) Pe~ Ta~ell gave expert
tuition in the handling and firing of the .Kala.s hmkov Rifle, the :30 cal
Browning Machine Gun, the M16 Armahte Rifle, the 66mm Anti Tank
Rocket and the 7.62 Sniper Rifle with the Sniperscope. SSgts J~hn
Carter and Larey Formosa also instructed and the Squadron Shoot1Dg
Team had some excellent practice.
AND CANOEING
Canoeing was another activity which everyone enj?yed !-int!l the
sadistic instructor, QMSI Eric Manuel, insisted on ~aps1ze dnlls m ~he
freezi ng cold Loch Lomond . Sgt Geordie Dobson said he was apply1Dg
fo r a job with the Vienna Boys Choir! Hill walking proved to be very
popu lar activity with Capt Brian Jackson and Sgt Willy Granltza
insisting th at everyone would enjoy the sunshine and the scenery and
tha t the best vantage points were the hill tops. Various visits were also
laid on and the top vote went to the visit to Ballantynes' Scotch Whisky
Distillery.
T he Sum mer Ca mp this year was voted one of the best ever.
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Sgt 'Geordie' Dobson's patrol sit to attention
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Cpl Halkyard, Sgt Lloyd, Miss Goojerat, Pte Williams
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RSM W01 Gordon Mc innes
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SS Sig Sqn (V), Liverpool

NEW WING
July i the month when TA widow h~ld onto .th~ir husbands and
steal them awa •to forget all about part time old1ermg and pay more
attention to more importaRt matters like; the family-and why not!
however for those who remained it wa quite a full and notablt: ~ionth.
On the 17th Col Keith Olds . ommander 1 Signal Group, ~ 1s1.ted us
and opened our new training wing on the top tloor of the building. A
great deal had been done by elf-help to engineer this and our thanks to
Cpl Jack Hatchard, Sig Ken Wilkinson, Sig Tuc~er Helsby and many
other willing hands for an excellent hammer_, 01sel. .~~t and tears
job. The result has added greatly. to our trarnmg fac1~1ties. After th~
opening the Colonel had a chat with the lads over a drmk and seemeo
suitabl · impressed with our efforts.
AND MESS
.
One week later saw the opening of our new Officers a!1d Senior COs
Mess by the CSO, Brig Butler. This was a fam ily occas1?n and gave the
CSO the opportunit •to meet the wive of.the members Jn the luxury of
our new surroundings and a pleasant evenm~ was spent. by all. Herc our
thanks to Elaine Smith wife of Cpl Charlie Smith for the excellent
service on the other side of the bar.
STRAIGHT FROM THE FRYING PAN
On this side of the bar in theJRC the talk was all about Cyprus. Keo,
Scuba etc and this was our detachment with Sgt Cliffe Thompson i ~c
on Exercise Frying Pan relating their stories. I:Iowever, ~lg Tucker
Helsb)· put it all down on paper in 0e form of his o~·n Wire . oles so
here it is unabridged, unedited, straight from the frymg pan mto The
Wire(sorry about that).
COURTESY LAKER STYLE
'Offto Cyprus we were going, full of enthusiasm. We arrived at Brize
Norton only to be told that our tlight on the VC 10 had been cancelled
owing to the fact that the Royal Marines needed the planes to get them
out to the New Hebrides rather sharpish. But all was not lost because
after spending a great night at the Gateway Hou~ we were inform.ed
that our transport was going to be a DC 10 (Freddie Laker) Sky Tram.
what a flight, we were pampered by the beautiful air hostesses. who
could not do enough for us, we also had a mo\'ie and bar refreshment,
(nearly as good as a flight on a Hercules).
We arrived at RAF Akrotiri on a very warm night, in fact when we
were deplaning we thought the heat was from the engines, but to our
amazement we found the temperature was 70 at 9.30 pm. There to
meet us at the airfield was SSgt Raybould . He immediately made us
feel welcome and informed us of our work task.
BRIGHT AND BUSHY
Tuesday morning, all up bright-eyed and bush y-tai led ready for our
first day of work, what a day, digging up telegraph poles and replanting them in temperatures of 98 is not everyone's idea of fun. but

Left to Right: 'In the swim': Sig Jimmy Scales. Sgt Paul Brabbins 259
Squadron, Sig Mark Sweeney
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with the lads it was just one great laugh. We worked well as a team and
drank well as a team on our times off.
THE AQUA CLUB
. .
.
Sgt Paul Brabbins and his wife Ch~s., what a pair! ll1ey ml:oduced
us to the famous Aqua lub of Akrotm. wile.re we w~re.all ~1.ade ver~
welcome. none of u had had any real expenence of sk m d1vmg. so 1t
wa not easy for Paul and his pals to watch over us while we attei:npted
the Jacques Coustau routine. All of us being Scouses and Paul himself
one. what could be more appropriate for the occasion than a Scousc
Dinner ight. Chris shone out in t11is ~sp~ct, f?r on the patio of her
married quarters she macle us a plend1d d1xy of Scouse with beetroot
and all the trimmings and with the mosquitos buzzing in the garden we
immediately scoffed the lot.
WORK TOO
The work went on. and time was drawing close, last night, all the
friends we had made in 259 Airfield Troop including the famous Sgt
Desp Stephens had arranged our going away party, and what a nig.ht,
Zulu Warrior and all the other songs that a true squaddte would sing
were all sung that night and into the early hours.
.
Up in the morning not feeling too bright-eyed and bushy-tailed we
packed our gear, very sad indeed to leave but with the satisfact~on that
Maj Walters had informed our OC that we had done a good JOb and
were welcome back next year. Hope it comes soon!

ARMY SWIMMING CHAMPIONS AGAIN
~ur ~ig news for this issue is of course the outstanding succes of our
~w.immmg. team at ~atte.rick on 3Q .July, w.hen they won the Army
Mmor U111ts Champ1.onsh1p f?r 1he tilth year m succession. Apart from
the 19?? ~AOR title. whtch we lost on an unfortunate rela)\
d1 qualiti.cat1~n, 229 has. made a clean sweep of' the Berlin, BAOR and
Army sw.1mmmg lltles smce 1976. This is a record that we are very
proud o~, not leas~ because many of the Corps' best swimmers first
became interested m the sport during a tour with 229 here in Berlin.

We are very lucky to have t~e use of swimming pool facilities that
cannot .be bett.ered elsewhere m the Army; without them. it would be
almost 1mposs1ble to put. i.n the man y long hours of training needed to
ensure success m compet1t1on at Army level.

FOUNDATION FOR SUCCESS
Despite the loss on po~ing of.several of last season's winning team ,
we have bee!1.forrunate m. fi!1dmg other swimmers to replace them.
Some have JOmed the u111t trom the Anny Apprentices· College at
Harrogate. where t~e standard of swimming is very high . Other.. were
vol.unteers froi:n Wlthm the unit -competent but not outstanding
~w1mmers who JU st wanted to 'have a go'.
'
The trainer of last yt:a~s learn , SSgt (now W02) Mick Lavery did
muc.h to lay the fr:1undat1ons or this year's success before he 1ix: left
Berhn on post!ng m May. Since that time Sgt John Mold has looked
after the reams welfare. but much of the credit for bringing tht:m on
must also go to LCpl Alan Patterson. An Army swimmer. he has
de~oted a grea.t ~eal. ~f time and effort to the team. encouraging them
to improve their md1v1dual performances to the point where thil. seawn
they. have broken no fewer than one Army, three BAOR and three
Berhn records.

HOLDING TROOP
Not wishing to be outdone by the 1.iterary efforts of. a Signalman._
Holding Troop contributed the followmg report on their successes of
the past months. The Troop was formed eighteen months ago to deal
with new recruits coming into the squadron. After bemg attested.
Holding Troop teach them the basic skills , a bit about military history.
how to make a uniform fit, how to turn to the left, right and about and
who and how to salute. After that the budding volunteer is sent to 11
Sig Regt for a 2 weeks recruit course. On his return he is ready to
commence trade training and is posted to a troop.
The past two months have seen us send 12 men to sunny Catterick for
their recruit courses. Ten attended course 84 / 85 Sigs Dave Betts, Steve
Woods, Andy Jackson, Dave Keiller, Charlie Flannery, Larry Boylan,
Mark Doran , Steve Hypson, Alan Ramsey and Ken Wilkinson. All
enjoyed themselves, in fact so keen was Sig Dave Betts ~hat " '.hen on
guard on exercise he challenged anything that moved. 1.nclud1!1g the
other guards (much to everyone's amusement) and to top 1t all Sig Ke
Wilkinson came back witQ the award of Best Recruit. Four weeks later
Sigs Brian Rutter and Mark Howard went on course 86 and not to be
outdone by the previous group. Sig Mark Howard came back with Best
Recruit and Sig Brian Rutter with Best Shot.
On hearing of these results no-one was more pleased than the
Holding Troop cadre of Lt PhU Bridge, Sgt Colin Svenson and LCpl
George Smith. Our thanks to the instructors of Recruit Courses at 11
Sig Regt for a job well done.

Left to Right: 'Liverpool - where is that?': Cpl Colin Scales, LCp l Mi~k
Bryan, Sgt Desp Stephens 259 Squadron, Sig Mark Sweeney, Sig
Rabbit White, Sig Tucker Helsby
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ARMY MINOR UNIT CHAMPIONS
The swimming team with team manage~, Sgt John Mold and the OC. Team members are(/ tor back row): LCpl Andy Glenn LCpl Tom Dool
Cpl Tony Hodgson, Sig Nob by Noble, Sig Gary Johnson. (front row) : Sig Dickie Bird, LCpl Alan Patterson, LCpl Ray Spencer, 'LCpl Sean Wratt:~·
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980
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introduced to the secrets of the FuG 7b radio and the PA Minibus, as
well as the more conventional aspects of signalling in Berlin-the
Commcen. the Technical Workshops and the Force Command Posts
mobile and static. He even found time to visit the QM department:
where Sgt Frank Lunness kept a beady eye on him, knowing what
R9~S Bria':' Connor. (on leave again!) would say if anything was
rmssmg on hrs return. The Force Commander took it? Pull the other
one!'

THE MARCHING SEASON
.
.
But before all the swimming tarted. we had our 'Marching Se~ on
( omewhere between Spring and Summer . for those ne~· t? the d~hghts
of Berlin). This is the time of year when all the u111t~ m Berhn are
concerned only with the two big annu a l parades- the Alhed Forces Day
Parade and the Queen' Birthday Parade .
ALLIED FORCES DAY
On Allied Forces Day. the American. English and i::rer~ch forces take.
part in a big parade designed to demonstrate the cont mu.mg support ot
the Allies for the City and its people. Over 40,000 Berliners lin ed .the
route, as both marching and mechanised ~lement oft~e seven nat10n
moved past the pecially con ;tructed alutmg base. 1111s year. we even
had free-fall parachuti ts as well (which stretched our ~A ~e ources a
bit!) As well as providing the usual control commu111cat1ons set-up
(with Cpl Bob Grant at the centre of the spider's web yet again) we were
in our customary po ition on the parade.
REAL PRECISION
Some of our vehicle cre' commanders were old hands. Others-well,
this i what SSgt Rick Levett thought about it all:
arrived in Berlin to be greeted with 'Welcome to 229, we have the
Allied Fore Day Parade next weekend. Don't worry-you're not
involved.' I was therefore somewhat surprised to find myself a few days
later in the barracks of J R IRISH at 3 a.m. waiting to sta11 the parade
dre s rehearsal in the capacity of a vehicle crew commander. Selected
from a cast of thousands. I had once more found myself in the wrong
place at the wrong time!
The parade went with the normal clockwork (or should I say quartz)
precision. the timings being supplied by Sgt John Mold's travelling
alarm clock. Once more the 229 contingent, under the command of
Capt Jack Bo)ie, led the British mechanised element. The fine weather
encouraged a large crowd, but little did any of us realise that at least
SOO had been planted, with cameras, by OC Radio Troop to ensure that
he had the odd snap or two! The parade over, it was back to the
Stadium for a well earned beer; now where is my Queen' s Birthday
Parade file??

·r

MQ&L TROOP NOTES
The Queen's Birthday Parade caused more than the usual share of
excitement for MQ&L Troop this year. We finally got the Berlin HQ
Staff to agree, at long last. to replace the twenty-year old public address
system on the Maifeld , and work was completed by the contractors ~he
day before the first rehearsal. A brand new system, complete with
teething troubles, is not the best thing to attack a prestige event with!
However Sgt Alan Reece soon had the monster tamed and it all worked
on the dav-much to everyone's reliefl
Two days after the parade the Squadron deployed on an Exercise
Rocking Horse (crashout to the uninitiated) just to ensure that all our
equipment was well and truly shaken up in time for the dreaded annual
Tels Inspection. The Foreman of Signals, SSgt Dave Coles, started to
rum grey before he had found all the equipment, let alone fixed it. He
is now a stone lighter, complete with stomach ulcers, but excelled
himself by finishing up with 9S per cent serviceability. He also wrote
this paragraph.
While all this was going on, BFBS Berlin's Sound Engineer was
enjoying a holiday in Corsica, so Sgt Ian Duncan stepped (nobly!) into
the breach. 229 has long provided BFBS with substitute engineers and
when Jan arrived he found himself. after a very short training period, in
control of the studio for the first time. He admits to one or two minor
panics during the early days but soon all was plain sailing-he says!
It has recently come to the notice of the writer that our ever reliable
Line Sgt 'Ritchie' Richards, has never been mentioned in The Wire
before. Ritchie, you've been mentioned now!
WELCOME BACK
fr '1 before the Queen's Birthday Parade, we had the rare privilege to
welcome back to Berlin an ex-SSM of the Squadron, Mr Harry
Sinclair. Harry wielded the big stick from I 9S6 to I 9S7 and now resides
at the Royal Hospital Chelsea.
At the VIP reception after the parade, Harry was introduced to the
CGS. Gen Sir Edwin Bramall GCB OBE MC ADC Gen, who was the
parade reviewing officer. During the conversation Harry was overheard
to remark 'Sir. I would have been hard put to organise a better parade
myself. It's gratifying to see that there are still some modest old
soldiers around!
During hh stay, Harry was looked after by the present SSM , W02
Taff EUiott, and was kept very busy doing the social rounds. He even
found time to get a birds-eye view of Berlin. courtesy of 7 Flt AAC, who
presented him with several aerial photographs of what, without a
doubt, i\ one of the most picturesque cities in the 1vorld. A true old
soldier, he took all those new faces and experiences in his stride.
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PAST AND PRESENT
W02 (SSM) Taff Elliott and Mr Harry Sinclair look over some
reminders of the past with our draughtsman Herr Gunther Jenssen

FAR EWELL TO GOC BERLIN
Although his actual departure is not until September, our GOC, Maj
Gen R. F. Richardson CVO CBE has been paying his fa rewell visits to
units. He came to see us on 18 July. starting with a visit to the
Commcen, where it was 'hello and goodbye' to our new YofS , W02
Brian Alway, and recently arrived Cpl Dennis 'King' Pescod (how does
a guy get posted from Hong Kong to Berlin?). The GOC was then kind
enough to open officially our refurbished squadron club, which, thanks
to the inspiration of Sgt Mick Phillips is now called 'The Comms Inn'.
Once in the club the GOC presented the LS & GC medal to Cpl Bob
Grant. Then, amid much well-rehearsed bending of elbows (on duty,
no less) t he General said farewell to most members of the Squadron
individually, a nd at the end of the morning, the O C, Maj Peter
Webster, on behalf of all rank s, presented the GOC with a porcelain
representation of a pair of dolphins to remind him of our swimming
successes during his tour in Berlin .

However. not everyone Harry met during his stay with us was new to
him . Herr Giinther Janssen , our long-serving unit draughtsman.
remembered him very well indeed and produced some photographs,
taken in I 9S7. which brought back many memories.

244 Sig Sqn (AS)
R.A.F., Brize Norton

THE RED HAND GANG-MANAGEMENT
OC Maj C. D. Melhulsh
2IC Capt M. N. Grieves
OC A Troop Lt S. W. Jones
OC B Troop 2Lt S. P. Wallis
RQMS W02(RQMS) R. Jeffery
SSM W02(SSM) E. R. Sreeves
YofS W02(YofS) A. D. Janaway
FofS SSgt(FofS) R. L. Gibson
Chief Clerk SSgt(ORSQMS) M. Kennedy
HERE AND THERE
It's hello again from the 'Red Hand Gang'. Since our last article in
The Wire. we have seen the Squadron spread over northern Europe.
Alpha Tro.op goin~ to the picturesque Mosel area of Germany and the
not so excrtmg pl ams of Otterburn . Bravo Troop have been exercising
in Denmark, orway and Germany.

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
The Squadron bids a hearty welcome to Lt Steve Jones who joined the
Squadron in July from RMCS Shrivenham ; he is to take command of
Alpha Troop vice Capt Lance Byrne who goes to Northern Ireland. We
also welcome SSgt Brian Cowling from RSME who joins Alpha Troop
as well and finally Sgt Russ Stenhouse REME who has joined us from
UK Support Unit SHAPE. We hope their stay with the Squadron will
be a n enjoyable one.
Inevitably with newcomers joining the Squadron, we must regretfully
say farewell to others. LCpl Don Donaldson is off to Task Force Bravo.
LCpl Maggot Anderson disappears to J Troop, 21 Sig Regt and Cpl
Ginge Parker has gone to 3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt. We all wish
them and their families the best of luck for the future.

FORCE COMMANDERS CHANGE
In July we said farewell to the Berlin Field Force Commander, Brig
T . N. McMicking and welcomed his successor, Brig J. A. M. Evans. It
was not long before Brig Evans paid an initial visit to 229, and was

COMMANDERS CUP
During the early part ofJuly, Commander 1 Signal Group. Col K. H.
Olds held his own competition to establish the standard of Military
Training of the soldiers in units under his command. There were team
from each of the UK based Field Force units, 244 and 249 Sig Sqn, 3
teams from 30 Sig Regt and a team from SS Sig Sqn (V). The events
included shooting, Route March, NBC, first aid, assault course and
driving skills. The Squadron faired very well in all events especially the
first aid and NBC (where the judges were very impressed!) We achieved
third place behind 249 Sig Sqn and 6 Fd Force. In view of our heavy
exercise programme, we were pleased with our performances. CSO
UKLF, Brig N. A. Butler, CBE was there to present the prizes.
DO YOU KNOW
Readers of our last article will have noted that 2Lt Steve Wallis now
our 'city desk' editor for Wire Notes. To prove he was in a league of his
own he set off for Bardufoss armed with the Squadron camera. He was
soon to be seen busily taking shots, 'a la Nippon' of everything that

A Line of 'Linies'
Brig Evans is introduced by the TOT to Sgt Richie Richards. Si~
Topper Brown and our one tele mech, Sig Rickie Barrett await their
turn. In the background - our faithful old PA minibus

PRESENTATION BY GOC
Cpl Bob Grant receives his LS&GC medal from the GOC Berlin (British
Sector) LCpl John Cambridge in attendance
GOINGS AND COMINGS
The most notable departure in July was that of W02 (YofS) Pete
Hockram, who moved on to wave hi magic one-foot ruler at visitors to
the Army Commcen at Rheindahlen, but not before he masterminded
(yet again) the Squadron's annual (and highly successful) Boat Trip on
the Havel. We wish him and his wife Mandy well in their new posting.
Other recent departures include SSgt Mick Lavery (to Task Force
Bravo Signal Troop on promotion to W02). Sgts Derek Woodford and
John Hutchings and Sig Scotty Andrews. We welcome to Berlin W02
(Y of S) Brian Alway, SSgt Rick Levett, Sgts Billy O'Hare and George
Myerscough, Cpls Merv Wright and Rob Davies.
ROMS Stores
The Force Commander meets the ROMS' typist, Marbeth . The TOT.
Capt Jim Phillips and Sgt Frank Lunness are there to make sure that
she doesn't disappear while the ROMS is away
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980

CONGRATULATIONS
And finally this month, news of two Squadron marriages-Cpl Phil
Abbotl to LCpl Jayne Stone (WRAC) and Cpl Pete Garside to Mi s
Elizabeth Bush. Our heartiest congratulations to both couple .
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980

A piece of Squadron history. The photograph was sent to us by 130
Signal Squadron, Royal Australian Signals
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moved. So much o that the vain among t us had visions of appearing
in the centre pages of this issue. Alas-he forgot to load the camera
with a film.
.
For this issue we have had t~ rely o~ our. sister Squad.ron in Australia
(130 Sig Sq n). to re cue us with a !Jtcton al contnbut1on .. In a recent
pring clean of their archives 2Lt Russ Mayor (see last 1s ue) came
across the enclosed photograph of a ' Red Hand' vehicle. We would be
deligh ted for the sake of history if any former member of the Squadron
ca n tell us anything about it.
FAREWELL DINNER
O n Friday 27 June the Officers. Warrant Officers and SNCOs
to~et her with their lad ies asse mbled in the Cotswold Room at RAF
Bnze Norton. T he pu rpose of thi get together was to formally d ine out
5 Wa rra nt O fficers a nd SNCOs from the Squadron who are shortly to
leave the Army. four after 22 years and one after 17 years service. T hose
being dined out were W02 (RQMS) Pete Hardwick, SSgt Dave
Bolland, SSgt Dave Moulder REM E, Sgt Joe Shuker and W02 (YofS)
Alex Janaway. It was a most enjoyable eveni ng ':"hic h hopef~ lly
provided those being di ned out wit h pleasa nt memories of their ttme
spent with the Squadron and the Army.
REUNION
The Red Ha nd Reu nion is scheduled for the weekend 17, 18 and 19
October. It is to be held whil st the Squadron is at Annu al Battle Cam p
at Fremington Ca mp, Barnsta ple. As mentioned in the last issue our
former members address list is hopelessly out of d ate, so any Red Hand
Gangsters who wish to attend a nd would li ke fu rt~e r d etails, please
contact the Second in Command. Tel: RAF Brtze Norton (GPO
Carterton 0993842251) extension 6157. It prom ises to be a grand d o!

259 Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 53

TECHNICAL FOCUS
There have been observations from the 'technical staff' that the
technical content of our July notes (ie NIL) did not 'cover their ground'.
So without delay let us rectify this omission!
The old RR equipment (installed just after the Coronation of 1953) is
on its last legs and there are insufficient technicians to keep it on the
road! The exchanges are falling apart (but we are grateful to CPA for
refitting some of the final sel~ors at Episkopi). The line troops have
just enough manpower to repa1r faults and carry out works orders _but
there is very little preventative maintenance. CPA, Records Readrng,
AAC Harrogate, 8 Sig Regt, anybody; help please! I think you mllst
agree that sport and extra mural activities are much more interesting.
INVALUABLE ASSISTANCE FROM TA
Ex Frying Pan is an excellent example of the TA giving invaluable
assistance to the ReJ?ular Arrny. In this case the exercise is being
carried out over a period of about one year. It comprises a series of
attachments of line parties to the Squadron (and also to 262 Sig Sqn).
So fa r we have had two parties each for two weeks to carry out projects.
The first party comprised n ine soldiers of 33 Sig Regt (V) and 34 Sig
Regt (V) from 9 to 23 May. The team leader was SSgt Fothergill who is
an ex member of the Corps. The team carried out an overhead and
underground project in. the Airmen:s Married Quarters ~t. R:4F
Akrotiri. It included erecting poles, laying underground cable, JOtntmg
and tailing in to the main frame room.
T he second party was seven members of 55 Sig Sqn (V) and one of 57
Sig Sqn (V) and hence was very difficult for SSgt (FofS) Chris VanParys
to understand!! The team leader was Sgt T hompson. The team was able
to pick up where the first ha d left off and we were able to extend and
improve our telephone service to the quarters area.
At ou r present ma npower levels it would not have been possible to
un dertake these projects during the foreseeable future. We are very
grateful to the TA for their assistance a nd we look forward to having
you again in the near future. W e can take all that 12 Signal Group can
provid e!
ATHLETICS
With the recent arrival of 3LI, com petition in the Minor Units
At hletics Cha mpionshi ps was stiff and the Squadron came a cred itable
third. Good performances by Sgt Dave M arsden- Discus. Sgt Mick
Parsons-Shot and T riple Jump, Sgt Al Bruce-Long Jump and Sig
'Scouse' Garnett- Javel in gained them p laces in the Army tea m for the
Inter-services ma tch which the Arm y went o n to win .

WIVES CLUB
The Wives Club have written new terminology into the medical
record books. It 1s called '259 leg!' It occurs in about 203 of wives who
attcnc_I Vikki Dip_ple's rounders matches and is readily recognised by all
MOs_m the Garnson as not unlike a pulled muscle. T he recent evening
meet!ng resembled. a casualty clearing station rather than a hair
dressing demonstration by the local Andre.
HODGSON SHIELD
Th~ Hodgson .Shie!d is our 13 sport inter-troop competition. Cricket,
athletics. and sw1mmmg have now been completed and Airfield Troop
are hold mg of'.!' th_e challenges o~ H9 and Tech Troop.
We are be~nn!ng to wood~~ 1f An-field Troop do anything but sport.
In the sw1mmmg compet1t1on HQ carried off the silver with LCpl
Dave Porteous being undefeated. The Carpenter and Jones families
also gave good support.

HQ win th e Swimming Back Row: W02 Davy Osborne, Capt Philip
R~use, LCpl ~ave Porteous, Capt Richard Palmer (Sigs Branch ).
Middle R_o w: Sig Frank Davis , Sig Stew Taylor, SSgt Arthur Jones,
SSgt Mic k Carpen ter; Front Row: Tracy Carpenter, Anne Jones,
Louise Carpenter, David Osborne
3 RsCLUB
T he 3Rs Club has now been refurbished thank s to 'donations' by
P.SA, ASU, 4_8 Comd Wksp an d NAAFI. No longer the da rk dank
dinghy surrou ndings of yester-month. The efforts ofLCpl Dave 'Brown;
Sgt Steve Graham, Cpl 'Brummy' Seaton, Cpl John O'Donnell, Cpl
Derek Leggat and other com mittee members led by Maj (QM) Brian
'Scrounger' Turner h ave tu rn ec_I th e Ou~ in to the Mecca of Epis kopi
(well nearly anyway)!! 1:he_openm g Pub Nigh t was a resounding success
thanks to ~>Ur g uest p1amst Mr Graham Dixon , (you may know his
fat her RegmaJd who plays th e organ! ) and our resident folk group Cpl
Jo~ O'Donnell and Cpl Brummy 'I am not going to sing' Seaton. The
shipwreck party also wen t down well (if you see what I mean). Recently
overh eard in the
s Club at the Training NCO's table (who shall be
nameless):
' What do you drink Mick ; Red or White?'
'Anything, as long as it makes me d izzy!!'

262 Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 58
THE MANAGEMENT
OC
Maj M. L. Martin
OC Desig
Maj L. G. French
21C
Capt D. J. Robertson
T OT
Capt (TOT) C. Webb
Tfc Offr
Capt (Tfc) C. N. Lightfoot
OC Fd Tp
LtJ. M. Su2den
SSM
W02 (SSM) J. G.
Humphreys
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) C. Easton
FofS
W02 (FofS)J. McDree
YofS
SSgt (YofS) Bowden
(Now)
SSgt (YofS) Beynon
CClk
Sgt C. Donnelly

THE PRETENDERS
SSgt Howard Loates
Cpl Bill Brash
Cpl Al Smlih
Cpl Chris Manhall WRAC
Cpl David Dichter
Cpl Ken Jones
LCpl Mark Jones
Cpl Tony Lobb
LCpl Tiny Brin t
Cpl Nigel Grant

SQUADRON CHANGE OF APPOINTMENTS DA y
It has been said that in all rumours th ere is an element of truth
h?wever, th e hiera_chy of t he squadron , the real ones that is, hotly
d ispute th at t~ere 1s any truth at all in th e following rumour! I quote
from ANON . There has only been one day this year that the squadron
has ru n smoothly' unquote.
The_ day in qu estion started innocently enough with the sun rising as
usua l m. a clear blue sky. Did I say 'blue', well thats the colour the air
was d uring the SSM 's parade, conducted under the steel y eves ofSSM
Cpl Ken Jones. I have hearc_I th at Ken has follnd his voice again! The
rest of the day progressed quietly through OC's interviews. I have yet to
find ou~ wha~ th e OC SSgt Howard Loates promised the TA linemen
that he mternewed, they looked suitably impressed / amused when they
ta m~ out. By t h.e ~ay , Howard. did you decide whether the Aussie
look m~ for perm1ss1on for phone calls to Australia was a put up job or
otherwise??
. RQMS LCpl Mark Jones was not able to nog off all his stores in the
ti me allotted as I am assured that there was at least one U2 battery left
on the shelf. The r~quest for a P.A . to the 21C has now been cancelled,
and our 2IC Cpl Bill Brash has found out that writer's cramp does wear
off after a couple of days.
At the ~nd of the day . Dhekeli a Garrison was assailed by a gale force
gu.st of Win?,,ba~ weather ~pproach ing?? NO , just our real OC Maj
Mike Martm s sigh of rehef that he still had a full squadron to
command!
SHOOTING REPORT
. Another busy year for ~he Sq1;1adron shooting team now completed.
T u!IC: now to calm down irate wives before getting on with next year's
training programme.
Co!11petition each year b~gins with the <;orps Skill at Arms meeting
here m Cypr~s. 2 Sqn, 9 Signal Regt dominated this year, apart from
the LMG P.alrs match wh ich Sgt Ian Underhill and LCpl Stan Holden
won. Our pistol tea~ was beaten into second place by one point only.
Our next competil:!on was NESAM 80, where we gained our place for
RASAM 80, by beating all but three other teams. This time the LMG
team were only runners up .

KARTING
T his mon th Episkopi Kart ing Club said ' . . .'to one of its sta lwa rt
members. Actually we are not sure what it said but Cpl (now Sgt) Taff
Finn d eparted for th e g reen pastures of 8 Sig Regt. Good luck in your
new post Taff.

Sig ' Scouse' Garnett receiving his individual award from Col G. E. V.
Rochfort-Rae, Col GS
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Athletics - Lightweight Tug of War Left to Right: LCpl Martin
Fielding , Sig Taff Watts, Sgt Ted Cartwright (hidden by coach LCpl
Taff Preec e ). Cpl Taff Finn. Cpl Tam Tulloch, SSgt Bob Atkinson, Sgt
Ken John , SSgt Arthur Jones
THE WIRE. SEPTEMBER 1980

Cpl Taff Fin n a nd S ig ' DC' Decla ncy on th e trac k
THE W IRE, S EPTEMB ER 1980

This one the Gurk has could not win! From L to R: Sgt Ian Underhill
Sgt Ralph Madd ison , Sgt Bria n Resoun (Team Manager) woi
(SS M) Jim Humphreys, Cpl Stan Holden
'
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Our run up to Bisley was the Corps Skill at Arms meeting at Bulford
and this was our best result. If it were not for the Hong Kong Gurkha
ignal Squadron, we would have been the minor units champions,
howe,·er, we were destined once again to be the bridesmaids. Very bad
weather affected the scores of just about all the teams, yet still the
contest was very keen. Knowing that the Gurkhas would take all in the
minor units match, a new, rather magnificent shield was prod uced for
the runners up minor unit, which we are now the proud owners despite
strong opposition from 6 Fd Force. Our most treasu red memory was
the fact that we actually made the Gurkhas ~weat in the final of the
falling place competition. With at least 80% of the spectators spurring
u on, we failed yet again by only one plate to take the cup from the
Gurkhas-watch out next year!
The team consisted of W02 (SSM) Jim Humphreys, Sgts Brian
Resoun (Team Manager), Ian l:lnderhill, Ralph Maddlson and last but
not least our falling plate team cai;>tain, LCpl Stan Holden; not
forgetting those that tired in Cyprus, without whom, we would not have
qualified. SSgt Mlck Schnable, Sgt Choppec Copestake, Cpls Bill
Brash and Tony Lobb.
CONGRATULATIONS
Now that e\·erybody has been infunned of, and shown a photo ofOC
Fd Tp, and I refer of course to Lt Jane Sugden, I now have to plead for
the sake of our mailbag, no more letters of proposal as her choice has
been made. The lucky man is Lt Mlles Stockdale of the
opposition-Oops Sorry!! I meant 259 Sig Sqn. Our warmest
congratulations to you both on your engagement and good fortune for
the future. Miles soon found though that once having hooked a catch,
the roving spirit is difficult to control, as Jane is now off to Australia on
Ex Long Look until December. OC Fd Tp has once again passed to
SSgt Mick Schnable.
Sgt Dave Sparkes, our tame PTI is to be congratulated on pass~ng a
very gruelling sea trial-that of a windsurfing course! Was it really that
hard Dave, and oh! by the way, the SSM wishes to know what benefit
this new exercise has. He says that falling backwards on to your rear
end with arms straight in front of you does not make him any fitter, and
not only that, it is pain full!

- - News from Troops -

-~~ Association :Ne.ws
- - --------- - - --·

20 Maritime Regiment RCT
A Report by Cpl Dave Smy

1980 REUNIONS IMMENSELY SUCCESSFUL
The Association is d_Ct'.ply grateful to Commandant, School of Signals
and . Commander :rrammg Group and Catterick Garrison for again
stagmg ou~ Reumons at Blandford (18 May) and Catterick (28129
June). The 1!11mense trouble tak~n by the respective staffs at Blandford
and Catter1ck. to ma.kc these important events in the Association
calendars~ ~nJoyable 1s clearly apparent to those Association Members
wh? ar~ pnv1leged t~ a~end. For their part, members place on record
their smcere apprec1at1on to all who plan and execute the Reunion
programmes.

A SMALL TROOP
For those members of the Corps who have still not heard of us, here is
a brief outline of our function. We are a small troop of Radio
Telegraphists attached to 20 Maritime Regiment RCT (formerly The
Maritime Detachment RCT) in Gosport. We are responsible for 'round
the clock' manning of the COMMCEN within St George Barracks and
supplying operators for the two Landing Craft Logistic currently in
commission, HMAV Arakan and HMA V Arde1111es.
With a considerable turnover of operators in recent months we are
now pleased to be almost up to our established strength, including the
Yeoman (W02 Bill Burnham and Tp Sgt John Bird).
HARD WORK REWARDED
The ever increasing commitments of the two LCLs has meant a busy
time for the COMMCEN operators, but the hard work was rewarded on
31August1979 with a Gold COMSTAR presented by the Commander
3 Transport Group Lt Col P. K. A. Todd OBE.
The smooth running of the COMMCEN has been stran ~e lv
unaffected by the departure of Sgt John Blrd to Catterick for his
RS SSC, from which he will return (we think) to assume the duties of IC
Signals on board HMA V Araka11.
The latest recruits to the 'ban the 3 way shift' association are Cpl
Arthur Joy, LCpl Nell McKie and LCpl Ken Orme who are all now
convinced there must be an easier way to earn a living. With the
manning problem currently being experienced, the dayworker is fast
becoming an endangered species.

BLANDFORD
Thankfully, 1.8 May was a fine day which gave ample opportunity to
see and appreciate the superbly high standards which are attained
throughout the School of Signals. These were matched by a most
C?lourful and excellent Ceremony of Retreat by the Corps Band and the
Pipes and Drums of Queen's Gurkha Signals.

'IT'S A KNOCKOUT'
Saturday 14 July saw the Squadron's inglorious entry into the Cyprus
'It's a Knockout' contest. After a very stiff selection course (ie fastest to
down a pint whilst standing on one's head) and a few dryouts, the team
makeup was, Sgt Mick (I play everything) Green, and the man we all
blame Sgt Ray O'Keefe, Sgts Phil Baker, Ralph Maddison and
Edd1e Higgins and Cpl Ken Jones. The beautiful members of the
team were Mrs Shirley (Grumps) Green and Mrs Julia (I've lost my
Bra) Jones. As for the contest, well, in true British fashion we played
our Joker in the first game and came, yes, you've guessed it, last!! But
n?t to be daunted our $allant crew plodded on and we crawled
(lrterally) up the table, unhJ at the end of the day we think we finished
4th. Don't quote us on it though , as through the confusion the final
position table was never fully published, and I am sure that there were
more than five teams. Regardless ofresults, a really enjoyable day was
had by all, leaving us with plenty of colourful memories, mainly black
and blue, and next year we might even train for it!!
INTER-SECTION COMPETmON
The final was held recently and by some ingenuity by the 2IC, Capt
Derek Robert.son, Sqn HQ's team were declared the winners. This was
aft~r a gruelling marathon of basketball, orienteering , hockey and a
vanety of other games, but the final was bucketball (devised by Sgt
Dav~. Sparkes~. Our picture shows W02 (RQMS) Colin Easton
rece1vmg the wmners shield from Maj Mike Martin.

Here we are again. (Hope we don't need to use the macs!)

Left to Right: Sgt John Bird, Lt Col P. K. A. Todd OBE, Cpl Dave
Quinton , Cpl Steve Buxton, W02 (YofS) Bill Burnham and Cpl Paul
Forryan
VESSELS
HMA V Ardennes has recently begun her first Scotland tour of the
year with a now firmly established team of operators; Sgt Don Bu.n t,
Cpl Ron Leach and LCpl Chris Walton. For the next four months they
can look forward to the very familiar journey from Port Unit Rhu on
the Clyde to Benbecula in the Outer Hebrides and on to St Kilda (the
island on the edge of the world) re-supplying and transporting the
Royal Artillery.
HMAV Araka11 is now back on Station in Portsmouth, but by no
means having an easy time, with voyages to Norway and exercise
involvement with the Royal Marines on local beaches. Cpl Dave
Quinton is realising that his new responsibilities and even newer
equipment are making the 'S minute sched' a thing of the past.
Meanwhile, LCpl Chris Poll, still relatively new on board is still calling
the Galley a Kitchen and insisting he doesn't get seasick. Saying
farewell to the Arakan and the troop is Sgt Mick Kenny, who it is
rumoured was on the original plans for the Radio Cabin when the ship
was built.

SPORT
Despite the infrequency of organised sport, apart from BFTs, the
Yeoman, Cpl Steve Buxton and Cpl Paul Forryan represented the
Regiment in the RCT 6 a side Hockey Championship and convincingly
reached the final, only to be deprived of total glory by 29 LSG Regiment
RCT with a narrow win 1-0.
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CATTERJCK
The equiva~ent Retreat Ceremony on Saturday evening, 28 June, was
severely curtailed by rain. This was the only hitch in the programme for
the week-end. Happily, Sunday weather was good which enabled well
over 1,000 to enjoy displays by the Junior Signalmen of l l Signal
Regime!lt; 8 Signal Regiment; Apprentices from AAC, Harrogate (PT);
the White Helm.ets; and a finale and Sunset Ceremony by the Corps
Band and t~e Pipes and ~ru~s of Queen's Gurkha Signals.
The mormng had been s1gmficant for our Reunion Service held for
the first time, in ~he Garris?n Memorial Church. Many of our ~ore
elderly readers will learn with regret that St Martin's Church is no
longer in use and will, in due course, be demolished.

THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980

Your welcoming Committee . left to right: Dave Greenbrook (Assn HQ
Staff); Alan Foot (Reading Branch) W01 Rod Mansfield (8th
Regiment) Ms Lesley Filmer (Very welcome 'Volunteer', Catterick
Garrison HQ) and Sgt Jim Lennon (8th Regiment). We hope your stay
was an enjoyable one. Come again next year
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980
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Minutes of the 35th Annual General
Meeting held at Catterick Garrison on
Sunday29June1980

'Who's next on the Centre Court'. The hopefuls waiting for the
'Playing' of Retreat on Helles Square. We must try and arrange a
different week-end from the middle of the Wimbledon fortnight if at
all possible

PRESENT
Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley, CB CBE DSO, Master o~ Signals and
President; Maj GenJ. M. W. Badcock, CB MBE DLChatrman; Col L.
W. Wright, TD, Vice-Chairman; Lt Col R. L. Murray, OBE, General
Secretary and some 137 Members of the Association.
The Chairman welcomed the Master of Signals. Commander
Training Group Royal Signals and Catterick Garrison and Members
attending the Annual General Meeting. Gen Badcock thanked Brig
Yeoman and the many components of the Training Group who go to
immense trouble to ensure the success of the Reunion . The Chairman
congratulated the Corps Band on the very high standar_ds whi_ch had
been achieved in the Retreat Ceremony on Saturday evenm g which was
curtailed due to rain. He, also, thanked the Rev John Harris for his
stimulating Address at the Reunion Service. Gen Badcock informed
the Meeting that the decision to close St Martin's Church had been
taken by the Ministry of Defence. Plans were in hand to tra nsfer the
Memorial Chapel to the Garrison Memorial Church .
Gen Badcock went on to remind the Members that Maj Bob
Edwards had carried the Cross in Church for the past 21 years and it
was, thus. very appropriate that he should command the Association
Squadron on what was an excellent parade.
MINUTESOFTHE3~hANNUALGENERALMEETING

These were approved unanimously by a show of ha nds a nd signed by
the Chairman .
CHAmMAN's REPORT
BRANCHES
During the past year, we have seen the closure of the 'Three Counties
Branch' due to lack of support . l am pleased to report the
establishment of a new Branch at Bedford and an affiliation with the
Middlesex Yeomanry Association . We are now based on 61 Bra nches .
MEMBERSHIP
According to Association HQ Records. we have gained some 1_27 new
Life Members and 93 Annual Members, through Branches, durm g the
past year. We also record with regret the known death of some 69
Members.
Two of our Chelsea Pensioners having an enjoyable moment in 11th
Regiment WOs & Sgts Mess. Left to Right: Sgt Fred Share (their
host); Harry Hulme; Mrs Dawn Share and 'Wally' lamb. An unnamed member of the Association is keeping an eye on their
behaviour, which was perfect the whole weekend

WELFARE
The excellent work of the Welfare Section is maintained . During
1979, some 789 grants were made, involving expenditure of s~me
£34,800 (against 746 cases costing £25, 900 in 1978). Some 595 clothing
parcels were, also , sent to those in need . (433 in 1978). lam , also , glad
to report that over 300 serving soldiers in the United Kingdom have
now availed themselves of an interest free loan to purchase Calor Gas
Heaters; the Scheme initiated by the Signal Officer-in-Chief in August
1978.
l congratulate Miss Margaret Cook, our Senior Welfare Officer and
her assistant, Mrs Doris Ward on dealing so successfully with a
demanding year.
FINANCE
Our accumulated funds at 31 December 1979 were some £347 ,200
agaimt £305,800 the year previously: an increase of 1~%. The book
value of our investments increased by about 11 % to £301,615. The
market value rose by some £38,20CHo £394,200. Whilst this is a very
healthy situation , I must point out that high inflation over the past
decade or so means that , in real terms, the assets of the Association are
roughly what they were ten years ago.

The glasses are empty. Who's round is it? What's up Fred have they
left it to you this year to look after the kitty, or are you trying to think
who you handed it over to. Members of Sheffield Branch can see the
funny side of it this time
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THE WIRE
As you might guess, the costs of printing and posting ~he Wire
continue to rise. The loss, borne by Association Funds, dunng 1979
was £5,978 against £4,255 in 1978. Our printer, who continues t~ serve
us well, has advised us that recently negotiated wage increases m the
Printing Industry will lead to an increase o~ printing co~ts of some 2_0 %
in the near future. Your Central Committee, at their last meetmg,
decided that the subscription rates for The Wire will not be increased in
1981.
COLONEL-IN-CHIEF
Many of you will know from The Wire of the immensely successful
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980

visits to the Corps at home and overseas by our Colonel-in-Chief, The
Princess Anne. I wish to emphasise that Branches of the Association
must not send invitations or greetings telegrams to the Colonel-in-Chief
unless it is a special or unique occasion and then only with the prior
consent of our President, The Master of Signals. This will be sought
through our General Secretary and the Regimental Secretary at least
four weeks before the event. This criteria has been established by the
Corps Committee and must be strictly observed.
STAFF
The staff of Association Headquarters, supporting our General
Secretary. are as fo llows:
Miss MCook
-Welfare
MrsD. Ward
-WelEare
Mr D. Greenbrook
-Assistant to the General
Secretary
& Records
Ms C. Penfold
-Accounts
Maj M.A. W. Rose TD
-Accounts
(part time)
-Assistant Editor, The Wire
Mrs G. M. Crawford
Mr A. Walsh
Wire records and distribution
Mr P. Richards
-Trading and Mail
Mrs Crawford will leave us at the end of Aug ust, having given
sterling support to The Wire since 1976.
ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION & BENEVOLENT FUND
Brig D. E. Good, CBE (Catterick Branch). proposed that the audited
accounts of the Royal Signals Association Benevolent Fund be
approved (included as loose insert). The proposal was seconded by Mr
L. Pearson (Scarborough Branch) and approved un ani mously by a
show of han ds.
ELECTION OR RE-ELECTION TO THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE
The Meeting elected or re-elected the following to the Central
Co mmittee unanimously by a show of hands:Chairman & Treasurer-Maj Gen J.M. W. Badcock, CB MBE DL
(Re-e lection)
Vice-Chairman-Col L. W. Wright, TD (Re-election)
Brig T. I. G. Gray (Re-election)
Zone 'A' Representat ive-Maj F. G. Bolam (York Branch ) (Election
vice Maj R. O. Edwards (Leeds Branch) retiring)
AMENDMENT TO RULES
Following an explanation by the Chairman, the Meeti ng approved
unanimously by a show of hands an amendment to the Rules of the
Association. Rule 6(d) (Membership) is now to read:'(d) Officers and Soldiers of the Corps serving in the Regular or
Territorial Army who contribute to the Association, through Corps
Funds, under the Days Pay Scheme shall be deemed to be Life
Members of the Association, immediately the total sum subscribed by
them is £2 .50 or more. They shall be registered as such under
arra ngements to be made by the General Secretary·.
REUNIONS IN 1981
The General Sec etary informed the Meeting that the Blandford
Reunion was planned for 17 May 1981 and the Catterick _Reunion for
27/ 28 June 1981. Details of both events would be circulated to
Branches and Individual Members. requesting them , early in March
1981.
ADMINISTRATION OF REUNION
Mrs Harvey (Manchester Branch) asked that all documents. tickets.
etc . should be issued earlier to Branches by HQ Training Group, Royal
Signals & Catterick Garrison. The General Secretary undertook to
follow up this point and expressed the view that a related problem was
the difficulty in persuading all Branches to make their 'bids' for the
Reunion by the prescribed date.
PRINCESS ROYAL DAY MESSAGES
The Master of Signals informed Members that he had despatched
the following message to the Colonel -in-Chief:'011 the occasion of Princess Royal Day and th e Diamond Jubilee of
her Corps, All ranks. past and present, send warmest greetings co their
Colo11el-i11 -Chief On this unique day in the history of the Corps. they
reaffirm their loyalty and devotion to Her Royal Highness and, tl!rou_gh
the Colonel-in-Chief, to Her Majesty The Queen. humbly dedtcat111!(
themselves anew to the service of their Queen and Country..
.
·u,, this day. many will look back over these sixty yeurs wtth pnde, not
least the members of the Royal Sig11als Association. a~se~11blinlJ toclu:y
i11 Catterick for their w111ual reunion . whose assoc1t1t1011 with tlus
message of affection and loyalty has particular relevance'.
Gen Btadley went on to r ad the following reply which had been
received from The Princess Anne:THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980

'Please convey my warm thanks to th e Master of Signals and all
ranks of my Corps /or their kind m essage of loyal f(reeti11!( on the
occasion of Princess Royal Day. During the last year I have had the
opportunity to see my servinf( Corps in BAOR, the United Kingdom
and in Cyprus. I have been everywhere greatly impressed by their
enthusiasm and professionalism. I send weetings particularly to
members of the Royal Signals Association assembling at Catterick in
this historic year. To you all my warmest good wishes.·
ANNE
Colonel-in-Chief
The meeting warmly applauded the statement by the President.

ASSOCIATION
BATH & DISTRICT BRANCH
Report by Major Ian Jones TD , Chairman
It is my pleasure to write these notes. knowing that we have a modest
Hon Sec who would probably omit a proportion of the news! l realise
that many of ou r Branches are fortunate in having long-serving and
dedicated officers a nd committee members, all making their own
important contribution to the good standing of the Association . Our
own Hon Sec, Bill Swanson, is in such a category and he has served in
that office for 30 years . It was gratifying when we learned that the
Central Committee had seen fi t to recognise his long period of excellent
service by electing him as Honour Member of the Association. Our
President , Maj John Everett MBE TD MA , presented the prized badge
at the AGM in Mav and l!OOd security ensured that Bill's speech of
appreciation was entirely 'off the cuff! (As The Wire goes to print. we
have received the sad news that Bill Swanson died suddenly on 13
August.)
Just to prove that some of our members are still reasonably fit , the
President accompanied by his Labrador 'Sally', son David anc! myself,
completed a 10-mile sponsored walk in June which has permitted the
founding of 'The Royal Signals Bath District Bursary' with a present
value of £547. The bursary v.ill be managed by the Bath Youth
Adventure Trust and the annual interest will allow a grant of about £71
to assi~t a local young person to attend a train.in!!. course in outdoor
pursuits or leadership. Such ventures have strange twists-in return
for some sponsorship the Commandant of the Army Apprentices
College has personally tasked me to produce two apprentices for the
next in take!
We are making a special effort this year to encourage the younger exmembers of the Corps to join our branch, assist with our affairs and
maybe become the committee members of the future . If this hould
catch the eye of any candidates in the Bath and district area we'll be
glad to hear from you and you can be assured of a welcome.
GUERNSEY BRANCH
GEN AND MRS ANDERSON SEE GUERNSEY
One of the last engagements kept by Maj Gen A. A. G. Anderson
before his retirement as Signal Officer in Chief was to spend a weekend in Guernsey, accompanied by Mrs Andei-son, at the invitation of
Guernsey Branch. Gen and Mrs Anderson arrived on Satur_day 7
June by a morning flight from Southampton and were met at the foot of
the aircraft steps by the Branch Chairman and Committee. After
signing the visitors book at Government House and then being escorted
to their hotel for lunch, the afternoon was spent exploring Castle
Cornet in the Island's capital, St. Peter Port, and other interesting and
historic sites of the town. Escort, guide and mentor for this tour was
Branch Committee Member Alvaro Salazar.
EXCELLENT FUNCTION
On Saturday evening, the Branch held a dinner at St. Martin's Hotel
in honour of Gen and Mrs Anderson, attended by about 40 members
and their partners. Following the loyal toast and a toast to the Royal
Signals Association, (proposed by a lady member, Hester Rayson),
Branch Chairman John Rudkin formally welcomed Gen and Mrs
Anderson to Guernsey. He said that t~e member~. were ?eeply
con cious of the honour paid to the Branch by the visit, remmdmg
members of the responsibilities of the Signal Offic7r-in·Chief an.ct the
Corps. Mrs Anderson, he said, was equally busy with her own highly·
respected profession in medicine, and the Branch was flattered and
grateful that such busy and distinguish.er! people should.give up what
might have been a quiet week-end with their family m order that
Branch Members could have the pleasure of their company. Although
not a Guernseyman himself, the Chairman wished to re~ind the
distinguished ~ests that Guernsey people had become Br1t1 h a a
result of a choice made when England lost continental Normandy to
France. Fiercely loyal to the Crown while proudly defending the rights
and privileges accorded to them by charter and b custom, through the
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centuries thousands of Guernsey people had served in the Forces, many
v.;th great distinction.
On behalf of the Branch, the Chairman presented Gen Anderson
with an inscribed oak plaque bearing a reproduction of the Royal Seal
sent to Guernsey by the King of Enjlland .in the yea r 1290, and used
today in the manner of an heraldic de\1ce by the Government of
Guernsey- The States of Deliberation. The plaque had been made by
Aharo Salazar.
Thanking the Branch for the warmth of the welcome, for all the
arrangements made for Mrs Anderson and for him, for the 'ex_cellen t'
dinner, and for the plaque which would be a valued souven~r. Gen
Anderson said how pleased he was to find the Guernsey Bran~ m such
good and vigorous health. He went on to speak of the changes in Army
communications in the years since most of the Branch Members h ad
ceased to serve with the colours, and all present were greatly interested
to hear about the growing role of microp~cessors. He said he w~
particularly proud of the work of the Corps in Northern Ireland and m
Rhodesia . Today's problem was one of manning and there wa~ a
shortage of recruits , offering many opponunities for people of the high
calibre the Corps demands. Gen Anderson told members of the keen
interest taken in Corps affairs by the Colonel-in-Chief, HRH The
Princess Anne.
The formalities concluded with the presentation of a bouquet to Mrs
Anderson by Branch Social Secretary Edna Chester.
The Chairman thanked the Committee for their hard work in
organising the week-end , particularly Branch Secretary Len B~be for
his untiring and enthusiastic work behind the scenes. During the
remainder of the evening, Gen and Mrs Anderson moved around the
table, sitting alongside every individual present, to talk. Branch
members were delighted at this continuation of the friendly and
informal note which had already been sounded during the pre-dinner
drinks.

AU REVOIR
On Sunday morning, John Rudkin escorted Gen and Mrs Anderson
on a tour of some of the beauty spots of the Island, finishing at the
Marina Restaurant, Beaucette where Committee members and their
partners entertained the guests to an informal lunch. Gen and Mrs
Anderson flew back to England in mid-afternoon, leaving behind many
happy memories in the hearts and minds of members of the Branch.
Throughout the week-end, Gen and Mrs Anderson were driven by onetime RCMP Sgt, Ernie Sarchet, who has since been made an Honorary
Member of t he Branch.
NORTH LONDON BRANCH

25 YEARS ON
As the Corps marks up its 60th Anniversary, the Branch celebrated
its own 25th year with a full house at the Annual Dinner held at
Pearsons Restaurant, Enfield, on Friday, 11th April. Several of those
present had travelled great distances to be with us and everyone from
Founder to latest entrant was represented. The principal guest was ~l
John Reading, TD, whose links with some members were forged dunng
the dark days of war, and RHQ was represented by Mr Dave
Greenbrook with Mrs Greenbrook.
The Company was summoned to dinner by young buglers of 'The
Blues' , a local youth band immaculate in both turnout and
performance, and appropriately Lionel Kennet, at the invitation of Bob
Brereton, the current bearer. assumed the duties of Standard Bearer
for the evening since it was Lionel who held this office on the proud
occasion of its dedication some 24 years ago.
Col Ken Baldwin, extremely popular and hardworking President
since the formation of the Branch, opened the proceedings by calling
for one minutes silence to the honour of Ron Hale, whose sudden death
a few days earlier, had left all members stunned and shocked. This was
particularly sad since Ron, always a worker, had played a major role in
the Dinner preparations. The evening proved to be well-worthy of the
occasion, a true 'S ignals ' event in all respects and a perfect send off for
the Branch into its second quarter century throughout which we all
hope it will maintain the same high standards as hitherto and provide a
basis of companionship for many of those young men who today serve
the Corps and will become the 'old comrades' of tomorrow.

Sport - - ~
GOLF
ROYAL SIGNALS V ROY AL CORPS OFTRANSPORT-11 JUNE
A cloud lad.en sky and warm breeze, with fairways and greens wet
afte: the so~~mg they had received the previous day, made for ideal
golfing conditions.
. The Corps low ha~dicap players were battling their way to the semi
fmal of the ~oyal I:1sh Rangers Cup at Tidworth, so only one of our
team had a single figure handicap, and he came out of retirement in
C<;>rnwall s~ying that he hadn't seen a tree on a golf course since 1970!
J:lmdhe~d is one of those delightful inland courses, with narrow tree
hoed fa irways. lots of gorse and heather and steep hillsides ' loc al
knowledge' is worth about three shots, but four of our team had never
before played this 'home course' for the RCT
Th~ sin_gles were hard fought, two wins , two even and four defeats
resu ltmg in a 5 to 3 deficit. in the morning. Maj Eric Gill and Capt
Frank Rogers outlasted their opponents to win on the 17th and Maj
Jim Potts .(5) and Capt Terry E!erett both earned a half at' the 18th.
Capt David Palmer was up against an in form 'bandit' in Sgt Duffy
losing 5 and 4, whereas Lt Col Ron Murray took on the Secretary AGS
Maj_An~rew Turnbull, losing a closely fought match. Brig Jasper Peck
put in his usual go~d perform~ce, but lost on the 17th whilst Lt Col
Dere~ Hall complained that his opponent Brig Stevens never missed
the fa1rwa)'or 3 putted in his 3 & 2 win.
Aft.er a filli!1g lunch and replacement of the liquid lost in the
mornmg exertions, we paired off for an afternoon of St Andrews
fou rs.omes Brig Jasper Pack and Lt Col Derek Hall (combined
~and1caps ,28_) took on the_ RCT leading pair off 15 and were
generously given 5 shots, which they. used to good advantage winning
3 & 1. Alas that was the only success and the final result was a win for
the RCT 8 to 4. !twas a g_ood humoured and thoroughly enjoyable day
played on a scemc course m super conditions even if the muscles of our
older team members did creak a bit at the end.
ROY AL SIGNALS• RCT- l1t ROUND
SlnaJea (Lo1t 3 to 51
RCT
Royal Signal.
MajJ. D. Potts
(5) GI v Maj G. Lambert
(61
Lt Col D. HaU
(13) (0) v Brig K. Steveru
(6) 3 & 2
BrigJ. Peck
(15) (0) v Maj D. Moorcroft
(9) 2 & 1
(141 GI • Maj B. Rees
(101
Capt T. Emett
Lt Col R. Murray
(161 (0) v Maj A. Turnbull
(111 3 & 2
MajE.GUI
(161 (11 • ColG.WUllams
(1112&1
Capt D. Palmer
(18) (01 v Sgt Daffy
(17) 5 & 4
Capt F. Rogen
(181 (1) v Capt D. McDougall
(121 2 & 1
Founomea Lott 1 to 3
Peck & Hall
Potta & Rogen
EYerett & Murray
GUI & Palmer

The Visitors are met on the airport apron. From the left: Branch
Secretary Len Barbe, Social Secretary Edna Chester, Maj Gen
Anderson, Branch Chairman John Rudlcin, Mrs Anderson , Branch
Committee Member Alvaro Salazar

(281
(231
(301
(34)

(1)
(0)
(01
(0)

v Steveru & Moorcroft
v Lambert & Duffy
v Rees & TumbuU
Y WUllams & McDougal

(151
(231
(211
(231

3& 1
5&4
4& 3
4& 3

Reault

Gl

half

(11
(11

loat
lost
half

(11

(1

loat
won
loat
won

The result a 9-f> win for Royal Signals but I believe that whatever
the result we all enjoyed a good days golf and tQat was due mainly to a
fine staff who prepared the course and to them I have passed the many
thanks.

(01
(11
(l)
(11

won
lost
lost
lost

ROYAL SIGNALS v REME 1 AUGUST
The Corps was lucky again in having another gloriously sunny day
for one of the annual golf matches. This time we were fortunate to
share the day with the Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers. The
venue for our ~attle royal was B~ackmoor Golf Course on I August.
Blackmoor 1s a small course in the county of Hampshire in the area
of Bordon (we all know where that is). The course is a Par 68 and all
th?se who know the course will be keen to know that the second and
third holes have been re-shaped. The second hole is now made into a
3_68 yard par 4 and the third has been given a severe dog-leg to the
right. Needless to say, the golf course was in superb condition and all
the players would like to express a vote of thanks to all those concerned.
The normal format of singles in the morning and foursome in the
afternoon was changed. The morning was devoted to the four ball
matches and the single in the afternoon.
In .the first four ball Maj Gen Jimmy Jackson and Capt Harry
Meekings wer~ too much on form for the REME number one pair and
came away wmners by 4 and 3. Our second pair were Lt Col Stan
Sch?field and Maj John lent, who was playing in his first Corps match .
'J!ie1r opponent~ were playing very well but Stan and John came away
with a very creditable half. The third pair of Lt Col Derek Hall and Maj
Badger Terry were up agains\ a very good pair and lost 2 and I. Our
anchor men ot: Col Blocks Harris and Maj Doug Burt had a relatively
ea_sy game against Lt Col Martin Jones REME, their eighth player had
fatled to attend. It was unfortunate that Martin Jones wa giving
strokes to both our players as well as taking them on single handed . So
the Corps came into lunch with a leading core of'.2! to I~ .
In the _aftern~n ~':'J Jh:r_imy (I've. got to leave early) Jackson led the
way, against a big hitting giant playing off 10 handicap . Unfortunately

(Ol

(1

As we all know the month of July left a lot to b~ desired with regard
to the_ weather. We started our day hoping that at last we would see
~un.s~ine and of course we were lucky. Our day of golf started with the
10d1v1duals and the teams tee'd off as follows:
SECRETARY:

Col K. B. Baldwin MBE TD DL, President, Mr L. S. Kennet, original
Standard Bearer of the Branch and Col John Reading TD, principal
guest at the Annual Dinner
YORK BRANCH

Gen Anderson raises a big smile from Mrs Annie Love as he talks to
Branch Vice-Chairman Bas Love
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Apropos our July notes, the York Branch meeting day should of
course have read the last Wednesday in the month. Apologies and
thanks to the many avid readers who drew attention to the hiccough .
The contrite Scribe takes comfort from Sam Goldwyn's axiom 'There's
no such thing as bad publicity'! !
Our enjoyment of the Catterick week-end was enhanced by the
announcement at the AGM of Maj George Bolam's election to the
Association Central Committee. George has been a stalwart of th!s
Branch since moving to York some years back. We bathe in his
reflected glory and wish him a happy and successful tenure of office.
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980

SECRETARY:

David Shakespeare R Signals Sqn Ldr Derek Keer RAF

RSIGNALS
Maj Gen Jimmy Jacbon
Capt Harry Meeklngs
M-.1 Ray Wlndm.111
W02 Pat Baldwin
W02 Alex Kubu

llrlg Alan Yeoman

Capt Willie Brew In
Sat Chru Canetb
Sgt Brian Cullen
WOt David Snowdon

(71 v J . T. Lei Bruckner

(4)

Y Sgt Charlea Baker
v CH TECH Taff John
(13 v Sat Lou McCarthy
(13f v FG OFF Jim Elliot
(5 v Sgt Ken Lewlngton
(5 v CPL John Tapping
(1 v Sgt Mark Appleyard
(12 v Sgt John Sprlngtborpe
(91 v Sgt Alan Treudem

(91

RESULTS
(51

!-!

(511-0

(51 !- !
(811-8

(131 1-0
(171 1-0
(91 0-1
(41 0- 1
(14 1-0
(121 1-0

7-3

NO JUSTICE
This as you can see is a good healthy state to end the morning rounds ,
and of course makes lunch taste that much better. Each and everyTHE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980
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MATCH LOST 4 to 8

(Photo Courtesy Guernsey Evening Press)

one of our players has a tale to tell , the missed put, the chip in at the ?
and so on, but the tale of Les Bruckner is one that he will surely talk
about to his grandchildren. Both he and Gen Jackson drove well at the
7th an~ walked to where they thought the balls had gone, Gen
Jackson s was found no problem , but Les Bruckner had no such
luck, the following pair were hard on their heels so Bruckner conceded
the hole and walked to the next tee. The following pair Capt Harry
Meeldngs and Sgt Charlie _Baker eventually arrived on the 7th green
and found Bruckner's ball m the hole. He had had a hole in one on a
pa.r ~,365 yard hole and lost the hole. I am in the process of checking if
this 1s a record.
The afternoon's Foursomes were pared as follows: (Unfortunately we
had lost Capt Wlllle Brewin and yours truly replaced him.)
Jackson & Meekings
v Appleyard & Bailer
0-1
Yeoman & Baldwin
v John & Bruckner
0-1
Shakespeare & Kubu
v McCarthy & Tapping
0-1
Carveth & Windmill
v Trotter & Treaadan
1-0
Cullen & Snowdon
v Springthorpe & Lewlngton 1-0
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the handicap was too much and Jimmy Jackson lost by 3 and 2. Harry
Meeklngs was far too trong for his opponent and had a comf<?rtable
win of 7 and 6. T he evergreen Stan Schofield agam held out to wm by 2
and I. (His new Browning low profile clubs are really working well).
John lent has to take on a young lieutenant b ut came off the !_8th with a
very creditable half, well done John. Derek Hall was up against a very
e.xperienced player and was on Donny 4 but made a great fight of it to
lose by only 1 down. Badger Terry and Doug Burt came in wit~ very
good win of one up, giving the Corps an unbeatable lead . Again our
anchor man of Blocks Harris h ad to take on a late comer who the
REME had obtained to make up their team. but t he newcomer had
only played the 18 hole and this made all t he differen ce towards our
loss. However t he Corps had done enough to win a very good match in
ideal conditions and on'a very good course.

HOCKEY
ROYAL SIGNALS HOCKEY 1979/80 SEASON
LOOKING BACK
RESULTS
lost
RA
lost
RAPC
won
Royal Marines
won
RAC
lost
RMAS
drawn
RCT
lost
REME
lost
RE
lost
RAOC
won
Staff College

SAILING

1-3
2-4

1-0
4-0
1-8

1-1
1-2
1-3
0-3
4-2

Played I 0 won J lost 6 drawn I Goals for I 6 against 26
Army Outdoor Inter Corps

FOURBALL
Jackson/ Meekings
Schofield/lent
Hallfrerrey
Burt/ Harris

v Titt/ Cleall

4-3 1-0

v Welsh/ Dyer

0-0

i-4

1-2 0- 1
4-3 1-0

v Fenn / Revell
v Jones

~- li

SINGLES
Maj Gen A. J. Jackson
Capt H. A. C. Meekings
Lt Col S. Schofield
MajJ. Ient
Lt Col D. Hall
MajF.A.L. Terrey
MajD. Burt
Col G.D. T. Harris

(8) v Mr S. Cleall
(4) v MrG. Titt
(8) v Lt ColJones
(12) v Lt Welsh
(13 ) v Lt Col Dyer
(15) v Maj Fenn
(16) v MajReveU
(17) v Lt Col Briggs

(1 0)
(5)
(13)
(14)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(l 5)

2-3
7-6
2-1

0-1

0-0
0- 1
1- 0
1- 0

i-i

1-2

1-0
1-0
0- 1
1- 0
1-0
0- 1

4i-3i
MATCH 7-5 Win for R Signals

Army Indoor Inter Corps
Army Indoor Inter Service
Welbeck Versus Officers

Lost in finals (played 6 won 4
drawn I lost I goals for 20 against 7)
lost in semi-finals (played 5 won 3
lost 2)
lost in finals (played 5 won 3 lost 2)
drawn 3-3

Co11cl11sion. A good season despite many changes in the Corps Team.
We have had a very cheerful squad who have played good hockey in a
good spirit, and there have usually been two reserves on the side-line
cheering the team on. Although there has not been a consistent string
of successes nevertheless there have been some notable high-spots.

REPRESENT ATIVE HONOURS
The followi ng have played for the Army Outdoor side:
Sgt P. Havlin
227 Sig Sqn
2LtS. Wallis
244 Sig Sqn
School of Signals
SSgt S. Bromidge
The following have played for the Anny Indoor side:
Sgt A. Reece
attached 14 INT Coy
CplJ. Latbbury
16 Sig Regt
Sgt P. Havlin
227 Sig Sqn
Sgt B. Mower
11 Sig Regt
The fo llowi ng have played for the Com bi ned Services Indoor side:
Sgt B. Mower
11 Sig Regt
Sgt P . Havlin
227 Sig Sqn
Sgt A. Reece
attach ed 14 Int Coy
CplJ. Lathbury
16 Sig Regt

The Royal Sign:'1s Yacht Club (BAOR) Dinghy Regatta 1980.
Rcpo~ by MaJ W. Coxon Royal Signals Secretary RSYC (BAOR)
Din glues
GOOD TURN OUT
After the proverbial forty days and forty nights we stopped building
our ARK and move~ to th~ Mohnesee for three days on the 23 July. The
weathe~ was beautiful with .a good turnout-ten unit teams, sixty
competitor~, fo~ the mter-umt team championship. The competition
was. orgamsed mto ~wo !~agues, of five teams. Each team sailed
agamst all the teams 111 their league. There was little wind on the first
day, however, the second day produced more wind, for the balance of
the heats and the two race final to decide the final 1, 2 and 3.
CHAMPIONS
The unit champions were J Armd Div HQ & Signal Regiment ably
l~d by W02 Ji~ Downie,. taking Canon Certa back home to ve'rden .
Second ~as 13 S1g.nal Regiment Jed by Maj Homphrey Vines, and third
was 21 S1g~~I Regiment led by SSgt Pete Dowdall.
The md1v1dual championship was held on Friday 25 July when we
sa_ iled four races, with 17 competitors, best three races to count. The
wmner, W02 Jim Downie with Ji points, retained the Maunsell
Trophy. He was closely followed by LCpl Chas Cowell with 4i points-a
you ng man who has progressed very well this season.
. Brig Henry Hild and his wife, Janet, spent the last day with us and
kmdly presented the prizes. The Brigadier was an 'old' C Helm. He was
rete~ted by the !Vfohnesee Coach and awarded his RY A elementary
ce~1ficate, a fittmg end to his day out with some of the BAOR Corps
sailors.

The winner of the ' Maunsell Trophy' W02 J im Dow nie (left) and S Sgt
Alistair McEwan

EXCELLENT EVENT
An excellent th~ee day regatta with little wind on the first day,
however, the followmg two days ~ere pe~ect with the sun shining and a
good Mo~ne breez~. ~II competitors enjoyed the Regatta and, with the
numbers mvolved , 1t 1s hoped that there will be a resurgence of BAOR
Corps dinghy sailing in the future.
Results Sum mary
BAOR Inter-Unit Team Race for the Canon 'Certa'
Winners: I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
Runners Up for the Small Starting Canon: 13 Sig Regt
Third: 21 Sig Regt
Mi~o: Units Trophy 'The Rhino Cup": 229 Sig Sqn
ln~IVldual Championship for the 'Maunselr Trophy:
WmnerW0 2 JimDownie I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
Sec_ond L~pl Chas Cowell I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
Third MaJ Homphrey Vines 13 Sig Regt

Th e fo llowing has been appo inted Army indoor Hockey Coach
Sgt B. Mower

ARMY GOLF ASSOCIATION
72 HOLES STROKE PLAY CHAMPIONSHIP
This year the AGA Stroke Play Championship was held at Little
Aston and Whittington Barracks Golf Clubs. The Little Aston course is
used for the main com petition of 72 holes scratch with players of 1-9
handicap. Whittington Barracks course is for the 10-18 handicap
players. Both competitions are run over the same two days with the
prize giving for both events taking place at Little Aston . This year had
an added competition run concurrently with the 72 holes
championship , that of the inter unit competition.
The Royal Signals had a st rong field entered for both the individuals
and the team event. Our notable success in the individual event was Sgt
Chris Canetb who played very well throughout the 72 holes-to finish
runner-up with a total of 316, only one shot behind the winner. Capt
Willie Brewin finished well up the field in 4th position. In the team
e\·ent our stalwarts from 8th Signal Regiment did the Corps very well by
finishing as runner-up in the inter-unit scratch competition. The team
was Capt WIWe Brewln, Sgt Chm Caneth, W02 Pat Baldwin, Sgt
Brian Cullen a nd SSgt Olle Walton. Congratulation s to them all on a
fi ne effort . So, all in all , a good day for the Royal Signals golf and a
rewarding one for 8th Signal Regiment.
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AWARD OF ROYAL SIGNALS HOCKEY COLOURS 1979/ 80
W02 J . Lindsay
School of Sig nals
SSgt S. W. Bromidge
School of Signals
Cpl R. G. Young
11 Sig Regt

RE-AWARDS
MajB. Chubb
W02 A. G. Neilson
Sgt B. E. Mower
CplJ. H. Lathbury

RM CS Shrivenha m .
30 Sig Regt
11 Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt

LOOKING FORWARD TO 1980/81 SEASON
A new Co rps Hockey season gets under way with Corp s Trials
(outdoor ) on 9/ 10 October at Bland ford and (i ndoor) on 13/ 14 October
at Atdcrshot. Are you a Corps stand ard player hiding your stick under
a bushel? If so cont act the Secretary Royal Signals Hockey, Maj J. A.
Rose (QM), 33 Signal Regiment, (OSI 489 8331 ).
T HE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980

Last year's winn~r. M~j Ho~phrey Vines on the left, looking rather
perplexed at coming third this year. L-R: Maj HomphreyVines and S ig
Geordie Butler
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1980

The secretary, Ma j Bill Coxon, o utfla nked by some members of the 1
Di'!.. Team . L-R: Sig Rick Greenland, LCpl Chas Cowell, Secretary
W02 Jim Downie, SSgt Alistair McEwan
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ONLY THE PREFERENTIAL REGULAR MONTHLY SAVINGS PLAN FOR THE
ARMED SERVICES PROVIDES THE FOLLOWING OUTSTANDING BENEFITS

Goods Available from Association Headquarters

Let us help you plan Y OUR savings programme
The following items are available from the Assoc[ation

A chance to build up a subst antial sum
You save a regular monthly sum of money.
You can choose how much and for how
long to suit your needs. For instance you
might want to get together the deposit to
buy a house or cash to help you settle into
civilian life or pay for your ch ildren's
education.

Any telephone enquiries to Chelsea Military extensio n 376, pl-se.
· ·
·
·
. d in Planner Style . The outer cover is in flexible blue vinyl,
The 1981 C<;>rps
Diadry'-JIThM~Y~e~cl~J~J~if~~~~~ary
is an address and telephone insert. OVERSEAS 60p HOME
embossed
with a go
·
70p.

1

'Jimmy' in bronze. Height 114" including pli.nth.
Produced by Peter Hicks for the Association

Overseas

UK

£

£

32.00

36 .80

Royal Signals stick pin. for ladies w ear. Sterling silver w ith spring safety stud,
complete in presentat ion case
. ..
·· ·
· ··
· ··

6.50

7.50

Mens Calf leather wa llets

6 .00

6.90

Corps table mats (set of six)

17.50

19.50

Corps cocktai l mats (set of six)

6.00

6.90

Corps wall plaque (scrolls 'Royal Corps of Signals' or blank)

5.65

6.60

Corps cuff links (revised pattern)

3.25

3.60

Framed, illuminated Corps badge <q" x 4i"

1.1 0

1.25

Blazer badge (as approved by the Corps Committee) (on navy or black background)

2.80

3.10

Crested glass ash trays

1.15

1.35

Corps ties-terylene 3t"

1.75

2 .00

Car badge-square. acrylic

2.50

2.85

Key ri ng w ith Corps badge tag

0.45

0.50

'Begone Dull Care'. The Corps Band Record. (LP )

2. 30

2.60

Corps clipper boa rd folders in blue vinyl w ith crest in gold

2.20

2.40

Corps transfers- large (10" x 7i''l

0.85

0.90

medium (7i" x 5l ")

0.80

0.85

small (3" x 2f ')

0.75

0.80

Clever Cubes' Desk tidies (for pins & paper clips)

0.55

0.60

Identity card holder

0.17

0.19

Blazer buttons- large
small

0.50
0.45

0.55
0.50

Association lapel badge (new pattern. members only)

0.40

0.45

Vinyl " coasters" with Corps Crest (set of six)

1.45

1.55

Calf leather comb case complete with comb

0.45

0.50

V aluable tax relief
Each m ont hly subscription is el igible fo r
income tax rel ief, currently amou nting to
17''/2% on every £1 00 cont ri buted to the
Plan. What's more you ca n deduct th e tax
relief yourself before sending the
subscription.
Automatic life assurance
This is guaranteed from t he start and is
equal to th e total subscriptions payable
over t he chosen savings peri od.
Flexibility
This Pla n m ay be taken out fo r a savi ng
period of 10, 15, 20, 25 or 30 yea rs or to
age 60.

The setting up expenses have been deferred
You benefit from maximum investment in
units from t he start.
Plus the following preferential concessions
available to you as a member of the Armed
Se rvi ces.
More is invested
In th is special Plan you benefit from an
extra 1% invested for you . This with your
tax re lief, at present 171;2%, means that for
every £100 you actua lly pay, between £110
and £116 is invested on your behalf,
depending on your age at entry. (From
April 1981 tax relief will be at the rate of
15%.)
No additional premium to cover hazardous
risks including service in Northern Ireland
and all sports including motor racing and
hang-gliding .
These preferential concessions are retained
on leaving the Armed Services.
To find out more about this special plan
just send off the coupon now. No stamp is
needed.

r----- ------- ---------------,

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

To: Occupational Investment & Insurance Services Limited
Freepost, Guildford, Surrey GU1 2BR.
I should like to see how£
a month could grow for me over a
year period. Please forwa rd a quotation and further details.

Number

Rank

Surname

DMeof
lntls _ _ Birth

I
I

Service address

I

I
J
L---------------------------

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACK ING
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Choice of five unit trusts
Through your Plan your savings are
invested in whichever of t he five
professionally managed Crescent unit
trusts you ch oose.

You can, if you need to, cash it in before the
end of the chosen savings period.

The Preferential Regular Savings Plan for the Armed Services

•

•
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Citroen
A name for economy
Every model in the Citroen range earns good marks
for fuel economy.And g~ves you a bonus in comfort and
roadholding plus generous interior space.You'll be better
off, too, wrthout U.K.car tax and VAT. as you can see from
our price list.
Crtroen service is available throughout Europe
and in many other countries. For details of our Personal
Export scheme and colour brochures, write or 'phone:
Personal Export Division,Crtroen Cars Ltd, Dept M80
Mill Stree~ Slough SL2 SOE,England. (Tel: Slough 23808).

,/FAMOUS.DRINKS"
~

IN YOUR.MESS

~

~

Rutherford and Mile~~t

~

~

rf!

?ff

OLD ~
TRINITY J3~~ 1 ·
HOUSE Mad:ira

~

rf!

?ff

A

~

Vintage but not
the price

D~ie

TH E LIQ UEUR Y.OU PREF ER TO BE OFFERE:::>

GSA Saloon

The Brandy of Napoleon

•

COURVOISIER

y

Miiitary Export Price Ual
For orders placed directly with Citroen Cars Ltd, Slough,
with delivery ex-depot UK (number plates and any delivery
charges extra) :
ex 2400 Pallas
(5 Speed)
£5.737
ex 2400 Pallas
(e.matic)
£5.901
ex 2500 Diesel Super
(5 Speed)
£5,714
ex 2500 Diesel Pallas
(5 Speed)
£6.214
ex 2400 Pallas Injection
(e·matic)
£6.587
ex un (5 SptedJ
£6.568
ex Prettige Injection (e·ma tic/
5 Speed)
£8.841
ex Salari Estates
ex 2400 Super
(4 Speed)
£5.568
ex 2400 Super
(5 Speed)
£5.676

2CV6

£1.758
£1.945
£2.468
£2.719
GSpec11I Saloon
£2.748
GSpecial Estatr
£2.943
GS Club
£2. 77 0
GS Pallas
£3,088
GS Pallu (C-11a11c) £3,273
GS Estate
£2.965
GSA Club
£3.220
GSA Club (C·matic) £3.342
GSA Pallas
£3,488
GSA Pallas (C·11at1c) £3.611
GSA Esme
£3.389
GSA Est1t1 (e m1t1c) £3.592
ex Reflex (4Speedl £4.712
ex Athena (5 Sp11d) £5.242

Dyane

Visa e1u•
Visa Suptr

PUCQCOttecl a! tme OI QOWlQ 10 Pfes$

ex 2400 Super
(C·maticJ
£5.846
ex 2500 Diesel Super
(4 Speed)
£5.888
ex 2500 Diesel Super
(5 Speed)
£5,996
ex Familiale (8 Seater)
Estates
ex 2400 Super
(4 Speed)
£5.671
ex 2400 Super
(5 Speed)
£5.779
ex 2400 Super
(e·matic)
£5.94 9
CX 2500 Diesel Suptr
(4 Speed)
£5.989
ex 2500 Diesel Super
(5 Speed)
£6.097

'
PIMMS\

There is nothing like a .

y

For these and all bar supplies

~

contact your nearest NAAFI.

...·""·

When he started trying to crack our
Marcryp code, he was a young man.
MSDS Marcryp is a series of
secure communication systems
which defies computer-aided
cryptographers. The use of
millions of digital combinations
and linear and non-linear logic
means it could take 300 years
to crack!
Each product in the Marcryp
range secures a particular type
of communication: telegraph,

A Marcryp unit for multiplexed
data security.

data, facsimile, teleprinter,
line, trunk communication
net radio, commercial vhf,
telephone links.
Virtually the whole sphere
of military, government, civil
and commercial communication is covered.
Ask for full information in plain language you
can understand.

1§1

Marconi Space and Defence Systems Limited
A GEC-Marconi Electronics Company
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Build yourseff a new career with Securicor!
Your engineering skills will bring
you an interesting, varied and well
paid job with Securicor, Britain's
biggest security organisation with
238 branches nationwide.
It's a permanent, pensionable
career with unusual opportunities
to get right to the top because at
Securicor we promote only from

within. There's free protective
clothing, excellent sick pay,
pension and insurance schemes.
Whether you're an expert in electronics or communications, whether
you're an engineer or a skilled
mechanic, we want to hear

I

Write today for further information to:
The National Recruitment Officer,
Department RC/ 13, Securicor Ltd.,
Vigilant House, 24/ 30 Gill ingham St.,
London SWI V IHZ.

SECURICOR
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"My Toyota is nowjust over 6 years old and has completed 114,000 miles on the original engine, clutch and
gearbox~
B.E.Mower,Kent.
"Apart from the normal wear and tear replacements,! have had no repair bills whatsoever. In fact,
the original battery lasted for 74,000 miles and the
clutch was replaced after 89,000 miles~
J oh nF. Brian,Surrey.
"My Toyota Crown Custom Estate has exceeded
100,000 miles, with only the most minor difficulties, and
If you are about to be posted abroad, you can buy a
7 ""\ in its youth, when it was legally new Toyota Corolla for as little as£2,718.00.
\ \.
_l . possible,ittravelledquitecomIt's a car luxuriously equipped , with quartz clock,
./ /- · - , .
fortablyataspeed MWLW push-button radio, head-restraints, tinted glass
/f.
x· '.
ofl20 m ph. alJ round, halogen headlamp ,metalJic paint and heated
rearscreen,all fitted as standard.
llf•1;. ~
If you have any worries about servicing, we have
over 3,500 dealers throughout Europe, over 1,000 in
.....__.....;-~ ~
West Germany alone.
Wherever you're stationed, Toyota are stationed there too.
And if you have any worries about reliability,
read again the quotes above.
In normal travelling today it gives 27 miles to the gallon
. For more information about all our models,
on a distance and returns on short journeys in town in simplyfillinthecouponbelow.
the region of24 miles to the gallon."
,,~
'
R.A.L. Moss, Northants.
"I have never thought of having any
other make of car. I am also the proud
owner of a Cressida and look
forward to the

r

-;r-r:

TOYOTA

Build yourself a new career with Securicor!
Your engineering skills will bring
you an interesting, varied and well
paid job with Securicor, Britain's
biggest security organisation with
238 branches nationwide.
It's a permanent, pensionable
career with unusual opportunities
to get right to the top because at
Securicor we promote only from

within. There's free protective
clothing, excellent sick pay,
pension and insurance schemes.
Whether you're an expert in electronics or communications, whether
you're an engineer or a skilled
mechanic, we want to hear

I

Write today for further information to:
The National Recruitment Officer,
Department RC/ 13, Securicor Ltd.,
Vigilant House, 24/ 30 Gil lingham St.,
London SWlVlHZ.

day when I can
satisfy my ambition to own a Crown."
"Manyofm y friends and colleagues,
having witnessed the wonderful service I
have received from your cars and the garages
concerned, are now proud owners of Toyota models~
John E. Ackary, Yorkshire.

SECURICOR
11/ 80

?rirtl ed in Great Britain

To:Toyota Personal ExportSa:.he Quad rangle, Redhill,

urrev~i:PJ
I

I am interested in the Toyota Corolla. O
(lick box)
I would also like more details about the Carina and the Celica. 0
am~Ran K-------------~~

Address _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __

l: ____· _

• I

Tu_le_ph_o_
ne _(H_om
_ d_U_n_it) _ _ _

1

I
I

=.J
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The Official Organ of the Royal Signals Association
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Editor: Lt Col R. L. Murray, OBE

AssistantEdJtor: Ms L. Carter

-All co"espondence and matter for publication in THE WIRE should be addressed to THJ:,
WIRE, Ro~1al Signals Association. Cheltenham Te"ace, Chelsea. London SWJ 4RH. Tel No:
Chelsea Mil. Ext 371STD01 -930 4466. Ask operator for extension.

Matter for publication must be received by the 12th of the month
preceding publication.
Subscription rates 1981 (Bl-monthly)
(Jan, Mar, ~fay, July. Sept. and Nov). Individ ual: Yearly £2. 10; Bi- monthly JSp; Bu lk (five
or more copies): Yearly £1.80; Bi-monthly: JOp
Remittances should be made payable to: Royal Signals Association

OUR COVER PICTURE
Our cove~ picture shows a component of 7 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sq n crossing the
Rhine during Exercise Crusader. Full report page 458.

DON'T BE VAGUE. THE DARK BOTTLE'S HAIG.

THE

WIRE
For
a
new
car

...

Mn Bradley and I wish you aJJ , serving and retired , and
your families a very happy Cbrls1Jnas and a peaceful,
prosperous New Year. We know thatsome of you at this
lime, by reason of duty , will be separated from those you
love and we send a special wish that you will soon be
safely and happily reunited.

... AND SIGNAL OFFICER-IN-CHIEF

November 1980

That's the number of Naafi's expert car sales and finance force at Nottinghamthe people who, if it's humanly possible, will get you the car you wane at a price
you can afford. They can organise discounts, HP, quick easy insurance
and all the other benefits that make up our very special service. Wriuen
quocauons will be provided on request.

Vol34

No&

(New Series)

It's a wonderful way to buy a car
So ring Naafi now!
THE WIR E, NO VEMB ER 1980
SUPPLfMfNT No. 1-PAGE TWO

CHRISTMAS MESSAGE FROM THE
MASTER OF SIGNALS

Printed in Great Britain

As I assume my appointment, I have the most pleasant
opportunity of sending to you aJJ and your famlJles
Cliristmas Greetings from me and my family. Christmas
is essentially a famBy occasion and I would ask ou aJI to
remember particularly Mrs Pat Bate and bu children.
General Bate was an outstanding man and a grievous
loss to Royal Signals but he would wish the family he
loved and the Corps that he loved to move forward Into
1981 with optimism, hope and determination .
It has been a great pleasure for me to visit so many of
you during 1980 and I hope to visit many more In the
next two years. I feel privileged to be selected to lead you
into 1981. Thank you for all for your splendid work
wherever you may be and the best wishes for a happy and
successful New Year.
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ULSTER AWARDS AND
COMMENDATIONS
We congratulate the following who received awards and
commendation for ervice in orthern Ireland between I February
and 30 April 1980.
MBE
U W. P. Kent
WO l (SupvrR ) R. J. Courtney
MENTI O N IN D ES PATCHES
Capt A. K. Chapman
W02 (YofS) M. J. H. Naylor
Cpl D. Chrystal
LCpl W . S. Cadman

MEMORIAL SERVICE FOR
THE LATE MATOR
GENERAL A. C. BATE,
OBE
A memorial service for t he late Signal Officer-in-Chief was held at St
James's Ch urch, Piccadilly on 17 Oc tobe r. The Col o nel-in-Chief, was
represented by Maj Gen H. A. J. Sturge, CB. Also present were t he
Master of Signals, Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley, CB CBE DSO , the
Signal O ffice r-in -Chief designate, Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle, CBE,
most of the Colonels Co mmandan t , a large number of senio r officers of
all arms and services. and representatives of every regiment a nd major
headquarters in the Corps. ColJ. A . D. Francis was in attenda nce upon
Mrs Pat Bate and her four children . It was indeed a memorab le a nd
fitting service for a n outsta nd ing officer of t he Co rps, a nd a much loved
friend . The sympathy of a ll mem bers of the Corps is wit h Pat Bate a nd
her family.

SA VE THE CHILDREN FUND
DONATIONS IN MEMORY OF THE
LATE MAJOR GENERAL A. C. BATE OBE
Members of the Corps a nd frien ds o f the fa mily contrib uted £860.50
to t he Save the Children Fund in me mory of t he late Sig na l O ffice r-inChief.

OFFICERS DINNER
CLUB
CORPS DINNER 13 M ay 1981 at the London In tern a tional Press
Centre.
CORPS LUNCHEON 13 June 1981 at the HQ Mess , Blandford .
Application form s for tickets will be sent ou t to membe rs in
February/M arch .

4!i0

SENIOR APPOINTMENTS
Maj Gen A. C. Bi~wistle, CBE is appointed Signal Officer-in-Chief
on 25 November 1980.
Lt COi J. 0. C. Alexander, OBE is appointed Commandant School of
Signals in December 1980, Vice-Brig R. Benbow who goes to the
RCDS .

REPRESENTATIVE
COLONEL COMMANDANT
HRH

The Princess Anne,
Colonel-in-Chief has approved
the appointment of MajorGeneral A. J. Jackson as Representative Colonel Commandant
for 1981 with effect from 1
January. As uch he gives assistance as may be required by the
Master of Signals, in the proper
representation of the Corps at
Official Ceremonies and Fun·
ctions. These duties may include
attendance at the Sovereign's
Parade at the RMA , Freedom
Ceremonies
and
similar
Functions.
During his service Maj orGeneral Jackson commanded 4th
Divisional Signal Regiment and
held the appointment ofD Tels at
the Ministry of Defence as well as
a number of important posts
outside the Corps. He was
appointed Colonel Commandant
on retiring from the Army in
1978. He has been Chairman of
the In titution since J une 1979
and President of Corps Golf for
many years. He is a Consultant in civilian life.

ROYAL SIGNALS AND
MALAYSIA SIGNALS
REGIMENT REUNION
Or~ 5 July a reunion of Malaysian Ex-Royal Signals Servicemen was

h ei~ an t_he Kuala Lumpur International Hotel. Some 200 members and
thci~ _wr~es assembled at 8 p.m. for an evening of dining and
remrniscrng that brought together many former colleagues who had not
seen one an~ther for several years.
Th~ r~unron was the brainchild of some members of the Ex Services
AsS<?c1at10n of Malaysia who were also ex-members of 18 Signal
Reg iment. They formed an Organising Committee which included
Ahmad Mansur, Jaafar, and the Secretary Za lnal Abidin Adnan
Among !hos~ present at the reunion were Brig Gen Idris bin Ah mad;
no~ ~·~f Srgnal. Officer in the Malaysian Army and Encik Zainal
Ab1dm bm Johan, a Member of. the Kedah State parliament, both of
whom were once. members of 18 ~rgnal Regiment.
Th~ Royal S1_gnals flag, which was flown out specially for the
occa~1on, occupied a p~ace of honour d_uring the proceedings. The
reunron extended greetrngs an~ best wishes to all serving and ex
members oft.he Royal Corps of Signals and, in particular, to those who
had s_e ryed with 18 and 19 Signal Regiments.
It 1_s rn~ended that such a reunion should become an annual event
and, JUdgr~g from the success of this first one, it wiH be very popular.
The orgamsers also plan to make use of this sort of get-together for
puq~oses other than purely social. They hope to raise funds for the exServrces _Ben'?volent Association and, by re-establishing old contacts,
help to prnpornt cases of hard hip among ex-Signallers.

THE TEAM
Three mem?ers of Queens Gurkha Signals recently bowled non -stop
for 2~ hours. rn an attempt to break the Gui ness Book of Records
Tenprn ~owlrng Ma:3:tho~ which was believed to be 29, 700 pins. The
team whrch was a JOrnt rn ter-service team of both RAF a nd Army
Members comprised:
Sgt Alan Smith (Capt)
-Queens Gurkha Signals
SSgt Bill T uplin
-Queens Gurkha Signals
Sgt Jim T ate
-Queens Gurkha Signals
Chief Tech Al Owen
-RAF Sek Kong
Cpl Roy Smith
-RAF Sek Kong
SAC Steve Farley
-RAF Sek Kong
THETA RGET EXCEEDED
The main ai m beh in d the Marathon , however, was to raise fund s fo r
SANTA (Spa re A N~w Toy Appe~ I ) wh_ich provides all childre n liv ing in
orphanages on Ch ns tmas morn rng with a new toy of their ve ry own .
Although . th e ~a rget fo_r !h.e Ma ra~on was initially $20,000,
sponsorsh ip coming from rnd1v1du als, umts. wives clubs etc., the fun d
has already exceeded its ta rget a nd some $36. 000 has now been
spon_sored. The mo ney raised fro m the Marathon will go forwa rd for a
speci.al need, to purchase edu_cational toys of pa rticula r benefi t to the
physically and men ta lly han d icapped ch ildren who live in orpha nages
throughout Hong Kong a nd who a re very d ifficult for SAN TA to cater
for on Christmas morn ing .

Maj Gen Jackson

Fro~t row : ~Sgt Bill Tuplin QG Signals, Cpl Roy Smith RAF, Sgt Alan
Smith OG Signals. Back row: SAC Steve Farley RAF (partly hidde n I,
Mrs Margaret Tate, Chief Tech Al Owen RAF, Sgt J im Tate QG
S ignals

HAVE YOU SERVED WITH
UNFICYP? ...

T V COVERAGE
The Marathon attem pt took place o n Friday 26 Se ptem ber when the
first ~a.II of the ~arat hon wa rolled by 'Julie Mull ins' of Hon~ Kong
Televrsron at Strike Superbow l. the Fo rces own bowling cent re situated
in Se k Kong. The bow l is managed by Mrs Margaret Tate who is the
wi fe of Sgt Jim Tate, Q ueens G ur kha Sig nals.
Margaret o rgan ised the tre men dous back -up team needed to ensure
smooth ope ration bo th on the mecha nical side of the bowl a nd also in
monitorin g the co ring. sponsorship an d general r un ning of the
Marathon .

A number of mugs belonging to past members of 644 Signal Troop
and 254 Signal Squadron are being held by 254 Signa l Squad ron . They
a re engraved as fo llows:
Capt R. Smith
JohnBiack
Dave Mansell
Jeff Winter
Russ Thompson
Pete Holdaway
Hears Harry
Eve
Herny Ery
Al Craven
Mac Matthew
D a ve Gibb
Jerry Peck
Man
Pete

HONG KONG MARATHON
BENEFITS HANDICAPPED
CHILDREN

Keith Cawkwell
Bob K naggs
Joe Holland
John Omerod
BiU Coltman
John Peterson
Ossie Osbourne
Terry Bain
Sandy M cDonald
Chris Morin
Sig Wilson
Jim Young
Phil Furman
Brian Thompson
Jim Hogan

If one o f these mugs belongs to yo u a nd yo u wo uld li ke to recl aim it
please con tact Capt S. J. Turpin, 254 (U N F ICYP) Sig nal Squadron ,
BF PO 567 enclosin g t he cost of postage.
TH E WIRE, NOVEMBER 1900

JUBILATION AND CHAMPAGNE
Am idst j ubilat io n a nd the popping of cha mpag ne corks Alan mith,
Team Capta in, was li fted hig h on to the s hou lders of t he bowlers amid~!
cheering well wisher a nd local TV ca meras all of who m had crammed
in to the bowl to witness the last ball of t he Ma rathon being ro ll ed which
ended 24 hours of ve ry exc iting bowling .

Ex WO Bill S a wye r (2nd from left) now a Managing Director in Kua la
Lumpur and Maj Da vid Kruge r RE (2nd from right). Assistant Defe nce
Advise r at the Royal S ignals Reunion
TH E WIRE, NOVEMBER 1980

FOR THE RECORD
SSgt Bill Tuplin, althoug h the o ldest member of the team. p roved hb
power a nd e peri ence whe n after 19 hour of non-stop bowling at (>
am on Sa turd ay mo rning he rolled a superb 246 game and pu hed the
tea m on into even furth er vic tory. At 0208 hours the team. after 16
ho urs 8 minu tes of non-stop bow ling. passed the o ld recording of
29.700 pin s a nd cont in ue d to hammer the old bowli ng record into the
g rou nd , the overall pin fa ll fo r the fi ve bowlers was 43.505 add ing
13.805 p in s onto the p revious M ara thon Record.
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MORE FIRSTS

~:--- -·_ Movements

Officers

Capt Margaret Hope and Lt Col Ann Bray - a lot of signals have
passed down the lines since they first soldiered together as SSM of
No 1 Coy Guildford and raw recruit! !I
SSgt Martin Corcoran on loan to HMS Mercury, the navy's
communications and navigation training school at Petersfield
Hampshire, virtually swept the board at the Portsmouth and Medway
skill at Arms Meeting at Longmoor Range.
Martin is seen here with Capt Datid Balley (right) his commanding
officer, Chief Petty Officer Ken Yalden (the Team Manager) and Lt
Robin West (left) the establishment's Gunnery Officer .
The trophies are from left to right.
The Culme-Seymour Cup-T earn Snapshooting-Rifle 200 yds ;
The Willis Trophy-Service Rifle 300yds;
The Portsmouth Gun-Overall Champion Team.
Martin, an instructor at HMS Mercury, lives with his wife Marlene
and children Sonya (14), Trevor (12) and Deborah (5) in Lovedean
Hampshire.
Martin's individual wins were:
The Sheerness Cup (overall Champion) and firsts in the Ryder Cup
(Rifle);
The Willis Trophy (Rifle);
The Tipnor Shield (Rifle); and the
Queen Elizabeth Cup (Sub Machine Gun ).

FAREWELL TO CAPT
MARGARET HOPE WRAC
Report by Lt Col A. W. Illingworth TD
OC 34 Sig Regt
Margaret was born 3rd Sept 1920 in Brompton , the daughter of a
village Policeman. She was educated at Reid Street Girls School here in
Darlington. In her late teens she felt called to join the TA in 1939,
becoming a cook with SO Signal Regimellt who were based in Larch field
Street - no s~ining Drill Hall, only a lean-to-shed! Endorsing her
decision to don uniform , the Regular Army persuaded her to join them
later that year and so, on Sept 13 1939 she 'joined up' negotiating a first
weeks pay of 75 pence. Margaret did not attend a Recruits Course, they
were probably not invented in those days! In January 1940 she was
transfered to Alfreton as a Cook living in various requisitioned houses,
it was here that ·she received her first promotion to LCpl. Then in 1942
she was posted to 16 Training Centre at Durham where she obtained
her Bl Cook Grade and was promptly promoted to full Cpl. She
continued as a cook for the next two years until 1944 when she was
promoted to Sgt and sent to No 1 Coy at Durham responsible for
training the WRAC.
After the War, she was selected to help in the Administration of the
Resettlement Centre at Washington Co Durham, a very demanding job
at the end of the War here in the North East. Her sterling work here
prompted the Army to promote her to SSgt.
In 1946. Margaret joined the Corps in Minden and received further
promotion to W02 in charge of Ad min. During her time in BAOR she
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was also stationed in Hannover and Hamburg. She returned to the UK
in 1948 to join 463 Regt RA and HAA at their Headquarters in
Dykelands Road Sunderland . This of course marked her return to the
Volunteers , a happy return for she was to spend six years with '463.'
In 1952 she arrived at Guildford to take over No 1 Coy as SSM in
charge of WRAC Recruits. It was here that she nurtured the career of
Recrui t Ann Bray, now Lt Col Ann Bray WRAC. From Guildford she
looked to the sea and turned right heading for 9th Independent at
Wilton whi ch was part of Sout hern Command HQ. She balanced her
work here with duties at 74th Independent Coy TA at Dartmouth and
her abili ty to 'juggle' brought her promotion to RSM.
J 957 saw another move commensurate with her promotion and
abilities. She joined 12th Bn WRAC at Kingston on Thames as their
RSM linking up with Capt (now Col) Frankie Cook, the then Adjt of
12th Bn - a formidable team! After this happy tour in London
Margaret returned to her native North in 1958 only to find the train did
not stop at Darlington bu t instead took her to Edinburgh where she
sen>ed a short tour. It was shortened owing to coml?assionate reasons
which necessitated her posting to Durham to jotn SO(N) Division
District. Here she employed her experience as WRAC RSM in pre·
paring Trade papers and undertaking many other duties.
In July 1965 whilst still sen>ing with SO Division she was promoted to
Lt 'Q' with duties as a PSO. She remained with SO Div until posted in
1966 to SO Signal Regiment - yes. back home in Larchfield Street
where she began 27 years before. The little TA Cook had now matured
into a seasoned Lt. 196 7 saw the beginning of her final posting when
she joined us here at 34 (N) Signal Regt (V). She began with it in
Larchfield Street and helped it move to its present RHQ at Brambles
Farm here in Middlesbrough. It was here that she received promotion
to Captain.
26 years of Regular Service reaching the rank of RSM, 15 years of TA
sen>ice from RSM to Capt - a proud record from 1939 to 1980 of 41
years in uniform during which she received the War Medal, The
Defence Medal and the Efficiency Medal TA with Clasp.
We wish her happiness in her retirement which, knowing Margaret
will be no retirement at all. Many local voluntary organisations will
benefit from her skill and experience and this she is sure to offer in full
measure.

AIRCREW ASSOCIATION
Readers who are or have been pilots in the Army (or even RAF) may
like to know that there is a fairly new and thriving "Air Crew
Association" formed to foster good fellowship and to promote social
gatherings. It is open to anyone who has won a flying badge in HM
Forces. Meetings are held monthly in "The Polish Air Force Club" at
Earls Court, London. If interested, write to:
Flight Lieutenant S. P. Barnard, RAF
66 Wickham Avenue
Cheam
Surrey.
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER 1900

Runk mu/ Name•
l.r . H D. Au\len
Lt K P Barrett
Lt Col G. D. Birch
Lt R. C Briant
..
M;ij A. F. Bro" ne .
1 t Col D. 1. Burton MBE
Lt J.P. M. Coulthard
Lt R B. Davis
Maj G. R. Farrell .
l.t N. J. R. Ferriman
l.t J. L. Flcll·her ..

f;~! ~· g~r:ro:~r ..

Maj F J. Garrod ..
apt A. J. Grey
..
MaJ ITOT) J. E. Cri~;by ..
Capt (TOT) J. M. Hammond'
Lt\. J. Hnrri'
..
..
Ma1 Cl fc OITr) P. B. R. Kent
Lt W. P. Kent
Lt P Kmg ..
I.ID. W . Larkham
Maj M . L. Martin ..
Capt !TOT) R. A. McKay
Lt J. P. McMahon
l.1 K ll. McRae
Maj I. W. Morris
Maj C. V. Nind
Capt I. A. oble
Maj F. M. Pcmell
Col P. S. Render OBE
Maj (TOT) F. Smith
Cap1 M. K. Stretch
Maj C. R. Trceby ..
Mai M. P. Walker
Lt A. J. Wh)dell ..
Capt D.J . Will s

R""lcwu/Nami'
Maj M . Mel A\.TIOn
Capt ll. S. BresloIT
Capt J. Boyle
..
Lt Col M . F. H. Colman ..
LI Col S. Cowan ..
Capt (QM) T. E. B. Cran
Maj E. F. Carrel ..
Maj P.R. Dick-Peter
Lt K. P. Derrick .
Capt J. K. Ewbank
Lt Col (TOT) M. R. Edge
Capt (QM) P.A. Noble
Col M . J. Hale>
..
2nd Lt H. D. J. Picknrd
Lt Col M. C. Panton
Maj B. H. Rowe
.
Maj P. H. Ridlington
Capt D. C. Ric hardson
Capt J. R. Snowdo n
..
Maj H. G. S. Th om a<
..
Capr (QM ) E.T. A. Web'1cr
2nd Lt A. J. Wil on
Cap r V. T. S medley
Maj (TOT) E. M. Short
Brig J. 0. C. Alexa oder
2Lt P.A. Brown
..
2Lt R. . Clapp
Cnp1 R. Cockcrof1
2LI F. J. Co nnor
21.t . D. Couc h
Capt S. A. Cra ne
Col J. Gree nh ill T D ..
2L1 S. P. R. l.o" c
..
2L1 A. W . T. McCo mb
Maj N. C. Mu ir
2L1 C. R. Owen
2Lt M. J. Perry
Ll A. P. R. Robe rt s
2Lt I'. R. T ower;

LI G. J. Trevis
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W Os and Senior NCOs

OCTOBER 1980
Unit to l<.'hitlt postNI
RM S Shrivcnham
RMCS Shrivcoham
HS SHAPE
16Sig Regt
71 Sig Regt (V)
21 Sig Re)(I
II ig Regt
~u ~s~R,\gt Royal Signal\

1

22 Sig Rcgt
AACollcge Harrogate
7 Sig Regt
7 Sig Re~"
28 Sig Rcgt (NORTHAvJ
2 Annd Div HQ and Sig Regt
CPA Bio ndford
MODDSS !A D>
RMCS Shrivenham
SA GCOM·
7 Sig Regt
RMCS Shri•·cnham
Junior Regt RoyAI Signals
J ;\rmd Div HO and Sig Rc)(I
School of Signals
J4 Sig Regt ( V)
MOD CA(PE)(AEJ
HS J Armd Div HQ ond Sig Regt
HS Staff College Cambcrly (Cour!>e)
Sig Re)(I
MODDM(A)
OM(,\)

~~~f~;:~r.~~.

HQ I (BR) Corps.
DC Latimer
J Armd Di•· HQ and Sig Rcgt
School of Signals

NOVEMBER 1980
Unit to whirh post<'d
OS. (ADl
School of igna ls
AA College H nrrogotc
HQ orthag
2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
16 Sig Regt
D of Army Man S•c ancl Gp(WS)
21 Sig Regt
JO Sig Regt
2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
!IQ 4 Signal Group
.5 Fd Force HQ and Sig Sqn
SANGCOM
QG Signab
EDimict
JO Signal Regt
T RG Dcpo1 Bde of Gurkha.<
JI Q Northern Ireland
HS RAPCTraiogCeotrc
6 Fcl Force HQ and Sig Sqn
40 ig Rcgt (V)
c 'School of Signal<
21 Sig Re~ t
•
HQ A FCE T( BAE)
SclK>ul of Signals
. . School o l ignols
School of Signal
.. 4 UDR
chool of Signa l ~
chool ofSign:t l ~
. . 4 Armd Di" HQ & Sig Regt
HQ I I Sig Gp
..
chool of Sig nnls
School of Sig nal<
HQ 12SigGp
chool of Signa ls
Schoo l ofSi~nab
16 ig Reg l
. . School of Sig nal s
School of Sign oh

Rm1k u11d N(lllft'

WOI (FofS) W. La""'"
WOI A. Rus...,11
W02 D . G. Edmnnd
W02 W . G. House
W02(YofSJ P. R Baron
W02(YofS) D A. Dunbar
W02(YofS) J. Hindle
IV02(YofS) D. G. Weston
W02 (Sup>r RJ H. Parkinson
W02(Sup.-r RJ D. Rigley
SSgt (Supvr R) R. F. Clay
SSgt (Supvr RJ P Kaye
SSgt A. D. Syke. .
SSgtJ. S. Symes ..
SSgt R. Stc"art
SSgt J. G. McCrindlc
..
SSgt C. Walton
SSgt G. B. Jobson .
SSgt R. Hamiltcm
SSgt I. L. Chapman
SSgt R. J. Back
SSgt R. A. McEwan
SSgt I. Cairn\
SSg1 J . H. Mobley .
SSgt R. Hambergham
SSgt R. Fairhurst
SSgt M. Ga"'
SSgt K. J. Fowler .
SSgt M. J. Bienvenu
SSgt (FofS) K. w. Suckling
SSgt(FofSl P. F. John"'°
SSgt(FofS) P.H . Coleman
SSgt( FofS) C. RamS>y
SSgt(FofS) D. M. Cole.
SSgt(YofS)J. D. Chapman
SSg1(YofS) D. A. Gruncell
SSgt(YofS)J. H. Macken1ie
SSgt(YofS) W. Wingate
ASSgt M. Williams
ASSgt B. Gibbon•
ASSgt T. McK nieht
ASSgt H. C. Braddon
ASSgt R. S. While
ASSgt L. 0. Ro"land·Joocs
Sgt G. llromas
Sgt S. P. Dillon· White
Sgt S. McDonald
Sgt A. V. Meir
Sgt G. A. Murr
Sgt E. M. Tai
Sgt B. Cullen
Sgt J. J. Fairbairn
Sgt I. H. T. Green
Sgt M. McDerm1d
Sgt D. P. Duggan
Sgt R. Jakin~
Sgt B. Couam
Sgt A. R. Pollnrd
~I J. fnnahan
Sgt M. O'Brien
gt R. A. Key
Sgt M. TO\kcr
.
Sgt W. L. T . Parker
Sgt . J. Houghton
gt W . S. Wihon
Sgt D. P Allard
Sgt G. J. Hiltnn
Sgt C. Weir
Sgt R. G. Cart\\ right
Sgt P. J. Unde rwood
Sgt R. W . Ice
~gt T. J . Cu rra n
S~t P J. Mo">Ck\
S~t C. Bleasdale
Sgt C. C. obe!'>
Sgt W. G. Poge
Sgt C. J. Mooney
Sgt A. J. Knig ht
Sgt B. e bitt·Clarke
gt M. Barnl!tt
Sgt D. Arnold
Sgt R. Strain
Sgt AC. W cl
Sgt G . Cragg'
Sgt R. Riehordsun
Sgt T. Aldcrh)n
S~t J. ,\ . Hughe
gt H. K. Copc,la kc
Sgt M. D. P. Crabtree
Sgt A. R. \lcCar tnn
Sgt G. Wa1e r\
·
Sgr W. B. Fnk ine

OCTOBER l~f!O

Umt '" M}rfrh /"'<IStrrl
6 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
J ·\rmd Di\ !IQ& Si~ Regl
227 Sig Sqn (.\FCE'i [)
- Sig Regt
JO Sig Regt
22 Sig Regt
Hong Kong Gurkho Sig Sqn
I Armd Div HQ& S1~ Regt
IJ Sig Rcgt
9Sig Regt
School olSig•
224 Sig Sqn
School of Si~'
S Fd Force HO& S1.1? Sqn
~Sig Regt
Sig Regt
J Annd On HQ Scg Regt
2 Armd D" HQ & Si~ Regt

7

Sig

l~el(l

55 Sig Sqn fV)
J4 Sig Rcgt (VJ
C(lmms Project A~cnl'\: R ~ignaJ\
, Sig Rcgt
, Sig Regt
22 Sig Reill
11 Sig Regt (JIV)
4 Armd Div HQ & Si~ Rcgt
JO Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt
40 Sig Rc1,• (\')
Hong Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn
224 Si~ Sqn
2J3 Sig Sqn
36 Sig Regt t '1
8Sig Rcgt
6JJSigTp
9Si~ Rcgt
7 Scg Regt
J 7 Si~ Regt f\'J
JI Sig Regt (\:
lnfBdeliQ& igSqn
HQ AFCENT Sp Gp i lnternationall
J Armd Div HO & Si~ Rel!I
22 Sig Rcgt
School of Sig< Cnor\es
, Sig Regt
85ig Regt
9Sig Regt
-iCommsUnit
I Armd Dh• HQ & ig Regt
IJSig Regt
22 Sig Rcgt
JO Sig Regt
241 Sig Sqn
IOSig Regt
I Armd Oh HQ& Si~ Rq:t
Jb Sig Regt (VJ
3 Armd Dh HQ ... · Si~ Rcl{t
7 Sig Reg<
22 Sig Re111
Fd Force HQ · i~ Sqn
2-14 ig Sqn
.\,_\Coll Harr1~011e
A YSC ·orth APSG
.lCTr
4 Armd Di• HQ.~ Sig Rei.~
22 Sig Regt
FSS MO\\\ Hill
142 Si~ Sqn
BR Contmgcnt U H CYl'(Sp Reg!)
16 Si~ Re~t
259 Sig Sqn
2b2 Si~ Sqn
A. \ Coll H11rrot.:alt"
J$ S 1~ Regt <\')
IL Si~ Rc~t tDqx>t I pl
Int Ccn1re
J65i~ Rcgt fVJ
Int ...\: S" Gp Ge rm.1m
11 • 1g Rcgt !Depot TpJ
Comm\ Project A!!l'llCT R IGN \ l \
.l lnl Ode H~H.: Si~ S4n
40 Si~ Rcgt
2.1.1 ig Sqn
2JJ Sig Sq n
2.IJ i~ \ qn
.H Al'E SP {lntcrn.1tmn.11) 18 \C)
11 . \ P~ W{lntaoa ti.,n.11)111\1)
b41 Sic Tp {lmt.·matm11.11l
Gurkha r d Fon-e llQ , · Sig Sqn
I Ion Klmg Gurkh.1 511-: \ itn
2~q ig Sqn
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0

Rt111k unJ .\ am1•
WO! L. Wilkin >n
WO! R . Townsend
WO!(Fo ) P R Applc:ton
WOl(Fo ) M . SL..,.t
W02(FofS) K E. Eustace
W02(FafS) R. A. Jamos
W02(Fo )J. A.Jones
.•
W02T. Food)
.
W02 G W. T. Hunt
W02 B. P fcGert\
W02 E. Rase
."
W02(YofS) K . A. A!lcn
W02(YofS) W . Rttchie
W02(YofS)J. D . Waterston
W02 H .r. Johnson
V02 M. Kenned)
..
gt(fofS) 0 . M. Woodhouse
SSgt(Ft>fS) A. Da>i<
SSgt(Ft>fS) C . L Pri<st!ci
SSgt(FofS) A. Coate
SSgt W . 0 . Arke
SSgt G . M . Whelan
SSgt M. W . F". Prior
S gt(YofSJ D. C . Smedley
Sgt(YofS) R. G . Wood
Sgt J. R. Wallace
SSgt M. L. SIC\ en
SSgt T . Noonan
SSgt P. J. Snllov.-;i
S gt S. G . Tucker
S gt !. R. Campbe!I
SSgt R. J. ndemill
SSg1 A. D. ykes
SSg1 B. J. Cartwright
SSgt R. F. Hennrie
SSgt S. Bondin
._
ASSgt P. G . 1arvcn
A gt R. A. R. Kilpatrick
ASS gt W. Allan
..
A gt J. G. Campbell
Sgt C. Dov.ic
_.
Sgt B. L. Randerson
Sgt J. E. Taylor
..
Sgt G . T . Pennington
Sgt R. J. Sims
Sgt J. G. Welsh
Sgt K. G . Craine
Sgt P. J. Martin
..
Sgt G . Fotheringham
Sgt R. J. Lcv.·is
Sgt P. G. Clark
Sgt J. E. Peanon
Sgt J. E. Mathison
Sgt W. G. Emery
Sgt S . M. Jones
Sgt R. Haydock
Sgt P. Halstead
Sgt D. Shav.
Sgt S. G . Bibby
Sgt G. E . B1)1hc
Sgt T . w. Jack
Sgt A. Llcwe!lyn
Sgt B. J. Latham
Sgt E. Sharpe
Sgt A. L. Denne
Sgt E. Foggin
..
Sgt J. R. Sizeland
Sgt C. Fleming
Sgt B. A. Rogers
Sgt J. Pritchard
_.
Sgt M . M . Hamilton
Sgt A. C . Angus
Sgt A. W. Thoma.
Sgt R. J. Wil!iams
Sgt J_ D. Bl')ant ..
Sgt M. Hague
Sgt T. Feny

Sgt B. J. Thomas
Sgt J. Ben<0n
Sgt LA . Pape
..
Sgt F. W Dawson
Sgt J. Topping
Sgt R. Cossou
Sgt B. Ashion
Sgt B C?Jlley
Sgt W . Kirk
Sgt S. G. S"'inft<!d
Sgt I. F Wilmot
Sgt D. M Cloake
Sgt LG. Scu!lion
Sgt J. J. H. Kane
Sgt P J. Parley
..
Sgt D R. Marriott
Sgt . Crixsley

Una

EMBER 1QSO
to

which postrd

HQ 11 Sig Gp
HQ AFNORTH (BAE)

ch of Sig~
Sch of Sigs
30 ig R•g1
Sch of i$>
BR Contmgent NF"ICYP(Sp Rcgt)
6 Sig Rcgt (V)
71 ig Reg! (V)
lnfBd• HQ Sig Sqn
8Si~ Rcgt
JS Sig R<gl (V)
Hong Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn
16 Sig Reg1
11 S~ Re~• (Jnr Rcgt )
21 Sig Regt
Sch of Sig
Sch of igs
UK Sp Unit SHAPE
M2 Sig Tp (Gibra!ter)
Int & Sp Gp(NI)
21 Sig Regt
JO ig Regt
Telecomms and R•dar Branch REME
30 Sig Rcgt
9 Sig Regt
Sig Regt
32 Sig Regt (V)
11 Sig Regt

~~rp
HQ AFNORTH STAF"F" (BAE)
Sch ofSigs
55 Sig Sqn ( Vl
40 Sig Regt (V)
3 Armd Dfr HQ & Sig Regt
4 Armd Di" HQ & Sig Rcgt
RMAS
RAC Centre
ORTH AG Air Sp Radio Sqn (BAE!
Sch ofSigs
Sch ofSigs
I Arntd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
11 Sig Regt ( Depot Tp)
HQ Northern Ireland
Sch ofSigs
RMA Sandhurst
Sch of Sig
8 lnfBde HQ& Sig Sqn
233 Sig Sqn
!JSig Regt
40 Sig Regt (V)
34 Si~ Regt (V)
224S1g Sqn
1 Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
2 Amid Di" HQ & Sig Regt
SchofSigs
SchofSigs
SchofSigs
SchofSigs
Sch of Sigs
SchofSigs
8 Sig Regt
39 lnfBde HO & Sig Sqn
233 Sig Sqn
233 SigSqn
13 Sig Rcgt
16 Sig Regt
22Sig Regt
22 Sig Rcgt
Hong Kon g Gurkha Sig Sqn
633SigTp
11 Sig Regt (Jnr Regt )
1 Armd Div HO & Sig Regt
Ho ng Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn
9Sig Regt
3 Armd Div HO & Sig Rcgt
HQ2SigGp
HQ ORTHAG StafT(BAE)
BR Contingent LI FICYP (Sp Rcgt)
LSP Saudia Arabia

iii.¥~-egt
30Sig Regt
11 Sig Regt Depot Tp (AU 8 Sig Regt )
526 RLD
9 Sig Reg1
IOSig Regt
13 Sig Regt
8Sig Rcgt
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
21 Sig Rcgt
J!CTT
259 Sig Sqn

MENS+ BOYS CLOTHING
is still URGENTLY required
by the WELFARE SECTION
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Trainee Radio
I
I
Officers

• First-class, secure career •
I opportunities when you I
have completed your
•
• service
with H.M.
I

•

I

•
I
•
I

••

I

•
I
•
I

•

I

Forces.

•

A number of vacancies will be available in
1900/81 for suitably qualified candidates to be
appointed as Trainee Radio Officers.
If your trade or training involves Radio
Operating, you qualiify to be considered for a
Radio Officer post with the Composite Signals
Organ isation.
Candidates must have had at least 2 years' radio
operating experience or hold a PMG, MPT or
M RG C certificate, or expect t o obtain this
shortly.
On successful completion of 40 weeks specialist •
t raining, promotion will occur to the Radio
Officer grade .
Reg istered disabled people may be considered.

I

•
I

I

Salary & Prospects

I

•

T RAINEE RAD IO OFFIC ER : £3859 at 19 t o
£4549 at 25 and over. On promotion t o RADIO
OFFICER: £5288 at 19 to £6884 at 25 or over.
Then by 4 annual increm ents t o £9339 inclusive
of shift working and Satu rday and Sunday
elements.
•
For full details please contact Ro bby Robinson ,
our Recruitment Officer on Cheltenham (0242)
2149 1 Ext 2269 or write to him at: -

•,_

-

II

AUGUST1980
Number of cases assisted financi ally:
Amount spent:
Number of clothing parcels sent:

11
21
£ 1623.61
54

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of grants :
Amount spent :

5
£216.28

SEPTEMBER 1980
Number of cases assisted financially :
Amount spent:
Number of clothing parcels sent:
WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of grants:
Amou nt spent:

6
£342.18

ONE OF OUR CASES
Signalman, 1940-1941. Owing to the recent loss of hi s wife is very
upset and depressed and living alone. Until a few months ago he was
visiting his daughter who lives some distance away for long weekends.
and able to see his grandchildren. Since a break-in at his home he is
unwilling to leave it unoccupied. TI1e Association made him a grant of
£63.25 to cover the cost of a telephone installation, and his letter is
printed below.
ONE OF OUR LETTERS
I am extremely grateful for your kind help in getting me a telephone
installed. This direct contact with my loved ones will help me so much
in these sad a nd lonely days since the death of my dear wife. I thank
you sincerely for this kind and generous consideration, which I will
never forget.
During the months of August and September, gifts of cloth ing ,
bedding, toys , books, etc., have been gratefully received from the
following:Maj J. F. Bedford; The Thrif1 Shop, IO Signal Regiment; Cpl & Mrs
K. Pearce; Mrs. R. B. N. Smartt; Maj & Mrs. E. J. Buirski; Mrs. J.
Todd; Lt Col J. Bayfield; Mrs. Woods; Mrs. V. C',ogan-Harris; Ma_j &
Mrs. A. S. R. Alfred; LI Col D. A. Dickson; Mrs. P. Corbett; Mrs. I. G.
Swan; Lt S. Simmons; Mr. C. H. Storey; Maj & Mrs M . P. Walker;
Mrs. J. Crowder; Lt Col & Mrs. M. C. Spence; Mr. & Mrs. D. S.
Mulholland; Mr & Mrs. H. W . Palmer; Maj Gen & Mrs E . S. Cole;
Shetland Boats Ltd.

ROY A L SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
AND BENEVOLENT FUND
The following donations were gratefully received during September
1980:-

I

7 Signal Regiment ........ _ ... - . . - . - .. - ... ... - .. - - . £188.24
259 Signal Squadron . _ . _ . ..... ... .. - . . ...... - .. . . · - £ 9L70
T . A. Newell Esq - ............. - ...... - - - . .. - - ..... £ 50.00
30 Signal Regiment ..... _ . _ ........•... - .. - .... - .. - £ 50.00
I Airborne Div Signals OCA _ ..... - - - . - . .. . . - . - ... - . . £ 25.00
56 Div Branch OCA ...... .. __ . ... - . ....... - ....... £ I 0.00
Sheffield Branch RSA _ .. _ ........... - ... - ...... - - · · £ 10.00
J. L. Hazzard Esq .. . ......... - - .............. .. ... £ 4.30
Miscellaneous donations . . .. - . ...... - ........ - .. - ... £ 1.50

I

• •

£430.74

=

The following donation were gratefully received in October l 980:School of Artil lery ... _ . _ ... _ . . __ .. - - ...... - . ... - ... £
40 Sig Regt (V) ......... _ .... _ ... . _ .. . ... . . - - .. - - . - £
Grampian Reproducers .... _ ..... _ ... __ .. - ......... - £
Glossop&DistrictBranch ...... _ .. _ ...... - ... - ...... £
Milton Abbas PCC .. . .. _ ......... - - - . - .. . - . - - . .. - .. £
E.T. G . Waite Esq .... _ .... _. _ .•........ - . - - - ... - . £
3 Troop, 11 Sig Regt _. _ ..... _ .. . ..... . _ ... _ ....•.. _. £
Anonymous donation .. _ ........ _ ... _ . .. - ........ - . - £
H. Scarborough Esq ... __ .. _ ..... __ . . . ... - . - - - ... - .. £
Miscellaneous donations . _ ........ __ . __ ..... - ...... - £

50.00
30.00
25.00
19.95
10.00
7.00
4.90
4.30
1.40
37.00

£189.55
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Section

DVERTJSEMENTS should be conci\c-50 words excluding
address/telephone number - be they related to Births, Marriages,
Deaths or items required or for sale. There is no charge for this service
to any serving member of the Corps (or those retired who sub..cribe to
The Wire), un less the 'ad' is related to a business interest. To those
ineligible for 'free space', we request that their notice be foiwarded to
our Advertising Managers, Service Newspapers Ltd, PO Box 4.
Farnborough, Hampshire GU14 7LR, who will provide details of
charges, on a case-by-case basis. All matters for publication must reach
the P.ditor not later than the 12th of every month preceding
publication.

A

DEATHS
47
£3027.99
31

I

•
Recruitment Office, Government
Communications Headquarters,
Oakley, Priors Road,
Cheltenham,
Gloucestershire
GL52 5AJ .

CI~ified

Welfare

Cary-Maj Gen Rupert Tristram Oliver Cary, CB. CBE, DSO, was
comm issioned in the Somerset Light Infantry (TF) in 1913 and on
the outbreak of the 1st World War went 10 India with his Battalion
where he took part in operations on the North West Frontier. In
1915 he was given a Regular Commission in the Middlesex
Regiment with whom he served on the Western Front and was
wounded at the battle of the Somme. He later was seconded to the
RE Signal Service when he was appointed MBE. He transferred to
the Corps in 1921 and became Adjutant of 53 Welsh Divisional
Signals (TA) before going to lndia in 1925, where he remained till
l 930. After two years at Catterick he went back to India as Staff
Officer to the SO in C, returning to Catterick in 1936 to Command
the Training Battalion. During the last war, he took part in the
operations in Norway as CSO North West Expeditionary Force
when he was Mentioned in Dispatches. In 1942, he went to the
Midd le East as Deputy SO in C then became SO in C Persia and
Iraq when he was promoted CBE. He took part in the Tunisian
campaign as CSO 8th Army and was awarded the DSO . He had to
return to the UK in 1943 through illness and became CSO Eastern
Command, he was then appointed CSO 21st Army Group but
shortly afterwards was taken ill again and was unable to take part in
the invasion of Normandy; instead he became CSO Home Forces
and after the war was posted to the STC as Commandant. In 1946
he was appointed GOC Catterick District and ADC to HM The
King. He retired in 1949, having been appointed CB in 1948.
Throughout his life he was an enthusiastic and capable
participator in Amateur Dramatics. Between J 945-49. whilst at
Catterick he devoted his considerable energies and all his spare time
to devising means by wh ich the life of the soldier could be improved.
He converted a gymnasium into a theatre, which after his
retirement was named the Cary Theatre in his memory, at which
many productions and pantomimes , in which he frequently took
part, were staged. He also established the Catterick Entertainments
Committee, founded a weekly newspaper, 'The Catterick Express'
and initiated and organised the highly successful and popular
Catterick Fair.
After retirement, lie settled in orfolk and ran a boating business
on the Broads; he was a lso Civil Defence Controller for the area,
Chairman of the local branch of the Royal Briti h legion, Vice
President of the T and AFA and Chairman of the Yarmouth
Conservative A ociat ion. He was an expert and talented goldsmith
and designed and made brooches and bracelets for which he found
a ready market in leading London hops. In 1959, he moved to
Guernsey from where he regu larly travelled to Jer ey to attend
Association Branch Meetings. A few year ago he took up residence
in Sark where he died on 23 September at the age of 84 and where a
Memorial Service wa held on 30 September.
Campbell-Maj Robert (Bob) Stewart Campbell enlisted in 1936 and
and was commissioned in 1940. During the war he erved in Malaya
and was taken priso ner by the Japanese in 1942. After the war he
served in the Middle Ea t as Staff Captain at GHQ and with 4th Air
Formation Signal Regiment from 1949-1952. For the next two
year , he was 21C 15th AA(M) Signal Regiment (TA) then went to
BAO R where he was po ted to 2 L of C Signal Regiment and later
I Ith Air Formation Signal Regiment. His la t appointment before
retiring in 1960 wa as 21C 18th Signal Regiment in Singapore. He
died on 14 August after a long illness at the age of65.
l ngledow-Mary. We adly record the death of Mal')· lngledow. wife
of Maj John lngledow of the Corps, on 21 eptember at the Royal
Mar den Hospital in London . Mary was widely known 1hroughout
the Corps; he was a gifted teacher, and happily _com.bmed the
family responsib ili ties with a long record of teach111g 111 erv1cc
chools. She will be remembered \ ith affection by \ ry many
parents and children in the Corps_. particular( . for her ervke
during recent ears at Pergamo Primary School 111 ·pm,, and at
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Bunde Primary School in Germany. where she was teaching up to
March last year. when he wa invalided home. he with tood a
long and tragic illnes with great forti tude.
Judd- Lt Col John Leonard Judd, MBE who died on the 4th ovember
19 Oat the age of 77 enli ted as a Bov in the Inniskilling Fu ilier iu
1917 and sub equently became Bandmaster of the Highland Light
Infantry. He was comm is ioned as a Director o~ Mu ic i~ 194~ when
he took over control of the Corps Band. Dunng the following 20
years until he retired in 1962 he not only increased his own musical
abilit ies by becoming a Bachelor of Mu ic but also increas~d the
reputation and music-al talents of the Co.r p Band . He did not
confine hb activities e.--:clusively to the Musical World but was al o
inten elv interested in and concerned with the Corp as a whole. He
presented the Corps with many document and. photographs
relating to Military Commu~ica~ions an~ wrote articles on uch
diverse subjects as communication during the Boer ':"ar. t~e
relation between Music and Signalling and the use of Pigeon 111
War. John wa not only a fine Musician but also a capable
Admini trator and Showman, necessary attributes for a successfu l
and recognised Director of Music. During h.is ~rvice in th~ Corp
he built up our Band to be second to none ms1~e and o ut 1de the
Arnw and did much to enhance the reputation of the Corps.
Throughout his li fe he was a loyal and dedicated sefl'ant of the
Corps who was admired and respected by all who knew him.
Mansfield-Maj Frank Mansfield MBE enlisted as a boy in 1920 and
served throughout Europe and Asia. He was .twice mentioned i.n
dispatches during the Palestine ~mergency rn . l 936. After his
retirement from the regular army m 1948. he 10111ed the TA and
served with Royal Signals T & AVR until 1959. He was awarded the
MBE in 1957. Frank lived with his wife, Dora, in Scarborough after
retiremem. He was chairman of Woodlands Ward Conservative
A ociation and a governor of three local schools.
He was largely responsible for the founding of the Scarborough
Branch of the Royal SignaJs Association and its President for many
years. !ie died in St Thomas's Hospital, Scarborough on 4
O\'ember after a short illness.
Scott-Brig Walter Scott, OBE, was commissioned from the RMA
Woolwich into the Royal Engineers in 1918. He served in Russia
immediately after the 1st World War and transferred to the Corps
on its formation in 1920. He then saw service in Palestine and Iraq
before going to Cambridge where he obtained his degree in 1928.
This was followed by five years as an instructor at the School of
Signals. From 1933 to 1935 he was at Eastern Command SignaJ
Company from where he was posted to the RE Board at the War
Office. Early in 1939 he took over Command of 2 Wireless
Company in Palestine. During the last war he spent most of his time
on the Intelligence Staff in the Middle East when he was appointed
OBE . Shortly before the invasion of North West Europe he was
recalled to the UK to organise the Signals Intelligence for that
campai~n for which he was appointed to be an Officer of the Legion
of Ment by President Truman. After the war he filled the
appointment of DOM! at the War Office until he retired in 1952.
He then worked at the Ministry of Aviation at Farnborough and in
London. He died at his home in Wokingham on the 22nd October
1980 at the age of 82.
Stonestreet- Lt Col Maurice Stonestreet was commissioned as a
University Candidate in 1933 and having obtained his degree joined
the Corps in 1935. He served in Palestine in 1936 and with Indian
Divisional Signals and on the Staff in orth Africa during the last
war when he was mentioned in Dispatches. After rhe war he was in
India during the period of Partition from 1945-48, then on the Staff
of HQ Western Command in the UK. He attended the JSSC in 1950
from where he went to Command a Wireless Squadron in Austria.
He returned to the UK in 1953 to Command 5 Training Regiment,
then went to FARELF on the staff at GHQ in 1955 returning to the
UK in 1957. His last appointment was on the staff at HQ Western
Command before retiring in 1958 when he joined Briti sh Oxygen.
He died suddenly on 25 September at the age of69.
Swanson-Ex-Sig William S. Swanson died suddenly on 13 August at
the age of 57. Bill was with the Post Office before the war, then
enli ted into the Corps as an Operator Keyboard and Line, serving
first with Air Formation Signals and later with Army Group Signals
in onh Africa before participating in the Italian campaign. He
transferred to the civil service after the war and his talents brought
him well-earned promotion to Principal in th e Contracts
Department of MOD( avy). A founder memb er of the Bath and
District Branch of the Association in 1949, he was a staunch
supporter of all its activities and was Hon Secretary for nearly 30
\·ear\. His excellent record of service was recognised earlier this year
when he was made an Honour Member of the Association .
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SITUATIONS VACANT

A POINT OF DETAIL

VACANCY FOR A PERMANENT
STAFF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER TA
AT NEWCASTLE-UNDER-LYME, STAFFORDSHIRE
A \'acancy, in the rank of Captain TA. will occur in February
1981 for a Permanent Staff Administrative Officer with 58 Signal
Squadron (V) at Newcastle-Under-Lyme. . .
.
Applicants should have held a comm1ss1on or , excepttonally,
warrant rank in the Regular Army. TA or UDR and have
admini trative experience in 'A' and 'Q' duties . A good knowledge
of accounting for public and non-public funds is necessary. Some
experience of work with the TA is desirable .
. .
The upper age limit for applicant is 56 years (normal rehrmg age
is 60) . Terms and conditions of sen•ice are given in Part 3 of
01apter 6 of TAVR Regulations 1978. Annual salary is £7.081 on
appointment rising to £8,223 after six years.
Applications. together with brief details of experience and service
applicable to the appointment. are invited by the closing date. 21
ovember 1980. to be forwarded to the Commanding Officer. 35
Signal Regiment (V). Stoney Lane. Balsa!! Heath. Birmingham B 12
AT. including the following details:
ame. rank and decorations. Address. Telephone number. Date
of Birth . Full particulars and addresses of two referees.

TIME TO CONTEMPLATE

I have just read your excellent bi-monthly maga1ine (a\ indeed I do
regularly) with a continuing interest in the activitie\ of the Roval
Signals. 'fbe maga,dne is a very professional document. and thereto.re,
I .s~~mit the following article with humour aforethought, and not
cnt1c1sm. I refer to the September 1980 edition.
The K's in Communications
'Brown Jobs' and 'Dark Blue Jobs' apart
We are all together when practicing the art
Offilling the ether with 'bits'
Conveying information and dits.
We appear to have the same book
'Cos the words in 'The Wire' look
As though they are English from Chambers
Coherent and thoroughly well done sirs.
Now Krypto, Klansman and Kommunications
Are all acceptable variations
and permissible with large or small k
But Jargon! Brown Jobs: nay.

VACANCY FORA PERMANENT
STAFF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER TA
AT RUGBY, WARWICKSHffiE
A vacancy. in the rank of Captain TA. will occur in February
1981 for a Permanent Staff Administrative Officer with 89 Signal
Squadron (V) at Rugby .
Applicants should have held a commission or exceptionally
warrant rank in the Regular Army, TA or UDR and have
administrative experience in 'A' and 'Q' duties . A good knowledge
of accounting for public and non-public funds is necessary. Some
experience of work with the TA is desirable.
. .
'fbe upper age limit for applicants is 56 years (normal retmng age
is 60). Terms and conditions of service are given in Part 3 of
Chapter 6 of TAVR Regulations 1978. Annual salary is £7.081 on
appointment rising to £8,223 after six years.
.
.
Applications. togeth~r with brief d.eta.ils of expenenc7 and service
applicable to the appointment, are 111v1ted by the closing date, 21
November 1980. to be forwarded to the Commanding Officer , 35
Signal Regiment (V). Stoney Lane. Balsall Heath. Birmingham B12
BAT, including the following details:
ame,rank and decorations. Address. Telephone number. Date
of Birth. Full particulars and addresses of two referees .

The kin kilohertz is always small
Chambers-Science and Technology page 655 says it all
So please; not Kelvin as printed
but kilo. plain and a habit now stinted.

PRACTICAL QUARTZ ACCURACY.
ATTRACTIVE BRASS ON WOOD DESIGN .
OUTSTANDING VALUE THIS CHRISTMAS.

FOR SALE
Royal Signals S CO mess kit complete with white jacket .. Hei~ht
5' 6"-5' 7". Chest 36"-38". Wait 33"-36". £500.n.o. Wnte: Jim
Mackie, 2 Poplar Place, Blantyre, Glasgow G72 9QA .
Officers British Warm (Moss Bros)- as new. Height 5' 7"-Chest
40" -42" (Stocky build). Please contact-Mrs A. E. S. Jackson , 488
Marine Road East, Bare, Morecambe, Lanes. LA4 6AF-Telephonc
0524-410686.
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HMS Mercury
East Meon
Nr Peterstield
Han ts
GU32 IHE

Contemplating your Christmas presents?
Then you need look no further than our superb range of
timepieces.
For instance , our elegant, yet simple wall clock (A). The versatile
wall clock with chain driven aneroid barometer (B). Or the matching
clock. barometer and thermometer (C).
All are made of solid brass. mounted on dark. varnished wood .
Together with a genuine quartz moveme111. giving 99. 9% accuracy.
Additionally, there's our newly imported range of Ladies· (DJ and
Gents' (E) wrist watches from Switzerland .
With the latest wafer-thin design , these digital watches combine
Swiss craftsmanship with practical quartz accuracy.
Attractively designed and priced. making one a unique gill for
parents or friends this Christmas .
Or why not treat yourself?

Book review.
WATERLOO by David Howarth. Published under the auspices of the
Waterloo Committee, by Pitkin Pictorials Ltd, 11 Wyfold Road ,
London SW6 6SG, 32 pages, illustrated. price ~Op.
. .
This is the official guide book to the Bat11eheld of Waterloo .but 1t 1s.
far more than one usually gets in a guide bo?k. It is a potted. history of
the events leading up to the battle and its aftermath with a very
comprehensive description of the battle itself. It is lavishly illustra~ed
with no less than 28 coloured paintings, photographs and portraits .
The author is one of the greatest living experts on the Battle and. h~s
managed to bring _the various ac~ions to. 1.i~e. thus, although. 1t is
principally writien for the benefit of those v1S1tmg the Battle~eld itself.
it is of equal interest to those who cannot make the tnp . It is strongly
recommended. Apart from being available at various sites at Waterloo ,
it can also be obtained at Stratfield Saye, Apsley House and some
Military Museums.

Dear Sir,

ALAMEIN42
Dear Sir.

To order just fill in the coupon. Credit Card holders can
order by phone, 24 hrs, on 01-959 0567 . And if you're not
happy with your purchase, return it within 14 days for a full
refund. Or if you wish to see our other timepieces and
barometers, please ask for our free brochure.

I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

L

-----------

TO : HAMIL TON MARRIOTI.
WIRE
10. HALE LANE, LONDON NW7 3NX .
CREDIT CARD HOLDERS PHONE 01-959 0567 (24 hours)
Please send me (please fill in quantity)

A.

£17 95 B.

D..

Gold

E.. . ..

Gold

Brochure ....
£23.95

c.........

£29 95

Silver£ 10. 95
..

1enclose cheque/postal order for£

Silver£! I 95

.

Signature
Name (Cardholder) .
Address (as card)

----------········· ..

.

A ii prices 111cluslve of VAT & P P
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or debit my Access/ Barclaycard No ...

.

Deliv ry 21 days

Yours sincerely,
G. Dykes

I
I
I
J

I am trying to trace some of my old comrades who served with me in
the desert at Alamcin 1942.
We all belonged to 10th Arrnd Di'' Signals. The per ons I should like
to get in touch with are-Sgt Les Kerr MM, Cpl Dansie, Sig 'Smudge'
Smith, Sig 'Egri' Easty-in fact, any members of B Troop or D Troop,
and any of the troops in the divisional Sig from the time of leaving
england in February 1942 till the time of disbandment in 1943.
Perhap you get quite a few requests like mine. but l think my
reasons are rather unu ual. In July this year I had on loan from the
local library a book 'Alamei n', a serie of account by soldiers who
erved there at that time. I came aero s an account of how 'B" troop
layed the cables aero s our minefields (uncleared) and al o across the
German minefields.
ames of old comrades made me go quite
eold-"Ghost of the pa t?"
This was unusual-to me at any rate--to not only read about close
mates but have half a dozen photos of us on leave in Alex etc. So I
decided to try to track down the writer of the account I had read.
First to the pub Ii hers' who gave me the address of the
author-Philip Warner-who gave me the addres of SGT Norman,
one of the Tp Sgts. I contacted him and decided to trace the others. p
till now we have had local radio give me a mention: a letter to Charlie
Chester has !liven us a chance on his programme; and I linally wrote to
the Sunday ~People'. whose features editor Michael Warner ga\"e me
your addre s. All these good1Jeople have answered my letters quickl)
and it makes me feel that I ;1m now compelled to try out every outlet I
can to contact my mate .

2 Roebuck Close
Yorkswood
Birmingham
B34 7SQ
021- 748-5375

Your most sincere)\
William Hail
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THE BIG ONE
HQ 1 (BR) CORPS
FIRSTS ALL THEW AY
It can scarcely have escaped the notice of anyone in Royal Signals
world-' ide that "Exerci e Spearpoint, the 1st British Corps FTX part of
Exercise Crusader. was the big$est exercise held in BAOR for very
many years. ot only was it the biggest: for Royal ignals it clocked up
numerous other 'firsts'. It was the first time that the BRUIN system
had been set up in such an extensive way, stretching from the main
exercise area around Hildesheim back across the Corps Rear Boundary
and eventually to Antwerp. It was the first time that such. high total ~ of
message and telephone traffic had been recorded on a single exerc1~e.
It was the first time that the Service Unit Terminals had deployed wrth
the logistic units they serve. It was the first time t hat t~e COMM CE
defence battalion, 2 MERCIAN(V) had deployed fully 111 our support.
And so on: all in all, it was the largest communications project that a ny
of those taking part had ever seen.
A WEALTH OF STORIES
Storie about the exercise are quickly becoming folk-lore: unit
impression are recorded in the notes which follow. The exercise will be
talked about for years to come. Let us simply record th~t _I~, 2n_d and
4th Armoured Division were players, 3rd Armoured 01V1s1on dtd the
umpiring, and HQ 1st British Corps ran Control HQ. 2nd United
States Armoured Division came from Texas, and troops of the 82nd
United States Airborne Division came from orth Carolina-some of
them parachuted direct into the exercise after their trans-Atlantic
flight in a spectacular display of airborne operations. We also had
German Panzer Brigade3 taking part.
What a wealth of stories these plain facts conceal! Before some of
them are told in unit notes, one or two supporting comments are
needed. First, the exercise was a great success in communicating terms,
and the sustained efforts of all ranks in Royal Signals won high praise.
Secondly, we could not have done it all without the help and support of
the many reinforcements who came. They entered into the spirit of the
exercise with a will, and our thanks are due to them all. In addition to
many individuals from the School of Signals and the Training Group,
and from other UK units, we were del ighted to see parties from
Queen's Gurkha Signals, 1st Canadian Signal Regiment and from
other Commonwealth Signal Corps. In particular, we had much close
contact with the United States Signal Corps. In addition to 142nd
Signal Bartalion supporting 2nd US Armoured Division there were US
signallers in support of airborne operations and the umpires, as well as
a very considerable contingent from 7th Signal Brigade based in
Southern Germany. We learnt a lot from each other.
Finally, we claimed one other 'first': the oldest soldier on the
exercise. He was a sergeant from 2 MERCIAN(V) 'our own' TA
battalion. He was aged 66 and first joined the Army as a Regular in
1936. Beat that, as they say!

HQ ROYAL SIGNALS, 1st BRITISH CORPS
.
.
As part of Control Headq~arters, HQ Royal Signals ~as based. 1_n
Tofrek Barracks , Hildesheim, throughout the exercise. A Ja1r
prinkling of reinforcements increased the HQ to larger than _norm al
si ze, as can be seen from the photograph. At the same tim e we
detached two liaison officers to US formations. Maj Mlke McCann
went to command the Royal Signals elements in 2nd US Armoured
Divi ion - a considerable force - and he has his signed photographs to
prove it. Sharing hi_s experience of 'C' r~tions , Maj ~raig ~reeby used
his parachute experience to good effect with the American airborne and
special forces based at Scharfoldendorf. We were pleased to see them
back in one piece at ENDEX.

1 ARMD DIV HQ & SIG REGT
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CLAIM TO FAME?
T he Headguarters Reece Officer , Capt Ian Greig, was seen labouring
under the weight of his barn money on the odd occasion, and even then
often under a blanket of white armbands crosses and tlags as he had
just b.een back to 'pay ?ff' a previous location. Definitely not VC
ma terial! However, on his return to safety i.e. Caithness Barracks,
Ve rd en. the Reece Officer was seen to bravely remove his white tlag.
1 hts had started hfe as a standard , white, Marks and Sparks
ha ndkerchief, property of the aforementioned Reece Officer. It now
however resembled a boiler maker's sweat rag as it hung dismally from
the tlag pole. Nothing daunted,_ a J 771 was promptly completed for a
!lags, white, cowardly surrendering for the use of-price OM 4:00. The
Paymaster, Maj Bill Hazell RAPC, however, matched lire with lire and
promptly dedu.cted OM 3:60 f?r 'use and occupation'. a good Pay
Corps cry, leavmg the Reece Offtcer the princely sum of forty pfennigs
m return for his handkerchief sacrificed for Queen and country.
Afternote: He still hasn't been paid-some hope!

GENTLEMEN, THE BIG ONE!
This was the statement that began the G Staff briefing to the
Regiment on Spearpoint. There were a few apprehensive looks around
the SKC Verden as to exactly what the Col GS was referring to .
However, fears were allayed when the G2 Ops stayed firmly behind his
lectern and switched on the first viewfoil.
And so the Regiment was 'mobilised' for Exercise Spearpoint.
Complete with UK reinforceme_nts, ~nd of cou_rse twenty-fiv~ members
of our sister Regiment I Canad tan Signal Regiment, the untt trundled
out of barracks at twenty kilometers in the hour on the five and a half
hour trip to the exercise area.

AFTERMATH
So the Exercise finished. All elements returned safely to discover we
now have no money to do anything for the next decade-or so it seems.
Now that its over I wonder what people will find to talk about?!

A MISHAP
Curious as to what 'The Big One' was going to be like, our assistant
Adjutant. Lt Nannette Wilson WRAC joined us on the exercise and
manned? (womanned?!) the Regimental Command Post. for what
seemed like twenty five hours a day! There were a few muttermgs about
knitting on the night shift but there is no truth in the rumour that she
has her own guillotine and tumbril in the ~ess garages!!
.
However the disaster occurred. after a quick move (at 20 kms tn the
hour) mid way through the Exercise. Once we were establi~hed at the
new location it slowly dawned on the assembled mu_lhtude that
something was missing. Nobody to answer the telephone 111 the RCP!
Nobody to make the coffee! No knitting!! Aagh Yes! they had left the
Al Adjt behind! Meanwhile. having awoken from her h~rd earn~
slumber. Lt Wilson soon realised her plight and promptly hitched a hft
off a passing line 'garrie' to the new loc~ti?n and was soon reunited
with her phone, coffee and, of course, knttttng.

FOXTROT FOCUS
~avi!lg been extracted from my previous posting using Vaseline and
Pai~ Ktll~rs I find myself a 'new boy' in this famou Regiment ... yet
aga1~. this and my shape, round and pointed at both ends, seems to
9uahfy me as a source of notes for the Corps Magazine'. After being
mtroduced to ~o'!le of the Squadron l?ersonalities, notably Maj
Jonathon (runs ts tun) Cox, Capt (now Ma1or) Mike Crane, my Troop
Commander Lt Ian (Thundertlash) Wells and SSgt (YofS) Bob
{Budha~ Beebee, I was grabbed by Foxtrot's erstwhile complex SNCO,
Sgt Colin (Kmgfisher) Parsonage, and introduced to the mysteries of
Comm~en Foxtr~t a~d ;rech _Control in particular. Colin kept
muttermg somethmg hke all this can be yours son' or words to that
effect, and put it to me that although I was SSgt 'Paddy' Boveniur's
replacement I should really do a job a well (Sorry Paddy).

.

.

.

Activity by irregular enemy forces soon gave rise to the formation of
the 'Quick Reaction Force'. This comprised the 'li nies' (suprise,
surprise!) under the tender and loving auspices of Sgt 'Ginge' Doak.
Their exploits are too numerous to mention but a couple that are
worthing noting is the compromise of a complete enemy camp and the
capture of a ten man patrol. .
.
When they weren't making ltfe uncomfortable for the Americans the
linies obviously had the odd bit of cable to lay! Travellers on Route 65
during Crusader may have seen Sgt Doak suspended from the overhead
traffic lights just outside _Main Headquarters o~ t~e cable lay up to
Radio Village. The assistance from the Poltze1 had long smce
disappeared having deemed it a thoroughly crackpot scheme and far
too dangerous for them to be involved in. Sgt Doak merely commented
that the view he had of passing lady motorists from the top of the
Traffic lights was 'interesting'.
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The GOC, Maj Gen Farndale, discusses the latest developments with
the CO

there was a follow-up airstrike the next day which we missed as Foxtrot
~ad moved during the night. Considering the fact that we only had one
lineman the ~ove went quite well, only delayed as we all spent an hour
or so stumbltng between the trees, reeling in the extremely lengthy
qua<_! lays between the Complex, Sgt Tony (March and Shoot) Spray's
Radio R~lay dets, and from two very merry Germans who, when asked
n~t to drive through ou; locatio_n with full headlights , duly gave us five
mmutes to leave and rumed their shoes and trousers squelching around
trying to take vehicle numbers! These gentlemen were eventually
persuaded to go away and the move continued in peace.
As_ Cru~ader progressed. it began to appear that Commcen Echo's
locat1on E?tn had got jammed in the Map board. Anyway it would have
been a pity to force them to fill in their gardens due to a move so
Foxtrot did it for them!
'
T~EASIBRDIG

Vfe visited and re-visited several sites and each time the digging got
easter. The defence platoon came and went and we were all thankful for
thei: . assistance. Commcen Echo was at one time saved from
~n111h1lation by Orange Forces. Their defence platoon was de-bussing
Just as the attack sta rted. This timely arrival completely caught the
enemy on the hop and the umpires voted in our favour.

IN LOCATION
Foxtrot arrived safely in location following an incident with a pickaxe
and an illegal padlock at the entrance to the wood. and once
estab li shed we all set to with shovel and pickaxes to suitably impres
the umpires with magnificent field works.
It took an average of five hours hard work before each vehicle had a
suitable weapons pit, but everyone remarked how fresh Sgt Al (gut)
Halloway looked at the end of it, as did Mr Wells who had just about
worked out what we were doing by the time it was all over!
At this stage we.had not yet been joined by our defence platoon from
B .company of 2 Mercian (volunteers), but everybody did well acting
su1tab.ly 'warlike' at every opi;>0rtunity. Mr Wells' penchant for
o~fens1~e patrols and wood clearing soon became apparent-this and
hts curious obsession with studying the inside of his sleeping bag, and
hunting for the biscuits!

A FEW HIGHLIGHTS
One could ramble on forever about the variou happenings during
Crusader but a few of the highlights should suffice to end the tale. For
example, t~e time Sgt Taff Lewis dug a huse trench across the back
wheels ofhtS workshop truck, whilst unknowmgly Colin Parsonage and
myself dug .another across the front wheels, ably watched by Al
Halloway. Sig Alan Fewkes demonstrated his unique method of toe
BC red had
picking to the duty Tech Controller who thought
eventually been declared after being at NBC Amber for four day , and
we eventually persuaded the Mercians not to shoot us if we all wore
helmets after dusk.
SSgt Bomber Brown forgot the thunderbox during one move. as
Commcen Foxtrot had suddenly become part of the front line-so we
all i:educed our intake of compo for a couple of days until a superb,
em1-_Permanent, structure was erected by our guest . All turned out
well_ m the end however as we re-occupied that particular location
durtn~ _the advance ~hase ~nd retrieved our cherished possession from
some tttnerant American Signallers who had 'found it' .
Special mention must be made of SSgt Geoff (The Stoves) Batkin
who scurried between locations like a demented squirrel, and of our
cook .~Cpl Pa~ Slavin . ACC who make compo look reasonably
appet1s1ng despite the assistance of Sig Tieh Heywood. (The latter was
not impressed when the Mercian's cooks poured slops into his newly
dug trench).
The squadron wa~ allowed home on Sunday 28. but not before Maj
Cox's Mammoth photograph had b<!en taken. Squadron elements were
brought together upon a particularly bleak field to be photographed
courtesy of652 Squadron AAC. Needless to ay Echo troop was late but
this gave 'the producer' all the more time to position the a. t. At one
tag_e we wer_e delig~ted to see two subaltern desperately sneaking
behmd a vehicle whilst the OC stalked around the other side is5uing
orders in a voice to be envied by Hollywood's finest .

A MERRY INTERLUDE
Apart fro~n an air trike wh_ich failed becau e the umpire was not in
l?cat1on , bemg bogged down m another part of the wood, we saw very
httle of Crusader in our first location, although we later heard that

AND SO BACK
And o back to barracks, to PRE of vehicles. CO's training period.
road runs and A sault course, to Marathon . March and shoot and
myriads of other items. It makes one wi h for a nice wet wood. thigh
deep mud and compo food!

UNDERWAY
We duly received our invitation to the War and after a week of
briefings and Counter briefings set off on Crusader at some ungodly
hour on the morning of Saturday 13 September. Commcen Echo and
the rest of the squadron joined with Foxtrot to make one enormous
convoy which seemed to stretch for miles across the German
countryside, ably led by Capt Crane, SSM John (fine, line) Martin and
the POL. Pod. The only break in the convoy came when the
afore~1entio_ned party raced ahead at high speed to secure a uitable
field tn which to refuel the squadron before it split up to go to
preliminary locations.

AN INVOLUNTARY DIET
Exercise Spearpoint for our Second in Command, Maj Nigel Wood,
meant on several occasions an involuntary diet. In fact at one stage he
went three meals on the trot being 'stood to' for every one ~ithout a
crumb passing his lips. On one occasion, Maj Wood, havmg been
brought his meal, was told that all were to 'stand to'. 21C galvantsed
into action leaving lunch, untouched, on table.
.
.
Visiting 'Fang Farrier' Capt Ian Pretsell RADC, swathed tn white
armbands hates to see waste. Promptly scoffs 2IC's lunch! Personally I
thought that to 'sta!ld to' would be a better _course of action, rather
than remain coweri ng under the table which now bore no trace
whatsoever of the 21C's meat and two veg. and promptly left. The
outcome is not important save to say a slimmer version of the 2IC
returned to Verden after two weeks of this carry on??
T~QU

CCR SIGNAL.s and the augmented staff of HQ Royal Signals on Ex
'Spearpoint', including the US Liaison Team under Lt Col John
Burnett, one of the Tels Liaison Team from 4 Signal Group, Mr Jock
Drummond and some of the individual reinforcements from UK

OU EST LE PAPIBR?!
One of the Commhead SQMS, SSgt Jack Moreton RTR gave the
~aying ' In the tutty' a whole new meaning mid-way th;ough the
cxericse. Having ordered t_hat a 'thunderbox' be moved, the 'Q' gave it
no nrnre thou ght and retired to bed. Early the next morning the Q
awoke a nd as was customary strode out towards the newly sited loo for
hi~ mor_nin g co1~sti ~utional. The only trouble was that the work party
h_ad omitted to ftll tn the old hole! Yes, you've guessed it. Not a pretty
sig ht!
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early homeward bound-the Radio Relay Squadron (courtesy 652
Sqn AACl emerge victorious from the war
2SQUADRO LOOKSBACK
As with many other regular BAOR units, the Radio Squadron found
Crusader O to be very much 'busine s as u ual'. We deployed and
worked 'SOP' apart from the odd rude interruption from the 'Orange
Forces· and a marked increase in road traffic , which made life
omewhat harrowing.
We were pleased to say at the end of things that the drill we had so
carefully planned and practiced in past. more mundane exercises.
served us well!
A few members of !he quadron fell foul to the enemy-Sgt 'Dixie'
Dean was somewhat alrmed to find the friendly German motor cyclist
who,, avi:d to him a he deployed from camp had just 'mined' his trailer
with a nasty little stick-on bomb care of the Special Air Service. Once in
the field. our SSM, Pat Gallagher, (Rebro Reece) showed that he could
find more enemy forces than anyone else in 2 Division without really
trying. and effected many hair-raising escapes by presenting the
Orange Forces with liberal amounts of thunderflash and Victory ·v·
sign . (We think that i what they were!). His driver/ op Cpl Stan
Sudron is now almost fully recovered.
Few members of the Squadron managed to escape the attention of a
very effective enemy force-and whilst Alfa I Troop were busy writing
one a not her citations for outstanding bravery, the rebroadcast stations
were picking up an assortme111 of magnetic bombs. black hands and
anonymous letters. Much to the delight of the Ra dcon, Cpl Gerry
Knight, up on 9 B. suffered a complete humour fai lure when a large
number of djstress flares flew about him, casually fired in true western
style-straight from the hip!
This came shonly after a report from 98B that they were picking up
t'Xtra terrestriab on their 'outside leg' discussing the mating habits of
the human race! (gets to you working on the rebros)!
Ex members of the Squadron will be delighted to hear that Kim the
old and e\·er faithful Radio Squadron dog still survives and now has a
Crusader bar to his GSM despite the close attentions of Log HQ's AntiRabies 'patrol'.
AN IMPORTANT USER
Our moment of glory came when the Divisional Commander, who
incidentally is our most regular radio user , took us by complete surprise
and placed the Minister of Defence, Francis Pym, on set and kept him
there for twenty minutes, chatting to the two Task Force Commanders!
(Ever seen a Radcon age suddenly?)

r------------~----------,

II TRAVEL WARRANT

THANK YOU
We thank all our individual re-inforcements for the great efforts they
put in, especially Capt Joe Thompson, who came all the way from
Australia to share the delights of recce with SSgt Joe (Wots a Radcon)
Krickorian, route-signer extraordinary.
Finall). there is no truth in the rumour that Cpl 'Scouse' Davis and
his crew were sent off on a special LO task to the Americans of 2nd
(LI'\) (Hell on Wheels) Armd Div in the hope that we could swop them
for an American steel helmet for the Squadron Commander!

I

I
I
I

I

When~ve~ you're posted abroad, we can provide you with sale reliable
motor;mg m the shape of a Volvo. And with our tax free expertise, you'll be
surpnsed at the pnce. Its the next best thing to being issued with a
permanent travel warrant.

Please send m~ the export facts.
Volvo Concessionaires Limited, Tourist and Diplomatic Sales,
28 Albemarle Street, London WIX 3FA
Telephone 01-493 0321, Telex 24949

I
I
I

Address

I
I

Telephone

I

Name/Rank

VOLVO EXPORT

L-----------------------~

OC 2 Sqn planning Crusader '81 ?! !
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SNATCHES OF 'CRUSADER'S'
REALITY FOR 1 SQN ACCORDING
TO SSGT EDDIE WOODTHORPE
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Pickfords have ~on the respect of
the British Anned force, . because we
are able to move you quickly and
efficiently. With profes, ional packing
too,if you wish it.
We have over 160 branches in
Britain as well as a special Forces
branch in Gtitersloh, Gem1any. All of
the e can offer storage if you need it.
For a free estimate ring us. You'll find
our telephone number under Pickfords
in your phone book In Gem1any,
telephone Gtitersloh (05241) 38024.
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site were our Ops HF Net Dcts providing an altern a tive mea ns or
c~m !'l a n~ . In many .cas.es the De~ Comds were ~ut in charge of the
Rad io yillage a.t th ~ 1r site. All ga med lrom working with th e various
ho<,t umts, rangmg !~om.the Cavalry to the Gunners who had thei r ow n
ide;is about commun1cat1ons .

3 ARMD DIV HQ & SIG REGT

THE DISRUPTION BDE
At ~ch arfhol den dorf Camp the HQ of the Am erican 2 Bde of the 82
A~ I?iv was supported by November Tp led by Lt Jim McKee a nd
chivvied by Sgt Ron Cossou. Comms problems were few however Col
Chandler the Bde Comd did inject h is own demands- a T V aeria l so
that he co ~ld watch the para drop on BFBS! So impressed was Col
~han_dler, m usu~I American style, he presented the troop with a
Certificate of Ach 1evemen t' .

SUPPORTING ALL
It i not often that a Regiment finds itself d!spersed over t ~c w~o~e
battlefield and on b oth sides of the FEBA. Bu t tor Ex Spearpomt th is is
just the itu ation 3 D iv Signal Regt found itself in. Sup plying the
Umpire comms was only one of our tasks. We also had our
COMM CE Sunder comd of 7 Signal Regt as the Blue Forces and our
COMMHDS were supporting the Germans and the American s.
HELL ON WHEELS
Capt Menyn Johnston an d Lt Richard Davis were responsible fo r
providing BRUI and VHF comms for the 2nd ( US) Armd Div (Hell
on Wheels) who came from Fort Hood in Texas. It was decided that the
communicating element for both Main and Forward l;lQs should have
full Step Up facilities and, consequently, two Dtv and two TF
COMMHDS were deployed . Keeping a watchful eye over the comms
were Lt Col Jack Baumgarten of the US Army and Maj Mike McCann
from 1 (BR) Cops.

4 ARMD DIV HQ & SIG REGT
FOCUS
Having just r~turned _from ExereiseSpearpoint. the writer, on taking
~ock, has only JU.s t realise~ that by Christmas three of our number will
ave de parted. First to go I~ wo1. (YofS) (Stan the Man) Van nM who
left us. on 7 October for his punishment posting to Brunei after the
prescribed dose of ~everal m_onths Rand Rand a language course. It is
~n~erstood t hat he 1s a!tendmg a certain function whilst in the UK , one
mc1dentally the CO wtll also be attending, hence the hive of activity
before he left ; the urgent phone calls and many letters to a certain firm
calle.d Moss Bros. (The RSM will return his suit after the Supt Clk has
h:id ti r~turned from the Dry Oeaners). We all wish the Yeoman and
his family th~ very best of luck for the future. We also extend a warm
welcome to his.replacement WOI (YofS) Dave G ilchrist.
Next to go will be Capt Mart in Stretch , our Ops and Divi ional Reece
Officer, he goes to the School of Infantry at Warminster with his wife
Lynn, a new horse and three dogs, not to mention the Renault, the
H.orse Box . and a Land Rover of somewhat dubious pedigree. Martin
will ~ missed by us all and we wish him well for his tour at
Warminster.
Our Adjutant. Maj (only just) Chris Harper completes the trio of
deserters "'.hen he departs Just before Christmas for the Staff College.
Our best wishes go to both Ch ris and his wife Helen.

MUCH PRAISE
No major problems were encountered and thus th.e service that was
provided invoked much praise from the Americans. The most
complimentary statement c~~ at the end of the ex _from. the
Commanding General who aid You guys SLJ!C can com.mumcate and
all who were involved with 2nd (US) Armd Dtv can feel justly proud of
the jobs done.
THE CHARM
Conversation overheard between US Captain and YofS:
'Hey Sarge, see the little guy over there? He seems to have a lot of
pull . What grade is he?'
YofS (cringing):
'He's the Foreman of Signals Sir, a Warrant Officer.'
'ls that right? How do you tell his grade.·
'He wears it on his wrist, Sir.'
'Gee, I thought it was a lucky charm! '
THE UMPIRES
Long before the UCC and ACCs were manned a~d ~nctional , t~e
Line Tp under the comd of Lt Steve Johns an? the direction o~Sgt Sid
Thompson were out in force laying the 10 pair and quads which were
necessary for the control communication .
Split up into small dets the troop were kept busy throu_ghout the ex
repairing and relaying damaged cables as the battle passed through the
ACCareas.

~

SCATTERED ABOUT
Scattered about the battle area were the 9 ACCs, sited more for their
communications capabilities tha n their picturesque surroundings. In
the control cell of each of the ACCs were the R Signals Advisers. drawn
mostly from officers, WOs and SNCOs of 2 Sqn. At the nearby radio

Cpl Joe Harris trying out a new piece of e qui pment
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MOPE 'loll
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T H• S PlcN1c "Tool<. •wo '/El>R.G
OF P L. ANNING .

Sig Taff Black working on the UCC Guard Net

LCp l Ken Fu dge, S ig Paul Preston and Sig Haydan wh o joined us
from 8 S ignal Regt for t he ex
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Standing, S ig (Ti ney) Taylor, Lt Ric ha rd Davis. Kneeling, Cpl
Rens haw
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OFF THE GROU ND IN GOOD W E ATHER
Exercis.e Spearpoint fi nally got off the ground in early September
and conh~ued. Ill unexpectedly good weather . The Regi ment was
fortunate Ill betng ab le to spend most of the Exercise as part of the
Orange Force~. One of our v.en tures was the Divisional Newspaper, The
Quadrant , edited by the Adjutant Maj Chris Harper ably assisted by Lt
Steve Hea th and Cpl John ChapmM. This contained a mixture of real
news, comment and humour and it may be of interest to the older
readers of Th~ Wire lh~t a simi lar journal , also called the Quadrant.
w;is first published durmg the Second World War. The following are
two extracts from the Quadrant.
98A SCAN EN COLUMN
In the Orn nge vanguard one of our rebroadcast station ituated on
the Deister, 98A, twice forced off the enemy forces ye terday. The men
led by C pl ' Bomber' Clearly, took one of the enemy prisoner. He proved
to be a member of 7 R Angli;in Regt. For their effort 98A are awarded
CE! and Bar (Spearpoint).
This d~ cribed ?ne of. the mor~ dra matic and humorous episodes of
the exercise. Our mtrep 1d front-line Rebroadcast Station, 98A, Jed by
Cpl Bomber Clearly w;is sited 'somewhere on the Deister' . An emem •
four man patrol saw one of the vehicles and launched a quick atlack.
Th r~e men swept through the position, forgetting in their excitement
the lourth man who w;is wh~ezing al~~g in the re~r-slowed down by
the Carl Gustav he was car~ ng. Reahsmg the quality of the op po ition
the enemy went for some remforcement , and returned with an man
fighting patrol. Foolish boys; when you"re taking on the fire power of
LCpl 'Chammie' Leather, Sigs 'Bruce' Lee and 'Shirley' MIJes you need
more than that. In deed, bei ng a triple rebro ite, we had as man men
as the enemy! T hrough they charged agai n-this time leaving their
GPMG man in the wake. Gleefully Cpl 'Bomber' Cleary and LCpl
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'Garr,• Rogers tackled their second prisoner of the day. Having won
their second 'ictory of the day, and to the cry of' ext' from 'Bomber'
Cleary, 9 A settled do'm to carry on with the real busin s of
communicating.
SIGNALLERS ENGINEER MANUAL EXCHANGE
In an effort to outspan the enem •, Orange Force built bridges
aero
the Leine on
aturday night. However, true to their
motto-UBI QUE (all over the place)-the sappers did not have enough
men left to carry out the task. Reforging hi storical links, CRE called
for R ignal assistance. A small task force was assembled and
dispatched by courier (i.e. Poste Haste). On arrival at the river bank
the Sapper RSM gave the Mercurial boys a BIT (Bridge Fetching
Test), which regrettably they failed. Therefore, they were ordered to
\\atch as a higly trained team of combat engineers. u ing the most
advanced techniques and modem equipment brought to fruition years
of scientific endea,'our and military training by en uring complete
success at the first attempt by emphatically proving that a Medium
Girder Bridge doe not float. (This proves that the lessons learnt when
dropping a Bailey bridge in the Thames during the Festival of Britain
have not been forgotten ... ) Amazed at this , the Royal Signals
demon tration team leapt into action, a nd Swift and Sure const ructed a
cro sing. 'Cadbury's Snap' chorused the Sappers, 'How very sweet' aid
CRE, who generou ly acknowledge what a fine job had been done.
Those involved were: Bridge Builders-Exercise Spearpoi111-SSgt.
Stt!,•e Gair, Cpl Da,·e Showell, Sig Eric Francis, Sig Paul Garside and
LCpl Da,·e Saunders.
LAST THOUGHTS ON 'SPEARPOINT'
During an exercise such as Spearpoint some damage is inevitable
and so perhap we may be forgiven for including t hi s perfectly true
story.
We were in the post endex clearing up period with much filling in of
trenches scraping of mud and mending fences. Close to our forward
Headquarters a local farmer had spent some three days painstakingly
digging a substantial trench along the edge of one of his fi elds for the
purpo e of drainage or something similar. You may not believe this but
the farmer had on ly finished the work a few minutes when a well
meaning engineer damage control team appeared and promptly filled it
in. The farmer was seen to have a sense of humour fa ilure!

'The Defence of a Commcen.' Four in a two man trench, same faces
as the clearing patrol. They never learnt tactics like that at Catterick
Sri Date
(a)

I
2

4
S
6

Time

(b)

(c)

Fri 26 1740

Remark s
(d)

Fri 26 1840

Mandy has come. Arrives
H!lnno\'er Airport.
Mandyarri1·csa1 Hocel.

Fri 26 2000

Dinner ac Hotel .

(c)

Mee by Capt (Martin) Stretch.

Sat 27 0900
Depart for Helpup.
Sat 27 0915
Depart Helpup for Ech and U:>g.
Sat 27 09.JO-t030 Visit Ech and U:>g.

Sat 27
Sat 27
9 · Sat 27
10 Sat 27

1030
1045-1215
1215
1230-1430

Depart forCommcen GOLF
Visit Commcen GOLF.
Depart for Commcen HOTa.
Visit Commcen HOTEL.
(Inclu ding lunch .)

11

Sat 27 1430

12

Sat 27 1500-1700 Visit Main . To include driving
a 432and tea with OC Main.

3
14

Sat 27 1700
Sat 27 1900

Depart for Hotel.
Depart for Main .

15
16
17
18

Sat 27 1930
Sat 27 Late
Sun 280930
Sun 281030

Barbecue at Main.
Lea\'es for Hotel.
Debriefing.
Depart for Hannover Airpon.

Depart for Main.

Capt Stretch <hows herto her
room. Arranges Room Service.
Commanding Officer Lt Col
(Bob) Cook+ WOI (YofS)
(The Bea.-i) Vannan .
Still escorted by Capt Stre tch.
Plus Capt Stretch.
Met by OC Ech Maj (Pa trick)
Wallace.
Met by OC 3 Sqn Maj (Oivc)
Collier.
Capt Stretch in attendance.
Met by Lt (Wa)ne) Coupland.
Capt Stretch tokes the lead.
Met by OC I Sqn Maj (Hot Rod)
Barry. Capt Stretch sits this one
out.
With Capt Stretch-now
refreshed.
Mct by OC2 Sqn Maj (Billy)
Backhouse. OC Main Capt
(Mike) Fisher
Capt Stretch to hand.
Capt Stretch to be aroused
15 minutes before departure.
Meets the Boys.
Capt Stretch IS still there.
Capt Strctch.
Capt Stretch waves goodbye
and leave for Herford by
Ambulance.

If you live anywhere north of Watford Gap, driving
home from the Channel Ports can be a shattering experience.
Especially with a family 1n tow.
Which 1s why we suggest you take the easy way out:
Sail with North Sea Ferries from Rotterdam (Europoort) or
Zeebrugge to Hull.
On a North Sea Ferries ship you'll find everything you
need to keep you, your wife and your children happy.
There are bars, lounges, duty·free shops, a dance
floor and colour television. As well as comfortable cabins
where you can get a good night's sleep.
And a slap·up dinner, morning tea and full breakfast are
all included in the fare.
Speaking of the fare, it's very fair. We give concessional
rates to all servicemen and their families stationed on the
Continent.
In fact, when it comes to looking after your army, we're
the professionals.
For further details, write to: North Sea Ferries, Dept. WIR
Beneluxhaven. Europoort. Postbus 1123, 3180 AC Rozenburg,
Holland or your local Continental travel agent.

A very apprehensive Mandy about to take over the controls of an AFV
432. Mandy informed the assembled spectators that she did not have
a UK driv ing licence. The area cleared very quickly

If YOU'RE GOING
HOME ON LEAVE,
WE'LL TAKE CARE
OFYOU
ARMY.
.
-

On now to Main Headquarters. Mandy is introduced to some of the
dets at Radio Village. In this det we find , from left to right, Sig John
Fradley, Ma ndy, Cpl Chris Taylor, Cpl Tim Ainsworth, and Sig
Geordie Tillbrook

MANDY'S COMING
Contained as a headline in the Quadrant, the newspaper of the 4th
Armoured Di vision HQ and Signal Regiment in the field , were the
headlines : 'Mandy's Coming'-in fact they appeared every day for a
fortnight. Who is Mandy? Miss Mandy Wilkinson who comes from
Edmonton in London has appeared in no lesser magazine than
Mayfair. A chance remark made by a TA Major watchkeeper was
overheard by the CO, Lt Col Bob Cook. This officer: Maj Tim Cox is a
legal beagle who helps to look after the judicial affairs of the afore
m~ntioned magazine . 'Can you help up to find a Spearpoim Pin-up?'
said the CO. 'No problem' said Tim Box. Between the end of ExJavelin
and the beginning of Ex Spearpoint, numerous telephone calls
were made, fetters were written, and knowing looks, nods and winks
were passing around RHQ. Capt Martin Stretch, the Div Reece officer
and unit ops officer was made OIC Operation Mandy by the CO . The
2IC.~j John Hlghton produced the programme, which after a few
add1t1ons, was approved by the Commanding Officer. The following is
a copy of the programme:
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Mandy with 'her' Panzer. Cpl John Gray on deck . She is joined by two
members of 2 Sqn, displaying their 2nd Armoured Independent Radio
Squadron 'T' shirts. They are , on Mandy's right , Sig Kevin Quinn, and
on her left, LCpl Hughie Groves

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS

The Regiment deployed into the field for Ex Spearpoint and fought
the good fight . Endex came of Thursday 25 September. Friday 26
September saw lhe beginning of Operation Mandy. 1800 hrs was
startex time. After a very hectic day, Mandy retired to her hotel for a
wash a nd brush up ; and a rest. In the evening she was the star
attraction at the Regiment's Grand Bar-B-Que , held at Main HQ.
The following mornin~ , Sunday 28 September, Mandy departed the
exercise location , tired , a little tearful, but commenting what a
wonderful experience it had all been . Mandy was presented with the
following gifts during her visit:
Flowers from Sig Phil Maddocks-Commcen Golf.
Flowers from Sig Gilfillan -Commcen Golf Black Hand Gang.
A welded nut and bolt soldier from the LAD, presented byCfn Steve
Quee at Echelon.
A 2nd Armoured Independent Radio Squadron 'T' shirt, presented
byLCpl Hughie Groves.
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New Regulation Pattern with Strap
Made up as required

EXPORT ..
U.K. inc. VAT

each £3.30p

"

£3.80p

f Posta&~ E•t••I

T. FROST (Saddlers) BA WTRY
Nr. DONCASTER
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7SIGREGT
TOFREK
Ha any ignaller not heard of Tofrek Barracks? Many, from both
UK and BAOR exercised under command of. or with , 7 Sig Regt are
never likely to 'forget it.
e were the communications coordina tion
authority at Control HQ on Ex Spearpoi11t 80 and have reason to
remember Tofrek most of all. The first detachment, under Lt Paul
King (you can 't leave us out without a mention) started laying line on the
4 May 1980; and the first technicians loosely controlled by SSgt (Fots)
'Gym' Kelly (he leaped around a lot), Chick Napier and Les Llgbtf~t
(of22 Sig Regt) started work the following day. We fought E."'Cfai•el111
there a well and Lt Jim Dryburgb led a highly trained platoon of
off-duty shift workers and successfully prevented the Hildesheim
anti-war demonstrators from attacking the Coal yard.
Between 4 May 1980 and the writing of these notes , 7 Signal
Regiment were represented in some -shape or form at Tofrek. The first
battle of Tofrek was fought in 1885. Our candid cameraman spotted
one or two similiarities between the two events.
THE BAITLE OF TOFREK, 1885 (CONTEMPORARY ACCOUNT
FROM ROY AL SIGNALS JOURNAL)
On 22 March, 1885, a detachment under Lt Lindsay, accompanied
Sir John McNeill's force in its advance towards Tamai. The detachment
of 16 men and 12 horses had an airline wagon, fitted to carry 96 drums
of outpost cable, and a water cart. The outpost cable was connected to
the end of an overhead line from Quarantine Island to which a vibrator
had been attached. The line kept pace with the Indian Square, in which
formation the force was advancing and it was roughly buried by sand as
it was laid. After about six miles SlrJobn decided to build a zebera and
halted. Feverish activity set in as the defended post was constructed.
and at about 1 pm the telegraph instrument was moved inside to a
position near the entrance. ammunition boxes acting as a table.
About 2.45pm. when most of the telegraphists were outside making
preparations for the return to Saukin, Osman Dlgna's force struck. The
telegaphists rushed the wagon inside and manned the breastwork
alongside the Royal Marines. The vibrator had been knocked over and
well trcxlden on. When the fighting permitted a new instrument was
connected and the General stood beside it, using_ Lindsay's back as a
desk, and succeeded in stopping unnecessary reinforcements from
being sent up. The Times and Daily News reporters handed in their
copy: LCpl Bent, the operator, had to break into his transmissions from
time-to-time to sieze his rifle. The battle of Tofrek was the first use of
the telegraph in the foremost line of battle.
TOFREK 1980 (CONTEMPORARY CUTIINGS FROM THE
TOFREK DRIBBLE)
The biggest since the 2nd World War-Reinforcements-TA-Exercise
Damage-Hell on Wheels-BFBS-Americans-Helicopters-that was Ex
Spearpoi111. Within Tofrek there were over 4000 all ranks, tents,
vehicles Wire and Americans too numerous to mention, Germans,
British. Canadians, Australians, gorgeous birds from the Universities
of Britain, Belgian Gurkhas and New Zealanders. For such a gathering,
the humour ofTofrek would seem a suitable summary. Nobcxly knows
who writes this scurrilous publication although among its readers are
numbered, the CO. CSO , CCR Signals, Commanders ADC and a small
Irish gnome who collects contributions. Nice to know you're an
Englishman now W02 (SSM) Paddy Hunt! Here are some samples to
what the appetite of those lucky enough to be posted to 7 Signal
Regiment.

ANTI-NATAL
Ct!NIC
/f.1-CO - IS~o

,!J.+tLY

JU 1' JJV-ER

'The Indian Squa re .. .'
Signals Comd and COMMHD a ro und which we danced the Indian
Squa re Dance

'Quarantine Island'
Cpl Steve Ludlam, Cpl Gerry S later and Sig Chunkie King were there

\I I I

AWARD
To Lt Paul King for his saluting record (156 salutes between the Coal
Yard and WRAC quarters).
TRUE 0 R FALSE
The Russian plan to kidnap Barbara Woodhouse-They need
someone to teach their Afghans to sit.

'And then he told me it wasn't the vasectomy tie - it was the
SPEAR POINT 80 .. .'

The cookhouse is in the good food guide.
Ed: 'You said you'd give me something for the Dribble'
OCLAD: 'Yes, but nothing funny ever happens at Echelon' .
TRUE
1900 hrs SSM to driver 'No need to come back the 21C is coming down
later and he will take us back'.
1945 hrs 2IC to driver 'No need to come back the SSM is here and he
will take us back'.

'the General . . . succeeding in stopping reinforcements from being
sent .. .' one of our reinforcements from Australia , Maj John Heath
talking to the CO and the General

2100 hrs CO, 2IC and Capt Ian Griffiths to SSM 'Sort it out'.
2101 hrs SSM 'Ok Sir, what's the name of the barracks'.

'96 drums of outpost cable . . .'At Tofrek barracks we laid 800 drums
. but not all of them were laid by Cpl Jimmy Frew and Sig Robbo
Robinson

'The telegraphists ... • The Richardson brothers in our Brave New
World

OVEkHEARD IN NAAFI
American: 'What does that badge in your hat signify'
Lineman: 'That's John Curry on ice'.
LOST AND FOUND
A box of Oatmeal Blocks has been found on the square . Will the
owner please reclaim the empty tins from SIG OPS.
RAF Officer: 'Have you got the keys to my rover' .
Duty Person: · o Sir'
RAF Officer: 'Well my driver said that he gave them to someone in the
Army'.
Will the American girl who said she would do anything for a pair of
Combat trousers please contact WO (RQMS) Brian Peel Tel: Echelon

889.

BOOB OF THE DAY
Sig_ Knight spent 30 minutes trying to transmit a message on a punch
up printer .
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'roughly buried by sand .
Much of our 200 miles of cable in Tofrek was buried and there was
plenty of sand as Sig Mal Mayers discovered
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'Feverish activity set in . . 'A time of quiet for Sgt Bill Pounder
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For a short BRUIN 'teach-in' Phone M005
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FIRST OUT-LAST BACK
The deployment of Alpha Troop of 2 Squadron and detachments of
F Troop of 3 Squadron on 27 August, and Commcen Kilo on 28
August, heralded the start of the Regiment's commitment to Exercise
Crusader after months of planning and weeks of preparation. On 4
October Alpha Troop drove back into Bradbury Barracks and with
their safe return-first out and last back-the Regiment's participation
in this unique exercise came to a close. What happened between those
events would take a complete edition of The Wire magazine to relate.
T he quality of communications provided by the Regiment not to
mention the quantity, was of the highest order. The statement is
'trumpet blowing', agreed, but it is meant more as a tribute to all ranks
of the Regiment for their performance on a very long exercise which,

for many truly lived up to the expression 'short periofil of intense
activity interspersed with long periods of inactivity'.
The notable exceptions were our involvement in the RCZ Security
exercise called Kukri Blade which was a test of the ability of our
Commcens to defend themselves against a live enemy over a period of
ten days, whilst continuing to communicate; and the work of our
Echelon.
34 Signal Regiment (V) and the Military works Force in our barracks
whilst continuing to provide logistic support to the Regiment in the
field . We received a number of very welcome visitors including the CSO
Maj Gen Birtwistle to whom we offer our congratulations on h~
appointment as Signal Officer in Chief and Col Lewis and some of hlS
staff from Headquarters 4 Signal Group.
In the closing stages of Crusader we took the opportunity to carry out
military continuation traini ng as seen in our support photographs.
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TALBOT

A new company ... a new image

And now new lower prices
Our range of versatile and economical cars otter unbeatable value f~r_ money.
Now, lower export forces prices, plus quality and rehabihty,
backed by world-wide service make Talbot the best buy.
Clip the coupon and start dealing with Talbot,
part of Europe's largest motor manufacturers.
Tick the model of your choice.
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Talbot Personal Exports
Devonshire House, Piccadilly, London, WlX SFH, Tel : 01-499 7236
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RSC4

The CSO calls on KILO exchange - Ptes 'Danny' Vardon (right) and
Caroline Sharples on stag

Life Assurance
Policies Covering War Risks
for:
~.

CCllvstible Whole life.
Capital Transfar Tu.

&b:Btion. Endowment
low l:ost and Fledlle
Endowments for HollSll

Purchase.

Morfuages Arranged.
Retirement Poicies.

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Kit, with cover for Household effects in transit.
Home Insurance with full cost replacement.
Motor Competitive rates Home and Foreign.

I

B. E. THOMPSON Er CO. LTD.

I

INSURANCE BROKERS

I

I
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TheO GROUP
Seated (R to L) Lt Col Moss, Maj Bunce, Maj Case, Maj Hunt, Maj
Symmons, Maj Le Gassick, Maj Bott. Standing (R to LJ Capt Bfor~ .
Capt Harries. Missing: Mai.Strong (shutter went before he got to htS
seat!)

11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, NORTH
YORKSHIRE DL10 4HR. Teleimone No. 2308
Members of the British Insurance Brokers Association
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Sig Acres emerges from 'Tin Can Alley'; a home-made ' COBR' in the
woods
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34 SIG REGT (V)
R epor t by Capt Alan Hughes RAChD
- and his helpers

WHICH SIDE
T he Regi ment deplo) don Ex Crusader 80 with approximately J 12
reinforcements induding 12 from the Qu eens Gurkha Signals. The
Regi men t p layed host also to 2 Mercian and 56(V) Sqn who provided
defence an d ad ditional comms respectively . Many of the soldiers could
be forgiven for not knO\\ing wh at side they were on, LCpl George
Grindy fo r example deployed with red, blue and white paint for
different ph ase.s of the exercise. It didn't help either that the white
square depicting neutral forces gave no imm un ity fro m ' Special
Forces' . LCpl Steve Whittaker will vouch fo r that having 'Jost' the CO's
briefcase. Rumour has it though that no secrets were lost only a n old
packed lunch .
Over half the Regimen t spent t heir time on Ex Crusader in the same
location s, which called for excellent administrat ion. SSM HQ Sqn
W02 Dougie Baikle was largely responsible and could be visibly seen to
be fraying at the edges. The Trainmg Wing were well employed using
any spare time that the R~ment had and WOl Bill Olive is to be
thanked for his and his mens efforts .

THE O FFE R
Brooch in 9ct gold
and enamel

Cpl Terry Foster using the very effective Triffid

You know someone who would be proud to wear this
brooch. It can also be made in silver, or set with gems- and
there are regimental scarf or tie pins an d cuff-links too.
Garrard of course offer a superb range of jewellery and
other gifts.

A SPIRITED DEFENCE
Since HQ Sqn, 1 Sqn and 3 Sqn were neutral and static throughout
the Exercise it falls to 2 Squadron and 4 Squadron to provide t he 'War
Stories'.
2 Sqn commanded by Maj Chris Urquhart although neutral had a
week long tactical phase to test them and B Coy 2 Mercian in the
defence of a Comcen. The enemy was provided by 3 Sqn and proved to
be very effective, and of course the 'Special Forces' took t heir
unschedule visits. The Mercians and 2 Sqn provided a spirited defence
and showed what can be done to defend such a large area . The action
continued unabated throughout the week and in some cases spilled over
to the Regimental Echelon which was occupying an adjacent area.
THE MORE GLAMOROUS TASKS
4 Sqn perhaps had the more glamourous tasks and were spread
t hroughout the exercise area. Their TEV's and relays belonged to
white, orange and blue forces and acquitted themselves well . Cpl now
Sgt Russ Webber and Cpl Mick Vavasour worked the Incident Control
Point OCP) TEVs and were deployed to all the para drops and battles
where there were observation stands. Cpl Mick Vavasour had the
patronage of Lord Chalfont who used the TEV to phone back to the
UK . This was exactly what it was all about, however the photographic
evidence was lost by Sgt Pete Smith who will spend the rest of his life on
a PR photographers course to get it right! Sgt Russ Webber when on
the Hell on Wheels Para drop got caught out in the middle of it all with
a pack of DlO. The Americans must have thought when dropping, that
this was a secret weapon. Perhaps the least popular members of the
Regiment were Sig Bob Anderson, Sig Beejay Quick and Sig Kev
Johnson who provided the comms at the ADR . Every time they changed
their generator the backfiring caused the nervous AD R to stand-to . It
was no surprise to 4 Sqn crew that they copped a more than their fair
share of guard duties .
Sig Chris Towell the det comd at RP 'C' also had his moment of glory
when he took on a complete US Battalion that had airdropped near his
CSO det . After a stirring defence the US Battalion were adjudged the
close victors even though they ignored the mine field laid by Sig Chris
Towell.
A great many people in the Regiment learnt a great deal on Ex
Crusader, not least of which was the ability to effectively use time
rather than waste it . The result was that 22 Signal Regiment produced
99 % comms availability over a three week period, which is a feat that
the RejPment should be proud of.
Dur1ng the Exercise, Maj Gen Blrtwfstle honoured the Regimem
with a visit and chose to look at 2 and 4 Sqn . He was met by the CO Lt
Col John Almonds and RSM Terry Mumford. After being briefed in
CP22 he was taken to 2 Sqn, and then on to 4 Sqn dets by Capt John
Duchon and W02 (SSM) Mick Ledwards. The highlight of the day was
the splendid picnic lunch by a lake, which had been carefully selected
by SSgt (SQMS) Ken RJcharcbon.

Your badge ...
and other jewellery
Ask the Military Department for a copy of the G arrard Catalogue.

Neck/ct in
18ctgold
with rubv
and dia mdnds
£490

3 Sqn go to war

Toothpick in
18<t gold£45

Gulf/inks in
18ct gold and
bloodstone £145

Prices are sub ject to adj ustmen t .
'
,,.
due to Oucruating costs of
precious metals.

Enqu ire about tax-free
overseas prices.

GOl OW1~~~~~~~~~1't~t ~::"l~~~l'(W"i\r~ I 00.00"

GARRARD
The Crown Jewellers
11 2 REGENT STREET · LONDON WIA 2JJ · TELEPHONE: 01-734 7020

A FINAL NOTE
As a final note , the gaff of Crusader competition has got to be won by
the 3!JOnymous TA Major RCT. On the arrival of CCR Signals into his
location he advanced towards the star·plated Jandrover and said 'Who
are you , I was expecting a Brigadier'. There is no evidence to
corroborate what the retort was .
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RSM Terry Mumford (right) and Lt Adam Leather using their time well
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Guess where we spent two weeks this September? Being a close knit
Regiment we read ily a$reed to a block booking suggested by Peter
Todd our Training M ajor when he answered the following advertisement on our behalf:
"Holidays ava ilab le this year at several glorious sites. Our Express
Courier/Coach service of green Leylands will rush you away from
various locations in the North E ast for a delightful stay at Leaconfield
Hydro, allowi ng you a fu ll hour for your evening meal , bed and
breakfast. You are then taken aboard the luxury liner M.V. England at
anchor in a secret but hand -picked port. We guarantee that the
accommodation o n board this vessel is unparalleled. If you prefer to go
by air. you may fly fro m the conveniently sited Gatwick Airport, a mere
IOhours from your doorstep. For those of you who enjoy gourmet food,
this route allows fo r three meals to be consumed in 5 mins. Those who
do travel by our lu xury liner have a superb opportunity to enjoy the
night life of Zeebrugge (our Reuter cook says that it looks like Newport
Docks on a bad day). Then we rush you to the interesting field in the
middle of nowhere for that exhilarating feeling of 'getting away from it
all' . The local scenery is studded with tea urns. a delightful reminder
imported from England to make you feel at home. You may then take a
picturesque overland route a nd look forward to your arrival at our
registered site - handpicked by the tour company who also provide
fa ncy dress and party games for your entertainment. You can even join
in the fun whether you want to or not - it is entirely obligatory.
Reasonable terms are arranged for groups of no less than 496, please
apply early as we are usually fully booked two years in advance."
Crusader Tours Incarcerated.
THE 90 SQN CRUSADER SCENE
Of course, once the deposit had been paid there was no tu_rning back.
T his was our first Camp with Lt Col Bill Illingworth in command , it was
a lso the first Germany Camp for one of our WRAC Regimental
0 / Cadets. Gillian Cable of 90 Sqn based in Brambles Farm TAC at
Middlesbrough. She spent Crusader 80 with COMCEN OSCAR under
the Command of Maj Fergus MacKenzie, her 'news from the front'
reflects in a light hearted way how we all fared: "Excercise Crusader 80
will long be remembered by us all, if only for the sheer enormity of the
exercise: the scale and deployment of forces within the Jog Trot
scenario: in the numbers of personnel mobilised; and the contingency
plans for re-manning and 'after sales' service (Ill). For many in the
Squadron it was the first time we had to deal with the movement and
reinforcements of real people and equipment - a challenge where
hyper-efficiency and instantaneous reaction (specialities of 34) were the
order of the day.
WARM RECEPTION
The Regiment was despatched to BAOR under arrangements made
for Ex Concordant Journey and on arrival, went to Dusseldorf to be
processed and dispersed to various locations. 90 Sqn had a wa.rm
reception on site, with tents already erected, kerosene lamps a-burf!mg
inside, and our OC's pep talk to put our Camp on the nght footmg.
Next morning we played musical tents and the last person with no bed
went on shift work. Later. to reinforce our knowledge of tent erection
we had a game of ' Who can guess where this tent will be put up next? '
- it was worse than having a lady window dresser in a furniture
showroom! By this time we were cau$ht up in Ex Kukri Blade - a 'dry'
security exercise which involved us m stand-to's at dusk and dawn at
points around the COMCEN perimeter in various stages of night attire
that would have done Biggies proud! Some people were heard to boast
that they had got as much as four hours sleep a night in those days . One
or two of the more adventurous were seen to try sleeping in their
respirators. but were swiftly woken up when the SSM realised it was
just another plot to be medically CASEVACED back to the UK. Cpl
Nesbitt WRAC and some friends spent many of the quieter moments
debating the merits of various bugs, grubs and maggots for fishing
purposes, the area abounded with these cheeky little c~eatl!res , tr?ut
streams were less evident. Certainly Capt Peter Forster 1s still lookmg
for his friendly little black beetle. one inch long which answers to the
name 'Jimmy'-it escaped from hi sleeping bag.
The Green Alerts were invariable in the heat of the day and many
girls working inside the vehicles did find that their Noddy Suits were
both cheaper and more effective than a Sauna. !he thing t~at really did
keep spirits high was the quality of the cookmg. So vaned were our
menu's and the presentation of the food, one could not have realised
that we were being fed the dreaded COMPO. All compliments to o ur
seven cook under the direction of Sgt Nelson wh o sto pped u gourmets
galloping in the other direction .
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ESTABLISH ED ROUTINE
B the time the security exercise was over we had firmly established a
work routi ne which proved very successful and morale soared - this
eve n allowed for the fabled 'day-Off which we had to stagger over
several days and resorts, the more popular being the Eiffel._ Koln and
Krefeld. These things would not have come to pass without the
ministration of CP (our location) which was run by the tireless Sunray
Minor Capt C. Bland and his right hand(ed) typist Pte Taylor WRAC.
It was noted that swear words in his presence included Nominal Roll ,
Bath Run, Skypilot and WRAC! (how do you spell misoginist????).
Highlights at OSCAR included our VIP visits, Gen Archie Blrtwisde,
Brig Ronnie Stonham Col Tony Lewis and the Dep Comm anders of
both 12 and 4 Groups - not to mention reporters from the press and
BBC.
GAIN BY ALL
Homecomforts were provided by our GODREP 34 or Skypilot (he
prefered this callsign to the other option, Daffodil!) C::SP~ Alan Hug~es
RAChD. who besides ferrying the press around, tellmg Jokes, dealmg
with pastoral problem~ etc, ~lso provided services of J:Ioly ~om~union
in the field as well as d1scuss1on groups- not to mention his assistance
in calming down an escaped inmate from the local Krankenhaus.
The end came all too soon, leaving memories of ravaged faces ,
chewed up by mosquito bites, cordon bleu food al fresco and how we
managed to contain a .stampede, if only for a few seconds as we
collected our duty free goods. When all is said and done, our stay in
BAOR fulfilled our expectations of both the organisers and ourselves
and proved how effectively we can work to~ether - we are surely not
alone in feeling that a lot of knowledge and mdeed confidence has been
gained by all."

40 SIG REGT (V)
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BELGIAN WAR HERO VISITS 'CRUSADER'
A happy reun ion took place at Olen Camp near Antwerp during
Exercise Crusader when Joseph Morris, a Belgia n war hero and
Resistance leader, visited members of 40th (Ulster) Signal Regi ment
from Belfast. Joseph was collected from his home at Nceroeteren in
Limburg Provi nce by the Regimental Med ical Officer Capt Robby
Kin near a nd the Padre. On arrival at Olen he was we lco med to the
Regiment by the Co mmanding Officer Lt Col Ian Graham. It was on a
previous exercise in 1973 that Joe met members of t he Regiment when a
radio relay detachment was set up near his home.

THE BIGONE
The 'big one' was here bright and early Saturday morning, the task
of the Squad ron a ttached to I Armd Div, to umpire the HQ. The
vehicles a ll lin ed up , last minu te vital operational check ~ were carried
out on the packed lunches a nd we were off. Deployment in the
monsoon season in northern Germany saw the convoy steaming in fine
style to its firs t location ; it was fun standing in the rain waiting for the
commhead shuffle which followed later that day, no offence Bob! ot
to be outd one I Armd Div crashed out after a 'rapier' thrust- well
bum ped by units of the American special forces. SSgt (Chippy)
Chambers' va lian t attempt to leave on three wheels failed . fourteen
men changed the wheel , where the .. .. is. it's all SOP you know? Well
a head of events our two pioneer detachments ably lead by Cpl Francis
a nd LCpl Blackwell were waiting for us at the step-up location . So the
pa ttern cont inued through the phases of the bactle . Stirring work was
done by all the men but a special mention must be made of the rebros ,
Cpl Lodge a nd Cpl Hedicker, who kept us 'in' when it counted: LCpl
Waddington and LCpl Miller the overworked linies and Cpl (Blue)
Neale a nd Cpl Holden the wiggly-amps box king~. All in all it was a
very succe sful exercise.

The Co rps are no st ra ngers to Joe who had a distinguished career in
th e Secon d World War. He served with the Belgia n Army, the
Resistance and fin a lly the Kings Royal Rifle Corps. It was through the
KRRC that he met Brian Fuller's fa th er. Brian is serving with the
Corps in Germ any and keeps in touch wit h Joe wh o is Godfather to his
daug hter , Sonya. During hi s visit to Olen Joe met the members of th e
Regimen t as he was pushed ro und th e ca mp by the RSM Les Budworth
led by a piper Cpl Rosemary Auld. He was presented with a Crusad er
Cup and a Reg imental plaqu e before the end of his tour .

' Sorry, now let's get it right, the corned beef must reach 150"C before
the custard goes on?' Brig Ronnie Stonham discussing culinary
tactics with Sgt Ronnie Nelson at OSCAR

THE OTHER HALF
The other 'half of the Squadron meanwhile was a player with 30
Engr Gp. The first five days were spent doing tests and sorting out last
minute problems prior to the arrival of the HQ and other units. This
period was only memorable for Cpl Scott's stirling efforts catering for
the 150 soldiers present from his step-up cookhouse designed for 20
men. His culinary arts were so highly regarded that the OC. Maj
Grenville-Jones, took to eating at step-up even on the deployment of the
main cookhouse .
Most of the TA had arrived by the night of Wedne day 17 September
and the exercise proper, for 30 Engr Gp, got going! We wondered at
this stage whether or not the HQ was larger than Corps HQ. Corps HQ
probably won by a nose, but even so moving such a large organisation
every night for the following five nights proved to be quire a feat. The
first lesson learnt was that beech woods can be every bit as soft underfoot
in Summer as Winter, t hough thankfully the major problems with
bogging in occurred on our first move-a slow time practice before
darkness had set in. Hence we were able to clear the circuit of Bedfords
whilst it was still light.
The only other minor drama was the overturning of the auto whilst
leaving location. SDS to Commcen Sierra had to fill the gap whilst it
was recovered. Fortunately no irreparable damage was caused and it
was only absent for one conference call-a harrowing moment for Sig
Ops no doubt. On Wednesday 24 September the TA began to move
back to England, having learnt a great deal about administering a
formation !-IQ in the field , and the Squadron returned to Osnabruck
hearing a sigh of relief at being home again.

·Gen Archie sampling the tension inside the heart of COMCEN
OSCAR'

Don~t

he disappointed!
COPY MUST BE RECEIVED
BY THE 12th OF THE
MONTH PRECEDING
PUBLICATION
A bemedalled Mr Joe Morris, hero of the Belgian Resistance, pictured
with Lt Col Ian Graham , during his visit to the Regiment on Exercise

SSgt Pete Dorans PSI 90 Sqn, Maj Fergus MacKenzie OC 90 Sqn and
Gen Archie Birtwistle
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Crusader
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Cpl Dave Neale, R. Techn, expounding his latest theory to the CSO
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Travel TownsendThoresen
and you'll never have
to pay the full fare

7 FD FORCE HQ & SIG SQN
FORWARD TO CRUSADER

'Which way to the war?' The Sqn prior to the move

VOLKSWAGEN

Special low passenger fares for Forces right
round the year. And reductions on cars during
the winter and on certain off-peak sailings for
the rest of the year. That's what you get with
Townsend Thoresen if you're in the British or
Commonwealth Forces based on the Continent.
Plus up to 50% off towed caravans and trailer
fa res on thousands of sailings throughout
t he year.

Bargain prices to please your family and
friends too
You can all take advantage of Townsend
Thoresen's short trip bargains. Everyone can

GOLF
TOBE WON

save up to half
the fare on a 60
hour return.
And on a five day trip you
can all make savings of up to 20% on public fares.
Find out all about our low fares-and the
great choice of sailings and routes-Zeebrugge
to Felixstowe or Dover, the Forces favourites.
And this year Calais to Dover in just 75 minutes
-the fastest ferry crossing home. It's all in our
'1980 Travel Bargains for Forces' brochure.
Get your free copy from your Travel Agent.
Or send us the coupon.

-----------,
To: Townsend Thoresen Car Ferries. 4000 Dusseldorf 1. Graf -Adolf - Strasse 41.
Please send me you r 'Travel Bargains for Forces ' brochure.

Name'- -•IDWNSENOI

Address,_ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ __

THORESEN II

----W11 /80
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The European Ferries
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Sig Terry Cody shows the CSO how it' s done! . . . Keeping a
watchful eye is Cpl Taff Thomas, OIC Line Det
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Tachnicians in
Communications

GCHQ If you are about to leave HM Forces, or have left,

I•

consider a career with us. We are the Government
Communications Headquarters, based at Cheltenham.
Our interest is R & D in all types of modern rad io
communications - HF to satellite - and their security.
THE JOB All aspects of technician support to an
unparalleled range of communications equipment, much
of it at the forefront of current technology.
LOCATION Sites at Cheltenham in the very attractive
Cotswolds and elsewhere in the UK; opportunities for
•
service abroad.
PAY Competitive rates, reviewed regularly. Relevant
experience may count towards increased starting pay.
Promotion prospects.
TRAINING W e encourage you to acquire new skills
and experience.
QUALIFICATIONS You should have a TEC Certificate
in Telecommunications, or acceptable equivalent, plus
practical experience.
HOW TO APPLY For full details on this and
information on our special scheme for those lacking
practical experience, write now to Robby Robinson,
•
Recruitment Office,
1'
GCHQ, Oakley, Priors
• _. •

I•

I

•

I

Road, Cheltenham, Glos. ~ •
GL52 5AJ. or ring 0242- , , . , ( '

21491 ext22s9.

41111. -

11 (lJ'

J .J
• • , __ _

'
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One thing that you must remember about us 'distant relatives' is that
we have a 550 mile journey to make before we even reach the exercise
area . This journey invariably produces a few laughs, and the move out
on Ex Jog Trot was no exception. Paving the way as the first elements of
7th Field Force to move, we inevitably attracted a fair amount of press
attention , but it was a little unfortunate that the cameras which saw us
proudly and bravely leaving barracks on our way to the war were the
same ones which saw us grinding to a halt at the Sea Transit Centre
about thirty seconds and 150 yards later. Still, I guess that's show
business . In fact the move was well administered and we were well
looked after throughout. The sea crossing was much like any other
until we reached the other side and fou nd that the on ly way that a Ford
Escort can leave an LSL at low tide in Zeebrugge Naval Basin is minus
its exhaust and reversing lights. The result was not one of which a
REME VM would be proud , but if you ever need an Escort
dissembled in a hury, give us a shout- we're experts!
We continued the movement on road through Europe , pausing to
take in Exercise Cargo Canoe-the crossing of the Rhine. This was
completed on boats of the German Territorials, who made a point of
informing us that we were driving onto a lighter and not a bridge, so
would we mind stopping when we got to the end. We didn't mind at all!
At this point the press caught up with us again, and while I wouldn't
say we were complete experts by then, rumour has it that W02 (YofS)
Alan Doane was offering to give a pre.ss conference-for a price!
Thus the journey continued, until we eventually arrived at our
destination-Reinsehlen Camp.
REINSEHLEN
Our ten days in Rein ehlen were spent in training specially for Ex
Spe11rpoi11t. Radio and Bruin Equipments were given a final run up,
and minor adjustments made here and there. We al o took the chance
of going out on a 24 hour exercise to practise our infantry battalions
and log units commu nicators in work ing to us. Having been working up
to this exercise for a considerable length oftime, many people imagined
that the training programme wou ld be fa irly mild , so it came a. a hock
to find that Capt Marl.Jn Bevan had, as one of hi last acts in the army,
taken the writing of a programme as a per onal challenge. All ranks
found themselve.s involved in a busy schedule of military and fitnes
training, sporting activities a nd visits. Technicians found them elves
dragged away from their workshop , R Tgs from their nice warm
landrovers a nd subaltern from their beds to be given instruction on
'ow to dig 'ole .' People like Sig Alex Gunn found that 6.JO in the
morn ing was not, as he had imagined, a figment of a warped
imagination, but a reality a he struggled round the perimeter of the
camp. All felt that this cou ld no! po ibly go ~n for ten days, and all
were proved wrong. It must be aid that the social programme was also
arranged to cater for all, with sport , films, and visit to places of
interest such as the Inner German Border , Bclsen , Hohne AAFI and
Hamburg - a fair selection to cater for all tastes .
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mongst all the other preparations for Ex Cr11.Sadt>r that took p lace,
the expert of the HQ Sergeants Mess wa not overlooked. During our
work up training the me was et up in Reinsehlen Camp a nd was run,
dare I ay it. "ery profitably. with Sgt Alan Shrive managing the bar
and Sgt Ian Menzies organising domestic arrangements and acting as
honorary bouncer. Soctally, with a captive member hip. the mess
pro1·ed a great ucce s. Every opportunity was taken to entertain
counterparts in other units based in UK. as well as the officers from the
quadron. The padre will certainly remember his Birthday Party for a
long time to come. Games evening were played against 1st Bn The
Devon hire and Dorset Regiment and 13 / 18 Roya l Hus ars , and
though the mess did not manage to win on either occa ion , the guests
were overcome with the ho pitality received.
Amongst our vi itor , we were very plea ed to welcome CC R Signals.
Brig P. D. Alexander who had a whistlestop tour of the squadron,
fol10\1ed by coffee with the officers and seniors of the quadron in the
Sergeants Mes .

Faraway Places ...
Unusual Jobs
AN ADVENTURE IN TRAINING
Report by Maj (TOT) Ivan R. Lidstone and contribution by Mr Peter
S. Halsey

EX 'SPEARPOINT 80'
So, after year of planning, months of preparation, and what seemed
like centuries in Reinsehlen, we deployed on Ex Spearpoint. Elements
of the Squadron deployed on 14 and JS September, to be joined by the
main party on 16 September. After a coup le of SOP teething trouble ,
we had the Headquarters et up with com ms estab lished where
appropriate. and a listening watch on other means. One point that
struck home very quickly and contin ued throughout the exerci e wa
the air activit •was that apparent. As this was the main indication of
enemy forces that we aw, we very soon became quite adept in our
aircraf1 sighting Immediate Actions, and the Sig Ops watchkeeper was
on occasion overwhelmed by numerous reports of 'One enemy aircraft
heading west, low and fast'.
So far as locations went, we were lucky to have been able to i;>re-recce
sites, which made redeployment that much faster. In all locahons that
we went to, we were bles ed wit h exceptionally friendly natives who
made us very welcome, though as far as our popularity rating went. we
were at times very grateful for the fact that we are a landrover-mounted
force.

The Sqn relaxes at Endex - SSgt Colin Tackwell, LCpl Steve Greaves
and Sig Taff Jarvis
As the excercise wore on, securing the headquarters against
disruptive forces began to take its toll , and Sig Ops personnel in
particular were easily recognised by the bags under their eyes. The
three Sig Ops vehicle Det Comd's, Cpl Trev Andrews, Cpl Dave Mason
and LCpl Tony Brbte had their work cut out keeping a three tier shift
system going, and the watchkeepers also did their bit. Capt Nigel
Moore, our new Comms Officer. seemed to be caught up in a move
every time he was off shift. Nevertheless , everything kept working
smoothly, and as we moved into our third location in Barsinghausen
things appeared to be getting a little quieter. How wrong can you be! It
was here that we were attacked by 'Orange' Scorpions within the
village, and while they were destroyed by our Defence Platoon under
Sgt Terry Hall, more baddies returned later to do their worst. As a
result, the HQ 'era hed out' on the morning of the 23rd and moved into
a hide , comd passing to Tac HQ.
We eventually returned to a state of normality, with command
reverting to Main in its new location, and since by this time we were
into the Blue counter-attack phase, things actually did start to quieten
down . We were still in the village of Redderse when Endex was
declared, and to mark the end of Spearpoilll. a small Squadron
Smoker was held in a farm barn. This rapidly turned into a successful
evening, with a visit by the Force Commander and enthusiastic support
from the farmer and his wife. The end of the exercise marked the start
of the return move for us, and the last party actually got back into
Colchester nine days later. This marked the end of this years BAOR
season of exercises for 7 Fd Force, but fear not , come 1981 The Panther
Communicators shall be back .

If you a r e serving and have a standing order f or
THE WIRE please keep us well i nformed in advance
of any change of address.

It is impossible for us

to keep up with hundreds of posting orders and
your 'Wire' will go to your old address unless we
hear to the contrary_

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS?
HAVE YOU INFORMED 'THE wmE' ?
The OC, Maj J. A. Doody, breathes a sigh of relief at Endex
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WHERE THE HELL IS TWEN'IY NINE PALMS
The above caption can be seen as a sticker on many cars belonging to
members of the Un ited States Marine Corps (USMC) as they travel
th ro~ghout the US:4. Twenty nine P~lms is the home of the largest
Manne Corps Base m the world, covermg some 932 square miles of the
outhern M?jave Desert. It is so larg~ . yet so remote , that few people
know where 1t 1s, hence the above caption. It is, in fact, located between
!he great Mojav~ an~ Colorado d~serts , ISO miles east of Los-Angeles
m Southern Cahforma and 60 miles NE of Palm Springs. the winter
home of m~ny film stars including English-born actor Bob Hope. The
de~ert consists of steep-sloped mountains with flat intervening valleys.
It 1s referred to as the ' High Desert', with elevation varying from 1800
to 4500 feet. Most mountain segments have about 2000 feet of relief
from valley edge to their summits. There are lava flows and dry lakes
filled only for brief periods of heavy rain . There are rocks. sparse
vegetation of cactus, Joshua, Occotillo and Yucca trees, tumble weed.
sage and other desert plants too numerous to mention. and of course
there is SAND , SAND ... and more SAND. It is referred to as the
largest beach in the world; but without an ocean!
HOW IT CAME ABOUT
Our presence here is very largely due to Maj Gen. A. A.G. Anderson
CB who had earlier made a brief visit to the Base and to the previous
CO of 8th Signal Regiment, Col Ian Shapter , who paid a more
extended visit on the SOinC's instructions to find out more about a new
approach to training developed in their Communications-Electronics
Schools. with the aims of cutting costs and trainee wastage and
producing a more motivated and proficient trainee. Col Shapter was
enthusiastic about the system but had certain reservations in areas
which required a more detailed investigation.
On the authority of the SOinC a two-man team from the Trade
Training School was appointed. with definite terms of reference, to
carry out a seven-month evaluation starting May for possible
application and implementation for Royal Signals use. Mr Peter Halsey
and l were asked to go.
UNITED STATES MARINE C O RPS
The United States Marine
Corps (USMC) dates back to
the American Revolution of
J 775 when on the 10th
November
the
Continental
Congress resolved: 'That two
Battalions of marines be raised
... that they be enlisted and
commissioned to serve for and
during the present war between
Great Britain and the colonies.'
The Marine Corps History pays
great tribute to the British
Marines and the influence they
had on the formation of the
United States Marine Corp .

The Marine Corps emblem, as it is today, was introduced in 1868
and follows the history of early Continental and British Royal Marines.
The famed 'fouled anchor' (an anchor 1vith one or more turns of rope)
dates back to 1775. It is believed the general design of the emblem,
with the distinctive globe display ing the Western Hem isp here, was
derived from the British Royal M arines 'G lobe and Laurel'. The eagle
on the Marine emblem is a 'crested.eagle', a type fou nd throughout the
world-not the bald eag le, na tive to Am erica. The emblem is topped
with a ribbon inscribed with the motto 'Semper Fidelis' (A lways
Faithful) . The total insig nia ind icates the Marines' worldwide service
and amphib ious heritage.
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The USMC.is currently some 185.200 strong (larger than the British
Army), covermg ~e. ~hole spectrum of employments, or Military
Occupahonal Spec1ahhes (MOS), except for those in the medical field
of doctors and dentists and those in the field engineer role. These
services are provided in support by the US Army. the latter field
engineer role being the responsibility or the SEABEES (CBs for
Combat Engineer) made famous in many John Wayne films.
Of the 185,254 serving in the USMC. about 13 percent or some
23,3~7: ~re involved directly in the communication military occupation
spec1ahhes.
MISSION
The mission of the Marine Corps Air Grou nd Combat Center is to
develop. administer and evaluate the Marine Corps Combined Arms
Training .Pro~ram. The C<:nter is also the home of the Marine Corps
Commun1cat1on-Electro111cs Schools (MCC-ES) which is where
Mr Peter Halsey and I are based for seven months. The aim is to
evaluate an approach to training as old as Socrates, but with a modern
title of Mastery Learning and with a more modern approach. which
uses multi media, including computers in two minor roles. We aim to
see if there is anything of value in this approach which would be of use
~o Roya l Sig nals. Details of this evaluation will be given when the study
1s complete.
MCC-ES
Amongst others the MCC-ES teaches al l Military Occupational
Specialities (Trades) in Occupational Field 25 (Telegraphists and
Operators) and Field 28 (fechnicians). Although some of the
individual specialities are very similar to Royal Signals trades, the
MCC-ES has much wider responsibil ities than the Trade Training
School of 8th Signal Regiment as the USMC is responsible for the
maintenance of all the electronk equipment that it u es. including
Radar, Target Acquisition. and Ground Surveillance. The USMC is
entirely self contained and carries out maintenance at all levels from
Infantry Section radio upwards . There is no equivalent to REME. A
total of 43 specialities are taug ht, and most of these involve courses at
two levels, rough ly equating to Royal Signals Class 3 and Clas I level.
Within Occupational Fields 25 and 28 some pecialities stand out as
having obvious Royal Signals eq uivalents. The Ground Radio
Repai rman for examp le follows a syllabus which is almost identical to
-the Royal Signals Technicia n Course in principles of electricity.
electronics and radio fundamentals; but the repairman (it should be
repair person, with equal opportunity for both male and female to
graduate) covers a wider ra nge of equipment which include Radio
Relay in addition to Net Radio. Fault diagnosis and repair is to the
equivalent of CE TREM or individual component according to the
particular equipment repair policy. The Communications Centerman is
a Data Telegraphist Cla 3 under another name.
The MCC-ES has a throughput of over - .000 students per year and
its internal organisation is remarkably similar to the TIS th Signal
Regiment. Under a common HQ there is a Maintenance School
commanded by a Major (Engineering Wing of the TIS) and an
Operating School (OP W I G!). Within each school there are uborgani ations very similar to the TIS Groups of th Signal Regiment
which form the grass roots of the in tructional effort. There i a mixed
military and civilian in tructional taff. Without going into any detail
(which would not be appropriate to this article) the MCC-ES suffer
from all the problems which beset the Royal ignals training
organisation.
The new methods of training now being implemented in the MCC-ES
with the aim of solvi ng o r reducing many, if not all. of the problem will
mean many changes in organi ation, attitudes and the management of
tudent . Like Royal Signals, the MCC-ES is determined that ne\\
methods must not cause a reduction in standard -indeed the aim to
im prove them ! An interesting point. A Ground Radio Repairman does
not earn the title of Technician until he has passed the equivalent of a 2
to 1 Upgading Course! But what i there in a name?
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WELCOME
We arrived in Twentynine Palms on 13 May. after little sleep in the
previou 36 hours and after several weeks of very busy , not to ay
hectic, preparations, covering uch matters as baggage scales. visa
d cumentation. medical and dental cover and financial allowances. We
had been kindly and hospitably helped on our wa at Washington DC
by Col D. B. Camie, ACOS C· E, of the British Defence Staff and Maj
Dalid Schreiner, lately US Exchange Officer at 8th Signal Regiment.
We were met on arrival by Lt Col Ron Chalmers, USMC, and it was
immediately obvious that the Marines had gone to a great deal of
trouble to make our living accommodation as comfortable as possible.
Peter Halsey and his wife Maye were allotted a 3·bedroom. 2·
bathroom. garage-attached bungalow, complete with washing
machine, fridge·freezer, dishwasher, colour TV and yard (garden). I was
allotted a BOQ (Bachelor Officer Quarter). equally well appointed with
fitted carpets, fridge. coffee maker. ice bucket, telep hone , clock radio
alarm. color TV and en·suite bathroom shared with the adjoining
room. Central facilities in each BOQ block include automatic washing
machine and clothes dryer and an ice-making machine. On the
morning of the 14th, two Jet·weary signallers attended by our host
sponsor. Lt Col Ron Chalmers, were escorted to the HQ of MCC-ES.
Here was our next welcome. A fingerpost above a door announced
'HER ROYAL MAJESTY'S COMMUNICATORS'. Being slow off the
mark as usual, I wondered what other Brits had got in on the act! We
entered the office conveniently located at the end of the building near
the side door. so that we could nip in unseen when we were late. before
adjusting to our new hours. A 0730 hours start. lunch J 130 to 1230 and
finish at 1630, there was worse to come! The office is panelled at both
ends. very well furnished, equipped with swivel chairs as an added
luxury, every conceivable item of stationery had been provided and to
cap it all. monogrammed mugs for coffee. It was then I knew the office
was ours! We thank Lt Ron Chalmers for all his work on our behalf and
wish him a busy tour in Okinawa and promise to keep an eye on his
delightful wife. Merijane, during the rest of our tour.
The remainder of our first week was spent in documentation and
registering for medical, dental, the club system, Commissary and Post
Exchange. An excellent point (RHQ to copy please) was INSTANT ID
cards. photographed, printed, typed and thermo-plastically sealed on
the S(>OL We were now fully paid-up members of the USMC. One
expenence was the form filling and unknown abbreviations to be
conquered. SS was a new one-Social Security Number. Peter Halsey
added three zeros to his civil service number and I used my personal
number with suitable modification! Next, to the bank, to deposit our
travellers checks (sorry cheques) and open a checking account. A new
luxury: design your own personalised monogrammed checks. I took the
basic, Peter Halsey the most appropriate, with a Palm Tree design . The
minimum number of checks that could be ordered was 200!
We paid our respects to the Commanding Officer of MCC·ES , Col I.
Deprima and later in the week paid a visit to Brig Gen H. G. Glasgow,
the Base Commanding General. The following week was spent in
courtesy c~ls, briefings and orientation. Not least of all was adapting
to the heat m the upper nineties and learning the new language which
was to take at least a month. We also discovered that we used words
which were not understood by our American friends and these have
now been temporarily removed from our vocabularies. To mention a
few-biro. queue (line up). vetting (appraisal or review), fortnight,
swan, perk (bene or benefit) skive.

VISITS our AND TN
We have been on visits to see the Joshua and Yucca trees in the
Joshua Tree ational Monument Park , to Disneyland , where, contrary
to what might be thought, more adults than children visit to Palm
Springs, Big Bear Lake and the San Bemadino Mountains . '
The ~st Saturday after our arrival brought Armed Forces Day where
the Manne C~rps. Base wa~ open to the public. Guns , Tanks, Choppers
and Commu~1cahons Eqmpmen.t was on display and the Marine Corps
Band entertamed. It was a good 1Dtroduction to our stay.
The Base 3!s.o had a visit on June 18 from Bob Hope, sporting a
camouflage utility cover (HAT), who entertained Marines sailors their
families, local resident~ and 3 Royal Signals attached, 10'.000 in ~II. on
the General's Parade Field at 1800 hou rs. Bob Hope's appearance
developed from the wish of the 'Community Blood Bank Center' to say
a 'tha.nk you' to ~e Marines at the Combat Center for their weekly
donations of blood ID support of the local community.
. Bo~ Hope was in fine form with many jokes and he was supported by
his wife of~ years, Dolores, who delighted the crowd with two songs.
One of the Jokes started: 'Where the hell is Twenty nine Palms'.
Another of note, very topical, following one about the abortive Iranian
Hostage re cue attempt, went like this. 'It was good to see the British
SAS successful ~escue at the besieged Iranian Embassy in London. It
took them 4S m1Dutes to complete their mission. It would have been
over in 30 minutes. but they stopped for TEA!' They all think we are
obsessed about teal
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A BRIEF LOOK IN TO THE PAST
A BATTLEFIELD TOUR OF THE SOMME, FRANCE
Report by Capt MaJ Smart

Maj Lidstone incognito on vacation

Mr Halsey props up a Joshua tree

SERVICE VISITORS
Our team have had visits by Lt Col P. G. Skelton, the Australian
Army Liaison Officer in New Jersey, who had a great interest in the
Mastery approach to learning on behalf of his Corps (R. Aust. Signals).
By Col D. 8. Carnie, referred to above, who flew in by US Army
Chopper from Los Angeles to see that we were doing some work.
Finally we met up with Lt Tony White RN , the USMC Exchange
Officer at New River, North Carolina. He is from Yeovilton in Somerset
and was visiting the desert for the Combined Arms Exercise (CAX).
DESERT HOURS
On June 16 'Desert Summer Hours' commenced, which means
starting work at 0530 hours, a 'Noon Meal Break!' at 0930 to 1030
hours and end of work at 1400 hours. Does anyone fancy it? I am told
the long shadows in the desert are fantastic just after dawn. All I can
see on my way to work after rising at 0415 hours is half·closed eyelids!
The aim is both to reduce risks to health of the Marines working in the
desert and to keep down the energy bill ($272,000 last month for the
~.OOO·man base). The peak electricity demand as the temperature rises
ID the afternoon is such that the base is time cha rged at a penalty rate
of $5.05 per unit (kW hour) compared to 65 cents in the evening. Both
Peter Halsey and 1 remarked that it is the first unit in which we have
served where a Lt Col turns you out of the office block at 1400 hours
before the cooler goes off. The man with the whip is the Executive
Officer Lt Col Al Crosier, who is now also our sponsor. It is then out
into the sun at anything up to 112 degrees (still rising). We are told it is
still cool for the time of the year. Normally at this time there would have
been at least a few days reaching 120 and even 125°F. We hope our
hosts are pulling our legs! Normally the heat is very dry with humidity
as low as 10 percent, but ocasionally it breaks the rules and rises,
clouds form in an otherwise clear blue sky and life becomes very sticky!
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Gunner Christopher Wilkins. Dispatch rider, Royal Garrison Artillery
aged 18. Taken prior to the battle

Mr Christopher Wilkins. Retired civilian. Aged 82 taken in his old gun
position near Hebuterne

BACK TO 1916
The article published in the last issue of The Wire left the party
driving out of Maresfield Barracks bound for France. After a long but
pleasant journey our driver swung the mini bus onto the central square
of the small but picturesque town of Albert, Picardy. This typically
French rural town dominated by the immense structure of the Basilica
was to be our HQ for the next six days. The party established itself in a
modest but clean hotel, losing no time in sampling the local cuisine and
wine. Over a hearty meal washed down with ample glasses of Cote de
Rhone we discussed the programme. eager to start the tour. Our old
soldier Chris showed no sign of fatique from the journey. indeed he
quickly picked up where he had left off in 1916. giving it plenty of
'Mademoiselle from Armentieres' and other such colourful British
Army ditties. Chris considered himself to be quite a linguist? Naturally
he was very popular with the hotel taff, who were amazed by his great
age and excellent physical condition. He insisted that this was entirely
due to a strict rationing of 20 Woodbines a day plus several brown ale
each night and all other pleasures taken in moderation.
The area we planned to cover was some 18x6 miles with the aim of
including most of the major battles fought there. I had produced a

sum mary and guide together with maps and point of interest to assist
in our investigation of the battlefield.
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THE PROMINENT FEATURE
Once out on the old battlefield we were immediately struck by the
large number of war cemeterie in and around the nrea. Some
containing hundreds of head tones , others remote but equally as
beautiful holding but a handful all a credit to the dedicated work of the
staff. It i an exiremely heartless person who i not moved by these
numerous and be'!Qtifully kept cemeteries located in and about the old
battlefield. Many are situated on or near the dreadful stronghold
which once bore scenes of terrible laughter meted out during the
battle. These serene memorial . lying amid the tranquil countryside
which once echoed the awful din of battle, are no\\ witnes to the
thou and of brave men on both sides who peri hed in thi place. I
caught sight of Chris gazing down at one headstone. his old eye moi t.
his strong worldly face sad. 'lest we forget' he remembered only too
well.
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T HE STA RT LINE
I had planned to a emble the party on the start li ne of the main
att ck at 07.30 hrs 1 July. the time and date coincided with the actual
attack 64 years before. The tour then began at the small village of LaBoisselle which i situated ome 2 miles north east of Albert. This
untidy 1illage lies either side of the Roman road which run straight
from Albert to Bapaume. The mainattac k was to follow this same road.
I poi nted out where the Germans \\ere entrenched and how the .34th
T ·neside Division attacked on that first terrible day all tho e years ago.
The Gern1an Army had made good use of the ground. choosing to
fo rtify the village making it impregnable to either shell fire or infantry
11ssault. All the high ground in the area was hel d by the Germans, a
situation which was repeated all along the Somme front from
Go mmecourt in the north to Maricourt in the sout h . La- Boisselle sits
on a long gradual spur which points like an outstretche d fi nger from
the Pozieres ridge not too far beyond. Either side of this spu r runs a
long open and shallow valley, the troops called these valleys. Sausage
(to the south ) and Mash (to the north ). No mans land in both valleys
wa about 600 yards. To ensure success two large und erground mines
had been dug and blown. Y Sap in Mash (no longer vis ible) and
Lochnager in Sausage val ley. Th is mine was packed with 60. 000lbs of
amatol leaving a crater .300 yards wide and 90 feet deep. It was to p rove
to be the largest mine blown on the western front and is still to be seen
today.

during the fighting. covering both tactical and administrative details. It
was at Beaument-Hamel that we were most fortunate in being told a
most interesting story. This story was related by an old Frenchman who
had lived in the area all his life and fulfilled a number of civic duties in
the village. He told us that the Germans had fortified the village which
resulted in it being rased to the ground by the British seven day
bombardment prior to the battle. Before the war the village boasted a
small but beautiful church which had a number of unique stained glass
windows created by a local craftsman. The village and the chu rch were
demoli hed by artillery fire but an unknown German soldier managed
to salvage a small piece of glass showing the head of the Madonna. He
survived the war and returned to Germany with his trophy. As the years
passed the noble man returned to Beaument-Hamel and had the head
replaced in the rebuilt church, at, I believe, his own expe nse. A very
touching story.

Evidence of the great conflict can be seen in many places

FAILURE
The attack fail ed, men were machine gunned down in their
hundreds. The German wire had not been sufficiently cut therefo re
troops funnelled through the ga ps available presenting excellent targets
to the defenders . This terrible situation was repeated all along the
front . On that first day 100,000 men went into the assault on an 18 mile
front , 40.000 were in reserve. By the end of that first day the British
Army had sustained 57,600 casualties, 20,000 of them were dead . No
British Army either before or since has ever undergone such slaughter .
BATILEFIELD DEBRIS STILL EVIDENT
The area around La-Boisselle still shows much war damage, the
ground is pot marked with numerous overgrown shell craters. Leaving
La-Boisselle behind we continued north to the location of the battle for
the Thiepval ridge. This was a mainly Irish fight with many of the
troops wearing orange sashes over their equipment. The 36th Ulster
Division faced the most perfectly fortified position on the whole front ,
""ith no less than four redoubts covering the ridge and village of
Thiepval. The strongest of all these redoubts was the deadly Schwaben ,
Irish assault troops were tasked to carry this position first and then take
the ridge and village. The defenders were well satisified with their
defences and again considered the line to be tenable, they had not
however considered the fine fighting qualities of the Irish . Here the wire
was well cut and the .36th went into the assault to the shrill of the pipes.
As the battle continued the Irish troops wen~ pinned down by enfilade
fire from the village on the right flank. This was a temporary situation ,
an Irish wedge was forced forward into the Schwaben itself. Chris
remembered the battle well, he was manning his 8in Howitzer in a
wood to the rear of the ridge. He can still remember the exciting talk
that the 36th took very few prisoners during that vicious fight. It was
also at Thiepval , although on the right flank of the village that Sgt
Turnbull of the HLI won bis VC when leading a bombing party against
a German counter attack in the Leipzig Salient. Sadly this brave soldier
was killed later that day leading yet another heroic attack. The location
where he won his award is still to be seen and is quite close to where he
lies in the Lonsdale Military Cemetery. A huge memorial stands at
Thiepval dominating the landscape and commemorates 73,000 men
who have no known grave and fell during the battles for the Somme. It
was at Thiepval that we came across large quantities of battlefield
debris, shells, grenades, empty cases, trench and gun lines. I had been
given permission by the French authorities to enter these dangerous
areas normally forbidden to the public this was to prove most exciting
but great care had to be taken when exploring such places.
Tired but excited the first day came to a close and we returned to our
hotel to discuss the following days programme.
A TOUCHING STORY
After breakfast, we moved off towards the village of Montauban to
follow the successful 30th Lancashire Division attack . The Division had
been most successful during the first days fighting in penetrating the
German first and second lines carrying most of their objectives. It
would seem however , that the fog of war denied exploitation of this
remarkable feat of arms and the battle came to a halt with a definite
British ad vantage.
Moving north the the area of Beaument-Hamel we explored the
village , the huge mine crater on the Hawthorne redoubt and the Radan
Ridge. We spent a considerable amount of time exploring and studying
the ground about the huge Quadrilateral Redoubt which lies north of
Beaument-Hamel. Chris continually kept us informed of the situation
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respectively. You will imagi ne the many stories that these old soldiers
had to tell, it was indeed a great privilege and honour to be in the
company of these three warriors.

The window in Beaumont-Hamel church showing the head of the
Madonna

VICIOUS AND TERRIBLE
The battle of Beaumen t-Hamel was a vicious and terrible b attle . The
Newfoundland Regiment led the att ack covering 600 yards of
completely open ground in the hope of investi ng the strongly fortified
German second line in a deep ravine to the right fl ank of the village.
This disasterous att ack fa iled , the battalion sustained 91% casual ties
in the space of 40 minutes as a result. The ground over which the attack
took place was presented to the people of Newfoundland by the French
as a lasting tribute to the valour of these troops. The area now called
the Newfoundland Memorial Park is criss-crossed with many preserved
trenches containing large amounts of battlefield debris . A fi tting
memorial of a huge bronze caribou looks mournfully out across the
park ; where a very moving ceremony takes place annu ally. Beaumon tHamel and the deep ravine was taken by the Slst Highland Division in
November 1916, it had been an objective of the first day of the battle.
GUN PIT LOCATED
Thursday and we were up at the Gommecourt Salient, the northern
ti p of the Somme front. A concentric diversionary attack had been
planned here using the 46th London Division on the northern prong
and the 56th Midland on the southern . Alth ou~h this battle had initial
success the whole attack came to a halt, leaving many of the assault
troops lying dead or wounded in no-mans land. It did however succeed
as planned in creating the desired diversion which resulted in German
troops being redeployed to the Salient and away from the main attack.
It was a little to the south of Gommecourt in the village of Hebuterne
where the highlight of th e whole tour took place. Chris had informed us
that his battery had been redeployed during the battle from T hiepval to
Hebuterne in order to support further attacks on the Gommecourt
Salient. We, therefore , went off to locate his old gun pit where he had
fought all those years ago. On the short journey there everything came
back to him , folds in the ground , bend s in the road and even the odd
farmhou se. He recognised the location immediately, explaining the
area in detail and even giving us information on the shooting
programme. not bad for a man of 82.
On our return to the hotel we were most fortunate to meet two more
veterans from the battle, Mr Tom Noble 7th East Lancashires and Mr
Roy Dealing, Military Medal of the 6th Wiltshires, aged 85 and 84
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THE WOODEN CROSS
Friday, and we explored the centre and outer limits of the battlefield
finding battlefield debris, gun and trench lines everywhere, by now of
course we knew what to look fo r. Some four miles along the main road
that runs between Albert and Bapaume one sees on the right a tree
covered hill. This innocent looking eminence was peaceful an d basked
in sunshine. This was the limit of the whole battle and mar ked the
position of the dead ly Ger man held-Butte de Warlencourt redou bt. A
wooden cross had been erected on the summit as a me morial, after
much searching in the thick undergrowth we found the cross. Standing
on the summit and looking back towards Albert it was not hard to see
why the British Army had such a diffic ult task and lost so many men .
All the high ground in the aea was held by the Germans, and they had
turned it into a huge man made fortress, to quote Sir Winston
Churchill 'the German defences on the Somme fro nt were th e strongest
defended positions in the worl d' that says a lot fo r the skill and valour
of the attac king troops .

now'. The who le area is well worth a visit, good accommodation is
available in Al bert an d at reasonable cost. Any reader who wishes to
visit the area and requires information will be most welcome to write to
me, I will be only too willing to help.
On our return to Germ any Chris stayed wit h us for a furth er few days
where he was dined in both the Offi cers and Sgts Messes. He left us
rejuvenated, so he said. looking forwa rd to another 82 years.

Some of the party in a shell hole in the Leipzig Salient where Sgt
Turnbull H.LI. won his V.C.

The cross on the summit of the Butte de Warlencourt

A DIFFERENT MEANING
The tour concluded with a dinner held in the hotel to which several
French dignitarys had been invited with the pride of place being given
to the three veterans. All the party found the tour most interesting and
to quote one member, 'poppy day will have a different meaning to me
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER 1900

The huge Thiepval memorial commemorates 73,000 fallen with no
known graves
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REPORT FROM ULSTER
8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P. O. 807

TACTICAL ROUNDUP
The peaceful times described in the last report from Londonerry have
been somewhat disturbed these last two months. The murder of Rfn
Watson, the shooting at Clady Control Point, the August marches and
a round of unsuccessful bombing and shooting attempts have all served
as a reminder that Northern Ireland can still be a dangerous place.
The past two months have continued with further redeployments and
changes of emphasis. The most notable. to those who have served in
Londonderry, is the final demolition ofCreggan Camp and the removal
of its 205' mast from the skyline and the closing of the Masonic camp.
Old timers would probably have considerable difficulty recognising the
city.
The chang in g tactical scene has for once not ca lled for extensive
redeployments of main equipment. The advantages of an a rea system
have more t han proved themselves and the Foreman has been spared
much hair tearing and sleepless nights. There has still bee n the normal
round of ops room construction and destruction and of course
telephones coming and going have kept Sgt Read, Sgt Huggins and
LCpl T hompson of the line team very busy. They do claim that they are
not trying to do British Telecom ms out of a job. Mash; went down and
up again at Clady; Sig Mills and LCpl Fulton two of our riggers were
working on the mast when it could bear the strain no longer a nd fell
over; the injuries were fortunate ly not too serious. Under close
supervision the Sappers came along a nd erected a new and hopefu lly
more robust mast. Comms Troop also ma naged to get out and about
with detachme nts to help out 3 Brigade.

A new career at ~our
feet with Marconi

a nd with demolition of the camp it had to go as well. The Sappers,
de tructive as ever, rubbed their ha nds with glee a nd started
calculating how ma ny pounds of plastic expl osive would be requi red,
shades of Blaster Bates. When it was pointed out that the mast was
worth some £12,000 a nd in view of present spending restrictions, other
mea ns of removing it would have to be employed . Th e sensi ble choices
fell to either taking the whole structu re down by crane, or a section by

CREGGAN MAST
The dismantling of the Creggan Mast became the 2IC's pet project
for about three weeks. The mast was situated just above Cregga n Estate

Commimication &stem."
We design and manufacture radio and TV broadcast
equipment, satellite earth stations, naval communications,
H .F. Systems, troposcatter and line-of-sight networks.
If you ha ve been involved in one or more or the above
systems a nd are interested in the foll owing positions, we
would like lo hear from you.

s~st£ms/
Sales Engi:neering
In these positions you'd help assess the technical implications of a sales enquiry, and develop customer requirements
into systems drawings and technical notes ready to make a
formal tender. It's a role which involves working closely
with our customers in the Kand overseas.

lnstallati<m Engineering

Technical l)ublicati<m
As a T echn ical Author or C ircuit Oeli neator you would be
engaged on a wide variety of projects cove ring complex
electronic equipment and systems. Vacancies in both
C helmsford and orwich

The first sect ion t akes off as the riggers look on anxiously

Working with Ma rconi Communications gi ves you excellent career and salary prospects, and the chance to put down
roots in a n allractive area.

If you're leaving the forces soon and you 'd like to find out more
about our work and what we can offer you, wrile with a brief
out-line of your service career to Ken Dumbrell, Marconi
Communica1ion Systems limited, New Street, Chelmsford, Essex.

You 'd be involvt:d with the installation and maintenance or
many of the systems described aoove in locations in the UK
and in many parts of the world.

Test Engineering
Using the most i.ophisticated equipment and test techniques,
you'd" carry out production testing and fault-finding on a
wide range of equipment.

A GEC-Marconi Electronics Company
LCpl Thompson ascending the Creggan Mast
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The SA 460 cruciforms being c ut away prior to loading onto lorries
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the site. Even Yeoman Lister was out there dishing out cigarettes, and
recording the event for posterity on film .
MULL OF KINTYRE
One of the saddest losses recently has been our site on the Mull of
Kintyre to 39 Bde. The technicians will certainly miss the warm
welcome. tea. scones and wee rip or too. We hope 39 Bde enjoy the
kippers .
PERSONALITIES

SPORT AND ADVENTURE TRAINING
The Climbing club has been active with two local exhibitions and has
expanded its devoted following. The Hockey, Footba ll and Rugby
tealll have also taken to the field with a mixture of sucesses and
defeats. but still early days in the season. One of the offshore cruises
took the Squadron Commander, RSM and four soldier to
where they met Mr Peter Morrison, ex Air Formation Signals.

It's a Knockout - Left to right: Guido (The Fots) looks on as the SHQ
team , led by the RSM forge ahead, and as for the Comms Troop
team - well !! Needless to say the SHQ team won the game

section dismantling usi ng a Wessex or Puma hel icopter. A cra ne to take
down a 205' mast is not small and that cou pled with the cost of
pursuading a civilian contractor to work jusr above the Creggan Estate
swung the decision to one of ta king the mast down section by section
using a helicopter. At first thought the idea of taking such a mast down
is simple and it is not until some detailed thinking is done that all the
inherent difficulties a nd dangers become apparent. The requirement
was for two men to attach strops to the top of the section to be lifted .
While the strops were being fitted one man on each leg of the mast
would remove as many bolts as safety would permit, down to one bolt
per leg. O nce the strops were fitted to the mast one man would be left at
the top to attach the strops to the helicopter , again a far from simple
task as the hook was on a 80' length of cable. O nce th is was done the
section to be li fted was cleared, the final bolts removed and the
helicopter would then lift the section away. Do it a ll on a cold wet day
with winds gusting u p to 40 miles a n hour a nd you have a task calling
for considerable skill, courage a nd determ ination on the part of both
riggers and aircrew.
On the day all went well and the riggers, Sig Doughty, Mills, Carr
and Bragg, and LCpl T hompson, and the Wessex pilot Sqn Ldr
McCleod were well pleased that it went without incident. Cred it too
must go to the ha rd work of the ground crew, SSgt McCrindle, Cpl
McLean, Sig Watson and Honey and of course RSM Clark and the men
of D & E Pl who provided the local guard a nd crowd control around

RATHLIN ISLAND
A party of gravediggers headed by the Admin Officer Capt Ross set
off to spend a weekend on Rathlin Island restoring some graves on
behalf of the Commonwealth War Graves Commission. The hospitality
of the Islanders was magnificent and it was with some reluctance that
the party returned to the Mainland particularly as their hopes of hours
stranded had been raised by the gale force winds cancelling the ferry.

TELEGRAPHISTS
TELEPHONISTS
DON'T WASTE YOUR T RA INING

When you have completed your service
with the forces and are settling in the
London area
LET TRG FIND YOU A GOOD JOB
WHERE YOU CAN USE YOUR SKILL

oc

2IC
Adm in Offr
OCCommsTp
2ICComms T p
TOT
QM
RSM
RQMS
MTWO
FofS
YofS

u

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801

MajJ. P. Munnery
Capt N. C. Jackson
Capt D. J. Oark RAOC
Capt L. K. Byrne
Lt C. R. Lawrence
Capt (TOT) J. D. Knox
Capt (QM) CS. Speight
WOI (RSM) H . Lund
W02 (RQMS) B. F. Williams
W02 R. J. Grant RCT
W02 (FofS) W. Davies
W02 (YofS) A Knott

OPERATIONAL SCENE
Activity has continued at a low level with a number of successes by
the security forces . The marching season passed quietly and the
summer brickings have now diminished with the onset of Ireland's
autumn rains. This period has been a busy one for the Squadron,
however, as a number of re-organisations and increased com mitments
have kept us gainfully employed. The inclusion of orth Antrim into
the Bde TAOR has given rise to an interesting mixture of rural and
urban communications not encountered by the Squadron for many
years. In addition , we have now assumed the responsibility from 8 Inf
Bde HQ & Signal Sqn for the monthly 'Kipper Runs ' to the Mull of
Kintyre. No doubt, too, there will be an increase in the number of
volunteers to do the coastal run during June and July as the beaches
gain their summer dressing.

CHANGES
The past two month s has seen considerable turnover in the
Squadron's personnel. Capt David Lynham, our erstwhile 2IC, has
moved onto the pleasures of JDSC prior to taking up an appointment in
su nny Cyprus-Ah! the sun. the vino ... the swatting beforehand .
Gone . too, are W02 (YofS) Nick Naylor, also off to gain a
suntan-beware of nearby Ayo tollah's! and SSgt 'Greg' Robertson,
Comms Tp's resident leprauchaun . now moved onto the delights of
BAOR.
In compensation let us say hello to Capt Lance Byrne, W02 (YofS)
Alan Knott, SSgt Bert Connon, Cpls John Demery, Reg Hall, LCpls
Brian Campbell, Malcolm Flinn and Robert Keers, and finally Sig Rob
Curtiss and Pte Shaun Flannery. We are sure that you will all
thoroughly enjoy your tour wi1h the Sqn.
COMBAT SECTION
Combat Section's resident artist, Sig Mac McKenzie has been in
great demand lately. His talents as a cartoonist now grace the Section,
the Horseshoe Club and Brig Ramshotha m 's farewell gift.

For information and guidance abou1 job prospects, training and in certain cases - resettlement courses: ring:-

01-236 2661
THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
53/54 King William Street London EC4
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Com bat sections w ith artist S ig ' Mac' McKenzie and LC pl ' Nick'
Bu rke
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The old radio ro om ...

COMMANDER'S FAREWELL
Monday 15 September saw the Squdron say a sad· farewell to Brig D.
J. Ramsbotham OBE, who has moved on to RCDS. Brig Ramsbotham
has commanded 39 Inf Bde since December 1978. Sgt Alan Hibberd's
Rover Group in particular went through thick and thin with the
Commander and were well pleased by the Brigadier's kind presentation
to them of a TV Game. Operations permitting, they may well become a
collection of square-eyed TV tennis champions.

WHY TAG? well, for a start, we specialise in jobs for TELEX
OPERATORS and TELEPHONISTS: also, because they are ex·
regular servicemen, our interviewers know what it's like to
become a "civvie" and will soon make you feel at home.

Sig Harris instructs at the child ren's (late ) Summer Activities

RADIO ROOM
For those of you following the long running saga of the new radio
room console, this is now co mplete. A great improvement on the
previous arrangement as can be seen from the accompanying
photographs. We just managed to beat the 'moratorium' by a few days.
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... and the new radio room . Sgt Ian Walker and S ig ' Kev' Martin in
attendance
QM D EPARTMENT
(The un it editor takes no responsibility for the following inclusion by
an unk nown donor from the QM's dept).
It is an established fact that this department is the heart of the
Squadron-although there are still a few Philistines who would lodge a
fiver fo r the bowel -and very shortly we shall be undergoing a
transplant operation.
In October SSgt ' Bald Eagle' Ivor Demain will be departing 10 9
Signal Regiment for his fi rst experience of 'Fun in the Sun' and he will
be missed by all of us. In particular he will be missed by the Garri on
Cub and Scout Pack as he has been a force for good in that area.
Thanks to his efforts, the P ack is now a thriving. well organised part of
the Thiepval Barracks commun ity.
W 02 (RQMS) 'Darkie' Williams can be heard muttering and
grumbling about blokes with mi nu 200 ' Brownie Points' getting posted
to Cyprus and the phrase ' Snivell ing Git' is bandied about with great
frequency.
Sig Steve Ward is st ill wondering what hit him a he ha only been
here six month s but he is abbut to write to the Training Brigade to have
the duties of coffee b rewing-added to the tech toreman curriculum, in
which LCpl John ' Boy' Vernon totally agrees.
Cpl Neil Chatterton continues to be a second con cience to the QM
and his war cry of 'Troop Coffee Fund , Sir' accompanied b · the rattle
of the cash box i guaranteed to cause the QM to <'arr out an
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unexpected check of Bde HQ drain and radiators.
Despite all thi aggravation. the Department continues to supply the
complete Brigade with commercial rad io. At the last count this totalled
2800 various equipment plus spares. The fact that the Bde still
communicate i due in no mall mea ure lo the coffee brewers of the
Squadron Stores.
TM TROOP
Recent addition to TM T roops Talk-thru' sites have produced a
fl urry of activity and revealed a disti nctly po e ive att itu de in FofS
Bill Davies and Sgt 'JR' Smith. They now spend most of their time
sitting on the top of remote hills \'iewing the new property and
chuckling to themselves. (The less kind amongs t u have expressed the
view that thi i a normal refl ection of their state of sanity).
FofS Da>'ies now make regular helicopter trips to the Mull of
Kintyre lighthou e and will accept orders for boxes of kippers from all
members of the Corp (cash in advance). The Mull lighthouse keeper is
an ex-member of the Corps (1947 vin tage) and has p roven to be most
ho pitable. Vi its to be booked three years in advance. N. B. T he T OT
is on ly 'slightly' colour blind- j ust Red , Blue and Yellow (see previous
notes).

first game of the season the Squadron team swept to victory over
Lisburn Garrison 54:34on 26 S1:ptember.
Although plans are afoot for a little skiing our present contribution
to the thrills and spills of adventure training resides in U Colin
Lawrence, who has been enjoying the plea ·ures of a Unit Expedition
Leader' course in Norway. Our only communication has been a plea
for sympathy for the sub artic temperatures of the early morning
swims- he doesn't really generate too much sympathy!

233 Sig Sqn
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CONGRATULATIONS
To Cpl Micky and hene Hayes on a new baby.
To SSgt Greg Robertson on gai ning his LS & GC after 15 years
undetected crime.
To LCpl Billy Belton and Linda on their engagement.
To W02 Pete Duffy (RAOC) on passing his driving test after 18
years in the army.

B.F.P. O. 801

ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS
As part of the 21st Anniversary celebrations a Regimental Dinner
was held in the Garrison Sergeant's Mess on Thursday 9 October. The
Guests of honour were the GOC NI, Lt Gen Sir R ichard Lawson and
CR Signals, Lt Col Russell Maynard.
Prior to the dinner, the GOC presented six LS & GC medals to
members of the Squadron. The presentations were proceeding quite
well, until the General came to Sgt Thomas when he announced that he
had been waiting 25 years to hang a medal on a 'John Thomas'.
After t~e presentat ions th~ dunki~g ceremony took place as the
photo dee1cts. After the d un ktng the dtnner began and the evening was
of'. to ~ ltne start. T he OC addressed the attending members with a
bnef history of the Squadron and dropped non too subtle a hint as to
what was in store for the future to the GOC. The GOC did reply with a
speech that had the assembled company on the edge of their seats,
when they ~ere not cl utching th eir sides la ughing.
T he evenmg was a success a nd stea med on and on a nd on into the
~ar.l y hours. The GOC's closing remark~ on departing was, 'I hope I'm
mv1ted to the Squad ron's 22nd An niversary'.
233 Signal Squadron (NI) presentation of LS and GC . From lefi to
right: SSgt Brian Robjohn , SSgt ' Dug' Duggan, Sgt Dave Beresford
Sgt Vince McGa rry BEM , Sgt John Thomas and Sgt Dave Colley '

SSgt 'Greg ' Robertson receives his LS and GC from Brig D.
Ramsbotham OBE MA

,,

Sgt ' Pete' Smith applies a technical touch
HORSESHOE CLUB
The Squadron Club has been busy of late making the most of the last
of the summer weather. 15 August proved to be a very successful
Comms Troop Barbecue where the newly opened patio was put to good
use. Our dancing dervishes LCpls Bob Snow Porky Peacock, Tiny
Re)'nolds and Pte Tommo Thompson putting on a brillian t display of
the latest disco beat. The club is doing well at the moment and is
building up a wide reputation as one of the social centres of Lisburn
Garrison. It is our hope that this will continue to be the case .

FIVE £1500 SCHOLARSHIPS
PENRHOS COLLEGE
COLWYN BAY

NORTH WALES

Headmaster: N. C. Peacock, M.A. (Cantab.)

Independent Boarding and Day School for Girls (300 in
College, 75 in Junior School)

Five scholarships, value £1,500 p.a. each, are awarded on the
results of a competitive ei<amination each February for girls
entering Co llege at age 11, 12 or 13 in the following
Se pt ember.
The Isa Cla rke French scholarship, value £1.200 is award ed
each yea r to a girl entering the six th fo rm to stud y French at
Adva nced Level.
Up to two music scholarshi ps are awarded an nually .
A number o f Forces Bursaries are also avai la ble.
Maj J . P. Munnery and RSM H. Lund laying foundation brick.
Horseshoe Club patio, late August
SPORT AND ADVENnJRE TRAINING
September has seen the opening of the new season for our football
and basketball enthusiasts. The footballers have been doing
particularly well with victories over 38 Sqn RCT (6-0). and 12 Int & Sy
Coy (5-0). Our latest triumph has been to knock 2 Para out of the Army
Cup b a 2-0 victory on 3 October. LCpl Bob Snow and Cpl Hammie
Hamilton scoring the decisive goals.
Basketb all fortunes have been mixed so far , narrowly defeated in the
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Penrhos College is a fo rward-looki ng school wh ich believes in
the highest academic standards and in the virt ues o f hard
wo rk. In addition, it believes that edu catio n con tinues o utside
the classroom an d there fo re a strong prog ramme of evening
and weekend activities is an integ ral part o f w hat we o ff er.
For the prospec tus a nd details of entry and scholars hip
examinations, please write or telepho ne Miss'R. I. Hu ghes, The
Headmaster's Secretary, Penrhos Co llege, Colw yn Bay. No rt h
Wales, U. K. Tel: Colwyn Bay 30333.
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The photo of the top ta ble from left to right are:
WOJ (YofS) Andy Locke, U Gen Sir Richard Lawson, OC Squadron
Maj Don Overton, CR Signals Lt Col Russel Maynard W02 (SSM)
Ray Marshall, Capt Paddy Crowley and W02 (FofS) Fred Brown.
233 Signal Squadron (NI) celebra ted 21 years in the Province with a
gra nd All Ranks Ball held in the Sh amrock Club on the 4 October. T he
occasion wa s attended by over 300 . who enjoyed dancing to a live group
and a Disco and a little ex tra entertainment from the Squ adron
Commander and Cabaret arti st and Rugby Club, of which
un fo rtunately there are no photographs. The ACC again did us proud
with th eir superb buffet. To m ark this 21 years th e Squadro n was
presented with a gold /onyx pen et from all memb ers 'a nd a table wit h
suitably engraved plaque from th e Families Club .
THE LUCKY ONES
For 28 lucky people , September heralded the Squadron Summer
Camp at Leek in Staffordshire. Sutprisingly e\ICrybody arrived , despite
a chronically sick vehicl e and an attempt by Transport and Movement
to enter the permissive society by booking two men and one woman into
a three betth cabin (is this the latest trend ?) Leek Training Camp was
ideall y situated for all manner of activities, not to mention th e high
proportion of pubs in the area. There were many, exhausting hills to
walk over. an opportunity eagerly grasped by all those keen to pass
BFTs on their return to Camp.
Rock climbing was ably taught by LCpl Holmes who remained
amazingly calm , even when bodies were dangling by th eir feetl Despite
this and a brave attempt by Sig Shalllker to drown the canoeists little
injury was sustained . More brui es were obtained at the Fun Fair th an
anywhere else and the ' fear factor' was greatest on the double
corkscrew roller coaster.
Several members of the courses had their introduction to hor es ,
which prnvided an amusing sight. Congratulations to Si~ Lever for
putting a brave face on falling off his aptly named horse- Rogue', o
man y times.
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The Squadron Commander Maj Don Overton cutting the 90 lb
Squadron birthday cake
Tiianks are due to all who made the courses such a uc es ,
especiall)' LCeI Weatherly ACC for producing splendid food at a
moments notice. Thank you to Troop Commanders for releasing
participants and to tho e who stn ed behind at Li burn and covered for
the 'holidaymakers'.
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ADMINTROOP
CONGRATULATIONS
To Kevin Baxter on his marriage on 6 September 1980 and his LCplship a few day earlier. To Ross Dolan on his promotion to LCpl-fully
earned.
WELCOME
To Sig 'Taffy' Dunn our one and only Cbt Sig. A boxer of some
repute. He is now getting up a team of boxer from the Troop /
Squadron (some hope!-the only things they hit are Cars/Trees/
Bridges/ RCT!)
BADDIBS
'Mad' McGann-Hit a bridge and put Dunn and Wood in hospital!
'Maggot' Lindsay-Had to go home for a rest and nervous
breakdown (It's all too much for him!!)
'Sandy' Sanderson-Has only lost 7 lb so far. (Only 77 to go!)
AO-Got away on leave just in time. (He began to gibber at the sight
of a 1771 and went off his cider).
'Mac' MacDonald-Had to be phy ically restrained from coming
into work one weekend when on leave.
GOODIBS ..
Cpl Arnold- Led us. to victory over. CR Sign~ls ~t Volley~all (the
first time). The second time, when told 1t was not m hts career mterests
to keep on beating that Honourable Branch, gallantly led us to a
narrow defeat.

The Management

DSOB
DSOC

- Capt (Tfc) Dave Tunmore QGM
-WOI (Yol'S) Andy Locke
-SSgt Brian Robjohn
:-Sgt John Bodkin
-5gt Cliff Lowe
-Sgt Bob Harrison
(designate Sgt R Smith)
-Sgt Dave Beresford
-Sgt BlllTy Dorse

TRAFFICS OP
We wish to inform our readers that since Capt Dave Tunmore's
recent return from his operation, viewing of his jar of cartilage off cuts
is by appointment only.
DEPARTURES
We bid farewell to Sgt Eric Tai and his wife Donna, posted to I Div
Signal Regt. Thanks for all your active support for the Troop, and good
luck to you both in Germany.
On Friday 8 August at the Peake Inn the Squadron were able to wish
Sgt Paddy Spears well on the completion of 22 years service. He was
presented with a silver tray and coffee service on behalf of the Officers
and Senior NCOs of the Squadron. We wish him and his wife Dorothy
well in civilian life.
We also say 'bon voyage' to Cpl Trevor Davies, LCpl Shaun Stathec,
LCpl Geoff Sims, Pte Tina Le Vesconte and Sig Frank Jones-Good
luck to you all in your new units.
ARRIVALS
We welcome to the fold Sgt Dave Beresford and his wife Elaine, Cpl
Eck Stewart, WLCpl Taff )ones, Pt.es Agnes Gray, Maureen Lees,
Lorralne Plckerlng, Slgs Keith Barker and Eck Hardie. We hope that
your stay with us will be interesting and enjoyable.
GARRJSON FETE
Summer this year fell on August Bank Holiday which was warm and
sunny(as promised) which completed the setting on our contribution to
the An nu al Garrison Fete. Ours was to provide the old tried and tested
favourite-the Ducking Stool, however, this was not to be just any old
'Stool' but a monument to the craftsmanship of Sgt Eric Tai. This was
to be his last construction task prior to imminent posting.
Most of the building was carried out in the garden of Eric's quarter,
to the astonishment of bemused neighbours, many of whom began to
refer to him as Noah Tai. Eventually the edifice reached a size in excess
of 9 feet high by 18 feet, and to the uninformed defied logical
explanation. However, the proof of the pudding is in the eating and on
the day, the 'Stool' was in con~tant use and performed admirably
throughout.
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-News from Heat/quartersArmy Apprentices' College

VICTOR TROOP

Harrogate

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
We would like to welcome Cpl Bob Knights to the Troop and hope he
enjoys his tour with us. We say farewell to one.of the longest serving
members of the Troop, Cpl John Bridges on post mg to Oslo, also to Sgt
Bob Keeble who departs for the sunnier climes of civilian life. There is
no truth in the rumour that the fiver Bob Keeble left, has been framed
as a collector' item .

CAPERS IN THE SUN AND RAIN
There has not been much sun this year in Harrogate, but the
members of the College have taken full advantage of what little there
has been. From cricket through chess to Norwegian waters the
members of the College have been busy.

PROMOTIONS
We would like to congratulate both LCpl Vinny Hunter and Cas
Cassling on their recent promotion to Corporal.

CRICKET
The College Permanent Staff Cricket Team are the 1980 Army Minor
Units Cricket Champions. To reach the final the College tet> m defeated
11 Signal Regiment comfortably in the NE District final , narrowly
defeated 3 Inf Bde HQ and Signal Squadron in the final of Zone 5/ 6
and again narrowly defeated Army Apprentices College Chepstow our
old enemies in the semi-final. In the final , held at Woolwich RACC, the
College gained a sweeping victory over the Royal Engineers Depot
Regiment by 103 runs .
Sgt P. Shepherd, the College captain, won the toss and elected to
bat. After 40 overs a total of 171 runs were on the board thanks to the
batting of Sgt B. Sutherland (42), Sgt P. Shepherd (30), Sgt A. Cottle
(17) and W02 (FofS) Sharp (18 not out). The Royal Engineers could
only manage 68 runs in their innings and never looked like mastering
the bowling of Capt V. Woods LI (2 for 4), Sgt Lancaster ACC (3 for
30). and Sgt P. Shepherd (4 for 14).
The College Cricket team for the season 1980 has been selected from
the following:
Maj (TOT) T. McK Stoddart (Manager), Capt V. Wood LI, W02
(FoS) Sharp, Sgt Lancaster ACC, Sgt Shepherd {Captain) Sgt B.
Sutherland, Sgt P. K. Sutherland, Sgt Pudsey, Sgt Cottle, Sgt Aldous,
Sgt Bayley, Sgt Gregory, Sgt Ellis, Sgt Pennington and SSgt Oarke.

MARRIAGES
Congratulations to Sgt John Valentine on his recent marriage to
Gail.
SPORT
Currently the Troop has begun in good fashion , in attempting to
retain the McElvie Trophy. We got off to a good start in the Badminton
Competition by beating Tech Troop S matches to nil. Our
congratulations to W02 (Yol'S) George Coles in obtaining the best
gross score of the day in the NIAGS Autumn Golf Meeting.
GARRJSON SUPERSTARS
Sgt Dave Smith of Victor Troop represented the Squadron at the
Lisburn Garrison Superstars Competition and with an outstanding
performance he raised no less than ninety one pounds for charity. Well
done Dave.

COMMCEN TROOP

Traffic Officer
Yeoman of Signals
TroopSSgt
Quality Control/Trg
Crypto Accountant
DSOA

The volunteers to take a seat on the stool were girls from the Troop,
the 'odd' wife or two and the Squadron 2IC (C~pt Paddy Cn;iwley). All
took the frequent 'dips' in good heart and provided much enjoyment to
many of the youngsters (and the not so young) of the Garrison.

NEW BUILDING
The Troop eagerly await the date in which they can move into the
new building complex, which should be ready in about March ,
however, as the photo suggests, Capt Bob Baker just can't wait and has
moved into his office already.

EXPEDITIONTONORWAY12-2SAUGUST
Expedition Leader W02 (SSM) Gue
Members LCpl Roose (Now 1 Div HQ and Sig Regt); AT Barratt
Penney Sqn; AT Dandy Penney Sqn; AT Daft Penney Sqn; AT
Newholm Penney Sqn; AT Tweedie Penney Sqn; AT Burgess Penney
Sqn ; AT Allan Penney Sqn; JSig Orme Penney Sqn; AT LCpl WUson
Scott Sqn; AT Thorpe-Willett Rawson Sqn; AT Davis Rawson Sqn.

ADVENTURE TRAINING
To get away from the rigorous duties of shift work, two members of
the Troop, Sig Trotsky Smith and Pte Heather Briggs spent a week
Adventure Training at Leek, Staffordshire. Pte Heather Briggs
returned to us with skinned knuckles and claims it was through
abseiling down a rock fare, however, we believe it was Sig Trotsky
Smith's face.
HOLIDAY USA
It seems with the never ending reduction of air fares to the USA that
more and more people, not only from the Troop but the Squadron itself
are departing this land to the sunny shores of America. Firstly it was
Cpl Dave Murphy who started the trend by visiting the West Coast and
assures us all, that there is no truth in the rumour that the Grand
Canyon was started.by a Scotsman losing a five pence piece in a rabbit
hole. Secondly Sgt Taff Powell visited the East Coast and now ends all
telephone conversations with the words, 'have a nice day' .
WHISKEY TROOP
First of all we would like to extend a very warm welcome to the latest
member of Whiskey Troop; Lucy Neale, daughter of Capt and Mrs
Peter Neale, and daughter (of one week) of Sig and Mrs McDlne.
Congratulations to them all. Also arrived in the Troop over the last
couple of months we welcomed, Sgt and Mrs Craggs, Cpl Gascoigne,
Cpl Devereux, Cpl Jackson and LCpl and Mrs Boyes.
Whilst welcoming new members we have, unfortunately had to say
goodbye to a few old members of the Troop. SSgt and Mrs Phil Daisey,
Sgt and Mrs Phil Pbllllps (on promotion). Sgt Geoff Partridge (one of
the founder members to civvy street). Cpl and Mrs Geordie Scott, LCpl
Jim Prince and Pte Clare Lynch (to the COMMCEN, pending
posting). We wish them all the very best in their new posts and for the
future.
A PROBLEM
Technician

'Staff, I think the brakes need te~tb1g on
the escort'.
Staff
'Driver do a brake test on the escort'.
'OK Staff.
Driver
ONE HOUR LATER
Staff
'Driver have you done the brake test on the
escort'.
Driver
'No Staff it wasn't there so I did one on the
Mini'.
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them had apparently heard of Ian's formidable chess reputation:
'Davies? Davies? Is this the Davies who played at ... (somewhere we'd
never heard of) ... ?'No. we said. This one's better.
On Monday morning, after a disturbed night, we made for the
competition, with our captain doing himself proud and coming away
with i a point. In the evening Mark, Ian, and myself went into the heart
of Dieren to look for some night life, but Dieren appeared to shut at 7
o'clock. Despite this setback Ian went looking for an opposite number
(and continued to do so until we left Holland) but , I'm afraid to say,
never found one. Tuesday morning brought another i point to Capt
Danche-.·, but nothing for the rest and the afternoon was just as bad for
us, but, the gallant Captain soldiering on (no pun intended) got himself
a well deserved win. In the evening some of us went to Arnhem on an
intellectual tour of the bars. We also saw 'that' bridge. Come
Wednesday things were looking up for the rest of the party, all
drawing, except me, bringing up the rear on zero points. Wednesday
afternoon was disastrous for all concerned so we all returned to the
camp-site to ponder over our losses.
The morning session of play on Thursday broke my duck much to the
surprise of the players in my section. Ian and Mark both lost but the
afternoon proved good for Ian because his opponent didn't turn up and
so he got a win which put him on a grand total of Ii points. Capt
Dancbev got a draw but Mark and I los t. Friday was terrible for we all
lost as we did on Saturday. To disperse the gloom we packed up and set
off for a look around Amsterdam which proved to be very educational.
especially after dark. Sunday saw us once again on board the ferry
bound for a well earned leave.'

The first part of our journey to Norway was by air from Luton to
Hannover followed by a twelve hour coach trip from Hannover through
Denmark to catch the ferry at Hirstall. Once off the ferry we made the
short journey to the Outward Bound School at Fsaficar by unit
transport . Following our first night in orway we got to grips with
packing the canoes and making final map recces for the route. The
plan was for us to journey by road to Straume up the 01:Ta river from
Kristiansands. We were then to return down the Otra nver by canoe
taking some four days and finally ending with a two day sea leg along
the coast from Kristiansands.
To end the visit we were to undertake a four day high level walking
.expedition based on a circuit north of Valle in the Otra Valley.

..
Winners, Army Minor Units Cricket 1980
Back row left to right: Maj (TOT) T. Stoddart, Capt V. Woods LI, Sgt
D. Aldous, Sgt D. Lancaster ACC, Sgt B. Sutherland .
Front row: Sgt J . Pennington, Sgt P. Shepherd (Capt), Col M . U.
Ryan, W02 (FofS) Sharp, Sgt E. Cottle.
Inset: SSgt P. Sutherland, Sgt D. Ellis, Sgt D. Pudsey

HOLLAND MEETS HARROGATE-HOLLAND WINS!
An account of the Dutch Open Chess Championships, 4-9 Aug by
AT LCpl Nick Wainwright.
'Wiping the sweat of the drill competition from our brows, the chess
team (consisting of Capt AJex Danchev RAEC and AT Mark Boake1,
Ian Davies and myself) set course for Holland. Our night stop in
Colchester is best forgotten. Whilst our team captain slept easy in the
Officers Mess the rest of us, less fortunate, spent the night in the cells I
Sunday morning saw us on the ferry from Harwich and we all found
it a pleasant experience except "ll certain OIC Chess. We don't know
why because we tried to make him feel at home by offering him some
sausage, egg and chips. After docking at Hook of Holland we
journeyed to Dieren , a littJe town near Arnhem where we found our
camp-site occupied entirely by Chess-players of all nationalities . We
lost no time in meeting the locals-7 girls all 17-18 years old. One of
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER 1900

Left to right: JSig Orme (behind rucksack), AT Thorpe-Willett (white
pullover) , AT Daft, AT Davis, LCpl Wilson (with rope), AT Tweedie,
AT Newholem (anorak at waist), AT Dandy
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THE MAlN PROBLEM
Our first morning produced the main problem we were to face all
\\eek. Ho" do you pack tents clothing and ix days rations into the
canoe ? We did it by trial and error and then more trial and error. In
the end we were ready to leave with our six two man canoes and two
ordcap ingle canoe .
D YI
Day one wa great. 2 kms in one day. it wa not until the evening
that our arms told u what we had done. TI1e journey went without
incident. AT's Dandy and Thorpe-Willett in their canoe did seem to do
a lot of extra mileage visiting both ides of the fiord . We camped that
night at ese.
DAY2
We started the day by rearranging our crews in an effort to improve
our stowage problem .
Our task was to paddle from Nese to Neset and we kept goi ng all day
making landfall only once for a quick lunch.
At esei the canoes were lifted by road around an uncanoeable part
of the river and we camped that night at Homes.
DAY3
A rest day with sight seeing and disco in the evening.
DAY4
Homes to Kile a 30 kms leg. We made good time and were two hours
ahead of schedule for the RV with transport to lift the party to
Hamresund.
DAY 5 AND GREEN FACES
We set off from Hamresund at 0900 hrs gi,·ing ourselves plenty of
time to be in location to meet the escort boat at 1300 hrs. We made
good time and made the open sea at 1130 hrs. The weather then took a
tum for the worse and we were being confronted with wave of up to 6
feet. Our leader. SSM Gue , decided to take us into a fairly calm lagoon
and it was while we were resting here that the escort boat found us.
ews from the escort boat was that the sea ahead was very rough and
they would stay with us throughout the journey until we reached calm
water. Once in the open sea it was very rough and at no time could all
the canoes be seen at once. When we did occasionally catch sight of
another canoe it was topped by some very green faces.

individual Championships in which AT Martin Hayter and his crew AT
Simon Coleyshaw surpassed themselves and became Army Juni or
Cha mpions. The rest of the team did extremely well. especially when
one considers there were 40entrants.

UNITED KINGDOM DELEGATION-LIVE OAK SHAPE BFPO 26

The Junior Army Team Championship was settled over the next two
days. with Harrogate becoming runners up .

ROYAL SIGNALS LIVE OAK
Wire notes are not a regular event from Live Oak, but those who
know us are sure to understand why. We are a small organisation with
a headquarters at Mons in Belgium , and 'outposts' in variou5 parts of
Germany. The occasion of a change of Staff Communications Officer
however should not go unrecorded . We said farewell to Lt Col H. S.
deN. Rogers and hello to Lt Col D. M.A. Burridge. We wish Lt Col &
Mrs Rogers well in their next posting with I (NL) Corps, and hope Lt
Col and Mrs Burridge have a pleasant stay with us. Now that Lt Col
Rogers has left nobody knows where they can get their watches and
clocks fixed . It was handy having a boss who was a member of the

WELCOME BACK
New arrival at the College. Yeoman Mick Thornton, has been
awarded the GOC Northern Ireland·s Certificate of Commendation for
his services as Yeoman of Signals. 8 Infantry Brigade HQ and Signal
Squadron at Londonderry. where he served from 1978-80.
He has ser ved twice before at the College. and is currently on his 19th
term-will he graduate this time!? W02 Thornton started at Harrogate
in September 1961 as intake 6 lC, D company (Now Penney Squadron).
After serving in BAOR. Cyprus, Malaysia and the UK he returned to
the College, this time as a CPL RTG, in 1971 when he joined Tactical
Exercise Troop and was attached to the newly formed Bradley
Squadron. Permanent Staff in Exercise Troop at thi s time included
Yeoman Jim Strickland and Tony Jackson. who both went on to gain
WOl, Sgt's Jim Adams and Dave McGurk both now RSM's and Cpl
Bill Balding, now W02 (YofS). He left Harrogate on promotion to Sgt
in 1974 and has since had a wide variety of postings including an
attachment to the Royal Navy. United Nations duty in Cyprus and
orthern Ireland . W02 Thornton is once again attached to Bradley
Squadron and is practical radio group supervisor in Telegraphist
Wing. We welcome W02 Thornton and his wife Pam , back to the
College and hope that they have a successful tour.

On the occasion of change of Staff Communications Officer. Live Oak
Quadripartite COMMCEN and Tech Workshop Staff
Front Row: AdjChef Jean-Paul Cira FR A, Lt Col H. S. deN. Rogers R.
Signals, Lt Col D. M.A. Burridge R Signals, W01 (YofS) John Lovell
UK A, W02 (FofS) Alan Huey UK A.
Back Row: SP4 James Lockett US A, CPO Claude Birbeau FR N, Sgt
Trevor Mortlock UK A, OFw Wolfgang Wischlinski GE A, SP5
Stephen Jones US A, SgtChef Jean-Michael Boulet FR AF, Gfr
Bernard Stoll GE A, MSgt Harry Rivers US AF .
Absent: Sgt Ray Edge UK A, OFw Dieter Reichel GE AF, SSgt Joel
Hernandez US AF

Results of the Army Individual Championships were as follows :
HELM
CREW
1st
AT Martin Hayter
AT Simon Coleyshaw
3rd
AT Cpl Doug Hassel
AT Cpl Graham Wilson
8th
AT Ned Needham
AT Jim Wood
11th
AT Andy Hill
AT Chris Thompson

Watch and Clock Makers Guild .
Other recent Royal Signals departures have been:
SSgt (YofS) Alan Knott (on promotion - well done) 39 Bdc.
Cpl John Pringle to 8th Sig Regt.
Arrivals have been:
SSgt (YofS) Ron Burrell from his YofS Course.
Cpl Dave Hartshorne from 30 Sig Regt (Belize det).
The clarts and bowling team continue to do well, but will miss SSgt
Alan Knott and Cpl John Pringle. Sgts Ttev Mortlock and Tom
Delaney are the Royal Signals Live Oak oontribution to the local
football . tea~s. Cpl John Pringle fo~md difficulty in playing. and
completmg his Det Comd Course, with his leg in plaster ever) few
months for six weeks or so. Lets hope Catterick Hospital gives him
Kevin Keegan Knees!
,. 0 .ur fofS AJan Huey_ is working himself very hard. What with
Jamtor at the US High School Gym. and his ventures into
Radio/ TV / car repair he is looking for diversified investment for all his
cash. Sgt Ray Edge, the FofS right hand man, is building a computor
at home . Perhaps he can programme it to take over from the TARE?
Our relations with our international co-workers continue to run
smoothly but ~gain we have had a number of arrivals and departures.
We say auf w1edersehn to OFw Wischlinski, and willkommen/Hi to
OFw Boyten, SPS Jones and SP4 Duncan.
YofS John Lovell continues to work through the difficulties of a lack
of ACP's (he never understood them too well anyway), and many new
points get picked up by accident and are used to prevent further
'accidents'.
Comments heard in Live Oak Commcen:US-Gee you Brits have a quaint accent.
UK-We DO NOT have an accent-you do!
(That is rich from an Irish FofS and a Scouse YofS)
UK-Why do you French Navy chaps wear a Black tie?
FR-Trafalgar!
UK-OOOPS!

M OUNTAIN P HASE
DAY6
If the first part of our visit was good for the arms the second part
sorted out our legs and feet. After re-issue of rations a nd a change of
clothing we were off again to the small town of Hovden.
DAY7
We awoke to find the camp site shrouded in thick mist so we had to
delay our start until midmorning. What a wonderful camp site we
found that night, a plateau 2000 ft above sea level. Except for two local
Norwegians who spent the night fishing there was not a soul to be seen.
D AYS
A good day's walking coveri ng some 30 Jans. It was very cold by
Harrogate standards for t he time of the year and a hot supper wen t
down well.

BMW 316Ta."Free·under£4,000 (fa \"lbri<s Munich)

The BMW you've always wanted. At a tax-free price from the world's leading Tax-Free BMW Centre. Delivered
either in UK or Munich. Consult the experts to see how you qualify for BMW's export service. worldwide.

DAY9
Much better weather greeted us in the morning and with the packs
no"' considerably lighter we made good progress to Valle.

BMW
Tax-Free
Export Prices

DAY IO
A sunny morning greeted our rest day but during the evening a
severe. freak storm completely washed out the camp site. Most of the
other campers spent the night in their cars. We had no car!

7 Serles

PRICE
CORRECT AT TIME
OF GOING TO PRESS

6 Serles

THE COMPLETE BMW RANGE IS AVAILABLE AT EOUALLYATTRACTIVE PRICES

EXPORT DIVISION

A~er drying out we returned by bus to BO BC and a marvellous ,
relaxmg. well earned sauna. After a last session of panic shoppi ng we
were off back to Harrogate tc tell our friends at the College what they
had missed.
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$ PARH LANE LlmlTED :1~

DAYII

AILI G
The Army Junior Sailing Championship lasted three days and proved
to be a tough but enjoyable event. Day one saw the battle for the

3 series
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TOURIST NATO and DIPLOMATIC SALES56 Park Lane. London W1Y 3DA. Phone: 01· 629 9277. Telex: 281360
LANELiMiTEDExPORT
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ADP DEVELOPMENT TEAM HQ UKLF
'·!IA>·.

SLIMLINE SHAPE
As the ADP De,·elopment Team moves into the Wilton winter, the
general appearance i one of change, with ~ definitely slimline shape.
This i not a result of the Defence Moratorium. or becau e Sgt Tony
Je1>ell has embarked on another diet (' Don't need to.' he says smugly)
but rather the result of a fair number of departures, and a less than
equal number of arrivals. First the good new~. Sgt Gerry Griffiths RWF
has arrived from the Support Weapons Wmg at Netheravon to take
over 1he po t of Chief Clerk from Sgt J~ Frodsham RAOC. who g~s
on promotion to Northern Ireland. Sgt Nick Stevenson has departed m
a cloud of BMW generated smoke for the green pastures of28 Sig Regt.
and ha been replaced by Sgt John Hutchings from 229 Sig Sqn, just in
time for him to I arn about his new role as computer operator before
the start of Exercise Crusader. Gone without replacement are Capt
Terry Cross (formerly pay clerk at the School of Signals in 1967) to the
fleshpots of Hong Kong and Mr BiIJ Clayton to the calmer pastu res of
the Civil Service at Warminster. Also gone is ou r GSOl(W). Lt Col
Maurice Pack-Davison, on retirement to Ferra nti Ltd and the valleys of
South Wales. Our new GSOl(W), who will probab ly be know n to those
Corps members in the Project WA YELL Team. will be Maj Pett:r Ost,
REME. who arrives on promotion in Jan uary.

THE CHALLENGE
There now follows a quick plug on behalf of our sponsor-for any
Royal Signals Captains with a techn ical/ ADP be nt who would like to
get involved in a live, meaningful and worthwhile ADP project, there
are now two GSOJ/S03 posts vacant in the Team. so anyone who
wants to take advantage of this, and Jive in a select, desirable country
area should contact AGll without delay!
Following all this turbulence. Mr Ron Reakes, the Senior System
Designer. has gat hered in the reins and re-allocated effort all round,
with the result that Majs Mark Ulingworth, Roger Lewenz and Tom
Moncur have now got themselves well d ug in as System Analyst, Ops
Manager. and DAA & QMG/ Analyst respectively, while Capt Howard
Crosse maintains a roving brief. Mr Ian Sey now leads a much reduced
Software team consisting of himself and Mrs Megan Pritchard, and
Sgts Tony Jewell and John Hutchings continue to work alongside Mrs
Marion Hankins in the vital job of keeping the computer operational
and training users from the staff branches within the HQ.
LOOKING FORWARD
As well as absorbing the lessons of prov iding an ADP service to the
HQ staffs throughout Exercise Crusader, the Team is curren tly
working on the req uirement for the eventual replacement of the
minicomputer which is at the heart of the UKLF ADP system. Plans
are well adva nced. with proposals for an interim and a long term
replacement now fi rmly lodged with MOD. The day to day work of the
team continues to grow and develop as the HQ UKLF staffs make
increasing use of the ADP fac ilities on offer. The man ner in which these
faci lities can be tuned and adapted to meet t he users' requ irements is
one of the interesti ng aspects of the job, and keeps our a nalysts and
program mers fully occupied. T he end prod uct is us ually classified and
has to be recorded, sea led and delivered, and here the tireless
competence of Sgt Gerry Griffiths and his staff come into their own. All
would be naught but for the fa ithfu l support of our Clerical Officer,
Miss Betty Mullins and typists Mrs Kate Emery and Mrs Jan Redman,
and it is fitting th at they shou ld have the last word in this article. More
from us in 1he future.
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_News lrom Regiments

FOCUS ON 2 SQN
Having successfully weathered the Regiments Freedom celebrations,
August saw the unit catching up on leave while those that remained
were kept busy with such things as holiday youth activities and exercise
preparation, (would you believe!). August did see the odd social
gathering in the shape of Squadron Bar BQ's here and there. It was a
pity it didn't see much sun to help them along though. The first week in
September saw 2 Squadron doubling away to do a Site Guard. What
good timing!? However to prove that they kept their sense of humour
we put 2 Squadron on the spot for this edition as they commit to print
their latest happenings.
PERSONALITIES
OC
Maj T. N. Singleton
SAO
Lt C. E. Homewood
OCAI
LtG.J. Whyman
OC A2
Lt N. Denning
OC A3
SS gt P. Sutherland
W02 (SSM) Downie
SSM
YofS
SSgt (YofS) D. Rodgers
Since our last contribution, there have been many changes as the list
shows. To all those who have left we wish a fond farewell and to the new
boys welcome to 'Shiny Two'.
SHOOTING AT RENDSBURG
A Squadron skill at Arms Camp was held at Rendsburg near Kiel.
The camp was well organised by the Camp Commandant and his
henchmen. We were briefed that we were to enjoy it and this we did
with our kind SSM fulfilling the role of 2IC of the camp.
We were joined by 2 SNCO's and J soldiers of 8th US Infantry Signal
BN, Bad Kreutznach. They were completely integrated into the camp
and carried out the APWTwith the Sqn.
We were administered by SSgt Henry Banks who catered for our
every need, well almost.
A2TROOP SUMMERCAMP
Summer Camps this year were held by individual troops. All agreed
that they were fun. A2 Troop were so delighted with theirs, they
decided to go into print.
After many months of telephone calls and letters between LCpl Peter
Poulson and Lt Col Lauritzsen t he CO of I Bn Danish Life Guards,
Alpha 2 Troop led by SSgt Jim Lycett were on the road towards
Puttgarden for the ferry crossing to Rodbuhavn. After the short
crossing we were driven to Vordingborg where the Danish Guards are
based.
That night we met our two liaison officers Maj Blicker-Hansen and
Sgt Niels Heram and we were given a welcoming speech by Lt Col
La uritsen. The Danish oldiers and the troop got to know each other
over a few glasses of beer.

Let's Have That Story!

Registered in England (No . 1026430).
R eg . Office : 1 Savile Row , London WlX lAF.
Gieves & Hawkes bra nches :
Edinburgh , Chester, Leicester, Eastbourne , Harrow ,
Bath , Bexhill , Plymouth, Winchester, Malvern , Deal ,
Camberley, Brockenhurst , Portsmouth .
The normal wet weather which accompanies strikin g of a ten ted camp
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PRODUCTS PASS THE TEST
On Friday, we went on a visit to the Carlsberg Brewery arranged for
us by Maj Funder, and needless to say we sampled the end products
and they passed our test. During the first week we also visited the
Danish G uards in t he field where they treated us to a splendid
barbeque and the inevitable refreshments. Led by Sgt Niels Heram and
Sgt Glen Harwood we went off on the Saturday to Copen hagen for a
visit to the amusement park of the Tivoli wh ich must be seen to be
believed. and turned out to be a truly memorable day.
On Monday, we were visited by our own QC Maj Tony Singleton who
was well looked after t hat night in t he Sgts Mess. then dragged dow n
town (not much dragging needed). The next day we split up between
the two Danish companies and we went out training with them, section
attacks-l ive firi ng-more section attacks-tanks-more section
at.tacks, and through the mist an d bogs you could ee Cpl Bob Wilson
stumbling around with thunder flashes and smoke bom bs causi ng
havoc wherever his tiny legs would lead him .
LONG T OBE REMEMBERED
We also had a ret urn football match which was just as eventful as the
first . we won-I think. The day before we were due to go home the
Danes treated us to an excellent sit down lun ch where they presented us
with a wall plaque and we pre ented them with ours. SSgt Jim Lycett
thanked our hosts, and the Dan ish CO than ked us fo r a very pleasa nt
time which he said we gave them. and then the singing start ed, with Sig
(Now L/ Cpl) Miller sin~ ng about some team called West Ham.
The next day we sai d our las t farewells and promised to keep in
touch. A very rewarding two weeks, long to be remembered , and to the
1st Bn Dani h Life Guards we say SKOLL.

Gift Vouchers are available in denominations of £5.00,
to any quantity, for purchase of goods at all Gieves &
Hawkes branches and are valid for a period of twelve
months from date of issue. They are not redeemable for
cash or replaceable iflost.

Faraway Places . •.
Unusual Jobs

SSgt (SQMS) Banks preparing a detail assisted by Cpl Hoehne
WHO WON
On Wednesday 14 we had our first footbal l ga me wit h the G uards
and our trainer Sgt (now SSgt) Jim Smart kept our thirst down with the
bottles of water (well it was Barcardi) and when the Danes scored they
found their goalkeeper kidnapped so our's van ished as well. Cpl's
Barry Martin-Pitt and Jim Abernethy were runni ng around afte r the
three balls and slowly getti ng nowhere fast . The game ended with about
14 players, just as many balls, a Rugby score and we still don't know
who won.
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CONGRATULATIONS
We wo uld like to say congratulations to the following:
W02 SSM Jim Downie-on wi nn ing the Royal Signal Regatta for
the second year in succession and we now look forward to him achieving
the hat trick.
Sgt Om Chhetrl and LCpl Andy Andrews-on being elected to
represent BAOR agai nst RA F at volleyball.
Sig Phillip Jones-for th e fo llowing achievements at fencing:
Division al Ch ampi onships:
Foil - Winner
Epee- Winner
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Army under 20' Championships:
Foil-5th
Epee-3rd

3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt

INTER SQUADRON ATHLETICS
For the second year in succession 2 Sqn ably led by Lt George
Whyman overcame very trong opposition to retain the Regimental
Page Trophy.

B.F.P.O. 106

He also represented the Army in the Inter Service Championships at
the Royal Tournament.

FINAL NOTE
The Sqn are currently in training for the Annual Conker
Championships which will be run by our Sqn Conker Master SSgt
(SQMS) Henry Banks. If anyone is interested in this up and coming
port then ju t drop us a line and we will end you a copy of the rules
and regulations.

Squadron Athletics Team . Team Captain Lt George Whyman holds
the trophy

OUTSTANDING CRICKET SEASON
3 Armd ~iv HQ ~ Signal Regt have had a very successful cricket
~eason, po~s1bly havmg one of the strongest unit cricket sides in BAOR
tor a long time.
All of. our matc~es in !he . BAOR competition resulted in
C?mparat1vely easy wms culm111at111g in our defeat of I Div HQ &
S1.gnal Regt .'~ !he final at Rhine~ahlen on Saturday 23 August by 8
w1ck~ts. 1 D1v1s1on batted first aga111st very good bowling and excellent
fieldmg, ':"ere only able to score 58 runs. Maj Tony Moorby bowled well
to ea.m himself the man of the match award. We then made the runs
required for the loss of two wickets.

2 Annd Div HQ and Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. 46
TRAINING IN JUTLAND
Between 5 and IS August, elements of 2 Sqn spent ten days working
and training with 3 (Danish) Training Battalion based at Fredericia on
the Jutland Penninsula. The training culminated in a final four day
Exercise with the soldiers of both arrnies deployed together in the field.
On 6 August we began training with 2 Telegraph Company. An
initial lecture on th.e ~raining system showed the Danish training
methods to be very s1m1lar to m~r <;>wn: The afternoon was spent with
the FAC team which showed a similarity on the Communications side
but differed in that everyone was mortar trained . The Danes use
mortars to mark targets for aircraft and their FAC teams are trained to
correct these mortars. The next day was spent with 1 Telegraph
Company who endeavoured to show us the various layouts of their
headq~arters and associated arms. This was similar in style although
they aim for a move every three hours which hopefully will not happen
here!

A CHALLENGE
The Danes challenged us to a sports morning at the weekend which
included Volleyball, Football, Grenade Throwing and an assault
course. On hearing our superb abilities in every event (from the author
who shall remain nameless) the Danes brought out their secret weapon
the evening before in the form of a party with beer, beer and more beer!
ever let it be said that a British soldier does not work well under
pressure. and believe me, we were under some pressure!
On the rwelth day we deployed on the Exercise with our respective
elements of the Battalion. A radio detachment joined main, rear,

Denmark versus BAOR on the assault course
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Brigade HQ and the Signal centre. Sigs Franky Strawn and Pompey
Ebdon adopted a bedraggled bird, something akin to a cross between a
sea~ull and a v~lture which they fed on oatmeal blocks and milk. Being
a bird of taste 1t thought better of them and the com po and on leaving
thought it fit to leave a 'visiting card'!!

THOROUGHLY ENJOYED
It was during the Exercise that Cpl Scouse Davies and crew decided
to try out their camouflage and concealment skills. They must have
been very competent as the female soldiers having a strip wash were
quite oblivious of the fact that these skills were being practiced with
such deftness and in such close proximity! In conclusion everyone
thoroughly enjoyed the exchange training visit, made many friends and
let us hope another trip to Denmark is in the offing.

ARMOURED DIVISIONAL HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL
REGIMENT BAOR AND 3 DIVISION CHAMPIONS-1900
R_ear, left to right- R. Fields (Scorer). Capt D. Foster APTC, WOl C.
Fields, W02 V. Shillingfo~d. (12th man) Capt J. M. Shaw R. Signals,
SSgt D. ~olmes, Cpl R. R1drng, Cpl P. Mallinson, Cpl S . Lodge, Front
Left to ngl}t-Car?t D. Bu~ge, Gren Gds, Lt Col F. R. Maynard
(Com~and1ng ()_ff1cer) R Signals, Maj S. A. Coltman, (Captain) R
Signals, MaJ A. Moorby RA (men of the match). Cpl N Scott

3 SQUADRON FOCUS
With all the heavy commitments involved in transforming from a
tented Headquarters to a box body headquarters, it was very welcome
news to the Sqn to have a break and to get the opportunity to do some
Adventure Training in Bavaria.
We were lucky enough to have two fortnight periods booked at the
Regimental Snow Queen Hut. The first contingent lead by Lt David
Larkam set off during the middle of June with 25 members of the
Squadron, plus the small Admin party and instructors. Although time
was short they managed to split the party up into small groups. Each
group spent a day canoeing, cycling, mountain walking and rock
climbing. The instructors were Cpl Owens, SSgt Harrild and Cpl
Farmer, who went about their task with great enthusiasm and skill.
Unfortunately the weather was a bit of a hindrance and on many
occasion the troops of drowning rats returned to the warmth and
comforts of the hut. a lthough the boys all enjoyed themselves, not many
of them will turn out to be Olympic canoeists, or ever attempt the
Everest Climl>--we will have to keep trying!

WIND SURFING
The second contingent left in August for their fortnight stint. On this
occasion we nicknamed the party 'Kemps Marauders' as the OC, Maj
Charles Kemp went down to give his expert advice on the ins and outs
of Rock Climbing. Capt Jimmy Akehurst took the walkers and Cpl
Owens once again the canoeists. The programme was very much the
same as the previous course except a new sport was introduced-'Wind
Surfing'. '.his prove~. _to be a great success. Many of the boys soon
found out just how difficult 1t really was, and spent mo t of their time in
the wat~r. watchin~ their surfboards disappear down the far end of the
lake. With tongue 111 cheek, we had to admit, the boss certainly showed
the way-what an expert!
We were also fortunate enough to be down in Bavaria at the time of
the 'Fest W oche'. Needless to say, many beer steins were left empty and
many heads left sore. It was a reluctant party who packed up at the end
of the fortnight and made their way back to Barracks, and, wait for it
Ex Crusader-What fun!
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Maj Gen A. Birtwistle CBE, CSO BAOR presents the BAOR Cricket
Cup to Maj S. A. Coltman

The CSO entertains the Supporters Club to tea. From left:
Mrs D. Foster, (back to camera) Mrs A. Moorley, Maj Gen Birtwistle,
Mrs F. R. Maynard, Mrs J . M. Shaw
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER 1980

The season ended with the winning of the Divisional Cup played at
Menden on Wednesday 27 August against 22 Air Defence Regt RA.
!hey gave a very good account of themselves before we won by 18 runs
111 a hard fought match.

INTER SQUADRON SPORTS
F The first two major sports of the Decathlon Competition, Rugby and
ootball took place on the 27 and 28 August respectively.

RUGBY COMPETITION
The rugby competition attracted elev~n teams. The Rugby Officer,
Capt Mervyn Johnston had to orgamse the competition into two
le.agues, so that every team that entered had an equal chance. The
wmners and runners-up of the competition were:
Ist
2Sqn
2nd
Task Force Foxtrot
SIX-A-SIDE SOCCER COMPETITION
. On a day. l!lore suited to cricket, the annual inter-squadron six-aside compet_it_ion took place on the sports field St Sebastian Barracks.
The competition took the forrn of two leagues A and B consisting of six
squadron teams. After playing each other the top fo~r teams in each
league went. through into the A and B knockout competition.
The quah~ of football throughout the competition was of a very high
standard which brought a great deal of satisfaction to the football
officer. In the League A final HQ Sqn overcame TF Echo Sqn and the
League B final saw 1 Sqn beat Div HQ.
~ J. Ma-!flard ~ife of !he Commanding Officer kindly presented
the w111ners with their troph ies.
HQ SQN
Inter-Squadron six-a-side soccer champions 1980/81
Inter-Squadron six-a-side soccer runners-up
I SQN
League A w!nners
HQ SQN
League~ wmners
I SQN
The Re~1m~ntal soc~r teams hope that the high standard of football
can be mamtamed durmg the forthcoming season.
EXERCISE 'SPEARPOINT'
The en.tire. Regiment took part in Exercise Spearpoint, providing the
comrn.umcah.ons for the Umpire Co-ordination Headquarters at Tofrek
BksH1l~eshe1m,. t.he set.ting,u~~f.Echelon in HimmelsthurTraining Area
to provide ad m1!11stratton tacthties for 120 teams of umpires who were
tasked to umpire the comb.at teams, and acting as advisors and
contr?llers of the ACCs which were. located strategically over the
exercise battle area. In addition these advisors had to liaise with the
German :8undespo~ who.~rovided the civil telephones. For the retired
readers, it was a ma1.o.r m_ihtary exercise to practice critical conti ngency
pl~ns for the mob1hsat1on'. .defence of the United Kingdom and
remforcem~nt of th~ .Lst Briush Corps area. Reg ular and Territorial
:<\rmy soldiers part1c1pated with the Royal Air Force playing an
important part throughout the exercise.
TASK FORCE ECHO IN NORWAY
On 7 August,.~ party of 18 set off to Norway for just under two weeks
Adventure Trauung. As well as R. Signals, our mixed bunch included
member~ of R.E. RE.ME, ACC and RPC and two wives who kept our
~orale high with the ir excellent standard of Cordon Bleu cooking. Our
aim ~vas to copy BOBC's special 'X' exercise. and do both mountain
walking and canoeing.
THE MOUNTAIN WALKING
On arrival at Odda, by the Hardanger Vidda Mountains we had
our first view of a coastal Fjord with mountains on either side
s~me of which .had permanent ice-field which contrasted sharply
with the turquoise-blue of the seawater below. We
tablished a
base camp, and the initi.al climb from this was up a very primitive wire
pulled railway track. This 70 deg_ree slope proved ~ar.d gomg, which Sig
Jock Hay loudly told everyone, I though you said 1t was a mountain
plateau?' 'Boss' - 'ye it is at the top, it's just over this next horizon I' It
was the first of many false horizons that day, before we saw the now.
These small patche persisted for most of the time, and allowed one or
t.wo ~iad hatters to earn 'Polar Bear Badges·. by swimming in the
freezmg water. It was then that we also discovered that omeone had
forgotten to take hi tent poles! On the la t day, after being told that
our final stop would be at 1515 (metre), everyone looked at their
watche , opposed to the mountain!
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CANOEING
The canoeing camp was at Byglandsfjord by the _river Otra-':"'e
collected the canoes from a Norwegian source and 1t proved quite
interesting putting 18 ft Canadia_n canoes on 12 ft land:overs. Not
quite so interesting though. as trying to go down some whitewater, as
best a pos ible, before a Grade 6 about 100 metres further _d own
stream. Our champion at trying to grey premature!,)_'., at this particular
Russian roulette stretch were: CplJhl:uny Nelson, Cpl Nobby Clark, Sgt
Ste e Bailes and W02 Dave Huflen--0ur canoeing instructor-they all
hit the stopper with cries o( 'keep paddling. gulp, gulp' and survived
the 'Bottle' to do it all over again.
.
Sig Fred Peny took the standing ovation from the tourist crowd on
the nverbank. when he managed to become stranded on the o!lly dr~
rock in the heart of the white-water. 'Have one on the rocks with me
takes on a whole new dimension for Sig Fred Perry at the bar these
days!

FINANCIAL
PLANNING
ITS PURPOSE is to m ake the best use of Income, Capital
and other Assets, to prepa re the way for the individual to
achieve fina nci al a ims. These m ay inclu de:
FINANCIAL PROTECTION

FINANCIAL SECU RITY
Fred Perry, Scouse Cambell and Nobby Clark cooling off their feet ,
Nobby's lost without a beer!

HOUSE PURCHASE
EDUCATION EXPENSES
COMFORTABLE RETIREMENT

TRANSFER OF ASSETS

-against the effects
of possess ions lost
or dam aged
- for present or
future dependants
- imm ediately or in
the future
- for present or
future children
- based on an
adequate continuing
income backed
up by an adequate
capital reserve
- to the next
generation

WE ADVISE on the use of savings from income, the
investment of capital, the use of other assets where
applicable, insurance against ill health and the insurance of
possessions. We help clients to lay the foundations of sound
plans, to develop existing plans and keep them up to date ,
and then to make the best use of resources when the time
comes to meet commitments.
Three fifteen, some joke, spot height 1515 metres. Left _to right·
Burton, Cambell, Perry, Richie, Hay, Clark, Ffitch, Francis , Boss,
Tepielow, Ager

Left to right: Nobby, Stan, Garth, Jock, Ritch, Pete, Fred; Boss, Tep,
Scouse, Pete, Ager

SAIL HOME TO ENGLAND.

--~-.i.·.~:It)
or Bremerh~ven. Every day another one leaves Germany on , ~
: ·?;-~-- ·

Every day a Prins Ferry sails from Harwich for either Hamburg
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bars,dancingandacinemaon board,it'snotjusta trip,
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THE 7TH RIFLEMAN
It has been a memorable end of season for two of our small-bore
shooters, namely SSgt Terry Beckett 3 squadron and myself. Both of us
received our Regular Army Colours upon selection for the Inter-Service
Small-bore rifle match 1980. Th is we won with SSgt Terry Beckett
contributing 195 points and myself gaining 198 for the Regular Army.
(ex 200).
In the regular army small-bore team rifle match we came second,
missing the winning total by only two points. Our eight gift medal
winners are Capt Evans, Lt Blampied, SSgt Beckett, Sgt Turner,
myself, Cpl Storey, Sig Brand and LCpl Gosney. Capt Evans and Lt
Blampied came second and third respectively in the Tyro class, I
achieved third place in class 1 shooting in the Army Target Rifle Match
11 I.
After the small-bore long range matches in Sennelager over the
Whitson period at international level, SS'gt Terry Beckett has been
selected to shoot for the regular army against Wales in September.
Capt Evans, SSgt Beckett and myself have also been seeded for the
regular army team 80/ 81.
OUR RANKS INCREASE BY ONE
August saw the Commanding Officer, Lt Col C. E. R. Story attest yet
another local boy. This time it was Paul Duckworth, son of SSgt and
Mrs Duckworth of HQ Regt l(B.R.) Corps. Young Paul has been
granted a place at the A.A.C. Harrogate where he hopes to train as an
R.Tg, he joins in September. This smart young man is seen shaking
hands with the C.O., Mum , Dad and the family look on, best of luck
Paul in your new career.

AN EARLY START helps , and we will be pleased to assist
you however modest your resources may be now. If you have
existing arrangements which may need developing, the
sooner you refer them to us , the more help we are likely to be
able to give you.
OUR ADVICE is free and does not commit you to any
action: we only ask that any arrangements you decide to
make be made through us. It is based on over 32 years of
examining clients' problems, analysing them and advising
on them. It is not delivered by persuasive salesmen, but is
given in writing for you to study at your leisure.
MAKING THE BEST USE OF YOUR
INCOME AND OTHER ASSETS?

WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE NEAREST POST
BOX OR TELEPHONE
LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLANNING CAN
HELP YOU

SSVC FOR TA OFFICER
After six years with a Territorial Army Signals unit based in his own
home town of Norwich, Capt Brian Taylor gave up his civilian job as
Head of Biology and Science to take up a one year short ervice
volunteer commission with the Corps.
Caet Taylor arrived in the regiment only days after giving up his
teach mg appointment to become 2IC of J Squadron, Comcen Alpha. It
was all very strange for the first few weeks getting to grips with our
latest Triffid equipment. Once in the field Capt Taylor say he found
no real difference between the role of a TA or regular oldier, all get on
with the job, getting wet, tired and hungry in much the same way.
Looking to the future he would like to remain with the regular army.

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
MajorT. F. WilliamsF.C.I.B.

2 DUKE STREET, BRIGHTON,
BN11DE
Telephone Brighton 28181 (5 lines)

•
........,......._ ::.a.._

Report by Sgt Ken Fisher

GOOD INFORMATION is the basis of sound planning.
The more clients take us into their confidence the better we
can assist them. Please let us have full details of existing
resources, your ability to save, and any expectations. Please
also tell us all you can about commitments with which you
expect to have to cope. We , of course, treat all such
information as confidential.

ARE YOU

SAIL HOME TO GERMANY.
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HQ SQUADRON HOUNSLOW
In a eries of Farewell Drinks, HQ Sqn said 'Bon Vo age' to Capt
onn an Ladds, PRI of many years standing. and he now endures the
climatic rigour of Catterick. with 8th Signal Regiment.
In common with the rest of the Britisli Army, HQ Squadron enjoyed
the recent exerci es-Crusader, Square Leg and so on, with the nearest
thing to a trauma being the cancellation of the Quartermaster's
adventurou training exercise, appropriately code-named 'Breakaway'.
Cpls Bob Story and Steve Jackson continue their unparalleled
sporting succe sin the canoeing world - International, National and
Inter Service results indicate the hard work and ded ication of the e two
intrepid profe ionals.

Cpls Bob Story and Steve Jackson with their man y trophies

The domestic scene in the Bruno Oub continues to p rovide for unit
social activity which must surely take some beat ing? Recent functions
have included the Summer Dance, a Bar- B-Q ue and Folk Night, all of
a very high standard. reflecting the hard work of Sgt Dave Knell , Cpl
Alan Pocock and the Club Committee.
So intrepid readers in BAO R, if you ar e fortunate enough to be
posted to Happy Hou nslow, you may be fi nancia lly poorer but you
could do worse!
HQ SQ UA DRO - MAIDSTONE
Well, here we are again with a few words. July saw a n intrepid group
of 'Drivers', namely Sgts Steve Drew, Christ Pederick and Terry Toye
doing their 'thing' at the Regimental Driving Skills Com petition. Sgt
Steve Drew was most up et when he was given maximum penalty points
on the Slalom for setting a 'precedent', ie doing gynormous great loops
to get round the bollards. The end result was that we didn't win, bu t
w!th .Sgt Chris Pederick getting as many penalty poin ts as the enti re
wmnmg team what can we expect?
August was a quiet month but there were a few changes of personnel:
FAREWELL AND WELCOME
De~artures-Sgt Steve Drew to Civvy St reet, you've guessed, squash
coaching. Sgt Pat Waring also to Civvy Street, he just cou ldn't stay in
any longer. LCpl Bob Stanton off to sunny Cyprus.
Arrivals- Sgt Paul Barker, havi ng arrived earli er but rarely seen . Cpl
' Ellie'. May, he just cou ld n't stay out any longer. LCpl Phil Ralph from
227 Sig Sqn. Sig Trev Davies, on loan from 10th Sig nal Regim ent.
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CONGRATULATIONS
Our congratulations to LCpl Ralph and wife on the birth of Andrew
Craig; to Sgt Steve Case on his promotion; and to Sgt Steve Bibby on
passing his Foremans Board (we've had to get larger doors since. only
Joking Steve).
That just about wraps it up for another couple of months .
I SQUADRON-SALISBURY
On Saturday 20 September, nine girls from HQ UKLF Wilton set
out to attempt a 24 mile sponsored walk. to raise money for the
Arthritis and Rheumatism Council and the Princess Royal Memorial
Fund . The weather was already drizzling when they set off from
Downton at 0900 hours , and continued into a steady downpour for the
rest of the morning , but there was much high spirit between the girls,
and they sang most of the way. Pte Hampson reached an incredibly
high note when she stopped to see if the fences really were electric.
'They were'!
The girls reached the first checkpoint at Coombe Bissett about 11 IS
hours , very wet, and of course they were only too pleased to pose,
soaked through. for a photograph for the Salisbury Journal. They set
off again after having a drink in the local pub and on reaching the third
checkpoint at Burcombe Cross-Roads Pte Hampson, Pte Brown, Ptc
Storrar, Pte Clark and Pte Loftus found that unfortunately they had
lost four girls who had walked the wrong way because one of the signs
had been turned. Capt Chilton who met the first five girls at the
checkpoint treated them to a drink, although obviously was concerned
for the other girls .
Off they set again reaching the fourth checkpoint, al Teffont Down ,
which consisted of a lorry on the top of a hill selling cups of coffee,
which was well appreciated. By this time Pte Topley, Pte Green, Pte
McMurchy and Cpl Greene had found their way and caught up. Sadly
due to bad blisters and aching feet , Pte Topley, Pte Greene and Pte
Clark dropped out there. Pte Storrar, Pte Loftus, Pte McMurchy and
Cpl Green had sped off eager to finish the walk . Pte Hampson and Pte
Brown walked on behind.
Eventually everyone made it to the final checkpoint at Foothill
Bishop, another pub, obviously. As they awaited transport they talked
about the events of the day, and decided that it was all thoroughly
enjoyed.
Altogether the girls raised £201.96, which was a well earned amount
for all their hard walking.
1 SQUADRON MT SECTION
Exercise Crusader got off to a busy start for MT. New units all over
the South West District opened, and it was our job to get all our
Commcen operators to these camps. early enough to be settled in and
ready to start duty for their part of the Exercise. As we got under way
thi ngs became very realistic; working night and day and covering the
whole district. Incidents such as NBC attacks and Flash Signals, made
us all aware that mastering this sort of test proved that if the real thing
ever came about we would feel fully confident to fulfil our ro le.
2 SQ UADRON-HOUNSLOW
The Bruno Cup is a trophy awarded annually to the exchange which
in the Commanding Officer's opinion achieves the highest overall
standard in supervis ion, operating and service to subscribers. This year
judging was extremely difficult due to the unive rsal high standards
fou nd. Eventually the cup was awarded equally to Tidworth Garrison
(1 Squadron) and our own Woolwich Military Excha nge . T he cup was
presented by the Commander 2 Signal Group, Brig J.P. Hart OBE to
Mrs T urner , the exchange supervisor, to be retai ned for the next 6
months.
NEW LOOK
Radio Troop have gained a new OC since our last notes in the
attractive form of Capt Dianne McVicker , WRAAC. who is doing
someth ing really di fferent on Long Look by com ma nd ing a troop of
soldiers for the fi rst time in her career. Judg ing fro m the increase in
'pace' Rad io T roop have probably had the biggest shock. She has
added greatly to the colour of the Squadron with her variety of
uniforms and head-d ress. Also attached to the Squadron is Cpl ' Des'
Murray who has also been fl ung in the 'deep end' as a shift superv isor
in Lo ndon District Co mmcen .
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Our Captain from down under discussing the finer aspects of
camouflage with Sgt Mick Bruce and Cpl Ron Potter

Comd 2 Signal Group presenting the Bruno Cup to Mrs Elizabeth
Turner

EX CRUSADER
. All the Commcens. and Exchanges of the Squadron were in some way
!nvolve? over the penod: and were well prepared for expected increases
m traffic. Dunng Exercise Square Leg a military flavour was added and
all our oper~tor.s wore NBC prot~c~i~e clothing for short periods.
Hopefully this did not shock our c1V1han counterparts. Radio Troop
were deployed. as part of t~e CONRAD communications system and
va!uable expenence was gamed by all. Particularly the technicians Sgt
Mic~ .Bruce and Cpl Steve Jordan who really had their work cut out
repa1.nng fo~r. Dl ~s . The troop operators also had the opportunity of
meetmg the1r TA counterparts at the gateway. and soon realised that
they had the least of the problems with manning and equipment.

McClelland and Kim Rushto n and Ptes Gail Lammiman , Maureen
Sweeney and Heather Shipp. All the girls comp leted the course
succ.essfully except for Pte He:ithe ~ Shipp who had blisters to beat any
soldiers. Pte Sweeney was an mvahd for about a week afterwards with
bandaged feet. but all are receovered now.
The biggest event to hit 3 Sqn this month was Ex Square Le11. Both
Troops were kitted out in combat kit and looking like Yves St Lau rent
models went to work. Before the exercise we p ractised wearing ou r
respi rators and had great fun trying to ta lk clea rly down the phone to
the staff. We were lucky enough to have some reinforcements from 8th
Si&nal Regiment. Ptes Sweet , Short , Trecize and Smith joi ned the
exchange and Ptes El liot and Hutt joined the Commcen and Ptes Innes
and Jewell went to Bicester and Ptes Griffiths and Hickman went to
Shorncliffe. A little app rehensive to start with. they all got into the
swing of things and left expert traffic handlers.
This month another good man b it the dust when Sgt Sean DillonWbite got married. After a honeymoon in P aris, he is off to 7 Signal
Regiment. We wish him a nd his wife the best for the futu re. From the
Exchange we lost LCpl Wilson an d Pte Cox, a nd Pte Walker le ft from
the Commcen this month.
The Commcen also said goodbye th is month to that incredible
civilian operator, Mrs Penny Nickoladies Ex WRAC. Penny has
decided to become a lady of leisu re and will be accompanyi ng her
husband to Germany in October.

OUTSTANDING CATCHES
We have had two outstanding catches recently. Cpl John Clare won
the UK Army Individual Angling Championships with a catch of 7 lbs
9 oz. Maj 'Lachlan' Fraser, our Squadron Commander, was married
on Saturday 4 October. We welcome his 'catch' 'Diana', into the
Squadron and wish them both happiness in the future
3 SQUADRON-ALDERSHOT
August saw the Chichester Marches come round again once more .
An able group of girls set out, namely LCpls Jo MacDonald, Alison

COMMS ENGINEERS IN GERMANY
HA VE YOU EXPERIENCE

in the repair and maintenance of radio relay systems or colour TV transmission systems.

HAVE YOU

an ONC or City & Guilds Telecommunications Part II (or Part I plus 3 'B' subjects which must include
Mathematics and Telecommunications Principles). or an equivalent or higher qualification. In addition
have you an aggregate of at least 8 years recognised training (eg apprenticeship) and relevant
experience. Alternatively, have you served, aher a period of approved technical training, for at least 3
years in an approved technical capacity with the rank of Statt Sergeant or equivalent.

IFSO

you may be interested in an appointment with MOD as a Telecommunications Professional and
Technology Officer Grade Ill with British Forces Germany, to take up duty when you have completed
your service with HM Forces.

SALARY £6100-£6900

plus an allowance equal to Inner London Weighting of £1016 and foreign service allowance ranging
from £1095-£2255. There are additional grants and allowances dependent on individual circumstances .

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND APPLICATION FORM
write to : Ministry of Defence, CM(S)3e2, Room 317, The Adelphi , John Adam Street , London WC2N &BB
or Telephone: 01 217 4671 / 5128.
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I TR OOP
IN~AKE 8011/8012 passed off on 29 Au~ust. Our new Commanding
Officer Lt Col A. F. C~er MBE ~.oyal Signals was reviewing Office r.
The best all round recruit compehhon was tied and a joint award was
made t.o. Sig Reay from South Shields and Sig Rowlands from Crewe .
The prize fo r the best shot went to Sig Brown fro m Bangor.

11 SigRegt
Catterick Garrison

I SQUA DRON ADULT RECRUIT INTAKES

STROOP

3TROOP

INTAKE 8008/09 passed off on 18 July. The Reviewing Officer was Lt
Col R . Plant Royal Signals who is OIC TET T rai ning Group Royal
Signals. The prize for the best all round recruit went to trainee
techn ician Sig I. R. Thomas from Neath and the best shot Sig K.
MacBeth from Leeds.

INTAKE 8004/ 05 passed off on 23 May. The Reviewin g Officer was Lt
Col R. P. Jopling Royal Australian Signals, the Military Attache at
Australia House in London. Sig G. B . Bailey from Stockport who is to
train as a Tele Mech was the best all round recruit and Sig S. T. Lee
from Morecambe was the best shot.

FAREWELL TO LT COL AND MRS 1. J. CROUCH
The CO, Lt Col I. J. Crouch .R Signals handed over the Regiment to
Lt Col A. F. Carter MBE R Signals on 5 August . Col Ian is moving
North to Ouston. to that modern presence on Had rian's Wall to
c?mmand the newly formed Junior Regiment Royal Signals. We wish
him .an? Liz well and also our former Junior Wing; may it have a
flounshmg and extended future.
The Wives' O ub held a barbecue to say farewell to Liz and our
photogr aph shows her with members of the club presen ting a wi ne
decanter from the wives of the Regiment.

The CO's Final tour of the Camp

SUMMER GOLF MEETING
Our photographs show Maj John lent demonstrating that wearing
tartan trousers doesn 't help to improve you r swing and Maj 'Freddie'
Stewart partnered by Lt ~I Don H'!-Jllphries leading the RO 's attack
o~ the trophy. In ~a.se 8 Signal .Regiment haven't a copy I include a
picture of the IndlVldual Hand icap Wi nner Cpl Billy Hughes bei ng
presented with his prizes by Mrs Barbara Yeoman.

Sig I. R. Thomas

Back Row: Lin Justice, Jan Goshawk, Maureen Crook, Jan
Ouennell, Sue Monohan, Sue Lumley, Liz Crouch, Jean Reed, Doll
lent. Front row: Carol Slater, Chris Elliott, Dawn Share

Sig G. H. Bailey

6 TROOP
INTAKE 8010/11 passed off on 15 August. Maj Gen A. C. Blrtwlstle
CBE MA CSO BAOR reviewed the parade. The best all round recruit
was Sig T. R . Cowan from Glasgow and who now goes for Training as
an R TG. The best snot was Sig J. McMasters from Kilmours.

4TROOP

The CO was dined out by all the messes during a hectic final week
and our. ~hotographs show him with just enough strength left to plant
the trad1t1onal tree but not enough to walk from the lines.

INTAKE 8006/ 07 passed off on 20 June. The Inspecting Officer was
Col P. S. Davis MBE, the AAG from AGll. The prize for the best all
round rec ru it went to Sig J. M. M. Faichney who comes from Stirl ing
and is to train as an S Tg. The prize for the best shot was awarded to
Sig D. J. Lines from Bristol.

Sig J. M . M . Faichney
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Sig T . R. Cowan
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The CO and t he trad itional tree
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Mrs Barbara Yeoman and Cpl Billy Hughes - Individual H' Cap Winner
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RSMs CONVENTION
The SO in C attended the RSMs Convention. hosted by the
Regiment , during the period 2-6 June.
He i seen seated \\ith the RSMs of the Corps for the formal
Convention photograph before attending the Dinner Night in t.he Royal
Signal Sergeants Mes in Helles Barracks on 5 June. At the dmner the
RSM s pre ented the SO in C with a mounted figure of a Signalman
laying cable at the gallop.

The SO in C also spent some time visiting soldiers under training an<l
our pictures show him with recruits and Regimental Cadre on 6 June .

Weapon Training
Sgt Campbell , RSM , CO, SO-in-C, Sgt Hegarty, Capt Gorford,
Members2 Troop
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JUBILEE RAMBLERS SOAKED
As mentioned briefly in the September 'Wire', as part of the
Regimental Jubilee celebrations a ramble was organ ised in and around
the Rothenbach area on 20 July. Two routes were devised-8 kms for
the families and l5kms for the more adventurous! The wt:ather on the
day can be described with one word-atrocious! The rain came down in
torrents. non-stop. all day long. soaking the happy smiling 247
marchers to the skin.
A_l~hough every.one _received a com~emorative medal. a special
certificate was devised !or some very special marchers, these being Herr
Shoensheck, the oldest marcher; Rebecca Jane Tumock who. being
three weeks of age at the time. must be the youngest recipient of a
medal anywhere; Andrew Davies (5) was the you ngest marcher on the
15kms route. and Paul Vines (3) the youngest on the 8kms route.
Special thanks must go to Sgt Chris Williams for his work on marking
the route and for SSgt Bill Irving for his very welcome 'bratty stand',
which proved a great morale booster to his dripping wet customers!

R Signals RS M's Convention June
Back row: W01 G. Platts, W02 G. J . Philbrook, W01 A. E. Keenan,

WOl Allen, WOl M. Paddison, W01 R. Fortune, W01 B. Selkirk ,
W01 D. T. McGur1<, WOl R. G. Mills, W01 J . M. N. Newman, W02
J.C. Hunt, W01 J . N. Turner. Centre row: W01 T. R. Gainford, W01
A. W. Boag, W01 A. Pfeiffer, W01 R. M. D. Collins, W01 D. G.
Longhurst, W01 R. Wade, WOl H. Lund, W01 B. J . Minter, W01 C.
Moore, W02 B. J . McGerty, W02 B. Hives . Front row: W02 W . J.
Crumbie, WOl W . H. Leslie , W01 S . Evans, W01 M. N. Robinson,
Brig A. Yeoman, Maj Gen A. A. G. Anderson, W01 G. M. Lumley,
Maj Gen A. Birtwistle, W01 E. J . Banham, W01 R. C. Briant, W01
B. Young, W01 G. C. Blood
SO-in-C, Cpl Bennett, Cpl Hogan , Capt Gorford

The SO in C's letter of thanks is reproduced here in order that all
those who contributed to the presentation should see it.
"FROM" Maj Gen A. A. G. Anderson-Signal Officer in Chief
WOI (RSM) G. M. Lumley
11 Signal Regiment
Catterick Garrison
North Yorkshire

Herr Shoensheck and Rebecca Jane Turnock (aged 3 weeks )
INSTRUCTIONAL WJNG
Royal Signals Sta ff Sergean ts Course No 167 ended on 15 Augu st.
Our picture shows successful students and permanent staff.

6 June 1980

Dear RSM
Firstly, may I say how very much I enjoyed the excellent evening's
entertainment you and the other RSMs attending the Convention gave
me last night. The Mess Staff looked after me extremely well and, as
always, The Corps Band added that little bit extra to the Dinner which
no one else can provide.
It was a great pleasure to see so many of you again before I retire and
to have the chance to thank you all personally for the tremendous
contribution you have all made to the Corps and the Army .
Secondly, I would be grateful if you would pass on my gratitude to all
the RSMs in the Corps for the superb presentation of the mount~d
signalman with the crook stick . It is most beautifully made and I will
treasure it to my dying day.
As I told you last night, my brother Sir John was the last SOinC to be
trained on the use of the cable wagon, so there is a direct link with the
past from me to him in this.
Lastly , Jet me say how very much I have enjoyed my time with Royal
Signals not only as SOinC but throughout my career and how much I
have appreciated the enthusiasm and support I have always received
from the WOs and Sgts Mess wherever I have served. I believe we
produce the best in the Army and certainly our RSMs have to withstand
far greater pressure than most when serving in integrated
establishments.
My thanks and my best wishes to you all ."
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L to R- Silver Jubilee Ramblers - Paul Vines (3), Andrew Davies (5),

Back row: Sgts Plenderleith, Marriott, Harwood, Inglis, Moorhead,

Richardson
Centre row: Sgts Lowe, Savage, Pyett, Leech, Payne, Hudson,

Hayle
Front row: SSgts Bell, Licence, W02 Brown, Capts Longhurst,

Prees, W02 Townsend DCM, SSgt Catterall, Sgt Cummings
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IS IT A RECORD?
At the time of going to press 42.85 per cent of the wives of the troop
are pregnant (the author refuses to accept any responsibility for any
increase in this figure before publication). Our hearty congratulations
to Cpl Phil Gunton a nd LCpls David Bould and Gerry Brewer. If you
ever come across LCpl David Bould, ask him about his infallible
method of confirming a wife's pregnancy. To date, his system has
proved to be I 00 per cent successfu I.
A SUCCESSFUL CRICKET SEASON
The season was a very successful one for the Regimental XI. who won
16 of their 19 matches. unfortunately the two defeats were important
ga mes, one against l Div HQ Sig Regt in the BAOR Cup and the other
against our Rhine Area rivals. Rhcindahlen Garrison. in the Rhine Area
Leaue play-off. T he biggest success was a victory by 9 wickets to win the
Rhine Area Cup (for the third year running) over 16 Signal Regiment.
We achieved a record for the Regiment by scoring 268 for 3 off 40
overs against RAF Bruggen. Sgt 'Stu' Parrish surpassing his first LOO
(the week before) with a punishing 138 runs. On the bowling front , Maj
John Radford stole the honours with a bowling spell against 23
Reg iment RCT of 2 overs. 2 maid ens. 0 runs, 5 wickets including the
hat-trick (wh ich of course cost hin1 a crate).
Consistent batting and bowling by SSgt Mo Emmott was one of the
main contributions to our success along with some very useful knocks
from the CO, Lt Col Conrad Garton and LCpl Nigel Rock. Our opening
bowlers, Cpl John Wheater and Sig Chris Moye were ably supported by
SSgtJohn 'tweaker' Sinden, Maj John Radford and Sgt Stu Parrish while
SSgt Don 'bucket-hands' Shrives held onto a few in the field . The
sea on drew to a do e with the arrival of Maj Stan 'The man' Brice and
SSgt Micky Ford and we all look forward to next season when we hope
to make the Rhine Area Cup 4 in a row. Throughout the season the
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team were ably supported by Margaret Shrives (scorer), Dagmar Sinden
and Linda Emmott, bar and tea assistants.
NB. A successful weekend tour of Berlin resulted in an 8 wicket win
over the GOC Berl in 's XI, followed by a drawn game on the Sunday
against the same team.
MERCURY BOWMEN
It has been a fairly successful season for Mercury Bowmen, but also a
sad one, as we have lost five of our members.
We say goodbye to Sgt Rick Retallick and his wife Wendy (no longer
will the Chief Clerk wonder where in RHQ shou ld he put all the
Archery Trophies Rick kept bringing back), SSgt Taff Jones and his
wife Barbara (now the local German club will have to go elsewhere to
sample Scotch Whisky) and our youngest member Mark Cooper. The
Club still retains its strength, however. as we welcome Sig Dick KiJsby
and Marion, Maggie Shrives, Ms Radford, Sgt Winterbum, Pte
Winter, Cpl Long and Sgt Turner. Also Garry Farrington Gust for the
BAOR Champions hips)-goocl shooting in Cyprus, Garry.
The Club has been represented at many German Tournaments-too
many to mention-and a return tou rnament with invitations to all the
local clubs was held at Mercury Barracks in January.
Congratulations to SSgt Jones and Sig Barnes for representi ng the
Army in February in the Inter Services Tournament.
A team of three, Sgt Stu Birchall , Sig Dick Kilsby and Garry
Farrington was entered for the BAOR Championships in June but by
then our 'Experts' had left the club. and so no trophies were won.
However, good experie nce was gained. so watch out for next yea r when
we will be able to place teams in every class. The Club wishes to thank
Maj Parkes (PR! Officer) for the purchase of new equipment.
We now have new Mercury Bowmen badges. suitable for Tracksuit
or Blazer. Any ex-member of the Club who would like one please let me
know. Lastly, if anyone in the Archery Club in Cyprus read The Wire,
can they drop us a line with a view to a Tournament-we miss shooting
at six o'clock in the morn ing.

INTER-SQUADRON X-COUNTRY
In preparation for the forthcoming Rhine Area League X-Country
season, the Regiment held its annual Inter-squadron X-Country match
on 26 September. The course was ideal for a competition of this
standard. being held over 4'12 miles of reasonably flat terrain, but with
enough heavy sand to cause a few muscles to ache the following day!
To ensure as fair a result as possible it was decided that the first 20
members home from each Squadron would score; and this ruling
provided an exciting a nd close-run contest. HQ Squadron ultimately
proving their superior strength with 435 points to I Squadron's 483.

HQ Squadron's victorious Cross Country Team
L to R Back Row- Cpl Al Bullock, Cpl Chris Skelton, Cpl Steve
Wardle, LCpl John Cooke, Cpl Alan Wilson, W02 Pete Hilton, Sgt
lain Haldane, W02 Rex Couch . Centre Row- RSM Ken Woods, Pte
Derek Dudley, Sgt Les Wood, Cpl Jock Hutton, Pte 'Elvis' Phillips,
Cpl Mick Lightfoot. Front Row- LCpl Harry Gallagher, Sgt Mick
Crabtree, Sgt John Thomson, Sgt Colin MacDonald, LCpl 'Taff'
Stewart
f/J7

Indi\·idual winner (by a margin of two minutes 34 econd II) was Sgt
L Wood, with Cpl) •fock' Hutton and 'Aza' Hayes taking the minor
placings.

In umming up we have to say good bye to Sgt Mick Crabtree whose
dry wit has provided us with many la ughs, Cpl 'Trig' Tregldga who has
left us to join su nnier climates in Plymouth and W02 Dave Hooks who
stays in BAOR. Finally. a big thank Y,ou to Sgt Iain Haldane wh? h~s
provided us with a new catch-phrase. You nod your head. and I II hit
it.'
AMERICAN PROMOTION
On Thursd ay 7 Au gust the Commanding Officer, Lt Col Coru:ad
Garton, was joined by US Army Lt Col John Fleming for a promotion
ceremony to elevate WOI Bill Hilger to the rank of Chief Warrant
Second Cl ass.

L to R- Maj John Radford, Mrs Radford, and Sgt Les Wood receiving
the lnter-Sqn Cross-country trophy

1st ·veteran' (Over-JS) was W02 Rex Couch, finishing in a
creditable 16th position, with WOI (RSM) Ken Woods taking the
trophy for I st Veteran (Over 40) with 27th position.
The WRAC Competition was run simultaneously over a shorter
course. with Cpl Sheila Facer proving the eventual w.inner by ~ narrow
margin over LCpl Terry Johnstone. Rumour has 1t that this result
would have undoubtedly been reversed but for Terry's 'Pit-stop' while
leading!

American Promotion-L to R US Army Lt Col John Fleming, Lt Col
Conrad Garton, CW2 Bill Hilger, Mrs Georgia Hilger, Capt Mike
Sheehan . Foreground B.G . and Joey Hilger
EXERCISE CRUSADER
September saw the Regim.e~t ent~ri_ng the run-up to Exercise
Crusader. with Lt Barney Hill s Traming Wing putting all ranks
through the gas-chamber respirator. checks. Visits by white-~rm 
banded umpires heralded a succession of tests of our operational
readiness; the Regimental Command Post freq~entl y tasked. our
incident team to repel invaders from land and the air, and deal with a
series of suspect explosive devices. Happily, <;>ur reactions a~peared to
satisfy the directing staff, and life from inside an NBC suit became
normal, if uncomfortable, for several days.
SOFTBALL FINALS
Cries of 'Strike' and 'Slide' on the sportsfield heralded the a rrival of
Softball to the Regiment. The 'All American' and 'National' leagues
were formed this April, culminating in a final play-off in the first week
of September. Bravo Troop. One Squadron. ably led by Cpl_ Alex
Middleton won the 'National League' and the final playoff withou t
losing a match. In the final the 'B ig Hitting' of Sgt Stu Parrish, SSgt
Tony Bird and Cpl Alex Middleton, the sharp fielding of SSgt Mick
Ford, Sgt Dave Kent, Cpl Paul Hawkins, Sig Paul Skelth and the cool
'Pitching' (bowling) of Sig Carl Davis proved, in all, too much for 2
Squadron.

Mrs Radford presents W01 (RSM) Ken Woods with his trophy for 1st
Veteran (over 40l
HEADQUARTERS SQUADRON FOCUS
With the summer now over, it is appropriate to reflect on the
activities of HQ Squadron under its OC, Maj Bill Parkes and SSM
W02 Eric Birchall. First. of course, was the annual Regimental Fete,
held in May, with all profits going to charity. The Squadron provided
its usual and varied stalls, including the ever popular 'Bomber' stall
and we were all well pleased with our efforts at the end of the day.
It appeared quite clear to members of the Squadron that we won the
Fetc's 'It's a knockout' competition, regardless of what others may say.
There was, however, no dispute over the result of the Regimental 'Super
Troop' competition with TM Troop achieving a good win although 2
Squadron did win the dress-making race.
Once again. HQ Squadron won the Regimental swimming gala
under the expert coaching eye of Sgt Bob Davies. The competition has
now been renamed the 'HQ Squadron Swimming Demonstration'.
Squadron members have proved prominent in golf this year, with
Maj Bill Parkes, Maj Joe Adams, Maj Ken Rutter and LCpl Bob Ness
showing an excellent swing. What they didn't win isn 't worth
mentioning.
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PROBLEM SOLVED
J Sqn being the newest squadron in the regiment ha the usual
dilemma of work ing hard to create insta nt trad ition or like ~au che
children fl ying in th e face of convention and gen erally getting up
everyones' noses. Th e problem has been temporarily solved by sending
half th e squadron on leave a nd getti ng rid of the remainder o n
adventure training or long cross co untry runs.
THE CONCEPT
. .Lt Norris, who got int<;> the wrong q~eue ~t the lab~iul: exchange and
JOmed. the Corps by ~1 st!lke and still. thmks he 1s in the Alpini ,
organised and led a cbmbing and walking expedition called Nemesis
Tracker to Southern German y and Austria. The party consisted of: 2Lt
Carsons, Sgt Kilpatrick, Cpl Marshall, LCpl Jones, Sig Cable, Sig
Williams and Sig Wilson.
The biggest battle was getting hold of the necessary money and
equipm ent, but with hard work and a little luck the team set off on 12
July for Bavaria.
EARLY DAYS
Fitness training and map reading occupied the first few days and the
Royal Society has now been informed of the remarkable fact that
merely by holding a compass a signalman can make magnetic north
adopt a random ~zimuth. On 15 July Austria was invaded by the party;
international protocol demanded that the landrover was civilianized
with the result that they frequentl y walked right past their own vehiclerather like lost sheep looking for a familiar corral painted drab olive
and black.
Three nights were spent at the Meilerhutte and despite bad weather a
lot of ground, mostly vertical , was covered. The next night was under
the stars by a log fire looking like an old cover print from 'Boys Own'.
The party had by now been together long enough to work up nicknames
and for idiosyncracies to be infuriatingly familiar: Lt Norris: 'Where is
my . .. '
However, a common scapegoat is a life saver and Sig 'Stretch' Wilson
was taught how to play cards and constantly ripped off; in the end he is
the first man ever to have climbed the Alpspitze and Wexenstein tota lly
naked.

The Alpspitze

CENSORED
25 July was the last day on the mountain and on the way down Cpl
'Kiwi' Marshall fell and cut his 'rear end'; we have a photograph (not
sent to the editor) of Lt Norris rubbing salve on it. £5 in used notes will
get you a copy.
The venture wound up with a little sight seeing and an evening
'lUt-looking back on it all-very hard and good fun.

The backdrop is the Alpspitze summit near Garmish . Left to right: Sig
Wilson, Sgt Kilpatrick, Lt Norris, Sig Williams. Sig Cable, Cpl
Marshall, 2Lt Carsons, LCpl Jones

AU REVOIR AND WELCOME
Bill Hilger generously donated a magnificent trophy which was
awarded to Bravo Troop, and the Commanding Officer presented a
silver salver to CW2 Bill and Georgia Hilger for their patience and
efforts during the season.
The Regiment's gratitude and best wishes go to Bill and Georgia as
they leave us this October. Their contribution to the Regii:ient's happy
family atmosphere has been considerable and they wi ll be much
missed. A warm welcome is extended to their successors, CW2 Bob
Hollister a nd his wife Jan.
J TROOP NOTES
We would like to take this opportunity to wish a belated farewell to
Cpl Steve and Lyne O'Dare, now stationed in sunny Cyprus, and a.lso to
Cpl Bill and Linda Calvert who are currently 'undergoing' a tour in the
UK.
We welcome to the troop LCpl Colin and Rose Horner and Cpl Phil
and Ann Gunton--we hope your stay is a pleasant one.

PERSONALITIES
The Troop's management is: SSgt Al and Norm (Guess who wrote these) Thompson.
Cpl Alex and Andrea (I'm going home after this one) Findlay.
Cpl Eddie and Lesley (and Dat-su n of theirs) Small.
Cpl Phil (Cynthea) and Ann Gunton.
LCpl Colin (Cab happy) an". Rose Horner.
LCpl David (Deeb/The Gyf.l:o) and CarGI Bould.
LCpl Gerry (Put it on a beer mat) and Sheena Brewer.
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LCpl Jones almost succeeding in appearing calm
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Descent from the Alpspitze

light-hearted quiz, the eventual winners being SSgt Robbie Seaword,
Mrs Lynn Green Frau Anne-Marie Kell and Herr Manfred Fuchs. A
vote of thank ~ust go to W02 Denis Weir for organising the event,
which did wonders for the Herrenmilhle's bar profits .
W02 Pete Westwell {who some say is Pam Ayres in drag) has been at
it too. He fixed up a folk night in the rui.ns of the old. Burg Langeleben,
and invited a number of German guest smgers. Despite gloomy weather
the evening was a great success and again thanks must go to Pete
Westwell and his team of fixers.
CHANGE AT THE TOP
Early August saw a change of Command. Maj Chris Hewitt has
moved on to greater things after two ye~rs at the helm. He d~esn 't ~o to
his new job until October, so the question has been posed What 1s he
doing for the next seven weeks?' Answers on a postcard please. Our
best wishes to Chris and to his wife Sally.
The new incumbent is Maj Rex Stephenson, un.til recentl.Y
Commanding 2 Squadron of the Regiment and now with us until
February. Welcome to him and to wife Unula.

We have reorganised and 2 Squadron ha~ beC?me 3 Squ~ron .
Photograph shows the start of 2 Squadron s period of mourning

FAREWELL
We've also said goodbye to Capt Chris Harrison, moving on to Hong
Kong to do what any red-blooded male would do in Hong Kong . He
was dined out right royally by Alfa Troop, though the speeches went on
and on and on. It was a superb evening for all concerned and we are
sorry to see Chris go. His socks still languish in SHQ - what finer
memorial could there be?
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TWO LINKED EVENTS
Many pages of this edition of The Wire will no doubt be devoted to
an extensive write up of the involvement of units on Crusader. Our lead
item however reports on something a little different.
Two events took place in Krefeld earlier this year that, at the time,
were totally unconnected but which have now become very closely
linked. The first was a presentation to the Anglo-German Society about
an expedition to Nepal during which the lecturers mentioned the plight
of children and the work of Tom Hughes BEM who, on retiring from
the Army, opened a house for orphaned, abandoned and handicapped
children in Nepal. The second event was the Regiment's annual charity
fund-ra ising summer fete called Bradbury Fayre. In deciding which
charities should benefit from the proceeds of the Fayre, several
members of the Regiment, led by Maj Ben &It, remembered the Nepal
presentation, and it was agreed that a donation of £340 should be sent
to help Tom Hughes in the work he is doing. Enclosed with his letter of
thanks to all ranks of the Regiment and their families was a
photograph of Tom and his 'family' of eighteen children. I am sure that
all those who contributed to running and supporting the Fayre will be
rewarded by seeing the photograph-one which says it all. If any reader
would like to help further by sending clothes, or even a packet of
Rowntrees Fruit Gums, th ey will be warmly received by Tom Hughes
C!O HQ British Gurkhas, Nepal, BFPO 4.

NOW WE ARE THREE
When I was one I had just begun (and had
moved from Hildesheim where I was
born on 9 July 1977, to Celle),
When I was two I was nearly new (and no
longer felt like the 225 and 226
Squadrons who begat me)
When I was three I was hardly me (but it
was the monsoon season in Lower
Saxony so there are no bright
photographs of me parading before
General Birtwistle CSO BAOR).
-With apologies to A. A. Milne

MILITARY TRAINING
Contrary to popular opinion 4 Sqn does on occasion wear war like
clothing and our latest visit to the assault course prove~ this,- We must
admit it was a very gentle introduction but nevertheless enjoyable for
all that.

LCpl Stringfellow makes it look easy
LONG WALK
Some 30 members of the Sqn (male and female) and including the
QC-despite his age-completed a charity walk from Detmold to
Bielefeld. We raised DM374 :00 of which DM200 was presented to the
Bielefeld fund for local charities and DMl 74 was presented to the
WRAC Benevolent Fund.

THE WINGED MESSENGER
'The Winged Messenger' by Pierre Hall ex WOl (RSM), 401
pages. An autobiography, covering service in the Corps from
1938-1961. De luxe hard cover edition, signed by author. Cost,
including packing and postage is £9. Cheques to:Mr P. E. A. Hall
'Kohima'
1030 Harrow Road
Wembley, Middlesex
HA02QT.

WELCOME
We would like to welcome our new 2IC Capt Judi Griggs. She has
already made her presence felt and certainly seems to have settled down
in 4 Sqn-she must have a winning way as t he OC now runs the
account-something wrong somewhere.

FREE FALL PARA CHUTING
S.O.R.E.
One of the older traditions that does appeal to most members of 3
Squadron is 'in bed or out of barracks' and one of the most desperate
methods of getting away from Scheuen (even worse than the
extortionate taxi fee) is running with the Sorefoot Club . It is a 'loose'
organisation that meets weekly and runs, usua!ly, between 10 and 20
miles. We have a special event for every meetmg; some of the more
interesting:
GtJess how many men will get lost this time? Guess why the RSM
thinks the shortest way from Celle to Schuen i~ .via Hoh_ne? Guess. what
excuse LCpl Dobson will have this week for fa1lmg to give us a dnnk at
the halfway point?
ON ANDON
And so on! Strangely, the lack of rigid planning seems to appeal to a
large number of men who voluntarily turn up week after week to run
vast distances in the vague (and always erroneous) hope that someone
will give them a drink of water.
The club name operates on two levels; for those who can tolerate a
simplistic title ifs literal meaning will suffice; for those who want to
move upmarket we become S.O.R.~. '. that is the Society of.Running
Enthusiasts. Most club members dJShke both but have decided that
undue concern in a mere 'handle' would bevulf.ar.
We have covered a total distance of over ,000 miles so far-next
report at J0,000.
ONE SQUADRON FOCUS
In 1979, 1 Squadron were proud winners of the inaugural 'Harz
Walkabout'. Naturally a powerful team was entered this year to defend
the title, consisting of Maj Chris Hewitt, SSgt John Skipper and SSgt
Ian Haig. The event involved two days of racing some 80kms and a
total climb of about 10,000ft. Of 61 starters, the Squadron team came
a creditable third, and our congratulations go to them.
Anglo-German relations continue to thrive , and in mid-June a select
gathering met in the HerrenmUhle, a salubrious Konigslutter ho~telry,
to argue the toss over topical matters . The evening revolved around a
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'CALLED UP' by G. J. SCRIVEN
A tribute to the Conscript Soldier during World War II (193945).
Foreword by Major General Sir Nigel Tapp, KBE, CB, DSO,
DL
·
This is the Third edition of the book , and is produced to assist
the work of the ARMY BENEVOLENT FUND and all profits
on its sale and any additional gifts of money received will be
donated to this very essential organisation. The aufh?r wou~d be

grateful if all Army Units and Regi'!' enta ~ Asso.c1a~1ons. will be
good enough to mention the book m their perwd1cal 1oumals
and newsletters.
The price per single copy is SOp, plus postage lOp.

Tom Hughes BEM with his 'family' in Nepal

With the arrival of Sgt Kathy McGregor, complete with crutches,
there has been a sudden interest in Free Fall Parachuting. Cpl Judi
Naylor is to be congratulated on passing her basic course. _She has now
achieved 14 static line descents and two free fall, LCpl Lmda Morton
and Pte Leslie Young recenUy assisted at the Rhine Army
Championships.

SPOTLIGHT ON 4 SQUADRON
.
.
The Sqn was visited by the DWRAC, Brig A. Field, m July . This was
very opportune as we were able to entertai n her .in the refurbished
Jimmy Club. Our photograph shows her chattmg to LCpl Jane
McDonough and Pte Kath Hamil-note the cups and saucers and table
cloths.

To:
Mr G. J. Scriven
80rion Road
Rodwell
Weymouth
Dorset, DT4 8LG
Please send me . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . copy(s) of "CALLED UP"
I enclose cheque or postal order value .... . . .. .. ..... . · · ·
{Please delete where necessary)
(Single copies: SOp, plus postage lOp)
NAME:

. .... .............. ········ ········· ·····

ADDRESS: ....... . ...... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

DWRAC Brig A. Field was a welcome visitor to 4 Sqn. She is seen
talking to LCpl McDonough
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER 1900
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Cpl Judy Naylor prepares for jump number 7
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which had as its aim to paddle lOOkms down the River Ems from
Meppen to Emden. The pa rty consisted of 14 men being split between
the p~ddlers and the lucky lads ?n the safety b?at, and admin party.
The hrst two days ~ere s~ent getttng to the exercise area and practising
men overboard drills which resembled abandon ship. By day five the
cosy part of the paddle was over and LCpl Tony Morley was in
command of the boat against the tide. Lt Bob Williamson decided
enough was enough and spent his time sleeping in the safety boat.
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ow that Ex Crusader is well and truly over life within the Regiment is
returning to normal. The success of the exercise has given great
confidence to many. not least of whom are the young detachment
commanders. The Regiment is looking forward now to the future , in
particular the ARU in ovember. The period pre Crusader saw the
completion of the final batch of the Troop Adventure Training
expeditions which brought variety and fun to many members of the
Regiment.

to the Herz Mountains. Lt John Whitby took Sig Thromb Tomlinson,
LCpl Mick Jepson, Sig Bob McCarry, LCpl Dennis Feely, Sig 'Wizz'
Allen, Sig Selwyne Rushton, Cpl Dusty Miller and Sig John Palllster, on
the trip. The aim of the expedition was to give inexperienced climbers
the opportunity of progressing to fairly difficult climbs after suitable
instruction. Some abseiling was included in the instruction to be certain
that more than one mountain was scaled. Sig Selwyn Rushton became
quite an expert abseiling which certainly cured his vertigo.

MOUNTAINEERING IN HERZ MOUNTAINS
Ex Mountain Triangle . was the 'E' Troop mountaineering expedition

CLIMBING IN NORWAY
Ex PA Toppen Au Norge. The aim of this exercise for those that do
not understand Norwegian was to climb the two highest peaks in
Norway. After a two day journey the expedition members met up with
Lt Tony Morphet at BOBC Isaefachr, having spent an overnight stop
on a Danish Naturist Beach. It is said that Cpl (Piggy) West our friendly
REAM (RE ME) acquitted himself well. From BOBC the party
travelled to the Base Camp site at Gjendesheim in the Jofunhermen
mountain range of Norway.
After setting up the Base Camp a few days were set aside for training
before the assault on the peaks. This training period took its toll with
all the members of the expedition getting soaked in a downpour while
practisi ng overnight bivvyi ng techniques. Sig 'Steve' Franklin learnt a
great deal about abseiling also, if the eight inch gouge in his neck is
anything to go by. Eventually after the gruelling training Lt Tony
Morphet led his weary band towards the peaks of Glitterting (2500m)
and Galdhopiggen (2469m). The weather was very favourable and the
peaks were climbed on successive days. The latter mountain was
climbed in four hours which was a phenomenal feat, almost as
phenomenal as the price of beer at the cafe that someone had airli fted
there!

Sig Selwyne Rushton - 'Stopping for a tea break'

THE PADDLE FROM MEPPEN TO EMDEN
Ex River Flow was the H Troop Adventure Training Expedition

Left to Right- Sig Punk Raine, Sig Radar McConiche, LCpl Scouse
Darracott, Cpl Ivan Tiplady, Pte Keith Warren , Sig .Neil Jones . 'This
must be the early part'

On the final day after sleeping in a Bundeswehr Camp and
explaining their mission to the local reporters the gallant party set off
for the final leg against the tide to Emden. The honour (lemon) of boat
commander went to Cpl {Ivan) Tlplady. All went well up to the last six
kms but by that time there was little difference between the River Ems
and the open sea. Sig Nell Jones, Sig (Radar) McConiche, Sig Taff
Webb, Pte Keith Warren and Sig Steve Adams were somewhat
perplexed that their frantic paddling resulted in their going backwards
a nd not forwards.
Unfortunately the crew had to be towed the last Yl km from the river
to the Naval dock from where they paddled the last 1 km to the crowds
of people waiting to applaud them. The exercise did a great deal to
improve the stamina of the participants, and helped along the Anglo
German relations considerably if the stories of apres-paddle are to be
believed.

Telecommunications
The Transmission Division of GEC Telecommunications Ltd. produces analogue and digital
radio and line transmission systems for private,
national and international users.
Transmission School staffinCoventrycreateand
run courses of training on all aspects of the
division's products for customer and company
personnel. Lecturers are encouraged to study
and teach various types of systems and to keep
abreast of developments in technology.
When you have completed your service with the
Forces this could prove an interesting and
rewarding position. The person appointed will
lecture to Student and Technician Apprentices
and cover Radio and Line Transmission and
F.D.M. practices. This is in conjunction with
courses taken by our Apprentices at local
Colleges.

Applicants should have completed an appropriate Apprenticeship or Studentship and have
gained experience in any of the following areas:
a) Installation and Commissioning of telecommunications equipment.
b) Testing and maintenance of telecommunications equipment.
c) Development of telecommunications
systems or equipment.
d) Engineering or planning of telecommunications systems or equipment.
Previous lecturing experience is not essential
as training can be given.
Interested applicants should please forward a
full curriculum vitae to Mr P. Boyd, Staff
Recruitment Manager, GEC Telecommunications Limited, Telephone Works, Coventry
CV31HJ .

Telecommunications Limited
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putting Allan S~racl_um in for trade re-classificacion. Currently Allan 1s
rated as 3rd driver 1n BAOR and John is 2nd Navigator.

SSgt John Hill (left) W02 (AQMS) Allan Strachan. 'The men and
their machine'

EXERCISE CRUSADER
For 22 ~ignal Regiment, the exercise was a staggering success, little
need be said but that the Regiment supplied 99"/o comms availability in
the busy Rear Corps area.
This is not intended as a synopsis of 22 Sigs involvement on Ex
Crusader-more of that elsewhere. There was however one highlight
for the Regiment in the visit by the then CSO Maj Gen Blrtwistle.
FINAL VISIT BY CSO
It was indeed an honour that Gen Blrtwistle should visit the
Regiment prior to becoming SO in C. After' a short briefing by the CO
Lt' Col John Almonds the General was taken on a conducted tour of
Co"'!mce~ Si.e~ra and various TEV's .belonging to 4 Sqn and 56 (V) Sqn.
During his y1s1t the General was subjected to a quiz on the pa sword by
a TAVR pnvate and a nuclear holocaust whilst visiting the RP 'A' Tev.
We suppose this is all in a days work for a General.

' Man overboard or abandon ship drills?'

INTERNATIONAL RALLYING
Continuin_g their run of success in the Rallying field are
W02(AQMS) Allan Strachan and SSgt John Hill who came sixth in
their class at the International Hunsdruck Rally after mechanical
problems. It would be fair to say without their mechancial problem
which gave a poor result in one stage they would have come second.
This year also the pair were leading their class at the Scottish
International Rally but again had to retire for mechanical reasons.
Should there be any more mechanical failures there is talk of the CO
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER 1900

'Gen Birtwistle inspecting the ADR TEV.' Left to right: Gen Birtw1stle,
LCpl Wilcocks, Lt Col John Almonds
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BLANDFORD CAMP

CORPS BAOR COLOURS
Another sporting event of note was the awarding of Corps Football
Colours BAOR to Cpl Brian Gauchf by the Commanding Officer on 12
September.
RETREAT CEREMONY
The Regiment was honoured on the evening of 1 October by the
presence of HM Consul General, Diisseldorf, Mr. Robert Brash CMG,
at a Retreat ceremony held at Francisca Barracks. This was performed
by the Band of the 9th/ 12th Royal Lancers.

Lt Col Meechie having the interior of the CP28 vehicle explained to her
by Commanding Officer, Lt Col Paul Webb; also in the photograph
are Maj Ray Etheridge, QC 1 Sqn, and W01 (RSM) Ted Banham

The Commanding Officer presenting Cpl Brian Gauchi with his Corps
Football Colours BAOR

VANUATU-THE WAY IT WAS
49 members of 1 and 2 Squadrons left for the New Hebrides in mid
June for the longest journey possible to Port Vila, a tiny dot on the
map, somewhere in the South Pacific and not off the coast of Scotland.
As the 49 assembled with 4 Hercules worth of equipment at AMC
South Cerney, there was still much speculation as to whether it would
really ~et off the _ground and if so for how long. Loaded down by
mosquito nets, jungle boots-super plimsolls-and lightweight
blankets, most of the detachment scurried between briefings as 42
Commando Group was born.
LCpl Mick Evans excelled in appearing in the viewfinder of nearly
every pressman's camera ~ they pretended to be Marines re-packing
weapon bun~les. M~anwhde, SSgt Stanley was still trying to re-pack
an~ reorganise the hght radio detachment after being told to lose one
trailer and the odd landrover. Waving goodbye to the World's press,
and one BB<; cameraman wh_o was more concerned in filming Sgt Mick
Harvey hold111g a handle, with an extremely heavy crypto box on his
toe, the advance party set off from Brize Norton on 16 June facing stops
at G~nder, Sacramento, Hawaii and Fiji. Unfortunately due to the
cunning of the RAF, who positioned slip crews and even spare aircraft
at these stops, no-one was delayed in Hawaii or Fiji.
A DIPOLE FOR TWO SWEETS
_A~ving in Port Vila, capital of Efate, we were transported by Police
minibus to Malapoa College, part of which had been vacated to allow
the 250 members of the force to squeeze in.
The ICLS, a VRC 310, was qu ickly established to Melbourne thanks
also to a young boy, who for the price of two sweets quickly disappeared
up two palm trees attaching halyards for the dipole. With the arrivaJ of
the pt3, the Co'!1mcen and recei_ver ~ite was located on the college
playing ~elds, whilst the Dl3 was m a jungle clearing some 300/400m
away (distance depending on whose keying lines one follows!)
Combntfor was co-sited with the British Residence in Port Villa, a few
kms away so a 321Z pony cct was established to save perilous journeys
through and over the local taxi drivers. Sgts Mac Macdonald and John
Wilday together with their crew of Cpl Ned Kelly and Sigs Si Owen and
Gary Heam _disappeared from the luxurious tented, only cold water,
accommodation at Malapoa to recline but still moaning in their suite at
the local police barracks.
NOT SO MINI
F~r the first month, the policy of maintaining a low profile
con~mued. The Marines did IS dri~s and jungle training, whilst our It
radio detachment were sent exploring the one coral surfaced road that
circ1_1mnavigated the island. 2Lt Fraser Grant ran mini radio exercises
but m fact <;pis Rab Risk and Paddy McGill claim they weren't so mini
after spendmg a complete day battering their way around the islands
only road to cover just 80 miles in 12 hrs .

A unique occasion, ADWRAC BAOR with the female officer element
of our fellow national units. The photograph shows, left to right: Lt
Carolyn Wilding WRAC, Lt Willy Bernaert (Dutch Signal Corps) ,
ADWRAC BAOR, 2Lt Marjan Van horen (Belgian Corps), 2Lt Mary
CroftWRAC
DARTS MARATHON AIDS CANCER RESEARCH
. Once again the Regiment excelled itself in the sporting field. On the
mght of 4/5 September. a 24 hour darts marathon was held in the CPLs
Club. with the object of raising money for Cancer Research. A total of
DM 1700 was raised for this very worthy cause.

•-. ,' • •
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The last months ha\•e been somewhat quiet. We did, however, have
one exercise. Canary Capi'r, which was held in the barracks from 22 to
26 September. It was during this that the Regiment received its first
formal visit from Lt Col Helen Meechle WRAC, ADWRAC BAOR.

'
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HERE AND THERE
With t_he ~omr_ncen and r~r links established and providing good
communications 1t was possible to explore the island. Although sub
tropical, we had arrived in early summer when it wa~ possible to still
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Cpl Terry Carter learning to climb a palm tree
have sudden tropical rainstorms. All of these seemed to come out at
weekends, which affected the Marines -more than our shift workers
though one storm did last for 96 hours. Near to our transmitter site w~
quite a sandy beach, traditionally palm fringed but devoid of all
tourists. The more adventurous went to places with exotic names such
as Hideaway Island, Coral Bog, Whitesands Bay, etc. Subsidised from
a Nuffield Trust grant it was possible to scuba, fish and water ski at
quite modest prices.
•
Meanwhile, some of the local population were not too happy with our
presence and after various incidents in Port Vila, and stone throwing at
the transmitter site, we had to provide our own armed guards at both
the Commcen and transmitters.
ANGLO FRENCH FORCE
The next stretch of our manpower was immediately prior to
Independence with the deployment of the joint Anglo-French Force to
Santo. Sgt Macdonald's det gave up their 5 star living to move 150
miles to the dilapidated JFHQ buildings. Santo having been effectively
blockaded for two months looked very sorry with very thin cattle in the
fields, coconuts so important for export lying rotting in the plantations
and the container dock full of containers.
With the absence of M Coy on Santo , the formerly off duty hours
were taken over by aircraft guarding and camp duties on a day-on dayoff basis-which basically meant little time off. To continue with plans
of a royal guard for HRH The Duke of Gloucester at Independence
Day, half of M Coy had to return to Santo for a four day period whilst
their duties on protecting KPs were taken over by the now well and
truJy integrated signallers, sappers, movers and medics. However there
was still some opportunity for off duty personnel to see some aspects of
Independence week.
That week went off very well in Port Vila with the whole island
rejoicing at street parties that went on until the early hours. In Santo
however our gallant signallers boosting the Coy strength of Marines on
the island had a quiet time of things with very few serious incidents. As
the days passed after Independence rumours abounded as to the dates
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The Commanding Officer with the team members at the completion
of the Darts Marathon
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Cpl Heywood, Sig Slowy Sloman and Sig Scotty Steven
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of leaving Santo and indeed as to the day we would actually leave Vil a
it elf. Cpl Clarke became the centre of rumour control and on eve~al
occa ion within 2 minute of starting a new 'buzz' had the entire
Marine contingent packing to go home.
A SUCCESSFUL OPERATIO N
ign became a little clearer as the Papua New Guinea Defence Force
arrhed in increa ing strength obviously preparing themselves fo r the
'handover takeo\'er' on Santo. Dates at last were reached. we would
leave Santo on 18 August and tart the large withdrawal operation on
19 Augu t hoping to have all airborne ~r back in the UK by ~4 . August .
Packing started immediately the force .from San.t? started amvmg back
in Vila. first the It radio dets were air portab1hsed and loaded on to
Heres and lastly the rear link ICLS and DlJ were loaded ai:d started
the long trip home. By 26 August the oomple~e foro: had am,ved ?a<:J<
at Brize orton or Lyneham to be met by the reception party . W1~ hm
a matter of hours kit was deplaned, driven to Blandford, handed mto
stores and the personnel were away on a well de erved leaye. So almost
10 weeks after the initial deployment yet another operation had been
successfully completed by the 30 Regimenc.
I SQUADRON A TROOP IN NORWAY
. .
.
..
Ex Teamwork was a majorSACLA T Amph1b1ou and Field Tram mg
exercise over the period 8-24 September in the Trondelag area of
central Norway. It practised a multi -nation~) reinf~r~ment of the
northern flank of ATO and involveed American , British and D~tch
troops. The A Troop detachment provided ICLS/ C_RL commumcauons
path back to the UK usin g both old and new equipments (Dl3 /~34
and 310/ 320). These circuits and the Commcen were for various ·
participating units ofCdo Forces Royal Marines.
The troops departed on 5 September after a p~ncture , b~rnt o~t
waterproofed electrics and various other problems hke a certam Radio
Tech who forgot his sleeping bag. Subsequently after a very calm and
pleasant crossing we arriv_ed in Kristi~nsund o.n 9 September. at
midnight. Early next mormng all our kit was sniffed .by Norwe~1an
puppies in search of imported dog food , cats or somethmg else! Smee
passengers and vehicles had gone separately to Norway the 19 of us
were transponed across led by our QC Capt Nick (Ducks are great)
Thompson to RV with Cpls (Snoopy) Barron and (Groucbo) Skerry and
our vehicles.
Four hours later and after two short ferry trips we arrived at Raisa,
our location for the next two weeks, and met up with our advance party
in the form of one Sgt Bob (I'm Det Comd) Mahoney. Within no time
at all the troops set to and had us ready for traffic on 10 September.
Communications went well over the exercise period despite some
settling in problems with the D13 in its new winteri~ed containers. We
were sited next door to an ammo dump thankfull y simulated. However
the eagerly driven Marines 'eager beavers' had a hab!t of break!ng <;>ur
keying lines hence leaving LCpl 'OUy' Lockert and his trusty crimpmg
tool the tedious job of tracing and repairing the breaks.
A GREAT SUCCESS
After a short visit by our Commanding Officer, Lt Col A. J. Sammes,
the main exercise phase came gently upon us with the famous chinder
book overflowing with grace, favour and subtle sentiments notably with
poetic gems from LCpl Tim Stevens .. Meanwhile Si.g (B~ckie)
Blackburn kept blaming the REME for his generators trymg vamly to
run on air and LCpl (Foghorn) Skerrit blaming everybody for a sudden
change in posting. But only one person really came in for a hard time,
the same Radio Tech who forgot his sleeping bag.
However at 1200 hrs on 24 September Endex came and by early
evening we were ready to move out home with everybody pulling their
weight especially Sig Duty Jiff (I comb my hair a lot) Gillespie. The
only other problem was whilst waiting to move back LCpl Lofty Hunter
decided to battle with a fully loaded rover which resulted in a brief
hospital visit, a new pair of crutches and a new nickname of 'Crip' or
'Meglegs'.
After a pleasant voyage to UK aboard the MV Blenheim arriving at
Plymouth and a trip to Falmouth to find the vehicles it was pedal to the
metal and back to Blandford Camp at 0330 on Monday 29 September.
All in all the exercise was deemed a great success and enjoyed by
everybody.
REGIMENT ON TV
Yorkshire Television have been to Blandford to make part of a
documentary series for school children. The aim of the programme was
to give a comparison between the information that young people receive
about the Army and what it is really like. It is at this point that the
Regiment came in. The TV people asked to film a unit which did some
interesting jobs, and soldiers who had travelled and was, on the whole,
representative of this busy, professional Army. Well , of course, that fits
this Regiment to a Tl So we hope you all watched ITV at 10 am on
Thursday 9 October and saw us in action!
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H ELP! THERE AR E GIRLS IN MY SQUADRON!
Report by Capt Bernie Hewitt
As a newly arrived Squadron Second in Command , I was met wit h
the news t hat t he SHQ element of the Squ ad ron had 7 WRAC girls
within it. Oh dear. thought I, t hi s could cause problems, but then,
sighs of relief were heard when someone pointed out that there was a
WRAC Admin Officer, also as part of th e SHQ set- up , who looked
after the girls by herself. This system worked well for all of two weeks
un ti l the aforement ioned WRAC Admin Officer was taken out of the
Squ adron and made into an Assistant Adjutant, leaving me and the
SSM in control.
I should really point out t hat all the girls are Data Tgs and work t he
small commcen that we have here, and as tradesmen / women-o r
should it be trades-persons. everyone, including them , feel s that they
ought to be treated the same as any other tradesmen in the Squadron.
However , to quote from one of my many discussions with the ~SM on
the subject , 'Sir, it just isn't in my nature to be nasty to them, iust the
same as it isn 't in my nat ure t o be nice to soldiers' .
The girls have taken over two unoccupied marri~d q_uarters. and , like
any other single soldiers, get regular accommodation mspect1ons-but
by who?-guess , the SSM and myself. Certainly there have been no
problems there yet, but we both have visions of going into what passes
for a drying room and being confronted with a large amount of frilly
underwear, but so far this has not happened-thank heavens.

Our WRAC girls being put through their paces by the 2 Sqn 21 C Capt
Bernie Hewitt and SSM Colin Miller
FAREWELLS AND AR.RIVALS
The Regiment has recently said goodbye to some old friends
including our Assistant Adjutant, Lt Anne Llntern-Mole who has gone
to Beaconsfield to do a long (hard) language course. We wish her the
best ofluck in her new endeavours.
2Lt Debbie Farrant who was the Admin Offr to 2 Squadron has
recently completed her RMP training and has now gone to far more
exotic climates to practise being a 'cop'.
Capt Phil Noble our MTO goes to 5 Field Force as the QM and Lt
Steve Crane leaves us shortly to go to 4 Div on promotion .
W02 Blackbum has left the Army and we wish him well in civvy
street.
And finally we must say 'farewell' to someone who has worked with
the Corps for many years, Les P~nce. ~~e~ 34 years as a PTO, M~ Les
Prince retired on 10 October. Pnor to JOmmg 3 Squadron 14th Signal
Regiment at the Bampton receiver station, he ser~ed i~ t~e He~vy
Radio section of the REME Base Workshops. During his time with
REME he visited the COMCAN stations overseas which brought him
into contact with Royal Signals. In 1969 when the Corps responsibility
for DCN ceased, he moved to Worcester and took over the workshop
element of 14th Signal Regiment . On the amalgamation of 14th and
30th Signal Regiments he moved down to Blandford with the E21 and
D 13 stations.
He will be greatly missed by all those involved in long dista!1ce HF
communications. During this past year he has been responsible for
converting the Dl3 from 2 to 4 channel working, and re-designing the
installation for the Norway detachment.
Fortunately Les will be living in Wimborne, well within reach should
his expertise be required. We wish him well.
Wc welcome Maj Barry Rowe from Log Exec Army who takes over as
21C of the Regt.
.
.
W02 P. J. Franks has arrived all the way from the School of Signals
and is the new SSM of 3 Squadron.
We hope that all our new arrivals w.ill enjoy their stay.
CRUSADER SO
Oh , by the way, we had a Crusade as well!
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32 Sig Regt (V), Glasgow

The receiver complex threatens to be blown away-note the
windswept antennas
CSO UKLF Visit: A high powered fault -finding party, consisting of 2Lt
Alasdair MacGillivary, Brig Butler, Lt Col Chris Cross and Maj Mike
Sandys, examines the power distribution system

OVERSEAS WITH A DIFFERENCE
As the notional clouds of war formed over Europe and most UK
based Regular and TA units were heading for the channel ports to join
in Exercise Crusader, 32 Signal Regiment was setting off in the
opposite direction. It had been decided that for Exercise Square Leg
our Gateway and RHQ should be sited at Jurby Camp, lsle of Man.
Successive Commanding Officers have been trying for years to get
the Regiment authorised for overseas training and overseas we certainly
went-even if not in the way that we had hoped. The task of planning
our mini-invasion (or was it Dunkirk?) fell on the broad shoulders of
MTWO, WOl Terry Curtis who was confined to his office for weeks
poring over tide tables and ferry schedules . The prospect of our arriving
at our l?roposed destination intact was made even less likely by reports
of possible dock strikes and the tail-end of some hurricane that was
heading towards our shores. In the end the strike did not transpire and
the storm was not (quite) severe enough to prevent sailings.
Our assault on the Isle of Man was two-pronged with vehicles and a
few personnel travelling from Heysham and the remainder from
Liverpool. The Liverpool crossing was probably worse, in a smaller
boat and more than one volunteer must have quietly been grateful that
the Regiment does not train overseas regularly. On the Heysham ferry
the pipers raised the morale of the troops, and any unfortunate civilians
within earshot, by playing round the decks. In spite of everal delays
and to everybody's surprise all vehicles and all personnel. even if a little
weak-kneed and shaken , duly arrived at Jurby Camp.

Post be kept up to date with the circuit states. For its part the RCP
often had grave doubts as to whether the video gave an accurate picture
of what was happening or the version that the Gateway Control
considered would keep them happy and quiet. As the exercise
progressed Conrad Control became increasingly generous with their
allocation of circuits and at one point it was suspected that Gateways I
and 2 must have packed up and gone home.
VISITORS
In order to escape the turmoil and pressures of the mainland several
senior ranking officers sought a little peace and quiet with the excuse
that they were visiting us on ou r idyllic holiday isle. We received in tum
our Honorary Col Ken Uoyd, Commander 2 Signal Group Brig Hart
and CSO UKLF Brig Butler. Brig Hart was on a whistle stop tour of all
but one of our ten regimental exercise locations along with many others
in the Group.
CAMP ADMINISTRATION
As usual, we enjoyed a very high standard of catering from our cooks
under the watchful eyes of Capt Jimmy Jamieson and Sgt Dave Fraser.
This was borne out by the fact that the cafe on the camp decided to cut
its normal opening hours by half because of the poor bu iness being
done during our stay.
We were asked to provide medical cover for 4 Para who were
parachuting onto the island during our camp. Capt Jack Mulhearn our
RMO turned up on the DZ on the morning of the drop in an ambulance
driven by our Padre John Silcox. There's nothing like being prepared
for the worst even though it did make some hardened paras appear
visib ly shaken.

ETHNIC AND LANGUAGE DIFFICULTIES OVERCOME
Exercise Square Leg poised the first real trial of the newly
reorganised Gateway et up which incorporates elements of 51
Squadron from Aberdeen as well as the Glaswegian 52 Squadron.
Initial ethnic differences and language difficulties were soon overcome
as everyone set to their common task.
Meanwhile in the Gateway control vehicle an all-out attempt was
being mounted to beat the Guiness Book of Records entry for the
number of adult bodies squeezed into a telephone kiosk-sized space.
Maj Alex Ramsay had rigged up a management information system
incorporating video monitors in order that the Regimental Command

PERSONAL NOTES
Our congratulations go to Maj Alex Ramsay who was appointed
Second-in-Command just prior to the camp. He is certai n to have his
work cut out as mediator in Regular v Volunteer contests.
We, also, wish a speedy recovery to our regular Quartermaster. M11j
Ron Acott, who was taken seriou ly ill during camp. The late t news
that he is making a good recovery and is home in Gia gow ahhough he
is unlikely to be back at work for a couple of months. Keep juggling,
RQMS George Paton!

In the receiver complex SSgt Dave Findlay looks pensive whilst Sgt
Dave Garner scowls for the photographer. Pte Helen McCarthy
watches cheerfully

2Lt Alasdair MacGillivary and Maj Mike Sandys watch whilst the CSO
UKLF and CO relate the comparative merits of W02s George Findlay
and Jim Sims
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33 Sig Regt (V), Liverpool
MEMORABLE EVENING MARKS CHANGE OF COMMAND
Another Regimental era culminated with the dining out of our first
'Volunteer' Commanding Officer, Lt Col Pat Jolliffe TD, on Saturday
19 July. The Hon Col. Col Paddy Bryson presided and spoke in glowing
term of Colonel Pat's highly successful tour of command before
presenting him with a Tantalus. suitably filled , on behalf of the
Officers of the Regiment.
In return Col Pat pre ented the Regiment with a pair of Swords to
help in soMng the dress problem on ceremonial occasions. and to
enable officers to ettle more succinctly their inter Squadron rivalry. A
'dual' purpose present! A splendid dinner prepared under field
conditions by W02 Ronny Gawthome and his cooks , and presented at
a glittering c ndlelit table by Sgt Frank Conlan and his expert Mess
Staff. We were most fortunate to have the band of the South
Lancashire Artillery to play for us during the evening. A most
memorable occasion!

win the final of the tug-of-war by two pulls to one against the
formidable opposition of the 59 Heavies.
LCpl Ann Smith led HQ to a fine victory in the WRAC obstacle relay
by setting a fine example to a very fit team.
The side shows were organised by Cpl Norman Jolliffe who
persuaded SSMs Les Goble and Gary WiUiams to enter the stocks and
become human targets for a variety of ammunition, including some
fruit and eggs which were in far from ptime condition.
OFFICERS SURPRISE WIN
The officers unexpectedly beat the SerReants in their footbal l
encounter. The MO Capt Colin Ford playing a strong defensive role and
the Commanding Officer Lt Col Gavin Mackay proved to be a very
hard midfield player. Sgt Taffy Audsley gained some consolation by
scoring the goal of the day, a superb thirty yard 'swerver'.
Thanks to all who made this such an enjoyable day for spectators and
competitors alike and particularly the permanent staff who gave up all
or part of their long weekend leave to organise and support this
successful event.

34 Sig Regt (V)
Teesside, West Riding,
Darlington, Gateshead and Hull
Naturally Crusader 80 is at the forefront of all our minds which is
why .we began with our news of it. For a more general 'pot pouri' in no
parttcularorder of date, rank or significance-read on! ...
AND PRIOR TO IT ALL
In the weeks prior to Germany we had to absorb a number of
inspections in to our pre-Ex preparations. Our U.E.J. on vehicles ,
Grou p Staff Admi n, Medical and Environmental Health , C.R.E.M.E.
and 12 Group Commanders Inspections seem to have gone well-at
least the RHQ orb at hasn't changed too much!
WELCOME AND FAREWELL
As a final confidence booster, many of the Officers undertook the
infa m?us Lyke Wake Walk shortly before Crusader, 42 miles o'er moor
and hill from Osmotherley to Ravenscar which must be covered in
~nder. 24hr~--0ne or two a~tually fini shed the course, including our
mtrep1d Adj!~ Capt C'.hris Nmd who has now been promoted to Major
(so encouraging entnes. for the next walk!!). Chris left us following
Crusader to C?mmenc~ his two year Staff College stint, we wish Chris and
Jane an.d their two children every happiness and succes in the future .
Even with all the cuts, we still need an Adjutant, if only to hold the
Armo ury and Officers Mess Bar keys , so we warmly welcomed Capt
Tom and Liz MacMahon into our fold from BAOR.

Advice from the Padre on flow to Command 36 Sig Regt -Lt Ray
Clifford at his Dining Out

Reception for the dining out of the Commanding Officer Lt Col Pat
Jolliffe TD. L. to R: Mrs Jean Bryson, The Hon Col, Col Paddy
Bryson, Mrs Oonagh Jolliffe, Lt Col Pat Jolliffe, Mrs Joan Ann
Murray, The PMC Maj Doug Murray

leaves us for 36 Regt and 2U Richard Kfogston for 35 Regt both having
been promoted in their civilian employment and moving down country.
Lt Louise Carlisle has joined the Regular Army and comes down 'a pip'
for the duration of her Commissioning Course at Camberley.

(by counesy South Lancashire Newspaper Group)

TO THE HILLS
Once again HQ Squadron took to the hills for their Summer
Training Weekend. the 'secret destination" being Malham in East
Yorkshire. W02 (SSM) Les Goble had laid on a strenuous training
programme, including a difficult navigation run , both in vehicles and
on foot. and some local fell walking which took in most of the local
sights. and all of the hills!
Time was found, during the weekend to assist the Settle Rescue
Team to carry an injured climber from Malham Cave to a waiting
ambulance, and to befriend a group of youngsters from a children's
borne in llkley who were on an adjacent camp site. Rumour has it that
these youngsters will be visiting Liverpool shortly as guests of HQ
Squadron.
The team competition was won by Cpl Harry Hardy's squad who
appeared to have the edge in navigational skills , and in WRAC support
from Pte Ellen Harrison.
Cpl Bob Jones (ACC) catered successfully with the appetites
generated by the hard work and fresh air and SSgt Tom Watkinson
dealt effectively with 'the problem of the intransigent gatepost'.
REGIMENTAL SPORTS DAY
This new Regimental venture was promoted by two members of the
permanent staff, Sgts Tom Barton and Dave Gaffney, and was
attended by many members of the Regiment and their families.
The football competition was won by 59 Squadron who overcame the
holders. HQ. by a solitary goal in the semi-final, and went on to beat a
strong 80 Squadron side on penalties after a 1-1 draw at full time. The
outstanding player in the competition was Pte Graham Dentith (80
Sqn), a very strong midfield player. 80 Sqn bounced back quickly to

W02 (SSMI Les Goble in 'the Stocks' during the Regimental Sports
Day
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The Officers Football Team: Standing L. to R. Maj Peter Peter
Edwards, The adjt, Capt John Willis, Lt Les Dickey, Maj Chris
Byrom, The CO Lt Col Gavin Mackay, The Doc Capt Colin Ford,
O/ Cdt Alan Jenkins, Maj Jim Johnson. Kneeling L. to R. Maj
Malcolm Bradbury, Maj Reg Bissel, Capt George Townley
The RSM W01 Gordon Platts is in the background discussing the
Adjt'scap

WELSH WALKABOUT
Report by Sgt Taff Audsley

'
Why don't you organise a walk for us in Wales? After all you're
Welsh and live there. With those qualifications how could I refuse. And
so it came to pass that on a bleak September Saturday morning in
Liverpool we headed for God's country where it was even bleaker.
Pleading that as I'd organised the walk and had walked the route in
the Moel Famau area several times, Sgt Marie Watkinson was
nominally placed in charge of the live bodies of LCpl Ann Smith and,
Privates three, Barbara Walker, Lorraine Parr and ' Dlddy' Ellen
Harrison, with instructions to return them in more or less the same
condition. As an added precaution, a local Sherpa was laid on in the
form of my son, David, who 'fancied his chances'. We've all got to
learn, haven 't we!
Pointing the girls in more or less the right direction I retired to a
nearby Hostelry as the thought of what they had just begun had almost
exhausted me. Also I had arranged to meet our new Commanding
Officer, Lt Col Gavin Mackay there and then walk the reverse route
and meet the girls at the top of Moel Famau.
A few hours later, Col Mackay (having eventually found the right
pub) and I were a few hundred yards from the top when the weather
finally closed in with visibility down to about 20 feel. We continued
regardless and reached the top only a few minutes before five drowned
'WRAC' and one Sherpa appeared out of the gloom. Not only had they
map read their way in atrocious conditions, they were also ahead of
schedule. (I found out later that they knew what time the pub closed)!
After a quick reunion and almost a trot to the bottom, halted only by
an exhausted racing pigeon, which it was remarked carried a message
from the Adjutant, we arrived back at the pub.
Yes! it was still open thus enabling the CO to buy a round!
Finally it was back to temporary base camp in Buckley for showers. a
debrief and a night out. Enough said. we enjoyed the whole thing!
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'The dashing duo' RSM Bob Mills who ran the Recruits course at
Krefeld during Crusader and Capt {now Major) Chris Nind Adjt of34

Other comings and goings include SSgt Martin Bienvenu and his
family. Martin, a native of Jersey, is leaving us for 14 Regt . He came to
us a single man, PSI to 90 Sqn, then married a local girl. Jean, in the
Regimental Padre's Church last year, only weeks ago their fir t child
was baptised in the same Church. Very much a professional soldier,
Martin will be missed by all. SSM Mick Fogg has been posted to 229
Sqn , so we suffer a double loss; his wife Joan has done sterling work for
us .
41 YEARS SERVICE
The longest serving departee was of course Capt Margaret Hope
WRAC, she joined the TA in 1939 as a cook, then became a Regular
serving faithfully at home and abroad for over 26 years returning to the
TA in 1965 to complete a further 15 years of TA service-41 years in
uniform. Brig Ann Field, Col Frankie Cook and U Col Ann Bray all
attended her dining out.
40 RECRUITS PASS OFF
The largest influx I suppose came from the recruits course in
Germany which ran alongside Crusader, RSM Bob Mills ran a most
successful course which turned out 40 Recruits who were visited on
their Passing Off Parade at Krefeld by Commander 12 Group and also
inspected by the SO in C designate.
FAREWELL
Recently we dined out our Group Commander. Brig Ronnie
Stonham together with three Regimental Officers. U Ray Clifford
THE WIRE, NOVEMBER 1900

Louise Carlisle enjoying a brief spell as Lieutenant at her dining out
before taking the second pip off and returning to her Commissioning
Course at Camberley

CIVIC FOCUS
Having the Freedom of Middlesbrough and Darlington involves u in
a number of Civic duties throughout the year. Recently our Regimental
Band together with a detachment of men and women from HQ and 90
Squadrons lead the Annual Mayor's Sunday Parade in Middlesbrough
for Cllr Derek Bicwer. Officers from the Regin1ent have also attended
Civic Receptions in the Chambers of both the Mayor of Darlington and
of Middlesbrough , on the latter occasion the Regim ent pre'iCnted one
of its newly commissioned plaques and were in turn pre ented "ith a
new Middle brough Civic Banner. Maj John Dougla and hi\ Sqn at
Darlington entertained the Burgermeistcr and a large party from
Mulheim in the Bradford Armoury; Mulheim is '!"inned' with
Darlington.
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35 Sig Regt (V), Birmingham
Report by Maj (TOT) John Wall
A I set about compiling this month's notes, Crusader is coming to
an end. I don't kno\\ whether my experience i shared by others whose
units camped in Europe earlier this year. but if I had a £1 for every time
omeone a ked me ' Why aren't you in Germany fighting'-! would be a
rich man. Time and time again I explained the reasons why 11 Sig. Gp
(V) chose to exercise with their allies in June. but you can see they are
not convinced. I now k now how men felt in the First World War when
well meaning b ut often m isi nformed women gave a Wh ite Feather to all
men they saw without uniform.
Seriously~ P RO I have taken a particular interest in Crusader from
the pub lic relation point of view, and generally it \Vas well covered by
the 'media', particularly by Nationwide on BBC TV. I look forward to
hearing more about Crusader and Ex Spearpoi11t from actual
participant in the coming months.

witnes the Pass Off Parades. and see something of the training now
being carried out at 8 and 11 Sig Regts .
I stayed on for a while after the TA Recruits Parade to witness the
Volunteers (who by that time had changed into working dress)
demonstrating various skills learned during their two weeks training. I
was particularly interested because three recruits from 35 were on the
course Slgs Nigel Stroud and Keith Lloyd from Y Tp in Hereford , and
Sig Richard Chisholm from 89 Sqn in Rugby.
THE QUIET PERIOD
The period after Camp is generally considered to be a relatively quiet
period. but it is incredib le when you make enquiries just how much has
been going on. The CO. Lt Col John Billingham, is still doing the
rounds of the Civic Heads. having met the Mayors of Birmingham,
Shrewsbury. Hereford and Rugby, it was the turn of Councillor Jack
Beech Mayor of Newcastle-u- Lyme to meet the CO and the RSM WOJ
Walter Crumbie on 29 September.

CATTERICK
Readers of these notes in the September edition may recall the
reference to Maj (TOT) Alex Pee.hies a nd myself havin g been invited by
the CSO BAOR Maj Gen Archie Blrtwistle CBE to visit Catterick to

' How long have you been in 35 Sig Regt (V)?'
The Inspecting Officer of 87 Recruit Course at 11 S ig Regt Lt Col
Peter MacGillivray OBE (left ) stops to talk to a mem ber of 'ag Sqn
Rugby, S ig Richard Ch isholm (right) wh ilst an attentive OC 1 S qn 11
Sig Regt Maj John lent (cent re) holds a watching b rief

95 SIG SQN REPORT
. 95 Sig .Sqn (Shrewsbury a nd Hereford) have stepped up their sea rch
tor rec ruits and appear to be making headway. In August they spent
the. wee~-e nd at Monm outh ._ and I persuaded the 21C Capt Brian
Elhot-W111iams to pen a few Im es for The Wire.
'Friday night 15 August saw convoys of radio relay vehicles from Xray
and Yankee Tps of 95 (Sh~opshire Yeomanry) Signals Squadron.
converge on Vauxhall Tra1111ng Camp, Monmouth. from their
respective TAC's in Shrewsbury and Hereford. A supper of sublime
cu lmary ecstasy. prepared by Yankee Tp, signalled the end of the first
phase of a week-end exercise, designed to give those members of the
Sqn who were e ith~r unqu a lified ?r· only recently qualified, in a signals
trade. some practical field experie nce of Radio Relay techniques, and
detachment organisation. Training began in eame>t at 06.30 sharp on
Saturday morning with a spot of PT courtesy of L1 John (The
'Incredible huJk') James. A never-to-be-forgotten experience which was
repeated on the_ S_unday mo~ni .ng to th~ disbelief of the Sqn geriatrics.
Vauxhall trammg Camp 1s ideally situated in the field surrounding
Monmouth's historic castle. Albeit. this week-end the peace was to be
shattered by the sounds of gunfire and sundry explosions as the
detachments under instruction fought off a section attack and at the
same time maintained communications down the link. All
battles
must come to an end, as this one did, in time for an excellent compo
dinner. again prepared by Yankee Tp.
Sunday commenced with a physical lurch around the campus
followed by an incredible breakfast. Practical training ensued
thr~ughout the. morning in a competitive form . X-Ray competed
aga mst Yankee m Antennae erection, setting-up drills and small arms
handling; the contestants were well matched .
All too soon, as is always the case. an extremely pleasant week-end
ca me to an end; it was time for convoys to gather, and proceed home.
Back to work to recuperate for the next time.'

good

'Am I too o ld to join ?' The CO Lt Col Joh n Billing ham (left ) contin ues
his tour of th e Civ ic Heads by meeting t he Ma yor of Newca stle-uLyme Councillo r J ack Beec h (Second left) Accom panying the CO is
58 Sqn PSAO Maj Derek Eve (second right) and the RSM W0 1 W alter
Crumbie (right). (Picture by Horace W etton, Staffs Even ing Se ntinel)

DINING OUT
On Thursday 21 August, the Officers a nd Seniors of95 held a Lad ies
Din ner Night at Montford Hall near Sh rewsbury. Du ring the evening
the OC, Maj Tommy T homas presented a set of wine glasses on behalf
~f. the Sq~ to <;apt John Beswick and his "'.ife Eileen who were being
dm~d <;>Ut. Origmally Sqn 2 IC John Beswick actually completed his
erv 1ce m Marc h. but came back off RAR O for two weeks Ca mp with
the Regt in June.

'The families arrive at Llansilin' Sgt Brian Matthews (left ) and W02
(SSM) Colin Lewis (right) meet the fa milies at Lla nsi lin Range

Andrea Wall and Angela Strawson, a ll the volu nteers were a nxious to
improve on their overnight scores, a nd win one of the coveted shield s
being presented for the first time. Around mid morn ing the coach
carrying the fa milies arrived. a nd su itably refreshed they set out to find
out what the noise was all about.
With the sun now hining brigh tly a nd the CO Lt Col John
Billing!ram obviously enjoyin g hi mself amongst the fa milies. the ma in
focu of atte ntion was on the Leader Boa rd which at that stage showed
LCpl Paul Turford leading in the ind ividua l class ification a nd Ya nk ee
I from Hereford heading the team event. After a n excellent picnic style
buffet/lu nch, the four teams from Shrewsbury and Hereford resumed
the conflict.

Challenging positions at home
and abroad

RADIO TECHNICIANS
COMMUNICATIONS
ENGINEERS
Plessey EAE install and maintain communications
systems fo r the oil industry, at home and abroad.
Due to rapid and continuing expansion in our
act ivities. we constantly requ ire Radio Technicians, with
experience of HF, MF, VHF and UHF, and Engineers
(preferably qual ified to HNC level or above) in the fields of
Microwave. Mu lt iplex and Tropospheric Scatter.
In the North Sea. earnings are in the range £9,000 to
£12,000 p.a. Overseas earnings could be up to £20,000 plus tax c oncessions and generous home leave.
The work is demanding, but rewarding, offering you
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the chan c e to use your skills and you r ini ti ative t o t h e full ,
when you have completed your service with th e forces.
The c ompany is base d in Gre a t Yarmouth, w ith offic e s
in Aberdeen and Lerw ic k- but where relocat ion is
necessary, we will g ive gene rous assistance with
removal , legal and temporary accommodation expe nses.
Please apply, with details of your ca reer to date, to:
Personnel Manager, Plessey EAE. Limited, Dept TW,
Offshore House, 284/285 Southtown Road.
Gt. Yarmouth, Norfolk NR31 OJB
Telephone 0493 58541
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' Don 't drop it '
The OC 95 (now Tec h Adjt) Maj Tommy Thomas (left presenti ng a
retirement pre sent to e x 21C Capt John Beswic k (right) and his w ife
Eileen (c entre ) during 95 Sqn's Ladies Guest Night

FAMILIES DAY
T he ladies were very much in evid ence, too, on Sunday 31 August
whe n the Sqn res urrected a n old Yeoma nry custom of holding a
combined Ra nge and Fa milies Day a t Lla nsilin. The Sqn who had
deP.l oyed on th e Saturday we nt through a n elaborate sequence of ra nge
drills, culmin ating in a ' night sh oot' to the accompa n_imen t of thunder
fl as hes. fl a res. sm oke bombs a nd rea listic battle sound effects
broad cast over loud spea kers. Wit h the 'butts' in E ngla nd a nd the firing
poin ts in Wa les. the loca ls mu st have thought war had bee n declared
between the two countri es.
Having camped out overnight, a nd been treated to a good brea kfa t
by th e 'catering staff SSgt (SQMS) Bill Taylor, Ptes Susan Grice,
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'Take your time'
S ig Malcolm Pickin (left) the Best Shot in the Young Soldiers
category, being coached by Cpl (Brad) Bradshaw (right) during 95
Sqn ' Families Day' at Llansilin Range

WORTHY WINNERS
In the end Yai1kee I c n i tinR of Cpl Jim Gurney (Team Capt) Cpl
Michael Lort, LCpl 'Ginger' Thomas, Slgs Nigel Stroud, a nd the Taylor
tw ins Alan a nd Patrick, kept their cool a nd proved to be worthy
winners of the team trophy. Cpl Michael Lort brought off a double for
Hereford by wi nn ing the trophy fo r the Best O verall Shot. a nd Sig
Malcolm Picken ma naged to retri eve some of the Sh rew bury lad lo t
prid e by winning the hield for the Bes t Young Soldier (with le tha n
three yea rs service). The prizes were presen ted by the OC (now Tech
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Adjt) Maj Tommy Thomas who al o thanked SSgt (PSI) Denis
Glamill for organising the event. and the families for their support.
REHEARSAL
On the week-end 19/ 20 September. the whole Regiment took time
off from the UEI preparations, to practice for the Lord Ma or of
Birmingham's Parade on 18 October wh en the Regiment exercised its
'freedom rights'. The rehearsal took place at our second home at St.
Georges Barracks. Sutton Coldfield and in addition to affording the
new RSM. WOl Walter Crombie, an early opportunity of running the
rule over the new charges. it also meant a change of routine for the Adjt
Capt Reg Hill. For once he was able to lay down his pen and take up his
word as he et about in tructing the Officers on sword and ceremonial
drill.
ALL CHANGE
Rumour Control has been having a field day in recent months, and
for once their predictions have been spot on. On 1 October the
Regimem embarked upon the most sweeping changes in the Command
tructure ince it wa fom1ed in I 967. Every Squadron was affected,
and I now know why all 2 JCS have been on their toes recently.
POOL CHAMPIONS
The name of 58 Squadron's elder statesman, Maj Derek Eve PSAO
eems to crop up in the e notes fairly regu larly these days. If he's not
organising Regimental Dinner or conductil}g the Corps Band he is
presenting trophies to the winners of Squadron Pool competitions.
Mind you his colleagues in ewcastle-u-Lyme are responsible for his
latest entry, becau e with one eye on his forthcoming retirement, they
named two new Pool Championships after him so that he would have to
return at least once a year to present the prizes.
Maj El·e did not have far to travel on the inaugural presentation
however-just 20 yards along the corridor to the Junior Ranks Mess
where Sig Paul Winter was waiting to collect the Individual Champions
Shield and Sgt Keith Spencer and LCpl Geoff Harriman the doubles.

SUCCESSFUL AND WORTHWHILE
This month's edition finds the Regiment returned to its peacetime
locations from a v~ry successful and ~orthwhile Annual Camp having
completed the 2 Signal Group Exercise Red Shoes VII and Exercise
Square Leg, providing Home Defence communications as part of the
UK-wide system. As the culmination of the last two year 's training
these exercises tested and proved our capabilities. Circuits were swung
between Gateways and additional tasks were imposed which proved
that the system really works. The denial of telephones for circuit
engineering during Ex Square Leg emphasised the need for an efficient
Guard Net and our operators are now far better versed in its use than
before.
VISITORS
Gateway One was located on Salisbury Plain and as usual , the
presence of so much communications activity attracted a large number
of visitors anxiou to see the volunteers and their equipment at work.
During the fortnight we welcomed the following visitors:Comd 2 Signal Group- Brig J. P. Hart OBE , who travelled many
miles to visit all parts of the Group on exercise.
Members of the Joint Signal Board- sponsored by 2 Signal Group.
Members of Western Wessex TAV RA-U Col M. P. Carr OBE DL
Secretary
Col D . W. Williams OBE TD DL Vice Chairman
Col R. C. T. Sivewright MC DL Chairman
Representatives of Headquarters South West District-Col K. R.
Buglass TA Col (East) , U Col C. G. Parsons ADWRAC, Col R. I. C.
Macpherson CREME (West) , Col D. E. Filer TD Hon Col (V) REME
West and U Col D. M. Drury TD ADEME (V).

raise money than to penalise everyone for their rare vocal indiscretions
As one of the main offenders, the 2IC Maj Jean Blackwood TD soo~
realised th_at she would. be out of pocket at 10 pence per word and so
bravely paid out £5 which gave her credit for the full fortnight. Under
the sharp ears of W02 Kay Pope and Sgt Sharon John not even a
muttered oath could escape payment. A total of £92 was raised and this
has been donated to the fund.

Lt_ Col D. M_. Drury _TD ADEr-.:1E (V) talks over a generator problem
with Capt Mike Sterling, Sgt Sid Pugh and Sgt Jim Chamberlain (who
seems to have forgotten something)

Technicians at work in Syscon . Sig Mark Mantle and Sgt John Turton
updating circuit information on the Capt (TOT) Fred Ward's pet micro

THE PRESS
On 23 September we saw a reporter and photographer from the
Bristol Evening Post. They completed a full report on our activities
which was published later that week. As the period of the TA National
Publicity Campaign is almost with us this coverage has provided us
with some very useful local advertising in the Bristol area a nd we expect
a useful intake of recruits as a result of this and our other efforts.
PHANTOM MUNCHERS
The more usual routine of camp , shift on-shift off, was enlivened by
several incidents of note. One night circuits started to drop for no
apparent reason . After a full investigation it was found that several
feeder coax cables to the receiver aerial site had been cut or chewed by

Sgt Dick Hall (right) tunes in the Racal monitoring receiver while Pte
Carole Devis (left) and Sig Bruce Perks looks on

Sgt Angela Gillard, married only five weeks before camp, and Pte
Debbie Nash whose father and uncle were also in the Gateway on
exercise, holding the Receiver Troop mascot
'Two ne':"' Pool awards:' Maj Derek Eve IPSAO 58 Sqn ) (bottom right)
poses with the first winners of 58 Sqn Pools Competition which is
named after him. !Top left) Singles champion Sig Paul Winter,
Doubles Champions LCpl Geoff Harriman (bottom left), and Sgt Keith
Spencer (top right). (Picture by Chris Rushton, Staffs Evening
Sentinel)

KEEP YOUR UNIT NOTES
SHORT AND TO THE
POINT PLEASE
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REMENOTES
The LAD led by Capt Mike Sterling and PSI SSgt Dave Lawton were
based at Rollestone Camp giving their usual able support to the
Regiment. In between dealing with the mechanical problems of
vehicles. which were few. and generators which were greater. they still
managed to get out of camp to make working visits to the Army Air
Corps centre at Middle Wallop and 27 Command Workshop at
Warminster who provide our next li ne of repair.
During the second week of camp, in exchange for having worked as
duty personnel during the mix-exercise standown period, the LAD
disappeared en bloc to London for a day's sightseeing. They completed
a most interesting day by a visit to the Tower of London and were able
to see the Ceremony of the Keys (arranged through a friend of a friend
of the PSI), before returning to the realities of the exercise.
SOCCER WITH A DIFFERENCE
But camp was not all work and no play. After the end of Ex Square

VII
~I
person or animal unknown! Even our resident vet, Capt Chris Laurence
TD , 2IC of 57 Squadron, was1mdecided whether the culprit was rabbit
or badger . Despite increased cable patrols by Line Troop the phantom
'munchers' struck on two further occasions during the exercise, causing
our tame cartoonist, Maj Ken Goulding to commit himself to paper.
VOCAL INDISCRETIONS INCUR PENALTY
One thing distinguishing this camp from others was the size of the
swear box takings. The WRAC contingent were determined to make a
collection for the Princess Royal's Memorial Fund so what better way to
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Off shift on annual camp - 67 Sqn take to the air in a Wessex. From
the left are: LCpl Colin Daniell, Sig Dave Edden, W02 Derek Smart
(SSM)
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The WRAC line up against the PSls for a football match?
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Lef? the WRAC lined up against the PSls for a novelty? football??
match??? The score went unnoticed. as did the ball for most of the
time. and the re was certai nly more body contact than one usually sees
in the game but it wa all in a g<>?d cal~se after eve.ryoi;ie has spei:it ten
days working hard, cooped up m their conunumcatlons contamers.
offices and stores.
REGIONAL SQUADRONS
Meanwhile at the Regional Squadrons life was certainly bu sy and as
the taff joined the communications for Ex Square Leg the system was
used as for real . Suffice it to say that all our locations received very
favourable comment from the many vi itors and staff who worked
along ide the Royal Signals and WRAC volunteers. Even our CO, Lt
Col Mike Jennings confe ed to being pleased and impressed by all
part of the Regiment which he managed to visit during the fortnight.

FLY WITH 67 SQUADRON
Our spotlight this month falls on 67 (Queens Own Warwickshire and
Worcestershire Yeoman ry) Signal Squadron (V) who are based in
Stratford-on-Avon, with a troop in Stourbridge. Firstly an introduction
to the management who keep this Squadron on its toes.
OC Squadron
Maj David Hardy
PSO
Maj Ron Page MBE
21C/ OC 901 Tp
Capt Ron Hartill
OC 870 Tp
Lt Peter Rhodes
OC 871 Tp
Capt Starn Cartwright
Tp Offrs
Lt Maura Waine WRAC (V)
Lt Andrew Berncastle
OCdt Paul Woods
SSM
W02 Derek Smart

SUCCESSFUL AND REWARDING
The Squadron deployed on Ex Red Shoes VII and Square Leg to RAF
Shawbury with troops at Donnington and Kineton . RAF Shawbury is a
pilot training school near Shrewsbury and provided an ideal
opportunity for members of the Squadron to refresh their helicopter
drills and take to the skies in a variety of craft ranging from Wessex to
Jet Provost. Annual Camp was a successful and rewarding end to a
training year which has seen many changes at the Stratford-on-Avon
based unit. Chief among these is the instruction to raise a new troop ,
based at Stourbridge, which will provide communications for the
County Military Headquarters within Western District. A major
recruiting drive is under way.

38 Sig Regt (V) Sheffield

THE ANNUAL WALK-HQ SQN TO THE FORE
Once again, the time came for 85 members of 38th Signal Regiment
(V) to flex their leg muscles. don walking boots and take part in the
annual Regimental Lyke Wake Walk. The wa lk, organised by WOI
Derrick Sivell, was over a 43 mile route from Osmotherly to Ravenscar.
and teams from the Squadrons were competing for the Pedley Trophy,
presented by former CO Lt Col Frank Pedley.
The first team set out from the base camp at 0200 hrs on what turned
out to be an ideal day for walking, sunny and not too hot. The team
from Headquarters Squadron, led by Sig (Now LCpl) Barry Pinches
contained a number of Permanent Staff, including WOI (RSM) Dave
Longhurst, WOI (MTWO) Peter Rossall and W02 (RQMS) Doug
Edmond. This team battled good-naturedly with a team from the
British Steel Corporation, led by ex-Sgt David Feirn and including
Tinsley Park Works Manager Roger Garbutt. As the day passed, the
distance between the teams lengthened. Despite valiant efforts by
teams led by Lt Bruce Ramsay of 93 Squadron, Sgt Pete Shelley of 46
Squadron and W02 (SSM) Moss Evans of 64 Squadron, the
Headquarters Squadron team was declared the winner. In addition to
the team from British Steel , a number of other civilians took part in the
event, incl uding W02 (SSM} Dave Warburton's wife Rita, who
repre ented the Wives Club. Their son Richard was a member of the 64
Squadron team.
After a meal and a good night's sleep at the base camp, all
competitors who completed the course were presented with certificates
by the Commanding Officer Lt Col Alan Hawkswortb. He presented
the Ped ley Trophy to the captain of the victorious team, and in turn
received a stainless steel tray and penknife from Roger Garbutt,
emphasisi ng t he excellent relationship which exi ts between the
Regi ment and British Steel.

B.F.P.O. 36
PERSONALITIBS
The 'management' has undergone one or two minor changes since
our last appearance in The Wire. The latest orbat is
OC
- Maj H. Grenville-Jones
2IC
- Capt D . McConnell
Adjt
- Capt M. J. F1yn n QUEENS
QM
- Maj P. Martin DERR
Comms
- Capt R. J. Turnbull
MTO
- Capt D. Davidson RCT
OCA
- LtJ. Gale
OCB
- Lt P. N. Ellis
RSM
- WOI (RSM} Minter
We bid a fond farewell to Maj Phil Nott and Frances and wish them
good lu ck in their new posting. We welcome to the fold Capt Mick
Flynn and Else and hope their stay will be a happy one.
VISIT BY CSO
The squadron was delighted to receive the CSO, Maj Gen A. C.
Birtwistle'CBE, on 4 September. Admidst all the pre-exercise activity
the CSO was conducted on a non-stop tour of the unit. After an op
briefing, the CSO spent the remainder of the mornin~ visiting the
troops and various departments and meeting many of the sohders.
During lunch in the Sergeants Mess, the CSO presented the Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal to Sgt John Marsden.

7Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn
Colchester
MILITARY TRAINING
Readers will not be surprised to learn that our main military
commitment in the last couple of months was Exercise Crosader, of
which more elsewhere in this issue. We are being kept busy now,
however. with both our ow n training, and a lso participation in other
units exercises. In the next six weeks, for example. the Squadron will be
exercising in Stanford. taking part in adventure training in . Wales as
well as enjoying a battle camp, a skill at arms meeting and a week's
trade training! Who says life is quieter in UK?
FOCUS ON BRA VO TROOP
Bravo, the Squadrons Rebro Troop, is ably led by SSgt John King,
who is responsible for the followi ng offeri ng (with a little help from his
friends).
Over the past few months the troop has been fairly quiet. exp loding
just occasionally into the limelight. One such explosion took place on
the occasion of the sq uad rons military version of 'It's a Knockout '
which the troop won . T his was followed in the evening by a piano
smashing contest between Bravo and Juliet. or Combat Radiomen
against Combat Linemen. Bravo's victory in this proves conclusively
that brains with a little brawn will always beat brawn with a little brain.
9 August saw the troop take to the water in the loca l Round Table
Raft Race. T he crew in this na utica l extravaganza were: Cpl Matt
Mattison (Capt), LCpl 'Spanna' Cooper Ost Mate). Sig 'J T' Thomas
(2nd Mate), and Sig Arthur Phoenix (Cabin Boy). Regrettably this
illustrious team did not quite fin is h the course due, it was decided over
a few con olatory beers. through no design or construction fault. but
rather io damage susta ined during tra nsport. It was obviously a
mista ke to trust a piece of precision machinery to Sig Fangio Scott to be
driven five miles in the back of an MK at umpteen miles per hour.

NEAR MISSES OF TM TP
And now, on a more serious note, we have some renderings from the
depths of TM Troop-(who aid techs couldn't write!) ... on the
sports front the troop had an 'almost successful' season in the lnterTroop competition. They came second in t he Falling Plate; allowed t~e
HQ Staff to win the hockey by a hort corner (creeps!); were robbed in
the Football final ; cast doubts on the points total in the Cross Country
(after LCpl Gary 'Luton Lip' Matthews arrived at the finishing line on a
motor bike, and finally came last in the Swimming event. (FofS Jim
Cook was reported still swimming circuits of the pool long after
everyone had departed).

MALE BASTION TOPPLED
At the same parade, Col Haydock presented a second award which
marked the toppling of a male bastion-after 186 yea rs. Pte Marcia
Messam-Lewis WRAC (V) received the Best Recruit cup, the first time
(as far as anyone can recall!) that a woman has won the title since the
raising in 1794 of the Squadron's predecessor unit, the Warwick shire
Yeomanry.
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PRESENT ATIO NS
10 October saw the Squadron on parade for the presentation of LS &
GC medals to two of our Warrant Officers by the Force Comd . Brig K.
Spade OBE. Our photo shows W02 (YofS) Alan Doane and W02
(AQMS( Lee Robins REME. the Force Armourer. with their wives, who
were guests at the presentation, and the Force Commander.

COVETED CERTIFICATES
The Squadron's reputation has been enchanced recently with the
award of two coveted Lord Lieutenant's Certificates to two stalwarts ,
SSgt Ron West and SSgt George West (no relation) .
The former received his award at a combined Officers/ Sergeants
Mess function marking not only his retirement but also those of our
MTO, SSgt 'Paddy' McLaughlin, and SSgt Beryl Foster WRAC (V).
SSgt George West was honoured during a special parade at the TAC
when Col Michael Haycock TD, in his capacity as Deputy Lieutenant of
the West Midlands, presented the certificate in recogni tion of 21 years
outstanding service.

FAREWELL AND WELCOME
At the end of camp we bade yet another farewell this time to our PSI
of the past three years, SSgt Paddy Gass, who had been posted to
Minden , West Germany. A gold half-hunter pocket watch was
presented by Maj D. G. Hardy.
It's beginning to sound as if everyone is leaving 67 Sqn ! That's not
the case, however. With the recen t arrival of two new officers, Lt
Andrew Berncastle (formerly 38 Sig Regt) and Lt Maura Waine from
Liverpool UOTC, the mess is at full strength and the Squadron can
bo3:st a healthy core of talented and efficient NCO's, both junior and
senior.
We look to the future -spending cuts and all-with confidence and
in good heart.

News from Squ_adrons

The Commanding Officer Lt Col Alan Hawksworth presents the Lt Col
Pedley Trophy to Sig Barry Pinches HQ Sqn
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COMINGS AND GOINGS
Postings- SSg1 Dave ' Frankie' Talllng was_ eventually scraped. off l~is
exercise mattress and bundled onto a UK tllght. The Troop wish him
well for the future . His place ha been taken ~y SSgt ~ck 'Porsc~e'
Pawlak who fitted into the contours of the atore mentioned exercise
mattress admirably . LCpl 'Addonnis' Potbecary wa also a new arr~val
while Sgt 'It's me neck' Whitley has. been dragged off to the ltaha.n
Riviera for some R & R (?) . There 1s also a rumour of a Cpl Cbns
'Pottering' Cousins having been posted in , in lieu of Cpl Mick '12 pt'
Bray. However it has yet to be confirmed as the former has only made
the odd guest appearance! The Troop would also like to say cheerio to
one of the stalwarts-Cpl 'Hall a Job' Bob Walker who is moving onto
bigger and better(?) things and, it is rumoured that he may even w<_>rk
on omething military in hi new un it. The old hands. m~anwl11le,
cont inue to bear the brunt and carry on the excellent reputat10n of t he
troop(?). Such praise ...
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COMINGS AND GOINGS
The Squadron extend a wnrm welcome to the many who ha1·e joined
us in the last few months. The e include Lt Jim Harris. who was
grabbed on arrival by the 2I
apt Gordon Sbiple) , and taken into a
corner amid muttering of"216 Reunion Club'. Once thc~c multcrm~
had been lirmly qua hed by the OC. Maj J. S. Doody, Lt Harri "a
freed to go and take over Juliet Troop. Congratulations to Cpls
Mattison and Hogben who have both left us on well deserved
promotion.
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PORT
Our poning life suffered a ' natural break' during September, bu t
"e are no" getting back into the swing of things and have a n umber of
fon hcoming fixt ures. In pa rticular our Chief Clerk , SSgt (ORSQMS)
Bruce Forsyth i work ing \"ery hard on the rugby team (on refl ection,
o ne ca n ee why).
WEDDINGS
Anot her two of o ur number have fallen for the attractions of a
·padded' life . and we ofter congratulations to LCpls Skingsley and
Didrock. (Perhap now we ca n get some typing out of the Ord erly
Room!l.
ALPHA TROOP
~ l ph a. the Squadr~n Radio T!ool? under 2Lt David Meyer and SSgt
Cohn Thackwell continue to maintain the good work . We bid farewell
hortly to Cpl Trev Andrews a nd LCpl Tony Brine who are en route to 4
Oh a nd 229 Sig Sqn respectively. They both leave with our best wishes
for the future . Tre~ is actually still taking 'stick' for his coffee making
on E"' Cmsader, the Yeoman is still getting over the shock, while the
Troop Comma nder is still getting over the coffee! Cpl Dave Mason has
start~ wa xing lyrical over the \'.RC 321 he was using on Spearpoint.
a nd 111 con eque nce 1s being bamshed to a TA Potential Officer course
(as an instructor) for a week. That hould keep him busy for a while.
We ha\·e recently welcomed Sig Garry Smith and David Stalt to the
Troop and we wi h them an enjoyable tour.

~
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over the past few month s we have achieved something of a reco rd of our
ow n. In the pa\i six months the following awards have been ma de to
members of the Squadron .
CBE
Brig J. H. Learmont OBE
OBE

CCV

CHANGE OF COM MAND
.On 9 M ay, fo llowing a ro und of fa irly hect ic parties. the Sq uadron
sa id fa rewell to Maj Mike Patterson who has left us to be DA AQHG
HQ Tra in ing Group at Catterick. We would like to thank Mike and DI
for all th ey h ave done for the Squadron during the p ast even tfu l two
years. T he new OC . Maj J.ohn Young, h a~ joined us from the ivory
to~·ers o.f DSS MOD , a nd 1s more tha n relieved to h ave shed his pin
stripe suit to ret urn to regi men tal sold iering.
HONOURS AND AW ARDS
We have all heard the tale '7 VC's before breakfast' . W e may not
have been abl e t o emula te this hi storic achievemen t, but we recko n that

Maj (Local Lt Col) C. M. S. KayE, LI
Maj (Local Lt Col) G. H. Peebles Gordons
BEM
SSgt N. Grace RAOC
SgtJ. Mugford R. Signals
CplJ. R. Crlckmay RCT
Commander Commonwealth Monitoring Forces Commendations
Maj M. G. R. Roberts RRW
SSgtJ. P . Shergold R Signals
Cpl (Now Sgt) W. T osh R. Signals
LCpl T . L. Burbidge R. Signals
Whistler Subalterns Trophy for 1980/ 81
LtJ. Mcintyre R. Signals
Wit h a st rengt h based on ou r current estab lis hment of about 100
our ~atist icians h ave worked out that one in ten of the Sq uadron h av~
received an honour or award of one kind or another .

or

LCpl T. L. Burbidge being presented with his Commendation , also for
his outstanding performance in Rhodesia

WIVES CLUB
Th~ Wives Club remained busy while the Squadron was away on
exercise. and no\\ we~come a number of new members to Colchester.
We h?pe tha~ the~ enjoyed the tape which was recorded by some of the
mamed sold1e~ m the Squadron in Germany and sent back- I can
co~firm !hat th1 was not produced, as has been rumoured, from a
scrtpt wrttten by ~he RSM. Finally, we all look forward to seeing the
members of the wives club at the Sqn Post Crusader Party in October.

Sgt W . Tosh being presented with his Commendation for his
outstanding performance in Rhodesia

"Who is this boy?"
.
Mai Brian Moody RPC and Capt. &ic Le Ouesne R Signals, Admin Offr
and OM respectively, unimpressed by the photographer

SSgt J . P . Shergold bei~g presented with his Commander Monitoring
Forces Commendation for outstanding leadership in Rhodesia
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the award of hi s LS & GC Medal which was duly presented by the
Commander 8 Fd Force at a lunch time gathering in the Sergeants
Mess.
POST RHODESIA RUSH
After fo ur month s in Rhodesia there was quite a backlog of work and
train ing to be cl ea red when the Squadron returned from some well
earned leave . May saw an intensive period of military training and
range work , and finally a cadre course for J COs. The latter
culminated in a 45 mile cross country march with a series of initiative
tests. The staff suspect that more than a little use was made of the odd
bus or taxi , but all the teams managed to complete the course. Special
mention must go to our 'Super Chunk' LCpl Shaw, who sported the
biggest blisters of the lot .
June saw a number of Squadron exercises. On Ex First Wicket the
Squadron practised movement and deployment drills in the Dartmoor
area before moving back up to Salisbury Plain , there we were joined by
t he staff for the second phase of the exercise which took us 10 some of
our old haunts at Chalkpit Hill and Keevil Airfield . later that month
the Squadron ventured across the Severn Bridge to conduct a eries of
comms tests from the Monmouth area. In between all thi Alpha Troop
managed a further exercise in Sussex based on Crowborough Camp.
Covetous eyes were cast on the Clansman equipment of Aberdeen
Universi ty OCT with whom they shared the camp . evertheless the
Dlls worked well on that exercise on a link established with 16 Signal
Regiment in BAOR.
The last couple of weeks before leave saw the Squadron involved in
various sporting activities, including an inter troop athletics meeting
followed by the Field Force Athletics, and then the Corp Shoot
conducted on Bulford Ranges. Lack of time to prepare for thi year's
shoot, because of Op Agila. denied us our usual quota of pri7e . but we
did at least complete and produce some creditable results . With the
arrival of this year·s Queen's medalist W02 (YofS) Corcoran thi will
no doubt change! Finally, on the day leave tarted . the Officers v
Sergeants Mess cricket match wa held. fortified by curry and variou s
beverages.

'Alpha Troop September 1980'

GTS MESS
The Sgts Mess under WOJ (RSM) 'Sir' Mcinnes have had a busy
Cpls Mattison and Hogben to the
couple of mont~s. The elevation
mess seemed like good .reasons for a party, particularly since Cpl
Hogben was promoted m Germany. These and other parties have
creatt:d ufficient capital to allow purchase of a new stereo system for
the mess. Sgt Mick Ll?yd-Williams is denying the story that after
purchase of the new equipment, the RSM particularly thanked him for
his contributions in this respect.

The Chief Clerk, Sgt (Now SSgt) N. H. Hastie being congratulated by
the Commander8 Field Force, Brig J . H. Learmont CBE on the award
of his LS & GC Medal

..• AND SOME OTHER ACHJEVEMENTS
Despite the turbulence caused by Op Agila. the professional side of
life has not been neglected. We would like to congratulate Sgt Tosh on
selection for Yeoman of Signals training. Sgts Martin and Mugford on
selection for Foreman of Signals, and Cpls Hockley and Whyle on
selection for their TI cour e . This means that four out of even of our
Technicians have achieved successes this year. Last. but by no mean
least we mu t congratulate the 01ief Clerk, Sgt (Now SSgt) Hastie on
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566 REAR LINK DETACHMENT
We would like to welcome 10 the fold 566 RLD which was formally
established on I July. 566 is the RLD for 3 PARA, an in role parachute
battalion which arrived in Tidworth in June. The RLD \\Ork and live
with us in Jellalabad Bks. and deploy with the battalion on exercises
and operations. Thi provides yet another opportunity for parachute
trained soldiers in the Corp , and there are still a fC\\ vacancies to be
filled. o if you are an R Tg-don't hesitate- lunteer now!
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
At present we till rely to some extent on reinforcement from SS ig
Sqn(V)inanemcrgency . Thi i no"rochange , andinthc ewYcarthe
Squadron will see the formation of the econd Troop and the influx ol
nearly 40 more officers and soldier . The intention i that the quadmn
will then be all regular , and will no longer need reinforccmcnh. In
particular it will mean that the Squadron is available for Priorit~ 2
ta ks such a Op Agila. The future holds some interesting and exciting
po sibilities.
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227 Sig Sqn.

B.F.P.O. 18
THE MANAGEMENT
OCMajS. Law
2IC Capt F. Lamick BEM
Maj (TOT) A. R. Taylor
Maj (TOT) N. Walker
Capt A. J. Clark
Capt (TOT) A. J. Cook
Capt (Tfc) L Yates

WOI
WOI
WOI
W02
W02

TO THE FORE
The squadron normally dominate the local sport cene : billiards,
darts, dominoes. etc. Recently we have tried some outdoor pursuits and
won the Maaslricht International Athletics, The Morrison Cup (Minor
Unit), Rhine Area Athletics Minor Unit Shield and. had it not been for
illness, would have qualified at the BAOR Championships for the
Aldershot Army Championships. (Sour Grapes?) Wait till next year.

THE RED HAND GANG
OC Maj C. D. Melhuish
2IC Capt M. N. Grieves
OC A Troop Lt S. W. Jones
OC B Troop 2Lt S. P. Wallis
RQMS W02(RQMS) R. Jeffery
SSM W02(SSM) E. R. Sreeves
YofS W02(YofS) W. M. Watson
Fof S SSgt(FofS) R. L. Gibson
Chief Clerk SSgt(ORSQMS) M. Kennedy

(RSM) J. A. Al len
(FofS) J. McNaughton
(YofS) O. J. Burrows
(SSM) A. E. Nash
(RQMS) B. Smith

Although we are not regular contributors to The Wire we have plenty
do so more frequently in the future . For those
to report and hope
who ha\'e never heard of 227 Signal Squadron, we are based at
Maa tricht. a beautiful Dutch city situated in the southernmost part of
the etherlands. The squadron provide the UK signal support for HQ
Allied Forces Central Europe (AFCENT). Most manpower i employed
in the Mobile War Headquarters Communications Squadron , an
integrated international unit.
PRESENTATIONS
Recent events of note were visits from Brig C. R. Grey CBE,
Commander of the British Army Element at AFCE T. who had a busy
day presenting se,·en LS & GC Medals.
The CSO BAOR . Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CBE. also paid us a visit
and presented two more Medals.

i "
Back row, left to right: Cpls Robinson, Tomkins, Wright, Smith and
Sig Robinson. Front row: Sgt Brisco, Maj Law, Sgt Campbell (Team
Capt ). Sgt Aldridge

RHEINDAHLEN- NUMEGEN MARCH
. Since 227 Signal Squadron is based in Holland we feel it is
encumbent upon us to show the Corps flag at the Nijmegen Marches.
The 1979 team, after lengthy arduous training had a faultless record,
all finishing the 100 mile march in good order.
As a warm up to the Nijmegan Marches the squadron entered a team
in the Rheindahlen 40 kms March. which took place on Wednesday 2
July . This proved to be very successful with the squadron team
completing the course in just over six hours , and not only surprising
themselves but surprising the Squadron Commander, Maj S. Law, by
being at the finish with pints in hand before his arrival!
AND O NTO NUMEGEN
With t he Rheindahlen March behind them the team left for Nijmegen
in high spirits, and although on arrival at Nijmegen the weather was
very wet and the tentage area flooded , it did not dampen the team 's
spirit. At the end of this four day march (15-18 July) the team was
complete and thus qualified for yet another team medal to add to the
squadron's collection.

Left to right: Sgts Barden, Cloake, Havlin, QC, Sgt Harrild, Brig Grey,
Sgt Clegg, Cpl S hires and Sgt Plenderleith

Cpl Gerrey, Mrs Gerrey, CSO, S gt Foote and QC
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244 Sig Sqn (AS)
R.A.F., Brize Norton

THE TEAM
Capt A. J. Clark
WOI (RSM) J. A. Allen
Sgt W. Bogie
Sgt P. Pollington
Sgt G. Barden
Cpl J. Williams
Cpl T. Butters
Cpl J. Wilson
Cpl S. Klaces
LCpl A. Bottom ley
Sig D . Butters

What's pain?
It's all in the mind
Where's the next rest point?
Just give me five minutes
Who's for the beer tent?
But I've only got short legs
I'll be there at the end
Hats on!! Hats off! I
I'll catch you up
Smile please
I do it on beer

Left to right: W0 1 Burrows, SSgt Holli ns , Sig Butters, Cpl Wright,
Sgt Barden , W01 Brittenden , SSgt Edwards, Sig Connors, QC, W01
Huds un
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Since the last entry the 'Red Hand Gang' has had a mixed-up time.
August was maximum leave period but the few 'base rats' left behind
were whisked off to Exmoor for a wet week of adventurous training by
Capt Mark Grieves a nd SSgt Mick Kennedy. The tented camp soon
turn ed into a sce ne reminiscent of a field hospita l in Flanders.
However, the canoeing. trekking, orienteer ing et al was enjoyed a nd Sgt
Sam Camerons (ACC) all-i n-stew was endured by all. Once the si lly
season was finished we came back with a bump. Alpha Troop went off
to Turkey on Ex A n vil Express (full details next issue) and Bravo Troop
were involved in Crusader.
CRUSADING BRAVO TROOP
2Lt Steve Wallis and his merry men got involved in the UK part of
Crusader. Ex Square Leg. Detachments were deployed to co mplet e a
task which seemed more like managing a 'Cooks Tour'. ' Red Hand '
Landrovers appeared in such nice places as Gloucester, Weston-Super·
Mare. Dorchester. Taunton. Exeter and Truro. The task was in aid to
the civil authorities and led to some a musing and stressful situati6ns eg
market day in Taunton.
CIBUA EXPERTS
The exercise linked the civic centres of the towns to HQ South West
District. This ent ailed some pretty extraordinary improvisations when
it came to siting the detachments. Car parks. traffic islands and
ga rdens were all used. In one location a dipole had to be erected across
a main street, the police fortunately stopped the traffic for LCpl
Graham Miles as he did it. Whilst laying a remote through a sewer
culvert. Sig 'Tich' McCormack had the unfortunate experience of
dropping a cast iron man-hole cover on his own head! (Talented-these
Bravo Tp guys!). However. he has had his rewa rd and is now basking in
the sun of Belize for a few weeks. The experience gained by Bravo Tp
o n Ex Square Leg has given them reaso n to claim to be the Corps
ex perts on CIBUA, (Communicating in built-up areas).

SPORTS ROUND UP
The summer reached its climax for our cricket team as it reached the
Station Top-Team final. playing JATE. It is worthy of note that the two
finalists were two of the three Army units on Brizc Norton. After
playing uperbly to get into the final the team. captained by Sgt Gordon
Dagless, lost the toss a nd had to field. Some superior bowling by Sgt
Graham Whelan helped keep JATEs scored down to a gettable total.
The Squadron team went into bat but a disappointing innings by Maj
Chris Melhuish and Capt Ma rk Grieves put the early batting under
some pressure. However. a middle order recovery led by Cpl Al
Coleman nearly reversed the tables. Unfortunately the early setbacks
could not be fully countered and when the limited-over game finished,
the team was still some twelve runs behind. It was a gripping final
played on a super evening a nd the Squadron were unfortunate not to be
the victors. The winter season sees the Squadron soccer team off to a
good start beating MVEE by 6--1 in the SEDIST Minor Units Cup,
First Round. The OC, 2IC, Sgt Dave Meadows RAPC. Cpl 'Molly'
Collin a nd LCpl 'Goppa' Gopsill all pitch up for the Station rugger
side and we can still be seen running round the Station at early hours of
the morning.
COMINGS AND GOINGS
We bid a welcome to W02 (Y ofS ) Mel Watson and his wifo on
joining the Squ adron in place of W 0 2 (YofS) Alex Janaway, we also
welcome Sgt Mick Tasker and his family. We bid farewell to Cpls
'Molly' Collins and 'Al' Coleman, off on their Tl pgrading (look-out
Catterick). Cpl ' Pip' Terry (look-out 3Div) and Sig ' Beast' Davis (poor
old civvy street).

249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)) Bulford
AN INFANTRY RO LE
The Professional Skiers of our last Wire not es have spent the
Summer training hard for our Southern Fla nk operations in Turkey.
Italy and Greece. On return from orway our first major exercise was
in an infantry role as 'C' Company 1/ 2 GR acting as enemy on 6 Fd
Force exercise Tiger Head. The exercise, apart fro m being great tun
demonstrated the high standards R Signals soldiers ca n achieve a
infantry men.

OP AGILA POSTSCRIPT
After the appeal in the last issue of The Wire, Col Keith Olds,
Commander I Signal Group, arranged for Cpl Taylor to return the
historic Camp Foxtrot !lag to its original owner. our 21C. It is quite a
coincidence that Cpl Tayfor is a former Squadron member. The flag
has many tales to be told about it but you had better ask Cpl T aylor
about those. It now occupies a peaceful position, withdrawn from any
more Corps duties. over the back of Capt Grieves study chair. It sits
there watching yet another conflict, that between our 2IC a nd such
diver e enemies as Calvocoressi. Northedge. Kitson and Holsti as he
wrestles with PQS2.

Cpl Taylor 'flies the flag' back from Camp Foxtrot and retu rns it to
Capt Grieves
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LCpl Gus Webster guarding his 'Basha'
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254 (UNFICYP) Sig Sqn

TOR
. .
r
part from running the orp · Officer Recruttmg prog_ran~me _or
ORLO. our ne t commitment was to provide the L'Ommu111cat10.ns for
E. · Tl'11 Tors. ince thi is run by Corporals and below-the Seniors of
the Squadron "volunteered' ' to accompany Sunray and complete the
course o n foot.

T

HERE AND THERE
The carh· um mer aw our hooting team trying to break (unsucL'eSSfully) the durkhas grip on Corp shooting . Our congrat ulations go to H
K Gurkha Signal Squadron and particularly to YofS Cochrane on
winning the Queen' Med al.
In Ju'ly the complete Squadron drove down to Southern Germany for
a CPX with the other AMF{L) nations. We were able to trial our new
Clansman sets , which we were proud to demonstrate to other ATO
nations-clearly a great step forward for u .
The quadron topped over in Dover on our return from Germany to
ha,•e a quick week's military training just to sharpen up the boys.
Before departing on our Summer leave a_ tea m of volunteer tookya;t
in the 6 Fd Force South Downs Way 37 mile bash. Although we dtdn t
win the event (congratulations to 6 Fd Force) mo t of our tea m finishe d
in excellent times.

Was promotion worth it ? SSgt Sid Vivian after the Obsta c le Course
Event-Obstacle Course
Result- 249 Sig Sqn lst
Event NBC
Result-249 Sig Sqn 1st
Event-Shooting
Result-249 Sig Sqn 1st
No photo but sweet revenge for the Corps shoot.
Event-First Aid
Result-249 Sig Sqn !st
Event-Driving
Result-249 Sig Sqn LAST
No comment-no photo.
Overall winners-249 Sig Sqn AMF (L)

Back Row: LCpl Mcintyre, Sig Graven, Sig Williams, Cpl Walmsley,
Sig Hoolahan, Sig Hayward. Front Row: LCpl Johnston, SSgt Vivian,
Lt Ewing, Cpl Clifford, Sig Phillips. Next instalment- professiona l
acts from Turkey

BRITCON MEDAL PARADE
One of the many military activities of UNFICYP is the presentation
of the UN medal, the most spectacular of the contingent medal parades
being that of the British Contingent, which takes place twice a year.
The latest of these took place at Nicosia International Airport on
Friday 8 August. As is usual on parades of this kind the number of
am using incidents that occurred during rehearsals are too numerous to
mention such as the ' Leyland Wrecker' which used our Halogen lights
as a line to drive along or the Canadian who on the Chief of Staffs
rehearsal while looking for a stake thought he had found what he was
looking for but hadn't noticed that the stake was connected to a et of
trip tlares, an illuminating experience! There is one incident though
worthy of a mention. On the first practise of the ferrets firing a 'feu de
joie' the Turkish Cypriot forces had been warned, the Greek Cypriot
forces had been warned but full marks to the Canadians who being the
UN observers in the region and not let into the secret, proved their call
out procedures work even on an unplanned exercise!

COMMANDERS CUP
Whilst having many commitments over the period the Squadron
found time to continue the all important military training. The success
of uur training and the professionalism of our soldiers was
demonstrated in the Commander 1 Sig Gp 'Commanders Cup'
summarised below:
Event-Endurance March
Result-249 Sig Sqn I st

Not even puffedl Sig Phillips, Cpl Walmsley, Sig Craven, Sig
Williams, LCpl Mcintyre, Sig Hayward, OC, Cpl Clifford, SSgt Vivian
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SPOTLIGHT ON TM TROOP
. This month the edict has come from on high to spotlight TM Troop.
1 he Troop has _evolved fron.1 a combination of the line Troop and tech
wo_rkshops. Th is ?Ccurred tn July and has now overcome its growing
patns. What does tt do? Well you may have wondered, if you have been
1!1 the Corps very long. what happens to the exhibits that grow too old
tor the Corps museum at Blandford? The answer is simple, they are
sent to UNFICYP where they are maintained by a faithful band of
seven _well trained miracle workers-The Magnificent Scven!otherw1se known t? the world as technicians. These gallant men will,
when spoke~ to quietly. replace t~e rubbe~ ba~ds, retune the string and
stoke the boilers of the steam radios to matntam the communications of
UNF ICYP. Only technicians of magpie instinct are sent here and if our
tec~nicia n s happen to. b~ about _p lease DO NOT leave any modern
equ 1~m ent around, this is pre circa 1940 , and expect to find it in
workmg order when you return. With out a doubt, it will have been
su rrounded by the FofS (now a WOJ as the discarded boots and new
sh inin g brown shoes betray ... ) and his 'seven' poking and gloating
?ver the modern technology. Chips, well here they are on ly to be found
111 the Cookhouse. Seriously though we till use sets with valves or are
they bottl~s (Carlsberg?-) a nd if you are prepared to admit to
remembering what a n S +DX is, well we still use them. The line section
of the Troop has an international tlavour boasting our own two pet
Canadian linemen Cpl's Ciccone and Bougeau. We have to give them a
mention as they were unable to understand the FofS's comments of
writing notes for a wire, - 'these strange Brits'. Line section is driven by
Sgt 'It was this long' John Bathe, fisherman extraordi naire who maintains the telephones, intercoms and belles (Ed the spelling i right) of
HQ UNFICYP and the married quarter area. Work wise we feel sure
th at o ur tame Finn the SO Signals Capt 'Running' Ranta has secretly
entered u s for the Guiness Book of Records. The record we think we arc
attemptin ~ to breech is how many times you can move· the same
telephone ma week. The record stands at five a nd yes, it is back in the
same house as it started. It is also reckoned that we own or might own
the longest, most tangled cab le spaghetti this side of Gib. We blame it
on CYTA, EX RAF, EX UN, present UN an d anybody that has been in
the a rea of Ni cosia Internat ion al Airport since 1964 or was it 1864 ?
However , the telephones do work and so do the line crews so someone
must know where it a ll goes. In two years the section will be looking for
a new boss, any volunteers, we will throw in a medal for good measure.
Not all is linework within the Troop and there are eventfu l ' Mug o uts'
a nd ' Din e outs'. Some recent departures fro m the Troop are Cpl 'I'll
sleep here' White Fingers Murphy, Eskimo Murray Cdn an d LCpl ' Red
Paint' Green, we wish them well and good luck JO Signal Regiment
yo u'll need it.

Respirator? - I have taken it off! Sig Williams, Lt Scan Ewing
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A WAVE OF THE ARM
As to the parade itself. the Squadron provided all the coordination,
PA and lighting requirements for the parade as well as medal recipients
who received their medals from the Force Commander, Maj Gen J. J.
Quinn, Irish Army. We also provided radio and line vehicle for the
drive past and would be interested in knowing how many NCOs in the
Corps can share LCpl Garry Water's c laim that a mere wave of his arm
can set two companies of infantry, a squadron of ferret and an
assortment of vehicles including an UGGY wagon into motion.
Anyway, the parade continued with a general salute accomyanied by
the firing of trip flares the planning of which fell to W02 (YofS) 'We
will get it right' Weston; he did, and has now retired to 1 Div for more
practices, handing over his patent trip flare tripper to W02 (YofS) Straw
the new Radio Troop Commander. It was now that the minor hitch of
the parade. as far as the Squadron was concerned, occurred. The time
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LCpl Revans lining
had come for the lowering of the tlags dunng the playmg ol Sunset, tt
was the SSM W02 Besant's big moment, his detachment of soldiers
sto?<l. by _the flagpole~ ~wai ting his order. the crowds watched in eager
ant1c1pat1on , t~e parttc1pants on parade were at the general salute, the
band was playmg the m?ving tune. T~is was the moment in the parade
th~t Y?U all have e_xpertenccd. lump m the throat, a tear in the eye, a
pnckhng of the hair on the back of the neck, a pride of being British.
The Sergeant Major gave the order and then discovered a 'knotty'
problem so the !lags stayed up. Is anyone ready to confess? However the
Sergeant Major did whatever it is Sergeant Majors do and the flags
were eve ntually enticed down their masts.
The parade wa finally brought to a very successful climax by
coinciding a helicopter fly past with a ferret charge past followed by a
fast retreat to the ' Mere' for a well earned pint.
GREEN LINE RUN
On a more energetic note the 'Green Line Run' has been resurected.
Its original conception was in the Foreman's office some 2-3 years ago
a nd consists ofa relay run of some 41 miles. starting at the rebroadcast
centre Troodos and ending at the Mercury Club in the UNPA . The
rebroad~as t is at a height of about 5400 ft and the Mercury Club JOO ft.
The baste rules for the run are: The team is to consist of I ofli er. 2
WO/ SNCOs and 7 Ors each runner must run at least three and a half
miles but not more than five and all ten runners must run the last mile
as a squad . The total accumulated age of all the runners mu t be at
least 225 years.
After a lapse of a year it was decided that the run shou ld be revived .
Monday 18 August was the day and a team consi ting of Capt Ranta,
Sgt Steve Atkinson, Sgt John Bathe, Cpl Jim Hubt, Cpl Skid Forteath,
LCpls Ian Green, Billy Kid and Garry Waters, Sigs Taff Owen and
Paul Goulding were hastily put into training. To cut a long story hort.
1t was a great success and a very creditable time of four ours
twenty·three minutes and five seconds was achieved.

LCpl Garry Waters running his leg on the 'Green Line Run'
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Well we are here until Christmas .. . the UN mandate says o. The
Mercury lub i being spruced up by Cpl Kev Jones, Cpl Colin Hale
and their merry band in preparation for the easonal acth·it1e . The
SSM and FoS leave soon no cheer TM Troop ... but we ~ill be hack!
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262 Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 58
HA GE OF COMMAND
On Friday. 12 eptember. Maj M. L. Martin handed over command
of 262 Signal Squadron to Maj L. G. French. Prior to the handover
parade. farewells consi ted of dining out the O~ in the Sergeant ~es
and a surpri e vi~it for Mrs Martin on her d1111ng out by the Wives
C'lub.
At the ergeant Mes Maj M~n '~as forced after the di~ne~ t? face
SSgt 'Martin' Davis who e words Ml\) Ml~hael Leon Martm ~1 1 yur
loife'. et the cene for the rest of the evenmg. All present enjoyed the
presentation and most of all the picture of Maj Mike in his birthday
suit (aged a few months).
.
The econd dining out held by the Wives Club for the OC'. w~fe.
Dorothy, was kept a ~ret till th~ nigl~t oft~e eveni. Dorothy thmkmg
he wa going for a night out w11h friend m the Me found herself
depo ited on a coach that ended up at the icosia Hilton.
1.aj and Mrs Martin's lat farewell was held in the.Bitsa Club where
the OC did his last duty for the Squadron by presenting sports colours
and awards to various members of the Squadron. The evening ended
'' ith the OC being presented with an engraved lamp by the junior
member of the Squadron.
FAREWELLS & PRESENTATIONS
Departing al o from Cyprus was the CBFC Maj Gen Taylor who
managed to fit in a LS & GC presentation to t hree members of the
Squadron . Holding medals in place the three recipients , W02 (FofS)
J ohn Mcllree, Sgt Ian Underhill and Sgt Charlie Donnelly led the way
to the mess where the traditional dunking ceremony took place.

TWELFTH REUNION

POSTING TO PE RGAMOS
On 12 September, 11 members of 81 Sqn(V) arrived at Dhekeli a;
their task to build a SOpr SSA cabl_e route 5 miles long, between
Dhekelia and Pergamos Camp. After settling in over the weekend, they
started on Monday 15 September and eight days plus a lot of very hard
work later, the job was completed.
The successful completion was due to the expertise of Cpl George
' Geordies Jointers' Newby, LCpl T erry ' Chippy' W oods, Sig D ave
Wright, and the two regulars of the team, LCpl Steve Robertson and
LCpl Roy Smith , both from 262. The supporting team consisted of
LCpl Paul Oliver, Sig Haydn 'I'll be a Lance-Corporal soon' Mason ,
Sig Stu 'Super Sonic' Mallison , Sig Steve ' Skid' Mar ks, Sig Paul ' Olly'
Crosby, Sig F rank 'I've got to get a tan' O'Nlell , Sig Dave ' Give us a
kiss' Keast and Sig Stu 'Capt Birds Eye' Beveridge .
The whole project was supervised by SSgt Tom 'I'm training to be a
PTI' Homby of262 who now has the job of making sure it stays up and
work . Apart from all the hard work, the lads managed to get in some
sailing, a few rounds of golf, a tour of t he isla nd, a few visits to the
Bitsa Club, and all managed lo go home with a good sun tan. We hope
you all enjoyed your stay with us as much as we in the Squadron
enjoyed having you. Many thanks for all the hard work and a good job
well done .
HELLO & GOODBYE
Welcome to SSgt (YofS ) Percy Beynon, Sgt Bob Peel, Sgt Eddie
Higgin s, Cpl Sue Catterall and Sgt Jim Acklaw, Cpl Dod M aher, and
Cpl Da, e Critchlow. Goodbye and all the best to SSgt (YofS) Dave
Boll<den Cpl Dave Dich ter , Cpl Pete Holmes, LCpl Kathie Hould and
Pte Trace) Oakes.
TOP PRES
ongratulations to Jim Acklaw and Nigel Gran t on their promotions
10 ergeant.
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Report by Fi:aflk Be~nett (Alias Johnnie Johnson)
The Twelfth reunion of the Far East War-time Royal Signals unit
was held in Blandford Camp on 30 August. Lt Col Monty Truscott a
member of the Company organised the first reunion in 1969 after he
was posted to the School of Signals in 1968. The majority of the Si~nal
Company were drowned and only 400 British Prisoners of war survived
from 1800 ~en of var.ious Units in transit to Japan on a Japanese
transpo'.1 ship, t~e Lisbon Maru was torpedoed by an American
submarine 300 miles south of Shanghai. The survivors swam for one
day before reaching an island off the mainland of China, within a few
hours they were recaptured by the Japanese and taken to Japan, there
to serve a further four years as POWs. Col Monty Truscott who retires
next year. 5!1id _'These reunions have been a resounding success thanks
to t~«: spmt of t~e ex POWs and the hospitality of the Defence ADP
Trammg Centre m Blandford Camp.' The Bishop of Sherwood Dick
Darby, fought in !he Battle of Hong Kong, was taken POW wh~n the
Colony fell on Chnstmas Day 1941.

BATH & DISTRICT BRANCH
Bill Swanson, our Hon Secretary, died sudden ly in Cambridge on
13th August at the age of57. An expre sion of sympathy was received
from the Headquarters of the Association and has been made to
Cynthia, his widow.
Bill was with the Post Office before the war, then enlisted into the
Corps as an Operator Keyboard and Line. serving first with Air
Formation Signals and later with Army Group Signals in North Africa
before participating in the Italian campaign. He transferred to the civil
service after the war and his talents brought him well-earned promotion
to Principal in the Contract Department of M.O.D. (Navy).
A Founder Member of the branch in 1949, he became Hon Secretary
in March 1957 and well known per onally to the majority of our
members. He served us well as a very conscientious servant of the
branch and those who have shared in the work of the Committee have
had the benefit and example of his true comradeship. It wa pleasing
when the Central Committee of the Association saw fit to make him
an Honour Member this year, in recognition of his excell ent support
over a long period.
The funeral service on 20 August followed by interment. was
conducted bv our Hon Chaplain. Rev P. W. Cato OBE.
Mrs Swanson believe it would have been Bill' s wish that any
per on al expres ions of sympathy should be in the form of donations to
our Memorial Fund and any such donations ent to our Hon Treasurer.
Mr John Boylan, 8 Burleigh Gardens. Bath, will be gratefully
acknowledged.
.
Finding a successor to this very important office on the Committee
will not be easy.

SOUTHPORT AND DISTRICT BRANCH
ARRIVALS & FAREWELLS
Congratulations to Sgt Chappa and Andy Copestake on the birth of a
son. They decided that since the swimming pool was due to close for the
season in Cyprus, that they would leave us on posting to get the baby
water fit and in good S.H.A.P.E. for swimming competitions.

THE HONG KONG SIGNAL COMPANY 1939-45

Association News

On Thursday 31 Jul y a new branch was formed in Southport. The
founder member was Bill Hampson, ex 42nd (E.L.) Div Signals T.A ..
who along with a few other ex Royal Signals personnel got the branch
on the road .
The following officers were elected.
Cha irman
Bill Hampson
Vice Chairman
Alan Howard
Secretary
Edd ie Amor
Treasurer
Bill Brodie
Welfare Officer
Alan Howard
Social Officer
Bruce Gillingham
rt was decided tha t future meetings would be held the third Thursday
of each month at the Queens Hotel , Promenade. South~rt . All ex
Royal Signals personnel who are on holiday are cordially invited to
attend any meeting.
We are pleased to say our membership now exceeds 20 after one
month.

Our inaugural meeting held on 31 J uly at the Queens Hotel, Southport
Back Row, Left to Righ t: Bill Brodie, T reasurer, Graham Krinks,
Tommy Thompson, Eddie Amor Secretary, Lou Fashoni. Front Row,
Left to right: Frank Matassa, Bill Hampson, Founder & Chairman,
Alan Howard, Vice Chairman
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FROM ALL CORNERS
~.nee more the members made their way from all corners of the
British Isles to gather at Blandford Camp. The reunion was held in the
Defence ADP Training Centre Officers Mess by kind permission of the
Con:in:iandant, Capt D . C. F. Watson Royal Navy and officers of the
Trammg Centre. Some took advantage of the extended time allotted
an~ arrived on Thursday, wh.ilst the bulk of the party turned up during
Fr1~ay. Everyone. present enjoyed the social gathering in the evening,
havmg a ~ost~lg1c chat and partaking of a superb buffet meal with
p~enty of hqu1d refreshment. The rem iniscing went on well into the
night.

,.

IMPORT ANT DECISION
.
Satur.day dawned bright and Friday's rain was a thing of the past. A
Roya.I Signals A~ociation .me~ting chai~ed by H arry (Scoops) Liley was
held 1n the morning at which 1t was decided that this would be the last
reunioi:i of this kind in Blandford Camp. Changes were made in the
Committee with George Carroll elected as Chairman, and Charles
Latter Secretary, replacing Lt Col Monty Truscott who has done so
much hard work over the past years and is due for retirement in August
1981. .My humble self was given the post of Public Relations Officer.
replacmg Harry Copsey who has done a grand job over the years. Bill
Bevan remams as Treasurer, and Vic lent is still our stalwart President.
Following the meeting a raffle was held under the direction of Mary
Bin~gsley an.d her lady helpers. There were prizes galore, and anyone
who did not wm was really unfortunate. During the afternoon under
the sponsorship of Bunny Austen, two films were shown ofpres~nt day
Hong Kong which proved to be interesting and nostalgic.
SUPE RB OCCASION
Saturday culminated with the reunio n di nner. E ighty two mem bers
and friends assembled for a reunion photograph followed by sherry in
the ante-room. Unfort un ately the photographer's work was to no avai l
but no one present will need any material reminder of thi s our last
meeting together at Blandford.
'

Pictured left to Right: Col Monty Truscott (S ecreta ry). Mrs Irene
Trus cott, The Bishop of She rwood , Dic k Darby, Mrs Toby lent, Mr
Vic le nt (president) and Mrs Betty Darby, wife of the Bishop
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~ollowin~ a superb mea! , beautifully cooked and perfectly served,
dunn~ which the gathenng had been entertained with musical
select1oos by the Royal Signals Band under the direction ofWOI G.D.
Grover1 ~ number. of presentations were made. In recognition and
appreciation of their services to the branch, Lt Col M onty and Irene
Tru~tt were presented with a gift of cut glass . Irene T ruscott then
~ece1ved a w~ter colour of a Blandford scene painted by a local artist
from the lad1e~ of mei:nbers present._ Col Monty Truscott presented
momentos to his committee members m recognition of their assistance
over the past years.
The honoured guest for the evening was Judith W agh , Branch
P~rsonal Secretary to Col Monty Truscott. Our table was also graced
with the presence of Lt Col Keith and E ileen Boulding, and the Bishop
of Sherwood Dick Darby and his wife.
HILARIOUS TENKO PARADE
Reti~ng to the bar for an hilarious sketch of POW days a 'Tenko
Parade was held. H anch o Dutchy Holland paraded his working party
of George Carroll, Harold Bates, Joe RoeUch , Bill Bevan Bill Butler
Peter Moddrel and Bill Sp~dbury. The inspecting Japa~ese O fficer:
Frank Bennett, was ably assisted by a Japa nese interpreter, professionally portrayed by Bobby Cogbill. It was indescribable. The evening
went ?n with drinking and talking until the ea rly hou rs, the me s slowly
emptied and members tried to catch up on their beauty sleep.
SAD F AREWELI.S
Sunday morni ng brought sad b ut joyous farewell s. Sad because it
was the last meeting at Bla ndfo rd . Joyous because we h ad a ll met
together once again for such a wond erful weekend.
Despite the fact t hat this is the last Bland fo rd reu nio n the Branch
will. continue, -:Vi.th the meetings and ven ues left to the com mittee to
~ecide. The sp1nt of comradesh ip among us which has strengt hened
smce ~he days we served. in Hong Kong is not something to be passed
over lightly. Comradeshi p can be a very strong bond especially when
you have served together over many years. Unti l the next meeti ng,
Sayonara.

Sport
BADMINTON
ROYAL SIGNALS (BAOR) BADMINTON CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Th ird
Ann ual Royal Signals (BAOR) Badm inton
Championsh ips, u nder t he sponsorshi p of the CO 4 Armd Div HQ and
Sig Regt, Lt Col R. F . L. Cook, was held in the Ham mersmith
Gymnasium in Herford on 9 an d 10 Oct.
T he finals were p layed in t he morn ing of 10 O ct in the fo llowi ng
ord,er and all were strongly contested . Three o f the games went to the
best of 3 sets wit h one being decided on the last point of the th ird set.
Unit Doubles:
Winners
LCpl J. Moore-4 Armd D iv HQ and Sig Regt
LCpl T . Pollard-4 Armd D iv HQ and Sig Regt
Runners-Up
WOZ R. D. Brown-2 1 Sig Regt
Sgt I. Gilbert-21 Sig Regt
Singles Saucer:
Wi n ner
Cpl G. T. Kendall -5 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sq n
Ru nner-Up
Cpl C. C. Couslns-5 Fd Force HQ and Sig Sqn
Open Doubles:
Wi nners
LCpl J. Moore-4 Ar md Di v HQ and Sig Regt
LCpl T. Pollard- 4 Armd Div HQ a nd Sig Regt
Runner -Up
W02 R. D. Brown-21 Sig Regt
Sgt I. GUbert-21 Sig Regt
Singles Plate:
W inner
Cpl Hayward-21 Sig Regt
Runner-U p
WOI D. GUchrist-4 Arm d D iv HQ & Sig Regt
Veterlllls Doubles:
Winners:
W02 R. D. Brown-2 1 Sig Regt
Sgt l. Gilbert-21 Sig Regt
Lt S. Hargreaves-4 Armd D iv HQ and Sig Regt
Run ner -Up
Sgt 0. Chhetrl-21 Sig Regt
Singles:
LCpl T. Pollard-4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
W inner
Run ner-Up
LCplJ. Moore- 4 Ar md Div HQ and ig Rcgt
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Although there were not as man)' competitor;; as at the l?rcv1ous t~o
tournaments thi~ did not detract from the quality of badmmton pla)ed
or the ompetitive pirit in which each game was conteste~ . .
We thank Mr Ann Higton, wife of the 21C MaJ H1gto!1, for.
presenting the prize and. of course, W02 (Q~Sl) Perrott and ht stafl
for the excellent presentation of the gymnasium on both days. '!"here
were man v comp! imen ta ry com men ts pas~ed by every~n e a bout t 111 ·
An excellent competition which, 1 thmk. wa enjoyed by all who
partook and those who came as spectators.

GOLF
ROY AL SIGNALS V ROYAL ARMY
ORDNANCE CORPS
The annual Royal Signals v. Roval Army Ordnance Corps match was
held at Hankley Common Golf ciub on 9 September. The day ~tarted
with really unny weather, which ha not been seen too much this year.
Howe,·er. we did not get away with it completely, for the afternoon saw
us in the middle of a heavy, half hour, downpour. But. ~ th~se of you
who have played it know, Hankley Common qo1f course 1 laid on top
of a sand basin. and will take any amount ofram.
The greens were, as ever. in very good_ condition althoug~ the
fairways had just been spiked and some \'ery tight and awkward fairway
lie were had by all.
Col Stan Schofield did not make the start of play , but Stan alwa~s
has a good story to tell. So , are you all si.tting comfortably. ~n this
parricular day Stan had confused the day with the Autumn Meet111gs at
Woking and went to that Club . Realising that none of the othe; Cor~s
players were around he checked his diary to confirm and realised his
mistake. He rushed to his car and made great haste to get over to
Hankley Common, arriving as the last pair we;e walki ng down the fi_rst
fairway. Rushing round to the rear of the car m order to make a quick
change and catch the players up, he found, as he ope~ed the boot ~e
had left all his clubs and kit at Woking Golf Oub. So with not a care 111
the world Stan made a hasty retreat to collect his belongings. Needless
to say lunch was taken in a happy mood, unfortunately, at Stan's
expense. However , Stan was not to be left o~t.of the game and led his
pairing to a fine win of6 and 5over the opposition .
With a lead at lunchtime of 6 to 2 and the afternoon score of J! toi
this was the finest win the Corps has had this year. Well done all the
players on a great day 's golf.
I GLES

Royal Signals
I. Capt H. Meeklngs

2.
3.
4.
~.

6.
7.
8.

( 4)
MajGenA.J.Jackson ( 8)
Col S. SchoOeld
( 8)
Maj R. Windmill
( 9)
(15)
Brig 0. J. Peck
MajJ. E. GIU
(16)
Maj R. L. Bun
(16)
Col G. D. T. Harris (17)

RAOC
Maj Lucas
Lt Col Watts
Maj Mclachlan
Lt Col Stones
Capt Taylor
Col Tarsnane
". Lt Col Allen
v. Maj Warren

v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.

SCORE
4.3
( 9)
2-1
(10)
(12)
6·4
4.2
( 12)
( 13)
2-1
4.5
(16)
(20)
3-2

( 8}

ROYAL SIGNALS GOLFING SOCIETY
v THE moNSIDES

SHOOTING
THE NRA TARGET RIFLE EVENTS, BISLEY, 1980

Ou r match against the Ironsides- the RAC Golfing Society- was
played on Wednesday 8 October 1980 at the West Hill GC. The
weather on the day turned out to be ideal for October-~n absolutely
'freak day· sa ndwiched between two cold, very wet and wmdy ones- I
last remember such a fortunate break when Jack Nicklaus played in
Berlin before the 1978 Open.
.
On my early arrival at the course I was very surpmed. to see Ha~ry
Meekings and Alex Leitch d?mi~ating. the centre slot.of an otherwise
vacant car park. Could the tug m their car be Harry s s~cret to prematch warm-up? All competitors except one Ironside arrived
punctually and a very amicable decision to play both rounds as
Foursome was taken.
Play started on the whole straight down the middl~. The players, all
fighting keenly, wer~ soon returni~g for lunch with d1astrous results for
.
Royal Signals. Ironsides were lead mg 3-1. .
The midday meal was a very pleasant affair but with rather too ma_ny
calories helped down with the odd bottle of Chateau West Hill .
However, it was during lunch that our team regrouped 111 an attempt to
save the day. The matches were s<;><>n u~~e:way and as we passed one
another on adjacent fairways, or m adiommg woods, the thumb-ups
increased and my hopes for a spectacu l~r come~ac~. Indeed t~e team
fought back and Royal Signals won with a wmmng total ol ~-~
matches.
RESULTS
Ironsides
v. LI Gen Sir Alan Taylor(5)

Royal Signals
I. Capt H. Meekings

(4)

0-1
2. MajGenA.J.Jackson(8)

v. LIColNewnham

3. Maj R. L. Windmill

(9)

v . LI Col Howard-Jones

4. Lt Col K. M. Evans

(14) v. Maj Gen Ward

5. Brig 0. J. Peck

(15)

6. Col R . Linton
7. Col S. SchoOeld

(12)}
( 12)

1-0

(11)
(22)

O·I

(16) v. Maj Gen Foot
( 8) v. Maj Peire

( 15) }

v. Maj Roberts

(17) v. LI Col Lusted

8. Capt A. Leitch

(9)

I

0-1

(17)
1·3

I. Jackson - Schofield
2. Evans-Li nton
3. Windmill- Peck
4. Meekings- Leilch

RESULT
1·0
1-0
0-1
1-0
1-0
i·O
0·1
1-0

v.
v.
v.
v.

MATCH

Taylor-Knowlley
Newman-Peire
Howard-Jones- Roberts
Lusted-Foot

!-l

l·O
1-0
l·O

4i·Ji WIN TO ROYAL SIGNALS

6·2
FOURSOMES
I.
2.
3.
4.

Meekings/Jackson
SchoOeld/ Windmill
Peck/ Gill
Burt / Harris

v. Lucas/Watts
v. Mclachlan/ Stones

v. Taylor/ Tannane
v. Allen /Warren

3-1
6·5
O·O
2 UP

1·0
1-0
H
1-0
3H

Don~i

he disappointed!
COPY MUST BE RECEIVED

MATCH9! ·2!

BY THE 12th OF THE
OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN
Wh y not write up any outstanding sportsmen
in your Unit and send in to The Wire with one
or two action photographs?
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Report by Col Richard Gilbertson
The Corps Team consisted of Col Richard Gilbertson, Maj John Cox,
Capts Jim Evans and Phillip Grey, and Nick Blampied. Jim Evans had
a good meeting, winning ten bars for Prize List appearances and
shooting in both the Regular Army Teams in the Short and Long Range
Inter-Services Matches. His score of 563 in the Grand Aggregate placed
him 157th out of about 1200 competitors. In the Queen's Prize, Phillip
Grey and John Cox got through into the Second Stage, but neither
survived to the final (John Cox scored 143, one more point would liave
got him into the tie for a place in the Hundred).
In his last year as a serving shooter, Col Richard was honoured by
appointment as Captain of the Regular Army Teams in the InterService Target Rifle events. He was also Adjutant of the Mother
Country Team in the Kolapore, the premier international match in the
Meeting. The match is open to Dominions and Colonies, and to
countries which have been colonies; the USA enters regularly under
this clause. This year, the NRA invited Lt Col Larry Orpen-Smellie to
captain the Mother Country team; the first occasion on which a serving
officer has had this honour . Regretfully the Mother Country lost to
Canada by one point in the last few shots at 600 yards. Nick Blampied
shot in the match, for his own home, Guernsey. Jim Evans and Richard
Gilbertson shot for Wales in the National and Mackinnon Matches.
The Corps Team had only one minor success, being placed third to
two RAF teams in the Ranelagh, for serving members of HM Forces in
the First Stage of HM the Queen's Prize. In the matches based on
aggregates, we were poorly placed.
Jim Evans now takes over as Vice-Captain of Corps Shooting (the
Vice-Captain looks after target, as opposed to service weapon, events).
Col Richard Gilbertson retires before next season. though he will
continue his active connection with both Welsh and Anny target
shooting. He is Chairman of the Welsh Rifle Association and a Trustee
of the Army Rifle Association, and hopes to appear regularly in Army
Target Rifle Oub teams both at home and overseas now that he will
have more time.

SKILL AT ARMS MEETINGS 1980
The Royal Signals Skill at Arms Meeting was held at Bulford and
Perham Ranges from 23 to 27 June, and was preceded by a practice
week. As has become the custom the organisation and administration
of the Meeting was combi ned with the Royal Artillery although the
matches were shot separately. The weather was far from kind and did
its best to dampen everyone's spirits, but in spite of all the rain the
standard of shooting was agreeably high and there was keen
competition throughout the meeting . Thanks must go, in particular , to
1 Signal Group who organised the meeting, and to all the many others
who helped to make it a success. The number of competitors were
much lower than hoped for due to units in BAOR which were involved
in exercises. 7 major units and 6 minor units competed together with a
number of individuals from units which were unable to field a team,
and a total of 105 personnel shot.

THE WINNERS
At the end of the meeting the President of Corps Shooting, Brig R. L.
St.onharn, ADC, presented the trophies and awards, and the principal
winners were as follows:Champion at Arms
LCpl Krishna Gunmg HK Gurkha
Sig Sqn
Champion Shot
SSgt Corcoran
School of Signals (attached HMS
Mercury)
Best Individual Non
W0 2Wilson
Royal Signals
13 Signal Regt
Best Junior Soldier
J. S. Pascoe
JSW 11 Sig Regt
Be~1 Young Soldier
Sig Binder
30Sig Regt
Best Shot any Class
SSgt Corcoran
(Stage 1 and 2)
School of Signals (attached
HMS Mercury
Best Shot Class B
LCpl Evan s
22 Signal Regt
Champion Major Unit Team
Run ners Up
School of Signals
Champion Minor Units Team
HK Gurkha Signal Squadron
Run ners Up
262 ignal Squadron
T HE WI RE, NOVEMBER 1900

THREE IN ARMYtOO
The Corps Meetins was followed by the Regular Army Skill at Arms
Meeting at Bisley which commenced on 30 June and ended on 12 July.
This was followed by the NRA Service Weapons Meeting. As reader
already know from the last edition of the 'Wire' the outstanding thing
about the meeting was that SSgt Corcoran won HM The Queen's
Medal, the ARA Gold Jewel and the Watkin Cup. He was also selected
to shoot for the Army VIII.
In addition to SSgt Corcoran there were two other members of the
Corps in the Army 100. These were:13th Maj D. J. McLean 22 Signal Regt
48th LCpl Krishna Gurung HK Gurkha Signal Sqn
The number ofunits/ individuals competing was disappointing. Only
4 Major and 3 Minor Units competed and of these Hong Kong Gurkha
Signal Sqn was the only unit which really did well. They won the Minor
Units Parachute Regiment Cup and the Minor Units Small Arms Cup
and were the Runners Up in the Minor Units Championship-they
were beaten by The Guards Depot. In the Methuen Cup the Corps was
placed 16th and beat the Royal Artillery but not the Royal Engineers.
There was an encouraging number of Royal Signals entries for the
NRA Service Weapons Meeting and a Royal Signals team won the
Hamilton Leigh Trophy. SSgt Corcoran won the Imperial Tobacco Cup
for the second year in succession.
When these notes are published, the 1980 Full Bore season will be
well and truly over and thoughts should already be turning to the 1981
season. The Corps Meeting next year is planned to take place from 1526 June and will follow the same pattern as this year, i.e. will include a
practice week and will be combined with the Royal Artillery. The
Regular Army Meeting is schedule to run from 1-11 July, and it is
hoped that there will be a large number of entries from within the
Corps at both Meetings.

Ho ng Kong Gurkha Sig nal Sqn Team

Royal Signals Methuen Team 1980. Standing: L to R Cpl Copley, 21
Sig Regt, Maj Wright, Capt of Corps Shooting. Brig Stonham Pres of
Corps, W02 Manning 22 Sig Regt. Kneeling: L to R - W01 .Hassall
RSA, Maj Mclean, 22 Sig Regt, SSgt Corcoran, School of S1gs, Cpl
Bruce, 22 Sig Regt
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Goods Available from Association Headquarters

2

Rutherford and Mile~
- "

The following items are available from the Association

OLD

,., ·

TRINITY ·~~

Any telephone enquiries to Chelsea Military extension 376, please.

HOUSE M~d:lra

The 1981 Corps Diary - This item is again produced in Planner Style. The outer cover is in flexible blue vinyt,
embossed with a gold 'JIMMY' . Included with the diary is an address and telephone insert . OVERSEAS 60p HOME
70p.

'Jimmy' in bronze . Height 11!" including plinth.
Produced by Peter Hicks for the Association

st/

Overseas

UK

(

(

The style is
Vintage hut not
the price

32 .00

36.80

Royal Signals stick pin. for ladies wear. Sterling silver with spring safety stud,
complete in presentation case

6.50

7.50

Mens Calf leather wallets

6.00

6.90

Corps table mats (set of six)

17.50

19.50

Corps cockta il mats (set of six)

6.00

6.90

Drambuie

Corps wall plaque (scrolls ·Royal Corps of Signals· or blank)

6.60

7.70

THE LIQUEUR Y.OL' PREFER TO BE OFFERE::J

Corps cuff links (revised pattern)

3.25

3.60

Framed, illuminated Corps badge 4f' x 4f'

1.10

1.25

Blazer badge (as approved by the Corps Committee) (on navy or black background)

2.80

3.10

Crested glass ash trays

1.15

1.35

Corps ties--terylene 3 -V

1.7 5

2 .00

Car ba dge-square. acrylic

2.50

2.85

Key ring w ith Corps badge tag

0.45

0.50

·Begone Dull Care·. The Corps Band Record. (LP)

2.30

2.60

Corps clipper board folders in blue vinyl with crest in gold

2.20

2.40

Corpstransfers- larg e (1 0" x 7i''l

0.85

0.90

medium (7i " x 5f ')

0.80

0. 85

small (3" x 2f')

0.75

0.80

Clever Cubes' Desk tidies (for pins & paper clips)

0.55

0.60

Identity card holder

0.17

0.19

Blazer buttons-large
small

0.50
0.45

0.55
0.50

Association lapel badge !new pattern, members only)

0.40

0.45

Vinyl " coasters" w ith Corps Crest (set of six)

1.45

1.55

Calf leather comb case complete w ith comb

0.45

0.50

•

The Brandy of Napoleon
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contact your nearest NAAFI.

Pri nted in Great Britain

Citroen

A nameforeconomy
Every model in the Cftroen range earns good marks
for fuel economy And gives you a bonus in comfort and
roadholding plus generous interior space.You'll be better
off,too,without U.K.cartax and VAT, as you can see from
our price list.
Cftroen service is available throughout Europe
and in many other countries.For details of our Personal
Export scheme and colour brochures,write or 'phone:
Personal Export Division,Cttroen Cars Ltd, Dept M80
Mill Street,Slough SL2 5DE,England.(fel:Slough 23808).

~
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~

\

~
u
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'
PIMMS\

There is nothing like a

For these and all bar supplies
THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING

2

y

~
/§'

Miiitary Ex.port Price List
For orders placed directly with Citroen Cars Ltd, Slough,
with delivery ex-depot U.K. (number plates and any delivery
charges extra):
ex 2400 Super
ex 2400 Pallas
2CV6
£1.758
Dyane
Visa Club
Visa Super
GSpecial Saloon
GSpacial Estate
GS Club
GS Pallas
GS Pallas (C· matic)
GS ESlall
GSA Club
GSA Club (C·matlc)
GSA Pallos
GSA Pallas IC-matte)
GSA Estate
GSA ES11ta IC- m1tic)
ex Reflex 14 Speed)
CX Athena (S Spead)

£1 .945
£2.468
£2.719
£2.748
£2,943
£2.770
£3.088
£3.27 3
£2.965
£3.220
£3.342
£3.488
£3.611
£3.389
£3.592
£4.712
£5.242

(5 Speed)

ex 2400 Pallas

£5.737

(C· matic)
£5.901
CX 2500 01asal Super
(5 Speed)
£5.714
ex 2500 D1ast1 Pallas
(5 Speed)
£6.214
ex 2400 Pallas lnjaction
(C·matic)
£6,587
ex GTi (5 Spead)
£6.568
CX Prestige Injection IC·mat1c/
5 Spetdl
£8.841
ex Safari Et1111s
CX 2400 Supar
(4 Spttd)
£5.568
ex 2400 Super
(5 Spttd)
£5.676

(C·mahc)
£5.846
CX 2500 0.ml Super
(4 Speed)
£5.888
CX 2500 01ml Super
(5 Speed)
£5.996
ex hm1hll1 (8 S11terl
EttatlS

ex 2400 Super
£5.67 1
(4 Speed)
ex 2400 Super
(5 Speed)
£5.77 9
ex 2400 Super
IC-mttic)
£5.949
CX 2500 Oiutf Super
(4 Speed)
£5.989
CX 2500 D1ml Super
(5 Speed)
£6.097

Prices COfr«l 11 tl'ne or OQll'IQ 10 p<eSS
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See more
ofthe country
you serve...

See more of the family
Nip home for the weekends, visit
the family, pop in to see the folks,
say hello to the girlfriend or boyfriend
-with your Railcard you can do it all
at half-price.

Let the family see
more ofyou
1

Wherever you're stationed in
Britain, your wife or husband and
kids can see more of you.
They're all entitled to half-price
travel.

See more in a day
Day trips to the seaside, or out
s~opping, or to see the sights of the
city are treats the family can enjoy,
even when you can't be with them.

See more on your hols
1

Low carbohydrate lite lager.

with your
Forces Railcard.

Care
free.Tax
free.
r-------------- ---------...••

If you're going to live abroad for a year or more you
can buy a smooth, road-hugging Cavalier, tax free.
And for a certain period you
could use it in this country.
Up to six months for UK
residents and up to a year for overeas visitors.
It's a simple arrangement made
through the Vauxhall Personal
Export Department.
0 RO YALE 0 CAVALIER 0 CARLTO 0 CHEVETTE 0 ASTRA
Just tick the Vauxhall of your
AME
choice and send the coupon to:
ADDRESS
Vauxhall Motors Ltd., Personal
PCA/l
Export Department, Route 6197,
P.O. Box 3, Luton, England.
ro TCODE
VAUXHALL{~mJ
2
4261
7
(oss
9 ).
PERSONAL EXPORT

L----------------------- - - - - - -- -~
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Printed ln Great Brit•in

In a nutshell, a Forces Railcard
lets you travel the length and
breadth of Britain, by train as often
as you like for half the normal fare.
It gives you the chance to
under 18 years old) has their own
see more and do more, making Railcard.
the most of your leave,
They can be used together or
individually-still saving half the fare.
at the same time getting the
So it gives everyone extra freemost from your money.
dom. There's more to see and do
But that's only the half of it. together when you're at home on

There's more to this card
than meets the eye
A Forces Railcard means that
your family can travel half-price
with you.
It also means your family can
travel half-price without you.
. Each_ member of your family (be
It your wife, your h usband or your
grown up children -14 years old and

leave and there's more for your wife
or husband and kids to see and do
when you're not.
Of course, you'll still receive your
Forces Warrants - half-price travel i
simply a bonus to help you and yours
to get out and about more often.
Take as many trips as you like
too-your Railcard is valid till
31st December 1982 and it stands to
reason, the more you use it, the more
you're going to save!

This is the age of the train*

Our trains run through beautiful
countryside, some of which can only
be seen properly from the train. Short
holidays or long ones - you 'II see
more and get there quicker on the
train.

"See what a bargain
you've got?"
"My friends, this Railcard's
your ticket to fun and freedom.
So get out and see more of the
country you serve, and the
people you love.
Half-price rail travel has
got to be good news. I couldn't
even fix you up better than
that!"

UK/VRC353.

Choice of the British Army and other modem armies.

DDESIGNED for the Armoured
Fighting Vehicle environment
0 DESIGNED for single and multiple
installations.
0 DESIGNED for best electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) performance.
0 DESIGNED for high-power/longrange plus low-power short-range.
0 DESIGNED for analogue and
digital voice, telegraph and teleprinter.

0 DESIGNED to DEF
specifications and environmentally proven.
DDESIGNED for ease of
operator's use and ease of
training.
0 DESIGNED for ease of
maintenance.
ClansmanNRC353 has
been designed specifically to meet

the needs of a modern army in
battle, and is now in quantity
production forthe British Ministry
of Defence.
Marconi Space and Defence Systems Limited

I

A GEC -Marconi Electronics Company

Marketing Department. The Grove. Warren Lane.
Stanmore. Middlesex HA7 4LY. England.
Telephone: 01 -954 2311 . Telex: 22616.
Telegrams: SPADEF Stanmore.

clansmanYRCISI
THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED MIUTARYVHF VEHICLI RADIO

UM

